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Technico Net of $591,585 for Yew of 7936

FAVOR STRONG SHORTS TO END DUALS PROBLEM

Plan Philadelphia Duals Legality Test Case Re-argument

Majors Learn Circuit Court

Decision for

Re-hearing

Paramount and other major com-
panies who are defendants in the
Philadelphia case testing legality of
film contract provisions prohibiting
playing of their pictures on double
bills have learned that the Circuit
Court of Appeals is definitely plan-
ning to have the action re-argued.
There had been considerable specu-
lation over interpretation of the
court's opinion, announced March 5,

{Continued on Page 4)

Aussenberg Eyes England
Plans for producing in England are

being considered by Julius Aussenberg,
formerly European manager for Fox,
who has arrived in New York from
Prague, where he has made six features
during the past year. He plans to
remain in this country about four weeks.

EL

PLAN TO BE PUSHED

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — President Roose-

velt intends to renew his efforts to

fix minimum wages for labor in the
motion picture and other industries,

following decision of the U. S. Su-
preme Court in upholding the Wash-
ington State Minimum Wage Law.

EDUC. PLANS 42 TWOS,

NGLES FOR YEAR

Educational begins work in about
one week on its program for the
1937-38 season which tentatively
calls for 42 two-reelers and 58 sin-
gle reels, stated President E. W,
Hammons yesterday. The schedule

{Continued on Page 2)

Australian Producers Want
Excise Tax on U. S. Prints

Canberra, Australia (By Cable)—
Australian producers are demand-
ing that American distributors pay
an excise tax on each print made in

{Continued on Page 4)

72 P. C. of Exhibs. Polled Say Clientele Would Accept
Shorts as Substitute for Second Feature

—Newsreels Lead Shorts Field

By CHESTER B. BAHN
A marked and significant trend in favor of the adoption of

a supporting program of strong short subjects as a substitute
for the second feature in those cities and towns where duals
are regarded dubiously or as an outright evil is disclosed in a
nation-wide poll of exhibitors by The Film Daily.

No less than 72 per cent of the
theater operators and managers to
whom questionnaires were addressed
gave an affirmative answer to this

question:
"Would your clientele accept

{Continued on Page 8)

XY

REORG. PLAN FAIR

Leo Brecher, theater owner, testi-

fying as an expert yesterday at a
hearing in Federal Court on the
Roxy reorganization plan, said he
found no provision of the plan that
was unfair.
He was the sole witness at yes-

terday's hearing and was cross ex-
amined by Samuel Kramer, counsel
for the stockholders' protective com-
mittee, and by Harold Seligson,

{Continued on Page 4)

703 OF 919 YEAR'S

Albany — Enactment of a mini-
mum wage law covering women by

{Continued on Page 2)

Meeting on 2% Tax Appeal

Deferred Till Next Week

Meeting to be held by major com-
pany counsel on advisability of ap-
pealing from decision of the Circuit
Court of Appeals at Albany finding

that the New York City 2 per cent
sales tax applies to film rentals ob-

{Continued on Page 2)

P-4|) Trustee to Request

Expunging of 25 Claims

Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
ill submit in Federal Court shortly

a petition to expunge 25 claims to-
{Continued on Page 2)

ecnnicolor Net of $591585 in 1936

Compares With Loss of $3,471 for '35

Short subject programs for 1936-
37 are 7G.5 per cent completed, ac-
cording to a survey made by The
Film Daily. Of the 919 short sub-
jects scheduled (not counting the
five twice-weekly newsreel issues

{Continued on Page 4)

No Walkout at Its Plant,

Du-Art Studios Declares

Emphatic denial was made yes-
terday by Du-Art Studios that 25 of
its 40 employes had walked out in
sympathy with the Consolidated
Film Laboratories strikers, as re-

ported in The Film Daily yester-
day, quoting union sources.

Du-Art was functioning under
normal conditions yesterday, and
there was no indication of any pos-
sible disturbance, it was stated.

Technicolor yesterday reported a
net profit of $591,585.23 for the
year 1936, as compared with a cor-
responding loss of $3,471.48 for
1935. The net was determined af-
ter provisions for depreciation of
plant and equipment, amotrization
of research and development costs
and patent costs amounting to

$289,065.26, but before Federal in-

come taxes.

Profit for the combined companies
before depreciation, amortization
and Federal taxes, was figured at

{Continued on Page 4)

Two N. Y. Film Theaters

Opening Tomorrow Night

Two New York houses open to-
morrow night. The Schuyler, seat-
ing 600 and located at 84th St. and
Columbus Ave., will have its pre-
miere under auspices of William
Yost and Ben Knobel. At Washing-

{Continued on Page 4)

RKO 1st Quarter Earnings

to Show "Big Improvement"

RKO earnings for the first three
months of 1937 will show a "big im-
provement" over the corresponding
period of 1936, The Film Daily is

advised.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
Close Chg.

25V4 — _VaAm. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loews. Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd...
Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low
251/2 251/4

34 333/4

421/4 421/4

41/2 4%

164
157
301/4

80
106 1/2

251/4

174
22%
83/4

8%
38%
48

15V
62

164
157
30

781/z
106 1/2

22%
165

20%
8

1/2

8

37%
46%

14
62

34 + H/4
421/4 + 1/4

43/s

164 .'..'.'.

157
301/4 + 3/4
793/4 + II/4

106 1/2 — %
25 '/a + 2

174 +13
22% + 2

8% + i/s

83/s + 1/2

381/z + %
473/4 + 1%

15
62

+ %
+ 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46... 98 Vz 98 1/2 9S V2 + Vz

Loew 6s41ww 98 Vi 98i/2 98y2
Para. B'way 3s55... 733/4 733/4 733/4

Para. Picts. 6s55. . .IOO1/4 100 100 1/4 + Ms

RKO 6s41 113 1121/2 113 + 1/2

Warner's 6s39 96 Vi 96 Vz 96 Vz

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc •

Grand Nat'l Films.. 3Vs 3 3 — ]/g

Sonotone Corp "\ 3k 1% 1% — '/a

Technicolor 22 1/4 21% 22%+ Vz

Trans-Lux 43,4 4% 4%

Krim, Law Firm Member
Arthur Krim, who has been asso-

ciated with Phillips & Nizer for

some time, has been admitted to

membership in the law firm, which

is now located in its new quarters

on the 25th floor of the Paramount
Building.
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Minimum Wage Law Plan

Will Be Pushed Onward

{Continued from Page 1)

the New York State Legislature
seems assured following decision of

the Republican party to support
such legislation, long advocated by
the Democrats headed by Gov. Leh-
man.

M. P. EXECUTIVES ATTENTION!

Keenly intelligent, hard-hitting young

executive desires change to Major Co.

Sold hundreds of theatres a hard-to-sell

attraction. Fine appearance. Interview

will convince. Address

THE FILM DAILYBox No. 1021

1501 B'way New York City

Meeting on 2% Tax Appeal

Deferred Until Next Week
{Continued from Page 1)

tained within the limits of the city

will go over until next week, it was
indicated last night. There is strong
sentiment favoring dropping of the
matter, according to sources close

to the situation.

RKO Trustee to Request

Expunging of 25 Claims

{Continued from Page 1)

taling close to $3,000,000 which were
previously withdrawn. Among the

claims being expunged is that of

Charles R. Rogers Productions,
which had a $350,000 suit against
RKO Radio that was settled for

$15,000.

Wing Leaving London to

Produce Film in Ceylon

Ward Wing, in association with
Neville Clarke, is scheduled to leave

London tomorrow to produce two
features, one in Ceylon for RKO and
the other in the Malay Peninsula,
with release on this production not
as yet set, according to cable ad-
vices received in New York yester-

day. Headquartering at Colombo,
the Wing company will first make
"Tea Leaves of Ceylon" and later

go to Singapore to produce "Singa-
pore Police." Both scripts are the

work of Lori Bara, who is with the

party. Wing will direct and Billy

Williams is the cameraman on the

expedition. Cast for "Tea Leaves of

Ceylon" includes Gibson Gowland,
Boris Smith and Eve Shelly.

Astor Names Sellner as

Director of Advertising

Educational Plans 42 Twos
and 58 Single-Reelers for Year

(Continued from Page 1)

contemplated approximates in num-
ber the program for the current
year, he pointed out.

"Elimination of double feature
bills would benefit the entire indus-
try," said Hammons. "Nobody gains
by them and, in fact, everybody
loses.

"It is obvious that due to the in-

crease production costs, producers
must get more revenue from their
pictures but this is impossible un-
less theaters can raise their grosses.
This can only be accomplished
through cutting of shows down to
two hours, instead of three hours as
common in houses playing dual fea-
tures. An extra show thus made
possible is the only solution.

"With more revenue at their dis-
posal, producers of short subjects
can naturally turn out product of
increased merit and at the same
time, develop those personalities
which feature production demand."

Morton Sellner, formerly with 20th

Century-Fox, United Artists and
Showmen's Trade Review, has been
appointed director of advertising and
publicity for Astor Pictures Corp.

Sellner will concentrate on the

new series "Sam Small" one reel

colored short subjects.

Nazis Ban Chan Film

Berlin (By Cable)—Showing of

the American film "Charlie Chan at

the Opera," produced by 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, has been forbidden here

by special order of the Reich censor.

No reason was announced, but ap-

parently the theme and role played

by the Chinese detective ran con-

trary to the Propaganda Ministry's

film policy.

Three GB Sales Execs.

Off on Business Trips

George W. Weeks, GB General
Sales Manager, Clinton M. White,
assistant to Weeks, and Reg Wilson,
special home office sales representa-
tive, left yesterday on business
trips in different sections of the
country.
Weeks is visiting exchanges in

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago,
Cleveland and Detroit. White will

cover the Boston and Albany offices,

and Wilson, en route to New Or-
leans, will continue on to Dallas and
Oklahoma City.

Md. Judge's Name Bill

Awaits Action by House

Baltimore— The Maryland State
Senate has passed the bill provid-

ing that the certificate of approval
placed on films approved by the
court after being rejected by the
State Board of Motion Picture Cen-
sors shall bear the name of the ap-
proving judge. The measure still

has to pass the House, however.

Brandt Takes Over Folk

Harry Brandt, head of the Brandt
Circuit, has taken over the Folk
Theater, at 12th St. and 2nd Ave.,

and will rename it the Century
Theater.

President of the corporation own-
ing the house is David Weinstock;
vice-president, Harry Brandt; sec-

retary, Ben Weinstock, and treas-

urer, Emanuel Hertzig.

Judd With Monogram
Chicago—F. E. Judd and Asso-

ciates have taken Iowa-Nebraska
agency for Monogram Pictures. Re-

signing as Omaha manager of Re-

public Pictures Corporation, Judd
will manager Des Moines offices, also

opening Omaha offices shortly.

Coming and Goinc,

JULES LEVY returns next week from a
Havana cruise.

BUDDY ROGERS left by plane for the coast
yesterday.

STUART ERWIN leaves today for Hollywood.

LOUIS DENT left New York yesterday re-
turning to Denver.

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, advertising and
publicity chief for 20th Century-Fox, is on
his way back to New York from a Caribbean
cruise.

JOHN W. HICKS, who is now in Bucharest,
returns to New York at the end of this month.

PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of General
Register Corp., and Automatic of London, re-
turned to Europe yesterday on the Aquitania,
after a two months business trip here. He
was accompanied by MRS. PHILLIPSON.

HARRY ASHER of Boston, HENRI ELMAN of
Chicago, and LOUIS KORSON of Philadelphia,
General Pictures franchise holders, are in New
York conferring with Mack D. Weinberger,
general sales manager.

MRS. CHARLES RUGGLES, wife of the film
actor, arrived in New York from the coast
on the S. S. Virginia.

GILBERT MILLER, producer, arrives from
Europe next Monday on the Queen Mary for
a four weeks' visit to New York.

BEULAH LIVINGSTONE, in charge of feature
publicity for Universal, is on a trip to Wash-
ington, Baltimore and Philadelphia contacting
film and Sunday editors on behalf of "Top
of the Town."

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, CLINTON M. WHITE, assistant to Mr.
Weeks, and REG WILSON, home office sales
representative, left New York yesterday on
business trips through various sections of the
country.

EDMUND LOWE, film star, and MRS. LOWE;
and WILLIAM O'BRIEN, Pathe News represen-
tative in Paris, sail today for Europe on the
lie de France.

HERBERT J. OCHS, Warner Southern-West-
ern sales manager, returns to the home office
today after a two weeks' trip to the South.

KARL MacDONALD of Warner Brothers, fol-
lowing a six weeks' business visit to company's
offices in Panama, Peru, Chile, Buenos Aires,

Rio de Janeiro and Trinidad, returns to New
York today on the SS. Eastern Prince.

FRITZ LANG, film director, arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday and is stop-
ping at the Towers of The Waldorf-Astoria.

JULIUS AUSSENBERG is in New York from
Prague.

GEORGE WRIGHT is in New York from Dal-
las.

WARD WING sails from London tomorrow
for Colombo, Ceylon.

APRIL 1

Charles McCarthy
Wallace Beery
Leon Janney
Harry Green

Dorothy Revier



Robert Montgomery
and Rosalind Russell in

NIGHT MUST FALL with

Dame May Whitty . Alan
Marshall • MerleTottenham
Kathleen Harrison . Produced

by Hunt Stromberg • Directed by

Richard Thorpe • Based on the

astonishing international stage
success • An M-G-M Picture

(and so must your house records)

Because M-G-M dares again and comes

through with a thrill-hit! Different!

Unique! Startling! Nothing to compare

with it! And remember this: Robert

Montgomery's daring, terrifyingly

brilliant new role will steal dramatic

acting honors this year! The next BIG

attraction from Roaring Leo!
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{Continued from Page 1)

),650.49, comparing with $151,-

215.34 for the corresponding year.
Balance sheet indicates current

assets of $2,030,973.29 and current
liabilities of $446,077.01, with a ra-

tio of current assets to current lia-

bilities of 4.5:1. The cash balance
at Dec. 31, 1936, was $1,702,609.93,
which alone is approximately 3.8

times the current liabilities and
which compares with $541,770.89 on
December 31, 1935. The working-

capital shown by the balance sheet

is $1,584,896.28, compared with
$485,038.72 a year ago. The com-
pany has no outstanding bank
loans.

Shipment of Technicolor positive

prints amounted to 37,822,444 feet

in 1936, as compared with 22,182,-

981 in 1935 and 11,564,771 in the

preceding year, states the report,

which says that "the year 1937 has
started out on a level of volume and
profits substantially better than
1936."

Says the statement, in part.

"During the past year over 93 per

cent of all the positive raw stock

which was introduced into the man-
ufacturing operations of your Hol-

lywood plant was delivered to cus-

tomers as satisfactory product.

"Your company's production for

the year was sold to 33 different

customers, including most of the

important producers and distribu-

tors in the motion picture industry-

Analysis of shipments made shows
that prints were manufactured and
shipped of upwards of 300 different

subjects, including 17 feature pro-

ductions, 04 short subjects, 23 trav-

elogues, 179 cartoons, 10 inserts, 7

trailers and 5 slide films.

"The number of employees on

your company's payroll has in-

creased during the year from 230

to 310. Direct labor constitutes a

little less than 15 per cent of the

total manufacturing cost of your
company's product; direct and in-

direct wages and salaries together

approximately 35 per cent."

Two N. Y. Film Theaters

Opening Tomorrow Night

{Continued from Page 1)

ton Heights, the Loyal, formerly

known as the Majestic, opens under
management of Springer & Cocalis.

House's capacity has been reduced

from 1,500 to 800.

"Kimiko" Opens April 6
"Kimiko," the first Japanese talk-

ing picture to be exhibited in the U.

S., will open Apr. 6 at the Filmarte

Theater.

Para. Signs Boxing Cats

Detroit—Art Nelson and His Boxing

Cats have been signed by Paramount to

appear in a feature picture to go into

production the middle of May, Kay Da-

vison, Detroit booker, who handled the

act, reports.
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O • • THERE IS one bright new note that has been in-

troduced in musicomedies and the short subject field

claims the honor and not the realm of stupendous, spectacular

features we are referring to the series being turned out
for Educational by Jefferson Machamer, the celebrated car-
toonist based on his famous newspaper feature, "Gags
and Gals"

T T
• • • IN THESE Machamer Merrymakers the
amazing thing is that the artist-author-actor can crowd so much
breezy, joyous business into such small footage as a two-reeler

in this shorts series is a quality of originality and in-

dividuality that sets them apart from anything in motion pic-

tures in the current release, "Comic Artist's Home Life,"

Jeff is seen at home as a Sultan of Sketch, surrounded by his

harem of poster and magazine cover gorgeous girlies

Joan Christie, the prize pip of his collection, comes in as a
newspaper reporter to interview him he agrees to the in-

terview on condition that she marry him right away so
the wedding is arranged just like that and so on and on
into merry, clever fun and frolic light as a peacock's feather
and just as brilliant and gay and colorful

• • • AND THE surprising thing is that this artist-

author never repeats himself every gag is a new one
permeated with a pungent yet whimsical, delightful wit
a tongue-in-cheek style that is infectious and those Gals
are the Last Word posed as only an artist can pose
Beauty Machamer never bores by stringing out a gag
or quip he's off before you realize it into another humor-
ous conceit always doing the unexpected the clever
material defies word-picture you have to see it with your
own eyes

Y V T
• • • A CLOSED meeting at AMPA today with the
committee reporting on the arrangements for the Second An-
nual Awards Dinner Dance with all signs pointing to a
sellout for this most significant affair so be on hand, fel-

lows, to help put it over big

T T
• » © WITH THAT tremendous holiday attendance at the
Paramount showing "Waikiki Wedding" and Eddy Duch-
in's band five de luxe shows daily are scheduled for the
second week in the first week the double attrack went
2900 in attendance over the previous high for "Maid of Salem"
and Benny Goodman's ork

T
• 09 AND NOW the Dixie Club of New York has entered
the new national pastime of picking the lead for the screen
version of "Gone With the Wind" they select Miriam Hop-
kins for the role of Scarlett O'Hara, and for very logical rea-

sons Miss Hopkins is from Georgia and her temperament
and looks closely approximate those of Margaret Mitchell's

fascinating heroine

T T
© © ® IT WAS almost a local holiday in Pawtucket, R. I.

when Mrs. Isaac Nelson Eddy, the 84-year-old royal

grandma of the screen (by virtue of her relationship as
grandmother to Nelson Eddy, the Metro star) went to see

the young man perforin in "Maytime" at Loew's State theater

Manager Howard C. Burkhardt had a royal reception

prepared for her with flashlights, sidewalk radio announc-
er, and a platoon of cops to handle the crowds it so hap-
pens that Arthur Eddy of the Film Daily staff is related to the

Pawtucket Eddys we have always told Arthur that truth

is stranger than fiction

PLAN PWLLY DUALS,

LEGALITY TEST CASE

{Continued from Page 1)

revoking an earlier decision which
found that the ban was illegal.

As yet date for re-argument has
not been set. It is expected, how-
ever, that the matter will be reached
prior to the court's summer recess.

703 of Year's 919 Short

Subjects are Completed

{Continued from Page 1)

and serials) 703 have been made
and 216 are to be completed.
Heading the list are the cartoon

series which will total 201 subjects
of which 133 are finished and 68
to be completed. Novelty subjects
add up to 175 with 136 completed
and 39 to come.
Then come 156 travel and scenics,

'

142 completed, 14 to come; 127 com-
edies, 101 completed, 26 to come;
122 vaudeville and orchestra sub-
jects, 95 completed, 27 to come; 53
musical comedies, 36 completed, 17
to come 39 sport reels, 26 com-
pleted, 13 to come; 20 magazine
shorts, 16 completed, 4 to come; 13
magazine feature subjects, 9 com-
pleted, 4 to come; and 13 featurettes,
9 completed, 4 to come . All of the
11 serials have been completed.

Expert Finds That the Roxy
Reorganization Plan is Fair

{Continued from Page 1)

counsel for the Tipton bondholders'
committee.

Brecher declined to express a di-

rect opinion on the plan, saying that
he felt his function was to enlighten
the court so that it might reach a
decision. He said that he had once
been interested in acquiring the
Roxy. The 1937 Film Daily Year
Book was introduced in evidence and
its figures on annual theater at-

tendance quoted. Brecher said this

estimate was as nearly correct as
could be made.

Hearing will be resumed today
with Brecher again slated to take
the stand.

« « « » » »

Australian Producers Want
Excise Tax on U. S. Prints

{Continued from Page \)

the country and are trying to bring
about complete compliance with the
film quota act. At the present time,

the American companies bring in a
negative and pay duty on it, but
have not been assessed for prints

based on it.

100% Operation Spot

Grand Island, Neb.—Town is 1 Of

cent operation spot in more ways
one now. All four houses are playing

films, using bank night, and the latter

on the same three nights a week.
Opening of the new Grand will make
the 100 per cent mean that much more.
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A PICTURE THAT
BY EVERY GOOD A

E SEEN
RICAN

ED KUYKENDALL
President M. P. T. O. A.

TIMELY I

VITAL!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

Two-Reel Showmanship Special

SERVANT
OF THE

PEOPLE
The Story of the Constitution

of the JJnited States

The most vital issue be-

fore theAmerican public

today becomes the most

timely picture youVeEVER
put upon your screen!

BOOK IT EARLY!
BILL IT BIG!

APRIL 9th RELEASE!



Don't blame your cashier for th

"mistake—it's the only reaction to expect whe

patrons discover somebody's rung in a shoi

that's not Vitaphone's! Audiences have learne

that the augmented Vitaphone star list an

studio facilities guarantee the peak in pictui

entertainment anywhere this side of the fee

ture—so they know they're not getting full valu

unless you give them the superior standards <

gyggg



BROADWAY VITAPHONE MELODY MERRIE

. BREVITIES NOVELTIES MASTERS MELODIES
1^ This Week This Week This Week In New Technicolor

Ken Murray & Oswald in

"Mail and Female"

Babe Ruth in

"Home Run

on the Keys"

Clyde McCoy

& His Orchestra ,-„

"A Jam Session"

This Week

"She Was An

Acrobat's Daughter"

BIG TIME LOONEY PICTORIAL C0L0RT0UR

VAUDEVILLE TUNES REVUES ADVENTURES
This Week This Week This Week In Full Color

"Vitaphone

Diversions"

w^ Smith & Dale

"Porky's

Romance"

Eighth of

the Series

This Week

"Cradle

of Civilization"

VI TAP I0NE S -For 'The Best Color Short of 1936'

(Now rebookingfor Decoration Day and July 4-th!)

Other 'Best Color Shorts' for Holidays:

"SONG OF THE NATION"

"UNDER SOUTHERN STARS"

"ROMANCE OF ROBERT BURNS"

"CHANGING OF THE GUARD"
( The Coronationfever makes this one a super-value! )
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Exliifos* Pick Newsreels As Best Shorts Draw
65 Per Cent, of Film Showmen Exploit Short Subjects in Some itegree

(Continued from Page i)

strong short subjects as a substi-

tute for a second feature if the lat-

ter were to be eliminated general-

ly?"
This verdict, moreover, was es-

sentially national; that is, there was
no section of the country where the

affirmative response ran ahead.
Contrarywise, however, the 28 per

cent of negative answers was large-

ly confined to the East, specifically

the New England states, although
duals also found supporters in the

Mid-west.
Other highlights of the survey

were

:

1. Fifty-six per cent of the
participating exhibitors, reply-

ing to the question, "If you were
suddenly forced to restrict short
subjects to a single type, what
would be your choice as the best

box office draw?" made news-
reels their choice.

2. Sixty-five per cent report-

ed that they advertised or ex-

ploited short subjects in some
degree.

3. Twenty-four per cent ad-
vised that newspaper film crit-

ics in their respective spots
reviewed shorts either wholly or

in part; that is, in some spots,

reviews of shorts were restrict-

ed to outstanding reels such as
"The March of Time," Disney
cartoons, travelogues, Benchley
subjects and Pete Smith re-

leases.

The exhibitor "vote" for newsreels
takes on added import in view of

the fact that a year ago a similar
Film Daily survey resulted in a de-
cisive victorv for cartoons. Total

"Ail We Want is a Crop," Says North Dakota Exhibitor

Approximately 2 per cent of American exhibs. polled by THE FILM DAILY in its

Spring short subjects survey indicated they would be satisfied with the status quo oi

thereabouts either by direct statement or failure to register a squawk.
Typical comments: "Everything is hunky-dory"—Rudolph Sanders, Sanders Theater,

Brooklyn; "90 p.c. of shorts I use are satisfactory"—H. L. Cooper, Place theater,

Chesterton, Ind.; "All we want is a crop in this country"— E. E. Weyzstein, Palace

Theater, Manden, N. D.

One-sheet posters for the "Sports with Bill

Corum" play up the personality of the spoits

writer.

of 76 per cent of exhibitors inter-

rogated at that time reported car-

toons as the most popular type of

short screen entertainment.
In the 1937 survey, however, car-

toons slumped surprisingly, the

percentage standing at 27. Straight
comedies ran a poor third with 6

per cent, while travelogues, music-
als, sports, song reels, novelties,

vaudeville reels and dramatic fea-

turettes together accounted for 11

per cent. Sports reels incidentally,

led travelogues.
Seventeen per cent of the exhib-

itors participating in this year's

survey advised that they did not

play duals and were unalterably op-

posed to them. This virtually coin-

cides with the Film Daily Year
Book finding that, on, Jan. 1, 85 per

cent of U. S. film theaters were us-

ing double features.

Exhibitor attitude on shorts ad-

vertising and exploitation shows
sharp division insofar as extent is

concerned. Majority of film show-
men at least mention the shorts in

their display copy and use lobby
billing, but any further effort is

restricted to shorts with "name ap-

peal," etc.

As examples of the varying ex-

hibitor attitude, these replies are

cited:

SETH H. FIELD, University
Theater, Cambridge, Mass.—"Spe-
cial shorts such as 'You Can't Get
Away With It,' 'March of Time,'

etc., are given same publicity as a

feature picture. Walt Disney and
Pete Smith subjects are given prom-
inent space in newspaper advertis-

ing. All shorts are given generous
space and often write-ups in our

regular 8-page program."
W. JAMES OLSON, Ideal Thea-

ter, Clare, Mich.—"We usually de-

vote 25 to 35 per cent of space to

outstanding subjects such as the

Disneys and the Pop-Eyes."
HARRY SCHWARTZ, Opera

House Theater, Lexington, Ky.

—

"When unusual, we give shorts 50

per cent of space used."

RALPH CRABIL, Palace Thea-

ter, Jamestown, N. Y.—"Sometimes
we use 40 per cent of ads on spe-

cially selected shorts. We thus have
realized important grosses with

weak features."

W. S. McLAREN, Michigan The-

ater, Jackson, Mich.—"We adver-

tise news and cartoons. Rest don't

mean much, especially comedies.

They keep people away. Exceptions

are Laurel and Hardy shorts, which
have a big following."

LESTER POLLOCK, Loew's
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.—"We
do not exploit shorts except on very
rare occasions. These have been
limited to approximately three
shorts in the past five years."

Equally emphatic are exhibitors

on both sides of the duals fence in

their voiced opinions. Note these
contrasting viewpoints:

W. F. SONNEMAN, Palace Thea-
ter, Fayetteville, Ark.—"Real show-
men do not run double features. We
never have run one yet and we have
never been in the red, even during
the depression years."

GRAHAM H. BARBEE, JR.,
Booker-T Theater, Norfolk, Va.—
"Thank the Lord, we are not both-
ered in Virginia with the double-
feature plague."

M. A. ROSENBERG, Rialto Thea-
ter, Pittsburgh, Pa.—"Our clientele

would not accept shorts unless they
were forced to; the general public
is a 'shopping public'

"

F. C. LYDON, Hamilton Theater,
Dorchester, Mass. — "Would our
clientele accept shorts in lieu of
duals ? A thousand times 'No.'

"

JAMES C. RITTER, Rialto Thea-
ter, Detroit, Mich.—"I believe that
better than the present average
short subjects eventually will re-

place second features."

Criticize Shorts' Quality

Exhibitors polled in the survey
were invited to register their
squawks generally, and the invita-
tion was avidly accepted by approxi-
mately 98 per cent. The most pro-
nounced complaint, from the num-
erical standpoint, related to the
quality of shorts. While there are
exceptions, film showmen as a rule
believe that "fewer and better
shorts" would be an admirable pro-
duction slogan.
Many exhibitors linked the poor

quality of shorts with the rise of

the dual policy. Typical was the
comment of John B. Findlay, Cen-
tral Theater, Westerly, R. I.: "As
long as the present type of lousy
short is foistered on the exhibitors,

double features will prevail and
spread." Another was the terse

criticism of Albert Gilbert, Riviera
Theater, Syracuse, N. Y.: "Too
many shorts; too many rotten

shorts." Even more terse was the

squawk of Ashley M. Abendschein,
Ashley Theater, Washington, D. C:
"So many shorts all alike". And
from the Iris Theater, North Fort
Worth, Tex., comes the affirmation,

"Very few shorts are worth adver-

tising."

Specific Recommendations
Specific recommendations for the

improvement of the short subject
situation are not lacking. The man-
ager of the Mode Theater, Joliet,

111., urges "more really entertaining
novelty subjects" and suggests that
producers of travelogues take steps
to avoid dullness and the stereo-

typed. The owner of the Palace
and Plaza Theaters, San Marcos,
Tex., suggests illustrated pipe or-

gan shorts would be a welcome re-

lief from too much jazz and too

much swing. G. R. Peltier, Ma-
comb Theater, Mt. Clemens, Mich.,

would have newsreel editors guard
against repetitious footage. Ralph
Crabil, answering for Warner
houses in Western New York, calls

for more "name" comedies.
W. S. McLaren, Michigan the-

ater, Jackson, Mich., believes that

if comedies were improved to the

quality level of cartoons and color

travelogues, duals would cease to b&
a problem. H. S. Nicholas, Nicholas
Theater, Fairmont, Minn., writes:

"There are too many repetitions in

the sports reels. And the newsreel
people would do well to put news
in their reels and not so much poli-

tics. People are getting sick of

reading about politics in the paper,

listening to politics on the radio and
then paying to see politics on the

screen."
The manager of the Majestic The-

ater, Seymour, Ind., observes: "Too
many cartoon producers attempt to

imitate Disney without success.

Producers insist upon putting in

scenic shots in orchestral reels, espe-

cially those devoted to Western
songs. Announcers on some of the

sports and scenic reels can't be

understood."

Vitaphone's stock one-sheet for the Technicolor

"Merrie Melody" one-reelers.



TODAY'S PROGRAMS NEED

SHORTS

in.

, . . short features made to fit the program policy of a theatre

no matter how the schedule changes from day to day . . . week

to week! . . . Shorts made elastic enough to fit the tight timing

sometimes necessary these days, when all sorts of special

events are being featured . . . yet at all times shorts that are

BIG SHOWS IN THEMSELVES!

BILL CORUM
SPORTS REVIEW
Bringing you ihe inside story of every type of Sports . . . Thrills, unusual,

little-known facts about the great and near great in this world of action

afloat and afield! . . Dramatized as only Bill Corum, famous sports authority

and radio commentator, can tell about them . . AN OUTSTANDING RELEASE!

THE WORLD ON PARADE
Odd and interesting phases of the globe explored by the all-seeing eye

of the camera and personalized by the famous voice of Alois Havrilla

... The march of human progress told in pictures!

THE STRUGGLE TO LIVE SERIES
Nature in all her fierceness and glory held up to the searching lens of the

famous Woodard Brothers, Academy Award Winners, and hurled to the

screen. Life from the microscopic to the magnificent pictured in excite-

ment and thrill.

•VAN BEUREN PRODUCTIONS
DISTRIBUTED BY RKO RADIO PICTURES
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Newsreel Cameramen: They Laugh at Deat^T
"Big Five*9 Executives Tell How Their Most Dangerous Assignments Were Fulfilled

"UNAFRAID" KENNEDY

OUT-NERVES PILOTS

By TRUMAN TALLEY
Producer of Movietone News

'THERE'S no such thing as the

"most dangerous assignment" as
far as Movietone News is concerned.
We've sent men out on what looked
like routine stories from which some
never returned. On so-called dang-
erous assignments we're told by re-

turning crews "What a lark, got
anymore like it?"
We have, however, a little Irish-

man on our staff, Lawrence Ken-
nedy by name, who I think better

fits the description of "unafraid"
than anyone I've met. Larry, as the
boys call him, is our man of the air.

With Jack Kuhne, aviation editor,

Kennedy does most of our air work.
Here's a story which suggests his

brand of courage. We got a report

that some oil tanks over in Jersey
had blown up and that a fierce fire

was raging with adjoining tanks in

danger of going any minute. The
only way to make a story of this

type is from the air. We called

Charles Stoeffer, our pilot, and had
him warm up a ship while "Larry"
streaked for the field. Back in the
office two hours later we noticed
that Kennedy, while checking his

film, was covered with oil. We
asked him about it.

"Oh! One of the tanks went while
we were over the place and I think
some of the oil hadn't ignited when
it reached us," was all he said. We
looked at his picture an hour or so

later and we could see the tank go
as they headed into the burning
mass. It wasn't until Stoeffer drop-
ped in that night that we found out
what, happened. "Charlie" knows
how to fly a plane for pictures and
was flying at what he thought was
a safe, yet satisfactory, altitude

when Kennedy tapped him on the
shoulder and told him to go lower
and fly through the top of the bil-

lowing smoke arising from the in-

ferno. "Drop to 500 feet and head
in," he ordered.
Not being the kind of a guy that

argues "Charlie" did as told and
that was when another tank blew
up. Only the speed of the diving
plane saved them from catching the
full force of the up-draft of the
explosion. "Charlie" said the bot-

tom of his plane was black from
the half-burnt oil.

'It was a narrow escape," said
"Charlie," "but that crazy Irishman
wanted to get in close and that's

all I could do. If we hadn't been
diving at over 200 miles an hour
as we passed over the tanks we
would have been in them getting
a preview of Hell a few seconds be-
fore our time."

That's Kennedy. He'll out-nerve
{Continued on Page 14)

"There's Not to Reason Why, There's But to Get That Pix"

No campaign ribbons adorn their coats, no decorations for gallantry are treasured
by their folks at home, yet from the standpoint of risks taken and perils encountered,
the ace newsreel cameramen of the "Big Five" are brothers-in-arms of those who, in

time of war, follow the Flag whatever the cost. As a tribute to all newsreel cam-
eramen, THE FILM DAILY today turns its spotlight on the hazardous achievements of

some of the craft's aces. It is a stirring chronicle of derring do.

AIRPLANE MISHAPS CLOSE GALLS GALORE

BRING DEATH NEAR

By WALTER BREDIN
Assignment Editor, News of the Day
A/TANY are the thx-ills encount-

ered by newsreel cameramen in
carrying out their assignments.
One of the most intrepid of News
of the Day staff is Charlie Mack.
He recalls when, assigned to cov-
er from the air the take-off of
the trans-Atlantic plane "Old
Glory," he nearly came to grief on
two different occasions. But let

Charlie tell it his way:
"Pilots Bertaud and Hill of "Old

Glory" decided to take off for Old
Orchard, Me. I was instructed to

follow in another ship. Passing over
Boston, I lost "Old Glory" in the
dark. Bertaud had advised me that
a bonfire would be lighted on the
beach to guide us in landing, so we
continued on. We flew for an hour
or so and started guessing where
we were located. We had an idea
that Old Orchard was near, but we
didn't see the fire. In the distance

a beacon was flashing. We decided
to fly to it and get our bearings
and maybe a landing field.

"When we came over the beacon
Bill Hammond, the pilot, cut the
motor and started circling for some
identification mark which we found
quickly in the form of rock and

{Continued on Page 14)

MARKED OHIO FLOOD

By J. S. CONNOLLY
General Manager of Pathe News
"jSJOT only the most dangerous, but

probably as well the most dif-

ficult, assignment covered by Pathe
News in 1936 was the Ohio River
Valley flood which occurred and con-
tinued throughout the latter part of

January.
Pathe News had 26 individual

cameramen or crews assigned to
cover this major disaster. Every
man was faced with many hazards
and had narrow escapes in making
his pictures. As dangerous as the
actual making of pictures was the
endeavor of these cameramen to

move from one location to another
and to get their film from the loca-

tion they covered to the home of-

fice in New York.
Before the flood assignment was

concluded Pathe News had lost a
considerable part of a sound outfit,

a complete silent camera with tri-

pod, magazines and lenses; had
four cameramen and one soundman
completely immersed in the flood

waters and had reports of other
casualties from every man on the
job.

Pathe's first flood victim was Os-
car Goodman of Memphis, Tenn.,
who was thrown from a small boat

{Continued on Page 14)

Three UnnUniversal Newsreel G
Lost Nearly a Week in Flood Zone

By CHARLES E. FORD
Editor of Universal Newsreel

pERHAPS the most difficult and

dangerous Universal Newsreel

assignment of recent memory was
covering the great Mississippi floods

which inundated Louisville and the
surrounding country, early this

year. Universal had 15 cameramen
on the job, some from newsreel
headquarters near the stricken dis-

tricts, others flown in from the

East.

The whole campaign was directed
from Universal's New York office,

much as a general directs a battle.

Great personal suspense was added
by the fact that my sister, Miss
Cecilia Block, was a flood refugee.
She was flown out with one of the
film shipments by Norman Alley,

who served as aerial taximan and
liaison officer for the Universal
camera expedition to the flood

region.

Land progress to the swamped
sections was impossible from the
East beyond Indianapolis. There
Alley was stationed with a chart-
ered plane. He flew the Eastern
lens men in to the airport near
Louisville. Among these men was
Howard Winner, who covered the
Italo-Ethiopian War for Universal.
Winner took in the plane with him
a 40-pound rubber boat. When in-

flated, this boat held him, his cam-
era and a standard short wave radio

set. With the latter, he could pick

up reports which would lead him to

{Continued on Page 14)

DORED NEARLY SHOT

BY SPANISH REBELS

By AL RICHARDS
Editor of Paramount News

'T'HERE are dangerous assign-
ments . . . and dangerous as-

signments. With that observation,
I'm going to yield the floor to John
Dored, veteran Paramount News
Reel cameraman. It's John speak-
ing:

"In 2d years of covering news with
a movie camera, it is hard to think
back over scores of thrilling adven-
tures throughout the world and pick
one more thrilling than any other,
but for a narrow escape from death,
I guess my recent job covering the
Spanish revolution would head the
list.

"I not only faced the guns of a
Rebel firing squad, but saw two of
my guides and chauffeur executed
by my side while I argued fast and
furious in a last hope to save my-
self.

"An exiled Russian, once with a
price on my head if captured by the
Bolsheviks, I had been sent to Spain
at the outbreak of the revolution to
cover the war from the side of the
Spanish government or Loyalists. I

had reached Madrid by car after
flying from Vienna to Barcelona.

"In Madrid, I had engaged the
services of a chauffeur and two Loy-
alists guides who were to take me
toward the Toledo front for action
pictures of the fighting in that sec-
tor. We set out under cover of
darkness from the Spanish capital,
but shortly before dawn, apparent-
ly my guides having become lost,

we found ourselves stopped and sur-
rounded by a detachment of Rebel
troops. Somehow we had crossed
the line into Rebel territory.

"Naturally, I was armed only
with credentials from the Loyalist
government as a correspondent, my
passport showing me to be a citizen

of what is now Latvia but formerly
Russia, by birth.

"The Rebel soldiers suspected, ap-
parently, that I was a Russian spy
on the side of the Loyalists and that
my three companions were aides.

Without any question whatever, my
companions were lined up and shot
while I stood pleading helplessly. I

argued—and produced all the let-

ters, cards, credentials, passports,
visas, etc., I had accumulated in my
travels. Finally, the Rebels began
to think there might be some truth

to my story, so instead of shooting

me on the spot they decided to- \e

me back to headquarters for s^ J.I

orders.
"I was hauled before General

Franco at Burgos, and again I

pleaded my case, backing up my
arguments with my well filled wal-
let of credentials. They decided to

{Continued on Page 14)



IN TWO YEARS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

APRIL 1,1937 |
10,066 THEATRES I

. . . steady growth /

FEB.1,1936 J
5688 THEATRES f

£ FiB.1,1935

432 THEATRES

THE MARCH OF TIME
{American Edition)

THE MARCH OF TIME
{British Edition)

LA MARCHE DU TEMPS

LA MARCHA DEL TIEMPO

•

In two years exhibitors in-

ternationally have found

THE MARCH OF TIME
a consistently profitable, en-

tertaining regular feature of

their theatres. Why? Because

audiences like it, follow it

regularly.

RtlEASEO BY

R K O
RADIO

Winner 1937 Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences Award
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It's Spring again . . . May's
almost here . . . and that's

the time for making hey-

hey while the sun shines

on your box-office. Do it

with extra short subjects t

make gay May progra

fy

-A-

* >> + A
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in

"Comic Artist's Home Life"

rv

"Off the Horses"

ie fads and fancies

arid go, nothing has

quailed good short sub~

jects for that extra box-office

value. And you never had a bet-

ter line of featurettes than these

Educational comedies and

novelties for your May shows.

in

"Pixilated"

His Pest Girl"

Presented by
E.W. HAMMONS

v-#

if &dA.Lootlcrnai U-CctuAji^

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

ft.-g. C S. I'ai. Off

DISTRIBUTED IN U. S. A. BY
20TH CENTURY -FOX FILM CORPORATION

3/1

Kiko the Kangaroo

in

Red Hot Music"

"The Hay Ride"

Puddy the Pup

in "The Coronation"

Farmer Al Falta

in "Flying South"

"The Bug Carnival"

"School Birds"

Dental Follies"
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"UNAFRAID" KENNEDY

OUT-NERVES PILOTS

(Continued from Page 10)

the nerviest pilots and make iron-

workers shiver looking at him
mountain goating on bare beams,
hundreds of feet over the New York
sidewalks. When there's a tough

job to be done we give it to Ken-
nedy and he just has a lot of fun.

Danger is his dish. He likes it.

When a boy in school, he was full-

back on an eleven of giants despite

his five feet, two inches, every inch

of which is compact with courage.

If you asked Kennedy his "most

dangerous assignment," I believe

he'd say it was covering the Asbury

Park Baby Parade and had to turn

down ambitious mothers who
thought their babies the most beau-

tiful. Or he might say it was the

beauty show at which he met his

charming wife, Betty. I'm sure

he'd never admit to the ones we
think are dangerous. To him they

are a lark.

We have other boys on the staff

who are good, too. There's our Len
Hammond, who we save for wars

and the like and who covered the

last two major conflicts for us, the

Sino-Japanese war and the Italian

conquest of Ethiopia. Handsome,
diplomatic, Len knows his way
around when mass homicide moves
men and nations.

On the flood in New England last

year we had an outstanding exam-
ple of guts by Fernando Delgado,

who gives our staff its Latin tint.

"Ferdie" was sent up to Hartford
to get what he could. At one time,

the proper shot could only be got-

ten from a bridge, the walk of

which was four feet under the rag-
ing waters. A marooned fire truck
gave "Ferdie" an idea and he asked
the glum crew if they'd lend him
a pair of hip boots. The only ones
available belonged to a giant weigh-
ing 280 pounds. "Ferdie," wring-
ing wet, tips the beam at 110. Get-

Pathe News Stresses New Editorial Technique
Pathe News in its past season of activity attempted to bring before the public a

new type of editorial technique in preparing and presenting news material, according

to Jack Connolly, the organization's general manager, who said yesterday:

"Where, in the past, it has been the newsreel practice to present only a few of

the more important scenes involved in any leading subject, Pathe's new idea is to

issue a completely rounded story, including pictures of every possible phase of the

subject, which gives the spectator not merely a few glimpses but every sequence
that can be photographed. This makes each subject not only entertaining but in-

formative and educational."

AIRPLANE MISHAPS

BRING DEATH NEAR

One sheet poster being used by Astor Pictures

for their new series of color cartoons starring

"Sam Small."

(Continued from Page 10)

water. We were over Portland light

and using it to land by. The gas
was getting low and we had to get
down promptly. We decided to re-

turn to the stretch of beach that

was fairly well lighted with board-
walk lamps. We were coming in

swell. Bill was holding the ship

light along the water edge so that

the landing would be on the hard
sand. Just about five feet over the

field, a couple of girls started to

run right in the plane's path. Ham-
mond couldn't see them as he was
watching the water, so I had to

wave him over and he set the plane
down on the softest sand on the

beach. In landing both tires burst,

the landing gear was bent and the

tail skid was ripped off, but we were
okay. The two girls came over to

the ship and, after telling them
what a couple of idiots they were
and how nearly they came to hav-
ing their ears cut off, we asked

where we were and to our surprise

they said Old Orchard Beach and
that 'Old Glory' had landed one-

half hour ago.
"The following morning 'Old

Glory' was to take off. We had to

be in the air ahead of them. We
climbed into our ship and started

on the beach. I noticed the ship

getting closer and closer to the

water's edge. We hugged the top

of the water for about 100 feet

when a big roller caught our land-

ing gear and into the brink we went.

I got out of the cockpit as quick-

ly as possible and started looking

for the pilot, but he had released

himself and was looking for me.

He didn't have a scratch on him,

but my knees were badly bruised

from going through the gas tank.

The plane was a complete washout.

Bertaud, Hill and passenger Phil

Payne called the flight of 'Old Glory'

off for the day. All three warned
me against flying in ships that

weren't safe. The next day they

took off, and that was the last heard
of them.

CLOSE CALLS GALORE

MARKED OHIO FLOODS

(Continued from Page 10)

into the raging waters of the Mis-
sissippi River, near Cairo, while ac-

tually cranking his camera, when
his craft was struck by a log. He
and his two boatmen had a very
narrow escape from death before
catching hold of their overturned
boat, righting it and finally strug-

gling back into it. Although every
effort was made to recover the cam-
era and equipment, no trace of it

could be found. Fortunately, Good-
man had two rolls of exposed film,

one in each pocket of his raincoat,

which was salvaged and rushed to

New York.

Three "U" Cameramen Lost

Nearly Week in Flood Zone

(Continued from Page 10)

the locations where the most im-
portant events were happening.

In the flood regions conditions for

filming the news were very danger-
ous. In addition to the perils of the
flood itself, there was the constant
threat of typhoid. The entire city

was without water for drinking, ex-
cept small quantities, sickeningly
dosed with iodine. At any moment
one might be driven or thrust out
of one's boat or car and the con-
veyance commandeered by the au-
thorities, since nothing could be al-

lowed to stand in the way of actual
rescue work.

In one instance three cameramen
were unreported for virtually a

week. During one whole night of

this time they had had to stand
erect in a Coast Guard cutter, with
the other occupants of the boat to

keep the vessel from being crushed
by the water.
Cameramen on this assignment

credit a major hero role to one not
of their membership, young James
Sedivy, office boy of the Louisville

office. James managed to get the

film from the city to the airport

seven miles away, every day,
through the flooded streets which
made the journey a neckrisking trip

every time it was undertaken.

DORED NEARLY SHOT

BY SPANISH REBELS

ting into them he shoved off across

the bridge, although warned that

it might be swept away any min-
ute. Leaving the approach looking

like some circus clown with a flair

for odd get-ups and carrying a hand
camera, he was stopped by one of

the bystanders who handed him a

long stick, like a shepherd's crook.

"You'll need this out further," the
native said, "there's hole in the

walk wide enough for you to slip

through." Even that didn't deter

"Ferdie." Camera in hand, crook
in the other he waded out and got

his picture. He doesn't tell this

story. It's told by his soundman,

Lew Walz, who couldn't go along

because "Ferdie" was getting silent

shots with a hand camera.

We have hundreds of stories like

these about men like Jess Kizis, Al
Gold, Carl Larsen, Al Waldron, Bill

Storz, L. E. Orr, Dennis Welsh,
Jack Barnett, Larry Ellis, Emile
Montemurro, Johnny Tondra, Al
Brick, Charles Lehmann, Eric May-
ell, Webber Hall, Georges Mejat,

etc., etc.

(Continued from Page 10)

investigate further, and shipped me
down to prison at Cacares.

"Meanwhile, as days passed with
no word from me in prison, my
home office in New York didn't
know whether I was alive or dead
and was frantically sending cables
in search of a trace of me.

"Finally, a colleague, Arthur
Menken, learned of my arrest and
detention at Cacares. Menken ap-
pealed to the American Consul at
Seville and to General Franco. The
American Consul was officially pow-
erless to help, since I was not a
citizen of America, but Latvia.
However, representing the interests
of my American employer, the con-
sul and Menken succeeded in plac-
ing my case before General Franco
again, after I had spent four weeks
in the Spanish prison.

"Franco eventually was convinced
by Menken's arguments, the facts
presented by the consul and the
cables from our London and Paris
offices.

"I was ordered released but was
given only 24 hours to leave the
country. Menken, who had been op-
erating with the Rebels, obtained an
airplane and flew me to Gibraltar."

Weeks Round-Up Winds Up
The George Weeks Round-Up,

Playdate Drive started some weeks
ago, will be concluded Saturday,
with announcement of winners to be
made next week.

Doug Sells "Marco Polo"
West Coast Bui can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks

has sold his interest in "Marco Polo"
to Samuel Goldwyn to devote all

his time to his own productions.

Terry-Toons' Kiko the Kangaroo will make his

appearance at the toy industry's April Fair by

license arrangements with Paul Terry. Here's

an inflatable rubber toy, made by Miller

Rubber Co.
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*?filIylioo Opportunities in Today's Shorts
Washington Campaign for "Servant of the People" Points Way for Exhibitors

siBy JACK HARROWER
Film Daily Staff Writer

'"THE time is past when the short

subject is to be taken merely as
a filler shoved in automatically on
the program and forgotten. The ex-
hibitor can't treat the more preten-
tious type of shorts this way. For
the simple reason that they are
loaded with ballyhoo and advertis-
ing possibilities. So he's a sucker
if he doesn't capitalize on something
that will boost his "take" with very
little extra effort.

For illustration, look what was
done by Ray Bell at Loew's Palace
theater in Washington, D. C, when
he put over a premiere, no less, for
Metro's "Servant of the People,"
that socko two-reel dramatization of
the Constitution.

Bell started out with a sensa-
tional stunt. He projected the pic-

ture, until they stopped him, on the
marble facade of the U. S. Supreme
Court building. This stunt broke
all the Washington dailies.

Then followed a feature calibre
3ampaign that hit every angle of
publicity.

An inaugural parade banner was
stretched across the main entrance
of the Willard hotel as the paraders
marched under it, saluting the Gov-
ernors of a dozen states who occu-
pied Pennsylvania Avenue windows
in the historic hostelry.
For the first time in Washington

history dash cards on street cars
were promoted for a theatrical at-

traction. Some impressive 24-sheet
attention was collected for the short
subject with a carefully spotted
stand which caught the eye of thou-
sands of inaugural visitors on one
of the principal thoroughfares in

the downtown section. An advance
trailer, stressing the timeliness and
importance of this film in providing
a better understanding of the U. S.

THE SUNDAY STAB, WASHINGTON, D. .lAXIJAIIV 24. 1937—PART FOUR.

FILM PORTRAYS UNEASY BIRTH OF U. S. CONSTITUTION

MUSICAL ROMANCE
A PARAMOUM/ 9SCTUR6
Ut JecUmicolo'Ll

Attractive one-sheet from Paramount calling
attention to "Trees," one of the Musical

Romance series.

Here's an 8-column newspaper display for a

2-reeler in the Washington Sunday Star publi-

cizing "Servant of the People."

Constitution, built up interest the

week before the opening.

The breaks in the local news-
papers were unheard of for a short

subject. In the Sunday Star, one of

the nation's ace newspapers, there
appeared an eight-column feature
with pictures. Another unusual
break was a full column feature
story in the regular news section of

the Post. There was a n^ce roto-

gravure splash in the Sunday edi-

tion of the Post, also. As a slogan
for their want-ad service, quarter-
page tieup ads using the title,

"Servant of the People," were run
three times in the morning Times
and four times in the evening Her-
ald—a total space of nearly two full

pages gratis. Newspaper trucks
bannered with the title as a slogan
for their want-ads, gave the film

hour after hour coverage on the de-
livery fleet of the Hearst papers,

Movies Unearth Facts

Historically Valuable

Film Depicting: Chaotic Conditions Prior

to Constitution Is Made Authentic by
Elctensive Research Work.

H!

the Times and Herald. Want ad
contests, offering guest tickets for
the best expression of how want ads
had served readers, brought display
ads with art in seven issues of the
Times and Herald. The total space
received on this tie-up was 1400
lines.

Turning to the stores, the city's
leading department store, Wood-
ward & Lothrup, turned over one of
their largest windows for a display
built around the history of the Con-
stitution, using photostatic repro-
ductions of the famous document,

A Short, Short Prediction
By AMEDEE J. VAN BEUREN -

President, Van Beuren Corporation

TN THE 20 years of my producing

shorts, the coming season, more
than any in my recollection of con-
ditions, holds the brightest pros-
pects. The encouragement, which
all makers of shorts must receive

from the course of recent exhibitor

experiences, is affording us a chance
to elaborate on our plans with the
knowledge that these subjects will,

in the very near future, resume
their rightful spot in theater pro-
graming.
The "freak nights," which en-

joyed wide-spread popularity for the
past few months, did affect the vol-
ume of short distribution. Patron
opinion has ruled them out as the-
ater entertainment and circuits are
already lining up short subject

product to fill out the program that
audiences demand.
The improvement in conditions

generally and the many other in-
dications that are apparent in the
future of shorts justifies our faith
in them and is the reason for our
recent announcement of additional
budgets for our three main series;
"Sports" by Bill Corum, "World on
Parade" and "The Struggle to Live."
The novelty and diversity, which

has always been the life blood of
short subjects will be found out-
standing in the releases scheduled
during this spring and summer. We
make no claim of exclusiveness in
our predictions regarding the ad-
vance and the added interest in
shorts; we, rather, feel that shorts,
all along the line are in for a ban-
ner season.

portraits of the signers and other
valuable borrowed material.

One of the outstanding stunts
was the screening for 150 Constitu-
tion essay winners arranged in the
National Archives building. These
contestants were sent to the In-
auguration as guests of the Hearst
newspapers throughout the country.
The radio possibilities were not

overlooked. Daily radio plugs were
promoted gratis in a tieup in which
Station WOL used the title as a
slogan, announcing several times
each day for a week; "This is Sta-
tion WOL, servant of the people."
A screening for President Roose-

velt was arranged through his sec-
retary. Then there followed a
screening for the White House cor-
respondents organization, all mem-
bers of which were present at the
opening. Many correspondents
whose columns appear throughout
the nation made reference to the
film.

A novelty plug was the search
for the descendants of the signers
of the Constitution, which got
plenty of space in all the local
papers.

Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse pose with some
of their recent awards, the National Distin-
guished Service Award of the U. S. General
Chamber of Commerce and the Academy

"Oscar."
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20TH-F0X RESTRICTS \Sam Sax Raids the Air Waves

OUTPUT OF SHORTS

Continuing its policy of produc-

ing only highly selective short sub-

jects, 20th Century-Fox will limit

its output this year to six each of

two current series; namely, "Ad-

ventures of a Newsreel Camera-

man," and "The Magic Carpet." The

first 1937 release in each series is

now in preparation, and will be

shown at the annual sales conven-

tion of 20th Century-Fox at Movie-

tone City May 30. ,_.
All these shorts are translated tor

26 foreign countries. Their
grosses, accordingly, are well up

toward the top for short subjects

of any variety, including cartoons.

Scripts for reels in both series

are written by Lew Lehr, who also

furnishes the commentary for the

"Newsreel Cameraman" group. Ed
Thorgersen, sports announcer for

Movietone News, shares the voicing

of "The Magic Carpet" series with

Lowell Thomas.
Reels now in production are

"Motor Maniacs" and "Mexico."

Portugal will be another stopping

off place for the "Magic Carpet"

series this year.

Evergreen States Expands

Aberdeen, Wash. - - Evergreen

States circuit announces acquisition

of both the D. & R. and Weir the-

aters here, and the Seventh Avenue
Theater in Hoquiam.

For New Stars for Vitaphone Shorts

Not content with securing
_
his

stars for Vitaphone short subjects

from the stage and night club fields,

Sam Sax, production chief at the

Brooklyn studios, has successfully

raided the air waves for a host of

talent for his Vitaphone one and
two-reel subjects.

Singers, comedians, orchestras

and radio announcers, representing

every branch of radio entertain-

ment, have been signed by Sax for

appearances in Vitaphone's product.

Among the radio headliners who
have been appearing in Vitaphone
shorts are

Sylvia Froos, Morton Downey,
Phil Harris, Virginia Verrill, Radio
Rubes, Vera Van, Nick Lucas, Radio
Ramblers, Easy Aces, Edgar Berg-
en, Bob Hope, Ken Murray and 'Os-

wald,' Four Mullen Sisters, Babs
Ryan, The Buccaneers, Jane Fro-

man, Four Eton Boys, Jean Sargent,

Donald Novis, Ray Perkins, Ralph
Kirberry, Pick and Pat, Lee Sims
and llomay Bailey, Mr. and Mrs.

Jesse Crawford, Tito Guizar, Cross

and Dunn, Elaine Arden, Georgie

Price, Jay C. Flippen, George Jessel,

Block and Sully, Colonel Stoopnagle

and Budd, Baby Rose Marie, Aunt

Sabin to Build Theater

Spokane, Wash.—Fred Sabin will

construct a new movie house here.

VERICOLOR, INC.
FILM LABORATORY

BLACK & WHITE COLOR

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Plant Completely Remodeled

PROJECTION ROOM FOR RENT

1040 N. McCadden Place, PHONE: HO-1648, Hollywood, Calif.

Jemima, Ruth Etting, Shaw and

Lee, The Three X Sisters, and Joe

Penner.

The radio announcers, whose off-

screen voices are heard describing

the E. M. Newman travel films in-

clude Harry Von Zell, James Wal-
lington, Norman Brokenshire, Paul
Douglas, Harlan Eugene Reed,
Davis Ross, Kenneth Roberts, How-
ard Claney, Milton J. Cross, H. V.
Kaltenborn, Don Wilson, John S.
Young, and Ray Saunders, Clem Mc-
Carthy has recently been signed for
a series of Vitaphone sport films
for the coming season.

The nationally famous bands and
band personalities include the or-
chestras of Phil Spitalny, Johnny
Green, Jack Denny, B. A. Rolfe,
Jolly Coburn, Little Jack Little, Ra-
mon Ramos, Vincent Lopez, Carl
Hoff, Nick Lucas, Peter Van Steed-
en, Cab Calloway, Rubinoff, Will
Osborne, Tommy Dorsey, Richard
Himber, Harry Horlick, Clyde
Lucas, Harry Reser, Emil Coleman,
Leon Navara, Clyde McCoy, George
Hall, Roger Wolfe Kahn, Jacques
Fray, Red Nichols, Eddy Duchin and
Louis Prima.

With this variety of talent from
radio, and the entertainers signed
from the stage, night clubs and
screen, the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio roster includes talent from
every branch of the amusement
field.

REVAMP OF ONE-REEl

S

NEW OISPLAY TRACES

MAKING OF CARTOON

By JULES LEVY
General Sales Manager, RKO Radio
RKO Radio Pictures' single-reel

line-up will be entirely revamped
for the 1937-38 season, in spite of

the highly satisfying reception of

the 1936-37 product. There will be
a complete departure from the types
of these pictures made in the past,

and details of the new program soon
will be announced.
The new Walt Disney series to be

released shortly will give RKO Radio
Pictures what is definitely accepted
as the leading feature in the sin-

gle-reel cartoon field. There will be

18 Disney films including "Mickey
Mouse," "Silly Symphonies" and all

of his favorite characters.
Our two-reel release schedule

again will include the increasingly

popular "March of Time".
The same number of two-reel com-

edies and musicals will be released in

1937-38 as in the current season

—

36.

Pathe News, the first newsreel
produced in America, will be released

twice weekly, as heretofore.

The cartoon speaks a universal
language. But the process of mak-
ing a film cartoon . the technique
that "makes them move" remains
a universal mystery. No phase of
film production holds a greater fas-
cination for the public than the
making of an animated cartoon.

Taking advantage of this wide-
spread curiosity, Educational's pub-
licity department, in cooperation
with Paul Terry's studio, has pre-
pared an elaborate display telling

the story of "the making of a screen
cartoon as observed at the Terry

-

Toons studio." The display, which
consists of six large printed panels,
explains in type and liberal illus-

trations the cartoon production
method from the inception of the
story idea to the finished film.

There has been an immediate and
heavy demand for the exhibit from
all parts of the country, and it has
already been shipped to more than
2,000 libraries, clubs, classrooms and
other meeting places.

Each of the six panels in this

Terry-Toons display is 22 x 30

inches in size.

Won't Play Scarlett O'Hara
IVesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick and

Norma Shearer issued statements

here yesterday which ended the pos-

sibility that the latter might play

Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With the

Wind". Miss Shearer said she has

other plans.

Breen Record Pact Signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bobby Breen just

signed by RCA Manufacturing Co.

to exclusive contract for RCA Vic-

tor records. Recordings will be
made in Hollywood recording stu-

dios of RCA.

H^l ROACH

SWANKY
McFAWAND

fwSMWttfo

Typical one-sheet for a Hal Roach "Our Gang'

comedy, released through M-G-M.
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FJiiitSs Held Blessing in Disguise to Shorts
Major March of Time Selling Aids Tied In With the Exhibitor

By RALPH ROLAN
Vice President, March of Time

TO my knowledge, no one as yet

has accused the short subject

producer of holding down one of

the softer jobs in the motion pic-

ture industry—not, at least, during
the past few years with the dou-
ble-feature policy sweeping the
country in complete disregard of the

basic principles of good showman-
ship.

The double-feature has, however,
been a blessing in disguise to the

short subject field by bringing about
a definite upswing in the quality of

shorts and also a new vigor and
keenness in selling them to the pub-
lic. If the one and two-reeler are

to win a place on programs already
overly-long, they must compete with
the B feature for public approval,
and improvements are an obvious
necessity.

The March of Time staff had this

well in mind when, on Feb. 1, 1935,

the first issue opened in some 400
theaters. Today the subject plays
on more than 7,500 United States
screens—and for this rapid growth
there are many reasons.
The first of these is editorial

treatment. Yet no exhibitor could
be sure of realizing a profit on his

investment unless the subject re-

ceived constant and widespread fea-
ture selling. Time, Fortune, The

Novelty in the Magazine Reel

By THOMAS CHALMERS
Editor, Pathe Review

J^
MAGAZINE reel to satisfy its

unique demand as a little some-
thing for every taste, should among
many things, aim at novelty and
surprise. For, as it encroaches on
a variety of fields covered by vari-
ous serial releases from News to
Travelogue, it must never parallel
these catalogued shorts and in ven-
turing into their territory, the Edi-
tor must shun imitation like the
plague.

For instance, stop motion on
growing plants, showing the life

process from germination to matur-
ity in a few seconds on the screen,
has been used from the earliest days
of motion picture photography, and
as a feature in itself is utterly
stale. However, as a short sequence
in a subject on plant nutrition, "The
Chemist Turns Farmer," in Pathe
Topics in which the vital part
played by Boron in healthy plant
growth is shown dramatically by
comparative stop motion pnotog-
raphy, novelty is refreshingly
achieved by one of the oldest tricks
of the trade.

In the follow-up story on chem-

ical farming released this year in
Pathe Topics No. 4, "Soilless Agri-
culture," novelty was achieved by
the very simple process of being on
the job, and presenting the first mo-
tion pictures ever taken of vege-
tables being grown for market com-
mercially, by this sensational new
"liquid culture" technique. But the
newsreels usually bar the easy
road by earlier releases.

Surprises may be achieved by a
vague or misleading title or open-
ing sequence. The subject "Fing-
ers" in Pathe Topics No. 5 recently
shown at the Music Hall employed
both these devices with gratifying
results. The subject had nothing
to do with Chinese Princesses but
the bejeweled guards worn to pro-
tect the fingernails of these exalted
personages were used as a lead to
introduce a demonstration of the
practicability of putting pencils,
etchers' tools and paint brushes on
the artists' fingers rather than in
them. Incidentally, Whether be-
cause of the treatment or in spite
of it— (modesty forbids us to state)
—when the publicity broke after a
private preview for the press all

but one of the news reels rushed to

cover the subject as News.

Roy E. Larson is pictured with the Academy's
"Oscar" presented this year to the March of
Time as a special award for distinct novelty.

March of Time on the Air, and to-

day Life, are, of course, immensely
helpful in this. So, in the beginning,
was an extensive and prolonged 24-

sheet campaign.
Today, however, our main selling

aids are directly tied in with the
exhibitor. Briefly, the aids are
these:

(a) A six-page exploitation and
publicity work sheet on every re-

lease, including a detailed list of

organizations we know to have a
special interest in one of the par-
ticular episodes. Ordinarily each of

these organizations is notified by
the March of Time home office, but
it is the localized follow-through
that brings the members into the
theater.

(b) What we sincerely believe to

be the biggest accessory display
value the industry has ever seen.

The exhibitor spends 48c on every
issue. In return he receives a one-
sheet in six colors containing the
billing; five 11 x 14 pictorial dis-

play cards, captioned; one 11 x 14
billing card which briefly describes
each subject; one brilliant window
streamer carrying billings and cap-
tioned stills. Of all the display ma-
terial the March of Time has tried,

this package, plus a new standee,
has produced the finest results by
far.

(c) The Photo Reporter for school
use. This is an eight-page news-
paper which is issued every four
weeks to provide students with the

Success Story

Steady flow of new contracts to the
home office from a U. A. salesman
finally resulted in a "Home come?"
inquiry. The salesman explained that
all he did was to carry one of Disney's
films around with him and if his cus-
tomer proved tough he showed the pic-
ture in the exhibitor's theater on his

first or second show and let the audi-
ence's reaction get in its work.

factual background of every March
of Time subject. Through the NEA,
is published a Teacher's Manual
outlining the course of study both
before and after seeing the film. In
almost every instance, this school
tie-up is handled directly by the ex-
hibitor. Its success may be judged
by its circulation of 230,000 today.

(d) A localized circularization of
all Time Magazine subscribers for
notification of each new issue's time
and date of showing. Typical ex-
ample of the value of this service
is the Aztec Theater in San An-
tonio, Tex., where 2,800 March of
Time enthusiasts have their names
on file for notification of every re-

lease.

These four activities form the
basis for our general March of Time
promotion campaigns, but because
we are fortunate enough to be deal-

ing with news personalities and
news events in every subject, there
is a wealth of specialized local pro-
motion available each month.

HAILS TWO-REELERS

AS "PROVING GROUND"

By BERT GILROY
RKO Radio Producer of Short

Subjects

THE two-reeler remains the prov-
ing ground for the picture in-

dustry. Not only with talent, but
with story ideas as well, the two-
reeler continues to contribute to the
feature-length films.

Writers, directors, and actors
graduate from short subjects to the
features. Especially is this so in
comedy, for many a first-rank direc-
tor or writer got his knowledge of
the screen and transcribing emo-
tions through experimental work in
the short subject.

This is, m a sense, a loss for
the two-reeier itself. Its best peo-
ple leave it for features. But it is
the constant development of young
and ambitious people in the short
subject that give the two reels their
their very vitality.

The two-reeler is pliable enough
for experiment, and its range is
wide. Here at RKO Radio, our
shorts go from broad comedy bord-
ering on the slapstick to comedy of
situation and farce. Our musicals
include work by writers at the stu-
dio, dance bands such as those of
Ted Fio Rito and Phil Harris, and
the folk songs of the Hall Johnson
Choir.

It's obvious to me that the good
two-reeler, with its wide range of
interest, is still the solution to the
double-bill.

a Universal Picture

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit is exploited in this

one-sheet put out for the Universal series.
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A Service
THE FILM DAILY IS THE ONLY FILM TRADE PAPER WHICH OFFERS ITS

SUBSCRIBERS SUCH A WEALTH OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE.

THIS COMPLETE SERVICE INCLUDES-

THE FILM DAILY
The industry's leading daily trade publication serving the motion picture industry since 1918—Six days each week—Containing Live News,

Constructive Editorials, Straight From the Shoulder Reviews, of Features and Short Subjects, and timely exploitation aids. Exhibitors the world

over read the FILM DAILY to help them in the conduct of their business. The news of the FILM DAILY is presented briefly and accurately.

FILM DAILY reviews have been recognized for years as reliable and indispensable to thousands of Exhibitors.

PRODUCTION GUIDE
DIRECTORS ANNUAL

Over 300 pages of valuable and interesting production data—Published each July

—

Contains: Advance Production Schedules of Distributers, Lists of Pictures Planned,

Tentative casts and credits and release dates wherever possible. Biographies of

Directors, the work of Cameramen, Players, Writers, etc., for the first half of the

year along with many other useful production references will be found in this Volume
which is also given as part of THE FILM DAILY SERVICE.

SHORT SUBJECTS
QUARTERLY

Published four times a year this important edition gives a complete survey of the

Short Subject field. Reviews of Short Subjects Ideas for Selling Shorts to the Public

—

Suggested Programs—Product Announcements, and many other interesting valuable

bits of information that will help any exhibitor in the booking and selling of Short

Subjects for his theater.

THE FILM YEAR BOOK
The largest and most comprehensive volume in the long series of Film Daily Year Books is now being distributed to subscribers of The Film Daily.

The 1937 book, 19th edition, contains nearly 1,300 pages of valuable reference material. Among the many items of interest are included: PICTURES—16,170

titles of features released since 1915 showing distributors and Film Daily review dates; Features released during 1936 with casts and credits; Features and short

subject series released during 1936, arranged by distributing companies; serials released since 1920 showing stars, directors and years of release; a list of
features imported from foreign countries during 1936; a compilation showing producers and distributors of short subject series. PERSONNEL—Names, addresses,

telephone numbers, cable addresses, officers, department heads and boards of directors of important film companies; another section with the addresses and
manpower affiliated with studios and production organizations; Officers and directors of clubs, guilds and organizations associated with the motion picture

industry. PERSONALITIES—The 1935 and 1936 work of 3,124 players, 218 producers, associate producers and supervisors; 281 directors; 809 authors; 635
screenplay writers; 181 cameramen; 196 film editors; 152 music composers and supervisors; and 27 dance directors. LISTS—A complete equipment Buying
Guide; feature producers, short subject producers, cartoon producers, industrial producers, newsreels, theater supply dealers, laboratories, color processes, trailers.

insurance brokers, projection rooms, agents and managers, play and story brokers exchanges (including names of managers and product handled). THEATERS
Complete list of theaters in the United States and Canada arranged by states and provinces; separate list of circuits with four or more theaters. FINANCIAL
Summaries of all motion picture companies whose stocks are listed on financial markets. FOREIGN—Exporters and importers; outlook for 1937; international

survey of film markets. EXPLOITATION—Complete manual of tested exploitation stunts; showman's calendar. AGENTS' TELEPHONES of players, directors

and writers. LEGAL—Court decisions of 1936 compiled and digested by Herbert T. Silverberg. BIRTHDAYS AND BIRTHPLACES of important film folk, and
1,001 other items of interest.

Subscription Price $10.00, Foreign $15.00

* Exhibitors who have been subscribers to the FILM DAILY for the past Eighteen years appreciate

the value of this service, and consider their annual ten dollar investment one that has netted them
real dividends during these years. Every Exhibitor owes it to himself to become a regular sub-

scriber to THE FILM DAILY SERVICE.
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Sales

By J. H. Skirball

Manager of Educational
Pictures

A FRIEND who is vice-president
L
and general manager of a big

national business organization, with
branches throughout the country,
recently made a tour of some of

these branches. The manager of

one of the branches, with whom I

am also acquainted, invited "the
boss" to his home for dinner.

Describing the evening to me, the
vice-president expressed pleasure at

the happy home conditions which
he found." Two children of school

age and one younger child added to

the gaiety of the home. The dinner

was a pleasant one. But one factor

disturbed him. The wife served her

own dinner, having to get up and
leave the table frequently. This

was not pleasing to "the boss." He
could not seem to understand why
there was not a servant on hand to

serve the dinner "properly."

"How much salary does this man-
ager get?" I asked him.

He named the figure, a salary

adequate to take care of the home,
but certainly a modest figure allow-

ing no room for such luxuries as

servant help.

"How can you expect him to raise

three children, with two of them in

school, and still be able to have ser-

vants on such a salary?" I de-

manded. "The salary is enough for

the necessaries of life, but not for

much more."

I cannot help associating this lit-

tle experience in my own mind with

the history of the development of

short subjects during the last few
years. It is simply a matter of in-

come. The branch manager, with a

little more income, could afford the

help of servants, which would make
things easier for his wife and add

Majors Dominate Hollywood Comedy

Shorts Production, Checkup Shows
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Representative of

The Film Daily

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -— The major studios

are making practically all the com-
edy shorts that come out of Holly-
wood. M-G-M, RKO and Columbia
lead in this field. Hal Roach now
confines himself to one series of

shorts—the "Our Gang" comedies.

The M-G-M output comprises
Pete Smith Specialities, Musical
Comedies, "Miniatures" and the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" series. Jack
Chertok heads the shorts depart-
ment at the Culver City plant, and
his battery of directors includes:

Jacques Tourneur, Joe Sherman,
Dave Miller and Felix F. Feist, Jr.

Bert Gilroy is now the pilot of

the RKO short subjects and his di-

rectors include Jean Yarbrough and
Les Goodwins. George Stevens,

Mark Sandrich, Ben Holmes and
Leigh Jason are among the promi-
nent feature directors who gradu-
ated from the RKO comedy depart-

ment.

Columbia's product includes com-
edies starring the 3 Stooges and
Andy Clyde. "Screen Snapshots"
continues, with Harriet Parsons in

charge. The comedies are made
under the supervision of Jules

White, with Del Lord, Charles La-
mont and Preston Black among his

directors.

Warners is making a series of

historical shorts, with Gordon Hol-

more leisure and pleasure for all

the family. The short subject, with
the added income which a return

to single features in the theaters

would automatically create, could

afford to put more money into prod-

uction, and the result could be only

one thing . . . better short subjects.

SAM SMALL TELLS ALL
I'm in the Movies Now!

6 Subjects

Halt Who Goes There
Carmen

Sam and His Musket
Sam's Medal

Beat the Retreat
Drummed Out

Distribution

Through independent state

right exchanges; one-a-
month starting April 15th.

ASTOR PICTURES CORF.
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

lingshead in charge. "Give Me Lib-
erty," one of the subjects in the
series won an Academy award.

Robert C. Bruce is making a se-

ries of musical romances for re-

lease by Paramount, while Jerry
Fairbanks and Robert Carlisle are
producing the "Popular Science"
shorts for Paramount distribution.

In the independent field, Condor
has announced a series of 13 musi-
cal shorts to be released by RKO.
George Fox of Featurettes, Inc., has
completed the first of a series based
on Liberty short stories. Screen
Classics is producing "Strange As
It Seems" and Columbia Tours for
Columbia release.

Mayfair is the newest entry in

the cartoon field and will produce a
series for release by United Artists.

Walt Disney is busy with his "Silly

Symphonies" and "Mickey Mouse"
subjects, while Harman-Ising is

making "Happy Harmonies." Leon
Schlesinger continues with his

"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes." Charles B. Mintz is mak-
ing "Krazy Kat," "Scrappy," "Bar-
ney Google" and "Color Rhapso-
dies." Walter Lantz is working on
the "Oswald" cartoons at Universal,
while Animated Pictures Corp. is

producing two series.

AM SMALL STRIKES

TOON NOTE

By R. M. SAVINI

Soon the newest star of the draw-
ing board will appear on the screen.

He is Sam Small, most defiant sol-

dier, and greatest liar of the king's

army. I first met Sam some months
ago; he walked in with the postman
and sat on the desk.

"Pick it oop," said Sam. I did,

for Sam Small had greatly intrigued

me as he stood, on the face of an
envelope, at attention. I kept learn-

ing more and more about Sam and
was so interested in the little fel-

low that I arranged to have him
over here.

Sam Small was originally a myth-
ical little soldier, created by Stan-
ley Halloway, well known Lanca-
shire mimic and comedian. Anson
Dyer, one of the world's well known
cartoonists, made Sam the charac-

ter he is today. The idea of a mon-
ologue as a background is original

with Dyer and Halloway. The mon-
ologues, incidentally, are done by
the latter.

At the present time we have six

of the new color cartoon subjects

ready for release under the titles of

"'Alt, Who Goes There?" "Carmen,"
"Sam and His Musket," "Sam's
Medal," "Beat the Retreat?" and
"Drummed Out." These subjects

will be released at the rate of one

a month through the franchise hold-

ers of Astor Pictures Corp.

"NAMES" IN SHORTSC

T TO PROFITS

By LOU DIAMOND
Chief of Paramount Short Subject

Department
'THEATER owners who are mak-

ing showmanship synonomous
with the better grade of short sub-
jects are experiencing surprises, as
well as real profits.

Name value always has been one
of the greatest assets at the box
office. If a name becomes national-
ly known, whether through asso-
ciation with the radio or stage, as
well as the screen, it may, almost
automatically, be chalked up as a
draw at virtually any box office.

It is the exhibitors who have al-

ready made this discovery in short
subjects who are profiting by them
today.

I can cite dozens of these cases

—

the entire Interstate Circuit in Tex-
as, for instance.

It has become a policy with such
theater owners to regard their short
subjects as definite contributions to

entertainment and to sell them to

their public, accordingly.
Sales, as the word pertains to an

exhibitor's relations with his audi-

ence, mean giving the big names in

a short subject a real play—using
them in newspaper advertising,

lobby displays and quite often set-

ting them up in marquee bulbs.

The modern attitude of the think-

ing exhibitor toward his short sub-
jects is not altogether whether a
band or a personality has ever

worked in Hollywood. Rather, it is

this:

Is the orchestra in my new short
popular on the air?

If it is then such a theater owner
knows that millions of folk, who
are tuning in every night, will be
only too happy to be able to get

their first view of this band per-

forming on the screen.

We, in Paramount, are producing
dozens of such name short subjects.

AND HIS

{%aq&amdQ(M

One-sheet poster on Educational's two-reel

comedy release, "Gags and Gals."
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$k * SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS * ^r
"My Artistical Temperature"
(Popeye the Sailor Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Merry

Sonorous-voiced Popeye is a

skilled sculptor in this merry chap-
ter of his outlandish adventures,

and shares a studio with the bad,

bulky Bluto, who is a portrait and
landscape painter. Their esthetic

rivalry boils over when the visiting

Olive Oyl wants a portrait or a

statue of herself, — whichever, by
sample, proves the more satisfac-

tory. Popeye and Bluto bend to the

chore, each trying to impede the

other's craftsmanship. Soon blows

are freely exchanged, with the

ready and willing sailor on the re-

ceiving end. But Popeye adds to

his readiness and willingness to

"mix it" with the battling Bluto by
becoming plenty able,—for he finds

a can of spinach in the studio, gath-

ers it to his gullet, and soon bangs
Bluto about with the greatest of

ease. At the fadeoat, there is little

doubt but that Olive Oyl's portrait

is going to be in the form of a

statute!

"Ski Ski!."

(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 10 mins.

Grand
Easily one of the most spectacular

ski pictures ever produced in mo-
tion pictures. Pete Smith handles

the narration in his usual kidding

style, but here perhaps is one sub-

ject that he should not have treated

that way. The grandeur of the

scenery is so inspiring and the mass
maneuvers of a group of expert

skiiers so thrilling and impressive

that Pete's light bantering note only

serves as a mild irritant to distract

the beholder as he sits fascinated

by the sweep and power of the

thrilling spectacle. This one is about
the last word in outdoor sports

thrills.

Paramount's individual one-sheet for one of the

musical "Star Reporter" series.

"Dental Follies"

(Song and Comedy Hit)
Educational 10 mins.

Lively
Sprightly little skit with the den-

tist getting a bright idea and put-
ting on a floor show to take the
thoughts of his victims off the pun-
ishment he hands them as they sit

in the dental chair. In this manner
a nice diversity of acts are intro-

duced. The principals and artists

are Pinky Lee, Aileen Cook, The El-
tons, Harold Waldridge, Barbara
McDonald, Mary Sutherland, and
Andy Anderson's ork. Directed by
William Watson. Story by Mort
Lewis. Photographed by George
Webber.

"The Fella with the Fiddle"

(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Vitaphone 7 mins.

Novel Cartoon
The little mice listen to grandpa

who tells them the story of Miser
Mouse, whose racket was pretend-
ing to be blind and begging on the
street. Accumulating a fortune, he
lived in a tricky house that looked
like a shack on the outside and in-

side also, but by pressing buttons
it could be transformed into a man-
sion as the broken furniture dis-

appeared behind the walls and rich

articles took their place. But final-

ly the tax collector called, and
Miser Mouse had a tough time try-

ing to clear himself when the vis-

itor started pressing the buttons
and revealing the rich furnishings.

Produced by Leon Schlesinger. Ani-

mation by Cal Dalton and Ken Har-
ris.

"King Soccer"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Sure to Please

This is a very interesting reel

which is a pleasing combination of

a sport short and a travelogue.

Audiences are transported by plane

to distant Buenos Aires, Argentina,
and given an insight into the beauty
of this city where polo, horse racing

and soccer each have their rabidly

enthusiastic devotees. There are
some excellent shots of all three

sports, but the climactic scenes are

of the soccer matches which draw
huge crowds to witness them regu-
larly. Slow motion sequences re-

veal the almost uncanny skill of the
participants. Whether film patrons
are either actively or passively in-

terested in this particular pastime,
they will be intrigued by the play-

ers' footwork and the entertaining
quality of the footage. A well bal-

anced, nicely narrated subject. Sure
to please.

"Bug Carniva!"

(Terry-Toons)
Educational 7 mins.
The insects stage a carnival that

has a lot of big-time circus acts.

The highlight is a daring act by
the ringmaster who acts as a lion

tamer and goes into a bottle con-
taining a ferocious specimen that
looks like a firefly. Barehanded,

he finally subdues the ferocious
beast and comes out of the bottle
to receive the plaudits of the spec-
tators. The entire conception of
this cartoon is very ingenious and
funny, and it moves fast. Technique
by Paul Terry, Mannie Davis and
George Gordon. Original score by
Philip A. Scheib.

Pathe Topics No. 5

RKO Radio 9 mins.
Variety

Starts off with a nutty laff sub-
ject as Raymond Knight, famed for
his radio "Cuckoo Hour," does an
English skit that gets plenty of
hilarity. Follows a fine scenic bit,

picturing the Frisian Islands that
lie off the coast of Holland. Then
comes a zoo in Florida where monk-
eys roam at large and the visitors
are the ones who view them from
a cage. The final subject is a new
invention for placing certain work-
ing tools on all the fingers of the
hand instead of just holding them
in the hand as done under ordinary
procedure. In this manner etching,
facial adornment for milady, cro-
cheting, painting, and other fine
arts are treated with the new tech-
nique of holding the implements on
the fingertips.

"Bosko's Easter Eggs"
(Harman-Ising Cartoon)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Timely

Two pickaninnies and a pup get
mixed up with a hen trying to hatch
out her eggs. The boy is trying to
get his easter eggs to his little

sweetheart, but meets with a spill,

so he borrows the eggs from the
hen and colors them for Easter. The
girl makes him return them, and the
pup is put to work to keep them
warm till the hen returns. When
she does, there is the dickens to
pay, and the enranged fowl makes
the pickaninny and trie pup sorry
they ever mixed in. Done in Tech-
nicolor, with plenty of clever tech-
nique.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

(Number 36)
LTniversal 8 1-3 mins.

Effective
Outstanding features of this sub-

ject are the X-ray photographing of
flowers by a Santa Monica, Cal.,

woman; the little black spaniel who,
because of paralysis, has a two-
wheeled cart for hind legs; and the
strange belfry in San Antonio,
Texas, which is a sanctuary for
bats. Other portions of this chap-
ter are equally effective,—the aged
art collector whose Seattle shop
abounds in curios; the collector, too,

in Arcadia, Cal., whose hobby is

gathering wooden horses which
stood before harness shops in the
pre-automobile age; and a New
York City woman who is an expert
diamond cutter. There is a hearty
chuckle in the reel in the demon-
stration of the invention by Colum-
bus, Ohio's, Carl Brown. It is a
gadget to the necktie attachment
that keeps auto drivers from falling
asleep at the wheel!

"Stranger Than Fiction"
(Number 35)

Universal 9 m ins .

Good, Solid Short
On several counts, audiences will

like this reel. One reason is ap-
parent right at the outset when up
pops Harold G. Blaney of Swamp-
scott, Mass., who, in appearance, is

President F. D. R.'s "double." An-
other reason is the final sequence
of Southern cotton pickers playing
ball at night with flaming burlap,
kerosene-soaked spears. Inter-
spersed are such items as the fox
terrier, Skippy, whose habitual theft
of eggs from a grocery store was
a mystery to a Newark, N. J., store-
keeper; the famous old lighthouse
at Atlantic City which the govern-
ment wants to sell; the blind George
Pelton, whose loss of sight is no
handicap to him in his vocation of
expert clock repairman; and Al
Frazer of Buffalo who can lift ta-
bles and chairs in his unbelievably
strong jaws. A Canadian school-
house in a railroad car, and the
poor Cuban woman who is revered
in Cuba for her faith healing, round
out the topics. Good, solid short.

"Manhattan Waterfront"
(The World On Parade)

RKO Radio 11 mins.
Grand

A very fine photographic review
of New York's varied waterfront.
All phases of the shipping life of
the metropolis are covered. The
giant ocean liners and the tiny tugs.
The luxurious apartment houses
with private wharfs for launches,
and the shanty colonies of the
squatters. The variety of bridges
forms a very fascinating subject in
itself. A fine narration by Alois
Havrilla makes this one of the most
interesting scenic presentations 01
New York ever seen on the screen.

A stock one-sheet used in connection with
Vitaphone's one-reel "Looney Tune" series
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SEES SERIALS MORE

POPULAR THAN EVER

By EDWARD BONNS
Short Product Sales Manager of

Universal Pictures

"QESPITE the fact that the com-
ing serial season will mark the

25th year in which Universal has
contributed to this popular form of

entertainment, it looks at the pres-

ent time as though the 25th season
will be the most successful of the

25.

Although serials do not attract

the amount of newspaper space
which they did at one time, sales

and attendance records prove that

actually more people are going to

see serials today than ever before.

Furthermore, moving picture serials

are the great American kindergar-
ten for the education and intrigu-

ing of film theatergoers. Without
serials , the younger generation

might very easily grow up without
the taste for moving pictures which
serials inevitably create in their

minds and lives.

This year Universal has an un-

usually fine collection of serial sub-

jects particularly designed to catch

the interest of this younger gen-
eration. Several years ago, when
moving pictures really needed this

younger generation, Universal

stepped out and made a serial called

"Cowboys and Indians" which
earned the gratitude of the entire

industry. This year its lead-off

serial partakes of the same ele-

ments. It is called "Wild West
Days." Johnny Mack Brown stars

in it and it is being produced by
that veteran of Universal serial

production, Henry MacRae.
The entire season will consist of

four serials. The other three are

Effectiveness of Short Subjects as

Box Office Force Shown in Campaign
By FRED C. QUIMBY

Manager of M-G-M Short

Subject Department

EFFECTIVENESS of short sub-
"*'

jects as a box office force is

cited by Metro in a special cam-
paign being conducted among ex-
hibitors to encourage the use of
shorts to supplant giveaways which
lately have been abandoned in many
situations throughout the country.

Stressing the high degree of box
office appeal in their short product,
the Metro office offers a convincing
summary of publicity and exploita-
tion activities in behalf of shorts
during the past few months.
That M-G-M Junior Features con-

tain publicity possibilities compar-
able with features is exemplified by
the highly-prized newspaper space
piled up by the Benchley series. In-
dicative of the esteem movie editors
hold for these subjects is their con-
sistent record in topping features
in theater reviews. In Cleveland re-
cently, the reviewer not only gave
the headlines to the Benchley sub-
ject but also gave it three times the

King Features strips which have
already had a very wide circulation
in newspapers and on the radio.
They are "Radio Patrol," drawn and
created by Eddie Sullivan and
Charles Schmidt, "Tim Tyler's
Luck," drawn and created by Ly-
man Young, and "Flash Gordon's
Trip to Mars," by Alex Raymond.
Of these serials, "Wild West Days"
is almost completed at Universal
City under the direction of Ford
Beebe and Cliff Smith.

space given the feature (not an M-
G-M). Another record space-getter
recently was the one-reeler "Every
Sunday," in which Deanna Durbin
and Judy Garland attracted almost
as much attention from movie critics

as in their feature efforts.

Behind every M-G-M Junior is

the same potent publicity support
that goes with M-G-M features.
Well organized publicity efforts
that reflect at your box office are
such widespread coverage as the
Benchley two-page "How to Behave"
spread in Town and Country; the
"Hollywood Extra" art feature
which hit rotos right across the
country including full pages in such
staid sheets as the Boston Globe.

Typical example of the feature-
calibre national tieup activities which
contribute a definite selling impetus
to M-G-M Juniors is the current
Pete Smith-Liberty magazine Movie
Contest in which two and a half
million readers are urged in full-
page spreads to view his Special-
ties. In another national deal for
"Wanted—A Master," Humane So-
cieties in every town were instructed
by their national headquarters to
provide dogs for local theater give-
aways. With Pete Smith's currently
released "Penny Wisdom" is a di-

rect tieup with Hearst and other
newspapers that use the syndicated
Prudence Penny cooking column.

Adaptabilty of M-G-M Juniors to
regular commercial tieups is illus-

trated by Macy's full-page Bench-
ley tieup ads in New York dailies
which were duplicated again and
again in other cities; the windows
for FitzPatrick TravelTalks ar-
ranged by United Fruit Co., in

VITA. COLOR SH0RTSr
BASED UPON HISTOllf

Spurred on by the success of such
Warner Bros.' feature films as "The
Story of Louis Pasteur," "The
White Angel" and "The Charge of
the Light Brigade," the company
has also turned to history for ma-
terial in the production of several
Vitaphone short subjects in Techni-
color.

The enthusiastic reception accord-
ed Vitaphone's initial short of this
type, "The Star Spangled Banner,"
which depicted the dramatic events
surrounding the composing of "The
Star Spangled Banner," by Francis
Scott Key, led the company to pro-
duce other such films, "Give Me
Liberty," dealing with the famous
speech by Patrick Henry, not only
won the unanimous acclaim of audi-
ences and critics alike wherever it

was shown, but also won the Acad-
emy Award for the best color short
subject for 1936.
"Under Southern Stars," which

tells the story of General Stonewall
Jackson and the Battle of Chancel-
lorsville, was also one of the com-
pany's more popular shorts. On
April 10, Vitaphone has set for na-
tional release "The Romance of
Robert Burns," a two-reel Techni-
color subject, based upon the life

of the immortal Scottish bard.
Other of these Technicolor shorts

based upon historical events are
being planned for forthcoming re-
lease in Vitaphone's "Broadway
Brevity" series.

banks and travel bureaus through-
out the country; the flock of promo-
tion ads used by Wirephoto news-
papers in connection with Pete
Smith's "Behind the Headlines".

'36-37 Short Subject Production at a dance
A Classified Summary of Short Subject Schedules, with Completed Reels Keyed as "C" ; Those Still to Come Indexed as "TC"

Amkino
Astor Pictures
Celebrity
Columbia
Educational
J. H. Hoffberg
Imperial
Lenauer International
M-G-M 104
Paramount 104
RKO 104
Republic
Stage & Screen
20th Century-Fox 104
Ufa
United Artists
Universal 104
Warner Bros

TOTALS 520

C—Completed. TC—To come.
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p • Spring Short Subject Roster • • •
• PLAYERS • • •

Beard, "Stymie" . . . Roach
Beatty, Clyde Rep.
Beckett, Scott Roach
Beery, Noah, Jr. Univ.
Brendel, El Col.

Catlett, Walter Col.

Chaney, Lon, Jr. Univ.

Clyde, Andy Col.

Cody, Bill, Jr Falcon I

Ace, Goodman
Van Beuren

Ace, Jane . . . Van Beuren
Apolon, Dave Vita.
Ates, Rosco Vita.
Armetta Vita.
Barton, James . .Mentone
Berks, Johnny
Bordoni, Irene Vita.
Cabin Kids Educ.
Claire, Bernice Vita.
Cook, Joe Educ.
Courtney, Inez Vita.

Beebe, Ford Univ.

Charles, Roger Roach
Gordon, Douglas . Roach

Eason, Reeves Rep.

Blake, B. K Col.

Christie, Al Educ.
French, Lloyd Vita.

Adler, Felix Roach
Bell, Thomas Roach
Black, Preston Col.

Brooks, Marty M-G-M
Burton, Val M-G-M
Charles, Roger Roach
Collins, Monte RKO
Douglas, Gordon . . Roach
Duquette, Arthur . Roach
Flournoy, Richard . Roach

Freeman, Dave Educ.
Froman, Eddie Vita.

Genet, Ira Vita.

Henley, Jack Vita.

Collins and Kennedy . . Col.
Corrigan, Ray Rep.
Dermond, William . . Rep.
Erroll, Leon RKO
Farnum, William . . . . Rep.

Hall, Johnson, Choir. RKO
Hardy, Oliver Roach
Hood, Darla Roach
Hughes, Kay Rep,

Cross and Dunn Vita.
Denny, Jack Vita.
Dorsay, Fifi Vita.
Downey, Morton Vita.

Dunn, Josephine . Educ.
Froos, Sylvia Educ.
Goodelle, Niela Educ.
Green, Johnnie Vita.
Gribbon, Harry Vita.
Harris, Phil Vita.
Holtz, Lou Vita.

Hope, Bob Vita.
Howard, Shemp Vita.

Hollywood
Kelly, Patsy Roach
Kennedy, Edgar RKO
King, John Univ.
Kolk, Scott Univ.

Laurel, Stan Roach
Laurence, Rosina . Roach
Layne, Tracy Rep.

Lee, Eugene (Porky)
Roach

New York
Howard, Tom Educ.
Hope, Bob Vita.
Janey, Leon Vita.
Keaton, Buster Educ.
Lahr, Bert Educ.
Law, Vera Vita.

LeRoy, Hal Vita.

Lopez, Vincent Vita.

Lucas, Nick Vita.

MacKinney, Nina Mae
Vita.

Machamer, Jefferson Educ.

McFarland, Spanky. . Roach
Livingston, Bob Rep.
May, Patty Doris ..Roach
Merton, John Rep.
Moran, Polly Col.

Osborne, Bud Rep.

Post, Guy Bates Univ.

Roberti, Lydia Roach
Rogers, Jean Univ.

Murray, Ken Vita.
Niesen, Gertrude . . . Vita.
Norton, Robert Vita.
O'Connell, Charles . . Vita.
Patricola, Tom Educ.
Phalon, Beverly Vita.
Price, Georgie Vita.
Novis, Donald Vita.

Reed, Janet Vita.

Roberts, Eddie Educ.

Robinson, Bill Vita.

Rooney, Pat, Jr. Educ.

• • • DIRECTORS • • •

Feist, Felix F., Jr.. M-G-M
Goodwin, Les RKO
Home, James Roach

Kane, Joseph . Rep.

Hancock, Don ..Van Beuren
Henabery, Joseph . . . Vita.
Mack, Roy Vita.

Frickett, C. J. Roach
Geraghty, Maurice . Rep.
Goldstone, Richard. M-G-M
Goodwin, Les RKO
Giashm, Mauri . . M-G-M
Guedel, John Roach
Hall, Charles Roach
Hershon, Robert . . M-G-M
Home, James Roach
Jason, Will M-G-M

Herman, Justin Para.
Hershey, Burnett ... Vita.
Hocky, Milton Para.
Jacoby, Irving A Blake

Hollywood
Le Borg, Reginald . . M-G-M
McGowan, Robert . Roach
Meins, Gus Roach

Miller, Dave M-G-M

New York
Nathan, Adele Gutman

Para.

Parrott, James Roach
Sherman, Joseph M-G-M
Smith, Cliff Univ.
Staub, Ralph Warner
Taylor, Ray Rep.

Schwarzwald, Milton

Mentone

Switzer, Carl (Alfalfa)
Roach

Taylor, Al Rep.
Thomas, (Buckwheat) Wm.

Roach
Three Stooges Col.

Warwick, Lois Rep.
Wilde, Lois Rep.
Wing, Toby Roach

Sasafrass Vita.
Shelton, George . . . . Educ.
Spaeth, Dr. Sigmund. Vita.
Tim and Irene Educ.
Timberg, Herman, Jr.

Educ.
Truex, Ernest Educ.
Van, Vera Vita.

Waters, Ethel Vita.

West, Buster Educ.
Yacht Club Boys Vita.

Yorke and King Educ.

Terhune, William . . Roach
Tourneur, Jacques . . M-G-M
White, Jules Col.
Wright, Mack Rep.
Yarbrough, Jean .... RKO

Waller, Fred Para.

Watson, William . . Educ.

• • WRITERS • • •

Hollywood
Lees, Robert M-G-M
Jevne, Jack Roach
Jones, Arthur Vernon

Roach
Kramer, Stanley . M-G-M
Knight, Tracy Rep.

Law, Hal Roach
McCloy, Harry Roach
Meins, Gus Roach
Miller, Davis M-G-M

Moffit, Jefferson Roach
Nelson, Charles Col.

Ornitz, Arthur ...M-G-M
Parrott, James Roach
Parsons, Harriett . . . . Col.

Plannette, Jean .... M-G-M
Randal, George RKO
Rathnell, John Rep.

Rauh, Stanley M-G-M
Riggs, George Roach

New York
Jai-rett, Arthur, Sr. . Educ.
Klauber, Marcy . Educ.
MacDonald, Ballard

Mentone

Machamer, Jefferson
Educ.

Otvos, Dorian Vita.
Rath, Fred Para.

Rinaldo, Fred M-G-M
Roberts, Charles .... RKO
Rogers, Charles . Roach
Swabacker, Leslie . . . Rep.
Terry, Frank Roach
Traver, Lee Roach
Traynor, Albert .... Roach
Smith, Pete M-G-M
White, Jules Col.
Yates, Hal Roach
Yarbrough, Jean ... RKO

Watson, William .... Educ.

Weil, Willie Vita.

Wood, Cyrus Vita.

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILK=^=

HOLLYWOOD
CHORT subject producers are still

very proud of Shirley Temple,
who got her screen start in the one
and two-reel field.

9R; Sherman and Gordon Douglas
are among the newer directors in

the short subject end of the indus-
try. Joe, who is with M-G-M, started
in the publicity department and la-

ter became a scenarist. Gordon was

an assistant director before his pro-
motion at the Hal Roach studios.

Goodman Ace was an ace movie
and dramatic critic in Kansas City
before he invaded New York.

Andy Clyde divides his time be-
tween the short subject and feature
field. He has played several impor-
tant character roles at Paramount,
RKO and Universal, but finds time
to do a series of snorts at Colum-
bia.

T T T

Do you remember when Jackie
Cooper played in "Our Gang" com-

edies? The same question applies
to Johnny Downs.

T r

Pete Smith was a member of The
Billboard staff in the "good old
days." Watterson Rothacker and
Henry Ginsberg are among the
prominent graduates of The Bill-

board.

T T r

Deanna Durbin and Judy Garland
are recent graduates of the short
subjects field. In fact, they ap-
peared in an M-G-M short.

T T T

Kansas City is the home of Walt
and Roy Disney, Hugh Harman and
Rudolph Ising.

Herbert Moulton, who directs
shorts for Paramount, is a former
Los Angeles newspaperman. He
was in the Paramount publicity de-
partment before entering produc-
tion.

T T Y
Rushes on the Gilbert and Sul-

livan sequences in Andrew L.
Stone's Grand National picture "The
Girl Said No" have demonstrated
that the push-pull recording system
devised by Erpi is capable of repro-
ducing the fast patter songs from
the operettas flawlessly.AAA
Charley Chase, long a Hal Roach

star, recently worked in a Columbia
comedy.
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By Arrangement with King

Features Syndicate, Inc., and Segar

POPEYE—The Paramount Popeye cartoon"Let's

Get MovirT " was received with more enthusiasm

than any other short that has ever played our

theatre. The audience actually went wild over it,

applauding and cheering for two or three minutes.

—Brooklyn Paramount Theatre, New York, N. 1

.

BETTY BOOP—Betty Boop and Pudgy are the

cutest things on the screen right now, and in this

one they were excellent. Drew plenty of com-

ments from our patrons on their way out.

—Parkway Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas

COLOR CLASSICS—"Somewhere in Dreamland."

Color cartoon of the very best. It was perfect,

and this little reel drew about as many comments

as most good features.

—Star Theatre, Geneva, Ind.

SCREEN SONGS—"The Hills of Old Wyomin'."

A dandy Screen Song subject! These subjects are

still hard to beat.

—Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.

HEADLINERS—"Music in the Morgan Manner."

By far the most entertaining musical short it has

been our pleasure to play.

—Strand Theatre, W ichita Falls, Texas

POPULAR SCIENCE—This is one of the most in-

teresting one-reelers we've played. Everyone en-

joyed it—and told us so.

—Pines Theatre, W aldron, Ark.

But/ AjCryvo art fk******

MUSICAL ROMANCES—"In Old Wyoming." A
color musical that is without doubt second to

none for beauty, grandeur and entertainment

value. This subject was well appreciated and we

have received numerous voluntary compliments.
—Kimo Theatre, Albuquerque, N. M.

PARAGRAPHS—"Where Champions Meet."

Another short subject triumph. This is excellent,

and very well done. Ted Husing does a swell job

of narration. Congratulations to Paramount on

this one! —Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS —These shorts are

hard to beat for beauty, interesting topics, and

power at the box office. Only wish we had more

of them. —Liberty Theatre, Tyler, Texas.

SPORTLIGHTS—The Grantland Rice shorts are

great subjects. The Sportlight, to my mind, is far

superior to any other series of shorts being made

today. —Chicago Theatre, Chicago, III.

POPEYE THE SAILOR MEETS SINDBAD THE SAILOR

—This is the tops in all cartoons! The audience

reaction was terrific, even after the cartoon had

been off the screen for some time.

—Parkway Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

PARAMOUNT NEWS—This is the best liked

newsreel that we have played. Paramount gives

us a very late release and much better service

than do the other newsreels.

—Dirigo Theatre, Ellsworth, Me.

*il?» M
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Allied ukee Convention Back to May 2&28

RKO 1 MONTHS NET 1 TIMES HIGHER THAN IN 1 936

Sidney Kent to Study GB Situation on London Trip

20th-Fox Prexy to Return to

N. Y. Before Australian

Visit

That the GB situation will be ex-
amined by Sidney R. Kent, who sails

from New York Wednesday on the
Queen Mary for London and Paris,

was indicated by the president of

20th Century-Fox yesterday.
"Very likely the matter will be

brought to my attention," Kent told

The Film Daily. He stated that
after his visit to Europe during
which he will attend his company's
sales conventions at Paris, he will

return to New York and later go to

Australia to act on the General The-
aters setup.

Both 20th Century-Fox and
{Continued on Page 4)

SHEPPARD SPONSORS

NEW COPYRIGHT RILL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senator Morris

Sheppard, Democrat of Texas, dean
of the Congress, has introduced a
new copyright bill which, if adopted,
would make it necessary for au-
thors, composers and publishers to

identify use they make of material
in the public domain and which, in

case of copyright infringement,
(Continued on Page 4)

"History Made at Night"

Held Over in 28 Spots

Twenty-eight holdovers on "His-
tory Is Made at Night" were re-

ported yesterday by United Artists.

Houses giving the Walter Wanger
prTjiuction extended playing time

(Continued on Page 4)

Du-Art Walkout Report

Is Without Foundation

Independent investigation of The
Film Daily yesterday established

definitely that a report of labor dif-
(Continued on Page 4)

United Artists Planning Mid-June Sales Convention
United Artists will hold its annual sales convention about the middle of June, with

locale yet to be selected. Exact dates will be announced shortly by George J. Schaefer,
vice-president and general manager in charge of distribution.

Universal^ Star-Developing Policy

Meeting With Success, Cowdin Says
"New Universal's policy of de-

veloping its own stars from the
large group of talented young play-
ers it has enlisted under its banner
on seven-year contracts seems to

be meeting with success," said J.

Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board, in a statement issued yes-
terday.

"In Deanna Durbin, to mention
only one of half a dozen new stars

that have been developed, Univers-
al has an outstanding box office

draw," he declared.
Cowdin said, in part: "As a suc-

cessor to 'Three Smart Girls,'

Deanna Durbin will begin work on
her new picture '100 Men and a
Girl' on April 12. Another out-
standing picture 'The Road Back,'
now being filmed and practically
completed, and a big musical
'Broadway Jamboree,' to be pro-
duced by Buddy De Sylva, are
among the other important produc-
tions on Universal's schedule.
"New Universal has already had

two outstanding successes in the
'big picture' class, 'Three Smart

(Continued on Page 10)

Buffalo Police Commissioner Bans Bank Nights

Buffalo — Police Commissioner

James W. Higgins has ordered all

police captains to notify motion pic-

ture theaters in their respective

precincts to stop Bank Nights and
Bingo under penalty of steps for
revocation of theater licenses.

Higgins cited a city ordinance
under which the city license direc-

tor can revoke a license if it is

proved at a hearing that a lottery
was being carried on in a theater.

The commissioner said that after
midnight tonight treasury nights
and the like will be taboo.

Allied Announces Committees for

Convention, Set Back to May 26-28

Court Reserves Decision
* on Brandt "5-2" Writ Plea

Decision was reserved yesterday
by Supreme Court Justice Hammer
on the application of 33 Brandt the-
aters for an injunction restraining
Loew's, Inc., from playing pictures
on a five day-two day split week

(Continued on Page 10)

Annual convention of Allied
scheduled to be held at the Hotel
Pfister, Milwaukee, has been set

back two weeks to May 26-27-28.

P. J. Wood, Secretary of The I. T.

O. of Ohio and chairman of the Na-
tional Convention Committee, an-
nounces that the following had been
selected as Chairmen of the respec-
tive committees:

General Convention Committee

—

(Continued on Page 10)

Trustee's Counsel Estimates

Earnings at $714,000
at Hearing

Earnings of RKO and subsidiaries
for the first eight weeks of 1937
were estimated yesterday at $714,-
000 after all charges by O. C. Doer-
ing, of counsel for the Irving Trust
Co., RKO trustee, at a hearing be-
fore Federal Judge Bondy on ap-
plications of the RKO trustee and
counsel for interim allowances for
services rendered. The earnings for
the first two months of 1937 are
over 10 times the earnings of $68,-
351, in the corresponding period of
1936.
A breakdown on the earnings,

furnished the court, showed that
RKO Radio had estimated earnings
of $179,000 for the first 8 weeks of
1937, compared to $169,000 in 1936;
theater subsidiaries earned $475,-

(Continued on Page 4)

eastmaFchpertg

with keller-dorian

Eastman Kodak is cooperating
with Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp.
in connection with its color process,
it was stated by the latter company
yesterday in New York. Four tech-
nicians who have arrived in this
country from Paris went to Rochest-

(Continued on Page 4)

"Captains Courageous"
Premiere Set for Philly

"Captains Courageous" will be
given its world permiere at the Lo-
cust St., Philadelphia, April IS,

when Loew's launches the picture
on a roadshow policy, probably in-

augurating a national roadshow pol-
(Continued on Page 4)

Brecher Suggests "Name"
Band Policy for the Roxy

Leo Brecher, continuing his ex-
pert testimony yesterday at the
hearing on the Roxy reorganiza-

(Continued on Page 10)
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New York Solons to Act Bill Would Levy 2 P. C.

on 6-Day Week Measure Tax on D. C. Admissions

Consideration of the bill propos-
ing a six-day week for firemen and
engineers by the New York Legisla-
ture will take place when that body
reconvenes April 5.

An equal rights bill, banning dis-

crimination against colored people,
has been defeated in committee in

the Assembly. A measure forbid-
ding operators to leave their ma-
chines is alive in the same body,
as are six bills seeking to regulate
outdoor advertising.

Wells Joins Goldwyn as

Eastern Adv. Director

Linton Wells, foreign correspond-
ent for the past 25 years, has been
appointed Eastern publicity and ad-
vertising director of Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions. Wells, who will

also be in charge of foreign pub-
licity, was the first newspaper cor-

respondent in Hollywood for N.E.A.,
and at one time was Hollywood cor-

respondent for the N. Y. Herald-
Tribune. His autobiography, "Blood
on the Moon," will be published by
Houghton Mifflin, Inc., this month.

Sears Returns, Praising

Quality of Coast Films

After production conferences at

the coast with Jack L. Warner, Hal
Wallis and Bryan Foy, a party of

Warner executives, consisting of

Gradwell L. Sears, Carl Leserman,
S. Charles Einfeld and Norman H.

Moray today returns to New York.

"Hollywood is turning out the

best pictures in its history," accord-

ing to Sears.

Warner-First National will release

five productions this month, as fol-

lows: "Man in Exile," April 4;

"Marked Women," April 10; "That
Man's Here Again," April 17; "Call

It a Day," and "Mountain Justice,"

both on April 24.

Grant Right to Examine

in S. & C. Copyright Case

Motion for right to examine, be-

fore trial, officers of the Springer

& Coealis circuit was granted by
the U. S. District Court, New York,

yesterday, in connection with copy-

right infringement action brought

by three major distributors. Exam-
ination takes place within five days.

Attorney Louis Nizer is counsel for

the plaintiffs.

Schine Buys Universal

J. R. Grainger, general manager
of distribution for the New Uni-
versal, yesterday signed a contract
which puts all units of Universal
service for the current season into

the 80 houses of the Schine Cir-

cuit. The contract was signed in

Grainger's office, J. Myer Schine
and George Lynch acting for the

Schine Theatrical Co., Inc.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A 2 per cent tax

would be levied on the monthly
gross receipts of admissions in film

theaters in the District of Colum-
bia under the terms of a bill in-

troduced by Rep. Ross A. Collin,

Democrat, of Mississippi, and re-

ferred to the House District of Co-
lumbia Committee. The bill furth-
er provides that theater operators
cannot increase the price of admis-
sions to meet the proposed tax. If

passed, the measure would become
effective July 1 next.

50 Writers Now Working
on 30 RKO Screen Plays

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fifty writers, the

largest number ever employed si-

multaneously at RKO Radio, are cur-

rently working on 30 screen plays
for the studio's 1937-38 program.
Five scenarists are collaborating on
the script of "New Faces of 1937,"

which Producer Edward Small will

soon send before cameras with Joe
Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyakarkus
and Harriet Hilliard starring.

English Television Still

Experimental—Maschwitz

That television is still in its ex-

perimental stages in England, with
advances no greater there than in

Lhe United States, is the opinion of

Eric Maschwitz, variety director of

the British Broadcasting Company,
who arrived in New York this week
on the He de France.
During his stay on this side of

the Atlantic, Maschwitz expects to

spend some time in Hollywood
where he hopes to negotiate stage
and screen production of the mu-
sical show "Balalaika" on which he
collaborated and which is now in

its fifth month at his Majesty's the-

ater, London.

Keith Memorial Theater

Reduces Net Loss in 1936

Keith Memorial Theater Corpora-
tion reports for the year ending

Dec. 31, 1936 a net loss of $83,033

after all charges, as compared with

a consolidated net loss of $108,100

for the year ending Dec. 31, 1935.

"Scoundrel" Suit Goes Over
"The Scoundrel" plagiarism suit

against Paramount, Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur has been put

over in the New York State Su-

preme Court until October. Hearing
had been scheduled for yesterday.

Further Hospital Campaign
Plans for the Will Rogers Me-

morial Hospital drive in the greater

New York territory were furthered

at a meeting of the zone committee
yesterday afternoon at the Film
Board of Trade. Bill Scully was in

charge of the session.

i ru
Coming and Going

ADOLPH ZUKOR and CHRIS DUNPHY have
delayed their departure from New York for the
coast until tomorrow.

ROBERT GILLHAM returns to New York
over this week-end from the south.

ROBERT BENCHLEY leaves New York next
week for the coast to resume work in M-G-M
shorts.

LAWRENCE BROWN went to Rochester last

night .from New York.

WILLIAM JANNEY has arrived in New York
from Hollywood for an indefinite stay.

RAY BELL sails from New York April 20
for a vacation in Europe.

LEW LEFTON of Pittsburgh is in New York.

HARRY and AL RITZ, members of the screen
comedy trio, leave New York this week-end
for Hollywood where they will join JIMMY
RITZ who left for the coast early this week.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, general manager of

distribution for Universal, left the home office

yesterday for Universal City to consult with
Charles R. Rogers on company's 1937-38 fea-

ture schedule.

ALFRED SANTELL, film director, left Holly-

wood yesterday for a vacation in New York.

RUBEY COWAN, formerly with the National
Broadcasting Co., is en route to the coast

where he will handle radio 1 contracts at Para-
mount's studios.

HARRY GOLD, Eastern division manager for

United Artists, returns to New York next
Monday from a Caribbean cruise.

CHARLES STERN, U.A.'s Eastern district man-
ager, left the home office yesterday for Wash-
ington on a sales trip.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY returns to New York
Monday from a Carribean cruise.

MARJORIE LORD has arrived in Hollywood
from New York to play her stage role in

"Stage Door" for RKO.

HUGH HERBERT is coming East in the near

future for his first visit in three years.

JACK SCHLAIFER, Western division manag-
er for United Artists, returns to New York
today after a 12 weeks' tour of exchanges
in his territory in connection with the George
J. Schaefer Sales Drive.

NAT PENDLETON, film comedian, arrives

in New York tomorrow from the coast en

route to England, and sails on the Queen
Mary next Wednesday to make a picture at

the Gaumont studios.

HENRY GINSBERG arrives in New York to-

day from Hollywood.

List of 10,170

FEATURE RELEASES
Titles of feature mo-
tion pictures released

in this country since

1915, including Film

Daily review dates.

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES

Now Being Distri* ->d

Free ^->

To Subscribers of

THE FILM DAILY
L501 Bway. New York
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FIRST CORONATION FLASH!

One of key scenes in forth-

coming "Prince and the

Pauper," with Errol Flynn and

twin-stars Billy and Bobby

Mauch, is re-enactment of

traditional ceremony of as-

cension to British throne just

as it will take place in England

on May 12, four days after

picture's release.

IT'S A GREAT "DAY" IN "SCREENLAND!" Famed editor

Delight Evans calls "Call It a Day" "the best picture ever made
by Warner Bros.!" Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita

Louise head distinguished 8-star cast of awaited comispecial.t

Be
I

iEADLINERS IN THE MAKING are (I. to r.J Willard Parker,

William Hopper, Gloria Dickson, Wayne Morris, Granville Owen,

recent acquisitions for Warners' famed star-training squad.

Morris (in robe) is 'Kid Galahad' in that Edw. G. Robinson,

Bette Davis drama now reaching production finish.*

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture tA Cosmopolitan Production

THEY'RE HOLDING IT FOR A 2nd WEEK
in New York, while first Variety analysis

shows"King and the Chorus Girl" "lead-

ingWashington," winning "season's best

gross" in Cleveland, Philly and other

keys, with "reviewers giving plenty of

attention to Fernand Gravet," Joan

BlondelPs mmmm-mate.*

MAX REINHARDT MARKS "MARKED
WOMAN" STAR, Bette Davis, for coveted

lead in his next Warner cinemilestone,

Dostoievsky's immortal"The Gambler."

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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KENT TO STUDY GB

SITUATION IN LONDON

{Continued from Page 1)

Loew's, who together control what
approximates a half interest in GB,
have been opposed to the deal work-
ed out by the Ostrers bringing the

company into an alliance, production

and distribution, with C. M. Woolf's
General Film Distributors. In ob-

jecting to the deal, they line up
with John Maxwell, head of B. I. P.

and other British film groups.

Senator Sheppard Sponsors

New Copyright Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

would leave the question of dam-
ages to the direction of the court.

The measure, which its sponsors

said was introduced at the request

of film and radio people in his state,

has been referred to the Senate

Patents Committee.
Sheppard told The Film Daily

the bill would "place responsibility

for the public performance of mu-
sic on the person originating the

performance."

Eastman Kodak Co-operating

With Keller-Dorian Color

(Continued from Page 1)

er, last night to consult with tech-

nicians at Eastman Kodak. Lawr-
ence Brown, K-D official, accom-
panied them.
The technicians leave New York

tomorrow for the coast to establish

the Keller-Dorian laboratory at the

Grand National studio where the

plant, with equipment installed, will

be ready to make tests for "Grand
Canyon" in 10 days. The lab will

be ready for capacity output with-

in four weeks, it was stated.

"History is Made at Night"

Held Over in 28 Spots

(Continued from Page 1)

include: Rivoli, New York; Liberty,

Seattle; United Artists, San Fran-
cisco; Aldine, Philadelphia; United
Artists, Portland, Ore.; Strand, At-

lantic City and Madison, Detroit.

"Captains Courageous"

Premiere Set for Philly

(Continued from Page 1)

icy on the production. Ordinarily,

M-G-M roadshows have their world
premieres at the Astor, New York,
but the house is occupied by "Good
Earth," which is in for a long run.

Contest Brings Vacation

Ray Bell, director of publicity and
advertising of Loew's, Washington, has

won the "Garden of Allah" national

exploitation contest which nets him a

vacation abroad. With Mrs. Bell, he

sails from New York April 20 on the

Roma for Italy as his boss, Carter Bar-

ron, is okaying the idea.

• • • AS USUAL a load of work is being done by
a handful of members of the AMPA in putting over the
Second Annual Awards Dinner Dance which is set for

May 1 at the Hotel New Yorker the awards are for the
Best Poster, Press Book, Advertisement to the Trade, and Ad
to the Public

T T
• • • THOSE FOUR awards embrace the daily work of

a slew of lads in the film biz several hundred ex-
actly 17 members of AMPA showed up at the meeting yesterday
to discuss this very vital Annual Awards affair that will boost
the prestige of every person engaged in publicity and advertis-
ing if publicity men are so blind to the affair that focuses
the spotlight on their work, the logical assumption is that they
are indifferent to their jobs and the interests of the company
that pays them to boost the product for if the AMPA
Annual Awards do not constitute a perfect show window to at-

tract universal attention to the work of the ad and pub dept's
of the producers, will someone kindly enlighten us as to what
does

T T T
• • • THE SPEAKERS who constitute the main work-
ers for this Annual Awards affair were Gordon White, Paul Ben-
jamin, Vincent Trotta, Ralph Lund, Hap Hadley, Paul Lazarus,
Jr., Herb Berg Vince Trotta has prepared an impressive
printed announcement that will be sent to all interested con-
cerns and individuals giving full data on the Awards, and the
names of the judges in the four divisions these judges
are all eminent authorities in their fields tickets are only
$7.50 for a couple that includes the dinner and the dance

now you guys who are apparently so little interested in

your work and your jobs can at least buy tickets, and sell some
to your friends or is that asking too much? send re-

plies to the Twilight Hour Dep't it's asleep, too
T T T

• • • NICE STUNT negotiated by the United Artists
lads and the local Walter Wanger office by planting a
five-day feature with the World-Telegram titled "The Reser-
voir of Beauty" describing the model market, the writer
gave all the details about the girls signed for Wanger's com-
ing "Vogues of 1938" Myer Beck working under Monroe
Greenthal's direction, landed this pippo also grabbed Ed
Sullivan for a kolyum on "History Is Made At Night" in

his usual original style, Ed showed how true that picture title

is when applied to Broadway
T T T

• • • THERE IS an artist named Hilton who does mar-
vellous poster work in an entirely new technique
relief effect with a whimsical comedy slant, and eye-stabbing
color appeal you can see this lad's work in the window
of Northern Pacific Railway at Fifth Ave. and Forty-sixth
Street plugging a dude ranch this gent Hilton be-

longs in pictures with his flair for showman poster effects ....

T T T
• • • CONGRATS TO Lawrence Beatus, district man-
ager of Loew's who today is celebrating his silver an-
niversary with the company Larry started 25 years ago
at the old Yorkville theater

T T T
• • • ON OUR desk a gorgeous bouquet of scallions

and spinach, with this note tied with a piece of chewing-gum
"To Phil, from Your Girl Friedegg," we turned

abruptly to yell at our sec at the adjoining desk and found
her sitting on our knee dusting her off, we said : "Why
the bouquet, little one?" and Frieda retorted thus
"You've made me famous, Pill-er-Phil. Lookit!" and she
shoved a letter under our nose from vice-prexy Dan Halpin of
Dictograph Products, thanking us for that dictograph gag about
Frieda which coins a new slogan for his company's product

we were Overcome Frieda was crying softly as she
chewed up the bouquet of scallions and spinach

RKO'S 2 MONTHS NE7
,

IS 10 TIMES HIGHER

(Continued from Page 1)

300, compared to $182,660 in 1936;

Pathe News earned $5,300, com-
pared to $4,408 in 1936, and RKO,
the parent company, earned $65,000
compared to $50,534 in 1936.

Doering disclosed that the final

audited statement of RKO earnings
for 1936 showed profit of $2,485,000,

whereas unaudited figures had in-

dicated profit of $2,514,000.
George L. Schine, counsel for the

RKO independent stockholders' com-
mittee, asked that the court defer

making allowances until the plan
was finally approved but agreed
under questioning by Judge Bondy
that some payment should be made
to trustee and counsel for the eight

months of work put in since an al-

lowance was last made. No other
counsel offered any opposition.

The trustee is asking $60,000 as
an interim allowance and counsel,

Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lum-
bard is asking $85,000. Judge Bondy
remai-ked that "very splendid ser-

vices had been rendered by trustee

and counsel" and that the court

had been saved a great deal of work.
Doering advised the court that

the. rent claims against the estate

would be doubled if the example of

the U. S. Supreme Court in allow-

ing landlords whose leases are dis-

allowed three years future rent
were followed in the RKO case. He
observed that the consolidated net
worth of RKO had been increased

$890,000 by the transaction involv-

ing KAO and Stadium Theaters.
Schine said yesterday that he

would oppose the RKO reorganiza-
tion plan as "eminently unfair" to

stockholders.
Judge Bondy observed yesterday

that he expected the RKO reorgani-

zation to be "modified very
thoroughly" before it is finally ap-
proved.

Du-Art Walkout Report

Is Without Foundation

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

Acuities at the plant of the Du-Art
Studios was without foundation. It

was previously erroneously reported
that 25 of Du-Art's employes had
walked out in sympathy with a
strike in another laboratory.

Mrs. James Savage Dead
Buffalo—Mrs. James Savage, who

with her husband established the
South Side's first movie house, the

Park, in 1907, is dead after a long
illness. The Savages later operated
the Como and the Abbott, both now
out of the theater picture. They
retired from the exhibition field 20
years ago.

igl.

Dowager Queen Is Disney F
London—Her Majesty, the Dowag?

Queen Mary has made a special request
that, whenever she attends the cinema
the program include a Walt Disney
Mickey Mouse or Silly Symphony pro-
duction.
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"it is what is known as a box-office smash
and the long queues snaking from half-

way around the corner is indicative of its

appeal tO the public \" —Louis Sobol, N.Y. Journal

"As likable a film as we
have chuckled over and
snorted at this season!"
— Frank S. Nugent, N. Y. Times

"It contains the most thrill-

ing climax of the season!"
— William Boehnel,

N. Y. World-Telegram

'It is the tops in entertainment!" — Regina Crewe, American

"An exciting, amusing and generally
engrossing entertainment. Miss Arthur
and Mr. Boyer make a superlative team
of Stars ! " — Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

CROWDS FORCED RIVOLI, N.Y. BOX-OFFICE TO STAY OPEN UNTIL 3 A.M. !

y

WALTER WANGER presents

<*+ BOyfR »- ARTHUR
IN

HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
with LEO CARRILLO and Colin Clive • Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

Original Story by GeneTowne and Graham Baker • Released thro United Artists

t)
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# Reviews <4 ih& Vtew films ik *
Fred Scott in

"Melody of the Plains"
with Al St. John, Louise Small,

Billy Lenhart

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Spectrum 53 mins.

FAST-ACTION WESTERN WITH MU-
SIC THAT GIVES FRED SCOTT PLEASING

ACTING AND VOCAL SCOPE.

Although it has plenty of action, "Mel-
ody of the Plains" is a western with em-
phasis on the "melody." Fred Scott, the

hero, possesses a beautiful tenor voice

which is heard to advantage in two catchy

songs, "Ridin' Down the Trail to Albu-
querque" and "A Hide-A-Way in Happy
Valley," both by Don Swander and June
Hershey. On the night before Scott and
his pals, David Sharpe and Al St. John
("Fuzzy"), bring a herd of cattle into

their home pasture. Sharpe plans to double-

cross his friends by aiding a gang of cattle

rustlers. He loses heart, however, tries

to save Scott, and is killed in the fight.

Scott, believing himself responsible for

Sharpe's death, seeks new territory. Then
follows the formula of boy meets girl,

saves her father's ranch from some bad

hombres, the chase, and the happy fade-

out. Al St. John and his cud-chewing
comedy is outstanding. Fred Scott makes

a good-looking, fast-riding hero. The rest

of the cast, including a precocious young-

ster, Billy Lenhart, is adequate. Jed

BuelPs production is well-staged and con-

tains all the necessary ingredients to make
a successful western. It should do well

where this type of picture is popular.

Cast: Fred Scott, Al St. John, Louise

Smali, Billy Lenhart, David Sharpe, Slim

Whittaker, Lew Meehan, Lafe McKee, Mai

Price, Bud Jamieson, Carl Matthews, and

"White King" (horse).

Producer, Jed Buell; Director, Sam New-
fieid; Author, Bennett Cohen; Screenplay,

Same; Cameraman, Robert Kline; Editor,

William Hess; Music Supervisor, Abe
Meyers; Songs, Don Swander and June

Hershey.

March of Time Looks to

Expansion on Continent

In addition to its regular Amer-
ican and English March of Time,
and the Spanish version, La Marcha
del Tiempo, there is now the French
version, La Marche du Temps, re-

leased through RKO Radio's for-

eign department. Two issues are
already playing in France, and the

third is in production. Arrange-
ments are now under way for ex-

pansion of the series into Belgium,
Switzerland and the south coast of

the Mediterranean.

r^jJuffalo Exchange Union
Buffalo—Owen J. Kavanagh, sec-

retary of the M. P. Operators Union
yesterday claimed more than a 100

film exchange employees had been
organized into a union of exchange
and poster employees.

"What Price

Vengeance"
with Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie

Rialto Productions Corp. 55 mins.

PEPPY CRIME STORY WHOSE THRILLS
OFFSET LACK OF ORIGINALITY. SHOULD
CLICK ON DUAL BILLS.

Although lacking in story originality,

this crime picture nevertheless is a peppy
yarn which should click with those who
like their entertainment studded with

thrills. The central theme is devoted to

the vicissitudes and dangerous encounters

Lyle Talbot, as the young crack-pistol-shot

cop, has in the course of bringing a gang

of racketeers to justice, but the screen-

play wisely incorporates a quantity of ma-
terial of the human interest variety. Thus
the film's appeal is widened. Specifically

this has been done, and effectively, by

placing little Wally Albright in the role

of Talbot's doting, hero-worshipping nephew,

and by casting Wendy Barrie in the top

romantic part. Talbot has a glorious op-

portunity to use his pistol on the fleeing

bandits who stick up the local bank, and

his failure, attended by consequent public

criticism, leads him to resign his post in

the police department. But undaunted he

decides he will get the bandits and their

elusive leader, so he jockeys into contact

with them, joins their ranks, and then

springs the trap. There are frequent break-

neck automobile chases, and it is during

one of these mad, wild pursuits that the

thugs dump Wally Albright, whom they

have grabbed as a screen for their escape,

out on the roadside with almost fatal re-

sults to the lad. This is a further spur to

Talbot to "get" gang, which, of course, he

does handsomely at the finis. Restoration

to his police post and the culmination of

his romance are the rewards. Many of

the scenes present photographic difficul-

ties, and Harry Forbes and William Beck-

way deserve a hand for efficiently han-

dling the obstacles. Del Lord's direction

is smooth.

Cast: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie, Lucille

Lund, Marc Lawrence, Eddie Acuff, Robert

Rideout, Reginald Hincks, Wally Albright,

Lois Albright, Arthur Kerr.

Producer, Kenneth J. Bishop; Director,

Del Lord; Screenplay, J. P. McGowan;
Cameramen, Harry Forbes, William Beck-

way; Editor, William Austin.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Effi-

cient.

Arbitration Hearing Monday
Attempts are being made to set-

tle the controversy between Local

306, the I.T.O.A. and Consolidated

Theaters over whether Consolidated

conies under the master I.T.O.A.

contract. Local 306 contends that

it does not and should pay a higher

scale than the I.T.O.A. theaters.

Next hearing in the arbitration of

the matter is set for Monday.

Lowell Bodiford Weds
Fort Worth, Tex.—Lowell Bodi-

ford, manager of the Parkway The-
ater and Mary Martin, were mar-
ried here at Easter.

SHORTS
"Some Time Soon"

(Miniature Musical)

M-G-M 20 mins.

Shop Girl's Delight

This one will certainly entrance
and delight all the shop girls. It

shows a young lady who wraps
safety razors in a factory having a
dream of the time when knighthood
was in flower. She dreams of a
knight on a white horse just before
she falls out of bed. Later in the
factory we see her girl pal trying
to persuade her to keep a date with
a couple of factory bodys that eve-
ning. But the heroine has her
thoughts set on a knight on a white
horse. Then the action switches to

a couple of foreigners who are emi-
gres from their native European
land where one of them was a count
and the other his friend. So after
many devious windings the girl

meets her modern knight. He ar-

ranges a swanky party with a lot

of titled folks in fancy costumes
just to give his factory sweetheart
a thrill. She thinks he is kidding
her. But he is really in love with
her. All hands are happy as they
realize knights and romance can be
mixed with days and routine at the
factory. The principals are Jean
Chatburn, Inez Courtney, Gregory
Gaye and Arthur Auerbach.

"Nature—the Artist"

(Colortour Adventure)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Flower Beauty

Flower lovers will go for this one,

with gorgeous flowers in all parts

of the world shown in natural color.

Starts with the desert country of

the southwest, showing many gor-

geous specimens of cactus in bloom.
In turn are shown many beautiful

specimens from Australia, Africa
and China. Finishes with a daz-

zling color parade of tulips in

bloom in Holland, Michigan, where
the flower tenders dress like their

ancestors in Holland. E. M. New-
man presents the subject, with nar-

ration by David Ross.

"Red Hot Music"

(Kiko the Kangaroo)
Educational 7 mins.

Exciting

This Terry-Toon features a red

hot fire brought about by the red

hot music of the orchestra that

plays at the KIKO broadcasting
station. Soon the entire building is

in flames, and Kiko and his fire lad-

dies do their stuff. After some spec-

tacular stunts and the risk of his

life many times, Kiko the Kangaroo
finally saves all the gang in the

studio. Plenty of excitement and
thrills in the fire scenes to hold the
youngsters.

"Saratoga Summers"
(Bill Corum Sports)

RKO Radio 11 mins.
Horse Atmosphere

A resume of the history of the
racing center, Saratoga, with Bill
Corum covering the high spots in
the town's activities as a health
resort as well as a mecca for sports-
men. Corum takes the audience on
a visit to the famous racing stables
to look over the outstanding thor-
oughbreds, the visit finishing with
a close finish race at the famous
track. Finishes with a water car-
nival staged by the young society
folk who form the summer social
colony.

Screen Snapshots No. 7

Columbia 10 mins.
Very Good

Covers a variety of interesting
novelties in Hollywood and featur-
ing the social activities of the screen
players away from the shop. A cir-

cus comes to town, and all the celebs
are on hand to enjoy themselves,
and to visit backstage. Chester Mor-
ris' trick dogs are exhibited at the
owner's home in Beverl" Hills. The
Marine Stadium at Long Beach is

presented during the intercollegiate
crew races, with dozens of stars
rooting from the grandstands. The
final sequence is a real novelty, with
Fred Stone throwing an old fash-
ioned Iv'iekelodeon Party, and all the
famous screen stars coming in

couples, dressed in the garb of 25
years ago when the flickers were
really young. As the various couples
arrive at the box-office, they are
introduced to the audience. In their

trick costumes it is hard to recog-
nize many of them. About 50 screen
celebs appear in this scene.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

(Number 34)
Universal 9 mins.

Punchy
Punchy pot-pourri of oddities

comprising a wide range of human
interest shots. There is the steady-
handed Cleveland physician who
builds towers with multitudes of

matches atop beer bottles; marital
rites of gypsies; the making of

candy flowei's whose perfection al-

most defies detection when com-
pared with real ones; and a dimin-
utive miss in Little Rock, Ark., who
has a suprisingly intelligent rooster
for a pet. Concluding material is

made up of a New Yorker who
raises silkworms; how fabrics used
for women's dresses are tested by
the government for tensile strength;
and finally a police dog, Sandy, who
demonstrates his ability as a life-

saver by rescuing a mite of a kit-

ten afloat on a tray.

Bailey In Cottonport
Cottonport, Miss.—The Bailey cir-

cuit is reported to have taken over
the local theater.
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'U' STAR-DEVELOPING

PLAN CLICKS--GOWDIN

(Continued from Page 1)

Girls' and 'My Man Godfrey,' each

of which gives promise of grossing

more than a million dollars, and is

opening its second year with an-

other major 'hit,' 'Top of the

Town' a big musical film which in

its initial showing at Roxy's is du-

plicating the success of the other

two as a box-office attraction. In

addition to 'Top of the Town,' five

other pictures are completed
?

and

ready for release to exhibitors.

A "£ittU" (tot* "Ms"

Brecher Suggests "Name"
Band Policy for the Roxy

(Continued, from Page 1)

tion plan, informed Special Master

Addison Pratt that he would not

take over operation of the theater

unless he could get a first-run fran-

chise from either M-G-M, 20th Cen-

tury-Fox or Paramount and that

only the 20th Century franchise is

available. Under the Roxy reor-

ganization plan, 20th Century-Fox

would take over operation o± the

house and give the theater a 20-year

franchise.

Under questioning by I. Bernard

Left", counsel for a minority bond-

holder committee, Brecher said he

would not sign for exclusive show-

ing of 20th Century-Pox pictures

Brecher said in disagreement with

Howard Cullman, Roxy trustee that

a "name" band policy might be

played at the theater for six to 10

weeks throughout the year.

Brecher testified there was al-

ways the possibility that in the

event 20th Century-Fox did not ac-

quire control of the Roxy, that it

might erect a 4,000-seat Broadway

theater.

Court Reserves Decision

on Brandt "5-2" Writ Plea

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CID SILVERS has been signed for

the top comic role in "52nd
Street." He will also do the dialogue

on the screenplay by Grover Jones.

Casting assignments: RKO—Le-

ona Roberts, George Irving, "Mex-
ican Quarter": Donald Meek, Dod-
dles Weaver, "Tomorrow's Head-
lines"; Universal — Casper Rear-
don, "Broadway Jamboree"; GN

—

Henry Warden, "Sing, Cowboy,
Sing"; 20th-Fox—Borrah Minevitch

and Gang, "Love Under Fire"; Para-
mount—Marian Marsh, "Ascending
Dragon"; Bernadine Hayes, "North
of the Rio Grande"; Tito Guizar,
"Big Broadcast of 1938"; Porter

Hall, Colin Tapley, "Hotel Hay-

The Writers branch of the Acad-
emy has recommended that Acad-
emy members vote favorably on

six proposed amendments to the

Academy Writers-Producers Code of

Practice. With ratification of the
amendments, the agreement made
with Screen Playwrights, Inc., by
the producers will become effective.

T T

Paramount will film a romantic
musical drama titled "Havana" with
Dorothy Lamour and Leif Erickson
in the leading roles.

T T T

Richard Arlen, has been placed
under long term contract by Colum-
bia.

T T
"Heaven on Wheels," a story by

Harry Selby about life in a trailer

town, has been bought by Sam Gold-
wyn.

T T T

Ouida Kellerman, English actress,

and Ralph Cedar, film writer and
director, were married at Yuma.

T T T

Columbia has engaged Don Terry
to share the principal roles with
Rosalind Keith, in "White Heat."

St. Louis MPTO Hits Sex

Films and Score Charges

(Continued from Page 1)

basis after counsel for five major

company exchanges contended that

contracts with Brandt theaters did

not specify that prior runs such as

Loew Theaters were to be serviced

on a four day-three day split week
basis.

As to the Brandt contention that

it was the custom for the prior run

to play pictures on a four day-three

day split week, major company
counsel held that this was an oper-

ating policy and subject to change.

Besides Loew's, Inc., the defend-

ants are the Columbia, M-G-M,
Paramount, and Big U.

exchanges. Loew's was represent-

ed at the hearing by Isidore Frey,

Columbia by Irving Moross, Big U

by Willard McKay, M-G-M by Sam
Cohen, Paramount by Louis Phillips,

United Artists by Edward Raftery

and Brandt Theaters by Melvin Al-

bert.

St. Louis—The M. P. T. O. of

St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois is sending a pro-

test to the Hays Organization
against any movement in the Holly-

wood producing studios toward sex

appeal in new pictures. Action of

the organization results from a
Hollywood syndicated article that

appeared in the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat last Sunday, headed "Is

Sex Coming Back to Hollywood?"
The exhibitors also went on rec-

ord as against the payment of score

charges during the coming exhibi-

tion season and President Wehren-
berg appointed a special committee
to act. Members are W. A. Collins,

Metropolis, 111., and De Sorta, Mo.,

Chairman; Noah Bloomer, Belleville,

111.; A. Groeteke, Webster Theater,

St. Louis, and Sam Conn, Miners

Theater, Collinsville, 111., and Shen-

andoah Theater, St. Louis.

It was also voted to have all the-

aters affiliated with the organization

to co-operate in the Will Rogers Me-
morial Hospital fund drive. Collec-

tions will be taken up in the the-

aters.

Hollywood Studio Will

Reorganize Under 77B

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Hollywood Studio is

now operating, with Oscar Horn as

president of the Hollywood Studios

Corp., and Harry Schenck as general

manager. The Federal court issued

a restraining order under Section

77B of the federal bankruptcy law,

which gives the corporation the op-

portunity for re-organization and
re-financing. In the meantime all

creditors have been assured full pay-

ment for claims to March 22, when
the order became effective.

Kansas 2 P. C. Sales Tax
Becomes Effective May 1

Kansas City, Mo. — One of the
last measures enacted by the Kan-
sas state legislature before adjourn-
ing was the 2 per cent retail sales

tax which will go into effect May 1.

The tax which will apply to all

retail sales of 10 cents or over made
in the state is expected to be signed
by Governor Walter A. Huxman
within the next day or two. Full
details of the operation of the tax
are yet to be worked out by the
tax commission, but it is believed

that small zinc tokens in denomina-
tions of one and five mills will be
minted to take care of the tax on
small purchases.

The tax is for the purposes of

raising funds for a state old age
pension, the school system and to

make possible a reduction in the

county ad valorem tax on real and
personal property. An amusement
tax which had been pending was
killed in the last minute rush to

close the legislative session.

"Good Earth" Roadshow
Dates Increased to 60

Announcement of 19 additional

roadshow bookings for "The Good
Earth," M-G-M's dramatization of

Pearl Buck's epic story of Chinese

life, now in its third month at the

Astor Theater on Broadway, brings

total roadshow bookings to date for

this hit attraction to 60.

The new dates, extending from

April 7 to May 4, cover theaters in

California, Arizona, Washington,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Indi-

ana, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and one

in Canada.

SICK REPORT

Oklahoma City—John Schoeppel,
former manager of the Midwest
Theater, who has been on an ex-

tended leave of absence on account
of ill health, is back home, but still

receiving medical treatment.

Philadelphia — Warren Conner,
Erpi district sales representative,
has returned to active duty here
after an absence of six weeks dur-
ing which he underwent a major
operation in the Jewish Hospital.

Detroit—Sol Berns, veteran the-
atrical booker, who was operated on
a week ago for appendicitis, re-

turned to his office this week.

Omaha—D. V. McLucas, United
Artists exchange manager, is ex-

pected to go home from St. Josephs
hospital in a few days.

ALLIED'S MILWAUKEE

PARLEY IS SET BACK

(Continued from Page 1)

Edw. F. Maertz, Zenith Theater,
Milwaukee; Banquet—Max Krofta,
Abby theater, Milwaukee; Entertain-
ment of Delegates—Merrill De-
vine, Milwaukee; Publicity—Arnold
Brumm, Ritz theater, Milwaukee;
Reception — George Langheinrich,
Burleigh theater, Milwaukee; Ex-
hibits—Ross J. Baldwin, Tosa the-

ater, Milwaukee; Transportation and
Hotel—George Fischer, Milwaukee
theater, Milwaukee; Convention Ar-
rangements—A. C. Berkholtz, West
Bend theatre, West Bend; Creden-
tials—Gene Goderski, Aragon the-

ater, Milwaukee— Women's Activi-

ties—Mrs. Frank Fischer.

In addition to Chairman Wood,
the national convention committee,
comprises: Secretary Ray A. Tesch,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Nathan Yamins,
Fall River, Mass.; Lee W. Newbury,
Belmar, New Jersey; W. A. Steffes,

Minneapolis, Minn.; M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland, Ohio; Wm. D. Davis,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Roy Bair, Indian-

apolis, Ind.; F. J. McWilliams, Madi-
son, Wis.; H. M. Richey, Detroit,

Mich.; Aaron Saperstein, Chicago,

111.; Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas, Texas;
Walter Littlefield, Boston, Mass.

One of the convention features

will be a display of theater equip-

ment and accessories.

Omaha — Julia Anderson, Grand
National cashier, seriously sprained
her ankle in a fall on ice.

New Haven—Mrs. Maxwell Hoff-
man was operated on for appe ,; -

citis and is recuperating at (')-'
Hospital.

Gladys Rocks, National Supply
secretary, is expected back at her
desk in two weeks following an op-

eration.
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SEVENTH HEAVEN

P HELD OVER

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Despite Holy Week opening, "Seventh
Heaven" tops "Lloyds of London", runs

neck-and-neck with "On the Avenue" as

Simone Simon and James Stewart over-

whelm blase New York audiences with

unforgettable emotional power!

SIMONE SIMON
ana

JAMES STEWART
in

WSEVENTH
HEAVEN
whh JEAN HERSHOLT
GREGORY RATOFF
GALE SONDERGAARD • J EDWARD
BROMBERG • JOHN QUALEN • VICTOR
KILIAN • THOMAS BECK • SIG RUMANN

MADY CHRISTIANS
Directed by Henry King

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith.
Screen play ty Melville Baker. Adapted from the stage

play "Seventh Heaven" produced and directed ty John
Golden. Written by Austin Strong.

Darryl F. Zanack in Charge of Production

59

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE



WAIKIKI WEDDING
Already Proves it's a Box-
Office Lulu from Honolulu!

Here is the storylplclced at

random from the* early re-

ports pouring into the
Home Office . . .

Rialto Theatre, Louisville—Sets a

new high.

Fox Theatre, San Francisco— Sets up
record gross against what is usually

bad show days- in this town.

Paramount Theatre, Newark Opened
bigger than "Big Broadcast" which was
a honey.

Omaha Theatre, Omaha— Biggest

smash in five years!

Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo—Right up with

the big grosses on "Big Broadcast."

Michigan Theatre, Detroit—Broke every

house record for the past three years.

Paramount Theatre, Salt Lake City—
Equals high holiday grosses and
already beats "Big Broadcast."

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston— First

four days' business equals "Lonesome

Pine," which sure is going some!

Alabama Theatre, Birmingham —
Better than "Big Broadcast" and neck

and neck with "Rhythm on the Range,"

which was aces.

Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines —
Ringing the bell as biggest in years.

Up with "Rhythm on the Range," and

that was tops.

Fort Worth Theatre, Fort Worth

—

Twenty-five per cent better than "Texas

Rangers," which did sensational busi-

ness in this situation.

Metropolitan Theatre, Houston — First

three days 25 per cent better than
"Rhythm on the Range, "and way
ahead of "Texas Rangers," two at-

tractions that they're still talking about.

Pulaski Theatre, Little Rock— Best

opening day in nine months.

Malco Theatre, Memphis — First three

days turned in average week's gross

business.

Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago—Tremen-
dous business Saturday and Sunday.
Gross is biggest theatre has experi-

enced in past six or seven years.

HOLDOVERS indicated everywhere . . . the best proof that "It Pays to Play a Paramount Picture"
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Maxwell Suit Against Ostrers to fe&ach Trim in Sept

WILL HAYi REPORT PLEADS FOR SELF-REGULATION

290 State Bills are Pending, Hays Association is Told

More Originals
... a healthy sign

== By CHESTER B. BAHN=
/"\NE of the most interesting production

^"^ trends brought into sharp relief yes-

terday by the annual report of Will H.

Hays to the motion picture industry con-

cerns the marked increase in the number of

original stories brought to the screen in

1936.

Approximately one-fifth more original sto-

ries were filmed in that year than in 1935.

In the latter 12-month period, the total of

originals approved in Hollywood under the

Production Code was 47 per cent, whereas

in 1936, the percentage advanced to 67.82.

Moreover, as the MPPDA prexy notes, many

of the best pictures of the season were

originals.

While there is much to be said for the

use of adaptations of published stories and

stage plays, the continued development of

the cinema as an art form and its financial

success in the years to come both neces-

sarily depend largely upon the industry's

own creative powers.

The 20 per cent increase of original

stories in 1936 thus is a healthy—and re-

assuring—sign.

IN view of the ballyhoo our English cousins

have been giving their infant television

industry, the opinion expressed by Eric

Maschwitz, BBC's variety director, to the

effect that its advances are no greater than

those on this side is something more than

merely interesting.

A reasonable interpretation is that where-

as American companies interested in tele-

v'i|—% have been content to withhold it

c«tN_«ercially until all major problems had

been solved, those on the other side of the

Atlantic have sought to cash in on tele-

vision's novelty regardless of its actually

experimental status.

If the lessons of industrial history count

for anything, the American policy is the one

which will pay the larger dividends.

45 Measures Are Awaiting

Action by Congress,

Survey Reveals

Total of 290 measures affecting

the film industry at present are
pending in state legislatures through-
out the land, according to a report
submitted by Charles C. Pettijohn
to the Hays association at its an-
nual meeting yesterday. Forty-five
measures are reported as current in

Congress.
Forty-five states have held legis-

lative sessions this year and 18 have
adjourned.

STUDIO UNIONS TO GET

BROWNE'S AID ON PACT

George E. Browne, president of

I.A.T.S.E., said last night that he
would support the Screen Actors'

Guild and other Coast unions which
may seek entrance into the basic

studio agreement or establishment
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO's Convention Slated

for Coast in Early June

Annual convention of RKO Ra-
dio Pictures is slated to be held in

Hollywood during the first week of

June, The Film Daily is advised.

Exact date has not yet been set.

French Sit- Downers Working
Paris (By Cable) — Accepting the

Government's offer to name an arbi-
trator, 4,000 film studio employees yes-
terday called off a sitdown strike which
lasted only a few hours. They return
to work today.

NEW WB SALES HEADS

IN CHILE AND PERU
New Warner Bros.-First National

sales managers in Chile and Peru
have been appointed by Karl Mac-
Donald, in charge of Latin America
for the company, who has just re-
turned to New York from a seven
weeks' trip to South America. Ar-
thur Alvarez Bolio, who has been
located at Santiago, has been named
manager for Peru, with headquarters
at Lima. Isidio Rosenfeld, who has
been manager of one of the cora-

ls CoKtmffed on Page 4)

Newark Bank Night Test

Before Court on April 13

Newark, N. J.—City and police au-
thorities have been directed by Vice
Chancellor Bigelow to show cause
April 13 why they should not be re-

strained from interfering with op-
eration by the American of its bank
nite. Counsel for the complainant
this week sought a temporary re-

straint against police interference,
(Continued on Page 3)

Maxwell Action Against Ostrer Bros.

To be Tried in London Next September

Md. Tax Program Calls for

Continuance of 1 p.c Tax

Baltimore—A tax program drawn
up by Maryland legislative leaders

calls for continuation of the 1 per

cent tax on gross receipts from ad-

missions to amusements, including
(.Continued on Page 4)

Action brought by John Maxwell
against the Ostrer brothers and
which is pending before the King's
Bench Division of the High Court of

Justice, London, will not be tried be-

fore September, according to word
received in New York yesterday. The
suit charges misrepresentation in

connection with Maxwell's acquisi-
(Continued on Page 4)

Urges Industry Members to

Solve Problems Within

Own Ranks

A plea for film industry elements
to resort to self-regulation, rather
than legislation, as a solution of
their grievances was made by Will
H. Hays in his annual report sub-
mitted to the M. P. P. D. A. at its
annual meeting yesterday in New
York.
Election of Hays as presi-

dent for the ICth consecutive year
occurred at the annual board meet-
ing, when all other officers were
again named, including Carl E. Mil-

(Continued on Page 4)

SMPE'SWESTCOAST

MEETING MAY 24-23

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Spring Convention of

the SMPE will be held in the Holly-
wood Roosevelt Hotel May 24-28, in-

clusive, it is announced by ERPI's
K. F. Morgan, Chairman of the Pa-
cific Coast Section.

Officers and Committees in Charge,
who will function under the direc-

(Continued on Page 3)

Pettijohn Will Address

Ind. Photoplay Indorsers

The Indiana Indorsers of Photo-
plays will hold their annual conven-
tion at the Hotel Anthony, Ft.

Wayne, Ind., April 15. Charles Pet-
tijohn, general counsel for the Hays
organization, will be the principal

speaker.

Broadway's Six Holdovers
Broadway next week will have six

holdovers, in addition to three two-a-
day attractions which continue as well.

Six are: "Maytime", Capitol; "Waikiki
Wedding," Paramount; "Seventh Heav-
en," Music Hall; "History is Made at

Night," Rivoli; "Top of the Town",
Roxy, and "King and the Chorus Girl,"

Strand.
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IJpls the ffe/ju'
*i

• • • ONE OF the greatest publicity stunts ever seen in

the Capitol city of Washington when Manager Hardie
Meakin of Keith's theater went to work on United Artists' "His-

tory Is Made At Night" and pulled a "Waiterthon"
with 86 waiters in uniform carrying trays with highball glasses

filled with water doing a derby along Fifteenth Street......

an appropriate stunt, as the picture is all about a headwaiter

and a chef
T T T

• • • IN ADDITION some 30 waitresses staged their

derby also the events were covered by the newsreels, all

broadcasting stations cameramen from wire services and
local papers Time and Life mags had their candid cameras
on hand while all the wire services were covered ....

T T T
• • • A VERY impressive 24-page book put out by the

American Seating Company showing every detail of the

manufacture of their opera chairs at the immense plant in

Grand Rapids profusely illustrated with enlightening

photographs "Seating America" is the title of the book
and quite appropriate

T T
• • • THE KIDDERS have switched from the April

Fool gag of giving the aquarium number for Mr. Fish

and this year it was Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck
with so many phone calls coming in all day Thursday to Dis-

ney's New York office that three switchboard girls were worn
out answering calls ... • A synchronized program from
Paris and Los Angeles featuring Fernand Gravet, star of "The
King and the Chorus Girl," goes over station WJZ tomorrow
on the Magic Key Hour Mervyn Le Roy, Joan Blondell

and Everett Horton will speak from the coast, and Gravet will

sing from Paris

Open Air Drive-in Theater

Projected for Lynn, Mass.

Lynn, Mass. — Negotiations have

been concluded here for the leasing

of 160,000 square feet of land on

city-owned property for an open air

drive-in motion picture theater. The
lease to the Open Air Theaters Co.

headed by Elias M. Loew, was drawn
up by City Solicitor Patrick F.

Shanahan. It is the intention of the

company to spend about $40,000 in

the construction of this type theater

and to have it ready for use in June.

"Spain in Flames" Ban

Fought in Penn. and Ohio

Philadelphia and Cleveland branch-

es of the North American Commit-
tee to Aid Spanish Democracy, the

American Civil Liberties Union and

the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship are fighting to re-

verse censor board rulings banning

"Spain in Flames" in Ohio and Penn-

sylvania.

4 P. M. Opening Bill Dies

Concord, N. H.—By a vote of 197

to 156, the House of Representatives

overturned a favorable committee
report and killed a bill which would

have allowed motion picture theaters

to open at 4 P. M. on Sunday instead

of at 6 P.M. as now.

IATSE Coast Contingent

Here for Pact Confabs

I.A.T.S.E. contingent here from
the coast to attend the confabs on
renewal of the studio basic pact
include Steve Newman, I. A. vice
president; William Bioff, field repre-
sentative; Herbert Aller, business
agent of the cameramen's union;
Harold Smith of Local 695, sound
men; Thomas Bryant of Local 683,
laboratory workers; Lew Blix, of

Local 37, studio mechanics, and Bill

Strafford, business agent of the
Chicago cameramen's union.

Coming and Going

AL SANTELL arrives in New York early next
week from the coast.

MIKE CONNELLY leaves New York Thursday
for the coast.

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, is here from the
coast.

GYPSY ROSE LEE leaves for the coast Apr.
15 to begin work in a picture for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox. She will be accompanied by IRV-
ING SHERMAN, her personal representative,
who plans a four and one-half month stay on
the coast.

SEVEN LORIA BROS., Mexican child musi-
cians, leave by auto Monday for Hollywood.

J. HENRY SOMAKE, Erpi's European legal
advisor who has been conferring with com-
pany's legal staff in New York during the
past two months, is en route to London aboard
the Bremen, accompanied by MRS. SOMAKE.

BILLY and BOBBY MAUCH, 12-year-old
screen twins, arrive in New York from the
coast with their mother toward the middle
of next week.

DEANNA DURBIN, her mother and her man-
ager, arrived in Winnipeg yesterday from Phila-
delphia.

HENRY KOSTER, Universal director, is en
route to the coast following a brief visit to
New York and Philadelphia.

DORIS NOLAN, star of "Top of the Town,"
left New York yesterday for Havana, via Wash-
ington and Miami.

LYNNE FISHER, actress, sails from New York
today on the Virginia for California.

JOE McCCNVILLE, sales supervisor, RUBE
JACKTER, assistant sales manager, and LOU
WEINBERG, circuit sales manager, left Co-
lumbia Pictures' home office yesterday for
Chicago to attend a sales meeting today at
the Hotel Drake.

JOSEPH GREEN, president of Sphinx Films
Corp., left New York yesterday for Chicago
by plane to attend showing there of his film
"Yiddle With His Fiddle."

PHIL REISMAN, foreign sales manager for
RKO Radio Pictures, following a business tour
of India and Australia, has left Sydney on the
S. S. Mariposa for Los Angeles where he will
arrive April 17.

A. M. NOYE, branch manager for Columbia
Pictures in Panama, sails from New York to-
day on the Virginia to resume his duties there.

BARBARA PEPPER, on vacation in New York,
leaves shortly for Miami to visit friends there
before she returns to the coast via New York
and Albany.

Ascap Fights New Laws

in Washington, Montana

Ascap has filed appeals challeng-
ing the constitutionality of the laws
recently passed in the States of
Washington and Montana, which the
society holds would "confiscate" the
property of its members, Gene Buck,
Ascap, president, said yesterday.

Pending Penn. Film Bills

Harrisburg, Pa.—Bills pending in

the Pennsylvania legislature and ap-
plying to the motion picture busi-

ness include: extending the four per
cent amusement tax scheduled to ex-

pire on July 1, requiring two opera-

tors in a booth, six-day week for

projectionists and compelling the-

aters to screen diagrams showing
fire exits.

I. J. Hoffman in New York
In Bernhardt Absence

New Haven—I. J. Hoffman, War-
ner Theater head for this territory,
is spending a month in the New York
office, acting in the absence in Eu-
rope of Joseph Bernhard, Warner
Theater president.
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"The Hit Parade"
with Frances Langford, Phil Regan, Eddie

Duchin, Duke Ellington, Carl Hoff

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Republic 80 mins.

PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT VALUE
IN THIS MUSICAL WITH WIDE ARRAY
OF ACTS.

With a wealth of such widely known tal-

ent as Eddie Duchin and His Orchestra,

Duke Ellington and his band, Carl Hoff and

the Hit Parade orchestra, Molasses and

January, Pick and Pat, Al Pearce and his

Gang and the Voice of Experience, plus

the neat vocalizing of Frances Langford

and Phil Regan, there is a lot of enter-

tainment value in this musical which should

do nicely with regular audiences. As a

radio sponsor always on the verge of having

heart failure, Edward Brophy is good for

laughs, and Max Terhune gets his share

with his array of barnyard noises and ven-

triloquist act. George Givot's Greek dialect

is amusing and the wild antics of the Gen-

tle Maniacs is good slapstick. The Tic Toe

Girls is another act well spotted. The plot

concerns itself with radio which allows for

this wide array of acts. They are spotted

for short intervals, there is enough of each

contribution but not too much. The story

by Bradford Ropes with screenplay by him-

self and Samuel Ornitz is a neat setup for

the presentation of all this talent. The

general pattern may be familiar, but its

handling and chain of events keep one very

much interested. Gus Meins did a very

capable job of directing, giving proceedings

movement and a good pace. The songs by

a number of well known writers are pleas-

ing and Harry Grey's musical direction pre-

sented them to advantage. Photography on

Miss Langford is spotty, at times she is

done beautifully and again she does not

show up so well. Colbert Clark's contri-

bution as associate producer on this Nat

Levine production is a well handled nicely

mounted presentation. The plot is simply

that Frances Langford, a girl out on parole,

tries to make good as a singer. She meets

Phil Ragan, an agent, who steers her to

success. She is starring on Edward Bro-

phy's radio hour when the authorities catch

up with her since she has jumped her pa-

role. To show their confidence in her, the

radio headliners get together on her pro-

gram. In the meantime, the guilty person

confesses to the crime for which Frances

had served time. While all this has been

going on, Frances and Phil have fallen in

love.

Cast: Frances Langford, Phil Regan,

Louise Henry, Pert Kelton, Edward Brophy,

Max Terhune, Inez Courtney, Monroe Ows-

ley, Pierre Watkin, J. Farrell MacDonald,

Wiiliam Demarest, George Givot, Sammy

White, The Gentle Maniacs, Paul Garner,

Sam Wolfe, Richard Hakins, Tic Toe Girls

Yvonne Monoff, Mildred Winston, Barbara

Jj^aston; Carl Hoff and The Hit Parade

^J^stra, Duke Ellington and his Band with

W*r Anderson, Eddie Duchin and his or-

chestra, Molasses and January, Pick and

Pot, Al Pearce and His Gang, The Voice of

Experience, Ed Thorgersen, Oscar and Elmer.

Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Producer,

Colbert Clark; Director, Gus Meins; Au-

thor, Bradford Ropes; Screenplay, Bradford

Ropes, Samuel Ornitz; Cameraman, Ernest

"Guns of the Pecos"
with Dick Foran, Anne Nagel, Gordon

Hart, Joseph Crehan, Eddie Acuff
Warner-First National 56 Mins.

EXCITING, SWIFTLY-PACED WESTERN
WITH FORAN AT HIS BEST, AIDED BY A
CAPABLE CAST.

There's lots of what it takes to please

addicts of Westerns in this well-made saga

of the Texan plains when bad men were
presumably even more numerous than the

famed longhorn. Loose were the laws,

back in the early 70's, which is the period

depicted, and hard was the scrap the

Texas Rangers had on their hands to stamp

out the rustler. Such is the background

of "Guns of the Pecos," while in the fore-

ground we find Dick Foran, a young and

virile Ranger going after a clique of hardy

gents who carry on their outlawry under

the capable leadership of an unscrupulous

judge, whose courtroom is a town saloon.

The immediate cause of the silvery-voiced

Foran swinging into both the saddle and

precipitate action is the fact that Gordon

Hart is encouraged to go to Texas by the

U. S. Army and there raise mounts for

Uncle Sam's cavalry. When the horses

are about ready to drive to a rail head,

the gang leader judge,—played interesting-

ly by Robert Middlemass,—and his hench-

men steal the herd and, when pursued by

Hart, they murder the latter. Foran has

a double incentive for wiping out the cul-

prits. The first of these two excellent

excuses is because he is a Ranger; and

the second is for the reason that he is a

Romeo, captivated by the charms of the

murdered man's pretty daughter, Anne

Nagel. When all the hard riding, gun play,

fisticuffs and sundry thrills are over he

achieves both of his objectives. The film

is nicely cast, expertly acted, and skill-

fully directed and photographed. Foran's

singing adds luster to the footage.

Cast: Dick Foran, Anne Nagel, Gordon

Hart, Joseph Crehan, Eddie Acuff, Robert

Middlemass, Gaby Fay, Gordon Elliott,

Monte Montague, Milton Kibbee, Bud Os-

borne, Cliff Saum, Henry Otho, Bob Burns,

Douglas Wood.
Director, Noel Smith; Author, Anthony

Coldeway; Screenplay, Harold Buckley;

Music and Lyrics, M. K. Jerome, Jack

Scholl; Cameraman, Ted McCord; Editor,

Frank Dewar.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Ditto.

Bankeno Opens Offices

Bankeno Distributing Co., through

its head, Harry Ames, announced
yesterday the establishment of

offices at 1564 Broadway to handle

eastern distribution of B-a-n-k-e-n-o,

a recently patented screen game.

The Liberty and Capitol Theaters

on Staten Island have, Ames said,

contracted for the use of the de-

vice.

Miller; Special Effects, John T. Coyle; Su-

pervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editors,

Ernest Nims, Lester Orlebeck; Musical Su-

pervision, Harry Grey; Musical Director,

Alberto Colombo; Recording Engineer, Terry

Kellum; Songs by Lou Handman, Walter

Hirsch," Ned Washington, Sam H. Stept,

Cliff Friend, Matt Balneck, Duke Ellington.

Direction, Very Capable. Photography,

Generally Good.

SHORTS
Glimpses of Java and Ceylon

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 Mins.

Very Fine
A jaunt through the colorful

islands of Java and Ceylon, with
the gorgeous tropical scenery
caught in vivid Technicolor. Fitz-
Patrick as usual has caught the
glamour and picturesqueness of the
native life. The views of the Budd-
hist temples are very fine, and the
indolent charm of the native life

characterizes the entire production
and makes the audience feel that
they are almost a part of the scene.

"Going Places" With

Lowell Thomas
(Number 34)

Universal 8 1-3 mins.
Fascinating

Under the title "A Visit to the
Hot Spots,"' this crisply narrated
issue opens with scenes that show
Mexican peasantry in San Isidro
celebrating a quaint and unusual
festival,—that which is held annu-
ally to honor the lowly oxen who
have toiled faithfully in the fields.

The remainder of the reel is espe-
cially interesting as it depicts
America's famous Death Valley.
Here the camera has captured the
essential romance of this arid
waste, the famous 20-mule team
hauling borax under the blistering
sun. One of the most fantastic of
living men, Death Valley Scotty,
together with his mysterious, lux-
urious castle built in this out-of-
the-way inferno, are intimately re-

vealed. Audiences will find this

material fascinating, so much so

that one wonders why the entire

short was not devoted to Death
Valley, since there is so much of

interest there.

"It's A Living"
(Paragraphic)

Paramount n Mins.

Snappy
Seven strange business occupa-

tions and vocations comprise thissnappy short. Filmed in full Cine-
color this Paragraphic is not only
beautiful to look at, but packs un-
usual punch because of its curious
subject matter. There is the manwho conducts a mail order business
supplying glass eyes; a wig manu-
factory; a gentleman who makes
portraits of prominent folk by past-mg-up postage stamps; a family out
in Missouri that makes corncob
pipes on a mass production scale;
and a woman who is such an expert
screamer that her services are em-
ployed by Hollywood producers to
emit blood-curdling screeches for
sound films, particularly mystery
pictures. Climax scenes are of an-
other Hollywood gent who is a past
master at pitching pies at come-
dians; and the views of professional
fishermen hauling in on their hooks
hundreds of sporting tuna. This
final sequence is amazing.

"Bad Housekeeping"
(Edgar Kennedy Comedies)

RKO Radio 19 mins
As usual, Edgar Kennedy turns

in a fine string of laughs as the
harried husband. This time he and
the missus decide to swap jobs, each
feeling that the other has a cinch.
So Ed takes the job of housekeep-
ing for the day as his wife starts
blithely to do his stint at the office.
Kennedy's trials and troubles as he
gets all balled up in the home af-
fairs form a funny reel that will
hit the hilarity meter in any the-
ater. Cast has Vivian Oakland as
the wife, and Franklin Pangborn
as a piano tuner. Produced by Bert
Gilroy. Directed by Leslie Good-
wins.

West Coast Convention

of SMPE to Open May 24

(.Continued from Page 1)

tion of S. K. Wolf, President, are as
follows: W. C. Kunzmann, Conven-
tion Vice President; J. I. Crabtree,
Editorial Vice President; H. G.

Tasker, Past President; G. F. Rack-
ett, Executive Vice President; K. F.

Morgan, Chairman, Pacific Coast
Section; G. E. Matthews, Chairman,
Papers Committee.
The Information and Registration

Committee includes W. C. Kunz-
mann, Chairman, E. R. Geib, §. Har-
ris and C. W. Handley.

Sessions will be largely devoted
to technical papers programs. Com-
mittee reports will be received at

the opening session Monday morn-
ing, May 24. A get-together lun-

cheon will be held that noon, and
the semi-annual banquet and dance
on Wednesday night, May 26.

Newark Bank Night Test
Before Court on April 13

(Continued from Page 1)

but this was refused pending return
of the show cause order.
The order was obtained by Picture

Playhouse, Inc., operators of the
American, in the first test in the
city of bank nite legality. The peti-
tion complained police raided the
theater March 23, arresting the man-
ager and threatening to close the
house. Complainant charges police
are failing to give it "equal protec-
tion of the laws" because other sys-
tems similar to bank nite are per-
mitted in other theaters.

Would Adopt Bartholomew
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hearing on the peti-

tion of Miss Millicent Bartholomew
to adopt her nephew, Freddie Bar-
tholomew, will be held today.
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HAYS REPORT PLEADS

FOR SELF-REGULATION

{Continued from Page 1)

liken, secretary; Frederick I. Herron,

treasurer, and George Bortwick, as-

sistant treasurer.
Cosmopolitan Corp. was elected a

member of the association, with E.

B. Hatrick, vice-president, named to

the directorate. Barney Balaban and
Leo Spitz were named to the board

and other directors were re-elected

as follows:
Harry D. Buckley, Robert H.

Cochrane, Jack Cohn, Cecil B. de-

Mille, Earle W. Hammons, Sidney

R. Kent, Sol Lesser, Hal E. Roach,

David Sarnoff, Nicholas M. Schenck,

Albert Warner and Harry M. War-
ner.

Discussing self-regulation, Hays
said:
"There is enough elasticity m the

trade structure of the industry and

enough men of good will within it

—

exhibitors, distributors and produc-

ers—to solve through self-regula-

tion all its trade problems that ex-

ist or may arise from time to time,"

declared Hays.
Discussing this subject, he said:

"There will never be a time, in this

or any other industry when individ-

ual grievances will not exist and

need to be adjusted and when there

will not be groups which will de-

mand legislation instead of coopera-

tion. But the overwhelming num-
ber of responsible exhibitors, dis-

tributors and producers fully under-

stand that any act which would de-

stroy initiative and enterprise in the

industry must endanger the invest-

ment in all theater properties, make
it impossible to serve large portions

of the public with outstanding en-

tertainment and hurt the small the-

ater now protected by the assurance

of a constant and unfailing picture

service
"The 1936-37 season disclosed not

only new peaks of artistry in the

production of notable film entertain-

ment but brought a greater number

of truly fine pictures to the screen

than the industry has ever before

produced in a similar period, Hays

"The past year has proved that

better pictures are erasing the dis-

tinction between any specialized

audience and the number of pos-

sible patrons which fine entertain-

ment can command," he declared.

"Films based on the great works

of drama and literature no longer

are made in the resigned expecta-

tion that they must fail at the box-

office," asserted Hays.
Many of the best pictures of the

season were original screen plays,

Hays reported. Whereas in 1935

the total of original screen ma-
terial approved in Hollywood under

the Motion Picture Production Code

A "mtc" (M» "£ots"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JUDITH ALLEN, co-featured with

J Paul Kelly in Harold Bell

Wright's "It Happened Out West,"
leaves this month for an eight

weeks' vacation in England, where
she will view the Coronation and
also the Ascot Derby.

T
Our Passing Show: Joe E. Brown,

M. C. Levee, Mrs. Paul Muni, Bert
Kalmar, Lawrence Hazard, Joan
Blondell, Dick Powell, Bill Bacher,
Jay Irving, S. Jay Kaufman, Mark
Dowling, Pauline Swanson, Lincoln

Quarberg, Julius Hochfelder at fare-

well party given in honor of Ivy

Crane Wilson.

Lillie Hayward, formerly with
Warner Bros, and now with Para-
mount, is working on the screen-

j

play for "Adventure—With Music." I

Virginia Van Upp is doing the

script based on Don Hartman's

original, "Summer Romance," which
Fanchon will produce.

T T T

Highlights o' the day's news—Lu-
cien Hubbard's first under his new
Para, associate producer contract
will be "Ebb Tide," to be filmed in

color with Henry Hathaway direct-

ing . . . Ernst Lubitsch will shoot

the race track sequences for Mar-
lene Dietrich's "Angel" at Santa
Anita . . . Patric Knowles has been
cast in WB's "A Gentleman After
Midnight" . . . Barbara Stanwyck
and Joel McCrea are slated for stel-

lar roles in Goldwyn's "Heaven on
Wheels."

T T

Marjorie Lord, 18-year-old New
York stage actress, and Derry Dean,
four-year-old musician, have re-

ceived Superior Judge Emmett Wil-
son's official approval of their screen
contracts with RKO Radio Pictures.

Md. Tax Program Calls for

Continuance of 1 P. C. Tax

{Continued, from Page 1)

motion picture theaters. The law

providing this tax, which has been

in effect for some time, expired at

the end of March, but just as it ex-

pired Gov. Harry W. Nice signed a

bill which was rushed through the

General Assembly extending this

and several other emergency taxes

for two months. Now the General

Assembly is working on the new tax

measure, designed to raise relief

funds.

New Warner Sales Heads

Named in Chile and Peru

MAXWELL VS. OSTRK],

TRIAL IN SEPTEMBER

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of GB shares owned by the
Ostrers and seeks to recoup on ap-
proximately $3,000,000 invested by
the head of B. I. P. as well as obtain
damages.

Sources close to the situation in

London are inclined to the opinion
that no legal moves will be made by
Maxwell or 20th Century-Fox and
Loew's in an effort to upset the deal
recently made by the Ostrers with
C. M. Woolf, head of G. F. D. This
arrangement constitutes an alliance
on production and distribution. Be-
tween them, the American companies
own a half interest in GB through
Bradford Trust.

Studio Unions to Get
Browne's Aid on Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

pany Argentine's branches, succeeds

Bolio in Chile.

Theater building is increasing in

South America, said MacDonald yes-

terday, particularly in Chile, Peru
and Argentine. New houses are
ranging from 1,000 to 2,500 and
3,000 seats, he stated.

Bernie Sobel Speaks
Bernie Sobel of the M-G-M pub-

licity force talked on "Art in Pub-
licity" last night at the Barbizon
Plaza.

Exhib. Opens Barber Shop

Denver—Roy Wennberg has opened up

a barber shop on film row, in the loca-

tion recently vacated by National

Display. Wennberg formerly operated

the Sun theater.

was 47 per cent, in 1936 the per-

centage increased to 67.82 per cent.

Pictures recently released, planned

or under way, Hays said, "indicate

that the ground gained in the pro-

duction of literature, history, bi-

ography and music will be held in

such pictures as:

"Captains Courageous", "High,

Wide and Handsome", "Gone With
the Wind", "The Prince and the

Pauper", "The Soldier and the

Lady", "Maytime", "Quality Street",

"The Buccaneer", "You Can't Take
It With You", "Prisoner of Zenda",

"The Road Back", "Arabian Nights",

"Boy Meets Girl", "The Toast of

New York", "Parnell", "Wee Wil-

lie Winkie", "Madame Walewska",
"Slave Ship", "Dead End", "Seventh

Heaven."
"There are indications from the

plans of some of our studios that

the consideration given to the ques-

tion of grand opera on the screen

is likely to be resolved in favor of

the experiment. This is another un-

charted road for a pathfinding ven-

ture," said Hays.
Newsreels, Hays asserted, had ex-

tended the scope of their informa-

tional service during the year and im-

portant events here and abroad had
been handled with such meticulous

fairness that notwithstanding such

subjects as the Ethiopian war, the

conflict in Spain, and other events,
American newsreels were featured
without objection in theaters
throughout the world. Similarly,
short subjects which covered a wide
range of historical, biographical,
scenic, musical and other themes
showed a marked upward rise in

quality, Hays said and declared that
cartoon features were becoming the
Esperanto of the screen, so univers-
al is their appeal
"The success of outstanding films

produced and exhibited during the
period under review marks fifteen

years of progress by self-regulation

towards a goal that many had
thought unattainable for a vastly
popular art," stated Hays.

"Public taste is not static, and
there is no single formula for the
continued acceptability of motion
picture or other entertainment. The
industry cannot afford ever to dis-

continue the vast entertainment re-

search inherent in the making of

pathfinding pictures. It must for-

ever blaze new trails with new prod-
ucts for the screen.

"We need public opinion, organ-
ized and purposeful, to give con-
tinued impetus to the better pic-

ture movement. To produce good
pictures is only one-half of the task.

The other half is the necessity of

public support for quality pictures."

(Continued from Page 1)

of closed shop conditions on the
Coast. The parleys between union
heads and top executives in the
major companies for a one-year ex-
tension of the basic agreement get
under way tomorrow morning at
the office of Pat Casey, studio labor
head.
Browne said that he was unable

to state what action the other unions
would take in support of the unions
not now in the agreement. He
pointed out, however, that the re-
cent American Federation of Labor
convention had aproved a resolution
urging the unions now included in
the basic pact to support the 15
coast unions seeking recognition
from the studios.
Browne also stated that the I. A.

T. S. E. would ask for changes in
the agreement with the studios and
that the signatories to the pact
would do likewise.

Open House Tonight
Kansas City, Mo.—The Variety

Club will hold open house at its

new Film Row headquarters to-
night. Officers installed this week
by the Club are: Elmer Rhoden,
pres., Finton H. Jones and R. R.
Biechele, vice-presidents, Homer
Blackwell, sec, Sam Abend, treas.,

and F. C. Hensler, George Baker,
Arthur Cole, R. F. Withers, R. C.

LiBeau and Earl Jameson, directors.

Al Kaye to Join G. N.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Kaye, formerly a

division manager for Warner Bros.
theaters, will join Grand National
as an executive, it was stated here
last night.

Ticket Giveaway Stopped
Pittsburgh — Twentieth Century-Fox

stepped in to kill a Fulton Theater
stunt to bally "Wings of the Morning."
Exhibitor had planted a ticket giveaway
with local drug chain, but theater was
forced to run newspaper ads nullifying

the value of the pass.

(11
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Expect Allied Meet to Further Press Divorce Drive

SEE MINERAL JJLPRICE RISE BEFORE FALL

Greatest N. Y. (^er#^^ Theater Building in Years

Independent Circuits Particu-

larly Active; Affiliates

Doing Little

Theater building activity on the
part of independent operators in the
territory served by New York ex-

changes is the greatest in a number
of years. This is particularly true

as regards independent circuits. On
the other hand, however, groups af-

filiated with producing interests are
virtually inactive in this respect.

Leff-Myers circuit has added the

new Zenith seating 600, at 170th St.

and Jerome Ave., this making its

10th house. Harry Brandt will op-

erate the new Plaza, with a capacity

of 600, at White Plains. At Keans-
burg, N. J., Horace G. Fowler plans

to open a new theater, seating 600,

about June 15.

ARGENTINE STUDIOS

PLAN 50 FEATURES

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Ap-
proximately 50 features are sched-

uled for production here during the

year ahead, according to a checkup
just completed. Pictures will all be
in Spanish. Feature production else-

( Continued on Page 5)

Central Authority for

Cameramen is Proposed

Plan to discontinue the four cam-
eramen's locals in Los Angeles, New
York City, Chicago and Toronto and
bring the cameramen under direc-

tion of one central office is under
consideration, it was said Saturday
by George E. Browne, I.A.T.S.E.

president.

-y
Truth-in-Advertising

Burlington, Iowa—Following sign ap-

pears on Harold Lyons' theater marquee:
"Two Features. Neither one of them
any good." Lyons, however, stated that

the billing apparently had not injured

attendance.

Wfcl̂^fe^rA5^?i 194 Sets New Record
^-^estCmstrBM^g^f^THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—With l§T™^&TSIe™under contract the Warner Bros. -First National-
Cosmopolitan studios in Burbank are working with the largest roster in history. This
includes 19 stars, 67 featured players, 23 directors, 7 dialogue directors, 57 writers, 10
song writers and 11 associate producers. The studios are currently working in high
gear, with all of the recently completed 10 new stages in use.

RKO WITHOUT PLANS

TO RESTORE SINGLES

Asked Saturday whether the RKO
circuit was planning any restoration
of single bills, Leo Spitz, RKO pres-
ident, said, "No, we haven't taken
any steps in that direction."

"The public will get what it

wants," he added, "and apparently
the public wants double bills."

HIT COLUMBIA POLICY

ON NON-THEATRICALS

Definite opposition to non-theatri-
cals, particularly the situation de-
veloped by Columbia at Bridgeport,
Pa., has been expressed by the board
of managers of the U.M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pa. The association has
also gone on record as objecting to

(Continued on Page 4)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Revolt Against Duals—Delay Maxwell Suit Trial

By GEORGE H. MORRIS

DOMESTIC
Canvass of exhibitor opinion, con-

ducted nationally by The Film
Daily, revealed 72 per cent of thea-

ter managers and operators favor-

able to the abolition of duals, or

willing to forsake this policy condi-
\Continued

FOREIGN
News, that the action brought by

John Maxwell against the Ostrer
brothers and which is pending be-
fore the King's Bench Division of
the High Court of Justice, London,
will not be tried until next Septem-
on Page 8)

Allied Convention Sure to Authorize

Continuance of Legislative Campaign

Argue Right to Produce

Also Right to Exhibit

Monroe, La.-—Whether the "right

to produce is the right to exhibit"

is to be argued here in federal court

today in the suit of Famous Music
Corp. against Maurice Melz, owner
of the Arcade Theater at Ferriday,

La.
The suit, filed by Ascap on behalf

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied is expected to authorize

continuance of its legislative cam-
paign, particularly its moves to

compel producers to divest them-
selves of their theater holdings, at
its annual convention now set for
Milwaukee on May 26-28. A report
on progress made by the program,
inaugurated following the annual
meeting last June at Cleveland, will

probably be submitted by Al Steffes,

(Continued on Page 5)

Approach of Hot Weather
Months Discourages

lipping of Scales
Chances of any widespread in-

crease in admission prices are un-
likely before next Fall, at the earl-
iest, according to circuit and inde-
pendent operators contacted by The
Film Daily yesterday in a survey
to determine the trend. Particularly
in view of the approach of hot-
weather months, the exhibitors gen-
erally felt that such a step would
not be advisable at this time.

That scales must be stepped up
was a unanimous opinion. With

(Continued on Page 4)

30 MEASURES PENDING

IN N.Y. LEGISLATURE

Thirty bills seeeking to regulate
the film industry are pending in
the New York State Legislature,
which reconvenes today following a
brief recess, it is indicated by a re-

(Continued on Page 4)

Dufaycolor Three Color

Process Nearing Market

Dufaycolor will be prepared to
put its own three-color process on
the market within the next four or
five weeks, The Film Daily learns.
The company, which has offices in
the Rockefeller Center Building,
then will be able to offer a complete
service to producers.

Condor Gets "Nine Old Men"
Condor Pictures, Inc., will film "Nine

Old Men," U. S. Supreme Court volume
by Drew Pearson and Robert Allen, deal
being closed by Harry J. Rothman, ex-
ecutive member of Condor's board, and
David Garrison Berger, holder of the
film rights option and who will be asso-

ciate producer. Script will be submitted
to the Hays office for approval, Berger
said. Statement by Amedee J. Van
Beuren added the film would treat the
Supreme Court question "in a fair, im-
partial manner."
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 243/4 243/8 243/4 + l/4
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Pictj. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 1 5 Vs 14% 15'/8 + Vs
East. Kodak 163 163 163

do pfd 150 150 150
Gen. Th. Eq 29 29 29 — 1

Loew's, Inc 791/j 78y4 79 — !4
do pfd
Paramount 25% 24% 24% — %
Paramount 1st pfd.. 175 175 175
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22?/8 22% 22%
Pathe Film 8% 8i/4 8 'A — %
RKO 8% 83/s 8% — %
20th Century-Fox .. 37'/2 37% 37%— 'A
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14% — Va

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46... 97% 97% 977/8 — 5/8

Loew 6s 41 ww 97% 97% 97% — %
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55.. 100% 100 100 + %
RKO 6s41 113% 113% 113% — %
Warner's 6s39 95% 95% 95% — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National
Sontone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 21 20% 20% — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 45/8 + %
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H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Maytime (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—3rd week Capitol

Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount

Seventh Heaven (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Music Hall

History Is Made at Night (United Artists)—2nd week Rivoli

Top of the Town (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Roxy

The King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand

Elephant Boy (United Artists) Rialto

The Crime Nobody Saw (Paramount) Central

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (M-G-M)—10th week Astor

Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—5th week Globe

Silent Barriers (GB Pictures)—2nd week Criterion

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Golem (Metropolis)—3rd week 55th St. Playhouse

Monte Carlo (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris

Charlemagne (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris

The Eternal Mask (Mayer-Burstyn) (a-b) World
Slalom (Geo. Kraska-World) (a-b) World
Kimiko (Internat'l Film Bureau) Filmarte

Thirty Seconds of Love (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway

FUTURE OPENINGS
Quality Street (RKO Radio)—April 8 Music Hall

Marked Woman (Warner Bros.)—April 10 Strand

I Promise to Pay (Columbia)—April 10 Central

Sun Over Denmark (Scandinavian)—April 13 Cinema de Paris

Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)—April 14 Paramount
Personal Property (M-G-M) (c) Capitol

Love from a Stranger (United Artists) (c) Rivoli

The Last Night (Amkino) (c) Cameo

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Parleys for Extension of

Basic Agreement Started

Parleys for a one-year extension
of the coast basic agreement got
under way yesterday at the office

of Pat Casey, studio labor head,
with the I.A.T.S.E. prepared to ask
for a wage rise, according to Presi-

dent George Browne, and other

unions expected to ask improvement
in working conditions.

A chief matter before the con-
ferees is the recognition of a num-
ber of coast unions including the

Screen Actors' Guild. Browne has
stated that he will back the demands
of the coast unions seeking recogni-
tion.

Sears Drive Ends, With
Returns Above the Quotas

Called the most successful drive

in Warner Bros, history, the Sears

Drive ended yesterday after a 15-

weeks' run. The campaign "brought
returns above national quotas, mak-
ing for an unprecedented record of

unusual business," said Gradwell L.

Sears, general sales manager.

"Lost Horizon" Roadshows
To Blanket U. S., Says Cohn

Columbia plans complete road-
show coverage of the U. S. with
"Lost Horizon." it was announced
Saturday by Jack Cohn.

Pathe Annual Meet April 27
Annual stockholders' meeting of

Pathe Film Corp. will be held April
27 at the home office.

Strike's End No Help
Flint, Mich. — Settlement of the

General Motors strike has not only

failed to help the b.o. but actually

has brought a drop in biz, according

to James Minter, operating the

Family Theater.

Van Loan Series Deal

Advance Pictures has closed with
Guaranteed Pictures for all foreign
rights on eight pictures based on
H. H. Van Loan action melodramas.
Mitchell Leichter, head of the com-
pany, has also closed the following
territories: Detroit, Sam Decker;
Pittsburgh, Lou Lefton; Buffalo and
Albany, Charles Tarbox. He is now
in New York from the coast.

Asther in "Ceylon" Lead
London (By Cable)—Ward Wing,

who will produce "Tea Leaves of

Ceylon" at Colombo in association

with Neville Clarke, has signed Nils

Asther for the leading role. Wing
has also engaged Cyril Chadwick for

the production, which he will direct.

Exchange Union to Meet
New Haven, Conn. — New ex-

change employees union, chartered

by the A. F. of L., will formulate
its demands following a final or-

ganization meeting called for next
Friday night at the Hotel Garde.

Edward Laemmle Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood—A heart attack proved

fatal to Edward Laemmle, 49, film

director and nephew of Carl

Laemmle.

fl
Coming and Goin

COLONEL JASON JOY, public relations direc-
tor for 20th Century-Fox studios, arrives in
New York today from Hollywood and will stay
at the Waldorf-Astoria prior to sailing to at-
tend forthcoming convention of company's
European representatives to be held in Paris
April 28 to May 1.

SIDNEY HOWARD, who is doing the screen-
play of "Gone with the Wind," has arrived in

jHollywood for conferences with David O.
Selznick before returning to New York.

A. P. WAXMAN leaves New York today by
plane for Hollywood in connection with this
year's campaign for the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund, which will be observed in all theaters
the week beginning Friday, April 30.

NORTON V. RITCHIE, general manager of
Monogram Pictures' export department, returns
to New York today after a ten days' vacation
in Florida.

LEON NETTER leaves New York today for
Minneapolis.

GILBERT MILLER and NORMAN MARSHALL,
theatrical producers, arrive today from Europe
on the Queen Mary.

GERTRUDE UNGER returns to New York to-
day from Atlantic City.

BEN SHYLEN, who is now in New York, plans
to remain here one month before returning to
Kansas' City.

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON returns
to New York today or tomorrow from the coast.

GEORGE W. WEEKS is due back in New York
today from a sales trip.

HENRY GINSBERG left New York yesterday
returning to Hollywood.

CLINTON M. WHITE returns today from aj
trip to Boston and Albany.

DATE BOOK

Today: Cleveland Warner Club dinner-dance,
Monaco's.

April 9: Press Photographers' Association dance
and entertainment, Hotel Commodore.

April 9: Universal Club dance and amateur
show, the American Women's Clubhouse.

April 10: Chicago Amusement Publicists Asso-
ciation's "April Foolies," Hotel Sherman.

April 12: Buffalo Variety Club testimonial din- i

ner for T. J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg.

April 12: Indianapolis Variety Club's state-wide
showman's stag, club quarters.

April IS: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays con-
vention, Hotel Anthony, Ft. Wayne.

April 17-18: National Variety Club conven-
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia.

April 20 Cincinnati Bookers Club dinner

dance, at the Hotel Alms.

April 22: Queen City Variety Club dinner

dance, at the Netherland Plaza, Cincin-

nati.

May 1 : Ampa dinner dance at the New Yorker.

April 2: Boston M. P. Salesmen's Club dance
and entertainment, Hotel Bradford.

May 3-7: Premium Advertising Association's

annual national premium exposition, Palmer

House, Chicago.

May 24-28: Spring convention of the SMPE's
Pacific Coast Section, Hollywood Roosevelt

Hotel. ,

J*
May 26-28: Allied National Convention Mil-

waukee.

June 7: American Federation of Musicians

convention, Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

June 21-24: National Conference on Visual

Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.



TheWorld Will Be A Better

Place To Love In
'h ' \' On April 17th!

,

• -M

with

^OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND. IAN HUNTER. ANITA LOUISE
ALICE BRADY • ROLAND YOUNG . FRIEDA INESCORT
Peggy Wood • Walter Woolf King • Bonita Granville • Beryl Mercer • Directed by Archie Mayo

"A TOP-FLIGHT COSMOPOLITAN COMEDY WITH EVERY ELEMENT NEEDED TO MAKE IT A

SUCCESS"* LAVISHLY PROVIDED BY WARNER BROS.
* Variety Daily
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30 MEASURES PENDING

IN N.Y, LEGISLATURE

(Continued from Page 1)

port just received by major com-
panies.
They include the following: con-

trolling outdoor advertising, mini-

mum wages for women and minors,
regulating unfair competition, al-

lowing municipalities to provide for

daylight saving time, six-day week
for engineers and firemen, prohibit-

ing operators from leaving their ma-
chines, banning hostility in pictures

against people by reason of race,

color or creed, requiring safety de-

vices for all elevators, anti-price

discrimination, establishing picket-

ing as not disorderly conduct, legal-

izing dog racing, amending child-

ren's admission law to require a
matron for every 35 children; per-

mitting towns of less than 1,000,000

to adopt local laws permitting un-
accompanied children between eight

and 16 to attend theaters employing
matrons, requiring approval for ad-

vertising matter broadcast, increas-

ing license fee for reselling tickets

to places of amusement, and pre-

venting unfair and deceptive mer-
chandising practices.

Hit Columbia Policy

On Non-Theatricals

(Continued from Page 1)

sales drives inasmuch as they "in-

jure the exhibitors in setting up
their bookings."

Opposition to the weekly payment
plan on shorts has also been regis-

tered by the organization, which will

call upon its members to refuse to

sign contracts carrying this provi-

sion. "Don't hurry to buy" is the

slogan adopted by the unit.

Sales Drive Launched

By Monogram Exchanges

Monogram exchanges have
launched a sales drive with all ex-

changes slated to be in operation

before the Monogram convention in

May, according to W. Ray Johnston,

president. Howard Stubbins and Ray
Olmstead have opened the Los An-
geles branch of Monogram Pictures

of California and will shortly open
additional offices in San Francisco,

Seattle, Portland, Denver and Salt

Lake City.

To Do Schary Play

"Violence," a drama dealing with
lynching written by Dore Schary,

Paramount scenarist, has been ac-

quired for production early next sea-

son by Harry H. Oshrin, theatrical

attorney who was interested in pro-

duction of "Tobacco Road."

Danubia Opens Chi. Office

Danubia Pictures, distributors of

Hungarian films, has opened Chica-

go offices with Sandor Rudnyansky
in charge. Kalman J. Erdeky is in

charge of Danubia's Pittsburgh
office.

• • • CONGRATS ARE in order to President R. H.
Cochrane and his fellow-officers on the occasion of the

First Anniversary of the reorganization of Universal

the company will hold an official month of celebration in addi-

tion to the previously announced celebration of Grainger Month
during April

T T
• • • HOLD THAT date open for Friday nite

for one of the smash social affairs of our exclusive screen set

when the Press Photographers flashlight their eighth

annual dance and entertainment at the Hotel Commodore
and what entertainment! all the Hollywood

celebs in town, and the Broadway top-liners, also the radio

radiants there will be three orks, including Eli Dantzig's

for the dancing these Fotomakers are in a large sense

the Starmakers so you can just bet the celebs will be

there to entertain they can't well refuse the lads who
plaster their muggs all over the noisepapers

T T T
• • • FOR TWENTY years he has worked on one picture

Herman Axelbank who back in 1927 was with

Goldwyn Pictures when he got the idea as the Russian Revolu-

tion broke and on and off since that time his life work
has been the compilation of the material for the film, "Tzar to

Lenin" and now Max Eastman comes along and stands
himself in the spotlight as the gent practically responsible for

it all the plain fact is that Axelbank engaged Eastman
to edit and narrate his film which has received wide
critical comment in authoritative sourcesTV
• e • THAT WELL-KNOWN film attorney I.

Robert Broder will speak Thursday before the Probus
Club, an organization of professional and business men
at the Pierrepont Hotel, Brooklyn on the subject of

"Theatrical and Motion Picture Law."
T

• • • THE CURRENT issue of that camera-conscious
LIFE mag picks as its Picture of the Week the Gaumont "Silent

Barriers" and plays it up with stills but the

reader interest is in the captions and the fascinating short story

of the historical background of the building of the Canadian
railroad picture publicity has always fought shy of

historical references on the assumption that people want the
fictional glamour only forgetting that book publishers'

and library statistics prove conclusively that the public is avid
for historical and biographical material David E.
Scherman of the LIFE staff calls our attention to some old film

clips of Pearl White in her Pathe serials in this issue

yes, Dave, but you will find your readers going stronger for

that historical stuff on "Silent Barriers"

• • • A NEW kid club Junior Americans to

help curb juvenile delinquency and educate the youngsters in

good citizenship weekly meetings planned in theaters

with screen shows supplementing the educational and recrea-

tional activities headquarters at 11 W. 42nd St

• • • UP SPEAKS our cornfriedential sec Our
Girl Friedegg "Too bad ya gotta write film facts, Phil"

so we ask, "Why?" Frieda snorts, "These
other kolyumists have more fun writin' film fiction for the
tablewds." "You mean tabnudes, Frieda." "No,
tabrudes." Oh, you probably mean tableuds."

"No, I don't mean tabloused." "Ah, I got it, Frieda

—

you mean tabvoids." "Frieda sneered: "It should be
tabavoids," to which we retorted truthfully, "Sometimes
tablibels." Frieda jumped down off our desk and walked
out with scornful dignity, as she cracked: "Let's call the sub-

ject taboods."
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RISE BEFORE FALL

(Continued from Page 1)

operating costs steadily rising and
with unionizing of theater employees
a strong possibility, box-offices must
take in more revenue, they agreed.

Furthermore, they pointed out, the

theater tax burden is constantly be-

coming heavier and the trend in film

rentals is upward.

Argue Right to Produce

Also Right to Exhibit

(Continued p'om Page 1)

of a member for music license fees,

has lingered on for some time, de-

fense attorneys presenting several

protests, including apparently, the

contention that the sale of music to

a producer for use in a film, includes

the right of the exhibitor to present

the film with the music in his thea-

ter without paying adidtional license

fees. Ascap is filing a brief argu-

ing to the contrary and citing other

cases. -

Restrictions on Air Use

Of Movie Songs Lifted

Local 802, musicians' union, has
begun enforcement of its rule, voted
more than a year ago, prohibiting
mention of the motion picture from
which a tune played on a sustaining
program was taken unless the musi-
cians were paid as for a commercial
broadcast. As a result, several pub-
lishers of motion picture songs, have
lifted all restrictions on radio broad-
cast of movie songs. Hitherto, when
a movie song was restricted, the
name of the motion picture in which
it appeared had to be mentioned
when it was played over the air.

Ohio Hearing Thursday

On Booth and Tax Bills

Columbus, O.—House labor com-
mittee of the Ohio Legislature will

hold a hearing Thursday moi-ning
on the two-men-in-a-booth bill. At
the same time the House taxation
committee will consider the measure
imposing an additional 7 per cent
tax on all admissions.

22 "Heaven" Holdovers
"Seventh Heaven" also is being

held over for an addition week at

21 other key cities throughout the
country, according to reports re-

ceived at the 20th Century-Fox
home office. In addition, six other
spots have reported extended runs
of two or three days.

« « « » » »

Two More "Love" Writs
New Orleans—Saenger and Affilj

ated Theaters have procured £"
additional temporary injunctil.'

preventing delivery by Columbia of
Grace Moore's "When You're in

Love" to any competitors where
plaintiffs have theaters. Contention
is plaintiffs contracted for one Grace
Moore picture which is undelivered.
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m. ACTORS SPLIT

WITH TECHNICIANS

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINJDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—Secession from the

Union de Trabajadores de Estudios
Cinematograficos de Mexico, the

Mexican union of motion picture stu-

dio workers, is threatened by the

actors' section, with the technicians

section contesting the withdrawal.
Leaders in the separation move-

ment include Ramon Pereda, Leo-
poldo Ortin, Andrea Palma and Jose
Martinez Casado, all top-ranking
"names" in the local industry.

Technicians division has served

notice on all producers that its mem-
bers will not work for any studio

employing "rebels" and that its casts

must be approved in their entirety.

The Sindicato de Empleados Cine-

matografistas, the union of motion
picture employees, which is made
up entirely of theater employees, is

asking the Mexican government to

assign members of the Union to op-

erating motion picture theaters and
machines now being used by the Sec-

retaria de Educacion (Department
of Public Education) and all other

ministries in their cultural work
throughout the country and which
are at present in charge of out-

siders.

Argentine Studios Are

Planning 50 Features

(Continued from Page 1)

where in South America is compara-
tively unimportant.

Construction of new houses
throughout Latin America is an im-
portant factor encouraging produc-
tion. Producers who have surveyed
the revenue possibilities of the field

have found that week-end business,
in particular, is heavy.

Screen Guide, All-Photo
Screen Guide, a monthly fan mag-

azine, effective with the current
issue becomes an all-photo maga-
zine patterned after "Life." Carl
Schroeder, former associate editor
of the magazine, has just been ap-
pointed editor to replace Ernest V.
Heyn. Schroeder, located in Holly-
wood, will be assisted by Gladys Mc-
Cracken and Wilson Brown in the
New York office. Curtis Mitchell,
located in main office in Chicago, re-
mains as editorial director.

Barron Turns Jeweler
Pittsburgh— Bill Barron, United

Artists salesman in the Toledo ter-
ritory out of the Cleveland office,

has resigned to enter the jewelry
business. Barron formerly was
booker in the Pittsburgh Warner of-
fi-^^and manager for several years
>'| ~\e Belmar and Kenyon theaters.

^ ^ Filling New Positions p ^
Kansas City, Mo. — Lou Mayer,

who came to the Mainstreet Thea-
ter several years ago as publicity

manager and assistant to Lawrence
Lehman, house manager, has been
transferred by the RKO circuit to

an upstate New York house.

Kansas City, Mo.—R. C. Fahren-
holz of Cohocton, N. Y., has been
appointed manager of the Macon
Theater at Macon, Mo., by Glenn W.
Dickenson, operator of the house.

He replaces J. A. Jeffress who
leaves the Dickenson organization.

Kansas City, Mo.—W. M. War-
ner, manager of the local Warner
Bros., exchange has promoted How-
ard Thomas from head shipper to

booker to take the position left

open when Morton Truog resigned

to join the staff of the National

Screen Service, here. J. R. Turner
has been employed by the Warner

Five New Film Industry

Companies Incorporated

Albany—Five new film industry

companies have filed articles of in-

corporation with the Secretary of

State. They are:

Sam H. Stiefel Enterprises Inc.,

New York City; to operate motion
picture theaters. Simon S. Fein-

stein, Gabriel Martels, Rosalind

Martels, incorporators.
Tomhill Amusements, Inc.,

Queens, New York City; to operate

motion picture theaters, places of

amusement. Jennie Suozzo, Domi-
nick Suozzo, Frank Moscato, incor-

porators.
F & F Syracuse Theaters, Inc.,

Syracuse; to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Meyer Koplovitz, Anthony J.

Caffrey, Maude V. Wortman, incor-

porators.
Jarvis Theaters Company, Inc.,

Binghamton; to produce, distribute

and exhibit motion picture films.

Samuel Sinness, Henrietta C. Sin-

ness, George B. Doyle, incorpora-

tors.

Vanset Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn;

to exhibit motion pictures. Samuel
Strausberg, Solomon Strausberg,

Louis Nelson, Bernice Leon, Julius

Schnapper, Betty Schneider, incor-

porators.
Educational Pictures, Inc., char-

tered under Delaware laws, has filed

a certificate of statement and desig-

nation in the office of the secretary

of state to enable it to do business

in New York State.

C. E. A. Invites Kuykendall

London (By Cable)—The C.E.A.
is inviting Ed Kuykendall, president

of the M.P.T.O.A., to attend its sum-
mer conference at Harrogate.

Films vs. Radio on Daylight Saving in Denver
Denver— It's radio versus films here in the matter of daylight saving. Local

stations favor a daylight saving ordinance now before the City Council, while exhibs are
fighting the measure. Aldermen have tabled it pending further investigaiton.

Bros, branch to fill the vacancy left

in the shipping department by the
change.

Omaha — Columbia's sales force
here has been augumented by J.

Armm, formerly with United
Artists in Ohio.

Jacksonville, Fla. — Managerial
changes in two Sparks circuit
houses take Elbert Thompson, as-
sistant manager of the Palace here,
to Gainesville, Florida University
town, to manage recently renovated
Lyric. Thompson is replaced here
by John Black, whose most recent
post was management of the Ritz
in Bartow. Black was formerly sta-
tioned in several local Sparks thea-
ters.

Cincinnati — Marie Minser has
been added to Columbia staff, suc-
ceeding Helen Kane.

ALLIED EXPECTED TO

PRESS DIVORCE DRIVE

{Continued from Page 1)

chairman of the committee in

charge.

Renewed efforts in behalf of en-
actment of the Pettengill-Neely
anti-block booking measure will also
be discussed. There will no doubt
be plenty said in opposition to the
trade practice concessions obtained
by the M. P. T. 0. A. in connection
with its 10-point program.

29 Vitaphone Shorts Now
in the Hands of Cutters

Twenty-nine Vitaphone short sub-

jects are in the hands of the cutters

at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,

announces Sam Sax, production

chief. Of these, 10 are of two-reel

length, and 19 are one-reelers.

L^p

Anry#urrdragyour/ratroxs
oxaJ&iZ£?

Not as silly as it looks. You should

hear them talk! They will believe

you want them to come again only

in proportion to the comfort offered

.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
y^iSc\ Public Sealing for every School, Theatre, Church, Audilo-

miSwM rium °nd 6os K»1»'r«<<ient • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
ft>V-t?|/ Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
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"Midnight Taxi"

with Brian Donlevy, Frances Drake

20th Century-Fox 73 Mins.

SWELL MELLER WITH THRILL PLOT
BUILDING TO GRAND SUSPENSE AND
PACKED WITH SURPRISES.

One of the best mellers seen in years.

Brian Donlevy is perfectly cast as the

member of the counterfeit squad who is

assigned to uncover the brains of the

counterfeit gang that is flooding the terri-

tory with bogus bills. The Federal man

worms his way into the confidence of a

taxi driver after he himself has joined the

hacking fraternity. By clever stages he

reaches the first lieutenant of the mysteri-

ous counterfeit chief, and gains his con-

fidence. When the other taxi man tries

to hijack the money being distributed, the

lieutenant shoots him, and makes Donlevy

his confidential assistant to transport the

dough. The sleuth meets the femme as-

sistant, Frances Drake, and there is a lot

of suspenseful stuff developed as another

henchman, suspicious of the newcomer, tries

to cross him up while the girl champions

him. Works up to a grand thrill climax

as the gang is rounded up and the "brains"

of the outfit uncovered aboard a yacht.

All done with fast action and clever twists

that will keep the fans on the edge of

their seats. Ace performances turned in

by Alan Dinehart as the lieutenant of the

gang, Frances Drake, Gilbert Roland, Regis

Toomey, Sig Rumann. And Brian Donlevy

dominates every scene he is in.

Cast: Brian Donlevy, Frances Drake, Alan

Dinehart, Sig Rumann, Gilbert Roland, Har-

old Huber, Paul Stanton, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

Russell Hicks, Regis Toomey.

Producer, Milton H. Feld; Director, Eu-

gene Forde; Author, Borden Chase; Screen-

play, Lou Breslow, John Patrick; Editor, Al

De Gaetane; Cameraman, Barney McGill.

Direction, Expert. Photography, The Best.

Md. Sunday Film Bills

Call for Charity Taxes

Baltimore—One bill for Sunday
movies in Maryland, subject to ref-

erendum, has been passed by the
General Assembly and signed by the

Governor. It would permit showing
in Oakland, from 2.30 to 6 p.m. and
after 9 p.m. A tax of 5 cents on
each ticket would be imposed, the

proceeds to go to the free library,

volunteer fire department and Child-

ren's Aid Society.

The General Assembly has passed
a bill authorizing showing in the

Fifth District of Anne Arundel
county after 2:30 p.m. Sundays, pro-

vided 10 per cent of the gross from
ticket sales goes to the American
Legion or a charitable organization.

Permission would be granted until

the end of 1938 and after that would
depend upon a referendum to be
held in November, 1938. The meas-
ure is in the hands of the Governor
for his approval or veto.

The Fifth District measure affects

only one house—The Glen, at Glen
Burnie. Until stopped by county au-
thorities recently the house oper-

ated and gave the profits to the

"Step Lively, Jeeves!"
with Arthur Treacher, Patricia Ellis, Robert

Kent, Alan Dinehart, George Givot,

Helen Flint

20th Century-Fox 69 Mins.

FAST-MOVING, CAPABLY-MADE COM-
EDY THAT WILL SCORE WITH ALL
CLASSES OF PATRONS.

Happily for audiences who like their

laughs served straight and generously, the

situations of this amusing comedy step

lively from start to finish. They are slap-

stick situations, but therein lies the chief

secret of the film's ability to entertain.

Added to the fact that there is funda-

mental, popular humor, and lots of it, the

scenes are rarely without crisp, sharp dia-

logue, and the proper spirit from the play-

ers to make the lines and gags hit home.

Both principals and supporting cast mem-
bers obviously enjoy the action, which,

aside from the technical merit of the film

generally, is a tribute both to good casting

and good direction. Jeeves, the character

created by P. G. Wodehouse and sent into

new fields of adventurous fun by Frances

Hyland, who authored the original story,

and by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root, who
fashioned the screenplay, is enacted by

Arthur Treacher with splendid interpretive

values. His work in this feature is pleasing

and efficient to a maximum degree for the

reason that the players with him in the

vehicle mirror their character parts so well.

Jeeves is a model British butler and is

minding his own business, and the toy dog

of his titled employers, when two gentle-

men gyp artists concoct a cock-and-bull

story and dupe the frugal Jeeves into going

to America, where he sincerely believes he

is a multi-millionaire,—the heir to the for-

tunes of Sir Francis Drake. From this

point on things happen fast and furiously,

and the action takes on the aspect of

cheating cheaters,—for a bunch of U. S.

crooks, thinking Jeeves and the foreign ex-

torters who accompany him are prey to

the same racket, step in. The consequences

are hilarious, with Jeeves getting himself

out of the mob's clutches eventually. There's

a love story in the footage,—but even this

is frothily handled in the intereests of

copious fun.

Cast: Arthur Treacher, Patricia Ellis, Ro-

bert Kent, Alan Dinehart, George Givot,

Helen Flint, John Harrington. George Coop-

er, Arthur Housman, Max Wagner, Frank-

lin Pangborn.

Director, Eugene Forde; Author, Frances

Hyland; Screenplay, Frank Fenton, Lynn

Root; Cameraman, Daniel B. Clark; Editor,

Fred Allen.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Theaterphones Ordered
Grand Central Theater, Inc.,

which will open its newsreel The-
ater in Grand Central Terminal on
May 3, has contracted with the
Acousticon Co. for installation of

theaterphone equipment in approx-
imately 10 per cent of the house's

242 seats.

American Legion toward an ambu-
lance fund.
Another referendum bill to permit

movies in Annapolis on Sundays has

passed the House and is before the

Senate.

"Fury and the

Woman"
with William Gargan, Molly Lamont

Rialto Productions Corp. 60 mins.

ROMANTIC OUTDOOR DRAMA WHOSE
STORY AND SETTINGS ACTION FANS
WILL LIKE.

This red-blooded tale of the lumber
camps is the type of feature all average

audiences will enjoy, while somewhat lack-

ing in directional cohesion and editorial

smoothness, it nevertheless packs plenty

of virile action. There is a real profusion

of stirring backgrounds and authentic at-

mosphere, for the footage is obviously

made in logging camps where giant trees

are thrillingly felled, and rugged individuals

with lethal punches in their good right

hands are as characteristic as the prime-

valness of the forests. William Gargan
essays the role of the handsome, fearless,

romantic son of a veteran lumber baron.

He takes to the wilds to straighten out

a commercial feud twixt a duo of lumber

companies. His strapping frame, genia!

disposition,—and culture, that sets him
apart from his fellow lumberjacks,—are the

magnets which attract to him the incon-

sistently refined and uncommonly pretty

Molly Lamont, a camp foreman's daughter.

That Gargan heroically, stoically, and by

force of character, brain and muscle irons

out the commercial feud and deals in a

justifiably harsh manner with the villainous

elements are not nearly as important to

film fans as the grandeur of the settings

plus the fact that he wins the love of

Molly almost from first sight. Direction

is fair, and photography adequate.

Cast: William Gargan, Molly Lamont,

James McGrath, Reginald Hincks, J. P.

McGowan, Libby Taylor, Harry Hastings,

Ernie Impetf, Arthur Kerr, Bob Rideout,

David Clyde.

Director, Lewis D. Collins; Screenplay,

Philip Conway; Cameramen, Harry Forbes,

William Beckway; Film Editor, William

Austin.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Adequate.

SHORTS
Buster West and Tom Patricola in

"Ready to Serve"
Educational 15 mins.

Fast Fun
The two comics are hired as

process servers, and are assigned to

serve papers on a "Dr. Brown" in

the hospital. They gain admittance
to the hospital, but the doctor
named Brown suspects their mis-
sion, so has two husky internes

throw them in a private room as
psychopathic cases. They try all

sorts of schemes to get free, but
matters grow worse as Patricola is

taken into the operating room for

a brain operation. Buster West gets

him out of the operating room by a

ruse, and finally they capture the

doc and bring him to the court

trial. There the medico discloses

that he is the wrong Doctor Brown,
and the comics are carted off to the

hospital as a couple of nuts. Plenty

of gags, and lots of clever and com-

edy foot work by the two steppers.

Produced by Al Christie. Story by

Marcy Klauber and Arthur Jarrett.

Photographed by George Webber.

& f
Cherry and June Preisser in

"Play Street"
(Broadway Brevity)

Vitaphone 21 mins.
Juvenile Acts

In a cheap tenement neighbor
hood the kids are in the street danc-
ing and singing, with June Preissei
and Duke Michale the principal per-
formers. Along comes June's older
sister, who is a professional per-
former in a big show. She invites

them to her home for a party, at
which the kids put on their various
acts. The two principals are so
good they grab a contract from the
show manager. Various acts are
put on at the party by Walter Cas-
sel, Benny Drehan, Verdi & Lee and
Frank Marino. Directed by Joseph
Henabery.

"Glove Taps"
(Our Gang)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Lively

The Our Gang kids stage a boxing
bout, with Spanky McFarland driv-

en to it by two tough kids who in-

sist on challenging their champ
fighter. So the Gang unanimous-
ly elect Alfalfa as the goat. Under
protest, Alfalfa goes into training

for one afternoon, with fight man-
ager Spanky putting him through
road work and some tough gym ex-

ercises. Already worn out when
fight time arrives, Alfalfa goes in

the ring in a daze, and wins by a

knockout administered behind a can-

vas drop by Porky who comes to

the rescue just in time.

"Puttin' Out the Kitten"

(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia 7 mins.

Clever
A nursery fantasy, with Scrappy

getting ready to go to bed as he
puts the kitten out in the cold for

the night. But Scrappy has an aw-
ful nightmare, and in it he sees the

poor kitten going through all sorts

of wild adventures with the fairy

tale people depicted on his nursery
room wall paper. Scrappy comes
out of the nightmare, and jumps up
feeling very sorry for the kitten

which he takes in from the cold and
puts him in the warm bed with him.

"Horse Play"

(Radio Flash Comedies)
RKO Radio 18 mins.

The excitement is hectic more
than it is funny in this reel concern-

ing Jack Norton who gets the polo

fever and decides to go in for the

sport. So he buys a polo horse

and takes it home in a restricted

residential neighborhood where
horses are not supposed to be

boarded. The nag kicks a hole in

the garage, and wanders all ll?1
'

the lawn of a grouchy neigf )\.
The latter calls a cop, and the*" of-

ficer locates the animal in Norton's

dining room, and so the amateur
horse fancier draws a ticket. Kitty

Mclligh plays the wife who is fed

up on her hubby's antics. Produced

by Bert Gilroy. Directed by Jean

W. Yarbrough.
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A "£im" feotn Uoiiuwood "XoW
HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
ANDREW L. STONE'S Grand Na-

tional picture, "The Girl Said

No," which presents Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas for the first time
on the screen, concluded production
after 17 shooting days. Frank
Moulan, William Danforth, Vera
Ross and Vivian Hart are returning

by train to New York to go into the

legitimate Gilbert and Sullivan en-

gagements.
T T »

"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
will go into production at Selznick
International on May 3, under the
direction of H. C. Potter and will be
produced by David O. Selznick with
Production Assistant William H.
Wright.

T T T

Bert Glennon, cameraman, has
been assigned as photographic ob-
server en "Let Me Live" for the
purpose of studying Technicolor.
"Let Me Live" will be produced by

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •

BRYAN
Fitzge

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 70 • • •

FOY. Warner Brothers associate producer. Irish-American, born

raid, son of famed Eddie Foy. First picture, after lots of stage

experience, was in 1915. Became gagman, di-

rector, and finally started his own company
making "Hysterical History" comedies for Uni-

versal. Finally, when his father had to write

to find out where he could see one of Bryan's

pictures, the boy decided he had better get

into features. Gagman with Vic Schertzinger,

Chuck Reisner and Syd Chaplin. Directed the

first feature length ail-talking picture, "Lights

of New York." Composer of the unforgettable

topical song, "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean."

A wizard for choosing popular subjects. Has
already made more than a dozen pictures on

present pact. Clever, showmanlike, practical.

David 0. Selznick and E. Lloyd
Sheldon with Fredric March star-
ring.

After finishing "Sing, * Cowboy,
Sing," his sixth musical western for
Grand National, Tex Ritter will be

offered to exhibitors for p. a. dates
between pictures.

T T

"You Can't Have Everything"
has been substituted as the title for
the Alice Faye-Don Ameche picture
originally scheduled by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox as "Last Year's Kisses."

The artist colony at Bar Harbor,
Me., is the locale of Bobby Breen's
new starring vehicle, "Make a
Wish," soon to be made by Prin-
cipal Prods., under the direction of

Kurt Neumann. The picture will

be released by RKO.

Andrew Tombes and Leila Mcln-
tyre, mother of Leila Hyams and
formerly of the famous vaudeville
team of Hyams and Mclntyre, are
recent additions to the cast of "All

Is Confusion," David L. Loew's new
Joe E. Brown feature for RKO-Ra-
dio release.

THEWEEI\ IN CIVI EW
DOMESTIC

(Continued from Page 1)

tionally. Query, incorporated in sur-

vey's questionnaire, "Would your
clientele accept strong short sub-

jects as a substitute for a second
feature if the latter were to be elim-

inated generally?", brought the
overwhelmingly affirmative response.

The 28 per cent negative answers
was largely confined to the East,
specifically the New England states,

although double features also found
supporters in the Mid-west. Exhibi-
tors, among their replies, "voted"
newsreels the best individual box-
office draws among current short

product.
* * *

Another definite blow at duals ap-
peared pending with the departure
for Europe last week-end of Joseph
Bernhard, president and general
manager of the Warner circuit, who
declared just prior to sailing: "When
I return from abroad, I'll give seri-

ous attention to constructive propo-
sals for eliminating double fea-

tures." He characterized duals as a
problematical "shot in the arm" for
some theaters, and added that this

policy can never advance the in-

dustry,-—only retard it.

% % 4s

Also joining the widespread on-

slaught launched against duals dur-
ing the week was Educational's
president, Earl W. Hammons. With
major companies requiring more
revenue due to increased production
costs, the only solution of the prob-
lem can be found in playing more
shows per day through elimination

of double feature urograms, he said.

That the field of the short subject

—

an invaluable proving ground for
future stars—is being definitely in-

jured by duals, and that labor is

likewise suffering because producers
who makes "quickies" for dual bills
work on short schedules which in
effect reduce wages of those work-
ing on their productions, were also
contained in the indictment by Ham-
mons.

Bas-relief events in filmland dur-
ing seven-day span included esti-
mate by 0. C. Doering, of counsel
for the Irving Trust Co., RKO
trustee, at a hearing before Federal
Judge Bondy, that RKO and sub-
sidiaries' net for the first eight
weeks of 1937 were $714,000 after
all charges. . . . The paying of high
tribute to Adolph Zukor at a testi-
monial dinner at the Waldorf-
Astoria, attended by 1,000 members
of the industry which he helped to
found. Sponsored by exhibitors of
the New York territory, the func-
tion's participants witnessed the
presentation to Zukor of the in-
signia of Knight Commander of the
Crown of Italy by Gaetano Vechiotti,
Italian Consul-General. . . . Denial
by major companies, active in the
16 mm. field, that their releases are
in unfair competition with regular
theaters, as charged at recent M.P.
T.O.A. convention at Miami. . . . Re-
port by Technicolor of a net profit
of $591,585.23 for the year 1936, as
compared with a corresponding loss
of $3,471.48 for 1935. . . . Para-

mount's evident intention to file suit
to test constitutionality of the the-
ater divorce measure enacted by the
North Dakota Legislature and re-
cently signed by the Governor. . . .

Wave of early spring theater con-
struction which indicates that pres-
ent year will see 1936's total of
$27,000,000 spent on new building
and rebuilding exceeded. . . . The
setting back two weeks to May 26-
2/ -28 of the annual convention of
Allied to be held at the Hotel
Pfister, Milwaukee . . . and the ex-
pressed likelihood by 20th Century-
Fox' president, Sidney R. Kent, that
the GB situation will be brought to
his attention during his forthcom-
ing visit to Europe. Making ready
to sail next Wednesday, he stated
that following his European trip,

which calls for his presence at com-
pany's sales convention at Paris, he
will return to New York and later
go to Australia to act on the Gen-
eral Theaters set-up.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page X)

ber, was contained in a cable from
the British metropolis.

Suit charges misrepresentation in

connection with Maxwell's acquisi-
tion of GB shares owned by the
Ostrers and seeks to recoup ap-
proximately $3,000,000 invested by
the head of B.I.P. as well as obtain
damages. Sources close to the situa-

Ernst Lubirsch Introduces "Progressive" Rehearsals
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ernst Lubitsch has introduced "progressive" rehearsals to Hollywood in

preparation for the production of "Angel," Marlene Dietrich's next Paramount starring

picture. "They might also be called atmospheric' rehearsals," the producer-director
said, in explaining the new rehearsal technic. "They are progressive because each day
we move to a new and different set, and atmospheric because we are rehearsing in the
settings in which the players will enact their roles."

tion in London inclined

ion that no legal moves
by Maxwell or 20th
and Loew's in an effort

production-distribution
recently made by the
C. M. Woolf, head of G

to the opin-
will be made
Century-Fox
to upset the
alliance deal
Ostrers with
.F.D.

Other London cables advised that

Ivan Scott has been named news
editor of British Movietone News

—

his promotion culminating six years
service to the company as a com-
mentator. . . . Announcement of the
marriage there of Claire Adams,
film actress and widow of the late

Benjamin P. Hampton of Melbourne,
Australia, to Donald S. Mackinnon
. . . and the amusing revelation that

Her Majesty, the Dowager Queen
Mary has made a special request
that, whenever she attends the
cinema, the program include a Walt
Disney Mickey Mouse or Silly Sym-
phony production.

* * *

Paris reported the departure of

Errol Flynn, film actor, to Spain
where he will write articles for a
newspaper syndicate and survey at

first hand events in Spain's civil

war. . . . Out of Berlin flashed word
that showing of the American film

"Charlie Chan at the Opera," pro-

duced by 20th Century-Fox, has been
forbidden there by special order of

the Reich censor. No reason was
announced, but apparently the

theme, and the role played by the

Chinese detective, ran contrary to

the Propaganda Minister's film pol-

icy . . . and from Canberra, Austra-
lia, a cable came to the effectff,r/.t

Australian producers are demanunig
that American distributors pay an
excise tax on each print made in the
country and are trying to bring
about complete compliance with the
film quota act.
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Four Studio Unions Receive 10 Per C&ntvvage Jump

ESTIMATET93B WQRLD7EATURE OUTPUTAT 1,875

Plan Air Conditioning Systems in 40 Para. Theaters

Adv. Films
... in feature length

= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

AS if the proper course of action in the

instances of duals, giveaways, games
and film stars on the radio were not suf-

ficient weighty problems (among others)

for the exhibitor these days, there's threat

of another serious worry on his horizon.

It results from new activity in the adver-

tising film field, specifically the appear-

ance of feature length commercials with

casts of Hollywood veterans. First to be

completed is "Dealer's Choice", produced

by the Shell oil interests, and now being

released by the three companies marketing

Shell products throughout the United States.

In production on the West Coast is a

similar film, "Stan", for which the Standard

Oil Company is footing the bill. Still more

are reported on the way for other major

industrial corporations.

WHILE "Dealer's Choice" is said to be

designed for Shell marketing organi-

zation exhibition, and thus can be dis-

counted as theater box office "opposition",

it nevertheless must prove disconcerting to

the thinking exhib.

From an advertising six-reeler with Hol-

lywood cast for nominal dealer screenings

to the same sort of film for free public

presentation would be a comparatively short

step.

Just how short is best determined by

viewing some of the latest commercial reels,

the advertising messages of which are deftly

plated with entertainment.

THE exhibitor's real headache, however,

may not come until the advent of

commercial television. Those studios now

producing the advertising features are re-

ported to be looking forward to the day

when sponsors will be definitely in the

" -?ket for films for telecasting. And mean-

li—Te the present efforts are rated by the

:>..,dios as invaluable aids.

For one thing, they are counted upon to

make American industry film conscious. For

another, the studios, through them, are

mastering and perfecting production tech-

nique with the overhead presumably neatly

covered.

Installations Set by Partners

Under Remodeling

Programs

As an important phase of their

remodelling programs, Paramount
theater associates are planning to

install air-conditioning systems in

nearly 40 houses throughout the
country.
The Saenger circuit, centering on

New Orleans, has 12 installations

set. Balaban & Katz plans about
10 in the Chicago territory, Min-
nesota Amusement Co., 10 in the
northwest and E. J. Sparks, six in

his Florida circuit.

RETZ TELLS REFEREE

OF OFFERS FOR ROXY

George W. Retz, member of the

Pounds bondholder committee, pro-

ponent of the Roxy reorganization

plan, at a hearing on the plan yes-

terday before Referee Addison S.
(Continued on Page 4)

Expect Court to Rule on

Brandt Writ Plea Today

The New York State Supreme
Court today is expected to announce
its decision on the application of 33

Harry Brandt theaters for an in-

(Continued on Page 3)

12,000,000 Theater Contracts
Distributors affiliated with the Hays

association annually execute 12,000,000
contracts with theaters, according to

the annual report of the President,

which states that 27,000 miles of film

are handled daily by their exchanges.

ASGAP REORGANIZING;

PAINE TO BEGEN'LMGR.

Reorganization planned to change
the general supervision of Ascap,
will result in an Adiministrative
Committee being formed, with the
probable effective date May 1.

New setup has E. C. Mills, now
general manager, as chairman of
the Administrative Committee; John
G. Paine, now chairman of the
Board of the Music Publishers' Pro-

(Continued on Page 4)

Dickstein Com. Weighs
Actors Bill Tomorrow

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House Commit-

tee on Immigration will hold an exe-

cutive meeting tomorrow to discuss

the Dickstein Alien actors bill,

sponsored by the committee's chair-

man. A favorable report would sur-

prise observers on Capitol Hill.

70% Increase Granted Four Studio

Unions Adds $3,000,000 to Payrolls

German Synchronization

May Be Shifted to Italy

Berlin (By Cable)—Lead of 20th
Century-Fox in transferring

_
its

German synchronization activities

from Germany to Italy, it is ex-

pected here will be followed by
(Continued on Page 3)

A 10 per cent wage increase which
will boost studio payrolls close to

$3,000,000 has been agreed upon be-

tween the major producing compa-
nies and the I.A.T.S.E., United
Brotherhood of Carpenters, Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers and the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, Pat
(Continued on Page 10)

Foreign Films Exhibited in

the United States

Totaled 235

Approximately 1,875 features
were produced throughout the world
in 1936, with 1,374 made in coun-
tries outside of the United States,
it is disclosed in the annual report
of Will H Hays, made public in its

entirety yesterday. European stu-
dios contributed 721, with English
producers as the most active with
their productions totalling 217.
Other countries made the following:
Germany, 130; Prance, 125; Russia,
92; Spam, 32; Sweden, 27; Czecho-
slovakia, 26; Hungary, 20.

In addition to pictures made in
(Continued on Page 3)

BUYING SURVEY SET

AT ALLIED REGIONAL

New Haven, Conn.—By unanimous
vote, Allied's regional convention
here yesterday authorized the ap-
pointment of a survey committee to

assemble information from members
of Allied's eastern units regarding
film buying which the Milwaukee na-
tional convention in May will con-

sider.

Jack T nger of New Jersey was
^Continued on Page 4)

"Bengal Lancer" Re-issue

Planned by Para, in August

Paramount plans to re-issue

"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" in Aug-
ust and will sell the production as
part of its regular program. New

(Continued on Page 3)

Clark May Get CSC Post

Philadelphia — Jim Clark, head of

Horlacker Delivery Service, is expected
to be named a member of the Civil

Service Commission, an important post.

In this event, it is anticipated that he

will resign as a member of the Dela-

ware River Bridge Commission.
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F INANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 253/8 25 25y8 + %
Columbia Picls. vtc. 33% 33% 33% + %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4'/2 4% + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15% 15 153/8 + %
East. Kodak 164 163 164 + 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 29% 29% 29% + %
Loew's, Inc 82y8 79 82+3
do pfd
Paramount 25% 24% 24%
Paramount 1st pfd... 176% 175 176% + 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 223/4 23% 223/8 — %
Pathe Film 83/4 8% 83A + %
RKO 834 8% 8%
20th Century-Fox .. 383/8 37% 38 +
20th Century-Fox pfd. 47% 47% 47% —
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Broj 14% 143/8 14% +
do 1 pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 973/4 97% 973/4 +
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 100 100% +
RKO 6s41 115% 115 115% 4
Warner's 6s39 .... 95% 95% 95% .

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films.. 3 2% 2% +
Sonotone Corp 1 3A 1 % 1 % •

Technicolor 21 3/8 20% 203/4 + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
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Detroit Film Delivery

Firms Sign Union Pact
Detroit — Signing of a contract

with the Film Inspectors, Shippers,
and Poster Handlers Union, an
A. F. of L. affiliate, is announced
by President Howard Craven of
Exhibitors Service Co., one of the
two firms carrying film to local

theaters. The pact, Craven says,
recognizes the union as a collective

bargaining agency, but does not
provide for a closed shop.

Contract has also been signed by
G. E. LeVeque's Cinema Service

Co., the other local film carrier, fol-

lowing a brief drivers' sitdown
strike last week.

Exhibitors Service Co. pact sets

a $35-$40 scale for drivers.

Course of Action on Sales

Tax Decision to be Decided

Decision as to whether or not ma-
jor distributors are going to appeal
from the Circuit Court of Appeals
ruling on the New York City 2 per
cent sales tax will be made at a

meeting of counsel at the Hays office

at 11 o'clock this morning. As in-

dicated in The Film Daily of March
27, there is strong sentiment against
an effort to upset the opinion, which
found that the levy applies to film

accounts inside New York City
proper.

Anti-Protection, Divorce

Hearings in Minnesota

Joint hearing on anti-protection

and theater divorce bills is scheduled
for today before the Minnesota
Legislature. Both measures have
been favorably reported.

Efforts have been made in some
quarters to have individual hearings
held on the bills.

Goldsmith Named Vita.

Sound Department Head

Lloyd Goldsmith has been named
head of the sound department at

Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn. He
succeeds H. Porter Evans, who had
been associated with the plant since

early Vitaphone days.

Darrell Kepler Dies

Sharon, Pa.—Darrell Kepler, 44,

projectionist, and inventor of_ a

safety device now used on motion
picture machines in many cities,

died while driving an automobile,

causing it to crash into another car

in a street here. Kepler was a na-
tive of Crawfordsville, Ind.

Cleveland Biz Up 40 P. C.

Cleveland— Local first-run busi-

ness was up 40 per cent above av-

erage last week. Four of the five

first-runs went way over par.

Pollak Associated With
Theater Trailer Corp.

Association of Adolph Pollak with
Theater Trailer Corp. was an-
nounced yesterday. At the same
time, it was said that Theater Trail-

er was going on a national basis,

with local offices already established
in five cities and plans for country-
wide coverage well under way.

Local offices opened and their

heads are: Chicago, Henry Elman;
Los Angeles, William Quinn; Bos-
ton and New Haven, Harry Asher;
Philadelphia, Murray Byer.

Pollak said he was definitely with-

drawing from the film distribution

field.

UA Advances Fred Rohrs,

Atlanta Post for Prince

David Prince has been appointed
manager of United Artists' Atlanta
branch. Prince, who has had 20

years of experience in film sales and
promotion work, succeeds Fred
Rohrs who has been promoted to

the manager's desk in Washington,
D. C.

Kornheiser New Manager

of Famous Music Corp.

Sidney Kornheiser has been ap-

pointed manager of Famous Music
Corp. succeeding Abe Frankl, who
is being transferred to the West
Coast Studio as assistant to Eugene
Zukor and to act in a musical ad-

visory capacity. Frankl leaves for

the Coast within a week or ten days.

Colorado House Passes

2 p. c. Admish. Tax Bill

The Colorado House has passed a

bill imposing a two per cent admis-

sion tax on theaters and the measure
now goes to the Senate for concur-

rent action. At the present time the

state has a sales tax which exempts
motion pictures.

Mrs. H. E. Wilton Dies

Hamilton, Ont.—Mrs. H. E. Wil-

ton, widow of Herbert E. Wilton,

has died at her home here just

one month after her husband's
death, as the result of an accidental

fall. H. E. Wilton had been man-
ager of the Strand Theater and
Member of Parliament.

Loew Common at New High

Loew's common advanced three

points yesterday to set a new high

of 82. Previous high was 81%.

William Brisbane to Wed
Milwaukee, Wis.—Miss Jane Gris-

wold has left with her parents and
two brothers for Hollywood, where
she will be married in St. Mary's
Church April 17 to William Bris-

bane, RKO actor.

Infection Kills Turner
Burlingame, Kan.—Dick Turner,

58, who owned the Panama Theater,
is dead from a streptoccous infec-

tion. His widow survives.

Coming and Goir*

GEORGE KRASKA of the Finearts Theater,
Boston, arrived in New York yesterday.

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM, English novelist;
and MRS. A. S. BLODGET, known to the stage
as Cornelia Otis Skinner, sailed yesterday for
Europe on the Britannic.

ARTHUR B. LAMB, commercial manager of
Erpi, has arrived in New York from Holly-
wood for a three weeks' visit to company's
executive offices.

SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON has returned to
Newton, N. J., after a southern trip.

SAM PINANSKI and MARTY MULLEN are
due in New York this week from Boston.

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON returned
to New York yesterday from the coast.

BEN GOETZ, who has arrived in New York
from Hollywood, returns to the coast late this
week.

LAWRENCE BROWN, Keller-Dorian official,

left New York yesterday for the coast.

SAM SAX sails from New York June 26 on
the Rex for a vacation abroad.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY returned yesterday
from a Caribbean trip.

HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN has reutrned to
New York from his Hollywood office.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, is en route
from Dallas to Memphis to continue his tour
of conferences with branch personnel and ex-
hibitors.

FAY BAINTER ha: been recalled from her
vacation in New York by RKO and is en route
to the coast.

JOE WEIL, director of exploitation for Uni-
versal, returned to the home office yesterday
from Toronto where he has been conferring
with company's branch officials on campaigns
for "Top of the Town."

RCA Begins Experimental

Field Tests of Television

t

Field tests of RCA experimental
television with the new 441-line
definition were resumed yesterday
from Empire State Tower by the
National Broadcasting Company on
the largest scale ever undertaken
in the United States. The tests will

continue throughout the spring and
summer months.

Think Lottery Bill Dead
Cleveland — Cleveland exhibitors

who attended the House judiciary
committee hearing of the Whetro
lottery bill, which includes that all

types of give-aways and drawings,
are of the opinion that it will never
be reported out of committee.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Clark Gable has received 500 offers

to buy the small automobile Carole

Lombard gave him as a Valentine pres-

ent. —M-G-M.

aft
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1936 WORLD FEATURE

ittTAL REACHED 1 ,875

{Continued from Page 1)

Europe, productions in other lands

were as follows: Mexico, 28 Argen-
tine, 20; Brazil, seven; Japan, 470;
Peru, one; India, 40; Philippine Is-

lands, 15; Egypt, 10; Australia,

nine; New Zealand, three; Nether-
land-India, one.

During the year, foreign films ex-

hibited in the United States totalled

235. They originated as follows:

Argentine, one; Austria, one;
Czechoslovakia, two; England, 40;

France, 17; Germany, 74; Hungary,
13; Italy, 24; Mexico, 28; Palestine,

one; Poland, four; Russia, 16; Spain,

three and Sweden, 10, the report

shows.

Total of 1,594 pictures, both fea-

tures and shorts, were approved by
the Production Code Administration
during 1936, the report reveals. A
summary follows: features, 621;

shorts, 812; feature reissues, 142;

shorts reissues, 19. In the previous

year, 1,748 pictures received the

code's okay.

In 1936, 370 productions were
based on original stories, represent-

ing 67.82 per cent of the output
_
of

member-studios. This compares with
244 or 47.0 in 1935. Thirty-eight

pictures were based on stage plays,

92 on novels, two on biographies, 39

on short stories and five on miscel-

laneous subjects.

A total of 3960 titles were regis-

tered with the Hays association dur-

ing 1936.

Central Casting Corporation
placed 268,436 extras during the

year.

"Bengal Lancer" Re-issue

Planned by Para, in August

{Continued from Page 1)

paper will be gotten out in connec-
tion with the release.

"No Man of Her Own," currently

in distribution as a re-issue, is gar-
nerning good grosses, it was stated

at Paramount yesterday.

Iowa Towns Long Filmless

to be Opened by Swanson

Des Moines — Paul Swanson is

now at work on two new theater
projects. He is opening the State
at Allison, la., and the Roxy at

Central City, la. Both towns have
been without film houses since the

advent of sound. Improvements are
being made in the State at Allison,

scheduled to open in May.

^/inchell Mobbed—By Fans

hen Walter Winchell, the new 20th

-/ntury-Fox star, came out of the Music
Box the other night after a premiere, a

mob flocked after him in quest of

autographs. Which led Will Gordon,

Morning Telly scribe, to observe to him

that "even Garbo couldn't do as well."

• • • NO BETTER proof could a leader have of the

loyalty and support of his men than in the case of the Grad
Sears Drive which gave Warners its biggest 15-weeks
business in the company's history this was climaxed in

the last week by the biggest single week's returns experienced

by the company the drive ended last Sunday it was
the first sales campaign inaugurated since Sears was appointed

to his present post all of the 37 branches outdid them-
selves and so outstanding were individual efforts that

many more prizes will be awarded than were planned

• • • IT WAS 11 years ago that an eager, wide-eyed lit-

tle blonde hit the trail from Bainbridge, Georgia, to New York,
with high hopes and no cash the gal wanted to break into

the acting profesh Ward Morehouse, columnist, also a na-
tive of Georgia, assumed the role of adviser and banker to the

li'l gal who happened to be Miriam Hopkins today
Ward's play, "Miss Quiz," is nearing production, and one of

its backers is Miss Hopkins a third member of the Hop-
kins-Morehouse fraternity of other days was Bennett Cerf, the

publisher so it is but natural that his firm, Random
House, will bring out the play in book form

• • • ONE OF the smash posters of the year that

for "Captains Courageous". . . a 24-sheet with two marvellous
portraits of Spencer Tracy and Freddie Bartholomew the

background has a fishing schooner under full sail and the

striking color combination of reds and blues make this a piece

of paper that will dominate the landscape anywhere Hal
Burrows, art chief of M-G-M, put the arty technique in this one.

• • • FROM THE Metropolitan Opera to horse operas

that is the story of Jerry Bergh she began her
career as a dancer in the Met Opera House now she is

Tex Ritter's leading lady in Grand National's "Hittin' the

Trail"

• • • HE BROUGHT a 70-piece symphony ork from New
York to Washington for the opening of "The Robber Sym-
phony" at the Rialto in Washington last Saturday re-

ferring to Fredrich Feher, the author, composer and director of

the film Larry Jacobs is handling the advance and publi-

city

• • • IN THE event of rain the newsreel theater

which will open May 3 in the Grand Central Terminal
can count on some of the 100,000 people constituting the hotel

and office population who can reach the theater underground
without getting wet there are about a dozen hotels and
office buildings connected with the Terminal building . . .

• Grover Whalen has appointed Howard Hughes as aeronau-

tical advisor to the New York World's Fair, with aviation one

of the main features of the exposition

• • • WE WALKED into the office to find Our Girl Fried-

egg in a despondent mood Frieda was resting her head in

the wastebasket with her beautiful ankles on our desk
"Cheer up, I'll one," we chirruped, "it can't be as bad as all

that. What's wrong?" Frieda moaned: "I'm fed up with

office work." We patted her kindly on her ankle in our

fatherly way, and wheezed encouragingly: "Lots of sees marry
their bosses." Frieda gave us a peculiar look "Sure,"

she lisped, "but they're still in the same tuff spot. They just

transfer to housekeeping in the home from lousekeeping in the

office"

« « « » » »

UNIVERSAL TO MAKE

4 FEATURES MONTHLY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood— With 12 pix ready

for release and 26 additional pre-
pared for filming, Universal has
caught up with its program to the
extent that the studio for a time
will make four features a month
instead of seven, it is announced
by Charles R. Rogers, executive
vice-president in charge of produc-
tion.

Shooting currently at Universal
are "The Road Back" and "Love in
a Bungalow." Scheduled for pro-
duction in the near future are "Ar-
mored Car," with Robert Wilcox,
Cesar Romero and Judith Barrett;
"I Cover the War," starring John
Wayne, and "100 Men and a Girl,"
starring Deanna Durbin and fea-
turing Leopold Stokowski.

German Synchronization

May Be Shifted to Italy

{Continuea from Page 1)

other U. S. film companies. Twen-
tieth Century-Fox announced the
shift last week with "Girls' Dormi-
tory" the first film to get German
treatment in Rome.

Action by the American compa-
nies is attributed to the disfavor
with which Dr. Joseph Goebbels,
Propaganda Minister and the Ger-
man film "fuehrer," regards U. S.
pix, as reflected in the censor's re-
jection of Hollywood product with
potential box-office strength.

The German censor has an un-
canny faculty for turning down
U. S. quality pictures and passing,
instead, those which German fans
are not likely to patronize.

Expect Court to Rule on

Brandt Writ Plea Today

{Continued from Page 1)

junction restraining the Loew cir-

cuit from playing pictures on a five

and two-day basis. Other defend-
ants in the action are Columbia,
M-G-M, Paramount and Big U Ex-
change. Case was tried before Jus-
tice Hammer on April 1.

Conn. MPTO to Meet
New Haven— Connecticut M. P.

T. O. will meet at noon today at
the Hofbrau Haus, with Irving C.
Jacocks presiding. Arthur Lock-
wood and Max Tabackman will re-
port on the M. P. T. O. A. conven-
tion. Hearings in Hartford this

week and next, and the labor situa-
tion will be discussed.

Thief Likes Fire Escapes
Cleveland—Ben Nadler of the Frank-

lin Theater reports that his fire escape
has been stolen for the second time
within the past six months.
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RETZ TELLS REFEREE

OF OFFERS FOR ROXY

(Continued from Page 1)

Pratt in Federal Court said that up-
on the basis of earnings for the first

six weeks of 1937, a better deal

might have been asked from 20th
Century-Fox.

Retz, a member of the firm of A.
deJuilliard & Co., textile manufac-
turers and distributors, handled with
one other member of the committee,
all the negotiations with groups in-

terested in acquiring the theater. He
told of offers from Fabian, M-G-M,
Warner Bros., and one in which a

Paramount franchise was offered.

But in no case, except that of 20th
Century-Fox was a first-run fran-

chise available. Retz said that the

20th Century-Fox deal was the best

the committee could obtain and that

it was "not perfect."

Under questioning by Harold P.

Seligson of the Tupton bondholders
committee and Samuel Kramer, rep-

resenting stockholders, Retz showed
unfamiliarity with current earnings
of the property. Retz will take the

witness stand again today.

Wage, and Other Demands
Made by Cleveland Union

Cleveland — A $7 increase over
present wages with $24.50 minimum
for head inspectors and $22.50 for

inspectors was asked today by A. F.

of L. officials in demands presented
to exchange managers. Other re-

quirements are vacation with pay,
continuation of all present privi-

leges, 40-hour week, time and a half

for overtime; also assurance that
new employes join the union with-
in 30 days after being employed.
Answer was requested within a

week. Local branch managers
passed the demands on to their

home offices without comment.

Plans $100,000 Theater
Detroit—Plans for a new 1,200-

seat theater to cost abuot $100,000
have been disclosed by Paul J.

Schlossman, president of Schloss-
man Theaters Co., operating houses
at Muskegon, Mich., in connection
with the Butterfield Circuit.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Of the 1,684 motion pictures im-
ported into Australia during 1936, 1,084
came from the U. S. and 489 from the

United Kingdom.

//

Admission: 25 Cents!
//

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Tony Sudekum, President of the Crescent

Amusement Co., Nashville, Tenn.

As Told to Film Daily

ON Jan. 22, 1914, the Fifth Avenue Theater at Nashville,

which was operated then, as now, by the Crescent Amuse-
ment Co., presented "From the Manger to the Cross," booked for
three days. After much thought, we decided to raise the price
of admission from 5 and 10 cents to
25 cents. The picture was in five

reels, with 80 actors as principals
and over 300 native extras. The
advertising stated that $100,000 was
spent in making the picture.
From the opening day through

the entire week, for the picture was
held over, the crowds were enor-
mous and unusual, in that many
who had never before attended the
showing of motion pictures, edu-
cators and ministers not only were
present, but through the press,

gave endorsement to the undertak-
ing.

There was a deep religious feel-

ing created, and one C. C. Booner
sang and lectured during the show-
ing. His songs were highly praised

and enjoyed.
The venture of putting on such

a tremendous religious spectacle,
back in 1914, and at the then un-
heard of admission price of 25 cents
proved quite thrilling as well as
successful. The newspapers gave
much space to the undertaking, each
daily having at least one editorial.

Since 1914 we have, of course,
presented -in our various theaters
throughout the states where we
have theaters, the outstanding films,

some of them stupendous and spec-
tacular in the extreme, but none
have created more enthusiasm from
our audiences, or given me the gen-
uine thrill and satisfaction that I

received from the presentation of
"From the Manger to the Cross."

Editor's Note: This is the fifth of
a ne'jo feature series. Watch for the
next in an early issue.

Ascap Reorganizing;

Paine to be Gen'l Mgr.

(Continued from Page 1)

tective Association, will become gen-

eral manager of Ascap; Gene Buck,

president, plus two additional men
to be chosen at a meeting this after-

noon, will complete the Administra-

tive Committee.

Harry Fox, of the MPPA, hand-

ling electrical transcription and
other copyright clearances, is re-

ported as slated for chairman of the

Board to succeed Paine.

Unprecedented new business, anti-

Ascap legislation and other matters
are contributory causes to the need
for additional man power.

Nebraska Anti-Ascap Bill

Is Ruled Unconstitutional

Lincoln, Neb.— Passage chances
for the anti-Ascap measure here in

the legislature dimmed considerably
when the unicameral's constitution-
al committee, a legal body of three
passing on every measure before
the session starts final vote, de-
clared if passed the law would be
found unconstitutional because it

takes in too much power.

Theater men and dance operators
were almost to a man backing the
passage. Chances were good on the
passage, too, until the committee
published its findings. It was au-
thored by Senator Frank Brady, a
rancher. He hoped to make the ex-
istence of Ascap, or any similar
society, illegal in Nebraska.

Buying Survey Set At

Allied Regional Meeting

(.Continued from Page 1)

appointed chairman of the survey
body. His associates are: Irving
Dollinger, New Jersey; Jack Whittle,

Sam Soltz, Maryland; Arthur How-
ard, Frank Lydon, Massachusetts;
Charles Olive, Abe Lichtman, Wash-
ington; Joseph Davis, Joseph Shul-
man, Connecticut.

Arthur Price, of Maryland, region-
al vice president, presided. Neither
Abram Myers or Nathan Yamins
were present.

National convention plans, the the-

ater divorce drive and the Pettingell
bill were considered at yesterday's
parley.

Report 2 W. B. Philly Houses

Plan to Use Chance Games

Philadelphia — The Kent and Im-
perial, Warner houses, are reported
planning the use of games of chance
within a fortnight. This would be
the first Warner houses to try
chance games in this zone. The re-

port was received with alarm by in-

dependent operators who hitherto
have had no chance games opposi-
tion from the circuit and feel the
circuit will be in a position to give
bigger prizes. If the reported policy
is successful at these two houses,
others are likely to follow suit.

Serials After 20 Years
Thompsonville, Conn.—C. D. Bur-

bank, exhibitor at the Franklin for
more than 20 years, has introduced
serials and premiums for the first

time.

NEWS OF THE DP
Madison, Kans.—J. B. Woods has

purchased the Madison Theater
from J. M. Hobbs.

Lindon, Kans. — A. M. Johnston
who owns the Rialto Theater here
has gone to Blackwell, Okla., to

take charge of the Bays Theater.
He will continue to operate his

house at Lindon, putting a mana-
ger in charge.

Phillips, Wis.—The Miner Amuse
ment Co. has taken over the Duroy
Theater here, formerly the Idle

Hour, and is also planning the erec-

tion of a new house.

Des Moines — The contract has
been let to P. Larson of Fort Dodge
for the construction of the new Col-
legiate Theater at Ames. The house
is to be completed Sept. 1.

Burlington, Iowa — May 15 has
been set as the opening of the new
Capitol Theater here.

Newell, la. — D. W. Shirley has
taken over the Newell Theater.

Des Moines— A new theater is

being constructed at Lake Mills by
D. W. Shirley. H. A. Anderson of

Manly is building a new theater at

St. Ansgar.

Thompsonville, Conn.—Peter Pa-
rokas, New Britain exhibitor, has
started construction activity on a
980-seat theater. National Theater
Supply has the chair, booth equip-

ment and screen contracts, with
William Hutchins supervising per-

sonally. August 15 is set as the

tentative opening date for the

house. The C. D. Burbanks oper-

ate the Franklin in this city.

Newton, Mass.—Work has been
started on a new 1,200-seat, $175,-

000 theater and store building at

1300 Washington St., West New-
ton. The general contractors are

Piatt Construction Co., Inc., of

Cambridge.

Provincetown, Mass.—The Wharf
Theater will open its doors for the

summer season on July 1 under the

management of Neil McFee.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER,
Do you remain in your office aK—"'

through a showing? or do you circulate,

watch the manifold operations in run-
ning theater, and mingle with your pa-
trons, learn their names, find out their

likes and dislikes?



M-G-M's "CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS"



A MIGHTY BOX-OFFICE TRIUMPH!
For months the undercurrent rumors that seep

from Hollywood to the world have proclaimed

something truly phenomenal in M-G-M's new,

great enterprise "CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS."
These reports have prepared the public for what

they now know, that M-G-M again delivers to

the screen an immortal motion picture! Compare

it to the Greatest of the Screen, to "Mutiny on

the Bounty" and to others of mighly stature and

it towers above them all. In "CAPTAINS COUR-
AGEOUS" is not alone the glorious spectacular

magic of the screen but the beauty of human

relationships that make it an entertainment for

thrilled audiences to take close to their hearts.

The campaign of presentation to the public ex-

ceeds in every phase of promotion fanything

M-G-M has ever done to insure record business.
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"JUttW from UoHiuwood. "Ms />

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"DING CROSBY, John Howard,
Frank Vreeland, Sam Frey, Har-

lan Thompson, Karl Struss, Wally
Westmore, Ralph Jester and Dick
Love will he among the entrants in

Paramount's annual doubles tourna-
ment at the Los Angeles Tennis
Club April 11. Frey is managing
the tournament.

T t
On the Beverly marquee: "Nancy

Steele Is Missing," "The Man Who
Found Himself."

t
Two men on a horse, Jack Cum-

mings and Georgie Stoll, of M-G-M,
forgot to bet on their jointly owned
nag. In its first win, the horse,
"Dark Accent," romped home by
eight lengths and paid off $25.80.

T T
Johnny Arthur, who has appeared

in more than 200 eccentric roles on
the stage and screen, is playing the
leading comedy part in Harold Bell

Wright's "It Happened Out West,"
which Howard Bretherton is direct-

ing for Principal Productions. Paul
Kelly, who, as a six-year-old boy,
appeared in the first western film

ever produced, is playing the male
lead. Opposite him is Judith Al-
len.

Nathaniel W. * Finston, M-G-M
music head, spent the week-end
looking for tunes in San Francisco
libraries that were popular in the
'49 gold camps. He wants them for
"Girl of the Golden West."

» T T
Walter Wanger has signed Wal-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 71 • • •
CID ROGELL. RKO Studio Manager. Born at St. Joseph, Missouri, January

16, 1900. Educated at North Central High School, Spokane, Wash.—later

becoming a secretary for the Braden Copper Co.

in Chile. Crossing the Andes, he arrived in

Buenos Aires and joined the staff of the United

Press, subsequently entering the music publish-

ing business when "Dardanella" was the rage.

North of the equator once again, he entered

film biz as a production manager, assistant di-

rector and general factotum for Harry Joe Brown
Productions. Next, production manager for

Charles R. Rogers Productions. Thence to Pathe

Studios as production manager, to Warner
Brothers as a producer, to Columbia in the same
capacity until assuming his present post. De-
spite the mass of studio problems confronting

him, he still finds time for swimming, golf.

ter Bullock and Harold Spina to
compose special music for the Wan-
ger production, "52nd Street." They
are working along with Grover
Jones, who is writing the original.

T T T

"Good Old Soak" is announced as
final title of M-G-M's screen version
of the Don Marquis play, "The Old
Soak." Wallace Beery has the title

role.

T
Harold Adamson and Jimmy Mc-

Hugh have just had their contract
renewed for another term period at

Universal City.

t

Suzanne Larson, 12-year-old Min-
neapolis singing discovery, will

make her screen debut in an original
story by Arthur Sheekman and Dal-
ton Trumbo titled "B Above High
C." This film, incidentally, will
mark Norman Krasna's debut as
producer at the M-G-M lot.

T
Warners have succeeded in locat-

ing Errol Flynn in Spain and in-

forming him his services are re-
quired back on the lot for "The Per-
fect Specimen," based on Samuel
Hopkins Adams's novel, and he is

expected to sail for the U. S. short-
ly.

T T

Advance Pictures, Inc. has signed
Margaret Morris for its series of
1937-38 action features.

Casting assignments: M-G-M

—

Frank Morgan, "The Emperor's Can-
dlesticks" ; Universal—William B.
Davidson, "The Road Back"; Colum-
bia—Grace Bradley, Ruth Donnelly,
"Blazing Glory"; Victor Kilian, Ian
Wolfe, "League of Frightened Men";
Wanger—Hedda Hopper, "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938"; W. B.

—

Leonard Mudie, "The Deep South";
Paramount—Francisco Moran, Yola
D'Avril, "I Met Him in Paris";
Florence Gill, Priscilla Moran,
"Mountain Music"; Nora Cecil, "A
Night of Mystery."

Grady Sutton is now en route
to St. Petersburg, Florida, where he
will spend a month's vacation with
his family. It is his first trip home
in five years. Sutton recently com-
pleted a featured comedy role in
the Republic picture, "Dangerous
Holiday."

Abe Meyer has been signed by
Condor Pictures to supervise the
music for the current George Hirli-
man production, "The Gold Racket,"
starring Conrad Nagel. Meyer has
also been assigned to the current
Ken Maynard production for Con-
dor, now being filmed.

Owen Francis has been signed by
Monogram to write the treatment
of "Federal Bullets," novel by Ma-
jor George Fielding Eliot for which
Lon Young will serve as associate
producer.

Condor's Wild Horse Film

May be Distributed by GN

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "King of the Sier-

ras," just purchased by Condor Pic-

tures, may be released by Grand
National through a deal now being

discussed with Edward L. Alperson,

GN president. Frank Gay, author

of the original story in which the

leading roles are to be enacted by
wild horses, the human actors being
only incidental to the script, will

be associate producer to M. H. Hoff-

man, Sr., who will produce for Con-
dor. W. Scott Darling will adapt
and Arthur Rosson will direct.

Music Replacing Gunplay
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Public demand for mu-

sical relief from the thrills of western
.' Vtion drama, as reported by exhibitors,
'

/as led to the adoption of scripts in-

cluding at least four or five cow-coun-
try ballads for all future Tex Rirrer

westerns to be produced by Edward Fin-
ney for Grand National.

Exhibs. advise that present-day kid

audiences prefer more singing and in-

strumental music in westerns and less

of the old fashioned gun-play.

Theater Building Spurts

in Southern Territory

New Orleans — Construction and

new theater activity in the territory

took an upward spurt this week with

actual building and plans for build-

ing reported from several sectors.

John Caldwell is said to be building

at Berwick, Miss.

J. W. Watt, owner of the Strand

Theater at Oil City, La., destroyed

by fire, reopened a new house there

this week. The new building, mod-

ern in every respect, seats about 600

and is said to have cost $22,000.

Joe Hurd has a series of construc-
tions under way at De Quincey, Sul-

phur, Miss., and West Monroe, La.

Strand Enterprises are said to have
plans for negro houses at Clarks-

dale, Greenwood and Greenville,

Miss., while the Alexander interests

may go into Durant, Miss.

A new house is also scheduled for

Junction City on the Louisiana-Ar-
kansas state line, and the Joy The-
aters may build at Delhi, Miss. Tom
Bailey of Atlanta is to open negro
houses in Pensacola, Fla., Mobile,

Ala., and New Orleans.

Emporia Times Editor

Named as Film Censor

Kansas City, Mo.— Gov. Walter
A. Huxman of Kansas has an-
nounced the appointment of Miss
Mae Clausen of Emporia as chair-

man of the state board of review
which has charge of the censoring
of motion pictures. Miss Clausen
will succeed Mrs. W. R. Stubbs of

Lawrence, widow of a former Kan-
sas Governor, and chairman of the
censor board during the Landon
administration. Miss Clausen, who
held the same position until four
years ago, has recently been editor

of the Emporia Times.

Buffalo Variety Club to

Dine Walsh and Boasberg

Buffalo—Sydney Samson of TCF
and Nicholas J. Basil of Basil

Brothers' Theaters head a Variety
Club committee arranging a testi-

monial dinner April 12 for Thomas
J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg of

RKO. Walsh, manager here since

last October, when he came from
Salt Lake City, has resigned to join

Comerford Theaters in Scranton,
Pa., while Boasberg, Syracuse ter-

ritory salesman for several years,

has been promoted to the manager-
ship.

Intermountain Theaters

Planning Improvements

Salt Lake City — Intermountain
Theaters, Inc., is planning a gen-
eral program of improvements and
addition of new equipment to a
number of houses in Utah, Idaho
and Montana, according to Harry
David, vice-president and general
manager, just back from the Para-
mount partners meeting at Miami
Beach, Fla.

ITOA Complaint is Drawn
in Score Charge Action

Complaint is being drawn in be-
half of the I. T. O. A. in connection
with its contemplated action against
major distributors seeking to recov-
er monies paid for score charges.
The unit holds a regular meeting

tomorrow at the Hotel Astor.

"Exit March" on Films

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Future Principal features

will be equipped with a 90-second mu-
sical trailer at the conclusion, it is

announced by President Sol Lesser, who
says the innovation is designed to elim-

inate the awkward period of silence be-

tween performances in theaters.
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Peter Lorre in

"Think Fast, Mr. Moto"
with Virginia Field, Thomas Beck, Sig

Rumann, Murray Kinnell

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox 70 mins.

NEW TYPE OF DETECTIVE PLUS RAPID

ACTION AND WELL MAINTAINED SUS-

PENSE MAKE THIS AN ENTERTAINING

MYSTERY FILM.

A very interesting and entertaining detec-

tive is this little Japanese, Mr. Moto. Small

in stature, meek in character, but fast as

a flash with a gun, an expert at jiu-jitsu,

and slick at cards, he is a new type of

sleuth. Peter Lorre personifies the charac-

ter perfectly. The screenplay by Howard

Ellis Smith and Norman Foster from a story

by J. P. Marquand is suspense from begin-

ning to end. Until Moto reveals his true

role one is never sure of his real identity

or purpose. Action situations keep things

moving at a fast clip and a well worked

out romance between Virginia Field and

Thomas Beck gives the piece variety. The

cast is well chosen, with Sig Rumann, Mur-

ray Kinnell, J. Carroll Naish, George Cooper

and Lotus Long carrying important roles.

Regular audiences should find it very en-

joyable fare and the mystery fans espe-

cially will find it something a little dif-

ferent. Norman Foster's direction conveys

the tone of sure understanding of his mate-

rial. The picture is well mounted through-

out and in every sense is a credit to Sol

Wurtzel, its producer. Thomas Beck, on

leaving San Francisco, is given a letter by

his father to deliver to Murray Kinnell in

Shanghai. Beck is entering the service of

his father's shipping company and Kinnell

is his Shanghai manager. On board, Beck

meets Peter Lorre, Mr. Moto. In San Fran-

cisco, Lorre was disguised as a street ped-

dler. On ship he throws a man overboard.

His general conduct causes one to be very

suspicious of him. Beck falls in love with

Virginia Field, a fellow passenger, but be-

fore reaching Shanghai, she disappears. Beck

delivers the letter to Kinnell and turns

out to be a blank sheet. The boy insists

upon finding the girl and in so doing comes

to the International House which is op-

erated by Rumann. On the way he meets

Lorre who joins him. Kinnell is also a

member of the party. There Lorre discov-

ers Rumann and Kinnell are partners in

smuggling, and Lorre reveals himself as a

merchant who ran down the outfit, as their

operations were ruining his legitimate busi-

ness.

Cast: Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Thomas

Beck, Sig Rumann, Murray Kinnell, John

Rogers, Lotus Long, George Cooper, J. Car-

roll Naish, Fredrik Vogeding.

Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Di-

rector. Norman Foster; Author, J. P. Mar-

quand; Screenplay, Howard Ellis Smith, Nor-

man Foster; Cameraman, Harry Jackson,

A.S.C. ; Art Director, Lewis Creber; Editor,

Alex Troffey; Recording Engineers, George

Leverett, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Di-

rector, Samuel Kaylin; Song by Sidney Clare,

Harry Akst.

Direction, Fine Photography, Excellent.

"Week-End
Millionaire"

with Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian

Gaumont British 63 mins.

LIGHT COMEDY FROM BRITISH STU-
DIO HOLDS ONLY FAIR INTEREST IN

LOOSELY KNIT STORY.

The principal appeal in this British Al-

liance film is the fact that Buddy Rogers

and Mary Brian are the featured players.

They work heroically to carry the interest,

but it sags often in a formula story that

has been done many times before with the

usual variations on the Cinderella theme.

Rogers, a poor clerk in Paris, is sent by his

employer to the bank just before noon to

deposit several million francs. His taxi

collides with that of a mannequin (Mary

Brian) who is posing for her employer as

a countess to help put over his dress shop

which he is trying to sell to some wealthy

man. The clerk finds the bank closed af-

ter his delay, so puts up at a swell hotel,

being mistaken for his wealthy boss, and

the satchel of money confirming it. So

the romance goes between the supposed

wealthy young man and the beautiful man-

nequin countess, both kidding each other

along and having a wonderful time. Comes

Monday morn, and the hero finds the bank

closed for lack of funds. His heavy de-

posit saves the situation, they make him a

director, he gets the girl, and no hero

could ask for more.

Cast: Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian, W. H.

Berry, John Harwood, Norah Gale, Billy Mil-

ton, Charles Carlson, Aubrey Mallalieu,

Veronica Rose.

Director, Arthur Woods; Screenplay, Jack

Davies, Geoffrey Kerr, Max Kester; Editor,

George Black, Jr.; Cameraman, Ronal

Neame.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
Paramount Pictorial No. P6-8

Paramount 10 mins.

Excellent Variety

One of the strangest of natural
phenomena—the incredible rise and
fall of the tide in the Bay of Fundy,
Novia Scotia,—is vividly portrayed
in the initial sequence of this di-

verting reel. Twice daily the mighty
tide ebbs and flows, and through
the centuries it has influenced the
life of the province's inhabitants.

Tidal rises of 60 feet are not un-
common, and 70-foot rises have been
known when storms sweep the nar-
row mouth of the Bay. Fishermen's
boats, and even great freighters, at

full tide, float on deep water; but
shortly they are resting on land.

Hawaii, home of the rainbow, is

shown in Technicolor, and magni-
ficent photography it is of seascapes
and landscapes, with rainbows arch-
ing into the skies. Finally audiences
meet the Seven Lorias who wind
up the footage by rendering native
Mexican songs and demonstrating
the Rhumba, plus offering their in-

terpretation of an American pop
song. Since the Lorias are all broth-

"Elephant Boy" I

United Artists 85 mins.

UNUSUAL JUNGLE STORY HOLDS
CHIEF INTEREST FOR THE JUVENILES
AND THRILL FANS.

Primarily made for the youngsters, with

its principal character a young East Indian

lad of some 12 years who acts as the trainer

of an enormous elephant that had been in

his family for generations. This kid named
Sabu is very natural and appealing, speaking

in his broken English and never overacting.

He and his father join an elephant hunting

expedition organized by an Englishman.

The father is killed by a tiger, and they

are about to send the boy back to civiliza-

tion when the elephant goes temporarily

berserk, and charges toward the camp. The

boy's power over the great beast stops him,

and thus he earns his right to continue as

master of the beast without his father's

aid. The entire action leads up to the wild

elephant drive. The herd is encountered

through the efforts of the boy, who sneaks

off with his big charge when he fears they

are going to kill the elephant for maiming

a native who was cruel to it. In the jungle

the lad comes upon a herd of wild ele-

phants. As the rest of the expedition find

him, he is instrumental in bringing the

wild herd into captivity with the help of

his faithful elephant. The photography is

very striking, and the artistic hand of Di-

rector Robert Flaherty can be seen here.

Many natives form the principal part of the

cast, with several English actors taking the

part of natives to carry the speaking parts.

The actor who plays the part of the famous

hunter and head of the expedition (Walter

Hudd) is about the only white actor visible

throughout the film. The action is built

almost entirely around the activities of the

native boy, following the original story by

Rudyard Kipling.

Cast: Sabu, W. E. Holloway, Walter Hudd,

Allan Jeayes, Bruce Gordon, D. J. Williams,

Hyde White.

Directors, Robert Flaherty, Zoltan Korda;

Screenplay, John Collier; Editor, Charles

Crichton; Cameraman, Osmond Borradaile.

Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.

ers, all musicians, and range from
o-years old upward, their act is

novel and amusing.

El Brendel in

"Super Snoopers"

Columbia 20 mins.

A Howl
This one is a comedy of blunders

with the dumb acts of El Brendel
as an amateur detective and Monty
Collins as a police officer supposed
to furnish the laughs as they try
to run down a gang of bank thieves.
The capture of the gang comes as
a crashing surprise at the finale.

Here is a unique team of comics dif-

ferent from anything ever seen in

pictures. They play their dumb
roles with disarming naturalness,
and the comedy plot and gags fit in

perfectly. Story by Ewart Adam-
son. Produced by Jules White. Di-
rected by Preston Black.

"Headline Crasher"
with Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond, Muriel

Evans

Conn Pictures 58 mins.

GOOD ACTION MELLER KEEPS CHURN-
ING OUT THE THRILLS IN GANGSTER-
NEWSPAPER YARN.

This fast-moving action thriller will please

the thrill fans old and voung, for it has

young Frankie Darro as the principal char-

acter, backed up by the work of a news-
paper reporter (Kane Richmond) and Muriel

Evans as the secretary to the Senator who
is Frankie's father, played by Richard

Tucker. Frankie gives a girl a lift to an

airport in his car, and later it is discovered

that she is a moll making a getaway for a

gang of bank robbers. The gang is headed
by Scariotti (John Merton), who has sworn
to get the Senator for sending him to jail

for a long sentence. So with the help of

an unscrupulous newspaper playing poli-

tics, and trying to defeat the Senator for

re-election, they get at him through his son,

sending Richmond as the reporter to write

up the youngster and ridicule the father

through the boy's habit of always trying to

help the underdog. It works out into some
really tense situations, with the reporter

finally seeing the light, and joining forces

with the senator's secretary to save the

boy's father from being put on the spot

by the gang. Directed by Les Goodwins
with snap.

Cast: Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond,

Muriel Evans, John Merton, Richard Tucker,

Edward Earle, Jack Ingram, Charles King,

Dick Curtis, Eddie Kaye, Eleanor Stewart,

Harry Harvey, John Ward, Walter Clinton,

Henry Hall, Wayne Bumpus, Bunny Bran-

son, Ray Martin.

Producer, Maurice Conn; Director, Les

Goodwins; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screen-

play, Harry O. Hoyt, Sherman Lowe; Editor,

Martin C Cohn; Cameraman, Gilbert War-
rentorv

Direction, Snappy. Photography, Okay.

Jacques Fray and His Orchestra

(Melody Master)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Classy

Classy presentation of a band
with ritzy settings and specialty
numbers of feature calibre. Jacques
Fray puts his ork through several
numbers, "Poinciana" being the fea-
tured one, and a pip. Andrea Marsh
sings. Andy and Louis Carr do an
eccentric dance. Finishes with a
dance ensemble beautifully handled.
This one is done with refinement,
and gets far away from the cheap
swing atmosphere, with harmonies
that are real melodies. Directed by
Roy Mack.

"Little Maestro"

(Tabloid Musical)

M -G "M
„., "•©

This one is a screen tryout for
little Jerry Bergen, who is being
built up as a sort of successor to

Chaplin as a comedy pantomimist.
Bergen says nothing throughout the

{Continued on Following Page)
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"Mile A Minute Love"
with William Bakewell, Arietta Duncan,

Duncan Renaldo

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Ace Pictures 64 mins.

WELL DIRECTED BLENDING OF COM-
EDY AND ROMANCE THAT WILL SATIS-
FY THE ACTION FANS.

This will satisfy the action fans. It has

been well directed by Elmer Clifton, who

blended the action, comedy and romance.

William Bakewell and Arietta Duncan are

the young lovers, whose romance is made

difficult at times by Duncan Renaldo, a

phoney Count. Vivien Oakland, a gushy

widow, and Etta McDaniels, a cook, do

good work in furnishing the comedy. Wil-

fred Lucas and Earle Douglas are among

the principals. Renaldo, posing as a wealthy

European manufacturer, wins the confidence

of Lucas, rich sportsman and father of Ar-

ietta. To get Bakewell, a young inventor,

in bad with Lucas, Renaldo forges Lucas'

name to a $200 check and has it turned

over to Bakewell, who cashes it, but it is

in payment for damages to his motorboat.

Renaldo agrees to pilot Lucas' boat in a

race against Bakewell and two others. Ren-

aldo has his henchman, Douglas, tamper
with Bakewell's boat, and near the finish-

ing line, Bakewell loses control of his craft.

Many complications follow, but Bakewell

manages to expose Renaldo as a forger

wanted by the police. Fanchon Royer is

the producer.

Cast: William Bakewell, Arietta Duncan,
Duncan Renaldo, Vivien Oakland, Wilfred

Lucas, Earle Douglas, Etta McDaniels.

Producer, Fanchon Royer; Director, Elmer
Clifton; Author, Duncan Renaldo; Screen-

play, Edwin Anthony; Cameraman, Arthur
Martinelli; Editor, Edward Schroeder.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

skit, his comedy antics carrying
what laughs there are—and they
are pretty scarce. The material
furnished the dwarf comic is very
flat. He enters the kitchen of a
nite club with his violin case, and
the chef thinks he is a starving mu-
sical genius, and feeds him up and
gets him a spot with the floor show.
He crashes in on the routine of a
ritzy dance team and does his pan-
tomime antics. Later he plays his
violin and goes into a comedy rou-
tine. His work is so lousy that the
manager has him thrown out.
Again an outcast, he picks up a
mongrel dog and does the Chaplin-
eg^ue touch by handing the dog a

1

1—isen bone he had filched. This
(Ly misses with a pointless story
and a poor Chaplin imitation when
the pint-size comic seems good
enough to get somewhere on his own
original technique. Directed by Jo-
seph Sherman.

"Bulldog Drummond
Escapes"

with Ray Milland, Sir Guy Standing, Heather
Angel, Porter Hall, Reginald Denny,

E. E. Clive

Paramount 67 mins.

CRIME THRILLER WHOSE STORY,
STUDDED WITH ACTION AND RO
MANCE, WILL PLEASE BOTH SEXES.

Ray Milland carries along with dash and
verve the best traditions of the story book
and screen detective, Bulldog Drummond.
In the title role, Milland is more audacious

than scientifically skilled as an investiga-

tor, but he gets his man, and the latter's

sinister henchmen, all of whom are banded

together in a many-faceted series of oper-

ations which include murder, counterfeiting

and holding pretty Heather Angel a pris-

oner in a eerie manor house not far from

London. Men and women patrons alike

will enjoy the romantic, rough-and-tumble

episodes, with love vieing with peril, and

chivalry with villiany. James Hogan's direc-

tion is well paced, while considerable credit

for the sequences' effectiveness goes to

Victor Milner whose lens captures the in-

teresting action despite the fact that the

atmosphere is purposely fog-filled. It is

the presence of the damp and dank rolling

mists that makes chills and thrills of the

story so punchy. Porter Hall as the sin-

ister arch-criminal; Reginald Denny as Mil-

land's pal; Sir Guy Standing, as the clever,

thorough and well-poised Scotland Yard

chieftain, are skillfully cast. The other

players too give excellent characterizations.

Cast: Ray Milland, Sir Guy Standing,

Heather Angel, Porter Hall, Reginald Denny,

E. E. Clive, Fay Holden, Walter Kingsford,

Patrick Kelly, Charles McNaughton, Clyde

Cook, Frank Elliott.

Director, James Hogan; Authors, H. C.

(Sapper) McNeile, Gerard Fairlie; Screen-

play, Edward T. Lowe; Cameraman, Victor

Milner; Editor, William Shea.

Direction, Well-paced. Photography, Ef-

fective.

Babe Ruth in

"Home Run On the Keys"

(Vitaphone Novelty)

Vitaphone 9 mins.

Fair

A melange of baseball atmos-
phere, with Babe Ruth featured as
a gentleman going in for the crea-
tive arts, such as writing songs and
romancing about his exploits in the
field of swat. With the help of Zez
Confrey and Byron Gay he turns
out a song called "Home Run On
the Keys," which is played on the
piano at a special broadcasting.
Superimposed flashes of baseball
players swatting the ball as the
song is played give it the proper
baseball atmosphere. It's fair. Di-
rected by Roy Mack.

Rewinders Get Increase

New Haven — RKO rewinders
were given a 10 per cent increase in
wages this week.

Johnny Mack Brown in

"Lawless Land"
Republic 57 mins.

LACK OF ORIGINALITY AND SUS-
PENSE HANDICAP ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE OF THIS ROUTINE WESTERN.

This production is thoroughly unoriginal,

and consequently lacking in suspense.
There is the handsome Texas Ranger, the
pretty girl, her father who is murdered
by the villain who seeks her hand, the
running-down of the killer and his clique,

and the successful termination of the

romance between the girl and the heroic

arm-of-the-law suitor. Toss in the inevit-

able spice of intrigue, the clattering of

horses' hoofs, and the staccato barking of

guns, and that is the story and nothing
but the story. Johnny Mack Brown is a

pleasing figure, and the pretty, diminu-
tive Louise Stanley enacts her role of the
heroine with more naturalness and con-
viction than is usually the case when pret-

tiness and prairie lands are fused. The
direction is somewhat spotty and the pho-
tography only fair.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Louise Stan-
ley, Ted Adarns, Julian Rivero, Horace
Murphy, Frank Ball, Edward Cassidy, Ana
Camargo.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Albert
Ray Author, Andrew Bennison; Screenplay,
Andrew Bennison, Cameraman, Jack Green-
haigh; Editor, S. Roy Luby.

Direction, Spotty. Photography, Faz'r.

Hamilton United Theaters'

36 Net Shows $6,000 Gain

Toronto, Ont.— Hamilton United
Theaters, Ltd., showed gross profits
of $77,392 for the 53 weeks ending
Jan. 2, 1937, compared to $70,133
over preceding 52 weeks. Net
profit was $53,496, compared with
$47,490 in 1935.
Sum of $33,486, equal to 4% per

cent, was paid on 7 per cent pre-
ferred stock, making arrears of $14
per share, or approximately $110,-
000 as at Nov. 5, 1936. An earned
surplus of $67,365 was carried for-
ward into 1937.
Annual general and special gen-

eral shareholders' meetings will be
held in Toronto Friday, when share-
holders will be asked to approve
by-law providing for decrease in
authorized capital from $3,000,000
to $1,080,000, by reducing par value
of 80,000 common shares from $25
to $1 per share. At present there
are $1,200,500 of the $25 par-value
common stock and $787,900 of the
7 per cent preferred stock outstand-
ing. They will also be asked to
approve writing down of good-will,
franchises, etc., from $1,310,188 to
$157,709.

Mansfield Co. Cuts Capital
Montreal—Mansfield Theater Co.

has reduced capital from $1,750,000
to $750,000 by reducing par value
of common stock from $100 to $1
per share. The company now has
7,500 cumulative preferred shares
of $100 par value, and 10,000 com-
mon shares of $1 par value.

IF It Has
Anything
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Pictures

You'll Find

It In The

Year Book
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FOUR STUDIO UNIONS

GET 10 P.O. RAISE

(Continued from Pane 1)

Casey, studio labor head, made
known yesterday. Close to 15,000

men are affected.

The wage boost represented on a

compromise on the terms sought by
the unions, which are signatories to

the basic studio pact. The American
Federation of Musicians, the other

signatory to the agreement did not

receive a wage rise. The agreement
was negotiated between the Interna-

tional presidents of the unions and

the producers' committee.
Recognition of the Screen Actors'

Guild is still under discussion, Casey
said. Details of the conditions un-

der which the laborers may come
under the agreement also remain to

be worked out, according to Casey.

The International Brotherhood of

Painters was offered recognition by

the producers upon recommendation
of the labor group under the same
conditions as they enjoyed prior to

their withdrawal from the basic stu-

dio agreement in 1932. The paint-

ers rejected this proposal, though

Casey pointed out that they would

have received a 10 per cent wage in-

crease if they had acceded.

Kenneth Thompson, executive sec-

retary of the Screen Actors' Guild,

said that he and Casey conferred

yesterday and would probably meet
again today.
"We are still talking," he said.

"The outlook is more favorable than

it has been hitherto.

Thompson said he may go back

to the coast with Casey because the

working out of an agreement for

the Guild was a complicated prob-

lem.

Vitaphone Studio Summer
Recess Starts in June

Vitaphone studio will begin its

summer recess late in June, about

the 25th, when the plant will sus-

pend normal operations for a two
months' period. Sam Sax, in charge

of the studio, sails on the 26th on

the Rex for a vacation abroad.

Next month Sax, at conferences

with Gradwell L. Sears and Norman
Moray, will lay out the Vitaphone
program for 1937-38.

Kaplan Buys Auditorium

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Upon default

by the Rev. E. Howard Cadle, In-

dianapolis, on his $70,000 bid for

purchase of the Shrine Auditorium,

it was sold to Joseph H. Kaplan, of

the Kaplan Realty Co., for $52,500

cash. Frank A. Biemer will con-

tinue as manager.

To Operate on Herbert
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With his physicians

advising Hugh Herbert that a minor
operation was necessary, actor has

withdrawn from the cast of "Ever

Since Eve". Frank McHugh re-

places.

The Foreign Field
<*> News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Paris Film Notes

Paris — Radio-Cinema, formerly

representative of RKO pictures,

will distribute during 1937-38 the
product of Republic pictures. . . A
group of literary luminaries and
renowned artists, assembled under
the auspices of the trade paper La
Critique Cinematographique, have
selected "Le Coupable" as the best
picture of 1936. . . . The 40-hour
week is now operating in the cin-

ema industry which has employed
during the past year 14,000 persons
belonging to all branches of the
cinema industry. . . . The ministry
of agriculture will make pictures
only in 16 mm. size. . . . Eric von
Stroheim will appear in another
picture entitled "The Grand Illu-

sion" which will be directed by Jean
Renoir. . . . Upon her return from
Hollywood, Mistinquette announc-
ed that, an American enterprise has
engaged her to appear in a picture
to be made next fall in the Amer-
ican movie capital. She refused to

divulge the name of the company.

. . . Cidalc, an international group
of literary and artistic luminaries
presided over by the poet Helene
Vacaresco, has given its 1937 gold
medal to Erich Pommer's produc-
tion, "The Invincible Armada".

2 Books by Mrs. Flaherty
London— Two books written by

Mrs. Robert Flaherty, wife of the
film director, while on location in

India making London Films' "Ele-
phant Boy" will be published within
the next few weeks. One is a chil-

dren's book, "Sabu, the Elephant
Boy," to be issued by Oxord Uni-
versity Press, and the other is

"Elephant Dance" which will be
brought out by Scribners. Both books
will be fully illustrated with "stills"

from the film which opens at the
Rialto Theater on March 30.

French-Italian Cinema Accord
Rome—The New Cinema accord

between Italy and France will per-
mit the latter to export every three
months 12 pictures in exchange for
eight Italian productions. One-
third of the receipts from French
pictures will be reemployed in

Italian studios. The number of
productions will be increased if the
circumstance warrant it.

Words and Wisd

SHRINKAGE: It's dangerous to

announce you are going to make
a "big" picture. Sometimes a small,
unambitious idea turns out to have
some freshness which makes it grow
to a super before you've finished.
Sometimes a picture scheduled for
huge-scale production shrinks to
nothing under your hand.—AL-
BERT LEWIN.

Loder to Act in French
Brussels—John Loder will ap-

pear for the first time in a Bel-
gian picture entitled "The Men
Smugglers", which will also afford
the English actor his first role in

French.

Six New Film Theaters

Operating in Carolinas

Charlotte, N. C—LSix new houses
are operating in the Carolinas, it is

reported here. They are the Harnett
at Dunn, operated by Worth Stew-
art; the Ritz at Tabor, recently

opened by J. F. Anderson; the Edis-

to, opened by J. T. Green at Branch-
ville, S. C; the Norwood at Nor-
wood, E. C., operated by G. L. Taw
and R. A. Goodman; and the two
houses, at Fair Bluff and La Grange,
operated respectively by I. M. Scott

and E. L. Swinson.
Among the transfers reported are

the Freemont at Freemont, from W.
E. Huff to W. A. Flowers; the Prin-

cess at Mocksville, from J. A. Dan-
iel to J. C. Hester; the Ritz at Snow
Hill, from Lowell G. Taylor to C. J.

Hughes; the Coastal at Ridgeland,

S. C, from Eugene Mills to R. C.

Dean, and the Strand at Edgefield,

S. C, from Albert Berelowitz to Ed-
wards and Outzs

Three Ind. Houses Dark
Indianapolis—Closings in this area

include: The Liberty at Pierceton,

the Princess at Thorntown and the

Summitville, at Summitville, Ind.

Briskin Lines Up Stars

for Temple Israel Show

IVtst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—S. J. Briskin, vice-

president in charge of production
for RKO Radio Pictures, acting as
chairman of the committee in charge
of the tenth annual Temple Israel

benefit program, anounces that Ed-
die Cantor and Sophie Tucker have
joined the stars who will appear
on the bill at the Hollywood Pan-
tages Theater at midnight, April 10.

Milton Berle and Parkyakarkus,
from Briskin's own studio, will be
in the array of benefit talent, as

will George Burns, Grade Allen,

Bob Burns, Martha Raye, Benny
Rubin, Fred Keating, Judge Hugo
Straight, Bert Gordon, Ella Logan
and Borah Minevitch with his Har-
monica Rascals. Orchestra will be
conducted by Leo Forbstein, recent

Academy award winner.

Gina Malo to Wed Brent

London (By Cable)—Gina Malo,

U. S. film and musical comedy ac-

tress, and Romney Brent, dramatist

and actor, will wed here within the

fortnight.

Detroit's Five Radio Stations Form Net to Plug Film

Detroit—Something new in the way of a one-city network took shape here when

Earl Hudson United Detroit Theaters' publicity director, hooked up the five local

stations to plug the Michigan Theater's "Waikiki Wedding." Program originated

at WXYZ.

Vocal "Tricks": We cannot eradi-
cate certain characteristics in our
speech. I always wanted to play
the type of role I am doing now, but
I believe it was my voice and
"tricks" of speech that convinced
producers in the end, not my argu-
ments.—MYRNA LOY.

Chorus Girls: The girls in Broad-
way shows wouldn't get an extra's
job in Hollywood. They lack good
looks and personality, both essential
to the movie chorus girl. — ROY
DEL RUTH.

Thought-Shapers: The value of
the motion picture is just begin-
ning to be realized in America. If

producers maintain and improve the
present high standards . . . pic-

tures will share the work and re-

sponsibility of teachers and preach-
ers and shapers of thought for the
American people.—MRS. WILLIAM
DICK SPORBORG.

Competition: Film cartoons are
making things harder for comed-
ians. Mere humans can't compete
with Donald Duck; they have to

abandon slapstick and develop other
brands of comedy. The most suc-

cessful is the type of humor which
emanates from life itself.—CICELY
COURTNEIDGE.

Topsy-Turvyland: When stranger
things happen they will occur in

Hollywood. When I went there I

was prepared to be anything else

but a he-man. All my other quali-

fications were studied, carefully, too,

but they made me a heavy in a

Tom Mix film. — GEORGE BAN-
CROFT.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM (DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Florey, di

recting "Mountain Music", was
burned on the hand when, in light

ing a cigaret, he accidentally caused

a box of matches to explode.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Burbank—Recovered from fl&V*"
tack of influenza which forcd- ' .er

to quit the Warner Bros, studios for

a vacation in the desert at La Quin-

ta. Bette Davis has returned ready

to begin work in "That Certain Wo-
man."
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RCA Will Market Television Trans

TEN CENTS

oratus

SEE NOJORE THEATER DIVORCE BILLSJHJS YEAR

Majors Fail to Agree on N. Y. Sales Tax Appeal Move
Have Until April 25 to Reach

Decision on Next
Step

Counsel of major companies at a
meeting at the Hays office yesterday,
again failed to reach an agreement
as to whether or not they will ap-
peal from the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals ruling finding that the New
York city 2 per cent sales tax applies
to film deals with houses in the city

proper. They have until April 25 to

seek re-argument on the case.

Another conference may be held
within a few days although no defi-

nite plans have been made for such
a meeting.

RGA 1ST QUART. NET

MAY HIT $2,200,000

RCA reports estimated net earn-
ings of $2,200,000 after all charges
but before payment of preferred
dividends, for the first quarter of

1937, compared to profit of $1,287,-

000 in the corresponding period of

1936, David Sarnoff, RCA president,

announced yesterday.

After deducting $808,000 for pre-

ferred dividend charges, the net for
(Continued on Page 6)

Casey and Thompson Are

Continuing Negotiations

Pat Casey, studio labor head, said

yesterday that he was "still nego-
tiating" with Kenneth Thompson,
executive secretary of the Screen
Actors' Guild. Casey said he could

give no indication of the time the
(Continued on Page 6)

Giveaways As Duals

Detroit—And now it's games as

dual;. Burton London's Beacon Theater
is pioneering with Screeno and Bank
Night as a double giveaway.

Invite Sales Managers to Hobiitzelle Meet in Galveston
Employees of the Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell theater circuits will hold a meeting at Gal-

veston April 25-27, inclusive, with attendance of about 125 indicated. Operating and
other polices will be discussed. Various sales managers have been invited to attend
the sessions.

Name Buck, Mills, Caesar, Bernstein,

Fischer as Ascap Administrative Com.
Ascap board of directors yester-

day set up an administrative com-
mittee of five including Gene Buck,
E. C. Mills, Irving Caesar, Louis
Bernstein and Walter Fischer to

exercise general supervision over the
affairs of the association.

John G. Paine, trustee of the Mu-
sic Publishers' Protective Ass'n,
whom Mills said following the board
meet Ascap would seek to draft as

general manager, declared that he

would accept the proferred post as

soon as he could straighten out his

affairs. Paine will call a special

meeting of the MPPA board today
to make known his decision and said

he would recommend Harry Fox as
his successor.
Herman Greenberg was named as-

(Continued on Page 6)

Michel Considering Roxy Theater Proposals
Wm. C. Michel, vice president of

20th Century-Fox late yesterday
took under advisement various sug-
gestions for improving the Roxy
Theater reorganization plan, includ-

ing a proposal that stockholders be
taken care of under the plan, fol-

lowing a conference at his office at-

tended by Special Master Addison
S. Pratt and various Roxy creditor
groups. Under the proposed Roxy

reorganization 20th Century-Fox
would acquire the theater. No pro-
vision is made in the plan for stock-
holders. The conference was ar-
ranged at the request of Samuel
Kramer of Kramer & Klienfeld,
counsel for the Class A stockhold-
ers' protective committee.

Present at the meeting were
Michel, Otto Koegel of Hughes,

(Continued on Page 8)

RCA to Market Television Transmitting

Apparatus After Experimental Period

Condor Production Parley

To Open Here Next Monday

Condor Pictures will hold a pro-

duction conference here beginning

Monday, with George Hirliman, pro-

duction chief, and M. H. Hoffman

slated to arrive from the coast to
(Continued on Page 6)

RCA will market television trans-
mitting apparatus following com-
pletion of the experimental period,
it was officially stated yesterday fol-

lowing announcement of sale to

CBS of a modern RCA television

transmitter for early installation on
the Chrysler Building.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,

disclosed the CBS order during the
company's annual stockholders meet-

(Continued on Page 8)

New Measures Blocked by

Introduction Period

Expirations

As far as the submission of new
theater divorce bills is concerned,
Allied's campaign to compel pro-
ducers to discard their theaters is

virtually over for 1937 inasmuch as
the time for the introduction of new
business in legislatures is practical-
ly ended. Five such measures, how-
ever, are still alive. One state, In-
diana, which had a bill under con-
sideration, has adjourned sine die.

A total of seven divorcement
measures were sponsored by Allied

(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. SALES MEET ON

COAST OPENS JUNE 10

Paramount's annual sales conven-
tion will be held at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles on June 10-13,

Neil Agnew, vice president in charge
of distribution, announced yesterday.

Sessions will be attended by dis-

trict and branch managers of the
Paramount sales organization in the

U. S. and Canada, home office exe-
cutives and studio production heads.

Retention of Empire Men
Asked by Mayor's Board

Request that Local 306 and the
I.T.O.A. refrain from ousting 22
members of the Empire State opera-

tors union now employed in I.T.O.A.

houses and reinstate 8 other Empire
members previously discharged is

(Continued on Page 6)

Levine To Vacation Abroad
"I'm just on a vacation," Nat Levine,

who recently resigned as head of Re-
public production, stated yesterday in

New York, following his arrival from
Hollywood. "I'm sailing on the Rex
Saturday with plans for remaining in

Europe eight or 10 weeks. So far, I

have made no new plans."
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"A Star is Born" Gets

$5.50 Premiere April 20

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Selznick's Technicol-

or production, "A Star is Born,"
starring Janet Gaynor and Fredric
March, will have its world premiere
at Grauman's Chinese Theater here
April 20, with $5.50 top set. Fol-
lowing day, the pix will be shown
at pop prices at both Grauman's
and Loew's State, Los Angeles. Spe-
cial trade press preview is an-
nounced for the 4-Star theater the
morning of April 20.

Md. Legislature Adjourns

With Film Bills Pending

The Maryland Legislature ad-
journed sine die yesterday follow-
ing a session during which a num-
ber of film measures were intro-
duced. Bills recently pending in-
cluded: one per cent tax on admis-
sions, legalizing dog racing, 10 per
cent admission levy, referendum on
Sunday shows for Arundel County
and daylight saving time.

Krakeur Resigns Post

With Morrison Agency

Richard Krakeur, in charge of the
New York office for the Leo Mor-
rison agency for the past three
years, has resigned and terminates
his duties there on Saturday. He
will announce a new connection
shortly.
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Savini Kin, Crash Victims
Lynchburg, Va. — Mother, sister

and niece of R. M. Savini of Astor
Pictures, New York City, are in the
Lynchburg Hospital as the result of

injuries received in an auto accident.

Their condition yesterday was de-

scribed as improved. Savini flew

here.

Dillingham Play Rights

Sale Deferred to May 16

Scheduled sale of the rights to
over 200 plays controlled by the late
Charles Dillingham, theatrical pro-
ducer, was adjourned yesterday in

Federal Court to May 16 by Referee
John E. Joyce. Maurice Smith,
counsel for Irving Trust Co., trustee
for the Dillingham estate said that
he expected to receive 35 contracts
from R. H. Burnside, former Dil-
lingham associate now on the coast,
which would shed light on the extent
of Dillingham's interest in the plays,
but that they had not arrived and
that there seemed to be "organized
opposition to his getting the pacts."
Film companies are interested in

many of the rights to the Dillingham
plays.

Emile Pathe, Pioneer of

Film Industry, Is

Paris (By Cable)—Emile Pathe,
film pioneer is dead at his home in
Pau. With his brother, Charles, he
played a major part in the early
development of motion picture and
their technical accessories. Their
earnings led to establishment of a
family trust, which collapsed after
the World War.
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Cooperation Authorized

in Suits Against Fox

Judge Martin T. Manton of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yes-
terday authorized Milton C. Weis-
man, Fox Theaters receiver, to in-

struct Basil O'Connor, his counsel,

to cooperate with Ralph O. Willgus,
now prosecuting suits in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania against William
Fox for alleged fraudulent convey-
ances made by Fox to All-Continent
Corp.

Arnold Re-elected
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Arnold was re-

elected president of the American
Society of Cinematographers for the
7th consecutive time yesterday.

Ask Allied Aid in Drive

Cooperation of members of Allied

Theaters of New Jersey with the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital drive

was asked by William Scully, chair-

man of the New York territory com-
mittee, and Joe Lee at a meeting of

the unit yesterday at the Hotel Lin-
coln. President Sidney E. Samuel-
son presided.

Emile Pathe, originally a French
tobacconist, joined his brother,
Charles, and two other Frenchmen
in founding Pathe Freres in 1896.
Their early photoplays and subse-
quently newsreels occupied Ameri-
can screens at an early date, and
the promising market here led to

the establishment in 1904 of a U. S.

branch. Four years later they
founded a studio in Jersey City,

Pathe, in 1914, produced "Perils of
Pauline," the first serial starring
Pearl White.
The brothers and their original

partners each contributed $500 to

start their company. Its chief asset
was a pair of kinetoscopes, an Edi-
son invention, by which the early
motion picture fan, after dropping
a coin in a slot, could turn a crank
and see a succession of photo-
graphs, which, by their swift suc-

cession, created an impression of

life-like action. From this modest
start, Pathe grew to a venture in-

volving millions of dollars. Its op-

erations in the U. S. had been di-

rected by Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

until 1935, when a reorganization
led to the formation of Pathe Film
Corp. It is engaged chiefly in the
development and printing of motion
picture film, the producing and dis-

tributing business having been sold

to RKO.

-HHY MOT UfE THE BEtT
Special trailers?

Qt CoAtL Tlor mjyuL!
WHEN YOU WANT A TRAILER JOB
DONE RIGHT. WITH PEP AND PUNCH

Stnd it to
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ARTHUR A. LEE sails on the Normandie
April 29 foi London, where he will spend one
month before returning to New York.

JULES LEVY is back in New York from the
south.

JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE FILM
DAILY and Radio Daily, returned from the
Coast yesterday.

HELEN MORGAN, stage and screen player,
sails today for Europe on the Lafayette.

DOROTHY STONE, and her husband,
CHARLES COLLINS, have arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th Century-
Fox, accompanied by MRS. KENT; NAT PEN-
DLETON, film actor; GIOVANNI MARTINELLI,
opera star; and MRS. ERNO RAPEE, sail for

Europe today on the Queen Mary.

VIRGINIA VERRILL. radio singer, has left

New York for the coast to appear in a forth-
corning Walter Wanger production.

WALTER WINCHELL is en route to Holly-
wood to visit his wife and two children, and
plans returning to New York in time to attend
premiere at the Roxy of "Wake Up and Live,"
in which he co-starred.

AL SANTELL, film director, has arrived from

the coast, accompanied by MRS. SANTELL.
Following a sojourn here, until at least April

17, they plan returning by boat to California.

SID ROGELL, RKO Radio's studio manager,
after spending a week in New York, has re-

turned to Hollywood.

MARLENE DIETRICH plans to return to

Europe as soon as she completes her present
role in "Angel" which Ernst Lubitsch is pro-
ducing for Paramount.

FRED WARING and HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
arrive in Hollywood tomorrow to appear in the
Warner musical, "Varsity Show."

THE MAUCH TWINS, Billy and Bobby, ar-

rive in New York today from the coast, ac-
companied by their mother.

EDUARDO G. GONZALES, vice-president of

United Theaters, Inc., Puerto Rico's largest film

theater circuit, has arrived in New York to

purchase new sound equipment for his houses
and is stopping at the Hotel Edison.

NAT LEVINE sails from New York Saturday
on the Rex for a vacation abroad.

HARRY GOLDBERG, in charge of advertising

for Warner Brothers theaters, went to Philadel-

phia last night.

WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON is in New York
from the coast.

Defer Fabian Reorg. Plan

Hearing Until April 16

Hearing on the Si Fabian reor-

ganization plan for the Fox Brook-
lyn Theater and office building was
adjourned yesterday in Federal
Court to April 16 because of the

absence of Judge William Bondy
from the city.

"Tsar to Lenin" in Fifth

"Tsar to Lenin," distributed by
Lenauer International Films, Inc.,

is now in its fifth week at the Film-
arte.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost

Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago gm~

TWA NEW YORK OFFICto
1503 Broadway. TO Bast 42nd Street

Air Travel Desk

—

Penn. Station
Telephone: Mllrray Hill 6-1040



©"THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL"

? BETTE DAVIS ,„ "MARKED WOMAN"

"CALL IT A DAY"

WAIT TIL YOU

HEAR ABOUT

JUST PREVIEWED AND IT'S BIG DRAMA
(to follow your big comedy, "Call It a Day")!
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Robert Barrat

Directed by Michael Curtiz

A First National Picture
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GRAND CAMPAIGN

FOR THIS BLISTERING

EXPOSE OF THE LOAN

SHARK RACKET!
Nation-wide co-opera-

tion by the Better
Business Bureau.

2,000,000 Free Heralds!

500,000 32-page souvenir

books. NBC radio blasts

weekly! Special
1-sheets! 1,000 licensed

loan offices set to tie-in

locally with ads and
flash window displays!
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SEE NO MORE BILLS

FOR THEATER DIVORCE

{Continued from Page 1)

during the current legislative sea-

son. North Dakota so far has been
the only state to enact a bill into a
statute. Measures are still pending
in California, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio and Wisconsin. Bills have been
promised but so far not introduced
in Illinois and Iowa and a similar
situation in Maryland petered out
yesterday when the legislature ad-
journed sine die.

Allied will continue its campaign
in behalf of the bills with renewed
vigor early next year, when the
legislative season opens early in Jan-
uary. Measures are introduced in

a state when the local unit affiliated

with the organization and Al Steffes,

chairman of the drive for the na-
tional association, approve the move.

Wednesday, April 7, 1937

Retention of Empire Men
Asked by Mayor's Board

{Continued from Page 1)

made in a letter sent yesterday to

Joseph D. Basson, president of Lo-
cal 306, and Harry Brandt. I.T.O.A.
president, by the Mayor's Board of

Survey on Motion Picture Disputes
of which Sam 0. Lewisohn is chair-
man.
As alternative, the Board suggests

that the Empire men be taken into

Local 306, or that some provision

be made for exempting from the Lo-
cal 306-I.T.O.A. agreement, the the-

aters in which Empire men are em-
ployed.
There are also constructive possi-

bilities in the amalgamation of the
Empire Union and Local 306, the
board states, adding that it recog-
nizes that such an amalgamation
cannot be accomplished at once and
that it has for some time past un-
dertaken emploratory discussions for

that purpose.

Condor Production Parley

To Open Here Next Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

attend, it was said yesterday by
Frank M. Snell, general manager.

Decision is to be made today on
whether Van Beuren Corp. will dis-

continue production of shorts with
Condor making them instead.

Clair Film for Belmont
Beginning tomorrow, the Belmont

Theater will show Rene Clair's "A
Nous, La Liberte," and "The Yellow
Cruise.'" Both pictures are dis-

tributed by French Motion Picture

Corp.

"Couple of Other Fellows''

Warner Bros, and Remick Music Corp.

replying yesterday in Federal Court to

a song plagiarism suit brought in Fed-

eral Court by Nat Nazzaro state that

Remick never published the song com-
plained of, nor has Warner Bros, pro-

duced a film with the title "Swing
for Sale."

• • • ONE OF the cleverest columns from a motion pic-

ture reviewer we have lamped that by Frank S. Nugent
in the Times in which he walks into a theater to do his

regular reviewing stint on a feature and runs plump into

the middle of a serial chapter in which the comic-strip
detective hero Dick Tracy is fighting a bunch of pluguglies on
a dock the chapter finishes with hero Dick dragged off the
dock with his foot caught in the loop of a rope and the
other end tied to a submerging submarine! woops
the end of the chapter so Mister Nugent sat all through
the feature he came to review in a Big Daze he never
did know what the feature was all about kept thinking
all the time about what happened to hero Dick and he
won't know till he sees the next chapter it was one of
the swellest plugs a serial ever received from a first-line critic

and Republic Pictures should be very grateful

T T T
• • • A HAPPY hunting ground for talent scouts
the Paramount theater here is the score sheet on recent
tallies the scouts have made for the studios the Calgary
Brothers, a comedy act, also Niela Goodelle, radio singing star,

featured with Eddie Duchin's band at the Paramount recently,
have been signed for Hollywood productions Rufus Davis,
another Paramount theater alumnus, is now on the coast to flirt

with the flickers Fred Waring and his ork are on the
Coast after an appearance at this show spot to do a pix for
Warners Virginia Verrill has been signed to do a musical
for United Artists now Benny Goodman and his band are
reported as engaged for another Warner picture so the
formula for Hollywood seems to be: "Get yourself booked at
the Broadway Paramount"

T T T
• • © ONE OF the happiest days in the life of Presi-
dent R. H. Cochrane of Universal with yesterday's first

anniversary as head of the New Universal heaping his desk
high with telegrams and cables from all parts of the world

one group of cables that pleased Mister Cochrane no end
were the individual salutations from all the London critics

for those conservative lads very seldom boil over about any-
thing NOT for the price of a cable

T T T
• • • IN COMMEMORATION of America's entry into

the World War, the current issue of "News of the Day"
traces in dramatic fashion the memorable events during 1917

particularly remarkable are the views of submarine de-
struction. the convoying of troop-laden transports across
the Atlantic and the scenes of fighting on the Western
front and the editors have cleverly incorporated into the
footage a plea for world peace so that audiences who
view the reel will realize the terrible consequences of a resort
to arms

T T T
• • • THE ENTERTAINMENT Committee for the
AMPA Dinner Dance at the New Yorker Hotel on May 1 con-

sists of Gordon White, John Flynn and Marvin Kirsch ...
• Len Daly of United Artists' foreign pub dep't will speak on
foreign publicity at a luncheon of the Ark Club at the Tuscany
Hotel tomorrow

T T T
• • • OUR GIRL Friedegg was pounding on our desk
with her frying pan (she uses the kitchen utensil the way
some sees use a typewriter—to scramble the boss' dictation

—

same result either way) when Frieda pounds on our desk
with her frying pan it means she would have speech with us

"I'm sorry, Sill—er—Phil, but I can't write that Friday
kolyum for you." "Why ? " we whiriny "Becus I

have to write the Friday kolyum the day before, and the day
before my throat is so parched I turn out a very dry kolyum"

and we chided: "Frieda, you silly child, why should your
throat be parched the day before Friday?" Frieda banged
the frying pan on our dome and sneezed: "Ha, because it's

Thirst-day!"

PAINE TO URGE FOX CD

AS MPPA SUCCESSOR
(Continued from Page 1)

sistant general manager of Ascap
by the board.

Mills said the purpose of enlarg-
ing the executive staff was to in-

crease the operating efficiency of
Ascap and enable it to cope with
the hostile legislation recently pro-
posed in various states. Mills will

go to Helena, Montana, for the hear-
ing April 23 on the Ascap test of
the constitutionality of the recent
state law aimed at the association.

« « « » » »

RCA First Quarter Net
May Hit $2,200,000

(Continued from Page 1)

the first quarter is equal to 10 cents
a share on the common stock com-
pared to a deficit of approximately
one cent a share for the first three
months of 1936.

Business volume in the 1937 first

quarter increased about 10 per cent,

Sarnoff estimated.
Total of 9,272,000 shares of stock

were voted approving the re-election
of directors. This is 63 per cent of
the total stock outstanding, com-
pared with 59 per cent voted at last

year's annual meeting.

Casey and Thompson Are
Continuing Negotiations

(Continued from Page 1)

negotiations might take. He will re-

main here several weeks.
Casey declared that if the painters

and their allies strike in the coast
studios before Monday as they have
planned, the studios will meet the
strike. He said no further conces-

sions had been offered the painters.

APRIL 7

Neal Hart
Walter Winchell
Gavin Gordon

Vitaphone Sets 26 Shorts

For April-May Release

Vitaphone will release 26 short
subjects during April and May, an-
nounces Norman H. Moray, Vita-
phone executive in charge of shorts
and trailers. Of these three two-
reelers and 9 one-reelers will be re-

leased in April; and 4 two-reelers
and 10 one-reelers will be released
in May.
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RCA WILL MARKET

TELE. TRANSMITTERS

(Continued from Page 1)

ing yesterday at which he had con-
siderable to say about television.

Pointing out that "many improve-
ments" have resulted from RCA's
television field tests "which are be-

ing continued", he declared that "the
requirements of a nationwide tele-

vision service must be viewed from
the standpoint of eventual coverage
of more than 3,000,000 square miles

of territory with approximate!" 130,-

000,000 inhabitants".
Sarnoff cautioned that "technical-

ly, the art of television needs still

further improvement in transmis-

sion as well as reception", and added
that "as these improvements are

made, the cost should decrease and
thereby reduce the magnitude of the

financial problems of establishing a
nation-wide television service".

In the conquest of ultra-short

waves, Sarnoff commented, lies the

hope of "perfected television".

Sarnoff declared that "the pro-

gram service will be costly, and its

support will devolve primarily upon
the sponsors of television programs"
and that "before sponsors can be
interested in supporting television

programs, it is necessary to provide

a seeing as well as a hearing audi-

ence".

Name Alperson Aides as

GN Takes Over Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Coincidental with for-

mal taking over of the former Edu-
cational studio today by Grand Na-
tional, President Edward L. Alper-

son announced the following ap-

pointments to his production and
technical staff:

Harold Lewis, studio and produc-

tion manager; A. E. Kaye, technical

supervisor; Sam R. Wallis, comptrol-

ler; Robert D. Luplow, purchasing
agent; Martin Boe, construction

foreman; Buford Smith, paint fore-

man; Ray Wolf, electrical foreman;
Gaston Glass, unit manager; Joseph
Shea, publicity manager; Edwin R.

Ager, Projectionist; Rex Racoosin,

timekeeper; Ted Hazzard, supply de-

partment; Edward R. Comport, first

grip; Joe Brown, men's wardrobe.

Sidney M. Biddell is executive aide

to Alperson, and in charge of all sto-

ries and talent and Philip N. Krasne,

attorney in charge of all contracts.

Levy Seeks 8-16 mm. Rights

Max Levy of Exclusive Movie Stu-

dios, Chicago, distributor of 8 mm.
and 16 mm. films for home projec-

tors, is negotiating with the Fran-
chise Department of Columbia for

the sole rights to use Columbia's

cartoon character "Scrappy" in both

8 mm. and 16 mm. for children's

toy propjectors. Negotiations also

are under way whereby Lew will

acquire the rights to both "Barney
Google" and "Krazy Eat", Colum-
bia animated cartoon characters.

A "JUttU" (nun "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
pHILIP WYLI'S story, "Second

Honeymoon," has been pur-
chased by 20th Century-Fox, and
Darryl F. Zanuck has decided to co-
star Loretta Young and Tyrone
Power when the picture is pro-
duced. Edward H. Griffith will di-

rect.

T
Grand National has signed Gas-

ton Glass as a unit business mana-
ger and his first assignment will be
the Zion Myers picture, "Small
Town Boy," which Glenn Tryon will

direct starting Wednesday. Glass
has been an assistant director and
production manager for B. F. Zeid-
man on the same lot.

T T T
Anna Sten has been signed by

Edward L. Alperson, president of
Grand National Films, to star in

"Gorgeous." Picture will be pro-
duced and directed by her husband,
Dr. Eugen Frenke.

T T
Imperial Picture has purchased

"Sky Girl," by Nellie Graf, and
"Negligee," by Gladys Sloan. Both
go into preparation for the 1937-38
Imperial program.

"Mary Rose of Mifflin," novel by
Frances Roberta Sterrett, has been
purchased for motion pictures by
M-G-M.

T T T
This, that and t'other: Sid Silvers

draws a double assignment as com-
edian and dialogue writer in Wan-
ger's "52nd Street" Stanley Lo-
gan will direct Kay Francis in

"First Lady" for First National
RKO has purchased M. John Bron-
son's "They Had to Save Charlie"
20th Century-Fox has changed the
title of "Escape from Love" to "I

Will be Faithful" . Columbia has
cast Gene Morgan and Raymond
Walburn in "With Kind Regards".

t t
Except for two more two-reelers,

the short subject unit at RKO Radio
has already completed its program
for 1936 and early '37, according to

Bert Gilroy, short subject producer
at the studio. Thirty-six films were
on the studio's schedule, of which 34
have been completed, Gilroy ex-
plained. These included comedy by
Edgar Kenedy, Leon Errol and
others, and music by the Hall John-
son Choir, dance bands, and mu-
sical organizations.

Musical Artists Guild

Re-elects Tibbett Prexy

American Guild of Musical Art-
ists has re-elected Lawrence Tibbett
as president. Others renamed: Rich-
ard Bonelli and Alma Gluck, vice-
presidents, and Frank LaForge,
treasurer. New officers chosen were
Frank Sheridan, vice-president, and
Queena Mario, recording secretary.
Leo Fischer was reappointed as ex-
ecutive secretary.

Elected to the board of governors
are: Ruth Breton, Richard Crooks,
Eva Gauthier, Frederick Jagel and
Lanny Ross, to serve for three
years; Deems Taylor and Alexander
Smallens, for one year.
Members of the board who re-

main in office are: Frank Chapman,
Charles Hackett, James Melton,
Ernest Schelling, Don Voorhees,
Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman and
Efrem Zimbalist.

Hold Rites for Peck

Funeral services for George Peck,

87, veteran showman who died at

Sulphur Springs, Tampa, Fla., last

Saturday, will be held at noon to-

day at the Walter B. Cooke Funeral
Home, 117 West 72nd St. Burial

will be in the family plot in Ever-
green Cemetery, Brooklyn. During
his long career, Peck was associated

with P. T. Barnum, and at one time
headed the producing firm of Peck-
Fursman.

Wm. Michel Considering

Roxy Theater Proposals

{.Continued from Page 1)

Schurman & Dwight, counsel for
20th Century-Fox, Special Master
Pratt, Col. Hatfield and Carlos
Israels, counsel for the Pounds
bondholder committee, proponents
of the plan; Kramer, Harold P.
Seligson, representing the Tipton
minority bondholders' committee,
and Edward Hanlon, counsel for the
noteholders committee.

Seiigson asked that 20th Century-
Fox guarantee payment of principal
and interest of the bond issue and
that the amount of cash and the in-

terest rate on the bonds be in-

creased. Kramer said following the
meeting that he was "hopeful some-
thing will develop."

It was indicated that Michel
would reply to the conferees in a
few days. Hearings on the Roxy
reorganization plan resume today.

RKO to Start Nine More
Pix Before End of April

"Red Barn" on Major Circs.

Four "Murder in the Red Barn"
roadshow units are now in opera-

tion for major circuits.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Keeping the graph

line of production practically on a
smooth parallel with plans made
several months ago for the 1937-38
season, RKO Radio has four more
features, "New Faces of 1937,"

"There Goes My Girl," "Tomorrow's
Headlines" and "Missus America,"
before cameras. A fifth, "Mexican
Quarter," starts production this

week, with nine more scheduled to

get under way before the end of

April

« REVIEWS »

Anne Shirley in

"Too Many Wives
with John Morley, Barbara Pepper, Gene

]

Lockhart

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

FAST AND MOVING FARCE, CON-
!

TAINING SOME REFRESHING MATERI-
AL.

This is a fast and moving farce, contain-

ing some refreshing material. It. has been
well directed by Ben Holmes and intro-

duces John Morley, a likeable actor who
shows much promise. William Sistrom

rates credit as the producer. Anne Shir-

ley stars, with Gene Lockhart, Dudley Cle-

ments, important factors in winning laughs.

Barbara Pepper is decorative as Clement's

secretary and Frank Melton competent
as an unsuccessful suitor. Morley, a

college graduate, who "walks" dogs at so

much per hour, convinces Clements, a pub-

lisher, that he should engage him as 'fall

guy." Subscribers having grievances against

the paper are appeased by Morley. To aide

Morley, Clements informs complainants

that Morley has a wife and child. This

gets him in bad with Anne, whom he is

courting. The biggest mix-up centers

around the loss of a stamp valued at $10,-

000 by Lockhart. Morley finally finds the

stamp being carried by Lockhart's dog.

Richard English wrote the original story

and Dorothy Yost, Lois Eby and John Grey

the screenplay.

Cast: Anne Shirley, John Morley, Bar-

bara Pepper, Gene Lockhart, Dudley Cle-

ments, Frank Melton, Charles Coleman,

Dot Farley, Jack Carson, George Irving.

Producer, William Sistrom; Director, Ben

Holmes; Author, Richard English; Screen-

play, Dorothy Yost, Lois Eby, John Grey;

Cameraman, Nick Musuraca; Art Director,

Van Nest Polglase; Editor, Desmond Mar-
quette; Recording Engineer, Denzil A. Cut-

ler.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

GB East-West June Sales

Meets to be Week Apart

GB will hold two sales meetings
in June, the first in New York, cov-
ering- the east, during the first week
in the month and the second the fol-

lowing week, probably in Hollywood.
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president, sails

on the Normandie April 28 and af-

ter remaining there a month to dis-

cuss 1937-38 product plans at studio

conferences, will return in time for

the sales conventions.

White Discusses Advertising

Gordon White, Educational direc-

tor of advertising and publicity and
president of the AMPA, lectured last

night at the Hunter College Motion
Picture Course on the general prob-

lems of motion picture advertising,

publicity and exploitation.

M-G-M's Own Cartoons
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'J|S'^

Hollywood—M-G-M plans to V^Ke
its own series of 13 one-reel car-

toons in Technicolor. Harman-Ising
has 13 more subjects to delivery

under present contract.
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Survey Reveals Demand for "Down-to-Earth" Stories

HOUSE COMMITTEE VOTKJOWN DICKSTeTN'S BILL

Maryland Continues One Per Cent. Tax on Admissions
Levy Extended for 28 Months

Starting on June

1, Next

Baltimore—The one per cent tax
on gross receipts from admissions
in Maryland, including admissions
to picture theaters, has been con-
tinued for 28 months from June 1

under a relief bill passed by the
General Assembly at its final ses-

sion. The old law expired on March
31 but was extended two months,
so there will be no period during
which the tax will not apply.
The bill providing for movies in

Annapolis, on Sundays, subject to
{Continued on Page. 4)

IMPERIAL'S 1937-38

LINEUP GALLS FOR 32

Imperial's 1937-38 program calls

for 32 features, it was announced
yesterday by President William M.
Pizor. Divided into four individual
series, the 32 will comprise six ex-
ploitation specials, 10 Jewel Pro-
ductions, eight outdoor musicals and
eight Frontier-action-dramas.

Included in the line-up will be
"My Wondering Daughter," by
Leonard Lee; "Beauty Racket," by

(Continued on Page 17)

Committee Frowns Upon
Mo. Anti-Standee Bill

Jefferson City, Mo.—The House
of Representatives Committee on
Criminal Justice headed by Rep.
Will Lindhorst of St. Louis has rec-

ommended to the House that it do
(Cout ed on Page 4)

Loew to Pay $1.6216 Div.

Regular quarterly dividend of $1.62/2
on Loew 6'/z per tent cumulative pre-

ferred stock was declared yesterday by

the company's board of directors. Divi-

dend is payable May 15 to stockholders

of record April 30.

Collegians Prefer Films and Radio to Soda and Beer
Ashland. Va.—Today's collegians prefer film theaters and the radio to "hanging

out" at taverns and soda fountains, according to Dr. Robert Emory Blackwell, president

of Randolph-Macon College here.

ITALO-GERMAN FILM

ALLIANCE IN MAKING

Rome (By Cable)—Luigi Freddi,
chief of the film division of the
Italian Propaganda Ministry, has
gone to Berlin to negotiate an
Italo-German film alliance with Dr.
Herman Goebbels, the Nazi Propa-
ganda Minister and the German
film industry's new "fuehrer."

Berlin (By Cable)—One of the
major objectives of the Nazi gov-
ernment in seeking an alliance be-

tween the Italian and German film

industries is to break, if possible,
(Continued on Page 12)

Ark.-Miss.-Tenn. MPTO
Memphis Meet April 18

Semi-annual convention of the M.
P. T. 0. of Arkansas, Mississippi

and Tennessee is set for April 18

and 19 at the Hotel Chisca, Mem-
phis. R. X. Williams, of Oxford,
Miss, is president of the organi-

zation.

CONN. MPTO FIGHTS

TWO BOOTH MEASURES

Exhibitors who are members of
the M.P.T.O. of Connecticut today
appear at a legislative hearing in
Hartford to oppose passage of two
measures, one in each body, requir-
ing two operators in a booth. Speak-
ers objecting to the bills will be:
Arthur Lockwood of Middletown, A.
E. Robbins of Hamden, Joseph Reed
of Washington Depot, Ralph Pasho

(Continued on Page 4)

Expect Kuykendall Will

Name Radio Com. in N. Y.

Announcement of personnel of the
radio committee authorized by the
M.P.T.O.A. convention recently at

Miami is expected to be made by
President Ed Kuykendall when he
arrives in New York tomorrow from
Washington, where he has been
studying the situation in Congress.
Kuykendall was instructed to select

(Continued on Page 4)

Musical Romances and Outdoor Yarns

Favored, Exhib. Unit Survey Shows

GN to Supply Color Filters

to Theaters for K-D Films

Grand National will deliver color

filters to theaters playing their pro-

ductions using the Keller-Dorian
color process, it was learned in New
York yesterday. Filters will be
shipped and returned with prints of

(Continued on Page 4)

St. Louis—"Down-to-earth" stor-

ies of contemporary life, musical
romances and outdoor stories with
fast action are today's film audi-
ence preferences, according to an
exhibitor survey just completed by
the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois.

Survey was made by a special
committee appointed by President
Fred Wehrenberg, its personnel in-

(Continued on Page 18)

Alien Actor Measure Is Killed

By An 8 to 5

Ballot

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Dickstein bill,

seeking to restrict the entrance of
alien actors into the United States,
was killed yesterday when the
House Committee on Immigration
and Naturalization, by a vote of
eight to five, decided not to report
the measure. Rep. Dickstein is

chairman of the committee.
The bill was vigorously opposed

by Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney
of the Hays association, and Presi-
dent Ed Kuykendall of the M. P.

(Continued on Page 4)

MOVE TO GALL ROXY

PLAN UNFAIR FAILS

Following completion of presenta-
tion of proof in favor of the Roxy
reorganization plan by the Pounds
majority bondholder committee, pro-
ponents of the plan, counsel for
groups opposed to the plan moved
that it be declared unfair, and in-
equitable on the basis of the evi-
dence adduced but were overruled
by Special Master Addison S. Pratt

(Continued on Page 4)

Screen Actors Guild Sec'y

Says Separate Pact Likely

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-
retary of the Screen Actors Guild,
plans to leave today for Hollywood
and resume negotiations with the
producers' committee for recogni-

(Coutinued on Page 4)

Nazis to Cut Star Salaries

Berlin (By Cable)—With the Nazi
regime ruling the German film industry,
stellar salaries will be radically reduced
in a move to combat the industry's es-
timated 15,000,000 marks deficit.
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Mary Pickford
Victor Schertzinger

Yola D'Avril

Fred Levy, Jr.

Hobbs, Well Again, Will

Press Film Probe Bil

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Back on the job,

following hospitalization for illness,

Rep. Samuel Hobbs, Democrat, of
Alabama, yesterday forecast early
action on his House bill seeking a
wide investigation of the film indus-
try.

Form MPPA Committee
Meeting yesterday afternoon of

the Board of Directors of the Music
Publishers Protective Association
resulted in a committee being
formed to study the situation con-
cerning resignation of John G. Paine
as Chairman of the Board and the
recommendation by Paine that
Harry Fox be chosen to succeed
him. Paine is leaving to become
general manager of Ascap.

Committee consists of: Edward B.
Marks. Elliot Shapiro and Sam Fox.

Erpi Denies Owing MPPA
In an answer filed yesterday to

the suit brought by John G. Paine,
as trustee of the Music Publishers'
Protective Association, for $211,743,
Erpi denied owing the MPPA any
money and asserted that Paine had
been paid in full.

Levine Co. Gets Contracts

Chicago—R. Levine and Co. will

build a 420-seat theater at Stege,

111., and another small neighborhood
house at Riverdale, a West Side
suburb. The company wil also su-
pervise the remodeling of the
Lyric Theater at Marion, Ind., and
the Indiana Theater of the Illinois

and Indiana Circuit at Kokomo.

W. P. Lipscomb Weds
London (By Cable)—A Hollywood

honeymoon is planned by William
Percy Lipscomb, British playwright
and scenarist, and his bride, who
was Miss Florence Taub.

To Attend Rotary Conclave
Troy, O. — Mr. and Mrs. Chris

Pfister of the Mayflower Theater,
plan to attend the International
Convention of Rotarians at Paris.

Mr. Pfister is a former national
president of Rotary.

Dick Manheimer's Dad Dies

Seattle—Sanford Manheimer, 65,
father of Richard Manheimer, assis-

tant booker for the Sterling Circuit,

is dead.

New Napoleonville House
Napoleonville, La.— A. B. Blan-

chard is to construct a 750-seat the-
ater here at the approximate cost
of $20,000.

"Silent Barriers" In 3rd

"Silent Barriers" starts the third
week of its twice-daily engagement
at the New Criterion tomorrow.

Peirce Joins Monogram;
Helen Harrison Succeeds

William I. Peirce, assistant to Ed
Finney director of publicity and ad-
vertising at Grand National, has
resigned, effective April 17 to be-
come coast director of publicity and
advertising for Monogram Pictures.
Peirce was formerly with Columbia
Pictures on the coast and has had
other film experience there.

Helen Harrison was named pub-
licity manager of Grand National
Films, yesterday by Edward Finney,
director of publicity and advertising
and will take over the duties of
Willam L. Peirce, who has resigned
to join Monogram Pictures. Miss
Harrison has been in charge of
magazines and out of town news-
paper publicity for Grand National.
Prior to her association with that
company, she was publicity director
for First Division.

Schiller Opening Set Back
Grand Island, Neb.—Harry Schil-

ler said this week his New Grand
opening was being delayed until late

in April. The $85,000 house is a
replacement of his old 350 seater

and is of double capacity. Schiller,

recently appointed City Manager for

Tri-States on a partnership under-
standing with them, will not assume
the latter job until May 1, after the

bustle of the opening is past. Eddie
Forester, city manager now, will

not move until that date. Forester,

still to stay with Tri-States, is

headed for an un-announced berth.

Thomas Reynolds Dies

Chicago — Thomas Reynolds, 60,

projection engineer for Electrical

Research Products, is dead. Rey-
nolds was a former president of
the Chicago Movie Operators Union.
He is survived bv his wife and son.

Fabian Reorg. Plan Up
Hearing on the Si Fabian reor-

ganization plan for the Fox Brook-
lyn Theater and office building will

be held tomorrow before Federal
Judge Bondy.

Condor Prexy to Parley

George Hirliman, president of
Condor Pictures, arrived by plane
yesterday from Hollywood to con-
fer with the company's eastern ex-
ecutives regarding production sched-
ules for the balance of the season.

Sanchez Distributes "Jenny"
Arthur Sanchez of Trans-Oceanic

Film Export Co., has acquired Amer-
ican distribution rights to the French
production "Jenny", featuring Fran-
coise Rosay, star of "La Kermesse
Heroique".

Spanish Films In Denver
Denver—Spanish pictures are be-

ing shown at the Bide-a-wee The-
i

ater every Monday night.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
NOW is the time to check that

cooling system to be sure it is ready

for the warm weather days ahead.

Coming and Going

FANCHON ROYER arrived in New York yes-
terday from the coast.

EDWARD M. PESKAY, vice-president in

charge of distribution for Grand National, and
EDWARD FINNEY, publicity and advertising
head, leave New York Saturday for a six

weeks' tour of company exchanges from coast
to coast.

STANLEY SHUFORD, advertising agent, leaves
next week for Hollywood.

MARGO, screen and stage player, leaves for

the coast Sunday to begin work in Samuel
Goldwyn's version of "Hurricane."

GEORGE SKOURAS is back in New York
from Florida.

EDWARD G. LEVY returns to New Haven
today from New York.

ED KUYKENDALL is now due in New York
tomorrow from Washington.

WILLIAM ROBINSON, Monte Carlo banker,
sails from France April 14 on the Queen Mary
fcr New York.

PEGGY ODONNELL, actress, leaves New York
April 15 for Hollywood.

ARCHIE MAYO leaves New York today 01

his return to the coast.

A. H. BLANK is in New York from Oman

GIL GABRIEL leaves New York Saturday ti

join the Paramount writing staff in Hollywood

KING CHARNEY has arrived in New York
from the coast.

NORMAN ALLEY, recently appointed by

Charles Ford to take charge of the Los An-
geles office of Universal Newsreel, has arrived

there by plane from New York.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive

in charge of shorts and trailers arrives in New
Orleans todr.y for product conferences with

branch personnel and exhibitors, and continues

on to Atlanta tomorrow.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of Univers-

al's board of directors, accompanied by SAM
MACHNOVITCH, company's newly appointed

treasurer, arrived at the home office yes-

terday afternoon from the coast by plane.

LIBBY HOLMAN REYNOLDS left Paramount's

studio at Hollywood yesterday for New York

to embark for London where she will be guest

artist at the Grosvenor House Ball during the

coronation ceremonies.

JOSEPH R. VOGEL is in Boston conferring

with H. M. Addison, district manager for

Loew's Theaters.

LOU BROWN, Loew publicity director for

Baltimore, has arrived in New York to discuss

Spring campaigns with Oscar A. Doob.

HARRY MOSKOWITZ returned yesterday to

Loew's home offices from Harrisburg where

he went over improvement plans for circuit's

theaters there.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, President of Monogram
Pictures, returns today from Chicago.

BENJAMIN WELANSKY, Monogram franchise

r.older, returns to Boston tomorrow after a

three-day business conference at the home
office.
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ALIEN ACTOR BILL

DIES IN COMMITTEE

(Continued from Page 1)

T. O. A. at a recent hearing at

Washington.
Coast producers joined in the at-

tack on the grounds that its enact-

ment would shut off use of foreign

stars. Contention was also made
that passage of the bill would in-

spire retaliatory measures by for-

eign countries.

"I haven't given up the fight and
will push this thing through defi-

nitely before the end of the session,"

Congressman Dickstein told The
Film Daily.

Move to Call Roxy

Plan Unfair Fails

(Continued from Page 1)

in Federal Court yesterday. Special

Master Pratt held that the order

referring the hearings to him pro-

hibited him from declaring the plan

Inoperative at this time.

The plan was sharply attacked by
Harold Seligson, representing the

Tipton bondholder committee, by I.

Bernard Left, of M. B. & D. W.
Blumenthal, counsel for the Adler

committee and by Samuel Kramer
of Kramer & Kleinfeld, counsel for

the Class A stockholders' commit-

Leff pointed out that the commit-

tee's own witness, Charles A. Ben-

nett, accountant, had said he would

not approve the plan unless the

terms of the film franchise and

trust indenture were fully stated.

The plan does not give complete de-

tails, pointing out that "terms and

conditions will be as usual." Kram-
er observed that there were no usual

terms for a film franchise and that

each agreement had to be separately

worked out. Seligson said there was
no definite minimum set in the

franchise, and no terms set forth

for division of income. He observed

that on the basis of Cullman's fig-

ures 20th Century-Fox could almost

get back its investment of $650,000

in 1939. Seligson charged that the

depreciation figures were too high.

Hearing resumes at 2 p. m. today.

Exhibs. Battling Conn.

2-Men-in-Booth Measures

(Continued from Page 1)

of Nagatuck and Irving C. Jacocks

of Brandford. Attorney Edward G.

Levy will present the various speak-

ers and summarize the case against

the measures.
On April 13 the Legislature will

hold a hearing on the proposed 10

per cent admission tax bill which

will also be fought by the Connec-

ticut M.P.T.O. delegation.

First Film to Run Week
Marion, Ind—"Waikiki Wedding" Is

the first picture to run a full week
in this citys' history. The picture

played to capacity houses at the Rivoli

Theater.

PHILM.VALYr
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• • • THE OTHER day a couple of columnists took a

slam at Martha Raye saying that she went high-hat and
kicked everybody off her set, "Mountain Music," at the Para-
mount studio now Dave Keene gives the inside story

and Dave ought to know, for he was right there at the time,

he being the gent who sends out that news letter from the

studio he says the truth of the story is that Martha was
badly injured during a difficult adagio dance and she refused

a double she nearly collapsed from pain and naturally

could not go on at that moment from this incident the

columnists in question tried to take Martha to the cleaners,

Dave says and the boys around the studio don't think it's

fair, as Martha is one of the swellest girls in the biz (Note
to Dave and Martha: We coined a word for this type of column-
ist two years ago—calumnist. It still goes)

T T T
• • • WITH HIS "Here's to Crime," Courtney Ryley
Cooper is in Hollywood writing the story for Columbia, and
this story will introduce Frances Marion as a producer ... •
Photoplay mag will serialize Frances Marion's novel, "Molly,
Bless Her," which has been enthusiastically endorsed by Norma
Shearer, Clark Gable, Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy, Mary
Pickford and other stars the principal character in the

book is reminiscent of Marie Dressier, who was one of Miss
Marion's closest friends . . . • Donald Henderson Clark
went out to Hollywood for one picture, and now writes he
wants to stay there forever

T T T
• • • ONE OF the largest billboard posters ever used on
a film in New England for "Lost Horizon," which made its

Massachusetts premiere at the Bijou theater in Springfield

it came about when Raymond Shea, assistant manager of the

Bijou, made a wager with Frank McGrann, exploitation director

for Columbia a special 84-sheet stand was printed

the billboard is more than 100 feet long by 12 feet high
T T T

• • • THAT JUNGLE picture, "Elephant Boy" the
Alexander Korda attrack at the Rialto theater looks as if

it might break the record high at this house it is bringing
in a ritzy clientele as well as the usual drop-in trade evi-

dently due to the arty rep of Director Robert Flaherty combined
with the Kipling tale

T T T
• • • RECOMMENDED to diversion seekers "Jury
Box," the new parlor game of crime detection by Roy Post, the
scenarist there are a half dozen good plots for mystery
shorts in each game ... • The Seven Loria Brothers, the
Mex child musickers, signed to work in Radio's "New Faces,"
have also signed a contract for personal appearance representa-

tion by Curtis and Allen
T T T

• • • THE DAUGHTER of Lee Balsly, adsales manager
of 20th Century-Fox home office, was married to Edward P.
Orsenigo, adsales manager for the company at Indianapolis

Mary Lou and Eddie took the fatal leap at St. Ursula's church
in Mt. Vernon on Tuesday

T T
• • • AS WE came to work this morn at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon Our Girl Friedegg squawked: "Some guy has
been phoning you all day to look at some shorts he is screaming."

"You mean screening, Frieda." "No, I mean scream-
ing, because he said they were howls. He said they were so
funny he wanted to scream 'em for me right on the phone."

"Okay, Frieda, and who is he, and where is he showing
these screams?" "Oh, I forgot to ask and he neglected
to tell me. But if they're as funny as he says they are, all ya
got to do is follow the sound of the howls right to the projec-

tion room."

MARYLAND ONE P. C.

TAX STAYS 28 MONTHS

(Continued from Page 1)

a referendum, was also passed by

the General Assembly. Another
measure which many exhibitors op-

posed, fell by the wayside. It would
allow the showing of movies "for

adults only." An unfavorable com-
mittee report was adopted.

Committee Frowns Upon
Mo. Anti-Standee Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

not pass House Bill No. 221 which
would have prohibited theaters from
selling admission tickets after all

seats were occupied. The bill had
been thrown into the legislative

hopper by Rep. Smart and Robin-
son. It was opposed by the M. P.

T. O. of both the St. Louis and
Kansas City territories. It is an-

ticipated that the House will follow

the recommendation of Lindhort's

committee.

GN to Supply Color Filters

to Theaters for K-D Films

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

the pictures, the first of which is

tentatively titled "Grand Canyon."
William Robinson, of Barclay's

Bank, Monte Carlo, sails from
France April 14 on the Queen Mary
bound for New York to investigate

progress being made by Keller-Dori-

an. He is associated with the new
group acquiring control of Keller-

Dorian Colorfilm Corp.

Expect Kuykendall Will

Name Radio Com. in N.

(Continued from Page 1)

three exhibitors to investigate the

situation due to appearance of film

players on the air and develop a

plan for coping with it.

Kuykendall will also examine the

trade practice situation, following

decision of the convention to con-

tinue its efforts for concessions

from distributors in connection with

its 10-point program.

Screen Actors Guild Sec'y

Says Separate Pact Likely

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the film players' organiza-

tion late next week in Hollywood.
Thomson said there was a likeli-

hood that an agreement could be

reached with the producers outside

the basic studio agreement.

No Strippers, Mayor's Order

Omaha — "Stars and Strips," the

stage unit featuring Ann Pennington

in a strip tease, may not be booked

into the Orpheum as planned because

Mayor Dan Butler has declared a ban

on strippers here. He has even ordered

hotel managers to keep strip dancers

out of private parties.
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"PRUDENCE PENNY 1

TIEUP WITH
HEARST PAPERS-
AND OTHER IDEAS!

H.onestly,is there any othercom-
pany that gives you this type

of exploitation short subject I

A FEW ANGLES FROM
THE PRESS SHEET:

NEWSPAPER Tl EUP— Direct tieup with

all Hearst papers ; equally good with any
paper that runs a food column.

NATIONAL TIEUPS — Releases provided

for co-op ads and windows: Electrolux,

Pyrex, Estate Stove.

RADIO ANGLES—Half of all radio time is

devoted to food products. Dozens of tieups
with products that stress price saving.

LOBBYFOOD SHOW—Perfect opportunity

to take advantage of this additional
publicity and box-office angle . . . give-

aways . . cookery contest, etc.

CONTEST IDEA— Offer guest tickets for

those who can submit the most econom-
ical "penny wise" menus.

PETE SMITH
RESCUES
LADIES IN
DISTRESS!
Here's a swell business builder! Delightful pro-

duction in technicolor with easy demonstration

of quick and economical cookery by the famed

Prudence Penny. Every woman will be absorbed

in it and every man will insist that his wife come

again! Pete Smith Specialty in TECHNICOLOR!

PENNY WISDOM
with PRUDENCE PENNY through the courtesy of Los Angeles Examiner

GRAVY FROM M-G-M!

m



THE

NEWS of DAY

Mount Vernon, 111. — The Fox
Midwest Theater, Inc., Uptown The-
ater Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
will take bids about April 15 on
the construction of the new theater,

here. The house will seat 1,200 per-

sons and cost about $150,000.

West Memphis, Ark. — Work on
the new $30,000, 700-seat Critten-

den Theater here started this week.
The building will be completed
about the first of June.

Judsonia, Ark.—L. A. Launius, of

Corning, Ark., has opened a film

theater here.

Indianapolis—Mannie Marcus, Ft.

Wayne, Ind., has leased the Emer-
son Theater here from C. E. Gal-

loway.

Syracuse, Ind.—W. L. Pracht, will

open the Pickwick Theater here.

Chicago—Jack Rose of the Indi-

ana-Illinois Circuit will wed Miss
Eleanor Bechler.

Paris, Mo.—T. J. Bankead is clos-

ing the Roxy Theater here. Moss
Major, operator of the Main Street

Theater in Paris, now owns the

lease and will keep the house dark

for the present.

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — The Shirley

Theater, operated by Ralph Fisher,

will close May 1 and be dismantled.

Ft. Branch, Ind. — J. N. Allison

has closed his Metro Theater here.

Missouri-Illinois Exhibs

To Ask Score Charge End

St. Louis—All exhibitors in east-

ern Missouri and southern Illinois

are to be asked to sign petitions for

presentation to the various motion
picture exchanges here requesting
the elimination of all score charges.

This action was decided upon by a
special committee of the M. P. T. O.

of St. Louis, eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois recently appointed
by President Fred Wehrenberg and
including W. A. Collins, Metropolis,

111., and De Soto, Mo., chairman;
Noah Bloomer, Belleville, 111.; A.
Groeteke, Webster Theater, St.

Louis, and Sam Komm, Miners The-
ater, Collinsville, 111., and Shenan-
doah Theater, St. Louis.

Handling Baseball Reels

Al O. Bondy is distributing two
single reels featuring leading play-
ers in the American League. The
first is entitled "Big Shots of Base-
ball," the second "Brain Busters of
Baseball." Both were directed by
George Morarity, with narrative by
Ted Husing, and were produced by
Metropolitan M. P. Studios of De-
troit.

Happy Ending !

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Jack M. Truitt, Sears Outdoor Adver-
tising Co., Kansas City, Mo.

==

=

-^—^—- As Told to Film Daily ^^^^^^^^=

MY best remembered exhibitor experience dates back to a
Sunday afternoon, back in 1926, when I was operating

the Sedalia Theater in Sedalia, Mo.
Our policy was vaudeville and

feature pictures and, as the date
will tell, sound pictures had not as
yet come in. Our matinee was
packed and we had three more full

houses on the day to look forward
to and no chance of getting an-
other print should anything happen
to the one we were using.

The operator was on the last reel
when in some way it caught fire and
was completely destroyed—and we
all know that it usually takes the
last reel to complete the story.

Needless to say, I, as well as my
house manager, felt pretty blue
with the thought of losing practi-
cally a Sunday business. We didn't
give up hopes though but couldn't
figure out how we could go on with
the show lacking that last reel of
film without being mobbed. Finally,
I asked him if he had seen the pic-
ture up to that time and he said
he had, and knew the ending.

With that, I had the solution. I

asked him to go on the stage and
tell them how it ended instead of
showing them how. So, when the
picture was just about over on the
next show, he went on the stage and
in a very clever way told the audi-
ence that they had seen pictures end
in many different ways. But today,
he confided, they would see an end-
ing that they had never seen before.
He picked the story up a little ways
back and went through the last reel
for them.
The audience thought it a novel

piece of entertainment and gave
him a big "hand." We got through
the day in a big way and it was the
talk of the town for some time to
come. They never did know we had
a fire.

Editor's Note: This is the sixth of
a feature series. Watch for the next
in an early issue.

No Fuller Florida Pact,

Says Vitagraph's Reply

New Orleans — Denying that it

had a contract with George Fuller,
Florida-Alabama exhibitor, to show
pictures in his Florida situations,
and denying participating in any
conspiracy, Vitagraph has filed its

answer to the bill of complaint in

Fuller's injunction action against it

and six other distributor defendants,
as well as two Saenger executives.

The injunctions, if granted, would
order the defendants to cease con-
spiracy and Vitagraph to deliver
pictures.

The Vitagraph answer is regard-
ed as highly important since Fuller
has maintained he had a contract
with the company and that product
had been served under it.

Vitagraph says it has a contract
with Fuller for Fairhope, Ala.,

which it is serving and that he
signed an application for product
in Florida. While approval of this

application was awaited, the defen-
dant claims it served Fuller with
six features and some shorts on a
spot booking basis, but the applica-
tion for contract was rejected. Hear-
ing on the bills may be postponed
into May, lawyers here said.

Sunday Films Voted Down
Lincoln, Neb.—Stromsburg voted

down Sunday film shows by a mar-
gin of seven votes in Tuesday's elec-
tion.

Court Reserves Decision

In Adv. Display Action

Syracuse—Supreme Court Justice
Ci'oss reserved decision at the close
of arguments in a motion to block
the proposed examination of Jay
Golden and Gus Lampe, district
managers; Jacob Webber, manager
of the Strand, and John A. May,
an auditor, prior to trial of a $25,-
000 suit brought by Henry Klauber
of St. George, Staten Island, an at-
torney, against S. K. E. Operating
Co., Ltd., operators of the R. K. O.
Schine Strand Theater.

Klauber's action is for damages
for use of his photograph in con-
nection with an advertising display
when "Condemned Row" was the
feature at the Strand late in Janu-
ary. The photograph showed Klau-
ber, as counsel for a defendant in a
New York city murder case, con-
ferring with his client.

Counsel for the theater operating
company told the court that the
purpose of the proposed examina-
tion of the four persons was to as-
certain the operating company's
defense to Klauber's action in ad-
vance of trial.

Plaster "Wounds" Flynn
Paris (By Cable)—It was no ma-

chine gun bullet but a piece of fall-

ing plaster that "wounded" Errol
Flynn, the screen actor said upon
his arrival here yesterday from
Madrid.

DATE BOOK
April 9: Press Photographers' Association dance

and entertainment, Hotel Commodore.

April 9: Universal Club dance and amateur
show, the American Women's Clubhouse.

April 10: Chicago Amusement Publicists Asso-
ciation's "April Foolies," Hotel Sherman.

April 12: Buffalo Variety Club testimonial din-
ner for T. J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg.

April 12: Indianapolis Variety Club's state-wide
showman's stag, club quarters.

April 15: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays con-
vention, Hotel Anthony, Ft. Wayne.

April 17-18: National Variety Club conven-
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.

April 17: Northwest Film Club Midnight Jam- '

boree, Music Hall, Seattle.

April 18-19: Semi- Annual convention of the
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Ten-
nessee at Hotel Chisca, Memphis.

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia.

April 20: Cincinnati Bookers Club dinner
dance, at the Hotel Alms.

April 22: Queen City Variety Club dinner
dance, at the Netherland Plaza, Cincin-
nati.

May 1 : Ampa dinner dance at the New Yorker.

May 3-7: Premium Advertising Association's
annual national premium exposition, Palmer
House, Chicago.

May 24-27: American Theater Council con-
vention, Hotel Astor.

May 24-28: Spring convention of the SMPE's
Pacific Coast Section, Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel.

May 26-28: Allied National Convention, Mil-
waukee.

June 7: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

June 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

Theater Council Meeting
Set for Astor May 24-27

Convention of the American The-
ater Council will be held at the
Hotel Astor on May 24-27 instead
of the week before. Luise Sillcox,
Sidney Howard, Frank Gillmore,
Paul Turner, Marcus Heiman, Law-
rence Langner and Warren P. Mun-
sell have been chosen temporary di-
rectors of the council, with Turner
and Munsell acting as convention's
executive directors. Members of the
finance committee for the conven-
tion are Marcus Heiman, Lee Shu-
bert, Maurice Wertheim, John Gol-
den and Gilbert Miller.

Film Technique Program
Second of a series of five pro-

grams, illustrating evolutionary
phases of film technique, will be
presented tomorrow night at the
Pauline Edwards Theater, 23rd St.

and Lexington Ave., by the Film
and Sprockets Society of City Col-
lege. "The Covered Wagon," made
in 1923 and directed by James
Cruze, and "The Last Laugh," made
in Germany in 1925 and directed
by F. W. Murnau, will be shown.

h i
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THE SWEET-HOT OF ALL 20th s MUSICALS!

WALTER

WINCHELL
PATSY KELLY- NED SPARKS JACK HALEY

GRACE BRADLEY • WALTER CATLETT
LEAH RAY- JOAN DAVIS- DOUGLAS

FOWLEY- MILES MANDER
Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan. Screen play by Harry

Tugend and Jack Yellen. Original story by Curtis Kenyon. Based

on Dorothea Brande's book.

;>" Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production
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THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR FUTURE

HUtt: Wake up and set

"Wake Up and Live" for extra-

extended playing time now!
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& ft Reviews (4 && tow Tihns a? #
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune in

"Ghost Town Gold"
Republic 55 mins.

RAPID-FIRE ACTION KEYS THIS
I WESTERN FOR OUTDOOR FANS, YOUNG
(AND OLD.

Chief appeal of this yarn of the prairie

lands is its rapid-fire action. There is a

I jam ud barroom brawl in which Ray Corri-

I gan dishes out the punishment to his op-

I ponent, and almost before you can say

I Jack Robinson, Ray is matched to meet a

I visiting fistic champ in the squared circle.

I where the leather flies furiously. Prior to

I and following the pageants of swinging

I rights and lefts, there is a veritable en-

I cyclopedia of excitement. Le Roy Mason

I is the king of the bad element in the

( town, and his versatility in crookedness

I is well demonstrated by his combined deft-

I ness at having banks robbed, promoting

I prizefights and snatching the "take" after

t six-shooters extinguish the lights, et a!

I He nearly ruins the local aged banker and

I comes within a hair's breadth of havin?

I villainv succeed. But the heroic feats of

| the "Three Mesquiteers ." Bob Livingston.

I Ray Corriaan and Max Terhune, set every-

I thing risjht. Comely Kay Hughes play*

!'

the daughter of Thornton, the banker, and

is an appealing feminine inspiration to the

triangle of Robin Hoods. A good deal of

I humor has been woven into the script.

} Joseph Kane maintains a dizzy pace with

[ his direction. Technically the picture is

f
fairly good, but it's the action that makes

I it what if is . . . stimulating to outdoor

t fans, young and old.

Cast: Bob Livingston, Rav Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Kay Hughes, Le Roy Mason, Bun

Carruth. Bob Kortman. Milburn Morante

\ Frank Hagney, Don Roberts, F. Merrick

I Herrick, Robert C Thomas, Yakima Canutt

Producer, Nat Levine; Supervisor, Wil-

I iiam Berke; Director, Joseph Kane; Author,

| Bernard McConville; Screenplay, John

I Rathmell, Oliver Drake; Cameraman, Jack

I Maria; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

Direction, Swift. Photography, Fair.

SHORTS
"The Wedding Deal"

(Court of Human Relations)

Columbia 12 mins.

Pointless

A very rambling and pointless

domestic drama that arouses no
sympathy in the audience and causes

a mild wonder as to why the pro-

ducer labored so heroically to bring;

forth practically nothing; that could

be reasonably labeled entertainment.

The daughter of a wealthy man
falls for a youth and the fond daddy
makes a deal with the boy to give

him a doctor's education if he will

marry his daughter. In later years

you see him as a successful doctor,

although he is still a callow youth
and hasn't aged a day. He falls in

love with a patient, she runs away
• so as not to break up his home, and
three years later dies, leaving a

child. So the all-wise judge of the

!
human relations court straightens
everything out. The wife takes the

child, and all seems to be forgiven

"The Crime Nobody
Saw"

with Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman, Eugene

Pallette

Paramount 60 Mins.

WEAK AND RAMBLING MYSTERY
YARN FAILS TO HOLD INTEREST OR
DEVELOP NECESSARY SUSPENSE.

The plot of this mystery meller takes

too long to get going, and when it does

it is so amateurishly contrived and un-

convincing that it simply does not click.

Three authors—Lew Ayres, Eugene Pallette

and Benny Baker—have accepted several

hundred dollars advance from a producer

to write a play. When he calls for the

script, they haven't a line written. He
gives them till the evening or else he will

sue them. So they get busy, and after

spoiling reams of paper, still have no story.

In walks a drunk, a neighbor of Baker's

whose apartment they are using. They
put the drunk to sleep on a couch, and

find a notebook containing names and

phone numbers with remarks that indicate

the drunk is a blackmailer. Here is their

plot, dumped right in their lap. They call

up several people, with Ayres posing as a

police inspector, and summon them to come
at once as the blackmailer is dying, they

say. After several of the strangers are

assembled, the drunk actually is murdered,

and then the authors have a real murder on

their hands. The solving of it before the

arrival of the police constitutes their story

they have been after. It is a very poor

variation on the "Seven Keys to Baldpate"

idea. The best that can be said for it

is that Lew Ayres, Eugene Pallette, Ruth

Coleman, Colin Tapley and Benny Baker

work conscientiously and make the weak
story seem better than it really is. In the

hands of less competent actors the film

would have been pretty awful.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman, Benny
Baker, Eugene Pallette, Colin Tapley, How-
ard C Hickman, Vivienne Osborne, Robert

Emmett O'Connor, Jed Prouty, Hattie Mc-
Daniel, Ferdinand Gottschalk.

Director, Charles Barton; Authors, Eller/

Queen, Lowe i I Brentano; Screenplay, Bert-

ram Millhaiiser; Editor, James Smith; Cam-
eraman, Harry Fishbeck.

Direction, Handicapped by Materia!.

Photography, Okay.

the young doc. It sounds like the
true life story of a plumber's help-

er instead of an intelligent physi-
cian, and is just as mechanical as
you'd expect from a plumber's help-
er—and as unimaginative. Directed
by B. K. Blake. Edited by Florence
Bricker. Music by Milton Schwartz-
wald.

Pictorial Revue No. 7

"Romance of Robert Burns"
(Broadway Brevity)

Swell

Done in Technicolor, this is a
swell short with plenty of pep ap-

peal. Bobby Burns, the great Scotch
poet, is shown on his farm as his

fame as a poet begins to spread,

and he is leaving for Edinburgh to

arrange for the publication of his

verses. He takes leave of his sweet-
heart, Jean Armour. In the city he

"Prince and the

Pauper"
with Billy and Bobby Mauch, Errol Flynn,

Claude Rains, Montagu Love

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Warners 115 Mins.

DISTINGUISHED PRODUCTION OF
MARK TWAIN'S CLASSIC SHOULD DO
HEALTHY BUSINESS AT THE B. O.

Warner Bros, have given the Mark Twain
classic a distinguished production which
should please all types of audiences and do

a healthy business at the box-office. The
story of the beggar lad, who changes
places with Prince Edward and who comes
within an inch of Kingship, is skillfully di-

rected by William Keighley. The Mauch
twns— Billy and Bobby—are happy choices

for the roles of the boys. Claude Rains

is especially good as the cunning Earl of

Hertford, who uses Billy, the near-King,

as a puppet. Another outstanding per-

formance is that of Montagu Love as the

dying King Henry. Other important prin-

cipals are Errol Flynn, who rescues Bobby
from Barton MacLane; Henry Stephenson,

Alan Hale, Fritz Leiber, Halliwell Hobbes,
Murray Kinnell, Phyllis Barry and Mary
Field. The late Laird Doyle fashioned a

very commendable script. Eric Wolfgang
Korngcld's music is an important factor

and has been well directed by Leo F.

rorbstein. Sol Polito's photography does

credit to the lavish production. Ha! B.

Wailis and Robert Lord rate credit as the

producers. As a prank, Bobby exchanges
royai robes with Billy, the beggar lad.

Rains uses Billy as a puppet and ordeis

Bobby found and killed. Flynn upsets

Rains' plans by rescuing Bobby from the

ruffian, MacLane. Bobby arrives at the

court, where the elaborate Coronation

pageant is about to end with the crown-

ing of Billy. Matters are set a-right, and

Rains is banished.

Cast: Biliy and Bobby Mauch, Errol

Fiynn, Claude Rains, Henry Stephenson,

Barton MacLane, Alan Hale, Eric Portman,

Lionel Rape, Leonard Willey, Murray Kin-

nell, Halliweil Hobbes, Phyiiis Barry, ivan

Simpson, Montagu Love, . Fritz Leiber, Els-

perh Dudgeon, Mary Field, Forrester Har-

vey, Helen Valkis, Lester Matthews, Robert

Adair, Harry Cording, Robert Warwick, Rex

Evans, Holmes Herbert, Ian MacLaren, Ann
Howard, Gwendolyn Jones, Lionel Braham,

Harry Beresford, Lionel Belmore, Ian Woif.

Producer, Hal B. Wailis; Associate Pro-

ducer, Robert Lord; Director, Wiiliam

Keighley; Author, Mark Twain; Dramatic

Version, Catherine Chisholm Cushing;

Screenplay, Laird Doyie; Cameraman, Sci

Pcliro; Art Director, Robert Haas; Editor,

Ralph Dawson; Musical Director, Leo F.

Forbstein; Music, Erich Wolfgang Korn-

goid.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Expert.

FOREIGN

is taken up as a fad by society and
a rich girl who invited him to a

dinner party. There he is held up
to ridicule as a country bumpkin
by a rich young snob, whom he
soundly trashes. Disillusioned, as

the right girl disowns him, he jour-

neys back to his home in time to

prevent the marriage of his sweet-

heart to a rival. Several of Bobby
Burns' classic songs are introduced.

"DARO UN MILIONE" ("I Will Give

a Million"), Italian dialogue film with

music; produced by Cines Studios of Rome;
story adapted from Cesare Zavattini's

book; music by Gian Luca Tocci; directed

by Mario Camerini, with Vittorio de Sica,

Assia Noris, Luigi Almirante, et al, in the

cast. Presented at the Teatro Cine-Roma.

This is a disappointing picture, not be-

cause it was the recipient of an award by

the Italian Ministry of Corporations, which
might lead filmgoers to expect excellence

of entertainment in advance of viewing it,

but for the reason that on no count does

the feature measure up to the higher

standards of foreign production. Whether
by accident or design, its producers have

in definite fashion duplicated the charac-

teristics of Mae West, and with no degree

of imitative success. Backgrounds and

camera work are for the most part satis-

factory, but there is little in the sequences

to elicit the interest of American film

fans.

"TRENTA SECONDI Dl AMORE"
("Thirty Seconds of Love"), Italian dia-

logue film; a Consorzio production; re-

leased by Nuovo Mondo; story by Aldo

de Benedetti; directed by Mario Bonnard,

with Elsa Berlini, Nino Besozzi, Enrico

Viarisio, et al, in the cast. Presented at

the Broadway Theater.

Thoroughly diverting romantic farce, ex-

pertly cast and acted. Film ranks high

in entertainment value among contempor-

ary foreign features. Its brisk story tells

of a young dentist's pretty wife, who,

while driving without an automobile li-

cense, runs down a handsome chap who
has for some time loved her from afar.

He sues for compensation for a broken

arm received in the accident, but agrees

to drop the legal action if the woman will

agree to give him a kiss "thirty seconds

long." This unusual demand results in

hilarious episodes.

"L'AMORE CHE CANTA" ("Love That
Sings"), Italian dialogue film with English

titles a Cesare production; World Pictures

release; directed by Mario Bonnard, with

Tito Schipa, Milly, Camillo Pilotto, et ai,

in the cast. Presented at the Miami The-

ater.

A good comedy with English titles marks

the debut on American screens of the

weli-known operatic tenor, Tito Schipa.

Foreign film fans will find this screenplay

a lot of fun with the golden-voiced Schipa

enacting the role of the singer whose

initial appearance before an audience is a

miserable failure because of nervousness.

His manager, a resourceful individual,

makes appearances while the timid artist

does the actual vocalizing behind a cur-

tain. It's all very silly but uncommonly
amusing. Finally, the nervous songbird

rebels at the deception and, of course,

makes good in a big way.

"Sing" for RKO Houses
The RKO Greater New York The-

aters Circuit has booked "Commun-
ity Sing," Columbia's song reel, for

the week starting April 10.
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MIER TO START FIRST

MEX. FEATURE IN MAY

By MARCO-AURELIO GAL1NDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.— The Cinemato-
grafica Internacional, new motion
picture producing company just or-

ganized here by Felipe Mier, for-

merly Warners general manager for

Mexico, will start camera work in

May on the first of three feature to

be made this year.

Mier himself will function as gen-

eral production manager and dis-

tributor for the concern, for which
an initial working capital of 100,-

000 pesos has been put up by Pedro
Maus, largest cigarette manufac-
turer in the country.

The Film Daily was told by
Mier that Cinematografica Interna-

cional plans to increase its annual
production schedule on each suc-

ceeding year, and that it will make
as its first "Pancho" ("He-Man Pan-
cho"), a story of native Mexican
life by Enrique Uthoff which Ar-
cady Boytier has been picked to di-

rect. This will be followed by "La
Venganza del Zorro" ("Zorro's Re-

venge"). Next year the company
may produce six pictures.

The best of the Mexican-made pic-

tures may at last penetrate the Ar-
gentine picture market through ar-

rangements completed here by Luis

Pascual, manager of the Buenos
Aires exchange of the Compania In-

dustrial Film Espanol, S. A. (CIF-

ESA), of Valencia, Spain, with the

cooperation of Justo Jose Aznar,

CIFESA's Mexico representative.

Pascual, who came here to look

over the situation with a view to

ascertain definitely the advisability

of CIFESA's producing in Mexican
studios while its own factories re-

main closed by the revolution in

Spain, will undertake to distribute

the pick of the Mexican product in

Argentina for his company, and
when we left here on his way back

to his offices in the Argentine capi-

tal he took with him the distribu-

tion rights to "Janitzio."

Hoffberg to Make Spanish

Versions of Four Shorts

J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., now has
in its editing rooms four shorts

which will be released soon. Two of

the subjects, "Isle of Paradise"
(Java) and "Bamboo," were nar-

rated by Andre Baruch. "Holly-

wood Magic" and "Shanghai," the

remaining subjects, have symphonic
musical accompaniment. Hoffberg
is initiating a new policy with re-

spect to these four films by mak-
ing Spanish versions of each.

Danish Comedy to Open
"Sol Over Danmark", "Sun Ovei

Denmark", described as the first

Danish dialogue comedy, will have
its U. S. premiere at the Cinema de
Paris next Tuesday.
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The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

New Taxes in Batavia
Batavia, Java—A new system of

municipal taxation on outdoor ad-
vertising in Batavia heavily assesses
a number of forms of outdoor ad-
vertising not heretofore affected, in-

cluding advertising on the exterior
of buildings in which the article ad-
vertised is sold or distributed, and
posters carried, pushed or driven
through the streets. The new taxes
apply to all importers and distribu-

tors of American products but will

be felt most by distributors of

American motion pictures who cus-
tomarily advertise on the outside of

their office buildings by means of

movable advertisements and by
posters outside of theaters. All
such advertising is now subject to

a prohibitive tax. The rate has
been increased by 50 per cent for
electrically lighted signs and 100
per cent for flashing signs.

29 New Theaters in 8 Months
Berlin—The Reich Film Chamber

has recently released statistics

showing the number and size of

film theaters in Germany as of De-
cember 31, 1936. According to the
compilation there were at the end
of the year 5,302 cinemas in Ger-
many having a combined seating
capacity of 1,943,049. Of these, 2,-

316 with 1,195,906 seats were playing
daily. As compared with the last

previous estimate, (April 30, 1936)
the statistics indicate an increase

of 29 in the number of cinemas and
of 14,900 in seating capacity.

RKO Renews Danish Contract

Copenhagen—RKO Radio Pictures,

through Carl-Gerhard Wallman, in

charge of Scandinavian territory for

the company, has closed a new con-

tract with A. Bremerholm, of

Gloria Film A.S., Copenhagen, for

distribution of the 1936-37 program
in Denmark. The new pact con-

tinues a long uninterrupted connec-

tion between the Danish firm and
RKO Radio.

Cast of "Non-Stop New York"
London—Robert Stevenson, who is

directing GB's "Non-Stop New

York," has assigned important sup-
porting roles to Frank Cellier and
Tony Quinn. The featured cast in-

cludes Anna Lee, Desmond Tester,

John Loder and Francis L. Sullivan.

Story of "Non-Stop New York" is

laid entirely aboard a London-to-
New York airliner.

Queen for "Floss" Premiere
London — Her Majesty Queen

Mary will attend the world pre-
miere of National Provincial Film
Distributors' presentation of George
Eliot's classic, "The Mill on the
Floss," on April 12th, at the London
Hippodrome in aid of the University
College Hospital Building Fund.

RKO's New Pub. Dir. in Vienna
Vienna—General Manager Mike

Havas of the RKO Radio Austrian
office here has appointed Paul Hen-
ning as publicity director, replacing
Hans Gold, resigned.

New RKO Office in Poland
Warsaw—In addition to the War-

saw head office maintained by RKO
Radio to take care of the Polish
distribution under acting manager
Szymon Lehman's direction, a new
office has been opened at Katowice.
This branch in Poland's second larg-

est city will take care of the balance
of the territory.

RKO's New Balkan Distribs

Kaunas, Lith. — Harry Leasim,
general manager of RKO Radio for
Continental operations, has closed

a deal with Lietfilmas, with head-
quarters at Kaunas, Lithuania, for
the 1936-37 product. This arrange-
ment also embraces Latvia and Es-
thonia.

Lilli Palmer Borrowed
London — Lilli Palmer, co-starred

with Richard Arlen in the Gaumont
British feature, "Silent Barriers,"
has been borrowed from GB for the
Herbert Wilcox production, "Sun-
set in Vienna."

Nazis Moving Towards Barter System for Films

Berlin (By Cable)—Nazi govern-

ment, if current indications count,

is moving towards a barter system

for films which will make still more
difficult the position of American
companies in the German market.

As appraised by representatives
of U. S. distributors, the system is

designed to restrict the import of
foreign pictures to those countries
which accept an equal number of
German productions. The market

for German films in America is nec-
essarily a limited one.

Germany admitted only 120 for-

eign films last year. American dis-

tributors, however, were limited to

about 28, representing the number
of import licenses available by
transfer from German concerns ex-

porting abroad. There are only SO

of these.

In 1936, German film exports
totaled only 4,000,000 marks while
imports were double that figure.

ITALO-GERMAN FILM

ALLIANCE IN MAKING

{Continued from Page 1)

the U. S. hold on the Italian film
market, it is understood.

The projected alliance is expected
to bring an expansion of the activi-
ties of DIFU, formed some time
ago to finance distribution of Ital-
ian pictures here and to encourage
German film exhibition in Italy.
Nominal heads of DIFU are Jo-
hanna Friederich Doering and
Mario and Ida Franchini.

It is reported that under the al-
liance the local film industry, now
Nazi-controlled, will finance Ger-
man-Italian co-op. films.

Gonzales to Tie In Radio

With Puerto Rican Houses

Eduardo G. Gonzales, vice-presi-
dent of United Theaters, Inc., Puer-
to Rico's largest film theater cir-
cuit comprising 18 houses, told THE
Film Daily yesterday on the eve of
his return to San Juan from a two
weeks' business visit to New York
that one of the principal reasons
for his trip here at this time, in
addition to purchasing new sound
equipment for his houses, was for
the purpose of applying to the FCC
for a license to operate a broad-
casting station in Puerto Rico.

The radio venture, Gonzales said,
would be directly tied up with his
film theater operations. United
Theaters, Inc., owns approximately
20 per cent of Puerto Rico's houses.

Gonzales, who has been stopping
at the Hotel Edison, stated that at-
tendance and revenue were continu-
ing on the up-grade throughout
Puerto Rico, although admission
prices remain at the same relative
level, with dramatic and musical
features in English, plus flash-in
Spanish titles, most in demand by
patrons.

"Dream" Print Presented

To Shakespeare Library

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Warner Bros, yes-

terday presented a print of "A Mid-
summer Night's Dream" to the
Folger Shakespeare Library. Jacob
Wilk made the presentation for
Warners. The print was accepted
by Dr. Joseph Quincy Adams, li-

brary director.

Lord Suit Hearing Apr. 19
Supreme Court Justice Vincent

Leibell has set April 19 as date for
hearing on the $50,000 breach-of-
contract suit brought by Phillips H.
Lord (Seth Pai'ker) against Pathe
News. Parker claims that Pathe
agreed to supply him with film tech-

j

nicians and to supply 50 per cent of

the cost of a round-the-world trip

he took by sailing ship recently and
failed to do so.
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A "JUtiU" fro**. MoUuwood "Ms
f*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JACQUES TOURNEUR, M-G-M
J director, has received word from
father, Maurice Tourneur, that he
left Marseilles, France, Monday for

Tahiti. On his return trip to

France he will visit Hollywood and
New York. The elder Tourneur pro-

duced and directed such pictures as

"The Whip," "Isle of Lost Ships"

and "The Christian."

Walter Wanger consented to the

cancellation of Estella and LeRoy's
contract to dance in "Vogues of
1938," so that they may appear at

the Savoy, London, during Corona-
tion Week. Wanger will use them
in a later picture.

V

Pete Smith, M-G-M commentator,
has returned from Palm Springs,

where he completed the script of a

new short, "Radium," listed for
early production.TV
Samuel Goldwyn has obtained the

services of Alan Hale for the sec-

ond male lead in "Stella Dallas."

Hale was to have gone into RKO's
"New Faces," but Sam Briskin, that
company's production chief, agreed
to release Hale from that commit-
ment if Goldwyn would loan him
Jerome Cowan to replace Hale in

the "New Faces" part.

"A Nation of Flames," produced
by Halperin Brothers for Treasure
Pictures, has been booked in the
RKO-Radio Theaters in Dayton and
Cincinnati as a single feature, start-

ing April 23.

T T

The billion-dollar beautician in-

dustry here and in England will fur-

nish the background for the second
Samuel Goldwyn film Merle Oberon
will make on her return to Holly-

wood from London. "Beauty Par-

lor" is the name of the story and
Miss Oberon will make it in the

Summer following the filming of

"Spring in My Heart".

TV
"Strictly Accidental," written by

Richard English, has been bought
by S. J. Briskin, RKO Radio pro-

duction chief, and will be readied
for the screen as a vehicle for Vic-
tor Moore.

T T T

Told in a sentence:
Paramount has signed Anna May

Wong to a one-film contract . . .

And Reginald Denny and Roland
Drew for "The Great Gambini" . . .

Cesar Romero replaces Boris Karloff
in "Armored Car" . . . RKO has
signed Bill Grady for "New Faces
of 1937" . . . Miriam Hopkins will

be opposite Errol Flynn in First
National's "The Perfect Specimen"
. . . Roger Imhof has been signed
by B. F. Zeidman for "Sweetheart of
the Navy".

Union Pacific Buys Film Set Design for Sun Valley
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Acting for the Union Pacific Railroad, of which he is board chairman.
W. Averell Harriman, has purchased the design and plans of film set used at Sun
Valley, Idaho, by Paramount'; "I Met Him in Paris" troupe for a $2,000,000' develop-
ment program now going forward at the winter sports resorts, it was announced yeJ-
terday. A hotel, dormitory and film theater will be built in the style of the set.

Casting assignments: Grand Na-
tional—Wilma Francis, Vince Bar-
nett, Frank Milan, "Marked Money";
RKO—Preston Foster, Joan Fon-
taine, "You Can't Beat Love"; Uni-
versal—Russell Simpson, Walter
Miller, "Wild West Days"; Republic
—Warren Hull, "Rhythm in the
Clouds."

Columbia has signed Oscar Ham-
merstein, 2nd, to write and produce
a musical screen play.

T T T

M-G-M has acquired film rights

to "Double Dummy," play with a
contract bridge background by Doty
Hobart and Thomas McKnight, pro-
duced last fall on Broadway.

v v

Rosina Lawrence has been signed
to a new contract at the Hal Roach
studios, where she appeared in

"Kelly the Second" and other pic-

tures. Jack Jevne, writer, has also

signed a new Roach contract.

TV
George Oppenheimer and Thomas

Reed have been given new contracts

as scenarists by M-G-M.

The Ranee of Sarawak, now here,

has been signed by First National
to act as technical adviser on "The
White Rajah," the picture in which
Errol Flynn will shortly be starred.

Another month of camera work
which will add materially to the
dramatic value of "Souls at Sea"
is being planned by William Le-
Baron, managing director of pro-
duction in Paramount's Hollywood
studio. A new sequence involving
the spectacular escape of hundreds
of Negroes from a slave ship driven
ashore in a gale will be added to

the picture.

Danny Dare has been signed by
Walter Wanger to stage the swing-
and-jam sessions in "52nd Street."

Wyn C a h o o n , appearing in

"Brother Rat" on Broadway, has
been signed by Columbia.

vv
Boyce DeGaw and Isabel Dawn,

who wrote the adaptation and script

of "Wings Over Honolulu," and who
secured the extensive Naval coop-
eration required, have been assigned
by Universal to "Service DeLuxe,"
story of a girl who established a
bureau for the carrying out of all

kinds of shopping services for out-
of-town patrons.

v v
"Miss Casey at the Bat," is the

title of a new comedy Columbia has
scheduled for early production.
Charles Quigley and Jacqueline
Wells will play the leads, with Rita
Hayworth and Patricia Farr also
seen in featured parts.

Frank Lloyd and a staff of as-
sistants left Hollywood yesterday on
a research expedition to San Fran-
cisco and surrounding country to
gather information for "Wells Far-
go," dramatic historical film which

will be his next production for Para-
mount.

Lloyd was accompanied by Idwal
Jones, who once kept records in San
Francisco for Wells Fargo; John
Goodman, art director of the Lloyds
production unit and Hal McAlpin,
photographer.

Willie Howard has been signed to
a film contract by M-G-M.

A. Dorian Otvos has just com-
pleted the script of "Behind the
Mike" by Thomas Ahearn and Wal-
ter Butterfield. "Behind the Mike"
will be produced for Universal by
Lou Brock. Star is likely to be
Larry Blake, now playing in "The
Road Back," and it is also likely
that John King, who also has a radio
background, will be in it.
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IMPERIAL'S 1937-38

LINEUP GALLS FOR 32

(Continued from Page 1)

Charles S. Strong; "Sophisticated
Lady," by Robert Oliver; "Back
from Reno," by Glenn Watkins;
"The Model Murder," by George
Norriss; "Honor Among Women,"
by Jeanne Bowman; "Sky Girl," by
Nellie Graf; "Negligee," by Gladys
Sloan; "Silver Linings," by Sylvia
Parker; "Penthouse Love," by Rich-
ard Kent; "Petticoat Lane," an or-
iginal story by S. W. Weil.

Imperial Exchanges already are
established in New York, Portland,
Seattle, Cleveland, Boston, Cincin-
nati, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis,
Indianapolis and New Haven and
expansion will cover every key
from coast to coast.

McFadden Named to New
Interstate Circuit Post

Dallas — R. J. O'Donnell, Inter-
state Circuit vice-president and gen-
eral manager, has added a publicity,
advertising and exploitation divi-

sion to his Program Building and
Short Subject Booking Department,
now in its third year under the di-

rection of Besa Short.

This new step divorces all phases
of short booking and selling from
the feature department. Fred Mc-
Fadden has been appointed by
O'Donnell as head of the new divi-

sion.

McFadden takes up his new du-
ties after five years with Interstate
in publicity and advertising for the
Majestic, Palace and Melba Thea-
ters. Before opening the Dallas of-

fice, he will visit the West Coast to
discuss sales campaigns with the
short subject producers.

New Chicago Musicians

Rules Fail to Make Jobs

Chicago — Dictum of James C.
Petrillo, president of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians, that thea-
ters which charge more than a
quarter admission must, if using
made-in-Chicago sound films, em-
ploy the same number of musicians
as were used in making the original
sound recording is floppo as a job
maker.

Same thing applies co Petrillo's

accompanying ruling that film the-
aters charging lower scales must,
under similar conditions, hire an
organist or pianist.

Checkup over the week-end by
The Film Daily staff man failed
to uncover a single employe added
to any of the local theater staffs
as a result of the union's moves.

Explanation is that few made-in-
Chicago sound films are used.

Potentially troublesome, from the
exhibitor viewpoint, however, is the
report that Petrillo hopes to extend
his campaign to include union mu-
sicians in Hollywood studios.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By Sid Weiss

gAM SAX, Joe Henabery and Lee
Stewart leave Tuesday for Wor-

cester and Boston to audition chil-
dren for Vitaphone's forthcoming
All-Kiddie short.

Lloyd French is directing Leon
Navara in "Sin-Copation," lively
script by Jack Henley, at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphonc Studios

Eddie DuPar is in from the coast
taking background shots in New
York and Washington. Lloyd Gold-
smith and Chet North are also here
from the coast to supervise the in-
stallation of RCA equipment at the
Vitaphone Studios. Goldsmith will

be in charge of the engineering de-
partment for the next three months.

Rumors of Roy Mack's illness are
dispelled by no less an authority
than Roy Mack himself. However,
Ed Savin is nursing a badly injured
finger, caught in his car door.

Addenda: David Mendoza, musical
director, has just completed a short,
his first appearance on the screen. .

.

Sadie Krugman, who's with Bert
Frank, film ed., is a bride of two
weeks . . . Joe Henabery has com-
pleted work on "Cut Out for Love,"
with Donald Novis and Dorothy
Dare. Story is by Cyrus D. Wood
and Leo Sherin.

Vitaphone '36-37 Lineup Cinematique Francaise in

Now 80 Per Cent Finished Film Exchange Arrangement

With 111 of its schedule of 140
short subjects completed, the Vita-
phone production schedule for the
1936-37 season is now 80 per cent
finished. Only 29 short subjects
more remain to be produced. Com-
pleted shorts for the current season
include 30 out of 36 "Broadway
Brevity" musicals and comedies; 13
out of 18 "Merrie Melody" cartoons;
10 out of 13 E. M. Newman "Color-
tour Adventures"; 10 out of 13
"Vitaphone Pictorial Revue"; 13 out
of 16 "Looney Tune" cartoons; and
10 out of 13 "Big Time Vaudeville"
shorts.

New Kallet Oneida House

To Be Ready on Oct. 15

Oneida, N. Y.—-Frank E. Lewis
and Son of Bainbridge have been
awarded the general contract for

the construction of the $210,000 film

theater which Kallet Theaters, Inc.,

will erect on Main St. Plans call

for a stage and installation of air

conditioning system. The house will

be ready for opening on Oct. 15.

WB Accessories Manual Out
The Warner Bros, home office ac-

cessories sales department is send-
ing out to branch managers and
accessories salesmen this week, a
50-page Manual explaining in detail

the new accessories rental plan of
the company which goes into effect

on May 2. A broadside has also

been prepared for distribution to

exhibitors this week.

ITOA Meeting "Routine"
Routine business was transacted

by the I. T. O. A. at a meeting yes-
terday at the Hotel Astor.

"History" Stays a Third
Walter Wanger's "History Is

Made At Night," will play a third
week at the Rivoli starting on Sat-
urday.

Paris — The Cinematique Fran-
caise, a French society for the col-

lection of motion picture films, and
the American Museum of Modern
Art have recently arranged an ex-
change of motion pictures between
France and the United States. The
French society was founded only last

September, but already it has sev-

eral hundred films in its library
Among the more interesting items

in the French collection are the early

efforts of Louis Lumiere. Oldest ex-

amples will be placed on display in

the Photography Pavilion of the Pa-
ris International Exposition of Arts
and Crafts which opens in the
French capital in May.

Three More Houses Closed

By Winter Flood Reopening

Cincinnati — Reopening of flood-

closed and water-damaged theaters
following renovation continues. W.
C. Mills has turned on the lights in

the Mills Theater at West Hunting-
ton, W. Va. Jim Wilson's Riverside,

here is scheduled to reopen Satur-

day. R. W. Sacker is also reopening
the Liberty at Lawrenceberg.

Gertrude Ophuls for Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Gertrude Ophuls,
daughter of the late Dr. William
Ophuls, dean of the San Francisco
College of Medicine, has arrived
here from Vienna for a screen
career. Her mother accompanied
her. Singer is a sister of Mrs. Gor-
don Griffith, wife of the film writer.

Goodhue With Morris
Robert K. Goodhue has been ap-

pointed head of the literary script
and scenario department of the Wil-
liam Morris Agency in the East.

Mexican Rights to U. A.
DuWorld Pictures has sold rights

to the "Popular Science" series to
United Artists for Mexico.

RCA Photophone, the

Magic Voice of the

Screen, offers you these

10 outstanding features

as PROOF of its un-
matched superiority!

Rotary Stabilizer . . . Cellular

Speakers . . . Low Cost Main-

tenance, Liberal Service . . .

Simple Operation . . . Eco-

nomical Operation . . . Push-

pull Adaptability . . . High
Fidelity Reproduction . . s

Simple Installation . . . Ac-

cessibility . . . Sole Ownership

Summed up, the features above

mean the very best in motion

picture sound. And that means

better box office! Let RCA
Photophone prove its pulling

power in your theatre!

RCA presents the "Magic Key"
every Sunday, 2 to 3 P. M., E.S.T.

on NBC Blue Network
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GN TALKS $250,000

FINANCING BY GFI

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Grand National,

through President Edward L. Al-
person, is negotiating with Con-
solidated Film Industries for finan-

cing amounting to $250,000, accord-

ing to authoritative sources. Herb-
ert J. Yates, head of Consolidated,

is due here shortly from New York.
Grand National is understood to

have recently obtained $250,000
from Bank of America.

City Auditorium Lessee

Fights Opposition Move

Brattleboro, Vt. — Spero Latchis,

secretary-treasurer of the D. Latchis

& Sons, Corp., operating the Audi-
torium has petitioned the selectmen
to refuse a license for a proposed
theater to Western Massachusetts
Theatres, Inc., Springfield, Mass.
The Latchis lease on the Auditor-

ium, owned by the city, has a year

and a half to run. Mr. Latchis told

the selectmen his corporation would
be willing to renew the lease at an
increased rental and make some im-
provements if they would deny a li-

cense to competing interests. The
selectmen postponed action on the

petition.

M. P. Foster Takes Over

Two Colorado Theaters

Denver—M. P. Foster has taken
over the Nugut theater at Telluride,

Colo., and the Uray theater at

Ouray, Colo., on a lease from Charles

Diller, the owner. Foster was re-

cently the manager of the Granada
theater at Monte Vista, Colo., and
also has an interest in the Lode the-

ater at Silverton, Colo.

U. A. Has Coronation Short

"Preparing for the Coronation," a
one-reel short produced in England
by Henry Matson, will be released
by United Artists in India, China,
Straits Settlements, Philippine Is-

lands and New Zealand, according
to an announcement made by Ar-
thur W. Kelly, U. A. vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Such a large number of elaborate

gowns are being prepared for Marlene
Dietrich's new picture that workmen
are remodeling her studio quarters to

make room for them.
—PARAMOUNT.

\ 4 Filling New Positions ^ ^
Boston — Resignation of Arthur

Quinn, manager of the Regent the-
ater in Wallaston, Mass. surburban
M. & P. house, resulted in several
managerial changes in other houses
of the New England Chain. Quinn,
resigned to join the Boston Police
Force. Nickolis Feenan replaced
Quinn at the Regent. Charles Bas-
sen, former manager of the Oriental
was promoted to the Standard The-
ater Supply Corp. to head the new
16 mm. department of the M. & P.

Purchasing department. Al Lourie,
manager of the Field's Corner The-
ater replaced Bassen at the Orient-
al. Joe Laurie went from the Frank-
lin Park Theater to the Field's Cor-
ner to take the position vacated by
his brother Al Laurie. Harold Fri-

ary took over the Franklin Park
Theater.

Meriden, Conn. — Lou Falk, for

two years manager of the Poli The-
ater, has been promoted to a New
York Loew house managership,
which will be assigned on Monday.
Replacing Falk is Joseph Samar-
tano, of the Pitkin, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Denver—Dale Kline is now man-
aging the Plaza Theater for Dave
Cockrill. Cockrill recently took

over the Plaza and Alpine, the lat-

ter of which Kline was recently part

owner.

Indianapolis—Herman Morgan is

the new assistant booker at the

Universal exchange.

Keokuk, la.—H. E. Stevens has

assumed his new duties as city man-
ager of the Frisina circuit houses

here. For the past year he had

been manager of the Avalon Thea-

ter, Lawrenceville, 111. Vincent Hel-

ling, former manager of the Grand
Theater here has taken over the

managership at the Avalon in Law-
renceville.

Court Orders New Trial

In Baltimore Bingo Case

Baltimore—A new trial has been

granted by the Supreme Bench of

Baltimore in a recent case which
grew out of bingo games being con-

ducted at a motion picture theater

in the Negro section of the city. A
jury held that the game and draw-
ings for prizes, participated in by
the non-winners, constituted a lot-

tery. Attorneys contended the trial

judge's ruling constituted an in-

struction to the jury. They also con-

tended that no extra cost was made
for tickets on the two nights each

week the bingo parties were held

after the performances.

$55,000 for Film Rights

Carl Laemmle, Jr., is understood
to have paid $55,000 for the screen
rights to "The Amazing Dr. Clitter-

house," current Broadway play.

Cincinnati—Manny Shure, mana-
ger of RKO Albee, is leaving for
New York City, as manager for
"Easy Aces," radio program. Joseph
Alexander, manager of RKO Palace,
assumes managership of the Albee;
Irwin Bock is moved from the Cap-
itol to the Palace as manager, and
Norman Lenz, Paramount assistant
manager, becomes manager of the
Capitol, in the move up occasioned
by Shure's resignation. J. Geers of

the Orpheum goes to the Para-
mount.

Harvey, 111. — Walter Grometer
has been named Great States man-
ager here. Hilbert Nelson has been
shifted to the Joliet theaters of the
circuit.

Indianapolis -— Howard Mcintosh
has been appointed assistant adver-
tising sales manager at Paramount
exchange.

Lexington, Ky.—Gene Custer, city

manager for Schine Enterprises
here, has been promoted to the

home office. A. O. Davidson, man-
ager of the Ben AH, succeeds Cus-
ter.

Hoquiam, Wash.—Art Hile is now
managing the Seventh St. Theater,

just taken over by the Evergreen
State circuit.

Chicago—Neil McGuire has been
named production manager for the

Filmack Trailer Co.

Pittsburgh—Dave Brown, former-
ly short booker here for the Warner
circuit and more lately with the

St. Louis branch, has succeeded Max
Stahl as office manager at United
Artists exchange. Stahl came here

early in the season to succeed Joel

Goldin.

Counsel Fail to Agree

On Test Case Procedure

Lincoln, Neb.—After several con-

ferences the bank night test case's

legal battery is still at odds as to

whether the case shall be tried on
stipulated facts, or on evidence. The
attorney-general's office here which
is bringing the suit, through spokes-

man Francis V. Robinson, wants the

stipulated facts, but the bank night
attorneys—S. Halperin. Minneapo-
lis, and John Mullen and Bill

Wright, Omaha, won't agree to en-

tering certain facts so far.

Test is being fought against the

Fox and Rivoli, Beatrice, Neb. Trial

date has not been set yet by the

Gage County Judge.

Peggy O'Donnell Signed

Carl Laemmle Jr. has signed
Peggy O'Donnell, New York stage
actress, who leaves for the coast

April 15.

'DOWN-TO-EARTH' PIX

VITAL, SURVEY SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

eluding Louis K. Ansell, chairman;
Anton Matreci, Clarence Kaiman
and Joseph Ansell.

Resolution adopted by the com-
mittee and forwarded to all pro-
ducers reports these exhibitor de-
sires:

"Sotries of the 'down-to-earth'
variety, of clean, wholesome, Amer-
ican life, particularly those dealing
with people commonly in contact
with the great masses, and having
plots that maintain pronounced
heart interest.
"Out -door stories with a musical-

drama strain and fast action; for
example, such as 'The Gay Desper-
ado,' with 'devil-may-care' charac-
ters of the nature as portrayed by
Leo Carrillo.

"Musical romances of 'Maytime'
type with Jeannette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy, and such pictures as
'Trail of the Lonesome Pine' with
Sylvia Sidney, 'Cain and Mable*
with Marion Davies and Clark Ga-
ble, 'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' with
Gary Cooper, 'Pigskin Parade' with
Stuart Erwin, 'My Man Godfrey'
with Carole Lombard and William
Powell and 'Swingtime' with Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire."

Exhibitors turned thumbs down
on stories of these types: without
femme appeal, in which war pre-
dominates, with morbid endings, in
which the major portion is a dream,
set in costume with foreign locale,
in which there are undue brutality
and numerous murders, sexy.
Even the use of first rank stars

in such undesirable stories will not
make them profitable attractions,
the resolution says.

Building Plans Altered
Milwaukee, Wis.— Plans for the

building to house the Varsity The-
ater here have been altered from
the original two-story design to in-
clude two more stories. The addi-
tional two floors will house the Wis-
consin Amusement Enterprises, les-

sors of the theater.

Sunday Films Carried
Meadow grove, Neb.— This tov;n

voted 112 to 17 in favor of Sunday
shows.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

155 American feature pictures and
182 shorts were shown in Austria dur-
ing 1936. German feature imports
numbered 112; shorts, 214.

k&si
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Monogram and Grand National Set Sales Meet Dates

Mon's Meeting in Chi. May
7-8, GN's on Coast

May 16-19

Two independents — Monogram
and Grand National—yesterday set

dates and places for their annual
sales conventions.
Monogram's meeting is tenta-

tively listed for May 7-8 at Chi-

cago, President W. Ray Johnston
said. Nine stories are being made
ready for production on the coast,

with one, "Blazing Barriers," a story

of a forest fire built around the ac-

tivities of a CCC camp with Edward
Arnold Jr. featured, slated to go in

(Continued on Page 4)

"U" CERTIFICATES

GO ON CURB TODAY

Universal Corp. common stock

voting trust certificates will be ad-

mitted to trading on the New York
Curb Exchange today. Corporation

was organized as a Delaware hold-

ing company a year ago to acquire

a controlling interest in Universal

Pictures Co., Inc. and to supply the
(Continued on Page 11)

Hats with Silver Linings End Ork's Sit-Down Strike

Toronto, Ont.—When the orchestra literally "stopped the show" at the Victoria
Theater here this week and staged a sit-down strike to collect their pay, two patrons
saw to it that the performance went on by taking things into their own hands.
The "things" were their hats which they passed. When the chapeaux finally got lined

with silver coins, the collection was turned over to the striking musicians, who forth-
with decided to end the strike . . . and strike up the band instead.

Major Companies' Attorneys Confer

On Hoblitzelle Case Facts Agreement
Counsel for major distributors

who are defendants in the Dallas
anti-trust suit, brought by the Dept.
of Justice against the Hoblitzelle-
O'Donnell theater interests as well,

met at the Hays office yesterday
and worked on the agreed statement

of facts. Attorney George Wright
of Dallas, local counsel for the ma-
jors, took part in the discussions,
which will probably be continued
today. He is expected to leave New
York over the week-end returning
to Texas.

MPTOA Prexy to Confer With
Nine Leaders on

Western Trip

As a missionary in behalf of the
M. P. T. 0. A. 10-point trade prac-
tice program, President Ed Kuy-
kendall yesterday announced plans
for leaving late this month on a
coast trip which will bring him into
conference with the leaders of nine
units affiliated with his organiza-
tion. Purpose of the move is to
"solidify" the M. P. T. 0. A. ranks
in support of the proposals and also
to determine unit attitude as to

what procedure is to be adopted in

order to accomplish the objectives.
(Continued on Page 4)

Niagara Frontier 1st Quarter Grosses up 18 P. C.

Roxy Reorg. Plan Is Best

Obtainable, Says Schlosser

Albert J. Schlosser, of Halsey,

Stewart & Co., investment bankers,

who conducted negotiations with

20th Century-Fox on behalf of the
(Continued on Page 6)

"A Penny Saved," Etc.

Newark, N. J.—Manager Bill Phillips

of Loew's State was standing in the

lobby the other evening when a patron

presented two passes to the ticket

taker. Phillips explained a small tax

had to be paid, whereupon the man re-

paired to the box office. Then he was
observed making a note of the numbers

on his passes.

"So I can deduct the charge from

my income tax," he explained as he

hurried in.

Buffalo—Niagara Frontier Thea-
ter box-office grosses for the first

quarter of 1937 averaged better
than 18 per cent higher than for
the same period of 1936, according
to theater managers, circuit, neigh-
borhood and independent. They also

reported that the first quarter of

1937 was from two to five per cent

ahead of the last three months of

last year.
Admission charges a d v an c e d

slightly last year, but have held

steady since the first of the year.

Right now, managers are watching
the developments of efforts to

unionize unskilled employes. On
the measure that unionization af-

fects operating costs will hinge the
question of whether admission
charges must be advanced.

Only one new theater is definitely

planned for the district, that being
(Continued on Page 4)

Walter Vincent Heads MPTOA Com.

Named to Work Out Radio ControlPlan

FREEMAN AND BLANK

WORKING OUT DEAL

Details of the permanent deal be-

tween Paramount and A. H. Blank,
Middle-West circuit operator, are be-

ing worked out at New York con-

ferences between Blank and Y.
Frank Freeman, Paramount theater
department head. Extension of the
present arrangement expires May 1.

Blank is scheduled to leave New
York tomorrow or Sunday on his

return to Omaha.

Kansas City ITOA Group
Making Giveaway Survey

Kansas City, Mo.—Committee of

four I. T. 0. A. members has been
appointed to make a survey of the

local giveaway situation as a result

of a meeting held this week.
Exhibitors in some sections of the

city feel that their elimination is

possible.

Appointment of a committee to

formulate a plan to protect thea-

ters "against unfair and destructive

competition" from "unrestrained ra-

dio competition" was announced by

the M. P. T. 0. A. yesterday. Presi-

dent Ed Kuykendall has named the
following to serve: Walter Vincent,
chairman; Arthur H. Lockwood,
Middletown, Conn.; Lewen Pizor,

( Continued on Page 11)

Copyright Bill Treaty

Angle to be Considered

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The treaty angle of

the Duffy copyright bill will be con-

sidered by the Senate Foreign Re-
lations Committee at a special meet-

(Continued on Page 4)

What, No Allied Bid?

At an impromptu press conference
yesterday, Prexy Ed Kuykendall of the

M.P.T.O.A. was kiddingly asked if he
was going to attend the Allied conven-
tion in Milwaukee next month.

"I haven't been invited although I

did invite them to attend my Miami
convention," he replied.
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New Para. Branch Mgrs.

In Atlanta, San Antonio

Paramount has effected branch
manager changes in two Southern
territories. Division Manager Joe
Unger has switched Cecil E. House
from San Antonio to Atlanta, where
he succeeds Dave Prince, who has
resigned. L. W. McClintock, sales-
man, has been promoted to branch
manager at San Antonio. George
Gaughan, Jr., formerly district

salesman-at-large, has taken over
McClintock's former zone.
Donald L. Velde, in charge of ad

sales for Paramount, has promoted
William W. Sharpe, formerly ad
sales manager at St. Louis, to the
post of ad sales supervisor for the
east. He succeeds Welden Waters,
who has been transferred to Cleve-
land as salesman, succeeding G. H.
Robb, resigned. Charles Scheufler
has been advanced from ad sales
clerk to ad sales manager at St.

Louis, succeeding Sharpe.

Dog Racing Bill Passes

Colorado's Lower House

Bill legalizing dog racing has
been passed by the House in Color-
ado, despite film industry opposi-
tion. The Senate has approved a
measure banning marathons.

Get Carrier Act Data

At the meeting held at the Park
Central Hotel and attended by exe-
cutives of the National Film Car-
riers Association and home office ex-
change heads of the various distrib-

uting companies, the latter group
was apprised of the rulings of the
rulings of the Motor Carrier Act
which affects them. James P. Clark,
president of the Film Carriers As-
sociation presided. The conclave, be-
cause of the valuable interchange of

ideas resulting from it, voted to

hold similar meetings on the average
of once every three months.

Spiegelgass Production Aide
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leonard Spiegelgass,

story editor for Major Pictures, has
been promoted to production assist-
ant to Emanuel Cohen.

306 Cites Contract and

Refuses to Arbitrate

In response to the suggestion
from the Mayor's Board of Survey
on the operator situation that Em-
pire union men employed in I.T.O.A.

be not discharged, Local 306 takes
the position that its contract with
the I.T.O.A. provides that only 306
members be employed in I.T.O.A.

theaters and has refused to arbi-

trate the employment of Empire
men in I.T.O.A. theaters.

According to Melvin Albert, I.T.

O.A. counsel, this leaves the next
step in the controversy up to Mayor
LaGuardia.

Imperial Pictures, Inc.

Files As Delaware Corp.

Articles of incorporation for Im-
perial Pictures, Inc., were filed yes-

terday at Wilmington, Del., naming
William M. Pizor as president,

Lewen Pizor, vice president, and E.

J. Smith as vice president in charge
of distribution. Company will have
1,000,000 common shares of $1 par
value.

Filing of registration certificate

and issuance of stock is being de-

layed pending appraisal of the com-
pany's assets and a general audit

by the bankers.

Defer Next Sales Tax
Parley Till New Week

Next meeting of major company
counsel on the New York City sales

tax appeal decision will not be held
before early next week, it was
learned yesterday. Attorneys yes-
terday were tied up in a conference
on the Dallas anti-trust case involv-

ing the Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell cir-

cuit and are expected to continue
this session today.

Photo Restriction Bill

A bill prohibiting use of photo-
graphs of deceased persons within
five years of their death without the
consent of their trustees has been
introduced in the New York State
Assembly.

Coming and Going
ED KUYKENDALL is in New York after a

visit to Washington.

ATTORNEY GEORGE WRIGHT of Dallas, who
is now in New York, leaves over the week-
end on his return to Texas.

HERMAN ROBBINS, who is now at the coast,

returns to New York in about 10 days.

WALT DISNEY is due in New York next
week from Hollywood.

RALPH BRANTON is in New York from Des
Moines.

A. H. BLANK, now in New York, leaves to-

morrow or Sunday returning to Omaha.

BEN KALMENSON, Central District Man-
ager for Warners is in New York on a busi-

ness trip conferring with Gradwell L. Sears.

NINO MARTINI opens his concert tour to-

night in Memphis.

GLORIA GILBERT, toe-dancer who recently

completed a year's tour of Europe, departed
yesterday by train for Hollywood to appear in

"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938."

PHIL REGAN, Republic star, and MRS. RE-
GAN, arrived in town yesterday by motor from
the coast.

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secretary

of the Screen Actors' Guild, left yesterday

for Hollywood.

SAUL EDWARDS, G-N eastern sales manager,
left yesterday on a swing around the exchanges
after which he will proceed to the coast.

ROY DISNEY has arrived in New York from
the coast.

MITCHELL LEICHTER of Advance Pictures

left New York yesterday to visit Philadelphia

and Boston to conclude deals in both cities.

Pneumonia Proves Fatal |A
To Helen Burgess at 2*.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills-—Helen Burgess, 22,

young Paramount contract player
who, without previous film experi-
ence, rocketed into prominence
through her role of the wife of
"Buffalo Bill" Cody in "The Plains-
man," is dead here of pneumonia.
Following her appearance in the
DeMille production, Miss Burgess
was awarded a part in "A Doctor's
Diary," and was working on her
third feature for Paramount, "A
Night of Mystery," when stricken
with the illness which proved fatal.

Funeral arrangements are pending.

Two Men In Booth Not
Needed, Committee Told

Hartford, Conn.—Theater fire sta-

tistics disprove the necessity for two
projectionists in a booth, Edward
Levy, MPTO secretary, asserted
yesterday at the Judiciary Commit-
tee's hearing on the two-men-in-a-
booth bill now before the Connecti-
cut legislature. Levy told the Com-
mittee further than State Police in-

spection was adequate. Seventy-five
exhibs and exchange men appeared
to oppose the measure, following a
meeting at the Bond Hotel. Labor
leaders told the Committee the
measure was essential for safety

Smith, Publisher, Dead
Funeral arrangements for George

C. Smith, Jr., 45, president of Street

& Smith, publishers of 26 maga-
zines including "Picture Play," are
pending, following his death on
Wednesday in the Fifth Avenue
Hospital after a brief illness. He
was a member of many clubs in-

cluding the Metropolitan, New York
Yacht Club, Turf and Field, Grolier,

Creek, Piping Rock and Seawanhaka
Corinthian Yacht. Two sisters, Mrs.
Artemas Holmes of 760 Park Ave.,

and Mrs. Anne Wenden of London,
and an aunt, Mrs. George H. Gould
of the Hotel Plaza, survive.

"Lenin" Gets a Sixth
"Tsar to Lenin" released by Len-

auer International Films, will be
held over for a sixth week at the

Filmarte Theater, postponing for a
second time the opening of "Kimi-
ko," Japanese talking film, sched-

uled to follow.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost

Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street

Air Travel Desk—Fenn. Station

Telephone: Ml'rray Hill 6-1640



.THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

MAMMOTH 3-WAY CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY to hail Warners' release next week of "Call It a Day," with

newspaper serializations, day-date advertising and 103-station broadcast (above, with Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter, Bonila Granville, emcee louella Parsons, Frieda Inescort, Waller Woolf King, Roland YoungJ.t

MARK OF BETTE DAVIS' (/eft) triumphant

return to screen indelibly left at Granada

Theatre, South Bend, where world premiere

of "Marked Woman" brings average week's

gross in first 2 days!

HE'S OVER! Ever-mounting holdover list

for"The King and the Chorus Girl"sends

exhibitor praises skyward for Fernand

Gravetas Los Angeles, Frisco, Charlotte,

Louisvillejoin 2nd week situations. Joan

Blondell. Ed Horton are other majorolers.*

"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" will have as "PRINCE" AND "PAUPER" ARRIVE! Twin stars Billy and
co-star for Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins, who Bobby Mauch (I. to r. or r. to I.) receive warm welcome
won assignment after exhaustive search for on New York arrival following stupendous (but really)

perfect screen specimen to portray famed Hollywood preview of their "Prince and the Pauper," in

Samuel Hopkins Adams novel's heroine, which Errol Flynn shares top billing.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture fA Cosmopolitan Production Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors



KUYKENDALL TO CHECK

UNITS ON TRADE PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

Kuykendall plans to reconvene his

trade practices committee, member-
ship of which is identical to the as-

sociation's executive committee, fol-

lowing completion of the checkup.
He will first visit Minneapolis and
then go to Chicago, Seattle, Port-
land, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City, Denver, Oklahoma
City and Dallas, then returning to

New York.
The M. P. T. 0. A. head today

will confer with sales managers in-

dividually in an effort to obtain

concessions beyond those already
granted and as authorized by the

recent Miami convention. He will

particularly discuss plans for es-

tablishing local conciliation boards
as agreed to by all distributors.

Kuykendall returns to Washing-
ton Sunday and later goes on to

Memphis to attend the tri-state

convention opening April 18. After
returning from his coast trip, he
sails for Europe to attend the C. E.

A. convention in England, having
accepted an invitation to speak
there. While abroad Kuykendall
will visit several European coun-
tries, he indicated yesterday.

Friday, April 9, 1937

Monogram, GN Set

Sales Meet Dates

(Continued from Page 1)

work early next week, Johnston de-

clared.

Grand National will hold its con-

vention May 16-19 in Los Angeles,
Edward M. Peskay, vice president,

said yesterday. Peskay and Ed Fin-

ney, G-N publicity and ad chief,

leave next week en route to the

coast.

"Dime Night" Brings Exhib

Arrest on Lottery Charge

Kansas City, Mo.—Hugh Gard-
ner, operator of the Orpheum The-
ater at Neosho, who has been con-
ducting a Dime Night in opposition

to an ultimatum against giveaways
issued by Wayne Slankman, prose-
cuting attorney of Newton County,
was charged with selling lottery
tickets. Gardner gave bond and
will be tried in the June term of
the Circuit Court.

BIG
NEWS

SmS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS p|§AGENT k£_y

Make-up artists estimate that it cost

Simone Simon 100 hours' extra time in

making up her hair for "Seventh Heav-
en" because she wore her own hair

instead of a wig.
—20th CENTURY-FOX.

• • • WHAT LOOKS like a perennial showmanship stunt
that M-G-M Voice and Screen Test this unit recent-

ly played a return engagement at Loew's State in Newark, N. J.

in co-operation with the Newark Star-Eagle the
stunt garnered about seven full pages of space in the search
for new screen personalities during the two-weeks' cam-
paign over 4,000 applications were received voice and
screen tests on the stage of the theater boosted b.o. receipts

an extra $700 for the two nites return engagements of
the Voice and Screen Test will also be played at Loew theaters
in Washington, D. C. and Baltimore it's almost three
years since Eddie Carrier started making these tests under
supervision of Billy Ferguson and the stunt is still a
BOB (coined word for b.o. builder)

• • • DON'T FORGET that social event of the season
the annual Dance and Entertainment of the Press Photog-

raphers held tonite at the Hotel Commodore with
the list of talent the camerartists will have on hand, the show
will keep going till the small hours

• • • ONE OF the outstanding newspaper campaigns of
the year that of Morris Kinzler put in back of "Top of
the Town" for the Universal picture at the Roxy the en-
tire slant of the ads was on the "more-of-everything" idea
more laffs more gals more spectacle and splendor. . .

• • • A BOOK with satirical slants on the pix biz

"In Pictures" being brought out by T. J. Maloney, Inc.

on April 28 a preview copy indicates that it's a
right smart job of spoofing Hollywood done by experts

the pictures are the work of Will Connell and the
accompanying story (originally printed in the Satevepost) by
such Hollywood natives as Nunally Johnson, Patterson McNutt,
Gene Fowler and Grover Jones

• • • THEY CLAIM that it is the largest national bill-

board campaign ever put in back of a picture that for
"The Prince and the Pauper" Warners will start it on
May 1, continuing thru the month till 1400 cities throughout
the land are posturized with 24-sheets this campaign will

give the feature a one-week advance and three-week current
buildup with the release date May 8 exhibs can snipe the
posters with day and date announcements of local showings . . .

• • • CANDID CAMERA Nite a novelty stunt at
Loew's State on Monday eve patrons possessing cameras
will be invited to take shots of the current stage show
consisting of Ed Sullivan's "Dawn Patrol Revue" cash
prizes will later be awarded for the best photos with the
best ones displayed in the lobby if the stunt clicks, it will

be carried along as a regular feature ... • Open house at

the new building of the Capitol Stage Lighting Co 527
W. 45th St music and refreshments all day May ]

is the date

• • • THUS GALLANTLY we greeted Our Gal Friedegg
"What rosy cheeks you have today, Frieda. Or is it

just high blood pressure from the strain of travelling with us
trade paper guys!" Our incompetent sec surveyed us
snootily "You probably mean high blush pressure from
the pain of listening to you trade paper frys."

« « « » » »

BUFFALO GROSSES UPJ
18%F0R 1STQUAR1.

(Continued from Page 1)

the La Salle, in Niagara Falls, for

the Basil Brothers' circuit. There
has been discussion of a new Schine
house in Salamanca, but nothing
yet has developed. Several theaters

here, notably the Basil Genesee and
the downtown Academy, have in-

stalled new marquees or fronts.

With the exception of the Star,

East Side house, which is open and
closed spasmodically, all theaters

open a year ago still are. Most
recent addition to the list is the

Filmarte, latest name for the Gay-
ety, erstwhile burlesque house.

Recently organized Theater Man-
agers' Protective Association now
is engaged in legal battle with city

police relative to bank nights and
giveaways. Police Commissioner or-

dered treasury nights stopped.

TMPA is basing its stand on Court
of Appeals decision in Rochester
case, People vs. Shafer.

As for double features, they ap-

pear here to stay indefinitely. Oc-
casionally a situation of four first-

run houses downtown showing
double bills. First-runs in neigh-
borhood houses have been frequent

in the past six weeks.

Copyright Bill Treaty

Angle to be Considered

(Continued from Page 1)

ing next Monday at 10 a.m., it was
announced yesterday. Sen. F. Ryan
Duffy, bill's sponsor, will preside.

Appearances are expected by
Gabriel Hess, MPPDA general at-

torney; Attorney Edwin P. Kilroe,

and Fulton Brylawski, latter attor-

ney representing the copyright com-
mittee of the Hays organization.

SICK REPORT

Lincoln— Bob Livingston, mana-
ger of the Capitol here, is in bad
shape with a cold. Show business
is so much a habit with him, he's

doing a holdover on the affliction.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Condition of Ewing

Scott, director, who sustained a
broken leg and several cuts about
the face and neck in a motor crash,

is reported as improved at the
Queen of the Angels Hospital.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Arthur Treacher is

recovering from an appedicitis op-
eration at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital.

Canton, O.—Max Young, mana
ger of Mozart, State and McKinley
theaters here, is recovering from a
siege of influenza which confined
him to his room at Hotel Statler,

Cleveland.

I
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A "mU" feat* Hollywood "lots
<IA

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

LJOLLYWOOD will be well repre-

sented in London on May 12

when King George VI and Queen

Elizabeth are crowned in Westmins-

ter Abbey. From the Warner Bros.-

First National studios alone, at

least half a dozen leading players

will leave for London in the imme-
diate future.

Ian Hunter and his wife, the for-

mer Casha Pringle, both British-

born, plan to sail soon for London,
accompanied by their two sons for

the coronation ceremonies. John
Farrow and his wife, Maureen 0'-

Sullivan, will also depart soon and
after the Coronation will go to Ire-

land to visit Miss O'Sullivan's fam-
ily. Glenda Farrell, who is now in

England making a picture at War-
ner Bros.' Teddington studios, will

remain abroad for the ceremonies.

Kay Francis, who recently returned

from Europe to start work on her

newest starring vehicle, "Confes-

sion," expects to finish the picture

in time to slip back to London for a

week or two at Coronation time and
has made sailing reservations.

T T T

Phil Regan, now in New York,

will make four pix for Republic for

1937-38.

T T T

Purnell Pratt has been signed by
Paramount to play a role in "A
Night of Mystery," being directed

by E. A. Dupont.
T T

When Nino Martini, reports at

the RKO studio on May 20, he will

go to work under the man who first

brought him to this country from

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 72

WILLIAM DIETERLE. Director, under contract to Warners. Born

Rheinpfalz and as early as 10 years of age staged classics

barn with newspapers pasted on boards for

scenery. As soon as possible joined a cheap

theatrical troupe from which he graduated to

Heidelberg, Zurich, Munich and finally Berlin

theaters. For nine years a member of Max Rein-

hardt's Berlin Theater company. A deep student,

intellectual, artistic. Almost in a row came

through with "A Midsummer Night's Dream"

(in collaboration with Reinhardt), "Story of

Louis Pasteur," "White Angel." Is a master

of big themes and spectacular mass effects.

Knows the camera. A master of angles. Never

takes an unnecessary shot. Has a marvelous

mind for detail and carries in his memory an

outline of every camera change so that he lit-

erally "cuts" the picture as he shoots it. Hair,

black. Eyes, brown. Stands over 6.

» • •
in '93 in

n an old

Italy in 1929 — Producer Jesse L.

Lasky.

Lasky introduced him to the U. S.

to make some operatic short films

eight years ago, but the popularity

of musical pictures was not as great

then as it is now. The shorts were
more successful in South America
than here. Martini returned to Italy,

but came over again to score a suc-

cess in opera in Philadelphia. That
led to his four years at the Met.

T T T

Ruth Robinson has been given a

featured character role in "Midnight
Madonna," which Emanuel Cohen is

producing for Paramount with War-
ren William and Mady Correll play-

ing leading parts under direction of

James Flood. Miss Robinson will

appear as the bored and petulant

nurse to a child heiress, the role in

which four-year old Nancy Clancy
will make her screen debut.

T T T

William Hebert of the studio pub-
licity staff has been added to the
script staff which prepares pro-
grams for "Paramount on Parade,"
Para.'s Sunday radio program.

T T T
Russel Crouse and Howard Lind-

say, musical comedy playwrights,
who have been working on the script
of "The Big Broadcast of 1938" yes-
terday were assigned by Paramount
to work on the script of "Artists
and Models."

T T T

Garnett Weston, has been as-
signed to work on an original story
featuring Anna May Wong, who re-

cently returned to Hollywood and
signed a one-picture contract with
Paramount.

t t

With the film completed and in

the editorial rooms, the New Uni-
versal yesterday changed the title

of its Kubec Glasmon picture, "The
Cop," to "The Breaking Point."

Camera work was completed on this

picture last week by Director Mil-

ton Carruth.

T

Marjorie Lord, whom RKO Radio
Pictures recently brought to Holly-
wood from the Broadway stage, will

have the feminine lead in "Easy
Going" ("A Pair of Sixes"), with
Bert Wheeler and Bob Woolsey.
Miss Lord is also scheduled to play

the same part in RKO Radio's
screen production of "Stage Door"
that she had on the stage.

Y Y
Marriage of Jeannette MacDon-

ald and Gene Raymond will take
place June 17, it is announced.
Honeymoon will take them to

Hawaii.
Y Y Y

"Criminals of the Air," now be-

fore the cameras, will be the release

title of the Columbia feature which
was formerly known as "Honey-
moon Pilot."

T T
Glenn Morris, Decathlon cham-

pion of the world and winner of the

1936 Sullivan Trophy, yesterday
was signed to a long-term contract

to play the role of Tarzan in a new
series of pictures concerning that

Edgar Rice Burroughs jungle char-

acter to be produced by Sol Lesser

for release through 20th Century-

Fox. "Tarzan's Revenge" will be

the first of the series, and will go

before the cameras early in May.

RCA Sound for Ray-Bell

Indication that industrial
_
motion

picture producing companies are

following the recent Hollywood
trend toward the improvement of

quality in sound recording is seen
in the announcement yesterday by
Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photophone
head, that Ray,rBell Films, Inc., of

St. Paul, Minn., has signed an RCA
sound recording license agreement
for a term of five years.

Pemas Closes House
Detroit—Ted Pemas' Rivoli The-

ater at Tawas City, Mich;, has been
closed.

To Dub Fiim Star?

London (By Cable)—That Britain may
carry the dubbing of film\a step further

and dub a film 1 star is reported here

by the London f/aily Mirror. Gracie

Fields, England's favorite screen come-
dienne who is now in Hollywood, will

probably be dubbed a Dame of the

British Empire, a title which corresponds

to knighthood, at the forthcoming Coro-
nation ceremonies. Marie Tempest, Eng-
lish actress, is ,also r expected to be

similarly honored, ,j i

Roxy Reorg. Plan Is Best

Obtainable, Says Schlosser

(Continued from Page 1)

Roxy noteholders committee, result-

ing in the Roxy reorganization plan

now before the court, testified yes-

terday before Special Master Addi-

son S. Pratt that the plan was a

good one and the best that could be

obtained.

Schlosser traced the negotiations

with 20th Century-Fox out of which
the plan was evolved. He said the

plan treated the noteholders well

and mentioned that Milton C. Weis-

man, Fox Theater trustee, would
shortly declare a dividend on the

noteholders claim against Fox The-

aters.

Hearing on the plan will be re-

sumed today.

Bowes Units for Expo.

Four Major Bowes units have
been booked for the Greater Texas
Exhibition beginning June 12.

Republic Regional Sales

Meet to be Held in Chi.

J. J. Milstein, vice-president in

charge of distribution for Republic

Pictures, leaves today for Chicago

to hold a regional sales meeting over

the weekend. Attending the Chicago

meeting will be Max Roth, central

division sales manager, Irving Man-
del, Harry Lorch and the entire Chi-

cago sales force. L. W. Marriott

will be in from Indianapolis, and

Jack Frackman from Milwaukee.

Milstein and Roth will leave im-

mediately after for Kansas City,

where he will conduct a second

meeting Monday morning. It will

be attended by Bob Withers and the

entire local staff, Gilbert Nathanson
of Minneapolis, E. J. Tilton of Des
Moines, Henry Novitsky, of Omaha,
Steinberg and Rosenthal of St.

Louis, and Sol Davis of Oklahoma
City. Filstein will then proceed di-

rect to the company's Hollywood
studios to line up the company's
product for the 1937-38 season.

Tidewater Film Theaters

In Virginia Increasing

Virginia Beach, Va.—This sum-
mer will see a marked increase in

the number of seaside amusement
places, including film theaters.

Coastal Amusement Corp. of Nor-
folk has just been chartered to en-

ter the field. Its officers include E.

R. Page, president; M. V. Neale,

vice-president, and Frank Hoshead,
secretary-treasurer.

Install 16 mm. Equipment

O. & W. Cine Enterprises is in-

stalling a 16 mm. recording equip-

ment in its studio.

Preparedness, 1937 Version

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With due solemnity, War{

ners announced yesterday that "Public

Wedding" has been retitled "Public

Wedding No. One." The pix, studio

execs, explain, may be the forerunner

of another cycle so they are taking no

chances in letting the public know that

their product is the dyed-in-the-wool

original, pioneering picture in the field.
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SHORTS
Polly Moran in

"Sailor Maid"
Columbia 19 mins.

Rough But Not Funny

A rough-and-tumble skit with
Polly Moran falling for Frank Mills
as a sailor on a battleship whom she
meets ashore. Polly has to get
married in a hurry to keep from be-
ing deported, so she picks on the
sailor as the fall guy. He is willing,
but can't get ashore to marry her.

So Polly swipes the buddy's clothes,
and goes aboard. After discovery
as a female, and much scurrying
in and out of hiding places, the two
romantics land in the briny and

)|swim for shore. Produced by Jules
White from a story by Charles La-
mont. Rough but not funny.

Pictorial Revue No. 8
Vitaphone 11 mins.

Interesting

An interesting- presentation of
the entire business of manufactur-
ing phonograph records, showing
the initial recording, the making of
the master record, and the final
pressing operations. The invasion
of women into the masculine and
rough game of polo, but the femme
team only do a few routine man-
euvers in no way dangerous or ex-
citing, so this sequence is pretty
flat. The final sequence takes the
audience through a lipstick factory
and shows how the article starts as
a messy paste and finishes as the
very attractive sales article done up
in all sorts of fancy wrappings.

FOREIGN
"HONRARAS A TUS PADRES" ("Honor

Thy Father and Thy Mother") , dialogue

film in Spanish; an Aspa production; di-

rected by Juan Orol, with Victoria Blanco,

Juan Orol, Rene Cardona, Maria Luisa Zea,

et al, in the cast. Presented at the Teatro

Cervantes.

A frequently faltering story in a minor
key, and garnished with only bare wisps
of humor, handicaps an excellent cast of
players who strive valiantly to overcome
the shallowness of the material. That their

efforts in vain is clinched by the film's

technical weaknesses. The screenplay deals
with the heartless seduction of a planta-
tion manager's daughter by the youthful
estate's owner, and the vengeance wreaked
upon the latter by an idealistic lieutenant
of the local guards.

"BEDZIE LEPIEJ" ("Happy Days"), Pol-
lish dialogue film; produced by Feniks;
music by H. Wars; directed by M. Was-
zynskiego, with Szczepko and Tonko,
Wanda Jarszewska, Wilhelm Korabiowskil
et al, in the cast. Presented by Kinopol
at the Chopin Theater.

Light, sentimental comedy, most of
whose action takes place in toy factories
at Lwow and Warsaw. The team of
Szczepko and Tonko, the Laurel and Hardy
of Poland, make their screen debut in this
attraction. Absence of English titles con-
tine full appreciation of the story to those
acquainted with the Polish language. Tech-
nically, the picture is surprisingly good
and serves notice that Polish producers
will be heard from convincingly in the in-
ternational film marts.

[Two Indiana Operators

Will Add Third Theater

Columbus, Ind. — Trueman Rem-
busch of this city will build a $75,-

000 theater in Elwood. Rembusch op-
erates two theaters there at present.
The Linton Theaters Co. of Lin-

ton, will build a $60,000 theater. The
company also already operates two
Linton houses.

Blair, GN Exploit Mgr.
Harry N. Blair has been appointed

exploitation manager by Edward
Finney, director of advertising and
publicity of Grand National Films,
Inc. Blair immediately takes over
his new duties upon the resignation
of Bill Peirce, former assistant to

Finney, this week. Blair has been a
member of the GN publicity depart-
ment since its inception.

Nat. Carbon Offices Moved
San Francisco—District Office of

the Carbon Sales Division of Na-
tional Carbon Company, Inc., form-
erly located at 599 Eighth St., has
moved into quarters in the Adam
Grant Building. Office is under the
jurisdiction of E. C. Friday, Dis-
trict Manager.

Meighan Net, $577,790
Thomas Meighan, star of silent

films, left a gross estate of $623,804
and a net estate of $577,790, accord-
ing to a transfer tax appraisal just
filed in the office of Surrogate Leone
D. Howell in Mineola, L. 1.

Meighan died on July 8, 1936, at
his home in Great Neck.

ujpdore Joins GoldE Co.
Chicago—R. P. Bedore has re-

signed his post with the Chicago
Cinema Products Co. to affiliate
with the GoldE Manufacturing Co.,
theatrical and projection equipment
house.

Universal Certificates

Go On Curb Today

{Continued from Page 1)

latter with additional funds for
working capital. J. Cheever Cow-
din is chairman of both Universal
Corp. and Universal Pictures Co.
Latter and subsidiaries in the year
ended Oct. 31 last, did a $17,500,000
gross, according to the listing ap-
plication filed with the Curb.

Listing of 1,014,913 2/3 certifi-

cates for common stock of $1 par
value, of which 525,681 are outstand-
ing, has been approved. In addition
to the common stock, Universal
Corp. has $4,000,000 of 10-year 5 per
cent convertible debentures out-
standing.

Universal Corp. owns 229,027.46
shares of common stock of Universal
Pictures Co., or more than 91 per
cent of the total outstanding; 20,-

000 shares of second preferred stock,

or 100 per cent, and also 200 shares
of Big U Film Exchange Inc. com-
mon stock, or 80 per cent of the out-

standing issue.

Universal Pictures Co. common
stock also is listed on the Curb Ex-
change while the company's first

preferred stock, of which 18,000
shares are outstanding, is traded on
the New York Stock Exchange.

Universal Club to Dance
At the American Women's Asso-

ciation building, 353 West 57th St.,

the Universal Club, comprising the
producing company's general per-

sonnel and executives, will hold an
entertainment and dance tonight, the
first affair since the club elected its

new officers headed b^ Andrew H.
Sharick, president. Entertainment
features will be under the direction

of Joe Weil. Herman Stern, man-
ager of the non-theatrical depart-
ment of Universal paradoxically
heads the entertainment committee.
Dance music will be by the Thomas
Radio Orchestra.

MPTOA Committee On
Radio Is Appointed

(.Continued from Page 1)

Philadelphia, and Samuel Pinanski,
Boston.

Vincent, who is in sole charge of
the move, will call a meeting in the
near future, it was stated yesterday,
after he had held a preliminary con-
ference with Kuykendall in New
York.

At the recent M. P. T. O. A. con-
vention at Miami, three grounds of
complaint were brought out as fol-
lows :

That free professional entertain-
ment brought into the home by ra-
dio is direct competition with the
theater, more so when the same
talent is used in both radio and
screen entertainment;

That constant use of a screen
star in radio broadcasts damages
their box-office value, destroys their
prestige by familiarity and by in-
adequate staging; and

That excerpts from current pic-
tures and condensed versions of a
photoplay given over the air de-
stroys interest in the picture when
it plays at the local theater.

The committee will welcome ideas
and suggestions from exhibitors on
the radio problem, will undertake
to examine the practical matter of
what should be done, how it can
be done and what sort of regulation
or control would reduce the dam-
age to stars and theaters to a mini-
mum, it is stated.

Estes Joins Filmack

Chicago—Joe M. Estes, former
director of publicity for the Saenger
theaters in New Orleans, has joined
the forces of the Filmack Trailer
here, as promotion sales manager,
Irving Mack, head of the company,
announces.

Paris Exposition Will
Have Pavilion of Films

Paris (By Cable)—Monument to
the arts of photography, recording
and film production, will rise at the
foot of the Eiffel Tower, as an ex-
hibit of the Paris 1937 International
Exposition.
Louis Lumiere has accepted the

presidency of this class at the show.
In the Lyon Lumiere factories ex-
periments tending toward the solu-
tion of the problem of colors, and
three dimensional moving picture
are now going forward under his
direction. Lumiere reveals that his
color research concerns the use of
auto-chromatic plates which he in-
vented 30 years ago. Three dimen-
sional films are now being shown
here applying his recent discoveries
in' this field.

An ultra modern film studio, com-
plete in every detail, will occupy the
main floor of the pavilion. Other
halls will be devoted to the latest
methods and results achieved in the
photographic field. France's new
developments in color photography
will be demonstrated. A recording
studio will be located in another
section of the hall.

"Masquerade" In Buffalo
"Masquerade in Vienna," Austrian

film released by World Pictures, will
be the opening attraction at the
Gaiety Filmarte Theater, Buffalo,
under the house's new policy of
playing foreign and unusual films.

"Wake Up" Opens Big
Miami—World premiere of "Wake

Up and Live" at the Lincoln theater
here Wednesday night drew turn-
away biz, and a swank audience.
Local reviewers gave the film raves
yesterday.

"Beethoven" Stays a 3rd
"Beethoven Concerto," Amkino re-

lease, will be held over at the Cameo
for a third week.
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Feature Jlekaws
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Nov. 18, 1936, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

=Jh
Title Release Date

Accused (United Artists) Not set
FD: 12-17-36: D. Fairbanks, Jr., Dolores

Del Bio
Aces and Eights ( Puritan )

FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy
Aces Wild (Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37; Harry Carey Gertrude Mes-

singer
After the Thin Man (M-6-M) 12-25-36
FD: 12-7-36: Wm. Powell, Myrna Loy

Another Dawn (Warner Bros. ).... In Prod.
Kay Francis. Errol Flynn

April Romance (M-G-M) 11-20-36
FD: 2-2-37; Richard Tauber. Jane Baxter

Arizona Days (Grand National) .... 1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry

Arizona Mahoney (Para.) 12-4-36
Joe Cook, June Martel

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
John Boles, Doris Nolan

As Tou Like It (20th-Fox) 1-8-37
FD: 11-6-36; Elisabeth Bergner

Backstage (GB) 3-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

Banjo On My Knee (20th-Fox) 12-4-36
FD: 12-1-36; B. Stanwyck, J. McCrea

BAR Z Bad Man (Republic) 1-20-37
Johnny Mack Brown, Lois January

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37; Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur. Arnie Ducaux

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Beloved Enemy (United Artists) .. .12-25-36
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherae

Beware of Ladies (Republic) 12-21-36
FD: 1-12-37: Donald Cook, Judith Allen

Beyond Victory (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Big Business (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37; Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Black Legion (Warner Bros.) 1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36; H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan

Bold Caballero, The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
FD: 12-3-36: Heather Angel, Bob

Livingston
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 4-2-37
Borderland (Paramount) 2-26-37

FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Border Phantom (Republic) 12-28-36
Bob Steele. Harley Wood

Breezing Home (Universal) 1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37; Binnie Barnes, William

Gargan
Broadway Melody of 1937 (M-G-M) .6-25-37
Broken Blossoms (Imperial) Not set
FD: 1-15-37: Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams

Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Para.) .1-22-37
FD: 4-6-37; Heather Angel, Ray Milland,
Guy Standing

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
Fd: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland. Ian Hun-

ter
Call of the Prairie (Para.) Not set
FD: 12-1-36: Wm. Boyd. Jimmy Ellison

Camille (M-G-M ) 1-1-37
FD: 12-15-36; Greta Garbo. Robert Taylor

Captain Calamity (Grand Nat'l) .. .11-29-36
FD: 4-17-36; Marion Nixon, George Hous-
ton. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"

Captain's Kid. The (First Nat.) 11-14-36
FD: 1-23-37: Sybil Jason, Guy Kibbee

Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
FD: 3-29-37: Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Career Woman (20th-Fox) 12-18-36

FD: 11-24-36; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen

Carnival Queen (Col.)
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent

Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
FD: 10-6-36: Hoot Gibson

Champagne Waltz (Para.) 1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37; Fred MacMurray, Gladys

Swarthout
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox) . .

Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th-Fox),

1-8-37
FD: 11-16-36: Warner Oland

Cherokee Strip (F.N.) 5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

China Passage (RKO-Radio) In Prod.
Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth

Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Living-

ston

Title Release Date

Clarence (Paramount) 2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick

Coast Patrol (RKO) In Prod.
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster

College Holiday (Paramount) 12-25-36
FD: 12-19-36; Jack Benny, Geo. Burns,

Gracie Allen
Comeback, The (Treo) 11-26-36
Max Schmeling

Common Ground (Crescent) 12-8-36
Tom Keene

Conflict (Universal) 11-29-36
FD: 11-28-36: John Wayne, Jean Rogers

Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.
Parkyakarkus. Joe Penner

Counterfeit Lady (Columbia) In Prod.
FD: 1-12-37: Ralph Bellamy. Joan Perry

Cowboy Star. The (Columbia) 11-20-36
Charles Starrett, Iris Shunn

Crack Up (20th-Fox) 1-15-37
FD: 12-14-36: Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy

Crime Nobody Saw (Para.)
FD: 4-8-37; Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman

Criminal Lawyer (RKO) In-Prod.
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot

Grahame
Crimson Circle, The (Du World) . .Not set

FD: 12-30-36; Hugh Wakefield, June
Duprez

Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell

Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Number (M-G-M) 1-22-37
FD: 1-27-37: Robert Young, Ann Sothern,

Reginald Owen
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 5-7-37
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan

Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37: Lona Andre, John Carroll

Devil is Oriving, The (Col.) 6-21-37
Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil of the Sea (Treo) 12-10-36
Barry Norton, Mary Carr, John Barton

Devil's Playground (Columbia) 1-24-37
FD: 2-16-37; Dolores del Rio, Chester

Morris, Richard Dix
Dizzy Dames (Liberty)
FD: 7-18-36: Marjorie Rambeau

Doctor Bull (reissue) (20th-Fox) .. .2-5-36
Will Rogers, Marian Nixon

Doctor's Diary (Para.) 2-5-37
FD: 1-23-37; George Bancroft, Helen

Burgess
Dodge City Trail (Columbia) 2-5-37

Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)

3-13-37
Barton MeLane, June Travis

Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
FD : 2-20-37 ; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Drums of Destiny (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Easy Going (RKO) In Prod.
Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey

Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37; Sabu, Walter Hudd

Empty Saddles (Universal) 12-20-36
FD: 10-17-36: Buck Jones

Eseadrille (RKO-Radio) In Prod.
Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

Escape from Love (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Michael Whalen, Gloria Stuart

Espionage (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37; Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,

Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Everybody Dance (GB) 2-15-37

Cicely Courtneidge, Ernest Truex

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37
FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty

Furness
Family Affair, A (M-G-M) 3-12-37

Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-23-37
FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothern

Find the Witness (Columbia) 1-8-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37; Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier
Flying Hostess (Universal) 11-22-36
FD: 12-16-36: Wm. Gargan, Judith Barrett

Four Days' Wonder (Universal) .... 1-3-37
FD: 1-5-37: Jeanne Dante, Kenneth Howell

Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros.) 11-28-36
FD: 1-6-37: Jean Muir, Warren Hull

Fury and the Woman (Rialto)
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Title Release Date

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Garden of Allah (United Artists) . .11-19-36
FD: 11-3-36: Charles Boyer, Marlene Diet-
rich

Gay Love (Marcy)
FD: 6-10-36: Florence Desmond

General Spanky (M-G-M) 12-11-36
FD: 10-27-36: Spanky McFarland

Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
FD: 9-10-36: Tim McCoy

Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Ghost Town Gold (Rep.) 10-26-37
FD: 4-8-37; Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan

Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.)
Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin

Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-13-37
FD: 3-17-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37: Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon

Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.)
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen

God's Country and the Woman (Warners)
1-16-37

FD: 12-19-36; Geo. Brent. Beverly
Roberts

Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 12-2-36: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell

Gold Racket, The (G.N.) 4-10-37
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Golgotha (Golgotha Corp.) Not set
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le

Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M) Not set
FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer

Great Guy (Grand Nat'l) 1-2-37
FD: 12-9-36: James Cagney, Mae Clarke

Great Hospital Mystery
(RKO Radio) In Prod.
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck

Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason

Green Light (Warner Bros.) 2-20-37
FD: 1-5-37: Errol Flynn. Anita Louise

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Gun Ranger, The (Republic) 11-19-36
Bob Steele

Guns and Guitars (Republic) Not set
FD: 12-22-36: Gene Autry. Dorothy Dix

Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . . .1-2-37
FD: 4-3-37; Dick Foran, Anne Nagel

Happy Go Lucky (Republic) 12-14-36
FD: 12-5-36; Phil Regan. Evalyn Venable

Hat Off (Grand National) 12-6-36
FD: 12-16-36: Mae Clarke, John Payne

Head Over Heels in Love (GB) ... .2-20-37
FD: 2-5-37: Jessie Matthews, Louis

Borell
Headin' for the Rio Grande

(Grand National) 12-20-36
FD: 12-8-38: Tex Ritter, Eleanore

Stewart
Headline Crasher (Conn.) 12-25-36

FD: 4-6-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent

Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
3-20-37

FD: 3-22-37: Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para) In Prod.
FD: 3-22-37; Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

Hideaway Girl (Paramount) 11-20-36
FD: 1-1-37: Shirley Ross, Robert Cummings

Hidden Power, The (GB) 1-1-37
Sylvia Sidney

High Treason (Treo) 12-15-36
FD: 1-29-37; Winifred Shaw, John

Garriek
High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) .In Prod.

Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott
Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.)

William Boyd, Gail Sheridan
History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -5-37
FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer. Jean Arthur

Hit Parade, The (Republic)
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37

Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh
Holy Terror. The (20th-Fox) 2-5-37
FD: 1-2-37: Jane Withers, Anthony Martin

I Cover Chinatown (Steiner) 11-18-36
FD: 8-25-36: Norman Foster. E.

Shenard
In His Steps (Sins of Children (G. N.)

10-4-36
Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) In Prod.
Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas

I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack,

Leo Carrillo

Title Release Date

I Stand Accused (M-G-M) 3-26-37
Lionel Barrymore, Spring Byington

In Paris, A. W. O. L. (Rowland-Wagner)..
FD: 4-7-36; Lola Lane, Irene Ware

Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) .In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea

John Meade's Woman (Para) 2-26-37
FD: 2-11-37; Edward Arnold, Francine

Larrimore
Join The Marines (Republic) 1-25-37
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis, Paul Kelly

Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)
2-19-37

FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville. Jed Prouty.
Shirley Deane

Jungle Princess (Paramount) 11-27-36
FD: 11-20-36; Dorothy Lamour, Ray

Milland
Justice After Dark (Warners) In Prod

John Litel, Ann Dvorak

Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal)...
FD: 7-22-36: L. Hughes. Sheila Mannors

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .4-17-37
Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon-
dell

King of the Gamblers (Para.) In Prod.
Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King of Hockey (Warner Bros.) . .12-19-38
FD: 11-3-36: Dick Purcell. Anne Nagel

King Solomon's Mines (GB) In Prod.
Paul Robeson, Roland Young

Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrity) Not set
Knight Without Armor (U. A.) 3-26-37

Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

Lady from Nowhere (Columbia. .. 11-21-38
FD: 12-22-36; Mary Astor, Charles

Quigley
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.) 3-13-37

Dick Foran, Linda Perry
Land Without Music (GB) Not set

Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Larceny on the Air (Republic) ... .1-11-37
FD: 1-15-37; G. Bradley. R. Livingston

Lash of the Penitentes (Telepictures)
FD: 3-10-37: Joseph Swickard, Marie

De Forest
Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37: Joan Crawford, Robert Mont-

gomery, Wm. Powell
The Last Slaver (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery
Laughing at Trouble (20th-Fox) . .12-11-36
FD: 1-6-37: Jane Darwell. Sara Haden

Lawless Land (Republic) 11-23-36
FD: 4-6-37; Johnny Mack Brown

Law of the Ranger (Columbia) 2-26-37
Bob Allen

League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly

Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-31
Buck Jones. Noel Francis

Let's Get Married (Columbia) 3-26-37
Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino

Let's Make a Million (Para.) 12-18-36
FD: 3-11-37: Edward Everett Horton, Por-

ter Hall
Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37

Judith Barrett, John Howard
Life of Edward Vm (GB) Not set

FD: 12-10-36; Ex-King of England
Lion's Den, The (Puritan)
FD: 8-25-36: Tim McCoy

Living Dangerously (GB) 12-1-36
FD: 12-5-36; Otto Kruger

Lloyds of London (20th-Fox) 1-29-37
FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll,

Freddie Bartholomew
Lost Horizon (Columbia) Not set

FD: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
Love Is News (20th-Fox) 2-26-37
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power

Love Trap, The (Para.) In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

Madame Walewska (M-G-M) 6-18-37
Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer

Maid of Salem (Paramount) 2-19-37
FD: 1-26-37; Claudette Colbert. Fred
MacMurray

Make a Wish (RKO Radio)
Bobby Breen

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .^
Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Mama Steps Out (M-G-M) 2-5-37
Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty Furness

Man Betrayed (Republic) 12-28-36
FD: 1-8-37: Eddie Nugent. Kay Hughes

Man of Affairs (GB) 1-20-37
FD: 1-16-37; George Arliss, Rene Ray

{Continued on Page 14)
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SMALL TOWN BOY featuring Stuart Erwin-Produced by Zion Myers.

James Cagney in DYNAMITE produced by Richard A. Rowland.

THE GIRL SAID NO—An Andrew L. Stone production—featuring for the

first time the famous Gilbert and Sullivan operettas.

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT directed and produced by Victor Scherizinger.
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Title Release Date

Man of the People (M-G-M) 1-29-37
FD: 2-25-37: Joseph Calleia, Florence Rice

Man Who Could Work Miracles
(U. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37; Roland Young, Penelope
Ward

Man Who Found Himself (RKO)
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Mandarin Mystery, The (Republic) .. 12-7-36
Eddie Nugent, Charlotte Henry

Manhattan Girl (RKO) 1-22-37
Lily Pons, Gene Raymond

Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart

Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37
Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen

Maytime (M-G-M) 3-26-37
FD: 3-8-37; J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
Dick Purcell, June Travis

Men Are Not God's (U. A.) 1-22-37
FD: 1-20-37; Miriam Hopkins, Gertrude

Lawrence
Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) 3-6-37

FD: 1-27-37; Ann Dvorak. John Litel

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mighty Treve. The (Universal) .... 1-17-37
FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Win-

ninger

Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Mind Your Own Business (Para.) ... 1-8-37

Charlie Ruggles, Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot
FD: 12-14-36; Charlie Ruggles. Alice

Brady
Missing Men (Republic) Not set

Kay Hughes
Mother Carey's Chickens (RKO) 1-1-37

Ginger Rogers, Fred Stone
Mr. Jericho (20th-Fox) 3-12-37

J. Edward Bromberg, Betty Furness
More Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set

FD: 12-11-36; Jean Arthur, George Brent
Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37

Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook
Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) .. .4-24-37

Josephine Hutchinson. George Brent
Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37

FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
Murder in the Red Barn (Olympic)

FD: 8-19-36; Tod Slaughter
Mysterious Crossing (Universal) ... 12-27-36

FD: 2-2-37: James Dunne, Jean Rogers
Murder on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36: Henry Randall, Eve Grey

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD: 3-10-37: Victor McLaglen, Walter

Connolly, June Lang
Navy Blues (Republic)

FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian
Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-27-37

FD: 3-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37

Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles
Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37

Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell
Night Waitress (RKO) 12-18-36
FD: 12-18-36; Margot Grahame, Gordon

Jones
Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37

FD: 2-2-37; Patsy Kelly, Lyda Robert!

Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-23-37
Edward Everett Horton, Eve Arden

Old Corral i Republic) 12-21-36
Gene Autry

Old Lady Ironsides (Republic) 2-22-37
Alison Skipworth, Polly Moran

Old Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino

Old Soak, The (M-G-M) 4-30-37
Wallace Beery

On the Avenue (20th-Fox) 2-12-37
FD: 2-3-37; Dick Powell, Madeleine

Carroll
Once a Doctor (First Nat'l) .... 1-23-37

FD: 2-27-37; Donald Woods, Jean Muir
Once in a Blue Moon (Paramount) .. Not set

FD: 12-3-36; Jimmy Savo, Nikita
Balieff

One in u Million (20th-Fox) 1-1-37
FD: 12-22-30; Sonja Henie, Adolphe

Menjou
One Way Passage (Reissue)

( Warner Bros.) 12-12-36
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell

Title

(Continued from Page 12)

Release Date Title

Outcast (Paramount) 2-5-37
FD: 2-2-37; Warren William, Karen

Morley

Outcasts of Poker Flats (RKO) . . .In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37; Preston Foster

Paradise Express (Republic) 2-22-37
FD: 3-5-37; Grant Withers, Dorothy

Appleby
Parnell (M-G-M ) 6-28-37

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37; George O'Brien, Beatrice

Roberts

Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly

Pennies from Heaven (Columbia) .. 11-26-36
FD: 11-10-36; Bing Crosby, Madge Evans

Penrod and Sam (Warners) 2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Mauch, Frank Craven

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom of the Range ( Victory; . .11-20-30
Tom Tyler, Beth Marion

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.).Not set
FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey

Plainsman, The (Paramount) 1-1-37
PD: 11-24-30; Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur

Plough and the Stars (RKO) 1-16-37
FD: 12-26-36; Barbara Stanwyck, Preston

Foster
Plot Thickens. The (RKO) Not set
FD: 12-9-36; James Gleason, ZaSu Puts

Polo Joe (Warner Bros.) 12-6-30
FD: 8-24-30; Joe E. Brown

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Private Enemy (20th-Fox) 1-8-30
Victor McLaglen. Barbara Stanwyck

Public Wedding ( Warners)
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKO) In Prod.
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone

Racing Lady (RKO) 1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37; Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey

Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) ... .3-30-37
Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gibson

Rainbow on the River (RKO) 12-26-36
FD: 12-6-30; Bobby Breen, May Robson

Ready, Willing and Able (Warners) ..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37; Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Red Lights Ahead ( Chesterfield ) . . . In Prod.
Rembrandt (United Artists) 12-4-30
FD: 11-21-36; Charles Laughton

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Reunion (20th-Fox) 11-20-30
FD: 11-13-36; Dionne Quints, Jean

Hersholt
Riders of Whistling Skull (Republic) . 1-4-37

Livingston, Corrigan, Terhune
Riddle of the Dangling Pearl (RKO) 12-11-30
James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts

Right Guy (Columbia) 6-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

River of Unrest (GB) 1-10-37
John Lodge, John Loder

Road Back. The (Universal) 5-30-37
John King, Barbara Read

Roarin' Lead (Republic) 12-9-36
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan

Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) . 2-13-37
FD: 3-2-37: Cary Grant, Mary Brian

Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37
FD: 7-10-30; Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Roundup Time in Texas (Republic) .2-28-37
Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

Sandflow (Universal) 2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37: Buck Jones, Lita Chevret

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod.
Pat O'Brien. Humphrey Bogart

Scotland Yard Commands
(Grand National) 1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37; Clive Brook, Victoria Hop-

per
Sea Devils (RKO Radio) Not set

FD: 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen, Ida
Lupino

Secret Valley (20th-Fox) 1-16-37
FD: 12-28-36; Richard Arlen, Virginia

Grey
Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew

Seventh Heaven (20th-Foxi 3-20-37
FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stew-

art
She's Dangerous (Universal) 1-24-37

FD: 1-19-37; Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Release Date

Silent Barriers (GB)
FD: 3-26-37; Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing Me a Love Song (Warners) 1-9-37
FD: 12-29-30; James Melton, Patricia

Ellis

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Buckaroo (Spectrum) 12-16-36
Fred Scott

Sinner Take All (M-G-M) 12-18-36
FD: 12-12-36; Bruce Cabot, Margaret
Lindsay

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 4-9-37

Slim (F. N.) 5-1-37
Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Margaret

Lindsay

Small Town Boy (G. N.)

Smart Blonde (Warner Bros.) 1-2-37
FD: 11-21-30; Gleuda Farrell. Barton
MacLane

Smartest Girl in Town (RKO) .... 11-27-30
FD: 11-10-30; Gene Raymond. Ann Soth
ern

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) Not set
FD: 2-19-37; Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey Dean

Song ol the Gringo (Grand Nat'l) .11-22-37
FD: 11-10-30; Tex Ruler. Joan Woodbury

Souls at Sea (Para.) In Prod.
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson

Special Orders (Republic) In Prod.
Guy Kibbee

Stampede (Col.) Not set
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis

Barton
Star Is Born, A (United Artists) 4-30-37

Predric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire (Crescent) 12-8-30
Tom Keene

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) ... .4-16-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis
Stepping Toes (RKO) In Prod.

Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen Holiday (Warners) 2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36; Kay Francis, Claude Rains

Stormy Trails (Grand Nat'l) Not set
FD: 12-23-36; Bob Hodges, Lois Wilde

Stowaway (20th-Fox) 12-26-30
FD: 12-16-36; Shirley Temple, Robert

Young
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB) . . .12-15-36
FD: 3-12-36; Constance Cummings, Hugh

Sinclair
Swing High, Swing Low (Para.)
FD: 3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-

Murray

Talent Scout (Warners)
Tenderfoot Goes West, A (Treo) ... 12-1-30
Jack LaRue, Russell Gleason

That Girl from Paris (RKO) Not set
FD: 12-15-36; Lily Pons, Gene Raymond

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .In Prod.
Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kent

That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37
Mary Maguire, Hugh Herbert

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37
They Wanted to Marry (RKO) in Prod.
FD: 2-3-37; Betty Furness, E. E. Clive.

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37; Robert Armstrong, Fifi

D'Orsay
Three Men on a Horse (First Nat'l) 11-21-36
FD: 11-13-36; Frank McHugh, Joan

Blondell

Three Smart Girls (Universal) .... 12-20-30
FD: 1-20-37; Deanna Durbin, Chas.

Winninger, Alice Brady

Thunder in the City (Columbia) 4-26-37
Edward G. Robinson, Luli Deste

Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-19-37

FD: 2-10-37; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen

Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Trail Dust (Paramount) 12-4-36
FD: 12-19-36; Wm. Boyd, James Ellison

Trapped (Columbia) 3-5-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer

Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) .. .2-27-37
FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino

The Trusted Outlaw (Republic) ... .2-1-37

Bob Steele, Lois January

Title
JA)

Release ..-ate

Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Turn of the Moon (Para.) In Prod.
Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor Whitney

Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37
Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford

Two Men and a Woman (Republic) . .3-1-37
Donald Cook, June Travis

Two Who Dared (GN) 4-24-37
Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand National) 3-6-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) Not set

Jack Hulbert

Two Wise Maids (Republic) 2-15-37
FD: 2-2-37; Alison Skipworth, Polly

Moran, Gracie Muir

Under Cover of Night (M-G-M) 1-8-37
FD: 1-4-37; Edmund Lowe, Florence Rice

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) . . . .4-10-37

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) .

James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

3-14-37

Waikiki Wedding (Para.)
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye,

Bob Burns

Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Walter Winchell. Ben Bernie, Alice Fay

Wanted, Jane Turner (RKO) 12-4-30

FD: 11-30-36; Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart

Way Out West (M-G-M)
FD. 12-19-36; Laurel and Hardy

Wee Willie Winkie (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Week-End Millionaire (GB) 11-20-30
FD: 4-0-37; Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian

We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We, the Jury (RKO) In Prod.
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore

We Only Live Once (United Artists) .1-29-37
Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda

We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-37

FD: 10-23-36; Preston Foster, A. Dvorak
We're in the Legion Now

(Grand National) 1-16-37
Reginald Denny, Esther Ralston

We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio)
FD: 1-18-37: Victor Moore. Helen

Broderick
Westbound Mail (Columbia) 1-22-37

Charles Starret, Rosalind Keith
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When Love Is Young (Universal) . . .4-4-37

Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor
When You're in Love (Columbia) . . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37: Grace Moore, Cary Grant

When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
FD: 2-10-37: Joe E. Brown, Marian
Marsh

Where There's a Will (GB) Not set

Will Hay
While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi

White Gods (Trekolog)
FD: 3-2A0-37; Native Cast.

White Hunter (20th-Fox) 11-27-30
FD: 11-28-36; Warner Baxter, June Lang

Wildcat Trooper (Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36; Kermit Maynard

Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.
John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Wings of Morning (20th-Fox) 2-19-37
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle. Henry Fonda

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) .. .5-10-37
Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Winterset (RKO) 11-20-36
FD: 11-17-36; Margo, Burgess Meredith

With Love and Kisses (Melody) ... .Not set

FD: 12-7-36; Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing
Wolf of Santa Fe (Republic) 2-1-37

Bob Steele
Woman Alone GB)
FD: 1-9-37: Sylvia Sidney, Oscar Homolka

Woman in Distress (Columbia) ....1-17-37
FD: 1-19-37; May Robson. Irene Hervey.

Dean Jagger
Woman Wise (20th-Fox) 1-22-37
FD: 1-16-37; Rochelle Hudson. Michael

Whalen
Women of Glamor (Columbia) 1-28-37
FD: 3-9-37; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia

Bruce

..<]).Yellow Cruise (French M. P. Co.) ,

FD: 10-30-30
You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)

Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack
You Only Live Once (Unit. Art.) .... 1-1-37

FD: 1-27-37; Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda

You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37

FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford, Anna Lee

llift



* TO ALL FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
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Alaska— Argentine— Australia— Austria — Belgium — Bermuda —

Brazil — British West Indies — Canada—Canal Zone— Chile— China

— Colombia— Cuba— Czechoslovakia — Denmark — Dominican Re-

public — Dutch Guiana — East Africa— Egypt — France — Germany
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vador — Scotland — Siam — South Africa — Spain — Sweden —

Switzerland— Syria— Turkey— United Kingdom — United States —

U. S. S. R. — Venezuela.

YOUR

1937 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

*IS ON ITS WAY TO YOU!
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Those National Screen Trailers certainly put you in the right frame of

mind . . . enthusiasm in the proper place . . . not too much, nor yet too

little . . . good, hard selling-talk that fits the picture's merits and brings

out the best points • . . And those National Screen fellows know thq^h

theatre-man's problems so well! • Okay, Toots! . . . the industry's sold on

*N GREEN SERVICE
i^^^^^^MBBW \r-\ve* KoKv r\r tne> TnniKtrxr'
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MPTOA Group to Meet With Producers on Radio Plans

That Alliance
. . . some questions arise

= By CHESTER B. BAHN =
THE Nazi-Fascist film alliance now being

' negotiated in Berlin by II Duce's Lugi

Freddi and Der Fuehrer's Dr. Joseph Goeb-
bels will bear watching closely.

Some questions quickly arise, among
them:

What effect will the influx of German
films, certain to result, have upon American

distribution in Italy? Will an appreciable

part of the Italian market be lost to U. S.

companies which last year supplied ap-

proximately 65 per cent of films exhibited

there?

Will American companies at present said

to be contemplating a transfer of German
synchronization activities from Berlin to

Rome change their plans and make Paris

or Vienna the base?

Will Italy join with Germany in an ex-

tension of the latter's bartering deals and

thus attempt to create a film "sphere of

influence"?

Will Germany, which recently has been

using French players and directors to

camouflage Nazi-financed films produced in

France, make Italy a similar base?

And further, what will happen to the

Italian expansion contemplated by Warners,

Walter Wanger's Italian production plans

and even the recently disclosed intention

of Giuseppe D. Musso to produce in Italy

for the American market?

IF the Italian exhibition field is thrown
' wide open to German films, and such

seems to be one purpose of the alliance,

the important concessions won by American
distributors through the medium of the re-

cent accord may be nullified, either in part

or wholly. The accord stipulates, among
ojj^r things, that U. S. companies may

^Wm a maximum of 250 pictures to

li J^annually.

That both the German and Italian movie-

going publics strongly prefer American qual-

ity pix is easily established. This week, for

example, all Rome first-run theaters were
playing U. S. films. But that situation

might be drastically altered through direct
(Continued on Page 2)

Vincent Committee Will
Study Film-Sponsored

Program Moves
Reported plan of several major

companies to control appearance of

their contract players on the air

through production of their own ra-

dio programs will be studied by the
M. P. T. 0. A. committee headed by
Walter Vincent and authorized by
the annual convention recently at
Miami. This move will involve con-
ferences with the firms involved,

(Continued on Page 7)

FABIAN REORG. PLAN

OKAYED TENTATIVELY

U. S. Judge William Bondy yes-
terday tentatively approved the Si

Fabian reorganization plan for the
Fox Brooklyn Theater and office

building, subject to such modifica-
tions as he might make after study

(Continued on Page 7)

Chance of New Industry

Laws Fades in 19 States

Pressure from new, obnoxious
legislation has been substantially re-

duced through adjournment sine die

of 19 state legislatures, a checkup of

the situation discloses.

Bodies which have completed their
(Continued on Page 7)

"Ride 'Em, Cowboy!"
Cisco, Tex.— It's "all the comforts

of home" for the patrons of the Texas
Theater here. House has just installed

rocking chairs in its loges.

NAZIS TO INCREASE

PSEUDO FRENCH PIX

Berlin (By Cable)—Nazi govern-
ment, which has taken the helm of
the German film industry, is plan-
ning to materially increase its in-

vestment in pseudo French produc-
tions, it is reported here.
With out-and-out German films

faring poorly in the U. S. and other
countries as the result of boycott
activities, Nazi industry leaders re-
cently have been experimenting
with Parisian production, using
French players and directors.

Several such films have been ac-
cepted as bona fide French works

(Continued on Page 7)

Sponsor Will Soften

Neb. Anti-Ascap Bill

Lincoln, Neb.—Renewed activity

is being shown on the anti-Ascap
bill which is laying deep in the gen-
eral file before the unicameral legis-

lature here. After the constitutional

committee published findings saying
if passed it would be unconstitu-
tional, it seemed doomed.
News came on the floor however,

(Continued on Page 7)

London Court Sustains Preference

Dividend Action of GB Directorate

Counsel "Hopeful" As

Roxy Parleys Continue

Negotiations with 20th Century-
Fox officials looking toward a set-

tlement of the opposition by stock-
(Continucd on Page 7)

London (By Cable) — Sustaining
action of the GB board of directors

in declaring a dividend on prefer-
ence stock, the King's Bench Divi-

sion yesterday refused to grant an
injunction restraining its payment.
Isidore Ostrer testified at the final

(Continued on Page 7)

Wall Street Figures Indicate

Improvement Over
Year Ago

Film company earnings for the
first quarter of 1937, are running
ahead of figures for the compara-
tive period of last year, according
to authoritative Wall Street sources.
Loew is expected to report $3 a

share or more on 1,512,985 shares,
against $1.97 per share earned in

the same quarter last year over the
16-week period.

Indications are that Paramount
will net more than $3,000,000 for the
period as compared with $718,000 in

the 1936 first quarter, after taking
benefit of $800,000 reserves.
Warner Bros., is understood likely

to report about $1,700,000 for it's

second quarter ended Feb. 28.

20th Century-Fox, according to
these sources, may report a net of

(Continued on Page 7)

BILL DRAFTaUOWS

TRADE AGREEMENTS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Voluntary trade

agreements for the film and other
industries setting forth fair trade
practices, including wages, hours
and conditions, would be permitted
under a bill submitted to President

(Continued on Page 6)

GN's 65 Will Include One
Million Dollar Production

Grand National's program of 65
features for 1937-38 will include a
$1,000,000

_
production and eight

(Continued on Page 6)

'Knock, Knock, Who's There?'
Latest note of protest received by

the Hays office hails from Wenatchee,
Washington, where the local apple
knockers resent being called "apple
knockers" in motion pictures. They
describe the term as "disparaging."
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 Vs 23% 24 Vs

Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 Vi 323/8 32 1/2 — 5/s

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 4Vg 4/8 4i/8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15 15 15 + Vs

East. Kodak 160 158y2 159y2 — l"/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 29 28 29 -f- Vz

Loew's, Inc 80Vi 77 1/4 8OI/4 + 2

do pfd •

Paramount 24i/
2 23% 24 — Vs

Paramount 1st pfd.. 171 171 171 + 6Vi
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22 213/8 21% + %
Pathe Film 8 73/4 7%
RKO 9% 9 91/4 — 'A

20th Century-Fox . 39% 37% 38% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 48

V

4 48 48 1/4 + 1 Vs

Univ. Pict. pfd 84 83 83—3
Warner Bros 153,4 1434 15% + Vi

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46.... 98 1/4 98 1/4 98 1/4 + Vi

Loew 3%s46 97 Vi 97% 97%
Para. B'way 3s55.. 72% 72% 72%
Para. Picts. 6s55.... 100 993/4 993/4 — 1/4

RKO 6s41 •

Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95Vi + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

SonOtone Corp
Technicolor 20% 20% 20/4 + 'A

Trans-Lux 43/8 43/8 43/8

Universal Corp. vtc. 81/4 8 8%
NEW YORK OVER-THE-COUNTER

MARKET STOCKS
Bid Asked

Pathe 7% pfd 96 99
REAL ESTATE BONDS

Fox Thea. and Office Bldg.—Bklyn.
1941 15V4 16%

Loew's Thea. Rlty. Co. 1947 97% 98%
Metrop. Playhouse SM deb. 1945.. 73 76
Roxy Theater Corp. 1st 1940 57 58%
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• • • A SPRING Hit Parade celebration will be launched
by Loew's New York theaters on April 15 to last for four
weeks it will be an intensive publicity and exploitation
campaign with the various theaters and districts compet-
ing for plaques it will be known as "C. C. Moskowitz
Month" in honor of the boss who is away on his vacation
..... committees of managers will act as judges each week,
to judge the other managers' activities the Spring Hit
Parade was set because of the unusual array of attracks on
Loew's April-May schedule TV
• • • A RECEPTION was accorded Barbara Pepper
known on the RKO Radio lot as "The Bret Harte Girl" because
of her appearances in that author's "M'liss" and "Outcasts of
Poker Flat" when the actress visited Albany the other
day for her family was once prominent in the life of the
state capital she visited Mayor Thatcher, and a great fuss
was made over the young starlet

T
• • • LOOKS LIKE several more clean-up weeks for the
Broadway Paramount following "Waikiki Wedding", the
theater will feature Fred MacMurray and Carole Lombard in
"Swing High, Swing Low" and Bob Gillham and his ad
and pub boys have lined up an exceptional campaign for this

• • • "WE FOUND Our Girl Friedegg in an unusual mood
our sexytary was thinking "Whazzamatter, Frieda?"

we wheezes "I'm surprised to note, Phil, from this here
United Artists pic that A Star Is Born" "Why not?"

"Oh, after reading these tablibel columnists I thot stars
were made, not born."

That Alliance
. . . some questions arise

{Continued from Page 1)

government intervention or indirect pres-

sure.

1 HE Nazi avenue of approach is simplicity

' itself, cables disclose. The German cen-

sor, who need not give any explanation for

rejecting a foreign picture, generally frowns

upon American importations with obvious

box office strength, and admits those which

lack it.

The Italo-German alliance, when signed,

sealed and delivered, reasonably may be

expected to result in the adoption of simi-

lar tactics in Italy. Already there are

signs that the Italian censors are tighten-

ing up.

Arcaro Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held today

at 10 a.m. at St. Malachy's Church

in West 49th St. for Flavia Arcaro,

61, veteran actress, who died ' on

Thursday in the House of Calvary,

Bronx, after a long illness. Her last

professional appearance was four

I
years ago in the road company of

j

"Roberta," and at various times had
appeared in support of such stars

as Otis Skinner, De Wolf Hopper,
, Eddie Foy and Weber and Fields.

20th-Fox Completes Last

Pix for Present Season

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood •— When the cameras

ceased to turn yesterday
on the final scene for "Sing And Be
Happy," 20th Century-Fox studios
had completed all pix scheduled for
release during the remainder of the
present season, which ends Sept. 20.

Production Chief Darryl F. Zan-
uck plans to have 12 new pictures
completed prior to the opening of
the new season, Aug. 1.

Walker Heads Film Group
For Catholic Charities

Frank C. Walker has been named
chairman of the Motion Picture In-
dustries division of the Special Gifts
Committee for the 1937 Appeal of
the New York Catholic Charities by
John A. Colman, active chairman of
the men's committee.
Walker is now forming his com-

mittee, and will announce its mem-
bers shortly. The men's committee
has been given a quota of $350,000
for the appeal, which will be held
the week of April 18.

Plan $50,000 Theater
Canton, O.—City council has been

asked to rezone an area in the
southwest section of the city, to
permit the construction of a $50,000
neighborhood movie theater.

Coming and Goin^F

ROLAND LUTZ, manager of the Denver
Poster Exchange, has returned from New York.

NOEL COWARD sails for Bermuda today on
the Monarch of Bermuda.

CHARLES REAGAN returns to New York in
one week from Honolulu.

ROBERT GILLHAM goes to' the coast from
New York in about 10 days.

CHARLES KRANZ is in New York from
Washington.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB Vice-President, left

yesterday for Washington. He will return
to his office Monday.

MORT SINGER left New York yesterday for

Chicago.

H. J. YATES leaves for the coast next
Thursday.

AL ADAMS, director of publicity and ad-
vertising for Republic Pictures, leaves for the
coast April 18.

PAUL BENSON, former U. A. exploiteer,

leaves Monday for the coast to handle free

lance publicity accounts.

BUCK JONES arrived in Universal City yes-
terday from his trip to New York, and left

immediately for location in Kernville.

GILBERT GABRIEL, drama critic for the New
York American, novelist and screen writer,

leaves New York today for Hollywood to com
plete script of "Victor Herbert" for Para
mount.

THE CALGARY BROTHERS, pantomime aero
bats, are en route to the coast to appear in

Paramount's forthcoming feature "Double or

Nothing." ,

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD, Metropolitan Opera
star who planned to sail for England May
13, has postponed her departure until May 15
to complete her role in "The Big Broadcast
of 1938."

Republic Meeting Decision

To be Made in a Fortnight

Decision on whether Republic
Pictures will hold a national con
vention will be made on the coast
in about two weeks, it was learned
yesterday. J. J. Milstein, Republic
sales manager, left yesterday en
route to Hollywood and is holding
regional sales meets at Chicago an(

Kansas City on the way out.

Seattle Jamboree April 17

Seattle — Northwest Film Club's

Midnight Jamboree will be hek
April 17 in the Music Hall, now
dark.

APRIL 10

George Arliss

Tom Geraghty
Joe Moskowitz
Tim McCoy
Nick Stuart
Lou Rydell



PROVIDE

COMPARABLE TO THE OTHER LUXURIES OF YOUR THEATRE

O Thousands of dollars are spent on the equipment of a

motion picture theatre— a beautiful building, tasteful

decorations, expensive carpets and the most comfort-

able seats. These luxuries call for lighting in keeping

with other provisions for the pleasure and satisfaction

of the patrons.

High Intensity Projection adds little to the cost of

theatre operation but adds much to the quality of

the picture thrown on the screen and to the comfort

of incoming patrons.

TENSITY PROJECTOR

USE NATIONAL

PROJECTOR

CARBONS

AND NATIONAL SOPREX CARRONS
provide a steady, brilliant, snow-white light which
gives clarity and depth to black and white pro-

\

ductions and accurate tones in color projection.

They also permit a level of general illumination
adequate for comfortable vision.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide 1

1

1

(

q

and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
©eneral Offices: 30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Stanch Sales Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



THE

« THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES «

Wheeling, W. Va.—Completely re-

habilitated, the Rex, one of the old-

est theaters here, has been re-

opened. Air conditioning has been
installed, house has been reseated,

in the balcony, sound and projection

improved, re-carpeted, interior re-

decorated, acoustics improved and
the marquee modernized. The
house is owned and managed by
George Zeppos.

Youngstown, O. — Contract for

the new $40,000 entrance to the

Park Theater here, one of the Shea
chain, has been awarded to the

Heller-Murray Co. The entrance as

planned will mark the complete
modernization of the theater.

Red Oak, la.—C. N. Johnson has
installed new sound equipment in

his Grand Theater here.

Springfield, Mass. — As a final

touch to the renovation of the Bijou
Theater, Manager Al Anders has
decided to remodel the entire front

of the building. Work will be

started immediately. An elaborate

entrance of constructural glass,

with a black and white color scheme
is planned.

Lake City, la. — R. M. Bernau,
manager of the Iowa Theater, has
installed hard of hearing aids and
now invites his patrons to telephone

in for its use. A new service for

the smaller town.

Hot Springs, Ark. -
Theater has installed

equipment.

- The Roxy
new sound

REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

TICKETS
ARE MONEYJ
Don't take a chance on

losses — through resale

and misappropriation.

Keep your tickets under

lock and key in a modern

Gold Seal or Model "H".

r

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION

1540 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Seattle — The Gateway at Kirk-
land has completed installation of

new sound equipment.

Fort Worth, Tex.—The New Isis,

neighborhood theater on the North
Side in Fort Worth, Tex., is install-

ing a $12,000 air-cooling system for
use this summer. L. C. Tidball op-
erates this theater, which was com-
pletely remodeled a year ago.

Pittsfield, Mass.—Bids are being
received for extensive alterations to

the Colonial Theater. Alterations
will provide for a new entrance
with two modern stores in the front
of the building, and the project will

require plumbing, heating, electri-

cal work, etc., in connection with
the general interior remodeling.

Denver—A new marquee is going
up on the Palace, a dime grind,

owned by Paul Hoppen.

Tacoma, Wash.—Manager L. H.
Tarrant of the Riviera has in-

stalled new RCA sound equipment,
first of its type installed in any
Tacoma house.

Sheboygan, Wis. — Fred Reeths,
manager of the Sheboygan Theater,
has installed new sound equipment.

Shelby, O. — Hal Shreffler is

bringing his Castamba Theater up
to date with a new front. He is

also increasing his capacity with
the addition of 400 seats.

Barberton, O.—Harold Makison is

remodeling his Park Theater. He
has acquired the adjoining store

room and increasing his present
800-seat capacity to 1,000.

Cleveland—It is understood that

John D. Kalafat will reopen his

Five Points Theater which has been
closed for several years. He is

taking bids on alterations.

CHECK
With us . . . get our prices on all

your equipment needs

S.O.S. CORPORATION
636—llth AVE. NEW YORK

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies inci ases

potential audience 10% • In-

stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na-

tionally advertised.DEAF
Endorsed by key showmen.

' Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

New Theaters and IE
No. 7—I

TIP-OFF on the modern mood of the new $85,000 State theater, which

recently was opened in Oklahoma City by T. B. Noble, Jr., President

of the State Theater Corp., is the "magic" drinking fountain in the sunken

lounge. When you walk up to it for a drink, the water starts bubbling.

As you walk away, the water subsides. The explanation, of course, is

found in the use of the electric eye.

The sunken lounge is tricky. Entering the theater through a compact
lobby, divided stairs lead to the lounge. On either side of it, furnished

modernistically, are rest rooms, with a mirrored dressing table for women
patrons. The manager's office is located on the same floor.

Near an ascending ramp leading to the auditorium is a cabinet in

which are ear phones. These may be hooked into special seats by the

hard-of-hearing, so that they may hear the sound direct from the

operator's booth.

Decoration scheme is effectively simple. Although Walter Vahlberg,

the architect, let his imagination run on the colorful theater front, using

glass, aluminum and tiles, inside the theater he has chosen mass effects

of solid color and has built in simple lines that nevertheless are not

severe. Walls and ceiling are cream color. Along the wall base is a

plain blue band, about six feet high, trimmed with chromium. The
"boxed" proscenium is illuminated by soft, indirect colored lights, which

reflect on a shimmering, silver curtain.

Collinsville, 111.—Robert O. Boi-
ler, 7332 Brooklyn Ave., Kansas
City, Mo., has been retained to pre-
pare plans and specifications for al-

terations and improvements to the
Miners Theater, owned and oper-
ated by Sam Komm. Work will

include alterations to the foyer and
lounges, marble, tile, structural and
plate glass, metal laths, plastering,
new electric wiring, etc.

Centredale, R. I. — The Trahan
Amusement Corp. is installing a
new ventilating system in the Com-
munity.

Cincinnati — Maury White has
closed the Riverdale at Dayton for
redecorating. White is also install-

ing a new marquee in the Holly-
wood.

Brewster, Wash. — The Caribou
Theater has reopened. The interior

has been redecorated, a cooling sys-
tem installed and the seating ca-
pacity stepped up to 800.

Milwaukee—Fox's renovated Ri-

viera, South Side neighborhood
house, has reopened.

West Haven, Conn.—The Rivoli,

operated by Max Tabackman, is in-

stalling a new marquee.

Toledo, O.—The Avalon Theater
is being improved at a cost of $20,-

000, including the expansion to pro-
vide seating for 800 more persons,

Modernize Your Front Lobby

With

CUSTOM BUILT

RUBBER MATS

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GG.

TRENTON, N. J.

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
+

RELIABLE
SERVICE

ARE YOURS AT

MMTIfiMfll^Jt)
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

kMIL'Jkl
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ENT
Equipment Features
;ima City

The auditorium is divided almost in half by a wide cross aisle. There

is no balcony, the floor sloping from the rear to the screen. The 1,100

seats are almost directly in front of the large screen. The chairs have

leather upholstered seats, cloth backed, and are comfortably wide.

The building, fireproof and strictly modern, built of brick and stone,

concrete and re-inforced steel, is 50 by 140, with six store rooms on each

('side of the ticket booth, fronting the street.

All equipment, with exception of heating, Mirrophonic sound and

heating and cooling systems was installed by the National Theater

Supply Co., and consists of Crestwood velvet carpet, Irwin streamline

chairs, Voight lighting fixtures, Walker Silversheet screen and frame,

Vallen curtain control and track, Super Simplex projectors with heavy

pedestals, Peerless Magnarc lamps, Copper Oxide rectifiers, cork carpet

in projection room, Belson film cabinets and booth table, GoldE automatic

,

rewind, Super Cinephor lenses, Griswold film splicer, booth chair, Ezy

;

Rug mats, Royalchrome furniture, magic fountain, Von Duprin panic

bolts, Newman ticket chopper, aluminum moulding, vanity dresserettes

and mirrors, lobby smokers, Newman brass posts and velour rope, Timco
ticket register, safe, Universal coin changer, box office chair.

Elaborate lighting effects with interchangeable colors, in front and
above the ticket booth herald present and coming events.

air-conditioning, new lighting, wir- Jacksonville, 111. — The contract
ing, and plumbing. The work will for improvements to one of the Fox
be done in 90 days. Theater is Midwest Theater Corp.'s houses
owned and operated by Charles here has been awarded to the Flett
Fox, Inc. Building & Repair Co., 4505 Trost

St., Kansas City, Mo. The plans
call for a new front, lobby improve-

j

ments, rest rooms and redecorating
j

the interior and exterior. Edwin G

EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES

Prophetstown, 111. — The New
Town Theatre, just opened, is

equipped with Ultraphone sound sys-
tem and DeLuxe Air-Loc full uphol-
stered chairs. The house is owned
and operated by the Marchesi Broth-
ers Circuit, which controls other
houses in Amboy, Freeport and
Lockporte, 111.

Rockford, 111— Charles House is

buying new equipment for his houses
this spring, including Jewell Suprex
type arc lamps and rectifiers.

Cleveland — New RCA sound
equipment is ,being installed in eight
local Loew houses. Installation at

Loew's Stillman was completed last

week. Installation is now being
made at Loew's State, following
which work will be started at the
Park and Granada.

Portland, Me.— A new marquee,
new carpets and new seats are being
installed at the Lincoln Theater,
Damariscotta.

Omaha—Equipment sales report-
ed by R. S. Ballantyne of Scott-Bal-
lantyne Co. include Magic Weather
Cooling Systems to A. W. Pugh for
the White Way, Fredonia, Kan.; to

Peters and Angnos for the Choco-
late Shop Theater, Cherokee, la.; to

R. E. Guild for the Peerless, Holy-
oke, Colo.; to Marie Goodhand for

the American, Kimball, Neb.; to
Harvey Bros. Department Store, Lo-
gan, la.; to F. E. Pace for the Em-
press, Malvern, la.; to J. F. Deth-
lefs for the Crystal, Manning, la.;

to Frank Houston for the Minne
Lusa, Omaha; to Georgia O. Raseley
for the Royal, O'Neill, Neb.; to John
Brandt for the Oregon, Oregon,
Mo.; to J. B. Roshong for the St.

Francis, St. Francis, Kan.; to Wal-
ter Gunther for the Palace, Syra-
cuse, Neb.; to J. P. Thompson for
the Sequoyah, Tahlequah, Okla., and
to J. P. Lannon for the Rivoli, West
Point, Neb.; projectors and Largen
Sound System to the Community
Club, which is opening up the Lib-
erty, a new house at Liberty, Neb.,
and Frank Kalous, Jr., who is open-
ing the Kay, a new house at Sumner,
Neb., and Largen Sound to Dale
O'Roak for the Opera House, Sher-
man Station, Me.

Abingdon, 111.—The Bijou Theater,
(Continued on Page 6)

Headquarters for

DUBBING—RECORDING
Projection, Cutting Rooms—Vaults

VARIABLE
AREA NOISELESS RECORDING

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue New York City

Ironton, Mo.—A new marquee is

being installed on the State Thea-
ter, local house of the Lead Belt
Amusement Co.

King City, Mo.—Rufus H. Limpp
will take bids soon on the erection
of a two-story 28x110 foot addition
to his motion picture theater build-
ing here. Plans are in charge of
Robert O. Boiler of Kansas City.
They call for general interior al-

terations to the existing building
as well as the brick and concrete
addition.

(Continued on Page 6)

Newest Spring Campaign
VALANCES • FLAGS

BANNERS
RENTED—SOLD

ART FLAG9 INC.
449 W . 42nd St. New York City

V YOU MAY HAVE A BIG HEART
4 YOU MAY WEAR MANY DIAMONDS
Jf, YOU MAY BELONG TO MANY CLUBS
4 BUT—YOU DON'T NEED A SPADE "TO DIG UP" A

RELIABLE CARPET FIRM.

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
**

250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK
AN ESTABLISHMENT FEATURING THE WELL KNOWN

C RE STWO Oil CA IK PETS
FOR QUALITY AND WEAR

<•<•COLLEGE HOLIDAY
Holidays are frequent for college students, but not

for Alexander Smith Carpet. It stays right on the

job 365 days a year, and it has no fear of examina-

tions. Which is one reason why you'll find it in the

majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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« « THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES » »

(Continued from Page 5)

Kratz of Kansas City, Mo., is the
architect.

Moberly, Mo.—Work will start at
once on the remodeling of the Fox
Midwest Theater Corp.'s house here.

Ludwig Abt, Riegel Building, Mo-
berly, is the architect. The work
will include a new structural glass

front, lobby enlargement and gen-
eral remodeling, etc.

Bonne Terre, Mo. — New sound
equipment is being installed in the

Odeon Theater, operated by the

Lead Belt Amusement Co.

Des Moines—C. F. Hoffman, man-
ager of the Grand at Knoxville, la.,

has installed new electric sound
equipment, and has also made im-
provements to the projection booth

and balcony.

White Hall, la. — Joe Lyman is

making extensive improvements in

his Princess Theater.

Chicago—The Bridgeport Theater
is being overhauled for early re-

opening by Joseph Skora.

Flat River, Mo. — The Roseland
Theater, operated by the Lead Belt

Amusement Co., is being completely
redecorated. A new marquee and
new sound equipment are other con-

templated improvements for the

house.

Des Moines — Jack Kuech has
completed construction of a new
front for the Gem at Charles City.

He is also adding new seats and
new decorations.

Milwaukee—Work is being rushed
on the remodeling on the Metropoli-

tan Theater at Prairie du Chien.

Graham, Tex. — The Palace has
been completely remodeled and re-

furnished, and the front brightened
by a new neon marquee.

San Antonio — The Palace at

Stamford has installed new RCA
High Fidelity sound, and Roy
Brockman has redecorated the in-

terior of the Ritz at McKinney.

Mineral Wells, Tex.—The Grand
Theater is sporting a new front and
new neon sign in red, yellow and
blue.

Biloxie, Miss.—The Saenger The-
ater has been remodeled and new
cooling system added.

Mocksville, N. C.— The Princess
Theater has been remodeled and
new equipment installed.

Dallas — The Capitol Theater at
Meridian is being remodeled and
refurnished.

Newark—RKO-Proctor's has com-
pleted installation of a new mar-

quee, ticket office and front lobby
in chromium and stainless steel,

ultra-modernistic design. Redecora-
tion of the house interior is planned
for the near future.

Hot Spring, Ark.—The Roxy The-
ater has installed a new sound sys-
tem.

Homer, La. — The Pelican has
been completely remodeled.

Milwaukee— The Park, neighbor-
hood house, has reopened with new
seats and front.

Anniston, Ala.—The Ritz has in-

stalled new sound apparatus.

Rome, Ga. — The Royal has in-

stalled new sound equipment.

Albemarle, N. C.—The Stanley is

being remodeled and refurnished.

Watertown — The auditorium of

the Classic Theater here has been
equipped with new indirect lighting

fixtures.

« « EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES »

(Continued from Page 5)

operated by S. E. Pirtle of Jersey-
ville, 111., has been equipped with
new DeLuxe Air-Loc full uphol-
stered chairs, purchased through
George A. Busher of St. Louis.

Cleveland — Frank Gross has in-

stalled new super Simplex heads,
provided by National Theater Sup-
ply Company, in his Grand Theater.

15. They also have the Onawa
Theater.

Cleveland—Loew's State has in-

stalled a de luxe candy counter in
its lobby.

Cleveland—The Crown and Wal-
dorf Theaters, owned and operated
by Kaplan Brothers, have installed
new Alexander Smith carpeting.

Onawa, la.—R. A. Oliver and Mrs.
Muriel Frandsen have purchased
Super-S implex projectors from
Scott-Ballantyne Co. of Omaha. This
completes the equipment, all pur-
chased from the same company, for
the new $35,000 500-seat Iowa the
partners will open here about April

GN's 65 Will Include One
Million Dollar Production

(Continued from Page 1)

other pictures budgeted at $500,000
each, a spokesman for the company
said yesterday in New York. Lineup
will be announced at the outfit's an-
nual convention planned for May 16-

19 at the coast.

70 To Attend GN Convention
All producers, division and sales

managers, as well as department
heads, both domestic and foreign,

numbering approximately seventy,

will attend the first annual sales

convention of Grand National Films
to be held May 16-19 at the Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles, it was
announced yesterday by Edward J.

Peskay, general sales manager.
Those who will attend include B. F. Zeid-

ruan, Douglas MacLean, Victor Schertzinger,
Zion Myers, George A. Hirliman, Raymond
Friedgen, Richard Rowland, Andrew L. Stone
and Max Alexander, unit producers. Others
are Sidney M. Biddell, executive aid to Ed-
ward L. Alperson, President, Ann Rosenthal,
head of the Home Office legal department, Sol

Edwards, eastern division manager, James
Winn, western division manager, Saul Krug-
man, their assistant^ Jack L. Barnstyn,
head of foreign sales, his assistant Edward
Ugast, Harry Allen and A. Adilman from
Canada, M. Crown, South America, and
representatives from England and France.

Presiding at the convention will be Ed-
ward L. Alperson, president. A special con-

vention train will leave New York May 12.

Lina Motion Adjourned
Motion of Lina Pictures Corp. for

a summary judgment of $5,000 from
First Division Pictures was ad-
journed yesterday in Supreme Court
to April 16. Lina Pictures claim
arises out of an alleged breach-of-
contract by First Division to dis-

tribute shorts obtained from Prin-
cipal Pictures, which has assigned
its claim to Lina Pictures.

Bill Draft Allows

Trade Agreements

(.Continued from Page 1)

Roosevelt by the Council for Indus-
trial Progress and jusc made public
here. Coincidental with such agree-
ments, anti-trust laws in interfer-
ence would be suspended, according
to the proposal, which was drafted
by Siegfried F. Hartman of New
York, formerly motion picture coun-
sel.

Three major points covered by the
draft are as follows: All forms of

deception of the public by persons
engaged in interstate commerce, re-

gardless of the competitive feature.

All forms of competition hereto-

fore held to be legally unfair.

Certain other practices in compe-
tition now generally recognized by
economists and commercial experts
and contrary to existing standards
of fairness.

Price discriminations would also

be banned.

Filmack Trailer Hikes

Pay 3rd Time in 15 Mos.

Chicago—Employees of the Film-
ack Trailer Co. have just received

another pay-hike, the third in 15

months, and according to Irving

Mack, executive head it will not be

the last, by a long shot, if business

keeps speeding up the balance of

the year. Filmack recently made
some expansions in the matter of

new equipment and a Sales Promo-
tion Department.

New Shea House Opens
Cambridge, O.— The new State

Theater here, built for the Shea cir-

cuit, has opened. Shea interests

also operate the Cort Theater here.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Two Michigan
houses served out of the local ex- .

change center have installed sound '

equipment. They are the Doris at

Hermansville and the Pickford at

Pickford. This house was formerly
the Grand.

Springer-Cocalis theater have
blazed forth with "Gala Spring Car-
nival" banners and pennants, a very
effective appearance, with designing
by Art Flag.

Dallas—The Robb & Rowley cir-

cuit general offices are being remod-
eled and an air conditioning system
is being installed.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The R. R. Bair
circuit houses, including the Up-
town, Strand, Ritz and Oriental the-

aters, have installed National Siroc-

co blowers and washers for deep
well cooling systems.

Seymour, Ind.—H. R. Wagner has
installed Sirocco blowers and wash-
ers in his Majestic and Little Thea-
ters here.

Gas City, Ind. — Sirocco blower
and washer has been installed in the

Arcade Theater by D. B. Simpkins,
operator.

Providence—RKO-Albee here ex-

pects to start installation of 2,000

new orchestra seats within the next
few weeks. Samples of chairs

(American Seat Co.) are being dis-

played in theater's inner lobby with
patrons invited to try them out for

]

comfort.

Providence—Community Theater,

naborhood house in North Provi-

dence (Centredale) has just installed

two new rear-shutter type Simplex
projectors with National Theater
Supply of Boston doing installation

work. House will begin installation

of air-conditioning system within

few days, with The Outlet Company
of Providence having the contract.

Hartford—The Webster Theater
is now under construction by Maurice
Shulman of the Rivoli. Chairs have
been ordered from American Seat-

ing.

Thompsonville, Conn.— Construc-
tion has begun on a 980-seat theater
and stores by Peter Parokas, opera-

tor of the Palace, New Britain. Na-
tional Theater Equipment will sup-
ply chairs, booth equipment and
screen. The house is expected to

be ready in August. / ]|C

New London—-The Lyceum, old

legit house, to be opened by Lou
Anger of Bridgeport and Sal Adorno
of Middletown for picture operation,

will be redecorated by Vincent Fiori,

through Modern Theater Equipment.
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{Continued from Page 1)

({$2,000,000, for the three-month per-

[iod ended Mar. 31, against $1,239,-

|760 or 59 cents a share a year ago.

For the first two months ended

|Feb. 28, RKO is expected to report

|$714,000 in earnings, representing a

jprobable net of approximately $1,-

|000,000 for the first quarter.

Columbia earnings in the March
I quarter, which is the third quarter

I of its fiscal year, are estimated at

labout $600,000, compared with $500,-

IS13.

A "JUttU" from "Ms"

MPTOA Radio Com. Plans

To Meet With Producers

JOE RIVKIN has taken up his new
duties as the head of Columbia's

talent department following a
week's vacation at Palm Springs.

T T
Dudley Murphy has signed Nancy

Carroll to appear in "This King
Business," to be produced by Asso-
ciated Artists.

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD |

Casting assignments — Warners:
Paul Everton, "The Deep South";
Charles Richman, Wilfred Lucas,
"Story of Zola"; Norman Willis,

"That Certain Woman"; RKO: Don
Wilson "Missus America"; Bill

Grady "New Faces of 1937"; Leila

Mclntyre, "All is Confusion"; Para-
mount: Minna Gombell, Ray Mayer,
"Make Way for Tomorrow."

Erpi Mirrophonic equipment is

being used at Pantages, a first-run

Universal and RKO house, in con-
nection with the showing of "Top
of the Town."

€€ REVIEWS »

Trem Carr will place "I Cover
the War," starring John Wayne, in

production April 12. Arthur Lubin
will direct, with Jerry Ash as chief

cinematographer.

(Continued from Page 1)

probably including Loew's and Para-

mount.
At an initial meeting, date of

which is yet to be set by Vincent,

procedure will be mapped out. Af-

ter the producers' policies in the sit-

uation are examined, similar meet-
ings with the two national broad-
casting systems will probably be

held.

The committee has been empow-
ered to work out its own plan for

solving the problem, without need
of reporting back to the parent as-

sociation for ratification.

Counsel "Hopeful" As
Roxy Parleys Continue

Injunction Against

GB Dividend Refused

(Continued from Page 1)

day's trial. Indisposition of Mark
Ostrer kept him away from the wit-

ness chair.

The court indicated that it was
not satisfied with the plaintiff's con-

tention that funds were not avail-

able.

The decision, it is understood, has
the effect of stabilizing the Ostrer

brothers' position in GB. Had the

court found against them, control of

the company would have passed to

the preference shareholders. This

development would have put John
Maxwell into a powerful position as

he acquired considerable Ostrer

shares some months ago when he

had anticipated gaining control of

the management.

Fabian Reorg. Plan Gets

Court's Tentative Okay

(Continued from Page 1)

holders and others to the Roxy or-

ganization plan are continuing, it

was said yesterday by Samuel
Kramer of Kramer & Kleinfelcl,

counsel for the Class A stockhold-

ers. Kramer said he was "hopeful
that something will come of it."

Burgess Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services for

Helen Burgess, will be held at 11:30

a.m. today in the Little Church of

the Flowers, in Glendale, Calif. In-

terment will be in Forest Lawn
Cemetery.

J. Robert Rubin, Loew's executive

who sails from New York Wednes-
day on the Normandie, is expected

to study the situation at GB. His

company some time ago acquired

half of the 20th Century-Fox hold-

ings in the English company which
amounted to 49 per cent. Rubin
yesterday said that he plans to be

away from New York three or four

weeks. It is expected that he will

confer with Sidney R. Kent, presi-

dent of 20th Century-Fox, in Lon-

don. Kent sailed from New York
Wednesday on the Queen Mary.

SICK REPORT

A successful operation to remove
a cyst from the eye of George Hirli-

man, Condor Pictures' president,

was performed Thursday following
his arrival from the coast.

Detroit—Marvin Townsend, But-
sld Circuit booker, is under

Ftment in Herman Kiefer Hos-
pital.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Brand, publi-

city boss at 20th Century-Fox, is

fighting a sinus infection.

Nazis Planning to Make

More "French" Productions

(Continued from Page 1)

to the extent that the investments
have been profitable, it is said.

Similar activity in Italy by the

German film industry is likely to be

a result of the alliance now being
arranged here by Luigi Freddi,
chief of the film division of the Ital-

ian Propaganda Ministry, and Dr.

Joseph Goebbels, German Propa-
ganda Minister.

(Continued from Page 1)

of memoranda from attorneys who
suggested improvements in the plan.

Under the plan Si Fabian, who
has operated the house since 1934,
will take a 20-year lease at a mini-
mum annual rental of $150,000 and
the provision that he pay as rent

15 per cent of the gross receipts up
to $1,000,000; 17 per cent of the

gross over $1,000,000 and up to $1,-

500,000 and 20 per cent of gross over

$1,500,000. Also Fabian will pay 52
per cent of the heating cost.

The RFC will grant a loan of

$725,000 to pay off real estate taxes
and bond interest. This loan will

come ahead of the first mortgage on
the property. The RFC will also

name one of the three voting trus-

tees of the property. Fabian and
the bondholders will name the other

two trustees.

Judge Bondy set April 16 for the
next hearing on the plan.

Sponsor Will Soften

Neb. Anti-Ascap Bill

(Lontinucd from Page 1)

that the committee had disagreed
and did a 2 to 1 decision, which leads

its author, Senator Frank Brady to

believe it can be softened and still

pass and hold. Activity is watched
closely by showmen in Nebraska.

If it passes, Nebraska will be the
third state to make Ascap illegal

and a trust violation. Washington
and Montana already have such
laws.

Joe Lissauer to Wed
Pittsburgh—Joe Lissauer, booker

of the Elleness Circuit, will be mar-
ried tomorrow and with his bride

will leave for a 10-day cruise to

Bermuda.

Chance of New Industry

Laws Fades in 19 States

(Continued from Page 1)

sessions are: Alabama, Arizona, Ar-
kansas, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana,

Kentucky, Maryland, Nevada, Mich-
igan, New Mexico, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming, West Vir-

ginia, Washington, Utah, Oregon
and Kansas.

Tennessee, who in recess, resumes
on May 1.

"Wake Up and Live"
With Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie and

Alice Faye

20th Cent.-Fox 93 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

A GRAND LOAD OF ENTERTAINMENT
AND SHOULD BE A SHOWMAN'S DE-

LIGHT.

Exhibitors can start tossing orchids in

the direction of 20th Century-Fox because

of "Wake Up and Live." It is a grand

load of entertainment and should be a

showman's delight. The Winchell-Bernie

"feud" has been cleverly handled and lends

itself to exploitation. Director Sidney Lan-

field has guided the entertainment cleverly

and there is never a dull moment. The
picture has comedy, satire and catchy

songs. Winchell and Bernie play them-

selves, but it is Jack Haley, who registers

heavily. He demonstrates that he is an

able singer, in addition to delivering his

distinctive brand of comedy. Alice Faye,

who has never been better photographed,

is the love interest opposite Jack. Patsy

Kelly and Ned Sparks have a field day

with their comedy, while Joan Davis is a

riot with her burlesque of a rhumba. Wal-
ter Catlett, Paul Hurst, Warren Hymer and

Etienne Girardot also deliver in comedy
roles. Grace Bradley, Miles Mander and

Leah Ray are among the other principals.

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel fashioned

several songs, with "It's Swell of You,"

"Wake Up and Live" and "There's a Lull

in My Life" the outstanding numbers.

Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen concocted a

clever screenplay based on Curtis Kenyon's

original story. Edward Cronjager's photog-

raphy is top-notch. Kenneth Macgowan
rates much credit as the producer. Haley,

a small-time singer, gets "mike fright" at

his first audition. Alice finally convinces

him that he need not fear the microphone.

He sings into what he believes is a dead

mike, but his voice reaches Bernie's night

club by remote control. After many com-
plications he is found to be the "phantom

troubadour."

Cast: Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie and

orchestra, Alice Faye, Patsy Kelly, Ned
Sparks, Jack Haley, Walter Catlett, Grace

Bradley, Joan Davis, Leah Ray, Miles Man-
der, Douglas Fowley, Etienne Girardot, Bar-

nett Parker, Paul Hurst, Warren Hymer,

Condos Brothers, Brewster Twins, George

Givot, William Demarest, John Sheehan,

Robert Lowery, Charles Williams, Ed Gar-

gan, George Chandler, Gary Breckner.

Executive Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;

Associate Producer, Kenneth Macgowan;
Director, Sidney Lanfield; Author, Curtis

Kenyon; Based on Book by Dorothea Bran-

de; Screenplay, Harry Tugend, Jack Yel-

len; Music and Lyrics, Mack Gordon and

Harry Revel; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager;

Art Director, Mark-Lee Kirk; Associate,

Haldane Douglas; Dance Director, Jack

Haskell; Musical Director, Louis Silvers',

Editor, Robert Simpson; Sound, W. D. Flick

Roger Heman.
Direction, Clever. Photography, Top-notch.

Forum to Film "General"
The Film Forum of the American

People's Center, located at 308 W.
59th St. will present "The General
Died at Dawn" tomorrow at 8 p. m.



UNMATCHED

SUPER X, originally % strictly special-

purpose film, is today so highly valued by

the industry that it is employed in the

bulk of all feature pictures . . . appears in

the great majority of box-office champions

and critics' choices. Reasons : unmatched

photographic quality . . . unmatched adapt-

ability. Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-

ter, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X ®
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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SCHAEFERSEES PUBLIC EVENTUALLY ENDING DUALS

Educational Film Problem is Called "Coordination

Majors' Libraries Seen as Vast

Reservoir of

Material
Problem in regard to educational

films is not production, but coordina-

tion under wise educational planning
and leadership of the effort to put

the film to work in the classroom for

the benefit of future generations, ac-

cording to a Hays' office report.

This is because it has been discov-

ered through the making of several

series of pictures out of excerpts

from films in the libraries of the

major producers, that a vast poten-

tial reservoir of material for use in

educational films exists in these li-

braries.

One series of films produced by
(Continued on Page 4)

ADMISH PRICE GAINS

HOLDING IN PITTS.

Pittsburgh — Film theater busi-

ness for the first quarter of 1937

was bullish and the second quarter

starts with the uptrend continuing.

Admission price gains are holding
and most houses who raised a
nickel for week-ends and holidays

are sticking to that policy, finding

no negative response.
Although much of the Pittsburgh

(Continued on Page 10)

49 Pictures Now Before

Cameras in Coast Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Forty-nine pictures

are in production, with Paramount
and Warners heading the list with
10 apiece. RKO follows with six.

(Continued on Page 10)

Amkino Biz Termed "Best"

Amkino Corp., distributors of Soviet

pictures, had the best quarter during

'the first three months of 1937 in the

10-year history of the company, it was

said yesterday by V. I. Verlinsky, Am-
kino president Volume of business was

the greatest transacted in any three-

month period.

John Maxwell Reported Eyeing Australian Theater Field

Sydney (By Cable)— It is persistently reported here that the British theater and

film magnate, John Maxwell, may get a foothold in the Australian theater field. He

has been inquiring into the possibilities of such a move for the past two years, it

is stated.

Warner Conference Meetings to Open

At Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on May 10

The annual conference of sales,

theater, production and advertising
staffs of Warner Bros. Pictures,

Inc., First National, Inc., Cosmopoli-
tan Productions, Inc., Vitagraph,
Inc., Warner Bros. Theaters, Inc.,

and affiliates will be held at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here May 10-

13, inclusive, it was announced to-

day by Gradwell L. Sears, general

sales manager.
Business sessions of the confer-

ence, Sears presiding, will be held

daily at the Waldorf-Astoria with
the entire body of delegates, repre-

senting the varied activities of the

associated firms, in attendance.

Sears said the earlier convention

dates were set with exhibitor inter-

est m next season's product in mind.

Participating actively in the con-

ference meetings will be H. M. War-
ner, Jack L. Warner, Major Albert

Warner, Sam E. Morris, Edward
Hatrick, Hal B. Wallis, Joseph Bern-
hard, S. Charles Einfeld, Carl Leser-

man, Norman H. Moray, Sam Sax,

Roy Haines and Herbert J. Ochs,

among others.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Film Earnings Advance—Italo-German Alliance

By GEORGE H. MORRIS

//

Patrons Tiring of Too-Long
Shows, Says U. A.

Sales Chief
"Double features will eventually

be eliminated, in my opinion, because
of public pressure," said George J.

Schaefer, vice-president and general
manager of distribution of United
Artists, yesterday, in replying to a

Film Daily questionnaire, sent to

top industry executives, on the

query: "Should dual programs be
eliminated and if so, how can this

be accomplished?"
Said Schaefer: "The subject is be-

coming controversial among the gen-
eral public and in many circles there

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO PLAlCHANGES

REPORTED ACCEPTED

DOMESTIC
Earnings of motion picture com-

panies so far this year, Wall Street

sources reported, have been running

substantially ahead of the 1936 first

quarter and at about the same rate,
(Continued on Page 9)

FOREIGN
In London, the King's Bench Di-

vision sustained action of the GB
board of directors in declaring a

dividend on preference stock and re-

fused an injunction restraining its

Estimate Further Jump of 20 P. G
In 20th-Fox's Production Budget

Kent to Return to U. S.

In Time for Coast Trip

London (By Cable)—Sidney R.

Kent, 20th Century-Fox prexy, who
arrives on the Queen Mary today to

address British and European divi-

sional sales conventions here and in

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—20th Century-Fox pro-

duction budget for 1937-38 will run

at least 20 p.c. ahead of that for

the season now ending, it is esti-

mated. The 1936-37 increase in pro-

duction cost over that of the 1935-36

season was exactly 25.24 p.c.

Added increase anticipated for
(Continued on Page 10)

Atlas Corp., sponsor of the RKO
reorganization plan, is understood to

have agreed to several amendments
sought by the general creditors'

committee for which White & Case
is counsel. Nature of the amend-
ments could not be ascertained, Sat-

urday.

Casey Returns to Coast

For Guild Negotiations

Pat Casey, studio labor head, has

returned to the coast to take up
negotiations there with the Screen

Actors' Guild and the International

Brotherhood of Painters, looking

toward recognition of these groups

by the studios.

Last night in Hollywood, mem-
(Continued on Page 10)

26 Condor Shorts for RKO
Condor Pictures has tentatively sit

26 shorts for RKO distribution next

season, it was said Saturday by Presi-

dent George Hirliman. The shorts in-

clude 13 Bill Corum sports reels and

13 one-reel musicals. F. & M. Stage-

shows will provide talent for the mu-
sicals.

j^HH
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 24'/2 24Vi 24l/

2 + %
Columbia Pict. vtc . 33 Vi 33 Vi 33 Vi + 1

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 159/4 159% 159% — 1/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 80Vi 79% 795/8 — 5/8
dc pfd
Paramount 24i/4 23% 23% — %
Taramount 1st pfd. .167 167 167 — 4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22 21% 21% — %
Pathe Film 8% 7% 83/e -f l/2
RKO 9% 9Vs 9% — %
20th Cent.-Fox .... 38% 37% 37%— 14
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15% 15 15 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs

Keith A-0 6s 46 98 Vi 98 Vi 98 Vi + 'A
Loew 6s 41 ww
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 100 100 100 4- %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 .... 95% 95% 95%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Sonttone Corp 1% 1% 1% ....
Technicolor 20% 20% 20% — %
Trans-Lux

NEW YORK OVER-THE-COUNTER
MARKET STOCKS

Bid Asked
Pathe 7% pfd 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox fhea. and Office Bldg.—Bklyn.

1941 15% 16%
Loew's Thea. Rlty. Co. 1947 97% 98%
Metrop. Playhouse SM deb. 1945.. 73 76
Roxy Theater Corp. 1st 1940 57 58 Vi

The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater
Quality Street (RKO Radio) Music Hall
The Soldier and the Lady (RKO Radio) Roxy
Marked Woman (Warner Bros.) Strand
Elephant Boy (United Artists)—2nd week Rialto
Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)—3rd week Paramount
History is Made at Night (United Artists)—3rd week Rivoli
Maytime (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—4th week Capitol
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) Central
Sea Devils (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace
The Man Who Found Himself (RKO Radio) (a)

.'

Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—11th week Astor
Lost Horizon (Columbia)—6th week Globe
Silent Barriers (GB Pictures)—3rd week Criterion

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Beethoven Concerto ( Amkino) Cameo
The Eternal Mask (Mayer-Burstyn) (a-b)—5th World
Slalom (George Kraska-World) (a-b) World
The Golem (Metropolis)—4th week 55th St. Playhouse
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer International)—6th week Filmarte
Carnival in Flanders (American Tobis) (b) Little Carnegie
Monte Carlo (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris
Charlemagne (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris
Thirty Seconds of Love (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway

FUTURE OPENINGS
Sun Over Denmark (Scandinavian)—April 13 Cinema de Paris
Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)—April 14 Paramount
Personal Property (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—April 15 Capitol
The Woman I Love (RKO Radio)—April 15 Music Hall
When Love is Young (Universal)—April 16 ..Roxy
Love from a Stranger (United Artists)—April 17 ..Rivoli
The Last Night (Amkino) (c) Cameo
Call It a Day (Warner-Cosmopolitan) (c) Strand

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

SEC Reveals Salaries I Green to Make Three Jewish
Paid Execs, and Stars Features in Warsaw Studios

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Louis B. Mayer,

Irving Thalberg, deceased, and J.

Robert Rubin as co-partners in

Louis B. Mayer Pictures, split a
$1,220,242 bonus of Loew's Inc. dur-
ing the corporate fiscal year ending
in 1936, according to a SEC report
made public Saturday.

Other film salaries disclosed by
the SEC included:

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's pres-
ident, $312,785; Kay Francis of
Warner Brothers, $227,500; David
Bernstein, Loew's vice president,

$213,857; Arthur M. Loew, $205,544;
Joe E. Brown, Warner Brothers cav-
ern-mouthed comedian, $201,562;
Leslie Howard, Warner Brothers
British star, $185,000; and three
from Universal Pictures — Irene
Dunne, $102,777; James Whale,
$105,000; and Gregory Lacava,
$102,500.
Columbia Pictures Corp., reported

these salaries: Harry Cohn, director-
president, $182,040, including ex-
pense allowances; Frank Capra, di-

rector, $208,000; Ronald Colman,
actor, $162,500.

Joseph Green, president of Sphinx
Films, will produce three Jewish fea-
tures next season at his own stu-
dios at Warsaw, Poland, he said
Saturday. Greene, producer of
"Yiddle With His Fiddle," the Molly
Picon starring vehicle, will import
Jewish stars for the leading roles.
First of the trio will be a musical
entitled "Chassidic Life", to be
ready for release in September.

Finkle Funeral Saturday
Clifton, N. J.—Funeral services

were held Saturday for Clarence W.
Finkle Sr., who died of a heart at-
tack. Finkle opened the first N. J.

theater, the old Hippodrome, Union
City, and was a pioneer in open air
movies, having operated on what is

now the Paterson Court House site.

He was the first mayor of this city,

and was also a promoter of horse,
bicycle and marathon races.

Arline Judge Reweds
Virginia City, Nev.—Arline Judge,

film actress, and Daniel Reed Top-
ping, New York sportsman, were
married here. Bride is the former
wife of Wesley Ruggles, director.

The Toppings sail for Honolulu on
April 17.

Peru Deals Closed
C. Gonzales of Reliable Film Ex-

port Co. has closed deals in Peru
on the following pictures: "Hoy
Comienza La Vida", "Genoveffa De
Brabante", "Enemigos", "Dos Mu-
jeres Y Un Don Juan", and "Una
Mujer En Venta".

Reliable has added to its agencies
abroad by appointing representa-
tives in Japan, Egypt, Spain, Ar-
gentine, Greece and Turkey.

Springer Answer Filed

Cora A. Springer, as executrix of
the estate of the late Jack Springer,
a partner in the Springer & Cocalis
theater circuit, filed answer Satur-
day in Federal Court denying the
charges of Paramount Productions,
Republic, Film Exchanges, Inc., Mas-
cot, M-G-M and M-G-M Distributing
Corp. that Springer & Cocalis and
two S-C controlled theater com-
panies had illegally played pictures
of the plaintiffs. The answer asks
dismissal of the action which seeks
$250 damages under the copyright
law for each violation.

Coming and Goinc^|

MRS. CHICO MARX has arrived in New
York from Hollywood.

M. B. SHANBERG, former circuit theater
owner of Kansas City, sails for Europe Wednes-
day on the Normandie with MRS. SHANBERG,
the former Mrs. Pauline Marks, whom he mar-
ried last week at Miami Beach.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK sail for London on
the Normandie Wednesday.

COL. JASON S. JOY is on the Rex, Paris-
bound.

JACK GOETZ of Du-Art sails May 4 on the
Queen Mary for England.

MORT SPRINGER of Loew's foreign depart-
ment sails Wednesday on the Normandie; he'll

be abroad tour months

BEN PIAZZA arrives from the coast today.

Unionization Move Fails

Newark, N. J.—An attempt to
unionize ushers, doormen, porters
and cleaners at the Rialto has ap-
parently failed, according to the
management. The strike was called
by the recently-organized Theater
Workers Union of Newark.

Imperial Adds Exchanges
Imperial Pictures will add two new

exchanges next week, it was said
Saturday by President Wm. M.
Pizor. Negotiations are under way
for exchanges in other spots and
Imperial expects to line up the other
nine exchanges needed to complete
its national setup, Pizor declared.

Resigns Federal Post

Nicholas T. Rogers is resigning
as assistant U. S. district attorney
for the southern N. Y. district to

engage in the general practice of
law in association with his uncle,

Saul E. Rogers.

EXPLOITATION
A complete showman's
guide of tried and
proven exploitation

and publicity ideas

along with a show-
man's calendar

—

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES

•
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SUGGESTIONS!

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE
Timely Drama of the Constitution and Birth of the Supreme Court!

Pete Smith's "PENNY WISDOM"
Witty and Wise Cookery . . .Prudence Penny Tieupi In Technicolor

Star Parade "HOLLYWOOD PARTY"
Two Dozen Top Names in Peppy Technicolor Musical Revue-

Pete Smith's "MISTAKES IN GOLF"
Horton Smith, Lawson Little, Harry Cooper, Jimmy ThompsonTell All I

A bright ideal

M
C^Many showmen are back-booking previous box-office nuggets on M-G-M's

/Junior Feature lists, and how their programs sparkle! Extra revenue. Try it!



'COORDINATION' SEEN

SCHOOL PIX PROBLEM
(Continued from Page 1)

the Committee on Social Values in
Motion Pictures from excerpts of
major company films were "effec-

tive beyond the expectation of every-
one who used them" when tried with
groups of children. The Progressive
Education Association, under a
$75,000 grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation is now undertaking pro-
duction of a series of educational
films for which major producers have
made available a portion of their
films. The P.E.A. films will be
studies in the field of human rela-

tions.

The MPPA plans to aid the devel-
opment of the educational useful-
ness of the motion picture, and has
resolved to coordinate its technical
and artistic facilities with the best
educational leadership for this end.

Kent to Return to U. S.

In Time for Coast Trip

(Continued from Page 1)

Paris, will sail for home in time to

leave on the company's sales conven-
tion special New York-to-Los Ang-
eles train on May 26. Kent will

speak at the Los Angeles meeting
on June 2.

On his arrival today, Kent finds

plans completed for new 20th-Fox
offices here. Six-story building, on
which the company is taking a 21-

year lease, will be erected in Soho
Square and is to be ready for occu-
pancy by March 1 next provided the
British rearmament program does
not cause a shortage or rationing of
steel and other raw materials. Plans
include provision for two screening
rooms.

'Marked Woman" Opens Big
Warners "Marked Woman," star-

ring Bette Davis, got away to a
capacity audience start at the Strand
Saturday, with the home office tak-

ing bows for its adv. campaign.

France Bans Gangster Pix
Paris (By Cable)—Gangster films

henceforth are banned from French
screens, it is announced by M. Dor-
moy, Minister of the Interior.

APRIL 12

Frank Borzage
Virginia Cherrill

Jules Ziegler

• • • A VERY significant development is taking place
among exhibitors throughout the United States accord-
ing to a theater authority who has been noting the trend closely
in all parts of the nation here are the highlights of his
thought-provoking observations

• • • FIRST-RUNS are doing terrific biz everywhere
and holding pix for extended engagements and

now the move-over theater has forced its way in between the
first and subsequent run theaters which means that more
and more patronage has been drained from the subsequent and
second-run situations so the small exhib finds himself
in the disconcerting situation where the bigger the picture the
less business he does with it

• • • THE PUBLIC wants to see first-run pix
the difference in admission price between first and subsequent
runs means nothing to the average theatergoer who wants to

see the first-runs and so, many theater operators are
seriously considering switching to first-run policy with the start
of the new season they figure that with quality im-
proved from the lesser producers, they can ask admission prices

far above that now being paid by their patrons for second-run
showings on the "biggies"

• • • MANY OF these theaters in question have stra-

tegic locations and lower overheads than those vast de-
luxers and so on a much lower gross they can success-
fully increase their profits with a first-run policy well,

it's all one man's opinion, and we simply pass it along as a
new trend that is significant

• • • IT WAS voted the best annual dance and entertain-
ment the Press Photographers have presented at the
Hotel Commodore last Friday nite and Saturday morn

for they kept the show going for hours and hours with
a million dollar lineup of talent such personalities as

Kitty Carlisle, Jimmy Durante, Jay C. Flippen, Harry Hersh-
field Hildegarde, Duke Ellington, Vincent Lopez, Hal
LeRoy, James Melton Heywood Broun, Irene Delroy,
Benay Venuta, Bob Hope, Jack Pearl, Irene Rich oh,

just keep on with all the big-time entertainers in town
they were practically all there

• • • OVER IN Great Britain that Bing Crosby "Million
Penny Appeal Fund" has collected funds enough to send almost
1,000 underprivileged youngsters on a vacation it is ex-

pected that a million pennies will be collected before the Co-
lumbia musical film finishes its tour in the British Isles . . .

• Stage folk will attend a preview today of the film version
of the play, "Call It a Day," at the Warner projection room.

T T T
• • • AS USUAL with some sees Our Girl Fried-
egg had her clapper going while her cranium slumbered
"Say, Phil, why don't ya give a name to that dizzy dame step-

ping out with you at the top of the kolyum?" "It

sounds like an idea, Frieda. What name do you suggest?"
"Well, seeing that she's in your company, I'd call her

Miss Demeanor, or Miss Fortune, or Miss Take, or Miss Deal,
or Miss Cue, or —" "That'll do, Miss Friedegg," we said
sternly. "You can go back to your misses on the typewriter."

Frieda gave us her slinky leer "Okay, Chief,"
she chaffed. "That makes ME the Columiss"

« « « » » »
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SEES PUBLIC ENDING

DUAL FEATURE BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

are heated discussions due to the
fact that a patron is compelled to

sit through a three hour show, seeing
not only the ordinary features, but
generally getting home an hour or

an hour and a half later than has
been the custom.
"That the public is tiring of this,

is my firm belief and when they do,

you will find that they will make
their force felt upon the theater

management."

Air Conditioning Systems

Installed in RKO Houses

RKO is now installing air condi-
tioning systems in the Colonial The-
ater, Manhattan; Uptown, Detroit,

and Orpheum, Des Moines, it was
said by David P. Canavan, in charge
of maintenance.

Move for Strike's End
Officials of Consolidated Film In-

dustries and the United Theatrical
and Motion Picture Workers of

America are considering nine main
points as a basis for ending the
union's strike at the Consolidated
Fort Lee plant following a confer-

ence Friday in the offices of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board at-

tended by H. J. Yates, Consolidated
president, and a union committee.
Malcolm Halliday presided at the

meeting in the NLRB offices on be-

half of the government and the pro-

vision was made that Consolidated

and the union report early this week
to the NLRB on what agreement, if

any, has been reached.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Spencer Tracy, film

actor, is reported recovering rapidly

from an operation he underwent last

Friday, to correct a thyroid ailment.

Pittsburgh—Mrs. George Lefko,
wife of the local RKO branch mana-
ger, will accompany her husband to

his firm's sales convention on the

coast late in May. She will remain
several months for her health.

Detroit — Condition of Maurice
Caplan of Metropolitan M. P. Co.
is reported as improved at the
Henry Ford Hospital where Stanley
Fisher, M-G-M salesman, is also a

patient.

Detroit—Recovered from an ill-

ness, John Passafiume, assishiy.
manager of the Fox theater, ha^JJ/ /

turned to his duties.

Jack Pearl underwent an operation
for an intestinal infection at the
Hospital for Joint Diseases Satur-
day afternoon. The comedian col-

lapsed after a broadcast.
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with LLOYD NOLAN, Stanley Ridges, Priscilla Lawson,

Nick Lukats. A Paramount Picture. Directed by Alfred Santell
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By RALPH WILK
YV7AY ahead of production sched-

ule, Warner Bros, studios at

Burbank currently have 14 features

in work, with 10 before the cam
eras, and 4 in preparation for early

shooting. The four in preparation

are: "The Perfect Specimen," star-

ring Errol Flynn and Miriam Hop-
kins, directed by Michael Curtiz;

"A Gentleman After Midnight,"

with Leslie Howard, Olivia de Hav-
illand, Bonita Granville, Donald
Crisp and Hugh O'Connell, directed

by Archie L. Mayo; "Campus Scan-
dals," with Frank McHugh; and
"Varsity Show," starring Fred War-
ing and His Pennsylvanians, Dick
Powell and Ruby Keeler, directed by
William Keighley.

T T T
The Screen Actors' Guild has

split its February best performance
award between Paul Muni and
Louise Rainer for their work in

"The Good Earth." Bonita Gran-
ville's work in "Maid of Salem" was
voted the best performance by a

supporting player.

T T T
Conrad Nagel, who has been ap-

pearing in a series of federal G-
man features for Grand National,
in the future will divide his time
between acting and directing. He'll

direct "Love Takes Flight," scripted

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 73 • • •
HRANKLIN HANSEN. Head of Paramount Studio sound department. Born in

' Saugerties, N. Y., May 2, 1897. Went to school in New York, Pasadena,

Los Angeles and at the Naval Training School.

Married to Dolly D. Dunning. Left school in

1917 at age of 19 and joined the navy. Was
made chief radio operator on U. S. S. Rochester

running out of New York with fast transports

during war. Following war was employed by

the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. on

first radio telephone system open for commer-

cial service between Catalina Island and the

Mainland. Joined Paramount Pictures, Inc.,

June 18, 1928 when this company entered the

sound pictures field. Has been director of re-

cording for Paramount since 1931. Hansen's

early ambition to be a captain of a sea going

ship has been partly fulfilled—he now owns a

yacht and is commodore of the Pacific Writers

Yacht Club. Won Academy's award for excel-

lence in sound for three years, 1931-33.

by Lionel 0. Houser and Ben Pivar
from Ann Morrison Chapin's orig-

inal. Scheduled to start in three

weeks, it will be produced by Con-
dor for Grand National.

"The Adventures of Fang" is the
new title of "War Lord," in which

Boris Karloff plays the leading role

for First National.

D. Ross Lederman has been as-
signed to direct "White Heat," Co-
lumbia's story of life in the steel

fills, Don Terry and Rosalind Keith
are featured.

Doris Nolan is the fourth full-

fiedged film star to be signed by
Samuel Goldwyn for "Dead End,"
the others being Sylvia Sidney,
Humphrey Bogart and Joel McCrea.
Miss Nolan in "Dead End" will por-
tray Kay, the rich man's sweetheart
who falls in love with a penniless
architect.

T T T
"Forty-Five Fathers," a novel by

Mary Bicel and Ethel Sparks, has
been purchased by 20th Century-
Fox studios, and will be the basis
of Jane Withers' next picture, to
follow "Angel's Holiday." John
Stone is associate producer.

T T »

"The Second Mrs. Draper," by
Noel Pierce, has been purchased by
Columbia. Story has a continental
and Long Island background.

T T T
Robert Armstrong has been en-

gaged by Columbia for "With Kind
Regards," shortly to be placed in
work with D. Ross Lederman di-

recting.

T T
Our Passing Show: Constance

Bennett, Christopher Dunphy, Gil-

bert Roland, Benny Rubin, Norman
Taurog, Gene Markey, Jack Haley
at preview of "Wake Up and Live";
Lupe Yelez and Johnny Weissmuller
star-gazing through a telescope.

THEWEIK IN CEVI EW
DOMESTIC

(Continued from Page \)

allowing for seasonal differences, as
during the final months of last year.
Observers in the field of finance
pointed to two important factors as
the probable chief influences on this

year's film mart, namely a sharp in-

crease in the cost of film production
and a general, though unheralded,
advance in admission prices, with
producers inclined to the belief that
the public is demanding a better

quality of screen entertainment and
will pay more for it.

Little surprise was occasioned in

film circles by the mid-week flash

from Washington that the House
Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization, by a vote of eight to

five, decided not to report the Dick-
stein bill. Killing of the measure,
which was militantly opposed by
Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney
for M.P.P.D.A., and by President Ed
Kuykendall of M.P.T.O.A. at a re-

cent hearing in the capital, was de-
clared by Dickstein to be only a
temporary set-back

ist Monday the annual report of

H. Hays, made public in its

eiflirety, disclosed that approximate-
ly 1,875 features were produced
throughout the world in 1936, with
1,374 made in countries outside the
U. S. European studios contributed
721, while English producers were
most active overseas with a total

of 217 full length films. Other coun-
tries made the following: Germany,
130; France, 125; Russia, 92; Spain,
32; Sweden, 27; Czechoslovakia, 26;
Hungary, 20.

During the active week, Kuyken-
dall announced that he would leave
late this month on a coast trip to
"solidify" MPTOA's ranks in sup-
port of its 10-point trade practice
proposals Another interesting an-
nouncement came from David Sar-
noff, president of RCA, that his

company will market television

transmitting apparatus following
completion of the experimental per-
iod, and has made a sale of such a
unit to CBS for early installation

on the Chrysler Building . That Al-
lied's campaign, to compel producers
to discard their theaters, is about
over for 1937, became apparent with
state legislatures rapidly concluding
their sessions. To date, North Da-
kota is sole state to pass such a law,
although a number of measures are
still pending elsewhere .A 10 per
cent wage increase, boosting studio

payrolls close to $3,000,000, was
agreed on between major producers
and the I.A.T.S.E., United Brother-
hood of Carpenters, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
and the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters. Pact, announced by
Pat Casey, effects close to 15,000

men Paramount theater associates

planned to install air-conditioning

systems in nearly 40 houses through-
out the country Major producers
failed to agree on N. Y. Sales Tax
appeal move . . Paramount set June
10-13, Los Angeles, for annual sales

convention, while two indies, Mono-
gram and Grand National, selected

May 7-8, Chicago, and May 16-19,

Los Angeles, respectively, for their

sales conclaves and Pathe Film
Corporation and subsidiary compa-
nies reported a net profit of $183,-

953.18 for the year 1936, after de-

ducting all charges, including inter-

est, depreciation, and provisions for
Federal Income taxes.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

payment. Decision was regarded in

British film circles as stabilizing the
Ostrer brothers' position in the ad-
ministration of the company, and,
on the other hand, a set-back to
John Maxwell who had acquired con-
siderable Ostrer shares some months
ago when he had anticipated gaining
control of the management.

* * #

That the Nazi government ap-
peared to be moving toward a barter
system for films which will make
still more difficult the position of
American companies, was contained
in a cable from Berlin. As appraised
by representatives of U. S. distribu-
tors, the system is designed to re-

strict the import of foreign pictures
to those countries which accept an
equal number of German produc-

tions. American distributors last

year were limited to 28 films of the
120 Germany admitted.

Also from Berlin came word that
with the Nazi regime ruling the film
industry there, star salaries will be
radically reduced in a move to com-
bat the industry's estimated 15,000,-
000 marks deficit. Furthermore,
The Film Daily was informed,
Germany is planning to materially
increase its investments in pseudo
French productions. With out-and-
out German films faring poorly in

the U. S. as a result of boycott ac-
tivities, Nazi industry leaders have
been experimenting recently with
Parisian production, using French
players and directors. Similar ac-
tivity in Italy by German cinema
circles is likely to result from the
alliance now being arranged in Ber-
lin by Facist Italy's Luigi Freddi
and Nazi propaganda chieftain Dr.
Joseph Goebbels.

Paris flashed news of the death
of Emile Pathe, one of filmland's

most famous pioneers, at his home
in Pau. . . . Paris 1937 International
Exposition's decision to 'erect a
monument to the arts and photogra-
phy at the foot of the Eiffel Tower
as an exhibit, with Louis Lumiere,
acting as president of this arm of

the exposition . . . and from Buenos
Aires arrived announcement that

studios there would make 50 full-

length productions during 1937-38.
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district was again touched by high

waters, and in some cases very

disastrously, theater folk were
elated with the mild winter in com-
parison to last year's record-break-

er. This accounts for business

holding up the way it has.

Building and reopenings are

flourishing and houses are at prem-
ium. Building, however, is prob-

ably going too fast for some of the

new ones are finding the sledding

pretty tough. Feverish rush is set-

ting up keenly competitive situa-

tions in many localities.

Dual bills are still prevailing in

this territory with no indication of

change.

Casey Returns to Coast

For Guild Negotiations

(Continued from Page 1)

bership meetings of the actors and

painters heard reports from their

representatives on the status of

negotiations with the producers.

Sunday Films Win Out As

Mo. Town Votes 5th Time

Webster Grove, Mo.—Fifth refer-

endum on Sunday films here finally

brought an okay, 2,989-2,659. Town
has one theater, the Ozark, owned
by 68 local stockholders.

Shanbergs on Honeymoon
M. B. Shanberg, retired Kansas

City capitalist and widely known in

film circles through his partnership

with Herbert M. Woolf in the opera-

tion of 61 houses in Missouri, Kan-
sas and Iowa which were acquired

by Fox West Coast Theatres in

1929, sails from New York on Wed-
nesday aboard the Normandie with

his bride, the former Mrs. Pauline

Marks of Spartanburg, S. C, whom
he married at Miami Beach, Fla.,

last Thursday. The couple are stop-

ping at the Sherry-Netherland. His
brother, Ed Shanberg, recently re-

signed as district manager for Fox
Midwest Theatres in Kansas City

and moved to California.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Irene Dunne and the players and
technicians tilming her next starring

picture, "High, Wide and Handsome,"
have traveled 3200 miles since the
picture went into production—all with-
out leaving the State of California.

—

PARAMOUNT.

^ ^ Filling New Positions ^

Glen Rose, Tex.—H. M. Simpson
is the new manager of the Palace
Theater.

Oklahoma City — Charles J. Oli-

ver of Duncan, Okla., has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of the

Yucca and Ritz Theaters at Mid-
land, Texas.

Newport, R. I.—John D. Walsh,
Jr., manager of E. M. Loew's Co-
lonial Theater in this city since

that house was reopened by the

Loew interests in 1935, will become
manager of Shea's Paramount The-
ater here. He succeeds Harry
Brown, transferred to the Shea
house at Nashua, N. H.

Milwaukee—William Pierce, for-
mer manager of the Princess, has
been named manager of the Savoy,
local neighborhood house, succeed-
ing Harry Karp, resigned.

Elizabeth, N. J.—Harold Midge-
ley, who has managed the Broad
several years, is leaving to take
over similar duties at the Palace,
Netcong.

Pittsburgh — C. C. Kellenberg,
20th Century-Fox salesman in the
West Virginia territory, will suc-

ceed A. W. McCormicks vacated
post as office manager of that ex-
change. It is reported Jim Thorpe,
now head booker, will step into the
sales job.

Film Theater Invasion of

Richmond Suburb Battled

Richmond, Va. — After hearing
protests from a number of citizens

of Bellevue and the Ginter Park sec-

tion, fashionable Richmond suburb,
against the construction of two pro-

posed motion picture theaters in

Rappahannock Street, Judge Frank
T. Sutton, Jr., of the Law and Equity
Court, has taken the case under ad-
visement. Plaintiffs contend that
the building of theaters in the area
would decrease the value of residen-
tial property.

In one demurrer action, John C.

Vorwerck and Bessie J. Vorwerck,
are suing the Rappahannock The-
aters, Inc.; Henry P. Beck, city

building inspector, and John C.

Goode, commissioner of revenue. In
the second, James H. Crawford and
Loretta E. Crawford are suing the
Cliff Realty Corp,. Henry P. Beck
and John C. Goode.

New House At Franklin

Franklin, N. H.—The City Coun-
cil has granted permission to George
Black, local manager for Samuel
Kurson, proprietor of the Pastime
Theater to erect a new theater on
Central Street. The front walls
will be of brick or cement blocks
with terra cotta backing and of fire

resisting material.

Say Cagney Getting $150,000
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Cagney is un-

derstood to be receiving $150,000 for
making "Dynamite," his next Grand
National picture.

Cockrill Jumps Prices
Denver — Evening prices of the

Plaza theater have been raised from
a dime to 15 cents by Dave Cockrill
who recently took the house over.

Garlands Mother Killed
Denver—Robert Garland, booker

for Fox theaters, went to Chicago
to attend his mother's funeral. She
was killed in an auto accident.

Three Injured As Film

Delivery Truck Crashes

Kansas City, Mo.—A truck op-
erated by the Exhibitors Film Deliv-
ery Co. of this city was wrecked on
U. S. highway 36, nine miles west
of Chillicothe when its driver, Lloyd
Wiss, lost control while passing a
large transport truck. The film de-
livery truck turned over several
times and Wiss suffered fractures
of both bones in his left leg.

Riding with Wiss was his sister,

Mrs. Loren Potter of Cameron, Mo.,
who suffered broken ribs and severe
bruises and Harry Hawkins, another
film company driver, who was
bruised severely. All of the injured
persons were taken to Cameron in

an ambulance, and Wiss was later
removed to a St. Joseph, Mo., hos-
pital.

McCormick to Be Exhib
Pittsburgh—A. W. McCormick, of-

fice manager of the 20th Century-
Fox exchange, has resigned his post,
effective May 1, to operate a theater
of his own.

Zirn Motion Wednesday
Hearing on the Samuel Zirn mo-

tion to cancel the sale of the Or-
pheum Corp. assets to Stadium The-
aters Corp., RKO subsidiary is

scheduled before Federal Judge Pat-
terson Wednesday.

Gottesman Invades Miami
Miami, Fla. — Construction of a

500-seat theater on East Flagler St.
near the Bay is to be started imme-
diately by the Adrian Corp. Alfred
Gottesman of New York, president
of the Adrian Corp., has been a
theater operator in New England
for a number of years. This is his
first Florida venture.

SEE FURTHER JUMP

BUDGET OF 20TH-F0X

Ortte in Waveland, Miss.

Waveland, Miss.—Ed Ortte, for-
mer film salesman who has been op-
erating a theater in Pensacola, Fla.,

plans to build a house here.

(.Continued from Page 1)

1937-38 involves a greater magni-
tude of production than even this:

season points out Chairman of the
Board Joseph M. Schenck. The num-
ber of AAA, AA and A pictures, in
compliance with exhibitor demand,
will be increased for 1937-38. Never-
theless, the production cost boost,
affects the lesser pictures as well,
as those in the upper brackets, it is,

said.

49 Pictures Now Before

Cameras in Coast Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

M-G-M is making four and Colum-
bia, 20th Century-Fox and Grand
National three each. Universal and
Republic are making two each.
Selznick International, Goldwyn.
Wanger, Roach, Loew, Darmour
and Derr are down for one each.
"The Last Train for Madrid" has

started at Paramount and "That
Certain Woman" at Warners. "If

Could Happen To You" is new at
Republic.
"The Toast of New York" and

"Tomorrow's Headlines" have been
completed at RKO. "One Mile From
Heaven" finished at 20th Century- 1

Fox and "Good Old Soak" at M-G-M.;

i

NAB to Seek Refunds
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—National Ass'n of

Broadcasters has appointed a com-
mittee of three to investigate and
forward plans for obtaining the re-

fund of monies paid by broadcasting
stations to the Music Publishers
Holding Corp., a Warner Bros, sub-

sidiary- The committee includes Joe
Maland of Station WHO Des Moines,
John Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, and
John Gillin, WOW Omaha.

New South Bend Lathes

The South Bend Lathe Works of

South Bend, Ind., is bringing out
a new line of back-geared, screw
cutting, precision lathes in the new
Underneath Belt Motor Drive. The
new series of lathes are offered in

9, 11, 13, 15 and 16 inch swing, and
in bed lengths from 3 to 12 ft.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

178 American feature pictures and

388 shorts were shown in Finland dur-

ing 1936.

m
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"Internes Can't Take
Money"

with Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,

Lloyd Nolan

aramount 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
STRONG EMOTIONAL DRAMA DEAL-

NG WITH MOTHER-LOVE, SUSPENSE-
:UL TO THE END.

I
This is strong emotional drama, dealing

with mother-love. Alfred Santell's di-

ection is very good and he has held the

uspense to the end. Barbara Stanwyck

s excellent as the mother, forced to match

vits with underworld figures in her search

or her baby. Joel McCrea is convincing

is the young interne, who falls in love with

iarbara. and, who with Lloyd Nolan, a

Jacket leader, whose life he saved, finally

locates the youngster. Stanley Ridges gives

in outstanding performance as a gang

leader, who knows the whereabouts of

liarbara's child, but tries to make Bar-

tiara go away with him before he will give

tier the information she desires. McCrea
(operates on Nolan in the back-room of a

i.aloon and turns down the $1,000 that

Nolan wants to pav him. Nolan declares

lie will grant McCrea anv favor he may
lisk. McCrea learns that Ridges is taking

iarbara out of town and hurries to Nolan.

Nolan's men find Ridges and Barbara and

lire on Ridees. McCrea operates on him,

find, with Nolan's help, forces Ridges to

[ell where Barbara's child can be found.

Holan does fine work in his role. Rian

flames and Theodore Reeves turned in an

Excellent script, and Benjamin Glazer de-

|
erves murh credit as the producer.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,

.loyd Nolan Stanley Ridges Lee Bowman,

?arry Macollum, Irving Bacon. Gaylord

'endleton, Pierre Watkin, Charles Lane,

ames Bush, Nick Lukats, Anthony Nace,

"av Holden, Frank Bruno

Producer, Benjamin Glazer; D :

rectors,

Mfred Santell; Author, Max Brand; Screen-

>lay,Rian James, Theodore Reeves; Cam-
jraman.Theodor Soarkuhl; Art D ; rectors,

Hans Dreier. Roland Anderson; Musical

)'rector. Boris Morros; Musical Score,

5re°ory Stone.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Good.

Ttemews <4 the View fiims

Schulfz Gets Monogram
OW°land—A 10-year distribution

franchise covering 1 northern Ohio has
oeen closed between Monogram Pic-

tures Corn, and Nate Schultz. presi-

dent of Selected Pictures.

Schedule Three Releases
Three pictures to be released this

month by the French M. P. Corp.
are "La Bandera" starring Anna-
bella and Jean Gabin; "Under His
Spell" and "Dr. Knock," starring

Lou ; s Jouvet.

SHORTS

New Ellensburg House
Ellensburg, Wash. — Construction

of a $50,000 theater building has
be "j^tarted here by J. E. Shields.

Ge'JjKl contract has been awarded
to J. W. Bailey of Seattle. It is

expected that the house will be
opened within the next 100 days,
on a lease from the Evans Invest-
ment Co. of Spokane.

"Pudgy Takes A Bow-Wow"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Good Gags

Good gag, with Betty Boop leav-

ing her pup in the dressing room
as she goes on the stage for her
dinging and dancing act. The pup
gets into a fight with a yowling cat

who is spoiling Betty's act. The pup
and cat land on the stage, and are
so funny that the audience goes for

their "act" instead of Betty's. So
Betty wisely has them come back
for an encore.

"Twilight On the Trail"

(Screen Songs)
Paramount 7 mins.

Good Cartoon Novelty
A Max Fleischer cartoon featur-

ing a cowboy who draws on a board
and the drawings turn into cartoons
showing some tall yarn done in the
Munchausen exaggerated style. Af-
ter a series of these wild and wooly
adventures done for the laughs,
Louise Massey and The Westerners
finish with a song of the trail, with
the animated white ball bouncing
above the words of the song that are
superimposed for the community
singing.

"Wrestling"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Funny Hokum

A very funny Grantland Rice
Sportlight, showing a series of

wrestling bouts, all built for the
laughs. Starts off with a go be-

tween Man Mountain Dean and an-
other tough lad. Then some bruising
events down South with all rules

barred and the sky the limit. Plenty
rough—and plenty funny. The boys
take some awful punishment. For
contrast, two girls do a very fast

and rough bit of mat work. Then
comes a blindfold free-for-all with
six heavies all mawling each other

at once. A riot. The climax is a

one-man bout with Jack Ericson do-

ing a great comedy act throwing
himself around. Ted Husing gives

an appropriately funny dialogue.

Stranger Than Fiction No. 34
Universal 8 mins.

Nice Diversity
Leads off with a gent in Cleveland,

whose specialty is demonstrating the

steadiness of his hand by piling-

match sticks in a mountain on top

of a beer bottle top. Other odd pic-

torials are: Marriage rites of the

gypsies. Mexican women making
flowers out of candy. A little girl

in Little Rock shows off her pet

rooster that stands for a lot of

coddling, such as a Saturday nite

rubdown. A gent in New York City

who breeds thousands of silk worms
in his home. The tests of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards to prove

the wearing qualities of various fab-

rics, the machine soon showing up
the weaknesses. A dog life saver

going to work on a kitten in the

best lifeguard technique.

Paramount Pictorial

Paramount 11 mins.

Very Good
Three interesting subjects, leading

off with Moonlight and Shadows,
with a series of beautiful pastoral

scenes and gorgeous photography, as

Buddy Clark, radio vocalist, sings.

Then into Rooftops of Manhattan,
showing some exclusive shots of un-

usual activities on the top of tall

buildings, with gardens, gymnasiums
and all sorts of unique atmospheres
created high above the skyline of the

city. Kenneth Roberts does the

narration on this. Finishes with

Blackie and Brownie, a study of two
bear cubs, with the little devils turn-

ing a hunter's camp upside down as

they forage for food.

"Where King Winter Rules

Supreme"
(Going Places)

Universal 8 mins.

Gorgeous Snow Scenes
Marvelous snow scenes in the Cas-

cade Mountains of the Northwest.
Lowell Thomas does a graphic nar-

ration, starting with breath-taking

views of snowscapes as a snow
plough on a train moves slowly

through the gorgeous scenery. Then
a party of skiers are encountered,

and their adventures are followed as

they come down the dizzy slopes of

the mountains. Finishes with some
magnificent views of the trees coated

with snow like a fairyland, with a

variety of sky effects against the

white expanse everywhere.

IGN

"Blue Velvet Music"
(Headliner Series)

Paramount 10 mins.
Class

Featuring Mark Warmow and his

ork in their unusual type of dance
music. First is a modern classic,

"Whispering." Then a jazz ver-

sion of Paderewski's "Minuet." Fol-

lowed by the current pop number,
"Swing High, Swing Low." The
band is supplemented by the radio

trio, "The Symphonettes." The girls

sing "Honeysuckle Rose," and
Buddy Clark does the hit number,
"Gee But You're Swell." Splendid
announcing job by David Ross. This
is a class short all the way, with
ritzy settings.

Stranger Than Fiction No. 35
Universal 9 mins

Entertaining Variety

The revue of novlety clips starts

with a gent in a small town in Mas-
sachusetts who runs a restaurant

that prospers because its owner is

a dead ringer for President Roose-

velt. A dog at a fire-station who

"WENN DIE MUSIK NICHT WAER"
("If There Were No Music"), a Tobis
production with dialogue in German and
flash-in titles in English; adapted from the
novel "Der Kraft-Mayr," by Ernst Wolzogen;
musical arrangement by Alois Melichar;
directed by Carmine Galone, with Paul

Hoerbiger, Karin Hardt, Luis Rainer, Ida

Wuest, et al, in the cast. Presented at

the 86th Street Casino Theater. Running
time: 93 mins.

Equipped with a sparkling music score,

bright dialogue and top-notch acting, this

romantic comedy drama, whose story is

perfectly clear to American audiences be-
cause of the English flash-in titles, is de-
cidedly one of the best of current foreign

films. Carmine Galone's direction, the al-

ways interesting and often lavish produc-
tion, and excellent photography also add
to the picture's merit. Paul Hoerbiger,

as the music teacher whose art is far

more developed than his understanding of

women; Karin Hardt, his pretty pupil whose
parents try to marry her off to a rival

music professor; and Luis Rainer, are per-

fectly cast. There is unusual depth and
richness to the sequences, which, although

music is the keynote in many of them, are

grandly humorous. Audiences of all types,

particularly discriminating screen devotees,

will like this unusually fine picture.

"PATRIA, AMORE E DOVERE" ("Coun-
try, Love and Duty"), Italian dialogue

film with English titles; a Manenti pro-

duction distributed by Metro-Goldvvyn-

Mayer; directed by Alessandro Balsetti,

with Mario Steni, Gino Cervi, Eva Maita-

gliati, et al, in the cast. Presented at the

Miami Theater. (M-G-M release title for

this feature is "Aldebaran"). Running

time: 102 mins.

Technically good, and in its climax un-

commonly thrilling, this feature's romantic

action revolves around Ugo Ceseri, in the

role of a young Italian navy officer, and the

magnetic Eva Maltagliati, who plays the

part of his young wife. Although the

screenplay is slow in picking up pace, the

film generally is pleasing and will inter-

est most audiences, especially those who
like a martial backgrounds linked with

marital warfare. The backgrounds alluded

to are furnished in inspiring fashion by

the ships of the line of Facist Italy's navy.

The most interesting sequences are those

which deal with the salvage of a sunken

submarine. Cast is competent and the

photography good. Editing could improve

this film.

steals eggs from a corner grocer,

which the firemen pay for. A de-

serted lighthouse in Atlantic City

that the Government is trying to

rent, as it is now surrounded by
tall buildings and no longer of ser-

vice. A blind watch maker in Colo-

rado whose work on watches is

positively uncanny. A man with an
iron jaw who does the adagio stunt

with chairs and other furniture,

throwing the heavy articles with his

teeth, no less. A schoolhouse which
is a railroad car, and is shunted

from town to town in northern On-
tario.
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FIND THEATER DIVORCE LAW SLOWS UPjXPANSION

Name Alger Special Master for RKO Reorg. Hearings

"Exceptional Conditions"
Cited in Court's

Announcement
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday appointed George W. Alger
as special master to hear argument
on the RKO reorganization plan be-
cause of "exceptional conditions."
Judge Bondy's order directs Spe-

cial Master Alger to take testimony
on the "proper division of creditors
and stockholders into classes accord-
ing to the nature of their claims, to

determine whether the plan is fair

and equitable, and does not discrim-
inate against any creditor or stock-

holder" and to hear "presentation of
{Continued on Page 6)

BERNE RESERVATIONS

NEEDED, SAYS KILROE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Edward P. Kilroe,

representing the MPPDA at the

hearing on the treaty angle of the

Duffy copyright bill held by a spe-

cial sub-committee of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee yester-

day, declared that a document should

be drafted which would definitely
{Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox to Get Kent's

Roxy Attitude by Phone

Col. Hartfield, of White & Case,

counsel for the Pounds' bondholder
committee, proponents of the Roxy
reorganization plan, yesterday told

Special Master Addison S. Pratt in

Federal Court, that 20th Century-
(Continucd on Page 6)

How They Started
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His appointment as general counsel for the Comerford circuit in 1925 marked the film

industry advent of Frank C. Walker, now vice prexy and general manager of Comerford-Pubtix

and Comerford Theaters. Sixteen years previously, he had been admitted to the bar in

Montana. Of course, you recognize the brush-and-palette genius of the ol' Colonel Hap Hadley.

Rise From 35 to 40 P. C In Building

Costs is Deplored by N. Y. Architect

Republic Sets 36 Pictures

For the 1937-38 Season

MPTOA Radio Meet
Walter Vincent is expected to call

the initial meeting of the M.P.T.O.A.
committee on radio in New York next

week. He has communicated with mem-
bers of the group, which he heads as

chairman, as to their availability at that

time.

Republic is expected to sell 36
features, apart from Westerns, for

|
its 1937-38 season lineup which is

the same number of productions on
its current year program. Program
will be set up at conferences between
Herbert J. Yates, who leaves New

(Continued on Page 6)

With building costs increased

from 35 to 40 per cent, those re-

sponsible are dealing a stunning

blow to theater construction and
remodelling, declared John Eberson,

architect, in an interview with The
Film Daily yesterday in New York.
"The goose that laid the golden

egg is being killed," asserted Eber-
son, who deplored the "excessive

(Continued on Page 8)

Producer Circuits Mark Time
Pending Test of Con-

stitutionality

Due to the passage of the North
Dakota theater divorcement bill and
the possibility of enactment of sim-
ilar measures by other state legis-
latures, circuits affiliated with pro-
ducers yesterday were reported as
inclined to go slow on further ex-
pansion moves pending a more def-
inite shaping of the situation.
Paramount is expected to soon

file an action in North Dakota to
test constitutionality of the law,
which gives producers one year in
which to discard their theaters.
Among theater acquisition deals

being held in abeyance pending de-
(Continued on Page 6)

DECISION RESERVED

IN KATZ PAY APPEAL

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday reserved decision on the
appeal of Charles D. Hilles, Para-
mount trustee, from the order of

Federal Judge Coxe awarding Sam
Katz, former Paramount vice pres-
ident, $265,000 for breach of con-

(Continued on Page 6)

Educate Solons, Patrons,

on Theater Ills—Myers

Allied members must undertake an
educational campaign with legisla-

tors and patrons in order to enlist

support for the measures they are
(Continued on Page 8)

Self-Competition
Blue Hill, Neb.—Thirteen free shows

will be presented on Wednesday nights

this summer by the local commercial
club through co-operation of T C.

Shipley of the Sterling theater. The
theater 's booth equipment will be used
to project the films on a screen set up
on a building back of the Sterling.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 Vi 24i/4 24'/4 — i/4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 Vi 33'/4 33 Vi
Columbia Picts. pfd. 42>/2 42 Vi 42 Vi + 14
Con. Fm. Ind 4'/g 4Vs 4%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 14% 14% 14% — %
East. Kodak 159% 158% 158% — 3/4
do pfd 151% 151% 151% + 1%
Gen. Th. Eq 29l/4 28 29y4 + y4
Loew's, Inc 80% 78% 80% + %
do pfd
Paramount 24 1/4 23% 24y4 + %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 21% 21 21% + %
Pathe Film 8% 8'/s 8% — 1/4

RKO 93/g 9 93/s + V4
20th Century-Fox . . 38% 38 38% + 5/8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 47% 47% 47% — %
Univ. Pict. pfd 81% 81 81—2
Warner Bros 15% 14% 15% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55... 74 72% 74 + 1 Vi
Para. Picts. 6s55 ...100 100 100

RKO 6s41 117% 117% 117% + 1/4

Warner's 6s39
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... l*h 2% 23,4

Sonofone Corp 134 1% 1%
Technicolor 20% 20% 20% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 43/8 43/8
Universal Corp. vtc. 8 7% 7% — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe 796 pfd 96 99

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost

Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street

Air Travel Desk—I'enn. Station

Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-1640

Major Pictures to Start

On Program of 8 in June

Major Pictures, headed by Eman-
uel Cohen, in June begins work on
its program of eight features for
release through Paramount in 1937-
38. Six of its present year sched-
ule are completed and the remaining
two productions, "What Ho," with
Gary Cooper, and a Mae West pic-
ture, are set.

Ben Piazza, who arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast,
plans to see shows and discuss with
Beatrice Lillie her plans for going
to Hollywood in June to work in a
Bing Crosby film for Major, fol-

lowing closing of the Shubert hit,

"The Show Is On," at the Winter
Garden. Piazza leaves New York in

about 10 days on his return to the
coast via New Orleans.

Principal to Make 2 Tarzans'

Yearly for 5 Yrs. for 20th-Fox

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Principal Pictures

will make two "Tarzan" productions
annually for five years for 20th
Century-Fox release.

Finkler Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at Riverside Memorial
Chapel for Nat Finkler, 41, who
had been associated with the 20th
Century-Fox contract department
for the past 25 years. Burial will
be in Mt. Hope cemetery. Finkler,
died suddenly at the home of his
sister on Riverside Drive Saturday
night. He had been in ill health for
some time.

Col. to Pay Dividends

on Preferred, Common
Columbia Pictures announced yes-

terday that the Board of Directors
at its meeting April 9 declared a
quarterly dividend of $.68% per
share on the $2.75 convertible pre-
ferred stock of the company, pay-
able May 15, to the preferred stock-

holders of record May 4.

There was also declared at this

meeting a quarterly dividend of 25c
per share on the Common stock of

the Company, payable June 21, to

Common stockholders and Voting
Trust Certificate holders of record
at the close of business June 1.

Leichter Plans 4 Features

for Major Company Release

Production of a series of four fea-

tures for major company release is

being planned by Mitchell Leichter

of Advance, in addition to his series

of eight H. H. Van Loan stories.

Leichter, who is now in New York
from Hollywood, has sold Philadel-

phia and Washington territorial

rights on the series of eight to Pre-

ferred, headed by Murray Beier.

National Theaters Deal Off
Deal for acquisition by 20th Cen-

tury-Fox of the Chase Bank interest

in National Theaters is off, it was
said yesterday by Wm. C. Michel,

20th Century-Fox vice president.

GB Report, "News" to Lee

Arthur A. Lee, GB vice-president,

yesterday stated that he has no
knowledge of reported conferences

on a deal to have his company's
product distributed in the United
States via Loew's and 20th Century-
Fox.

Coming and Going
TED TODDY has arrived in New York from

the coast.

GEORGE W. WEEKS has gone to Atlantic
City from New York.

ALDOUS HUXLEY, British writer, accom-
panied by MRS. HUXLEY, arrived from England
yesterday on the Normandie.

PAULINA SINGERMAN, Latin-American ac-
tress, and her Argentine stock company, ar-

rived in New York from Buenos Aires yesterday
to present a series of comedies at the Am-
bassador Theater commencing April 17.

LOUIS SHURR leaves New York Monday
for Hollywood.

BEN PIAZZA, who arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast, leaves for the coast

in about 10 days via New Orleans.

EMANUEL COHEN plans a trip east from
Hollywood in one month.

LEON NETTER has returned to the Para-

mount home office after a trip to St. Paul,

Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago.

JACK BROWER, WB West Coast district

manager, is in town for confabs with Grad
Sears and Carl Leserman.

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of Warner the-

ater advertising and publicity, made a special

trip to Albany yesterday.

ROBERT GILLHAM leaves for the Coast

Friday.

AL ADAMS goes to the Coast late in the

week.

ROBERT TREBOR, stage director; PATRICIA
BOWMAN and OLGA PETROWA, dancers;

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE, actress; and MAURICE
LEHMAN, stage director of the Paris Theater

"Le Chatelet," also arrived on the Normandie.

IRVIN MARKS, TRUMAN TALLEY and MRS.
TALLEY, FRANK CAPRA, IRVING BRISKIN,
ROBERT RITCHIE and BEN GOETZ sail on the

Normandie tomorrow.

DAN MICHALOVE leaves New York tomor-

row for Ashville, N. C.

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA, her role in "Marie
Waleswka" completed, arrives in New York
tomorrow from Hollywood for a brief vacation

LAWRENCE LANGNER, playwright and di-

rector of administration for the New York

Theater Guild, and MRS. LANGER are in Hol-

lywood on a six-week vacation.

GUS J. SCHAEFER, division manager in charge

of Paramount's distribution in Central Europe,

arrives in New York Thursday on the S. S.

Manhattan. MRS. SCHAEFER accompanies him.

MANNY GOLDSTEIN arrives in New York
tomorrow from the coast to attend the funeral

of his father.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal's board

chairman, and MRS. COWDIN planed to Hol-

lywood yesterday from New York. He will

stay at Universal City until story conferences

to determine next season's line-up are com-
pleted.

JOHN MILJAN, film actor, is en route to

New York from the coast and sails shortly for

London to spend a vacation and attend Corona-

tion ceremonies.

M. H. HOFFMAN, vice president and pro-

duction manager of Condor Pictures' coast

studios, arrived yesterday from Hollywood.

Ralph Ince Killed, Wife Q
Hurt in Eng. Auto Crash

London (By Cable)—Funeral ar-
rangements are pending here for
Ralph Ince, 50, film actor and di-

rector who was instantly killed in

Kensington early Sunday morning
when his automobile crashed into

an iron pylon. Ince, younger brother
of the late Thomas H. Ince, had just
completed a film at Warner
Brothers' studio, at Teddington, and
was scheduled to begin another
next week called "Change for a
Sovereign." Mrs. Ince, who was
driving the car when the accident
occurred, was severely injured about
the face.

Ralph Ince, born in Boston in

1887, became one of the well known
directors and actors before the ad-
vent of talking pictures. His first

screen appearance was in a series

of films based on the life of Abra-
ham Lincoln, produced in 1906 by
Vitagraph. Active in making scores

of photoplays, he established a
Hollywood record in 1926 by direct-

ing as well as playing four roles

in "Breed of the Sea," an adapta-
tion of Peter B. Kyne's story. Dur-
ing his long career, he worked for

many producing companies includ-

ing Columbia, Radio, Universal,

First National and Monogram. A
son was born to the Inces last June
in London, and was christened Joe

E. Ince in honor of Joe E. Brown.

W. A. Simons Dies

Missoula, Mont.—William A. Si-

mons, veteran theater operator of

the northwest, died here after a
brief illness.

Simons was interested in theaters

throughout Montana and in Wal-
lace, Kellogg, Mulland and Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho.

EQUIPMENT
A complete buying

guide listing the

names and addresses

of companies and in-

dividuals manufactur-

ing, distributing or

serving products or

services for theaters

and studios.
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. -THATS THE DAYA LOT OF IMP

WILL LEARN WHYT\ 11

HAS PLENTY OF B

and GIANT NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
ADS AND 40-MILLION READERWti JL SERIALIZATIONS ARE BACKING IT!

and IT PLAYED ON THE LONDON

rFZ T„ T STAGE TO CAPACITY AUDI-Wtil ENCES F0R 2 S0L,D YEARS!

and

WRY

The best picture

Warner Bros, have

ever made!
Delight Evans, Screenland

ARE PEOPLE TALKING BEHIN
It's high time you knew the things everybody's say-

ing about this show. . . this gives you a brief idea!

It is definitely

one of the season's

finest films!
ii

Carl Schroeder, Screen Guide Magazine

A WINCHELLULU: "Warners' Cinemaaaahn Version of

Lift̂
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)RTANT EXHIBITORS

E1LM DAILY SAID

X-OFFICE PULL!

OLIVIA
DE HAVILLAND

IAN HUNTER

y^

ANITA LOUISE

AS NEW YORK'S MOST
JLAR THEATRE GUILD

ALL LAST SEASON!

and "
,T 0FFERS THE BEST pER -

aLLKX
FORMANCE OF ANY CAST EVER

TJ^TTV ASSEMBLED FOR ANY PICTURE!"
'* J. J. J. (Townsend, in Modern Screen Magazine)

nYOURBACK?

f?

One of those

rare gems of screen

entertainment

!

Clark Wales, Detroit Free Press

It a Day' Is an In-The-Bagola!"
—WALTER WINCHELL

ALICE BRADY

ROLAND YOUNG
Frieda Inescort

Peggy Wood c

Walter Woolf King

Bonita Granville

Beryl Mercer

Directed by Archie Mayo

A Cosmopolitan Production



FIND DIVORCE LAW

SLOWING EXPANSION

(Continued from Page 1)

termination of the statute's consti-

tutionality is one involving an im-
portant circuit.

Attorneys for producers who have
theater interests are now studying
the North Dakota law. According
to one theory advanced, it would
prohibit theater owners from hold-
ing stock in producing companies.

Tuesday, April! 3, 1937
|,

20th-Fox to Get Kent's

Roxy Attitude by Phone

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox officials, would phone Sidney R.
Kent, 20th-Fox president, who is in

London, to learn whether he will

consent to any betterment of the

Roxy plan. Under the plan 20th
Century-Fox will acquire the the-

ater.

The day was occupied with exami-
nation of Alvin D. Schlosser, of Hal-
sey, Stuart & Co., who negotiated
the deal with 20th Century-Fox on

behalf of the Roxy noteholders' com-
mittee. Schlosser admitted in re-

sponse to questions from I. Bernard
Leff of M. D. & D. W. Blumenthal,
counsel for the Adler committee,

that a 20 year mortgage was more
beneficial to noteholders than to

bondholders and that bondholders

would be better safeguarded if a

fund were set up out of earnings in

the better years as a cushion against

the lean years.
Schlosser estimated the value of

the Roxy at $5,500,000 and said that

stockholders had no equity in the

property.

"Born" at Music Hall

Selznick's "A Star is Born", co-

starring Janet Gaynor and Fredric

March, opens at the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall April 22.

Fox to Reopen Theater
Milwaukee— It is reported that

Charles Fox, operator of the Gayety
theater here, will reopen the Gar-
den, dark for several years.

APRIL 13

Arthur Hurley
Malcolm Stuart Boylan

Charles H. Christie
Tully Marshall

• • • REMEMBER WHEN we ran the last Re-
member When item over a year ago? just ran into one of
the real oletimers today who handed us a pip we met
him in front of the French Casino and started ballyhooing
the show as the Last Word in the classy series this showplace
has presented and Oldtimer took us back down Memory
Lane 27 years ago to the time when Louis Blumenthal,
who is the owner of the French Casino with Jack Shapiro, ran
his first movie theater Heflich's Hall, in West Hoboken

Oldtimer worked for Louis there, so knows whereof he
speaks

T T
• • • THIS Old movie was just across the line from Jer-
sey City Heights where Sunday shows were taboo
so every Sunday eve the crowd from across the line piled into
Heflich's Hall till they filled the rafters and as an added
attrack Louis Blumenthal would have one of the celebs from
the nearby Pathe Studio ' on the stage (the first personal
appearances at picture shows) the stars included such
old favorites as Crane Wilbur, Paul Panzer, Gwendolyn Bates,
Octavia Handsworth, Bill Cavanaugh here in this old West
Hoboken house Louis Blumenthal started one of the Arabian
Nights stories of the film biz to culminate a quarter
century later in the Last Word we spoke about the show
at the French Casino

T T T
• • • THEY BURIED Jimmy Sweeney yesterday in Cal-
vary Jimmy, known along the Stem for many, many
years as the ace prop man of Marion Davies' Cosmopolitan
Studios Jimmy joined up with Marion in 1918 right after
being mustered out of the Navy he was with her organi-
zation till the end if Jimmy could have seen it, he would
have been overcome by the magnificence of the props assembled
for his Final Scene up in the Old Neighborhood the folks
were awed, and said that Jimmy must have grown to be a Big
Man in the movies he did for he was a guy that
helped many a man down on his luck to get a fresh start

T T
• • • CONTINUING its nation-wide, record-smashing
biz Walter Wanger's "History Is Made At Night" set a
new box-office high for the weekend at Poli's Palace in Wor-
cester, Mass. it gets an indefinite holdover, after which
it will be moved to another first-run house

T T
• • • AN ARTICLE in New Theater and Film Magazine
by Philip Sterling, co-editor of the M. P. Bibliography Division
of the WPA Federal Writers' Project all about Billy Bitz-

er, the famous D. W. Griffith's cameraman ... • Bob Musel
and Michael Raymond of the newspaper syndicates have
scripted a timely hot story entitled "Emergency Squad" . . .

• At the Broadway Strand over the week-end Warners'
"Marked Woman" topped the gross for the first Sunday pre-
viously recorded on "Anthony Adverse," with 32,461 paid ad-
missions a tribute to the beaucoup newspaper campaign
by Charlie Einfeld Campaign is in good taste although no
punches are pulled

T
• • • AGAINST the attractive background of the Hotel
Warwick's Raleigh Room, members of the Ziegfeld Girls Club
yesterday celebrated their first anniversary with Bernie
Sobel, ex-Ziegfeld p. a. and at present glorifying M-G-M, as the
guiding genius Guests included: Sheila Barrett, Arthur
A. Lee, Monroe Greenthal, Constance Cummings, Nannette
Guilford and Bugs Baer

T
• • • WE FOUND Our Girl Friedegg crouched in a hud-
dle on the floor under our desk "Whazzamatter?" we
whizzed Frieda yammered: "I represent the Office Secre-
taries of the film biz on a sit-down strike." "Why?"
"We sees want more playdates for our attractions." "Fea-
ture attractions?" Frieda pouted: "Must you limit a see's

attractions to her features?"

« « « » » »

SPECIAL MASTER FOR

RKO REORG, HEARINuS

(Continued from Page 1)

modifications and recommendations
regarding the plan."

The order said further that
Thomas D. Thacher and Richard S.

Scandrett will continue to hear ar-

guments and claims as special mas-
ters in connection with the RKO re-

organization.

Judge Bondy yesterday ordered
Scandrett to determine conflicting

claims to an allowance of $11,629
against RKO made by the Hanover
Capitol Trust Co. as assignee of Al-

fred E. Fiegel and the Trenton Ad-
vertising Co., which seeks partici-

pation to the extent of $3,000. Tren-
ton Advertising Co. also has a $5,161

claim against RKO.

Republic Sets 36 Pictures

For the 1937-38 Seasons

(Continued from Page 1)

York Thursday or Friday, Moe Sie

gel, Manny Goldstein and Republic

producers at the coast.

One series of Westerns to be m-
eluded in the new year lineup in

eludes the Gene Autreys. Company
has 32 Westerns on its current list

of

Decision is Reserved in

Sam Katz's Pay Appea

(Continued from Page 1)

tract. Root, Clark, Buckner & Bal
lantine, appeared as counsel foi

Hilles. Katz is now administratioi

executive of M-G-M. Judge Coxe':

ruling reversed the decision of Spe
cial Master Joyce who found tha

Katz was not entitled to any salary

Hadassah Hears Cantor
Cleveland — Eddie Cantor ad

dressed the members of the Cleve

land Hadassah yesterday via a spe

cial telephonic broadcast hook-u]
from his home in Hollywood to th

Cleveland Hotel ballroom where th

Hadassah held its annual donors

luncheon.

"Thunder" Opens April 23
"Thunder Over the City," star

ring Edward G. Robinson, opens a

the New York Criterion April 21

following two-a-day run of "Silen

Barriers." House resumes a grin
policy on that date.

7,500,000 See RA's "Plow"
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With more than 734,000

persons paying admission during
to see "The Plow That Broka
Plains," Resettlement Adminisl
documentary film, the total

mercial theater attendance for it has

passed the 7,500,000 mark. Ohio tops

the list with 493,010 with Texas sec-

ond, 481,030 and Massachusetts follow-

ing with 426,624.

mi'
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LJNE RESERVATIONS

NEEDED, SAYS KILROE

OAILV

Reviews &(• Hew Ftbns

{Continued from Page 1)

ledge the respect of U. S. rights

y other Berne Convention countries.

"England at present time is urg-

ig our immediate entrance into con-

ention," Kilroe stated, "but there
I re necessary reservations to be

lade before we take such an impor-

t ant step."

Kilroe pointed out that there has

; een a tendency to make scenario

» writers authors of films thereby

II taking it possible for such authors

j! f they so desire, to share in film

i oyalties. Such a situation would

.f course, he said, work hardship

pon the industry. Kilroe then

lointed to question of interpreta-

ion of performing artists.

"They are trying to make it so

hat no one can use a particular in-

Ill erpretation," Kilroe said: "Here

gain is another problem which

vould work a hardship upon the mo-

ion picture industry. Should this

ountry enter the Berne Convention

ve would have exactly one vote and

any change we might wish to make
;
vould take almost a year or more

iiif negotiation."
I Other countries now members of

The Convention, Kilroe said, had all

;igned with reservations, and in or-

ler to join, he added, one must be

'amiliar with not only the technical
;1 urogram of the Convention but with

•eservations of various countries as

veil.
iill Testimony yesterday generally

vas in opposition to U. S. entrance

ander the present program.
i-i Ed Kuykendall, prexy of the M.P.

i-T.O.A., was an interested spectator

Jit the hearing which continues to-

• iay.

Condor Presses SEC for

Hearing on Lease Items

:!J
Richard Dix has been signed by

l.,i Condor Pictures to appear in several

I films, Conrad Nagel will direct in

addition to acting next season and

George O'Brien's contract has been

renewed, it was disclosed at the

company's production confabs here

yesterday. Short subject series for

RKO and Grand National release are

expected to be on the company's pro-

. gram for the coming season.

1 Condor officials are unanimous in

requesting an early hearing from the

SEC on the lease items which are

scheduled to come up for clarifica-

.. tion and added details. The matter

Jof compulsory shooting days and

rental extras are the only clauses

in the Condor prospectus which the

SEC deemed incomplete as to de-

tails

ifrhlo" to Play World
Prior to releasing Dr. Knud

Rasmussen's Eskimo picture "Wed-
ding of Palo" in 15 key city first

run situations, J. H. Hoffberg Co.,

Inc. has booked film for a continued

indefinite first run at the World
Theater, where it will open April 19.

9

11

William Boyd in

"Hills of Old
Wyoming"

with George Hayes, Russell Hayden,

Gail Sheridan

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Sherman-Para. 78 Mins.

FINE WESTERN WHICH SHOULD GO
VERY WELL WITH OUTDOOR DRAMA
FANS.
The latest of the "Hopalong Cassidies"

is 100 per cent Western with Indians, ac-

tion, suspense, and beautiful photography.

The picture maintains the high standard

of the series and should do very well with

the fans who go for outdoor drama. Wii-

liam Boyd, is again the cool, calm quick-

on-the-trigger gentleman of the open

spaces. He carries the picture in fine style

with the splendid assistance of the aged

boaster Windy, George Hayes, and a new

youthful pal, Russell Hayden. The latter

acquits himself nicely. Comedy is supplied

by the old windbag, Hayes, and of special

mention is the cook, John Powers, whose

stuttering steals every scene in which he

appears. A most capable villain is Stephen

Morris, and others who have good roles

are Gail Sheridan as the girl, and Clara

Kimball Young, as her mother. Archie

Stout has obtained some outstanding loca-

tions which he has photographed beautiful-

ly. Under Nate Watt's direction a lively

action pace is maintained. This Clarence

Mulford story is constructed on familiar

western lines but Maurice Geraghty's

screenplay develops the plot in such a

manner as to be interesting at all times.

In every department Harry Sherman's pic-

ture which Harry Knight supervised shows

big time in classification of outdoor pic-

tures. George Hayes and Russell Hayden

discover cattle are missing from Hopalong's

ranch. In getting to the source of the

trouble, they find themselves on an In-

dian reservation on which Stephen Morris

is a deputy. The latter arrests the former

but Hopalong arrives in time to release

them. Indications are that the Indians are

responsible for the cattle rustling. When
one of their tribe is found dead, the red-

skins believe Hopalong did the job. Hopa-

long is able to lay the murder to Morris

and with the help of the Indians, he tracks

down the outlaws who have been doing the

stealing while posing as government em-

ployees.

Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Rus-

sell Hayden, Gail Sheridan, Stephen Mor-

ris, Clara Kimball Young, Earl Hodgins,

Steve Clements, Chief Big Tree, John

Beach, George Chesboro, Paul Gustine, Leo

MacMahon, John Powers.

Producer, Harry Sherman; Supervisor,

Harry Knight; Director, Nate Watt; Based

on the story "The Round-up" by Clarence

E. Mulford, Screenplay, Maurice Geraghty;

Cameraman, Archie Stout ASC; Art Direc-

tor, Lewis Rachmil; Special Effects Mel

Wolf; Editor, Robert Warwick; Recording

Engineer, Earl Sitar.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Beauti-

ful.

i Imp. Convention Uncertain
Imperial is undecided yet on

whether it will hold a national con-

vention with final determination to

be made in about a month, President

William M. Pizor said yesterday.

"The Jones Family in

Big Business"
with Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring

Byington, Russell Gleason

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Cent.-Fox 60 Mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE
FAMILY TRADE, WITH A LOT OF
LAUGHS.

This time that everyday American fam-

ily, the Jones tribe, gets mixed up in an

oil scheme racket. For the family trade

it's swell entertainment. There's the father

and his friends in a get-rich-quick scheme,

the daughter with her marital problem, the

oldest son with his invention, the young

daughter at the age where she wants to

be grown up, the younger son with his pro-

motion scheme, each has his own prob-

lem but all are interrelated. The screen-

play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan from

the original story by Ron Ferguson and

Eleanor De Lamater based on the charac-

ters created by Katharine Kavanaugh has

the situations that could well happen in

any family. It is nicely planned with a

suspenseful touch and throughout there are

a lot of laughs. The dialogue is most fit-

ting. Frank Strayer's direction shows a

nice sense of comedy and he injects a good

action pace to the proceedings. The cast

performs admirably. Under Max Golden's

guidance as associate producer this en-

joyable piece is intelligently handled. When
Allan Lane, football star, returns to town

with a get-rich-quick stock scheme, the

Jones' and their friends fall for the racket.

The grandmother has her doubts about the

gushers, and she isn't happy about Mr.

Lane dislodging her choice, Russell Gleason,

a timid florist, for the hand of her grand-

daughter, Shirley Deane. Through her

efforts, it is discovered that there is only

water and mud in the oil wells, but an in-

vention of Kenneth Howell's the older son

brings the family a return which allows

them to compensate their neighbors for the

oil well loss. With that things go serenely

on with Gleason back as head man in

Shirley's life.

Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring

Byington, Russeli Gleason, Kenneth Howell,

Allan Lane, George Ernest, June Carlson,

Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Marjone

Weaver, Frank Conroy, Wallis Clark.

Associate Producer, Max Golden; Direc-

tor, Frank R. Strayer; Authors, Ron Fergu-

son, Eleanor De Lamater; Screenplay, Rob-

ert * Ei lis. Helen Logan; Based on the char-

acters created by Katharine Kavanaugh;

Cameraman, Edward Snyder, ASC; Art Di-

rector, Chester Gore; Editor, Al De Gae-

tano; Recording Engineer, S. C. Chapman,

Harry M. Leonard; Musical Director, Sam-

uel Kayiin.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Kann Joins Production
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—George E. Kann has

been engaged by Scott R. Dunlap,
vice-president in charge of produc-

tion for Monogram as production

manager. For nine years, Kann was
associated with M-G-M. Prior to

that he has with Carl Laemmle, Sr.,

at Universal as executive assistant

and in charge of Universal's foreign

department. Recently he functioned

as an independent producer.

NEWS of DAY

Lowell, Mass.—The Huntoon pro-
perty, on Middlesex and Thorndike
Streets, and adjoining the Stott
block, has been purchased by
Michael Daly and Anthony DiLo-
renzo, lessees for the past two years
of the 1,500-seat Capitol Theater
housed in the parcel. The deal in-

cludes in addition to the theater,
15 stores and 40 apartments. Daly
and DeLorenzo also operate the
Victory, Lowell, the Daly, Hartford
and Rialto, New Britain, and are
reported as seeking a New Britain
site for building.

Chicago — S. S. Millard, who is

building the Paris Theater at Gary,
Ind., plans to open a house similarly
named at Lawrenceville, Ind.

Chicago—Fishel Bros, have leased
the Puritan Theater at West Salem
to J. W. lies, who will remodel the
house and reopen it.

fri-States House Tries

Ending Duals, B. O. Jump

Omaha—District Manager E. R.
Cummings of Tri-States Theaters
has reduced showing of double fea-
tures at two of the circuit's out-
states houses.
The Hastings Rivoli, which pre-

viously played double features on
both programs of split week, now
will have duals only on the
Wednesday-Thursday change, and
single features on two other
changes. Prices for the Sunday
change were raised to 25 cents mat-
inees and 35 cents evenings. The
other changes stay at 25 cents.
The Grand Island Capitol will re-

tain a split week, but go to single
features the first four days.

Md. Pass Tax Continues
Baltimore— In extending the 1

p.c. tax on the gross receipts from
admissions to amusements in Mary-
land, including motion pictures,
from June 1 of this year to Sept.
30, 1939, the Maryland General As-
sembly also has re-enacted the pro-
vision imposing a tax on passes.
This tax is 5 cents on passes to
performances costing up to 50 cents,
10 cents of those for performances
costing from 50 to $1 and 15 cents
on those costing more than $1.

New Haven Union to Meet
New Haven—With a membership

of 40 of the 55 eligible, outside of
bookers, the chartered A. F. of L.

union of exchange employees will

hold its last open meeting at 8
o'clock, tomorrow night at Trades
Council Hall, for the election of

permanent officers. John F. Gate-
lee, international organizer of the
International Alliance of IATSE
and the m.p. operators, will speak.



THE

NAZIS SEEK TO ADD

JAPAN TO FILM BLOC

Berlin (By Cable) — With the
Italo-German film alliance an ac-
complished fact, awaiting only for-
mal ratification by the Mussolini
and Hitler governments, the Nazis,
moving through Tobis, are now
turning their attention to the Jap-
anese film field as a likely addition
to the ideological bloc.

First moves in the Orient already
have been made. Cocco Tobis Nip-
pon, newly formed general agency
for Tobis in the Far East, and af-

filiated in Japan with the powerful
Asaki company, has effected an
agreement with Tobis which pro-
vides for Japanese distribution of

a considerable number of Nazi pro-
ductions yearly.

In addition, negotiations looking
towards a cooperating producing ar-

rangement on the part of the Ger-
man film industry and the Kawaki
interests are reported in progress.
The Italo-German formal alliance

was signed here by Luigi Freddi
for Italy and Dr. Lenich, president
of the Reich Film Chamber, for
Germany.

Educate Solons, Patrons,

on Theater Ills—Myers

{Continued from Page 1

)

sponsoring in Congress and the var-

ious states, declares Abram F.

Myers, general counsel, in a recent

magazine article, in which he par-

ticularly discusses enactment of a
theater divorcement bill by North
Dakota and the Hobbs industry in-

vestigation resolution now pending
in the House of Representatives.

Speaking of the new North Da-
kota law, Myers observes: "While
the law is limited in its operation to

North Dakota it stands as a symbol
of the determination of the indepen-

dent exhibitors to cast off the

shackles of the motion picture trust

and as a warning to bankers and
investors who may be called upon to

finance future incursions by the Big
Eight into the field of exhibition".

In connection with the Hobbs reso-

lution, Meyer said: "This investiga-

tion, if authorized, should result in

such a disclosure as will render much
easier the task of Allied leaders in

educating the public and convincing

State legislators as to the need for

legislation similar to the Theater
Divorcement Bill and the Anti-Com-
pulsory Playdate Bill. Such disclos-

ure also should greatly facilitate the

passage of the Neely-Pettengill Bill,

and, last but not least, prod the De-
partment of Justice into taking much
needed and long overdue action un-

der the Sherman Anti-truste Law. It

is too early to predict the outcome
of this development, which follows

on the heels of a petition filed by
Allied with the Judiciary Commit-
tee on February 10, but every truly

independent exhibitor should put his

shoulder to the wheel to insure the

adoption of H. Res. 160".

A "£MU" from "lots
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

("OY POE has purchased "Hands
Beneath the Sea", a story deal-

ing with the laying of the great
Atlantic cable. Leslie Swabacker
and Stanley Lowenstein wrote the
story.

T T

Alida Vreeland, wife of Frank
Vreeland, of the Paramount story
department, is displaying a water
color exhibit at the Assistance
League. The drawings include
scenes painted in the United States,
France, Sweden and Spain.

T

Earl Felton has completed the
screenplay of "The Campus Mys-
tery," for Columbia. He also wrote
the original.

T T T

Crescent has just completed "Un-
der Strange Flags," starring Tom
Keene. Laura Walters, Paul Sut-
ton, Paul Barret and Maurice Black
were among the principals. The
story has a Mexican background.
"The Right to Kill," the sixth

subject in the Keene series, starts
production tomorrow. The story
deals with the Iowa Homestead act
in 1860.

T T T
M-G-M has acquired film rights

to the play by William C. and Cecil
B. DeMille, "The Genius and the
Model." This will be added to the
schedule of new properties now be-

ing assembled for the coming
season.

T T
Casting assignments: M-G-M —

Robert Young, "The Emperor's
Candlesticks"; 20th Century-Fox —
Germaine Aussey, "Lancer Spry";
RKO — James Stewart, "Vivacious
Lady"; Jan Duggan, "New Faces of
1937"; William Brisbane, Alan
Bruce, Bradley Page, Frank M.
Thomas, Richard Lane, "You Can't
Beat Love"; Universal—^Gwen Gaze,
"I Cover the War"; Florence Lane,
Minerva Urecal, "Love in a Bunga-
low"; Samuel S. Hinds, Robert War-
wick, Francis Ford, "The Road
Back."

T * T

Weldon Hayburn and Inez Court-
ney have been signed by Monogram
for the featured leads in "The Thir-
teenth Man," which William Nigh
will direct.

T T T
This, that and t'other: 20th Cen-

tury-Fox will star Jack Haley . . .

Alfred Cohen will script the next in

the same studio's "Mr. Moto" series

. . . Eric Blore will play Leslie How-
ard's Man Friday, Digges, in "A
Gentleman After Midnight" . . .

Jane Wyman will be opposite Kenny
Baker in "Mr. Dodds Takes the Air"
. . . George Brent and Warner Bax-
ter are expected to get the romantic
leads in "Casino" and Erin O'Brien-
Moore the role of Nana in "The
Story of Zola."

EBERSON DEPLORED

BUILDING COST RISE'S

and

Loew's to Book Stage

Shows in Cleveland State

Cleveland—Loew's State here de-
parts from its straight picture pol-

icy the week of April 23, when Ted
Lewis and his Band will appear.
Col. Harry E. Long, Loew division
manager, states that other stage
shows will follow intermittently.

Krakeur Joins Shurr
With Louis Shurr leaving New

York Monday to headquarter at the
coast, Richard Krakeur yesterday
joined the agency at its New York
office. He recently resigned as
head of the New York office of the
Leo Morrison agency. The Schurr
office has moved from the 17th floor

of the Paramount building to the
13th floor.

Rogers Fund Com. to Meet
Meeting of the New York commit-

tee for the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital fund will take place Thurs-
day at the Film Boar J of Trade,
with William Scully presiding.

I. Houses Action on

Bingo Bill Due Shortly i

{Continued from Page 1)

rise" in costs of materials
labor.

"These firms have anticipated a

boom in building too far in ad-
vance," said the architect. "They
are throwing cold water on the
ardor of courageous exhibitors who
seek to erect new houses or remodel
their present theaters.

"It is obviously far better for
the building trade to have a steady
flow of business than to go from an
extreme of prosperity to an ex-
treme of inactivity. In adopting
the former plan, it would be in co-

operation with the Administration's
policy of stabilizing industry and
furnishing steady and fair living

conditions and incidentally causing
a reasonable distribution of wealth
as we proceed along the road to re-

covery.
"I want to wave the flag signal-

izing danger—to warn those re-

sponsible for higher costs that if

they continue, they will paralyze
construction activity."

Eberson stated that the present
day trend in new houses is towards
theaters seating between 600 and 1,-

000, as compared with a tendency
to build houses with capacities of

between 2,500 and 6,000 seats, as

in evidence a few years ago.
"The industry is now bringing en-

tertainment into the neighborhoods,"
explained Eberson.

Providence — The Rhode Island

House is expected to act on the

bill regulating Bingo, within a few
days. The measure was passed by
this body but was revised in the

Senate. It now fixes a top of $100

per game and allows establishing

of licensing boards to issue permits.

The bill regulating billboards is

dead in committee.

Fassler Dinner April 29
Motion picture delegation will at-

tend a testimonial dinner to be giv-

en Sam Fassler, building commis-
sioner, at the Commodore April 29.

Harry Brandt is a member of the

committee in charge of arrange-

ments.

New Sound Systems

Wholesale Radio Service Com-
pany, Inc., is introducing the new
Lafayette facsimile-tone theater
sound systems. New systems utilize

lenses from Bausch and Lomb; the
sound heads of the Electrical Audi-
tion and Research Laboratories;
high fidelity loud speakers from
the Jensen Laboratories, and am-
plifiers from the Lafayette Radio
Manufacturing Co.

Papal Obeisance Scene Causes Nazis to Recut Film

Berlin (By Cable)—Because a major scene depicts "the fuehrer" of Italian Re-
naissance soldiers of fortune tamed by the Pope's majesty and kneeling at his feet,

"Condottieri" is back in the cutters hands by direction of Dr. Joseph Goebbels,
Propaganda Minister. Action came belatedly as the film, starring Luis Trencker, had
already opened in 110 South German film houses, following a premiere at Stuttgart

attended by Foreign Minister Von Neurath

SICK REPORT

Omaha—Branch Manager D. V,

McLucas of United Artists has re-

turned to his office after a siege

of illness in a local hospital.

Hartford — William Gillette, 81,

veteran actor and playwright, has
re-entered Hartford Hospital to re-

sume treatment begun several

months ago. Hospital authorities

declined to discuss his condition.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. W. L. Tracy, 72,

was recovering from exposure and
shock yesterday, following her res-

cue by her son, Lee Tracy, from the

Pacific. Mrs. Tracy slipped ffiSW a

landing platform after a yEjjl ng

trip. ^-J

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pasadena—W. C. Fields expects to

return to the studio in about a

month, he said yesterday at the Las
Encinas Sanitarium.
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Public Wants Double Feature Bills, Says Jack Co/in

whitforTdrake succeeds bloom ash prexy

Little Chance of Raising Exemption on Admission Tax
Believe Congress Not Likely

to Alter Present

Statute

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Prospects of raising

the exemption on the Federal tax on
admissions during the current ses-
sion of Congress are virtually nil,

according to usually well-informed
sources here yesterday. Checkup of

the situation discloses little or no
chance of Congress enacting a bill

changing the present law which ap-
plies the levy to admissions of 41

cents and more. There has been
some exhibitor agitation for increas-

ing the examption to 45 or 50 cents.

Levy Sees 4,500 Contracts Sold by RKO Convention Time
RKO expects to go into its annual convention to start either June 15 or 16 at Los

Angeles with about 4,500 contracts sold, it was said yesterday by Jules Levy, sales

chief. Figure equals that prevailing for the new season at RKO's 1936 sales meet.

BLAME GAMES' END

FOR CHI. BIZ DROP

BERNE SAFEGUARDS

NEEDED--BRYLAWSKI

MEXICO FILM UNION

MAY TRY PRODUCING

Chicago—Biz statements covering
the first quarter of 1937 by circuit

execs and indie theater operators
here differ sharply.
Former estimate admissions about

10 p.c. better than the first quarter
in 1936, but down the same percent-
age when compared with the b.o.

take for the last quarter of '36.

Indie operators report a first quar-

ter slump of 20 per cent.

Both circuit officers and indie
(Continued on Page 8)

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM <DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, O. F. — With all local

studios marking time because of

the deadlock between the Union de
|

Trabajadores de Estudios Cinema-
tograficos de Mexico (Union of

Mexican Motion Picture Studio
Workers) and that organization's

actors' division, which is determined
to secede, the Union de Trabaja-
dores may rush the production some
time this month of a feature-length

(Continued on Page 6)

Slate Jones to Succeed

Aylesworth as Director

Richard Jones, 3d, an RCA nomi-
nee, is slated to be elected a direc-

tor of KAO to succeed M. H. Ayles-
(Continued on Page 6)

Roxy Reorg. Plan Foes

to Present Side Today

Opponents of the Roxy reorgani-
zation plan will begin presentation
of evidence today in Federal Court
when C. H. Tipton, head of the Tip-

ton Securities Corp. and chairman
of the Tipton bondholder committee,
takes the stand.

Yesterday's brief afternoon ses-
(Contir.ued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Under proper safe-

guards, U. S. entrance to the Berne
Convention might be a good thing,
J. Fulton Brylawski, representing
the MPPDA, declared before the
Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee sub-committee yesterday during
the hearing on the treaty angles of

the pending Duffy copyright meas-
ure.

"Without proper safeguards",
Brylawski asked "what would be the
effect of entrance into Berne Con-
vention upon our own laws? If a
treaty is inconsistent with a later

(Continued on Page 8>

Collins Named Vice President;

Gregg Replaces Him as

Comptroller

Whitford Drake, executive vice-
president of Erpi, was elected presi-
dent of the corporation at the annual
meeting of its directors yesterday.
He succeeds Edgar S. Bloom, who is

president of Western Electric.

Daniel C. Collins has been named
a vice-president of Erpi in charge
of public relations and licensing, it

was also announced. He has been
comptroller, having been appointed
to this post in 1931 and previously
was associated with W. E. as general
commercial manager.
ALT • annual stockholders' meet-

i}t<'"~j)) >r to the board session, T.

Bruij/r.e Price, vice-president and
'Continued on Page 6)

NATH NSON WILL BE

RE ELECTED BY FPC

Condor Would Issue

$1 ,000,000 More Stock

'

Condor Pictures will make ap-
plication to SEC to issue more stock
in order to provide $1,000,000 of new
capital for expansion, The Film
Daily was advised yesterday.

Re-elect i of N. L. Nathanson as

head of Ff ous Players Canadian is

slated to t e place today at the an-
nual stoc ilder' meeting at

Toronto.
Y. Frank 'reeman, in charge of

Paramount's ^ater department, left

New York 1 t night to attend the

session.

»

ara.'s 13 in Work Sets Mark
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A new peak in produc-
tion in Paramount's studio was reached

yesterday when three picture, "Artists

and Models," "Exclusive" and "Easy
Living" went before the cameras, mak-
ing a total of 13 feature films now in

work.

Prevalency of Duals Proves Public

Wants Them, Says Columbia Executive

No B. O. Jump in St. Louis

Contemplated, Says Arthur

No rise in admission prices is

contemplated at the present time in

St. Louis by the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co., stated Harry Arthur in

' New York yesterday when he denied

j

that Fred Wehrenberg, head of the
local exhibitor unit, had asked him

(.Continued on Page 8)

Wondsel Quits Post as

Editor of Pathe News

"There is every indication that the
public is in favor of double fea-

tures," declared Jack Cohn, Colum-
bia vice-president, in replying to a
Film Daily question on the contro-
versial subject, "Should dual pro-

grams be eliminated, and if so, how
can this be accomplished?"

Says Cohn in discussing the issue:

"There has been no direct evidence
brought to my attention which would I

(Continued on Page 8)

Resignation of Harold E. Wondsel
as editor of Pathe News was an-
nounced yesterday by Courtland

(Continued on Page 6)

Family Films Numerous
Of 61 features released and reviewed

by the National Board of Review dur-

ing March, 55 were classified as for

family audiences and only 6 for adult

patrons. First April list gives family

rating to "50 Roads to Town," "No-
rHy's Baby" and "You Can't Buy

".-ffP
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24% 24 Vi 24% + %
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 4'/4 4% 4i/4 + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15 15 15 + Vs

East. Kodak 161 159V2 161 + 2Vi

do pfd 155 155 155 + 3'/2

Gen. Th. Eq 29% 29 29}4 + '/2

Loew's, Inc 83% 81l/4 81% + 1%
do pfd

Paramount 25% 24% 24% -f %
Paramount 1st pfd...l76y2 170 176'/2 + 9%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22% 22% 22% + %
Pathe Film 8% 8% 8%
RKO 9% 9% 91/4 — %
20th Century-Fox . . 39% 39 39% + 1

20th Century-Fox pfd. 49% 48/4 48% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd 82 82 82+1
Warner Bros 15% 15% 15% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 97% 973/8 97%
Para. B'way 3s55... 73 73 73—1
Para. Picts. 6s55....100 100 100
RKO 6s41 118 117% 117'%
Warner's 6s39 96% 95% 96 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nafl Films... 2% 2% 2% + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% + Vs
Technicolor 21 20% 20% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% + 1/4

Universal vtc 7% 1% 7% — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe 7s pfd 96 99

THIS AD 1$ TOO SMALL
TO TELL YOU THE MANY REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD LET FILMACK
MAKE YOUR SPECIAL TRAILERS.

Let ui moke your next speciol trailer

nd you'll know why our customers
stay with us for ycors ond yeor

S WABASH

St. Louis Amusement Co.

To Build Two, Delay Five

Deals for sites on which two 1,500-

seat theaters will be erected in St.

Louis by the St. Louis Amusement
Co. have been closed, plans are be-

ing drawn and construction will get
under way "any day" in prepearation
for a September opening, it was said
yesterday by Harry Arthur.
With regard to the other five new

theaters which he had previously
said were planned, Arthur declared
they would not be erected this year
and that their construction "de-
pends on developments."

Negotiations are under way for

acquisition of a number of other St.

Louis houses, Arthur stated.

Criterion Appeal Sanctioned
Federal Judge Vincent Leibell yes-

terday granted the application of

the Criterion Advertising Co., to file

appeal from the order of Judge Wil-
liam Bondy awarding it an allow-
ance of $337,024 in the RKO reor-
ganization. The company seeks an
additional $67,662 which would bring
up its claim to $404,686.

No Vt. Admission Tax
The industry has escaped a pro-

posed 10 per cent tax on admissions
in Vermont with passage by the
Legislature of a revenue bill from
which the levy was eliminated. The
body has now adjourned sine die.

20th Cent. Over-Assessment
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Internal revenue

commissioner Helvering in decision

announced yesterday credited Twen-
tieth Century Pictures, Inc. (now
20th Century-Fox Film Corpora-
tion), New York, with over-assess-
ment of and excess-profits taxes
amounting to $46,717.25.

Hirliman Testifies at

SEC Hearing on Condor

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Trial examiner's re-

port on the hearings before the SEC
to determine whether or not regis-

tration of Condor Pictures, Inc.

should be suspended will be made
within 10 days after receipt of the
written transcript of hearings.

At hearing yesterday, Trial Ex-
aminer Richard H. Townsend pre-

sided, while George W. Hirliman,
president of Condor Pictures de-

scribed in detail basis upon which
the lease was contracted for use of

Western Service Studios of Grand
National Films.

30-Hr. Week for Films?
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Reliable word here

last night said President Roosevelt
is leaning to the idea of creating a

board to regulate hours of labor in

industry following the favorable
Wagner labor relations decisions of

the Supreme Court Monday. Under
the reported plan radio and motion
picture industries might be placed
on a 30-hour week basis generally,

while only exceptions would be al-

lowed to work as much as 40 hours
per week.

Goldstein Funeral Today
Funeral services for Samuel J.

Goldstein, father of Manny Gold-
stein, executive of Republic Produc-
tions, and father-in-law of Sam Lig-
gett, head of Columbia Pictures non-
theatrical department, will be held
this afternoon at two o'clock in the
West End Funeral Chapel, 91st St.

and Amsterdam Ave. Manny Gold-
stein arrives in New York this morn-
ing from Hollywood to attend the

rites.

Coming and Going
MORT SPRING sails on the Normandie today

for a trip to Europe.

WINTON HOCH and BOB CARNEY are with
the James A. FitzPatrick unit which sail from
New York May 29 on the Gripsholm bound
fro Stockholm.

MACK D. WEINBERGER returns today from
Washington and Philadelphia.

HARRY ARTHUR, who is now in New York,

returns to St. Louis in one week.

WILLIAM FERGUSON is in Philadelphia.

EDWARD FINNEY and EDWARD PESKAY of

Grand National start for the Coast today, with
stopoffs en route scheduled.

ARTHUR W. KELLY leaves New York today
for the coast.

ED McEVOY, eastern sales manager, has gone
south on vacation.

NAT LEVY, east central division manager,
is in town from Pittsburgh.

HARRY EVANS, eastern talent scout for

Universal, returned to the home office yester-

day from a vacation in Florida.

WILLIAM CAREY DUNCAN, librettist, who
has been in New York conferring on his mu-
sical properties being considered for films.

has returned to his home in North Brookfield,
Mass.

ROBERT RISKIN, screenplay writer; SAM
JAFFE, Hollywood theatrical agent; LEONIDE
MASSINE, ballet master; and MRS. WILLIAM
K. HOWARD, wife of the film director, sail

for Europe today on the Normandie.

RICHARD (SKEETS) GALLAGHER, screen
actor, and his family; IRVING MARKS, Amer-
ican-European theatrical agent; HARRY RICH-
MAN, and his accompanist Jack Golden, are
also sailing today on the Normandie.

LUCILLE RYMAN, Universale talent scout
and assistant to Harry Evans, is en route
through the mid-West university centers seek-
ing new film personalities for the company's
roster.

J. FRANK ALBERT, music publisher in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, leaves New York next
week with MRS. ALBERT for Sydney, stopping
en route in Hollywood.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN left New York last

night for Toronto.

NATHAN and SAM GOLDSTEIN, who are now
in New York, return to Springfield, Mass., to-
morrow.

RAY FRIEDGEN, Grand National producer,
leaves for Hollywood today after completing
the shooting of added scenes, with Lowell
Thomas, for "Killers of the Sea."

Proposed Conn.
Tax Assailed

Amusemei
by Exhibited

Hartford, Conn.—Eighty-five the-

atermen voiced their opposition yes-

terday to the proposed 10 per cent

amusement tax now under considera-

tion by the State Finance Commit-
tee. Edward Levy, MPTOA secre-

tary, branded the measure as dis-

criminatory, and cited the fact that

film house operators are already
subjected to burdensome taxation in

the form of exactions for city and
state licenses, Federal taxes on ad-
missions over 40 cents, and the fees
placed on film houses by Ascap.
Levy pointed to the adverse ef-

fects repeated taxation brought
about in South Carolina where great
theater mortality was the result.

CFI Recapitalization Plan

Decision Expected April 20

Decision by the Delaware Supreme
Court at Wilmington on the Con-
solidated Film Industries recapitali-
zation plan is expected around Apr.
20, according to word received by
the company.

Projectionist Bill Dead
A bill to forbid operators to leave

their machines while in operation
has been defeated in the rules com-
mittee of the Assembly at Albany,
according to information received
in New York yesterday.

Mildred Dahlman to Wed
Cincinnati—UA's Mildred Dahl-

man has announced her engagement
to Charles Gehler. The wedding is

set for August.

PERSONALITIES
The 1935 and 1936
work of 3,124 players,

218 producers, associ-

ate producers and
supervisors; 281 di-

rectors; 809 authors;

635 screen play writ-

ers; 181 cameramen;
196 film editors; 142
music composers and
supervisors; and 27
dance directors.

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES

Now Being Distriotk

Free
To Subscribers of

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Bway. New York
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THOSE BOX-OFFICE SONG BIRDS!

jeanette MCDONALD • Nelson EDDY

in "MAYTIME"
with JOHN BARRYMORE
Herman Bing • Tom Brown
A Robert Z. Leonard Production

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Produced by Hunt Stromberg

"Ain't M-G-AA
grand!''
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MEXICO FILM UNION

MAY TRY PRODUCING

(Continued from Page 1)

picture with an all-newcomer cast

as the first of a possible series of

its own. Union's idea is that it can
develop a new crop of players who
would not stray from under its

wing.

Salvador Bueno's "Nostradamus,"
probably the most expensive film

yet produced in Mexican studios,

has just been released. "Nostrada-

mus" is a swashbuckling, cloak-

and-sword romance laid in XVI cen-

tury France and telling of a gay
desperado's clashing with King
Henry II, whose illegitimate son

he is, over the love of a beautiful

damsel. Juan Bustillo Oro directed

from his own script on which An-
tonio Helu collaborated. Carlos

Villarias, Consuelo Frank, Jose Juan
Martinez Casado, Leopoldo ("El

Chato") Ortin, Carlos ("El Chaf-

lan") Lopez, Manuel Noriega and

Luis G. Barreiro top the cast.

"Ora, Ponciano!" (Hello, Ponci-

ano!) Director Gabriel Soria's first

effort on his own, is scheduled to

open this week at the Teatro Ala-

meda. It introduces the bullfighter,

Chucho Solorzano, as a screen star

and has Consuelo Frank, Leopoldo
Ortin and Carlos ("El Chaflan")
Lopez in the cast.

Jessel to be Emcee at

Variety Club Conclave

Omaha—The National convention

of Variety clubs, opening on Satur-

day, will have George Jessel as

emcee. He will be accompanied to

Omaha by his wife, Norma Tal-

madge.
Other acts announced by Enter-

tainment Committee Chairman E. R.

Cummings, district manager for

Tri-States, include the Thirteen

Byton Dancers; Terry Howard and

Company, comedy act; Sandra, ex-

otic dancer; Five Tip Top Girls;

York and Tracy, comedians; Bob
Beri, eccentric juggler; Twelve En-
sign Singers; the Frazee Sisters,

singers, and Ada Brown and Com-
pany.

APRIL 14

Walter Petrie

Claire Windsor
Elizabeth North

Bert Adler
Lee Tracy

• • • FIRST ANNUAL GAMBOL of Fox-Educational
Comedy employees to be held Friday eve in Bagley's Long
Island cafe, just around the corner from the Educational studios

all the members of the various casts appearing in the
company's comedies, along with the execs, stage and camera
crews will join in the fun there will be skits by featured
players dancing to Andy Anderson's ork a buffet

supper and the big event will be the selection of a Queen
of Beauty to represent Educational Pictures for 1937 with
such attractive sirens competing as Joyce Johnson and Anny
Staunton of the Hollywood Restaurant Helen Waldron of
the Greenwich Village Casino Mary Louise Harper, form-
er Vanities beaut and about 100 others

T T T
• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon in the College Room of

the Edison on Thursday the nominating committee will

make their report for entertainment there will be the
Town Tattlers Trio, Sisters of the Skillet, with Ted Friend,
amusement editor of the Mirror acting as master of the revels

Vince Trotta will no doubt have some interesting news
on the progress of the Ampa Awards that announcement
folder that Vince created giving data on the Awards has created
a slew of favorable comment

T T T
• • • AFTER WINNING the $2000 second prize in the
recent Boston Traveler's Great Names Contest Rudolph
Bruce, our Beantown correspondent, ups and marries the gal

who won the first prize of ten grand smart egg, Rudie
so he and the former Elizabeth O'Neill sailed for Antwerp

on the Konigstein Monday eve
T T

• • • HELD OVER in its first seven openings that
is the enviable record for UniversaPs "Top of the Town"
the current week, and the week following will see 90 more
openings ... • The homicide squad of the New York police

dep't has been invited to attend the premiere at the Rivoli on
Saturday of United Artists' "Love From a Stranger"
the film features a psychological study of a mad killer that
should interest the homiciders

T T
• • • THE MAJOR producers will cooperate with the Na-
tional Music Week Committee in the observance of Music Week,
May second to eighth arrangements for the tie-up in each
situation will be left to the exhibitor and the local committee

the slogan will be: "Foster local music talent" this

offers grand possibilities for tieing in with college glee clubs

and local musical societies and good amateur singers it

opens up the field also for repeat bookings in which such celebs

appear as Lily Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, Gladys Swarthout, Nino
Martini, Grace Moore, Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Leo-
pold Stokowski

T T
• • • BEFORE SAILING on the Normandie today to at-

tend the Coronation Truman Talley announced two promo-
tions in Movietonews, Inc Edmund Reek has been made
general sales manager, and Ed is succeeded as news editor by
Jack Haney Eddie Reek is the only cameraman ever made
an editor long since he became a sort of legendary hero

for all aspiring cameramen to emulate his camera feats that

have become traditional wherever camera men gather

T T
• • • THE GAL was sore she flung it at us with

venom (referring to this Girl Friedegg we kid ourself is

a secretary) "What's the idea in calling us your incompe-
tent sec?" she yowled "Ah, a slight slip, Frieda," wc
hastened to cover up. "We meant incomparable. We shall run
a correction tomorrow." Frieda sneezed: "Let it go, Phil,

you beast in human form. With your 'slight-slip' technique,

the correction is liable to come out incompatible sec." "OK,
Frieda, such a slip would be incomprehensible." "With
you, Philter, it would just be inconsequential."

DRAKE HEADS ERPI, |
SUCCEEDING BLOOM

(Continued from Page 1)

general counsel of W. E., was elect-

ed a director of Erpi to fill the un-
expired term of Edward E. Shu-
maker.

E. S. Gregg replaces Collins as
comptroller. He came to Erpi in

1928 from W. E., where he had been
chief statistician and in 1928 became
export manager. The following year
he was named European manager
with headquarters in London and
last year was made assistant comp-
troller, later becoming comptroller.
The new president, Drake, became

identified with W. E. in 1924 as as-
sistant superintendent of the Kearny
Works and in 1926, was made Eu-
ropean commercial manager. He
has been with Erpi since its forma-
tion in 1927, when he was elected,

a director and vice-president. A
year ago he was made executive
vice president.

Appointment of Paul L. Palmer-
ton, who has been Export Manager,
to the office of General foreign man-
ager was announced by Drake. Pal-
merton recently returned from Eu-
rope following visits to the foreign
associated companies of Electrical
Research Products Inc.

Slate Jones to Succeed
Aylesworth as Director

< Continued from Page 1)

worth at the annual meeting of the
company today. All other directors

are expected to be re-elected.

Re-election of the entire slate of

officers in their present posts is ex-

pected when the directors meet in

a few days to take up this matter,
The Film Daily is advised. Leo
Spitz would then be re-elected both
president and chairman of the board.

Wondsel Quits Post As
Editor of Pathe News

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

Smith, who stated that Allyn Butter-

field has been named to succeed him.

Bert Kalisch has been appointed as-

sistant editor.

Wondsel has become head of the

recently-organized South Masters 16

mm. Film Co.

SICK REPORT

Cincinnati — W arners' Sadie
Brueggeman is ill.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hugh Herbert is re-

covering in Cedars of Lebanon Hos-
pital, from an operation. He jk ex-
pected to leave the hospital fBJ'Vji

home in about two weeks' ti

,:1S

.-/

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ann Sothern is suf- I

fering from a lacerated lip and!
shock, the result of tripping over a

cable on the studio stage.
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Reviews o$ the View films Ht A
"Let's Get Married"

; with Ida Lupino, Walter Connolly, Ralph

Bellamy, Reginald Denny, Raymond Walburn

Columbia 69 Mins.

LIGHT COMEDY ROMANCE WITH
HIGH FEMININE APPEAL FOR POP
AUDIENCES.

While generally appealing to pop audi-

i ences, this light romantic comedy is like-

ly to please feminine patrons more than

it will the opposite sex. Ida Lupino, as

the red-headed and temperamentally fiery

daughter of Walter Connolly,—who is cast

as a wealthy metropolitan political boss,

—

essays the type of role which is sure to

interest women. The dainty but dynamic

Miss Lupino is bound she will marry the

man of her choice, and this decision is de-

cisive to the point that when Ralph

Bellamy, as the handsome, struggling in-

ventor who is working for Uncle Sam's

Weather Bureau, appears on the horizon,

the girl sets her matrimonial cap for him,

weather or not. That she gets her man
despite a rain of setbacks and his chill

and frosty attitude, is a foregone conclu-

sion when, in the initial sequences of the

film, the intensity of her will is observed.

Bellamy is a difficult bachelor to capture,

for the reason that he has an intrinsic

dislike for politicians. Nor is he without

prejudice when it comes to politicians'

daughters. The story has its excusable in-

congruities, injected in the interests of

fun and action. To men folk, the chief

incongruity will appear to be the aloofness

of Mr. Bellamy. Furthermore, his con-

science will not permit him to give out

a pre-Election Day weather report to poli-

tician Connolly, but yet the same stilted

conscience goes very elastic when Bellamy,

to save the lovely Lupino from marrying

his rival, gives out a phony weather fore-

cast to the public. Director Alfred E.

Green does a workmanlike job, and the

cast and photography are capable.

Cast: Ida Lupino, Walter Connolly, Ralpn

Bellamy, Reginald Denny, Raymond Wal-

burn, Robert Allen, Nana Bryant, Edward

McWade, Emmett Vogan, Will Morgan,

Granville Bates.

Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, A. H.

Z. Carr; Screenplay, Ethel Hill; Camera-

man, Henry Freulich Editor, Al Clark.

Direction, Workmanlike. Photography,

Capable.

SHORTS

"Nobody Home"
(Paragraphics)

Paramount 10 mins.
Funny

An evening in the life of a young
chimpanzee, Shorty, who is left alone
in a private house as the madame
/pfc out. The chimp is very clever
'

\J0 vastly amusing, trying every-
thing as he explores around with
simian curiosity. The chimp finishes
by smearing himself with a big
can of flour, and jumps back into
his bed as the madame returns.
Good narration by George Shelton,
done in the Pete Smith manner.

The March of Time
(Issue No. 9—Vol. 3)

RKO Radio 20 Mins.
Excellent

One of the best of the series.

The first subject shows the present
situation in England as the govern-
ment realizes the necessity for
building up the youth of the na-
tion through proper food. The dire
situation was brought home to the
governing minds when they found
that a big percentage were being
rejected for army service as they
were undernourished. It's an awful
slam at Merrie Old England, and
will create a lot of comment. Then
comes a light treatise on the Ama-
teur Sleuth situation, showing the
work of the Crime Detection Labor-
atory in New Jersey. They are a
group of professional and scientific

men who have banded together to

aid in their spare time the detection
of crime. How they employ their

specialized skill toward this end is

shown interestingly. The final sub-
ject is a lulu, and is impressively
presented, being a survey of the
highlights of the Supreme Court
situation and the fight with the ex-
ecutive branch of the Government,
leading up to the latest development
with the decision in favor of the
Wagner National Labor Relations
Bill. This is extremely timely and
topical. The nine members of the
Supreme Court are caught one by
one entering or leaving the build-

ing where they function, or seated
at their desks. Fine intimate
studies, every one of them.

cine which they think is a cleaning
fluid. They ruin a cop's uniform,
and then go to work on an automo-
bile and take all the paint off. Later
as they operate in a hospital they
run afoul of the superintendent, who
proves to be the owner of the ruined
auto. Finally they escape back home
to face their disgruntled wives again.
It is all wild, goofy fun with the
emphasis on the slapstick. Story by
Charles Melson. Directed by Del
Lord. Produced by Jules White.

to mummefied heads of the head-
hunting tribes. A dog-owner who
has invented a cart for his crippled
spaniel and taught it to get around
under the added power with its hind
legs useless.

FOREIGN

"Fun In the Water"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Exciting

A fine diversity of scenes, showing
the many ways to have fun in the
water. A fancy diver featuring a
two and a half somersault. Then a
sextette doing a multiple swan dive

from two springboards. A comedy
stunt with a gent walking a greased
plank over a tank. A group of girls

diving in Florida for turtles. A
novelty sports event, as deep sea
anglers try to land bathing beauties
attached by harness to their lines.

A thrill game of water polo. Some
fancy surfboard riding at Waikiki.
Finishes with some exciting shots

of motorboats towing daredevils
around a lake as the stunters try

such thrills as balancing on skiis,

atop a ladder, and various other
suicidal stunts. Narrated by Jack
Kofoed. Described by Paul Douglas.

"Fleet Hoofs"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Has Punch

A short saga of the horse in his

various activities, mostly sports.

Starts off with the fire horses as
they answer the alarm. Then the
swanky entries at the horseshows.
Some very fine jumping by military

thoroughbreds of the Canadian, Irish

and Argentine groups, matched
against the American officers. The
polo horses form a stirring division.

Then come the trotters and pacers.

A running of the Grand National at

Aintree is exciting with riders top-

pling at the tough jumps. The finale

has Reaping Reward winning the

classic thriller at Narragansett, com-
ing up from behind to win by a nose.

Narrative by Jack Kofoed. Described
by Dan Seymour.

"Dizzy Doctors"
(The Three Stooges)

Columbia 17 mins.
Noisy Fun

The Three Stooges are bounced
out of their community home by
their wives who tell them to go to

work and not to come back without
jobs. In desperation they grab poai-

j
tions as salesmen for a patent medi-

"Let's Go"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 7 mins.
Pleasing

A neat fantasy concerning the

prosperous bees and the poor grass-

hoppers who have been hit by the

depression. As the broken down
grasshopper plays his violin for

alms before the Queen Bee, she

learns the sad story and determines

to do something about it. So the

bees fly forth in squadron forma-
tion across the railroad tracks to the

poor grasshopper colony, and bom-
bard them with bombs of honey.

This instantly transforms the grass-

hoppers into happy, prosperous

folks, and converts their slums into

a magic town of splendor.

Stranger Than Fiction No. 36
Universal 9 mins.

Intriguing Curiosities

Odd shots of unique people and
occupations. Opens with views of

the only woman diamond cutter in

New York at her work. A unique
collection of wooden horses that
were wont to stand as the trade
mark of harness shops. In Texas a
gent has built a sanctuary for bats,

no less. The art of a lady who X-
rays flowers. A strange invention
of a patented necktie that wakes up
an auto driver if he falls asleep. A
one-man museum in which the col-

lector has gathered all sorts of

strange things, from Chinese swords

"EL IMPOSTER" ("The Imposter"), dia-
logue film in Spanish a C.F.S. release; pro-
duced and directed by David Kirkland,
with Joaquin Coss, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the Teatro Cervantes. Run-
ning time: 85 mins.

Some sprightly dancing and music, typi-

cally Mexican, and capable acting by a

well-chosen cast are insufficient to over-
come handicaps of a shallow story and
photography which lacks both clarity and
technical proficiency. There is considerable
action, however, represented by hard rid-

ing, and there are some lively moments
when, in the course of events, the heroic
and rightful heir to the hacienda has a

duet of crooks sent to jail, and wins the
girl.

"DER GIPFELSTUERMER" ("The Peak
Scaler"), German dialogue film a Peter
Ostermayr production; directed by Frani
Wenzler, with Franzl Schmidt, Walter
Krieger, Mizzl Bardorf, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the 86th St. Garden Theater.
Running time: 82 mins.

Audiences who like mountain climbing,

will undoubtedly like this feature, which
has virtually no other interesting content,
unless it be the light wisps of comedy
contributed Dy Hans Schurich and Heini

Abele. The main purpose of the film is

to show the thrills of peak scaling, and to

demonstrate this effectively and efficiently,

Franzl Schmidt, Olympic champ at this alti-

tudinous art, is cast in the leading role.

There are some grand shots of the rugged
Icehornwail, the eminence Schmidt and his

companions make their objective, but the

appeal to patrons generally is lacking, and
the sequences tedious.

"MARIA NOVER" ("Sister Marie"),

Hungarian dialogue film with a prologue

summary of the story carried in English

titles; a Pallas production released by

Danubia Pictures, Inc.; musical arrange-

ment by Szaboles Fenyes; directed by Vic-

tor Gertler, with Sandor Sved, Paul Javor,

Eva Szorenyi, et al, in the cast. Presented

at the Modern Playhouse. Running time:

85 mins.

Unusually well-made feature with a

double-barreled appeal to foreign film fan-

ciers in that it accents the singing talents

of Hungary's popular baritone, and also

stresses the love triangle between him, the

alluring Eva Szorenyi, and Paul Javor,

—

with the latter winning her hand when a

misunderstanding shatters the romance be-

tween her and Sved. The picture is splen-

didly directed by Victor Gertler, and the

photography and sound are of high quality.

The clarity of the recording sets off Sved's

vocalizing ability to full advantage. Ameri-

can picture-goers are enabled to follow the

action and situations very adequately, for

a resume of the story is carried in English

titles right at the outset.
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WHITE SEES SINGLES

TEST AS A SUCCESS

Skouras Theater officials will meet
on Monday or Thursday of next week
to determine the circuit's policy to-

wards replacement of duals by sin-

gles, it was said yesterday by Bill

White, Skouras general manager.
Key officials and two or three man-
agers from each zone will attend,

White declared.

Skouras experiment with singles

at the Manhasset Theatre, Manhas-
set, has brought no complaints and
is apparently what the people want,

White said.

PUBLIC WANTS DUALS,

ASSERTS JACK COHN
(Continued from Page 1)

indicate that the public is not in fa-

vor of double-feature programs. As
a matter of fact, there is every in-

dication that the public is in favor

of double-features.
"When a picture is big enough,

such as 'Lost Horizon,' it can stand

on its own without being supported

by a double feature or anything

else. However, we all know that it

is impossible to make all pictures

of outstanding quality so that, when
a picture is of fair quality, it is to

everyone's advantage to double fea-

ture this type of production. In this

manner, the public is assured of get-

ting its money's-worth while the ex-

hibitor has reasonable assurance of

having a sufficiently strong program
to satisfy his audience.

"The theaters have tried single-

feature and double-feature programs
but the mere fact that double fea-

ture programs are still prevailing

indicates that the public has shown
preference for it, so why all the ar-

gument at this time?"
Comments of other leaders of the

industry on the question will be

printed soon by The Film Daily.

Cincy Suburb Will Have

$100,000 Jackson House

Cincinnati—Jerome Jackson of the

Jackson Realty Co., owner of the

Jackson Theater here, has let con-

tracts for a $100,000 motion picture

theater in the center of the Mt.

Washington business district. Sub-

urb adjoins Cincinnati. The 800-

seat house will be air conditioned.

Parking space for several hundred

cars will be available. Jackson, for-

merly of McMahon & Jackson, own-

ers of a circuit of 30 houses, ex-

pects to open the theater Sept. 1.

Spring to Survey Europe

A survey of conditions in Europe is

planned by Mort Spring. Loew's foreign

department executive, who sails from

New York today on the Normandie. He
will be away from his office three

months.

A''£JMi'^"JM$» BERNE SAFEGUARDS^

NEEDED--BRYLAWSKI
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD ,

ANNOUNCEMENT of definite

plans for the filming of the first

full length grand opera ever to hit

the talking screen is momentarily ,

expected from Jesse L. Lasky, RKO
producer, who for months has been
at work on the revolutionary idea.

Instead of selecting one of the
time-worn Italian classics, however,
those close to the pioneer film ex-
ecutive reveal that the vehicle will

be American from its authorship to

its locale. Victor Young, composer-
conductor, will write the score.

Lasky, meanwhile is riding the
crest of the tune-film-wave cui'rent-

ly rolling over Hollywood. With
production preliminaries completed
for start of shooting on his elabor-

ate "Radio City Revels," he is al-

ready paving the way for "Music
for Madame," which will star Nino
Martini, and "Born to Sing," with
Lily Pons. The opera will go before
the cameras shortly after Lasky fin-

ishes the Pons picture.

T T T

Casting assignments: Warners —
Frank McHugh, "Varsity Show"
RKO — James Ellison, "Vivacious
Lady"; Goldwyn—Al Shean, "Stella

Dallas"; Paramount — Fredric
March, "The Buccaneer"; Lucien
Littlefield, "Hotel Haywire"; Lew
Ayres, "Last Train from Madrid";

Ida Lupino, "Artists and Models";
Laura Hope Crews, "Angel"; Lloyd
Nolan, "Exclusive"; Columbia—John
Gallaudet, Gene Morgan, "Miss
Casey at the Bat"; Otto Kruger,
"Professional Juror."

"The Firefly," starring Jeanette
MacDonald went before the cameras
yesterday at the M-G-M studios.
Hunt Stromberg is producer and
Robert Z. Leonard director, the com-
bination responsible for "Maytime."
Allan Jones has the male singing
lead, Warren William another lead-
ing role, and the cast includes Doug-
las Dumbrille, Leonard Penn, Belle
Mitchell.

This, that and t'other: Frank
Lloyd's next, "Wells Fargo," is now
"An Empire Is Born" . . . And "You
Can Be Beautiful" is the new title

of Goldwyn's beautician film which
will star Merle Oberon . . . RKO has
given a contract to Elizabeth Rus-
sell.

Grand National will introduce
"Renfrew of the Mounted" to the

screen next season. It is planned
to make four pictures a year start-

ing with the first release next sum-
mer.

-

Blame End of Games 5 P. M. Saturday Store

For Drop In Chi. Biz Closing Helps at B. O.

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibs attribute the drops to the

forced passing of games, and say-

that thus far the duals, introduced
as a substitute, have failed to win
back patrons.
There is some indication that

double features may fade out. All
B. & K. Loop houses are on single

feature basis, although the circuit

is using duals otherwise. Houses
under Jones, Linick & Schaefer di-

rection, save the McVickers, are back
to singles.

Ludwig Sussman, operating the

Adelphi Theater on the far North
Side is trying out single program
bills on certain days. Sussman says

he has received about 150 letters

from patrons during the past two
weeks and a large majority wanted
good single features and lively

shorts.
Giveaways are not popular here

with the average indie and none of

the larger circuits now use them.
New plans for improving attend-

ance are constantly being tried. One
theater is using a tieup with a local

bank in opening new savings ac-

counts.

"Marked Woman" Big in Keys

"Marked Woman", in the 12 key
cities where it has opened to date,

has beaten such pix as "Anthony
Adverse" and "G Men", Warners
home office reported yesterday.

Lincoln, Neb. — Business booster
was noted with high favor by show-
men here last week when the cham-
ber of commerce persuaded all

downtown stores to close at 6 p.m.
on Saturdays, the same as other
weekdays. Previously they cut in

heavily with closing time as late

as 10 p.m.

Llanuza Suit Hearing Today
Hearing will be held today before

Supreme Court Justice Frankenthal-
er on the application of Pedro
Llanuza, cartoonist, to orally exam-
ine five defendants in his suit

against Columbia Pictures, Chas. B.

Mintz, Walt Disney Enterprises,

United Artists, for an accounting of

the profits from distribution of films

allegedly patterned after an idea he
conceived.
The idea was to use caricatures of

screen stars for movie shorts.

Llanuza seeks to examine Mintz,
Geo. S. Stallings, Earl Hurd, Ted
Sears and Jack King.

Morrison Office Expands
Leo Morrison's eastern office has

taken larger quarters at 177G
Broadway and a reorganization is

planned to take care of new de-
partments on the arrival of Leo
Morrison from the coast next
month. Richard LaMarr, of the west
coast office, is expected in town
shortly on a talent scouting trip.

(Continued from Page 1)

act of Congress, the treaty pre- I

vails". !

Stating the Duffy bill had been .

j

admirably drawn, Brylawski pointed
out should it be passed by Congress
it would become the law of the land,
"Then," he added, "suppose we en-
ter the Berne convention or ratify a
treaty and the treaty is inconsistent
with the bill. We will have to

amend the bill, and the treaty may
become the supreme law of the land
and not the Duffy statute".

Brylawski stated he did not know
how we could enter the union and
still have necessary safeguards of

our right. The question now was,
he said whether to pass the domes-
tic law and change it after entrance
into the international union. "Re-
member", he told the committee, "we
would have but one vote to 40 or

more of other countries".
"This is about the richest mar-

ket Europe has", Brylawski contin-
ued. "We are ripe for the plucking. I

We have been plucked before. We
should specify in advance what we i

want and if they agree to our terms I

as under the Duffy bill, fine. But if

not, then let us stay out".

No B. O. Jump in St. Louis

Contemplated, Says Arthur

(Continued from Page 1)

to confer on this subject, giveaways
and other theater practices.

"We are charging the highest ad-
mission price scale in St. Louis now
in our theaters," stated Arthur. "We
get 55 cents top evenings and 35
matinees."

Arthur plans to remain in New
York a week before returning to

St. Louis.

Roxy Reorg. Plan Foes

to Present Side Today

(Continued from Page 1)

sion was given over to cross-exami-
nation of Alvin J. Schlosser, of Hal-

sey, Stuart & Co., representative of

the noteholders' committee, by Har-
old Seligson, counsel for the Tipton
committee. No report has been re-

ceived yet from 20th Century-Fox
on betterment of the plan. Daniel

W. Blumenthal of counsel for the

Adler committee, told the court that

the head of his committeee was Reu-
ben S. Adler, former president of

the Dress Manufacturers Ass'n and
that he was the first attorney to

bring suit against the Straus Co. for

fraud in connection with the sale of

bonds. ^-,

Hollywood Eyes Chi. Talent

Chicago—Hollywood talent scouts are

eyeing this territory. Joe Rubenstein

is here for Warners and Joe Holton and

Ben Piermont for 20th Century-Fox.
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Syndicate Plans National Trans-L&& House Circuit

MPTOA'STOCAL BOAROTLAN HINGES OFCHECKUP

Locw Working on 3-5 Year Para.-U. A. Product Deals

Radio Material
. . . and screen effect= By CHESTER B. BAHN =^-

VA/HEN the special radio committee of

* ' the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of America, of which Walter Vincent is

chairman, settles down shortly to its size-

able job, not the least of its brain-teasers

will concern the effect of poor radio mate-
rial upon the screen value of players who
"double in brass".

Especially those players whose forte is

comedy. If it is axiomatic that a stage

and screen comedian, or comedienne, is as

good as the material provided,—and it is,

—

the axiom applies with added force to the

radio funster whose invisibility is a marked
handicap. Sound effects, for example, are

poor substitutes for personal comedy "busi-

ness".

THIS comment is prompted by the marked

' comedy slump in the radio field noted by

The Radio Daily which reports that such

programs tumbled to a new entertainment

low over the last week-end. It is a gen-

eralization in which it is easy to concur.

But let's be specific. One of the dullest

comedy broadcasts Sunday night was that

featuring Victor Moore and Helen Brod-

erick. These two experienced and talented

troupers are under contract to RKO, and

that studio has given considerable atten-

tion to their development as a screen com-

edy team. Yet it is extremely possible

that the studio's best efforts will be nulli-

fied by their radio appearances in faulty

vehicles. The radio fan isn't interested in

who provides the scripts; he holds the

ether's comics to strict accountability, and,

twisting the dial, that's that.

o

FREQUENTLY, it is contended that ra-

dio is a film theater box office auxiliary,

that it sends its own public to theaters to

see those players doubling in brass. Per-

haps. But it is unlikely that a radio list-

ener who has been moved to tune out, say

V) M and Helen, would rush to the box

o
' Pjwhen their next picture comes along.

Obviously, this problem is not one for

exhibitors alone. Producers, with as much

or more at stake, are equally concerned.

And so, certainly, are the players them-

selves—that is, if screen stellar longevity

and its rich financial returns—are prefer-

able to some radio "easy money".

Shorter Term Arrangements
to Replace Expiring

10-Year Contracts

Product deals now being' discussed
by the Loew circuit with United Ar-
tists and Paramount will be set up
on either a three or five year basis,

said a spokesman for the theater
outfit yesterday. Contracts which
are expiring late next summer cover
10-year periods in both instances.

In connection with the Paramount
buy, conferences are temporarily
suspended while auditors check fig-

ures vital to the deal.

Bonus for Wometco Staff

Miami, Fla.—Wometco Theater, Inc.,

employees will receive another bonus
May 1 as their share of the good busi-
ness of the past season. All employees
who have been with the company two
years or more will be given a full

week's pay. Employees who have served
for five or more years will receive two
weeks additional salary.

ROXY PLAN CHANGES

ADVANCED BY TIPTON

AUSTRALIA MPDA HEAD

MEETING N, Y. EXECS.

Sir Victor Wilson, head of the

Motion Picture Distributors Asso-
ciation of Australia, is studying the

New York aspects of the film indus-

try while here en route to London
to attend the coronation. He is con-

(Coutinued on Page 4)

Howard-Murphy Film Firm

Talks Theater Guild Deal

C. H. Tipton, head of the Tipton
Securities Corp. and chairman of
the Tipton minority bondholder com-
mittee, testified yesterday before
Special Master Addison S. Pratt in

Federal Court that he would not ap-
prove of the present Roxy reorgani-
zation plan and that unless a better
offer was obtainable, he would fa-

vor continued operation of the prop-
erty by Howard S. Cullman, the
trustee. He pointed out that Cull-

(Continued on Page 4)

Kuykendall Coast Trip to

Bring About Definite

Showdown
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Fate of the local conciliation board
plan of the M. P. T. 0. A., a prin-
cipal feature of its 10-point trade
practice program, hinges upon a
checkup of exhibitor unit attitude to
be made by President Ed Kuyken-
dall on a coast trip soon. Greatly
concerned over what appears to be
lack of material interest in the plan,
its M. P. T. 0. A. sponsors will seek
to bring about a definite showdown
which will determine whether or not
the idea is dropped, for the time
being, at least, or actually effectu-
ated. The outlook for its success
was considered very dubious yester-

(Lqntinued on Page 4)

Although the Theater Guild offi-

cially persists in its denial that no
such deal is in work, it is understood
that an alliance with the new Les-
lie Howard-Dudley Murphy film

{Continued on Page 4)

Confirmation of Fabian

Reorg. Plan Up Tomorrow

Final confirmation of the Si Fab-
ian reorganization plan for the Fox
Brooklyn Theater and office building
will be asked tomorrow of Federal
Judge William Bondy who last week
tentatively approved the plan. It is

(Continued on Page 4)

National Trans-Lux Theater Circuit

Planned by Syndicate, Report Says

De Luxe Film Lab. Signs

Year's Pact With IATSE

De Luxe Film Laboratories has
signed a one-year closed shop agree-

ment with the I.A.T.S.E. providing
for a 10 per cent wage increase

over the basic scale, The Film
(Continued on Page 143

A syndicate in which 50 per cent
interest is held by Trans-Lux Mov-
ies Corp., and the remaining 50 per
cent held by "some well-known and
practical men in the motion picture

industry," plans "to have eventually

a circuit of Trans-Lux Theaters, in

carefully selected locations through-
(Continued on Page 15)

7 MORE S-W PHILLY

HOUSES ADD GAMES

Philadelphia—The strongest blast
in the current games competition
here broke yesterday when it was
learned that Stanley-Wamer, satis-

fied with its experiment with games
at the Kent, Imperial and Cadet the-

(Continncd on Page 14)

Monogram Setup Effective

on April 23, SEC Advises

Monogram Pictures Corp. yester-

day received notice from the SEC
that its newly-reorganized setup will

become effective Apr. 23, which per-

mits the company to start operations

under its new and greatly expanded
plans.

J
SMPE to Hear of Television

RCA television developments will be

I discussed by V. W. Zworykin of that

company at a meeting of the Atlantic

Coast Section of the S. M. P. E. at 411

Fifth Ave. Wednesday evening.
vu ___!
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 243,4 2434 24*4 — V,
Columbia Picts. vtc. 3"» 35 35 4- 1 V2
Columbia Picts. pfd. 43 V, 43 V2 43V, + 1

Con. Fm. Ind 4V4 4V4 4V4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .15 15 15
East. Kodak
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Paramount 253^ 25 25Mi + V,
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) 2234 -U I/,
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Univ. Pict. pfd
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do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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.
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Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 109% 100 100% -+- %
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Warner's 6s39 97 96 963/4 + 3/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia r icts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films . 2% 2% 2%
Sonoton? Corp
Technicolor 21 3/, 2034 21

V

4 + 3/„

Trans-Lux 43^ 4% 434+ %
Universal Picts 12'/2 12% 12% -f- Vi

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Films 7 pfd 96 99

Royalty Sees "Good Earth"
London (By Cable)—The King

and Queen enjoyed a "command"
screening- of "The Good Earth" at

Windsor Castle last nig-ht.

9 P. M. Film Curfew Sought
A bill prohibiting children from be-

ing in motion picture theaters after
9 P. M. has been introduced in the
Illinois House, it was learned in New
York yesterday. The measure requries
managements to oust them at that time.

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes-
terday authorized Paramount to sell

or dispose of any assets or proper-
ties free and clear of any prior lien.

The order permits Paramount to sell

a lot in Los Angeles for $16,000,
which it had delayed from selling

by a previous order prohibiting such
sales.

Judge Coxe's order also permits
Paramount to dispose of 28 lots in

Los Angeles containing the Para-
mount Theater Building, the west
coast studio and other buildings, if

the company should so desire. The
28 lots were mortgaged to the An-
gelo-Califomia National Bank of

San Francisco, as trustee of Para-
mount Properties, Inc., for $2,600,-

000. This money was used on Mar. 1

last to redeem all outstanding first

J

mortgage 6 per cent sinking fund
bonds of Paramount Properties.

Para. Sets Release Dates

on Features Up to Aug. 1

Paramount has tentatively set na-
tional release dates on its features
up to Aug. 1. Following is the sched-

ule:

May 14, "Night of Mystery"; May
21, "Turn Off the Moon"; May 28,

"I Met Her in Paris"; June 4, "Ho-
tel Haywire"; June 11, "Great Gam-
bini"; June 18, "Mountain Music"
and "Forlorn River"; June 25, "Last
Train from Madrid"; July 2, "Mid-
night Madonna" and "North of Rio
Grande"; July 9, "Exclusive"; July

16, "Wild Money"; July 23, "Tho
Barrier" and July 30, "Easy Living".

Eastern Theaters, Ltd. to

Pay $1.15 on 7 P. C. Pref.

Montreal—Eastern Theaters Ltd.,

owners of the Imperial Theater, at

Toronto, report a net profit equal to

$1.15 per share on 7 per cent pre-
ferred stock during the 53 weeks
ending Dec. 31, 1936, compared with
$1.70 per share for the 52 weeks in

1935. Earned surplus was decreased
by $27,765, but full payment of $7
per share was paid on preferred
stock, and working capital was in-

creased $12,614. Net earning for 53
weeks was $42,750, compared to $40,-

790 in 1935, and working capital was
$241,786, compared to $229,172 in

1935.

Gina Malo Weds Brent

London (By Cable)—Gina Malo,
30, American musical comedy ac-
tress, and Romney Brent, 35, Mex-
ican playwright and actor, were
married in a mid-week ceremony at
Hempstead Registrar's office. The
bride was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
as Janet Flynn.

"Wings" In 11th Week
Montreal — "Wings of the Morn-

ing" is on its 11th record-breaking
week at His Majesty's Theater.

Para. Issues $12,502,800

in New 3!4% Convertibles

Exact figures on new 3% per cent
convertible debentures issued by
Paramount as of Mar. 31, represent-
ed $12,502,800, according to a report
just filed with the SEC in New York.
Six per cenet debentures amounting
to $12,653,236 were outstanding at

that date, including $3,308,926 of

debentures in the company's treas-

ury. The firm has instructed Man-
hattan Trust Co. to accept deposits

of 6s in exchange for SV^s until fur-

ther notice.

Expect Sabath's Measure

to Get Favorable Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House Judiciary

Committee is expected to give final

consideration to the Sabath bank-
ruptcy reform measure today or at

committee meeting next Tuesday.
The bill is expected to be reported
out favorably to the House. Passage
would eliminate need for the con-
tinuance of the special Sabath Com-
mittee investigating RKO, Para-
mount and other bonkholders reor-

ganizations.

KAO, Keith Corp. Elect

Jones to Directorates

Richard Jones, 3d, attorney asso-

ciated with Simpson, Thacher &
Bartlett was yesterday elected a di-

rector of KAO and the B. F. Keith
Corp. at the annual stockholder

meetings of those companies to suc-

ceed M. H. Aylesworth, who recent-

ly resigned.
Board of KAO is slated to meet

next Thursday at which time Leo
Spitz will be re-elected as chairman
and Malcolm Kingsberg, represent-

ing the Meehan interests, as vice

chairman. Officers of KAO will

probably be elected at the same time.

Balaban and Hicks Will

Hold London Conferences

Conferences at London are plan-

ned by Barney Balaban, president,

and John W. Hicks, foreign depart-

ment head, early next month. Hicks
is now in the English capital and
Balaban is scheduled tentatively to

sail from New York April 28.

Salary Secrecy Favored
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The House Ways

and Means Committee yesterday
ordered favorably reported the bill

seeking to repeal the law requiring
publication of corporation salaries

above $15,000.

RKO Acquires the Republic

RKO has acquired the Republic
Theater on the lower east side, The
Film Daily was advised yesterday. I

Company plans a theater expansion
drive and has several other dickers

I

on the fire.

Coming and Goin|

SIR VICTOR WILSON, who is now in New
York sails for England May 4 on the Queen
Mary.

JOHN DAY, Paramount general manager
headquartering at Rio de Janeiro, is due in

New York next month.

BARNEY BALABAN is tentatively set to
sail from New York April 28 for abroad, with
England as his first stop.

ABE FRANKL has left New York for the
cosat.

PHIL REISMAN arrives at the coast Saturday,
from Australia and a trip around the world
and later leaves for New York.

MR. and MRS. AL SANTELL sail from New
York Saturday on their return to the coast.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo film at-
torney, returns home today.

GWEN FARRAR, British actress, sails for
England today on the Berengaria.

SIDNEY FRANKLIN, director under contract
to M-G-M, and his bride, the former Ruth
Helms Nagel, whom he married last Tuesday
at Las Vegas, Nevada, arrive in New York
today on their honeymoon.

RUTH COHEN of Translation Service and
Screen Attractions Corp. and Crown Motion
Picture Supplies Corp. has returned to New York
after spending several months in Mexico and
Cuba.

W. S. VAN DYKE, film director, is en route
to Washington, D. C, to spend a week's vaca-
tion, returning to the coast via New York.

MITCHELL LEICHTER of Advance Pictures
left last night for a transcontinental trip.

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of Warner The-
ater Advertising and Publicity, is in Wash-
ington, New Haven and Philadelphia this week
for special advertising conferences.

R. M. GILLHAM, Para.'s director of pub-
licity and advertising will leave for Hollywood
tomorrow, and NEIL AGNEW, vice-president
in charge of distribution will leave next Tues-
day.

HAROLD HURLEY, production assistant to

William LeBaron, managing director of pro-
duction tor Paramount, sails next Saturday with
MRS. HURLEY for a four-week vacation in

Hawaii.

JOE BREEN leaves New York today on his

return to the coast, following his arrival in

New York from a vacation abroad.

JIMMY CAMPBELL has arrived in New York
from England.

H. J. YATES, Consolidated president, leaves

today for Hollywood.

ERROL FLYNN, film actor, sailed for New
York yesterday from Southampton on the Queen
Mary.

BILL HODGES of New Orleans branch of

National Theater Supply Co. headed back there
from New York yesterday, following a brief

visit to company's main office.

UiU



A PICTURE FOR MILLIONS OF AMERICANS!

Your neighbor and millions of neighborly folk throughout the nation will

take this picture to their hearts! To that vast public which seeks down-to-

earth drama in a story of heart-warming human relationships we sincerely

j
recommend the M-G-M comedy -drama "GOOD OLD SOAK" starring

WALLACE BEERY and others who appeared with him in "Ah Wilder-

ness" and "Old Hutch". This exciting and humorous play by Don Marquis

has been made into a happy audience attraction in the M-G-M manner.
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LOCAL BOA!

HINGES

(Continued from Page 1)

day by those inside the organiza-

tion.

Several months have elapsed since

the local boards proposal was rati-

fied by all national distributing com-
panies but no concrete steps have
been taken, it is understood, to es-

tablish them. On the other hand,

there is speculation as to whether
the regional associations tied up
with the M. P. T. 0. A. are anxious

to support the move. The subject

attracted little or no attention at

the national organization's annual

convention recently at Miami.
One major factor holding up fur-

ther development of the situation is

believed to be the prospects of Con-

gress enacting some sort of a NRA
which would embody trade practice

provisions. If this should material-

ize, it was pointed out, it might
eliminate the need of the proposed
conciliation board setup. Due to

these circumstances, it is possible

that the M. P. T. 0. A. project will

be held in abeyance pending action

of Congress on this regulatory legis-

lation or its adjournment sine die.

Up to two months ago, the M. P.

T. 0. A. had been receiving consid-

erable correspondence evidencing in-

terest in the local board undertak-

ing on the part of exhibitors. This

correspondence, however, has now
petered out, it was indicated yester-

day.

Howard-Murphy Film Firm

Talks Theater Guild Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

company known as Associated
Artists will be completed at con-

ferences now being held at the

coast. Under the arrangement it

is expected that the outfit will make
a picture out of "Porgy and Bess"
Theater Guild production, and others

to be selected later.

Lawrence Langner Guild official

has gone to Hollywood from New
York and Howard and Murphy are

both there. Associated Artists,

which were at one time reported

talking a distributing deal with
United Artists, is understood to

have English capital.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Earle Fox has died 200 times—in his

screen roles.—PARAMOUNT.

• • • AT LAST some practical use has been found for
the cover of a pressbook the one for RKO Radio's "Shall
We Dance" is in the unique form of an envelope on heavy stock

it contains the three sections of the campaign book on
exploitation, publicity and advertising this trick envelope
is really a sample of a die-cut lobby hanger which is one of the
accessories on the Astaire-Rogers picture the exhib can
set it up as an advance display as soon as he receives the
pressbook the hanger is printed in full color on both sides
..... by simply turning in the top and bottom tabs the hanger
is brought into cylindrical shape with the cut-out dancing fig-

ures of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers standing out in relief
from the cylinder the tabs provide hanging facilities with
a string attached the gent who figured out this utilitarian
eye-smash cover is by way of being a Showman Genius
it will probably start a New Trend converting all pressbook
covers into window displays or lobby hangers why not?

• • • A BUSY schedule for James A. FitzPatrick
who has sailed for Lunnon where he will do four quota features
for M-G-M distribution after that he goes to the con-
tinent to get material for 12 Traveltalks and returning
late in the summer he will make a Traveltalk in New Bruns-
wick at St. John, which happens to be the birthplace of Louis B.
Maver

T T T
• • • EXCUSE IT please we said Edmund Reek
was made general sales manager of Movietonews but it should
have read general manager they tell us these newsreels
really don't need any selling as they sell themselves

• • • THE SLOGAN for National Dance Week, by the
way, will be "Shall We Dance" which is what you call

a nifty break for RKO Radio ... • A dinner will be given
May 2 at the Waldorf for the presentation to Mayor La Guardia
of the American Hebrew medal for outstanding service in

creating better understanding between Christian and Jew
a load of distinguished people are on the Committee of Award.

• • • ONE OF the speakers at the Inaugural Luncheon of
the United Brewers Industrial Foundation at the Waldorf yes-
terday was our own Charlie Pettijohn Charlie spoke on
self-government in industry ... • Ray Friedgen, producer of
Grand National's "Killers of the Sea," is a proud grandpappy

his son Lloyd was presented by the missus with an eight-
pounder according to the family fish scales they're all

fishermen, these Friedgens, y'know

• • JUST BACK from abroad Joseph I. Breen
told the trade press lads that in England and France the citizens
go big for the Hollywood product, with huge grosses being piled
up on American pix in both countries he said reports on
Walter Futter's film, "Jericho," produced in Egypt, with Paul
Robeson featured, are sen-say-shu-nal one sequence shows
2500 camels, no less

Y Y
• • • WE LOOKED up to find Our Girl Friedegg along-
side our desk, going thru the damdest commotion she
was holding a big box of seltzer bottles in her arms while
from her mouth a stream of nickels, dimes and pennies trickled
as she kept repeating: "Get your tickets for the next perform-
ance!" We wheezed: "Whazza big idea, gal?" "Oh,
this is a ballyhoo stunt for a real Money Picture" "How
come?" "Don't ya get it, Stupo? Look! Box of seltzer—that's a box of fizz—that's box-office, get it? And these coins
in my mouth as I talk—that makes it Box-Office Coin-versa-
tion!"

ROXY PLAN CHANGE!

ADVANCED BY TIPTON

(.Continued from Page 1)

man had testified that by the end
of 1937 the $125,000 in receivership
certificates still outstanding would
be paid off and that then there would
be nothing ahead of the bonds.

Tipton suggested various improve-
ments in the plan including a guar-
antee of principal and interest by
20th Century-Fox which would ac-

quire the Roxy under the plan. He
said he was opposed to the proposed
bond interest rate unless certain re-

strictions were put on 20th Century-
Fox. These restrictions would fix

the cost of film to the theater and
the distribution of advertising costs,

limit salaries and provide for minor-
ity representation on the board.

Samuel Kramer, counsel for the
stockholders' protective committee,
will begin presenting witnesses to-

day to prove that stockholders have
an equity in the company. Stock-
holders are completely excluded un-
der the plan.

Australia MPDA Head
Meeting N. Y. Executives

(Continued from Page 1)

ferring with major company execu-
tives.

Sir Victor sails on the Queen Mary
on May 4 for England. He was
tendered a luncheon at the Harvard
Club recently.

Confirmation of Fabian

Reorg. Plan Up Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

indicated that some amendments to
the plan may be suggested by Judge
Bondy.
Under the plan, Si Fabian would

take over operation of the house on
a 20-year lease.

Schwartz Rites Tomorrow
Syracuse, N. Y.—Funeral services

j

will be held here tomorrow for John
Schwartz, former manager of Her
Majesty's Theater, Ottawa, and
widely known cornetist. A musician
for 50 years, he was a charter mem-
ber of the local union.

« « « » » »

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Algeria had 141 motion picture the-

aters in regular operation during 1936.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"P\ESPITE his multiple duties as a

Paramount producer-director, Leo
McCarey, whose newest production,

"Make Way for Tomorrow," will

shortly hit the screen, has authored

a comedy drama for Broadway pro-

duction. He is leaving for New York
shortly for conferences preliminary

to a September presentation of this

opus. Upon his return to Hollywood,

McCarey moves to Columbia under

loan to launch preparations for the

filming of "The Awful Truth," which
will star Irene Dunne.

T

Casting assignments—Paramount:
Irene Franklin, "Midnight Madon-
na"; Mary Nash, "Easy Living";

RKO: Barbara Pepper, "You Can't
Bea Love"; Universal: Paul Panzer,
Margaret Seddon, Samuel S. Hinds,
Edward LeSaint, "The Road Back":
Goldwyn: George Walcott, Etta Mc-
Baniels, Gertrude Short, George
Meeker, "Stella Dallas"; Monogram:
Irene Franklin, "Blazing Barriers";
Advance: Bill Edwards, "Squadron
B."

T T T

Two hundred and fifty members
of the Hollywood Academy of Medi-
cine and a number of leaders of the
medical profession now in Holly-
wood will be guests of Paramount

Availability on Admission

Basis Rejected in Akron

Akron, 0.—Movement led by J. G.
Deetjen, secretary of the Indepen-
dent M. P. Exhibitors Association,
to make availability dates for sub-
sequent run houses dependent upon
admission price instead of seating
capacity failed at a recent meeting
of the association. After a lengthy
discussion, it was voted to maintain
the present policy which provides an
availability of 42 days for all houses,
regardless of admission price, ex-

cepting only the 10 cent houses. The
opposition to this policy proposed
the following availability schedule;
25 cent houses 28 days; 20 cent
houses 42 days; 15 cent houses 56
days.

Robert Menches, who has been
president of the association for the
past seven years, has been succeeded
by Al Ploenes, manager of the Or-
pheum theater and associate of A.
P. Botzum. Other officers elected
are: Robert Menches, first vice pres-
ident; Charles Stalder, second vice

president and J. G. Deetjen, secre-

tary.

(Yto\
Monogram In Frisco

'\ygorge Blumenthal has just been
appointed branch manager of Mono-
gram Pictures' new exchange in San
Francisco which is located at 308
Turk St., San Francisco. George's
brother Ed is manager of Mono-
gram's Dallas office.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 74 • • •

HENRY BLANKE. Associate producer for Warners-First National and a

one-time personal assistant to Ernst Lubitsch. Born in Berlin-Steglitz,

Germany, on Dec. 30, 1901, the son of a widely

known painter, Wilhelm Blanke. Entered the ^^^
industry via Ufa in 1919. A year later, joined

Lubitsch, accompanying the latter to the U. S.

in 1922. Since that time, has been associated

with Warners save for 1926-27 when he returned

to Ufa as business and production manager on

Fritz Lang's "Metropolis". Has been Warners
production chief in Germany and head of com-

pany's foreign department in Hollywood. As
associate producer, responsible for "A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream," "Story of Louis Pasteur,"

"Petrified Forest," "The Green Pastures." Eyes,

gray. Stands, 5, 5. Hobbies: Polo, badminton.

ducer at 20th Century-Fox studios,
is bound for the Orient. He and
Mrs. Wurtzel will spend eight weeks
away from Hollywood.

T T
M-G-M has acquired film rights

to Frances Marion's recently pub-
lished novel, "Molly, Bless Her," and
has decided to co-star Wallace
Beery and Sophie Tucker in the
screen production. Judy Garland
and Reginald Gardiner will also
have featured parts, with Edward

j

Chodorov producer.

Cinecolor, Inc., has been experi-
menting with a single negative for
use in color photography and ex-
pects to have this negative ready
for sale within the very near fu-
ture. The present method in color
work requires two or more nega-
tives.

tonight at a preview of "Internes
Can't Take Money."

T T
This, that and t'other: Para.'s

"Adventure—With Music" is now
dubbed "Good Night, Ladies" . . .

20th-Fox has signed Joan Marsh
. . . Selznick has added Ian Mc- I

Laren and Florence Roberts to the
j

cast of "Prisoner of Zenda" . . .

Lionel Stander will be seen with
j

Fredric March again in Selznick's
"Let Me Live."

Thirteen players have been added
to the cast of RKO Radio's "Easy
Going," next comedy feature for
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey,

,

which goes into production shortly.

They are Marjorie Lord, Russell
|

Hicks, George Meeker, Paul Harvey,
Patricia Wilder, Chester Clute,

Kitty McHugh, Pat Flaherty, Alec
Hartford, Maxine Jennings, Jane
Walsh, Alan Bruce and Esther Muir.

T ¥ T
Sol 31. Wurtzel, executive pro-

Walter Wanger has signed the
Weir Brothers, European comedy
acrobatic team, for "Vogues of
1938."

Jaime Salvadore, who, for seven
years before the revolt in his na-
tive land was one of Spain's fore-
most screen directors, will make his
debut as an actor in Paramount's
"I Met Him in Paris."

Nebraska's Anti-Ascap

Bill Will Get Airing

Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska's pro-
posed anti-Ascap bill gets an air-

ing late this week for the first time
since the 2 to 1 decision against its

constitutionality delivered by the
legal counsel was made two weeks
ago. At that time Senator Frank
Brady, its author, will offer to

amend, or soften.

It, with the $1,000 annual license

fee bill for d-istribs, is the last of

the show biz interest in the session.

The license fee measure is pigeon-
holed in the "Z" section, and isn't

expected to ever get on the floor

again.

Expect Neb. Bank Night

Test Case Trial in Week

New Minimum Wage Bill

in New York Assembly

A second bill seeking to estab-

lish minimum wages and hours for

women and minors has been intro-

duced in the Assembly of the New
York Legislature.

Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska's Bank
Night test case probably will come
up for trial in Beatrice next week,
the Attorney General's office here
was advised yesterday. Action, in-

stituted by the state, is against the
Beatrice Theater Corp.-Fox Wesco
pair of houses managed by Lewis
B. Sponsler and alleges that Bank
Night is a lottery.

New Game In New Orleans
New Orleans—Newest in games to

make its debut here is a local crea-

tion titled Upsandowns Derby, the
invention of a New Orleans exhibi-

tor and an anonymous sound equip-
ment machinist whose avocation is

tinkering with machinery. Intro-

duced at the Coliseum, whose owners
have a financial interest in it, de-

vice resembles in idea the old car-

nival horse race plus the coin ma-
chine horses sweepstake.

Paramount Adds to Its Whodunit Thriller Cycle

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount is going in strong for murder mysteries. To augment the

planned "Bulldog Drummond" and Philo Vance series, studio announced production
plans yesterday for "The Thirteenth Bed in the Ballroom" by Esther Haver Fonesca
and "Murder Goes to Jail." Former is a whodunit yarn with a Park Ave. girls'

school background, latter a sequel to "Murder Goes to College." William LeBaron
will personally supervise "Ballroom."

Hold Hearings on Detroit

Fox Theater Reorg. Plan

Detroit—A wall right through the
6,000-seat Fox Theater has been
threatened by realty owners if some
favorable reorganization plan is not
reached for the building and theater.

Hearings are under way before U.
S. District Judge Ernest A. O'Brien.
Plan approved by the Referee in

Bankruptcy, George A. Marston, and
the subject of present hearing, pro-
vides a 15-year lease of the theater
to Spyros Skouras' National Theaters
Corp., while the realty owners would
lease the office building proper, for
$1.00 annually, releasing it at one-
third net annual rental, up to $16,-

666, to the reorganized Colwood
Company, which owns the building.
Liabilities of the company, in volun-
tary bankruptcy, are listed at $10,-

666,361.

Studio Post for Frankl
Abe Frankl has left New York for

Hollywood to become a musical ad-
visor at the Paramount studio. He
has been connected with Famous
Music Co., Paramount subsidiary.

Llanuza Hearing Referred
Hearing on the motion of Pedro

Llanuza in his suit against Colum-
bia, United Artists and others was
referred yesterday to Supreme Court
Justice Lloyd Church by Justice
Frankenthaler.



PARAMOUNT EXPOSES 150,

RACKET IN RED HOT MELOD



0,000 A YEAR SLOT MACHINE

. . . "KING OF GAMBLERS"

Slot Machines! You've played 'em! Your audiences have

played 'em! Millions are playing 'em right at this

minute! One of America's major industries and one of

gangland's biggest sucker rackets. For a "take" of more

than $150,000,000 a year the overlords who run this racket

will do anything, even murder!

Paramount takes your audiences right into the heart

of the slot machine racket in 'KING OF GAMBLERS."

Not a preachment, but a sizzling piece of screen entertain-

ment ripped raw from the secret annals of organized crime.

If your audiences thrill to melodrama ••• and

what audience does not? . . .give 'em this,

one! They'll thank you for it. . . and

you'll thank Paramount!

KING
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Allow me to compliment you on its

fine appearance and to say that I

think it is of great help to the indus-

try.

»l ii imiLH. nlffl w

fin
After glancing over the copy of The
Film Daily Year Book, which took me
most of the morning, I gather that

this is a pretty important industry.

You certainly have done a swell job

of compiling and I am very glad to

have a copy.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN
Chairman of the Board

Universal Corporation

YOO HOO
AGAIN! LOOK AT

THE 1937 FILM YEAR
BOOK OF MOTION PIC-

TURES PUBLISHED BY
THE FILM DAILY AND NOW
BEING DISTRIBUTED TO
ALL SUBSCRIBERS

•—BIGGEST IN

YEARS.

R. H. COCHRANE, PRESIDENT
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

Please be assured that I find this

one of the most important items I

have before me at all times in

handling the distribution of our Com-

pany's business.

JAMES R. GRAINGER
General Manager of Distribution

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

IT'S THE

YOU CAN'T STOP THAT F
WITH NO APOLOGIES TO U N I VERSAL- WE'LL STEAL A GOOD AD ANYTIME!
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Your new year book is a lulu—ifs

even better than usual, and that's

saying something!

PHIL COCHRANE
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

I have been waiting for several

months for this new book. Whether

you know it or not, it is the press

agent's Bible and I couldn't do with-

out it.

The new volume is by far the most

impressive and serviceable in the in-

dustry.

PAUL GULICK
Director of Publicity

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

LM DAILY CROWD!
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aters, is installing games in seven

more local spots—the Strand, Lind-

ley, Colney Keyston, Liberty (Co-

lumbia Avenue), Crosskey's, Wis-
hart.
Each theater is in dihect compe-

tition with independent houses now
using games.
While no Stanley-Warner exec,

would comment, it was learned that

the circuit was through sitting on

the sidelines watching the Indies

reap a harvest with games and that

it would adopt games where compe-
titive Indie theaters are using them.

The reaction when Indies learned

of the Stanley-Warner move was im-

mediate. Pressure had been brought

to bear on games dealers not to

service Stanley-Warner but this

availed them nothing. As a result

one important Indie circuit has can-

celled its deal for its houses with a

games company serving Stanley-

Warner, it was stated. One local

chance games dealer, however, has

refused to serve Stanley-Warner.

When the Kent opened with games
here Monday, the S-W house did a

swell business. It played "On the

Avenue", with Indies, admitting

their grosses are certain to be af-

fected when they play that picture

later.

What? No Passes!

Minneapolis—Film exchange man-
agers here are now compelled to pay
when they wish to visit Minnesota
Amusement Co's theaters. They for-

merly were given season passes.

West Coait Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joan Davis, has re-

turned to 20th Century-Fox lot after

an absence due to an accidental fall.

She suffered a sprained back.

Lincoln, Neb. — Mrs. Bob (Bar-
bara) Livingston, who has been in

Tucson, Ariz, for several months re-

covering from a severe attack of

sinus, is due back this week.

Omaha—Warner's new salesman
in the North Platte territory is Leon
Dizon, promoted from the Chicago
office.

Omaha—Don Nelsen, transferred
here from Des Moines last Septem-
ber as Republic-Midwest's booker,
has resigned and will return to Des
Moines with Monogram. Replacing
him here is Lester Riley, trans-
ferred from the Des Moines Repub-
lic office.

Merrill, Wis. — John Erickson,
formerly manager of a Waupaca
theater, has been named manager
of the Badger theater here, succeed-
ing Charles Wilcox, who is trans-

ferring to St. Paul, Minn, to man-
age a house there for the North-
land Amusement Co.

Stephen Czufin has been trans-
ferred from the group selling staff

to the Jam Handy Pictures Service,

Inc., Detroit, to the eastern contact
staff, with headquarters here.

Dallas—A. D. Deason, assistant

manager of the Majestic, Dallas,

has been transferred to Wichita
Falls as manager of Interstate's

Majestic's Theater. Cecil Barham,

"Local Option" on Sunday

Vaude Favored for Conn.

Hartford — The Judiciary Com-
mittee will report favorably Sun-
day vaudeville bills, leaving voting

to legalize such theatricals to local

authorities. Announcement was
made following a second hearing on
these bills in Committee Thursday.

Omaha — Elmer Huhnke, RKO
salesman, and Danny McCarthy,
United Artists salesman, are in

Omaha hospital with injuries suf-

fered in separate auto accidents.

Huhnke, whose exact injuries have
not been determined yet, was hurt
when his car slipped from the pave-
ment near O'Neill, Neb., rolled over
four times and was almost de-

molished. McCarthy received a
j

broken thumb, serious bruises and
lacerations and a slight concussion
in a collision with an oil truck near
Red Cloud, Neb.

Alberini, Inventor, Buried

Rome (By Cable)—Funeral ser-

vices were held here Tuesday for

Filoteo Alberini, 70, pioneer inven-
tor of motion picture apparatus,
who died on Monday following an
operation. In 1895 he completed the

kinetograph, an early type of movie
camera. A Frenchman, Louis Jean
Lumiere, a few months before had
won credit as the inventor of mo-
tion pictures. Alberini developed a

miniature film now generally used

in amateur motion picture cameras,
and also a system of reducing the
length of film in such machines by
making two exposures side by side.

Recently he had been working on a

system to project three dimensional
films without the necessity of a spec-

tator using glasses. His various
devices were widely used in the

United States.

Omaha—Mrs. Irving Gossick, wife
of one of the partners in the Muse
Theater here, is under treatment in

Immanuel Deaconess Hospital.

Leichter on Trip

Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-

tures left last night for Detroit, with
visits to Cleveland, Cincinnati, At-
lanta, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwau-
kee, Omaha, Kansas City, Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Denver, Seattle, Port-

land and Frisco to follow.

house manager of the Dal- Sec,
neighborhood, has been transferred
to Amarillo as manager of Inter-
state's theater there.

Detroit— William Sturgess, Uni-
versal state salesman, has resigned,
being succeeded by Bert Tighe, who
latelv covered the territory for
RKO.

Denver—DeForest Swanson, who
resigned as manager of the Rex the-
ater in Brighton, has been succeeded
by Berlin Tanner, who was promot-
ed from the assistantship by Dave
Davis, Atlas theaters' general man-
ager.

Springfield, 111. — Dominic Gia-
chetto, secretary of the Frisina
Amusement Co., operating theaters
throughout Illinois, Iowa and Mis-
souri and recently in charge of the
Frisina theater at Litchfield, 111. has
taken over the management of the
Roxy theater here.

New Philadelphia, 0.—Harold E.
Snyder has been named assistant
manager of the Union Theater here,

the Bexley at nearby Dover and the
Ohio at Dennison, all Shea houses
directed by Lester Hutcheon.

De Luxe Film Lab. Signs

Year's Pact With IATSE

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily was informed yesterday by
Allan Freidman, DeLuxe head. Rich-
ard Walsh, LA. vice president, nego-
tiated the agreement for the union.
Agreement provides for a five day,

40-hour week, time and a half for

overtime and provides that no per-

sons shall receive less than $22
weekly. Minimum wage scales are
set for all classes of employes.

J. Hal Steffen Dies

Funeral services for J. Hal Stef-
fen, 50, veteran newspaper photog-
rapher who died of lobar pneu-
monia on Tuesday morning at Post
Granduate Hospital after a week's
illness, will be held at the Funeral
Church, Broadway and Sixty-sixth
St., at 2 p.m. tomorrow. Steffen,
associated during his long career
with the New York Herald Tribune,
The New York Times and as news
editor for the Keystone Syndicate,
did considerable research in the
science of developing pictures. He
was widely known along New York's
film row as among the first news
photographers to use a carbon lamp
for enlargement and for contact

prints.

Mrs. Ross Again Elected

Indianapolis—Mrs. David Ross was
re-elected president of the Indianapo-
lis Chapter of the Indiana Indorsers
of Photoplays. She has served 20
years.

"Racketeers in Exile"
with George Bancroft, Evelyn Venable,

Wynne Gibson

Columbia 67 mins.

FAR-FETCHED RACKETEER YARN
MADE PLAUSIBLE AND IMPRESSIVE BY
GRAND WORK OF BANCROFT.

Here is a highly colored story that re-

quires the audience to take it with a large

gulp of credulity. But George Bancroft

dominates the action so impressively and

does such a fine job that he holds your in-

terest and keeps you tense right to the

finish. This production is a remarkable

tribute to one player's acting over a script

that in many places is impossible with its

far-fetched situations. Bancroft as a big

racketeer decides to fade out of the lime-

light with his gang when the Federal men
get too annoying. So he goes to the scene

of his childhood in a small community where

he spent his youth as a minister's son.

There he meets an old sweetheart, while

his moll gets sore at his interest in the

other. First thing you know Bancroft is

drawn into church activities, and realizes

there is a lot of dough in collections. He
opens up a tabernacle, becomes a sensation

with his preaching and "exposes" of crime

and rackets, and then goes in for broad-

casting and shaking down the racketeers

under guise of his pious reform movement.

Then the sweet trust of his childhood

sweetheart who is now his organist, makes

him go straight and really start to expose

the racketeers. The finale works up to

fine suspense, with the mob shooting him

down in the pulpit of the tabernacle as

he starts a big expose of the head racketeer.

Of course he recovers from his wounds, and

there is the suggestion of the happy end-

ing with the organist, as the mob takes

their departure.

Cast: George Bancroft, Evelyn Venable,

Wynne Gibson, Marc Lawrence, John Gil-

laudet, George McKay, Garry Owen, Jack

Clifford, William Burress. Helen Lowell,

Richard Carle, Jonathan Hale.

Director, Erie C. Kelton; Author, Harry

Sauber; Screenplay, Harry Sauber, Robert

Shannon; Editor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman,

Lucien Ballard.

Direction, Good Photography, Excellent

SHORTS
"Birthday Party"

(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal 7 mins.

Funny Animal Stuff
It is Oswald's birthday, so he

throws a party for the two duck-
lings and Elmer, the pooch. As
the presents are being passed out
to the little ducks, the commotion
starts and Elmer tries to be helpful
and chases the youngsters all the
way home. Oswald realizes that
he did it all for the best, and instead
of Elmer getting the licking he ex-
pected, his master rewards him v|

a nice bone.

Gorien In Auto Mishap
Cincinnati—W. Gorien, U. A. rep-

resentative, escaped death when his

car overturned after skidding on a
wet road. The car was badly dam-
aged.

iu
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NEBRASKA BIZ AHEAD

DESPITE POOR CROPS
NEWS of the DAY

Lincoln, Neb. — Continued bad
crops have crippled the territory

here, but business has shown a small
upturn through the last two quar-
ters as compared to the same period
a year ago, according to City Man-
ager Jerry Zigmond, of the Lincoln
Theaters Corp. which operates five

houses. City Manager Milton Over-
man, of the Westland Theaters,
finds business about the same. Bob
Livingston and George 0. Monroe,
indie operators, were widely divided

on business opinion, although the
difference is said to lay in product.
Monroe reported business off while
Livingston's is up about 35% over
a like period a year ago.

Milton Overman tried a boxoffice

price rise, but was given no big
cooperation and had to settle back
to old scales. Livingston raised a
nickel all around and dropped duals
for singles and is still holding that
policy. There are no giveaways
operating in this county and exhibi-

tors are getting along very well
without them. Dual features are
working out as usual, not necessary
with a good film and a little help
in the case of weak ones. It is be-

lieved duals are slightly on the
down grade and a great deal of

audience sympathy is with good
single features.

In Grand Island, Neb., mid-state
key, is the sole theater being built,

the New Grand. There are a num-
ber of house openings and sales of

houses in smaller towns A good
crop this season will write a strong
advance on theater admissions, and
the prospect is good so far since

rainfali is above average.

Lincoln, Neb. — House transfers
this week on record here included:
Pender, Pender, Neb. from A. E.
Thacker to his brother, Paul Thack-
er Gibbon. Gibbon, Neb. to J. 0.
Garners from H. L. Beuck; and Oak,
Wood River-, Neb. to M. D. Lyhane
from Lillian Lyhane.

Georgeje Givot to Marry
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Givot, dialect

comedian, and Maryon Curtis, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Curtis
of Los Angeles, will be married on
April 25. The couple met when at-

tending the same school in Chicago.
Givot, now working at M-G-M's stu-

dio in the cast of "The Polish Coun-
tess," entered films and radio via

the stage, following his graduation.

Kansas City, Mo.—G. W. Bastian
has bought the Atwood Theater at
Atwood, Kans., from Wayne Egg-
leston.

Cairo, Neb.—Leon Braun has sold

the Cairo Theater back to John
Cady after having bevn in posses-
sion a little more than a year.

Cincinnati—Louis Wiethe, owner
of two Latonia, Ky., theaters, will

build a new de luxe house in Bond
Hill.

Dayton—Local capital is financ-

ing a new theater at Oakwood, near
here.

Detroit — Fred DeLodder Circuit

has taken over the Plaza Theater,

east side house, from the circuit

Operetta By Television

Berlin (By Cable)—The first op-
eretta to be presented by television

in Germany was seen here last week-
end. It was "Erika in the Swallow's
Nest" and received critics' praise for

both its optical and acoustical value.

Now It's Marshal Wilkes

f,

Syracuse, N. Y. — Charles Wilkes,
retofore chief inspector of public as-

nblies and as such liaison officer be-
tween the Rialto and City Hall, has a

new title. Common Council has creat-

ed the office of Fire Marshal for him.
Wilkes has an extensive film acquaint-
ance, both in New York and Holly-
wood.

Georgia Republic Corp.

Files Injunction Suit

Suit for an injunction to compel

Republic Pictures Corp. to permit

Republic Pictures Corp. of the

Southeast, a Georgia Corporation, to

distribute its product and charging

breach of contract, was filed yester-

day in Federal Court by the latter

company.
Republic Pictures of the South-

east claims that Republic breached

its contract in order to obtain a bet-

ter deal. The Georgia company,
headed by A. C. Bromberg, received

a letter on Mar. 11 last, in which
Republic set forth six complaints, it

is alleged. The letter stated, it is

claimed, that Bromberg had not
been acting in good faith, inferred
that he had been distributing pic-

tures other than those of Republic,
tha the had not been employing the
proper number of salesmen and that
he had failed to get the most out
of the job.

Bromberg sets forth that he has
opened exchanges in six cities, has
2,735 contracts valued at $712,811
and that he has expended $351,348
and received only $219,620. If per-
mitted to distribute Republic prod-
uct until 1939 the loss will be turned
into a $225,000 profit, the complaint
avers.

Appeal Kelban Conviction

Appeal has been taken from the
conviction yesterday in Brooklyn
Special Sessions Court of Joseph
Kelban, business agent for Local
306, on charge of endangering the
safety of persons in a public place.

headed by Thomas D. Moule. De-
Lodder also operates the East End
Theater, practically across the
street.

Cleveland—Max Lefkowich, head
of Community Circuit Theaters
which operates 11 local suburban
houses and has an interest in five

more, has taken over from Max
Marmorstein the Circle, 1800-seat
house. Dave Marmorstein continues
as house manager.

Cleveland—The Cleveland Variety
Club wiil hold its third annual King-
for-a-Day Baseball luncheon on
April 19 when the entire Cleveland
team will be guests of honor. Kings,
for the occasion will be Ed Bang,
Fred Meier, Meyer Fine and John
D. Kalafat.

Chicago — Marchesi Bros, opened
the New Town Theater at Prophets-
town. The Marchesi circuit now em-
braces four Illinois towns, with
others to be added as suitable loca-

tions are found.

Condor Hearing Advanced

at Own Request—Schachtel

A statement issued yesterday by
Irving I. Schachtel, general counsel

of Condor Pictures, Inc. said that

the hearing on the registration

statement of the company which
was called to be held on April 19.

was held Tuesday at the request of

the company. Schachtel stated that

Condor requested an immediate
hearing because it believed that it

could unqualifiedly show that there
was no omission of any material
facts from its registration state-

ment and also avoid the effects of

any misconceived publicity attend-

ant on the delay.

Process Shot Use Seen As

Cost Salvation of Indies

Salvation of independent produc-
ers, from the standpoint of control-

ling costs and at the same time giv-

ing their pictures production values,

is the use of process shots, declared
Fanchon Royer, only woman pro-
ducer in this field, yesterday in a
New York interview. Miss Royer,
who has made more than 20 fea-
tures, believes that such product
must depend upon thrills and action.

The producer has arrived in New
York with her latest production,
"Mile a Minute Love," made for the
Nat Saland company. This is the
fourth in a series of six pictures.

Its cast includes William Bakewell,
Arlette Duncan and Duncan Renaldo.

"Conti" Quits Saturday
"Young Madame Conti," starring

Constance Cummings, closes on
Broadway Saturday night after a
short run.

TRANS-LUX THEATER

CIRCUIT IS PLANNED

{Continued from Page 1)

out the United States," according to
the annual report of the Trans-Lux
Daylight Picture Screen Corp.
The syndicate is jointly interested

in the new Trans-Lux Theater in
Washington, D. C, and since the
first of the year has agreed upon
leases for theater sites at Madison
Ave. and 85th St., to seat 585 per-
sons, and at 66 Fifth Avenue seat-
ing 580 persons. Both these the-
aters should be open in the fall, the
report states. Negotiations are
pending for other sites, it is de-
clared.

Major Leslie E. Thompson, presi-
dent of Trans-Lux Movies Corp., is

credited with formation of the syn-
dicate.

Trans-Lux Movies Corp. showed a
net profit before taxes of $53,182 for
1936 as against a loss of $53,592 for
1935.

Tran-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp., the parent company, reported
a net profit of $287,028 for 1936
equal to just over 40 cents a share.
This is almost double the net profit

of $164,291 in 1936 when just over
20 cents a share was earned. Cur-
rent assets of the company on Dec.
31, 1936, were $49,510 and current
liabilities $69,261.

The two Trans-Lux Theaters in

New York and the one in Philadel-
phia had a "very satisfactory" year
in 1936, the gross receipts being
$539,760 as against $449,915 in the
previous year. First three months
of the current year show a steadily
increasing return. Reports states

that the movie company has never
been on a sounder footing and with
better prospects.

Griffiths Take 50 P. C.

Interest in Long Circuit

Oklahoma City—The R. E. Griffith

circuit announces the purchase of a
50 p. c. interest in the 22 theaters
of the J. G. Long circuit in south
Texas.

The interest is acquired jointly by
the Westex Theaters. Inc., and the
Consolidated Theaters, Inc., which
are controlled by L. C. Griffith and
R. E. Griffith, respectively.

Acquisition of these houses gives

the combined Griffith companies a

total of 175 theaters, located in

Oklahoma, Texas and New Mexico.

This Makes It Official

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Although Alice Faye is billed as a

star in "Wake Up and Live," in which
she appears with Walter Winchell and
Ben Bernie as co-stars, the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox actress only yesterday took
the step which will convince Hollywood
she has arrived at stellar eminence:
She has let a contract for the installa-

tion of a swimming pool at her home.
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Trend Towards Shorter Term Product Deals is Seen

N. J. THEATER DIVORCEMENT BILL FIRSTJN EAST

New RKO Theater Expansion Moves Made in New York

Deals With Randforce and
Walter Reade Involved

in Plans

RKO has acquired the Parkway
Theater, Mt. Vernon, purchased two
lots in the East Bronx on which two
theaters will shortly be erected, ar-
ranged to take over two Randforce
Theaters in Brooklyn on Labor Day
and has pooling deals in work for
houses in Manhattan and Jamaica
to take effect on Labor Day, The
Film Daily was yesterday advised.

The lots purchased are at Aller-

ton and White Plains Ave. and
Soundview and Westchester Aves.
Theaters seating 1,800 will be erect-

{Continued on Page 11)

FIRST U. A. REGIONAL

MEET HERE JUNE 14

Three regional sales meetings,
with the first to open in New York
on June 14, were announced yester-
day by George J. Schaefer, vice-
president and general manager.
Home office executives, district,

branch and office managers will also
attend sessions to be held later in
Chicago and San Francisco, with

(.Continued on Page 7)

Nominate Ralph Rolan

for AMPA's Presidency

Ralnh Rolan was nominated for
the presidency of AMPA at yester-
day's meeting at the Hotel Edison.
Other nominations were:
Paul Lazarus, Jr., vice-president;

Paul Benjamin and Lester Thomp-
i, treasurer and secretary respec-

(Continued on Page 8)
r»-

49 "Maytime" Holdovers

Include Three of 4 Weeks

M-G-M has checked 49 holdovers
on "Maytime" to date, according to
that company yesterday. Three

(Continued on Page 8)

Delaware Senate Bids for Eastern Production

As an inducement to motion picture production companies, to locate their studios

in Delaware, the Senate yesterday passed by unanimous vote Rep. William R. Ringler's

bill to exempt all lands, buildings, equipment and other property of such companies
from all taxation for a period of 15 years. The proposed law would effect only those
companies coming into this state after July 1, this year.

Film Biz Going to Town With Drum

And Trumpet in New Orleans Sector

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM (DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans—Film business out-
look in the Gulf States area served
from here during 1937 appears to be
going to town with trumpet and
drum.

Construction, which lagged as the
New Year entered, is spurting; re-

modeling is heavy; product looks
better and the box-office front is

holding its own. While the first

quarter of 1937 shows no appreci-
able average increase in admissions

over the last quarter of 1936, these
two quarters in a territory embrac-
ing Louisiana, Mississippi, parts of
Alabama and Florida, really form
the winter season and past records
show that the last quarters of old
years and the new quarters of new
years seldom vary much in business
done.
As 1936 closed, biz, which had

been getting better all the time,
ranged from 10 to 30 per cent high-
er in various sections of the terri-

(Continued on Page 11)

Film Tax Bill Given New Life by N. Y. Assembly

Albany — By unanimous consent
of the Assembly, Bernard J. Moran,
Brooklyn Democrat, has reintro-

duced his bill to impose a tax of
one mill per foot on film and it is

now before the Rules Committee.
His first bill was killed by the Com-

mittee on Taxation and Retrench-
ment to which it was referred. The
action of the Assembly in giving
unanimous consent for reintroduc-
tion of the measure makes this bill

alive and subject to passage at any
time the Rules Committee reports it.

Film Deals on Shorter Term Basis

Supplanting Extended Year Setups

Expect Nat Levine Will

Join Zanft in Producing

Although Nat Levine, former Re-
public production head, has not defi-

nitely settled upon his future plans,

it is likely that he will produce on
his own. John Zanft, coast agent,
will probably be associated with

(Continued on Page 4)

Present-day trend in film deals is

to make franchise arrangements
covering between two and five years,
as compared with long-term setups
which formerly prevailed, checkup
of the buying situation yesterday
disclosed. In view of continued un-
stable conditions in the industry, as
contrasted with years when grosses
were fairly even, neither circuits nor

(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Stronghold Selected for

Initial Attack on
Circuits

Latest legislature to receive a
theater divorcement bill is New Jer-
sey, where a measure has been in-
troduced in the Assembly. Similar
bills, requiring producers to drop
their exhibition interests, are pend-
ing in a number of states elsewhere
in the country and North Dakota
has a new statute to this effect.

New Jersey is an Allied strong-
hold inasmuch as Allied Theaters of
New Jeersey is rated as one of its

most active units. Warner Bros.
has the largest number of houses in
the state, other producers operat-
ing theaters there being Paramount,
Loew's and RKO. This is the initial

divorcement bill to be introduced in
the east.

BALABAN IS ELECTED

TO FPG DIRECTORATE

Barney Balaban, Paramount pres-
ident, was elected a member of the
board of directors of Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp. at its annual
meeting, when all other officers were
re-elected, it was learned yesterday
in New York. Officials of the com-
pany are: president, N. L. Nathan-

(Continued on Page 4)

Olympia Theaters Offer

Meets With No Objection

Boston—No objection was entered
in State Superior Court yesterday
at the hearing on the petition of the
New England Theaters Corp., Martin
J. Mullin and Samuel Pinanski com-

(Continued on Page 4)

New Para. Recording Pact

Draft Submitted by Erpi

Erpi has submitted the final draft,
of a new recording contract with
Paramount extending to 1944 and

(Continued on Page 11)
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 243/8 243/8 24% — 3/8

Columbia Picts. vtc. 34]/2 34 34 '/2 — Vi
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 4Vi 4/8 4'/8 — Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15V4 15'/s 15V4 + 'A
East. Kodak 162 161 162 + 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 28% 28% 285/8 — 5/8
Loew's, Inc 82'/2 81 J/2 82V4 + i/2
do pfd
Paramount 253/8 25 25 — %
Paramount 1st pfd..l76y4 175 175'/2 — 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 23 223/8 223/8 — 3/8

Pathe Film 83/8 8'/4 8i/4
RKO 9l/

2
9i/4 93/8 + l/4

20th Century-Fox . . 39% 39% 39y4 — l/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49V4 49y4 49y4 — 3/8

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15V4 14% 12%— V4
do pfd 62% 62% 62% + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 9734 973/4 973,4— l/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100'/4 100% 100y4 + V8

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 973/4 97i/4 97% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... 2% 23,4 23,4— %
Technicolor 223/8 21% 22 + V*

Trans-Lux 4% 434 43,4 ....

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Films pfd 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox Th. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15

Loew's Th. Bldg. Co. 1st '47 97'/2 98'/2
Met. Playhouses Inc. 1st pfd. '47.. 75 77

Roxy Th. Corp. 1st '40 57 58%

Cunningham Quits as Prexy

E. T. Cunningham, president of

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., yes-

terday resigned his office but has

been retained by the company as

counsel on production, sales and
trade relations and will remain a
member of the board of directors.

G. K. Throckmorton, evecutive vice

president of the company, -will as-

sume the duties formerly exercised

by Cunningham.

Friday, April! 6, 1937

Coming and Going
SULLIVAN JONES, assistant industry coordin-

ator, was in New York yesterday from Wash-
ington.

ALFRED WEISS, president of the Consolidated

Theater Supply Co., sails on the SS. Vulcania

today, MRS. WEISS accompanying him.

MARTIN J. LEWIS, general manager of Me-
tropolis Pictures Corp., leaves shortly on an
extended tour of the keys to set "The Golem"
roadshow dates.

LOU SMITH has returned to New York from

Hollywood.

GUS SCHAEFER arrives in New York this

morning on the Manhattan from abroad.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH was in Boston yester-

day from New York.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returned to New York

yesterday from Toronto.

GEORGE MEAD, general sales manager for

the General Register Corp., sailed yesterday on

the Berengaria for a three weeks' trip to Eng-

land.

JIMMY CAMPBELL, in charge of music for

GB, who arrived in New York several days

ago, will leave for Hollywood next week.

KEN O'BRIEN leaves for the Coast tomor-

row.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT returns to New York

next week from Hollywood.

HARRY THOMAS has gone to Boston from
New York.

BOBBY HENSHAW and GERALD1NE CUSH-
MAN, vaudeville and stage players, arrive to-
day from Europe on the Manhattan to fulfill

a New York engagement.

OSCAR HOMOLKA, British actor, arrives from
England shortly and will report May 10 in

Hollywood to appear in Paramount's "Ebbtide."

ERIC STANLEY, English character player, ac-
companied by MRS. STANLEY, left New York
yesterday for the coast where he will make
his first picture in America for Warner Bros.-

First National.

FANCHON ROYER left New York yesterday
returning to Hollywood.

Song Film Mention Ban

Goes Into Effect on Air

Radio networks and indie stations

yesterday advised their production

and announcing staffs to strictly ad-

here to the ruling of Local 802,

musicians' union, against mention

of the motion picture from which

any songs used on sustianing pro-

grams are taken. Local 802 ruling

requires that musicians be paid reg-

ular commercial rates if mention of

a film is made when a song number
is played.

Consol. Theater Supply

to Open Agencies Abroad

Consolidated Theater Supply Co.

will establish agencies in nine for-

eign countries, it was announced
today simultaneously with the sail-

ing of President Alfred Weiss on
the SS. Vulcania for Europe and
Africa. Weiss, who is accompanied
by his wife, will be abroad several

months.

Arthur Mayer Interested

in Trans-Lux Syndicate
Arthur Mayer is one of the prin-

cipals of the syndicate which, act-
ing in conjunction with Trans-Lux
Movies Corp., plans a nationwide
circuit of newsreel houses, The
Film Daily was yesterday advised.

Construction of the syndicate's
new theater at Madison Avenue and
85th St. is slated within the next
60 days. Thomas W. Lamb is pre-

paring the plans.

Central Exit Control

System Asked in Bill

Arliss Back to Hollywood
London (By Cable)—George Ar-

liss may return to Hollywood upon
the completion of his present GB
contract. Last pix under it, "Dr.
Syn," will be made at the Gainsbor-
ough Studios.

Vocafilm Suit Up June 15

Trial of the "Vocafilm Corpora-
tion's $65,000,000 anti-trust suit

against American Tel. & Tel. Co.,

Western Electric and Erpi was ad-

journed yesterday in Federal Court
until June 15.

Schiller Rites Today
Funeral services for George A.

Schiller, 80, famed comic opera ac-

tor of the Lew Fields-Edna May pe-

riod, will be held at St. Malachy's
Church today.

Albany — Under provisions of a
bill introduced in the Senate by
Duncan I. O'Brien, Democrat, of

New York City, and referred to the
Labor Committee, all places of pub-
lic assembly hereafter erected shall

be equipped with central control

system of all exits so they can be
opened simultaneously by a single

operation. All present places would
be required to be so equipped with-

in six months after July 1st of this

year.

Nebraska Bank Night Test

Case Trial Set April 24

Beatrice, Neb.—The Bank Night
test against the Beatrice Theater
Corp., filed by Attorney General
Hunter, goes to trial April 24.

Imperial Closes Wash. Deal

Imperial Pictures has closed a deal

for its Washington franchise and
will make known the purchaser in a

few days, President William M. Pi-

zor said yesterday.

Sherman Hill Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sherman Hill, 82,

once famed tenor of the New York
Met, is dead her from flu and
arthritis.

ANTI-GIVEAWAY MG#
SUPPORTED IN K. G.

Kansas City— I. T. O. A. open

meeting on giveaways will be held

Monday at the 20th Century-Fox

screening room. E. S. Young, head-

ing the committee composed of

E. E. Webber, Charles Potter and
Dusty Rhodes, stated that the sur-

vey shows all independent exhibi-

tors except one who may reconsider,

are in favor of abolishing all give-

aways. Fox Midwest has not yet

been approached, but it is generally
agreed it will join if all independents
can reach an agreement.

Roxy Worth $6,120,000,

Two Witnesses Testify

Two witnesses were presented yes-
terday in Federal Court by Sam-
uel Kramer of Kramer & Klein-
feld, counsel for the Roxy Class A
stockholders' committee, in support
of his contention that there is an
equity for stockholders in the Roxy
property and that they should not
be excluded from consideration as

under the present plan.

The witnesses were Ira Goldstein,

of A. Robinson & Co., builders, who
testified that the land on which the

Roxy stood was worth $2,100,000,

and I. Fleischman, a builder, who
testified that the building had a
value of $7,100,000. Depreciation

had reduced the total value of land

and building to $6,120,000, which
still gave the stockholders an equity,

they held.

Carlos Israels, counsel for the

Pounds' bondholder committee, at-

tacked these figures, seeking to show
that the property was not worth the

estimated figure. Harold Seligson

and Daniel W. Blumenthal cross-

examined the witness also. Hearing
will be resumed today.

EVERY EXECUTIVE IN THE

INDUSTRY FINDS USE FOR
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PIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
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BETTE'S BEATING THE BEST! Weeks re

ports show Bette Davis' "Marked Woman"
even topping "Anthony Adverse," "G-Men"
and "Green Light" in Frisco, Kansas City,

Louisville and Indianapolis with New York

already announcing extended engagement!

"PRINCE AND PAUPER" PUBLICITY PUSH gains momentum- as unprecedented

30-day billboard build-up in 1400 cities, coast-to-coast broadcast by twin-stars

Billy and Bobby Mauch (shown with Errol Flynn in dramatic action preceed-

ing sensational Coronation scenes), and national magazine campaign start

rolling this week, in advance of record simultaneous openings on May 8th.°

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS ARRIVES
from India (right), whence Warner Bros,

brought her to advise technically on

forthcoming filming of "The White

Rajah," unique adventure epic au-

thored by and starring Errol Flynn.

Her title: The Ranee of Sarawak.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF. Paul Muni's Academy-Award perform-

,o Uance in "Louis Pasteur" also gets "Year's Best Actor" medal from

^Minneapolis Journal's critic Merle Potter, who made presentation during

recess in filming of "I Accuse!" at Warner studio.

"ONE SWEET PICTURE!" cries famed columnist Sidney Skolsky (right),

after coast showing of "Call It a Day," echoing words of columning

comrades Hellinger, Winchell who wrote, "it's a swell job — in-the-

bagola!" Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise head 8-star cast*
"A First National Picture fA Cosmopolitan Production Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors



BUILDING BOOM SEEN

IN CHICAGO SECTOR

Chicago—Theater construction ac-

tivities in the Chicago zone are
pointing toward the boom stage, a
Film Daily checkup yesterday in-

dicated.

Remodeling is keeping step with
new building, and distributors of

equipment and supplies without ex-

ception report that business was
"never better."

Balaban & Katz have three houses
under construction, one in Evanston,
a second at Maplewood and Devon
Aves. in conjunction with Sam
Meyers, and a third on the west side.

Essaness plans a new house on the

near north side and so does the

H. & E. Balaban circuit. Theater
Acceptance Syndicate, of which Ar-
chie Spencer is director, has several

houses projected with plans now on

the architects' tables. Sam Meyers,
who is building the new 1,000-seat

house in the North Edgewater dis-

trict in cooperation with B. & K.,

plans several houses in the north

shore suburbs, but is meeting with

resistance in the exclusive residence

districts.

The Levine J. and R. Distributing

Co. starts work this week on a

1,350-seat house for the Gregory
circuit at Logansport, Ind., and work
is being rushed on the 1,000-seat

Orpheum Theater at Ottawa, 111., for

the same organization. Plans for

the new Cooney Bros.' houses call

for a 1,000-seat theater at 72nd PI.

and Grand Ave., another of equal

capacity at 62nd and Western Ave.

and an 1,100-seat theater for 78th

and Ashland Ave.
Plans for the Roxy Theater at

Ottawa and a new theater for Home-
wood are now on the architect tables

in the Levine offices. The company
is also planning improvements for

the Conley Theater, Frankfort, Ind.,

and the Lyric Theater at Marion.

Air conditioning and a new front

will be installed in these houses for

the Gregory circuit. The J. & R.

Co. has just taken the agency for

DeVry sound equipment for Illinois,

Indiana and Iowa territory.

Many small operators in this ter-

ritory are starting to make long de-

ferred improvements in their houses

and equipment and this summer
especially should see a larger num-
ber of air conditioned movie houses.
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Eleanor Powell
collecting dancing
erly belonged to

^M-G-M.

has a new hobby

—

slippers which form-
famous dancing stars.
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T T T
• • • DOLLARIZE WITH Disney that will be the
slogan for you exhibs when you book this Walt Disney novelty
feature with it's sure-fire B.O. pull in a few words
United Artists will present what will be known as the Academy
Award Revue of Walt Disney Cartoons consisting of the
five color cartoons that have won the awards each year since
the Academy made their first award

T T T
• • • HERE IS a very unique feature subject run-
ning 50 minutes on the screen the five prize cartoons
have been deftly presented with a commentator introducing
each one . . . after opening the picture with a reproduction of
the Academy Award plaque and explaining how Walt Disney
has won it five years in succession the subjects are "Flow-
ers and Trees," "Three Little Pigs," "The Tortoise and the
Hare," "Three Little Kittens," and finally last year's prize-win-
ner, "The Country Cousin"

T
• • • THE RELEASE date is June 16 this novelty
cartoon feature will be backed with a nation-wide newspaper
campaign an exploitation campaign along the lines of a
Chaplin feature tie-ups with more than a hundred Disney
licensees who will plug the event with newspaper ads, window
displays and radio mentions a special pressbook
and a series of coast-to-coast broadcasts for several weeks prior
to the release date, with scenes from the Revue put on the air

and Walt Disney himself speaking to the nation in the final

broadcast it is a cinch that this Quintuplet Quintessence
of Quality from the Cartoon Master will Bowl Over your B. 0.
in a Disney Deluge of Dollars

T T
• • • THE REPORTS from the various members hand-
ling the preparations for the AMPA Dinner-Dance at the Hotel
New Yorker on May 1 indicate that the affair is going over in

the grand manner at the luncheon yesterday Gordon
White reviewed the details for the affair Vince Trotta
reported on the Award preparations and the importance of

lining up the exhibits in time Paul Lazarus indicated the
Program was getting good advertising support Hap Had-
ley spoke on the Exhibit at the Loew State building
Ralph Lund, Al Sherman and Herb Berg all reported on their

particular activities Paul Benjamin has sold 100 tickets

in one single block S-0 the Dinner-Dance is a SUC-
CESS and still two weeks to go have you got your
bid in its only $7.50 for a couple practically a Gift.

T T T
e • • LEADERS IN the amusement world met at a
luncheon at the Astor Wednesday on behalf of the United
Palestine Appeal and pledged $75,000 for the nationwide
drive Leo Spitz presided in attendance were such
leaders as Will Hays, Major Albert Warner, Commissioner Paul
Moss, Austin Keough, David Bernstein, Theresa Helburn, Mil-

ton Shubert, Louis Nizer, Irving Caesar, Leo Brecher, Jack
Cohn, Abe Schneider, Ben Boyar

T T
• • • THE ANNUAL spring frolic of the Columbian
Club will be held April 30 on the roof of the Hotel Astor . . .

• One of the highlights at the New York Toy Fair at the Hotel
McAlpin was Columbia's cartoon character Scrappy with
many licensees represented with exhibits

T T
• • • AS WE entered the office we saw Our Girl Fried-
egg spilling the dirt from the rubber plant over her dome
"Whazza big idea?" we exclammered "I'm rehearsing for

a new job," snorts Frieda "What job?" "Aw, Billy

Ferguson is threatening to hire me to ballyhoo 'The Good
Earth.' I'm supposed to represent The Spirit of the Soil."

"How come?" "Well," sneezed Frieda with that superior
air of hers, "Mister Ferguson sez I must be pretty soiled work-
ing with you all these years."

« « « » » »

NO PRICE INCREASE #
IS NEAR IN PHILLY

Philadelphia—No widespread in-

crease in admission prices appeal's
imminent in this territory, although
exhibitors, including the Stanley-
Warner circuit, are understood to
have given much consideration to
the move. The Stanley outfit re-
cently experimented in six spots but
are reported to have found the re-
sults not encouraging to a general
rise.

Expect Nat Levine Will

Join Zanft in Producing

(Continued from Page 1)

him. Levine has gone to Europe
for a vacation and returns to this

country in one month. Sol A. Ro-
senblatt and William Jaffe are his
attorneys.

Balaban Named to Board

of Famous Players Can.

(Continued from Page 1)

son; secretary-treasurer, Thomas J.

Bragg; comptroller, R. W. Bolstad;
assistant secretary, N. G. Barrow;
director of theater operations, J. J.
Fitzgibbons; directors, R. W. Bol-
stad, A. E. Dyment, Y. Frank Free-
man, Hon. F. B. McCurdy, Thomas
J. Bragg, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Major
A. P. Holt and Hon. W. D. Ross.
Annual report for the year ended

Jan. 2, last, showed a net profit of
$576,239.

Olympia Theaters Offer

Meets With No Objection

(Continued from Page 1)

bine to purchase assets of the Olym-
pia Theaters Corp. for $4,000,000
cash. Olympia controls 28 theaters
and two leaseholds and now is being
operated under the supervision of
Mullin and Pinanski. It is believed
the purchase will go through shortly.

Ullllti
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//YOU WOULDN'T
FOOL US
MR. STROMBERG?
(about your new M-G-M picture "NIGHT MUST FALL")

You didn't fool us on January 1, 1936 when
you telegraphed about "ROSE MARIE"

"Sneak previewed ROSE MARIE at Pomona last night at same house

NAUGHTY MARIETTA previewed stop Sensational reception and
manager questioning people coming out stated they unanimously enjoyed

it even better than NAUGHTY MARIETTA stop You can truthfully

proceed with one hundred per cent promises to theatres for big success."

You were too modest on March 9, 1936
when you wired about "GREAT ZIEGFELD"

"First sneak preview GREAT ZIEGFELD held at Oakland stop Most amaz-

ing event I have ever experienced stop Overflow crowd stood for more than

three hours with applause and cheering throughout picture stop Write this

down for the future GREAT ZIEGFELD will make box-office history."

Your telegram on November 11, 1936 gave us

the real low-down on "AFTER THE THIN MAN"
"Just screened AFTER THE THIN MAN in rough assemblage in projection

room and can tell you this far in advance that all promises to exhibitors

and public for outstanding entertainment can be safely and enthusiasti-

cally made now."

"MAYTIME" has more than lived up to your
advance information wired on March 4, 1937

"Previewed MAYTIME at Grauman's Chinese last night to terrific acclaim

assuring glorious box-office triumph stop Take my word for it and tell

I all exhibitors they can ballyhoo this to the limit."

AND NOW! STROMBERG TIP-OFF
ON NIGHTMUST FALL! Next Page!



TAKE HIS WORD FOR IT!

Use your lobby! Use your ads! Use your publicity^

Use your head! Another Big M-G-M opportunity!

FLASH FROM HOLLYWOOD
ON NIGHT MUST FALL

Thank you; Mr. S.

for another tip-off

in advance!

Bob Montgomery's

new role is terrific!

Call in your ad man
and get going!

Special lobby cut-

out at your M-G-M
exchange

By Hunt Stromberg

USneak previewed NIGHT MUST FALL last night

with audience reaction surpassing our highest hopes

and predictions stop Audience was like man on the

flying trapeze stop They were doing mental and

emotional acrobatics all through the picture with

gasps and screams vying with roars of laughter

throughout eleven thousand feet and the result be-

comes all the more remarkable in view of this footage

stop Seldom can dramatic stories hold up in such

length but when the audience sits spellbound through

the entire screening nature must take its course stop

Montgomery's new characterization was like blast of

dynamite with explosions in every other scene stop

They thought we were kidding at first and all you

could hear was buzzing and figuring stop Then

when they realized that we were giving the screen

possibly its most startling departure from common

place characterization and story they took all the

curves and dips with us hanging on for dear life

as though riding a scenic railway stop Sincerely

believe this picture great showmanship opportunity

and urge all theatres to start talking about it now -

t
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MEET HERE JUNE 14

(Continued from Page 1)

Schaefer and A. W. Smith, sales

manager, in charge.
The New York meeting, which

will run through June 15 and 16,

will be concerned with sales discus-
sions and development of ideas for
promotion of the new season prod-
uct. Home office officials leave
afterwards for Chicago, where a
session takes place June 17-19, in-

clusive, at the Drake and later go
to San Francisco to participate in

the conference scheduled there on
June 21-23, inclusive, at the
St. Francis.
Home office executives who will

attend in New York include:
Schaefer, Smith, Harry Gold, Jack
Schlaifer, Paul Lazarus, Monroe
Greenthal, Phil Dow, Ed Raftery,
Paul O'Brien, Nat Thompson, Harry
Buckley, Bob Hilton, George Har-
vey, Seymour Poe, Jack Wrege,
Steve McGrath, Charles Leonard,
Arthur Kelly and Samuel Cohen.
Also present will be District Man-
agers Charles Stern, Robert Moch-
rie, Tom Spry and Bert Stearn and
managers, district managers and
salesmen from the following United
Ai'tists' offices: Boston, Buffalo, New
Haven, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Dallas, At-
lanta, New Orleans and Charlotte.

The contingent from the home of-

fice attending the Chicago meeting
will include Schaefer, Smith, Jack
Schlaifer, Nat Thompson, Seymoui
Poe and Monroe Greenthal. Dis-

trict Managers Jack Goldhar, Has-
kell Masters will attend, also the

managers, district managers and
sales staffs of the following offices:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas City

St. Louis, Omaha, Minneapolis, De-

troit, Calgary Montreal, St. John,

Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
In addition to the home office con-

tingent, District Manager Ben Fish
and sales staffs, managers and dis-

trict managers from the branches at

Denver, Salt Lake City, Seattle, San
Francisco and Los Angeles will at-

tend the San Francisco gathering.

SICK REPORT

Syracuse, N. Y.—Robert Etchber-
ger, assistant manager of Loew's
State, has been called to Baltimore
by the serious illness of his father.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Patients at the Good

Samaritan Hospital include Mrs.
Pete Smith, who underwent a seri-

ous operation; John W. Considine,
Sr., and Heather Angel.

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
,6 i\ Los Angeles — Marget Ettinger

Aiderwent an optic operation yes-
terday at California Hospital.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Howard broke

his right ankle yesterday while
playing tennis at the Los Angeles
Tennis Club.

NEWS of the DAY
Chicago—State Street Council, of

which Walter Gregory is chairman,
has adopted a program calling for
the removal of canopies, signs and
other projections along the street.
Exhibs. plan a stiff fight.

Gibbon, Neb.— H. L. Beuch has
sold the Gibbon to J. 0. Games.

Wood River, Neb.— Lillian Ly-
hane has sold the Oak to M. D.
Lyhane.

Pender, Neb.—A. E. Thacker has
sold the Pender to his brother, Paul
Thacker.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Loew's Lyric,
closed since the termination of an
unsuccessful burlesque attempt by
lessees, will be reopened as a week-
end first run house on April 16.

Loew's also operate as first runs
in the city the Poli and Majestic
Theaters.

expected to continue operating his
white theaters.

i

Ottawa, Kan. — The Fox Plaza
Theater which is staging a weekly
Radio night and offering radio
talent in a stage presentation, buys
time on the air for the show and
re-sells it to local mrechants who
are co-sponsoring the show. The
first presentation went on the air
this week.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Belasco Theater

will re-open under direction of
Jewel Productions with Jack
Thoman as Manager. Policy calls
for unusual foreign and domestic
films.

Chicago—Fred Anderson circuit is

rebuilding the Fargo Theater at
Geneva recently damaged by fire and
will have the house ready for the
summer resort season.

Ashland, Wis. — The new Bay
Theater has been opened here by
the Bay Theater Co.

Milwaukee — William Heiman is

the new operator of the Peerless,
local neighborhood house.

Tokoka, Tex.—Earl E. Jones' new I

Rialto theater has opened.

Middlebury, Vt.—Newell Kurson
of the Graphic cricuit has openeu
the Middlebury Theatei.

Liberty, Me. — The Community
Theater will be opened about April
10.

St. Louis, Mo.—Charles Schleffler
is the new advertising sales man-
ager for Paramount here, filling the
vacancy caused when William
Sharpe was promoted to supervisor
for 19 eastern exchanges.

EE TREND TO SHORTER

TERM PRODUCT DEALS

(Continued from Page 1)

distributors are anxious to commit
themselves to terms which may
eventually work to their disadvant-
age, it was pointed out.
"Nowadays fluctuations in busi-

ness prohibit making of extended-
term deals," commented one sales
manager.
Buys now being negotiated by the

Loew circuit with both Paramount
and United Artists will be either
three or five years in duration, as
compared with 10-year deals which
are now running out. The new Na-
tional Theaters product deal with
Warner Bros, is being set up on a
two-year basis.

7 p. c. Ohio Admission Tax
Bill Tabled in Committee

A bill proposing a seven per cent
tax on admission tickets has been
tabled in committee in the Ohio
Legislature following a hearing held
on Wednesday, according to advices
reaching New York yesterday. Ex-
hibitor groups registered objections
to the measure at the hearing.

Portland, Me.—Sam Kimball, op-
erator of the Sokokis Theater, Lim-
erick, has opened the Odd Fellows
Hall at West Buxton and opens the
Springvale Theater at Springvale
this week.

Seattle—Martin Berg, who recent-
ly sold the Berg Lumber Co. of
Bremerton is building a theater in

West Bremerton. It will be leased
by Carl Schantz, now operating the
Grand Theater of West Bremerton.

Seattle—Retiring from the Sterl-

ing Circuit, L. 0. Lukan has sold
his interests to John Danz. At fare-
well banquet tendered Lukan, he
presented him with a gold watch.

Denver — Rick Ricketson and
Harry Huffman entertained the
managers of the Huffman and Fox
theaters of Denver at a dinner at

the Denver Athletic Club, celebrat-

ing the taking over of the Huffman
houses by Fox.

Baton Rouge, La.—Milton Staar
has leased Joe Barcelona's McKin-
iey Theater for Negroes here on a
five year lease reported to take ef-

fect June 1. This will give Staar
at least two houses in Louisiana

—

one in New Orleans, as well as two
new houses, one in Mobile, Ala., and
one in Pensacola, Fla. Barcelona is
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A "JUiiU'' from Hollywood "£<*s
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
AFTER a hurried plane trip to

New York, where she scoured

the story market in search of a ve-

hicle to be filmed as Producer Ar-
thur Hornblow's next Carole Lom-
bard starrer for Paramount, Vir-

ginia Van Upp, scenarist, flew back
to Hollywood and dusted off her
typewriter and instead determined
to write an original. It will again
afford Miss Lombard an opportunity
to use her newly discovered singing
abilities.

T T T
Our Passing Show: Clark Gable,

Robert Montgomery, Hal Roach,
Gilbert Roland, David Butler,
Charles Winninger, William Consel-
man, Edwin L. Marin, Claire Tre-
vor, Victor Heerman, Ralph Jester,
Frank Shields, Michael Bartlett,
David Burton, Demmy Lamson and
Wendy Barrie watching the Aus-
tralian Davis Cup team in exhibi-
tion matches at the Los Angeles
Club; John Howard and Karl Struss
playing tennis.

T T
Al Boasberg is writing comedy in-

terludes for "Make a Wish," which
Principal Productions will make
with Bobby Breen as the star. In
the fashioning of the screenplay,
Boasberg will work with Gertrude
Berg, author of the original story.

Wage-Hours Legislation

Waits on Court Measure

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 75 • • ©
HENRY HERZBRUN. Vice president and general manager of Paramount

Studio in Hollywood. Born in New York City Feb. 10, 1885. Graduated
from New York Law School and admitted to the

bar in 1907. Appointed special deputy state's

attorney by Charles Evans Hughes, then Gover-

nor. Early motion picture screen slide manu-
facturer was first client. In 1916 became ac-

tively interested in production, when, as at-

torney for Film Clearing House, he advised film-

ing of the story, "The Littlest Rebel" with Mary
Miles Minter. Took an active part in organiza-

tion by Adolph Zukor of the Famous Players

Co., and later became attorney and advisor for

B. P. Schulberg. Also affiliated with Famous
Attractions which Schulberg, B. P. Fineman and

J. G. Bachman organized. Later became secre-

tary-attorney for Preferred Pictures which Schul-

berg organized alone. Represented W. C. Fields

when that player closed his first contract with

Paramount. In 1926 established permanent
residence in Hollywood as attorney for Para-

mount. Nine years later, in 1935, was appointed

company v. p. and general manager of the stu-

dios. Eyes, brown. Hair, brown. Stands 5, iVi.

Production is slated to start May 7,

with Kurt Neumann directing.

T
Monogram gets off to a strong

start on its production schedule for
1937-38 with cameras turning on

"Blazing Barriers," and "The Thir-
teenth Man" and "The Hoosier
Schoolboy" both being readied for a
May 3 starting date. "Romance of
the Limberlost," based on Gene
Stratton Porter's novel "Her Fath-

Washingion Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—No action on the

part of the Administration to push
enactment of legislation governing
wages and hours, perhaps as em-
bodied in the plan to revive some-
thing resembling the NRA as pro-
posed by the National Council for
Industrial Progress, is expected un-
til the Supreme Court issued is set-

tled, according to well-informed
sources here yesterday.

Sullivan Jones, assistant to Ma-
jor George Berry, industrial coor-

dinator, yesterday conferred with
John Gregg Paine, chairman of the

management group of the council, in

New York yesterday concerning
plans for the next meeting of that

body.

Beal on Television

Ralph R. Beal, research supervi-

sor of the Radio Corporation of

America, will deliver the paper,

"RCA Developments in Television"

at the S. M. P. E. convention at the

Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel, Holly-

wood, May 24-28.

Air-Conditioning Exchanges
Paramount is air-conditioning its ex-

changes throughout the country. Lat-

est addition will be at Seattle, where
a new building is being planned.

Nominate Ralph Rolan

for AMPA's Presidency

{Continued from Page 1)

tively; Gordon White, Mort Blumen-
stock, Rutgers Nelson, Edward Fin-
ney and "Hap" Hadley, directors;
Vincent Trotta, trustee for three
years; Paul Gulick, and Herbert
Berg and Ken O'Brien, auditing com-
mittee.

100 Theaters to Pass Hat
for Rogers Mem. Hospital

More than 100 New York metro-
politon area theaters have agreed
to take collections the week of April
30 to aid the Will Rogers Memor-
ial Hospital Fund, it was stated yes-
terday following a meeting of the
zone committee headed by William
Scully at the office of the Film Board
of Trade.

M-G-M has just completed the
Will Rogers Memorial Fund all-star

short, featuring Robert Taylor and
Gary Cooper, which will be run in

houses throughout the United States

the week of April 30.

Decision Ends Giveaways
Dallas — Bank Nights, Jumbo

Nights and similar cash awards are
discontinued at Nocogdoches, Tex.,
the county attorney having held
that money drawings in Texas are
illegal.

49 "Mayrime" Holdovers

include Three of 4 Weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

houses have held the attraction for
four weeks. They are the Capitol,
New York; Paramount, San Fran-
cisco and the Boyd, Philadelphia.

Theaters in the three-week run
bracket number 15 while 28 others
played the picture for a two-week
period.

Houses running the production
three weeks were: United Artists.

Chicago; Century, Baltimore; State,

Boston; Orpheum, Boston; Poli, ther
transferred to the Majestic and
Bridgeport; Albee and Capitol, Cin
cinnati; United Artists and Madi-
son, Detroit; Poli and Palace in

Hartford; Poli and College in New
Haven; Valentine, Toledo; Palace.

Washington, D. C; United Artists,

Portland; State, St. Louis; Fifth
Avenue and Music Box, Seattle; and
Fox and Great Lakes Theaters,
Oakland, Cal.

89 "Earth" Roadshow Dates

Loew's has 89 roadshows set on
"Good Earth," it was stated yester-

day in New York. Picture plays or,

a two-a-day or three-a-day policies.

The next M-G-M roadshow, "Cap-
tains Courageous," opens at Phila-

I

delphia Sunday. William Ferguson
went to that city last night from
New York to make preparations for

i

the premiere.

er's Daughter" will go before the

cameras on May 10, and on May 23

"Paradise Isle" will get under way.
Two features are already completed

and in the cutting rooms. These
are "The Legion of Missing Men"
and "The Outer Gate."

Casting assignments—RKO: Ann
Sothern, James Gleason, "Super
Sleuth" Ann Miller, "Easy Going";
Monogram: Frank Coghlan, Florine
McKinney, Milbourne Stone, "Blaz-
ing Barriers" GN: Louise Stanley,
"Riders of the Rockies" Columbia:
Raymond Lawrence, Buddy Roose-
velt, "Criminals of the Air"; Doug-
lass Montgomery, "Professional Ju-
ror."

News o' the day: Paul Palmentola
will handle art direction on GN's
'Sweetheart of the Navy" Lester
Cole will script "Behind the Mike"
for Universal Same studio has
given Eddie Buzzell a new year's
directing pact Monogram has ac-

quired film rights to Llewellyn
Hughes' "Circus Lady" . GN has
given a five-year contract to Joyce
Compton; it calls for five pix this

year.

"Due Process" to be Basis

of Divorce Statute Attack

Paramount will attack constitu-

tionality of the new North Dakota
theater divorcement statute, forbid-

ding producers from owning the-

aters in that state, on the grounds
that it takes property without due
process of law.
Company executives and attorneys

are now studying the law, which
becomes operative in about one year.

It has not as yet been decided when
the testing action will be filed.

Anti-Censorship Bill's

Reconsideration Sought

Columbus, O. — Keith Lawrence,
Ohio Senate floor leader, is seeking
reconsideration of his bill to exempt
news reels from film censorship. The
Senate recently defeated the meas-
ure after opponents contended it

would deprive the state of about
$34,000 a year in fees and might be
harmful to public morals.

M-G-M to Film "Pilsen"

M-G-M has acquired "The Prince ot

Piisen," noted stage musical success

by Frank Pixley and Gustave Luders,

"A Fair Co-Ed, " story by George Ade
and Gustave Luders and "Molly Bless

Her," the Frances Marion novel from
the Verne Porter office. The Frances

Marion book was sold for $25,000.
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Paul Muni and Miriam Hopkins in

"The Woman I Love"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RKO Radio 85 Mins.

TRAGIC LOVE TRIANGLE AGAINST
MARTIAL BACKGROUND SPLENDIDLY
PLAYED.

This is a tragic love triangle laid against

a background of war. It has been skill-

fully directed by Anatol Litvak and ably

acted by Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins, Louis

Hayward and others. It has been given a

painstaking production by Albert Lewis

and beautifully photographed by Charles

Rosher. Colin Clive, Wally Albright and

Minor Watson are among the principals

who do excellent work. On the night he

is to join a French flying squadron, Hay-

ward meets Miriam and falls in love with

her. At the front, he meets Muni, who is

a pilot in the escadrille and regarded as

a jinx, because he has lost a few machine

gunners who have flown with him. Hay-

ward, not knowing that Muni is Miriam's

husband, asks that Muni be his pilot. A
strong bond develops between Hayward and

Muni, but on a furlough in Paris, Hayward

learns that Miriam is married to Muni.

Returning to the front, he is questioned

by Muni, but evades any questions dealing

with Miriam. Later, learning from Hay-

ward's mother that he is to have a short

furlough, Miriam goes to the front to see

him. In a terrific air battle, Hayward is

killed and Muni wounded. In an emotion-

ally stirring scene, Muni forgives the lov-

ers. Ethel Borden wrote the screenplay

based on Joseph Kessel's story.

Cast: Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins, Louis

Hayward Colin Clive, Minor Watson, Eliza-

beth Risdon, Paul Guilfoyle, Wally Albright,

Mady Christians, Alec Craig, Owen Davis,

Jr., Sterling Holloway, Vince Barnett, Adri-

an Morris, Donald Barry, Joe Twerp, Wil-

liam Stelling.

Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Anatol

Litvak; Author, Joseph Kessel's novel

"L'Equipage"; Screenplay, Ethel Bordon;

Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Art Director,

Van Nest Polgiase; Associate, Perry Fer-

guson; Editor, Henry Rust; Special Effects,

Vernon L. Walker; Musical Director, Roy

Webb; Musical Score, Arthur Honegger,

Maurice Thiriet.

Direction, Skillful Photography, Beauti-

ful.

SHORTS
Excursions In Science No. 3

Al Bondy 10 mins.

Pop Appeal

The third in the interesting series
of scientific shorts demonstrating
developments in the various fields

of science, sponsored by General
Electric. These reels have a strong
appeal for all those of a scientific

turn of mind, and the narration is

down-to-earth talk that all can
understand. This subject first dis-

cusses a mechanism for detecting
magnetic currents and involves the
principle of electron magnets. A
demonstration follows of noise-
less gears, showing how noise is

being eliminated in industrial plants

"King of Gamblers"
with Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan, Akim

Tamiroff

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount 78 Mins.

STRONG MELODRAMA FINELY
PLAYED HOLDS INTEREST FROM START
TO FINISH.

This is a strong melodrama that holds the
interest from the start. It is highlighted

by fine performances by Akim Tamiroff,

Lloyd Nolan, Claire Trevor and Helen Bur-

gess, with Robert Florey's direction an im-
portant factor. Porter Hall, Barlowe Bor-
land, Larry Crabbe, Evelyn Brent, Cecil

Cunningham, Harvey Stephens, Nick Lu-
katz, Purnell Pratt and Paul Fix are among
the other principals. Tamiroff is a ruth-

less slot-machine racket king, who hides

his brutalities under a veneer of polish.

He and Nolan, a newspaperman, are in love

with Claire, a night club singer. While
Nolan is out of town on an assignment,

Tamiroff sets up Claire in an expensive
apartment, but it is on a strictly platonic

basis. When Nolan returns, he learns that

Claire's friend, Helen, is missing. His

search leads to Cecil Cunningham's re-

sort, where Helen had been held on Tami-
roff's orders. Nolan also gets clues that

incriminate Tamiroff. Boldly, he sets out

for TamirofFs office, and there, he and

the racketeer wage a battle royal. Tamiroff
falls down an elevator shaft, and the police,

tipped off by Claire, rush in and save

Nolan from Tamiroff's gunmen. Doris

Anderson wrote the screenplay based on

Tiffany Thayer's story. Ralph Rainger,

Richard A. Whiting and Leo Robin wrote

"Hate to Talk About Myself", sung by

Claire, while Burton Lane and Ralph Freed

did "I'm Feelin' High," also sung by

Claire.

Cast: Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan, Akim
Tamiroff, Larry Crabbe, Helen Burgess,

Porter Hall, Harvey Stephens, Barlowe Bor-

land, Purnell Pratt, Colin Tapley, Paul Fix,

Cecil Cunningham, Robert Gleckler, Nick

Lukatz, Fay Holden, John Patterson, Evelyn

Brent.

Director, Robert Florey; Author, Tiffany

Thayer; Screenplay, Dons Anderson; Cam-
eraman, Harry Fischbeck, ASC; Art Direc-

tors, Hans Dreier, Robert Odell; Film Ed-

itor, Harvey Johnstone; Recording En-

gineer, Harry Mills, Louis Mensenkop; Mu-
sical Director, Boris Morros; Music and

Lyrics by Ralph Rainger, Richard A. Whit-
ing, Leo Robin, Burton Lane, Ralph Freed.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Good.

John Wayne in

through a principle that takes tht
vibration out of gearing. A tube for
detecting the slightest electric cur-
rent through its extreme sensitivity
is amazing. The final demonstra-
tion is that of a small electric train
controlled by the voice—stopping,
going forward or backward as the
demonstrator voices the orders. This
is explained very simply on the
principle of electric impulses which
control the train's movements, which
stops, goes forward or reverses as
the speaker voices one, two or three
syllables.

'California Straight

Ahead"
Universal 67 Mins.

GENERALLY DIVERTING MELODRAMA
WHOSE EXCITING CLIMAX ACTION
FANS WILL LIKE.

Addicts of action will find this melodrama
generally diverting, and in its climax se-

quences, particularly so. For some two
reels before the finish, audiences are treat-

ed to a stirring race from Chicago to Los
Angeles between a special train and a

caravan of high-powered motor trucks.

The contest is waged to deliver aviation

supply shipments of rival manufacturers
to a trans-Pacific liner before an impending
labor strike takes place. If the trucks
get to the essential destination first, then
John Wayne, who is in charge of the lor-

ries, will be triumphant. But if the train

wins, the unscrupulous duo, Theodore von
Eltz and LeRoy Mason, will come out on
fop. Wayne, in love with Louise Latimer,

rises from the modest estate of a bus

driver to an executive of a big trucking

concern. But during his early career as

a truckman, he is thought by the girl to

have been responsible for the death of

her brother with whom he was in business.

The love story is both slight and routine,

as are the other increments of the story

prior to the time the slam-bang race bobs

up on the screen, and it is then that the

production moves its onlookers toward the

edge of their chairs. Not only are these

scenes exciting, but they are picturesque,

often scenically beautiful, and always well

photographed by the competent Harry

Neumann. Snowplows, in full blast, assist

the progress of both train and trucks as

they battle through the blizzards of moun-
tain ranges and over winding terrain.

Wayne scores a double win,—the race and

the girl. Charles Craft and Erma Horsley

have edited the footage well. Arthur

Lunin's direction is firm, and the cast well

chosen.

Cast: John Wayne, Louise Latimer, Rob-

ert McWade, Theodore von Eltz, Tuily

Marshall, Emerson Treacy, Harry Allen,

LeRoy Mason, Grace Goodall, Olaf Hytten,

Monty Vandergrift, Lorin Raker.

Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Arthur

Lunin; Author, Herman Boxer; Screenplay,

Scott Darling; Cameraman, Harry Neu-
mann; Editors, Charles Craft, Erma Horsley.

Direction, Firm Photography, Competent.

FOREIGN
"KIMIKO," Japanese dialogue film with

flash-in English titles by Noshiomi; pro-

duced by Photographic Chemical Labora-

tory; released by International Film Bur-

eau; directed by Mikio Naruse, with Sach-

iko Chiba, Tomoko Itoh, Yuriko Hanabusa,

et al., in the cast. Presented at the Fil-

marte Theater. Running time: 73 Mins.

Based on Minoru Nakano's novel, "Two
Wives," this is the first talking picture

from Japanese studios to invade American
screens. Because of this fact, it will in-

terest cinema devotees. Furthermore it

is worth seeing for the particular phases

"China Passage"
with Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth,

Leslie Fenton, Gordon Jones

RKO Radio 65 Mins.

MYSTERY DRAMA WHOSE CAST IS

HANDICAPPED BY AN INADEQUATE,
STILTED STORY.

Even the most dyed-in-the-wool mystery

minded picturegoers will discover little to

cheer about in this drama, whose story is

stilted, unoriginal and implausible. To
supply some modicum of menace in its

atmosphere, the initial action takes place

in Shanghai, where, right off the reel, a

great diamond disappears from under the

noses of its appointed protectors, Vinton Ha-

worth and Gordon Jones. A squad of

Chinese soldiers are also detailed to see

that nothing happens to the gem,—but

alas, there is a barrage of gunfire from sur-

rounding ledges and walls, and the spark-

ler is gone with the wind. The remainder
of the feature's footage is devoted to a

quest on shipboard to recover the departed
jewel, for, it so happens, all the suspects
and prospects who might have snitched it

have booked passage on this particular

liner bound for Frisco. The long and tedi-

ous voyage is sprinkled with poisonings,

murders, advance stages of homicide, and
other sinister occurrences. But when the

boat reaches its destination, Constance
Worth, cast in the role of a U. S. Govern-
ment agent, has paved the way for the

mystery's solution. On the pier she

springs the trap, aided and abetted by the

local Customs staff and a number of the

arrived liner's suspected-of-the-theft pas-

sengers. The solution not only lacks novel-

ty, but the detail of how the diamond was
secreted during the long voyage is a little

hard to believe. In its technical depart-

ments the film is just fair, and the acting

is handicapped by the shallow script. Duals

and the secondaries are the markets for

this one.

Cast: Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth,

Leslie Fenton, Gordon Jones, Alex Craig,

Dick EilioU, Frank M. Thomas, George
Irving, Billy Gilbert, Joyce Compton, Philiip

Ann, Lotus Long, Lotus Liu, Tsetsui Komai,

Moy Ming, Huntley Gordon, Anita Colby,

William Corson, Alan Curtis.

Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Edward
Killy; Author, Taylor Caven; Screenplay,

Edmund L. Hartmann, J. Robert Bren;

Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Editor,

Desmond Marquette.

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair.

of Japanese social life :nd problems it

reveals. English titles make the story easily

understandable, but there is much of a

basic nature in the character of the Nip-

ponese which will seem strange and al'.

to U. S. patrons. The story deals with ^
attempt of a young Japanese girl to win

back to her mother the love of her es-

tranged spouse who has gone to live with

another woman. Technically the picture is

below Hollywood standards, but on the

whole it serves notice that Japan's film

makers are well advanced in the art.
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BIZ ON UPBEAT

IN NEW ORLEANS AREA

(Continued from, Page 1)

tory. In retrospect the average for

the entire territory can he placed

conservatively at 15 per cent over

'11935. This lead has held till now
and may even move up, since ex-

hibitors acknowledge that product is

not only better but is getting bet-

iter results at the box-office. The
iSaenger Theater here, long at the

tail of the "A" houses, is moving

I

up, topping Loew's State, record

grosser here, for almost two
i months.

Possibly the most important de-

velopment throughout the territory
j

has been the expansion and inva-

sions of circuits. Saenger and its

i affiliates are still the dominant fig-

I ures, but E. V. Richards and M. A.
I Lightman of Memphis have taken

over the Ed Kuykendall and other

i interests in north Mississippi, while
i Strand Enterprises of Union, Tenn.,

are moving strongly into Missis-

sippi and the Milton Starr circuit

of Negro houses will add two more
spots by going into Mobile, Ala-

bama and Pensacola, Fla. The
smaller circuits, such as those run

by the Bailey family and Joy Houck's

Joy theaters are in an expanding
mood. Apparently this is not an
altogether welcome development to

the exchanges. While it means less

widely scattered sales effort, con-

centrated billing points and booking
facilities, it also means less film

rentals per house, for the circuits,

large and small, are sharp traders.

Through the territory there is a

tendency to raise admissions. Give-

aways are still prevalent in the ter-

ritory and will be for time to come.

Outside of New Orleans where
household equipment is still given

away, dishes are dead as premiums.
But even in New Orleans money is

losing ground. Exhibitors acknowl-

edge that it takes more and more
money to bring out the crowds.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By Sid Weiss

NEW RKO EXPANSION

MOVES IN N. Y. ZONE

Kilbride to Operate New
$250,000 Detroit House

Detroit—New theater to be erect-

ed at a structural cost of $250,000

has been announced for the north-

west section of Detroit, at Grand
River Ave. and the Detroit Ter-

minal Railroad. House will be

named the Beverly, and is being

erected by Mamie Kogan and Rob-
ert J. Silberstein. Barney L. Kil-

bride, circuit owner, is taking a

lease on the house.

Pro-Picketing Move Flops

I 1 Lincoln, Neb.—Two movie operators,

•Jfoy M. Brewer, of Grand Island, and

Mace Brown, Omaha, were behind a

move here at the unicameral legisla-

ture to have the Nebraska body re-

peal the 16-year old law which pre-

vents picketing by labor organizations

Committee on labor was not much in-

terested, since the law stood the test

of a referendum vote not long ago.

TONY BUNDSMAN is directing
X

tests for "Gone With the Wind,"
with Charlie Harten at the camera,
at the Astoria studios. Among the
interested onlookers is Bruce Cabot,
east on a vacation.

Al Christie has started production
on latest of the Bert Lahr series,

titled "Movie Madness." Cast in-

cludes : Sally Starr, Louise Larabee,
Louie Soren, Russ Brown, Foster
Williams, Jack Harwood and George
Lewis.

•

The Lincoln studios located across
the Hudson, in Ridgefield, N. J., and
recently taken over by Bergi Cont-
ner, has been renamed Producers
Service Studios Inc. Sets, props
and other equipment have been
taken over from the now closed Pho-
tocolor studio at Irvington. Com-

plete reconditioning of the studio

will be completed next week.
•

Roy Mack has started work on a

Josephine Huston short at Vita-

phone with Charlie King, Elmira
Sessions, Morgan Conway and the

Debonaires in the cast.
•

Addenda . . . John Condon has re-

turned to the Vitaphone Studios fol-

lowing a brief Atlantic City sojourn

. . . Al Christie is getting his boat

in shape for those summer week-
ends . . . Triple Look-Alikes: Otto

Kruger, Al Wilkie and Chris Beute,

assistant director. Al Marriner is

directing industrials for Audio Pro-

ductions with Bill Miller at the

camera . . .

Bill Watson starts on the next i

Harry Gribbon short in a few days I

on the Astoria lot.

(Continued from Page 1)

ed on the sites and are expected to

be ready about the first of the year.

RKO has made a lease arrangement
with Randforce under which it will

begin operation of the Lefferts and
Republic Theaters on Labor Day.
Lawyers are now working on papers
under which the RKO Alden, the

Century circuit's Merrick and the

Skouras Fox Theaters will be pooled

on Labor Day and on a pooling deal

involving the Riverside and 81st

Street Theaters, also scheduled to

go into effect on Labor Day.

In addition RKO has made a deal

with Walter Reade to jointly op-

erate a new theater which Reade will

construct at South Broad Street and
Maddock Avenue, Trenton. This the-

ater will be ready for occupancy in

September by present plans. Thos.

W. Lamb is the architect.

New Para. Recording Pact

Draft Submitted by Erpi

(Continued from Page 1)

expects it to be approved with few
changes, The Film Daily was yes-
terday advised by Whitford Drake,
Erpi president.

Officials of other major companies
are still considering the drafts of

new pacts with Erpi.

Theater Leasehold Case

Ends in Favor of Grove

Triple Programs Tested

Chicago — Triple week-end pro-

grams—two feature pix and stage

bills—are

ness Circuit at the Sheridan, man
aged by Harry Wren.

Coop Booking Krim Circuit

v,, ,.••:,

i

l(1 < Detroit—Cooperative Theaters of

, , , ., „ Michigan has taken over booking
being tested by the Essa-

f
., K • Circuit of theaters, in-for the Krim Circuit of theaters, in-

cluding, temporarily, the Downtown,
i a first run house.

Gering, Neb.—An important de
cision on theater leaseholds was i

rendered in district court here when
a jury found in favor of B. B. Grove
on an appeal from an adverse deci-

sion in county court. Grove, who
owns the Grove and leases the Ri-
viera, was sued by LeRoy J. Cross,
owner of the Riviera's building. Le-
Roy Cross sought to break a lease

given Grove by John Cross, who
holds a mortgage on the house.
John Cross contended, and was

upheld, that terms of the mortgage
gave him right to lease the build-

ing. Grove, whose former lease

expired last October, continued to

hold the building under terms of a
new contract with John Cross. But
LeRoy Cross attempted to give a
lease to W. V. Wakefield as repre-
sentative of the Gibraltar circuit,

which controls the theater situation

in Gering's twin city of Scottsbluff,

Neb.

Republic Suit Hearing Today
Hearing will be held this morning

before Federal Judge Leibell on the

i

application of Republic Pictures of

the Southeast for a temporary in-

junction restraining Republic Pic-

tures from distributing its product

in the southeast territory through
any other distributor than that of

the petitioner. Republic Pictures of

the Southeast claims Republic

breached its contract by giving its

product to another distributor.
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they'll shout as excitement follows excitement

...thrill mounts on thrill! Your patrons won't

want to miss a single frame of it!

There have been prettier love

stories than this, but never a more exciting
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ILL. SUPREME COURT RULES RANK NIGHTILLEGAL

Kansas Censors Cut March of Time ' Court Episode

Quality Shorts
. . . and other needs= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

LATE exhibitor replies to a FILM DAILY
short subject questionnaire, still being

received, only serve to give added emphasis

to the findings published in the recent

Spring Number of the Short Subject Quart-

erly.

Insofar as the substitution of shorts for

the second feature on dual programs is

concerned, a revised, up-to-the-minute

tabulation discloses even a greater per-

centage. At the time the Quarterly went

to press, 72 p. c. of the exhibitors polled

nationally had indicated their belief that

their patrons would accept quality shorts

in lieu of the prevailing second feature.

Yesterday, this figure had advanced to 78

p. c.

This renewed interest in short subjects

on the part of film showmen, manifested

on the eve of the new buying season, is as

important as it is interesting. The short

of late has been the "forgotten film" of

the exhibitor and, to some extent, certain-

ly, of the industry collectively.

THEATER operators in criticizing the

quality of some classifications of shorts

are on safe ground. But if the short is

to be restored to its former program prom-

inence more than quality is essential. In-

creased playing time for them and show-

manship, for example. It behooves the

exhibitor to select his shorts wisely and

to exploit and advertise them adequately.

Here the film showman himself is not

above criticism, witness the statistical

breakdown of the Short Subject Quarterly

survey. Only 65 per cent of the exhibitors

reported that they advertised or exploited

shorts, and such advertising and exploita-

tion largely was restricted to lobby bill-

ing and a mere mention in newspaper dis-

play copy.

IN SUCH a condition, there is mighty

little to inspire the producer of shorts

to ^crease budgets.

(wi holds true as well of exhibitor buy-

ing „fflifference. It is all very well to

cry for better shorts, but if exhibitors are

little interested in buying, where does

that leave the producer? The answer is

fairly obvious.

If quality shorts are needed, so, too,

surely, is increased playing time for them.

Sen. Wheeler's Remarks "Par-

tisan and Biased", Board

Holds

Kansas City, Kans.—Current re-

lease of "The March of Time" yes-
terday ran afoul of the Kansas State
film censors, with the Board of Re-
view, of which Mae Clausen is chair-
man, turning thumbs down on the
remarks of U. S. Senator Burton
K. Wheeler, of Montana, included
in the episode devoted to the U. S.

Supreme Court controversy.
Directing the elimination of all

(Continued on Page 4)

ASK MINN. HEARING

ON CLASSIFYING RILL

Following- action of the Minnesota
Senate's committee on civil adminis-
tration in favorably reporting a the-
ater classification bill, major com-
panies have made formal request

(Continued on Page 4)

Michel Meets Roxy Plan

Proponents; No Decision

William C. Michel, 20th Century-
Pox vice president, said late yester-

day that he had an all-afternoon
conference with representatives of

(Continued on Page 4)

Austria Drops Film Levy

Vienna (By Cable) — The Austrian
Government has officially cancelled a
25 per cent increase in taxes on im-
ported films, following an American
protest.

PHILLY UNIT TO ACT

ON RADIO QUESTION

Attitude of the U. M. P. T. 0.,

Philadelphia theater organization,
on the situation due to appearance
of film players on the air will be
determined at a meeting to be held
Friday or April 30, stated President
Lewen Pizor in New York yester-
day. Pizor is a member of the M.
P. T. O. A. committee appointed by
President Ed Kuykendall as in-

structed by the Miami convention
(Continued on Page 3)

New Fox Brooklyn Offer

In Prospect, Court Told

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday postponed final confirmation
of the Si Fabian reorganization plan
for the Fox Brooklyn Theater and
office building when Joseph Neme-
rov, attorney of 225 Broadway, said

that he was ready to produce an of-

fer better than that made by Fabian.
Nemerov declined to name his client,

(Continued on Page 3)

Fore/, Colman, Garnett to Head Units

In New Renowned Artists Setup

19 Industry Figures Aid

in Catholic Fund Drive

Nineteen industry figures have
been made members of the Motion
Picture Division for the Catholic
Charities drive which opens today
with a luncheon given by Cardinal

(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Capitalized at $2,-

000,000, Renowned Artists Corp. has
been formed to finance production
units headed by John Ford, Ronald
Colman, Tay Garnett and others and
will release through United Artists.

Sol A. Rosenblatt, who has been
working on the new setup, will be
one of the principal officers of the

(Continued on Page 3)

Upholds Chicago's Lottery

Contention; 150 Theater
Cases Affected

Chicago—Bank Night was ruled a
lottery yesterday by the Illinois Su-
preme Court which upheld the City
of Chicago's contention in actions
against 150 theaters named in Bank
Night cases. The Court's opinion
was read by Justice Shaw.

GERMAN STUDIOS PLAN

110 FILMS—SCHAEFER

German producers will turn out
between 110 and 115 features this
year and about the same number
for next season, said Gus Schaefer,
Paramount general manager in that
country and Central Europe, yester-
day, after arriving on the Manhat-
ton for a five weeks' visit. But lit-

tle theater construction is going on
in Germany and Central Europe, he
stated.

Before departing for the United
States, Schaefer conferred with
John W. Hicks, Paramount foreign

(Continued on Page 3)

Condor Sets 10 for RKO,
14 for Grand National

Condor Pictures will produce 10
features and 26 one-reel shorts for
RKO release next season and 14
features for Grand National release,
including eight Ken Maynard west-
erns, it was made known yesterday

(Continued on Page 4)

Greenthal Given the Air
Regina Crewe, m.p. editor of The

New York American, gave Monroe
Greenthal the air last night over WOR
when she interviewed the United Artists
director of publicity and advertising.

Oddly enough, a current U. A. release,

"Love from a Stranger," entered the
proceedings. Amateur reviewers were
offered a prize for their opinion of the
picture.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 243/8 24% 24% — Vs
Columbia Picts. vtc. 35 Vi 34% 34?/8 + %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 4i/4 4i/4 4y4 + Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15'/2 lSVi 15Vi + 'A
East. Kodak 162 161 161 — 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 29 29 29 + 3

/s
Loew's, Inc 83 Vi 81 '/2 82 — y4
do pfd
Paramount 25'/2 243/4 24?/8 — l/g
Paramount 1st pfd...l773/8 176% 1763,4 + 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 223/4 23 Vs 23y2 + Vs
Parhe Film 8% 8Vg 8% — Vs
RKO 10 9% 93/4 + 3/8
20th Century-Fox . . 397/8 39% 39%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49 49 49 — %
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15V2 H% 15 + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 ,.

Loew 6s41-ww 98% 98 98 + !4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . .101 Vs 101 Vs 101 Vs — Vs
RKO 6s41 122 120 122 +4
Warner's 6s39 98 973,4 98 + '/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nafl Films... 2% 2Vs 2% + Vs
Sonotone Corp 13/4 1% 1 %
Technicolor 22% 21% 22% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4l/2 4% — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER- STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Parhe Film 7 pfd 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47... 97% 98%
Met. Playhouse Inc. 1st pfd. '43.. 75 77

Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40 57 58%

Strubhar Dies at Wheel
Dallas — Harry E. Strubhar, 44,

auditor for the Interstate Theaters,

died at the wheel of his car in front

of the Arcadia Theater. Following
his death his car sideswiped two
automobiles and had a head-on col-

lision with the third before coming
to a stop. Death was from a heart

attack.

ilia
*

T T T
• • • OUT IN Milwaukee the Wisconsin theater
has only had eight holdover attractions in its entire history

the eighth is "Maytime" incidentally, seven of the
eight have been M-G-M pix

T T
• • • AN EXHIBIT of burglar alarm equipment goes
on display today in the lobby of the Central Theater on Broad-
way it shows the system featured in Universal's "Night
Key" now playing there. . . • Swing Street, the center of
this town's nite life, now has its Fifty-Second Street Associa-
tion to represent it an organization meeting was held
Friday at Tony's, with all the nite spots represented
Monte Proser presided

T T T
• • • A ROOF garden party held in Hollywood to
celebrate the opening of Lou Irwin's coast offices on Sunset
Boulevard, being the first "pent-house" offices in the city of
cin-e-ma. . . • Harold Midgley, manager of the Broad theater
in Elizabeth, N. J., was given a testimonial dinner by the city's

theater managers Harold is moving over to Netcong to
take charge of the Palace. . . • Creighton J. Tevlin of Astor
Pictures has sold Lord & Thomas a series of four candid camera
shots of his five-year-old dotter in a bathtub for use in a na-
tional ad campaign

T T T
• • • NOW THAT the Jamaica track has opened, we are
in for trouble with Our Gal Friedegg being a stableman's
dotter, she loves the hosses you can tell it by her favorite
perfume she was busy jabbing an oyster fork into a green
racing form on our desk "What's the idea?" we yelped

"Well, ya see, Phil, this beats the hat-pin system for
picking the winners. With this oyster fork I can pick 'em
one-two-three."

2 Motions to Upset Sale

of Orpheum Before Court

Federal Judge Patterson yester-
day reserved decision on the motions
of two groups of Orpheum Class A
stockholders and a creditor to can-
cel the sale of the Orpheum assets
to Stadium Theaters, RKO subsid-
iary. The motions were made by
Isidore J. Kresel, representing a
group of stockholders and George
Trosk, special counsel for Samuel
Zirn, representing stockholders and
a creditor.

The motions also ask that the
case be referred to a referee other
than Referee Ehrhorn for further
consideration, that new counsel for

the Orpheum trustee be appointed,

and that the Orpheum trustee be
required to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings.

Roxy Earns $19,332
Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee,

yesterday filed a report in Federal
Court stating that the Roxy had
earned a profit of $19,332 for the

month between Feb. 26 and Mar. 25,

1937, before deductions for funded
indebtedness and depreciation. Cash
receipts for the period were $161,-

839 and disbursements $144,166.

Cash on hand as of Feb. 25 was
$84,204 and $101,876 on Mar. 25.

A. T. & T. Quarterly Net
Soars to $53,597,104

Consolidated net income of $53,-

597,104 is reported by the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. for the
three-month period ended Feb. 28,

equal to $2.87 a share, compared
with $39,662,389, or $2.13 a share
for the three months ended Feb. 29

last year. This is the highest quar-
terly income for the company since

1931.

Moss Dinner On Wednesday
A number of New York film men,

including a delegation from 20th
Century-Fox, go to Philadelphia
Monday to attend a dinner in honor
of Edgar Moss, district manager for

the Kent company, at the Warwick
that evening.

Cleo Fisk's Dad Dead
Detroit—Fred M. Fisk, 71, father

of Cleo Fisk, appearing in "The
Toast of the Town," is dead at Tra-
verse City.

Donnelly Funeral Held
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held here yesterday for James Don-
nelly, 72, veteran screen and stage
trouper.

Coming and Goi

BEN PIAZZA leaves New York Thursday for
New Orleans and the Coast.

ESTELLE TAYLOR is in New York from the
Coast.

DAVID ROSE, Goldwyn vice-president, arrives
today in Hollywood after a brief business trip
to New York.

ARTHUR BRCMBERG, BLAIR FOSTER and
GEORGE BELL left New York yesterday re-
turning to Atlanta.

SOL KRIM of the Krim Brothers Circuit, De-
troit, is here on business.

J. FRANK ALBERT, Australian music pub.
lisher now in New York en route to England,
will return here in September before starting
the homeward voyage. MRS. ALBERT accom
panies him.

LEWEN PIZOR returned to Philadelphia yes-
terday from New York.

GEORGE HIRLIMAN, Condor president, ant
M. H. HOFFMAN, West Coast production man-
ager, left by plane yesterday for the Coast.

HARLAN THOMPSON, producer, and RUS-
SELL CROUSE and HOWARD LINDSAY, writers,
are en route to New York from Los Angeles
on the liner Santa Paula to supervise the film-
ing of scenes at the Astoria studio for Para-
mount's "Big Broadcast of 1938," shortly after
their arrival on May 4.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, film player, leaves
Hollywood on Monday for New York.

SYLVIA SIDNEY, following a vacation in
New York, leaves today for Hollywood.

AL ADAMS, Republic's publicity-advertising
chief, leaves New York tomorrow night for
Hollywood.

JAMES BRENNAN, I.A.T.S.E. vice president,
returns Monday from Chicago.

I

Discuss Hoblitzelle Suit
Major company counsel met at the

Hays office yesterday to further
discuss the Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell
anti-trust suit which the Depart-
ment of Justice has brought in the
Federal District Court at Dallas.
Another meeting is planned for
Monday.
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new company. He was formerly a

divisional director of the NRA.
Lester Cowan, former executive

secretary of the Academy of M. P.

Arts & Sciences, is the general man-
ager.
- Louis Lurie, of San Francisco,

heads the group of financiers who
are backing Renowned. First pic-

ture will be "Trade Winds," star-

ring Ronald Colman and with Gar-

nett producing and directing.

Bromberg and Republic

Settle Out of Court

Republic Pictures of the South-

east, headed by Arthur Bromberg,
will continue to handle Republic

productions in eight southern states

under a settlement reached yester-

day in New York. When a show
cause order, seeking an injunction

to compel Republic to continue to

service the Bromberg firm under its

franchise which has two and one-

half years to run, was returnable

before Federal Judge Leibell yes-

terday morning. Attorney Louis

Nizer, representing the plaintiff,

told the court that an agreement
had been reached.

Bromberg and Attorneys Blair

Foster and George Bell, all of At-

lanta, left New York yesterday re-

turning home. Franchise involves

an investment of $330,000.

Dallas V. C. to Play Golf
Dallas—The annual golf tourna-

ment of the Dallas Variety Club
will be held tomorrow and Monday.
It will start tomorrow with a stag

party and Calcutta pool in the Dan-
ish Room of the Adolphus Hotel,

with the actual golf play beginning
Monday morning. The prizes will be

awarded at a banquet at Lakewood
country club Monday night.

§
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Raymond Gallagher
Charles Brabin

J. S. Ward
APRIL 18

Col. Fred Levy
Glcndon Allvine
Louis N. Cohen
Eddie Roberts

NEWS of the DAY
Alton, 111. — E. K. Elfgen has

started construction on his new 700-

seat film theater building here.

House will be operated by Joseph
Desberger, veteran exhibitor.

' Newton, 111.—Thomas M. Camp-
bell of Terre Haute, Ind., is open-
ing a new theater here to be known
as the Palace.

Duquoin, 111.—John Dickson has
sold his State Theater here and
Vogue in Palestine. A. Frorino has
taken over the State while the Pal-
estine house is now being operated

by B. Temborius and J. S. Fox.

Richland, Mo.—The Gem Theater
has been transferred by R. Parson
to D. F. Atkinson.

Lilbourne, Mo.—N. D. Fielder has
taken over the Rex Theater from
N. E. Gately.

Findlay, 111.—J. F. Jannsen is the
new owner-ma'nager of the Okaw
Theater.

Robinson, 111.—V. Klarsfelder has
transferred his Grand Theater to

Glenn Shnarr.

19 Industry Figures Aid

in Catholic Fund Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

Hayes at the Commodore. Frank C.

Walker is chairman of the commit-
tee, other members being: Martin
Quigley, Austin C. Keough, George
J. Schaefer, Eddie Dowling, Joseph
P. Kennedy, James R. Grainger, E.

C. Grainger, Dennis F. O'Brien,
Charles E. McCarthy, Charles C.

Pettijohn, William F. Rodgers, Sam
E. Morris, Pat Garyn, George W.
Weeks, William T. Powers, Timothy
F. Murphy, John J. O'Connor and
Joseph A. McConville.

Quota for the drive which runs
one week, is $1,400,000.

Houck, Page and Rawles

Entering New Territory

New Orleans—New theater devel-

opments and operation switches
were in evidence along the Gulf
states territory again this week,
with Joy Houck slated to go into

Fairhope, Ala., where his entry
would put him into opposition to

George Fuller. Houck is also slated

for Napoleonville. Bill Page is tak-

ing a step long contemplated as he
enters Wynesboro, Miss., and the

Rawles interests are headed for

Mount Olive, Miss.

Fitch Survey Puts Gain

in Attendance at 10 P.C.

GERMAN STUDIO!

110 FILMS—SGHAEFER
(Continued from Page 1)

department head, in Europe. While
in New York he will meet with
George Weltner and other home of-
fice executives and discuss the situ-
ation in Germany, among other mat-
ters.

25 RKO Claims Expunged
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday signed an order expunging 25
claims totaling $2,961,940 against
RKO. The expunged claims, which
had previously been withdrawn, in-

cluded that of the 3d & Brady St.

Corp. for $1,850,000; Rogers Pro-
ductions, Ltd., $350,000; Laura F.

Albee, $287,500; Collector of Inter-

nal Revenue $279,456; Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., $67,277; and the Par-

thenon Realty Co., $59,492.

Lois January Marrying
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lois January, cur-

rently playing in "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938," will marry Abe
Meyer in Hollywood today. Meyer
is president of the Meyer Synchron-
izing Service scoring films for inde-

pendents. Couple will go to San
Francisco on their wedding trip.

Motion picture theater attendance
rose 10 per cent in 1936 over the
previous year, according to the an-
nual survey compiled by the Fitch
Publishing Co., statistical organiza-

tion, and announced yesterday
through Mervin, Ash & Co.

In part, the survey reports:

"The mid-way mark of the present
picture 'season' finds the motion pic-

ture industry continuing to enjoy a
rising earnings trend. Preliminary
figures for the calendar year 1936
show that some 88,000,000 persons
attended the motion picture theaters
weekly during the year, an increase

of 10 per cent over the 1935 level.

A portion of the increase in at-

tendance can be attributed to an in-

crease of close to 500 in the number
of theaters operating during the

year. At the same time, improved
economic conditions have loosened

the nation's purse strings and per-

mitted the public to once more be-

come 'theater conscious'.

"Much of the improvement already

made and continuing to be displayed

in theater attendance can also be
attributed to the better grade of

pictures produced. Motion picture

companies have had to contend with

a relatively new type of competi-

tion in the radio, which brings ex-

ceptionally good talent right into

the homes with practically no cost

to the audience."

New Fox Brooklyn Offer
In Prospect, Court Told

(Continued from Page 1)

but said that he was "one of the
most important men in the movie
industry".

Judge Bondy arranged to
with Nemerov and his client
chambers on Tuesday. C.
Reavis, counsel for Fabian, o
to introduction of the offer
point in the proceedings.

Dobe to Build $100,000
Libertyville Film House

Libertyville, 111.-—Plans have been
announced for the erection of a new
$100,000 theater here by F. W. Dobe
of Gages Lake. The house is ex-

pected to be ready by Sept. 1.

Denton Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held at

Brooklyn this morning for Paul
Denton, who had been associated
with AmerAnglo for the past five

years. He was in his early forties

when death occurred at a Brooklyn
hospital.

confer
in his
Frank
bjected
at this

Philly Unit to Act
on Radio Question

(Continued from Page 1)

which showed concern over this form
of competition. The committee is

tentatively scheduled to hold its

initial meeting in New York Tues-
day.

Emma Frohman Buried

Funeral services for Emma Froh-
man, a sister of Daniel Frohman,
dean of the American stage, and
of the late Charles Frohman, the-
atrical producer, were held at noon
yesterday at the Funeral Church,
Broadway and 66th St. Widely
known in the stage world for her
charitable work on behalf of needy
and aged actors, and as an aide to

her brother, Daniel, in activities of
the Actors Fund of America, Miss
Frohman died of pneumonia at

Mount Sinai Hospital on Wednesday
night.

Dr. Frank Nagel Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dr. Frank Nagel, 65,

musician and father of Conrad Na-
gel, film actor, is dead at his home
here following a long illness.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

India produced 300 talking pictures

last year.
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KANSAS CENSORS GUT

OUT WHEELER'S LINES

(Continued from Page 1)

of Senator Wheeler's remarks, crit-

ical of the Roosevelt administra-
tion's proposals for Court reform,
the Board of Review said, "We feel

this dialogue is partisan and biased".
In the speech to which the censors

took objection the Senator said:

"You can say that the privilege of
appointing Postmasters will not be
accorded to me. You can say that
I'll get no more projects for my
state. You can say what you please,

but I say to you and to Mr. Farley,
to everybody else, that I will vote
against this proposition because it

is morally wrong; it is morally un-
sound; it is a dangerous proceed-
ing."

Orders to cut the speech were re-

ceived by T. R. Thompson, branch
manager of RKO Radio Pictures
Inc. in charge of distribution of

"The March of Time" in this terri-

tory.

Commenting on the Kansas action,

Louis de Rochemont, producer of

"The March of Time," said last

night: "The elimination which the
Kansas State Board of Review has
ordered will distort the impartiality

of March of Time's complete review
of the Supreme Court controversy.
The cut eliminates a speech by the
U. S. Senator from Montana, Bur-
ton K. Wheeler, opposing the pro-
posed plan to enlarge the Supreme
Court but leaves intact scenes sup-
porting the plan including President
Roosevelt at his fireside chat when
he presented the plan to the nation.

To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first time that a statement on
a national political issue by an ac-

credited authority like a U. S. Sen-
ator has been censored from the
screen by a State Board."
More than 250 feet of the court

controversy episode underwent re-

editing and re-scoring this week,
following the Wagner Act decisions.

Booked for national release April

16, the news feature's 356 prints had
already been shipped from New
York, but all RKO Radio branches
Thursday received by air express

the substitute footage bringing the

story up to the minute.

Ask Minnesota Hearing

on Classifying Bill

{Continued from Page 1)

for a public hearing on the meas-
ure, understood to be sponsored by
Allied. So far no date has been
set, although the body is expected

to adjourn sine die late this month.
Also pending in the Minnesota

Legislature is an Allied-backed the-

ater divorcement measure.

Stage Shows Ending in N. 0.

New Orleans—Stage shows will be

out in this city after April 29 when
the St. Charles returns to a straight

film policy and drops its admission to

a lower schedule.

A "£Ml" (nun "Ms//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

LOUIS KING'S initial directorial

assignment at Paramount is

"Tightwad," which will feature Ed-
ward Everett Horton and Lynn
Overman. King directed several pic-
tures for Warner Bros., before join-
ing Paramount.

» T »
Darryl F. Zanuck, has turned the

researching eye of His cameras on
the record of the Company of Gen-
tlemen Adventurers Trading into
Hudson's Bay, better known as the
Hudson Bay Company. Under As-
sociate Producer Kenneth Macgow-
an, "Hudson Bay" will go into pro-
duction during the summer as one
of the foremost undertakings of the
20th Century-Fox studio for the
new season. Art Arthur, Richard
Collins and, Michael Jacoby have
been assigned to prepare the script.

T T T
Plans to produce "Booloo," a story

of a lone young English adventurer
in unexplored Malayan jungles,
were announced yesterday by Para-
mount. The picture will be made
by Clyde E. Elliott, well-known for
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" and "Devil
Tiger," who will leave Hollywood on
April 26 for a location in the Ma-

layan Peninsula 400 miles north of
Singapore. Leading role will be
played by Colin Tapley. Elliott will
be accompanied by Carl Berger,
cameraman, and Wilfred Deming,
sound man.
_ T T
Casting assignments — RKO:

Henry Armetta, "Make a Wish";
WB: Edward Everett Horton, "The
Great Garrick"; Rosemary and Pris-
cilla Lane, "Varsity Show"; 20th-
Fox: Luis Alberni, "Sing and Be
Happy"; Virginia Field, "Lancer
Spry"; Monogram: Mickey Rooney,
'The Hoosier Schoolmaster"; Para-
mount: Hobart Cavanaugh, "Easy
Living"; Jane Martel, Larry Crabbe,
"Forlorn River"; Wanger: Weis
Brothers, "Walter Wanger's Vogues
of 1938."

T T
News o' the day: Para, has hand-

ed Terry Ray a new pact . . . Jane
Hinton Smith will script "Romance
of the Limberlost" for Monogram .

Gracie Fields' first 20th-Fox pix
will be made in Hollywood, not Eng-
land . Mady Correll will sing "The
Plain Old Blues," by Arthur John-
ston and John Burke in "Midnight
Madonna". . Henry King will di-

rect "Chicago" for 20th-Fox.

Variety Club Convention

Opens at Omaha; Expect 700

Omaha—Against a "Wild West"
background, the annual national
Variety Club convention opens here
today. Attendance of 200 delegates
and 500 other visitors is anticipated.
George Jessel planes in from Hol-
lywood tonight to act as master of
ceremonies, and Norma Talmadge is

expected to accompany him.
Kansas City Variety Club's dele-

gation totals 30, and includes El-
mer Rhoden, president; R. R. Bie-
chele, vice-president; Sam Abend,
treasurer, and F. C. Hensler, George
Baker, Arthur Cole and Earl Jame-
son, directors; Lon Todd, Frank
Cassil, George Harttmann, Ben Mar-
cus, C. E. Esterley, Joe Manfre,
Paul Hanon, E. L. Harris, Rube
Finkelstein, Joe Stark, C. E. Cooke,
H. E. White, Leslie F. Durland, C.

M. Parkhurst, Nat Hechtman and
E. C. Leeves.

27,000 British Methodist

Churches to be "Theaters"

London (By Cable) — British
Methodist churches numbering 27,-

000 will be converted for talkies as
one phase of a religious revival
movement, backed by J. Arthur
Rank, millionaire miller, and the
power behind the Religious Film
Society of which the Bishop of Lon-
don is president. It is likely that
the Anglican church and Scottish
churches will fall in line. Former
have 40,000 halls and churches, lat-

ter about 3,000 halls available for

exhibition purposes.

Only One of 18 Industry

Bills Survive in Indiana

Out of 18 bills applying to the
film industry introduced during the
session of the Indiana Legislature
which has just ended, only one
measure, a bill imposing a 2 per
cent sales tax embracing admis-
sions, was made a law.
Measures defeated in committee

included: 2 per cent gross receipt
tax on amusements, entertainments,
etc., increased income tax on cor-
porations from 2 per cent to 3 per
cent, increased income tax on cor-
porations from 2 per cent to 5 per
cent, creating office of state manag-
er in charge of censor board, ap-
pointing employees deemed neces-
sary, etc., lc tax on each 20c ad-
mission, 2 per cent tax on sales
tangible personal property at re-

tail—will apply to admissions as Su-
preme Court has decided admission
tickets are merchandise, 2 per cent
retail sales tax including admis-
sions, increased income tax on cor-

porations from 2 per cent to 4 per
cent, 2 per cent tax on all adver-
tising, billboards, newspapers, etc.,

chain store tax $2 1 store, $760 50
or more, anti-discrimination of
prices, licensing places of entertain-
ment, etc., sales tax—lc 25c-60c, 2c

60c-$l, 1 per cent gross receipt tax
including admissions.

New Haven Union to Elect

New Haven—The newly-chartered
A. F. of L. exchange employes'
union will elect officers Monday at

5:45 P. M. at the Hotel Garde.

Williams Appeal Denied
The Appellate Division yesterday

denied the appeal of John D. Wil-
liams, theatrical manager and pro-
ducer, from a lower court decision
against him in his $200,000 suit for

his part in bringing Maude Adams
back to the stage in the "Merchant
of Venice" in 1931.

"Ecstasy", Camera Target
Detroit — Candid camera enthusiasts

here have turned their attention toi
"Ecstasy," and are snapping scenesl
as they flash on the screen at the
Downtown theater where the film is in

its fifth week. "How come?" inquiry

by the management brought the ex-
planation, "Just for home use."

CONDOR TO MAKE 10

FOR RKO, 14 FOR

{Continued from Page 1)

by Frank M. Snell, Condor vice-
president.

Condor will make 6 features with
George O'Brien for RKO and four
featuring a well-known star with
whom contractual relations have
been made but which await Condor's
signature. In addition, 13 musical
shorts, featuring celebrities of stage,
screen and radio and 13 one-reel
sport shorts will be made for RKO.
Condor will make six pictures fea-

turing Conrad Nagel and eight with
Ken Maynard for Grand National.
Two of Maynard's pictures have
been completed. Conrad Nagel has
been signed by Condor for next sea-
son and for three years as a direc-
tor.

Of the 21 pictures contracted by
Condor for this season, five remain
to be completed and these will be
ready by July 1st, the company says.

Michel Meets Roxy Plan

Proponents; No Decision

(Continued from Page 1)

the Pounds' bondholder committee,
proponents of the Roxy reorganiza-
tion plan, about a possible better-
ment of the 20th-Fox offer for the
theater but that no decision had
been reached. Michel said he did not
know how soon a decision would be
made on the matter.

During the session on the plan in
Federal Court before Special Master
Addison S. Pratt, Leon Fleischmann,
former Loew theater executive, tes-
tified as a witness for the stockhold-
ers' protective committee. Fleisch-
mann said that the Roxy could not
be replaced today for what it cost
and that it was a better theater
building than the Music Hall. The
site couldn't be duplicated, he de-
clared. The land was worth $2,-

550,000, he estimated.
Daniel W. Blumenhtal, counsel for

the Adler committee, said he was in
favor of the present plan, but would
not be in favor of any plan giving
stockholders an interest unless the
bondholders got a better deal.

UU1&
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Bette^M&^&wer Pix Would Eliminate Duals-Yamins

MORE MEETS SET ON AUSTRALIAN THEATER SETUP

SMPE Model Theater Survey to be Complete in Month
3,000 Houses Are Being

Quizzed for Data and

Information
Survey of approximately 3,000

theaters throughout the country to

obtain data and information to be
used in drafting plans for a model
theater will be completed by the S.

M. P. E. in about one month, it was
stated Saturday in New York. No
formal report on the matter is ex-
pected to be submitted to the society

until its fall convention in New
York.

In making the survey the organ-
ization has the cooperation of en-

{Cpntinued on Page 9)

13 ORPHEUM SUBSIDS.

SHARPLY REDUCE LOSS

Marcus Heiman, Orpheum trustee,

filed a report Saturday in Federal
Court showing a loss of $57,786 for

the 13 wholly-owned active subsidi-

ary companies of Orpheum for the
47 weeks ending Nov. 21, 1936. The
report marked an improvement over

{Continued on Page 9)

De Fuentes Named CLASA's
General Studio Manager

By MARCO-AUREUO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—Fernando de Fuen-
tes has just been appointed general
studio manager of Cinematografica
Latino Americana, S. A. (CLASA),
which lately has limited its activi-

ties to renting out its studio and
laboratory facilities to individual
producers. Alberto J. Pani, former
Secretary of the Treasury in the
Mexican Government and biggest

(Continued on Page 9)

(%
Skouras to Act on Singles

Determination of whether or not
Skouras Theaters shall attempt some
restoration ot single bills in its local

theaters is slated to be made today at

a special managers' meeting, which top

executives will attend.

Conn. Two-Men-in-a-Booth Bill Killed Seventh Time
Hartford, Conn.—For the seventh consecutive session of the Legislature, the two-

men-in-a-booth bills have been defeated. The Judiciary Committee reported the bills

unfavorably after a second hearing last Thursday, and the House accepted the report.

N. ENG. ATTENDANCE

CLIMBS 15 PER CENT

By ROBERT ST. CLAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston—From all current indica-

tions, New England business in the

second quarter is likely to be as

good as that in the first quarter,

possibly better.

Optimism has been the keynote
(Continued on Page 18)

RKO PLAN "FAIRNESS"

HEARING ON THURSDAY

Long-delayed hearings on the
fairness of the RKO reorganization
plan will get under way Thursday
in Federal Court before Special
Master George Alger.
Present indications are that there

will be no opposition to the plan
from the general creditors' commit-

(Continued on Page 9)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Duals Versus Singles—Sidney Kent Abroad===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS ==========

DOMESTIC
Should duals be abolished or re-

tained, one of the most controverted

issues in the industry, exacted com-

ment from a trio of high-ranking

film executives. As the week began,

U. A.'s vice-president and general

manager of distribution, George J.

Schaefer, declared public pressure

will eventually eliminate double

features,— while President Jack
Conn of Columbia contended the

(Continued

FOREIGN
Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century-

Fox' vice-president, arrived in Lon-
don to address British and Euro-
pean divisional sales conventions
there and in Paris. His arrival in

the British metropolis found plans
completed for the new London of-

fices of his company which will oc-

cupy a six-story building in Soho
Square,—with occupancy slated for
next March 1, provided the British
rearmament program does not

on Page 10)

Allied President Would Oust Double

Bills Through Better and Fewer Pix

Expect Record Attendance

At Memphis MPTO Meeting

Memphis, Tenn.—Reservations for

the semi-annual convention of Mo-
tion Picture Theater Operators of

(Continued on Page 4)

Double features "only can be
eliminated by having the producers
reduce the quantity of pictures they
turn out and concentrate on qual-

ity, and by the elimination of block
booking so that exhibitors could

play the pictures best suited to their
(Continued on Page 12)

Deal on 20-Year Basis to Be

Considered; Munro
Arrives

With prospects of renewal of the
General Theaters combine in Aus-
tralia on a 20-year basis reported as
brighter, plans are being made for
further conferences in New York,
following arrival of Charles Munro,
managing director of Hoyts The-
aters, at Los Angeles Saturday from
Australia.
When Sidney R. Kent, president

of 20th Century-Fox, which owns a
50 per cent interest in Hoyts, re-

turns to New York next month from
abroad, he is expected to participate
in meetings on the deal along with

(Continued on Page 4)

RENOWNED TO MAKE

THREE PIX FOR U. A.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAiLY
Hollywood—Units financed by Re-

nowned Artists will make three fea-
tures for the United Artists 1937-38
program, it was learned from au-
thoritative sources Saturday. Asso-
ciated with the new enterprise at
present are John Ford, Ronald Col-
man and Tay Garnett, all as produc-
ers. Each one is expected to make
a production.

"M of T" Weighs Course

In Kansas Censorship

"March of Time" interests on Sat-
urday were undecided as to their
next move in connection with action
of the Kansas State Censor Board
in deleting remarks of Senator Bur-
ton K. Wheeler of Montana criticiz-

(Continued on Page 4)

Always a Full House
Wethersfield, Conn.—The State Peni-

tentiary is opening its greater movie
season early this year, with weekly
programs given the past week, instead

of the usual Memorial Day opening.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 843/8 825/8 843/8 + 2%
do pfd
Paramount 25 24% 25 + '/g

Paramount 1st pfd... 174% 174V4 174i/
4 — 2'/2

Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 8% 83/8 83/8 -f i/4
RKO 9% 93/4 93/4 ....
20th Cent.-Fox ... 393/4 39«/2 39'/, + 'A
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. .... ... .... ...
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15 14% 15
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46... 97!/2 97 '/2 97 '/2
Loew 6s 41ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s 55...100'/4 100'/4 100'/4 + %
RKO 6s41 121 1/2 121 121 — i/

2
Warner's 6s39 97 '/2 97 '/4 79 '/4 — 5/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 23/4 23/4 —
Sonotone Corp 13/4 1 s/8 13/4

Technicolor 22% 22% 22%
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% —

Vs

'4

^

"THE KING and the

CHORUS GIRL"
(Fernand Gravet, Joan

Blondell, Edw. Ev. Horton)

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Marked Woman (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand
Elephant Boy (United Artists)—3rd week Rialto
Personal Property (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
The Woman I Love (RKO Radio) Music Hall
Love from a Stranger ( United Artists ) Rivoli

Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
When Love Is Young (Universal) Roxy
You're in the Army Now (GB Pictures) Criterion
Night Key (Universal) Centra!
Seventh Heaven (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
China Passage (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—12th week Astor
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—7th week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Beethoven Concerto (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
The Golem (Metropolis)—5th week 55th St. Playhouse
Sun Over Denmark (Scandinavian Talk. Picts.) Cinema de Paris

The Smiling Gentleman (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway
Carnival in Flanders (Amer. Tobis)—2nd week (b) Little Carnegie
Kimiko (International Film Bureau) Filmarte
The Red Head (Auten) (a-b) Belmont
Le Million (Tobis) (a-b) Belmont
Thank You, Madame (Viennese Film) Esquire

The Eternal Mask (Mayer-Burstyn)—6th week (a-b) World
Slalom (Kraska-World)—6th week (a-b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
A Family Affair (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—April 19 Rialto

Sous les Yeux d'Occident (Garrison Film)—April 20 (a) Cinema de Paris

Le Barbier de Seville (Franco-American)—April 20 (a) Cinema de Paris

The Wave (Garrison Film)—April 20 Filmarte
A Star Is Born (United Artists)—April 22 Music Hall

Thunder in the City (Columbia)—April 22 Criterion

Wake Up and Live <20th Century-Fox)—April 23 Roxy
Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount) (c) Paramount
Call It a Day (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand
The Good Old Soak (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

The Last Night (Amkino) (c) Cameo

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Moray Back After Annual

Tour of Warner Exchanges

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone ex-
ecutive in charge of short subjects
and trailers, arrives in New York
today completing his annual swing
around the country preparatory to

setting up next year's Vitaphone
line-up.

On his tour he also stopped at the
Warner Bros. Burbank studios to

discuss Technicolor short production
with Jack L. Warner, as well as

cartoon production with Leon
Schlesinger, producer of Vitaphone's
"Looney Tune" and "Merrie Melody"
series.

He will shortly confer with Sam
Sax, production executive of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, on
plans for the coming Vitaphone
product.

12 Denver Fox Theaters

Sponsor Radio Programs

Denver—Twelve Denver Fox the-
aters are sponsoring "Theater Har-
monies," half-hour radio program
three times weekly from WLZ here.
Broadcast originates at the Para-
mount Theater Sunday, Monday and
Wednesday.

Kent, Talley to Parley

On Coronation Coverage

London (By Cable)—Truman H.
Talley, Movietone News' vice prexy,
who arrives here today, will work
out details of the Coronation cover-
age at a conference early this week
with President Sidney R. Kent of

20th-Fox. Ground work has already
been done by Gerald Sanger, pro-
ducer of British Movietone News,
and Sir Malcolm Campbell, editor.

With movietone mulling over the

use of planes to speed prints to the

U. S. A., General Film Distributors

announces it will fly the GB news-
reels to Tokyo. Masaaki Inuma and
Kenji Tsukagoshi, Jap aviators, ex-

pect to turn the trick in 94 hours.

Tallulah as Scarlett?

St. Louis—Tallulah Bankhead, end-
ing her "Reflected Glory" road tour

at Atlanta, Ga., May 5, will return
to New York to talk a film deal with
Selznick. Role in prospect is that

of Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone with
the Wind."

Bank Night Case Docketed
Windsor Locks, Conn.—The appeal

of the case of State of Connecticut
vs. David Magliora, operator of the

Rialto Theater, et al, is on the April

criminal docket of the Superior

Court in Hartford. The Windsor
Locks Town Court fined Maglioria
and the other defendants in Febru-
ary, and enjoined them from running
Bank Night in the theater, because
of the proxy card system used,

which, though not part of Bank
Night, was considered a lottery by
the State.

Ray Flynn Dead at 44
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ray Flynn, 44, pro-

duction manager at 20th-Fox stu-

dios, is dead.

Coming and Goin

GEORGE W. WEEKS returned to New York
yesterday from Atlantic City.

SAMUEL CUMMINGS, distributor of feature,
"Ecstasy," is in Washington where the film
opened yesterday at the Belasco. He returns
to New York in two weeks via Florida.

CHARLES MUNRO of Hoyts Theaters arrived
in Los Angeles Saturday from Australia, en
route to New York.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, arrives in New
York today after completing his annual tour
of key and other cities.

CLIFFORD W. SMITH, assistant export man-
ager for Erpi, is en route to Central and South
America where he will inspect company's Latin-
American offices.

ALFRED SANTELL. film director, accompan-
ied by MRS. SANTELL, sailed from New York
for Los Angeles on Saturday on the liner Cali-
fornia.

ERROL FLYNN, film actor, arrives today from
Europe on the Queen Mary and heads immedi-
ately for the coast.

MRS. EDMUND BREESE is at the Beverly.

REG WILSON, special sales representative for

GB, is in Dallas.

MISHEL PIASTRO, concert master of the
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, sails next
Saturday from Vancouver to give a series of

concerts in Japan.

Detroit Area Exhibitors

Increase Use of Premiums

Test Singles in Lincoln

Lincoln, Neb.—Varsity here, ace
house of the local Westland Thea-
ters, Inc. string, is going to single
features for a try. City Manager
Milton Overman has made the move
because of the increase of calls to
the boxoffice asking time of the
main feature, which is always ac-
companied by the statement that
two features are too many to sit

through.

APRIL 19

Herbert Wilcox
Constance Talmadge

George O'Brien
May Robson

David Palfreyman

Detroit—Twenty per cent more
exhibs in this territory are using
premiums than a year ago, accord-
ing to Arthur C. Robinson of Price
Theater Premiums.
Games and giveaways in the zone

are also rampant. Every variety
of cash giveaway is represented, de-
spite pending court actions to re-
strain several as lotteries, unfair
competition and the like.

UUllii



Mac DONALD- Nelson EDDY
'MAYTIME' 2 nd BIG WEEK

First time in 10 years a

picture held over 2nd
week at Strand,

Scranton, Pa.

Y

"MAYTIME"
OVER. 2 nd

HELD
WEEK

First time in the entire

history of Alabama
Theatre in Birmingham
a 2nd Week Hold-Over!

AS WE GO TO PRESS!
Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee, announces a 2nd

eek. During the many years of its existence

this house has only had 8 hold-overs. (7 of them

were M-G-M/) Also Orpheum Theatre, Madison,

Wisconsin reports all records broken

!

THEY SAID
IT CAN'T
HAPPEN
HERE!
AND THEN
M-G-M's
MAYTIME
CAME
ALONG!

"M-G-M pictures always do the impossible.

These are just two 0/ many amazing
MAYTIME hold-over records! I told

you MAYTIME means EXTENDED
PLAYTIME! Thanks for listening."



AUSTRALIAN THEATER

SETUP MEETS PLANNED

{Continued from Page 1)

his general foreign manager, Walter
J. Hutchinson, who is now with him.
Kenneth Asprey, vice-chairman of
Greater Union Theaters, the other
group involved in the combine, is

now in New York. Munro is ex-
pected to proceed east directly from
the coast.

In event a renewal is agreed upon,
it is expected that Kent will can-
cel his plans for going to Australia
in August.
The general Theaters setup ex-

pires on Jan. 1, next.

Expect Record Attendance

At Memphis MPTO Meeting

{Continued from Page 1)

Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennes-
see, which opened a two-day session
yesterday at Hotel Chisca here, in-

dicate the largest attendance today
in the organization's history, ac-
cording to M. A. Lightman, of the
Malco Theaters, who has charge of
arrangements.

President Ed Kuykendall, of M.
P. T. 0. A., will be the principal
speaker. Others on the program
are: 0. C. Lam, of Atlanta, mem-
ber of M. P. T. 0. A. executive com-
mittee; William Johnson of New
Orleans, president of Motion Pic-
ture advertisers; Harry Graham of
Universal Pictures, Atlanta; Rich-
ard Franks of United Artists, New
Orleans; Bill Felstein of United
Artists, St. Louis, and Jack Knight
of Paramount's New York office.

Industry problems, such as taxa-
tion, overbuying of film, the new
contract system, will be discussed.

Kuykendall will speak on the na-
tional organization's 10-point pro-
gram for improvement of the ex-
hibitor's position with the industry.
The convention will end tonight

with a banquet and dance. Managers
of Malco theaters will hold an addi-
tional meeting of their own tomor-
row.

Hunt Quits Legislature

William J. Hunt, well-known ex-
hibitor of Cape May County, has
resigned as a member of the New
Jersey Senate. He has long been
active in theater circles.

"MARKED WOMAN"
(Bette Davis, Humphrey
Bogart, Eduardo Ciannelli)

• • • WHAT DOES the public want in the way of film

entertainment? the usual custom of studio and theater
is to give the public what THEY think the public ought to have

but one smart theater lad decided to take the public

into his confidence after all, he reasoned, the public is

footing the bill and giving me a living so why not come
right out and ask them what they prefer on my screen?

and with this revolutionary, sensationally staggering idea, Man-
ager Anthony Romano of the Empire, second-run house in

Providence, planned a "Revival Week" with his patrons picking

the selections

• • • SO HE submitted a slate of films to the customers
in advance and invited them to vote for their favorites

7,261 voting slips were turned in at the labby
another 871 came thru the mails results "The
Thin Man" copped first with 2,167 votes then in order
came "Louis Pasteur," "Tale of Two Cities," "The Devil Is a
Sissy," "Ah, Wilderness," "David Copperfield," "Winterset,"
"Mr. Deeds" and then a long and varied list of pix
trailed these the result of the public's selections showed
that melodramas came first in appeal, biographical films second,
and historical third

• • • OF COURSE you can see from the selections that
Manager Romano must have a highly intelligent clientele even
though he is second-run they didn't pick the giddy, hot-
cha Broadway atmosphere pictures at all or maybe Ro-
mano didn't submit them on his list anyway, his theater
did double its normal business, playing a different dual feature
combo each day of Revival Week, based on the public's selec-
tions

• • • A NEW home game Socko invented
by one of the bright lads in the Warner ad dep't it con-
sists of a series of colored cards each carrying a puzzle cartoon,
with the name of a current motion picture concealed somewhere
in the conversation of the cartoon characters the an-
nouncement on the box containing these cards states the game
is offered for the amazement of exhibitors hell, we were
amazed, too, when we discovered that ALL the names were
those of Warner pictures or is it just a coincidence ?

• • • A NEW play, "No More Frontiers" by Tal-
bot Jennings of the M-G-M scenario dep't, was presented as a
Federal Theater production at Bridgeport, Conn Fred-
erick Hollander, Paramount composer, was awarded the prize
of the American Society of Composers and Publishers for the
best song of the first quarter of the year "Moonlight
and Shadows," for which Leo Robin wrote the words

• • • AND NOW Our Girl Friedegg is making a survey
of the sees of the film biz here is her first report:
"Found one sec so much in love with her job that she has no
time for her office work.". .... Turning to Frieda, who was
sleeping behind the radiator, we gave her the heat in a per-
fectly nice way and steamed her up "Listen, gal," we
protested, "If this sec is so much in love with her job, how
can she be neglecting it?" Frieda sneezled: "Well, ya
see, her job is to try and marry her boss, so she has no time
for office work."

« « « » » »
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KANS. CENSOR ACTIO!

ASSAILED BY WHEELE1

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the President's Supreme Court
proposals. Whether or not the mat-
ter would be taken up with the
Hays organization today had not
been determined.

Washington—Action of the Kan-
sas Board of Review in deleting a
66-word criticism of the Roosevelt
court reform program by U. S. Sen-
ator Burton K. Wheeler from the
current release of "The March of

Time" brought a caustic rejoinder
from the veteran Montana legisla-

tor.

Senator Wheeler, assailing the ac-
tion as "intolerance," said it "ought
to be a warning to certain minority
groups in the U. S. that, if the Su-
preme Court is tampered with, in-

tolerance will be directed against
them."

Kansas City, Kan.—The Kansas
Board of Review which found re-
marks of U. S. Senator Burton K.
Wheeler on the Roosevelt Court
plan in the current "The March of
Time" to be "partisan and biased,"
voted unanimously for their elim-
ination, according to Miss Mae
Clausen, editor of The Emporia
Times, the board's chairman. Miss
Clausen stated that the decision was
reached without outside advice.

Miss Clausen was recently ap-
pointed to the Board by Governor
Huxman. Her associates are Mrs.
L. H. Chapman and Mrs. J. R.

Stowers.
Newsreels are not usually cen-

sored in Kansas.

Ontario Premier Forbids

Strike Reels in Theaters

Toronto, Ont.—By order of Premier
Mitchell F. Hepburn no theater in

Ontario can show newsreels depict-

ing scenes connected with the Gen-
eral Motors strike at Oshawa, Ont.

The censor board also has made a

similar ruling. There is a chance
of the strike scene films being re-

leased after the strike has been set-

tled.

"We are not allowing any propa-

ganda from either side in the dis-

pute to be shown on the movie
screens," Premier Hepburn said Sat-

urday. "I have been asked to give

an interview for the talkies but I

have refused."
Lee Osier, manager of an Oshawa

theater, had advertised a showing of

the strike films.

Thayer Suit to Be Dropped
Breach of contract suit brought.by

Frank Thayer against Fortune Film
Co. will be dismissed by stipulation

today by Supreme Court Jusd|j

Ernst E. Hammer. Thayer was^jfc,

gaged by Fortune to supervise pres-

entation of a stage show in conjunc-

tion with the picture "Robber Sym-
phony." He had only received

$2,500 of a scheduled $10,000.

IUiif>
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PUBLIC ENTHUSIASM BEGIN

They've known this great

hit was in work by Selznick,

producer of hits, and Wellman,

director of hits!

They're dying to watch the famous Hollywood make-up experts

create new personalities and set new modes

!

They're hepped to

its down-to-earth

audience appeal

with its story of

just an average girl

!

They're eager to see real actors at work on a great

sound stage, for it's the trip to Hollywood they've

dreamed about

!

They've read about the great comedy work of

Andy Devine who enacts the funniest role of his

career, that of an assistant director!



hen A STAR IS BORN

They remember that Selznick won last year's League of Nations

Award and they want to see his biggest picture !

They want xo go along with Gaynor

and Menjou to that authentic Holly-

wood premiere with its brilliance

and excitement!

They've heard the script is by Dorothy Parker and
Alan Campbell, the most quoted writers in America!

They want to sigh, laugh and cry

with glamorous Gaynor and March

/ffi\'
now *n eac^ others' arms . .

.
soon

v A the hearts of the world

!

They're waiting to see March as the

top-notch star who falls for a pretty

waitress and makes her famous!



k

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL prints

JANET GAYNOR
FREDRIC MARCH

A STAR Is BORN
with

ADOLPHE MENJOU • MAY ROBSON

ANDY DEVINE - LIONEL STANDER

in TECHNICOLOR
Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
o,>.rfed by WILLIAM A. WELLMAN^
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISS0&

|

BEGINS
WHEN

A STAR
IS BORN
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k3 ORPHEUM SUBSIDS.

SHARPLY REDUCE LOSS

(Continued from Page 1)

previous years in that the loss for

the corresponding periods of 1936
and 1935 was $275,786 and $391,715,
respectively. Gross income for the
period was $8,189,150; operating ex-

penses, $2,684,626 and net income
$504,524. The loss for the period
does not include dividends of $50,400
from the Saenger Theater Corp. and
$12,500 from the Colorado Orpheum
Corp., received in December, 1936.

Breakdown on the earnings of the
companies showed that the Cham-
paign Orpheum Co. had a $27,769
profit for the period, Chicago Or-
pheum Co., $69,810 loss; Junior
Orpheum of Los Angeles, $19,578
profit; Junior Orpheum of San Fran-
cisco, $91,117 profit; Kansas City

Junior Orpheum, $76,384 loss; Des
Moines Consolidated Theater, $270
profit; Paul Theater Co., $20,785
profit; Orpheum Theater & Realty
Co., $27,223 loss; Hennepin Avenue
Theater & Realty Co., $44,330 loss;

Orpheum Circuit Booking Co., $6,013

profit; RKO Western Vaudeville Ex-
change, $944 profit; Orpheum The-
ater Co., Ltd., $6,424 loss.

SMPE Model Theater

Survey Nears End

(Continued from Page 1)

gineers of National Carbon, Erpi,

RCA Photophone, National Theater
Supply and other companies. Work
is in charge of the society's projec-

tion practices committee, headed by
Harry Rubin.

Propose Separate Setup

for Fed. M. P. Section
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Considerable prog-

ress is reported being made
towards setting up of the Motion
Picture Section of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce as

a separate division. Such a plan,

it is declared, would facilitate ac-

tivities of the organization.

CFI Talks IATSE Pact
Consolidated Film Industries is

discussing an agreement with the

I.A.T.S.E. covering its Fort Lee
plant, The Film Daily was advised

Saturday by Ralph I. Poucher, Con-

solidated vice-president. Richard

Walsh, LA. vice-president who con-

cluded a one-year closed shop agree-

ment last week with De Luxe Labo-

ratories, is handling the negotiations

for the I.A.T.S.E.

New Evanston House Opens
Evanston, 111. — New Stadium

Theater, seating 1,800 has opened
"

sre with Leo Solomon as managing
v

sctor.

Price In New Location
George E. Price today opens

his new brokerage offices at 2 East
57th St., moving from the Para-

mount Building.

£) From Hobby to Career £)
Being the Best Remembered Experience of William P. Herbst,

President of the Circle Amusement Co.,

Washington, D. C.

^^^ As Told to Film Daily
"~-

IN the summer of 1893, I visited the first World's Fair in

Chicago, taking with me a 4x5 plate camera. From that

time on, I became an ardent amateur photographer and served

several terms as president of the Capital Camera Club.

While chairman of its exhibition
committee, I obtained permission
from the Trustees of the Corcoran
Gallery of Art to hold the club's

annual exhibition in the hemicycle
hall. It proved to be such a suc-

cess that we were permitted the use
of the hall for our annual exhibit

thereafter, the exhibit being visited

by thousands. We secured the loan
of the American Salon and other
notable exhibits. I was fortunate
in receiving medals and honorable
mention in several exhibitions.

During this time, I became ac-

quainted with Isaac D. Boyce, a
widely known professional photog-
rapher, and it was my pleasure and
privilege to meet in his studio, C.

Francis Jenkins, who was then ex-

perimenting with the making and
projecting of motion pictures. At
that time there was no regular mov-
ing picture film to be had, so he
used Kodak film by stripping it

lengthwise and cementing it to-

gether. The first pictures made by
him were of a girl dancing.

After producing the negatives, he
spent much time devising a way in

which to project the pictures. Final-

ly, he hit upon the Geneva Move-
ment, which enabled him to project

the first motion pictures on any
screen. He enthusiastically, but

foolishly, rushed into print in the

Scientific American, telling the

world of his achievement. In less

than a year, 78 applications for

patents had been made.
Jenkins, a U. S. Treasury em-

ployee, soon exhausted his cash for

experimental purposes and, as I

understood from him, sold his pat-

ent to Armat for $2,500. From this

patent grew the famous Motion Pic-

ture Patents Co. and litigation ga-

lore. Jenkins continued his experi-

menting, however. At one time I

let him have $25 with which to pur-

chase a new suit of clothes to go to

New York to demonstrate his new
camera to Carl Laemmle. An or-

der was the result of this interview.

My first remembrance of a public

exhibition of a motion picture pro-

jected on a screen was at the At-

lantic Cotton Exposition at Atlanta,

Ga., where Jenkins had secured the

concession. About the same time

he also showed motion pictures in

cabinets in Atlantic City.

This is how my hobby as an ama-
teur photographer led me into con-

tact with Jenkins and paved the

way for my own career as a show-

man. For in May, 1909, I conceived

the idea of opening the first open

air park picture show at 26th St.

and Pennsylvania Ave., Washing-
ton. Upon applying for the neces-

sary District of Columbia permit, I

learned that there was no precedent
for such a permit and was told to

go ahead with the wiring and in-

stallation of equipment and a per-
mit would be granted later.

After renting regulation park
benches and arranging them advan-
tageously in the nicely sloping
park, I opened June 15, 1909, en-
joying a very successful season at

a nickel a head and closing the early
part of September without one rainy
night.

In December of that year, I or-

ganized the Circle Amusement Co.

We secured a suitable site at 2105
Pennsylvania Ave., one of the seven
original brick houses west of the

White House, and set to work re-

modeling as the Circle Theater,
seating 360. Today's Circle, very
modern, seats 670.

Editor's Note: This is the seventh
of a feature series. Watch for the

next in an early issue.

De Fuentes Named CLASA's
General Studio Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

stockholder in the CLASA venture,

who has just assumed its chairman-
ship, is contemplating reorganizing
the company to resume production
in the near future.

Fire razed the laboratories, the
cutting department and the recep-
tion room of the Stahl (Mexico
Films) Studios here, destroying the
negatives and several copies of a
number of pictures and otherwise
causing damages estimated at about
100,000 pesos. The negative of Sal-

vador Bueno's "Nostradamus," cost-

liest production thus far turned out

by Mexican studios, and the sound
track for Miguel Contreras Torres'
newest production, "No te Enganas,
Corazon" ("Don't Deceive Yourself,

My Heart") were among the films

destroyed. The Stahl studios car-

ried no insurance.

Robert O'Quigley, formerly a wri-

ter on the Columbia roster, has fin-

ished shooting Jose Luis Bueno's
production, "Ave sin Rumbo"
("Aimless Bird"), starring Andrea
Palma with Carlos Villarias, Arturo
de Cordova y Carlos ("El Chaflan")
Lopez in the supporting cast. This
is the second yarn O'Quigley han-
dled for Bueno. He was assisted

this time by Julio Bracho, stage di-

rector in one of the government-
sponsored theaters, who directed the

dialog for the film.

RKO PLAN "FAIRNESS"

HEARING ON THURSDAY
(Continued from Page 1)

tee for which White & Case is coun-
sel. Carlos Israels, of the White &
Case office, who had previously
given notice of being strongly op-
posed to the plan, told The Film
Daily yesterday that he was satis-

fied that Atlas Corp., proponents of
the plan, would make some offer
which would meet the objections
raised by his committee.

Israels said he could not say at
this time how far Atlas Corp. would
go because, obviously, the matter
had to be taken up with the other
creditor interests involved.

George L. Schein, counsel for a
minority stockholders' committee,
has stated that he will oppose the
plan. And Judge William Bondy,
who is in charge of the reorganiza-
tion, has declared that he expects
the plan to be greatly modified be-
fore it is finally approved.

p.c. Admish Tax Levy

Indicated in Maryland

Baltimore — Indications are that
the 1 per cent tax on the gross re-
ceipts from the sale of admission
tickets and a tax on passes, will be a
part of a new relief tax bill to be
enacted by the General Assembly.
A special session of the General
Assembly will be held for the pur-
pose, the tax bill passed last week
being so severely criticized that fur-
ther action is desirable. The bill

has been vetoed. The tax on ad-
missions, including those to motion
picture nouses, was in the original
bill and is expected to be one of the
items included in the new measure.
There also is a possibility that some
effort will be made to levy an addi-
tional tax on motion picture tickets.

One of the members of the General
Assembly is out in favor of a 5-per
cent tax on movie tickets.

Music Guild to Move
The American Guild of Musical

Artists, Inc., now located at 551
Fifth Ave., has leased a suite of of-

fices at 576 Fifth Ave. through
Carstens, Linnekin & Wilson, Inc.

Lawrence Tibbett is president of the

Guild.

'CALL IT A DAY"
(Olivia de Havilland,

Ian Hunter, Anita Louise

Roland Young, 4 others)
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A "JUUU" from Hoiiuwood "Ms
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T ]PON the expiration of his cur-

rent contract a year hence, Leo
McCarey, Paramount producer-di-

rector, will set out on a world jaunt,

accompanied by Mrs. McCarey, a

cameraman and a sound engineer,

to shoot a picture where he finds it.

Traveling aboard ships of estab-

lished ocean lines, the executive

tentatively plans to make one of

the less civilized islands in the

South Seas his first stop, before

proceeding to China and Singapore.

T T

Max Alexander will produce four

pictures featuring Rod La Rocque
for release by Grand National. La
Rocque will play "Shadow," a crime
detector, in the series. Lynn Shores
will direct the first picture.

T

Baby LeRoy, who retired at three,

will do a film comeback at five in

"Junior G-Men" if a deal with RKO
goes through.

r T T

Frances Marion's first picture un-

der her hew producer contract with

Columbia, will be based on the

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
LLOYD BACON. One of the few movie directors to qualify as "a native

son." Born Dec. 4, 1890, at San Jose, Calif.; educated in San Francisco

and at Santa Clara College. Son of the late Frank "Lightnin' " Bacon.

Began stage career as a bewhiskered nubian in

"Salome," traveled all over the country in stock,

became a leading man, and because he hap-

pened to be playing in Santa Barbara, got a part

in a "Bronco Billy" western being filmed there.

For some years following, he was stage and

screen actor, comedy director and stage direc-

tor in rapid succession, making films with Chap-

lin and others. Serving in the Navy during the

World War, he returned to directing comedies

until signed by Jack Warner as a feature-length

picture megaphoner. Responsible for "The Sing-

ing Fool," "Moby Dick," "Wonderbar" and

"Marked Woman" among others. Hair, brown.

Eyes, blue. Stands 5, 10. Hobbies: all sports.

founding of the West and the birth

of a state. The story is an original

by Courtney Riley Cooper and
Frank R. Adams, who are now en-

gaged in preparing the script.

T t

Sol Lesser has engaged Harry
Chandlee to supervise the prepara-

tion of a series of outdoor pictures

for Principal. His initial vehicle

/ill be the Edgar Rice Burroughs
torv. "Tarzan's Revenge," being

w.

story,

prepared for the screen by Carroll
Young.

Aubrey Scotto has been signed by
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in

charge of production for Monogram,
to direct "Blazing Barriers" for
that company. Shooting starts

April 14. Edward Arnold, Jr., will

have the leading role in the picture,
with Ken Goldsmith as associate
producer.

r T T

Told in a line

—

Producer Richard Rowland and
Keller-Dorian color experts leave
today to scout locations for "Grand
Canyon" and make color tests of
proposed sites . . . Erin O'Brien-
Moore will play Nana in "The Story
of Zola" . . . E. E. Clive buttles
again in "A Gentleman After Mid-
night" . . . Harry Lachman will di-

rect Richard Dix and Fay Wray in

"Once a Hero" . . . Buddy De Sylva's
second musical for Universal will be
"Four Black Sheep," with July 1

fixed as the starting date . . . Ber-
nard Newman returns to RKO to

design Ginger Rogers' costumes for
"Vivacious Lady."

T T T

Bradford Ropes, who authored
and co-wrote the screenplay of "The
Hit Parade," for Republic, has just
completed the script of "The Reluc-
tant Bachelor," for the same studio.

Colbert Clark, who will produce it,

will also produce "Army Girl." The
U. S. army is lending its co-opera-
tion on the latter production.

TH E WEEE IN EEVI EW
DOMESTIC

(Continued from Page 1)

prevalency of dual bills is proof that

the public wants them.

* * *

Filmland's eyes turned inquisi-

tively to New Jersey where a thea-
ter divorcement bill, the first to bob
up in the east, was introduced into

the Assembly at Trenton. A sense
of added import attended the news
in light of Allied Theaters of New
Jersey's strength and influence in

that territory. Warner Bros, has
the largest number of houses in the
state, other producers operating
theaters on a large scale being Par-
amount, Loew's and RKO.

* * *

On Monday last, several days be-
fore the New Jersey theater di-

vorcement bill's introduction was
repoi-ted, circuits affiliated with pro-
ducers were already evidencing a

"MOUNTAIN
JUSTICE"
(Josephine Hutchinson

George Brent)

disposition to "go slow" on further

expansion moves by virtue of the

passage by the North Dakota legis-

lature of a divorcement measure,
and the possibility of other states

enacting such a law . . .

But RKO, nevertheless, sped its

theater expansion program in the

metropolitan territory by purchas-
ing lots in the East Bronx on which
two new houses will be erected soon.
Company, The Film Daily was ad-
vised, has also arranged to take
over two Randforce Theaters in

Brooklyn on Labor Day, and has
pooling deals in work for houses in

Manhattan and Jamaica to likewise
take effect on Labor Day.

Tuesday saw Whitford Drake,
Erpi's executive vice - president,
elected president of the corporation
to succeed Edgar S. Bloom, who is

president of Western Electric. Erpi
also named Daniel C. Collins, for-

mer comptroller, to the vice-presi-

dency in charge of public relations

and licensing; T. Brooke Price to a
directorship; and installed E. S.

Gregg in the post of comptroller
left vacant by Collins. One of

Drake's first official acts was the

elevation of Paul L. Palmerton, who
had been export manager, to the
general foreign managership.

Additional developments during
the week were: . . . Ruling by Illi-

nois Supreme Court that Bank Night
is a lottery and consequently illegal.

Court's opinion, read by Justice

Shaw, upheld the City of Chicago's
contention in actions against 150
theaters named in Bank Night cases
. . . At Hollywood, Renowned Ar-
tists Corp., capitalized at $2,000,000,
was formed to finance production
units headed by John Ford, Ronald
Colman, Tay Garnett and others. Re-
lease will be through U. A. Louis
Lurie, San Francisco financier, is

among Renowned's backers, and Sol
A. Rosenblatt will be one of new
company's principal officers . . . Cur-
rent release of "The March of Time"
ran afoul of Kansas State film cen-

sors who deleted remarks of U. S.

Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Mon-
tana from sequences dealing with
the U. S. Supreme Court contro-

versy. Wheeler's remarks were held

"partisan and biased" . . . Federal
Judge William Bondy's naming of

George W. Alger as special master
to hear argument on the RKO re-

organization plan "because of excep-
tional conditions" . . . Flash from
Hollywood that 20th Century-Fox's
1937-1938 production budget will run
at least 20 per cent more than for

season now ending . . . Probability

that the Loew circuit will renew
with U. A. and Paramount deals for

both's product, but either on a three

or five year basis instead of the 10-

year term which was extent of ex-

piring arrangement . . . and word
that the fate of the local conciliation

board plan of M. P. T. O. A., a prin-

cipal feature of its 10-point trade

practice program, hinges upon a
check-up of exhibitor unit attitude to

be made by President Ed Kuykendall
on his impending coast trip.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

cause a shortage of rationing of
steel and other raw materials.
Building, advices state, will have
two screening rooms.

Other London cables brought news
of anticipated conferences there be-
tween Paramount's president, Bar-
ney Balaban, and organization's
foreign department head, John W.
Hicks. The latter is now in the
British capital, and Balaban is due
there early in May . . . George Ar-
liss was reported planning to jour-
ney back to Hollywood upon com-
pletion of his present GB contract
which concludes with the forthcom-
ign feature, "Dr. Syn," scheduled
for shooting soon at the Gainsbor-
ough Studios . . . The King and
Queen enjoyed a "command" screen-

ing of "The Good Earth" at Wind-
sor Castle . . . Gina Malo, American
musical comedy actress, and Rom-
ney Brent, American playwright and
actor, wer-e married in a mid-week
ceremony at Hempstead Registrar's
office . . . and funeral services wA ^
held for Ralph Ince, screen acv,/
and director, who was instantly

killed in Kensington when his au-
tomobile, driven by Mrs. Ince,

crashed into an iron pylon. She
was painfully hurt.



If You Are Not Actually MARRIED to a Double Bill

May's a Great lime tifShowYour Showmanship in Shorts

with these

SducaUonal
ANNIVERSARY

MONTH
featurettes

JEFFERSON MACHAMER
and his "Gags and Gals" in

"Comic Artist's-Home Life"

NIELA GOODELLE
in

"Melody Girl"

BUSTER WEST and
TOM PATRICOLA

in

"Hi- Ya, Doc?"

HERMAN TIMBERGJr.

andPATROONEYJr.
in

"Freshies"

ALONG THE(RIALTO with Phil M. Daly

. . . There is one bright note that has been introduced in

musicomedies . . . and the short subject field claims the

honor . . .in these Machamer Merrymakers the amazing
thing is that the artist-author-actor can crowd so much
breezy, joyous business into such small footage as a

two-reeler ... in this shorts series is a quality of origi-

nality and individuality that sets them apart from any-

thing in motion pictures ... in the current release, "Comic
Artist's Home Life," Jeff is seen at home as a Sultan of

Sketch, surrounded by his harem of poster and maga-
zine cover gorgeous girlies . . . merry, clever fun and
frolic light as a peacock's feather and just as brilliant

and gay and colorful . . . and the surprising thing is that

this artist-author never repeats himself . . . every gag is

a new one . . permeated with a pungent yet whimsical,

delightful wit . . . and those Gals are the Last Word . .

.

the clever material defies word-picture . . . you have to

see it with your own eyes. —Film Daily

TIM and IRENE
in

"His Pest Girl"

TERRY-TOONS

"Bug Carnival"

"School Birds"

Story by

Jefferson Machamer
Produced by

Al Christie

Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS

f<t<.<l/<CH<ll (/ic/uKl

SPICE OF.THE PROGRAM

Reg. U, S. Pat. Off.

DISTRIBUTED IN U. S. A. BY
20™ CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION
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SEES BETTER, FEWER

PIX ENDING DUALS

(Continued from Page 1)

audiences," declares Nathan Yam-
ins, Allied president, in a statement

to The Film Daily. Discussing
the question: "Should dual programs
be eliminated and if so, how can this

be accomplished," Yamins said:

"The general adoption of the dou-
ble feature policy has kept pace with
the deterioration in the quality of

the average motion picture. It is

ridiculous to place the blame on the
exhibitor, he doesn't want the double
feature policy because it only adds
to his film costs and cuts down his

daily turnover, but its adoption by
the exhibitor has been forced upon
him by public demand due to the

inferior quality of the average mo-
tion picture.

"I know that it has been argued
that two poor pictures do not make
one good program. Theoretically

this may be so, but experience has
proven that the average theater

patron is willing to put up with
quantity when he or she cannot have
quality. Pictures like 'Maytime,'
'San Francisco', and 'Mutiny on
the Bounty' are rarely if ever dou-
ble featured, yet the business on
these pictures has been record
breaking.

"But the average quality of the
pictures that the producers have
been making has been so poor that
even double features have not been
able to drag the public in, and ex-
hibitors have been forced to resort
to Bank Nights and Premium nights.

"The practice of block booking
too, has been a strong factor in

forcing the adoption of the double
feature policy. What is an exhibi-
tor in an industrial neighborhood
going to do with a picture like 'As
You Like It' or 'Romeo and Juliet',

except to double feature it? Good
or bad, he must buy these pictures
to get what he wants, even though
they may not be suited to his pat-
ronage.

"If the double feature policy is

inherently bad for the motion pic-

ture industry—and it admittedly is

because the exhibitor must invaria-
bly divide his film rental and be-
cause the public's appetite for mo-
tion pictures is satiated by the dou-

-

'THE PRINCE and
the PAUPER"
(Errol Flynn, The Mauch
Twins, Claude Rains)

Monday, April 19, 1937

NEWS of the DAY
Chicago—Sketches for two new

film theaters on North Michigan
are being prepared by Architect L.
I. Janik for the Theater Acceptance
Syndicate of which Archie Spencer
is the managing director. One
house will seat 1,000 and the other
will be of an intimate type seating
600. Policy planned embraces news-
reels and short subjects.

Cleveland—An 1,800-seat theater,
to be called the New West Park, is

now being constructed by Max Lef-
kowich and associates.

Moore Haven, Fla.— The Glades
Theater has been sold by the own-
ers, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Klutts to
Mrs. Mary Hayes Davis of La Belle,

who operates houses in La Belle and
Clewiston.

West Haven, Conn.—Michael Cas-
cioli, lessee of the Park Theater in
the Allingtown sector, announces
plans for a new $40,000 950-seat
theater at Orange Ave. and Forest
Rd., diagonally opposite the present
location.

Brook, Ind.—Miller Bros, have ac-
quired the Brook Theater, now dark,
and will reopen Friday.

Hope, Ark. — The new 450-seat
Rialto Theater, a Malco house, has
opened. Arthur Swanke, manager
of the Saenger, will direct the new
Rialto.

Fort Worth, Tex. — The Texas
Theater, operated by Earl Penix,
has closed.

40 Day-and-Date Openings

Scheduled for "Barriers"

Forty first-run situations in key
spots throughout the country will

play GB's "Silent Barriers" day-and-
date during the week of April 29,

it was announced Saturday by
George W. Weeks, GB sales mana-
ger.

Among the key spots set are the
RKO ace theaters in Newark,
Rochester, and Syracuse; M. and P.

first-run situations in Boston, and
Comerford Publix houses in Scran-
ton and Wilkes Barre.

$20,000 Balm for Cracraft
White Plains—In a sealed verdict

opened by Justice Mortimer B. Pat-
terson in Supreme Court, Tom
Adrian Cracraft, New York theatri-

cal designer, received $20,000 dam-
ages for injuries received when he
was struck last July in Westport,
Conn., by an automobile owned by
Mrs. Myrtle Robson, and driven by
her son William.

ble feature policy and he or she
doesn't go to pictures so often—it

can be eliminated only by having
the producers reduce the quantity of
pictures they turn out and concen-
trate on quality, and by the elimina-
tion of block booking so that ex-
hibitors could play the pictures best
suited to their audiences. Poor pic-

tures would not be exhibited but
the returns on good pictures would
be far greater and there would be
every incentive for the making of
real box office attractions.

"I wonder, if block booking were
eliminated, would there be a the-

ater that would not have played
'Maytime', 'San Francisco', and 'Mu-
tiny on the Bounty', and I also won-
der what these pictures would have
grossed throughout the country for

the producer if exhibitors could have
played them without having to buy
an entire block of 50?"

WB Cutting 20, Shooting

Eight and Preparing Five

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank — Warners' studios here

are working at top speed with 20
features completed and in the hands
of the cutters awaiting release dates.
Eight more are before the cameras
and five are in preparation for early
shooting. Pix in preparation are:

"The Perfect Specimen" with Er-
rol Flynn and Miriam Hopkins, di-

rected by Michael Curtiz; "Gentle-
man After Midnight" with Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Bonita
Granville, Donald Crisp, Hugh
O'Connell, Patric Knowles and Grant
Mitchell, directed by Archie L.
Mayo; "Campus Scandals" with
Frank McHugh; "Varsity Show"
starring Dick Powell, Fred Waring
and His Pennsylvanians, and Ruby
Keeler, directed by William Keigh-
ley; and "Angle Shooter" with Pat
O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Margaret
Lindsay, Ricardo Cortez, John Litel

and Ben Welden, directed by Ray
Enright.

Neb. Attorney General

Favors Anti-Ascap Bill

Lincoln, Neb.—Promise of support
of the anti-ASCAP bill when it

brushes the Supreme Court for a
test, when and if passed by the uni-
cameral legislature here, was made
last week by Attorney General
Richard C. Hunter to Senator Frank
Brady, the bill's author.

Brady had originally written to
Hunter for an opinion on the con-
stitutionality of the legislation

which Hunter declined to do, calling

it "unexplored legal matter."

His letter stated it was progres-
sive legislation and as such his of-

fice would be unable to do more at

present than be interested and give

it the office defense when tested.

The bill is expected to come up
this week.

FRELS ANTI-TRUST f
TRIAL OPENS MAY 24

Dallas—The trial of the suit
brought by Reuben Frels against
Jefferson Amusement Co. and others,
has been set for May 24 in the
United States District Court. This
suit, which was brought on alleged
violations of the Sherman Anti-
trust act, involves virtually every
important moving picture producer
and distributor in the country. It
is expected to be on trial for a week.

Sunday Film Referendum
Bill Signed by Md. Gov.

Baltimore—Gov. Harry W. Nice
has signed one bill authorizing a
referendum on Sunday movies in
Oakland, Md., and has two more for
similar privileges elsewhere before
him. One would permit showing in
Annapolis, subject to approval by
the voters at the next election. The
other will permit motion pictures
in the Fifth District of Anne Arun-
del county, which will affect only
one house, provided 10 per cent of
the gross receipts from the sale of
tickets goes to the American Legion
or other charity. The bill also pro-
vides that a referendum be held in
November, 1938, and, if the voters
approve, Sunday movies can continue
but if they disapprove showing will
have to stop at the end of the year.
Two bills requiring that some pic-

tures be labeled "for adults only"
by the Censor Board failed to pass.
Another bill to permit officials of
political units in the State to adopt
daylight saving never got out of the
committee to which it was referred.

SICK REPORT

Detroit — Mae Questel (Betty
Boop) canceled her engagement at
the Michigan because of illness, and
was replaced by Frank Crumit and
Julia Sanderson.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Grandin, cast

in M-G-M's "The Firefly," is nurs-
ing a broken arm, received when
tossed by his horse.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—John Howard, Par-

amount actor, cracked his right
ankle while playing tennis with
Karl Struss, cameraman, at the
Los Angeles Tennis Club.

Oklahoma City—Tom Dyer of the
Dyer Theater Supply, who sustained
three broken ribs in an accident at
Antlers, is on the mend.

Jack Pearl, comedian, has returned
to his home, 300 Central Park West,
after undergoing a minor operation
a week ago at the Hospital for Joint
Diseases.
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THE GERSHWINS
WROTE THEM . . .

THE WORLD IS
SINGING THEM:
"Slap That Bass'*—"I've
Got Beginner's Luck"
—"They All Laughed"—
"Let's Call The Whole
Thing off"—"They Can't
Take That Away"—"Shall

We Dance."

THE SHOW EVENT THE
WORLD AWAITS !... a new
Astaire-Rogers show! . . . Rhythm's

grandest gift to the screen! . . . Fred and

Ginger on roller skates ... in an exciting

new world of gay delights . . . ten times

more thrilling than ever ... in the show

that tops their own highest peaks!

•!

m

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON • ERIC BLORE
JEROME COWAN • KETTI GALLIAN
WILLIAM BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR
Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN • Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich * Pandro S. Berman Production

HO
RADIO
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"When Love Is Young"
with Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor, Walter

Brennan

Universal 76 Mins.

INDIFFERENT OFFERING AMBLES
ALONG WITH NO PARTICULAR SNAP

OR PUNCH.
This is one of those productions that

will be seen and forgotten soon after, as

it lacks any particular color or individuality

in story or treatment. A very capable

cast fails to lift it out of the rut of the

routine. Virginia Bruce is the little girl

from a farm who gets romantic over the

local Lothario and is broken-hearted at

the school dance at graduation exercises

when the class prophecy makes her out

to be a country bumpkin. Later she goes

to New York to take vocal lessons, meets

up with Kent Taylor, a press agent for a

Broadway show, who sets out to make a

blues singer out of her. And so on and

on the story rambles rather aimlessly, till

the press agent succeeds in making a gla-

mour girl out of her and putting her over

in a Broadway show. It has all been done
before, only much better. The finale has

I

the girl going back to the hick town only

to be disillusioned about her local dream
man who turns out to be a phony as com-
pared with the press agent she left on

Broadway. So back to the show and her

real love. Miss Bruce is very good, and

handles a loose part with distinction. That
goes also for Kent Taylor as the press lad.

Walter Brennan plays the girl's uncle in

the role of a kindly old codger, and is ex-

cellent. Hal Mohr had a tough baby for

his initial directorial assignment. The
story simply wasn't there for him to go

to work on.

Cast: Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor, Wal-
ter Brennan, Greta Meyer, Christian Rub,

William Tannen, Jean Rogers, Sterling Hol-

loway, Nydia Westman, David Oliver, Jack
Smart, Laurie Douglas.

Director, Hal Mohr; Author, Eleanore

Griffin; Screenplay, Joseph Fields, Eve
Greene.

Direction, Fair Photography, Okay

Foreign Pix at Esquire

"Thank You, Madame," Viennese
film with Jan Kiepura will be the
opening attraction on April 26 at
the Esquire Theater, 44th St. and
Eighth Ave., new foreign policy
house operated by the Consolidated
circuit.

^h\ EGO-GETTER"
(George Brent, Anita Louise,

Charles Winninger)

SHORTS
"A Day With the Dionne

Quintuplets"
(Pathe News Production)

RKO Radio 20 Mins.
Can't Miss

You can't miss with this one as
the Dionne Quins make their bow as
talking screen stars. Of course
their talk is somewhat indistinct,

and even their guardian angel Doc
Dafoe seems to have a tough time
trying to figure out this baby talk
in mixed French and English. But
the kids are a riot and their cute-
ness will have the femmes oo-hing
and ah-ing all over the theater.
Through the day the camera fol-

lows them in close-ups, invading
the private life of these world-fa-
mous young ladies. Dr. Dafoe
shares the footage with his young
charges, as well as their nurses.
The climax has the doctor phoning
his family to say good-night, and
the babes each answering him in

turn. The picture is by way of

celebrating the approaching third

birthday of the famous quins.

Pathe Topics No. 6
RKO Radio 9 Mins.

Very Good
Opens with the well known ven-

triloquist, Walter Walters, shown in

remarkable close-ups with his fa-

mous dummies, Frankie and the
Baby. Some very difficult imper-
sonations, especially with the yell-

ing baby. The second subject is "Ski
Tracks," with Percy Olton com-
menting on the do's and dont's of

the skiing art as the expert per-

forms in the mountain snows. John
Harvard's Birthplace closes the reel,

with a journey to Southwark, the
old district of London, with its re-

minders of the literary giants of an
earlier day. Edited by Thomas
Chalmers.

"Rhythm On the Rampage

(lieadliner Comedies)

RKO Radio 10 Mins.

Good Laughs
A comedy sketch featuring Ted

Fiorito and his ork. The action
moves very fast, and carries a good
quota of laughs. The action con-
cerns a member of the oi'chestra
who pays a visit to a blonde's apart-
ment, posing as the orchestra lead-

er Ted whom she is crazy about but
has never met. The tough boy
friend of the girl escapes from jail,

and the orchestra lad flees, with the
hard guy in pursuit, thinking he is

Fiorito. And so into a funny climax
with the escaped convict finally

landing back in jail. Produced by
Bert Gilroy. Directed by Jean
Yarborough.

"California Missions"

RKO Radio 11 mins.

Gorgeous
This is one of the finest collec-

tions of shots of California scenery
ever assembled. It is strictly con-
fined to views of old Missions, built

by the Franciscan Friars. The an-
cient ox cart of the friars as they
journeyed through the country in

the old days is re-created as the
method for presenting the different

missions, in the order in which they
were originally founded. Alois Hav-
rilla supplies the narration. The
photography is superb, some of the
shots standing out like oil paintings.

FOREIGN
"SOL OVER DANMARK," ("Sun Over

Denmark"), Danish dialogue film; Scandi-

navian Talking Pictures release; story by

John Olsen; directed by Holger Madsen,

with Grete Sjolin, Gerda Newmann, Bruno

Tyron, et al., in the cast. Presented at

Four New Industry Firms

Given Illinois Charters

Chicago — J. B. Blanton, J. T.

Scott and Earl L. Warwick have
organized the Talking Picture Co.
with offices at 565 Washington
Blvd.

The Van Theaters Co. has been
organized by a group headed by G.

W. Nikolopulos, with offices at 6228
So. Halstead St. S. J. Basseir is

the attorney for the group.
The Goodman Theater Corp. has

been formed by H. and G. Goodman
and P. Neiderman with offices at 77

W. Washington St. H. Herson and
Leonard Gordon have organized the

Ellemo Theater Corp. with offices at

128 N. Wells St.

Monogram Using W. E.

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram pro-

duction head, has arranged to use

Western Electric equipment for re-

cording the Monogram program.

Turpin Trust Dissolution

Sought to Benefit His Son

St. Louis—A suit to dissolve a
trust embracing the $119,000 estate

of the late Charles H. Turpin, Negro
and film theater owner, has been
filed in the Circuit Court by Sen-
ator Michael Kinney, administrator
of the estate. Action seeks to have
his son, C. Udell Turpin of Chicago
declared sole heir. Under the terms
of the trust fund the money would
eventually provide financial assist-

ance for the higher education of

Negro boys and girls of St. Louis.

Turpin accumulated most of his for-

tune through the operation of sev-

eral motion picture theaters for

negroes.

V. C. Auxiliary Luncheon Set

Kansas City, Mo.—Ladies Auxil-
iary of the Variety Club will hold

its final luncheon meeting of the

season on May 12.

the Cinema de Paris. Running time: 120

Mins.

First Danish dialogue picture to reach

New York. It is a very pleasing film that

holds fast the attention of an audience

despite the fact that there is only a thread

of a story. What there is deals with the

summer vacation of two girls who tour the

country and end up their recreational and

romantic adventures with the capture of

husbands. Primarily the most attractive

phase of the film is its scenic backgrounds,

and is virtually a travelogue. But patrons

of all types will enjoy it, despite its length

and the added handicap of having no Eng-

lish titles. But these, because of the sim-

plicity of the story, are really unessential.

"DER LETZTE WALTZER" ("The Last

Waltz"), German dialogue film with Eng-

lish titles; a Panorama production, based

on operetta by Oscar Straus; directed by

Georg Jacoby, with Camilla Horn, Ernst

Dumcke, Max Guelstorf, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the 86th Street Casino Thea-

ter. Running time: 94 mins.

An exceptionally well made picture whose

cast, headed by the lovely Camilla Horn,

is happily chosen, and whose technical and

musical aspects are consistently interesting.

The story is filled with romance and drama

and deals with life in Russia's court a

generation ago. All the episodes are readily

understood by American audiences because

of their obvious character and the added

fact that flash-in titles in English are

numerous and punchy. Film ranks well-up

among foreign productions in entertain-

ment value.

"INKOGNITO" ("Incognito"), German
dialogue film with English titles; a Ufa

production; directed by Richard Schneider-

Edenkoben, with Gustav Froehlich, Hansi

Knoteck, Hans Leibelt, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the 86th Street Garden Thea-

ter. Running time: 81 mins.

Fairly diverting romantic comedy, with

smooth direction but a rather trite story

which tells of a wealthy young man who
turns from a jaded life of ease and luxury

to those less tinseled and more practical

things of the work-a-day world. As a clerk,

he meets a girl with whom he falls in love.

She stands by him despite circumstantial

evidence that he is a crook,—which, of

course, he is not. There are many amus-

ing situations during the action, which

takes place in a suburb of Berlin. The cast

is skilled, and Hansi Knoteck is an ideal

leading lady.

V

'KID GALAHAD"
(Edw. G. Robinson, Bette

Davis, Humphrey Bogart)
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DALLAS EXHIBS. SEE I New England Attendance Up 1 5 P. C;
'37 AS "BEST YEAR"

' 20 New Theaters Under Construction
By VIOLET SHORT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Dallas—Although exhibitors pre-
dict that 1937 will be the best year
in history for the Dallas theaters,

box office grosses for the first three
months of 1937 are under the totals

for the same period in 1936. Ac-
cording to Col. H. A. Cole, Allied

Theater Owners of Texas, Inc., these
figures, however, do not indicate a

business slump. They resulted from
a prolonged siege of ice and snow

—

the worst in the history of Texas

—

which virtually paralyzed automo-
bile traffic in the Dallas area for

several weeks and which thus nat-

urally affected theater attendance.
The difference in the first quarters

of 1937 and 1936 was, in percentage,

negligible. Normal weather attend-

ance, both downtown and in the

neighborhoods of Dallas, is increas-

ing steadily, with neighborhoods re-

porting admissions running from 10

to 25 p. c. ahead of a year ago. In-

terstate Circuit, operating 11 the-

aters in Dallas, reports an increase

keeping step with business improve-
ment in all other lines.

The first quarter of 1937 wit-

nessed the first Dallas downtown
theater, The Tower, being built and
opened in 10 years. A new neigh-

borhood theater, being built at a

cost of $25,000 by C. J. Stevens, is

scheduled for completion at 5319
Maple Avenue June 1st. Approxi-
mately 25 per cent of the neighbor-
hoods in Dallas have either under-
gone complete remodeling or have
added extensively to their equip-

ment, such as screens, sound, etc.

There are no dark houses in the

Dallas area.

Although bank night is losing its

appeal in many other parts of Texas,

it still flourishes in Dallas with that

of the Melba Theater, downtown,
topping. Smaller exhibs, however,
are finding that it takes an increas-

ingly large award to draw the

crowds and many of them in smal-

ler towns are discontinuing it.

While there is a decided tendency
towards the elimination of double

features and giveaways on the part

of the neighborhood theaters, mid-

night shows on Saturday night are

proving very profitable to the sev-

eral neighborhoods which recently

inaugurated them.
It is not likely that the rising

trend of prices on other things will

touch the admission prices in the

Dallas theaters. This is because of

state and Federal taxes which would
virtually take from the exhibitor

whatever profit he might make by

raising prices.

The fact that the Texas Centen-

Singles Click, Says Landau
St. Louis—Duals needed? Not so.

says Louis Landau, operating the Mary-
land Theater, who has made single fea-

tures pay since dropping doubles on

Jan. 13 last. Landau is using shorts in

lieu of the second feature.

(Continued

for exhibitors all through the first

period of this year, with attendance
totals 15 p. c. higher than in the
same quarter of 1936.
January and February were very

good months for exhibs, due to the
mild winter and lack of outdoor win-
ter sports competition.
Admission prices took an upward

swing in Boston when the Metro-
politan, the key deluxe house of the
M. & P. chain, jumped matinee
prices from 50 cents to 55 cents and
evening prices from 65 cents to 75
cents. A similar increase was put
into effect by the RKO Boston the-
ater a few weeks later. With a few
rive-cent exceptions, neighborhood
houses, including both circuits and
indies, did not raise their prices.

There are 20 new theaters under
construction in New England at the

present time. Sixty houses which
includes over 15 of the M. & P. cir-

cuits have made extensive altera-

tions including new marquees, new
lobbies, new seats, carpets, fixtures

and projection equipment. The
Loew's Orpheum in Boston installed

new seats, new carpets, and made
extensive alterations in the smoking
rooms and lobbv, estimated cost

of $75,000.

from Page 1

)

New sound equipment has been
installed in all Boston houses and
nearly all suburban theaters. Mir-
rophonic equipment was installed in

nearly all Greater Boston M. & P.

houses.
E. M. Loew has just completed a

deal with the City of Lynn to built

an outdoor drive-in theater on city

property. This will make the third

drive-in theater in New England.

Giveaways are still popular in

New England, Bank Night heading
the list with approximately 350

houses using it. Nearly four out of

five suburban houses are using give-

aways in some form or other. Near-
ly $500,000 has been given away
during the past 12 months, it is es-

timated.

All neighborhood houses are using
duals as well as several in town
theaters, including the Paramount
and Fenway, Scollay Square Olym-
pia, the Modern and more recently,

the RKO Memorial.

Latest report of the Film Board
of Trade give the number of the-

aters now operating in New Eng-
land as 1,008. A number of these

houses reopened this year were dark
since 1929.

Ohio Monogram Franchises Seven New Film Industry

Go to Select Corp., Onie
j

Companies Incorporated

Monogram franchises have been
acquired by Nate Schultz of Select-

ed Pictures Corp. of Cleveland for

the northern Ohio territory and by
William Onie of Cincinnati for

Southern Ohio, part of Kentucky
and West Virginia. Onie will open
a new office in Cincinnati.

Ben Welansky, president of the

Monogram exchanges in Boston and
Pittsburgh, has named Steve Brody
as New England manager and Dave
Selznick as manager of the Pitts-

burgh branch. The Boston office

opens May 1.

Lon T. Fidler has organized
Monogram Intermountain Pictures,

Inc., and will open Denver offices

May 1. Monogram Film Distribu-

tors has been incorporated in Ne-
braska by L. O. "Bob" Ringler and
F. E. Judd to handle Monogram in

Iowa and Nebraska. Bill Strick-

land will be manager of the Omaha
offices.

A. M. Goldstein is directing the

Seattle and Portland offices of

Monogram Pictures Corp. of the

Northwest. Sam Decker and Wil-

liam Hurlbut have incorporated
Monogram Pictures, Inc., in De-
troit to take over the Michigan
franchise.

nial in 1936 gave Dallas theaters

the best summer in history has led

to the expectation that the Greater
Texas and Pan-American Exposi-

tion will prove equally profitable

this summer.

Albany—Seven new film industry

companies have been chartered by

the Secretary of State. The list:

Benton-Schine Corp., Saratoga

Springs, to exhibit motion pictures.

William E. Benton, Reba E. Ryan,

John A. May, incorporators.

Film Circulation Corp., New York

City, to distribute motion pictures.

Alfred H. Weiss, Charles A. Adami,

Harry W. Bontemps, incorporators.

RKO Proctor Mt. Vernon Corp.,

Mount Vernon, to operate motion

picture theaters. Ethel M. C. Pugh,

Rose Hornstock, Ruth Bishop, incor-

porators.

Sound Masters, Inc., New York
City, to deal in motion pictures,

picture records and films. W. Franch
Githens, Harold E. Wondse, Francis
Carter Wood, Jr., incorporators.

Opus Film Co., Inc., New York
City, to deal in motion picture films.

Stella Schwartz, Gertrude Schmelzer,
Harold G. Saltzman, incorporators.

Ran-Pru Operating Corp., New-
York City, to exhibit motion pic-

tures, operate theaters. Julius S.

Triebwasser, Bernard Rothbaum,
Harold N. Horowitz, incorporators.

Artcinema Associates, Inc., New
York City, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Emil J. Jensen, Joseph G.

Kosch, Charles J. Mylod, Harry G.

Kosch, Milton H. Reuben, incorpora-

tors.

STEADY CONSTRUCT^

PAGE RULES MICHIGAN

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Detroit—Theater construction sur
vey by The Film Daily in Michi
gan discloses a steady building pace
prevailing rather than the spurt no-
ticeable a year ago. New houses
recently opened include the Radio
City theater at Ferndale, local sub-
urb, operated by the William J
Schulte Circuit; the Eastown at

Grand Rapids, and Harold Hedler's
Valley Theater at Newaygo.

Theaters planned or under con-
struction include:
MICHIGAN: Large theater proj-

ect at Midland, by William A. Cas-
sidy; rebuilding of the burnt Ma-
jestic Theater, Monroe, by Rene
German; new house by James M,
Minter, Flint; $100,000 house by
Schlossman Theaters, Muskegon;
new house at Gaylord for the Olsen
Bros.; new house for G. A. Ward
at Mount Pleasant.
DETROIT AND SUBURBS: Cir

cle Theater at Dearborn, nearing
completion for James Stoia and Jos-
eph Miskinis; Palmer Park Theater
in Highland Park, for Ray Schrei-
ber; Beverly Theater, for Barney
Kilbride, on which work was started
this week; unnamed house for Wis-
per and Wetsman Circuit at Harper
and Chalmers Avenues, still on pa-

per; Chicago Theater, 560-seat west
side house; Ben Cohn's Congress
Theater, a west side house under
construction; Will Rogers Theater,

announced for building at Grosse
Pointe by James N. Robertson.
Most of these are circuit-operated

houses.
Plans for three or more theaters

have been announced additionally

by Butterfield Circuit.

"U" Has 20 StoriesTFrom

Which to Select "A" Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With the re-

turn of J. Cheever Cowdin, Uni-
versal^ studio chieftains prepared

for final conferences to set the 1937-

38 schedule of features. Sources

close to U's production plans told

The Film Daily that the company
owns screen rights to approximately
20 major story properties, all of

which will be available for the mak-
ing of "A" pictures on the new line-

up, and that 75 per cent of the sto-

ries for its forthcoming "B" pictures

had also been bought. Cowdin is

expected to remain at Universal City

for about 10 days before returning

to New York by plane.

Vaude Gains in Michigan

Detroit— Increasing use of vaudevKls.

by local theaters is reflected in sf
mary of four weeks of vaudeville boJ
by Sol Berns, of the Del-Ray Orchl

tras and Attractions. Houses include:

Rialto, Flint; Palace, Windsor, Ont.;

Colonial, Lincoln, and Beacon, Detroit;

Frolic, Midland; Strand, Alma; and

Michigan at Saginaw.
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er LawClaim No Film Production Control Undi

SEE ALLIED TO PUSH THEATER CLASSIFYING BILL

Attendance of 500 Expected at Coast SMPE Meeting
Eastern Delegation of 100

Slated to Attend Spring

Convention

Approximately 500 members of the
S. M. P. E. are expected to attend
its Fall convention at the Hollywood
Roosevelt hotel at the coast May 24-

28, inclusive, it was indicated at

headquarters of the organization in

New York yesterday. The eastern
delegation is figured at about 100
members.
Program for the session will pay

particular attention to developments
in television and color as well. A
number of papers will be presented
dealing with the former subject.

Tentative program for the meet-
ing will be announced shortly in

New York.

KUYKENDALL SPEAKS

ON RADIO PROBLEM

Memphis, Tenn.—Ed Kuykendall,
president of the M.P.T.O.A., in his

address yesterday to the 300 per-
sons attending the semi-annual con-
vention of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee at the
Hotel Chisca here, stressed the work
of the national organization in its

10-point program and the injury to
(Continued on Page 8)

Major Co. to Make New
Offer for Fox Brooklyn

Joseph Nemerov, attorney, said
yesterday that his client, who is act-

ing for a major company, would
make an offer this afternoon to Fed-

al Judge William Bondy for the

ox Brooklyn Theater and office

(Continued on Page 6)

><

7 Denver Houses Up Prices

Denver—The Curtis street houses, in-
cluding the Plaza, Isis, Rialto, Victory,
Tanor, Center and State, are upping their

admission prices a nickel.

Allied Arts Organized to Produce Operatic Pictures
With plans tor producing Full-length features and shorts based on operas. Allied

Arts Productions has been organized with Deems Taylor, composer and music critic,

as its executive vice-president. Associated with the company are Theodore Benedek,
as president; John D. Williams and Arnold Genthe. Taylor will supervise the music
and Dr. Genthe will direct photography.

IATSE TO ORGANIZE

THEATER EMPLOYES

FILM RIGHTS' SALES

UP UNDER GUILD PACT

I.A.T.S.E. executive board at a
meeting last week in Chicago pre r

sided over by President George E.
Browne decided to make a national
drive to organize ushers, doormen,
theater cashiers and film exchange
employes.
Some time ago the I.A.T.S.E. init-

iated a two per cent .tax on the
weekly salaries of members. Funds
raised through this tax will be used
for the organization drive.

Italy Is Still Undecided
on Distribution Fee Tilt

Despite reports to the contrary,
Italy has not officially decided upon
new film industry regulations, af-

fecting American companies, to suc-
ceed the ones expiring on July 1, it

was stated at the Havs office yes-
terday. Under consideration at Rome
is a proposal to increase the distri-

(Continued on Page 6)

Sidney R. Fleischer, arbiter in the
sale of motion picture rights to

plays, said yesterday that despite
the film company's claim that sales
of film rights to plays would be
reduced by the workings of the new
Dramatists' Guild contract, the first

season's operation under the con-
tract had been a success because
there had been more sales to the

(Continued on Page 7)

Better Offer for Roxy

Indicated Next Monday

Indications are that an improved
offer for the Roxy Theater to meet
the objections raised to the present
reorganization plan under which
20th Century-Fox will acquire the

theater will be made known next
Monday when adjourned hearings
on the plan will be resumed.
Yesterday in Federal Court, fur-

ther hearings were adjourned for
(Continued on Page 8)

Campaign t o Supplement
Drive for Divorcement

Measures

Apart from an energetic campaign
designed to bring about passage of
theater divorce bills supplementing
the North Dakota statute, Allied is

understood planning to sponsor more
measures similar to the one intro-

duced in the Minnesota Legislature
seeking to classify theaters and do
away with the present system of
protection. Discussion of this sub-
ject is expected to occur at the ex-
hibitor association's annual conven-
tion at Milwaukee late next month.
The Minnesota measure would set

up four theater classifications as
follows: first run houses charging
35 cents or more adult top, second

(Continued on Page 6)

SKOURASTOlXTEND

SINGLE RILL TRYOUT

Wagner Law Only Applies to Labor

Situation in Studio, Counsel Says

Tri-States, Central States

Won't Combine, Says Blank

Des Moines—A. H. Blank, presi-
dent of Tri-States Theater Corp.,
has announced the cancellation of
the option under which Paramount
Pictures, Inc., was privileged to pur-
chase his half interest in the cor-

{Continued on Page 7)

The Wagner Law, recently upheld
by the U. S. Supreme Court, does
not allow Congress to regulate film

production itself, according to a

spokesman for the major companies
yesterday. It only applies to the

studios, it was declared, to prohibit

acts which would impose an unfair

burden on interstate commerce.
A principal feature of the law

(Continued on Page 6)

It was decided yesterday at a spe-

cial managers' meeting of Skouras
Theaters to continue single bills at

ihe Lafayette theater, Suffern, N. Y.,

and the Manhasset, Manhasset, and
to replace duals with singles at %o
theaters outside the New York City

(Continued on Page 7)

Variety Clubs Pick Cincy;

Harris Again Chief Barker

Omaha — Cincinnati will be the

1938 national convention city of the

Variety Clubs as the result of ac-

tion taken at the 1937 conclave here.

Officers re-elected for 1937-38 are:

Chief Barker, John H. Harris,
(Continued on Page 6)

Femmes Chase Publicity

United Artists plans to dispatch a

force of about 20 women exploiteers

into the field late this month to plug

"Women Chases Man." Picture will

get dual premiere at Los Angeles on

April 28 at Warner's Hollywood and
Downtown theaters
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

241/4 241/4 241/4

35 35 35 + Va

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

.

Columbia Picts. pfd..
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

4i/
8 4i/s 4i/g — l/s

151/2 151/4 151/4 — l/4
159 1581/2 159 — 2
1541/2 1541/2 1541/2 — 1/2

29 281/2 29
841/2 83% 843/8

26% 251/4 26V8 + I'/e

1831/z 175% 1831/z + 91/4

235/g 221/2 23% + 1%
8% 8 1/4 8%
10% 97/8 10 +1/4
403/8 391/2 40 + 1/2

50 495/8 493/4 + 3/4
79 79 79—3
15'/2 15 151/2 + 1/2

Vi

+ 3

+ %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 98i/

2 98% 98y2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . .IOO1/4 IOO1/4 IOO1/4

RKO 6s41 123 122 123
Warner's 6s39 97% 97i/

2 97%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 223,4 22 1/4 22 Vi
Trans-Lux 4% 4i/

2 4y2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe 7s 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15
Loew's Th. Bldg. '47 97i/

2 981/2

Met. Playhouse '43 73 75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40 56i/2 58

3
8

RKO Plan Hearing May 24
Further hearings on the RKO re-

organization plan before Judge Wil-
liam Bondy were adjourned yester-
day in Federal Court to May 24.

Hearings on the fairness of the plan
get under way Thursday before Spe-
cial Master George W. Alger.

March of Time" Calls

Kansas Incident Closed

As far as "The March of Time"
is concerned, the Kansas censor in-

cident which occurred when Sena-
tor Burton K. Wheeler's comment on
the President's Supreme Court plan
was deleted, is closed, stated Ralph
Rolan in New York yesterday.
The matter has resulted in wide-

spread publicity in both papers and
broadcasts. E. A. Briles, chairman
of the Kansas House ways and
means committee, discussed the case
over the air from Kansas City Sun-
day afternoon.

275 Simultaneous Dates

Set on Warners' "Prince"

Warners' "The Prince and the
Pauper" is scheduled for simultane-
ous openings in 275 situations
throughout the country dm-ing the
week of May 8, which is the week
of the Coronation ceremonies of

England's King George VI. Demand
is attributed to the fact that the
film contains a sequence showing
the actual coronation of an English
monarch.

Minimum Wage Measure

Passes Colorado House

The Colorado House has passed a
bill establishing minimum wages
for women and minors. A similar
measure has been approved by the
New York Senate.

Also in Colorado, both houses
have passed a bill banning mara-
thons and also a measure legalizing
dog racing, the latter having gone
to the Governor for his signature.
The Mayor of Denver has vetoed

a city ordinance ordering daylight
saving time.

Hospital Fights Theater
Hearing will be held today be-

fore Supreme Court Justice Julius
Miller on the move of the Lenox
Hill Hospital and St. Ann's Acad-
emy to prevent erection of a the-
ater at 1109 Lexington Avenue on
the ground that the theater would
be within 600 feet of the institutions

and would be an annoyance. De-
fendants are the Bureau of Stand-
ards and Appeals and Mrs. Marie
Hardart, owner of the property at
1109 Lexington Ave.

"Ecstasy" Stays on in 3 Spots

"Ecstasy" is being held over for
the 16th week at the Warner's Or-
pheum Theater in Chicago, and is

now playing its 26th week at the
Park Theater, Boston. Film is also
in its 6th week at the RKO Down-
town Theater, Detroit, setting a
record there.

U. M. P. T. O. Fetes Moss
Philadelphia—U. M. P. T. O. feted

Edgar Moss at the Warwick Hotel
here last night, the affair marking
his two decades in the industry.

Report "U" to Handle GB
Pix in U. S. Is Denied

A report that Universal might
handle physical distribution on GB
product in America was denied yes-
terday by R. H. Cochrane, president
of the former company, who dis-

missed the matter by saying the "ru-

mor comes up every few months."
Reports from England from time

to time have expressed the opinion
that such a move might materialize
owing to the association between C.

M. Woolf and Universal and the new
alliance between Woolf and GB.

Budd Rogers, head of Alliance

Films, yesterday denied a report

that Republic might release one of

his B. I. P. pictures.

Sunday Film Referendums
Every 2 Years Under Bill

Under a bill just introduced in

the Pennsylvania House of Repre-
sentatives, towns would be allowed

to hold referendums on Sunday
openings every two years, instead

of every five years, as the present
law orders.

Three K. C. Exhibitors

Block Ban on Giveaways

Kansas City — Proposed agree-
ment to ban giveaways here was
blocked yesterday by the failure of

three exhibitors to sign a pact which
would have been operative for two
years from May 16. Two of the
exhibitors indicated that they might
sign at a later date. No further
meetings are planned and apparent-
ly no other effort will be made to

put over the plan.

Dismissal of Dixon Case

Upheld by Circuit Court

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday upheld the lower court in

dismissing the complaint of Thomas
Bullitt Dixon against the A. T. &
T., Western Electric and Erpi charg-
ing infringement of patents for am-
plifying apparatus used in television

and motion picture reproduction,

sound recording, radio and telephone
receiving and transmitting. Bullitt's

action was originally brought in

February, 1932.

Salary Publicity Fought
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Rep. Doughton,

chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, will appear be-

fore the House Rules Committee
Thursday to ask consideration of his

resolution which would kill the pres-
ent law providing for publication of

salaries in excess of $15,000.

"Wink" Briggs Dead
Detroit — Walter J. (Wink)

Briggs, formerly manager of post-

er department for Paramount Ex-
change, is dead.

Tuesday, April 20, 1937

I
Coming and Going

WALTER VINCENT returns to New York
tomorrow from Richmond, Va.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, who has gone to Chi-
cago, returns to New York tomorrow.

PAUL O'BRIEN has gone to the coast from
New York.

J. DON ALEXANDER, president of the Alex-
ander Film Co., and MRS. ALEXANDER arrive
today from Colorado Springs. They will stop
at the Waldorf-Astoria.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN arrived from the
Coast yesterday and is stopping at the New
York Athletic Club.

SAM DEMBOW returns to New York tomor-
row or Thursday from Chicago.

W. S. VAN DYKE and CARTER BARRON ar-
rive in New York Thursday from Washington.

ATTORNEY GEORGE WRIGHT of Dallas is in
New York.

CHARLES MUNRO, who has arrived at the
Coast from Australia, is due in New York
May 20.

GUS SCHAEFER, Paramount manager in Ger-
many and Central Europe, is confined to his
hotel in New York by the grippe.

W. E. VAN BEVEREN, head of American
Tobis, arrives tomorrow on the lie de France
after a six weeks' business trip in Europe.

PHILLIPS HOLMES, film actor, has arrived
in New York from Hollywood and leaves for
England shortly to make a film there.

ERROL FLYNN, who arrived from England
yesterday on the Queen Mary, leaves for Hol-
lywood today.

LAWRENCE STALLINGS and MRS. STALL-
INGS; JASCHA HEIFETZ and his wife, the
former FLORENCE VIDOR; ARTHUR SCHWARTZ,
song writer; and KARL GRUNE, film actor,
also arrived on the Queen Mary.

ALICE FAYE, co-star with Walter Winched
and Ben Bernie in "Wake Up and Live," ar-
rives in New York from the coast early in

May for a brief vacation.

HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner Theaters' adver-
tising head, will be in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh during this week to
set ad campaigns for "The Prince and the
Pauper."

WALTER ABEL, stage and screen actor, left

New York over the week end for RKO Radio's
coast studios, and will visit Minneapolis en
route.

FRED LANGE, Paramount continental man-
ager with headquarters in Paris, plans a trip

to New York within a few weeks.

ED FISHER, of the Columbia Pictures ex-
ploitation department, leaves today for Cleve-
land.

APRIL 20

Harold Lloyd

Fred Kohler
Sidney Lanfield

Roy J. Pomeroy



APITOL GOES GAY!
Fun in the ads and fun at the

Box-Office! Another M-G-M
hit for happy showmen!
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There's no word
in the Dictionary

BIG
enough to describe
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The 1937 FILM YEAR BOOK OF MO-

TION PICTURES is now being distri-

buted to all subscribers to

THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Hollywood Office

6425 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, California

Thanks for a swell ad!

M.G.M.!—
We would appreciate

t greatly if you would

let us know if Leo hap-

pens by some chance
to find a word BIG
enough to describe
Maytime. We would

like to use it to de-

scribe our production

—The 1937 Film Year
Book.

YEAR BOOK
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WAGNER LAW APPLIES

ONLY TO STUDIO LABOR

(Continued on Page 6)

permits employees to have the right
to form, join or assist in forming
labor unions and to bargain collec-

tively through representatives of

their own choosing.

So far the law has been individu-

ally studied by major company coun-
sel and no Hays office meetings on
it are contemplated, it was stated

yesterday.

In an Allied bulletin, Abiiam F.

Myers, general counsel of the or-

ganization, speculated as to whether
or not the law allows Congress to

regulate "what goes into pictures."

Variety Clubs Pick Cincy;

Harris Again Chief Barker

{Continued from Page 1)

Pittsburgh; First Assistant, M. R.

Clark, Columbus, Second Assistant,

John Maloney, Pittsburgh; Dough
Guy, Frank Drew, Pittsburgh; Pro-

perty Master, James Balmer, Pitts-

burgh, Chairmen Earle Sweigert,

Philadelphia; E. J. Weisfeldt, Mil-

waukee; Allan Moritz, Cincinnati;

Marc Wolf, Indianapolis; Ed Kirch-

endahl, Detroit; Harry Shumow,
Omaha.

Harris, discussing the outlook for

flesh shows, said that there was
scant hope for a comeback, and the

future of the stage rested with its

possible revival in small towns
where talent is developed.

Major Co. to Make New
Offer for Fox Brooklyn

(Continued from Page 1)

building that will be an improve-
ment over the Si Fabian reorgani-
zation plan in that it will offer more
bonds and more interest to bond-
holders.

Under the Fabian plan, bondhold-
ers would receive 50 per cent of the
present face amount of their bonds.
Nemerov said his client may offer

dollar-for-dollar in new bonds. He
declared also that his client might
offer a larger first mortgage, adding
that $1,000,000 might be obtained
from the RFC for this purpose.

Aberdeen and Hoquiam
Theaters Boost Prices

Seattle — Grays Harbor theaters
at Aberdeen and Hoquiam have
boosted B. O. rates. Increases were
placed in effect at six showhouses
in the twin harbor cities of Western
Washington. While children's ad-
mission remains a dime, rates are to

be 35c for balcony in first run
houses and 40c for lower floor, ex-

clusive of tax. Subsequent runs will

charge 25c and tax.

•• A an|9 ^) MJ %";•• IB

• • • A REAL progressive bunch of young lads are run-
ning that University Theater at Harvard f'rinstance, they
have a gent sitting in the front row of the balcony, clutching a
telephone and a memo pad he is sitting there at the first

showing of every picture he phones the projection booth
and gets the right sound control on the various scenes
on the pad he makes copious notes on the intensity of sound. . .

at the second performance the operator has a typewritten sheet
giving him the detailed instructions on regulating the sound

in the collitch paper, "Harvard Crimson," featured ads
are frequently run on the current picture, giving a puff review
and an adverse write-up and urging the students to settle
the controversy themselves by seeing the show

• • • ALL THE trade press lads gathered to greet Ray
Bell Loew's publicity ace in Washington at a lunch-
eon at Tony's on West 52nd St. Ray sails today for Italy,

having won the trip as the first prize in the Selznick "Garden
of Allah" exploitation contest

• • • DURING THE entire two-week showing of "May-
time" at Loew's Stillman theater in Cleveland Manager
Jack Lykes noted a very distinguished elderly couple attending
a performance daily toward the end of the run Jack made
bold to inquire the reason for such unusual interest they
told him that the fine musical score was the magnet that lured
them Jack also claims that this picture has boosted the
marriage license business in Cleveland

• • • THAT SWING tune of Duke Ellington's "I've Got
to Be a Rug Cutter," is featured in Republic's "Hit Parade"
... • Irving Brecher, the lad who writes the gags for Milt
Berle, gets a writing contract from RKO Radio to take effect

this fall ... • Milton Kronacher, former Pathe News repre-
sentative, writes from the Hotel Ambassador at Fallsburg, N.
Y., where he has been for his health the past few years
Milt and the missus celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary
the other day, and the hotel people threw a big blowout for
the occasion he keeps in touch with his old pals' activities

by reading the li'l ole paper

• • • A NEAR panic in the Palace theater averted Sat-
urday afternoon when smoke from a fire nearby was
drawn into the house by the exhaust fans an oldtime the-

ater man happened to be watching the show he jumped
to the nearest exit, threw it open, and calmed the excited women
and kids with his cool, steady voice assuring them there was
no danger

T T
• • • NEW OFFICES opened by George E. Price at 2

East 57th St. . . . • Philip Gravitz, Metro booker at New
Haven, will be married to Jessie Boxer of Brooklyn on May 29

looks as if Phil has booked himself for the main bout at

last ... • Lester S. Tobias, premium man, is all set in his

new quarters at 25 West 23rd St. . . . • The Columbia base-
ball team have re-elected Joe Freiberg and Al Schwartz as man-
ager and captain respectively

T
• • • OUR GIRL Friedegg was all upset "A nosey
guy was here, Phil, and he looks over the mail on your desk as
if he was a country postmaster" "That's okay, Frieda. If

he can find anything worth whil e in these press blurbs, it's more
than we can, and we've been looking 'em over and overlooking
'em for years." Frieda gave us one of her mean looks
"Now I can understand why yours is the most overlooked
kolyum in the world."

« « « » » »

SEE ALLIED TO PUSIL

CLASSIFYING NIEASll

(Continued from Page 1)

run theaters charging between 35
and 25 cents; third runs, charging
between 20 and 25 cents and fourth
runs getting 15 cents or less. The-
aters in each division would be al-

lowed to play products simultane-
ously.

Distributors would be required to

post in their exchanges notices of
availability 14 days before the ter-

ritorial release date and also terms
under which productions are to be
sold.

Tues

ft

Italy Is Still Undecided

on Distribution Fee Tilt

(Continued from Page 1)

bution right fee from 30,000 lire to

between 40,000 and 80,000 lire oni

productions dubbed in the country.
Local dubbing is required by the
Italian law.

SICK REPORT

Philadelphia — June Walker,
screen and stage actress, is reported
recovering at the Germantown Hos-
pital from blood poisoning which,
hospital authorities say, responded
to an operation and a blood trans-
fusion after it was thought that the
malady might necessitate amputa-
tion of the star's left leg.

New Haven—Irving Bonoff and
Sam Weiss on the recuperating list

after stays in the hospital.

Denver—On sick leave for the
last year, George Paper has re-

covered and rejoined Fox as city

manager at Long, Mont.

Denver-—Mrs. Bud Kelley, wife ot

the former operator in this territory,

is under treatment for a heart ail-

ment in a local hospital.

Detroit — Sidney Berman, office

manager for United Artists Ex-
change, is in Harper Hospital, fol-

lowing a minor operation.

Detroit—Elmer Zuhelke, managei
of Cassidy Circuit Theaters at Mid-
land, Mich., is convalescing at Sag-
inaw, following a serious operation

Detroit—William G. Bishop, divi-

sional director of publicity for

M-G-M, is expected to return from
Florida on April 23, following
several months' convalescence.

Il

Des Moines—Mrs. Harry GottW|
("Dorothy Day") in charge of pub-

licity for Tri-States Theaters Corp.

has returned to work on part time

basis after an illness.

Co,

wil

1
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FiSlll RIGHTS' SALES

UP UNDER GUILD PACT

(Continued from Page 1)

films than during the preceding sea-

son and prices had been higher.

i

Fleischer said that since Aug. 1,

film rights to 15 plays had been

purchased by motion picture com-

panies through the arbiter's office.

It has now become the practice to

grant movie companies the right to

televise film versions of plays, but

|to reserve the right to televise the

play with living actors to the au-

thor.

A "MtU" fat* "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

Tri-Srares, Central States

Won't Combine, Says Blank

(Continued from Page 1)

poration, gives him permanent

ownership of 50 per cent of the

stock. Tri-States operates 42 the-

aters in Iowa, Nebraska and Illi-

nois. Blank commented on trade

reports that Tri-States and Central

States Theater Corp. would be

joined into one operating unit. He
is president of both concerns and

has been for several years, but the

organizations function separately

and will continue under that ar-

rangement, he said.

Roth Forms World-Wide

New Hollywood Company

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—With Eugene H. Roth

as president and general manager,

World-Wide Picture Co. has been

organized here to produce, distri-

bute, purchase and sell both features

and shorts. Alfred Grasso is asso-

ciated with the new company as

technical supervisor. Roth announces

World-Wide already has one series

of shorts ready for release and that

other deals are pending.

George Leathers Dead

Kansas City, Mo. — George

Leathers, veteran showman, is dead

at Greenfield, where he had been

operating the Wilson Theater.

Leathers, who is survived by his

widow and a son, Paul Leathers, had

been in ill health for more than a

year. The son will continue to oper-

ate the Greenfield house.

Chicago Co. Continues

Chicago—Chicago Cinema Products

Co. is continuing operations, and

will maintain its present policy, it

^announced.

HOLLYWOOD
A N innate desire to bring to the

screen the story of the roman-
tic life of Benjamin Franklin, is

taking Richard Thorpe, M-G-M di-

rector, to New York within the next

two weeks to confer with one of

Franklin's direct descendants. If

Thorpe is successful in securing

sufficient corroborative data to war-

rant making a picture, it is possible

it will be considered as a starring

vehicle for Clark Gable.

T T

Benny Rubin's discovery, Ann
Miller, lS-year-old dancer, has been

given an important role in "Easy

Going," the Wheeler-Woolsey com-

edy, which Edward F. Cline will di-

rect for RKO. Miss Miller was
dancing in a San Francisco night

club, when she attracted Rubin's

attention.

t

Frank Gay and Arthur Rosson,

producer and director, respectively

of Grand National's "Cloudy, King

of the Sierras," returned to Holly-

wood from Utah by air, with a mus-

tang colt to be tested for the title

role in the picture.

T T T

Grand National will be the first

company to use the new type of

portable sound trailer which West-

ern Electric has just perfected. This

will be in connection with "Dyna-
mite," starring James Cagney,

which Richard Rowland will produce

starting May 3.

T T

Natalie Cantor, Eddie's second

eldest daughter, will marry Joseph

Metzger, Hollywood antique dealer,

at an early date.

Y T

Casting assignments: Warners

—

Regis Toomey, George E. Stone,

Craig Reynolds, "Angle Shooter";

Lumsdem Hare, "The Life of Zola";

Republic—Patricia Ellis, "Rhythm
in the Clouds"; Columbia—Joseph

Sawyer, Harry Fleishman, Billy

Benedict, "White Heat."

t »

This, that and t'other:

Dashiell Hammett will write "The
Thin Man Returns" for M-G-M, and
William Powell, Myrna Loy and

Asta will be back in their old roles

. . . Allan Dwan will direct Shirley

Temple in "Heidi" . . . Walt Bullock

and Harold Spina will write the

songs for "52nd Street" . . . Rosa-

lind Shaffer will work with Gene
Fowler and Hal Long on the script

of "Life of Jesse James."
T T

New contracts: Eleanor Powell,

Brent Sargent, M-G-M ; Julian John-

son, 20th-Fox

B. F. Zeidman again has borrowed
Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker
from M-G-M to appear in "Sweet-
hearts of the Navy" which Duncan
Mansfield will direct.

As a present to Gary Cooper,

whom he "discovered" 12 years ago,

Samuel Goldwyn has made a film

"short" containing scenes of every
picture in which the actor has ap-
peared up to "The Adventures of

Marco Polo."

Max Factor and company, cos-

metics, is making trailers in Eng-
lish, French and Spanish and later

will make one in Swedish. One of

the trailers deals with autograph
hunters and another with screen

tests.

SKOURAS TO EXTEND

SINGLE BILL TRYOUT

(Continued from Page 1)

group, The Film Daily was advised
by the Skouras office. Names of

the theaters to go into singles were
not given as it will take several

weeks to make the adjustment.
It was held unlikely that singles

could be instituted as a general pol-

icy in New York City as long as

Loew's and RKO held to duals.

George H. Hill Dies
Fall River, Mass.—George H. Hill,

55, former business manager for

theatrical shows and film compa-
nies, died at his home following a

long illness.

Joe Moore Dies
Salt Lake City—Joe Moore, exhib-

itor of Havre and Glendive, Mont.,

is dead.

COMFORT- the^ ^^•^

Greatest Star of them all

Schertzinger Asks Exchanges' Advice on Casting Lead

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Victor Schertzinger, Grand National producer-director is making tran-

scriptions of song tests for the leading femme rc'e in his first G.N. production Some

thing to Sing About." These are being sent to GN exchanges for a reaction from the

men in the field. Identity of the players being tested is closely guarded.

Whoever may be on the screen,

the patron is in the seat. Stars come

and stars go, but seat comfort

pulls patronage the year 'round. We
are specialists in seating comfort.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Sealing for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
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KUYKENDALL SPEAKS

ON RADIO PROBLEM

{Continued from Page 1)

the box office value of film stars who
appeal' on radio programs.
"Radio competition has to be re-

cognized," he said. "Appearances of

stars on radio programs lessens

their box office appeal." Concern-
ing the 10-point program he stated:

"Eleven months have passed and ex-

hibitors are still being imposed
upon. I refuse to accept the theory

that this industry cannot solve its

problems within itself. Cancella-

tions are most important; concilia-

tion boards are essential; the score

charge is still a racket and distribu-

tors know that it must go. Legisla-

tion is important—we cannot evade

it. Responsible theater owners must
participate—keep in contact with

their legislators, both state and na-

tional. Bank nights and giveaways

have to be considered. Theater

operators must increase civic pride

and meet with their civic clubs."

Kuykendall closed his address

with a plea in behalf of the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital.

Memphis theater managers, the

Peerless Poster Exchange, the Na-

tional Theater Supply and Monarch
Theater Supply tendered the exhib-

itors a luncheon.
Speakers at yesterday's after-

noon's session included Harry

Graham, Vernon Adams, M. A.

Lightman, Kenneth E. Gouedy, Jack

Knight, Jr. and Harry Martin,

amusement editor of the Memphis
Commercial-Appeal.
There was no election of officers

with the exception of secretary-

treasurer Y. D. Moore, of McKenzie,

Tenn.,—elected to finish the term of

H. W. Evans, elected last October,

who is no longer in show business;

W. H. Baker, of Macon, Miss., to

replace J. A. West, who has sold all

his theater interests; H. J. Williams,

director from Mississippi, in place

of W. H. Baker, elected vice-presi-

dent; Sidney Wharton, of Warren,

Ark., director in place of his father,

who has died since the last election;

E. L. Drake, of Jackson, Tenn., di-

rector, in place of Y. D. Moore,

elected secretary.

A dance and banquet ended ses-

sions last night.

MPTOA Radio Committee

First Meeting Deferred

Initial meeting of the M. P. T.

O. A. radio committee, appointed

to determine ways and means of

coping with what is called unfair

competition, tentatively scheduled

for today has been put off until

later this week or next week. Wal-
ter Vincent, chairman, is in Rich-

mond attending to a court case and

does not return to New York until

tomorrow.

Dancing
Salt Lake City

a new competit
will inaugurate
3 to 5 p.m.

as

-Fi
ve
ma

Opposition

m Rialto here

threat. Hotel
rinee dancing

faces
Utah
from

Reutews of Hew TiJUns

"Pick a Star"
with Pitsy Kelly, Jack Haley, Rosina

Lawrence, Mischa Auer

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

M-G-M-Roach 78 mins.

LOADED WITH GAGS THAT GET
LAUGHS, WELL ACTED, SHOULD PROVE
EXCELLENT B. 0. FARE.

All arcund "Pick a Star" manages to be

enjoyable fare. Some of the stuff is very

funny loaded with good gags and put over

in grand style by Mischa Auer, Patsy Kelly

and Laurel and Hardy. Then again it lapses

into some dull moments, but fortunately

there is much more of the former than of

the latter. Auer's presence perks up ac-

tivity and his splendid performance which

includes some of his wild antics is good

for a lot of .solid laughter. A good number
of clever lines have been delegated to

Patsy Kelly who gets them over for swell

returns. Laurel and Hardy's routines are

of the slapstick variety and should bring

howls. Rosina Lawrence has the big fem-

inine role which she handles very capably.

She is beautiful, sings nicely and troupes

well. She carries the romantic interest

along with Jack Haley, but his role hasn't

much to it, and the romantic situations

are where the piece falls flat, and some of

the desired high spots are not too effec-

tive. A lavish musical number is included

but means little in the set-up. Richard

Flournoy, Arthur Vernon Jones and Thomas

J. Dugan, the authors and screenplay

writers, have worked out the "country

girl makes good in Hollywood" idea in a

little different fashion while supplying a

lot of good comedy and some bright lines.

While on gags and comedy routines, Ed-

ward Sedgwick's direction is very good.

A forced landing brings a Transcontinental

plane to the midwestern town where Ro-

sina Lawrence and her sister Patsy Kelly

live. One of the passengers is the screen

actor Mischa Auer. When a disgusted pas-

senger offers two tickets to Los Angeles,

where her boy friend Jack Haley is trying

to get her a break in pictures, she jumps

at the opportunity. The two girls guided

by Auer arrive in Hollywood where they

find Jack a waiter in a restaurant. For

a moment it seems as though Auer is going

to do the sweet Rosina wrong but his

better self interferes. He gets her a screen

test on which she is doing badly until

Jack enters to inspire her to bring forth

her true ability.

Cast: Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley, Rosina

Lawrence, Mischa Auer, Lyda Koberti,

Charles Halton, Tom Dugan, Russeil Hicks,

Culiy Ricnards, Spencer Charters, Sam

Adams, Robert Gleckler, Joyce Compton.

Johnny' Ailhur, James Finlayson, Waiter

Long, Wesiey Barry, Johnny Hyams, Leila

Ivlclntyre, Benny Burt.

Producer, Edward Sedgwick; Director,

Edward Sedgwick; Authors, Richard Flour-

noy, Arrnur Vernon Jones, Thomas J. Du-

gan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Nor-

bert Brodine, ASC; Art Director, Arthur J

Rcyce; Editor, William Terhune; Sound,

William Randall, Photographic Effects, Roy

Seawright; Musical Direction, Arthur Mor-

ton, Marvin Hatley; Dances, Edward Court;

Music and Lyrics, Fred Stryker, Johnny

Lange, R. Alex. Anderson.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Good.

Wallace Beery in

"Good Old Soak"
with Janet Beecher, Una Merkel,

Eric Linden

M-G-M 70 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WELL-DIRECTED AND EFFECTIVE,
WITH BEERY IN A WARMLY HUMAN
ROLE.

Don Marquis play, well directed by J.

Walter Ruben and scripted by A. E.

Thomas, is still effective material. Wal-
lace Beery makes the chief character a

warmlv, human, likeable person. Una
Merkel, Ted Healy, Margaret Hamilton
and George Sidney are effective aides in

comedy roles. Janet Beecher, Betty Fur-

ness, Robert McWade and James Bush are

among the principals who do good work.
Eric Linden is excellent as the son of

Beery and Miss Beecher, who causes all

the trouble by stealing his mother's bonds
and selling them to his skinflint cousin,

McWade, a banker. He does this so that

he can buy expensive presents for Judith

Barrett, a night-club dancer, with whom
he is infatuated. Miss Beecher suspects

Beery of the theft, but he starts some
sleuthing of his own. He discovers that

Eric bought a $1,500 coat for Judith. Eric

breaks down and gives him all the details.

Beery forces McWade to turn over $10,000
(the increase in the value of the bonds)

to him. Beery is lionized by his family.

Harry Rapf rates credit as the producer.

Cast: Wallace Beery, Janet Beecher,

Una Merkel, Eric Linden, Judith Barrett,

Betty Furness, Ted Healy, George Sidney,

Robert McWade, James Bush, Margaret
Hamilton.

Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, J. Wal-
ter Ruben; Author, Don Marquis; Screen-

play, A. E. Thomas; Cameraman, Clyde De-
Vinna; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Musical

Score, Edward Ward; Dance Ensembles, Vai

Raset; Song by Walter Donaldson, Bob
Wright and Chet Forrest.

Direction, Expert Photography, Good.

43 Pix in Work on Coast;

Paramount Leads With 10

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-three pictures

are in production, with Paramount
having a big lead over the nearest
studio. Paramount is making 10

pictures, with Warners, Universal
and M-G-M five each. Columbia and
RKO are down for four each and
20th Century-Fox two. Selznick In-

ternational, Wanger, Goldwyn,
Roach, Republic, Conn, Hackel,
Alexander Bros., and Darmour are
making one each.
"Easy Living," "Artists and

Models" and "Exclusive" have
started at Paramount and "Armored
Car" and "Black Aces" at Universal.
"Gentleman at Night" is new at

Warners and "Easy Going" and
"You Can't Beat Love" at RKO.
"Where the Law Ends" has started

at Columbia.
"I Met Him In Paris" has been

finished at Paramount, as have
"Hotel Haywire" and "Night of

Mystery."

BETTER ROXYOFFEtP'li

INDICATED NEXT MON
(Continued from Page 1)

one week for the express purpose
of attempting to settle objections
to the plan by having 20th Century-
Fox present a better offer. Confer-
ences between leading creditor
groups will be held this week to

work out the new offer.

From present signs, the outlook
for stockholder participation in the
plan is not very promising. Chief
participants in the conferences
working for an improved offer are
Carlos Israels, of White & Case,
counsel for the Pounds' bondholders
committee, proponents of the reor- i

ganization plan; Harold Seligson,
j

representing the Tipton bondholder
j

committee; Samuel Kramer, repre-

senting the Class A stockholder com-
j

mittee, and 20th Century-Fox offi-

cials.

Detroit Theater Curfew
Law to be Enacted Today

Detroit—This city's new theater
curfew law is scheduled for formal
enactment today by the City Coun-
cil. Approved by Allied Theaters of

Michigan, the P-T Association,
Y.W.C.A., among others, it provides
that children under 10 may not re-

main in shows after 7 P. M. unless
accompanied by adults. Parents as

well as exhibitors are liable for
enforcement under the new ordi-

nance—a provision demanded by
theater owners for their own pro-
tection. Another provision makes
it an offense for an adult to buy a
ticket for a child who is not under
his care.

Ordinance also forbids children

between 10 and 16 in theaters after

10:30 P. M., unless accompanied
by adults, and forbids boys under
IS and girls under 21 in all night

theaters between 2 and 6 A. M.
Minors under 17 may not be em-

ployed in theaters except by special

permit from the State Labor De-
partment and the Board of Educa-
tion. Another provision forbids
children under 16 in theaters be-

tween 8 A. M. and 1 P. M. on school-

days, and would apparently make a
parent taking his child to the the-

ater at these times an offender.

Denver Daylight Saving Loses
Denver—The Denver City Council

sustained the Mayor's veto of the

daylight saving measure for the

city. Results of the vote last night
were five in favor, four opposed
But six votes are necessary to over

ride a veto. Theaters had opposed
the measure while radio stations

were in favor of it.
|

Spanish House In Fort Worth
Fort Worth — This city now has a

Spanish film theater, policy being

adopted for the Capitol Theater, re-

opened after a year's darkness. Ramon
Escojido is managing the house, with

Victor M. Cano assisting.

" Ml
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New Emil Jensen Firm Gets Artcinema Story Rights

Critics* Forum
. . . Invitations to 1,500= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

TO 1,500-odd of America's leading mo-

tion picture reviewers, editors and

columnists today go invitations to partici-

pate in THE FILM DAILY'S fifth annual

Critics' Forum.

Through the medium of nine stated

questions, reflecting timely developments

in the industry, and the traditional Squawk
Department in which its contributors have

unlimited and unrestricted floor privileges,

the 1937 Forum constitutes a stock-taking

of the cinema both as an art and a busi-

ness.

Good sportsmanship, of course, is a

cardinal principle, and indeed to that fact

much of the success of this cooperative

survey has been due in the past. The

seriousness with which critics, editors and

columnists approach their annual task and

the honesty of their comment moreover

combine to provide a splendid pledge of

professional integrity.

THfc unique position occupied by the

journalistic affiliates of the industry

makes them qualified advisers. Without

a direct stake in it, they nevertheless are

close enough to comprehend many of its

problems, and to approach those problems

without prejudice and politics.

Nor is this all. Their expressed view-

points, in no small degree, reflect those of

the great reading public they serve. Thus,

in the last analysis, the voice of the Forum

is that of today's alert, intelligent fandom

itself.

FROM preceding Forums have come many

benefits, and no microscope is required

to detect the industry's application of con-

structive suggestions. Publication of a

digest of the 1936 Forum's findings in

booklet form for Hollywood and home
<>ffice executive use only met a natural

mand.
This year's digest will be similarly pub-

lished and circulated, following its appear-

ance in the columns of this paper and its

simultaneous national release to Forum con-

tributors for local use. The digest will

be preceded by the usual serialization of

Forum replies. The first installment will

appear at an early date. Watch for it.

Production of Two Features

Planned for Its First

Year

Artcinema Associates, Inc. has
been organized with Emil C. Jensen
as president and has acquired assets

of Art Cinema Corp. consisting of

approximately 30 productions which
have been released and a number of

unproduced books, original stories

and plays.

The company, which will engage
in production and distribution, has

tentative plans for making two fea-
(Continued on Page 3)

Next It'll be Dishes

Spies in the employ ot your favorite

trade paper report that up in West-
chester county, Spyros Skouras of Green
Haven is demanding 14 days' clearance

over George Schaefer of Larchmont.
With each exec having projection equip-

ment in his home, competition Is alleged

to be fierce and it is rumored that

Skouras is threatening to give away
dishes unless his demands are met.

FABIAN REORG. PLAN

ACCEPTED BY COURT

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday accepted the Si Fabian reor-

ganization plan for the Fox Brook-

lyn Theater and office building after

rejecting a cash offer for the prop-

erty because the bidder wanted out-
(Continued on Page 12)

Technicolor's Early 37
Earnings Up 100 Per Cent

West Coast Buna,, of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Technicolor, Inc.

earned $120,000 before payment of

taxes in the first two months of

(Continued on Page 3)

T SETS CONVENTION

FOR COAST ON MAY 17
The New Universal, according to

announcement made yesterday by
R. H. Cochrane, President, will hold

its annual convention this year at

the Ambassador Hotel in Los An-
geles starting May 17.

General Sales Manager J. R.

Grainger yesterday sent telegrams
to all of the Exchanges inviting the

District Managers, the Exchange
Managers and the entire Exchange
sales force to attend the conven-

tion. The home office executives in

New York will also be in attend-

ance. The men will arrive in Los
Angeles on Sunday, May 16.

B. & K. Officers Re-elected;

Otterson, Netter Resign

Chicago - - All Balaban & Katz
officers were re-elected at the an-

nual stockholders' meeting yester-
(Continucd on Page 3)

Al Steffes* Statement Denies Allied

Sponsoring N. J. Theater Divorce Bill

Equivalent to $1 a Share on

Common After Paying

Preferred

20th Century-Fox, at its annual
stockholders meeting yesterday, re-

ported net operating profit of $2,-

067,598, after normal Federal in-

come tax, for the 13 weeks ended
Mar. 27, last. This compares with a
profit of $1,239,760 for the first

quarter of 1936 and a profit of $2,-

338,275 (exclusive of dividends from
National Theaters of $1,134,000) for

the fourth quarter of last year.

No dividends were received from
National Theaters during the first

quarter of either year, it was stated.

No provision is made for surtax on
(Continued on Page 3)

20TH-F0X DIRECTORS

RENAME KENT PREXY

Sidney R. Kent and other officers

of 20th Century-Fox were re-elected

at the annual meeting of its board
of directors yesterday, following the

annual stockholders' session.

All directors were again named as

follows: H. Donald Campbell, John
D. Clark, John R. Dillon, William C.

Michel, William P. Phillips, Herman
(Continued on Page 8)

More National Theaters'

Houses to Advance Prices

M-G-M Starting British

Production August 1st

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Metro's first British

production will go before the cam-
eras August 1st with Michael Bal-

con as producer. First story not
(Continued on Page 3)

Casting a new angle on the New
Jersey situation due to introduction

of a theater divorcement measure
in its legislation last week, Allied

yesterday disclaimed any responsi-

bility or connection with the bill

called Assembly Bill No. 507. The
statement, issued in New York by

Sidney E. Samuelson acting for Al
(Continued on Page 12)

Spyros Skouras, head of National

Theaters, told The Film Daily yes-

terday that admission prices "have

to be raised" to meet increased costs
(Continued on Page 3)

H. M. Richey Resigns

Detroit—Henderson M. Richey, gen-

eral manager of Allied Theaters of

Michigan, has proffered his resignation

to take another post undisclosed.

Allied's board of directors is meeting

with Richey to arrange a possible con-

tinuation in his present office.
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Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

41/4 41/4 41/4 + l/g

15'/8 15 15 — 1/4
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84l/
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151/2 15V8 151/g — 3/s

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 . ... 98l/4 98 1/4 98 1/4 + ^
Loew 6s41ww 983/4 98 1/4 983/4 4 i/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 IOO1/4 100 1/4 IOO1/4 — y4
RKO 6s41 123 123 123 — 1

Warner's 6s39 97/2 97 97 — i/
2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films . 2% 23,4 234
Sonotone Corp 1 3,4 1 5/8 1 3,4

Technicolor 235/8 23% 23V8 + Vs
Trans-Lux 4S/

8 4l/4 41/4

Universal Picts
V4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film pfd 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47 97i/

2 98i/
2

Met. Playhouse '43 73 75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40 56i/

2 58

2 P. C. Film Tax Measure
Defeated in Ohio House

Bill imposing a 2 per cent tax
on each foot of film has been de-
feated in the Ohio house, major dis-
tributors in New York learned yes-
terday. The Legislature is scheduled
to adjourn April 29.

Springer-Cocalis Suit

Judgment is Reversed

Albany—The New York Court of
Appeals yesterday reversed the judg-
ment of the lower court and ordered
a new trial in the case of Fox Film
Corp. against Springer & Cocalis,
Springer Cocalis Circuit, Inc., and
Trio Consolidated Corp.
The complaint which involved fail-

ure to pay coverage charges on two
films had been dismissed in the
lower courts. An opinion was writ-
ten by Judge Irving Lehman in

which all concur.

Landon Assails Censors

for Wheeler Deletions

Topeka, Kans.—Protesting the ac-
tion of the Kansas Board of Review
in scissoring remarks of Senator
Burton K. Wheeler critical of the
Roosevelt court reform plan from
the current issue of "The March of
Time", former Gov. Alf Landon yes-
terday called upon his successor,
Gov. Walter Huxman, to "correct
the foolish act". Landon said he
was shocked "by the reactionary po-
sition of this Board, two of whose
members I appointed".

Dufaycolor Lab. Making
16 mm. Copies in Color

Dufaycolor, Inc., has established
a special laboratory for making 16
mm. copies of its 35 mm. negative
film, either with or without sound.

This makes possible an unlimited
number of natural colored prints for
the first time in 16 mm. history, it

is said.

<\udio Productions Has 15

Commercial Films in Work

Audio Productions, Erpi picture
producing subsidiary, has 15 com-
mercial films in work at the moment
and expects to complete 40 educa-
tional films in the next year, The
Film Daily was yesterday advised
by Frank K. Spiedell, president.
Business is much improved, Speidell
said.

Annual meeting of the company
will be held May 13.

Mono. Opens K. C. Branch
W. L. Norris, president of Con-

solidated Film Distributors Inc.,
Kansas City, has formed Monogram
Pictures Corp. of Kansas City, Inc.,
of which he is president and W. P.
Humston, secretary. Lester Dur-
land formerly with Republic be-
comes sales manager.

Fadman Coming to U. S.
Edwin M. Fadman of Red Star

Films, Paris, comes over late this
month on his annual trip for pro-
duct. He will go to the Coast while
in the U. S.

RKO, KAO Boards to Meet
RKO Radio and KAO will hold

board meetings tomoi-row.

Stanley Warner May Use
Dishes in Philly "War"

Philadelphia — Stanley Warner
will fight giveaway fire here in kind,
and to that end will extend their

recently adopted policy to every sec-

tion where opposition theaters have
been using games and premiums, it

is reported. Next step, it is under-
stood here, will be the use of dishes,

with Bank Night also a possibility.

Stanley Warner position is repre-
sented as being appreciative of the
fact that giveaways, games, etc.,

is not show business, but that the
tactics of indie competitors leave it

no alternative.

In film circles, there is a growing
conviction that the universal use of
such biz stimulants here will even-
tually bring exhibitor regulation of

the practices by agreement.

Fay to See Vogel on B. O.

Increase in Providence

Hoping to bring about a dime
price increase in Providence first-

run houses, Ed Fay todav plans to

confer with Joe Vogel of the Loew
circuit, which also operates in that
city. He is expected to later con-
tact RKO, which also has interests
in Providence, on the same matter.
Fay would like to jump admissions
from a 40 to a 50 cent top.

Col. to Sell About 58

Features for 1937-38

Columbia will sell about 58 fea-
tures for 1937-38 season distribu-
tion, Jack Cohn, vice-president, in-

dicated yesterday in New York.
Company's program for current
year totaled that number, including
16 Westerns. Cohn expects to make
a trip to the coast soon.

Metropolitan Playhouses'

Biz Is Greatly Improved

Business of Metropolitan Play-
houses for the first quarter of 1937
was "substantially better" than the
corresponding period last year, it

was said yesterday by William Phil-

lips, vice president, following a
board meeting of the company.

Silbert Rites Today
Funeral services for Jacob Sil-

bert, widely known Yiddish actor
who died suddenly on Monday night
of heart disease while dining alone
in a restaurant at 29 St. Mark's
Place, will be held at 11 a.m. today
in the Zigmund Schwartz Funeral
Parlors, Fifth St. and Second Ave-
nut. Burial will be in Mount Heb-
ron Cemetery, Long Island. He is

survived by his widow, Lena, an
actress, and three children, Theo-
dore, Gertrude and Bertha.

'Marked Woman' Held Again
"Marked Woman," will be held at

the Strand for at least a third week,
beginning' Saturday.

Coming and Going

NEIL F. AGNEW has gone to the coast, pre-
liminary to flying to Hawaii.

GLORIA SWANSON. film star; EDWIN
KNOPF, publisher and EUGENE GOOSSENS,
symphony orchestra leader, accompanied by
MRS. GOOSSENS, sail for England today on the
Queen Mary.

E. J. HEWITT, export manager of Gaumont
British, sails today on the Manhattan for a
world tour.

WILLIAM VAN DEVEREN, director of Amer-
ican Tobis Corp., arrives from Europe today on
the lie de France.

LINDEN BRYANT, French portrait painter,
is en route New York from Hollywood and
sails shortly for Europe, having completed a
painting of John Boles, film actor, for a
British steamship line.

COLLETTE LYONS, screen actress, arrives in

New York from Hollywood for a vacation.

PIETRO CIMARA. orchestra leader, is en
route to Italy aboard the Roma.

LOUIS SHURR. theatrical agent, arrives in
Hollywood today from New York.

A L BERMAN, film attorney, has arrived
in New York from the coast.

MR. and MRS. LAWRENCE LANGNER have
returned to New York from Hollywood, bring-
ing with them a new untitled play which they
have virtually completed.

DERMOTT QUINN, who has completed role
in M-G-M's "Parnell," has arrived in New
York from the coast and is stopping at the
St Moritz.

CHARLES STERN goes to Washington today
from New York.

JACK KIRKLAND returned to New York yes-
terday from Hollywood.

MARIO has arrived in New York from the
coast en route to Italy.

DONALD OGDEN STEWART is in New York
from Hollywood.

HELEN HOERLE, who has returned to New
York from the coast, goes to Washington to-

GORDON S. YOUNGMAN, RKO Radio attor-
ney, has returned from a Florida vacation.

LOUIS FROHLICH and HERMAN FINKEL-
STEIN, of Schwartz & Frohlich, have gone to

Helena, Mont., to represent Ascap Friday at

the test of the constitutionality of the state
law taxing Ascap.

GEORGE KNOX, Erpi vice president in charge
of engineering, leaves Friday for Hollywood.

EMANUEL COHEN leaves the coast this week
for New York.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Tech-
nicolor, is en route to New York.

GEORGE V. T. BURGESS, vice president and
general manager of the General Service Studios
returned to New York this week from Holly-
wood.

Tenn. Imposes Three Cent
Tax on Theater Admission

Memphis, Tenn.—New Tennessee
tax of three cents on theater admis-
sions, becomes operative July 1.

FILMACK
SPECIAL
trailers;
THE CHOICE OF
WISE SHOWMEN

55^»

.........
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«)(P JENSEN CO. GETS

ARTCINEMA'S ASSETS

{Continued from Page 1)

tures for release during the 1937-

38 season. About 15 talking pictures
included in the lot of 30 will be re-

issued. Among the re-issues will be
"Abraham Lincoln" and other prop-
erties not placed in distribution will

be sold.

In addition with his new enter-

prise with headquarters at 729 Sev-
enth Ave., Jensen will continue to

represent the Pickford corporation.

Also operating from the Jensen of-

fice will be the American activities

of the Capitol Film Corporation,
Ltd., and Trafalgar Productions,
Ltd., both of London, under the su-

pervision of Al Aronson. Public re-

lations and service departments of

the new corporation will be in charge
of Charles E. Moyer.

Legal negotiations for the new
corporation were completed through
William Clark, of O'Brien, Driscoll

and Raftery, and Harry G. Kosch.

Technicolor's Early '37

Earnings Up 100 Per Cent

{Continued from Page 1)

1937, double the amount earned in

the corresponding period of 1936, ac-

cording to Herbert T. Kalmus. Com-
pany has 12 features scheduled for

this year and expects to use up 60,-

000,000 feet of film by the close of

the year.

B. b K. Officers Re-elected;

Otterson, Netter Resign

{Continued from Page 1)

day. Business for the past year
shows a substantial increase of $1,-

000,874 profit against $638,000 the
previous year. John E. Otterson
and Leon Netter resigned from the
board of directors, reducing same
to seven members, all of whom were
re-elected. Barney Balaban and Y.
Frank Freeman were here from New
York offices.

Gomez Shifts to Chile
Max Gomez, who has been man-

aging the RKO Radio office at Sao
Paulo, Brazil, has been appointed
manager of the recently established
Chilean exchange at Santiago, re-

placing Walter Reich, resigned.
Pedro Experanza, Gomez's assis-

tant at Sao Paulo, has been pro-
moted to manager of that exchange.

$500,000 Rogers Memorial
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Senators Thomas and
Lee, Oklahoma Democrats, have asked
'Congress for a $500,000 appropriation
'for construction of a memorial to Will
Rogers. A bill which they propose
provides for a Will Rogers Commission
to be appointed by the President to co-
operate with the Oklahoma commission
in constructing a memorial on a site to

be donated by Mrs. Rogers.

• • • IF ANY producer is contemplating making a pic-

ture of the marines the following comments from Frank
H. Rentfrow, editor of The Leatherneck, official mag of the U.
S. Marines, should prove valuable as a guide Mister Rent-
frow is outside the industry, so he tells the truth and doesn't
give a dam whether anybody likes it or not here's what
he writes in a personal letter concerning what the Marines think
about Marine pictures

• • • AS FAR as Marines go, Lon Chaney's "Tell It to
the Marines" is still outstanding they still show it at
Parris Island to recruits "Leatherneckin' " was probably
the world's worst one that slid in and out with practically
no publicity was Monte Blue in "The Man from Headquarters,"
a really good yarn and a splendid picture "Leathernecks
Have Landed" was okeh, with only one minor error, which was
when the first sergeant didn't dismiss the company properly
...... "Devil Dogs of the Air" was interesting, but pretty
bad for accuracy "What Price Glory" was, of course, be-
yond reproach, as were the rest of the Edmund Loew-Vic Mc-
Laglen series the others, "Moran of the Marines," "Come
On, Marines," and "Let It Rain," cause no favorable comment
among the personnel

• • • FOUR HUNDRED film men piad tribute to Edgar
Moss 20th Century-Fox district manager in the Philadel-
phia territory at a dinner at the Warwick in that city

among those attending from out of town were William
Sussman, Harry Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Lew Lehr, Senator Frank
Harris Frank Durkee, Johnny Roberts, Elmore Heins,
Morton Thalhimer, Harry Thomas, Abe Lichtman, I. Rappaport

Herman Gluckman, John Nolan, Jack Skirball, Earle Ham-
mons, Clayton Bond Carter Barron, Ed Reek, Harry Kal-
mine the speakers were Lewen Pizor, Clayton Bond, Harry
Kalmine, Commissioner James Clark, Earle Hammons, William
Goldman, Ted Schlanger, Dave Barrist the toastmaster
was Jay Emanuel

• • © ONE OF the most comprehensive campaigns ever
staged in Syracuse was that put on by Manager E. H.
McBride of Loew's State theater in that city, for "Maytime"

Mac went to bat with everything in his repertoire
his campaign schedule shows almost 100 items listed .

which is by way of being near the top as a record for diversi-
fied effort on one campaign

• • • THE SEVENTH anniversary of Ross Federal Ser-
vice was celebrated the other day with a dinner at the Hotel
Algonquin fifteen execs of the company attended, with H.
A. Ross, prexy, presiding ... • At Cincinnati, love is in
bloom, with Manny Naegel, salesman for 20th-Fox, and Dorothy
Malloy, assistant cashier, announcing their engagement

• • • THAT PREMIERE of Dave Selznick's "A Star Is
Born" at the Music Hall tomorrow, threatens to be a gathering
of New York intelligentsia and cognoscenti and literati and all
that stands for uppity-up all because Dorothy Parker, the
titillating wit, collaborated on the script with Friend Husband,
Alan Campbell, and Robert Carson she will attend the
evening performance with a party of friends ... • NOTE:
nothing from Our Girl Friedegg today she went to the
game at the Yankee Stadium with a couple of film execs whose
grandmothers were sick, too

« « « » » »

$2,067,598 NET FOR

20TH-F0X IN QUARTER
(Continued from Page 1)

undistributed profits in the new fig-
ures.

After allowing for the first quar-
ter's preferred dividend, there re-
mains profit equivalent to $1 a share
on the 1,683,075 shares of common
stock outstanding as of Mar. 27, last.

Report 20th-Fox May Make
Cash Offer for Roxy Stock

Plan is under consideration where-
by 20th Century-Fox may make a
cash offer to holders of the outstand-
ing stock of the Roxy Theater, The
Film Daily is advised. It is fairly
certain that a better offer will be
made to the bondholders than is pro-
vided in the present plan.
Formal announcement of what will

be done will be made known to Spe-
cial Master Addison S. Pratt in Fed-
eral Court Monday.

More National Theaters'

Houses to Advance Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

of films, labor and materials. Skou-
ras said National Theaters would
raise prices in most spots where it

had not done so, except in situations
where competitive conditions made
this impractical. Prices have al-
ready been raised in a few spots, he
declared.
Earnings for the first quarter of

1937 are somewhat better than the
same period last year, he declared.
National Theaters earned $1,200,-
000 in the first 6 months of 1936.
The company issues only semi-an-
nual statements.

M-G-M Starting British

Production August 1st

{Continued from Page 1)

definitely set, but Jack Conway is

expected to direct it. Among pic-
tures planned for British Produc-
tions is "Shadow of the Wing," star-
ring Clark Gable. Robert Mont-
gomery, Robert Taylor and Luise
Rainer are among Metro's stars ex-
pected to appear in British produc-
tions.

APRIL 21

David Bernstein

Billy Bitzer
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PATSY KELLY NED SPARKS JACK HALEY

GRACE BRADLEY • WALTER CATLETT

LEAH RAY- JOAN DAVIS • DOUGLAS
FOWLEY --MILES MANDER

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Associate Producer Kenneth Maegowan. Screen play by Harry

Tugend and Jack Yellen. Original story by Curtis Kenyon. Based

on Dorothea Brande's book.

Music and Lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel

Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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SEXY PIX JUST IDEA

OF FEATURE WRITERS
Reviewt of VUw TUms

St. Louis — Impending return of

sex to Hollywood is something
existant only in the vivid imagina-
tion of newspaper feature writers,

the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois has
been assured by Will Hays and ma-
jor company execs.
Fred Wehrenberg's organization,

aroused by newspaper stories, asked
the General and the execs, "How
come?", and the replies, without ex-
ception, were disclaimers.

"You may be very sure, of course,

that no producer will lessen in any
way the great care and efforts al-

ways for the finer pictures and the

best of advertising," Hays wrote
Wehrenberg.

Al Lichtman of M-G-M penned:
"We are in thorough accord with
your resolution." Ned Depinet of

RKO wrote: "I say most emphati-
cally that we intend to continue our
policy of producing only high class,

clean, wholesome pictures. As far

as I know, that is the intention of

all the better producing companies."
Similar pledges were received

from Sidney R. Kent, President,

Twentieth Century-Fox Film; G. J.

Schaefer, Vice President, United
Artists; R. H. Cochrane, President,
Universal Pictures; Neil Agnew,
Vice President, Paramount Pictures,

and W. R. Johnston, President,

Monogram Pictures.

E. E. Shumaker Again Head
of Erpi Pix Consultants

E. E. Shumaker was re-elected

President of Erpi Picture Consul-

tants during the annual board meet-
ing at which time Charles Olajos

was elected assistant treasurer and
John McGilvray Assistant Secre-

tary.

According to H. C. Grubbs, Vice
President in Charge of Distribution

who recently returned to New York
from an extended visit to the west
coast, distribution has now become
a secondary activity with most at-

tention being confined to research

and to production activities under
the direction of Dr. V. C. Arnspiger.

Ann Harding in

"Love From A
Stranger"

with Basil Rathbone, Binnie Hale

United Artists 87 mins.

MELODRAMATIC THRILLER CARRIES
STRONG SUSPENSE WITH FINE PER-

FORMANCES.

Chiefly distinguished for the splendid

performances of Ann Harding and Basil

Rathbone. Based on the stage meller by

Frank Vosper. This British studio produc-

tion gets away to a very slow start, and

it is only when the picture is half over

that the audience realizes they are in for

a creepy thriller. For Ann Harding as the

girl in search of romance has married a

psychopathic case who got a shock during

the war, and he is very cunning about

concealing his affliction. It is not till he

induces her to buy a country place in

England after they return from their con-

tinental honeymoon, that she begins to

notice any thing wrong with her hubby.

Gradually the audience also is let in on

the fact that the man is a cunning crim-

inal who has already done away with

three wives in order to secure their for-

tunes. He has set a certain night to do

away with his present spouse, and the

way the suspense is built up from one

mounting episode to another will satisfy

the most rabid thrill fan. Suffice it to

say that the plot is pure meller, and it

is only the fine script by Frances Marion,

the expert direction by Rowland Lee, and

the brilliant performances by Ann Hard-

ing and Basil Rathbone that lift this from

a commonplace meller to a really excep-

tional film of its type. Anyone who ap-

preciates superior acting will get their

money's worth from the performances of

these two brilliant players.

Cast: Ann Harding, Basil Rathbone, Bin-

nie Hale, Bruce Seton, Jean Cadell, Bryan

Powley, Joan Hickson, Donald Calthrop,

Eugene Leahy.

Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author Frank

Vosper, Agatha Christie; Screenplay,

Frances Marion; Editor, Howard O'Neil;

Cameraman, Philip Tannura.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very

Good.

20TH-F0X DIRECTORS^

RENAME KENT PREXY

Say Fleischer Studios

Violating Wagner Act

Commercial Artists and Design-
ers Union, an A. F. of L. union, yes-

terday filed complain with the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board against

Fleischer Studios, cartoon produc-
ers, charging violation of the Wag-
ner Act by refusing to bargain col-

lectively with a majority of the com-
pany's employes. The union claims

to represent 112 of the 134 employes
of the company.

Boris Karloff in

"Night Key"
with J. Warren Hull, Jean Rogers,

Hobart Cavanaugh

Universal 66 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
REFRESHING MATERIAL, CLEVERLY

SCRIPTED, GIVES KARLOFF SYMPA-
THETIC ROLE.

The William A. Pierce story has some
refreshing material and has been cleverly

scripted by Tristam Tupper and John C.
Moffitt. It provides Boris Karloff with a

sympathetic role and he does excellent
work as an inventor, who turns the tables

on his rival, Samuel Hinds. The picture

has been ably directed by Lloyd Corrigan.

Robert Presnell deserves much credit as

the producer. Jean Rogers is the love

interest opposite Warren Hull, while Ho-
bart Cavanaugh supplies all the comedy as

"Petty Louie," a small-time robber. Frank
Reicher, Edwin Maxwell and David Oliver

are among the principals. Twenty years

before the picture opens, Karioff has in-

vented a burglar alarm system, which Hinds
gained by legal trickery. They were part-

ners and Karloff had married the girl

Hinds loved. Karloff perfects a new sys-

tem, which makes his old invention obso-

lete. Hinds contracts to install it, but

does not specify a starting date. Realizing

Hinds has again tricked him, Karloff breaks

into shop after shop with an instrument,

which neutralizes the burglar alarm. Alan

Baxter, gang leader, learns of Karloff's in-

strument and forces him to break open a

jewelry store for his men. Because Karloff

destroys his device, Baxter's men kidnap

Jean Rogers, Karloff's daughter. After

some complications, Karloff is able to out-

wit Baxter and his gang. They are cap-

tured, and Karloff and Hinds make peace.

Cast: Boris Karioff, J. Warren Hull, Jean

Rogers, Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel Hinds,

David Oliver, Ward Bond, Frank Reicher,

.Alan Baxter, Edwin Maxwell.

Associate Producer, Robert Presnell; Di-

rector, Lloyd Corrigan; Author, William

Pierce; Screenplay, Tristam Tupper, John

C. Moffitt; Cameraman, George Robinson;

Special Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical

Director, Lou Forbes; Editor, Otis Garrett;

Art Director, Jack Otterson; Associates,

Loren Patrick; Sound, Jess Moulin, Jesse

T. Bastian.

Direction, Able. Photography, Good.

(Continued from Page 1)

G. Place, Felix A. Jenkins, Sidney
R. Kent, Daniel 0. Hastings, Seton
Porter, Joseph M. Schenck and Syd-
ney Towell.

Wilfred J. Eadie was elected as-

sistant treasurer and comptroller.

Metro, Fox Workers Aloof

as Denver Union is Formed

Denver—Demands for wages of

$35 for shippers and heads of ad
sales, $25 for assistants, $22 and
$20 for head inspectors and assis-

tants, are being presented to local

exchanges. The demands were for-

mulated at a meeting of the local

Film Exchange union. No change
in hours and conditions are asked.

The union has notified the state in-

dustrial commission of the demands.
Officers of the local are Bud Aus-

tin, Warner Bros., president; Lee
Cronk, Paramount, vice president;

Sue Rhodes, Paramount, recording

secretary, and Max Gilbert, Colum-
bia, secretary-treasurer.
Fox and Metro employes are re-

ported little interested in unioniza-

tion.

Italian Tax Modified
Rome (By Cable)—The Italian

cabinet has approved "certain modi-
fications" in the dubbing tax on im-

ported foreign pix.

Buffalo Gunman Gets $300
Buffalo—A lone gunman held up

the Regent Theater, of the M. M.
Konczakowski circuit, and got $300.

Cashier and a patron were cowed
with a pistol. The robber fled in

the usual waiting black automobile.

A few hours earlier, W. J. Basil of

the Basil circuit reported that yeggs
had attempted to crack the safe of

the Clinton Strand, east side com-
munity house. They got nothing.

Booker's Club Dances
Cincinnati — Several hundred ex-

hibitors and barkers attended the

Cincinnati Film Booker's Club sup-

per dance at the Marie Antoinette
Ballroom, Hotel Alms, last night.

Phil Chakeres came on from Spring-

field with a party of seven.

Detroit Censor Resigns
Detroit — Lieut. Lester Potter,

censor for the Detroit Police De-
partment for the past 27 years, has
sent in his resignation, to take effect

May 1. Potter was made a lieuten-

ant in 1920.

Brandt Cir. Books "Spain"
The Harry Brandt circuit, operat-

ing in New York, has booked "Spain
in Flames," an Amkino release, for

14 houses. Michael Resnick handled
the transaction for Amkino.

K. C. Exchange Workers
Union Organizes Monday

Kansas City, Mo.— Organization
of a Shippers, Inspectors and Poster

Clerk's union under charter granted

by the A. F. of L. will be completed

at a meeting called for next Monday
night. Officers will be elected at

that time.
Preliminary meeting was held on

Monday night and was attended by
65 of the 111 employes said to be

eligible. According to Felix Snow,
representative of the IATSE, no ef-

fort will be made to organize of-

fice employes until jurisdiction is

fully defined.

A group claiming affiliation with

the C.I.O. met briefly on Sunday.

Attendance was slim.

To Make 6 Pix in Spanish

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cantabria Films will

make six pictures in Spanish for

major release. Initial story is "El

Camino de Hollywood". Antonio

Moreno will play one of the lead-

ing roles. Jaime del Amo, presi-

dent of the new company, and Jo-

sef Berne will co-produce and di-

rect the series.

5,000 Prints of Rogers Short

"Call to Arms" May 1

"Call to Arms", a U.S.S.R. film

will have its first American presen-
tation with English titles at the

Roosevelt Theater, on May 1.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Five thousand prints

of "Lest We Forget," the WJU
Rogers memorial short, will be upim
In addition to physical distribute/
by National Screen Service, eight

major releasing companies will also

distribute prints. This is the first

time that major companies have
joined in distribution of a film of

this nature.

ttlttfH
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Lets Call The Whole Thing Off

say ee - ther And IOJSH Kf!iTJIBDiTn!1
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CONTROL YOURSELF ! • • • Fred and Ginger are with us again! ... in their gayest,

gladdest show ! . . . Imagine ! . . . Fred dancing with two dozen Gingers ! . . . The brilliant battle of

ballet versus swing ! . . . Rhythm on roller skates ! . . . A whole new world of intimate comedy delights

!

6 NEW SONGS ! . . . 8 NEW DANCES ! ... 50 NEW HAND-PICKED BEAUTIES ! ... 100 NEW LAUGHS !

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON * ERIC BLORE
JEROME COWAN * KETTI GALLIAN
WILLIAM BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR

k ;< o
RADIO
PICTURES

;

V

SIX GERSHWIN SONGS!

"Slap That Bass"—Let's
Call The Whole Thing
Off"—I've Got Begin-
ner's Luck"—"They All

Laughed"—"They Can't
Take That Away"—"Shall
We Dance."

/ Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN * Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN

J? Directed by Mark Sandnch * Pandro S. Berman Producfiorr
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MJICAN PIX CLICK

IN LATIN-AMERICA

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Mexican pix are
cleaning up in Central and South
American countries, according to

Sam Seidelman, general manager of
United Artists for Mexico, Peru,
Cuba, Ecuador and Central America,
just back from a swing through
lands south of Mexico.
Argentine productions, Seidelman

said, were running second.
A noticeable pickup in general

film business in Latin-American
countries is also reported by the
U. A. executive.

Director Alejandro Galindo has
started camera work on "La Fataii-

dad es una Mujer" ("Fate Is a Wo-
man"), which the Union de Traba-
jadores de Estudios Cinematografi-
cos de Mexico (Union of Mexican
Motion Picture Studio Workers) is

producing to offset the plans of the
Actors' section to secede from the
organization. The picture, a yarn
of the Mexican revolution scripted

by Galindo himself from his own
original story, has Raul de Anda
and Nancy Torres topping a cast

mostly made up of newcomers. The
camera is being handled by Jack
Draper.

A "JUHU" (to** "Ms//

Rv RALPH WILK

Selznick International is angling
for the services of Esther Fernan-
dez, Mexican ingenue whose work in

Bustamente and de Fuentes' "Alia
en el Rancho Grande" ("Way Down
on Rancho Grande") impressed.

Robert A. Morales, producer of

Novillero'' ("The Apprentice Bull-

lighter"), tirst color picture ever

made in the Spanish-speaking coun-
tries, is leaving for New York to

market world rights on a series of

color cartoons with music which he
is also producing. The first has
been completed under the title of

"Los Cinco Cabritos y el Lobo"
("Five Little Lambs and the Wolf")
with animation by Bismarck, Mexi-
can cartoonist.

The Missouri Under Hammer
Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri

Theater will go under the ham-
mer when foreclosure proceedings
against the Butler Estate Securities

Co., of St. Louis, owners of the

property, will be concluded. Built in

1900, the theater is being foreclosed

under a deed of trust covering a

first mortgage for $130,000 in favor
of the Mercantile Trust Co., of St.

Louis.

Return Engagement

l^derick Franklin, manager of the

yn/d Theater, 552 State St., Brooklyn,

is against return engagements at his

theater,—when it's robbers who do
the returning. This week three armed
men held him up on the mezzanine,
as he was leaving to bank $1,100, and
made off with the cash. Last year,

Franklin was robbed of $450 by bandits

who were subsequently convicted.

HOLLYWOOD
(^LARENCE BROWN is seriously

considering a musical comedy
picture as his next assignment for
M-G-M. Brown has written a story
called "Merry, Ho, Ho," which was
submitted to the studio's scenario
department recently under the au-
thor's nom de plume. Almost im-
mediately it was recommended by a
reader as an excellent vehicle for
an unusual musical production.
When the story was finally traced
to its source, Brown was urged to
make it into a picture himself.

T T T

Casting assignments—WB: Fred-
erick Clark, "Ever Since Eve"; Mary
Treen, "Gentleman After Midnight";
Ted Healy, "Varsity Show"; Uni-
versal: Harry Davenport, Richard
Tucker, Joe King, John Kelly, Fay
Cotton, Laurie Douglas, "Armored
Car"; Paul Weugel, Grace Goodale,
"The Road Back."

T T

News o' the day: Louis Walter
and Paul Webster are writing the
music for "Walter Wanger's Vogues

of 1938" . . . RKO has purchased
George Beck's "No Groom to Bride
Her" . . . Same studio has assigned
Franklin Coen to adapt John Wells'
"The Sky's the Limit" . . . Univers-
al has renewed Kent Taylor's pact
. . . And lifted Judith Barrett's op-
tion . . . And assigned John Otter-
son to design sets for "100 Men and
a Girl" . . . Lucille Campbell started
work in "Wild Money" 24 hours
after her arrival from New York
. . . Hamilton MacFadden will direct
Columbia's "With Kind Regards."

T

Mae West has accepted the invita-
tion of San Francisco, Calif., to be
the first woman to cross the Golden
Gate Bridge, longest single span
suspension bridge in the world. Miss
West will make the crossing next
Thursday.

» » »

20th Century-Fox has exercised
the option on the continued services
of Shirley Temple, who begins her
fourth year with the studio. Shirley
marks another anniversary this
week—she celebrates her eighth
birthday Friday.

Dozen New Film Houses
Planned in N. O. Sector

New Orleans — Construction is

picking up with about a dozen new
houses, all outside of New Orleans,
planned. Remodeling in this terri-
tory has been going on quietly.

Conservative figures would esti-

mate the remodeling at about 40
per cent over 1936, which was not
a bad year for this in itself.

_
Almost all houses of the Saenger

circuit have had some renovating
ranging from new carpets to ex-
pensive new equipment, whose cost
runs into the thousands. United
Theaters here is making improve-
ments in some of its houses. Inde-
pendents, who are generally active
in this line, have everything from
a new paint job to an almost new
theater on the list.

Ansells to Build Two
More St. Louis Houses

New Theater for Queens
Propei ty on the northwest corner

of Forty-third Street and Queens
Boulevard, Sunnyside, Queens, pur-
chased by Queens-Laurel Corp., New
York realtors, has been approved as
a film theater site. The proposed
theater will be operated by Tom-
hill Amusements, Inc., of which
Frank Muscato is president, on a

percentage basis, with a guaranteed
rental for the period in excess of

$200,000. Building, which also in-

corporates stores, will be completed
by early fall. Harrison G. Wise-
man is the architect.

Sadie Brueggemann Dead
Cincinnati — Warner's Sadie

Brueggemann died of bronchial
peunmonia. Miss Brueggemann has
been connected with the Cincy
branch for several years.

St. Louis,— The Ansell interest
which operate the Ritz and Em-
press theaters in St. Louis and the
Varsity in University City have
purchased the old Grant Bank
Building as the site for a new film
house. They have acquired as well
a plot of ground on Hamilton Av.
south of Easton Av. for a fifth thea-
ter. It is reported that the Ansells
will eventually perfect a tie-up with
A. J. Balaban, Sam Meyers, Arthur
Greene and other Chicago interests
who plan to invade St. Louis as
competitors of Fanchon & Marco.

Leichter Closes Cine. Deal
Cincinnati—Mitchell Leichter, of

Advance Pictures, Inc., has just
closed a deal with Lee L. Goldberg
of Big Feature Rights Exchanges,
here for the following territories:
Cincinnati, Columbus, Louisville,
Southern part of Ohio. Deal also
includes Indianapolis and Kentucky
rights for the eight H. H. Van
Loan stories.

Mono. Gets N. Y. Exchange
Monogram Distributing Corp.

home office subsidiary of Monogram
Pictures Corp. will make its New
York headquarters on the seventh
floor of the Film Center Building at
630 Ninth Ave., beginning May 1.

A. L. Toughy Weds
Boston—Arthur L. Toughy, assis-

tant manager of the Loew's Or-
pheum Theater, and his bride, the
former Miss McCormack of Arling-
ton, are on a honeymoon cruise to

Bermuda. "

LAMB SEES THEATER

CONSTRUCTION RISING

There will be more theater build-
ing in the U. S. in 1937 than in
several years past, it was said yes-
terday by Thomas W. Lamb, prom-
inent theater architect, who is work-
ing on the plans for nine theaters
including five in New York City.
Lamb is drafting plans for the

two new local Trans-Lux Theaters,
lor a new Loew hous^e at White
Plains Road in the Bronx, for a
Brandt house to be erected on 14th
St. near Sixth Ave. and for the
remodeling of the Grand Opera
House at Eighth Ave. and 23rd St.
Besides he is preparing plans for
two new Loew houses, one in Bom-
bay and the other in Durban.

Tri-States Seeking Site

For Neighborhood in Omaha

Omaha—A site to build a neigh-
borhood first-run house is being
sought in Omaha by A. H. Blank of
Tri-States Theater corporation, ac-
cording to an announcement by Dis-
trict Manager Evert R. Cummings.
Omaha does not have a first-run

A picture house now, although
Ralph Goldberg's string of neigh-
borhoods sometimes play B films
and English-made pictures first-run.

TEXAS

Construction of a $250,000 thea-
ter will be started by Robb & Row-
ley and Bruce Collins, R. & R. Part-
ner at Corpus Christi in near future.
A new neighborhood theater
will be erected after the downtown
house is completed.
The Poth Theater at Poth was re-

cently transferred to F. C. Vaughn.
S. G. Fry will erect a new 600-

seat theater at Grand Saline.
A. M. (Buck) Morgan has re-

opened the Gem Theater at Colo-
rado.

Jack Vandeveer has purchased the
Medina Theater at Medina from M.
A. Hatfield.

Gidley Talley has taken over the
Ritz, Negro theater, at San Antonio.

T. F. Keasler has opened his
new Strand Theater at Jefferson.

E. E. Jones is remodeling the
Rialto Theater at Brownfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mauldin are

the new operators of the Queen at
Crosbyton.

L. M. Threet is erecting a new
theater at Livingston to compete
with the new Fain Theater also
under construction.

Stage Shows Out In St. Louis

St. Louis—The 4,000-seat St. Louis
Theater, flagship of the St. Louis
Amusement Co.'s fleet of second and
subsequent run houses under Fanchon
O Marco management, will drop stage
shows tomorrow. Previously the Fanchon
& Marco interests abandoned stage
shows at the Ambassador Theater.
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ALLIED NOT BACKING

N. J, DIVORCE BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

Steffes, chairman of the organiza-

tion's special defense committee,

helped explain why its leaders were
puzzled when they learned through

a Film Daily exclusive story that

such a bill had been introduced in

that state.

The measure was submitted to the

legislature by Assemblyman Hedges
who, it is understood, refuses to di-

vulge the name of the person or

persons who suggested it. Behind

the measure is an independent exhi-

bitor operating in Camden, accord-

ing to an authoritative source yes-

terday. This theaterman is reported

to have had differences with a cir-

cuit operating in the same locality.

The Hedges bill substantially dif-

fers from the Allied formula and is

considerably more drastic in nature.

Allied is understood to have prepar-

ed a measure of its own for intro-

duction in the New Jersey legisla-

ture but so far it has not been put

in. A spokesman for the organiza-

tion yesterday declined to indicate

its plans in this respect.

Following is the Steffes statement
declaring Allied had no hand in the

Hedges measure:
"In order that there may be no

misunderstanding, we deem it fair

to state that Assembly Bill No. 507

introduced in the New Jersey Legis-

lature on April 12 is not the Divorce-

ment Bill drafted by experts for

Allied, was not submitted or ap-

proved by the Special Defense Com-
mittee and was not introduced at

the request of the Special Defense
Committee or anyone acting for it

or for the Allied Theater Owners of

New Jersey. While the Committee
appreciates the sympathetic inter-

est which many exhibitors and
others have taken in the movement
to divorce production and distribu-

tion from exhibition it can not ac-

cept responsibility for measures in-

stigated by others without its

knowledge or authority and which
deviate in language so as to raise

new legal questions which the Gen-
eral Counsel and the Committee's
legal experts have not had full op-

portunity to study. Moreover, the

decision to initiate the bill in a par-

ticular territory involves considera-

tion of many factors including time-

liness."

14th Neb. House for CST
Omaha — Announcement of the

purchase of the 400-seat Cass thea-
ter at Plattsmouth, Neb., by Cen-
tral States Theaters of Des Moines
from N. F. Westerlund has been
made here. This gives Central
States its 14th Nebraska house.

Roxy Gets "Talk of Devil"
"Talk of the Devil", a new B & D

film, has been acquired by GB for
U. S. release and will have its

American premiere at the Roxy
Theater, following the engagement
of "Wake Up and Live."

,4 ^ Filling New Positions p y
New Orleans - - Mrs. Mary Di

Marco has been promoted to assis-

tant booker of Grand National here.

Dorchester, Mass.—District Man-
ager Harry I. Wasserman has ap-
pointed Joseph Lourie manager of

che Franklin Park Theater here. Mr.
Lourie has been in charge of the
Fields Corner Theater during the
last five years. He succeeds his

brother, Albert, who has been pro-

moted to management of the Ori-

ental Theater, Mattapan.

Denver—Fred Lind, film salesman
is now with United Artists, replac-

ing Arthur Huot, who resigned to

go to his home in Seattle. Lind was
formerly with Grand National.

Boston—Upon the resignation of

L. F. Lynch, manager of the Para-
mount Theater, an M. & P. house in

Newton, Howard L. Parker, former
assistant manager of the Central
Square Theater in Cambridge, was
appointed manager. John J. Dona-
hune, former assistant manager of

the Criterion in Roxbury, moves to

Cambridge, replacing Parker, and
G. Nagell, chief usher of the Alls-

ton Theater becomes the assistant at

the Criterion.

Boston—The Hyde Park Theater
in Hyde Park, recently taken over
by the M. & P. Theaters, will be
managed by Edward Murphv.

Blair Hill, for the past several
months associated with Dictograph
Products Company, Inc., in the Ad-
vertising Department, has resigned
to take over editorial direction of the
Hearing- Aid News, a new trade pub-
lication scheduled to make its inaug-
ural appearance April 20. Publica-
tion offices will be at 521 Fifth Ave-
nue.

Cincinnati—Max Margolis is new
manager of the local office of Re-
public pictures Corp. of Ohio. Rudy
Knoepfle has joined Republic as
sales representative.

Cincinnati — William Dodds has
resigned as manager of RKO
Family theater, down town, and is

succeeded by Roy Ferdon.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—A. D. Ad-
well, formerly with Griffith Circuit,

is the new booker for K. Lee Wil-
liams Film Exchange.

Frank T. Gunn is handling pub-
licity for the Belmont Theater.

Churches' Giveaways Hit

Syracuse Neighborhoods

Syracuse, N. Y.—Taking a leaf

from the local Rialto's book, Syra-
cuse churches are going in for
games and giveaways in a way to

seriously affect biz in the neighbor-
hood theaters.
While dozens of churches through-

out the city have reversed the tra-
ditional anti-chance stand to intro-

duce Bingo and other devices, the
exhibitors' chief complaint concerns
five of the, city's larger congrega-
tions. Attendance on the churches'
games nights runs as high as 900,
and, according to showmen, comes
largely from the movie-going ranks.
One church gave away an auto

last week, duplicating a Holy Week
giveaway by downtown theaters.

Worried exhibitors, counting empty
seats much as clerics in the past
have counted empty pews, are won-
dering just what the end will be.

Novel's Title Changed
Stackpole Sons, publishers of

Ward Greene's "Death in the Deep
South", which Mervyn LeRoy is

currently producing for Warner
Bros, release, have decided to change
the name of the book to "The Deep
South" to conform with the film's

title, in their forthcoming reprint
editions of the best-seller.

Virgilio Ranzato Dead
Milan (By Cable)—Virgilio Ran-

zato, 53, composer of operettas, is

dead here. Several of his works,
including "Luna Park," have been
performed in the United States.

Five 20th-Fox Pittsburgh

Branch Employes Advanced

Pittsburgh—Five members of 20th

Century-Fox's local branch will be

elevated to higher posts on May 1,

as a result of the resignation of

Sales Manager A. W. McCormick,

who on that date becomes an ex-

hibitor, assuming personal operation

of the Beaver Theater at Beaver,

Pa. The five promotions announced

by Branch Manager Ira H. Cohn in-

volve C. C. Kellenberg, salesman

covering zone two, who will become

branch sales manager and assume
charge of the city of Pittsburgh;
E. S. Thorp, a member of Joe Han-
na's booking department, who will

be put in charge of zone two as film

salesman; George Ball, head shipper,
who will succeed Thorp as booker;
Benjamin Hanna, night shipper, who
will take charge of the shipping de-

partment, succeeding Ball; and Irv-

ing Stein, assistant night shipper,
will become night shipper. Cohn
will shortly appoint a new assistant
night shipper.

Denver Police Judge Finds

"Ecstasy" Unobjectionable

Denver — Asserting that he and
his wife had found nothing objec-

tionable in "Ecstasy," Police Judge
Gilliam dismissed charges preferred

by a city detective against Robert
Maple of the Tivoli Theater and
W. G. Smith, here with the picture.

FABIAN REORG. PLA^

ACCEPTED BY COURT

'Continued from Page 1)

right acceptance without public bid-

ding. The cash offer came from am
undisclosed client of Joseph Neme-
rov, attorney.

Milton C. Weisman, receiver forjj

Fox Theaters, revealed that the bid-;

der had made a cash offer after

Judge Bondy had informed the press

that he had taken the Fabian offer. .;

Under the Fabian offer, he will:

take over the house on a 20 year

lease. Fabian is to obtain a $750,-

000 loan from RFC and will put up
additional funds of his own to float

the deal. Bondholders will receive

half the face amount of their bonds.

5th Week for "Concerto"
"Beethoven Concerto," Soviet film

now at the Cameo, will be held over

for a fifth week. Amkino is releas-

ing. "The Last Night," new Am-
kino release, will open Apr. 23 at;:

the Cameo.
|j

Col. Keeping the Globe
Columbia has taken up its optior

oh the Globe theater and will give

"Lost Horizon" an indefinite run of

several more weeks.

SICK REPORT

Oklahoma City— Leonard White
of Weatherford, recently injured in

auto accident, is back at work, but
his wffe also injured, is still in the
hospital.

Buffalo—Stanley Weber, associate
manager of Shea's Century, is back
at his duties after a minor opera-
tion. Emile Giffoniello, who went
to Florida to recuperate from a long
illness, also has returned to his
post.

Omaha—District Manager Harris
P. Wolfberg of M-G-M spent nine
weeks in an Omaha hospital with
a streptococcus throat infection.

Wolfberg, here from St. Louis onj

a business trip, was stricken sud-
denly. He now is convalescing.

Omaha — Mrs. William Miskell,
wife of the Orpheum's manager,

,

and her 10-day-old daughter, Mary
Leith, have gone home from a

local hospital.

Omaha — RKO Salesman Elmer
Huhnke, recently injured in an auto
accident, still is in an Omaha hos-
pital with torn shoulder ligaments,
but United Artists Danny Mc-
Carthy, also an auto crash vwjjm,
has returned to work. ^M

Clayton, N. Y.—May Irwin, famed
as a comedienne in other days, is

suffering from a shock at her
Thousand Islands home, "Rainbows'
End." In private life, she is Mrs.
Kurt Eisfeldt.

_J



SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents "WOMAN CHASES MAN" with MIRIAM HOPKINS • JOEL McCREA«CH ARLES WINNINGER • ERIK RHODES

ELLA LOGAN • LEONA MARICLE • BRODERICK CRAWFORD • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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DOLLARIZE WITH DISNEY IS RIGHT!
You tell 'em, Phil M. Daly

UNITED ARTISTS * kes great pride in presenting

ACADEMY AWARD REVUE

RELEASED

JUNE 18th

LIMITLESS IN DRAWING POWER!

A feature-length compilation of these Motion Picture

Academy Award Prize-Winners: "FLOWERS AND TREES"

"THREE LITTLE PIGS" • "THE TORTOISE AND THE HARE'™
THREE ORPHAN KITTENS" • "THE COUNTRY COUSIN

Running -Time: 43 Minutes. Length: 3870 Feet.

JP* 1

• • • LIMITLESS IN EXPLOITATION VALUES

!
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.i/dependent in Thought
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Now Eighteen Years Old
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Uphold Individual Accounting on

SEES INDIE CIRCUITS CROWDING SINGLET HOUSES

Kansas Censors Restore "March of Time" Deletions
Review Board Reconsiders

Wheeler Action at

Governor's Request

Kansas City, Kans.—Meeting here
yesterday, the Kansas Board of Re-
view, of which Miss Mae Clausen,
Emporia editor, is chairman, res-

cinded its previous decree which de-
leted remarks of U. S. Senator Bur-
ton K. Wheeler of Montana from the
current release of "The March of
Time".
The meeting followed a telephoned

request from Governor Huxman
earlier in the day that the Board

(Continued on Page 4)

COURT REFUSES WRIT

INDRANDT5-2CASE

Motion of the Harry Brandt cir-

cuit for a preliminary injunction
against the Loew circuit in New
York to restrain it from playing
pictures on a five and two-day basis,

instead of four and three, has been
denied by the New York State Su-

(Continued on Page 4)

Spitz Re-election Slated

as RKO Subsidiaries Meet

Leo Spitz will be re-elected chair-

man of the boards of KAO and B.
F. Keith Corp. and president of both
companies at meetings of the direc-

tors of the two RKO subsidiaries to-

day. Malcolm Kingsberg, who rep-
resents the Meehan interests is

slated to be elected as vice chair-
man of the two companies. No
change in the officers of the two
covmmnies is looked for.

v ».n

Radio Meet Wednesday

Walter Vincent, chairman of the M.
P. T. 0. A committee on radio com-
petition, has tentatively set Wednesday
as the date for its initial meeting in

New York.

Fore! Golf! Soon! June!
Sports Department Special Flash! ! ! ! Yesterday being the first rainy day of

Spring, the Committee having in charge the coming 25th Motion Picture Golf Tourna-
ment met under cover of several 52nd Street conference rooms and decided to commence
to consider what to do about it. The conference broke up early this morning with
the following results: The place: Somewhere in Westchester. The Time: Early in

June. Player limit: 200. Kibitzer limit: 200 more. For further details read regularly

your favorite film paper.

MICHIGAN'S FILM BIZ

RALLIES FROM STRIKE

Detroit— Film business in both
Detroit and Michigan appears to

have recovered from the automobile
strike, which actually hurt patron-
age much less than was anticipated.

Original drop was about 15 p.c. in

January from last quarter of 1936,

reaching 30 p.c. in neighborhood
houses, as reported by Detroit oper-

(Continv.ed on Page 4)

Balaban & Katz Will

Invade Indiana Field

Chicago — Invading the Indiana
theater field, Balaban & Katz will

operate the State Theater now be-
ing built in Gary by Peter M. Kal-
eres, operator of the Grand Thea-
ter. Extension of B. & K. activities

in Indiana is indicated; deals for
locations are reported under way.

REQUIRE EXHIBITOR

TO PAY TAX DIRECT

In the first instance of its kind in

connection with the New York City
2 per cent sales tax, the comptrol-
ler's office has collected the levy di-

rectly from an exhibitor. Acting on
advice of the city corporation coun-
sel, the comptroller, instead of col-

lecting through distributors, has di-

(Continncd on Page 4)

Rockefeller Settlement

in RKO Reorg. May be Cut

Indications are that the amount of
the Rockefeller settlement in the
RKO reorganization may be cut
down as a result of expected conces-
sions to the general creditors' com-
mittee, for which White & Case is

counsel, it was said yesterday.
The genei-al creditors' committee

has taken the view that it has re-
(Continued on Page 4)

Individual Accounting on Percentage

Pix Upheld by N. Y. Appeals Court

Spanish Interview False,

Flynn Tells K. of C. Heads

. Chicago—Errol Flynn, in a tele-

gram sent yesterday to both John
J. . Rossborough, California State
Deputy of the Knights of Columbus,
and Thomas B. Flanagan, secretary
of the Los Angeles Council of the
Catholic order, flatly denied pub-

(Cvntinued on Page 4)

Opinion of the Court of Appeals

at Albany favoring Fox Film Corp.

in its breach-of-contract action

against the Springer & Cocalis cir-

cuit has national significance inas-

much as it upholds the principle that
individual accountings must be made
on percentage pictures bought in

groups, it was pointed out, by au-
thoritative legal sources in New

(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA Places Blame for

Conditions Inspiring

Divorce Bills

Independent circuits, instead of
producer-owned groups, may be the
ones which are crowding out the
individual theater operator, it is in-
dicated by a M. P. T. O. A. bulletin
in discussing the recent avalanche
of theater divorcement bills. As
compared with 2,397 affiliated cir-
cuit houses at the present time,
there are 3,910 theaters operated by
independent circuits, says the bul-

(Continued on Page 13)

RKO ADMISH BOOSTS

GALLED SUCCESSFUL

RKO has raised admission prices
in "practically all" of its theaters
and the effect has been "all right,"
it was said yesterday by Nate Blum-
berg, general manager of RKO the-
aters.

Blumberg said other price raises
might be made. Business is good,
he declared.

RKO "Fairness" Hearings

Expected to Run 2 Weeks

Hearings on the fairness of the
RKO reorganization plan will get
under way today at 10 p.m. before
Special Master George W. Alger in

the Bar Building.
Indications are that the hearings

will run for two weeks at least.

Wanted: Trade "Dictionary"
Albany— In its opinion reversing the

decision of the Appellate Division and
granting Fox a new trial in its breach-
of-contract action against Springer &
Cocalis and Trio Consolidated companies,
the Court of Appeals, in its opinion
signed by Judge Lehman, pointed to

the need of "dictionaries" to aid it in

understanding motion picture trade
language used in the contracts involved
in the case. "In that language we are
illiterate," said the court.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

R/KO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

24 23% 24 + 1/j

34 34. 34 — l/
4

41 1/2 41 1/2 41 1/2 — 2

41/s 41/g 4!/„ — 1/g

15 15 15

160 1591/4 160 + 11/2

1541/4 1541/4 1541/4 — 1/4

28 28 28 — 3/4

83 3/4 83 831/4 — 1/4

25'/2 245/g 25 —
1/4

1751/4 175V4 1751/4 — 41/2

22% 22i/4 223/8 — i/
g

8
1/4 81/4 8V4 + l/g

93/4 93/g 93/g — 1/4

397/s 383/4 393/g + l/g

491/2 491/2 491/2

151/4 15 15 1/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 98% 98% 98%
Loew 6s41ww 983,4 98 Vi 98 Vi — %
Para. B'way 3s55 ... 73 1/2 73 Vi 73 V2 + 1/2

Para. Picts. 6s55 . . IOO1/4 IOO1/4 100%
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 97 1/2 96 Vi 96 Vi — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23,4 23,4 23,4

So no tone Corp 1% \5/a 15/8 — l/
g

Technicolor 24% 23 23 1/4 + Vs
Trans-Lux 4Vi 4/i 4'/i + V4
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathc Film pfd 96 99

REAL ESTATE BONDS
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47 97 1/2 98Vi
Met. Playhouse Inc. '43 73 75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40 56 57Vi

Kansas City, Kan., Asks
For First-Run Film Shows

New Haven Exchange Union

Names Woman as President

Unions Ask Recognition
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen Actors' Guild,

together with 10 other labor groups,
have filed formal notice with Pat
Casey, for recognition as collective
bargaining agencies under the Wag-
ner law.

Kansas City, Kan.—Culminating
agitation by civic leaders and city
officials, the Kansas City Theater
Owners Association has asked local
distributor heads to name a date
for the formal presentation of ex-
hibitor demands for first-runs in

local theaters.
Committee authorized by the the-

ater owners to conduct negotiations
with distributors comprises George
Baker, Electric Theater; Fred Meyn,
Pershing Theater; Charles Vaughan,
Art Theater; R. R. Biechele, Osage
Theater, and Ed Bergun, Home and
Gauntier Theaters.
At present, Kansas City, Kansas,

is served first-run fare by four
downtown theaters in Kansas City,
Mo., less than 30 minutes from
most points on the Kansas side.

Downtown KCK houses are the
Electric and the Granada, operating
on a first subsequent-run policy and
charging 25 cents admission.
Movement was started here by

Judge Joseph H. McDowell and
taken up by Mayor Dan C. Mc-
Combs. Judge McDowell pointed
out that small neighboring towns
were getting pictures ahead of lo-

cal theaters, and that, as a result,

Kansas money was going into Mis-
souri.

"Save the Industry" Meet
Planned by English Execs.

London (By Cable)—Faced with
a threat of government control,
voiced by Dr. Leslie Burgin, Par-
liamentary secretary to the Board
of Trade, British film producers,
distributors and renters will shortly
hold a joint meeting to discuss meas-
ures designed to save the industry.
It is reported that of approximate-
ly 1,000 players engaged in picture
making six months ago 800 are now
"at liberty," while jobless tech-
nicians are placed at 4,000, with
those employed totalling only ap-
proximately 1,000.

Frederic Hope Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frederic Hope, 37, art

director for M-G-M, is dead follow-
ing an appendectomy. Survivors in-

clude his wife and three children.
Born in New Brighton, Pa., Hope
had studied at the Cleveland School
of Art, Art Institute of Chicago and
Otis Art Institute.

Count Enjoins Liberty
Federal Judge Robert T. Patterson

yesterday permanently enjoined Lib-
erty Pictures Corp. from mentioning
in screen credits to its picture
"When Strangers Meet," that it was
suggested by Zona Gale's story,
"The Way." Miss Gale was the com-
plainant. No costs were assessed.

New Haven—At the first closed
meeting of the A. F. of L. union of
exchange employees, these perma-
nent officers were elected:

President, Katherlne B. Fitzger-
ald, Republic; Vice-President, Wil-
liam Nutile, Paramount; Recording
secretary, Mirriam Gurian, Univer-
sal; secretary-treasurer, Jack Mul-
lin, Warner. Executive board con-
sists of the following in addition to
the officers: Homer Downing,
RKO; Edward Fitzgerald, Para-
mount. Wage scale committee em-
braces: Katherine B. Fitzger*ald,

chairman; Katherine Higgins, RKO;
Al Davis, Metro; Bob Hoffman, Fox;
Jack Mullin, Sidney Lax, Columbia;
Henry Bruning, U. A.; Edward
Fitzgerald, Paramount; Mary Lenze,
Universal; John Riccuiti, Conn
Films; sergeant-at-arms, Samuel
Zipkin, Universal.

Forty-one of the 49 eligible re-
winders, shippers, assistant ship-
pers and poster clerks are said to
have joined the local, in addition to
clerical help. Wage scale commit-
tee will meet with John Gatelee,
mternational organizer, to draft
preliminary demands which will be
put into final form at a general
meeting next Monday.

Hearing Set for May 4
Hearing was set for May 4 in Su-

preme Court on the application of
Warner Bros, for a bill of particu-
lars in the $15,000 suit brought by
Mary McFadden, executrix of the
estate of Elmer Ellsworth McFad-
den, known professionally as Ed-
ward Esmonde, claiming that W. B.
illegally used the title "Girl Trou-
ble" on a motion picture.

Coming and GoincJF

NICHOLAS SCHENCK returns to New York
the first week in May from a vacation.

LIBBY HOLMAN has left Paramount's west
coast studios for New York, and plans to sail

shortly for England to attend the Coronation.

J. ELDON PEEK, of Oklahoma Theater Sup-
ply, is visiting New York, accompanied by
MRS. PEEK, and returns shortly to Oklahoma
City.

CHARLES SONIN goes to the coast next week
from New York.

MR. and MRS. JOHN BYRAM and RICHARD
WATTS, JR., sail from New York May 15
on the Conte di Savoia for Italy.

LOU LIPTON is due in New York from Hol-
lywood in one week.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON arrives today on
the Century from the coast.

ALLAN FRIEDMAN, head of DeLuxe Labora-
tories, returns today from a business trip.

SI FABIAN returns Friday from Albany.

DON CANADY, president of Canady Sound
Appliance Co. of Cleveland, leaves for Europe
shortly to visit firm's foreign representatives
and to attend the Paris Exposition.

EDWARD J. PESKAY, Grand National's vice-
president in charge of distribution, and ED-
WARD FINNEY, publicity and advertising head,
arrive in Hollywood tomorrow after a tour of

GN exchanges.

Gus Hill Dead at 78

Funeral arrangements are pend-
ing for Gus Hill, 78, veteran theatri-
cal producer and actor who died
suddenly of a heart attack on Tues-
day night in the hallway of 332
West 46th St. Not long ago, he
succeeded Eddie Dowling as presi-
dent of the Theatrical Democratic
League. Hill, whose real name was
Gustave Metz, is credited with dis-
covering or aiding to success many
of the older stars of the American
stage.

M. W. Horks Son Dies
Chicago—Robert David Hork, son

of M. W. Hork, manager of Alba
Theater, is dead.

ARE YOU SHARING YOUR TAKE

WITH UNSEEN PARTNERS?

GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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//Deep in the hearts

of his countrymen-
//

The memory
of this beloved

American is

your inspira-

tion once each

year to help the

Will Rogers

Memorial Fund.

This Fundmain-

tains a hospital

at Saranac Lake,

N. Y. for the

needy of stage

and screen.

BELOW:
Scroll of Honor

for your theatre

TMS THEATRE
HAS MtDE AN ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION IN
SUPPC^wVjAtHE WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL FUND.
WHlCH^^ftvUNS A HOSPITAL AT SARANAC LAKE,

NEW YOR?|ffi)R .THE NEEDY OF STAGE AND SCREEN

IQ37

NATIONAL THEATRE WEEK STARTING APRIL 30™ UNITES
THE INDUSTRY IN TRIBUTE TO THE BELOVED WILL ROGERS

For Immediate Booking Gratis To All Participating Theatres

LEST WE FORGET
A Beautiful One-Reel Film of Thrill and Sentiment starring

ROBERT TAYLOR • GARY COOPER
ALLAN JONES • HARRY CAREY

Available Free of Charge at the following Exchanges: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Bros., Paramount, RKO, United Artists,

20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal, National Screen Service

For further information: Will Rogers Memorial Fund, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York City



THE

CENSORS RESTORE

WHEELER'S REMARKS

{Continued from Page 1)

reconsider its action. The censored
Wheeler footage constituted criti-

cism of the Roosevelt court reform
program.

Miss Clausen, upon the Board's

adjournment, advised T. R. Thomp-
son, branch manager of RKO, that

the scissored dialogue could be re-

stored immediately, and telegraphed

Governor Huxman of the action

taken.

Michigan's Film Business

Rallies from Motor Strike

{Continued from Page 1)

ators such as Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit. Most neighborhoods showed
the'lesser figures, with houses cater-

ing to industrial trade, such as the

downtown Columbia and New Bijou,

operated by Wesley Schram and
Louis Goldberg, showing about 35

per cent drop.

Settlement of the earlier strikes

helped upstate business secondarily,

although there was an immediate
drop, as reported by Lester Matt of

Flint, seat of GM trouble, because
people who had idle time during the

strike went to shows, and couldn't

afford it for few weeks afterward.
Business at Flint appears now,
ahead of year ago.

In Detroit, the Chrysler strike is

too recent for recovery to be
thorough, but even during the strike,

the Michigan, ace first run house,

set a five-year house record On
Easter. Suburban theaters suffered

more in general, and patrons evi-

dently shopped further for both pic-

tures and prices.

Price Theater Premiums reports

that neighborhood theaters using
premiums show grosses 20 per cent

better than a year ago.
Theater advertising however, has

not picked up, and, in fact, trailer

advertising is slightly lower than a
year ago, according to records of

Simon's Film Service, a principal

supply house in this field.

On the other hand, exhibitors are

ready to spend for future business,

and theater equipment houses are

far ahead of even the last quarter

of 1936. McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co., for instance, is selling

twice as much as a year ago in unit

volume.

Court Refuses to Grant

Writ in Brandt 5-2 Case

{Continued from Page 1)

preme Court. Case will soon be

placed on the calendar for trial.

In addition to Loew's circuit, other
defendants, serving it with film, are:

Paramount, United Artists, Univer-

sal, Loew's and Columbia. Plaintiff

contends that its film deals were
based on the former Loew policy of

playing pictures four and three days.

iStkDAILY Thursday, April 22, 1937

• • • HERE IS one stunt that all exhibitors can get to-

gether on the Will Rogers Memorial Fund the

campaign this year starts Friday, April 30 there are two
plans for theater participation either a cash donation by
the theater management to the Fund, or collection of voluntary

contribs from the audience each day for seven days an
attractive short subject for use in connection with the Fund
Drive has been made at the M-G-M studios, featuring Robert
Taylor, Gary Cooper and other stars a local committee
in every territory will work with your theater for addi-

tional info, communicate with A. P. Waxman, Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital Campaign, 570 Lexington Ave., New York
City

T T T
• • • SWEEPING ALONG with the force of a tidal wave

that contest for Selznick's "A Star Is Born" run-

ning in the New York Journal it ties in with the opening
of the film at the Music Hall today on the first day the

contest started, over 2,000 girls sent pictures and application

blanks the gal selected by the judges at the end of the

week's contest gets an airplane trip to the coast and back, and
a screen test there are still a lot of femmes who think

they can make the grade in Hollywood if they ever get a break

so they go for this type of stunt .....

T T

• • • ONE OF America's greatest poster artists

McClelland Barclay has been commissioned by Para-
mount's art dep't under direction of Vincent Trotta, to do a

24-sheet poster of Claudette Colbert in "I Met Him In Paris"

the artist has just delivered the painting to Vince . .

it is one of the most glamorous and alluring poses of a star ever

to be presented on show paper
T

• • • FOR ONE week's work we think that N.
Edward Beck, the M-G-M exploitation representative in the

Salt Lake City territory, has hung up a record for the rest of

the boys to shoot at Ed planted a full-page co-op "May-
time" ad 11 times in as many cities he secured 164 inches

of co-op "personal property" ads in Salt Lake City papers ......

then he lined up 490 inches of space on "Maytime" classified

ad contest in the local Tribune and Telegram and daily

air plugs on the papers' broadcasting time and all it cost

the theaters was for the mats and guest tickets

T T

• • • THE NEXT Broadway musical production for the
picture scouts to lamp "Orchids Preferred" it opens
on Monday at the Forrest Theater in Philly then moves
into a Broadway spot Dave Stamper wrote the music

book and lyrics by Fred Heredeen
T T T

• • • FIVE PICTURES have monopolized the Broadway
Capitol screen during the past 16 weeks all M-G-M, of

course started with "After the Thin Man," four weeks
"Camille," four weeks then came "The Last of Mrs.

Cheyney" and "Romeo and Juliet," two weeks each and
"Maytime" took another four weeks

T T

• • • WE ARE ready to back Our Gal Friedegg as a kill-

joy and a wet blanket against all comers in fact we'll give

odds in our simple, childish way we gave her a look at a

caricature in colors which artist Rodney De Sarro did of us
and Frieda murmured : "Love's labor lost." "Whaz-

zat?" we whammed "Why gild the lily?" murmured our

annoying sec. "Or, to be brutally frank, why try to caricature

a face that is already that way?' and, c'n ya imagine,

we went to bat for the gal the other day, trying to get her

a salary raise? or is it rise? no, we didn't get it

but at least we tried

REQUIRE EXHIBITOR

TO PAY TAX DIRECT
1

« « « » » »

{Continued from Page 1)

rectly obtained the tax from the

Springer circuit.

Distributors are withholding re-

funds of the sales tax already paid

by theaters outside of the limits of

the city pending final decision as to

whether or not they will appeal opin-

ion of the Court of Appeals at Al-

bany. The decision under discus-

sion is to the effect that only houses
inside the city proper come within

range of the assessment.

Spanish Interview False

Flynn Tells K. of C. Head

{Continued from Page 1)

lished reports of "my purported
political ideas and activities in

Spain."
Flynn's denial came on the heels

of the Council's action in forward-
ing a report of the actor's alleged
activities in behalf of Spanish
radicals to Rossborough and to the
New Haven, Conn., headquarters of

the K of C anti-radical crusade.
Flynn in his telegram described

himself as "a 100 per cent pacifist,"

said he has "absolutely no political

bias of any sort," branded as false

a purported statement that he, with
Fredric March and James Cagney,
"were collecting funds for use in

Spain" and added he would make
himself available in Hollywood Sat-
urday "for any investigation you
wish to conduct."
K of C was aroused by an inter-

view attributed to Flynn in Barce-
lona, Spain.

Individual Accounting

on Percentage Pix Upheld

{Continued from Page 1)

York yesterday, after the opinion
had been studied.

Losses sustained on some pictures

cannot be offset against profits de-

rived from other productions in the
same group, according to an au-
thoritative interpretation of the de-

cision.

It is expected that the case will

not be tried again as unanimous ac-

tion of the seven judges comprising
the Court of Appeals settles the

principles involved.

The court reversed the decision of

the Appellate Division and granted
Fox a new trial. Pictures involved

in the action were "Bright Eyes"
and "Little Colonel". Louis Nizer

was counsel for the distributor.

K
-

Rockefeller Settlement

in RKO Reorg. May be Cut

{Continued from Page 1)

ceived a disproportionate settle*]y t

under the plan as compared ^'* i

the Rockefeller settlement, and has

held that this is unfair because the

Rockefellers class as general credi-

tors also. Under the plan the Rocke-

fellers get stock constituting 22 per

cent of the new company.



SAID THE CIRCUIT
BOOKER TO THE MAN
JUST ARRIVED FROM
CALIFORNIA:

$

Tell me, first, what
did you see at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios?"



Time out while

the Circuit Booker

and his friend

from California

get comfortable!
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<^tE,WHAT'S
*&%& SHOOTING

|

^Hff THIS NEW
P%)^rGOMERY
£p^\3** 'NIGHT
\\C^^UJ THAT^V^ ADVERTIS-

V^'G SO MUCH?"/

"I was just coming to

that. Hunt Stromberg, the pro-
ducer, invited me to the sneak pre-

view. I saw'NIGHT MUST FALL' in
rough assemblage before it was finally
edited. There is a perfect instance of
M-G-M using its head in production.
They've taken Bob Montgomery boldly
out of the type role the public expects
—no longer the suave comic—but in-

stead he's got a terrifyingly brilliant
part that's going to lift him further
as a top draw name. The picture held
that audience breathless. It's based on
the stage hit and what a show they've
made of it. My advice is to get the
boys shouting about it. You've got

a real opportunity there!"

LET'S GET INTO THE CAR WITH
THE BOYS AND EAVESDROP!

(next page)
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Lu. INUTE ON THE

.KING F

TO THEIR HOTEL!

/

"I had a lucky break too! I was on

the M-G'M lot when two producers were

running off working prints of big forthcoming

films. Let me tell you this— from what John

M. Stahl showed me of 'PARNELL' you can bank

on this as the biggest sensation of Leo the Lion since

'San Francisco'. CLARK GABLE has a role with all

the power of his 'Frisco part and MYRNA LOY makes

a beautiful sweetheart for him. Then I saw producer

Weingarten's private screening of 'A DAY AT THE
RACES' starring the MARX BROTHERS. When I tell

you its twice as Big and three times funnier than 'Night

At the Opera' you'll know what to expect.

(Hey, let me catch my breath!)



BELOW ARE SCENES DESCRIBED BY
THE MAN FROM CALIFORNIA!

itWhat a thrill when I saw 'PARNELL' in the projec-

tion room. It's the biggest sock since 'SAN
FRANCISCO.' (Scene shows Clark Gable and

Myrna Loy.)

a

©
I also saw a private screening of the eagerly

awaited MARX BROS, picture 'A DAY AT THE
RACES' and found it terrific!'

the howling wall-paper episode.)

(Scene shows

Let me tell you
what happened
one day when
Luise Rainer and
Bill Powell were
doing a scene from
'Emperor's

Candlesticks/ "

(PICTURE IT FOR YOURSELF!)



Marajf

THE MAN FROM CALIFORNIA DESCRIBES A SCENE!

"It was on Stage 19 at the M-G-M Studios and Director George

Fitzmaurice was running through a scene from 'THE EMPEROR'S

CANDLESTICKS.' I watched Bill Powell and Luise Rainer as they spoke

their dramatic lines. It was positively thrilling. Then Director Fitzmaurice took

me aside and pridefully said he felt that these two great stars were giving their

most inspired romantic performance. This spy story is as exciting as 'Mata Hari,'

which Fitzmaurice also directed. Looks to me like 'EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS'

will be one of biggest sensations of the Spring Season. Seems only yesterday that

Bill Powell introduced Rainer in 'Escapade.' Then they co-starred in 'Great

Ziegfeld' and now they're together again. A great team !"

Director Fitzmaurice

(/eft) says the stars

have never been
better!

Picture for yourself

this scene on the
set of EMPEROR'S
CANDLESTICKS' at

the M-G-M Studios!

6
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M-G-M product"

AND SO FAR INTO THE NIGHT!
But the Circuit Booker could scarcely wait to get to
his office next morning.

(nex£ page!)
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"Don't let a day pass

without a plug for

'A DAY AT THE
RACES' Marx Bros."

" Clark Gable will top

'San Francisco' with

PARNELL'— Myrna
Loy's the gal in it!"

"Garbo and Boyer
in 'BELOVED'! You'll

hear plenty about it!"

CAME THE
DAWN!
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letin signed by President Ed Kuy-
kendall and released yesterday.
Commenting on the divorce meas-

ures the association says:

"The so-called 'theater divorce

bill' enacted in North Dakota does

not appear to be of the slightest

benefit to any independent exhibitor

in North Dakota nor anywhere else.

Whether it will actually hurt the

one distributor who has any theater

interests in that state, as intended

by its sponsors, will not be known
for a long time to come. It is re-

ported to have cost this faction of

exhibitors a lot of money to put

this over, but they get exactly noth-

ing in return for their contributions,

not even good will.
' "According to The Film Daily

Year Book there were 2,435 affili-

ated circuit theaters in 1931, and
this year (1937) there were 2,397

such theaters in the whole United

States. There were five affiliated

circuits then, five now. During this

interval in every territory there has

been an amazing growth in number
and in size of the independent cir-

cuits, until today 3,910 theaters are

under such operation. It's just pos-

sible that the wrong circuits are

being blamed for crowding out the

individual theater operator, as it

appears that there has been little

or no actual expansion of the affili-

ated circuits during the past six or

seven years."
In part, the bulletin says: "01

the seven major companies with

whom we negotiated, four will have

no separate score charges the com-

ing season, except one company may
retain it on percentage pictures

only. Universal, Columbia and

United Artists will make no sepa-

rate score charges from now on.

Metro will abolish the separate

charge on all flat rental pictures.

RKO, Paramount and 20th Century-

Fox will retain it as far as they

can get away with it. To make
them give it up will require sales

resistance by the individual exhib-

itor. It is certainly on its way out

as a result of the M. P. T. 0. A.

fight.

"The remaining six proposals pre-

sented revolve around the proposal

for local boards of conciliations.

Some benefit to exhibitors was se-

cured on these by getting a declara-

tion of policy from the distributor,

but on competitive overbuying, un-

fair clearance and unfair cut-rate

competition between theaters the

local board is indispensable. As we
have pointed out before, M. P. T. 0.

A. has gone as far as it possibly

can on this, in securing a public

commitment from each distributor

that they will cooperate and par-

ole n.

Vnt
r

Grace Moore, Term. Colonel

Nashville, Term. — It's now Colonel

Grace Moore, sun. The singer has been

Commissioned in that rank on the staff

of Gov. Gordon Browning.

A "£MU" It&n "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
CONGWRITERS Burton Lane and

Ralph Freed, who recently com-
pleted "In a Little Castillian Gar-
den," for Paramount's "Last Train
from Madrid," have been assigned
by Boris Morros to write the music
and lyrics for Bing Crosby's next
picture, "Double Or Nothing." The
tunesmiths, who are but 24 and 26
years of age, wrote the title song
of "Swing High, Swing Low," and
have already turned out a swingy
number, "Smarty," for the Crosby
film.

King Vidor is making practical

use of his hobby of being a Leica
camera enthusiast. He has taken
pictures of his principals for "Stel-

la Dallas" and of all the bit and
extra players interviewed for the
film. Thus he has a complete rec-

ord of everyone who comes to him
seeking roles and there is no chance
of his memory playing him false.

T

Anthony Quinn, who has just

been placed under a Paramount con-
tract, is playing an important role

in "Last Train from Madrid," which
James P. Hogan is directing.

T . .

M-G-M has bought film rights to

"Navy Blue and Gold," by George
Bruce. Story appeared serially in

Argosy under the title, "Annapolis
Ahoy," prior to its book publication
under the other title.

Samuel Goldwyn's ''Woman
Chases Man," starring Miriam Hop-
kins and Joel McCrea, will have a
dual world premiere in Los Angeles,
on April 28 at both Warner's and
the Downtown Theaters.

T T
New contracts—M-G-M ; J. Wal-

ter Ruben, director; Elmer Harris,
Cyril Hume, Tom Reed, Milt Gross,
writers; Paramount: Shirley Ross.

f * *
Eric Linden has been signed by

Grand National on a four picture
deal with options for a fifth picture.

First pix under the new pact will

be "Here's Flash Casey," first of a
series built around a candid camera-
man and based on stories by George
Harmon Coxe, for release next sea-
son.

T T
Porter Hall, whose outstanding

portrayal in "The Plainsman" won
for him the March award of the
Screen Actors' Guild, is the newest
recruit to the ranks of trailer ad-
dicts. After fighting off the "bug"
for two years, a week-end trip in

Richard Dix's new home on wheels
converted him.

* V T
Casting assignments—Paramount:

Frances Dee, "Ebbtide"; Warners:
Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale, Wal-
ter Connolly, "First Lady"; George
Barbier, "A Gentleman After Mid-
night"; Walter Catlett, Roy Atwell,
Sterling Holloway, "Varsity Show";
20th-Fox: Joan Davis, "You Can't
Have Everything."

"Chalked Out" to Warners
Warner Bros, are reported pur-

chasers of film rights to "Chalked
Out," play by Lewis E. Lawes and
Jonathan Finn, which Brock Pem-
berton briefly presented at the
Morosco Theater. Price paid is said

to have been $15,000.

Sheldon Quits Selznick
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. Lloyd Sheldon has

resigned as associate producer at

Selznick International. Sheldon
said he will not announce his fu-
ture plans for a couple of weeks.

Testing Stage Players

Through the Lyons agency, a num-
ber of stage players have been re-

cently tested in New York. Ian Mc-
Lean and Leona Powers have been
tested by 20th Century-Fox and
Boyd Crawford, Rex Smith, Phillis

Welch and Raula Waara, opera star,

by M-G-M.

Guild Council Meets
Council of the Dramatists Guild

holds a meeting today. Annual
meeting of the organization will take
place next month in New York.

ticipate in the establishment of

such local boards. They must take
the initiative now before anything
can be done on this.

"The delay and/or collapse of this

plan is the definite, direct respon-
sibility of the distributors them-
selves. It is the one and only pro-
posal that has been made for self-

regulation of commercial practices
in the distribution and exhibition.

The reason for the del^y and lack
of effort is known only to the dis-

tributors, exhibitors generally have
gone on record urging that it be
done and expressing a willingness
to help work it out. Can it be^that
the distributors prefer to fight it

out in court and invite Federal and
State regulation of commercial
practices in distribution and exhibi-

tion by statute and commissions?
If that is true, their present policy

in this matter should get the de-

sired results. We seem to be on
the verge of a lot of spectacular
anti-trust suits, and exasperated
and disgruntled exhibitors, with
nowhere within the industry to get
their grievances and complaints
heard and adjusted, are bound to
turn to their legislatures and to
Congress for relief. It may not be
very smart, but it is inevitable, and
the exhibitor can hardly be blamed
under the circumstances.

"The situation in Congress, while
it is quiet at the moment, is

fraught with potential danger to
the motion picture theaters and re-
quires alert attention."

NEWS of DAY

Wethersfield, Conn. — Nathan
Lampert, operator in Broadbrook,
Colchester, East Hampton and other
suburban spots, is completing his
350-seat house in Glastonbury this
month and will break ground for a
new 350-seater in Wethersfield.

Thorn psonville, Conn. — His 980-
seat theater under way, Peter Paro-
kas is now considering the addition
of a 200-seat balcony in order to
institute range in admissions.

Charlotte, N. C—A new 250-seat
theater has been opened at Wades-
boro by Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Drake,
who also operate the Ansonia here.

Detroit—Metro Premium Co. has
just sold the Sam Brown Circuit

—

Fenkell, Ambassador and Woodward
Grand Theaters—100 per cent on
ovenware premiums. The Crystal,
west side house operated by Ray
Schreiber and Bernard Brooks, has
also signed up for Metro premiums,
according to manager Norman D.
Lane.

Gait, Ont.—A. M. Piper of London,
has completed plans for a $22,000
theater to be erected at Ainslie and
Chapman for W. Kendrick and Son.
Ray Hall, is preparing plans for

$40,000 750-seat theater, garage,
and showroom to be built at 25
Water St., S. Gait.

Hull, Que.—A $20,000 theater is

under construction on Main St. for
Interprovincial Theaters Ltd. and
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Ottawa.

Memphis, Tenn. — A $10,000 re-
modeling program has been ini-
tiated at the Peabody theater by
J. W. Eaton. Plans include provi-
sion for 200 additional seats and
small stage.

Kansas City, Mo.—G. F. Long is

opening the Elco Theater at West-
boro, which has been dark for sev-
eral months.

Hull, Mass.—The Bayside Theater
will open on a week-end basis until
the summer season takes full swing.
John Concannon, former assistant
manager of the Egyptian Theater,
Brighton, has been appointed as the
manager by the M. & P. Theaters.

South Bend, Ind.—The River Park
Theater Realty Co. has been reor-
ganized as the River Park Theater,
Inc.

Republic, Wash.—R. A. Culp of
this city is erecting a 200-seat film
house at Oakville.

2,000th Mirrophonic in Britain

London — Installation of Mirrophonic
sound at the Ritz Theater, Barnsley,
Yorkshire, marked Western Electric's two
thousandth equipment in Great Britain.
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"Night Must Fall"

with Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell,

Dame May Whitty

M-G-M 115 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GRIPPING AND UNUSUAL MELO-

DRAMA, WITH ROBERT MONTGOMERY
OUTSTANDING.

This melodrama is a decided departure

from screen formula. No compromise has

been made with the stage play, and in

the end, Robert Montgomery reveals him-

self as the maniacal murderer, who did

away with a woman guest at the English

hotel, where he worked as a page boy.

This disclosure is coupled with his murder

of Dame May Whitty, aged head of a

household, who had befriended him. Mont-

gomery's character study of "Baby Face,"

the killer, suffering from egomania and

trying to impress everyone, is outstanding.

Despite its length, the picture is gripping

and much credit is due Richard Thorpe,

who crashes with a bang into the ranki

of major directors. He manages to inject

some lighter moments into the grisly

theme, especially in some of the scenes

between Montgomery and Dame May Whit-

ty. Several bows are also due Hunt

Stromberg, the producer. The acting is

high class throughout, with Rosalind Rus-

sell excellent as the niece of Dame May
Whitty, alternating in her hate and affec-

tion for Montgomery. Dame May Whitty's

acting is one of the high-lights of the

picture, while Kathleen Harrison, Merle

Tottenham, and Matthew Boulton, who

appeared in the play, do fine work. Alan

Marshall and Beryl Mercer are among

the principals. Ray June's excellent pho-

tography does much to give the piece a

grim and tense atmosphere. Montgomery

cleverly wins the confidence of Dame May
Whitty, despite Rosalind Russell's suspi-

cions as to his real character. Montgom-

ery is given work in the Whitty home and

is the lady's constant attendant. He learns

where she has hidden her money and

jewels. With a brickbat, he kills her, but

Boulton, English officer, who has been sus-

pecting Montgomery of the first murder,

arrives in time to apprehend him.

Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Rus-

sell, Dame May Whitty, Alan Marshall,

Merle Tottenham, Kathleen Harrison, Mat-

thew Boulton, Eily Malyon, Beryl Mercer,

Winifred Harris, E. E. Clive.

Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director,

Richard Thorpe; Author, Emlyn Williams;

Screenplay, John Van Druten; Art Direc-

tor, Cednc Gibbons; Associates, Frederic

Hope, Edwin R. Willis; Editor, Robert J

Kern; Cameraman, Ray June; Musical

Score, Edward Ward.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Excel-

lent.

Mrs. Meyer Marks Dies

Chicago—Mrs. Gertrude E. Marks,
wife of Meyer Mal'ks, one of the
.builders of the Granada Theater
and identified with the Marks Bros,
circuit before its B. & K. acquisi-
tion, died after a long illness. Sur-
vivors include, in addition to her
husband, two children, Julian and
Pauline, a brother and four sisters.

"As Good As Married"
with Doris Nolan, John Boles,

Walter Pidgeon

Universal 76 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DOMESTIC ROMANTIC COMEDY FOR

THE MASSES, IN EVERY SENSE GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT.

Given a real exploitation campaign which

it merits, this picture should be a box-

office standout. It's the sort of thing

that word-of- mouth advertising sells, for

it has those delightful qualities that made

such hits of "It Happened One Night,"

"Theodora Goes Wild" and the like. A
male and female romantic comedy of the

domestic type, it is a picture for the

masses. Its marvelous dialogue stands out,

the situations are clever, and the plot

never allows one's interest the possibility

of a letdown. The laughs are there ga-

lore, and in every sense it can well be

termed grand entertainment. It breezes

along beautifully, with the lovely Doris

Nolan giving a performance that should

place her in the star class. Walter Pid-

geon and Alan Mowbray are swell in roles

which call for persons with senses of

humor, and John Boles does nicely in his

part. Tala Birell, Katharine Alexander,

Mary Philips, Ernest Cossart, David Oliver,

Dorothea Kent and Harry Davenport carry

the other important roles. Everyone con-

nected with the picture can well be proud

ut his contribution. As director, Edward
Buzzed shows a fine sense of comedy
value, the piece carries on at a merry pace,

and tne performances he obtains from his

piayers are grand. This superb script was

tne work ot F. Hugh Herbert and Lynn

Starling on the screenplay, and Norman
Krasna on the original. E. M. Asher de-

serves a lot ot credit for sensing the box-

office values in this story and seeing to it

that they get on the screen. John Hark-

rider and his associates did a classy job

on the sets. Learning that California, the

state of his residence, allowed one's in-

come to be divided between man and

wife, thereby cutting down his income tax,

John Boles marries, on a strictly business

basis, Doris Nolan his secretary. She real-

ly loves him. The deal allows each to carry

on as though there were no marital ties.

This causes complications which in turn

brings Boles to the realization that he

loves his wife.

Cast: Dons Nolan, John Boles, Walter

Pidgeon, Alan Mowbray, Tala Birell, Kath-

arine Alexander, Mary Philips, Ernest Cos-

sart, David Oliver, 1 Harry Davenport, Esther

Ralston, Dorothea 1 Kent, Elsa Christian,

Walter Byron.

Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;

Associate Producer, E M. Asher; Director,

Edward Buzzell; Author, Norman Krasna;

Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, Lynn Star-

ling; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad, ASC;
Production Designed by John Harkrider;

Associates; Sets, Jack Martin Smith; Ed-

itor, Philip Cahn; Musical Director, Charles

Previn, Special Effects, John P. Fulton;

Sound, Charles Carroll, Edwin Wetzel.

Direction, Merry. Photography, Good.

"Oh, Doctor"
with Edward Everett Horton, Donrue

Leighton, William Hall

Universal 66 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GAGS, SLAPSTICK AND SENSATIONAL
STUNTS YIELD A HOST OF LAUGHS.

It takes some time and footage for this

piece to hit its stride, but once it gets

into the stunt stuff that is reminiscent of

Harold Lloyd's work, it is fast and funny

end scores a host of good solid laughs. As

program fare it is an enjoyable comedy
with Edward Everett Horton doing a grand
job of the hypochrondriac who does a com-
plete-about-face stopping at no hazard to

win the girl he loves. From the novel by
Harry Leon Wilson, Harry Clork and Brown
Holmes have fashioned a screenplay which
is overtalkative at the beginning but when
t finds itself in slapstick sensational stunts,

the situations are well worked out, and
highly suspenseful and entertaining. Ray
McCarey's direction plays the gags for

good returns without carrying them too far.

Besides Horton, the cast includes Edward
Brophy, William Demarest and Catherine
Doucet, who know how to get their share

of the laughs. From the time Edmund
Grainger's production hits the gags, it is

the sort of comedy that regular audiences

should find very hilarious. Edward Ever-

ett Horton, who believes he has every

malady possible, is to fall heir to $500,000
in six months. He doesn't believe he will

last that long, so he agrees to sell his

legacy for $50,000 to four crooks, William

Demarest, Eve Arden, Edward Brophy and

Thurston Hall. In the course of keeping

him alive, they hire Donrue Leighton to

act as Horton's nurse. He falls in love

with her, but William Hall, an all-around

athlete is his competitor. To win her

affections, Horton tries to out-do Hall in

whatever form of athletic competition the

latter attempts. The girl learns of Horton's

deal and tries to break it. When Dema-
rest and his outfit see Horton on the

outer-ledge of their office window, which

is miles high, they are willing to call the

whole thing off, and Horton gets his girl.

Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Donrue

Leighton, Wiiliam Hall, eve Arden, Thurs-

ton Hall, Catherine Doucet, William Dema-

rest, Edwarn Brophy, Minerva Urecal.

Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger;

Director, Ray McCarey; Author, Harry Leon

Wilson; Screenplay, Harry Clork, Brown

Holmes; Cameraman, Milton Krasner, ASC;
Art Director, Jack Otterson, Associate,

Loren Patrick; Editor, Bernard W. Burton;

Musical Director, Lou Forbes; Special Ef-

fects, John P. Fulton; Sound, William R.

Fox, Jesse T. Bastian.

Direction, Understanding. Photography,

Good.

Rogers Collections Soar
New Orleans—Insisting that he is

speaking conservatively, Harold
Wilkes, chairman of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital Fund in this ter-

ritory, told The Film Daily that
the fund is almost 1,000 per cent
over the top of its finals last year.
The driver is not over yet.

"A Family Affair"
with Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker,

Eric Linden

M-G-M 68 mins.

SWELL DOMESTIC COMEDY-DRAMA
WITH GLOVE-FITTING CAST IS A NA-
TURAL FOR FAMILY TRADE.

This will please the entire family, and

should go strong in all the smaller com-
munities, for it tells the story of a typical

small-town family. Lionel Barrymore plays

the part of the Judge in this adaptation of

the stage play, "Skidding," and Cecilia
Parker and Eric Linden, are the young love
interest. Mickey Rooney does a grand job

as the adolescent, and gets most of the
comedy business and handles it with tell-

ing effect. The theme is that of the
Judge who lines up in opposition to the
interests who are trying to build an aque-
duct that will divert a lot of water to the
big city nearby. The story works up to

the climax at the county convention, where
the Judge is slated to take a political

beating by not being nominated for re-

election. But he has a few tricks up his

sleeve, and succeeds in routing the oppo-
sition handsomely and completely. But
the interest of the film is in the fine sen-
timents and the homey touches centering
around the home life of the Judge's family.

Fine performances are turned in by a dis-

tinguished list of players, several of whom
distinguished themselves together before

in "Ah, Wilderness." Charles Grapewin,
Spring Byington, Julie Haydon and Sara

Haden all turn in commendable perform-

ances.

Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker,

Eric Linden, Mickey Rooney, Charles Grape-
win, Spring Byington, Julie Haydon, Sara

Haden, Allen Vincent, Margaret Marquis,

Selmer Jackson, Harlan Briggs.

Producers, Lucien Hubbard, Samuel
Marx; Director, George B. Seitz: Author,

Aurania Rouverol; Screenplay, Kay Van
Riper; Editor, George Boemler; Cameraman,
Lester White.

Direction, Very good Photography, Fine.

For additional reviews of new pictures, turn
to Page 16 of this issue.

FOREIGN
"KOCHAJ TYLKO MNIE" ("Love Only

Me"), dialogue film in Polish; a Leo-Film
production; directed by Marta Flanz, with

Lidja Wysocka, B. Gileswska, Helen Gross-

owna, W. Zacharewicz, et al., in the cast.

Presented at the Chopin Theater. Running
time: 78 Mins.

Featuring a capable cast, and a story,

which, though light, presents a number of

episodes which are dramatic and often

comical, this film is generally more enter-

taining, and certainly better technically,

than the average import. The story deals

with the romance that eventually blosr "*is

between a young business man, playf!) ',

/

W. Zacharewicz, and Lidja Wysocka, -CdSt

in the role of a stage star. The players

enact the shallow plot pleasingly, and
audiences acquainted 'with the Polish

tongue will find the feature quite to their

iliking.
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M --for the past 18 years./'

I have been a subscriber to Film Daily for the past eighteen years

and it is the only paper that gives me Who's Who and What's What,

together with concrete articles on the most important news of the

industry from all over the country. I deem it an asset to our busi-

ness and I have it forwarded to me whenever I am on my vacation

so that I may keep posted on what is going on at all times. If there

is news about the film industry you want to know, I say brother

exhibitor, subscribe to the Film Daily. Without it I would be at

a loss.

The Film Year Book I find most useful at all times keeping it in my

desk so that I may have it handy for reference as to what has hap-

pened in the past and more particularly when I want to know who

produced, directed and starred in any picture when inquiries are

made of me by my patrons which is very often."

The 19J7 Film Year Book big-

ger and better than ever is now

being distributed to all subscrib-

ers to The Film Daily.

x;*M

THOMAS D. GOLDBERG
WALBROOK b HARTFORD THEATER

BALTIMORE. MO

Photo by Bacliarach
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CASH AWARD GAMES

Joplin, Mo. — Bank Night and
other games carrying cash awards
were hanned here by Charles R.
Warden, prosecuting attorney of
Jasper County, who declared they
constituted a lottery.

Beatrice, Neb. — Speedy action in
the Bank Night test case was prac-
tically guaranteed this week when
the attorney general's office in Lin-
coln stated arguments and presen-
tation of briefs on the case would
not take more than a forenoon.
Trial date is Saturday, in Judge
Messmore's coui't here. It will be
on agreed stipulation of facts by
both sides.

Springfield, 111.— With the Illi-

nois Supreme Court having ruled
that prize nights in film theaters
constitute illegal lotteries in a Chi-
cago test case, State's Attorney
William D. Roberts announces he
will push pending Bank Night cases
against the Orpheum Theater here.
Mortimer E. Berman, manager of

the Orpheum, will be given a hear-
ing Friday in County Court dn
charges of operating a lottei-y. The
other case is a quo warranto pro-
ceeding in Circuit Court requesting
the theater company to show by
what right it could operate the
Bank Night program in this state.

It has been estimated that nearly
$6,000,000 had been distributed in

prize money during the two years
Illinois film theaters have been us-
ing games.

Rush of Bank Nighters

Brings Exhib. $25 Fine

Memphis, Tenn. — Fire Marshal
Frank Buckalew has warned all lo-

cal theaters against overcrowding.
Bank Night at the Rosemary The-

ater, owned by Mike Cianciolo,
caused the exhib to be haled into

City Court and fined $25. Cianciolo
insisted that his aisles were clear,

but 200 from the outside had rushed
in to hear names of prize winners
announced.
Bank Night is gaining in favor

among Memphis showgoers and
packs the Orpheum, Rosemary and
Suzore, the only three theaters
which thus far have adopted the
policy.

Republic Places Serials

Republic's Kansas City Exchange
has sold a 100 per cent deal for its

1937-38 serials to the Common-
wealth Circuit.

Para. Adds 2 More Radio Stars

West Coast Bin-., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Acquisition of James and

Marian Jordan, the networks' "Fibber
McGee and Molly," gives Paramount the
largest roster or radio personalities of
any studio— 15. The Jordans will be
seen in "This Way, Please." set to
shoot in two weeks. Leads in pix will

be Shirley Ross and "Buddy" Rogers.

Reviews a$ T/Uw f-iims
"Round-Up Time in

Texas"
with Smiley Bumefte Maxine Doyle, Cabin

Kids. Champion

Republic 58 Mins.

OUTDOOR DRAMA, WELL ENOUGH
ACTED AND TECHNICALLY O. K., BUT
DULL.

Despite its title, the wide open spaces

of Texas are on view for only a few fleet-

ing moments, and then the locale of th ;

s

run-of-the-crop film shifts suddenly to South
Africa, with the change contributing little

if anything to the feature's entertainment
value. The reason for swapping venue was
apparently to give the film a dash of

originality,—which decision on the part of

the producers might have been justified

had the atmosphere smacked a bit of the

iands comprising the southern sections of

the Dark Continent. Perhaps the under-

lying motive was to spike the scenes with

comedy via the Cabin Kids, who are the I

offsprings of an African chief, and, in-

cidentally, very amusing in their musical

bits. But whatever the basic causes, the

results are not up to snuff. At times

the action dips deeply into the well of

travesty and outright slapstick. Most of

Autry's followers will probably wish that

he and his grand horse, Champion, had

missed the boat to South Africa and had re-

mained amid the sagebrush, bad men and

fabled perils of our own "wild" West. The
story deals with Autry rounding up some

horses to ship to his brother who has dis-

covered a diamond mine in the Kimberley

section. On arrival of himself and the

steeds, the brother is missing,—a victim

of a pack of villains bent on grabbing the

property. That Autry meets a personable

Miss, defeats the mine-grabbers, rescues
'

his brother from their clutches, and
j

clinches the girl is the gist of the yarn,
j

It is well enough acted, and technically
;

o.k., but generally dull.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Max-

ine Doyle, Cabin Kids, Champion, LeRoy

Mason, Earle Hodgins, Dick Wessel, Buddy

Williams, Elmer Fain. Cornie Anderson.

Frankie Marvin, Ken Cooper.

Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Produc-

er, Armand Shaefer; Director, Joseph Kane;

Screenplay, Ohver Drake; Photography, Wil-

liam Nobles; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

Direction, O K Photography, Good.

New Movie House? No, Sir,

Boonville Wants Its Hall

Boonville, Mo. — Thespian Hall
Preservation Committee has been
formed here to oppose announced
plans of Fox-Midwest Theaters to

replace the historic Thespian Hall
with a new theater. Thespian Hall
was built in 1857 and during the
Civil War was used both as barracks
and hospital.

Trebow In B b K Post

Chicago—Archie Trebow has been
named purchasing agent for Bala-
ban & Katz circuit, succeeding E.
F. Maher, who has joined the Joe
Goldburg organization.

Johnny Mack Brown in

"Bar Z Bad Men"
with Lois January, Tom London, Frank

LaRue

Republic 51 Mins.

HARD RIDING AND SIX-SHOOTING

GALORE STUD THIS WESTERN WHICH
WILL SCORE WITH STAR'S FANS.

There's enough shooting and hard riding

in this western to commend it to all out-
door drama fans. Johnny Mack Brown is,

of course, the central figure who turns
out to be bad news indeed to the bad men
who kill his pard. Right at the outset
there is a display of his skill with a six-

shooter when he celebrates his purchase
of a half interest in Jack Rockwell's ranch,
called the Bar Z. Brown manifests his

joy by riding into the town and shooting
up the stores and the local bar. He is

about to be sentenced to a stretch in the
town jug when he informs the magistrate
that all the shootin' was just letting off

emotional steam prior to leaving for his

new ranch. The judge decides it's probably

better to have Johnny out of town than
stoppered up in the jail. With the sus-

pension of sentence, our hero hies, as

promised, to Bar Z, and there the fun
begins, for Johnny who has made targets of

his mild townfolk now becomes the target

for the guns of a tough gang of hombres.
This gang knows a railroad is going to be
run through the nearby ranch operated by
Frank LaRue, and to seize it is their

sinister purpose. LaRue has a pretty

daughter, Lois January, and Johnny in turn

decides she is worth seizing, which he
eventually does after he downs the band
of bad men. The picture, satisfactorily

acted throughout and capably directed is

considerably more exciting than the aver-

age western and should score with patrons.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Lois Janu-

ary, Tom London. Frank LaRue, Ernie

Adams. Dick Curtis, Milt Morante, Jack

Rockwell.

Producer, A W. Hackel ; Director, Sam
Newfield; Author, James P. Olsen; Screen-

play, George H Plympton; Cameraman,
Bert Longenecker; Editor, S Roy Luby.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good

N. Y. Assembly Passes

Dog Racing Measure

Albany, N. Y. — The Assembly
has passed and sent to the Senate
the Hall bill legalizing dog races.
The Senate has passed and sent
to the Governor the Kreinheder bill

to permit bowling on Sundays after
2 P. M. Last year Governor Leh-
man vetoed a dog racing bill.

Under the terms of the measure
dog racing would be authorized and
would be conducted under the su-
pervision of the State Racing Com-
mission. The State would receive
15 per cent of the admissions. Un-
der the second bill, the Department
of Agriculture would get $200,000
from such receipts to distribute to
agriculture societies.

MONOGRAM'S PARLE*

WILL ATTRACT 100

Among the more than 100 per-
sons who will attend the Monogram
convention May 7-8 at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, will be President W.
Ray Johnston; J. A. Sisto, under-
writer of the Monogram stock sub-
scription; Sol A. Rosenblatt, coun-
sel and member of the board of di-

rectors; Edward A. Golden, general
sales manager; Scott R. Dunlap,
vice-president in charge of produc-
tion; Norton V. Ritchey, manager
of the export department; Herschel
Stuart, treasurer; Louis S. Lifton,
director of advertising and publicity;

J. S. Harrington, transportation
manager and J. P. Friedhoff, comp-
troller.

Branch representatives include

Howard Stubbins, Ray Olmstead,
Los Angeles; Ed Blumenthal, Dal-

las; Nate Schultz, Cleveland; George
Blumenthal, San Francisco: Carr
Scott, Oklahoma City: Sam Decker
and William Hurlbut, Detroit; N. L.

Norris, William P. Humston and
Lester Durland, Kansas City;

Charles Trampe, Milwaukee; A. M.
Goldstein, Seattle; Lon T. Fidler,

Denver; John W. Mangham, Atlan-
ta; D. J. Selznick, Pittsburgh; Henri
Elman, Chicago; Carl Harthill, In-

dianapolis; F. E. Judd, Des Moines;
L. O. Ringler, Omaha; Steve Brody,
Boston; William Onie, Cincinnati;

and others.

The first business meeting will be

called to order at 9:30 a.m. on Mav
7, to be followed by another session

in the afternoon. A dinner and
meeting of franchise holders will

take place the same evening. Sat-

urday will be given over to addi-

tional meetings, with the conven-

tion banquet set for the evening.

Special cars attached to "The
Wolverine" will leave Grand Cen-

tral station, New York, at 6:30 p.

m. on May 5. At Albany it will pick

up Steve Brody, manager of the

Boston branch, and the salesmen as-

sociated with that office. Sam Deck-

er, William Hurlbut and the sales-

men of Monogram's Detroit ex-

change will board the train at De-

troit. The return trip will be via

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

Leichter Sells Series

Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-

tures, Inc., has sold his series of

H. H. Van Loan Stories of eight

pictures to Imperial Pictures of

Northern Ohio.

But Will the Hens See It?

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In Germany, the Naris

order hens to lay eggs. But the Ameri-
can way is different, witness announce-
ment by the U. S. Department m\\
Agriculture yesterday that it is ready™'
release a three-reeler, "The Nationaf
Poultry Improvement Plan." Pix is avail-

able both 35 mm. and 16 mm. and is a

talkie. Two other new U. S. pix ready
are "The Cicada," two-reeler and
"Smoke," one reel subject.



Distributors Up Broadway Ad Budgets 25 P. C. in Year

KAO FlffQUARTER NETJS MORE THANJ500,000

Discuss Pact to "De-freeze" Registered Pix Titles

Hospital Drive
. . . also Kansas censorship= By CHESTER B. BAHN —

THAT fine co-operative spirit responsible

for the production of "Lest We For-

get," designed to further this year's Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital drive, is de-

serving of quick exhibitor emulation.

Certainly, this is one occasion when the

several arms of the industry can stand

as one. A most worthy charity, and a

monument to a well-loved national figure

whose personal philanthropies were many,

the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital is en-

titled to the fullest measure of support.

When the annual public campaign for

funds opens on April 30, "Lest We For-

get" should find a place on the program

of every one of the nation's film theaters.

The 1937 reel, supervised by Louis B.

Mayer, is something more than merely a

trailer appeal for funds. Audiences can-

not but find the clever all-star short sub-

ject to their liking.

THE folly of motion picture censorship is

attested anew by recent happenings in

Kansas where the Board of Review first

deleted utterances by U. S. Senator Bur-

ton K. Wheeler from the current issue of

"The March of Time" and then, under fire,

reversed its decision and permitted restora-

tion of the footage.

The deletions, the Board had explained,

were made because it found the Senator's

criticism of the Roosevelt court reforms

to be "partisan and biased." That ex-

planation was made the more interesting

by the fact that the Board's chairman,

Miss Mae Clausen, is an Emporia news-

paper editor, and editors are presumed to

carry the torch for freedom of speech.

HAD Kansas exhibitors elected to fight

the censors' ruling in the courts, it

is possible that the Board would have been

—embarrassed, to put it mildly. It so hap-

pens that news reels are not censorable

-Vn the Sunflower State and that the statute

provides other films are to be cut only

when found to present scenes that are

"cruel, obscene, indecent or immoral."

Further, it seems that the first release

of "The March of Time" was presented

to the Board in 1935 as a courtesy gesture,

with the Board classifying it as "educa-

tional."

Plan Would Allow Producers

to Re-register 25 P. C.

of Their Total

An agreement under which mem-
bers of the Hays organization would
"de-freeze" scores of thousands of

picture titles now registered with
it was discussed by its committee on
title registration at a meeting yes-

erday in New York. Selection of

"free" titles has become an increas-

ingly acute problem from the pro-
(Continued on Page 6)

WARNERS ADDING FOUR

WASHINGTON HOUSES

Sees New NRA Prospects

Most significant effect of the Wagner
act decision of the U. S. Supreme Court

is that it permits enactment by Con-
gress of the "most important principles

of the old NRA in one or more sepa-

rate laws," declared the Tax Research

Institute of America yesterday.

EXPECT SPITZ TO BE

"FAIRNESS" WITNESS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Immediate construc-

tion of four new theaters, involving

an expenditure of approximately

$2,000,000, was announced here yes-

terday by John J. Payette, general

zone manager of Warner Theaters.

Building program calls for the

construction of 1,000 to 1,500-seat
{Continued on Page 6)

O. Henry Briggs Slated

for Re-election by Pathe

O. Henry Briggs is slated for re-

election as president of Pathe at the

annual meeting of its board of di-

rectors Tuesday, following the an-

nual stockholders' session. No
changes in the firm's executive per-

sonnel are anticipated.

Leo Spitz, RKO president, will

be called upon to testify on the
earnings prospects of the company
in connection with the hearings on
the "fairness" of RKO reorganiza-
tion plan, which got under way yes-
terday before Special Master George
W. Alger at the Bar Building, it

was indicated.
The initial session lasted about

{Continued on Page 7)

Earnings About Double Those
of the Same Period

Last Year
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. had

a net profit of slightly over $500,-
000 for the first quarter of 1937,
just about double the earnings of
$274,049 for the first quarter of
1936, directors were told at a board
meeting yesterday.
The directors elected Leo Spitz as

chairman of the board and president
of the company. Malcom Kingsberg,
representing the M. J. Meehan in-

terests, was elected vice chairman.
All other officers were re-elected.

Board of RKO Radio Pictures
also held a meeting yesterday. Pro-
ceedings were described as routine.

M-G-M's Own Checkers

In All But Five Zones

M-G-M has completed installation

of its own checking facilities in all

territories but five in the South.
Next zones to be entered are At-
lanta, Memphis, New Orleans, Dal-
las and Oklahoma City. Last ter-

ritory in which a force was estab-

lished was Philadelphia.
E. A. Schiller, who has been as-

sociated with this work, leaves New
York Sunday for Atlanta.

Broadway Ad Budgets Increased 25%
By Distributors During Last Year

MPTOA MEMBERSHIP

SOARS 900 IN YEAR

Membership of the M. P. T. O. A.
through units affiliated with the as-
sociation has increased 900, now
totalling 5,400, as compared with
4,500 a year ago, according to a
checkup just made by the organi-
zation. Regional units associated
with the national outfit number 22.

A year ago there were 20 regionals
in the association.

The M.P.T.O. of Virginia seems
likely to become the next affiliate.

Special Train to Take
RKO Convention Groups

An "RKO Convention Special"
will be run from New York to Los
Angeles for the sixth annual and
third international Sales convention

{Continued on Page 6)

UMPTO Battling Columbia

On Non-Theatrical Issue

Philadelphia — U.M.P.T.O. mem-
bers, meeting yesterday, approved a
plan whereby exhibitors will be

{Continued on Page 6)

In newspaper campaigns designed
to plug Broadway runs of their pro-
ductions, distributors have increased

their budgets approximately 25 per
cent during the past year, according
to data acquired from authoritative

sources yesterday. House budgets,
{Continued on Page 6)

Lions Roar ar "Swing"
Panama (By Cable)—Claiming that

it is derogatory to Panama and offen-

sive to the citizens of the Republic of

Panama, the local Lions Club here has

formally protested against Para.'s "Swing
High, Swing Low."
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 24 24

Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 34 34

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 43 42 42% + %
Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4% 4'/8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15 14% 14% — %
East. Kodak 161 160 160

do pfd 154'/2 1541/z 1541/2 + 1/4

Gen. Th. Eq 273/4 27 1/4 27 1/4 — %
Loew's, Inc 833/4 821/2 82 1/2 — %
do pfd
Paramount 25 24%, 24 1/4 — 3A
Paramount 1st pfd... 173l/4 170 171 — 4%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22% 21% 21%— 1/2

Pathe Film 8 1/4 8 1/4 8 1/4 .
....

RKO 9% 8% 8% — 1/2

20th Century-Fox . . 39% 39 39 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49% 49% 4?%
Univ. Pict. pfd 84 84 84+2
Warner Bros 15 14% 145/g — %
do pfd 61 61 61 — 1 %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46.... 983/4 98% 983/4 + %
Loew 6s41ww 98% 98 1/4 983/8 — %
Para. B'way 3s55... 73% 73% 73%
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 1003/8 100% + %
RKO 6s41 119 119 119 — 2

Warner's 6s39 96 96 96 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... 2% 23/4 23,4

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 243/4 233/4 24 — %
Trans-Lux 4S/8 4% 4% + %
Universal Pictures

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7% pfd 95 98

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Motion picture

films, sensitized, not exposed,
reached a new high in exports in

1936 hitting a total dollar value of

$4,360,000, according to special sur-

vey made by foreign commerce de-

partment of the United States

Chamber of Commerce. According
to report there was exported in

1936, 284,319,000 linear feet.

"Captains Courageous"

Gets Roadshow Status

M-G-M has definitely decided to

roadshow "Captains Courageous,"
following a trial run of the produc-
tion at the Locust Street in Phila-

delphia. Picture will be given sim-
ultaneous premieres at the Astor,

New York, and the Gary, San Fran-
cisco, May 11, beginning two-a-day
runs in both houses. On May 16 the

attraction has its New England
opening at the Colonial at Boston.

"Captains Courageous" is the

fourth M-G-M roadshow during the

past 12 months.

Engineer-Firemen Rest

Bill Goes to Governor

Elated With Buying Survey,

Allied Plans Parley Report

Declaring that independent exhib-
itors are not rushing up to sign for
1937-38 product, Allied yesterday
stated that a full report of its buy-
ing survey will be presented to its

membership at its annual conven-
tion at the Hotel Pfister at Milwau-
kee March 26-28. Twenty-one ex-
change centers are represented in

returns already received, said the
association, which stated:
"Of 170 theaters scattered from

Maine to California and from Min-
nesota to Texas, only 13 have con-
tracted for product approximating
their requirements for the ensuing
year. Fourteen theaters have signed
up with one company each, and 23
have signed up with two or three
companies each. One hundred and
twenty of the reporting theaters
have bought no product of any kind.

Cl1

Albany—The Senate has passed
and sent to the Governor the Keenan
bill providing for one day of rest

in seven for engineers and firemen
employed in film theaters.

Dufaycolor Plant to be

Located in DeLuxe Lab.

Dufaycolor has completed ar-

rangements with DeLuxe Laborator-
ies for construction of a laboratory

for processing 35 mm. and 16 mm.
prints in three colors. Plant will be

housed at the DeLuxe Laboratories,

55th St. and 10th Ave.

For Tax Publicity Repeal
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — House vote next

week on the Doughton resolution to

repeal income tax salary list pub-
licity was assured yesterday by
House Rules Committee action.

Chairman Doughton of Ways and
Means Committee stated he hoped
to bring up resolution for action

either Monday or Tuesday.

Gus Hill Rites Today
Funeral services for Gus Hill, 78,

stage actor and producer who died

suddenly of a heart attack late last

Tuesday night, will be held at noon
today in the Walter B. Cooke Fun-
eral Home, 117 West 72nd St. and
burial will be in Evergreen Ceme-
tery. Hill's family name was Gus-
tave Hill Metz.

ITSDA Defers Convention
Independent Theater Supply Deal-

ers Association has indefinitely post-

poned its annual convention, slated

to be held starting June 15 in Chi-

cago. Present indications are that

it will not be held for a month or

more from the original date.

M. J. Caplan Dead
Detroit — Maurice J. Caplan, 47,

president of Metropolitan Motion
Picture Co., commercial film pro-

ducers, and former president of De-
troit Variety Club, is dead after a
long illness.

Detroit and Michigan

Both in Grip of Duals

Detroit—This city today is in the
grip of duals, with the policy also
generally adopted throughout Mich-
igan. Only local house not using
double features regularly, aside
from the first-runs, is the Punch
and Judy.

While there has been some agita-
tion to eliminate the second feature,
thus far the movement is only in

the talk stage.

Ph illy Exchange Workers
Hold First Union Parley

Philadelphia—First meeting look-
ing towards the organization of an
exchange workers union here
was held at the Broadwood last

night.

Chaplin Is Sued
Charles Chaplin was sued for

plagiarism yesterday in Supreme
Court by Films Sonores Tobis, So-
ciete Anonyme de France, which
claims that Chaplin's picture "Mod-
ern Times" was pirated from the
Rene Clair film "A Nous Le Liber-
te." United Artists is included as
a defendant in the suit which asks
an accounting of profits and an in-

junction restraining showing of

''Modern Times."

Coming and Going

E. A. SCHILLER leaves New York Sunday
en route to Atlanta.

JOE BRANDT, who is now in New York,
returns to Hollywood next week.

GARRETT FORT has arrived in New York
from the Orient and goes to the coast in two
weeks.

DENNIE MOORE goes to Hollywood next
week from New York.

LINTON WELLS is back in New York from
the coast.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN returned to New
York yesterday from Washington.

RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART,
song writers, have arrived in Hollywood to write
the music and lyrics for the forthcoming
Mervyn LeRoy feature, "Return Engagement."

MRS. JESSIE JOHNSON, associated with the
von Baumann-Roosevelt Expedition which is

now in Ecuador engaged in the exploration and
filming of volcanoes there, leaves New York
today on the Santa Barbara for South America
to join the expedition.

LORETTA YOUNG, screen player, arrives in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood with her
mother and sails next Wednesday far a vaca-
tion in Bermuda. While in town she will stop
at the Hotel Pierre.

JULIUS J. FERRETTI, New York representa-
tive of United States Air Conditioning Corp.,
arrives this week in Rio de Janeiro where he
will supervise installations of units in several
Brazilian theaters.

BEN PIAZZA has left New York for the
coast via New Orleans.

BRODERICK CRAWFORD arrives in New York
today aboard the Twentieth Century.

CAPTAIN N. A. POGSON, technical super-
visor on Samuel Goldwyn's "The Adventures
of Marco Polo," entrained yesterday for Hol-
lywood.

JOHN DOWD, head of RKO theaters pub-
licity and advertising department, returns to-
day from Boston.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio foreign sales
head, returns Monday by way of Los Angeles
from a foreign trip.

JULES LEVY, RKO Radio sales chief, returns
Monday from a Southern trip.

ED McEVOY, RKO Radio eastern sales man-
ager, returns Monday from a Southern vacation

i

Suggests FTC Film Control
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, chair-

man of the Interstate Commerce
Committee, is urged to seek legisla-

tion vesting supervision of motion
pictures in the Federal Trade Com-
mission instead of state regulatory
bodies, in a letter from David Gar-
rison Berger, attorney and now as-
sociated with Condor Pictures in

production of the book "Nine Old
Men."

ITOA to Elect May 4
President Harry Brandt and other

re-nominated officers of the I. T.

O. A. will be elected at a meeting
of the organization May 4 at the

Hotel Astor.

"History" In 4th Week
San Francisco—"History Is Made

At Night" has been booked for its

foui-th successive week both at Her-
man Cohen's United Artists Theater
here, and the Liberty, Seattle. These
are two of the 74 holdovers regis-

tered by the Wanger film so far.
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Shirley Temple

George P. Skouras

H. G. Knox

Harry H. Thomas
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

U.S. TO PREVIEW CORONATION! Simul-

taneous openings in 275 cities on May 8th

for "Prince and the Pauper" will provide

Americans authentic view of Coronation

ceremony 4 days ahead of Londoners!

Coast bound from Europe, Errol Flynn jumps

for joy at his picture's advance notices.

"MARKED WOMAN" MARKS THIRD WEEKS in Frisco and N. Y., second weeks

in Newark and Hartford, with Cleveland, Albany, Buffalo latest to top "Green

Light". Here's star Bette Davis' (second from r.) highlight scene with (V. to I.)

Jane Bryan, Isabel Jewell, Lola Lane, Rosalind Marquis and Mayo Methot.

WARNERS' "SINGING COWBOY"
NOW ON THE AIR! Dick Foran (left)

set to win new fans for his famed

Western series with weekly coast-

to-coast broadcast on popular

Burns and Allen program!

WHAT THE WARINGS ARE WEAR-

ING THIS SEASON appears to be

grins— but why not? They're in

Hollywood, Fred and his famed

Pennsylvanians (below), at the be-

hest of Warner Bros., as multitu-

dinous (30) members of the cast

of Dick Powell's forthcoming film

frolic "Varsity Show."

?.

...AND SHE SINGS, BESIDES! Added

to her other celebrated charms, the

Warnerole completed in "Confession"

this week by Kay Francis will provide fans

with their initial opportunity to hear her

sing— a privilege heretofore exclusively

enjoyed by a fortunate Hollywood few.

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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with

ERROL FLYNN
CLAUDE RAINS
HENRY STEPHENSON

BARTON MACLANE
and the

MAUCH TWINS
BILLY & BOBBY

Eric Portman and Thousands of Others* Directed

by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY • Music by Erich

Wolfgang Korngold • A First National Picture

(\



/arming and richly human film
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER",
popular Mark Twain classic
t has "been "brought to the
reen "by Warner Bros

. handled with wisdom and
5t "by all concerned in the
ling of the film. "THE PRINCE
I THE PAUPER" runs for two
.1 hours, and never once . . .

while Errol Elynn, Claude
3 , Barton MacLane and

iitaguLove all score heavily!
jl-timer Love's portrayal of
jig Henry VIII is just as . . .

Twain's story of the
impoverished lad who, through
a case of mistaken identity,
was about to be crowned
King Edward VI, has been . . .

. . . did I get the feeling that
the pace was too heavy or the
action too slow. The MauchTwins,
Billy and Bobby, are ideal in
the picture's title roles, . . .

. . good as Laughton ' s was -and in
some spots it is better. All in
all , "THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER'
is sincerely recommended to
all audiences, everywhere!
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DISCUSS 'DE-FREEZING'

REGISTERED PIX TITLES

(.Continued from Page 1)

ducer standpoint owing to the large

number tied up at present through
registration, which incidentally

_
in-

volves a great deal of bookkeeping.
Under the proposal, producers

would be allowed to re-register 25

per cent of their present total. An-
other meeting on the matter is ten-

tatively set for Thursday.

UMPTO Battling Columbia

On Non-Theatrical Issue

(Continued from Page 1)

asked to withhold dates or pull

dates on Columbia because of the

local exchange's attitude on the so-

called non-theatrical problem. Fail-

ure of manager Harry Weiner to

co-operate with the body led to the

resolution.

A test case may be arranged on
the "numbers" issue arising where
exhibitors are sold only numbers on
contracts and then not given pic-

tures which the exhibitors feel they
are entitled to. The legal commit-
tee is looking into the matter.

A committee was appointed to

wait on Edgar Moss regarding a

situation in the Kensington District

where 20th Century-Fox is reported

taking away a buying privilege

from an established run and giving

it to a house not yet built. Prac-

tice of exchanges in encouraging
new theaters by promising product

was rapped. It was announced 76

pledge cards have been signed by
U.M.P.T.O. members saying that

they will not continue the weekly
payment plan on shorts.

President Lewen Pizor who pre-

sided at the meeting presented a

review of the legislative situation.

Special Train to Take
RKO Convention Groups

(Continued from Page 1)

of RKO Radio Pictures to be held

at the Ambassador Hotel, Los An-
geles, starting June 16. The train

will stop en route to pick up all

delegations.

Bandits Get $1,400
Revere, Mass.—Three bandits en-

tered the manager's office at the

Revere Theater, forced Assistant
Manager Edward to open a safe,

and escaped with $1,400.

Pearl White in Comeback?
Newark, N. J. — National Pictures,

now being organized in New York with
Morris Rose, former prexy of Pioneer
Films, and Aaron Fox said to be prin-

cipals, plans to return Pearl White to

the screen, according to announcement
made by Fox here. National, it is said,

will produce at the old Biograph Stu-
dios at Fort Lee.

fj? D̂AILV
*m m
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T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE a sellout for that AMPA Dinner
Dance at the Hotel New Yorker the date is Saturday eve,
May 1 Secretary Ralph Lund has sent out invitation cards
to members for the Awards Exhibition to be held in Loew's
State building on the second floor from April 26 to 30
the exhibit is open from 12 noon to 8 p. m. daily any of
your friends interested in motion picture advertising art will

be glad to look over this exhib

• • • A DINNER party was given on behalf of David
Selznick at the Waldorf last eve in honor of the opening
of "A Star Is Born" at the Music Hall among those pres-
ent were Charles Moskowitz, Major L. E. Thompson, Nate
Bromberg, Jack Alicoate Gus Schaefer, Major Albert
Warner, I. J. Hoffman, Frank Freeman, Spyros and George
Skouras, Frank Walker after dinner the guests attended
the 9:30 performance of the picture at the Hall

T T
• • • A DINNER party was given by Director W. S. Van
Dyke to Mrs. Mabel Walker Willebrandt Wednesday eve
in the Mayflower Hotel at Washington after the dancing
Van Dyke presented a surprise showing of "Captains Courage-
ous" he arrived in New York last nite

T T
• • • A BUNCH of exceptional exploitation campaigns
have been launched on Universal's "Top of the Town" this

film seems to lend itself easily to a variety of stunts, and the
following showmen have gone to town with "Town" in a very
impressive manner Charles Kurtzman and H. H. Harmon
of the Fox in St. Louis William Sears and Robert Haley
of the Orpheum, Minneapolis Harry MacDonald and Har-
old J. Mirisch of Warners in Milwaukee Sam Torgan,
Keith theater, Lowell, Mass. "Skip" Weschner, Stanley,
Philly Eddie Miller, and Sid Dannenberg of the Hippo-
drome, Cleveland W. W. Risley, Palace, Rochester

T
• • • IT SEEMS that ye ed of this paper Chet
Bahn got a pal a pass so the guy's wife could see one of

those femme-slayers in action on the screen and Chet re-

ceives this note the next morn in appreciation of the favor
"My wife thanks you for letting her see Robert Taylor last

night—I don't." sure, all us married mugs know just

how ya feel, feller

T T T
• • • EVERY FILM house in the land is lining up to pay
tribute to the memory of Will Rogers as the Memorial Fund
campaign starts the week commencing Friday, April 30
on the program will be featured the Memorial special short,

"Lest We Forget" starring Robert Taylor and Gary
Cooper the film represents the cooperative effort of the
entire industry written and produced by Frank Whitbeck
under the auspices of M-G-M Harry Carey and Allan
Jones appear in the film Oliver Garver was associate pro-
ducer the directors were Henry Hathaway, E. Mason Hop-
per, Richard Thorpe, Harry Loud Dave Snell arranged the
musical score ... • Lowell Thomas has been nominated as
prexy of the Advertising Club of New York.TV
• • • AS WE came to work this morn, we found an ex-
cited mob outside the Paramount building they were
watching Our Gal Friedegg trying to jam her way through
the revolving door the dumb sec was trying to push the
door on the left side we yelled: "Don't ya know enough
to go to the right with a revolving door?" Frieda yelled
back: "Why the hell should I go right when I'm left-handed?"

(N. B.—There are no revolving doors in the Paramount
building, you say? So—ya want to go technical on us, ha?

Don't ya know we're writing a fiction kolyum? You
really should know, with all the fictional build-ups we've given
you—and You—and YOU)

« « « » » »

WARNERS ADDING F(P

WASHINGTON HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

neighborhood theaters in Tenley-
town, Bethesda, Silver Spring and
Northeast Washington. The theaters
will have complete air conditioning
equipment.

Although plans and sites have
been selected and approved, exact
locations of the four theaters have
not been announced, pending the
completion of the contractual nego-
tiations. The completion of this
new group of theaters will bring the
total operated here by Warner Bros,
to 20.

Fourth house to be built since
announcement of a Warner expan-
sion program 18 months ago will be
opened on May 6. It's the Calvert,
now nearing completion at 2324
Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Distribs. Up Broadway
Ad Budgets 25 Per Cent

(Continued from Page 1)

it is understood, only show a slight
increase.
Estimate is made that approxi-

mately $1,725,000 was expended by
eight Broadway first run grind
houses during the past year on
newspaper space.

National Screen Service

To Open St. Louis Branch

St. Louis—National Screen Ser-
vice has leased quarters at 3316-18
Olive St. and will open a local

branch there about May 8 to serve
the eastern Missouri and southern
Illinois theaters. Glenn Gregory
will be branch manager.
The office will also distribute the

lines handled by the National Screen
Accessories, a subsidiary concern.

Felt Sues for $45,409

Abraham Felt is suing Trans-Lux
Movies Corp., Trans-Lux Daylight
Screen Corp. and Percy N. Furber
for $45,409 commissions allegedly
due him for obtaining sites for
Trans-Lux theaters in Philadelphia,
Washington and Baltimore, it was
revealed yesterday in Supreme
Court in connection with a motion
to amend Felt's complaint. He
charges that he had an understand-
ing with Trans-Lux that he would
receive regular real-estate commis-
sion for his work.

Zinc Tokens for Tax Use
Kansas City, Kan.—According to an

announcement made by W. G. Fink I

chairman of the Kansas Tax Commit I

sion, arrangements have been completes!
for the stamping of zinc tokens to be

used to pay the recently passed 2 per

cent sales tax law. The tokens will be

slightly smaller than a dime, unper-

forated and in the 2 mill denomination.
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Janet Gaynor and Fredric March in

"A Star Is Born"
with Adolphe Menjou, Andy Devine, May

Robson, Lionel Stander

United Artists 1 hr., 51 mins.

HITS GLAMOUR APPEAL WITH IN-

SIDE HOLLYWOOD STORY. SUPERBLY
DONE IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.

You can chalk this up as a production

that will have the town talking, and a

natural for the word-of-mouth advertising.

It is the sort of film that is bound to

create plenty of discussion. A lot of

it controversial. But that is nothing to

be alarmed about. Not in this instance.

For when all the votes are in, the picture

comes through with a handsome majority.

One of the most glamorous stories ever

produced in Hollywood. And it is all about

Hollywood, and the making of a star.

First pic with a modern theme to be done

in Technicolor. And the color is magni-

ficent. Gaynor is a natural color subject.

Photographs gorgeously. Story has Gaynor

lamming it from a small country home to

the studio city, bound on a career in films.

Meets March as she does a waitress bit

one evening at a private party. March is

the big star who is slipping through his

wild conduct and overbearing manner, and

tco much liquor. But he is a real guy,

and his interest in the unknown girl is

sincere. Through many incidents to the

point where he gets her planted on the

way to a film career with the help of the

producer. They are married. She clicks.

As she starts to soar, March begins to flop

badly. And so on to the point where he

is washed up. He fights against his drink-

ing propensities, slips back, recovers again.

She tells the producer she 'is quitting at

the height of her career, as her duty is

with her husband. He overhears. Goes

out for an evening swim, and keeps right

on swimming. Sacrifice act. Then the

film goes into three anti-climactic se-

quences. Evidently trying to kill off the

curse of the tragic ending for the senti-

mental and romantic among the fans. This

jacks up the footage to undue length. Out-

side of this anti-climax technique, the

film has all sorts of appeal with a real

Hollywood studio story, great cast, beau-

tiful directorial touches, and a writing job

on the script that is a delight for human

touches, clever dialogue and witty lines

that are in the best Dorothy Parker tradi-

tion.

Cast: Janet Gaynor, Fredric March,

Adolphe Menjou, May Robson, Andy De-

vine, Lionel Stander, Elizabeth Jenns, Ed-

gar Kennedy, Owen Moore, J. C. Nugent,

Clara Blandick, A. W. Sweatt, Peggy Wood,

Adrian Rosely. Arthur Hoyt, Guinn Wil-

liams, Vince Barnett, Paul Stanton, Frank-

lin Pangborn.

Producer, David 0. Selznick; Director,

William A Wellman; Authors, William

Wellman, Robert Carson; Screenplay, Dor-

othy Parker Alan Campbell, Robert Carson.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Grand.

A "£OtU" fn»» "Ms
//

SHORTS
i

"Lest We Forget"
(Rogers ^Memorial)

M-G-M 10 Mins.
Splendid

The Will Rogers memorial short
has been beautifully done. It in-

|

eludes clips from "State Fair,"
"County Chairman," "David Har-

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

W^HEN Edward Arnold completes
his current screen role as Jim

Fisk, picturesque American financier
of the post-Civil War period in RKO
Radio's "The Toast of New York,"
he will have compiled the record of

35 weeks of work before the cam-
eras out of the last 38 of the
calendar.

T T

Casting assignments—RKO: Rich-
ard Lane, Dudley Clements, "New
Faces of 1937"; Paramount: Cecil

Cunningham, "Artists and Models";
Capt. Joseph Ince, "Midnight Ma-
donna"; GN: Bernadene Hayes,
"Sweetheart of the Navy"; Colum-
bia: Herbert Ashley, Rafaela Otti-

ano, Ed Peil, Sr., "League of

Frightened Men."
t T

New contracts — M-G-M: Errol
Taggert, director; Maureen O'Sul-
livan, actress; 20th-Fox: Gregory
Ratoff, actor-writer-director-super-
visor.

» T T

JNews o' the day—Erie Kenton
will direct "Stranger Than Fiction"
for B. P. Schulberg . . . Bob Bench-
ley is appearing in "Broadway
Melody of 1938" . . . Al Boasberg

will supply comedy interludes for
Principal's "Make a Wish" . . . Los
Angeles triplets, Janna, Kathleen
and Sheila Andrew will play the
same infant role in "Saratoga."

T T T
Tex Ritter has signed a contract

with the William Morris agency to
handle his personal appearance tour
which starts upon completion of
"Rider of the Rockies," his seventh
Edward Finney production for
Grand National set to get under
way on April 26 with Lindsley Par-
sons supervising.

T T T

"True Confession," a French com-
edy drama, will be produced by
Paramount as Carole Lombard's
next starring picture, it is an-
nounced today by William LeBaron.

T T T

That Lee Shubert intends present-
ing Gypsy Rose Lee next season in

a new edition of the "Follies," was
indicated yesterday by the an-
nouncement that the producer had
renewed his option on her services.

Warners have signed Frances Mc-
Coy, who has been trouping in

"Paradise on Parade," and she will

report June 10.

Tele Seen Supplementing

Amusements Now Current

Motion picture engineers and
others, the former group compris-
ing some 200 members of the S. M.
P. E., got the lowdown on televi-

sion, past and present status, from
V. K. Zworykin, head of the elec-

tronic research division of RCA.
Lecture was held at the RCA sales

department offices on Fifth Avenue
and handled by officials from Cam-
den. Zworykin, in reviewing tele

progress, stated that the form of

entertainment being developed
would supplement but not supplant
current amusements.

Status of tele today was illus-

trated with movie slides, while
charts further indicated the speci-

fications recommended by the Ra-
dio Manufacturers Association
which brought about the 441 line

standard for televising in the U. S.

Considerable additional technical

angles were explained and discussed
by Dr. Zworykin.

um," "Life Begins at Forty" and
"In Old Kentucky." Allan Jones
sings "Old Faithful," Rogers' favo-
rite song. Robert Taylor makes an
appeal for support for the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Sara-
nac Lake, N. Y. Gary Cooper and
Harry Carey appear in the short.

It is produced by M-G-M, with
Frank Whitbeck as producer and
Oliver Garver his associate. The
directors were Henry Hathaway, E.
Mason Hopper and Richard Thorpe.
It was photographed by Jackson
Rose.

Schwartz, Kalafat Feted

By Cleveland Exhibitors

Cleveland — Approximately 100
members of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association at-
tended a testimonial dinner at the
C. of C. to President Ernest
Schwartz and to John D. Kalafat,
chairman of the labor committee.
Schwartz has been president for
three successive terms. Kalafat has
been labor committee chairman for
longer than that. Schwartz was
presented with a five-piece silver

coffee service. Kalafat was the re-
cipient of a set of professional golf
clubs. William M. (Billy) James of

Columbus was toastmaster. Other
out-of-town guests were Martin G.
Smith of Toledo, president of the
I. T. O. of Ohio and Secretary P. J.

Wood.

Gilroy Starts First of

36 Shorts for RKO Radio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bert Gilroy has

started production on the first two-
reeler in his 1937-38 schedule for
RKO-Radio's short subjects depart-
ment. Picture is an Edgar Ken-
nedy comedy, the first in a series
of six. Les Goodwin directs and
Agnes Ayres plays the femme lead.

Producer has a production sched-
ule of 36 shorts for coming year,
ranging from comedy field and
musicaies to timely subjects. Pic-
tures will be divided and released
in six separate series, according to
Gilroy.

EXPECT SPITZ TO BE

"FAIRNESS" WITNESS

(Continued from Page 1)

three hours and was devoted to the
testimony of one witness, a state-
ment by Hamilton G. Rickaby, of
counsel for Atlas Corp., proponents
of the plan, about the status of the
plan and opposition to it, and argu-
ment over the scope of the hearing.
Hearing was then adjourned to next
Wednesday at 10 p. m.
Rickaby was unsuccessful in an

attempt to confine consideration of
the Rockefeller settlement to facts
already in the record. Several at-
torneys asked that the negotiations
which led to the Rockefeller settle-
ment and the agreement on opera-
tion of the Music Hall be spread on
the record and Special Master Alger
concurred in this view. Rickaby
informed the special master that
counsel for the Rockefellers had in-
formed him that they had reached
an agreement on settlement of the
claim, but were prepared to litigate
it up to the highest court if neces-
sary.

A. A. Belser, an accountant as-
sociated with Price-Waterhouse &
Co., the sole witness of the day,
testified that the unsecured claims
against RKO would total $17,000,-
000 of which $9,000,000 represented
the Rockefeller claim and $8,000,000
all remaining unsecured claims. He
told also of the company's earnings
up to the end of 1936.

Rickaby said that all contingent
claims would be taken care of under
the plan and mentioned that nego-
tiations were pending for release of
contingent liabilities with the Na-
tional Bank of Cincinnati, as trustee
for RKO Midwest Corp., but that
no decision had been reached. Nego-
tiations are also pending with the
general creditors committee of
which Carlos Israels is counsel, for
settlement of their objections to the
plan, Rickaby stated.

He disclosed that Atlas Corp. had
obtained consent to the plan of $3,-
743,633 in debentures, that RCA had
voted its $4,893,327 debentures and
605,731 shares of common stock for
the plan and that there were three
unnamed consents totaling $1,118,-
500 of debentures. Other debenture
holders favoring the plan including
John Van Neck, $35,000; Bank of
America, N. A., $481,000, and Amer-
ex Holding Corp. $114,000. He said
78 per cent of the debentures and
48 per cent of the stock favored the
plan.

Criterion Plans 4 Pix

for 1937-1938 Distribution

Criterion Films is planning to
produce four features for distribu-
tion during 1937-38 season. Some
of the company's product is han-
dled in this country by United
Artists. Criterion produces in Eng-
land and is headed by Doug Fair-
banks Jr., who is working at the
coast in "Prisoner of Zenda."



isation intro-

duced by Producer Fanchon in

Paramount's novelty -packed

'Turn Off the Moon." Remember

Fanchon, co-creator of those

famous Fanchon & Marco stage

presentations? She knows that

the mob likes romancing, and

dancing, and song, and comedy...

and she's given 'em plenty in this

classy piece of entertainment.

with CHARLIE RUGGLES • Eleanore Whitney

Johnny Downs • Kenny Baker • Phil Harris

md His Orchestra • Ben Blue • Marjorie Gateson

A Paramount Picture • Directed by Lewis Seiler
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Theater Divorce Bill Ready for Introduction in Illinois

Minnesota Measure Believed

Dead After Senate

Calendar Move
A theater divorcement measure

has been prepared for introduction
in the Illinois Legislature but so

far has not made its appearance in

either body.
Indications late last night were

that Allied-sponsored attempts to

pass a theater divorce bill in the
Minnesota Legislature this session

would fail, following defeat of a
move to have the measure placed on
th Senate's preferred calendar, to

insure early action. The body had
planned to adjourn sine die on
Thursday night but was still in ses-

sion yesterday.

20TH-F0X SALES MEET

EXPECTED TO HIT 300

Approximately 300 members of

the 20th Century-Fox sales depart-

ment and executives of the company
are slated to attend its annual sales

convention at the coast opening May
31, stated John D. Clark, general

manager of distribution, yesterday

in New York. Sidnev R. Kent, who
returns to New York May 11 from

{Continued on Page 6)

"Wake Up and Live" Sets

Roxy Opening Precedent

Roxy theater opens its doors at 9

a.m. today for the first time in the

history of the house as a result of

biz done yesterday by 20th-Fox's

"Wake Up and Live". At 10 a.m.
(Continued on Page 6)

r

$20 p. c. Quota Anticipated

London (By Cable)—New quota leg-

islation, expected before Jan. 1, will

fix the percentage at 20 per cent, it is

anticipated in informed circles. Further

trade talks with the British government
will precede any Parliamentary action

for a 10-year extension of the quota.

March Admission Taxes Net U. S. $1,539,408.05
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Federal admission tax collections for March jumped $284,014.90
above the figure for the same month a year ago. The Internal Revenue Bureau
announced yesterday. This year's total was $1,539,408.05.

Cincy First Quart. Biz up to 1936

Level Despite Strikes and Floods

Cincinnati — Although labor
strikes in industry and the winter
floods of 1937 considerably set back
film business in this area during
the first quarter of 1937, consensus
of exhibitor opinion is that it never-
theless held par with that for the
same period a year ago. Present
bookings, moreover, are estimated at
about 10 per cent greater than in

(Continued

1936. B. O. admissions are com-
paratively steady, according to An-
drew Hettesheimer, former presi-
dent of Greater Cincinnati Indepen-
dent Exhibitors, but may rise. Su-
burban prices range from 15 to 30
cents and these may be increased to
20 to 35 cents. Col. Arthur Fruden-
feld of RKO theaters terms B. O.
price trends "indefinite." Wess Huss

on Page 7)

Portables Serving 150 Small Towns In Mid-West

Lincoln, Neb.—Approximately 150
small towns in Nebraska, Missouri,
and Kansas are being served weekly
by portable movie equipment on the
same circle plan as used by the tent
rep outfits when forced by winter to
go into houses.

Circles vary in size from three
towns with semi-weekly appear-
ances, to 14 towns with one show
each two weeks. About 25 sets are
engaged in the business and towns
touched rarely exceed 1,000 in pop-
ulation.

RKO Earnings for First 1937 Quarter

Said to be in Excess of $1,000,000

Will Expand Film Section

of Toronto's Trade Board

Toronto, Ont.—Plans for a gener-
al organization to handle motion
picture problems in this province
especially in connection with taxa-
tion and legislation, were considered
at a meeting of nearly 100 Ontario
theater owners at the King Edward
Hotel here under the auspices of
the Toronto Board of Trade.

It was decided to enlarge the mo-
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO first quarter earnings ex-
ceed $1,000,000, The Film Daily
was yesterday advised. This is

more than the company's earnings
of $734,492 for the first half of
1936. There is no statement of
the company's earnings for the first

quarter of 1936 available, because
only semi-annual reports have been
made by the Irving Trust Co., RKO
truste.

The Film Daily learned Thurs-
day that the earnings of KAO the
RKO theater subsidiary, would be

(.Continued on Page 7)

Conferences Expected to

Have Bearing on

Distrib. Setup
Important conferences bearing on

the Alexander Korda alliance with
United Artists are expected to take
place following arrival in New York
of the producer, who sails from
England Wednesday. Korda is due
in New York about the time Dr.
A. H. Giannini, president of United
Artists, gets in from the coast, pre-
liminary to sailing for Europe about
may 5.

Korda's 10-year distribution ar-

rangement with United Artists has
(Continued on Page 6)

INTERVENTION MOTION

IN RKO REORO. LOST

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday denied the motion of Isidor

J. Kresel on behalf of the Orpheum
Circuit Inc. preferred stockholders
committee, to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings, but
stated that Orpheum stockholders
are protected by their right to be
heard on the plan.

Judge Bondy denied the Kresel
motion on technical grounds. He
cited the failure of the papers to

(Continued on Page 7)

Selznick's "Star is Born"

Clicks Big at Music Hall

Opening day attendance of Selz-

nick's "A Star is Born" at the Radio
City Music Hall stood at 19.332, it

was announced yesterday. Second
(Continued on Page 6)

Skouras Sure-Shot at Skeet
In addition to being a pretty smart

circuit operator, George Skouras now
holds the title of champ as far as
skeet shooting goes at the Westchester
Country Club. He has a match sched-
uled with brother Charley tomorrow at
the club, with golf as a sideline.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

24 24 24Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 34% 33 Vi
Columbia Picts. pfd. 43y4 43 14
Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14% 14%
.160 158 158

273/8
82

East. Kodak
do pfd. . . .

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc.

do pfd
Paramount 243/a
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

273/8

801/2

223/4

333/4 _ l/4
43i/4 + !

4 — '/8

143/4 _ l/
8— 2

273/8 -f-"i/8
81 — 1 1/2

23 — H/4
1703/4 162 162 — 9

213/4 20y2 203/4 — li/a

%
91/4

8

5%
Ws

391/2 381/4 38i/4 — 3/4

88 84 88+4
Warner Bros 1434. 143/8 14% — V4
do pfd 61 1/4 61 1/4 61 1/4 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 9834 98% 9834
Loew 6s41ww 98% 98 983/s
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100 1/4 100% 100y4 — 1/4

RKO 6s41 119 119 119
Warner's 6s39 96 1/4 953/4 953/4 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films.. 234 23/4
Sonotone Corp 1 3A 13^

Technicolor 23% 23

Trans-Lux 4% 4i/2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7% pfd 95 98

23/4
13/4 + Vs

231/2 — 1/2

4%

Reciprocal Agreements
Urged by London Paper

London (By Cable)—That recipro-

cal agreements should supplement
the British quota on films was rec-

ommended by the "Morning Post"
yesterday to aid the British indus-

try in solving the American compe-
tition problem.

Despite the present law, nearly 70
per cent of all pictures shown in

Great Britain are imported from the

United States, the newspaper said.

__
• • • APPRECIATION of films is being fostered system-
atically through the activities o f the RKO Radio sales promo-
tion dep't directed by Leon Bamberger public rela-
tions representatives have been appointed to operate permanent-
ly in various territories their work consists in creating
greater interest in the study of the motion picture in clubs and
educational institutions of course plugging over the cur-
rent RKO Radio product that may lend itself to the educational
angle Vernon H. Adams, representative in the Southern
district, speaks over WMC at Memphis today on photoplay ap-
preciation in the high schools William J. Healy, in the
East Central district, will address the Ohio State Federation
of Women's Clubs in Akron on May 18

T T
• • • THERE IS a new exhib at the home of Stanley Kol-
bert ..... a son being born to the missus at the Jewish Hos-
pital in Brooklyn dad is associated with his father-in-law,
Samuel Strausberg, in the Interborough circuit ... • Out
in Denver a son has been born to John Denman and wife
Jawn is manager of the Broadway theater there Mrs.
Denman was formerly Trixie Robinett, dancer, who was with
the Fanchon & Marco stage shows

T T T
• • • TODAY IS the day in the life of Ken O'Brien, of
United Artists pub dep't he will be taken over for life by
Katherine Keller of Los Angeles the wedding takes place
at Del Mar smart guy, Ken he picks a gal at the
other end of the United States, figuring his Yonkers rep hasn't
reached that far. . . • On Tuesday eve the trade press will
be guests of United Artists at a special preview of "Woman
Chases Man," the Samuel Goldwyn ep-pic, at Loew's Sheridan
theater in the Village a dinner at the Hotel Lafayette will
precede the showing which will coincide with the produc-
tion's dual opening at Warner's Downtown and the Hollywood
theaters in Losang

Musical Interpretation

Rights Guarded in Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Joseph F.

Guffey, of Pennsylvania, has intro-

duced a new copyright bill, a com-

panion measure to that introduced

by Rep. J. Burwood Daly, to pro-

tect interpreter's musical composi-
tions. The new bill, S. 2240, differs

from other copyright measures in

that it protects not composition it-

self but interpretation given com-
position by orchestra leaders, or ac-

tors.

Littlefield Allied Posts

to be Filled at Conclave

Posts occupied by Walter B. Lit-

tlefield, who has sold his theater in-

terests in the Boston territory to M.
& P. circuit, on several Allied com-
mittees will be filled by the exhibi-

tor association at its annual conven-
tion in Milwaukee late next month.

M. & P., a Paramount affiliate,

takes over Littlefield's houses, the
Egelston Square at Dorchester and
the Fairmount at Hyde Park, im-
mediately. Littlefield plans to de-
voate his time to other business in-

terests.

Reade Urges Exhibitors

Oppose Dog Racing Bill

Expressing fear that Gov. Leh-
man will sign the bill passed by the
New York Legislature legalizing
dog racing in the state, Walter
Reade, circuit operator, yesterday
wired to a number of exhibitors in

the territory urging them to oppose
the prospective move. Reade, in his
telegram, indicated that dog racing
would harm the film industry.

K. C. Branch Managers Will

Meet Union Official Today

Kansas City, Mo.—A. F. L. mem-
bership application circulated here
was signed by over 100 exchange
workers. The union meeting called

for Monday night has been post-

poned until Tuesday at which time
organization will be effected and
officers elected.

Branch managers met yesterday
in preparation for a meeting today
with Felix Snow, union secretary.

Arthur E. Carew Dead
Santa Monica — Arthur Edmund

Carew, veteran stage and screen

player, is dead here and funeral ar-

rangements are pending.

APRIL 24
Melville Baker

Sidney Singerman
Edwin S. Graham

Abe Schneider
Dorothy Yost

APRIL 25
Mitchell Gertz
R. I. Poucher

G

Coming and Goincflj

ALEXANDER KORDA sails from England Wed-
nesday en route to New York.

CHARLES SKOURAS, who is now in New
York, goes to Baltimore early next week.
SIDNEY R. KENT is due back in New York

May 11 from abroad.

AL SELIG goes to Baltimore Tuesday from
New York in connection with opening of "Sil-
ent Barriers" at Keith's May 4.

W. S. VAN DYKE, who has arrived in New
York from Washington, leaves for the coast
the middle of next week.

RICARDO CORTEZ has arrived in New York
from Hollywood and is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD sails today on the
Conte di Savoia for a vacation in Italy, Greece
and France.

NOEL COWARD has returned to New York
after a brief vacation in Bermuda.

ALISTAIR COOKE, writer and news commen-
tator, late of the British Broadcasting Co.,
arrives from England today on the President
Harding to fulfill an engagement with NBC.

COLLETTE LYONS, Warner Brothers' player,
has arrived in New York from the coast and
is stopping at the Hotel Warwick.

WILLIAM C. WHITE, writer, has returned
to New York following a three months' so-
journ in Trinidad, B.W.I.

H. G. KNOX, Erpi vice-president in charge
of engineering, is en route to the coast for
conferences with film producers, and will re-
turn to New York on June 8.

JACK CONNOLLY, general manager of Pathe
News; RUDY VALLEE, and his accompanist,
ELLIOTT DANIELS; GEORGE M. COHAN, ac-
tor, playright, composer and producer; ELSA
BUCHANAN, stage and screen star, with her
sister JANE and their mother, MRS. MAE
BUCHANAN, sail from New York today on the
Me de France.

ERIC MASCHWITZ, variety director of the
Biitish Broadcasting Co 1

.; "HILDEGARDE", ra-

dio singer; ROBERT RITCHIE, talent scout and
member of M-G-M's London organization;

BARON VALENTIN MANDELSTAM, scenarist;

and FETER MATHER, stage director for Gilbert

Miller's productions, also leave for Europe to-

day on the lie de France.

JULES LEVY, RKO general sales manager,
is spending several days in Philadelphia and
Washington conferring with his exchange man-
agers, Frank L. McNamee and R. J. Folliard,

respectively.

BILLY HALOP, HUNTZ HALL, BERNARD
PUNSLEY, BOBBY JORDAN, BERNARD GOR-
CEY and GABRIEL DELL,—the six boy actors

in the stage cast of "Dead End,"—leave New
York tomorrow night for Hollywood to re-enact

their roles in Samuel Goldwyn's film version

of the play.

ESTELLE and LEROY, dance team, having

completed work in "Walter Wanger's Vogues

of 1938," sail for England today on the lie

de France.

MAURICE CONN has returned to the coast.
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AKRON CONSTRUCTION

HITS 10-YEAR PEAK

Akron, 0.—The greatest volume
of theater construction in more than
a decade is under way in the Akron
district at the present time.
At nearby Medina, work is pro-

gressing on Ben Yudelvitz's new
movie theater and the remodeling
of the Masonic temple into a the-
ater is under way. P. E. Essick and
Myer Fine of Cleveland are back of
the latter venture.
A new front will be installed at

the Castamba theater at Shelby, as
well as complete interior redecora-
tion and addition of 400 seats to

the present capacity, H. D. Schreff-
ler, operator has announced.
At nearby Barberton, Harold

Makinson has acquired a storeroom
adjoining his Park Theater and will

remodel the entire structure at an
estimated cost of $140,000. The
altered theater will have 1400 seats,

he has announced.
The Shea Chain, Inc., is spending

$20,000 to bring the Palace and Cas-
to Theaters, Ashtabula, Shea, Gen-
eva and Shea, Conneaut up to date,

an executive of that operating group
has announced.

New West Indian Theater

Will Be Air Conditioned

Kingston, Jamaica— First West
Indian theater to be air-conditioned

will be the new 1,500-seat Carib
now being erected here by the Cine-

ma Company of Jamaica, Ltd.
Carrier Corp. of Newark, N. J.,

is sending a specially trained en-

gineer to Kingston to handle the
installation. Special problems, not

found in North America, will have
to be solved because of climatic

conditions. The order was obtained

by John F. Des Reis of Elizabeth,

N. J., Carrier field manager in the

Caribbean and West Indies terri-

tory.

Improving the Ritz
Elizabeth, N. J.—The Ritz, largest

house in the city, is being re-car-

peted throughout and rubber mats

are being installed in the lobby, at

a cost of $10,000. When that work
is completed the theater will be re-

decorated.

Installations Completed
Hotel and Theater Carpet Co. has

completed carpet installations at the

Miller Theater in Brooklyn and the

r ajoli in Portage, Pa.

Merchants Back Theater

Corning, Kan.—A. F. Clark, has re-

opened the Electric Theater. The house,

seating 150, has been dark since the

coming of sound and the new move
has been made under the sponsorship of

local merchants.

Nebraska's First New House in Two Years to Open
Grand Island, Neb.—Harry Schiller's Grand theater will open here May 5. Was

originally planned for April 30. House is an 800-seater built on the site of the old
house which had only 350 seats. Cost was $85,000 and it's the only new construc-
tion in Nebraska in the last two years.

MCDOUGALD TO BUILD

SECOND ARK, THEATER

Monticello, Ark.—B. V. McDoug-
ald, owner of the Amusu Theater,
announces he will erect a second
theater on property which he has
just bought here.

GoldE In New Quarters
The GoldE Manufacturing Co. of

Chicago, creators and producers of
theatrical and projection equipment,
are moving on May 1 from their
present quarters at 1728 N. Damen
Ave. to new and larger quarters at

1214-22 W. Madison St. The ex-

pansion move was dictated by the
necessity for obtaining greater
space due to the stepping up of pro-
duction in general, and provide for

the manufacture of new and im-
proved units for film theater use.

New Portable Rectifier

A new Kni-tron Portable Recti-

fier, of advanced design, is being
introduced by the Kneisley Electric

Co., Toledo, O. Included among its

several incorporated improvements
is a high-reactance transformer
unit which, its designers claim, is

the first of its type which will guar-
antee absolute quietness after years
of use. The Kni-tron Portables are
being manufactured with "Delatbes-
ton" input and output leads for per-
manent installations, or with recep-
tacles for portable equipment.

Stars Use Flexwood
Latest installations of Flexwood,

made by the United States Plywood
Co. of New York and widely used
by theaters as a final finish for

wall and other surfaces, include the
respective homes of two members
of Hollywood's film colony, ZaSu
Pitts and Gary Cooper. Former's
home utilizes Holly Flexwood, while
Rift Oak Flexwood was selected by
Cooper through his decorator, Elsie

De Wolfe, and Architect Roland E.
Coates.

High Fidelity Amplifier

A new high fidelity amplifier suit-

able for theaters up to 2,500 seats

has been announced by Mellaphone
Corp., of Rochester. The new ampli-
fier, the company claims, will mod-
ernize any make sound equipment.

Building In McCall, Idaho
Salt Lake City—M. R. Boneaker

is building a new 400-seat theater
at McCall, Idaho.

BARLOW WILL BUILD

AT POWHATAN POINT

Powhatan Point, O.—H. A. Bar-
low has approved plans submitted
by the Air Conditioning and Build-
ing Co. of Cleveland for a new 450
seat theater to be built here this
spring. The project is to coast ap-
proximately $30,000.

Reel-Pax Boxes Clicking
Gaylord reel-pax boxes, made by

Robert Gaylord, Inc., of St. Louis,
with branches also in Jersey City
and Los Angeles, are reported rapid-
ly increasing in favor with produc-
ers, laboratories, exchanges and ex-
hibitors as a highly efficient and
economical carrier for motion pic-
ture film on reels. The boxes, ap-
proved by the I. C. C, are being
marketed widely on the basis of
their advantages, which, the manu-
facturers point out, include the
strength of the package, its saving
of space, the cushioned protection
given to contents, the saving in
weight, and the economy which re-
sults from the boxes being con-
structed of high-test solid fiber.

Coin Changers In Demand
Brisk demand for the Brandt Au-

tomatic Cashier Co.'s coin-changing
machines that will return change in
any amount from one cent to 99
cents, including pennies, by press-
ing just one key, is reported by the
company. Sharp rise in orders for
this type of machine is attributed
by the manufacturers to the in-

creasing number of sales and amuse-
ment taxes inaugurated by various
state legislatures which make it

necessary for exhibitors to make
odd-cent change on money paid into
the box-offices.

New Projector Pedestal
International Projector Corp. has

developed and is now marketing a
new projector pedestal designed to
further reduce vibration and also to
facilitate service and repair by pro-
viding superior arrangement for
projection room wiring.

Soundfilm Remodels Offices
Soundfilm Enterprises, under su-

pervision of I. E. Lopert, have re-
modelled their offices, put in a sec-
ond fligh Fidelity verbal area re-
cording equipment, additional cut-
ting rooms, vaults. Projection
equipment is RCA High Fidelity.

ORE. COASTAL CITIES

WILL GET NEW HOUSES

Portland, Ore. — George Monroe
of Kalama, Wash., will build a 600-
seac movie house at Springfield this
summer. And a whole flock of new
houses are to be constructed along
the curvacious Oregon Coast Line.
Construction is listed for Cottage
Grove, Newport, Coquille, Newberg
and Ocean Lake.

Air Conditioning Sales

For 1st Quart, at High

Chicaga — Installed cost of air
conditioning equipment sold by af-
filiates of the Air Conditioning
Manufacturing Association during
the first quarter of 1937 broke all

records, as did March sales.

March's sales totaled $17,137,870,
compared to $5,531,656 in March,
1936, an increase of 209.8 per cent.
First quarter sales totaled $31,648,-
290, compared to $11,005,980 in the
corresponding months of 1936, an
increase of 187.5 per cent.
January-March sales this year top

by 90.8 per cent the best quarter of
1936, which was April-June, with
sales of $16,586,170.

Kooler-Aire in Rio

Installation of a Kooler-Aire sys-
tem is under way at the Odeon The-
ater in Rio de Janeiro, following the
arrival there this week of Julius
J. Ferretti, New York representa-
tive of the United States Air Con-
ditioning Corp., manufacturers of
this equipment. During his sched-
uled three-months' stay in Brazil,
Ferretti will also supervise the in-
stallation of similar units in other
theaters in that country.

Delft to be Remodeled
Marquette, Mich.—Plans are un-

derway for the remodeling of the
Delft Theater.

New Sound for Victory
Rogers, Ark.—The Victory The-

ater is installing new sound equip-
ment.

Ark. Theater Redecorated
Monette, Ark.—The New Theater

here has been redecorated and 124
new seats installed.

Audiphones Installed
Antigo, Wis.—The Palace Theater

here has installed Western Electric

Audiphones.

Rebuild Kingsville Houss
San Antonio—Henry W. Hall of the

Hall Industries, Beeville, is rebuilding
his Rialto, Kingsville. Hall also has the
Rex in Kingsville.
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WILMETTE WILL HAVE

THREE NEW THEATERS

Wilmette, 111.—This little North
Shore city is in the midst of a the-
ater building race with three houses
projected. One will be built at
Laurel Avenue and 4th Street, with
cost estimated at more than $250,-

000. A second is announced for
Green Bay Road. The third is

planned by Archie Spencer and his

associates. Seating 1,000 it will be
named the Harbor Theater. Plans
provide for a 60-foot glass tower
with a revolving light and an audi-
torium resembling an ocean liner.

L. I. Janik is the architect.

Fire Damage Repaired

Geneva, 111.—Charles Fargo is re-

pairing his Fargo Theater here
which was damaged by fire recently.

Remodeling will approximate $12,-

000.

Now Ready for Production

FINEST EQUIPPED STUDIO
EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

• New Mitchell Silent Cameras

• Latest Type Lighting Equip-

ment

• Panoram Dollys

• Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording

• Direct Recording For Play-

backs

• Complete Technical Service

PRODUCERS SERVICE
STUDIOS, INC.

Ridgefield, N. J.

N. Y. Office 723 Seventh Ave.

Phone: BRyant 9-7754

Beloir House to Celebrate

Beloit, Kan.—Completion of extensive
remodeling and redecorating of the
Dickenson Theater will be celebrated
Tuesday with a special midnight show
for city officials and local exchange
officials arranged by W. J. Gabel, house
manager. Improvement program in

progress a month, was carried on with-
out closing the house.

Eq.tripping Hawaii House
S.O.S. Corp. have received an

order for complete equipment to be
installed in hew I.A.O. Theater
owned by Maui Amusement Co., of
Waikuku, Hawaii.

Zorn to Reopen House
Belvidere, 111.—Edward Zorn con-

templates reopening the Majestic
which has been dark for some time.
It will be redecorated and outfitted

with new projection equipment,
screen and probably new seats. He
also has the Apollo here.

22nd House for Durkee
Baltimore—F. H. Durkee Enter-

prises is building a new motion pic-

ture house at Harford Road and
Northern Parkway, to be completed
in the fall. It will bring the con-

cern's houses up to a total of 22.

Modernize Your Front Lobby

With

CUSTOM BUILT

RUBBER MATS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GG,

TRENTON, N. J.

"We Bow T>o- Ifoui WUdotn"

YOU BUY CARPETS
FROM A CARPET HOUSE
You Have Learned Your Lesson -<-

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 West 49th Street, New York, N. Y.

CRESTWOOD AND PREMIER CARPETS
For Wear and Quality

dS- THEATER CARPETS OUR SPECIALTY "Sfi

Shreveport to Get New
Saenger House, Report

I

Shreveport, La. — Saenger Thea-
ters Corp. is reliably reported ready

;

to build a neighborhood house on
King's Highway here. Plans are

j

said to be already drawn.

Increase Tower's Capacity
Miami—The Wometco Theater Co.

\

has purchased the Tower Theater
property and plan to make extensive
improvements at once. The building-

is to be comparable in every detail

to the Lincoln Theater at Miami
Beach, say the new owners. The
seating will be increased from 800
to 1,200, and a terrace lounge will

be provided. A mezzanine will be
built and when completed all that

will remain of the old theater will

be the four walls.

Shea House Reopens
New Philadelphia, O. — Shea's

Union Theater has been reopened
after being dark three weeks for
rehabilitation. Harry C. Holbrook,
Columbus was consulting architect.

The house has been air conditioned
recarpeted, reseated, redecorated at

a cost of $50,000, according to Lest-
er Hutcheon, manager.

Renovating the Colonial

Pittsfield, Mass.—Work on the

renovation of the Colonial Theater
is expected to start within the next
two weeks, according to Samuel
Goldstein, head of Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc., owners of

the property. The interior will be

re-decorated. A marquee will be

added.

The Worcester Reopens
Worcester, Mass.—With fire dam-

age repaired and redecorations com-
pleted, the Worcester Theater has

reopened.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies inoi 3ases

potential audience 10% . In-

^ stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading- system. Na-

tionally advertised.

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write lor full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

DEAF

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York
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IT IS quite important that your s

' uniforms, correct in design and tfo

and expresses to the motion picturei ilm

excellent management—plainly visiii 91 b)

ployees in uniform.

USHERS. The mess jacket or

double-breasted style predominatingJe ii

is worn buttoned, the other is faste

worn with a vest of the same cloth

styles can be trimmed with attract 1

cloth for trimming collar and cuffsfts tl

is used for this purpose.

Trousers are cut high-waisted

and should be made without side

fob pockets.

It is good advertising to have
This is usually embroidered in silk

CHIEF OF USHERS. The twi

practical. It is made with two lo«l|e

same combination of braid for tri

Ushers.

Trousers are of the regulation A

same as that of Ushers.

On the left breast, or sleeve, si

DOORMAN OR TICKET TAKEjM
attractive, yet often the two butto

same color scheme as for Ushers i

The pigeon, or evening dress, style {ttiu

The cap preferred is the new
leather vizor, and band of same matfioi

torn. The name of your theater s

and duplicated on left sleeve. It

theater, omitting the embroidery "[

FOOTMAN. The same style a

coat for winter wear.

PORTER. One suggestion is t

with braid trimming around edge
name of theater embroidered on h
the same or contrasting color cloth, L,

black patent leather vizor, with m\k
place of the jumper, a coat cut singl 1

The variety of cloths for summe
Serge and Tropical Worsted are mc !e

pearance than cotton fabrics such a

For winter uniforms, broadcloth id

around wear, the medium weight selost

When selecting braids for trim

blend with cloth, if in doubt, sugge :

and make a selection for you.

Measurements should be taken c

printed measure blanks usually furni:

be used.

Your employees well-groomed ir

h
pit

jtyl

ifor

k

Headquarters for

DUBBING—RECORDING
Projection, Cutting Rooms—Vaults

VARIABLE
AREA NOISELESS RECORDING

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue New York City
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I STYLES
n the Theater

SEUSSELL

asuorm Company

Mil be properly attired in attractive

«i e first impression is a lasting one

it your theater is conducted under

m by the appearance of all em-

t has become quite popular, the

)de in two distinctive styles. One
>lf nt with two linked buttons and is

monizing color for contrast. Both
ictij braid, also contrasting shade of

ffs es the same material as trousers

I or cloth stripe on outside seams
tckets, and with only one or two

s of your theater on left sleeve,

e letters.

double-breasted coat seems most

3 pockets and with flaps and the

id illar and cuffs as suggested for

h no cuffs and the stripe is the

si >mbroidered in silk "Chief Usher."

!E loublc-breasted frock coat is most
to breasted sack coat is worn. The

i out in both cloth and trimmings,

(tractive.

Pershing style with black patent

rousers with braid on top and boi-

i embroidered on the front of cap

best to display the name of the

or "Ticket taker."

>rman is advised, adding an over-

length jumper, buttoned to neck

gilt or silver plated buttons, with

With this is worn trousers of

style cap, braid trimming on band,

heater embroidered on front. In

;l id is effective and often preferred.

le e many, both in color and texture,

le and present a much better ap-

3 Gabardine, Duck, Twills, etc.

rd heavy-weight serge, and for all

;e 3st practical,

forms, be careful that colors will

maker that he use his discretion

(by one who is experienced and the

ii the maker of your uniforms should

ii ve uniform are a box-office asset!

I

' Newest Spring Campaign
VALANCES - BANNERS - FLAGS

Rented—Sold

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. New York City

Stoia-Miskinis Dearborn

Theater Ready in 60 Days

Detroit—The Circle Theater, un-
der construction in Dearborn, West
Side suburb, for Joseph Stoia and
Joseph Miskinis, will be ready for
opening in about 60 days. Plans
for construction of the proposed
Dome Theater, a half mile away, by
Stoia alone, have been definitely
abandoned.

McArthur Reports Sales

Detroit — McArthur Theater
Equipment Co. has sold installation
of Motiograph Projectors, Ideal
Seating equipment, and complete
accessories to the Circle Theater,
being erected in Dearborn, west
side suburb, by Joseph Stoia and
Joseph Miskinis.
McArthur has also sold Ideal

Seating and Motiograph projection
and sound equipment to Lester
Matt, for his house currently under
construction at Flint, Mich.

Letter Mounting-Unit
A new three-in-one silhouette let-

ter mounting-unit for theater mar-
quees has been brought out by the

Wagner Sign Service, Inc., of Chi-

cago. With the use of the new
letters, the company says, the glass,

the letters and the mounting-unit
can be removed or replaced in one
operation. Two new Super-Silhouette
12 inch letters said to have a 50 per

cent greater reading distance than
any 10 inch letter have also been
announced by Wagner.

Alexander Film Offers Prizes

Alexander Film Company offering
prizes for best exploitation ideas

submitted by exhibitors. This
month's winners are: Max Davis,
Fox Dodge theater, Dodge City,

Kansas; Lee Harvey, Century the-

ater, Audubon, N. J.; and D. S.

Mayo, Lee theater, Dawson, Geor-
gia.

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
+

RELIABLE
SERVICE

ARE YOURS AT

iiiTinmj
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

Milium:

First Air-Conditioning
Seattle—Architect Bjorne Moe cf this

city has completed plans for the $50,000
Ritz Theater at Ritzville. Seating 420,
building will have living apartments
above. Streamlined, it will be the first

air-conditioned building in Adams
County.

Refinishing Service Active

Detroit — Jobs recently refinished

by Roth Screen Refinishing Service,

include. Rialto Theater, at Flint,

and the Loop and Capitol, Detroit,

all for Associated Theaters Circuit,

and the Amsterdam, Detroit, for

Harrison Clark.

HANSON-KUNZ OPENS

NEW KANSAS THEATER

Kansas City, Kan.—H. Hanson and
Albert Kunz are opening a new 300

seat house at Burlingame, Kansas,

to be known as the New Royal The-

ater. Kunz and Hanson have been

in Kansas City purchasing sound

equipment from the Independent

Theater Supply Co., and expect to

have the house ready for opening

early in May.

Dayton Theater Modernized
Dayton, Ohio—The Riverdale The

ater now known as the Dale Theater
has been completely modernized.
Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc., did the
entire job of painting, decorating,

j

draperies and designing under the
supervision of A. I. Kessler, man-
ager of the Studios.

HOTEL & THEATRE
CARPET COMPANY

Headquarters for

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
427 W. 42nd St. New York City

THAT GIRL FROM PARIS

Chic est le mot pour Lily Pons et

chic est aussi le mot pour les tapis

d'Alexander Smith—Which is one

reason why you'll find Alexander

Smith Carpets in the majority ofthe

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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KORDA SAILING WED.

FOR U. A. MEETINGS

{Continued from Page 1)

eight years to go. He is also one
of the owners of the American com-
pany.

London—Both Korda and 20th
Century-Fox yesterday denied pos-
sibilities of a reported deal under
which the producer would join the
company headed by Sidney R. Kent,
who is now in London, and produce
in England for it.

20th-Fox Sales Meet
Expected to Hit 300

{Continued from Page 1)

England and France, and Joseph M.
Schenck will address the final ses-
sion on Thursday of that week.
The home office contingent leaves

New York May 26 for the conven-
tion, preceded by Kent, Clark and
Charles E. McCarthy departing on
May 17. New Yorkers return home
June 8.

20th-Fox Overseas Meet
Opens In Paris Wednesday

Paris (By Cable)—Annual joint

sales convention of the British and
European organizations of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox will open here Wednesday
with prexy Sidney R. Kent in at-

tendance and every unit of com-
pany activity represented.

Kent will be the principal speaker
at a session Friday and at the ban-
quet which will close the convention
Saturday night. F. L. Harley, man-
aging director for the British Isles,

and European Sales Manager Ben
Miggins will preside over divisional

sessions, and joint meetings will be
directed by Walter J. Hutchnson.
foreign sales manager.

The 20th Century-Fox production
organization will be represented by
Col. Jason S. Joy, who will bring a
personal message from Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of

production. Movietone News will

be represented by Truman H. Talley,
vice-president, and the company's
British producing subsidiary, New
World Pictures, Ltd., by Robert T.

Kane.

"Wake Up and Live" Sets

Roxy Opening Precedent

{Continued from Page 1)

yesterday 1,500 were in line outside
the theater. Demand for tickets for
Thursday's midnight preview was
so heavy that the Roxy stopped sell-

ing after 6,000 were inside the the-
ater, and turned hundreds away, it

was said.

Clara Bow In P. A.

Denver—Clara Bow and Rex Bell
have been booked for a week at the
Center Theater, as has Polly Moran.

A "JUttU" Im*» "Ms//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

PRODUCER SAM KATZMAN of
Victory Pictures is celebrating

the arrival of a baby boy Wednes-
day. Mrs. Katzman and seven
pounds and 11 ounces of a future
producer are doing well at the Ced-
ars of Lebanon Hospital.

T T

Our Passing Show: Gary Cooper,
Monta Bell, Sol Rosenblatt, Pandro
Berman, Jesse L. Lasky, Harry
Sherman, Dr. A. H. Giannini, Gene
Markey, Harry Wurtzel, Mary As-
tor, Edward Sutherland, Edwin L.
Marin, Edward Ludwig, Ralph
Kohn, Al Kaufman, Howard J.

Green, Ned Marin, Robert Wyler,
Mary Brian at the preview of "A
Star Is Born."

T T

Kermit Maynard has just com-
pleted the starring role in "Whist-
ling Bullets," for Conn Pictures.
The script for "The Fighting Tex-
an" is now in preparation, with pro-
duction slated for May 12. This is

a James Oliver Curwood story.

T T T

Casting assignments

—

RKO: Har-

riet Hilliard, "Three on a Latch-
key"; Edgar Kennedy, Richard
Lane, Gordon Jones, Joan Wood-
bury, Alan Bruce, "Super Sleuth";
Universal: Margaret McWade, Mar-
pory Main, "Love in a Bungalow";
Warners: Marcia Mae Jones, "Life
of Emile Zola."

News o' the day: Dimitri Tiom-
kin will score "The Road Back" for
Universal . . . RKO will star Joan
Fontaine in her fourth film, based
on a untitled story by Howard J.

Green . . . Victor Moore will do a
strip-tease travesty in "Missus
America" . . . Erwin Straus will
join his parents in Hollywood . . .

Donald Ogden Stewart will write
"Honeymoon in Reno" for Goldwyn.

Annabella, star of Continental and
British pictures, has been signed
by 20th Century-Fox for two star-

ring pictures to be produced during
the forthcoming season. One of the
films will be produced at the Holly-
wood studio, the other at New
World studios in Denham, England.

Selznick's "Star is Born"

Clicks Big at Music Hall

{Continued from Page 1)

day biz, on the heels of rave re-

views in the dailies, threatened to

break all previous b. o. records at

the theater, it was said.

During the first showing on its

opening day, the Technicolor film

was sold out to more than 700
standees.

Will Expand Film Section

of Toronto's Trade Board

{Continued from Page 1)

tion picture section of the board for
that purpose.

The following committee was ap-
pointed to carry out the plan: H.
Freedman, Nat Taylor, of the In-
dependent Theaters Association; P.
J. Nolan, of Ottawa; H. W. Braden,
of Hamilton; W. S. Brady, Jules
Allen, Clarence Robson, H. T. Long,
Leo Devaney and Col. J. A. Cooper,
of Toronto.

Buckler Plea Denied
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey

yesterday denied an informal appli-
cation by Edna Buckler, playwright,
for argument of her $2,000,000
plagiarism suit against Sidney
Kingsley, Norman Bel Geddes, Ran-
dom House and Samuel Goldwyn
over the play "Dead End." Judge
Woolsey previously dismissed the
Buckler complaint advising her to
apply to the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for relief.

Decision Reserved in

Ascap's Mont. Action

Helena, Mont.—Decision was re-

served by the three Federal Judges
who yesterday heard the application
of Ascap for an injunction restrain-
ing the state officers of Montana
from enforcing provisions of the re-

cent anti-Ascap bill enacted in this

state. Ascap was represented by
M. C. Gunn, general Montana coun-
sel, Louis B. Frohlich and Herman
Finkelstein. Both sides were given
permission to file additional briefs.

B. P. Schulberg Not to

Renew Para. Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Schulberg says

he will not renew his releasing ar-

rangement with Paramount follow-
ing expiration on July 15 of his

agreement under which he still has
three more pictures to deliver. He
says he will concentrate on Class A
pictures in the future.

Mayor on Benefit Bill

Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia will

be one of the many stellar perform-
ers at the annual benefit tomorrow
night of the American Federation
of Actors at the Metropolitan Opera
House. Outstanding stars of stage,

screen and radio will be among the
entertainers.

GN Signs George Houston
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grand National Films

has signed George Houston for four
pictures. First will be the title role
in "Wallaby Jim" from the Ernest
Wetjen stories in Collier's Weekly.

SHORT SHOTS
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS= By F. J. NEIDIG -

i\

QEORGE V. T. BURGESS, vice-

president and general manager
of the General Service Studios, is

back at his desk following a two
months' stay on the coast in connec-
tion with the expansion program of
the West Coast studios. Burgess
confides that they're building new
recording studios out there providing
portable recording units for produc-
ers at their own studios. Also that
they're now supplying Western Elec-
tric recording for Grand National
and Monogram.

•

Al Christie has completed his latest
Bert Lahr short and starts on Willie
Howard next week, with Herman
Timberg, Jr., and Pat Rooney, III,

following.
•

Bill Watson is working on a Harry
Gribbon short at the Astoria studios,
titled "I'll Save You," a satire on
the insurance racket. Claire Carle-
ton, leading lady in the London com-
pany of "Three Men on a Horse,"
has the lead, with Ben Marks also

in the cast. Forbes Dawson turned
out the script, with George Webber
on the camera.

•

Addenda . . . Rumored that Para-
mount short subjects department
will move to the Long Island studios
. . . Lester Rousch will do the direct-

ing . . . Fred Scheld donning make-
up for a walk-on scene in Harry
Gribbon's short . . . Max Richard
leaves for the coast early next month
with the Allan K. Foster troupe for

20th Century-Fox . . .

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William H. Pine, pro-

duction associate of Cecil B. De-
Mille, in a Los Angeles hospital for
a minor operation, expects to return
to his desk within a week or 10 days
to resume his work with DeMille in
preparing for production of "The
Buccaneer."

Canton, O.—George A. Delis, dis-
trict manager of Interstate Thea-
ters, Inc., with houses here, at East
Liverpool and other upper Ohio val-
ley cities has resumed his duties
after spending nearly a year in
Mercy Hospital here as a result of
two accidents.

Lily Pons, operatic and film star,

is in the Lenox Hill Hospital for
observation of a condition, which
her physician, Dr. W. R. Dal?°2J,
says is not serious at the pre
time, but necessitates Miss 1

9

getting as much rest as possible.

Maxwell Anderson, stage pro-
ducer and playwright, is reported
progressing satisfactorily from a
tonsil operation at Doctors Hospi-
tal.

.<!.
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(Continued from Page 1)

of Associated Theaters believes that

prices here are not exceptionally

low.

In the first quarter, Ohio contrib-

uted one de luxe house completed,

in C. A. Macdonald's new Westmont
at Columbus. Ground has also been

broken for new theaters in Bond Hill

and Mt. Washington, Cincinnati

suburbs. Maury White acquired the

Riverdale at Dayton, and remodeled.

Four Cincinnati surbans which suf-

fered heavy water ramage during

the flood, have been remodeled and

reopened. It is estimated that $300,-

000 was lost by exhibitors here dur-

ing the flood.

While no new houses have been

built in Cincinnati proper for sey-

~al years, installations and remod-

jiings, have increased about 50 per

cent.

RKO theaters, the independents

and the circuits all frown on give-

aways. Only one Cincinnati subur-

ban, the New Liberty, is using this

type of draw, once a week, in the

form of skates, dishes, silver, etc.

Children's parties, birthday gifts to

kiddies and ice cream socials, how-

ever, have been utilized by RKO
Paramount and the Forest, Avon-

dale, fashionable suburb.

Practically all suburban indepen-

dents are running double features

once a week, but the policy, as con-

tinuous practice, is generally op-

posed.

Intervention Motion in

RKO Reorganization Lost

(Continued from Page 1)

state that the Orpheum trustee re-

fused to bring suit against RKO,
KAO and Stadium Theaters for al-

leged improper acts and waste of

assets of Orpheum, Inc., and also

the lack of mention that Marcus
Heinman, Orpheum trustee, had
been asked to intervene but had re-

fused.
Motion papers of the committee of

which Martin Beck is chairman
stated that the Orpheum properties

would yield $300,000 annually to

RKO.

Thomas McGrath Dies
Funeral arrangements for Thomas

McGrath, 79, veteran actor who died

Thursday in the Lenox Hill Hospi-
tal from a complication of diseases,

are pending. During his long stage
career he played in numerous pro-

ductions including "Abie's Irish

Rose," and was in the original cast

of "Sherlock Holmes," with William
Gillette. McGrath was a member
of the Actors' Order of Friendship,
Actors' Fund of America, the Lambs
CJrt^and Actors' Equity.

Vriedlander Folds Offices
Al Friedlander's Fortune Films

and Fortune Films Agency have
closed their offices in the RKO build-

ing.

lUvkws <4 Hew TU#ns
Conrad Nagel in

"The Gold Racket"
with Eleanor Hunt-

Grand National 66 Mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING G-MAN MEL-
LER WHICH SHOULD GO WELL ON
DOUBLE FEATURE BILLS.

In this era of duals, this feature should

stand up well and serve to satisfactorily

balance exhibitor programs. Conral Nagel,

who of late has frequently appeared in the

role of a Federal agent, is again cast as a

government sleuth. This time, with the

aid of Eleanor Hunt, whose name and per-

sonable appearance qualify her to hunt

down violators of Uncle Sam's statutes,

Nagel brings to justice a clique of gold

smugglers whose racket is transporting the

precious metal from a Mexican mine into

the United States and grabbing off a hand-

some, though illicit, profit. Most of the

action takes place in a small town below

the Rio Grande, where G-girl Hunt, answer-

ing an SOS from her fellow operative Nagel,

poses as an entertainer in the local cafe.

It is here that the gold smugglers' evil ap-

pearing lieutenant and a young, handsome

aviator, whom the gang employs to fly the

bullion to American soil, hang out. Miss

Hunt turns her charms loose on the

aviator who, of course, goes into a flat

spin via Cupid's darts. Since her mock

love for him is all in the line of duty, there

is vindication for her actions; but even at

that, male picturegoers will hold the jus-

tification rather slight in view of the fact

that this nice chap is shot to death in the

final reel when Nagel and a bevy of G-men
close in on the mine and its crooked op-

erators. Fuzzy Knight furnishes the dra-
'

matic contrast with his singing, which is
|

torridly ha-cha-cha. Louis Gasnier's direc-

tion is firm and the photography generally

competent. Nagel is smooth, slick and

right at home as the sleuth.

Cast: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt, Fuzzy

Knight, Frank Milan, Charles Delanev, War-
ner Richmond, Ed Le Saint, Karl Hackett.

Producer, George A. Hirliman; Director,

Louis J. Gasnier; Author, Howard Higgin;

Screenplay, David S Levy; Cameraman,

Mack Stengler; Editor, Robert Jahns.

Direction, Firm. Photography, Competent.

Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune

in

"Roarin' Lead"
Republic 53 Mins.

WELL-MADE WESTERN GEARED TO
PLEASE OUTDOOR DRAMA FANS.

Thrills and the Three Mesquiteers,

—

Livingston, Corrigan and Terhune,—are

again close synonyms in this well-made

western which packs more audience appeal

than the average feature in this series to

date. Human interest, brisk acting, and

situations which show the trio's prowess to

advantage are the elements which com-

mend the footage to outdoor drama addicts

Furthermore, the picture is technically

good. Sequences are smooth-flowing and

nicely contrasted. A degree of noveltv

in unfolding the plot is resorted to, with

the entrance of Livingston, Corrigan and

Terhune postponed until the audience has

witnessed the villains in the yarn hatchin"

their schemes, which include the closing of

an orphanage, the rustling of cattle, and

the pilfering of the treasury of the Cat-

tlemen's Protective Association, — whose

executive is actually the leader of the con-

spirators. But the trinity of Robin Hoods

happen to be the trustees of the orphan-

age, and when they arrive on the scene

and learn of the plots, they burst into ac-

tivity. There are ambuscades, fist fights

runnin? gun-olay and lots of zipDv rid-

ing. Sandwiched between such wild and

woolly episodes, are sprightly comedy, sup-

plied by Terhune and his ventriloquistic

dummy, and a thread here and there of

romance. William Nobles' photography is

good.

Cast: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune, Christine Maple, Hooper

Atchley, Yakima Canutt, George Chesebro,

Tommy Bupp, Mary Russell, Tamara, Lynn
Kauffman, Beverly Luff, Theodore Frye,

Katherine Frye, The Meglin Kiddies.

Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Pro-

ducer, Sol C. Siegel; Directors, Mack V
Wright, Sam Newfield; Author, William

Colt MacDonald; Screenplay, Oliver Drake,

Jack Natteford; Cameraman, William

Nobles; Editor, William Thompson.

Direction, Solid. Photography, Good

Hanging Signs Banned
Detroit—All hanging signs be-

neath theater marquees on Wood-
ward Ave. were ordered removed
this week by the City Council in a
unanimous resolution. A dozen or
more theaters are affected, includ-
ing two first-run houses, the Fox
and State.

Wm. Hofmeister Dead
Baltimore — William Hofmeister,

86, treasurer and director of a

group operating under the trade

name of Associated Theaters, which
has 12 neighborhood motion picture
houses in various parts of Balti-
more, is dead.

Quotes From "Star Is Born" N. Y. Reviews
DAILY NEWS—"David O. Selznick has

had the brilliant idea of bringing Hollywood

with its glamour, its unfailing elements of

chance, its brutality and its heartbreak to the

screens of the world . . . latest and most suc-

cessful example of Technicolor."

DAILY MIRROR—"Not only a thoroughly
s;ood film but a daring and exciting one

.
_. .

acted brilliantly, directed with inspiration,

novel in theme and treatment."

HERALD TRIBUNE—"An exciting docu-

ment of the world's biggest show business and
an engrossing entertainment . . . most re-

markable account of picture making that has
yet reached the stage or screen."
TIMES—"Good entertainment by ah)

standards . . ."

AMERICAN—"Thoroughly delightful."

JOURNAL—"Movie fans curious about
the private lives of the glamour boys and
girls of the screen should be vastly enter-
tained."
SUN—"Out-of-the-ordinary, enjoyable pic-

ture."
POST—"Will thrill the millions who yearn

Hollywoodwards" . . . story combines elements
of unquestionable popularity."
WORLD-TELEGRAM—"color is splendid."

RKO FIRST QUARTER

NET TOPS A

(Continued from Page 1)

a little more than $500,000 for the
first quarter of 1937.
The company has shown a steady

improvement in earnings in the past
few years. A reorganization plan
is now pending which will free RKO
from jurisdiction of the courts.

N. M. Court Okays Games;
Bank Night Hit in Ore.

Albuquerque, N. M. — The New
Mexico Supreme Court okayed
Bank Nights by a four to one deci-
sion upholding the right of the
Yucca Theater of Roswell to award
cash prizes. Game will be shortly
utilized by the Albuquerque Thea-
ters, according to Arthur Esberg.

Portland Ore. — Calling Bank
^ignt a "pernicious practice," the
Oregon Congress of Parents and
leachers will seek to drive it out
of the state's theaters.

Kranz to Open Imperial

Exchange in Washington

Charles Kranz, who recently left
United Artists after being its Wash-
ington branch manager for the past
nve years, has completed plans for
opening his own exchange in that
city and has obtained a five-year
Imperial franchise from the Wil-
liam Pizor company. Krantz's firm
will be known as Imperial. Before
joining United Artists, he was
branch manager for the company in
Cleveland for four years. He re-
turned to Washington yesterday
from New York.

Kansas City, Baltimore

Houses Lose to Bandits

Kansas City, Mo.—Two bandits
held up the Midland Theater here
and escaped with $19 which might
have been increased to $1,000 had
they arrived a few minutes earlier,
when the day's receipts had been
picked up and taken away in the
armored car of a protective agency.

Baltimore — Theater bandits en-
tered the Roosevelt Theater and
held up an attache, escaping with
$50.

Interrogatories Sought
A bill of discovery seeking inter-

rogatories, supplementing a copy-
right infringement action brought
by 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M and
Terrytoons, Inc. against the C. &
F. Amusement Co. and Ben Rosasi
is being asked by the distributors in
the U. S. District Court, New York.
Eight shorts are involved in the
case.

"Last Night" to Open
"The Last Night," new Soviet film

released by Amkino, will open next
Tuesday at the Cameo.
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SUPER X, originally a strictly special-

purpose film, is today so highly valued by

the industry that it is employed in the

bulk of all feature pictures . . . appears in

the great majority of box-office champions

and critics' choices. Reasons : unmatched

photographic quality . . . unmatched adapt-

ability. Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-

ter, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE i

"J
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N. J. Divorce Measure Allows Exhi

TEN CENTS

Stays

SEES ONW NEW TYPE FILM SHOW ENDING DUALS

Hollywood Production Spurts; 53 Pix Before Cameras
Paramount Leads With 13;

Warners, Col. Making
Six Each

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production is showing

an increase, and 53 pictures are be-
fore Hollywood cameras. Paramount
leads the field with 13, while War-
ners and Columbia are making six

each. RKO and M-G-M are down for
five each and Universal three. Twen-
tieth Century-Fox is also making
three. Republic has two on its sche-
dule and Selznick International,
Goldwyn, Wanger, Roach, Mono-
gram, Darmour, Alexander Bros.,

(Continued on Page 4)

ALL 20TH-F0X UNITS

AT COAST SALES MEET

For the first time in the company's
history, all units of 20th Century-
Fox will be represented at the an-
nual sales convention opening May
31 at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, it was announced Saturday
by John D. Clark, general manager
of distribution.
Heading the home office delegation

(Continued on Page 7)

New Siegel Republic Pact

To Be Worked Out in N. Y.

A new contract with M. J. Siegel,
covering his new status as presi-
dent of Republic Productions and
chairman of its board, will be worked
out in New York shortly, it was in-

dicated by a spokesman yesterday.
Herbert J. Yates and Siegel are both

(Continued on Page 4)

Circus, Film Day-and-Dare
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Grand National is arrang-
ing a tie-up with Ken Maynard's circus
for the pre-release of his first Condor
feature, "Trailing Trouble." In all

towns where it can be arranged, the
Grand National-Maynard western will

be booked for the circus dates.

Hays Exec. Moves to Adjust Schaefer-Skouras Squabble
In a desperate effort to conciliate the Westchester County clearance squabble

involving George Schaefer and Spyros Skouras, Charley Pettijohn, Hays office bigwig,
on Saturday agreed to allow his two competitors to play day and date with his home
at Rye. All three execs are operating projection equipment in their residences. Com-
plete details were exclusively printed in THE FILM DAILY issue of April 21 in a box
at the top of column three, page one.

EXPECT KENT-CRICK

GREATER UNION MEET

Paris (By Cable)—Conferences on

the Australian situation involving

Greater Union Theaters, in which
20th Century-Fox is represented
through its interest in Hoyts, are
expected to take place here between
Sidney R. Kent, president of the
American firm, and S. S. Crick, Aus-
tralian managing director, who is

(Continued on Page 9)

WARNER EXECUTIVES

RETURN FROM EUROPE

H. M. Warner, president of War-
ner Bros. Pictures Inc., Sam Morris,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, and Joseph Bernhard,
vice-president and general manager
of Warner Bros. Theaters, arrive to-
day from Europe aboard the Nor-
mandie.
Warner and Morris were gone

seven weeks and were joined in
(Continued on Page 4)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Industry Revenues Healthy—Expect 20 Per Cent Quota===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS

'

DOMESTIC
Board meetings of 20th Century-

Fox and KAO, held respectively on
Tuesday and Thursday, furnished
further evidence of filmland's re-
turn during recent months to really
rugged revenues. The former re-

(Continued on Page 8)

FOREIGN
London cabled that the new quota

legislation, expected before Jan. 1,

will fix the percentage at 20 per
cent, it is anticipated in informed
circles there. Further trade talks
with the British government will

New Jersey Divorce Bill Would Give

Exhibitors Right to Seek Injunction

Film Outlook Is Brighter

Says Statistical Company

"Film production costs are steadily
rising, with estimates of the in-

crease in the last six months rang-
ing from 10 to 25 per cent although
the former figure seems the more

(Continued on Page 4)

Under the theater divorcement
bill introduced in the New Jersey
Legislature independent of Allied,
any exhibitor in the state could seek
an injunction, through the Chancel-
lor, enjoining operation of affiliated

theaters, study of the bill yesterday
revealed. The North Dakota di-

vorcement law, however, places en-
(Continued on Page 9)

Edward Alperson, GN Prexy,

Discusses Double Feature

Situation
"Dual programs, in my opinion,

will only be supplanted if, as and
when some new form or type of
entertainment is presented to the
public that will give the public at
least two and a half hours of enter-
tainment at a nominal admission
price."

This is the statement of Edward
Alperson, president of Grand Na-
tional, in replying to The Film
Daily quiz on "Should dual pro-
grams be eliminated and if so, how
could this be accomplished?"

Alperson says:
"First, you ask, should dual pro-

grams be eliminated. In my opin-
(Continued on Page 7)

CHI, DECISION FAILS

END BANK NIGHTS

Chicago — Despite the Supreme
Court ruling holding Bank Nights
here to be illegal, Great States The-
aters, Balaban and Katz subsidiary,

(Continued on Page 9)

Para. Annual Report May
Show Net of $6,000,000

Annual Paramount report cover-
ing the year ended Dec. 31, last, is

expected to be announced following
a meeting of its board of directors

(Continued on Page §)

Uncle Sam uoes Sexy
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"Sex reared its ugly

head" cinematically here Saturday, but
this time, the responsibility was Uncle
Sam's and not the film industry. U. S.

Department of Agriculture announced
release of a two-reeler, "In the Be-
ginning," and synopsis read, "Portrays
the mysterious prologue to life — the
ovulation, fertilization and early de-
velopment of the mamalian egg, sper-
matozoa attacking the ovum, and re-
markable time-lapse cinemicrographs of
cell division."
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Grand National ....
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Anti-Contest Pact Broken
Pittsburgh—Long-standing news-

paper agreement on movie publicity
finally was broken here. Among first

tie-ups was Stanley Theater crash-
ing Sun-Telegraph society page with
a contest for "History Is Made at
Night." Agreement, of many years
standing, heretofore prohibited con-
tests, promotions, etc.

Mrs. Barthelmess Dead
Mrs. Caroline Harris Barthelmess,

70, mother of Richard Barthelmess,
died at her home here following a
short illness. Her son, her only im-
mediate survivor, is in London.

H The Broadway Parade II

Picture and Distributor Theater

Marked Woman (Warner Bros.)—3rd week Strand

Good Old Soak ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

A Star Is Born (United Artists) Music Hall

Wake Up and Live (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Thunder in the City (Columbia Pictures) Criterion

Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)—2nd week ..Paramount
Love from a Stranger (U. A.)—2nd week Rivoli

I Promise to Pay (Columbia Pictures) Central

Outcast of Poker Flat (RKO Radio) Rialto

The King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

Quality Street ( RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (M-G-M)—13th week Astor

Lost Horizon (Columbia)—8th week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Golem ( Metropolis)—6th week 55fh St. Playhouse
Beethoven Concerto ( Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Carnival in Flanders (Amer. Tobis)—3rd week (b) Little Carnegie
Le Million (Tobis) (a-b) Belmont
Toil de Carrotte (Auten) (a-b) Belmont
The Wave (Garrison Film) Filmarte
Sous les Yeux d'Occident (Garrison Film) (a) Cinema de Paris

Le Barbier de Seville (Franco-American) (a) Cinema de Paris

The Smiling Gentleman (Nuovo Mondo)—2nd week Broadway
Thank You, Madame (Viennesefilm)—2nd week Esquire

FUTURE OPENINGS
Cafe Metropole (20th Century-Fox)—April 28 Rivoli
Night Must Fall (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—April 29 Capitol
Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount)—May 5 Paramount
The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.)—May 5 Strand
Talk of the Devil (GB Pictures) (c) Roxy
Shall We Dance (RKO Radio) (c) Music Hall
The Last Night (Amkino)—April 27 Cameo
The Father of His Country (Nuovo Mondo)—May 1 Broadway
Dr. Knock ( French Film

)

Cinema de Paris

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (cl Follows current bill.

Rules Foreign Companies
Subject to Calif. Courts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Superior Judge W.

Turney Fox ruled here that foreign
film companies engaging Hollywood
talent are answerable to California
courts. Ruling came when Judge
Fox refused to quash the serving of
a summons on the Gaumont-British
Pictures Corp., Ltd., of America and
England in a $65,000 suit filed by
Constance Bennett, actress.

Actress charges that she was en-
gaged to play the lead in "The
Hawk," which was never made. She
was to have received a percentage
of the gross receipts, which she
estimated would have been more
than $600,000.

Want Films Classified
White Plains, N. Y.—The West-

chester County Motion Picture Coun-
cil at its annual meeting here voted
to continue its efforts to amend the
New York State motion picture law
so that the State Motion Picture
Bureau could classify films for adult
and juvenile consumption. Associa-
tion said it would not oppose a pro-
posed amendment to the Rogers-
Ehrlich bill, now pending in Albany,
which would permit children be-
tween the ages of eight and 16 years
to attend film performance without
their parents, if the films were clas-

sified and those listed for adults be
made inaccessible to children.

Joseph St. Peter Dies
Everett, Wash.—Joseph St. Peter,

54, former state senator and motion
picture theater owner died in the
Swedish Hospital, Seattle, after a
six months illness from heart
disease.

"Ecstasy's" 10 Weeks
Sets Washington Mark

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Returning to the

Belasco Theater, "Ecstasy" gets a
10th week, setting a new run record
for the city.

Orpheum, Chicago, is holding
"Ecstasy" for the 18th week, while
the pix is staying at the RKO Down-
town, Detroit.

Schine's 23rd Ohio House
Bucyrus, O.—The Schine circuit

has acquired the Southern Theater
here from Nat Charnas and his

associates. This gives Schine 23
houses in the territory. The house
is to undergo extensive improve-
ments within the next few weeks,
officials of the Schine circuit have
announced.

Du Pont Makes $16,013,346

Report of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. and wholly-owned
subsidiaries for the quarter ended
March 31, last, shows net income of

$16,013,346 after federal income
taxes and other deductions, com-
pared with $14,713,782 for the cor-

responding period a year ago.

Consul Protests Film

St. Louis—-Mayor Bernard Dick-

mann has refused to permit the use

of Municipal Auditorium for the

showing of an anti-Hitler, film,

"Der Kampf" ("The Struggle"), fol-

lowing a protest lodged by Remold
Freytag, German Consul here.

Coming and Going
I

SIDNEY R. KENT, who arrives in New York
May 11 from abroad, leaves New York the same
day for the coast with JOHN D. CLARK, and
CHARLES E. MCCARTHY.

HARRY M. WARNER and SAM E. MORRIS,
accompanied by their wives, arrive from Europe
today on the Normandie, as does JOSEPH
BERNHARD, BERNHARD GARDNER, European
manager of RCA, and H.J.O. BARTON, com-
pany's patent attorney there; LUCIEN BRULE,
French actor; and RACHEL HARTZELL, actress,
are also among the arrivals on the Normandie
today.

WYN CAHOON, actress who recently ap-
peared in George Abbott's "Brother Rat," is en
route to Hollywood after signing a long-term
contract with Columbia Pictures.

HERBERT J. YATES, now at the Coast, has
tentative plans for returning to New York in

three weeks.

J. J. MILLSTEIN left Hollywood yesterday
returning to New York.

Mono. Gets Philly Office
Monogram Distributing Corp., op-

erating Monogram exchanges in
New York, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington, has completed arrangements
to occupy its own building at 1240
Vine St., Philadelphia, on May 1,

according to an announcement by
W. Ray Johnston, president. The
Washington branch will be located
on New Jersey Ave., near K. St.

Increases Capital Stock
Albany—Cinema Realty & Leasing

Corp., New York City, has filed a
certificate in the office of the Secre-
tary of State increasing its capital
stock from 100 to 200 shares non
par value.

Fenster, Epstein Ass't.

Harry E. Fenster, formerly cor-
respondent, has been named assistant
to Sam J. Epstein, aide to Contract
Manager Jack Bloom at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox.
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"Light and amusing ... fun through-

out". . .
—Daily Variety

"Kibbee swell as new type sleuth . .

.

real entertainment". .

.

—Hollywood Reporter

"Guy Kibbee creates a unique, lovable

character". . . —m. p. Daily

"Entire production has an air of gen-

eral excellence which marks the

picture as cinch boxoffice". .

.

—Boxoffice

*tlM

*&C
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COAST PRODUCTION

SPURTS: MAKING 53

(Continued from Page 1)

and Cascade one each. Sam Katz-
man is making two.

"Varsity Show" has started at

Warners and "Easy Going" and
"Super Sleuth" at RKO. "Forlorn
River" and "Wild Money" are new
at Paramount.
RKO has completed "There Goes

My Girl" and "Mexican Quarter."
"North of the Rio Grande" finished

at 20th Century-Fox.

Warner, Morris, Bernhard

Return From Europe Today

(Continued from Page 1)

Europe a month ago hy Bernhard.
While abroad the Warner execu-

tives visited Italy, France, the Scan-
dinavian countries and the Warner
Studios in Teddington, England.

Film Outlook Is Brighter

Says Statistical Company

(Continued from Page 1)

reasonable," according to Standard
Statistics Co. yesterday.

"Despite the slightly seasonal

downtrend in theater revenues likely

to extend to around the close of

July, operating profits should con-

tinue well above year-earlier levels,

while late summer and fall pros-

pects currently appear distinctly

promising," states the firm in a bul-

letin.

New Siegel Republic Pact

To Be Worked Out in N. Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

on the coast at the present time and
the former is tentatively scheduled

to return east in three weeks.
Siegel fills the vacancy due to the

resignation of Nat Levine, who is

now abroad. As chairman of the

board, he replaces Walter "Vincent.

Fox Hearing on May 4
Atlantic City, N. J.—Questioning

of witnesses in the $9,535,000 bank-
ruptcy of William Fox is expected
to be resumed before Referee R. E.

Steedle here on May 4.

APRIL 26
Noel Madison
Gwinn Williams

Dorothy Sebastian

• • • NOW THAT the New Universal has turned the cor-

ner of its first anniversary it is but fitting that tribute

be paid to the man whose steadying hand, experience and ability

has brought the company through triumphantly Presi-

dent Robert H. Cochrane

• • • A REALLY great leader, Robert Cochrane
forceful, energetic, driving thoroughly practical

shrewd and logical in his thinking through the years,

whenever he tackled a major picture problem, he was always
achieving something for the entire industry as well as his own
company a man with broad vision he epitomizes
the very highest that the industry has to offer and, as

always with the truly great a self-effacing personality

always in the background really an astounding
paradox in Show Biz

T T
• • • WISE INDEED were the Wall Street financiers in

recognizing his worth in giving him a free hand in the

showman managership of the New Universal the return

of Adolph Zukor to the Paramount organization clearly proved

what it meant to have a Showman guiding a business that can

only be run by showmen

T T T
• • • NO MAN can claim a higher regard among the

exhibitors than that which they accord to Robert Cochrane
for twenty-five years his word to them has been his

bond likewise he has stood by the men who have worked
loyally for his company he plays no favorites

that is one of the major curses of the film biz he has never

been guilty of so, now that the first year of the New
Universal is over R. H. Cochrane has brilliant plans for

the future of his company he has accomplished near-

miracles in a short twelve months watch Universal GO
... the obstacles have been hurdled a clear road

ahead and with R. H. in the saddle, that's Great News
for the entire industry

• • • IT IS your show it belongs to every worker

in the film biz that exhibit of film advertising and
poster art opening today on the second floor of the

Loew State building, and ending April 30 under auspices

of the AMPA noted leaders in the advertising and

poster world will judge the displays the presentation of

Awards will be made at the second annual Awards Dinner-

Dance at the Hotel New Yorker on Saturday eve. May 1

awards will be made for the best poster, pressbook, trade ad,

and best general advertisement

T T T
• • • AS THE cameras whirred last Saturday afternoon

the Frank Buck Jungle Farm in Amityville, Long Is-

land, looked like a movie studio Harry Foster super-

vised tests for two simians to play the monkey hero and heroine

in the new Frank Buck serial, "Jungle Menace," for Columbia

release Jocko and Patricia won the coveted roles

also present were Max Weisfeldt, Al Sherman and Jose Schorr

they didn't take tests, y'unnerstan' they repre-

sented Columbia but a couple newspaper men slightly

likkered up got slightly confused and tried to interview Max,

Al and Jose from the wrong angle

T T T
• • • OUR GAL Friedegg has a squawk her boy

friend doesn't want to take her to movies any more
"Why?" we asks "Aw," yelps Frieda, "he says he finds

most of these hot situations in the sexy pix are in the news-

paper ads."

DATE BOOK
April 28: 20th Century-Fox British-European

sales meeting, Paris.

May 1 : Ampa dinner dance at the New Yorker.

May 2-8: M-G-M sales convention, Ambassa-
dor Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 3-7: Premium Advertising Association's
annual national premium exposition, Palmer
House, Chicago.

May 7-8: Monogram sales convention, Chicago.

May 10-13: Warners annual conference, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel.

May 16-19: Grand National sales convention,
Los Angeles.

May 17: Universal sales convention, Ambassa-
dor Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 24-27: American Theater Council con-
vention, Hotel Astor.

May 24-28: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

May 26-28: Allied National Convention, Mil-
waukee.

May 31
: 20th Century-Fox sales convention

opens, The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
June 7: American Federation of Musicians

convention. Hotel Kentucky. Louisville.

June 10-13: Paramount sales convention, Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 14: United Artists regional sales meeting,
New York.

June 16: RKO Radio sales convention opens.
The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 17: United Artists regional sales meeting,
Chicago.

June 21 : United Artists regional sales meeting,
San Francisco.

June 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

Vertical Union Movement
Is Under Way in St. Louis

St. Louis—Movement for a verti-

cal union of all theatrical and film
exchange employes is under way
here simultaneously with a drive by
the IATSE to organize ticket sellers,

ushers, doormen, porters, pages and
other unaffiliated workers.
John P. Nick, first international

president of the IATSE, who is here
for the organization campaign, said
that the IATSE would also take over
the memberships of the film ex-
change employes Local No. 16,169,
organized in July 1917, and the thea-
trical amusement employes Local
No. 19,905 formed about two years
ago. Both these unions are affiliated

with the A. F. of L.
Managers and assistant managers

and advertising men for the thea-
ters will be privileged to join the
union but their membership will not
be insisted upon, it was stated.

« « « » » »

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Jean Harlow has had all her tele-

phones painted to match the drapes

in her rooms.—M-G-M.
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OH, THOSE GERSHWIN
SONGS! "Let's Call The
Whole Thing Off"—"Slap
That Bass"—"I've Got
Beginner's Luck"—"They
All Laughed"—"They
Can't Take That Away"—
"Shall We Dance."

THE NIGHT IS YOUNG AND SO IS

GINGER ! . . .THE MOON IS HIGH AND
SO IS FRED ! Here they come in their

gayest, gladdest show! . . . Mad melody,

romantic rhythm, the clear joy of living

. . . ringing in the street of every fun-

hungry city in the land

!

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON • ERIC BLORE
JEROME COWAN * KETTI GALLIAN
WILLIAM BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR
Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN • Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich * Pandro S. Berman Production

Fred and Ginger sur-

rounded by the greatesl

comedy cast ever assem-

bled . . . AND three-score

of Hollywood's mosi
glamorous beauties! . . .

6 NEW SONGS ! . . . 8 NEW
DANCES! ... 100 NEW{
LAUGHS!

RKO
RADIO
TTtureT

V
•

LITHO U.SjJ

MMlllllfc
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SEES ONLY NEW TYPE

SHOW SUB FOR DUALS

(Continued from Page 1)

ion, this decision is not up to the
producer, distributor or exhibitor,

but entirely up to the public. The
public, patronizing the average the-

ater, demands a minimum of two
and a half hours' entertainment.
With but few exceptions it is quite

impossible to produce successful en-

tertaining productions of this

length.
"Secondly, insofar as producing

some other form of entertainment
to replace the so-called second fea-

ture, this again is a matter that de-

pends upon public taste as well as

the application of showmanship on
the part of each individual exhibi-

tor. It is quite an accepted fact

that the public will not readily ac-

cept an hour or hour and a quarter
of short subjects to replace the
second feature.

"We look back to the time when
the majority of theaters were play-

ing single bills, however over-

looking that during this period the

majority of theaters presented one
or more of the following in addition

to the feature picture: Overtures,
stage shows, vaudeville shows, or-

gan solos, one cartoon or a one-reel

comedy, one two-reel comedy, which
gave the public two and a half

hours or more of diversified enter-

tainment.
"All of these accessories, if they

can be called such, have now been
replaced by the use of the second
feature. This, I believe, was due
to the fact that the second feature

in the main offered better entertain-

ment to the public, at a cost far less

to the exhibitor, and as a result, a

more nominal admission price to

the public.

"Why the matter of double bills

should be of any real great concern
to the motion picture industry is

quite beyond me—any more than
magazine publishers would be con-

cerned about the fact that the read-

ing public read more than one short

story in one evening. The matter
of controlling the general public's

demand for quantity as well as

quality entertainment at a nominal
cost is quite an impossible task."

Representatives of All Units Will

Attend 20th-Fox Coast Sales Meet

Pearl Buck Sells Two
Two dramas by Pearl Buck, "The

Empress" and "Flight Into China,"
are reported sold by the author to

Katharine Cornell and her husband,
Guthrie McClintic, respectively.

McClintic, it is understood, will

produce the latter play on Broad-
way next autumn, and Miss Cor-
nell will star in "The Empress"
du^jng the 1938-39 season

'Tache Honors for Slepicka

Lincoln, Neb. — Ownership of the

longest mustache in Nebraska has been
credited to State Senator Carl Slepicka

of Wilber, second oldest exhibitor in

the state. He spofts an old-fashioned

walrus-type mustache.

(Continued

will be Sidney R. Kent, W. C. Michel,
Sidney Towell, Felix A. Jenkins and
Spyros Skouras. Coast executives
at the convention will be Joseph M.
Schenck, Darryl F. Zanuck, William
Goetz, Sol. M. Wurtzel and Col.

Jason Joy.
Domestic forces attending the con-

vention will include the following;
Clark announced:
Home Office—General Manager of

Distribution John D. Clark, William
Sussman, William J. Kupper, W. C.

Gehring, William J. Clark, Jack
Sichelman, Martin Moskowitz, Ed-
win H. Collins, Clarence A. Hill,

Theodore A. Shaw, Roger Ferri, Jack
Bloom, Sam Epstein, Harry Mersay,
Eugene McEvoy, I. Lincer and Deon
J. DeTitta.

Movietone News—Truman H. Tal-

ley, Edmund Reek, Lowell Thomas,
Harry Laurenson, Lew Lehr and Ed
Thorgersen.

Production Department— Vice
President in charge of production,

Darryl F. Zanuck; his executive as-

sistant and Vice-President William
Goetz; Executive Producer Sol. M.
Wurtzel, Col. Jason Joy, Joseph Mos-
kowitz, Robert Fairbanks, William
Dover, Fred Metzler, Ed Ebele and
others.

Educational Pictures—President

E. W. Hammons, Jack Skirball and
Harvey Day of Terrytoons.

Advertising and Publicity—
Charles E. McCarthy, Harry Brand,
Arch Reeve and E. W. Wingart.
Adsales Department—Lee Balsly,

E. Hollander, Jerry Novat, W. W.
Caldwell and D. Reed.
Guests—Sol Lesser, Dan Micha-

love, Paul Terry, Joseph Pincus,

Frank Underwood, Miss H. G. Baker,
Percy Heiliger, Charles Skouras,

Arch Bowles, William Powers,
George P. Skouras, Martin Fox, Al-

fred McNeill and E. W. Holmberg.
Foreign Department—W. J. Hut-

chinson, Clarence V. Hake, R. Sutton

Dawes, Charles Munro, Delbert

Goodman, W. W. Sullivan, L. Gior-

dano, A. Paucker, T. Isdahl, Jr., Gus
Mome, Irving A. Maas and Leslie

Whelan.
District Managers—T. H. Bailey,

Northeast; Edgar Moss, Atlantic;

George A. Roberts, Mid-East; J. P.

O'Loghlin, Canada; M. A. Levy,
Prairie; Herman Wobber, Coast;

Harry G. Ballance, South, and Ward
E. Scott, Midwest.

Eastern Division

Boston: E. X. Callahan, H. S.

Alexander, J. Feloney, J. Cobb, H.
Gold, M. Simmonds, Sam Berg, J.

Connelly and S. Horwitz. Albany

—

Moe Grassgreen, T. Scheinberg, Ben
Dare, D. Houlihan and E. Sichel.

New Haven—Benjamin A. Simon,
Earl Wright, Sam Germaine and
Morris Weinstein.

New York—Harry H. Buxbaum,
Joseph J. Lee, Moe Sanders, Morris
Kurtz, William Schutzer, Richard
Gledhill, Abe Blumstein, Seymour

from Page 1)

Florin, George Blenderman, Al Men-
delsohn and E. McManus. Philadel-

phia—Sam Gross, Alfred J. Davis,

William Humphries, Ben R. Tolmas,

C. Glenn Norris, F. J. Kelly, J.

Howard Smith, Alfred True and
George Fleischman. Pittsburgh

—

Ira H. Cohn, C. S. Kellenberg, Aus-

tin Interrante, George Moore, Joseph

Davidson and J. Vandergrift.
Washington — Sam N. Wheeler,

Sam Diamond, Fred B. Klein, Jerry

A. Murphy, John Skillman, Mrs.

Sara Young, Joseph Cohan and Ira

Sichelman. Buffalo—Sydney Sam-
son, W. D. Rowell, G. E. Dickman,
Maurice Kempner, L. E. Blumenfeld

and E. Stamp.
Cincinnati—James J. Grady, Ed-

ward A. Burkart, John A. Needham,
L. J. Bugle, E. C. Naegel and Anna-
belle Kelly. Cleveland — I. J.

Schmertz, David S. Davidson, Edwin
R. Bergman, Sam N. Lichter, Frank
J. Hunt and Nathan Scott.

€€ REVIEWS
SHORTS

»

"Game Trails"

(Paragraphics Series)
Paramount

Fine
Delightful jaunt through the Can-

adian wilds with two sportsmen who
shoot their game entirely with
cameras. Gorgeous scenic shots of
forest, rapids, lakes and mountains.
Close-up shots of wild life include
various specimens of deer and
moose. One close-up in slow mo-
tion of an enormous bull moose
swimming across a lake and disap-
pearing in the forest is fascinating.
Gayne Whitman does a fine narra-
tion.

Central Division

Chicago — Clyde W. Eckhardt

A. M. Van Dyke, E. P. Grohe, Harold

Loeb, Harold Goodamote, Fred
Sliter, Milton Simon, Fred Wagner
and A. L. Monette Detroit—Lester

Sturm, A. D. Knapp, E. A. West-
cott, Ray Car^o^, Leo Sanshie and
Floyd Kellor. Indianapolis—George
T. Landis, J. R. Neger, H. L. Han-
cock, Gaylord J. Black, P. Mc-
Cleaster, J. L. Dotterer and E. Or-

senigo.
Milwaukee — John H. Lorentz,

Horris Horwitz, George Edgerton,

C. R. Michel, Meyer Kahn and S. S.

Kohlberg. Des Moines—Stanley J.

Mayer, H. J. Gottlieb, A. Riegelman,
E. P. O'Neil, Edward Canty and
G. F. Hallowell. Minneapolis —
Joseph M. Podoloff, Earl Lorentz,

J. S. Cohan, W. G. Mussman, Louis

Cohen, N. F. Hall, Harold Lyons,

Paul Lundquist and William Clay-

ton. Omaha—Joseph E. Scott, Fred
C. Miller, Carl Reese, Harold J.

Ironfield, R. A. Wagle and R. A.
Buell.
Calgary—V. M. Skorey. Montreal

— Edward English, Walter J.

O'Hara, and J. E. Pearson. St.

John—Reginald G. March. Toronto
—Harry J. Bailey, William J. Reid,

Lionel Lester, James W. Powis and
Sam Glasier. Vancouver—James E.

Patterson and Ernest E. Teel. Win-
nipeg—Joseph H. Huber and Charles
Krupp.

Western Division

Kansas City—George W. Fuller,

W. J. Kubitzki, Joseph E. Wood-
ward, Charles Knickerbocker, Har-
old Kinser, M. A. Tanner and
Charles D. Crawford. Oklahoma
City—Charles W. Clark, M. W. Os-
borne, J. L. James, W. P. Clark and
Jack Whelihan. St. Louis—Benja-
min B. Reingold, Joseph A. Feld,

George H. Ware, L. J. Williams, Abe
Eskin, Miss Florence Patke and Ar-
thur McManus. Atlanta—Paul Wil-
son, R. G. McClure, M. Mitchell,

R. H. Fairchild, F. R. Dodson, H. P.

"Swing, Hurton, Swing"
(Headliners Series)

Paramount 11 mins.
(Hot-Cha)

Ina May Hutton, with her Melo-
dears, offers a swing program along
with her femme charms, as she
does curvy contortions while the ork
plays. Ina is also there with the
fancy costumes which show a lot

of her. The music is almost in-

cidental to Ina's charms, but that
seems to be the general Idea. The
pop numbers include "Stardust,"
"Organ Grinder's Swing," "The
Suzi-Que," and "The Melodears'
Swing." Miss Hutton finishes by
singing and dancing the latest

swing craze, "The Suzi-Que."

Laseter, R. H. Ford and Edward
Tucker.

Charlotte—Phil Longdon, J. E.

Holston, G. E. Ebersole, Sam Hin-
son, J. O. Mock and C. T. Harden.
Dallas—Herman R. Beiersdorf, W.
S. Miller, Neal D. Houaton, Dan
Scott, D. T. Rathbone, T. P. Tidwell,

J. R. Gribble and Clyde Miller. Mem-
phis—Thomas W. Young, Nat Wyse,
I. T. Baskin, Mark Sheridan and R.

M. Bandy. New Orleans—Ernest V.
Landaiche, H. P. Shallcross, George
R. Pabst, G. J. Broggi and Malcolm
Johnson. Denver—R. J. Morrison,
Hugh Rennie, E. M. Loy, C. A. Lar-
son, J. J. Larsen and Miss A. K.
LeGendre.

Los Angeles—John N. Dillon, W.
T. Wall, B. F. Robison, Morris Sud-
min and Elmer Youngs. Portland

—

Charles F. Powers, C. L. Robinett,

V. A. Whitcomb and Herschel Fox.
Salt Lake City—Charles L. Walker,
Joseph D. McElhinney, J. L. Tid-

well, V. J. Dugan, Carl J. Hallstrom
and C. A. Blasius. San Francisco

—

George M. Ballentine, Al Laurice,
Walter H. Cree, Floyd C. Bernard,
J. W. Flanagan, J. M. Westergren
and Ray Telfer. Seattle—Herndon
Edmond, A. Gollofon, H. A. P. Fred-
erick, J. W. Brooks and A. Filigno.

Find Violin 'Stolen' 15 Years
Denver — Fifteen years ago, Charles

Scheureman, playing in the Center The-
ater orchestra, reported the 'theft' of

a $250 violin to police. This week,
workmen tearing out boxes as part of

a renovating job at the Center, uncov-
ered the missing instrument.
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By RALPH WILK
"T)ELLA WHEELING, 19-year-old^ Oakland, Cal., brunette, can

thank a smiling Fate for the fact

that she has been awarded a six

months' contract as a Paramount
actress.

After seeing her on the stage of

the Warren Little Theater in Oak-
land several months ago, Leo Mc-
Carey, Paramount producer-director,

engaged her for a "bit" in his new-
est picture, "Make Way for Tomor-
row," which is now being edited. In

reducing the film to the proper
length, a cutter eliminated the se-

quence in which Delia had ap-

peared.
Searching the cutting-room floor

yesterday for a scene he intended to

restore, McCarey accidentally
picked up the strip showing the

girl, and ran it through the projec-

tor. Amazed at what he had al-

most missed, he sent the piece of

celluloid to William LeBaron, and
before the day was over Delia had
been signed to the term pact.

T T

Signing of Leonard J. Ross, au-

thor of the New Yorker's "Hymie

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interestbig "Personalities: No. 77 • • •

BENJAMIN GLAZER. Paramount associate producer. Born in Belfast,

Ireland. Moved with family to Philadelphia when a child. Graduated with

L.L.M. degree from University of Pennsylvania. Practiced law 6 years. Wrote

newspaper editorials for Philadelphia Press and

spare time newspaper reporting while continuing

legal practice. Wrote "The Master," play, which

was produced by Mrs. H. B. Harris with Arnold

Daly as star. With this encouragement, Glazer

gave up law and newspaper work and turned

to the theater. First assignment was for Mol-

nar in adapting "Liliom," "The Swan," "Fashions

for Men." After several years moved to Holly-

wood. Did scenarios on "The Merry Widow,"
"Flesh and the Devil," "Seventh Heaven," 'Ser-

vice for Ladies." In 1931, became Paramount

associate producer. He usually does most of

writing of the films he produces.

Kaplan" series and other well known
works, by Major Pictures has boost-

ed the total list of writers active on

the lot to eight. Ross is assigned

to handle the screenplay on a star-

ring vehicle for Bing Crosby, as yet

untitled.

T T T

Buck Jones has purchased the

film rights to "Law for Tombstone,"

a novel by Charles M. Martin. P
ture will be Buck Jones' n<
starrer for Universal release. Frs e

ces Guihan is writing the scree
play.

Casting assignments— Columbi
Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, "Pa
Avenue Dame"; Thurston Ha
Wade Boteler, Ed Pawley, "Wi
Kind Regards"; Marc Lawrent
George Pearce, John Dilson, "Whi
Heat"; Warner Bros.: Charles Fo
"Ever Since Eve"; Louise Fazend
"First Lady"; Edward Everett Ho
ton, "The Perfect Specimen."

T T

George Crane joins C. King Cha
ney, Inc., distributors of Agfa m
tion picture film, as sales conta
and representative. Crane has be
assistant to George Seid in oper
tion of the Columbia Laboratory f

the past several years.

T T

Mrs. Cecelia Hoyt De Mille Ci

vin, daughter of Cecil B. De Mil
announces she will wed Jose)

Harper, Los Angeles financier, eai"

next January.
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(Continued from Page 1)

ported a net operating profit of $2,-

067,598, after normal Federal in-

come tax, for the 13 weeks ended
March 27, last, which compares with
a profit of $1,239,760 for the first

quarter of 1936. KAO also showed
a healthy leap with a net profit for

the first quarter of 1937 of slightly

more than $500,000, which is almost
double the figure for the correspond-

ing period a year ago.
* * *

At the conclave of KAO's direc-

torate, Leo Spitz was elected chair-

man of the board and president of

the company, and Malcom Kings-
berg, representing the M. J. Mee-
han interests, was elected vice-

chairman. All other officers were
re-elected.

* * *

Authoritative sources informed
The Film Daily that RKO's first

quarter earnings exceed $1,000,000.

This is more than the company's
earnings for the first half of 1936.

There is no statement of the com-
pany's earnings for the first quarter

of 1936 available, as only semi-an-

nual reports have been made by the

Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee.

* * *

With prospects looming bright for

a renewal of the General Theaters
combine in Australia on a 20-year

basis, plans were reported
_
under

way for further conferences in New
York, following the Los Angeles ar-

rival of Charles Munro, manager of

Hoyts Theaters, from Australia.

When Sydney R. Kent, president of

20th Century-Fox, which owns a 50

per cent interest in Hoyts, returns

to New York next month from

abroad, he is expected to participate
in the meetings, together with his
firm's general foreign manager,
Walter J. Hutchinson, who is now
with him. Kenneth Asprey, vice-

chairman of Greater Union Thea-
ters, the other group involved in

the combine, is now in New York,
and Munro is expected to head east

shortly.
* * *

At midweek came formal an-
nouncement of the formation of Art-
cinema Associates, Inc., with Emil
Jensen as president. Company will

engage in both production and dis-

tribution, with headquarters at 729
Seventh Ave., New York. Public
relations and service departments
will be headed by Charles E. Moy-
er. Legal negotiations for the new
corporation were completed by Wil-
liam Clark, of O'Brien, Driscoll and
Raftery, and Harry G. Kosch.

* * *

That important conferences be-

tween Dr. A. H. Giannini, U. A.
president, and Alexander Korda,
British producer, will take place in

New York shortly was indicated

through former's forthcoming trip

east at about the time the latter

arrives here from England. Korda's
10-year distribution arrangement
with U. A. has eight years to go.

Both 20th Century-Fox and Korda
denied during the week that the

producer would join Kent's com-
pany.

* * *

Included among other interesting

developments of the week were: . . .

The turning of industry's suspicious

glances toward indie circuits as pos-

sibly the reason for the crowding
out of the individual theater opera-

tor,—rather than the blame falling
on producer owned groups. Analy-
sis, as presented in an M. P. T. O.
A. bulletin, pointed out that as com-
pared with 2,397 affiliated circuit

houses at present, there are 3,910
theaters operated by independent
circuits . . . Predictions were that

Allied annual convention late next
month in Milwaukee would find or-

ganization discussing plans to spon-
sor more measures similar to the

one introduced in the Minnesota
Legislature seeking to classify the-

aters and do away with the present

system of protection. This aim is

expected to supplement energetic

campaign to bring about passage of

divorce bills in various states . . .

At S. M. P. E. headquarters in New
York, expectations were that some
500 members of the organization

will be on deck for the convention,

slated to be held at the Roosevelt

Hotel in Hollywood, May 24-28, in-

clusive . . . Nathan Yamins, Allied

president, told The Film Daily that

duals can only be eliminated by pro-

ducers making better and fewer pic-

tures, and by calling a halt to prac-

tice of block booking . . . Allied's

denial that it is backing theater di-

vorce bill now before the New Jer-

sey Legislature . . . Restoration by
Kansas censors of the sequences
they recently deleted from the cur-

rent issue of "The March of Time"
and which dealt with U. S. Senator

Burton K. Wheeler's remarks on
President Roosevelt's court plan . . .

Hays organization's committee on
title registration discussed a pro-

posed agreement under the terms
of which members would "de-freeze"

thousands of picture titles. Pro-

ducers, under the proposal's ternj

would be allowed to re-register
per cent of their present total .

in

a!

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

precede any Parliamentary acti

for a 10-year extension of the quoi

•;

In Britain's capital, 20th Centur
Fox's president, Sidney R. Kei
and Movietone News' vice-presideij ^

Truman H. Talley, met immediate
following the latter's arrival the
early in the week, to formulate firjjjj

plans to send Coronation newsr*
footage to the United States wi
the maximum speed.
The ground work necessary to 2

complish this has, cable advices c

clared, already been done by Geraj,!

Sanger, producer of British Movi[,yi
:

tone News, and Sir Malcolm Cam
j

bell, editor. The specific results L
the Kent-Tailey huddle were, ho' r/

ever, not announced. But that Ge
eral Film Distributors will fly il

prints of the event to Tokyo, wi
two Japanese aviators, Masaaki 1

1

uma and Kenji Tsukagoshi, pe 1

forming the spectacular missioJ^

was held definitely set.
* * *

From the Hays office in New Yoi

came the statement that, despi§'

reports to the contrary, Italy h:

not officially decided upon n|

industry regulations, sR.

American companies, to succeed tl^'

ones expiring on July 1. Under co

sideration at Rome is a proposal
increase the distribution right I
from 30,000 lire to between 40,0i

and 80,000 lire on productions du

bed in the country.

3

4.1
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iriving from Sidney. Decision on
inewal of the setup is pending.

P The joint annual sales convention

m the British and European organi-

sations opens Wednesday and winds
> Saturday night. Attending will

British and Continental delegates:
i, . Sutton Dawes, Roy Simmonds, C.
I

! Coag, J. Pattison, K. N. Har-
eaves, J. S. E. Browning, R. J. V.
irsons, V R. Jones, J. Taylor, L. H.
fe, J. Danielli, G. Dartnall, R. E.

J!
Tanner, J. Lyons, J. A. Baggott,
T. Britten, F. A. Spiers, W. R.

oggan, W. Caruthers, J. Morgan,
Moyes, R. B. Kirtland, M. Law-

hce, J. Smart, N. Coulthard, P.
vingstone, J. Todd, A. E. Eustace,
, Wesson, M. Myers, D. Russell, L.
owe, A. S. Barber, H. G.Newman,
C. Preston, C. W. Greenslade, H.
Holdstock, W. G. Patrick and W.
Bell
News representatives Sir Gordon

|:aig, General Manager, British
ovietone News; G. F. Sanger, Pro-
icer, British Movietone News; E.
wtside, Managing Director, Fox
•itish Pictures; Truman Talley,
>well Thomas, Prosper Burinelli,

issel A. Muth, Fred D. Leslie,

ederic Fesneau, Robert Hart-
ann, Count Hans von Pebal, Wil-
im Murray, and Ettore Villani.

Paris Office—European Manager
m Miggins; W. B. Morgan, M.
igot, A. Vanson, L. Lafon, E.
oenig, E. Balk, M. Brianaud,

Feignoux, G. Tuillet, L.
oulbreque, J. McKinstry, L.
luintre, R. Parsy, A. Lafon, A.

|)llin, R. Allusson, R. Robert, A.
Irotons, J. Fredj, G. Von Wynaerde,
I Reyrenns, J. H. Piperno, Bruno
'tax, Managing Director, F. Micuc-
I, L. Magagnini, Ugo Bassi, Luigi
'•ilani, Goffredo Lauricella, Gianni
eferri, and Managing Director R. A.
'freier will come from Berlin; also
* Schmidt, W. Althoff, F. Prauns-
jlaendtl, Dr. Kurt Simon, and H.
V-anek.
[,

i Spain will be represented by Man-
ning Director E. F. Lomba, and
Ihers. From the Baltic States will
"me Managing Director G. Joffe,

Jiga; and from the Near East
'"'ranch Managers, L. Giordiano,
Alexandria, S. Grinwald, Tel Aviv;
1. Amee, Beyreuth; H. Gabbay,
! agdad, R. Nowotny, Istanbul, and
J

. Loulodopoulo, Sofia.

Salary Cuts Proposed
Equity Council will act tomor-

" )w on a proposal to amend the as-
)ciation's constitution to cut the
ilaries of President Frank Gill-

iore and Executive Secretary Paul
f. Dullzell to $7,500 and $5,200

Spsp^tively, a sharp reduction. The
ljny'^1 was made by a group op-
jpsc^o the present administration,
' hich has obtained 650 names to a
'' etition urging Walter Hampden to
Ian against Gillmore for the pres-
lency.

NEWS of the DAY
Bristol, N. H.— Bristol Theater,

operated by the Interstate Theater
Corp., will have its capacity in-

creased from 250 to 400 seats. It

will be closed for a month for al-

terations. Manager William K.
Lydston meanwhile is to devote his

time to theaters in Rochester, N. H.,

St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Vergennes,
Vt.

West DePere, Wis.—William Vin-
cent is erecting a $6,000 addition to

his Nicolet Theater here.

Detroit—Saul Korman has taken
over the Holbrook Theater, North
End house, from Anthony Klein and
Carl Reiter.

Wilmington, 111.—Fred Anderson
has let contracts for the installa-

tion of Ultraphonic sound equip-
ment and De Luxe Air-Loc chairs
for his new theater here. The house

Chicago Decision Fails

To End Bank Nights

(Continued from Page 1)

is using the game in several key
cities.

GST executive told The Film
Daily yesterday that circuit would
not drop Bank Nights until the Su-
preme Court had handed down a
decision in the case of the Fischer
Theater at Danville.

Meanwhile, States Attorneys in

several of the smaller cities are
threatening prosecution if Bank
Nights continue.

Para. Annual Report May
Show Net of $6,000,000

(Continued from Page 1

)

this afternoon. Estimates have
placed the figure in the neighbor-
hood of $6,000,000. It is possible

that the report covering the first

quarter of 1937 will also be made
public.

Strausberg Corporation

Invading Westchester

Simon Kutner, broker, has leased
for Sam Minskoff and Sons, build-

ers, for a period of 21 years, a 600-
seat film theater to be erected at

600 Main St., New Rochelle. The
tenant is the Samuel Strausberg
Theaters Corp., operators of about
50 moving picture houses in Brook-
lyn and Queens. This represents
their first venture in Westchester.
The lease calls for a minimum ren-
tal of approximately $300,000, plus
a percentage of the gross receipts.

It is expected that the theater will

be in operation about Oct. 1.

Foreign Orders Filled
Omaha—The Ballantyne Co., ex-

port division of Scott-Ballantyne,
reports shipment of Largen Sound
Systems to New Zealand, Canada,
the Dominican Republic and France.

is now in process of construction
and will be opened about May 1.

Tuscola, 111.—The Strand Theater,
formerly known as the Lyric, has
been acquired by George Barber.

Simcoe, Ont.—R. Hamilton of the
Capitol Theater will build a theater,
stores and apartments on Norfolk
St., near Robinson St. at estimated
cost of $40,000.

Altamont, III. — Ned Easley has
closed his State Theater temporar-
ily.

EXHIB. RIGHTS UNDER

N. J. DIVORCE BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

forcement in the hands of the U. S.

District Courts.
This appears to be the principal

difference between the measures.
The New Jersey bill would become
operative on May 1, 1938. Each
measure imposes a fine of not more
than $10,000, not more than one
year in jail, or both, for violations.

Under the Jersey proposal, all the-

aters in the state would be required

to file statements giving data on
their operations and also a list of

stockholders.

Remington, Ind. — The Legion
Theater has been reopened by Ross
Williams.

Hatco Theaters Quits
Albany—A certificate dissolving

the corporate existence of Hatco
Theaters, Inc., Middletown, has been
filed in the office of the Secretary
of State.

Yourpatrons aren't

EastIndian Fakirs

They will not take SEAT PUNISHMENT

You take the punishment if

seats are the punishing kind.

Patrons go where seats offer

luxurious comfort . . . the Amer-

ican Seating Company kind.

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Sealing for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL



WAKE UP AND LIVE

GIVES ROXY, IM.Y.

ALL-TIME RECORD!
* 6,371 people crowd house to over-

capacity at midnight preview. Boxoffice

had to stop selling tickets. 171 people

stand 90 minutes to see show!

* 1,500 people in line at 10 a. m. open-

ing day (Friday) storming the doors.

* Doors forced to open at 9 a. m. Satur-

day for first time in history of theatre to

accommodate extra-show crowds.

* Watch for more record-breaking news!

No wonder Mae Tinee says in the Chicago Daily Tribune:" 'Wake

Up and Live* goes on must list. Read the ads. Believe 'em. Go

see for yourselves !
"

cJ\

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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FIGURE PARA. FIRST QUART. NET AT $2,011,000

New South Wales Quota May Force U. S. Distrib. Exit
// //

They Say
. . and other matters

By CHESTER B. BAHN -

"THEY say"—you hear it repeatedly

—

that American film audiences, con-

fronted with long features, are restive...

that they are indifferent to color photog-

raphy... that Hollywood studio stories are

hackneyed and lacking in pulling power...

that out-of-sight-out-of-mind applies with

telling force to a star.

Members of the "they say" chorus would

do well to ponder the biz done by "A Star

is Born" at the Radio City Music Hall, for

the b.o. draw of Selznick's production,

which stays a second week, tends to shat-

ter all of their familiar contentions.

"A Star Is Born", you see, runs 111

minutes, is in Technicolor, tells a Holly-

wood story, and Fredric March's co-star,

Janet Gaynor, is making her first screen

appearance in six months, her third in a

year.

SPEAKING of current Broadway pictures

showing marked strength, there's 20th

Century-Fox's "Wake Up and Live" cred-

ited with both a single day's attendance

and week-end b.o. records at the Roxy.

You may expect those who feel that

radio appearances by film stars are an

asset to cite "Wake Up and Live" as a

prime example of broadcasting's benefits.

Be that as it may, nevertheless it is such

instances which promise lively sessions for

the MPTOA's radio committee which con-

venes Thursday for the first time.

AND speaking of the MPTOA and its un-

ending search for "cures" for exhibi-

tor ills, down in Lima, Peru, they seem to

have found a simple solution for the dou-

Je feature program. A municipal or-

"iance forbids film programs longer than

„..o hours, with exhibitors subject to fines

for violations. The ordinance admittedly

is designed to end duals, provision being

made for special permits should a single

feature exceed 120 minutes.

At any rate, give the Lima's credit for

action.

Reisman, Back from Australia,

Hopeful of Concessions

by Government

RKO Radio will be forced to with-
draw from distribution in New
South Wales if the government
there insists that American compa-
nies produce locally to meet quota
requirements because the cost of

such production would be greater
than the profit earned in the coun-
try, it was said yesterday by Phil

Reisman, RKO Radio foreign sales

head. It was apparent from Reis-
(Continued on Page 3)

To Set Duffy Bill Hearing
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hearing dates for the

Duffy Copyright bill are expected to
be set by the Senate Patents Commit-
tee at its meeting today. Strong sup-
port for the Duffy measure in the upper
house is claimed.

WORLD TO HANDLE 26

FEATURES IN '37-38

Beginning next season, World Pic-
tures Corp. with an enlarged per-
sonnel, plans to begin large-scale
distribution of foreign films by
offering a program of 26 features,
8 three-reelers and 13 one-reelers

(Continued on Page 18)

Experts to Judge Ampa
Display Entries Today

That history is also made by day
was demonstrated by the opening
yesterday of the AMPA-sponsored
film advertising and poster art ex-
hibit on the second floor of Loew's

(Continued on Page 17)

DALLAS TRUST TRIAL

SET FOR LATE JUNE

Trial of the Department of Jus-
tice anti-trust action against ma-
jor distributors and the Hoblitzelle-
O'Donnell theater interests of Texas
has been tentatively scheduled for
the end of June in the U. S. Dis-
trict Court at Dallas. Attorney
George Wright, local counsel for
the distributors, has returned to

Dallas following conferences on the
suit in New York.
Right to fix admission prices of

subsequent runs and of distributors

to ban playing of their pictures on
dual bills are involved in the action.

Estimate Announced, Follow-

ing Meeting of Board

of Directors
Following a meeting of its board

of directors yesterday, Paramount
announced an estimate of $2,011,000
for its consolidated earnings for the
first quarter ended April 3, last.

Announcement of the company's an-
nual report is expected to be made
today, after its approval by the di-

rectorate yesterday.
First quarter earnings estimated

include approximately $391,000 of
dividends from non-consolidated sub-
sidiaries and have been computed
after all charges including inter-

(Continued on Page 3)

20th-foxTmTroving

roxy theater offer

No Conspiracy", Metro
Answer to Fuller Suit

New Orleans—Stating unsatisfac-
tory business relations with George
Fuller as one of the reasons why it

refused to sell him in Florida, M-G-
M filed its answer yesterday in the

(Continued on Page 4)

Film Industry to Control Television

Eventually, Declares Harry M. Warner

MPTOA Radio Committee
To Convene on Thursday

First meeting of the M. P. T. O.
A. committee on radio competition
is definitely scheduled for Thurs-
day at the office of Walter Vincent,
chairman, at 1776 Broadway, at 2.30

(Continued on Page 4)

After examining television devel-
opments in England, Harry M. War-
ner, returning to New York yester-
day on the Normandie, expressed
the opinion that when this enter-
tainment does reach general com-
mercial use, the film industry will

handle it.

"Television is a long time off,"
{Continued on Page 18)

Indications were yesterday that
20th Century-Fox would improve its

offer for the Roxy Theater by pro-
viding for acquisition of the out-

standing Class A stock of the the-

ater and would also meet the objec-

tions of creditors.

Hearing on the plan was adjourn-
(Continued on Page 4)

Expect 267 Attendance

at M-G-M Sales Parley

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two hundred and

sixty-seven members of M-G-M's
distribution forces in the United
States and Canada will attend the
company's annual sales convention

(Continued on Page 4)

New Floods Menace Cities

Tri-State area of Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, West Virginia faced the threat

of new floods yesterday, reports from
the area being frankly apprehensive of

the worst April torrents in years.

Streams on a rampage include the Ohio
and its tributaries, the Allegheny and
Monongahela. Cities menaced last night

were, notably, Pittsburgh. Johnstown,
Wheeling, W. Va. and Cumberland, Md.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 22'/2 22'/2 22y2 — 1 Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 32 32—1
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 33,4 3y4 33/4 + Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14'/2 14 14 — l/

2

East. Kodak 1565/8 155 155 —3
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 27'/8 26 26 + 1%
Loew's, Inc 78 76 76'/2 — 3

do pfd 107'/2 1 07 1/2 1 07 V2 + 1

Paramount 22% 21

V

4 21% — 3/4
Paramount 1st pfd. 155 153 153 — 1

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 '/4 195/s 193/4 — 3/4

Tathe Film 8% 7% ?3/4 — V4
RKO 9 8'/2 8% — 3/8

20th Century-Fox . . 38% 36% 37 — 1%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 46% 46% 46% — 3

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14 13% 13'/4 — 1

do pfd 61 61 61 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46 ... 98% 98% 98% — 1/4

Loew 6s41ww 98% 98 98 — 3/8

Para. B'way 3s55... 73% 73 73 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55...100% 100% 100'/4
RKO 6s41 118 117 117 — 1 1/4

Warner's 6s39 95% 95

V

4 95 1/4 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... 25/8 2% 2% — %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% — %
Technicolor 23 21 % 21 % — 1 %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked

Pathe Films 7% pfd 94 97

REAL ESTATE BONDS

Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15

Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47... 97% 98%
Met. Playhouse '43 73 75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40 58 59%

Scully In Boston Post-

John Scully becomes manager of

Grand National's Boston branch,

effective May 3. He succeeds Harry
Segal, resigned,

Coming and Going
RUFUS LeMAIRE, who returned to New York

yesterday on the Normandie, leaves for the

ccast in one week.

WILLIAM F. BARRETT returned to New York
yesterday from London.

JAMES CAMPBELL has gone to the coast

from New York.

ARTHUR A. LEE has deferred his sailing for

England until May 5, when he departs on the

Queen Mary. MRS. LEE and their two children

will accompany him.

GEORGE ROSS returned to New York yester-

day on the Normandie after a trip to London
and various parts of the continent.

HARRY M. WARNER, JOSEPH BERNHARD
and SAM E. MORRIS arrived in New York yes-

terday on the Queen Mary.

O. LOUPART of the Phillips M. P. Co. landed

in New York yesterday on the Queen Mary.

JOE BRANDT, who has been spending sev-

eral weeks in New York at the St. Moritz,
leaves early next week for the west coast.

JAMES MELTON, screen actor, arrives in

Chicago early in May to attend the premiere
there of his Warner feature, "Melody for

Two."

ROSE FRANKEN, author and playright, ar-

rived in New York yesterday from Hollywood.

MARK SANDRICH, RKO-Radio film director,

sails for England tomorrow on the Normandie,
accompanied by MRS. SANDRICH. They plan
subsequently to motor through various con-
tinental countries.

ATTORNEY HERMAN DUSHKIND returned to

New York yesterday on the Normandie from
abroad.

J. B. KLECKNER, president of Motiograph
Co. of Chicago, is here with ERIC PETERSEN,
his Eastern district manager.

CHARLES WILKES, Syracuse Fire Marshal, and
MRS. WILKES return home today from At-
lantic City and New York.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT has returned to New
York from Hollywood.

E. V. RICHARDS left New York last night

returning to New Orleans.

GEORGE WALSH yesterday returned to

Poughkeepsie from New York.

N. L. NATHANSON is in New York from
Toronto.

ATTORNEY GEORGE WRIGHT has returned
to Dallas from New York.

GROVER WHALEN and fellow members of
a commission representing the New York
World's Fair, sail for France aboard the Nor-
mandie on Wednesday.

WALTER ABEL, stage and screen actor, re-
turns to Hollywood from New York on May 5
to appear in "Flight From Glory," the forth-
coming Robert Sisk production for RKO.

ALEXANDER HALL, Paramount film director,
leaves Hollywood shortly for New York, and
will sail for Europe for a three months' vaca-
tion.

DENNIE MOORE, New York stage come-
dienne, is en route to the coast to appear in

"Angel" for Paramount.

GRACE MOORE, Columbia's operatic star, left

New Yoik yesterday afternoon for Hollywood.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO foreign sales head, re-

lumed yesterday from a 'round-the-world trip.

JULES LEVY returned yesterday from a sales

trip.

EDGAR MOSS was in New York yesterday
from Philadelphia.

Court Says "Lucky Number"
Tickets Lack Legal Rights

Denver—Holders of "lucky num-
ber" admission tickets have no legal
contract right to gift prizes offered,
according to a decision handed down
by the Colorado Supreme Court.

In the case the Supreme Court
affirmed the decision of a Denver
judge in the case of Helen Slagle,

who sued the Construction Progress
Exposition for possession of an au-
tomobile claiming she held the
lucky ticket.

The court ruled "No contract
right could arise out of the situation

thus presented, lacking as it does
all the essential elements of a legal

contract."

Le Maire, Home, Finds

U. S. Talent is Better

350,000 Shares of Mono.

Offered to Buying Public

Public offering of 350,000 shares
of common stock of Monogram Pic-

tures Corp. was made yesterday by
J. A. Sisto & Co. at $3.75 a share.

Funds will be used to provide addi-
tional capital for expanding the
operations of Monogram.
The company has agreed to make

immediate application to have its

stock listed on the N. Y. Curb Ex-
change.
Pro forma consolidated balance

sheet of the company and its sub-
sidiary at Jan. 31, 1937, after giving
effect to the present financing,
shows total current assets oi $1,-

394,539 and current liabilities of
$15,845.

"There is better talent in America
than abroad," said Rufus LeMaire,
Universal studio executive, as he
arrived in New York yesterday on
the Normandie after a trip abroad.
While in London, LeMaire con-

ferred with George Arliss, whom
he is personally managing and also
Danielle Darrieux, French actress,
who joins Universal at the coast in

September. LeMaire spent five

weeks in Europe and after a week
in New York, goes on to Hollywood.

Sunday Films Banned
Brattleboro, Vt.—The city coun-

cil has voted to go back to its old
blue laws and has placed a ban on
Sunday movies.

New Mo. Sales Tax Bill

Gives Retailers a Spit

Jefferson City, Mo.—The Senate
Ways and Means Committee has
drafted a substitute for the House
2 per cent sales tax bill sponsored
by Gov. Lloyd C. Stark. The 2 per
cent rate is retained in the substi-
tute but there is also a provision
that retail merchants, etc., may re-
tain 3 per cent of their sales tax
collections provided they remit their
returns to the State Auditor within
15 days from the end of each calen-
dar month. Such a plan is favored
by the Missouri Retailers Associa-
tion. Among the exemptions writ-
ten into the substitute are all forms
of advertising, coal used for gen-
erating power, laundry and cleaning
service and freight charges. The
State Auditor is also instructed to
use metal tokens instead of the
present pasteboard disks for mills.
The expiration date for the tax is

fixed as May 31, 1939, the levy is

expected to raise $27,500,000 annu-
ally.

Nebraska's Bank Night

Case Appeal is Certain

Lincoln, Neb.—Regardless of the
way that District Judge Fred Mess- i

more of Beatrice rules in the Bank
Night test case now before him, the
decision will be appealed to the

j

State Supreme Court, it was said
yesterday by counsel. Crux of the
case centers on whether there is

consideration in return for Bank
Night awards. The attorney Gen-
eral claims that consideration is

given by participants in time, ef-
fort and registration and in attend-
ing the theater to win a prize.

GFD to Handle Chesterfield

and Invincible in Britain

Under a deal just completed,
General Film Distributors will han-
dle the Chesterfield-Invincible pro-
grams for 1935-36 and 1936-37 in

the British Isles, it was stated by
William F. Barrett upon his return
to New York yesterday on the Nor-
mandie from London. Twickenham,
now in receivership, had previously
acquired the product, which totals

36 features. Barrett has been in

England for three months.

NOWf You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

REEL-PAK
BOXES

...the new ICC Approved Package for ship-
ment of motion picture film on reels. Strong,
lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pro-

tection. More economical. Saves space. Mai
of high-test solid fibre with corrugated cornb.
protectors. Gives full protection at new lowcost.

JERSEY CITY
N. J.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.

.
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(fill QUOTA TO FORGE

U.S. DISTRIBUTOR EXIT

(Continued from Page 1)

man's remarks that other major
companies are in the same position

as RKO Radio.
Reisman pointed out that in a

few years, American companies un-

der the New South Wales law,

would have to make about 50 or 60

pictures annually in the country. He
observed that this was a practical

impossibility because people would

have to be sent from Hollywood

where, he insisted, there was not at

present enough trained people to go

around. Besides, he said, quota pro-

duction by American companies has

everywhere been unprofitable.

Reisman said that while in Syd-

ney, he had spent an afternoon with

Premier Stevens of New South

Wales and had pointed out that

American companies could not prac-

tically produce in Australia. He
informed the Premier that RKO Ra-

dio was willing to do everything

possible to aid the Australian pic-

ture industry, by distributing at

cost any good picture produced in

New South Wales, and also by help-

ing to train people for the Austra-

lian industry.
Reisman declared he was hopeful

that as a result of his talk with

the Premier, the quota restrictions

would not be enforced. Frederick

Daniell, a representative of the New
South Wales movie industry, will

arrive here in about a month, to dis-

cuss the question of U. S. aid, Reis-

man said.

Reisman remarked that every-

where throughout the world coun-

tries were seeking to have the

American movie firms subsidize

their production. "If we do so, we
might as well close up the foreign

I
departments," he stated.

Business throughout the world is

very good, with the exception of

Europe, he said.

George Fields Dies

Funeral arrangements are pend-

ing for George (Honeyboy) Fields,

43, radio comedian, who died sud-

denly of a heart attack in Penn-
sylvania Station on Sunday. He
lived in Bayside, Queens.

APRIL 27

George K. Arthur

George Manker Watters

T T T
• • • THE FINEST and most complete Exhibit of adver-
tising material of one industry ever presented now under
way on the second floor of Loew's State building com-
prising the exhibits of the various producers in competition
for the AMPA second Annual Awards Chairman Hap
Hadley and his hard working committee have done a splendid

job

T T T
• • • THIS EXHIBIT should be generously supported by
the entire industry it is a prestige-builder par excellence

with the public in general it points the way to an annual
Industry Exhibit covering all departments of the business
which could be made as important and popular as the other
industrial exhibits such as the auto show the AMPA lads

have made a good start in this direction by sending in-

vites to all colleges and schools having art courses in the met
territory to several hundred art directors and teachers

of public schools and to motion picture study classes in

schools and colleges

T T T
• • • A GRAND job has been done by Paul Gulick, Chair-
man of the Judges Committee, who invited the judges to serve

for the four different classes of exhibits the outstanding
authorities in their respective fields comprise the brilliant list

four sets of Judges' Ballots have been prepared, for 1st,

2nd and 3rd choices in each balloting the judging of the
hard-to-handle 24-sheet posters has been dramatized and sim-
plified by hanging them on sliding wires one in back of another,

with a bench opposite where the judges can study the exhibits

in leisure and comfort

T T T
• • • WHAT WE are trying to say is that AMPA has
embarked on a very worthwhile and significant undertaking in

these Annual Awards the fact that such men as Adolph
Treidler, dean of American poster artists, H. B. LeQuatte,
President of the Advertising Club, and executives of leading

advertising organizations and publications felt honored to serve

as judges for these Awards should make every worker
in the advertising and publicity departments feel proud
as General Chairman Vincent Trotta expressed it: "The Ex-
hibit affords a showplace to mark the modern trends in styliza-

tion, handling of type, design, and presentation of all the ele-

ments of advertising presented on paper." the AMPA ad-

ministration under Gordon White has done a great service to

the entire industry with the inauguration of the Annual Awards.

T T T
• • • AN ALL-DAY Spring Conference will be held by
the National Board of Review's junior clubs on Saturday, May
15 in the morning the groups will be the guests of the

8th Street Playhouse, with a showing of movies made by junior

groups then a luncheon and an open forum in the

afternoon at the New York University these youngsters
represent one of the most intelligent groups of critics in the

world

T T
• • • THE ANNUAL Drive of the Catholic laity in this

district is under way, with many prominent film execs on the
Motion Picture Committee send contribs to George W.
Weeks at GB, who is acting for the Committee

T T T
• • • OUR GIRL Friedegg is working evenings as a
ventriloquist's dummy "How come you landed that job?"
we asks "Well ya see, Phil," sez Frieda, "the ventriloquist

tells me I'm the only dummy that doesn't let out a holler when
I sit on his knee and he gives me a hard squeeze"

« « « » » »

$2,011,000 QUARTER

NET FOR PARAMOUNT

(.Continued from Page 1)

est, Federal taxes (except those on
undistributed profits), depreciation

and reserves. The earnings, how-
ever, do not include about $640,000
representing the company's net in-

terest as a stockholder in the com-
bined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially-owned firms.

There were outstanding as of
April 3, 155,890 shares of cumula-
tive convertible $100 par value 6
per cent first preferred stock and
597,651 shares of cumulative con-
vertible $10 par value 6 per cent
second preferred stock. After de-
ducting $323,482 of dividends ac-
crued for the quarter on these out-
standing preferred shares, the re-
maining $1,687,518 represents $.72
per share on the 2,330,449 shares of
common stock outstanding on April
3, 1937. Computed on the aggre-
gate of the estimated consolidated
earnings of $2,011,000 and the un-
distributed earnings of $640,000 re-
ferred to above, the earnings per
common share calculated on the
same basis would be $1.00.

The consolidated earnings for the
first quarter 1936 amounted to
$718,921 after applying $800,000 of
the inventory reserve provided as
of Dec. 28, 1935, and Paramount's
net interest as a stockholder in the
combined undistributed earnings for
the quarter of partly-owned com-
panies totalled $460,000.

The above results do not include
earnings of Olympia Theaters, Inc.

and its subsidiaries which were in
receivership throughout both per-

ods and are now involved in reor-
ganization proceedings, which it is

believed will be completed during
the next few months.

Each share of first preferred stock

is convertible into seven shares of

common stock and each ten shares

of second preferred stock are con-

vertible into nine shares of common
stock.

Progress has been made in reduc-

ing interest charges. Total annual
interest charges of the company and
its consolidated subsidiaries payable

on debt existing as of Jan. 2, last,

after giving effect to subsequent
interest reductions and savings due

to refundings, amounted to approxi-

mately $1,950,000 as contrasted with

approximately $2,800,000 payable as

of Dec. 28, 1935, the close of the

previous fiscal year.

Two Records for "Live"

"Dake Up and Live" set a new single

day's attendance mark at the Roxy on

Saturday, house management announced

yesterday. Draw of 33,145 was 284

more than "Cock-Eyed World" did on

Aug. 7, 1929. Week-end b.o. record

for the film was also claimed by the

Roxy.
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20TH-F0X IMPROVING

ROXY THEATER OFFER

(.Continued from Page 1)

ed yesterday by Special Master
Pratt until today while negotiations
continued. Samuel Kramer, counsel

for the stockholders' protective com-
mittee, said he expected an offer

to be made for the stock.

It is understood that the improved
offer for the theater may be pre-

sented to ithe special master as

bearing the approval of all objec-

tors to the plan.

MPTOA Radio Committee
to Convene on Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

p. m. Attendance of all members
is indicated.
Committee has been named to de-

termine extent of radio competition,
particularly that due to appearance
of film players on the air, and to de-
vise means of coping with the
problem.

Fulton, Mo., Houses Sold
Springfield, 111. — The Frisina

Amusement Co. has purchased the
only two theaters in Fulton, Mo. and
will take over their immediate
operation, J. B. Giachetta, managing
director, announced. One seats 800
and the other 500. The Frisina
Amusement company has theater
holdings in Illinois, Iowa and Mis-
souri.

Monogram-Midwest Starts
Midwest Film Company, Inc., in

Milwaukee, of which Charles W.
Trampe is president, has changed
its name to Monogram-Midwest
Film Co., Inc. Offices are located
at 1032 North 8th Street. Mono-
gram's Buffalo offices will be opened
this week at 505 Pearl St.

James Ellison Weds
Yuma, Arizona—Gertrude Durkin

of Beverly Hills, screen actress, and
James Ellison, Hollywood film play-
er, were married here on Sunday by
Superior Judge Henry Kelly after
an airplane trip from Los Angeles.
The bride is a sister of Junior Dur-
kin, juvenile screen actor killed in

an automobile accident two years
ago.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Cecil B. DeMille has obtained two
genuine pirogues (hollowed-out canoes)

for "The Buccaneer," but can't find

anyone who can manage them without
capsizing.—PARAMOUNT.

%) 'Everything Went Black" %)
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Lester Pollock, Manager, Loew's Rochester

Theater, Rochester, N. Y.

As Told to Film Daily ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i

TWAS on the night of Nov. 5, 1936, at precisely 7 :26 when
everything went black. It was immediately evident that

something had gone haywire with the AC current and there
was no telling how long before pro
jection operation would be resumed; I

innovation received a grand recep-

so while the projectionists and stage
hands were burning up the wires
and trying to locate the cause of
trouble, something had to be done
and done mighty quick in view of
a full house and the well established
fact that it doesn't take very long
for a theater audience to become
restless.

So, with my fingers crossed, 1

went up on the stage and made a
brief apology for breakdown due to
circumstances beyond our control,

etc., and, before I knew it, I had
a brainstorm and was soliciting pa-

trons with or without talent to come
up on the stage and entertain them-
selves.

To make a brief story shorter,

the breakdown lasted for 35 min-
utes and all in all, with myself
doubling in brass as the master of
ceremonies, 14 patrons came up on
the stage and presented the best
little unrehearsed amateur show you
ever saw, with a choice variety of
entertainers ranging from an or-

ganist through dancers, singers and
comedians to impersonators.
The audience was most enthusi-

astic and everyone pitched right

into the spirit of the thing and the

tion. Two lone refunds were re
quested during the entire break-
down and I also recollect that my
fingers were still crossed when I

left the stage.

At the time of occurrence it was
an emergency that had to be met

—

the following day it was picked up
by the dailies building up the show
the audience put on in lieu of the
picture and shoving the breakdown
in the background.

After that the story was sent out
over the A.P. wires and numerous
clippings have been sent to me from
various parts of the country . . .

crades featured it and, believe it or

not, there were requests for a repe-
tition of the impromptu show and
suggestions that it be used as a

regular weekly feature.

However, I'm still trying to figure

out whether the incident should be
charged up to the debit side of the

ledger on account of the breakdown
or to the credit side for the pub-
licity it received.

Editor's Note: This is the eighth of

a feature series. Watch for the next
in an early issue.

'No Conspiracy", Metro
Answer to Fuller Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

conspiracy suit involving it, six

others and two Saenger executives.

A hearing was set for the latter

part of May; all have answered but
Uniart.

Denying any conspiracy, Metro
stated it sold Fuller at Fairhope,

Ala., where the "plaintiff has not
conducted its accounts in a satisfac-

tory manner," and that it did not

sell him in Florida for this reason
and because it contracted to Saen-
ger. The answer additionally points

out Fuller's Florida spots are tents

or open airers and states "it was
and is inimical to the best inter-

est of this defendant to license any
of its pictures for a subsequent run
exhibition" in Pensacola as such
runs "would ultimately diminish the

revenue it could derive" from its

first runs there.

Leichter Sets Deals

Mitchell Leichter, vice-president

of Advance Pictures returned yes-

terday from a tour of key cities.

While on the trip he closed distri-

bution deals for eight H. H. Van
Loan pictures for the Kansas City,

Omaha and Minneapolis territories.

Expect 267 Attendance

at M-G-M Sales Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

in Los Angeles from May 2 to

May. 7. The entertainment pro-

gram will include a huge welcom-
ing luncheon at the Culver City
studio May 3; a party at the Hal
Roach studios May 5 and a formal
party at the M-G-M studio on the

night of May 6.

Form Liebling-Wood, Inc.

William Liebling, and Audrey
Wood, have formed Liebling-Wood,
Inc., which will be concerned only
with the marketing of plays and the
personal representation of play-
wrights. The firm will be located

at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, with Miss
Wood as manager. Liebling will

continue to represent actors for the
New York stage and Hollywood.

Authors' League Moving

Authors' League of America, Inc.,

has taken the entire 11th floor in

the building at 6 E. 39th St. New
quarters will also accommodate the
Author's League Fund and the Dra-
matists' Play Service.

Words and Wisdom
yANITY: Most men and women

on the scrceen want to be I \

looking instead of interesting VI
JAMES WONG HOWE.

PLUGGING: A tune is like a
watermelon—you don't know what
you've got until you plug it.—MAX
GORDON (song writer).

SELF-STUDY: Nobody ever told
me that I walked like a duck, with
my toes turned in. You can only
find out things by watching yourself
(in films) over and over again.

—

LILLI PALMER.

CONTENTED: Now I'm a "big-
gy" they want to make a dra-
matic actor out of me. Nix on that
stuff! You won't catch me carrying
any plot on my shoulders. I started
as the comedy relief and I'll end up
the same way.—LIONEL STAND-
ER.

MARRIAGE: If a man appeared
on my horizon whom I loved and
respected; who had integrity,
strength of mind, and a sense of
humor—the sort of man I'd want
to marry, I'd give up my career, and
fame I've gained, anything I've
achieved through years of privation
and struggle, to be his wife.—ROS-
ALIND RUSSELL.

Six Television Papers

at Engineers' Parley

Six papers on television problems
will be presented by members of
RCA Manufacturing Co. at the con-
vention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, May 10-12, in the Hotel
Pennsylvania. Among those who
will present discussions, jointly or
single, are V. K. Zworykin, W. H.
Painter, R. R. Law, C. E. Burnett,
H. lams, R B. Janes, W. H. Hickok,
A. Rose, G A. Morton and L. E.
Flory.

Griffith Offer Accepted
Federal Judge Vincent Leibell

yesterday approved the offer of
Woodson R. Oglesby, counsel for
David Wark Griffith, of $5,000 for
Griffith's real-estate at Mamaroneck
subject to a tax lien of $120,000 and
$500 for 21 silent films subject to

$1,500 storage charges.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Canada's film theater receipts in

1935 totalled $27,173,400, according *£

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics'
(

I

cent report.
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TO THE EVERLASTING GLORY OF

i

A Connecticut Yankee

Huckleberry Finn

at King Arthur's Court

Tom Sawyer

The screen now adds his world-worshipped adventure epic

magnificently immortalized by the cameras of WARNER BROS.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"DEN PIVAR, Grand National asso-

ciate producer, surprised his

friends with news of his marriage
Thursday to Judith Schonzeit, cos-
tume designer of New York. The
ceremony was performed at the
home of the bridegroom's parents.
The newlyweds have taken a house
in Hollywoodland and will defer their

honeymoon trip until after comple-
tion of "Love Takes Flight," which
goes into work immediately under
Pivar's supervision.

T T T

Our Passing Show: Harry Cohn,
Lewis Milestone, Stanley Berger-
man, Ben Markson, Jerry Sackheim,
Claire Dodd, Anthony Jowitt, Doris
Anderson, Lou Edelman, William
Perlberg at "Tovarich."

T T
Charles Bennett is writing for

Samuel Goldwyn, to whom he was
loaned by Universal. He is working
on the "Marco Polo" script. He
has just arrived from England,
where he authored "The Man Who
Knew Too Much" and also did the
screenplay. He also scenarized "39

Steps," "Secret Agent" and "The
Woman Alone."

r T r
Fitting music to milady's fash-

ions of more than a year hence is

the task assigned Victor Young,
Paramount composer-musical direc-

tor, who has been borrowed to do
the arranging and scoring for Wal-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 78 • • •g ROVER JONES. Has authored 300 stories for pictures, 56 of which were
^"^ for Paramount. Also has done innumerable short stories and articles for
Collier's, Saturday Evening Post, etc. Has done everything from scene painting
to directing. First job was that of day laborer

for Universal. Created art titles for Realart,

later absorbed by Paramount. With Vitagraph,
he first was a gag man and then directed 125
comedies, 121 of which he wrote himself. Signed
with Paramount in 1926. Does his work on a

linotype machine in his garage and sends out
all his material in proof form. Says: "A story

is only as good as its plot." His wife, Susan
Avery Jones, gave up her flower shop to care
for the kennel of sheep dogs which Jones likes

next best to his linotype machine. Co-producer
of "Souls at Sea," Paramount, with Henry Hath-
away. Did "The Virginian," "One Sunday Af-
ternoon," with William Slavens McNutt.

ter Wanger's "Vogues of 1938," now
being filmed by Director Irving
Cummings.

Acquisition of three new proper-
ties is announced by M-G-M: "Half-
way House," mystery novel by El-
lery Queen; "Twins for Her Majes-
ty," by Lou Heifetz and Herbert
Klein, and "A Rendezvous with
Love," by William Anthony Mc-
Guire.

Republic purchases include: "The
Last Hand," by Richard Carlton
Nygren; "Hail From Heaven," by

Everett Freeman; "Strip Tease," by
Leston Huntley and Albert Barker;
"First Prize," by Dora Schary.

T T T
Paramount studios, silent picture

era home of Richard Dix, have
opened negotiations with the star
for his return to the fold under a
long-termer. Dix, who recently com-
pleted "The Devil Is Driving," for
Columbia, has one more film to
make for that company.

t »
Joseph H. Steele, recently a mem-

ber of the executive staff of Sam
Briskin at RKO, has been engaged

Banned Anti-Nazi Film

Exhibited in St. Louis
St. Louis—Barred from the Muni-

cipal Auditorium, after a protest
filed by the local German consul,

the anti-Nazi film, "Der Kampf,"
was exhibited at Hibernian Hall
under auspices of the German-
American Club. Meanwhile, the

St. Louis Civil Liberties Committee
and the local Communist Party or-

ganization have filed their own pro-

tests against the municipal ban.

Mooney Leaves Vitagraph
Cleveland — Jim Mooney, head

booker and office manager for the
local Vitagraph exchange for the

past 11 years, has resigned. Wal-
ter Brandt, salesman in the Toledo
territory has been appointed city

salesman. Eddie Catlin, booker for

the past 10 years, goes into the ter-

ritory to succeed Brandt in the Tole-

do section. Judd Spiegel, recently

with the Paramount ad sales in

Pittsburgh comes here to succeed
Catlin as booker. No successor to

JMooney has been appointed as yet.

~\either has Mooney made any an-

Runcement of his future plans.

Vetoes Colo. Dog Racing Bill

Colorado exhibitors are elated over

action of the Governor in vetoing the

bill, passed by the Legislature, to legal-

ize dog racing. The Governor has

signed the measure banning marathons.

Fox Trustee Victorious

in U. S. Supreme Court

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hiram Steelman, U.

S. trustee in bankruptcy for the es-
tate of William Fox, yesterday won
in U. S. Supreme Court his fight
to prevent All-Continent Corp. from
prosecuting in Philadelphia a coun-
ter-action against Steelman's effort
to obtain All-Continent's property
for the bankrupt estate.

as supervisor for Monogram's
"Numbered Woman."

T T T
Casting assignments — Goldwyn:

Allen Jenkins, "Dead End"; Major:
John Payne, "On Such a Night";
RKO: Eduardo Ciannelli, "Super
Sleuth"; Paramount: Barry Fitz-
gerald, "Ebbtide"; GN: Snub Pol-
lard, Charles King, "Rider of the
Rockies".

T T T

Ernest Laemmle, nephew of Carl
Laemmle, will wed Odette Bray,
Hawaiian dancer.

T T

James Cagney will start "Dyna-
mite" for Grand National on May
10, with Richard Rowland produc-
ing. Other G. N. pictures about to
get under way are: "Love Takes
Flight," a Condor production with
Bruce Cabot, May 4; "Something to
Sing About," to be produced and di-
rected by Victor Schertzinger, May
10; Stuart Erwin in "Face the
Facts," May 24; "Honolulu Honey-
moon," a Zion Myers production.
May 31; Anna Sten in "Gorgeous,"
a Eugene Franke production, May
31, and "Grand Canyon," the Rich-
ard Rowland spectacle to be filmed
on actual location in Keller Dorian
color, also starting May 31.

Y T »
Eight Grand National pictures are

scheduled for production in May,
two on location and two at the stu-
dio which will tax the facilities of
this lot to its capacity.

Talent Scout Gets Judgment
Sylvia Saunders, business man-

ager and talent scout, was awarded
a default judgment yesterday of
$83,330 by Supreme Court Justice
William Collins against Alexander
D'Arcy, who appeared in "Carni-
val In Flanders" and "Stolen Har-
mony" and is now a Warner fea-
ture player. Miss Saunders charged
she signed D'Arcy to a 10-year con-
tract with Warner Brothers and was
to receive 25 per cent of the play-
er's salary as his manager. She
was awarded the decision when
D'Arcy failed to appear in court.

Advance "Borgia" Date in S.F.
"Lucrezia Borgia" opened to ca-

pacity business last Saturday at the
Montlake Theater, Seattle, and as
a result its opening at the Clay In-
ternational Theater, San Francisco,
was pushed ahead from May 8 to

May 1.

American Tobis to Import
French, Austrian, Dutch Pix

William Van Beveren, head of the
American Tobis Corp., said yester-
day following his return from a
trip abroad, that he had made ar-
rangements for next season to im-
port 6 French pictures, four Aus-
trian pictures and one or two Dutch
films. Van Beveren, is negotiating
to act as U. S. agent for the pro-
ductions of Sacha Guitry, who plans
to make eight films yearly.

$2,296,797 Claim Fought
The Continental Bank and Trust

Co. of New York, as successor trus-
tee of the Flatbush-Nevins Corp.,
yesterday filed its objection to the
$2,296,979 claim filed by Milton C.
Weisman; against the corporation
for the Fox Theater Corp. In its

objection Continental contends that
under a court order issued April
16, which approved the plan for
reorganization of the Brooklyn Fox
theater and office building, that Fox
Theater Corp. is an unsecured cred-
itor and is, therefore, not entitled

to compensation.

Majors Scout Chi. Talent
Chicago—Talent scouts of M-G-M,

RKO and 20th Century-Fox are here
looking over Chicago Jubilee talent.

Olympia, Wash., Theater
Swept by $70,000 Blaze

Seattle—Capitol Theater's $70,000
fire damage is partially covered by
insurance, it was said yesterday.
Flames swept the projection room,
the upper lounge and the theater in-

terior.

Arco, Ida.—Badly damaged by
fire, which originated in the furnace
room, the Walker Theater here will
be rebuilt, it was announced yester-
day.

Contner Opens Studio
Burgi Contner has opened the

Producers' Service Studio, a one-
stage studio, at Ridgefield, N. J.
Pathe News is shooting a commer-
cial there.

Omaha Bans Sex Films
Omaha — Sex films, so-called, are

banned here by decree of Mayor Dan
Butler and City Welfare Inspector Tom
Knapp. Municipal ban specifically hit
"The Vice Racket," showing at the
Victoria, and "The Pace That Kills,"
shown on a midnight bill at the Town
theater. Former had already played the
Tivoli and Corby; latter was scheduled
for Ralph Golberg's Avenue and Mil-
itary.
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Miriam Hopkins in

"Woman Chases
Man"

with Joel McCrea, Charles Winninger,

Eric Rhodes

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Goldwyn 70 mins.

DELIGHTFUL AND UPROARIOUSLY
FUNNY FARCICAL COMEDY RICH IN

B. 0. PROMISE.

Samuel Goldwyn's "Woman Chases Man"

may be described as delirious, mad, screwy,

or anything else like it, but it's delightful.

It is the sort of thing that keeps an audi-

ence in a continuous uproar. Laugh fol-

lows laugh at such a fast pace that one

must ever be on the alert to catch all

the lines. The same qualities that made

"My Man Godfrey" such a hilarious affair

are here provided and the picture should

appeal to the same type of audiences and

in the same large numbers. Under John

Blystone's direction the piece moves so

fast and furiously that one can hardly

believe the end is reached when it is an-

nounced. The script is a grand job of

composition and smart clever dialogue.

Although its tone is screwy, its line of

plot development is coherent and logical.

Joseph Anthony, Manuel Seff and David

Hertz wrote the screenplay from the story

by Lynn Root and Franklyn Fenton. The

players turn in some swell performances

while conveying the spirit of this run.

Especially good is the work of Joel Mc-

Crea, Miriam Hopkins, Charles Winniger

and Erik Rhodes. Gregg Toland did an

excellent camera job, and the picture is

mounted in the usual classy Goldwyn style.

Goldwyn and his associate producer, George

Haight, deserve much credit for this sen-

sible construction of such nonsensical

material. Miriam Hopkins, an architect,

comes to Charles Winninger who has

planned a new suburb. All Charles, who

is penniless, needs is $100,000, but his

millionaire son won't give it to him for

he believes it's another of his father's

worthless projects. The son, Joel McCrea,

is returning from Europe with Leona Mari-

cle, his fiancee, and Eric Rhodes, her uncle.

The latter two are in reality fortune hunt-

ers. The father has taken Miss Hopkins

to his home because she has no other

place to call home. When she sees the

son, she falls in love with him and vice-

versa. When Miriam and Joel drink a

little too much champagne, a lot of crazy

things happen. During it all, Miss Maricle

shows her true colors and when recovered

from his inebriated state, Joel is very de-

sirous to finance the new suburb.

Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea,

Charles Winninger, Erik Rhodes, Leona

Maricle, Ella Logan, Broderick Crawford,

Charles' Halton, Roger Gray, William Jef-

frey, George' Chandler, Mary Frances Gif-

ford' Alan Bridge, Monte Vandegrift, Jack

Baxley, Walter Woderling, Al K. Hall, DicK

Cramer.
Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate

Producer, George Haight; Director, John

G Blystone; Authors, Lynn Root, Franklyn

Fenton; Screenplay, Joseph Anthony, Man-

uel Seff, David Hertz; Cameraman, Gregg

Toland, ASC; Art Director, Richard Day;

Editor,' Daniel Mandell; Recording Engi-

neer, Frank Maher; Musical Director, Al-

fred Newman.
Direction, Expert Photography, Good

"Make Way for

Tomorrow"
with Victor Moore, Beulah Bondi, Fay

Bainter, Thomas Mitchell, Porter Hall,

Barbara Read, Louise Beavers

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount 90 Mins.

STRONG AND APPEALING HUMAN IN-

TEREST DRAMA THAT WILL SCORE
WITH FAMILY PATRONAGE.

Here is a warmly human, realistic pic-

ture that can be endorsed by exhibitors

everywhere. It deserves much exploitation,

as once the patrons are in they will give

it much word-of-mouth advertising. In

fact, it may create a new cycle of stories.

Leo McCarey deserves much credit, as he

produced and directed the picture, blend-

ing the pathos and comedy. It deals with

parents, who have lost their home, yet do

not want to be a burden on their married

children. Victor Moore and Beulah Bon-

di are perfectly cast as parents, happiiy

married for 50 years, Moore is a book-

keeper, too old to get work. One son,

Thomas Mitchell, reluctantly agrees to

make a home for the mother, while Elisa-

beth Risdon, a daughter, provides shelter

for the father. The mother innocently

does things that embarrass her daughter-in-

law, Fay Bainter, while her fun-loving grand-

child, Barbara Read, also places blame on

her grandparent. Fay forces Mitchell to

suggest an Old Ladies Home for his mother,

while Moore is to be sent to California to

live with another child. The helpmeets

of 50 years are to have five hours together

in New York before Moore leaves for the

West. They visit the hotel, where they

spent their honeymoon. They are wined

and dined by the manager. Gaily, they

waltz. Moore telephones his worried chil-

dren and upbraids them for their neglect

end ingratitude. The picture closes on a

sad note, with the farewell of the sweet-

hearts of a half century. The acting is

high-class throughout.

Cast: Victor Moore, Beulah Bondi, Fay

Bainter, Thomas Mitchell, Porter Hall, Bar-

bara Read, Maurice Moscovitch, Elizabeth

Risdon, Minna Gombell, Ray Mayer, Ralph

Remley, Louise Beavers, Louis Jean Heydt,

Gene Margan.

Producer, Leo McCarey; Director, Leo

McCarey; Based on novel by Josephine

Lawrence; and play by Helen and Nolan

Leary; Screenplay, Vina Delmar; Camera-

man, William C Mellor; Soecial Effects,

Gordon Jennings; Art Directors, Hans Dreier,

Bernard Herzbrun; Editor, LeRoy Stone;

Musical Director, Boris Morros; Musical

Arrangements, Victor Young; Music, George

Antheil; Music and Lyrics, Leo Robin, Sam

Coslow, Jean Schwartz.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Good.

"Tomorrow" Opens May 7

"Make Way for Tomorrow" will

be pre-released for run engagements
in a number of key cities prior to

general release, Paramount an-

nounced yesterday. Pix gets its

world premiere at the Criterion the-

ater here on May 7.

"The Go Getter"
with George Brent, Anita Louise, Charles

Winninger

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warners 92 mins.

FAST-MOVING, EXCITING TALE HAS
SUPERB PERFORMANCE BY CHARLES
WINNINGER.

"The Go Getter" is a picture notable

for the superb performance of Charles

Winninger as "Cappy Ricks". So engros-

sing and lovable is he in this role that he

makes of the rest of the picture primar-

ily an agreeable background. He makes
laughs where none grew before, and audi-

ences everywhere are going to enjoy him

thoroughly. Peter B. Kyne's familiar sto-

ries about Cappy Ricks have been put into

a brand new setting in this movie and

given a brand new tempo, and altogether

a fast-moving, exciting tale is unwound
here. It might have dropped, with the

rest of its dating, the Alger Boy business

about the motto "It Shall Be Done." It

does, to some extent, strain the credulity

of a modern day audience, to see George

Brent gaze starry-eyed at the motto on

his watch every now and then. Brent did

well with his role, made it as convincing

as it is possible for an actor to have made
it convincing. Anita Louise turned in her

usual well-handled gentle performance,

looking very pretty indeed, and John Eld-

redge did himself proud with the part of

a slightly heavy. The direction, by Busby

Berkeley, was extremely smooth and the

picture ticked like mad, well put to-

gether, well cut. But it is still Win-
ninger, that veteran of "Show Boat" and

so many Broadway successes, that gives

"The Go Getter" a real spark. The public

is just dying for an oldish man to love

since Will Rogers is gone and George Ar-

liss has been abroad so long, and it looks

like Winninger is it. The story deals

with a hero of the Macon disaster, who
worms his way into a job with a lumber

company. The staff is against him, with

the exception of Cappy Ricks, the retired

owner who insists on keeping his finger in,

and he is given all the dirty work the

firm can discover for him. But the go

getter makes good. Cappy Ricks then

tests him for a big position in China, and

the problem of the hero to deliver a blue

vase with 20 tricks stacked against him is

the high point of the tale.

Cast: George Brent, Anita Louise, Charles

Winninger, John Eldredge, Henry O'Neill,

Joseph Crehan, Gordon Oliver, Eddie Acuff,

Willard Robertson, Pierre Watkin, Helen

Valkis, Herbert Rawlmson, Helen Lowell,

Harry Beresford, Minerva Urecal, Mary

Treen, Edward Price, Ed Gargan, George

Humbert.

Producer, Ha! B Wallis; Associate Pro-

ducer, Sam Bischoff; Director, Busby

Berkeley; Author, Peter B Kyne; Screen-

play, Delmer Daves; Cameraman, Arthur

Edeson; Dialog Director, Irving Rapper;

Editor, William Holmes; Musical Director,

Leo F. Forbstein.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Good.

Morin Will Build

Brookville, Ind. — Howard Morin,

operator of the American Theater,

one of the last of the second floor

theaters in Indiana, will build a

500-seat house here.

Edward G. Robinson in

"Thunder in the City"
Columbia 86 Mins.

MODERATELY ENTERTAINING FILM'S
APPEAL RESTS ON ITS KIDDING AND
ROBINSON'S PORTRAYAL.

This British production from the Atlantic
Studio qualifies for the "moderately en-
tertaining" list. On the credit side
notably, there is the fun provided by the
good-natured kidding of both Britain's blue-
bloods and America's go-getters, and Ed-
ward G. Robinson's change in character-
ization. As debit entries, there are such
matters as an uneven pace, some dull com-
edy footage and Director Marion Gering's
inability to uniformly inject spontaneity and
sparkle. The latter in turn may be as
much the fault of the supporting cast or
the script itself as it is Gering's. Fact
that Robert Sherwood is co-author with
Aben Kandel of the story and screen play
is a tip-off that the tale is not intended
to be taken seriously. Robinson lands in
England after getting washed up in New
York as a publicity man after staging a
ballyhoo stunt that his employers term
undignified. Meeting up with a duke and
his duchess who are impoverished, he be-
comes romantically interested in their
daughter, Lady Patricia. He outsmarts a
British promoter trying to buy a South
African mining property from the duke
which contains a magic metal known as
"magnetite." He gets an option from the
duke, and without any capital starts a
sensational ballyhoo to sell shares to the
conservative British public. It is success-
ful. But the British promoter outsmarts
Robinson by buying a French chemist's
process essential for refining the metal
and without the process the mine product
is useless. So Robinson takes his licking
to save the stockholders. As he bows out,
Vienna-bound Lady Patricia, elects to go
along and Magnelite's shareholders pledge
loyalty. Robinson gives the picture a fair

quota of zip, but even he is bogged down
at times by the material. Nigel Bruce
sfands out as the duke, sketching the role

broadly. Constance Collier is adequate as

ihe duchess. Luli Deste as Lady Patricia

lacks conviction, but hints of possibilities.

Supporting cast is wishy-washy.

Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Luli Deste,

Nigel Bruce, Constance Collier, Ralph
Richardson, Annie Esmond, Arthur Wont-
ner, Elizabeth Inglis, Cyril Raymond, Nancy
Burne, Billy Bray, James Carew, Everley

Gregg.

Producer, Alexander Esway; Director,

Marion Gering; Authors, Robert Sherwood,

Aben Kandel; Screenplay, Same; Editor,

Arthur Hilton; Cameraman, Al Gilks.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

For additional reviews of new releases, turn
to Page 12 of this issue.

$400,000 on "Gorgeous^
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM £>A_

Hollywood—United Players Pro-
ductions, Ltd., will make "Gor-
geous," starring Anna Sten, for

Grand National release. Eugen
Frenke will produce, with the pro-

duction costing about $400,000.

Shooting will start the end of May.
The story is a modern comedy.
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Jane Withers in

"Angel's Holiday"
with Robert Kent, Joan Davis, Sally Blane

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

20th Cent.-Fox 76 mins.

FIRST RATE JANE WITHERS VEHICLE

WITH SNAP AND ACTION MAKES AN

ENJOYABLE COMEDY.

At her very early age, Jane Withers be-

lieves herself to be in love with Robert

Kent and wants him to wait until she be-

comes of age. His true love is Sally Blane,

and to get her man, Jane attempts to dis-

credit her competitor and in so doing

causes everyone concerned a lot of trouble.

The piece is the sort of thing that the

star does very well, and her fans should

find this comedy very enjoyable. The

script by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root is

an entertaining piece of work and James

Tinling has directed it with a lot of snap

and action. The cast includes some capable

comedians, such as Joan Davis, Frank Jenks,

John Kelly and Al Lydell who garner a

host of laughs. As associate producer, John

Stone contributes a first rate Jane Withers

vehicle, one which should make good pro-

gram fare. While on the train with her

father, Jane overhears a conversation be-

tween Sally Blane and Joan Davis. Sally,

a screen actress, is coming home for a per-

sonal appearance, and when she does not

arrive on schedule, the papers report her

as missing. Jane's uncle owns the sheet

and her pal, Robert Kent is one of his

reporters. Jane reveals Sally's hiding place

to Robert who writes a news story on it.

The old romance between Sally and Robert

has been rekindled, but when the girl sees

the paper, she fakes a disappearance by

going to her grandfather's farm. A group

of gangsters learn of her plans and hold

her for ransom. Jane lands at the farm-

house with one of the fake gangsters. The

real kidnappers come there as well, and in

the course of time, Jane escapes. With

the aid of the police and fire departments

the shakedown artists are captured.

Cast: Jane Withers, Robert Kent, Joan

Davis, Sally Blane, Harold Huber, Frank

Jenks, Ray Walker, John Qualen,, Lon

Chaney, Jr., Al Lydell, Russell Hopton,

Paul Hurst, John Kelly, George Taylor, Cy

Kendall, Charles Arnt.

Associate Producer, John Stone; Direc-

tor, James Tinling; Authors, Frank Fen-

ton Lynn Root; Screenplay, same; Cam-

eraman, Daniel B. Clark, ASC; Art Direc-

tor, Bernard Herzbrun; Editor, Nick De

Maggio; Recording Engineers, G P. Cos-

tello, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Direc-

tor, Samuel Kaylin; Song by Harold How-

ard and Bill Telaak.

Direction, Snappy. Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"ZIVATAR A PUSZTAN" ("Storm on

the Plains"), Hungarian dialogue film; pro-

duced in the Hunnia film studio; distrib-

uted by Danubia Pictures, Inc.; written

and directed by Istvan Gyorgy, with Kato

Eory, Zoltan Szakats, Lajos Vertes, Julia

Komar, et al, in the cast. Presented at

the Modern Playhouse. Running time: 78

mins.

Since love and its manifestations are

elemental, it makes little difference

whether audiences witnessing this picture

are acquainted with the Hungarian lang-

uage or not. The action is quite obvious,

and as an example of behaviorism is inter-

esting. Considerable spice is furnished by

the screenplay which tells of a young mar-

ried woman who falls in love with the

suitor of her husband's sister. Although

there are some directorial relapses, the

picture is excellent in other technical de-

partments, particularly the acting. Gen-

erally it is robust entertainment and defi-

nitely more meritorious than many current

imports.

"DER DSCHUNGEL RUFT" ("The Call of

the Jungle"), German dialogue film; an

Ariel production; music by Fritz Wenneis;

directed by Harry Piel, with himself, Paul

Henckels, Ursula Grabley, et al, in the

cast. Presented at the 86th Street Casino

Theater. Running time, 98 mins.

A superbly entertaining film, despite its

absence of English titles. Essentially a

study of animals in their native jungle

haunts, such titling is not missed by Amer-

ican patrons viewing the footage. Through

the sequences run a light narrative of the

film's principal figure, played by Harry

Piel, and how he eventually weds the girl

he loves. There are some brilliantly exe-

cuted episodes, including a grand stam-

pede scene with elephants and other fauna

on the loose. Film fans are bound to like

this crisp, clean and inspiring drama that

is exciting and eye-filling.

"DER JAGER VON FALL" ("The Hun-

ter"), German dialogue film; a Ufa pro-

duction; adapted from Ludwig Ganghofer's

novel; directed by Hans Deppe, with Paul

Richter, Maria Sera, Georgia Holl, et al,

in the cast. Presented at the 86th St.

Garden Theater. Running time: 80 mins.

An engaging tale of the activities of a

band of poachers, whose leader courts two

girls, one ignorant of his sinister activi-

ties, and the other acquainted with his op-

erations in the forests. The transgressor

is finally hunted down. Paul Richter is

the film's hero who tracks down the

poachers. The photography is superb, with

the camera recording Alpine landscapes of

breath-taking beauty. The story is told

with decided tempo and holds interest

throughout. The climax is thrilling with

a hand-to-hand tussle between the guilty

ringleader of the band and the formidable

Richter. They fight on a suspension bridge

that spans a deep gorge.

"JUDAS," Spanish dialogue film pro-

duced in Mexico; a Remex release; di-

rected by Manuel R. Ojeda, with Josefina

Escobedo, Carlos Villatoro, Victor Urru-

chua, Manuel Buendia, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the Teatro Cervantes. Run-

ning time, 85 mins.

An agrarian drama dealing with the

long contest waged by Mexican peasantry

for social reform and liberty. Despite

technical relapses, the film's theme and

acting are powerful, with Victor Urruchua

playing the role of the Judas, who like

his numerous predecessors betrays the

cause of the people into the channels of

tyrany and oppression. There is a tragic

thread of romance built into the story

which culminates in the death of Josefina

Escobedo's heroic lover. Feature's appeal

is almost entirely to Spanish-speaking fans.

"L'UOMO CHE SORRIDE" ("The Smil-

ing Gentleman"), Italian dialogue film; a

Consorzio, El A, production; released by

Nuovo Mondo Motion Pictures, Inc.; story

by L. Bonelli and A. De Benedetti; directed

by Mario Mattoli, with Vittorio de Sica,

Assia Noris, Umberto Melnati, Enrico

Viarisio, in the cast. Presented at the Te-

atro Cine-Roma (The Broadway Theater).

Running time: 76 Mins.

This attraction's story is built along

the lines of the classic "Taming of the

Shrew," with many of the basic elements

of the more modern "Private Lives" thrown

in. Assia Noris is the hard-to-tame woman
from whom Umberto Melnati flees on their

wedding eve. But Vittorio de Sica takes

her as his wife and succeeds in conquer-

ing her supposed untamable spirit. The

acting is good, the direction fair, and the

yarn will strike a responsive chord with

Italian-speaking fans.

"LA HERMANA SAN SULPICIO" ("Sis-

ter San Sulpicio"), dialogue film in Span-

ish; an E.C.E.S.A. de Aranjuez production;

directed by Florian Rey, with Imperio

Argentina, Salvador Soler, Miguel Ligero,

et al., in the cast. Presented at the Te-

atro Cervantes. Running time: 80 Mins.

This film in its general technical de-

partments testifies to the quality of pro-

duction which Spain's studios had attained

before impaired by civil strife. While con-

siderably short of the Hollywood standard,

this is an all around capably made and

acted picture with a strong story of ro-

mance, which deals with how a young

physician falls in love with a pretty nun

and, after he arranges her exodus from the

convent, marries her. There is some tune-

ful music sprinkled through the sequences,

some well-executed dancing, and a bevy of

attractive girls in the cast.

"REDES" ("The Wave"), native dialogue

film made in Mexico; produced by Paul

Strand from a story by him and Velazquez

Chavez; adaptation by Henwar Rodakie-

wicz; titles in English by John Doz Passos

and Leo Hurwitz; photographed by Paul

Strand; released by Garrison Films; music

by Sylvestre Revueltas; directed by Fred

Zinneman and Gomez Muriel, with Silvio

Hernandez, Miguel Figueroa, Antonio Lara,

David Valles Gonzales, in the cast. Pre-

sented at the Filmarte Theater. Running

time: 60 Mins.

For discriminating and appreciative audi-

ences, this feature, with its glorious pho-

tography, its simple but powerful story

and genuine technical excellence, is a pro-

duction of rare delight. Its English titles,

properly conservative in their number, ef-

fectively explain the action. Paul Strand,

hailed generally by art critics as America's

top-flight photographer, shows his master-

ful conception of form and composition in

his work with the camera, enhancing im-

measurably the appeal of the story which

deals with the central character played by

Silvio Hernandez. He is a fisherman, who,

when his son dies from starvation, leads

his fellow fishermen into revolt to correct

the sociological evils which produce their

unfortunate lot in life.

"LA VOCE LONTANA ("The Voice

From Afar"), Italian dialogue film; Cines

Pittaluga production; story by Luigi Bo-

nelli; directed by Guido Brignone, with

Sandra Ravel, Gianfranco Giachetti, Carlo

Mauri, et al, in the cast. Presented at

the Miami Theater. Running time, 74

mins.

Excepting the magnetic personality of

the attractive blonde, Sandra Ravel, there

is little alluring about this Italian pro-

duction. Acting is generally below par,

and the story rather outmoded and naive.

Carlo Mauri, the piece's "hero," drops

the pretty Sandra Ravel like a hot potato

when she confides in him that her rise

to radio stardom was via the bestowal of

her favor on various men. Her shocked

suitor then turns to marriage with a

peasant girl, with the match abetted by

the boy's father. It is, at best, mildly

entertaining fare.

SHORTS
Popular Science—J6-5

Paramount 11 mins.
Interesting

Interesting reel of scientific sub-
jects with pop angle, done in na-|

tural color. First is presented the
world's largest camera, at the Bu-
reau of Standards at Washington,
used to make maps and charts for

the Geodetic Survey. Then comes
the number for the femme and espe-
cially the housewives, with some
nifty modern household gadgets. A
new indoor hobby to supplement the
tropical fish—a glass cage contain-
ing red ants so you can see them
at work. Finishes with a study of

the making of electric light bulbs,

and the marvels of plastic surgery
as a girl's nose is beautified.

"Chicken A La King"
(Color Classic Cartoon)

Paramount 8 mins.
Laffs

This Max Fleischer color cartoon
has a rooster playing the Sultan in

his harem. Everything goes okay
till Ducky-Wucky, a flirty duck with
a Mae West makeup and voice ap-
pears. The Sultan goes for the new
charmer in a big way, till the duck's
boy friend appears and licks the
stuffings out of him in a duel. Then
the harem hens finish the job as the
duck goes off with Ducky Wucky.
Fast tempo, and good comedy gag-
ging.

"The Twisker Pitcher"

(Popeye Cartoon)
Paramount 7 mins.

Fun Riot

A very fast-moving and hilarious
cartoon as Popeye heads a baseball
team opposing the aggregation of

Bluto, the tuff sailor. Bluto steals

the spinach can from Popeye, who
starts to wilt as he pitches^ '

I

Bluto piles up a score. But Pi J$e
grows some extra-fast spinach ±rom
special seed, and with the new en-i

ergy wipes up the field with Bluto's

team, playing all positions himself.
There is plenty of riotous fun and
fast action to please the Popeye
fans.
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You'll see her. ..you'll love her. ..you'll nominate

her the screen's loveliest. She dances; she

sings; she romances; she wins her way
into your heart. Watch for the

glorious, glamorous ANNA
NEAGLE in Herbert
Wilcox's"Backstage"and

other forthcoming

releases
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RICHARD

ARLEN
Lilli Palmer • Antoinette

Cellier • Barry Mackay

From the Story by

ALAN SULLIVAN
Directed by

MILTON jROSMER
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WORLD TO HANDLE 26

FEATURES IN '37-38

{Continued from Page 1)

to be sold to franchise holders in

key cities, it was said yesterday by

Irving Shapiro, general manager of

the company.

New outlets will be opened in

cities where imported films are not
shown and the company is prepared
to open eight key city theaters to

consolidate its expansion plans,

Shapiro declared. He cited cities

like New Orleans and St. Louis as

spots where existing houses might
be remodeled and run as art the-

aters.

Shapiro said a financial man and
an individual now associated with a
major company would shortly join

World Pictures.

In addition to product already ac-

quired, World Pictures has made a
deal with George Kraska of Foreign
Pictures Corp. to release his group
of eight films headed by "The Great
Love of Beethoven" starring Harry
Baur. World Pictures plans to open
offices in Chicago, Boston and Los
Angeles following the return of

Shapiro from a trip abroad this

summer to acquire new product.

World plans to expand in 16 mm.
field and will also sell American
product to foreign countries. It

will also offer a continental news-
reel.

\ \ Filling New Positions \ y
Boston—M. & P. Theater person-

nel changes include: Harry Gold-
stein, manager from the Shawmut,
Roxbury, to the Morton, Dorchester,
in an exchange with Samuel Fein-
stein; Bernard Farwell, from the
Rialto, Roslindale, to the Bellevue,
Roslindale, as assistant manager;
Marvin Uben, from the Franklin
Park, Rochester, to the Hyde Park,
Hyde Park, replacing Edwin Mur-
phy; George Moffit, from the Para-
mount, Boston, to the State at East
Milton as manager, with Leslie

Armstrong succeeding him as assis-

tant at the Paramount.

Seattle — William Forman has
been named as the new supervisor
of all local houses of the Sterling

circuit.

Don LeFevre has been named as
manager of the Madrona in Seattle,

succeeding Ralph Smith, who has
been transferred to the Arabian in

Seattle.

Detroit—Louis Myll, former man-
ager of the Mack Ave. Uptown The-
ater, has taken over management
of the Cocoanut Palms, large De-
troit night spot, at Eastwood Park,
for Henry Wagner.

Milwaukee— Joe Hickey, former

manager of the Times Theater, will

manage the Garden.

Chicago — Will Kruse has been

placed in charge of film library di-

vision of the Bell and Howell Co.,

succeeding H. A. Spanuth, who
joined the Ideal Picture Corp.

Salt Lake City—Holden Swiger,

formerly with the Orpheum Theater
here, has returned to manage the

Paramount Theater. Harry David,

general manager and vice-president
of Intermountain Theaters, Inc., an-
nounces the appointment of Henry
S. Ungerleider as theater statisti-

cian. Further additions include the
appointment of Harold Chesler as
assistant to William Borack, booker
and buyer. He is the son of Ted
Chesler, of the Princess Theater,
Bingham, Utah.

Wallace Runswick, chief usher of
the Capitol Theater staff, has been
appointed director of service for
the Salt Lake Intermoutain thea-
ters.

Miami, Fla.—Francis Falkenburg,
former assistant manager of the
Olympic Theater, has been named
manager of the Alabama Theater in

Birmingham, Ala.

This advertisement appears as a matter of record only and is under no circumstances to be

construed as an offering of these securities for sale, or as an offer to buy, or as a solicitation

of an offer to buy, any of such securities. The offering is made only by the Prospectus.

j3 0,000 Shares

Monogram Pictures Corporation
(A Delaware Corporation)

Common Stock

Par Value $1.00 Per Share

Price Sj.jj per share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned:

/. A. Sisto a Co.
Members New York Stock. Exchange

68 Wall Street New York, N. Y.
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WARNER SEES FILMS

CONTROLLING TELE

(.Continued from Page 1)

declared Warner. "While in Eng-
land I gave some attention to it

and found that over there they
have not progressed any more than
we have in America."

Warner asserted that television
will aid, rather than injure, the mo-
tion picture business. He said that
it will probably be first used for
the presentation of daily news
events, much in newsreel style.

Warner Bros, intend to produce
20 features at their Teddington stu-
dio, near London, for next year,
stated Warner. No theater moves
are planned by the company abroad,
he said. At the coast the company
will make 60 features for its 1937-
38 program, with two or three color
pictures included.

The Warner president enthusias-
tically discussed "Emile Zola," which
his company is producing but be-
moaned the fact that fine pictures,
like "Life of Louis Pasteur," "do
not make as much money as they
should."

Warner returned with Sam E.
Morris, head of the Warner foreign
department, and Joseph Bernhard,
theater department chieftain, who
had been abroad with him. With
Morris, he had visited London, Pa-
ris, Italy and Scandinavian coun-
tries. He plans a trip to Hollywood
in July.

Toddy Sets "Polygamy"
Detroit—Ted Toddy, independent

producer, has arrived in Detroit
handling booking and exploitation
of "Polygamy." A first-run has
been tentatively set for the down-
town Theater, operated by Krim
Brothers, for May 2. This will be
the world premiere of the film.

SICK REPORT

Stepin Fetchit, colored comedian,
was reported last night in serious
condition in Harlem Hospital fol-

lowing an automobile accident on
Sunday morning. He suffered a
fractured skull when the car in

which he was driving alone struck
an "L"' pillar at 135th St. and
Eighth Ave.

Des Moines—Bill Tony, manager
of the National Theater Supply Co.,

confined to the hospital with a
throat infection and pneumonia, is

improving.

Des Moines—Mrs. Myron Bl m
is convalescing at home after a se-

rious illness following the birth of
Beverly Anne. The child is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. Blank and daughter of Myron
Blank, treasurer of Central States
Theater Corp.
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'WAKE UP AND LIVE" AT ROXY,

NEW YORK, GREATEST RUN IK

ALL HISTORY OF SHOW BIZ!

READ THESE AMAZING RECORD-BREAKING FACTS:

it New all-time world's attendance record on Saturday!

33,145 paid admissions compared with 32,861 for

"Cock Eyed World" on August 7, 1929 {previous world's

record)

!

it Broke Roxy all-time attendance record for Friday,

for Saturday and for Sunday!

* Set new all-time record for week-end attend-

ance!

it Played continuously to jam-packed, overflow

crowds from 9 a. m. Saturday to 3 a. m. Sunday {18

solid hours)!

it Squads of police, on foot, on horse, in radio cars

needed to handle unprecedented crowds!

it As we go to press, Monday is beating Friday's

record-breaking opening-day business! WOW!!!

I

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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e nrsfufuarter Earnings Will Exceed $130,000

REPORTjM 2,250 ASJARAMOUNT NETJOR '36

See Slight Chance of N. J. Divorce Bill Enactment
Lacking Organized Support,

Measure Believed Sure

to Die

Little or no chance of passage of
the theater divorce bill introduced
in the New Jersey Legislature by
Assemblyman Hedges at its current
session are in prospect, according
to well-informed sources last night.
The measure, it is generally under-
stood, lacks organized support and
Allied Theaters of New Jersey re-

cently indicated that it is not in-

terested in backing the bill, which
considerably differs from the for-
mula used by its National Defense
Committee in North Dakota and
other states.

The New Jersey body is due to

recess within a few days and re-

sume in June.

U. A. TO REFUND TAX

PAID BY AREA HOUSES

United Artists yesterday auth-
orized refunding of money paid by
metropolitan area theaters, outside
of New York City, under the city's

2 per cent sales tax law. It was
considered likely that other distrib-

utors would follow suit.

Decision as to whether or not the
distributors will appeal from the

(Continued o-n Page 4)

N. J. Allied To Request

Tax Refunds by Distribs.

Allied Theaters of New Jersey, at

a meeting yesterday at the Hotel
Lincoln, authorized appointment of

a committee to ask distributors for

,;^jnds on the New York City 2 per
| II (Continued on Page 4)

Neb. Speeds Anti-Ascap Bill

Lincoln, Neb. — By unanimous vote,

the Anti-Ascap bill was advanced to a

third reading yesterday by Nebraska's
unicameral Legislature.

"King and Chorus Girl" Cut to Meet English Wishes
London (By Cable)—Owing to reported objections in some Government quarters,

which have in mind the Wally Simpson incident, Warner Bros, have made considerable
cuts in "The King and the Chorus Girl" and are distributing the Mervyn LeRoy
picture under title of "Romance in Paris."

General Theaters Equipment Income

Reaches $291,464 for First Quarter

Net income of General Theaters
Equipment for the quarter ended
Mar. 31, last, amounted to $291,-

464, after charges, depreciation and
normal taxes but before the tax on
undistributed profits, it was dis-

closed at the annual meeting of its

stockholders yesterday. This
amount, stated President Earle
Hines, is equivalent to 54 cents on
each share of common stock.

M. V. Carroll, treasurer of the
corporation, was elected a director
succeeding the late Arthur W. Loas-
by.

Statement was made that the
company has designed and de-
veloped various equipment which is

expected to substantially augment
its revenue. Three upper Broadway
theaters recently sold brought the

(Continued on Page 4)

Improved 20th-Fox Offer for the Roxy Presented

A much-improved offer for the
Roxy Theater was made yesterday
to Special Master Addison S. Pratt
in Federal Court on behalf of 20th
Century-Fox.
The new offer provides that inter-

est on the new bonds shall be 4 per

cent instead of 3 a
/2 per cent for

the first three years, an increased
payment of $54,000 to bondholders.
Second mortgage bondholders will
receive preferred stock for 50 per
cent of their present holdings, in-

stead of the common stock previous-
ly provided. The preferred stock

(Continued on Page 11)

First Quarter Earnings for Pathe

Exceed $130,000, Stockholders Told

RKO to Make 15-17 Quota
Pix, Up Budgets—Reisman

RKO Radio plans production of

15 to 17 quota pictures in England
in the year ending Mar. 31, 1938,

when the present quota act expires,

it was said yesterday by Phil Reis-
man, foreign sales head. A good
percentage of these pictures will be
budgeted considerably higher than
the average quota picture, he de-

clared.

Earnings of Pathe for its first

quarter this year will be in excess of
$130,000, as compared with $70,000
for the same quarter in 1936, Presi-
dent O. Henry Briggs stated at the
annual stockholders' meeting yes-
terday. Robert R. Young of Young
& Kolbe was named a member of
the directorate, supplementing its

eight members who were re-elected.

At the annual directors' meeting
afterwards, President Briggs was
re-elected and T. P. Loach was again

(Continued on Page 8)

Company's Position Set Forth

in Annual Balaban

Statement

Net profit of Paramount for the
fiscal year ended Jan. 2, last, re-
sulted in a transfer to surplus of
$6,012,250.52, it is shown in the an-
nual report of President Barney
Balaban, announced yesterday.

Said the report, in part:
"This amount is computed after

all charges including interest, fed-
eral taxes, depreciation and con-
tingency reserves of $632,500 and
after applying $2,000,000 of special
inventory reserve provided at the
close of 1935 for certain high cost
pictures, the amortization of which
for the year 1936 is reflected in the
amortization of film expense, and

(Continued on Page 8)

LAEMMLE, JR. TO JOIN

M-G-M PROD'N STAFF

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

will join Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on
June 1 as an associate producer
under a one-year deal. His first pro-

(Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M's Convention Train

Off for Coast Tomorrow

M-G-M's special "convention
train" leaves New York tomorrow
afternoon, arriving at the coast
Sunday morning. Sessions of the
annual sales convention starts on
Sunday at the Hotel Ambassador,

(Continued on Page 11)

Hay! Hay
Once upon a time there was a

Hoboken exhibitor whose opposition

caused him worry, no end, by running
a newspaper ad announcing that he was
giving away a Shetland pony on a cer-

tain day. So he ran an ad of his own
the following day, directly beneath that

of said opposition, telling his customers
that he would give away a bale of hay
to the winner of the pony.
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Mono. Starts In Minn.
The Minneapolis office of Mono-

gram Pictures has been opened at

35 Glenwood Ave. Charles Weiner
is the sales manager.

/ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES inc.

Ira Greene
1501 BROADWAY 1

New York City

Tel. PE-6- 8367

Balaban and Hicks Will

Determine Joinville Fate

r

Future of Paramount's studio at
Joinville, near Paris, where the com-
pany has been making French pic-
tures, will be determined at con-
ferences to be held abroad by Bar-
ney Balaban, who sails from New
York today on the Nonnandie, and
John W. Hicks, foreign department
head, who is now in Europe. The
studio has made five features dur-
ing the past year.

This is Balaban's first trip abroad
since becoming president of Para-
mount. N. L. Nathanson, president
of Famous Players Canadian, is ac-
companying him.

Report Monogram to Make
Two or Three Specials

Monogram will announce produc-
tion of two or three specials in ad-
dition to its previously-revealed pro-
gram of 26 features and 16 west-
erns at its annual convention, May
7-8, at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
The Film Daily learned yesterday.
Lew Lifton, publicity and adver-

tising chief, and John S. Harring-
ton, leave next Tuesday for Chicago.
The home office staff will depart the
following night aboard a special car
to be attached to the Wolverine of
the New York Central line.

Three Wheeling Theaters

Dark as Flood Takes Toll

Wheeling, W. Va.—Their pits
flooded and surrounded by water,
making them inaccessible to pat-
rons, this city's Rex, Liberty and
Colonial theaters were dark last

night as Wheeling's third flood of
the year took heavy toll. Estimates
of losses to theaters in this area as
a result of the flood ran as high as
$100,000.
The Rex, Liberty and Colonial, all

located in the heart of the city, will

be closed for three to five days,
it is expected.

Pittsburgh — The flood menace
here as well as at Johnstown was
believed definitely at an end last

night. Little damage was found
in the wake of receding water's

here.

Mrs. Chas. Coburn Dies

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ivah Wills
Coburn, wife of Charles D. Coburn,
who died of intestinal flu in Lenox
Hill Hospital yesterday, will be held
tomorrow at the Church of the
Transfiguration. Mrs. Coburn had
been identified with the stage for
35 years, many of which saw her
teamed with her husband.

Sussman Back at Desk
William Sussman, 20th Century-

Fox Eastern division manager, re-

turns to his desk today after a
tonsilectomy, performed at the Pro-
fessional Hospital, Yonkers.

1 P. C. Retail Tax Bill

Signed by Me. Governor

Portland, Me.—A few hours be-
fore final adjournment of the Maine
Legislature, Governor Lewis C. Bar-
rows signed a bill which provides a
one per cent retail sales tax to raise
"new money" for old age assistance
and equalization of education.
The measure carried a referen-

dum clause, providing for its sub-
mission to the electorate in a spe-
cial election Aug. 16. If approved,
it would become effective immedi-
ately and would continue until June
30, 1939.
The bill replaced the luxury or

miscellaneous tax bill which called
for a 10 per cent tax on amuse-
ments.

Robin Quits Supply Ass'n

Post to Organize Own Firm

J. E. Robin has resigned as exe-
cutive secretary of the Independent
Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n to go
into business for himself. He has
organized J. E. Robin, Inc., whole-
sale sales engineers, to sell to the
trade only.

Robin has taken offices at 334B
West 44th St. where he will also
have a display room. Robin has
been executive secretarv of the
I.T.S.D.A. for the past several years.
Annual convention of the I.T.S.

D.A. has been indefinitely post-

poned. Officers of the association
are now at 334B West 44th St.

Exchanges and Union Will

Huddle on Scale at N. H.

New Haven, Conn. — Local ex-
change managers will huddle with
the committee representing the new
exchange employes union today on
the wage scale adopted by the union
on Monday. Demands are undis-
closed. Session this morning will be
held at the Warner office.

U's Australian Biz Up 37%
West Ccast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Universal's Austral-

ian business increased 37 per cent
during the past six months, accord-
ing to H. Mclntyre, the company's
Australian sales manager, who
wired congratulations to Charles R.
Rogers on the beginning of Rogers'
second year with "U".

Not Returning to W. B.

West Coat Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Cagney denies

the report he will return to Warner
Bros. The latter part of May he
starts work in "Dynamite" for
Grand National. Next week Cagney
and Grand National officials will dis-

cuss a new contract.

Para. Stock On Big Board

The New York Stock Exchange
has admitted to trading $15,000,-

000 issue of Paramount 3% per cent
convert ble debentures due March 1,

1947, and 450,000 additional com-
mon shares of $1 par value.

Coming and Going-

MR. and MRS. GUS SCHAEFER sail from
New York May 19 on their return to Paris.

BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount,
and MRS. BALABAN; NATHAN L. NATHAN-
SON, president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., and MRS. NATHANSON; KAY KAMEN,
general European representative for Walt Dis-
ney productions; and CHARLES LEDERER,
scenarist, sail for Europe today an the Nor-
mandie.

NOEL COWARD, British actor, playwright,
producer; GILBERT MILLER, New York and
London theatrical producer, accompanied by
his sister, MRS. BUTLER LOOMIS; SANDOR
INCZE, Central European representative for
M-G-M; and MRS. JULIA KIRKLAND, Amer-
ican actress, are also on the Normandie's list

of outward-bound passengers.

MOE SILVER left New York last night for
Buffalo.

RICARDO CORTEZ leaves New York today on
his return to the coast.

LOU LIFTON, head of the Monogram pub-
licity and advertising department, and JOHN
S. HARRINGTON leave next Tuesday for Chi-
cago.

LADY CEDRIC HARDWICKE sails from New
York tc-day on her return to England.

ISADOR RAPPAPORTE of the Hippodrome
Theater, Baltimore, returned there from New
York yesterday after serving as a judge in the
press book division at the A.M. P.A. ad-poster
exposition.

.

BILL MANSELL, Philadelphia branch manager
for Warners, is in New York conferring with
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone general sales man-
ager on forthcoming short subject product.

LORETTA YOUNG, screen actress, sails this

afternoon on the Monarch of Bermuda, ac-
companied by her mother, MRS. GEORGE
BELZER.

HAROLD YOUNG, director, and DANNY
DARE, dance director, arrived in New York
yesterday by plane from Hollywood.

JOE E. BROWN, film actor, arrives in New
York next Friday morning from the coast to

appear in a radio broadcast for National Child
Health Day.

Colorado-New Mexico Area

Gets Five New Theaters

Denver—With three new theaters
in New Mexico, one in Colorado
Springs and a reopening in Denver,
five houses are being opened up in

this territory.

In New Mexico are the Mission
Theater, nearly built at Mesilla
Park by Bason & Wheeler; a new
theater built by Bartlett & Son at
Artesia; and the new La Sendia
Theater just opened in Barelas by
H. S. Farley.

Al Slager and L. J. Massoni have
remodeled the old Palm Theater in

Denver and will reopen it May 19.

Westland Theaters, Inc., is putting
up a new 450-seat house in Colorado
Springs, at an estimated cost of

$50,000.
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FOR 4th CONSECUTIVE DAY

WAKE UP AND LIVE SMASHES

ROXY HOUSE RECORDS!

And it's the same story everywhere:

CHICAGO: Holdover week equalling 1st week of "Lloyds"!

BALTIMORE: Way bigger than "One in a Million"! DES MOINES:

Held over after day-and-date 1st week (2nd time this happened

in history of this Exchange)! SAN FRANCISCO: Biggest of all 20th

pictures at this house! DETROIT: Topping "Lloyds" and "On the

Avenue"! PORTLAND: Beating "Million", "Lloyds", "Avenue."

LOUISVILLE: Bigger than "Lloyds." BUFFALO: Topping "Lloyds."

INDIANAPOLIS: Leading "One in a Million." ST. LOUIS: Beating

"Lloyds." SPRINGFIELD (ILL.): Topping "One in a Million." KANSAS

CITY: Chosen to inaugurate day-and-date policy. Smash business!

DALLAS: Beating ''Lloyds." And so on . . . and on . . . and on!

GREATEST RUN IN THE HISTORY OF SHOW BUSINESS

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE



PA!D BY AREA HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

Court of Appeals decision, finding
that the levy applies only to New
York City exhibitors, has not been
definitely reached although it is in-

dicated that the matter will be
dropped. They have a 90-day period,
dating from Mar. 25, last, in wh'ch
to make the move.

N. J. Allied to Request

Tax Refunds by Distribs

(Continued from Page 1)

cent sales tax held in escrow. Ac-
tion was predicated upon a belief

that the exchanges will not move to

appeal the recent Court of Appeals
ruling that the assessment does not
affect theaters outside of the city's

limits.

President Lee Newbury will name
the committee. Plans for the com-
ing Allied national convention to be

held at Milwaukee late next month
were discussed.

Schines Drop Stage Bill,

Go Duals and Cut Prices

Lexington, Ky. — Schines have
changed policy here reducing the
price at their Ben Ali Theater from
40 to 35 cents, discontinuing flesh

and going in for double features
exclusively. Schines are said to be
negotiating for a new house in

Wapakoneta, O.

Court Assesses Costs
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey

yesterday assessed $7,635 in court
costs and legal fees to Sidney
Kingsley, Norman Bel Geddes and
Random House against Edna Buck-
ler, who sued Kingsley for plagiar-
ism in connection with his play
"Dead End." Miss Buckler's suit

was dismissed in Federal Court.

"Monte Carlo" Re-issued
Paramount is re-issuing "Monte

Carlo," Lubitsch production with
Jeannette MacDonald, in England
and may do likewise in Australia.

APRIL 28

Lionel Barrymore
Bryant Washburn
Carl Laemmle, Jr.

J. D. Trop
Carl P. York

• 09 STABILITY IN the him biz and more par-
ticularly in 20th Century-Fox exemplified by the dinner
in honor of Edmund Reek elevated to the job of General
Manager of Movietonews with the 15 guests representing
225 years of service in the newsreels produced by this company

not a man at the table had less than 10 years of service
with the newsreel some of those present had started with
the old silent Fox News 20 years ago the average for the
group was 15 years those who attended the dinner were:
Harry Lawrenson, foreign ed and make-up supervisor
film ed Ben Loweree camera chief Jack Painter pub
director Dan Doherty cameramen Len Hammond. Carl
Larsen, AI Gold, Jess Kizis, Larry Kennedy and Bill Storz
librarian Mike Prusch New England newsreel supervisor
Larry Ellis, and Arthur DeTitta, the Washington, D. C. repre-
sentative

• • • THEIR SPRING golf tournament was launched by
the Dallas Variety Club, Tent No. 17 with a Calcutta Pool
stag Sunday eve at the Adolphus Hotel the tournament
started Monday morn with 75 entrants the affair ended
Monday nite with a banquet at the Lakewood Country Club,
with two hundred in attendance

• • • ELECTION OF officers for the new administration
will take place tomorrow at the AMPA luncheon in the Edison
Hotel among the entertainers will be Bernard Zufall,
mental magician the AMPA Awards Committee reports
that ticket sales already assure the Dinner Dance on Saturday
eve at the Hotel New Yorker a financial success the limit
of ticket sales is almost reached. . .

T
• • • VISITORS from Chi the other day J. B.
Kleckner, prexy of Motiograph Company, and Eric Petersen,
his Eastern district manager ... • Irving Fields, the genial
p.a. at the Man About Town Club, is sponsoring a Martha Raye
Contest only gals with over-sized tonsils need apply . . .

• The Dixie Club of New York has elected Margaret ("Gone
With the Wind") Mitchell an honorary member ... • Eunice
Parent, the nifty police officer for the United Artists' "jewel"
display at the AMPA Awards Exhibit, has become an exhibit in
her own right, she's that at-track-tive

• • • HOW TO put over a company's annual sales drive
with punch and class graphically demonstrated in each
weekly issue of the United Artists' house organ hits a
new slant every issue snappy, alive, readable we
suspect the master touch of Salesmanager Andy Smith, who
has an unusual grasp of practical showmanship in the special-
ized fields of advertising, art work, copy and layout as well as
his own sales field s-o-o the George Schaefer Drive
is really driving, with all the sales staff steamed up as each
week's issue of the mag gives 'em new enthusiasm here
is a fine illustration of perfect team work between the Adver-
tising Dep't and the Sales Dep't all for one and one for
all

• © • THAT SPECIAL preview of Goldwyn's "Woman
Chases Man" at Loew's Sheridan theater was attended in full
force by the trade press representatives it was preceded
by a dinner at the Hotel Lafayette Mister Goldwyn, we
think you've got somethin' there ... • Collette Lyons, who
has arrived in New York from the coast, will be the guest star
over WABC this morn and on Saturday this clever come-
dienne will be given a Welcome Home party by James Barton
in the Georgian Room of the Hotel Piccadilly

« « « » » »
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GTE FIRST QUARTER C
IE, $291,464

(Continued from Page 1

)

corporation a total of $225,000, in
cash, it was revealed.

Officers, including President
Hines, were re-elected at the annual
directors' session, following the
meeting of the stockholders.

Metropolitan Playhouses

Report $38,984 Net Loss

Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. and
wholly-owned subsidiary companies
report a net loss of $38,984 for the
year ended Jan. 31, 1937. The state-
ment does not include the equity of
Met. Playhouses amounting to $260,-
019 in the undistributed net income
of its 50 per cent owned affiliated

companies for the period from Jan.
26, 1936, to Jan. 30, 1937.

Met. Playhouses derives its in-

come in rent from Skouras Theaters
and the Randforce circuit. During
the year it received rent income of
$3,613,805.

Total assets of the company are
put at $8,143,757.

Current assets are $486,628. Met.
Playhouses is owned 80 per cent by
United Artists Theater Circuit and
20 per cent by RKO.

Laemmle, Jr. to Join M-G-M
As Associate Producer

(Continued from Page 1)

duction will be "The Amazing Dr.
Clitterhouse" from the successful
Broadway mystery play. James
Whale will direct. Laemmle's sec-
ond production will be the stage
play, "Nine Officers," which Whale
may also direct.

Ask Suit's Dismissal

Harry Glover, president of Allied
M. P. Operators Union, and other
defendants in the suit brought by
the Gotham Amusement Co. to en-
join carrying out of the Local 306-

Allied merger and the I.T.O.A.-Local
306 pact moved yesterday in Su-
preme Court to obtain dismissal of

the suit or require filing of an
amended complaint.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Akim Tamiroff, who lights one ciga-

rette after another during periods of

recess, burns up about six packages a

day or some 21,600 smokes yearly.

—PARAMOUNT.
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IlBGES scrutinize

AMPA'S EXPOSITION

Close to 40 advertising experts
cast their ballots yesterday after-

noon to select the best poster, best
press book, best advertising to the
film trade, and the best advertise-

ment to the public, and also name
a runner-up in each of these divi-

sions comprising the current ex-

position which is being conducted
on the second floor of Loew's State
Building by A.M.P.A. Announce-
ment of winners will be made at

the organization's Dinner-Dance
next Saturday night at the Hotel
New Yorker.

The judging came as a climax to

the second day of the exposition

—

a day that was marked also by the
attendance of more than 200 mem-
bers of New York's film row who
came to view this first comprehen-
sive display of motion picture ad-

vertising art in the industry's his-

tory.

The judges' examination of the

material was singularly free from
any element of haste and confusion
because of the organized manner
in which the committee, headed by
Hap Hadley, handled details; the

size of the exhibition space, togeth-

er with the physical segregation of

each of the four divisions to be
judged.

Judges for the best poster were
Leonard London, art director of

General Outdoor Advertising, Inc.;

Lucian Bernhard, modern poster de-

signer; Adolph Treidler, dean of

American poster artists; Heyworth
Campbell, advertising art consul-

tant; Deane Uptegrove, president

of the Art Directors' Club, and C.

E. Millard, Pioneer Theater Poster

Artists.

Press Book judges were Ed Kuy-
kendall, president of MPTOA; Spy-

ros P. Skouras, circuit operator;

Charles Hayman, theater operator;

Harry Goldberg, Warners' circuit;

Arthur Mayer, Rialto Theater; John
Dowd, RKO Theater Corp.; W. G.

Van Schmus, managing director of

Radio City Music Hall; Oscar A.

Doob, Loew's; Irving Lesser, Roxy
Theater; Harry Brandt, Brandt cir-

cuit, prexy; Leon Netter of Para-

mount, and Isador Rappaporte, Hip-

podrome Theater, Baltimore.

Trade Ad judges comprised Wil-

liam F. Rodgers, general sales man-
ager of M-G-M; Andrew W. "Andy"
Smith, UA's general sales chief;

Neil F. Agnew, Para's general sales

manager; G. C. Bacheller, vice pres-

ident of Frank Presbrey Co.; James
R. Grainger, general sales manager
for Universal; Abe Montague, Co-

lumbia's general sales head; Edward
Golden, sales manager of Mono-

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

German Film Statistics

Berlin — The latest statistics for
1936 indicates the showing of 119
German pictures (62%), 33 Ameri-
can (17%), 17 Austrians (9%), 23
from other countries (12%). UFA
made 32, Tobis-Europa 17, Tobis-
Rota 16, Bavaria 14, Syndikat-Film
12, Terra 12, smaller companies
from one to four pictures. In these
productions 58 directors were em-
ployed, 104 writers and 53 com-
posers. For important parts 29
debutantes appeared. The survey
shows also that 89 out of 1,000 per-
sons go to movies against 159 in
France where the propaganda for
movies is more intense. During the
current season UFA will make 40
shorts, for cinemas, universities,
laboratories, schools and pedagogi-
cal institutions. Tobis will make 70
shorts.

Golde

Signs Minimum Wage Bill

Albany—Gov. Lehman yesterday signed

the Fischel-Steingut bill establishing

minimum wage tor women and minors

in the film and other industries in New
York State.

Prize for Film About Paris
Paris—The municipality has cre-

ated a prize to be offered to the
best short picture showing the city
in its true light. It will also sub-
sidize film makers who will describe
the activities of the municipality.
The aldermanic Council intends to
organize an annual "cinema week"
similar to that of Venice.

Swiss Company Gives Up
Geneva — The effort to produce

motion pictures by a private com-
pany at Munchenstein has been
abandoned, production of experi-
ental films having exhausted the
firm's finances. The Federal-sup-
ported attempt to foster film pro-
duction in Switzerland is still under
consideration.

150% Dividends in 10 Years
London — Directors of Provincial

Cinematograph Theaters have voted
a dividend of 15 per cent, the same
that it has declared during- the 10
years of the company's existence,

making total dividends paid on the
common stock 150 per cent.

Paris' Seating Capacity
Paris—According to a recent sur-

vey, the local cinemas have a seat-

ting capacity of 240,235, a gain of

23,125 over the year 1933.

The Tobis Lineup of Films
Berlin—Tobis will control Tobis-

Rota, Tobis-Europa and Tobis Syn-
dicat. The board of directors have
chosen as administrators-councillors,
Emil Jannings and Willy Forst.

Austrian Film Statistics
Vienna—During the past year 340

pictures were shown against 315 in

1935, America led with 160, a gain
of 34 over 1935, Germany 110, a
loss of six, and 23 Austrian. 630
shorts were shown, German 210,
American 170, Austrian 180, French
70.

NEW THEATERS

Cincinnati — Elston Dodge plans
to build a new theater on Beech-
mont Ave. Louis McWharton is re-
ported negotiating for a new the-
ater in Bond Hill, this making the
second new house for this section.
McWharton operates a theater at
Sharonville.

Dayton—Thomas and Nevins are
building a new 500-seat house at
Oakwood, local suburb. It will be
called the Far Hills Theater.

Thomaston, Me.—A building per-
mit has been issued to Mrs. Ella
Andrews for the construction of a
500-seat theater.

Richmond—City Building Inspec-
tor Henry P. Beck has issued a
building permit to the P. & G.
Corp. for the construction of a $35,-
000, 922-seat motion picture theater
at 418-420 North 25th St., Church
Hill.

Coronation Staff of 190
London—Fox Movietone will use

for the coronation pictures 150 tech-
nicians and 40 cameramen. 40,000
feet of film will be used of which
20,000 will be in colors and the rest

in monochrome.

gram; J. J. Milstein, Republic's gen-
eral sales manager; George W.
Weeks, general sales manager of

Gaumont British; Gradwell Sears,

Warner sales manager, and Jules

Levy, vice president and general
sales manager of RKO Corp. Ab-
sent on a trip to the west coast

was Edward J. Peskay, Grand Na-
tional's general sales manager, who
was named to also judge the trade

ads.

Judging the best ad to the public

were: H. B. LeQuatte, president of

the Advertising Club; J. P. Cunning-
ham, vice president Newell-Emmett
Co., Inc.; Henry R. Luce, editor

Time Magazine; Karl Egge, adver-

tising director of Bloomingdale
Bros., Inc.; Howard Black, adver-

tising director of Life; Lester

Thompson, MPPDA, and Fulton
Oursler, editor of Liberty. G. C.

Bacheller of Frank Presbrey also

served on this award group.
Miss Average Movie-Goer's vote

will be cast in each of the four

divisions. Exposition is open to the

public as well as the industry each

day from noon until 8 p.m. and ad-

mission is free at all times. Clos-

ing of the event will take place on
Friday night.

Georgia County Approves

Sunday Films for Charity

Rome, Ga.—Sunday motion pic-

ture shows have been sanctioned by
Rome's city commission, with the
passage of a resolution providing
that the proceeds from Sunday
shows be devoted to charity. Sun-
day motion picture shows must not
conflict with regular worship hours,
however.

G. N. Signs Houston
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Houston has

been signed by Grand National for
four pictures with option for a fifth

and five more pictures the second
year. Houston's first assignment
will be the title role in the initial

"Wallaby Jim" story.

"Leave" for the Central

'^B 1
/^ Hours' Leave" which Doug-

las MacLean produced for Grand
National with James Ellison and
Terry Walker, begins an extended
Broadway run at the Central The-
ater on May 8.

Wellston, O.— T. D. Clutts will
build a new film theater here. L. P.
Guildoile, operator of the only the-
ater now in Wellston, plans to build
a second one. In nearby Jackson,
O., Dwight Jones is building his
second house, and in Gallipolis Fred
"Wheeler is constructing his second
theater.

Selmer, Tenn.—A new motion pic-
ture theater is planned here to cost
approximately $25,000. The build-
ing will have one story and a bal-
cony and will be air conditioned.

New Britain, Conn.—George Le-
Witt, Strand, Plainville operator,
has purchased a site for construc-
tion of a new theater in New Brit-
ain. LeWitt will make further plans
upon return from a vacation in Eu-
rope,

i J

Medina, 0.—The Associated The-
aters of Ohio has started construc-
tion of a new 1,000-seat film theater
here, expected to be ready for open-
ing Labor Day.

Griswold, la.—A new theater will

be opened here by Arch Conklin and
Mervin Neeley. This will be the
first time in 20 years that Griswold
has had two movie houses.

Ellsworth, Me. — A new Mam
Street theater will be erected by
Samuel Kurson, president of the
Graphic Theaters Circuit Co. of

Bangor. Mr. Kurson said the the-

ater will be ready for occupancy in

September. The present Dirigo

Theater on State Street will re-

main intact.

RKO Buyer Sees Duals Trend
John O'Connor, RKO film buyer, ad-

vised THE FILM DAILY yesterday that,

from his observation, very few theaters

were going from doubles to singles, but

that it was noticeable that more thea-

ters wee going torn singles to doubles.
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NET FOR PARAMOUNT

( Continued from Page 1
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includes $331,819.75 and $123,230.91
representing respectively net capital
gains and profit on acquisition of
the Company's 6 per cent Deben-
tures acquired for sinking fund pur-
poses. There is not included ap-
proximately $331,000 representing
Paramount's net interest as a stock-
holder in the combined undistributed
earnings for the year of partially
owned companies.
"The accounts and operating re-

sults of Olympia Theaters, Inc. in
receivership are not included in the
financial statements herewith.

"The accompanying consolidated
balance sheet shows that cash and
marketable securities on January 2,

1937 amounted to $10,782,171.70, of
which $3,158,490.26 represented bal-

ances in Great Britain and Domin-
ions, and $141,663.76 in other for-
eign countries. The production de-
partment inventory amounted to

$17,327,619.92. Total current assets
were $32,441,957.02 with current
liabilities of $9,501,547.83, leaving a

net working capital of $22,940,-

409.19.

"The net fixed assets show an in-

crease during the year of $3,076,-

489.34 from $61,458,756.13 to $64,-

535,245.47. The additions include
the acquisition in fee of the Al-
abama theater property, Birming-
ham, Alabama, as required under
the Plan of Reorganization and vari-

ous other properties acquired main-
ly to round out existing units; also
expenditures for restoring and im-
proving existing properties and
equipment.

"On January 2, 1937 your Com-
pany held in its treasury $2,376,000
par value of the Company's 6 per
cent Debentures acquired during the
year for Sinking Fund purposes.
"During the year the corporate

structure of your Company has been
further simplified by the consolida-
tion of departments and the elimin-
ation through merger or otherwise
of approximately 100 corporations.
It is the policy of the management
to further simplify the corporate
structure as much as possible."

Edison Studio Taken Over
The Edison studio, located at

2826 Decatur Ave., the Bronx, for-
merly operated by Eastern Service
and later occupied by Erpi as a
test studio, has been taken over by
Filmart Studios Inc. headed by John
T. Doran, as general studio man-
ager. The new operators plan to
produce a series of shorts and to
rent the studio to producers.

F. I. Closing Two Houses
Denver—Rick Ricketson has an-

nounced that Fox Intermountain
will close two theaters in the terri-
tory, the Plaza at Las Vegas, N. M.,
and the Kit Carson at La Junta,
Colo. They will still have one the-
ater operating in each town.

A "£iHU" fn»» "£ots
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

PURCHASE of Hugh Walpole's
best-selling novel, "A Prayer For

My Son," for a screen vehicle in
which Kay Francis and the 12-year-
old Mauch twins, Billy and Bobby,
will have the starring roles, is an-
nounced. Miss Francis, of course,
will be assigned to the role of the
mother.

T T T
Casting assignments — RKO: Mi-

riam Hopkins, "She Married for
Money"; Barbara Stanwyck, "A
Love Like That"; Hal Roach:
Eugene Pallette, "Topper"; Rosina
Lawrence, "Road Show"; GN: Nor-
man Ainsley, "The Shadow"; Eddie
Kane, "Small Town Boy"; Cully
Richards, "Sweetheart of the
Navy"; 20th-Fox: Arthur Treacher,
Leah Ray, Alan Hale, Sig Rumann,
"Thin Ice"; Barton McLane, "Arm-
ored Taxi" ; Monogram : Jackie
Cooper, "Boy of the Streets"; WB:
Eric Stanley, "Life of Emile Zola"
and "Varsity Show'; The Theodores,
"Ever Since Eve"; Columbia: Harry
Hollingsworth, Nick Copeland, Vic-
tor Wong, "League of Frightened
Men."

T T T
Directorial assignments — Para-

mount: Wesley Ruggles, "True Con-
fession"; Monogram: Arthur Col-
lins, "Paradise Isle."

T T T
Leo McCarey may elect to film his

own story, "The Great Charles,"
with an entire cast recruited from
the ranks of "bit" players.

T T »

A friendship that had its incep-
tion when both were freshmen at
the University of Pittsburgh more
than a quarter of a century ago was
renewed when Roy Del Ruth, direct-
ing "Broadway Melody of 1938," en-
tertained Dr. Douglas Mather, Syd-
ney, Australia, surgeon, on the sets.

Victor Young, Paramount com-
poser-director, currently doing the
score for "Artists and Models," has
as his house guest Raspigo Borsano,
noted Italian composer, whom he
has not seen for 25 years. As boys
they were fellow students at the
Warsaw, Poland, Conservatory of
Music.

T T T

Title changes — By Universal:
From "West Coast, Ltd." to "West
Bound, Ltd."; from "Broadway Jam-
boree" to "A Young Man's Fancy';
by Columbia: From "Right Guy" to
"The Frame Up"; from "The Ghost
Ranger" to "Reckless Ranger."

Howard J. Green, Paramount
scenarist, has just completed a two
weeks' "course" at the University
of Southern California, where he
went to "study" modern college life,

preparatory to writing "Coo Coo
College," in collaboration with Mor-
rie Ryskind, for a Paramoissn mu-
sical production.

Brought West as one of two dozen
skaters rounded up in the East and
in Canada by Wesley Ruggles, Para-
mount producer-director, to supply
atmosphere for his Claudette Col-
bert starrer, "I Met Him In Paris,"
Gwendolyn Linton, Lake Placid, N.
Y., pro ice skater now finds herself
under long-term contract to the ex-
ec.

News o' the day—Paramount will
co-star Gladys Swarthout and John
Boles in "Madame Butterfly" . . .

Same studio has assigned W. P.
Lipscomb to work on the screen
play for "Beau Geste" . . . and Para,
will make an annual "Artists and
Models."

Film Installations Now
Complete in M of T Bldg.

March of Time officials announced
yesterday that all motion picture
installations in their new headquar-
ters at 369 Lexington Ave. have
been completed and that work on
their May release is now going for-
ward without interruption. The
radio division of the March of Time
is expected to move in shortly from
its present quarters in the CBS
Building.

Air-conditioned throughout, the
third floor houses the executive of-
fices, projection room and the edi-
torial, research and promotion de-
partments, while the second floor is
devoted exclusively to production
and technical work, including space
for a modern plant which De Luxe
Laboratories, Inc., is building to
handle all jobs but release prints.
These will continue to be made in
the Tenth Ave. plant under a con-
tract for a term of years signed
last fall.

Cincy Variety Club Will

Sup and Step on May 22

Cincinnati — Queen City Variety
Club will hold its annual supper
dance, Saturday, May 22, at the
Pavilion Caprice, Netherland Plaza.
Allan Moritz has charge of tickets;
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, the floor
show; Ralph Kinsler, reservations;
Joe Goetz, publicity, and Elmer
Shard, decorations. The party is

for the benefit of the Variety Char-
ity Fund.

Selwyn to Brandts

William and Harry Brandt of the
Brandt Theaters circuit will take
possession of the Selwyn Theater,
229 West 42nd St., on Aug. 26. They
have purchased the house from the
Dry Dock Savings Institution. The
general offices of the Brandt broth-
ers already have been transferred
to the Selwyn, which is the 63rd
film house they control in the great-
er metropolitan area.
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PATHE 1ST QUARTE

EARNINGS, $130,000

(Continued from Page 1)

named secretary and treasurer. A.
L. Schwarz, formerly with Price,
Waterhouse & Co. and now with
Pathe, was designated as assistant
secretary. Posts of chairman of
the board and vice-president, which
have been, respectively, occupied by
Frank F. Kolbe and Robert M. Mc-
Kinney, were not filled.

Directors re-elected are: O. Henry
Briggs, Henry J. Guild, Frank F.

Kolbe, Robert M. McKinney, W. C.

Stettinius, Charles A. Stone, Theo-
dore C. Streibert and Charles B.
Wiggin.

In connection with the first quar-
ter estimate, President Briggs said

that the company is experiencing its

greatest volume of business since it

reopened its laboratory in 1932 and
this accounts for its improved posi-

tion. From Du Pont Film Manufac
turing Co., Pathe has received divi-

dends amounting to $35,000 and has
earned, but not received, dividends
approximating $70,000. The firm

now controls 3,500 shares of Du Pont
and some time ago sold 1,400 shares.

Present holdings represent about 35

per cent of Du Pont, it was stated.

In reply to a stockholder criticism,

President Briggs said that the com-
pany does not contemplate selling

any more of its Du Pont stock, and
T. P. Loach, secretary-treasurer,

explained that the sale of 1,400

shares was made in order to lift a

debt.

Pathe is completely "out" of

Grand National, the stockholders

were informed, and explanation was
made that the new printing deal

with Monogram covers a five-year

period. President Briggs stated

that the company is studying all!

color processes but so far has made
no definite moves in this direction.

Percentage of productions done in

color remains "very low," he said.

Much progress has been made by
the concern in the 16 mm. field, it

was stated by Briggs, who reported
that considerable profit has been
made through this activity since last

November. During the first quar-

ter just ended, the company's lab-

oratory worked at 50 per cent of

capacity or 100 per cent based upon
a single shift setup. No new deals

for financing producers are under
consideration, stated the president,

Total of 371,671 votes were cast

for the nominated directors, there

being no opposition. Administra-
tion of the company was endorsed

in a resolution which was adopted.

About a dozen stockholders attend-

ed the meeting.

Changes Corporate Nai

Rochester—Taylor-Shantz Co. of

this city, manufacturer of motion
picture reels, has changed its cor-

porate title to Taylor-Shantz, Inc.,
]

and is now located at 2-4 Commer-
cial St.
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CLEAR YOUR THROAT FOR
CHEERING! HERE THEY
COME ON ROLLER SKATES!
Foot- free Fred and flame-
haired Ginger... in their gay-
est, gladdest show! . . . With
one of the greatest comedy
casts ever assembled...And
fifty of Hollywood's hand-
picked glamour girls!

*
6 GREAT GERSHWIN SONGS r k o

RADIO
"Let's Call the Whole Thing Off"—"Slap That ^ulT
Bass"—"I've Got Beginner's Luck"— "They All

Laughed"— "They Can't Take That Away"—
"Shall We Dance."

PICTURES

V

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON * ERIC BLORE
JEROME COWAN * KETTI GALLIAN
WILLIAM BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR
Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN * Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich * Pandro S. Berman Production
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PROVED 20TH-F0X

ROXY OFFER IS MADE

(Continued from Page 1)

will pay 3 per cent cumulative divi-

dends. Sinking fund requirements
have been changed to require pay-
ment of $65,000 yearly for the first

10 years and $70,000 for the next
10 years, insuring speedier amorti-
zation. In addition, 20th Century-
Fox has agreed that it will not pay
out any dividends except from
earned surplus and annual depre-

ciation is fixed at $110,000.

A stipulation embodying the
changes in the plan was presented
to Special Master Pratt signed by
William C. Michel, 20th Century-
Fox vice president; Carlos Israels,

representing the Pounds' bondhold-
er' committee, proponents of the

plan; Harold Seligson, counsel for

the Tipton bondholder committee,
and by counsel for the second mort-
gage committee. Seligson's vigor-

ous objections were in part respon-
sible for the changes.
The Film Daily learns that in

the event Special Master Pratt holds

there is no equity for the stock in

the company, 20th Century-Fox will

make a gesture of goodwill to the

stockholders by offering to buy then-

stock. The offer will be made only

to old holders of the stock and will

not be made on any stock bought
since the receivership.

Next hearing- on the Roxy plan

will be held next Tuesday at which
time counsel will sum up.

Salary Repeal Wins House
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House yester-

day adopted a resolution to repeal

the salary publicity law under which
names of persons receiving salaries

above $15,000 per year are pub-
lished. The measure now goes to

the Senate where it will be fought
by Senator LaFollette, original

sponsor of the law which has been
in effect for two years.

Will Film "The Puritan"
Paris—Films Derby has bought

the world film rights to Liam O'-

Flaherty's novel "The Puritan" —
O'Flaherty is at present writing
screen play and script in collabora-
tion with Jeff Musso, who will di-

rect the picture. Filming will begin
about July 1.

FACTS

ABOUT

.FILMS

Motion picture receipts in Canada
increased by 7 per cent during 1935
while retail sales rose by only 5 per

cent, according to a recent report by
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

M-G-M's Special Convention Train

Off for Los Angeles Meet Tomorrow
(Continued ft

Los Angeles. Members of the com-
pany organization will be picked
up at Albany, Buffalo, Chicago, Kan-
sas City and Albuquerque, N. M.
Home contingent, embracing 23

members of the New York executive
force, will comprise William F. Rod-
gers, Thomas J. Connors, Edward
M. Saunders, Silas Seadler, Joseph
Vogel, Charles J. Sonin, Ernest
Morrell, Herbert Morgan,
Jay A. Gove, M. L. Simons, Harold
Postman, E. W. Aaron, Joel Bezah-
ler, William Brenner, Alan F. Cum-
mings, Carlton Duffus, Charles
Deesen, Charles B. Fogle, Harold
Goldgraben, Jerry J. Jonas, Arthur
Lacks and William D. Kelly. On
the same train, leaving Grand Cen-
tral, will be branch office delega-
tions from Boston, New Haven, New
Jersey, Philadelphia and Washing-
ton and the New York exchange
delegation with William A. Scully
and John J. Bowen.

Al Lichtman, Howard Dietz and
William R. Ferguson went on from
New York ahead to make advance
preparations for the gathering.
Charles K. Stern, J. S. MacLeod and
Edward Carrier also went on to

California in advance of the regu-
lar train; Fred C. Quimby has been
on the coast for some time.

Representing- the M-G-M and
Roach studios at convention sessions

will be Louis B. Mayer, Howard
Strickling, Barrett Kiesling and Hal
Roach.
The list of others who will be

present, 224 in all, follows in al-

phabetical order:
Benjamin Abner, New Jersey; Leon

S. Abraham, Kansas City; Morris
Abrams, Minneapolis; Jerome A.
Adams, Washington; John S. Allen,

Cincinnati; Louis Amacher, Port-
land; Hazel Andersen, Omaha; Sa-
lem E. Applegate, Philadelphia; Hy-
polite A. Arata, New Orleans; James
M. Ashcraft, Philadelphia; Thomas
Aspell Jr., San Francisco; Roy
Avey, Atlanta; Thomas
E. Bailey, Charlotte; Walter E.

Banford, St. Louis; Fred Bartow,
Chicago; Maurice L. Basse, Mem-
phis; George M. Baumeister, Des
Moines; Benjamin Bebchick, Boston;

N. Edward Beck, Salt Lake City;

Gilbert L. Becker, Detroit; Herbert
Bennin, St. Louis; Rudolph Berger,
Washington; Leroy Bickel, Dallas;

Burtus Bishop Jr., Charlotte; Wil-

liam G. Bishop, Detroit; I. W.
Blankstein, Calgary; Harry Blatt,

Seattle; Phil Bobys, Washington;
Edwin M. Booth, Cincinnati; Clar-

ence W. Boulet, Salt Lake City;

John J. Bowen, New York; Edwin
H. Brauer, Cleveland; Milton Brau-
man, Pittsburgh; Clarence J. Briant,

New Orleans; Virgil Bridges, New
Orleans; Eldon Briwa; New Or-

leans; Max C. Brodsky, Chicago;
Lafayette B. Butler, Atlanta; James
N. Byrd, Oklahoma City; John P.

Byrne, New Haven,
Robert A. Cain, Denver; William

om Page 1)

Calihan, Los Angeles; William P.

Cameron, Minneapolis; Ralph W.
Carmichael, Los Angeles; Hillis

Cass, Montreal; Floyd W. Chrysler,

Detroit; Allen S. Clatworthy, Min-
neapolis; Louis H. Coen, Minneap-
olis; Harold Cohen, Kansas City;

Harry Cohen, Washington; Elmer B.

Coleman, Dallas; Joseph E. Comer,
Seattle; Sam Cooper, Salt Lake
City; Michael Cramer, Denver; Rob-
ert Cuming, New Jersey; Ray J.

Curran, Boston.

Charles C. Deardourff, Cleveland;
John Dembeck, Detroit; George
Derrick, Salt Lake City; William
Devaney, Albany; Thomas J. Don-
aldson, Boston; Frank J. Downy,
Detroit; Frank D. Drew, Cleveland;
Howard Dunn, Des Moines; Walter
Dunn, New Orleans.

Robert Ellsworth, New York; Ray
Ervin, Charlotte.

Joseph E. Farrow, Philadelphia;

John E. Flynn, Detroit; Edna Frank,
Chicago; Henry A. Friedel, Denver;
Ira Furman, San Francisco.
Samuel J. Gardner, Los Angeles;

Foster B. Gauker, Indianapolis; Rus-
sell H. Gaus, Oklahoma City; Her-
bert W. Genter, Pittsburgh; Jack
Gilmore, Buffalo; Jacob M. Gold-

berg-, Washington; Maurice Gold-
stein, Boston; Saul Gottlieb, Pitts-

burgh; Sanford Gottlieb, Minneap-
olis; Theodore J. Gould, Winnipeg;
Edwin Green, Kansas City; Murray
Greenfield, Washington.
John P. Harrington, Cleveland;

Abe Harris, Buffalo; Reuben L.

Harris, Los Angeles; Theo I. Has-
brook, Portland; Walter F. Hayner,
Toronto; Benjamin Hayney, Phila-

delphia; Frank C. Hensler, Kansas
City; Earl Herndon, St. Louis;

George A. Hickey, Los Angeles; Ar-
thur Horn, Albany; Clyde Houston,
Dallas; Lee S. Hulling, San Fran-
cisco; Milton Hyams, New Haven.
Joseph H. Imhof, Milwaukee;

Louis C. Ingram, Atlanta; Frank
P. Ishmael, Chicago.
Jack Jacobs, Los Angeles; J.

Milton Jacobs, Cincinnati; Frank
M. Jelenko, New Orleans.
John L. Kelley, Pittsburgh; John

G. Kemptgen, Chicago; Dexter C.

Kennedy, Des Moines; Charles E.

Kessnich, Atlanta; Julian H. King,
Denver; Thomas B. Kirk, Memphis;
Henry G. Krumm, Dallas.

H. W. Lambert, Omaha; William
F. LaSance, Cincinnati; Charles
Lazarus, New Haven; David A.
Levy, New Jersey; Howard Levy,
New Jersey; William A. Lewis, At-
lanta; Charles Lieb, Omaha; Gordon
Lightstone, Toronto; Carl Lind, Salt

Lake City; Edward J. Lipson, Mil-

waukee; Nicholas P. Lloyd, Phila-

delphia; Thomas E. Lucy, Atlanta;

Clayton T. Lynch, Los Angeles;
Robert Lynch, Philadelphia; Charles

D. Lyne, Dallas.
Andrew S. McCarl Jr., Portland;

David T. McElhinney, Salt Lake
City; Gerald E. McGlynn, Des
Moines; C. Francis McGuire, Atlan-

ta; Walter McKean, Minneapolis;
Bert McKenzie, Boston; Joseph
McMahon, Milwaukee; Robert D.
McRaven, Indianapolis; Joseph Ma-
guire, Kansas City; John J. Ma-
loney, Pittsburgh; Harold Margolis,
Charlotte; Joseph Markowitz, Kan-
sas City; Ralph W. Maw, Buffalo;

Felix Mendelssohn, Chicago; Theo-
dore L. Mendelssohn, Chicago; Har-
ry W. Miller, New York; Edward C.

Mix, San Francisco; John F. Mor-
gan, Detroit; Edwin J. Moriarty,
Pittsburgh; Claude E. Morris, Kan-
sas City; Joseph Morrow, Philadel-
phia; Frank Mullen, New Haven;
Jack B. Mundstuk, Pittsburgh.

Henry L. Nathanson, Toronto;
Carl Nedley, Omaha.

Louis W. Orlove, Milwaukee; Ed-
ward K. O'Shea, Buffalo.

William Parker, Indianapolis; Mil-

ton Douglas Peck, New York; An-
thony V. Philbin, Dallas; Ralph
Pielow, Albany; Clarence C. Pippin,

Philadelphia; Alfred Putz, Minneap-
olis; Norman Pyle, Washington.
John X. Quinn, St. Louis.

Charles R a m a g e, Vancouver;
George F. Reilly, St. Louis; Ken
Renaud, Seattle; Edward Renick,
New York; Charles Repec, Boston;
Jack ReVille, Memphis; Fred G.

Rippingale, Washington; Herman
Ripps, Albany; Clarence R. Ritzier,

St. Louis; Henry Rosenblatt, Bos-
ton; Benn H. Rosenwald, Charlotte;

Bernard J. Ross, Buffalo; David E.

Ross, Chicago; L. Ward Royalty,
Oklahoma City; Mac Rubenfeld,
Seattle; B. Wallace Rucker, Seattle;

Marion M. Ryan, Buffalo.

Maurice Saffle, Salt Lake City;

Harold Sandelman, Detroit; Harry
Schmidt, San Francisco; Sidney
Schuster, San Francisco; George
Schwartz, Philadelphia ; Max
Schwartz, Milwaukee; Frank J.

Scully, Washington; William A.
Scully, New York; William F. Shee-
han, Indianapolis; Harry J. Sheeran,
Cincinnati: James Shiller, Los An-
geles; A. Jack Shumow, Milwaukee;
Harry J. Shumow, Omaha; Samuel
Shurman, Milwaukee; Abraham E.

Smith, St. John; Jack Sogg, Cleve-

land; Sam B. Stoll, Des Moines;
Bryan D. Stoner, Cleveland.

James Thames, Atlanta; Fred C.

Thortsen, Omaha; Voight B. Trent,

Omaha; George W. Turner, Minne-
apolis.

E. Van Pelt, Los Angeles; Eugene
Vogel, Cleveland.

Herbert A. Wagner, Indianapolis;

Jack Walsh, Pittsburgh; Joseph T.

Warren, Portland; Irving- Water-
street, St. Louis; J. E. Watson, Cin-

cinnati; Louis J. Weber, Memphis;
Charles J. Weigel, Cincinnati, Alex-
ander W. Weissman, Buffalo; Leroy
Whitington, Dallas; Truly B. Wild-
man, Kansas City; William Wil-
liams, Albany; Jay F. Willingham,
Memphis; Wade W. Willman, In-

dianapolis; Wade H. Windsor, Cin-

cinnati; Langdon C. Wingham, Seat-

tle; Maurice N. Wolf, Boston; Har-
ris P. Wolfberg, Kansas City;

Henry Wolper, Boston; Harry O.

Worden,' Boston; William H. Work-
man, Minneapolis; E. M. Woronov,
New Haven.
Fred S. Zekman, Denver; William

B. Zoellner, Oklahoma City.
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ZOTH CENTURY-FOX TO CONTROL STARSJN RADIO

Estimate $2,172,771 RKO Earnings for First 6 Months
First Quarter Profit of

$1,168,676 Disclosed at

Reorg. Hearing

O. R. McMahon, ass't treasurer of

RKO, testified yesterday before Spe-
cial Master George W. Alger at a
hearing on the fairness of the RKO
reorganization plan that RKO earn-
ed a profit of $1,168,676 for the first

quarter of 1937 and that earnings
for the first six months of the year
would probably total $2,172,771.

RKO earnings for the second quar-
ter would thus be $1,149,990. Mc-
Mahon said that his estimate on

(Continued on Page 7)

BIZ SOARS AS LIGHT

STORIES DRAW YOUTH

With three outstanding box-office

attractions as headliners, Broadway
picture house business yesterday
was reported by managers as ex-
ceptionally good. It was particu-

larly noticeable from lines outside
the theaters getting the big trade
were dominated by young folk, pre-

sumably seeking the lighter, fast-

moving type of entertainment.
The Music Hall with "A Star is

(Continued on Page 7)

CFI Signs Agreements
With Three AFL Unions

Consolidated Film Industries of-

ficials yesterday signed agreements
with three A. F. of L. unions hav-
ing jurisdiction over people employ-
ed at its Fort Lee plant which are
expected to end the five-week strike

of employes at the plant, The Film
(.Continued on Page 7)

T Dog Bites Actress
Dorothy Mackaill, who is kind-heart-

ed as well as a good actress, stopped
to drop a two-bit piece into a crip-
pled beggar's cup yesterday in the
Times Square area. And the beggar's
canine ups and bites Dorothy on the
leg which she considers very ungrateful.

Italy's Hollywood Opens With Duce Doing Honors
Rome (By Cable)—With one of the first stories scheduled for production the work

of Vittorio Mussolini, who will aid in its direction, Italy's own Hollywood, adjacent
to the Eternal City, was formally opened yesterday by II Duce.

20TH-F0X TO LEASE

NEW 3-STORY STUDIO

William C. Michel, 20th Century-
Fox vice president, said yesterday
that the company will take a long-

term lease on a new three-story film

studio to be erected at 54th St. and
10th Ave. on a plot 73 by 95 feet.

Construction is to start at once,

with completion of the building ex-

pected in six or seven months.

Building will be used for produc-
tion of shorts, for tests and for

newsreel purposes, Michel said.

Condor to Make Four Dix

Features for RKO Release

Condor Pictures will make four
pictures starring Richard Dix for

RKO release, The Film Daily
learned yesterday from Frank Snell,

Condor vice president. Condor also

has arranged to produce six George
O'Brien westerns for RKO release.

REPORT LIBSON-WHITE

AFTER 50 KY. HOUSES

Cincinnati—It is reported the Lib-
son and White interests (Ike Lib-
son and Maury White) are negotiat-
ing for approximately 40 to 50 the-
aters in Kentucky. Leases so far,

it is said, have been procured for
the Ross, at Cynthiana; the Sam Lee
theaters at Winchester; Grover
Scott's theaters at Harlan and
Pikesville; and the Otto Brown the-
ater at Middlesboro.
John Elliot and Annabelle Ward

(Continued on Page 3)

More Than Half of New
Mono. Stock Subscribed

Well over $500,000 of the $1,000,-

000 of new Monogram stock offered

to the public two days ago has al-

ready been subscribed, The Film
Daily learned yesterday from
sources connected with the under-
writers. Listing of the stock on the

Curb is expected.

Expect Percentage Deals To Increase

From 25 to 30 Per Cent. Next Season

Educational Weighing
Feature Field Entry

Although no definite decision has
been reached on entering the feature
field, Educational is now examining
the idea, stated President E. W.
Hammons yesterday in New York.
The firm's product lineup for next
season, he said, will offer about the
same series as provided this sea-

(Continncd on Page 3)

As the film buying season for
1937-38 gets under way, indications
are that distributing companies will

seek an increased number of per-
centage deals representing a rise

of between 25 and 30 per cent over
last year, a checkup of the situation
yesterday revealed.

In demanding these deals involv-
ing preferred playing time, ex-
changes are pointing to substantial
increases in production costs as re-

(Conlinued on Page 4)

Scripts Must be Okayed,
Deals Made Through

Casting Dept.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—All deals for radio

appearances of Twentieth Century-
Fox contract stars hereafter will

have to be made through the studio
casting department, and scripts of
proposed radio entertainment sub-
mitted for approval, the studios an-
nounced.
Lou Schreiber, casting director,

will do the okaying. Studios say
they feel build-ups on the air are
just as important, and should be
planned as carefully as picture work
build-ups, and they want the right
to make the decisions.

Report that studio was going to
(Continued on Page 4)

MINIMUM WAGE LAW

WONT HIT MAJORS

Major companies do not antici-

pate being affected by the New
York state law providing for es-

tablishment of minimum wages and
maximum working hours for wo-
men and minors, according to

(Continued on Page 3)

Circuit Representatives

Plan War on Dog Racing

Plans for opposing the dog racing
bill, passed by the New York State
Legislature and now awaiting ac-
tion on the part of Governor Leh-
man, were discussed at a meeting of

(Continued on Page 3)

Giannini, Korda Won't Come
Conferences between Dr. A. H. Gian-

nini, president of United Artists, and
Alexander Korda, head of London Films,

scheduled for next week are off owing
to the fact that both have cancelled
plans for coming to New York. Korda
was to have sailed yesterday from Eng-
'and and Giannini had planned a trip

abroad.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 23% 22% 22% + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 32 31% 31% — 1

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3 Vi 3% — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..' 14 13% 13Vi — %
East. Kodak 156/2 152 152 —3
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 23% 23 23% — 1%
Loew's, Inc 78% 75% 77 —1
do pfd
Paramount 21 % 20% 20% — 1 %
Paramount 1st pfd. 143% 140% 14314—12%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 1814 18% — 1%
Pathe Film 7% 7 7 — %
RKO 8% 8% 8% — %
20th Century-Fox .. 38% 36% 37% — 1%
20th|Century-Fox pfd. 463/8 46

V

4 463/8 — %
Univ. Pict. pfd 80 80 80—8
Warner Bros 13% 12Vi 12% — 1

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46 98 97% 97%— %
Loew 6s41ww 973/4 97% 973/4 — %
Para. B'way 3s55... 73% 72% 72%— %
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 1 003/8 100 100% + %
RKO 6s41 116 116 116
Warner's 6s39 95 94% 94% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... 2% 23/8 23/8 — %
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 Vi 1 %
Technicolor 22 21 % 21% — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7% pfd 94 97

Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 14 15

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 1st '47 97% 98%
Met. Playhouse 72 74
Roxy Th. Corp. 1st '40 57% 59

National Screen Service

K. C. Building is Ready

Kansas City, Mo. — Remodeling
and enlarging of a Film Row build-

ing for use by the National Screen
Service is completed and the build-

ing will be ready for occupancy
after May 1. Charles Gregory has
issued invitations to the trade to

a buffet luncheon scheduled for May
7, to inaugurate the formal opening
of the new distributing branch. Com-
ing here from Chicago to assist

Gregory as office manager is B. W.
Chipman, while Morton Truog and
Howard Gould have been added to

the sales staff.

Film Biz Conditions Fine

in South, Says RKO Exec.

Film business conditions in the

southern district are "very, very
good," it was said yesterday by
Cresson W. Smith, RKO Radio
southern and western sales man-
ager, following return from a trip

through the southern territory.

Eastman Kodak Domestic

Sales Show 15 P. C. Rise

Domestic sales of Eastman Kodak
are running more than 15 per cent
above the 1936 period, according to

Thomas J. Hargrave, vice-president.
I Company plans to spend in excess

]

of |12,000,000 for modernization and
expansion at Rochester and Kings-
port, Tenn., where it is building a
new plant.

Jim Mooney Staying

Cleveland — It was incorrectly
stated in a list of changes effected
in the local Vitagraph exchange that
Jim Mooney had resigned as booker
and office manager. Mooney, who
has been with Vitagraph and its

predecessor, First National, for 22
years, is continuing in his position.

Film Center Bldg. Leases

Film Center Building Corp. an-
nounces through its agents, Cross
& Brown Company, the leasing of

space in the Film Center Building,
to Grand National Films, Inc., which
moved from the seventh to the fifth

floor, where it now occupies half the
floor; Theater Trailer Corp., which
has more than doubled its space on
the fifth floor and renewal of leases
with Exhibitors Poster Supply Co.,

Inc.; John F. Lyons and National
Film Renovating & Process Co., Inc.

"Zombies" Appeals Granted
Circuit Court of Appeals at Al-

bany has granted the appeals of

Producers Laboratories and Amer-
Anglo Corp. from the Appellate
Court decision favoring Amusement
Securities Corp. over title of the

picture "Revolt of the Zombies."
Saul E. Rogers is counsel for Pro-
ducers Labs, and AmerAnglo.

Car Kills Ray Peterson

Fremont, Neb. — Ray Peterson,
formerly an exhibitor here, was
killed recently near Pasadena, Cal.,

when brushed from the side of an
auto by a passing vehicle. He had
hailed a ride after his car ran out
of gas. Surviving are a child and
his widow.

Show Cause Order Follows

Newark "Elysia" Seizure

Newark, N. J.—After denying ap-
plication for a temporary writ to

stop -police from interfering with
showing of "Elysia" at the Little,

Vice Chancellor Bigelow granted an
order to show cause tomorrow why
the police should not be restrained.

Counsel for Foreign Films, Inc.,

operators of the Little, charged police

did not act in good faith when they
seized the film Saturday, arrested
Sidney Franklin, managing director,

and held three employees as ma-
terial witnesses. The film ran nine
days without objections although
police had witnessed it early in the
run. Counsel argued police had no
right to act as censors.

Franklin and Louis Koci, operator
at the theater, have been paroled
in custody of counsel pending a hear-
ing. A police inspector and lieu-

tenant who witnessed the film testi-

fied they considered it indecent.

K. C. Exchange Workers
Union Elects on May 6

Kansas City, Mo.—New exchange
workers union will receive its char-

ter and elect officers at a meeting
on May 6. According to the union,

108 exchange employes have signed
up.

Ethel Good to Wed
Omaha — The wedding of Miss

Ethel B. Good, secretary to District
Manager Evert R. Cummings of Tri-

States Theaters, and Lt. Walter
Smit of Fort Riley, Kan., has been
set for June 3 at the Omaha First
Baptist church.

Reviving Russian Films

"Turksib" and "Storm Over Asia,"
will be presented by the City College
Film and Sprockets Society tomor-
row night at the Pauline Edwards
Theater, Twenty-third Street and
Lexington Avenue, as program four
of the Society's Film Appreciation
Series.

Para. Band Policy Builds

Band policy at the New York
Paramount is providing a steadily

increasing draw, according to the
management yesterday. House opens
"Internes Can't Take Money"
Wednesday, to be followed by "Turn
Off the Moon" and "I Met Him In

Paris."

Critic at Coronation
Syracuse—This city's film Rialto

will be represented at the Corona-
tion by globe-trotting Franklin H.
Chase, Journal-American critic, who
will return from a world tour in

June.

<lWings" Gets a Fourth

Toronto—"Wings of the Morning"
is now in the fourth week of a
continuous showing at the Uptown
here. "Maytime" is being continued
for a second week at Loew's.

Coming and Goin

MARY PICKFORD was scheduled to sail from
Europe yesterday for New York.

SIDNEY MEYERS is in New York from Miami.

ELMER RHODEN of Kansas City is in New
York on a business trip.

LARRY HART, who is now at the coast,
returns to New York in five weeks.

E. W. HAMMONS, JACK SKIRBALL and WIL-
LIAM CLARK leave New York May 26 for the
coast.

E. C. MILLS, Ascap general manager, returns
Monday from a cross-country trip.

WILLIE HOWARD leaves today for the coast.

COLLETTE LYONS, film comedienne signed
to a long-term contract recently by Mervyn
LeRoy, has arrived in New York from the coast
for a three weeks' vacation.

Plagiarism Trial Starts

Trial of the plagiarism suit of
Albert Bein against Warner Bros,
and Edward Chodorov over the film
"Mayor of Hell" got under way yes-
terday in Federal Court before
Judge Henry W. Goddard. Bein
claims that his play "Road Out of
Hell," based on his experiences in a
reformatory and to which Chodorov
had had access, was plagiarized in
the film "Mayor of Hell," scripted
by Chodorov.

M. P. Union Celebrates
Newark, N. J. — Motion Picture

Operators' Union No. 244 celebrated
its 25th anniversary with a silver
jubilee dinner-dance at Krueger's
Auditorium. Guests included execu-
tives from Warner's, Paramount,
RKO, Loew's, independent owners,
state and city officials and labor
union representatives. Louis Kauf-
man was toastmaster.

Fulton Buys Another
Kansas City, Mo.—W. D. Fulton,

co-partner in the operation of the
new Brookside theater and owner of
several other Kansas City houses,
has just bought the 400-seat Strand
Theater from W. L. Morris.

"Pay" Stays at Central
The Central is holding "I Prom-

ise to Pay" for a second week, be-
ginning Saturday.

APRIL 29

Gustav Brock
Henry Ginsberg
Harold J. Flavin

H. S. Kraft
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MH-FOX PLANNING
1

20 PIX IN ENGLAND

Paris (By Cable)—20th Century-

Fox plans to make 12 features at

its London studios during the next

year, it was learned here yesterday

as the company's European and
British sales convention opened at

the Hotel George V. A number of

pictures will be made in Techni-

color.

Minimum Wage Law Won't

Hit the Major Companies

(Continued on Page 3)

spokesmen yesterday in New York
City. It was generally pointed out

that despite collapse of the NRA,
its wage and hours provisions have
Deen retained.
Whatever application the law has

to the industry is likely to touch up-

on independent theaters, it was de-

clared.
Representatives of major company

theater departments yesterday met
at RKO to discuss the legislative

situation at Albany, including the
wage statute which has just been
signed by Governor Lehman.

Report of Libson-White

After 50 Kentucky Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Phoenix Amusement Co. are
also reported negotiating for addi-
tional Kentucky town theaters and
have obtained options on several
houses, besides building new houses
at Hazard, Middlesboro and Corbin.
Harry Schwartz will open a new

theater in Frankfort within the next
two weeks.

Educational Weighing

Feature Field Entry

(Continued from Page 1)

son. With Jack Skirball and Wil-
liam Clark, Hammons leaves New
York May 26 for Hollywood to

attend the 20th Century-Fox sales

convention.

Vincent Bryan Dies
' West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Vincent Bryan, 54,

for past three decades a writer of

songs, is dead here following a ser-

ious illness from which he had been
suffering for several years.

They'll Dine on Steaks

Members of Allied Theaters of

New Jersey will attend a beefsteak
dinner and smoker at the Ritz res-

taurant, Passaic, Tuesday night.

Transportation Tieup Hurts
Akron, 0.—Akron's two week trans-

lation tie-up is having a telling

feet on downtown first run movie
heaters. The city has been without
bus and trolley service for two weeks
and majority of workers employed down-
town, once they get home, remain there.

Neighborhoods have been less affected.

• • • ONE OF the most hard boiled audiences in New
York in the world, in fact at Loew's Sheridan Square
in the Village caught a preview of Sam Goldwyn's "Wo-
man Chases Man" along with the rest of the trade press boys
the other nite and that h. b. audience caught the spirit

of the clever spoofing film and the laughter was so con-

tinuous that it blotted out some witty lines the laffs were
sprinkled so thickly

• • • IT IS safe to say that Mister Goldwyn has provided
one of the most satisfying laugh shows ever seen upon the
screen it is goofy, nutty, screwy fun but done with
class and just the right touch that does not overplay a line or

situation and say, that gal Miriam Hopkins stands out
as one of the most brilliant comediennes that Hollywood has
produced she is a constant delight with her artless man-
ner that is the essence of art Charlie Winninger is the
other ace laugh-producer of course it's an expert direc-

torial job by John Blystone but take it from us, fellers,

it's all in the script that combo of writing talent has
started a New School of Comedy they should be specially

commissioned to go on with the good work

• • • UP AT Boston a brand new stunt pulled by
Ed Rosenbaum exploiting "Lost Horizon" at the Shubert the-

ater a "motor treasurer" was installed in a specially built

booth to sell tickets at the curb to motorists in this way
car drivers could buy tickets, park, and then avoid waiting in

line

• • • A SMASH plug for the Music Hall planted
in the Daily Mirror yesterday with those West Pointers
of Theaterdom the Rockettes photographed in their

routine clear across the top of the page and an article by
Gene Snyder, the dance director, giving an intimate picture of

the workday routine the girls go through Hazel Flynn
and Fred Lynch get all the credit here is one stunt that
nobody can horn in on

• • • THE ORIGINAL Dixieland Jazz Band that started

out more than 20 years ago from New Orleans to win interna-
tional fame has been booked for the Broadway Paramount
starting next Wednesday four out of the original five

musicians who set the country jazz conscious back in 1914,

when they appeared at Reisenweber's, comprise the reorgan-
ized band they are Nick La Rocca, Larry Shields, An-
thony Sharbaro, Eddy Edwards they will be featured with
Xavier Cugat and his ork in a show titled "Swing Versus Jazz."

• © © THE COMMITTEE for the AMPA Dinner Dance
at the Hotel New Yorker Saturday eve reports the main floor

for the dinner reservations is completely sold out if you
want to get in on a grand affair, better hurry to cop a seat for
yourself and dame in the balcony and there aren't many
of those left and dinner starts PROMPTLY at 8 o'clock

so be there on time ... • Tom Waller, syndicate man
for Bob Gillham's dep't at Paramount, put over a fine piece of
writing in last Saturday's Evening Journal Tom dug up
a nifty sleeper with a news angle ... • Walter Lynch, one
of Pathe's old salesmen, a man of ideas and a go-getter, has
joined the new Precision Films Lab ... • Mary Welky, cash-
ier at Neumade Products," is celebrating her eleventh year with
that company for years Mary has been commuting daily
from Haverstraw, a 35-mile trip each way

EXECS, GUT LUNCH

TO SEE AMPA SHOW

New York's film folk curtailed
their routine luncheons yesterday to

attend in force the A.M.P.A. adver-
tising-poster exposition on the sec-
ond floor of Loew's State Building.
From the time the "Gallery" open-
ed at noon until 3 o'clock, the larg-
est crowd present at any one time
flowed through the aisles, examin-
ing the wealth of displays.
Among the noontide visitors were

Earle W. Hammons, president of
Educational Pictures; William F.
Rodgers, general manager of sales
and distribution for Loew's, Inc.;

George W. Weeks, general sales

manager for Gaumont-British; Wil-
liam Brandt of Brandt Theaters cir-

cuit; Harry Goldberg and Roy Wink-
ler, Warner Brothers; Edward Gol-
den, general sales manager for
Monogram; H. G. Smith of Loew's,
Inc.; and personnel members of vir-

tually all major and independent
producer-distributor companies, plus
representatives of a number of na-
tional advertising agencies and mag-
azines.

While entries in the show, eligible

for the A.M.P.A. annual awards,
continued to hold the spotlight with
spectators, several of the incidental
exhibits attracted unusual com-
ment. Outdoor advertising groups
centered their interest not only on
the contesting posters, ranging from
one-sheets to 24-sheets, but exam-
ined attentively the M-G-M exhibit
which includes two three-dimension-
al ad-sets. These "pictures," which
are fashioned to give to advertising
illustrations the illusion of true
depth, may, it is said, eventually be
adapted by poster-makers in the
production of three-dimensional "pa-
per" for use on outdoor stands.
The exposition,^ guest register

reveals that approximately 15 per
cent of the total personnel of film
offices in New York has witnessed
the A.M.P.A. ad-poster show to date.

Organization officials predicted that
attendance today, as well as tomor-
row when the exposition ends, will

be double that of the first three
days.

Circuit Representatives

Plan War on Dog Racing

(Continued from Page 1)

circuit representatives at the office

of Senator J. Henry Walters at RKO
yesterday. A campaign embracing
the support of various associations
and societies outside of the film in-

dustry is planned.
The bill which would require au-

tomatic control of theater exits, also
objected to by film interests, was
also discussed.

« « « » » »

Seattle Likes 'Em
Seattle

—
"History Is Made at Night"

is in its fifth week at the Liberty,

"Waikiki Wedding" is in its fourth
at the Blue Mouse, while "Maytime"
has entered its fifth at the Music Box.
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20TH-F0X TO CONTROL

STARS' BROADCASTING

{Continued from Page 1)

collect half the radio salaries is said

not to be correct.

Initial meeting of the M. P. T. 0.

A. committee to investigate appear-

ance of film players on the air from
the angle of injury to theater at-

tendance will take place today in

New York.

See 25-30% Increase

in Percentage Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

quiring such arrangements. This

item, together with the upping of

costs of labor in the studios, make
such deals necessary, they argue.

At the Paramount theater part-

ners' meeting at Miami last month,
Adolph Zukor, production head of

the company, sounded the call for

increased film revenue when he de-

clared that theaters must produce
more money due to the planned in-

crease in the number of big pictures.

A "JUttte" from "lots"

Sex Film Ban Extended
Council Bluffs, la.—Mayor Wil-

liam Guilfoyle has barred showing
of "The Vice Racket," at a midnight
show in Morrie Cohn's Strand here.

His action followed barring of so-

called sex films by Mayor Dan But-
ler at Omaha across the river.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Byjeau of THE FILM DAILY

Lake Arrowhead, Cal. — Edward
Everett Horton and Lucien Little-

field, film actors, and Esther Dale,

character player, are suffering from
severe cuts and bruises received

when the automobile in which they
were driving skidded off the rim of

a 300-foot precipice near here. The
car smashed into a tree 40 feet be-

low the road.

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

TMCHARD WALLACE, who still

has two pictures to make on his

contract with B. P. Schulberg, will

direct "Bonanza" with Edward Arn-
old and John Trent. This is Schul-
berg's final picture on his Para-
mount release. Wallace signed for

four pictures, has completed two,

"Wedding Present" and "John
Meade's Woman." Director and pro-

ducer will enter negotiations re-

garding balance of contract calling

for one more picture.

T T T

News o' the day—Warners have
signed Edmund Goulding to a long-

term directing pact . . . George O'-

Brien's "Looking for Trouble" will

emerge as "Hollywood Cowboy" . . .

Buck Jones' next Western will be

the Charles M. Martin novel, "Law
for Tombstones."

t » T

American methods of film pro-

duction are being studied by Baron
K. Suritomo, holder of extensive in-

terests in Japanese film production,

who is in Hollywood as guest of

officials of the Paramount studio.

The Baron is accompanied by his

wife, the former Princess Sai Onji.

T T T

Casting assignments — M-G-M:
Jack LaRue, "The Firefly"; Frank
Morgan, Walter F. Bobbins, "Sara-

toga"; Universal: Robert Wilcox,

"Reported Missing"; RKO Basil

Rathbone, "Make a Wish"; GN:
Snub Pollard, Charles King, Earl

Dwire, Yakima Kanutt, "Rider of

the Rockies"; Paramount: Richard
Arlen, "Artists and Models"; Lina
Basquette, "Souls at Sea"; Goldwyn:
Dorothy Lamour, "The Hurricane";
Columbia: Don Rowan, Arthur Loft,
Ward Bond, "Once a Hero."

T r
Robert Bruce, color and scenic di-

rector, sails from San Francisco on
May 6 aboard the three-masted
schooner, "Golden Gate," to procure
special effects for Paramount's
Technicolor production, "Ebbtide,"
remaining at sea with a technical
crew for three weeks.

T T T
Dramatic pageant of the found-

ing and growth of the Cunard-White
Star Steamship Line, dominant on
the Atlantic for more than a cen-
tury, will be used as the basis for

a sea story to be filmed by Para-
mount under the title ,"Ruler of the
Sea." William LeBaron, will per-
sonally supervise.

T T T
Options have been exercised at

RKO Radio on the continued ser-

vices of William Sistrom, producer;
Robert Sparks, story editor, and
three writers, Edward Melcher, Paul
Yawitz and Harry Segall. And John
Meehan, Richard Maibaum and Wal-
demar Young have been given new
contracts as members of the M-G-M
studio scenario staff.

T T

Production has started at the M-
G-M studios on "You'll Be Married
at Noon," with Robert Young and
Florence Rice in leads. Edwin L.

Marin is directing.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—W. C. Fields, fully re-

covered from an illness of a year's

duration, yesterday left Las Encinas
Sanitarium, Pasadena, and reported

to Para.'s executives that he soon

vvill be ready to start work before

cameras in "That Man's Here
Again."

Stepin Fetchit, Negro film come-

dian, who is in Harlem Hospital with

a fractured skull, the result of an

automobile accident, is reported im-

proving. His true name is Lincoln

Theodore Perry.

Clayton, N. Y.—May Irwin, prom-

inent stage performer of nearly two

decades ago, is recovering slowly

from the effects of a cerebral shock

at her North Country farm home
near here.

Seattle — Eddie Rivers, of the

Hamrick theaters, and his entire

family are ill with mumps.

Jurisdictional Fight

Looming in Lab. Field

Frontier Will Make Two,
Feature and Three-Reeler

Former Congressman Vito Mar-
cantonio said yesterday that the

newly-organized Film Technicians

Union, non-A. F. of L. affiliated body

of laboratory workers, of which he

is counsel, would move next week

to obtain collective bargaining

agreements with eight New York
laboratories where the union main-

tains it has more than a majority

of all workers. Union now claims to

have between 500 and 600 members.
A fight looms between this union

and Local 669, A. F. of L., which

has jurisdiction over the local lab.

field.

Two films,—a three-reeler drama-
tizing the problem of child labor,

and a full-length feature presenting
a general discussion of farm prob-
lems,— will be made shortly by
Frontier Films. The company, re-

cently formed as a non-profit or-

ganization to produce realistic films

of American life, has its offices at

10 East 40th St., and associated

with it are, among others, Paul
Strand, Leo Hurwitz and Ralph
Steiner, who collaborated on the Re-
settlement Administration picture,

"The Plow That Broke the Plains."

« REVIEWS^
"Cafe Metropole"

with Loretta Young, Tyrone Power,

Adolphe Menjou

20th Century-Fox 83 Mins.

BRIGHT AND WITTY SHOW WITH
GLAMOUR LOVE-TEAM OF YOUNG AND
POWER SCORING STRONG.

Smartly produced, with a light an

breezy plot that moves with exhilaratin

tempo. Loretta Young is in Paris wit

her millionaire American daddy and he

aunt, having supper at the Cafe Metro

pole, presided over by Adolphe Menjou

Tyrone Power, a young American who ha

just gone through his inheritance, owe

Menjou for a gambling debt. On threat o

sending him to jail, Power agrees to posi

as a Russian prince of a famous old Czar

ist family, the general idea being to tak

over rich patrons of the place. Power i

introduced to Miss Young, and then th

romance begins. Complications arise when

Gregory Ratoff, waiting on the rich Amer-

ican's table, finds that the American is

posing as a member of his family, for h

is of the real Russian nobility now impover

ished. From this point on the fun mounts,

with the wily restaurant owner, the ex

royalty, the hapless young American, the

girl and the suspicious rich dad all at log-

gerheads. It moves along breezily, has

some very clever situations and witty di-

alogue. Loretta Young and Tyrone Power

make a real glamour team, and it is a

cinch the femmes will go for them strong.

Fine performances turned in by Menjou,

Charles Winninger as the rich dad, Greg-

ory Ratoff and Helen Westley as the aunt.

Direction by Edward Griffith is smooth

and brilliant.

Cast: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power,]

Adolphe Menjou, Gregory Ratoff, Charles

Winninger, Helen Westley, Ferdinand

Gottschalk, Christian Rub, George Rena-

vent, Frederik Vogeding, Leonid Kinskey,

Hal Dawson, Albert Conti, Leonid Snegoff,

Armand Kaliz, Paul Porcasi, Andre Cheron,

Marcel ie Corday, Louise Clark, Louis

Mercier.

Producer, Nunally Johnson; Director, Ed

v/ard H. Griffith; Author, Gregory Ratoff;

Screenplay, Jacques Deval; Cameraman,

Lucien Andriot.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, The

Best.

Mrs. Merrill Again Named
Detroit—Mrs. William O. Merrill

has been renamed president of

the Greater Detroit Motion Picture

Council. Other officers are: vice-

president, the Rev. Herbert B.

Rhodes; recording secretary, Mrs.

A. R. Carr; corresponding secretary,

Mrs. Charles H. Marden; treasurer,

the Rev. Frederick G. Poole; advis-

ory directors, Dr. Ralph C. McAfee,
the Rev. F. Joseph A. Luther, S. J.;

Rabbi Leo M. Franklin, and W. W.
Whittingill.

Romantic Mix-Up
Chicago — When you've been a

benedict for a period of years, it's

at least slightly disconcerting to

read that you're about to marry.
Romantic mixup here had Jack Rose
of the Indiana and Illinois Circuit

to wed whereas it was Al Raymer,
company's office manager, who was
to take Miss Elinor Bechler as bride.

Kallet Circuit Expanding

Oneida, N. Y.—Kallet Theaters,

Inc., expanding, , has acquired the

Playhouse at Ticonderoga. Kallet

circuit heretofore has confined its

operations to Central New York.

Moran Amends Film Tax Bill

Albany — Bernard J. Moran,
Brooklyn Democratic Representa-

tive, has amended his Assembly bill

taxing motion picture film from one

mill to five mills, or one-half cent

a foot. The bill is in the Rules Com-
mittee.

GB Handles "Tenth Man"
GB will release "The Tenth Man,"

the Alliance production based on the 1

Somerset Maugham stage play..

May 15 has been set as its national

release date by George W. Weeks,
GB general sales manager.

David Lewis With War
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—David Lewis, long an
associate producer for M-G-M, has

been signed by Warner Bros, as an|

associate producer.





He will

steal dramatic

acting honors

this year!

And watch his

box-office draw
leap!

To exhibitors who graciously took our word for it and advertised

"Night Must Fall" as the next Big M-G-M sensation we gratefully

say, 'Thanks and you'll be happy you did it!" The industry

knows now how right we were! This picture is the talk of every

Film Row because it's another instance of M-G-M's showmanship

alertness! And here's what your patrons are getting: a big in-

ternational stage triumph; a star (Bob Montgomery) who wins

new box-office stature by a terrifyingly daring change of char-

acterization; a startlingly unique and different thrill -entertain-

ment; a great tA-G-M production under the expert guidance of

Hunt Stromberg, the consistent hit-producer of "Great Ziegfeld",

"After the Thin Man", "Maytime" and countless more. We re-

peat again and again: Sell your patrons with all the showman-

ship skill at your command because:

1 1 I^J I It 1UJ I I/ALL (and so must your house records!)

THE CAST: Robert Montgomery • Rosalind Russell • Dame May Whitty • Alan Marshal
Merle Tottenham • Kathleen Harrison • Produced by Hunt Stromberg • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Based on the
astonishing international stage success • An M-G-M Picture
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PIMATE $2,172,771

RKO HALF YEAR NET

(Continued from Page 1)

earnings for the first quarter had
been $1,022,781.

William Henry Clark, treasurer

of RKO Radio and RKO Pathe, tes-

tified that RKO Radio had earned
a profit of $268,337 before tax de-

ductions during the first three

months of 1937, and that probable
earnings for the first six months of

1937 will be $1,071,000. Clark said

that his estimate of RKO Radio
earnings for the first quarter had
been $290,000. He revealed that Ra-
dio Films, S.A.E. of Spain, RKO
subsidiary, had lost $97,000 in 1936
due to the civil war.

Wilfred J. Merrill, consultant for

Atlas Corp. in preparation of the
plan, said that he could not fix the
expenses of the reorganization at

present nor the cost to the propon-
ents of preparing the plan. He said

this could best be done after the
reorganization plan is accepted.

Merrill asserted his belief that the
reorganized company would be able

to meet its fixed income require-
ments. The plan, he said, could be
financed from the picture end of the
business. Merrill said he felt that
the plan was fair and that the
Rockefeller settlement was fair. He
related that negotiations which
produced this settlement went on
from November, 1935, to November,
1936. The decision to effect a set-

tlement with the Rockefellers was
made to prevent the long litigation

in the courts which would have been
necessary otherwise, he declared. He
testified that it was felt to be in

the best interests of all to settle the
claim.

The reorganizaion plan was work-
ed out on the basis of two calcula-
tions, asset values and values based
on earning power, Merrill testified.

Figures in the plan are based large-
ly on earning power. He declared
that his survey of the company
showed that Orpheum Corp. present-
ed no problems that would affect the
RKO reorganization. KAO is the
only solvent RKO subsidiary with
outstanding stock. Of the 64,305
shares of outstanding preferred
stock, RKO owns 21,761.

Merrill said in response to ques-
tions by Joseph Cohen, represent-
ing a stockholders' committee op-
posed to the plan, that he had made
no recommendations in connection
with the common stock. Carlos Is-

raels, counsel for an unsecured cred-
itors' committee, said he would de-
fer questioning of Merrill pending
consultation with Hamilton G. Rick-

Mgr. Quits to Teach Organ
Syracuse—Paul H. Forster has resigned

as manager of the Harvard here to
devote his time to teaching the organ.
Forster was long featured at the con-
sole of the Empire, Eckel and State
here. He is succeeded at the Harvard,
university area house, by Oliver Duncan,
formerly of Schines' Hippodrome, Glov-
resville.

NEWS of the DAY
Des Moines — Elias Garbett will

manage the new theater now being
constructed at West 13th and For-
est Ave. He is also manager of
the Varsity, Lincoln and Avalon
theaters, suburban houses.

Anamosa, la.—Clifford L. Niles &
Son will manage the new Circle
Theater now being erected here.
The new house will open in May.

Onawa, la.—Bob Oliver has open-
ed the new Iowa Theater here.

Arcadia, Neb.—Don Meyers has
sold the Electric to Ed Panowicz.

Exeter, Neb. — W. O. Sherwood
has sold the Filmore Theater here
to C. W. Johnson, who also has the
Friend at Friend, Neb.

Alta, la. — Harold McGinnis of

Granite Falls, Minn., has purchased

the Majestic Theater at Alta, and
will install new equipment and en-
large the lobby. John Eding gives
up possession May 1.

Mount Ayr, la.—J. H. Eddy, man-
ager of the Princess here in asso-
ciation with his father, J. W. Eddy
of Indianola, has purchased the the-

ater building and is remodeling.
Capacity will be increased one-third.

Air conditioning equipment is being
installed.

Cincinnati — Jim Wilson, lessee,

has bought the Riverside Theater
building from the Jackson Realty
Co.

Wellsville, Kan.—Wellsville The-
ater, dark for more than a yea*, has
been opened by J. J. Kametz, for-
mer Bunston, Mo., exhibitor. House
seats 200.

Business Soars as Light

Stories Draw Young Folks

(Continued from Page 1)

Born," the Roxy with "Wake Up
And Live" and the Rivoli with "Cafe
Metropole," which had its Broad-
way premiere yesterday, were in

the big-dough class.

Centralized U. S. Film Lab.

Plan Killed by Protests

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C.—Strong ob-

jection from various government
bureaus which declared they wished
to work individually, indicated yes-

terday the government would not
establish a Federal motion picture
laboratory for purpose of bringing
all government films under the di-

rection of one unit, it was revealed

at National Archives here.

The motion picture section of

National Archives is now near com-
pletion. The section will contain

film recordings of historic events
taken from news reels, and original

government productions depicting

developments and progress.

aby, counsel for Atlas. Rickaby and
Israels have been in consultation

regarding a settlement of unsecured
creditors' objections to the plan and
there have been indications that At-

las would meet these objections. If

this is not done, Israels will oppose
the plan.

In telling of assents to the plan,

Rickaby revealed that Leo Spitz,

RKO president, has 15,143 shares

of common stock. Atlas has 263,493

shares which were voted in favor of

the plan and Lehman Bros, have
267,733 shares. Goldman-Sachs has
13,143 shares. Rickaby said that

45 per cent of the stock, and 75 per

cent of the debentures, had been
voted for the plan and that $4,-

059,639 in unsecured claims exclu-

sive of the $9,000,000 Rockefeller
claim had also approved the plan.

Hearing will be resumed Monday.

Pittsburgh Area Houses
Open as Flood Recedes

Pittsburgh—This district's flood-
besieged theater owners and man-
agers again breathed easier as ris-

ing rivers narrowly missed damag-
ing proportions. Record April high
waters exceeded the threats of Jan-
uary and reached a new top since
the disastrous St. Patrick's Day in-

undation of 1936.
In Johnstown, all theaters were

closed Tuesday and several began
lifting seats and carpets. Likewise
theaters in New Cumberland, South
Wheeling, Wellsville, Wellsburg,
Sistersville and Pomeroy were
closed for the day. However, film
shipments went through on schedule
and theaters were operating yester-
day with but little damage from
water backing into cellars.

Pittsburgh flood vets were taking
no chances as the predicted crest
pointed to but a few inches below
what would have meant water in
the auditoriums of five downtown
houses. The two deluxers, Loew's
Penn and Warner's Stanley, sent a
crew to work after the last show
Monday and had 15 rows of seats
and aisle carpet lifted. When the
danger eased early Tuesday, they
rushed the chairs in place and re-
sumed operations as usual. Other
houses fighting the waters down-
town were the Fulton, Alvin and
Barry. Lower lounges are still

closed while pumps work.

Wheeling, W. Va. — The Ohio
River here was slowly receding last

night after rising to a crest of near-
ly 10 feet above flood stage.

Flooded Houses Reopen
St. Louis—Five more film thea-

ters, victims of the winter floods,

have reopened. They are: Mary
Dale, Cardwell; Lyric, East Prairie;
Ohio, Golconda, 111.; Roxy, Mounds,
111., and Shawnee, Shawneetown, Hi. I

NEW THEATERS

Falmouth, Mass.—Charles P. Ab-
bott, Forestdale, has filed applica-
tion with the Falmouth Building
Commissioner for a permit to erect
a 750-seat $40,000 summer theater
on Shore Road, near Old Silver
Beach. The summer theater at the
beach for the past seven years was
destroyed by fire last fall.

Kewanee, 111.—Ed Solig, who for
many years was chief booker for
the Fox West Coast Theaters in
Los Angeles, expects to have his
new 380-seat theater in the down
town district completed about May
20. It will operate on a second run
policy.

Dallas—Construction is under way
on a $25,000 theater to be located
at 5319 Maple Ave. C. J. Stevens,
operator of the Little Theater of

Temple, is owner. The auditorium
will have 500 seats and will be air

conditioned.

Marion, 111.—The Farrar & Turn-
er Circuit has purchased a lot for
the erection of a 650-seat theater
here. They also have the Cozy The-
ater here.

Kansas City, Mo. - - The Byam
Theater, a 700-seat house now under
construction in the Fairmount dis-

trict, a Kansas City suburb, has
been leased by Rube Finkelstein
who also operates the Belmont The-
ater.

Des Moines—Elijah Lewis has let

the contract for the construction of

a $30,000 theater at West 13th and
Forest Ave. here.

CFI Signs Agreements
With Three AFL Unions

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily learned yesterday at the Con-
solidated office.

The agreements were made with
the laboratory workers, photogela-
tine workers and job printers and
provide that Consolidated shall rec-

ognize these unions if they have a
majority of workers employed at

the plant. Union officials represent-
ed to Consolidated that the workers
had declared their willingness to

join the A. F. of L. unions and that
they expected to have the necessary
majority. The men are to return
to work today.
An agreement has been concluded

with the laboratory workers giving
these employes a 40-hour week and
wage increases exceeding 40 per
cent, the Consolidated official said.

Agreements are to be worked out
with the photogelatine workers and
job printers union within the next
60 days.

British Plan Tele Show
London (By Cable)—Television Ex-

position will open at the South Kens-
ington Museum on June 10 under di-
rection of the British radio-electrical
industry. Show runs until June 17.
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CO/VtC0Y I Charlie Ruggles, Ben Blue in a terrific

laugh routine, and Roma Vincent, comedy find, turn

on the fun in
. . "TURN OFF THE MOON"

Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs in

a love affair that proves these two romantic youngsters

aren't just acting in. . "TURN OFF THE MOON"

It

SONGS iKenny Baker, singing star of Jack Benny's

air show, warbles sweetly with "Turn Off the Moon" in

"TURN OFF THE MOON"

W lAW I* £ I Brilliant sets, scintillating ensembles,

plenty of eye-filling production to back the musical

numbers of .... "TURN OFF THE MOON"

—Hjx,,



ON T E BOX-OFFICE
TURN OFF THE MOON

Chockful of everything a good musical needs . . ."Turn Off the Moon"

is the bow-in of Fanchon, co-producer of famed Fanchon and Marco

Units, who knows what the public wants and gives it to them . . . plus

!

It's a Showman's Show with all the elements of a Hit I

//

, Phil Harris, Jack Benny's radio maestro, and

orchestra, swing "Southern Hospitality" and four other

grand tunes in 'TURN OFF THE MOON"

Eleauore Whitney and Johnny Downs

turn on the heat with the sensational new "Jammm"'
dancefor "TURN OFF THE MOON"

; » Fanchon's gorgeous Fanchonettes in

sensational routines, including famed Bubble Dance, one

of many surprises in "TURN QFF TH£ MOON'

TURN OF
THE MOON

w,th CHARLIE RUGGLES
Eleanore Whitney • Johnny Downs

Kenny Baker* Phil Harris & Orchestra

Ben Blue and Marjorie Gateson
Directed by Lewis Seiler • A Paramount Picture
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There is a great motion picture

in town* The name is A Star Is

Born,'' anJ it is now playing at

the Radio City Music Hall. The

writing, the acting, the direction

are all super!*. The last line of

the film is unrorgettahle.

It is iny hunch that A Star Is

Born" willmake more money for

its producers than any picture

released in 1937.

MA JielLiitaet.

N.Y. DAI LY MIRROR
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Nebraska Court Outlaws Bank Night in Test Action

MPTOA GROUP PLANS PARLEY WITH BROADCASTERS

M-G-M Reported Considering Its Own Radio Program

Louis K. Sidney, WHN Head,

Conferring on Plan at

West Coast

M-G-M is, understood considering
sponsoring a regular broadcasting
involving its own contract players
from the coast, it was authorita-
tively reported in New York yes-

terday. Louis K. Sidney, who oper-

ates the Loew radio station WHN
and also is interested in the man-
agement of the Capitol theater on
Broadway, is understood discussing

{Continued on Page 4)

RALPH ROLAN TAKES

AMPA'S PRESIDENCY

Ralph Rolan, advertising mana-
ger of "The March of Time," was
unanimously named to Ampa's
presidency, succeeding Gordon White
of Educational Pictures, at the an-

nual elections held yesterday at the

Hotel Edison.
Other officers designated without

opposition were:
Paul Lazarus, Jr., vice-president;

(Continued on Page 4)

Loew's Extends Astor

Lease for Six Months

Loew's has extended its lease on

the Astor theater, New York, for

six months beginning tomorrow.
House is playing "Good Earth" on

a two-a-day basis.

Reports are in circulation, al-

(Contiuued on Page 4)

"Star" Clicks In Bay State

United Artists home office execs,

wore broad smiles last night as they

read telegraphed reports on the Wor-
cester and Springfield openings yester-

day of "A Star is Born". The Warner
Theater, Worcester, advised "Star" got

away to the biggest biz in four years

despite heavy rains, while the 1 p. m.
report from the Capitol, Springfield,

was that the opening biz was 40 p.c.

better than the house's best previous

record.

"Spain in Flames" Cancelled as Legion, K. of C. Protests
Syracuse, N. Y.

—"Spain in Flames," booked for a one-day stand at the Syracuse
University-controlled Civic Theater today, was cancelled yesterday because of "red
scare" protest by American Legion Post 41, Knights of Columbus and Syracuse Holy
Name Federation. The University was not sponsoring the film, merely served as rent-
ing agent.

M-G-M Execs. Entrain for Sales Meet;

Special to Add 14 Cars in Chi. Today

M-G-M's "convention special"

pulled out of Grand Central Station
at 4:10 P.M. yesterday with 64 com-
pany representatives aboard. Stops
will be made at Albany, Buffalo,
Chicago, Kansas City and Albuquer-
que to pick up branch office dele-

gations. Fourteen cars are to be
added at Chicago. The total num-
ber of Metroites pulling into Los
Angeles Sunday morning is listed

at 248.

Twenty-one members of the home
office contingent entraining yes-
terday included William P. Rodgers,
General Sales Manager, Thomas J.

Connors, Edward M. Saunders, Silas

F. Seadler, Joseph Vogel, Charles
J. Sonin, Ernest Morrell, Jay A.
Gove, Herbert Morgan, M. L. Sim-
ons, Harold Postman, E. W. Aaron,
Joel Bezahler, William Brenner,
Alan F. Cummings, Carlton Duffus,
Charles Deesen, Harold Goldgraben,
Jerry J. Jonas, Arthur Lacks and
William D. Kelly. Also aboard were
eight sales representatives from the
Boston district, four from New Ha-
ven, seven from New Jersey, seven
from Philadelphia, eight from Wash-
ington and nine from the New York
district.

Accompanying the party was W.
(Continued on Page 9)

Cohen Sees Trend Towards Slapstick Musicals

A strong trend towards musicals
containing slapstick comedy is in
evidence, said Emanuel Cohen, head
of Major Pictures, in New York yes-
terday, prior to leaving today on
his return to Hollywood. He plans

to start production about June 1 on
the first of eight pictures for Para-
mount distribution in 1937-38. The
feature will star Stella Adler.

Major's deal with Paramount has
two and one-half years to go.

Bank Night Ruled Lottery by Nebraska

Court in Test Action/ Appeal Planned

Imperial Plans to Make 32,

Distribute Five Others

Imperial Pictures plans produc-
tion of 32 "Hollywood" features for
next season's release and in addi-
tion will distribute five outside pic-

(Continned on Page 4)

Beatrice, Neb.-—Nebraska climbed
aboard the anti-Bank Night band
wagon when District Judge Fred
Messore ruled here yesterday that
the game was a lottery, upholding
the ruling of Attorney General
Hunter.
The court, handing down a deci-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Film Producers Also to be

Asked to Confer on

Radio Problem

Steps towards holding a three-
cornered conference on the prob-
lem of radio competition were tak-
en by the M.P.T.O.A. yesterday
when, at the initial meeting of a
special committee appointed by
President Ed Kuykendall at the
office of Chairman Walter Vin-
cent, it was decided to seek a con-
ference with representatives of the
major broadcasting systems and mo-
tion picture producers.
Chairman Vincent today will con-

tact the Hays organization concern-
ing such a conference. The two
national broadcasting companies re-

cently indicated to The Film Daily
(Continued on Page 4}

MOSS PLANS HOUSE

FOR 2-A-DAY PIX

Convinced that an increased num-
ber of big productions are to come
out of the coast studios, B. S. Moss,
operator of the Criterion, plans to

build an 800-seat house at the
southwest corner of Broadway and
49th St., designed for two-a-day
roadshow runs. Remodeling of the

(Continued on Page 9)

Moskowitz Examination

Motion Will be Argued

Hearing will be held today before

Supreme Court Justice Alfred Fran-
kenthaler on the motion of Harry
Brandt, president of Brandt The-
aters, to examine Charles C. Mos-
kowitz, assistant treasurer of Loew's

(Continued on Page 2)

Calif. Tax Hearing May 5

May 5 has been selected as the date

for the California Legislature's hearing

on the bill proposing an increase in

the state's gross income tax. Original

date was April 20.
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Inc., before trial of the Brandt ac-

tion to enjoin Loew's from playing
films on a five-two split week ba-
sis. The Brandt action maintains
that for years, prior to last Janu-
ary, Loew's local houses played
films on a four day-three day split

week basis and that the shift to a
five day-two day split has been dam-
aging to independent theaters and
is a breach of contract by various
film exchanges with Brandt thea-
ters.

Consolidated's Fort Lee

Strike Ends; 125 Return

Strike at the Consolidated Fort
Lee Plant ended yesterday when
125 men of approximately 200 who
had walked out five weeks ago re-
turned to work, a company official

said. The company has agreed to
take back all those who struck by
next Wednesday, though it may
have to employ some on a part-time
basis, it was stated.
Agreements with three A. F. of

L. unions give these unions a closed
shop at the plant.

20th-Fox Foreign Execs.

Here From Paris May 18

En route to the 20th Century-
Fox annual sales convention open-
ing at the coast May 31, Walter J.
Hutchinson, foreign sales manager,
and other foreign department ex-
ecutives will arrive to New York
May 18 from Paris after attending
the company's European convention.
The party consists of Stanley Crick,
Australian managing director; Ar-
mand Paucker from Roumania; L.
Giordano, Egypt, and T. Isdahl Jr.,

of Norway.

"Dance" Set In 150 Keys
One hundred-fifty key city en-

gagements of "Shall We Dance,"
RKO Radio feature starring Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers are set
for the week of May 7, when na-
tional release starts.

Pentland Quits Hays Post
Andrew W. Pentland, for years

aide to Major F. L. Herron, head
of the Hays organization's foreign
department, has left that post and
has not as yet announced his new
plans. He had been with the asso-
ciation for the past 11 years.

Corson Takes Van Loan Pix

Mitch Leichter of Advance Pic-
tures has sold the H. H. Van Loan
series of eight pictures to "Pop"
Corson of Masterpiece Films of
Philadelphia and Washington.

"Man of Gold" Premiere
"Man of Gold," Hungary's prize-

winning film, will have its U. S.

premiere at the Modern playhouse
on May 6.

Montague and Jackter Off

for New Orleans Meeting

Abe Montague, Columbia Pictures
Sales Manager, and Rube Jackter,
Assistant Sales Manager, left yes-
terday for New Orleans to preside
over a meeting at which pre-con-
vention sales plans will be discussed
with branch managers of the
Southern Division. Attending the
New Orleans meeting', will be Sam
Moscow, Southern Division Mgr.;
W. W. Anderson, Atlanta; J. B. Un-
derwood, Dallas; R. J. Ingram,
Charlotte; J. J. Rogers, Memphis;
Chas. A. Gibbs, Oklahoma City; and
H Duvall, New Orleans.

Managers Union Organizes

Units in 7 Major Cities

The Theatrical Business Repre-
sentatives Guild, which is seeking
to unionize picture house managers
throughout the country, has estab-
lished units in seven major cities,

according to a spokesman yesterday
in New York, where the move has
its headquarters. Names of the cit-

ies were not disclosed.
In New York City, its member-

ship roster has 225 names, it was
declared. As yet the guild has not
decided as to a national labor affili-

ation. Its next meeting takes place
Tuesday night.
Hal Olver is president, George

Allison, secretary, and Dave Lustig,
treasurer.

William Gillette, Creator

of "Sherlock Holmes", Dies

Hartford, Conn.—William Gillette,

grand old man of the American the-
ater, died of a pulmonary hemorr-
hage in Hartford Hospital yester-
day. Nearing his 82nd birthday,
Gillette had been ill for months. On
the boards for 50 years, he was
famed as the creator of the role of
Sherlock Holmes.

Daniel L. Weaver Dies
Spokane, Wash.—Daniel L. Weav-

er, 66 for 47 years prominent in
business here and former theatrical
manager, died at the Sacred Heart
Hospital
Weaver retired in 1917 with the

burning of the old Spokane Theater,
which he had built for the North-
western Theatrical Association, his
partners being John Cort of Seattle
and Calvin Helig of Portland. With
his associates he had also managed
the Auditorium Theater.
Weaver, with John Considine, ob-

tained rights to the basic patents
on the Dr. Kitsie talking pictures.

Columbian Club to Dance
A Monte Carlo motif will feature

the Columbian Club Spring Dance
at the Astor Roof, tonight. Paper
"money," distributed to each enter-
ing person will enable him (or her)
to play the various games for valu-
able prizes, donated by some of the
large National Distributors.
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Coming and Going

CHARLES MUNRO, head of Hoyts' Theaters
in Australia, arrives in New York Sunday from
the coast, where he made a stopover.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON returns to New
York May 18 from Paris and London.

LOUIS K.

New York.
SIDNEY is at the coast from

SAM PINANSKI and MARTY MULLEN are
in New York from Boston.

ARMAND PAUCKER, Roumanian manager for
20th Century-Fox, arrives in New York May
18 from abroad.

L. GIORDANO, Egyptian manager for 20th
Century-Fox, is scheduled to reach New York
May 18.

EMANUEL COHEN leaves New York today
on his return to the coast.

KENNETH ROBERTS, writer and radio com-
mentator, accompanied by MRS. ROBERTS, ar-
rived from Europe yesterday on the Saturnia.

AMOS BURG, explorer and photographer, sails
for England aboard the American Merchant to-
day.

T. ISDAHL, JR., 20th Century-Fox head in
Norway, is due to arrive in New York May 18.

STANLEY CRICK. Australian sales manager
for 20th Century-Fox, arrives in New York
May 18 via Paris.

RICHARD KRAKEUR returned to New York
yesterday from Philadelphia

SHEILA BARRETT goes to Washington May
14 to p'ay the Capitol through a deal handled
by the Shurr office.

ALEXANDER KORDA, head of London Films,
arrives in New York from London on May 11
aboard the lie de France, and leaves immediate-
ly for Hollywood.

VYVYAN DONNER, fashion director for Fox
Movietone News, sails next Tuesday on the
Bremen tor London and the Coronation.

AL ADAMS, publicity- advertising head for
Republic Pictures, has returned to the home
office from the coast.

HENRY WILCOXON, film player, arrives in

New York next week on the Queen Mary, ac-
companied by MRS. WILCOXON, the former
Sheilah Garrett, and heads for Hollywood.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, musical director, ar-
rived in Hollywood from New York yesterday.

JIM and MARION JORDAN, radio team
known as Fibber McGee and Mollie, have ar-
rived in Hollywood from Chicago.

SI FABIAN returns today from Albany.

ABE MONTAGUE and RUBE JACKTER left

yesterday for New Orleans.

J. H. HOFFBERG will leave next Wednesday
to visit keys between New York and Chicago.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Not a few of the dance numbers in

"Broadway Melody of 1937" which Roy
Del Ruth is directing for M-G-M, are

of his own creation —DAVE EPSTEIN.

McKendrick to Monogram
W. W. McKendrick, at present

branch manager for Grand National
in Salt Lake City, will assume a
similar post for Monogram Pictures
there on May 1.
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WHISPERS THE WORLD WILL HEAR! Harry M. Warner reveals important pre-com/ention hint

concerning his company's giant new-season plans to Joseph Bernhard (center), general manager of

Warner Bros. Theatres, and Sam Morris (left), vice-president in charge of foreign distribution. It hap-

pened on shipboard following their return from executive tour of foreign offices.

STAR ARRIVAL OF WEEK is Edward g.

Robinson fbe/ow), in New York after com-

pletion of role with Bette Davis and

Humphrey Bogart in "Kid Galahad," one

of Warners' six big releases for May!

275 THEATRES JOIN for record simultaneous debut next

week of Mark Twain's "Prince and the Pauper" at peak of

30-day billboard campaign. Errol Flynn and much-discussed

Mauch Twins, Billy and Bobby, head hundreds in the cast.

lipii

:

GLEE FOR TWO! Anita Louise and George

Brent are top-billed twosome of Warners' forth-

coming "GO Getter" Which tickled Variety Daily

into labeling film "fast moving comedy drama

that will grip any audience from beginning

to end without a let-down !"t

MUNI FILM NEARS COMPLETION. Shooting

on "Life of Emile Zola" approaches final stages

with early Hollywood reports unanimous in

hailing Paul Muni's title portrayal (below) as

the greatest of his entire career.

°A First Notional Picture fA Cosmopo/iian Production Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors



MPTOA PLANS PARLEY

WITH BROADCASTERS

(Continued from Page 1)

their willingness to sit in on such
meetings.

All members of the M. P. T. O.

A. committee attended yesterday's

session. They are, in addition to

Vincent, Samuel Pinanski, Lewen
Pizor, and Arthur H. Lockwood.
Move was authorized at the ex-

h'bitor association's Miami conven-
tion last month, particularly due to

complaints that appearance of film

tVayers on the air are unfair com-
petition.

Following is the statement an-

nounced following the committee
meeting yesterday:

Bank Night Ruled Lottery

In Nebraska Test Action

(Continued from Page 1)

s'on in a test case brought against

the Beatrice Theater Corp. granted

a permanent injunction to halt Bank
Night.
An immediate appeal will be tak-

en, it was announced.
It is understood that counsel has

advised theaters to halt Bank Night

pending Supreme Court decision on

the planned appeal.

Imperial Plans to Make 32,

Distribute Five Others

(Continued from Page 1)

tures, it was said yesterday by
President William Pizor.

The company will not have a con-

vention this year, Pizor stated. Ar-

rangements have been made to open

branch offices in Washington under
management of Charles Kranz and

in Milwaukee under managership of

J. Manta.

Loew's Extends Astor

Lease for Six Months

(Continued from Page 1)

though not confirmed that the en-

tire block in which the Astor, Bijou,

Fulton and Gaiety are located will

be demolished and replaced with a

new building.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Set your plans for Mother's Day. Ar-

range appropriate stunt if bookings do

not permit of an appropriate feature.

Friday, April 30, 1937

• • • IT IS pleasant to be able to report that the AMPA
Dinner Dance at the Hotel New Yorker tomorrow eve is a
definite financial success that is assured by the ticket sales

and the ads secured for the souvenir program and so at

yesterday's annual election of officers of the association, Gordon
White's administration retired on the wave of a splendid
achievement the Dinner Dance will put dough in the treas-

ury, and the Exhibit for the Second Annual Awards held during
the week has brought prestige to the organization that makes
it a very vital factor in the industry

T T T
• • • IN ALL the years we have been sitting on the
sidelines reporting AMPA activities we have never seen
a better job done than this combined trick of putting over an
annual entertainment and the Awards and Exhibit it

meant all kinds of hard work, co-ordinated effort and expert
planning under Vincent Trotta as General Chairman the
other chairmen of committees all turned in ace performances

Hap Hadley for the Exhibit Paul Benjamin on Ar-
rangements Paul Lazarus, Jr. with the souvenir program

Paul Gulick handling the judges for the Awards
Herb Berg on ticket sales and of course President Gordon
White was always in there ironing out all kinds of troublesome
problems by way of entertainment at the luncheon yes-
terday there was Ketti Gallian, the RKO Radio charmer
and Bernard Zufall, the Mental Mai'vel, who astounded the gang
with his photographic mind

T T
• • • THE LOCAL Variety Club of Omaha announces
that George Jessel was paid $1250 plus expenses both ways
from Hollywood for acting as master of ceremonies at

the recent national convention banquet in that city the
guy is a salesman jes' sell

T
• • • A SILVER trophy has been presented by Mary
Pickford to her native town of Toronto to be awarded
annually to the fisherman who lands the biggest speckled trout
during the season all competitors must be residents of
Ontario Mary and Buddy Rogers will visit Ontario dur-
ing the summer for a trout fishing trip. . . • Norman Cor-
win, the 20th Century-Fox radio man, will do a solo half-hour
program over WOR Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock, as the guest
of A. M. Sullivan

T T T
• • • MANAGERS OF downtown Cleveland first-run the-

aters, radio, publicity and newspaper men were dinner guests
the other eve of Fay M. Thomas, manager of the Carter Hotel

for the purpose of forming a Round Table Association
to discuss community problems and map out a policy for

civic cooperation William Blair, as temporary chairman,
who is manager of the Hanna Theater, appointed a committee
consisting of W. Ward Marsh, the Plain Dealer movie crit

Sidney Andorn, WGAR Kenneth Means, RKO Palace man-
ager Everett Steinbuck, Loew's State manager
among those present at the luncheon were Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager Ed Miller, Hippodrome manager Al
Gregg, RKO theaters Milton Harris, Loew's Sid-

ney Dannenberg, Warners ... • Luceil Lawrence, who has
adorned various Broadway shows, opens at the Man About
Town Club tomorrow nite, with scouts from pix firms observ-

ing
T T

• • • LOOKS AS if the business of being a press agent
is picking up we see by the trade ads that Mark Hellinger

is slinging the adjectives for Warners and United Artists at

the same time
T T

• • • ENDING ON a love note Jim O'Donnell, as-

sistant manager of Griffith Theaters of Guthrie, Oklahoma, and
Rita Little will be married in Oklahoma City May 3 while

Earl Hoag of Guthrie and Marie Davis of the K. Lee Williams
exchange did a sneak welding on Easter Sunday and have just

announced it

M-G-M IS CONSIDERING

OWN RADIO PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

the plan at conferences currently in

progress at Hollywood.

Paramount has discontinued its

own broadcast programs after sev-

eral presentations. It is possible

that the studio will resume the
broadcasts next fall, after the end
of daylight saving time.

Ralph Rolan Takes
Ampa's Presidency

(Continued from Page 1)

Paul Benjamin, treasurer; Lester
Thompson, secretary; Gordon White,
Mort Blumenstock, Rutgers Neil-
son, Edward Finney, "Hap" Hadley
and members of the new administra-
tion, directors; Vincent Trotta, trus-
tee for three years; Paul Gulick,
chairman: Herbert S. Berg and Ken
O'Brien, auditing committee.
While A.M.P.A. was formally

naming its officers, the organiza-
tion's ad-poster exhibition on the
second floor of Loew's State Build-
ing moved into its fourth day, with
attendance during the early after-
noon hours hitting a brisk pace.

Tonight,—the eve of the A. M.
P. A. Dinner-Dance at the Hotel
New Yorker where winners of the
awards in each of the four ad-poster
classes will be announced, as well
as the exhibits capturing runner-
up prizes,—the display will close
at 8 o'clock.

Plans are already being formu-
lated, it was said yesterday, to hold
a similar but even more extensive
ad-poster show under A. M. P. A.
auspices during May, 1938. Move-
ment, it is understood, is under way
to reappoint the present arrange-
ments committee, consisting of Vin-
cent Trotta, Paul Gulick, Hap Had-
ley, Paul Benjamin, Herbert Berg,
Ralph Lund, Al Sherman, Charles
E,infeld, Barret McCbrmick, John
C. Flinn, Morton Blumenstock, Gor-
don White, Hy Daab, Marvin Kirsch,
Ray Gallagher, Al Selig, Charles
Alicoate, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Mike
Vogel, Tess Michaels, Milton Weiss
and Lillian Stevens.

« « « » » »

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Investment in the motion picture in-

dustry in India is in excess of $41,000,-

000 with 25,000 persons employed.
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yt'S Dizzy,

IT'S DE-.

FROM THEIR FIRST FREE-FOR-
ALL-FIGHT IN THE PARLOR, TO
THEIR LAST. ARGUMENT- PERCHED
HIGH IN A TREE AT NIGHT, IT'S

A FAST, FRANTIC, UPROARIOUSLY
FUNNY FARCE ABOUT THE
GENTLE ART OF MAN-HUNT\NGl

• • •

• • •
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w
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SamU QoOy, ,.„„„ MOW/I /V (T///45Z5 /M4V
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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M-G-M'S CONVENTION

SPECIAL SPEEDS WEST

(Continued from Page 1)

§. ' VanDyke II, director, who has

been spending a short vacation in

New York.
As the train pulled out from

Grand Central a huge red-and-white
banner suspended above the track

read "M-G-M Convention Special,

1937, Los Angeles."
Leaving Buffalo at 11 P.M. last

night the train pulls out of Chicago

this noon, leaves Kansas City at 8

P.M. tonight and departs from Al-

buquerque, N. M., on the last lap

of the journey at 3 P.M. tomorrow.

Moss Plans B'way House

for Two-a-Day Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

building, which onced house Church-
ill's famous restaurant, begins to-

morrow and the theater which will

cost in excess of $250,000, it is

stated, will be ready for opening
about Oct. 1.

Anticipating perfection of televi-

sion, a portion of the lounge will

be equipped as a complete televi-

sion studio both for receiving and
broadcasting. Television programs
will be offered as additional fea-

tures before and after the regular
auditorium program, it is said. Moss
will spend part of the summer
abroad studying television in Eng-
land and on the Continent.
Eugene De Rosa is the architect

and Clement Crystal, Inc., will be
the builder. Property has been
leased for 21 years from the 1,603

Broadway Corp.

A "£MU" (**» "£6ts"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD |
Jackie Coogan at preview of "Shall

We Dance."
T) UBINOFF will play his own com-

position, "Danse Russe" in "You
Can't Have Everything," which 20th
Century-Fox is producing. A spe-
cial spot was provided for the num-
ber. Rubinoff also plays "Afraid to

Dream." If arrangements can be
worked out, he may go into a sec-

ond p'cture at 20th Century-Fox
immediately after his present as-

signment.

Our Passing Show: Charles R.
Rogers, Adolph Zukor, E. J. Man-
nix, Samuel Goldwyn, Joan Craw-
ford, Leland Hayward, Franchot
Tone, Mark Sandrich, George Stev-
ens, Pandro Berman, Gregory La-
Cava, Lew Fields, William Powell,
Kay Francis, Al Kaufman, Richard
Wallace, Delmar Daves, Howard
Estabrook, Dave Epstein, William
A. Seiter, Eddie Cantor, Leigh Ja-
son, Ben Holtzman, Herbert Fields,
Sidney Lanfield, Zion Myers, Irv.

Brecher, Lee Loeb, Harold Buch-
man, Edmund Grainger, Jack Haley,

« REVIEWS »

T T T

Feodor Dostoievsky's celebrated

novel "The Gamblers," will be di-

rected for Warners by Max Rein-
hardt with a stellar cast including
Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis,
Errol Flynn and Basil Rathbone.

T T T

Casting assignments—20th-Fox:
Melville Cooper, Joseph Schildkraut,
Elisha Cook, Jr., "Thin Ice"; Re-
public: Billy Newell, Paul Stanton,
Joyce Compton, Rolfe Sedan,
Charles Judels, "Rhythm in the
Clouds"; Pert Kelton, Syd Saylor,

Warren Hymer, "Reluctant Bach-
elor"; GN: James Morton, John
Carnavale, Ray Johnson, "The Sha-
dow"; John T. Murray, "Sweetheart
of the Navy"; Columbia: Rosalind
Keith, "Taxi War."

T T T

John Brahm will make his U. S.

d ; rectorial debut when he makes
"Professional Juror," featuring Otto
Kruger, for Columbia.

$25,1,000 More to Counsel
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe

yesterday granted Root, Clark,

Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for

Charles D. Hilles, Paramount trus-

tee, an additional allowance of $25,-

000 for services from July 1, 1935,

to Mar. 31, 1937. The firm had pre-

viously received a total of $350,000.

Wanger Signs Garfield

Walter Wanger has signed Jules

Garfield, co-star with Katherine
Locke in the Broadway stage hit,

"Having Wonderful Time." Gar-
field, departs for Hollywood at the

end of the play's run.

SICK REPORT

Colwood Co. Reorg. Plan

Okayed by Federal Court

Detroit—Federal Judge Ernest A.

O'Brien has approved, with a few
changes, the reorganization of the

Colwood Co., owner of the Fox The-

ater Building and operator of the

theater. Final decree will be hand-

ed down within a week.

Plan provides for the formation

of two companies, one to assume

the obligations of the Colwood Co.,

and a second, to lease the theater.

The second, the Fox-Michigan Co.

will be formed by the National The-
ater Corp., a subsidiary of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox.

George W. Trendle, president of

United Detroit Theaters, may oper-

ate the Fox under the reorganiza-

tion it is reported.

U. S. Investment in French

Studios Said to be 10 Millions

Paris (By Cable)—American pic-

ture companies have invested more
than $10,000,000 in French studios
employing hundreds of Frenchmen,
representatives of the U. S. indus-
try have told Parliament's Cinema
Commission which is to draft new
film law proposals. Contention was
made that the French industry ben-
efits to the extent of $10,000 for
every American production released
in this country.
Furthermore, it was declared by

the American delegation, pictures

made in the United States are ex-

tremely moral as they support the

forces of law and order.

New Judell Co. to Make
Four Exploitation Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — June Lang, young

20th Century-Fox actress, is under
care of physicians at her Beverly
Hills home following a sudden col-

lapse at the studio. It's the flu, with
her condition described as "serious

but not critical."

Mitzi Green, stage and film ac-

tress, is temporarily absent from
the cost of "Babes in Arms" due
to illness.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. N. Judell has or-

ganized Progressive Pictures Corp.,

to make four exploitation roadshow

pictures. First picture will go be-

fore cameras June 15.

Through his own exchanges, Ju-

dell will handle Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, the Dakotas, Michigan, Illinois,

Indiana, Missouri, Kansas Iowa,

Nebraska. California, Arizona, Ne-
vada, Utah, Montana, Hawaii, Colo-

rado, Oregon and Washington. In

addition to the series of pictures

will make, Judell plans to handle

individual pictures in his own ex-

changes.

Hamrick-Evergreen Houses

In 3 Spots Advance Prices

Portland, Ore. — Following the

lead of Portland of a year ago,

Hamrick-Evergreen theaters in Se-

attle, Aberdeen and Hoquiam have
upped their admission prices from
25 cents to 30 cents. This price

prevails until 1 P. M. when admis-
sions are raised another five cents

to 6 P. M. Evening admission re-

main at 40 cents.

Protests Film to State Dept.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Following a visit of

the Minister from Panama to the

State Department yesterday to pro-

test against the motion picture,

"Swing High, Swing Low," it was
stated that the government would
take the matter up with the pro
ducers' association at the coast. Ac-
cording to the Minister, certain

scenes and incidents in the picture

are objectionable.

Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers in

"Shall We Dance"
with Edward Everett Horton, Eric Blore,

Ketti Gallian

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RKO 116 Mins.

NEW MUSICAL LAVISHLY BLENDS

NEW DANCE STEPS, COMEDY, RO-

MANCE AND BEAUTY; SURE TO DE-

LIGHT.

Keeping step with its predecessors, the

newest Astaire-Rogers musical will delight

their followers and win new fans. !t has

much that is new in story and dances. In

one number, the stars show their dancing

skill on roller-skates, while in another,

the engine room of a steamship is an ef-

fective background for new Astaire steps.

Mark Sandrich's skillful direction blends

the comedy, romance and beauty of the

picture. Pandro Berman provided a lavish

production, with Van Nest Polglase, Car-

roll Clark and Darrell Silvers designing

the sets. Edward Everett Horton and Eric

Blore have a field day with their comedy,

which never misses. Ketti Gallian, James

Cowan and William Brisbane are among
the principals. Harriett Hoctor's ballet

dance is beautifully done. The music is

n the best Gershwin manner, with "Let's

Call the Whole Thing Off," "They Can't

Take That Away from Me" and "Shall We
Dance" topping the George and Ira Gersh-

win output. Astaire, a Philadelphian, ap-

pearing in Pans as a Russian ballet dancer,

falls in love "at first sight" with Ginger, a

tap dancer, but she spurns his attentions.

They are on the same boat returning to

America, and Ketti Gallian, a former As-

taire flame, causes a report to be circu-

lated that Astaire and Ginger are married.

Finally, they agree to marry, so that Gin-

ger may get a legitimate divorce and marry

Brisbane, a stuffy suitor. They marry in

New Jersey, and after new complications

caused by Ketti, they are again united.

Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman wrote the

original, Allan Scott and Ernest Pagano the

screenplay and P. J. Wolfson adaptation.

David Abel contributed high-class photog-

raphy.

Cast: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Ed-

ward Everett Horton, Eric Blore, Jerome

Cowan, Ketti Gallian, William Brisbane,

Harriet Hoctor, Ann Shoemaker, Frank

Ivioran.

Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,

Mark Sandrich; Authors, Lee Loeb, Harold

Buchman; Screenplay, Allan Scott, Ernest

Pagano, P. J. Wolfson; Cameraman, David

Abel; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;

Art Director, Van Nest Polglase; Associate,

Carroll Clark; Editor, William Hamilton;

Music, George Gershwin; Lyrics, Ira Gersh-

win; Musical Director, Nathaniel Shilkret;

Dance Director, Hermes Pan; Ballet Direc-

tor, Larry Losee.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, High

Class.

Hoffberg to Tour Keys

J. H. Hoffberg, head of J. H. Hoff-

berg Co. Inc. leaves next Wednesday
on an extended trip to all keys from
New York to Chicago with prints

of "Wedding of Palo" and "Voice

of India" to arrange for first runs.

He expects to be gone three weeks.



Pi"TTS

An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Dec. 21, 1936, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor =^=
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title Release Date Title Release Date

Artists) Not set

D. Fairbanks, Jr.. Dolores
Accused (United
PD: 12-17-36;

Del Rio
Aces and Eights (Puritan)
FD: 8-8-36; Tim McCoy

Aces Wild (Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37; Harry Carey Gertrude Mes-

singer
After the Thin Man (M-G-M) 12-26-36
FD: 12-7-36: Wm. Powell. Myrha Loy

All is Confusion (RKO) Not Set
Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

Angel (Para.) In Prod.
Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall

Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) 6-26-37
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Arizona Days (Grand National) .... 1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry

Artists and Models (Para.) In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 4-22-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

As Yon Like It (20th-Fox) 1-8-37
FD: 11-6-36; Elisabeth Bergner

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

BAR Z Bad Men (Republic) 1-20-37
FD: 4-22-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Lois

January
Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Beloved Enemy (United Artists) . . .12-25-36
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne

Beware of Ladies (Republic) 12-21-36
FD; 1-12-37: Donald Cook, Judith Allen

Beyond Victory (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37: Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Black Legion (Warner Bros.) 1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36: H. Bog-art, Ann Sheridan

Blazing- Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Bold Caballero. The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
FD: 12-3-36; Heather Ang-el, Bob

Livingston
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 4-2-37
Borderland (Paramount) 2-26-37
FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd. Jimmy Ellison

Border Phantom (Republic) 12-28-36
Bob Steele. Harley Wood

Breezing Home (Universal) 1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37; Binnie Barnes, William

Gargan
Broadway Melody of 1937 (M-G-M) .6-25-37
Broken Blossoms (Imperial) Not set
FD: 1-15-37: Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams

Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Para.) .1-22-37
FD: 4-6-37: Heather Angel, Ray Milland,
Guy Standing

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

(20th-Fox) 5-7-37
L. Young, T. Power, A.

Cafe Metropole
FD: 4-29-37

Menj ou
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37; John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
Fd: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland. Ian Hun-

ter

Call of the Prairie (Para.) Not set
FD: 12-1-36: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison

Camille (M-G-M) 1-1-37
FD: 12-15-36; Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor

Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
FD: 3-29-37: Freddie Bartholomew. Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (Col.)

William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

6-5-37
Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
FD: 10-6-36; Hoot Gibson

Champagne Waltz (Para.) 1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37: Fred MacMurray, Gladys

Swarthout
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)

5-21-37
Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille

Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th-Fox),
1-8-37

FD: 11-16-36: Warner Oland
China Passage (RKO-Radio) In Prod.
FD: 4-16-37; Constance Worth, Vinton

Haworth

Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Living-

ston

Clarence (Paramount) 2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Roscoe Karns. Gail Patrick

Cocktail Party (U.) 6-12-37
Lucille Page, Lew Parker

College Holiaay (Paramount) 12-26-36
FD: 12-19-36; Jack Benny, Geo. Burns,

Gracie AUen
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Counterfeit Lady (Columbia) In Prod.
FD: 1-12-37; Ralph Bellamy, Joan Perry

Crack Up (20th-Fox) 1-16-37
FD: 12-14-36; Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy

Crime Nobody Saw (Para.)
FD: 4-8-37; Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman

Criminal Lawyer (RKO)
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot

Gralianie
Criminals of the Air (Col.)

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Oi'iiiiaun Cncie, ilie idu Wui-iu/.
FD: 12-3U-36; Hugh WakelielU.

Duprez

In-Prod.

.4-30-37

-^ui sei

June

(RKO) In Prod.

. In Prod,

Damsel in Distress
Fred Astaire

Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) .

Stuart Erwin, Gienda Farreil
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Number (M-G-M) 1-22-37
FD: 1-27-37; Robert Young, Ann Sothern,

Reginald Owen
David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37

Will Rogers, Louise Dresser
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M ) 5-7-37
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan

Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37; Lona Andre, John Carroll

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-21-37
Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Playground (Columbia) 1-24-37
FD: 2-16-37; Dolores del Rio, Chester

Morris, Richard Dix
Dizzy Dames (Liberty)
FD: 7-18-36; Marjorie Rambeau

Doctor Bull (reissue) (20th-Fox) .. .2-6-36
Will Rogers, Marian Nixon

Doctor's Diary (Para.) 2-5-37
FD: 1-23-37: George Bancroft, Helen

Burgess
Dodge City Trail (Columbia) 2-5-37

Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)

Not Set
Barton McLane. June Travis

Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
FD: 2-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Drums of Destiny (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Easy Going (RKO) In Prod.
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) In Prod.
Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37: Sabu, Walter Hudd

Espionage (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37: Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,

Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Everybody Dance (GB) 2-15-37

Cicely Courtneidge, Ernest Truex
Exclusive (Para.) In Prod.

Fred Mac Murray, Frances Farmer

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37
FD: 3-26-37: J. Edward Bromberg. Betty

Furness
Family Affair, A (M-G-M) 3-12-37
FD: 4-22-37; Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia

Parker
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37

FD: 3-29-37: Don Ameche, Ann Sothern
Find the Witness (Columbia) 1-8-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37: Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier

Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37
Gienda Farreil, Barton MacLane

Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
Beniamino Gigli

Frame Up, The (Columbia) 5-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Four Days' Wonder ( Universal) .... 1 -3-37
FD: 1-5-37; Jeanne Dante. Kenneth Howell

Fury and the Woman (Rialto)
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Title Release Date

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gay Love (Marcy)
FD: 6-10-36; Florence Desmond

Uhost Patrol (Puritan)
FD: y-10-30; Tim McCoy

Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.)
Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin

Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Erie Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37; Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeoii

Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.)
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen

Gods Country auu ine Woman ( Warners;
1-10-37

FD: 12-19-36; Geo. Brent, Beverly
Huberts

Go Getter, The (W. B.)
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

UwiU UiooUla ul x^»o, tiMl'al jNal I) . J./6-£u-t>U
FD: 12-2-30, Lncli i'owell, Joan lilouucii

Gold Racket, The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Goisuuia (Guigouia Corp.) Aol oci
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le

Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M) Not sei
FD: 2-3-37; Paul Muni, Louise Raiuer

Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37; Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 5-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Paramount) . .In Prod.
Akim Taniiroff, Marian Marsh

Great Guy (Grand Nat'l) 1-2-37
FD: 12-9-36; James Cagney. Mae Clarke

Great Hospital Mystery
(RKO Radio) 6-14-37
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck

Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason

Green Light (Warner Bros.) 2-20-37
FD: 1-6-37; Errol Flynn, Anita Louise

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Gun Ranger, The (Republic) 2-9-37
buu Steele

Guns and Guitars (Republic) Not sei
FD: 12-22-36; Gene Autry, Dorothy Dix

Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . . .1-2-37
FD: 4-3-37; Dick Foran, Anne Nagel

Hat Off (Grand National) 12-6-36
FD: 12-16-36: Mae Clarke, John Payne

Head Over Heels in Love (GB) ... .2-20-37
FD: 2-5-37; Jessie Matthews, Louis

Borell
Headline Crasher (Conn.) 12-25-36

FD: 4-6-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent

Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
3-20-37

FD: 3-22-37; Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para) In Prod.
FD: 3-22-37: Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) .In Prod.
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.)
FD: 4-13-37; William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -6-37
FD: 3-8-37; Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

Hit Parade, The (Republic)
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37
Tex Ritter. Jerry Bergh

Holy Terror. The (20th-Fox) 2-6-37
FD: 1-2-37: Jane Withers, Anthony Martin

Hotel Haywire (Para.) Not Set
Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

Title Release Date

I Met Him in Paris

I

(Para.) Not Set

Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack,

Leo Carrillo
I Will Be Faithful (20th-Fox) 6-18-37

Michael Whalen, Gloria Stuart
In Puna. A. W. u. L. (Rowiand-Wagnerl . .

FD: 4-7 36: Lola I.ane. Irene Ware
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .Not Set

FD: 4-12-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc-
Crea

It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37
Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

John Meade's Woman (Para) . 8-36-37
FD: 2-11-37; Edward Arnold, Francine

Larrimore

1-26-3?Join The Marines (Republic)
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis, Paul Kelly

Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)
7-23-37

FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)

2-19-37
FD: 1-7-37; Slim Summerville, Jed Prouty,

Shirley Deane
Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37

Boris Karloff

Justice After Dark (Warners) lu Prod
John Litel, Ann Dvorak

Not eel

Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal)..
FD: 7-22-36; L. Hughes. Sheila Maniuir»

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner BroB.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon-
dell

King of Gamblers (Para.) Not Set
FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King Solomon's Mines (GBl In Prod.
Paul Robeson. Roland Young

Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrityl Not Net
Knight Without Armor (U. A.).... Not Set

Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Dick Foran, Linda Perry

Land Without Music (GB)
Richard Tauber. Jimmy Durante

Larceny on the Air (Republic) .... 1-11-37
FD: 1-16-37: G. Bradley. R. Livingston

Lash of the Penitentes (Telepictures)
FD: 3-10-37; Joseph Swickard, Marie

De Forest
Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37; Joan Crawford, Robert Mont-

gomery, Wm. Powell
Last Slaver, The (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery

Last Train from Madrid (Para.).. In Prod.
Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland

Laughing at Trouble (20ih-Koxi 12-1136
FD: 1-6-37; Jane Darwell. Sara Haden

Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
Richard Arlen

Law of the Ranger (Columbia) .

Bob Allen
League of Frightened Men (Col.

Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law (Universal)...
Buck Jones, Noel Francis

Let's Get Married (Columbia)...
FD: 4-14-37; Ralph Bellamy,

Let Them Live (Universal)....
Judith Barrett, John Howard

Life of Edward VIII (GB) Not set
FD: 12-10-36: Ex-King of England

Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

Lion s Den. The 1 Puritan i

FD: 8-25-36: Tim McCoy
Lloyds of London (20th-Fox) 1-29-37
FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll,

Freddie Bartholomew
Looking for Trouble (RKO) Not Set

George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker
Lost Horizon i Columbia! .... Not if
FD- 3-4-37: Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt

Love from a Stranger (U. A.)
FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding, Basil Rath-

bone
Love in a Bungalow (Universal) . . . .6-20-37

Kent Taylor, Nan Grey
Love Is News <20th-Fox) 2-26-37
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power

Love Trap, The (Para.) In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

Madame Walewska (M-G-M) 6-18-37
Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer

Maid of Salem (Paramount) 2-19-37
FD: 1-26-37: Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray

Make a Wish (RKO Radio)
Bobby Breen

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.).. Not Set
FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Mania Steps Out (M-G-M I 2-5-37
Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty Furness

Man Betrayed (Republic) 12-28-36
FD: 1-8-37: Eddie Nugent. Kay Hughes

Man in Blue (Universal) 6-6-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
E. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin

Man of Affairs (GB) 1-20-37
FD: 1-16-37: George Arliss, Rene Ray

.2-26-37

.6-25-37

.4-18-31

3-26-37
Ida Lupino
.... 4-26-37



A Calendar o% J-mAum IUUcm*
Title Release Date

Man of the People (M-G-M) 1-29-37
FD: 2-26-37; Joseph Calleia, Florence Rice

Man Who Could Work Miracles
IU. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37; Roland Young, Penelope
Ward

Man Who Found Himself (RKO)
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart

Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37
Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen

Maytime (M-G-M) 3-26-37
FD: 3-8-37; J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
Dick Purcell, June Travis

Men Are Not God's (U. A.) 1-22-37
FD: 1-20-37; Miriam Hopkins, Gertrude

Lawrence
Mexican Quarter (RKO ) In Prod.

Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida
Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) 3-6-37

FD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak, John Lite!
Midnight Madonna (Para.) In Prod.

Warren William. Mady Carrell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mighty Treve. The (Universal) .... 1-17-37
FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Win-

ninger

Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Mind Your Own Business (Para.) ... 1-8-37

Charlie Ruggles, Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot
FD: 12-14-36: Charlie Ruggles, Alice

Brady
Missing Men (Republic) Not set

Kay Hughes
Missus America (RKO) Not Set

Victor Moore, Helen Broderick

More Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set
FD: 12-11-36; Jean Arthur, George Brent

Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) .. .4-24-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent

Mountain Music (Para.) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Martha Faye

Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37; Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt

Murder in the Red Barn (Olympic)
I FD: 8-19-36; Tod Slaughter
jMysterious Crossing (Universal) ... 12-27-36

FD: 2-2-37: James Dunne, Jean Rogers
Murder on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36; Henry Randall. Eve Grey

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Victor McLaglen. Walter

Connolly, June Lang
Navy Blues (Republic)
FD: 3-29-37: Dick Purcell, Mary Brian

Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-13-37
FD: 3-24-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) In Prod.
Milton Berle, Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard

Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37; Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles

Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Robert Montgomery, Rosa-

lind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.) Not Set
Roscoe Karns. Helen Burgess

Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 2-2-37: Patsv Kelly. Lyda Roberti

North of the Rio Grande (Para.) . .In Prod.
Wm. Boyd, Bernadene Hayes

Title Release Date Title

Dh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-23-37
FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton.

Eve Arden
^Id Corral I Republic) 12-21-36
Gene Autry

31d Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino

3n the Avenue (20th-Fox) 2-12-37
FD: 2-3-37; Dick Powell, Madeleine

Carroll
">nce a Doctor (First Nat'l) 1-33-37
FD: 2-27-37; Donald Woods, Jean Muir

")nce in a Blue Moon (Paramount) . .Not set
FD: 12-3-36; Jimmy Savo. Nikita

Baliefl
)ne in a Million (20th-Fox) 1-1-37
FD: 12-22-36; Sonja Henie, Adolphe
Menjou

Outcast (Paramount) 2-5-37
FD: 2-2-37; Warren William, Karen

Morley

Outcast of Poker Flats (RKO) ... .In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37; Preston Foster

Paradise Express (Republic) 2-22-37
FD: 3-5-37; Grant Withers, Dorothy

Appleby
Parnell (M-G-M) 6-28-37

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37; George O'Brien, Beatrice

Roberts

Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly

Penrod and Sam (Warners) 2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Mauch, Frank Craven

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.).Not set
FD: 2-15-37. Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M )

FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley
Plainsman, The (Paramount) 1-1-37
FD: 11-24-36; Gary Cooper. Jean Arthur

Plough and the Stars (RKO) 1-15-37
FD: 12-26-36; Barbara Stanwyck, Preston

Foster

Plot Thickens, The (RKO) 12-11-36
FD: 12-9-36: James Gleason. ZaSu Pitts

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Public Wedding ( Warners)
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKO) In Prod
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone

Racing Lady (RKO) 1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37: Ann Dvorak. Harry Carey

Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) . . . .3-30-37
FD: 4-15-37; Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gib-

son

Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Rainbow on the River (RKO) 12-25-36
FD: 12-5-36: Bobby Breen. May Robson

Ready, Willing and Able (Warners) ..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37: Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Red Lights Ahead ( Chesterfield )... In Prod.

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.

Riders of Whistling Skull (Republic) .1-4-37
Livingston. Corrigan, Terhune

River of Unrest (GB) 1-10-37
John Lodge. John Loder

Road Back. Thp ( Universal) 5-30-37
John King Barbara Read

Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-27-37
FD: 3-2-37: Cary Grant. Mary Brian

Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37
FD: 7-16-36: Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Rrnniiim Tim" in Texas (Rppnhlio) 2-»S-37
FD: 4-22-37; Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Release Date

5-32-37

Title Release Date

.4-2-37

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck. Eduardo Ciannelli

Sandflow (Universal) 2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37; Buck Jones, Lita Chevret

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod
Pat O'Brien. Humphrey Bogart

Scotland Yard Commands
'Grand National) 1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37; Clive Brook. Victoria Hop-

per
Sea Devils (RKO Radio) Not set

FD: 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen. Ida
Lupino

Secret Valley (20th-Fox) 1-15-37
FD: 12-28-36: Richard Arlen. Virginia

Grey
Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.

Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew
Seventh Heaven (20t.h-Fnx) 3-26-37
FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stew-

art
Shall We Dance (RKO) Not Set

Fred Astairc, Ginger Rogers
She's Dangerous (Universal) 1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37: Walter Pidgeon. Tala Birell

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO). .Tn Prod.
Anne Shirlev

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) ... .6-9-37
Frances Williams. Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB)
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen. Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) .... 6-25-37
Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) . . .

Tex Ritter

Sing Me a Love Song (Warners) 1-9-37
FD: 12-29-36; James Mellon. Patricia

Ellis

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E. Allen

Slim (F. N.) 6-12-37
Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Margaret

Lindsay

Small Town Boy (G. N.)

Smart Blonde (Warner Bros.) 1-2-37
FD: 11-21-36; Glenda Farrell. Barton
MacLane

Soldier and the Lady (RKO)
FD: 2-19-37: Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M)
Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey Dean

Souls at Sea (Para.) Not Set
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson

Special Orders (Republic) In Prod.
Guy Kibbee

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith

Stampede (Col.) Not set
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis

Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37; Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Star of Empire (Crescent) 12-8-36
Tom Keene

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis

Stepping Toes (RKO) In
Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers

Stolen Holiday (Warners) 2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36; Kay Francis. Claude Rains

Stormy Trails (Grand Nat'l) Not set
FD: 12-23-36: Bob Hodges, Lois Wilde

Stowaway (20th-Fox) 12-25-36
FD: 12-16-36; Shirley Temple. Robert
Young

Super Sleuth (RKO) In Prod.
Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Swing High. Swing Low (Para.)
FD: 3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred Mae-
Murray

Prod.

Talent Scout (Warners)
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers
Tenth Man. The (G. B.) 5-15-37
That Girl from Paris (RKO) '. 1-22-37
FD- 12-15-36: Lilv Pons. Gone Raymond

That I May Live (20th Cent. -Fox) . .4-30-37
Rochelle Hudson. Robert Kent

That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37
Mary Magnire. Hugh Herbert

There Goes My Girl (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G M) ... .5-14-37
They Wanted to Marry (RKO) 2-5-37

FD- 0.3.37. Bettv Furnpss. E. E. Clive
Think Fast. Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
FD: 4-R-37: Peter Lorre. Virginia Fields

This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37
Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Taylor

Three Legionnaires. The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37: Robert Armstrong, Fin

D'Orsay

Thunder in the CHv (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37; Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste

Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-1 9-37
FD- 2-10-37- Claire Trevor. Michael

Whalen
Tomorrow's Headlines (RKO) Not Set

Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson
T<- Man" Wive« (RKO-Radio)
FD: 4-7-37: Anne Shirley

Ton of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37: Doris Nolan. George Murphy

Trapped (Columbia) 3-5-37
Charles Starret. Peggy Stratford

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . .Not Set
Edward Arnold. Frances Farmer

Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37- Jack Holt. Mne Clarke

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) ... .3-6-37
FD: 3-11-37: Tex Ritter. Rita Cansino

The Trusted Outlaw (Republic) ... .2-1-37
Bob Steele. Lois January

Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) . . . . Not Set
Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor Whitney

Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37
Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford

Two Who Dared (G. N.) 5-8-37
Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand National) 3-20-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) Not set
Jack Hulbert

Two Wise Maids (Republic) 2-15-37
FD: 2-2-37: Alison Skipworth, Polly

Moran, Gracie Muir

Under Cover of Night (M-G-M) 1-8-37
FD: 1-4-37: Edmund Lowe. Florence Rice

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .5-21-37
Conrad Veidt, Annabella, Raymond Mas-
sey

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) .. 6-14-37
James Dunn. Patricia Ellis

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Waikiki Wedding (Para.)
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby. Martha Rayc,

Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37; Walter Winchell. Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Way Out West (M-G-M)
FD: 12-19-36; Laurel and Hardy

Wee Willie Winkie (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We. the Jury (RKO) In Prod.
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore

We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36; Preston Foster. A. Dvorak

We're in the Legion Now
(Grand National) 1-16-37
Reginald Denny. Esther Ralston

We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio)
FD: 1-18-37; Victor Moore, Helen

Broderick
Westbound Mail (Columbia) 1-22-37

Charles Starret. Rosalind Keith
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot. Wendy Barrie
When Love Ts Young (Universal) .. .4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37; Virginia Bruce, Kent Tavlor

When You're in Love (Columbia) . . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37: Grace Moore. Cary Grant

When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
FD: 2-16-37: Joe E. Brown, Marian
Marsh

Where There's a Will (GB) Not set
Will Hay

While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi

White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37
Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

White Gods (Trekolog)
FD: 3-2A0-37; Native Cast.

Wildcat Trooper (Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36: Kermit Maynard

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-13-37
Scott Colton, Jean Rogers

Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.
John Beal. Joan Fontaine

Wings of Morning (20th-Fox) 2-19-37
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle. Henry Fonda

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . . .5-16-37
Ray Milland. Wendy Barrie

With Love and Kisses (Melody) ... -Not set
FD: 12-7-36: Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing

Woman Alone (GB) 1-1-37
FD: 1-9-37: Svlvia Sidney. Oscar Homolka

Woman Chases Man (U. A.)
FD: 4-27-37: Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37: Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

Woman in Distress (Columbia) ....1-17-37
FD: 1-19-37: May Robson, Irene Hervey.

Dean Jagger
Woman Wise (20th-Fox) 1-23-37
FD: 1-16-37; Rochelle Hudson. Michael
Whalen

Women of Glamor (Columbia) 1-28-37
FD: 3-9-37; Melvyn Douglas. Virginia

Bruce

Yellow Cruise (French M. P. Co.)
FD: 10-30-36

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) In Prod.
Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
Onslow Stevens. Helen Mack

You Only Live Once (Unit. Art.) .... 1-1-37
FD: 1-27-37; Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda

You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37
FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford. Anna Lee
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20th-Fox Demands Retraction of Picture

TEN CENTS

?-«AK i

arge

GUS SCHAEFER NAMED UNIVERSALS EXPORT HEAD

Report Bank Night Set for 17 Stanley-Warner Houses

Man Power
. . . it's needed abroad
- By CHESTER B. BAHN -

TAKING note, and you scarcely can avoid

' doing so these days, of the attempts
by many foreign countries to nourish their

film industries at the expense of Holly-

wood, one is led to speculate as to whether
they are not. after all, putting the cart

before the horse.

That goes for those countries which use

quotas in efforts to compel domestic pro-

duction by American companies or which
utilize such quotas or kindred devices to

restrict distribution of American pictures

within their boundaries.

The foreign flag wavers would do well

to take time off for a bit of cogitation

upon the exact degree exhibition in their

respective lands is dependent upon Amer-
ican pictures. They might find that the

financial returns reflecting the degree of

such dependency far exceed the benefits

to American distribs, however generous and

necessary such benefits may be.

A S for quotas as a cure-all for foreign

** industry ills, the theory by this time

should be discredited. Quotas are poor

substitutes for producer ability. Paren-

thetically, it might be observed that the

same thing applies to money. Unless the

ability to use money wisely is present, mil-

lions poured into production might better

be non-existent.

The naive London editorial suggestion,

recently made, that the American market

be more extensively opened to British pic-

tures through the medium of a reciprocal

agreement only serves to re-emphasize the

failure of many of our English cousins to

understand the reasons for U. S. film su-

premacy both at home and abroad.

\i!e£ American industry emerged at the

* top of the heap because it made bet-

ter pictures, and for no other reason.

It should interest the foreign flag wavers

that it gained such distinction without

government subsidy or protective legisla-

tion.

At home, the popularity of Hollywood
(Continued on Page 2)

Circuit's Move Expected to

Bring Games Situation

to Head

Philadelphia — Stanley - Warner
threw a bombshell into the territory

yesterday when the report circu-

lated here that the circuit will use
Bank Night, beginning some time
this month, in 17 houses. They are:

Philadelphia — Sedgwick, Strand,
Germantown, Wynne, Benn, Manor,
Cross Keys, Ardmore, Cadet, Frank-

(Continued on Page 3)

STRIKE OF PAINTERS

THREATENS STUDIO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Late this afternoon

Pat Casey informed representatives
of painters, make-up and scenic
artists, that producers would be
willing to discuss wage scales and

(Continued on Page 3)

Technicolor Expected to

Re-elect Kalmus May 17

Re-election of President Herbert
T. Kalmus and of all other direc-
tors and officers of Technicolor is

expected at the annual stockholders'
(Continued on Page 4)

50-50 Legislative Split

Approximately 50 per cent of the
industry's legislative battles are over
for the time being with adjournment
sine die of 23 state governing bodies,
with a like number remaining in session,
according to a checkup made yester-
day.

FIRST M-G-M SALES

PARLEYS TOMORROW

Reaching Albuquerque, N. M. at
3 P. M. this afternoon, M-G-M's rec-
ord-size special convention train is

scheduled to carry 248 company rep-
resentatives into Los Angeles at 11
A.M. tomorrow.
After checking in at the Ambas-

sador Hotel and having luncheon,
the only two events scheduled for
tomorrow are a meeting of branch
and district managers, to discuss

(Continued on Page 3)

Olympia Theaters' Assets

Transfer Due in Mid-June

Formal transfer of assets of
Olympia Theaters, operating 28 the-
aters in New England territory, to
New England Theaters is expected
to take place the middle of June, it

was indicated yesterday by a spokes-
(Continued on Page 3)

20th-Fox Demands Boston Exhib. Unit

Retract Charge of Advertising in Pix

General Pix Planning 34,

Including Eight Westerns

Program for 1937-38 season laid

out by General Pictures calls for a
total of 34 features, including eight
Westerns, it was stated in New
York yesterday. The outfit plans
four pictures for the current year,

with one having been delivered up
to the present time.

Denying that General Motors sign
which appears in the Times Square
background of "Wake Up and Live"
is the result of any arrangement
with the automobile company, 20th
Century-Fox yesterday demanded
that Independent Exhibitors, head-
quartering in Boston, retract a reso-
lution which it passed last week.
The demand was made in a letter

from Felix A. Jenkins, chief of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Quits Post as Paramount
Eastern, Central European

Chief
Appointment of Gus Schaefer as

export manager of the New Univer-
sal, succeeding N. L. Manheim who
recently resigned, was announced
yesterday by President R. H. Coch-
rane. Schaefer on May 17 com-
pletes his duties as Paramount man-
ager for Eastern and Central Eu-
rope after having occupied this post
for the past 12 years.

Schaefer has been in the film busi-
ness since 1914 when he joined the
World Co. Prior to going to Eu-

(Continued on Page 4)

"DE-FREEZING" PLAN

TO STUDIOS FOR 0. K.

Plan recently considered at a
meeting of the title registration
committee of the Hays association
with object of "de-freezing" thou-
sands of picture titles now tied up
will be submitted to the coast stu-
dios for ratification. The proposal
was further discussed at a commit-
tee meeting Thursday in New York.

Erpi, RCA Execs. Will

Parley on IATSE Demand

Erpi and RCA officials are slated
to confer Monday in Chicago with
George E. Browne, president of the
I.A.T.S.E. and other LA. officers on
the demand of the union that all

Erpi and RCA employes engaged in

servicing theaters become union
(Continued on Page 4)

Para. 1st Pfd. Gains 11%
Paramount's first preferred bounded

upward on the Big Board yesterday for

a gain of 11% points, the advance to

154% marking a recovery from the
reverses of the preceding few days.

Issue had touched 2001/2- Low for the
year was 140%.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 233/4 24 + Va

Columbia Picts. vrc. 32V4 31% 31 % — 'A

Columbia Picts. pfd. 42 42 42 Vi

Con. Fm. lnd 3'/2 3'/2 3'/2 + Va

Con. Fm. lnd. pfd •

East. Kodak 154 153 154 + 2l/2

do pfd 152 152 152 + 1

Gen. Th. Eq 25 25 25 .....

Loews. Inc 773/4 76% 77 + %
do pfd • • •

Paramount 223/8 21 1/4 22y8 + 1

Paramount 1st pfd.. 154% 1547/8 154% +11%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 19y2 20 +1
Pathe Film 7% 7 V/a + Va

RKO 9'/4 8% 9% + Vi

20th Century-Fox .. 38% 37% 38% + 1

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd •
Warner Bros 13% 127/8 13% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 983/4 98% 983/4 + 1

Para. B'way 3s55.... 72% 723/8 72%
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 100% 100% 100% + Va

RKO 6s41 115% 115% 115% — %
Warner's 6s39 943/4 943/8 943/4 -f 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nafl Films.. 2% 23/8 2% + Va

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 223/8 21% 223/8 + 1 1/4

Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4l/4 + %
Universal Pictures

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 1st pfd 94 97

T T T
• • • EN ROUTE to Hollywood aboard the M-G-M Con-
vention Special the boys are as noisy and playful as a
lot of school kids Ad Demon Si Seadler, Jay Gove and M.
L. Simons turned out a miniature paper between sips
the irrepressible C. K. Stern, who just recovered from a sickbed
siege, arrived ahead to set the stage and prepare the bromos
for the office management staff Joel Bezahler is bewailing
that the convention didn't come a couple of months sooner so
that he could have saved the cost of his Florida suntan

T T
• • • ON THE train are also nine lads who have daily
luncheon at Pirolle's they have pooled their average tips
for the time they will be away, and presented the sum to their
pet waitress in ADVANCE . . c'nya beat it ? mebbe talent
scout Al Altman oughta look into her talents if she's that
good these kind advance tippers are Alan Cummings, Jay
Gove, M. L. Simons, Eddie Aaron, Charlie Deesen, Hal Post-
man, Joel Bezahler, Artie Lacks and Bill BrennerTV
• • • A FEATURE of the third issue of Theater Work-
shop out today "Social Study of the Film," by Jay Leyda
and Peter Ellis it is the first critical film bibliography ever
to be compiled and should be very useful to all cinema workers
and students

• • • FOR APPEARANCE in the next Eddie Cantor
pic, the Allan K. Foster troupe have been signed under
management of Lou Irwin ... • Melvin D. Albert, attorney,
has become engaged to Pearl Fleischman, daughter of Maurice
Fleischman

Coming and Going

I

Man Power
. . . it's needed abroad

(.Continued from Page 1)

product certainly rests upon quality. That

would appear to be the case abroad as

well, witness the fact that, despite the

existing British quota law, nearly 70 p. c.

of all pictures shown in Britain are U. S.

imports.

Producer ability ... man power—that's

the crying need abroad.

Edna May Seriously III

London (By Cable)—Mrs. Oscar

Lewisohn, the former Edna May,
once an international stage favorite,

is seriously ill here. Her most
famed role was the title part in

"The Belle of New York." Mrs.

Lewisohn is a native of Syracuse,

N. Y. She retired from the stage

to live in England upon her mar-
riage to the late Oscar Lewisohn,
wealthy Briton.

Vincent to Contact Hays

on MPTOA Radio Meeting

Willingness of the Hays associa-
tion to confer with the M.P.T.O.A.
committee and broadcasters on the
issue of radio competition was in-

dicated yesterday but up to last

night, no definite date for the initial

conference had been set. Walter
Vincent, chairman of the exhibitor
association's committee, planned to

get in touch with Will H. Hays the
first part of next week.

Fire Prevention Checkup
Checkup of fire prevention pre-

cautions in Middle West exchanges
will be made by Arthur S. Dickin-
son, head of the Hays organization's
conservation department, who leaves
New York Monday. At Chicago,
he will attend the annual convention
of the National Fire Protection As-
sociation.

LaGuardia, Joe E. Brown

to Attend Ampas Dinner

Mayor LaGuardia and Joe E.

Brown will top the list of those ap-

pearing at the AMPA awards din-

ner dance at the Hotel New Yorker
tonight.

Presentation of the awards will

be formally made by Charles Pres-

brey of the Frank Presbrey adver-
tising agency, acting for the judges'
committee. Brief talks by Gordon
White, retiring president; Ralph Ro-
lan, his successor, and Louis Ni-
zer, are scheduled.
Henny Youngman will function as

emsee for the entertainment which
will run concurrently with the din-

ner. Artists appearing will include:

Sid Gary, radio baritone; Hal Le-

Roy, dancer; Carlos and Marchan,
ballroom dancers; Jolly Bill Steinke,

Bobbie Joyce, Buddy Clark, Nico-

lieff, Met. Opera basso, and Arthur
Boran.

ARTHUR S. DICKINSON leaves New
Monday for Chicago on the first lap of a Miu
die Western tour.

BEN SHLYEN left New York yesterday on
his return to Kansas City.

ROBERT GILLHAM returns to New York the
middle of next week from the coast.

A. H. BLANK is due in New York next week
from the Middle West.

PROF. DR. H. E. A. JOACHIM, director of
the research department of Zeiss-lkon, A.G.,
arrives from Germany Monday on the SS. Brem-
en, en route to Hollywood.

JOE WEBER of the team of Weber & Fields,

sails from New York today for Hollywood on
the Pennsylvania, accompanied by MRS. WEBER.

MRS. MARY PONS, mother of Lily Pons,
arrives from Europe today on the Paris.

SYBIL JASON, child actress, is stopping at
the Barbizon-Plaza during her current visit

to New York.

GERTRUDE NIESEN returns to New York
from Hollywood next Tuesday.

JOE JACKSON, comedian, arrives on Wednes-
day next from Berlin aboard the Zeppelin
Hindenburg.

SAM PINANSKI, MARTY MULLEN, LEONARD
GOLDSTEIN and BENJAMIN TRUSTMAN re-
turned to Boston yesterday from New York.

MITCHELL LEICHTER left New York yes-
terday for Boston, Chicago and the coast.

NAT GOLDSTEIN returned to Springfield yes-
terday from New York.

H. C. BISSEL and C. T. LINEHAN have re-
turned to Cleveland from New York.

ROMER GREY, vice president of Zane Grey
Corp., leaves for Hollywood today after two
months in the East.

JIM BRENNAN, I.A.T.S.E. vice president, left
last night for Chicago.

H. G. KNOX, Erpi vice president, is en route
to the coast.

HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Techni-
color, arrives Tuesday from Hollywood.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB General Sales Man-
ager, leaves today on a trip to include stops
at Boston, Albany, Cleveland, Chicago and
Indianapolis.

LARRY BLAKE, screen player, arrives in New
York from the coast Monday for a three weeks'
stay.

JOE E. BROWN, comedian, leaves New York
tomorrow evening for Louisville, making a brief
visit en route to French Lick Springs, Va.

MARY PICKFORD, vice president of United
Artists, returns Monday on the Queen Mary
from Europe.

INFORMATION

5,000 Prints of Rogers

Film Aid Hospital Drive

With 5,000 prints of "Lest We
Forget", the campaign's short sub-

ject, finding their way to U. S.

screens, the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital fund drive opened nation-

ally yesterday. Facilities of the Na-
tional Screen Service and eight ma-
jor distributing companies were
used to speed the Rogers subject to

the theaters.

Covering every

phase of the

Motion Pic-

ture industry.

will be found

in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES

Now Being Distributed

Free

To Subscribers of

THE FILM DAL
1501 Bway. New York
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(.Continued from Page 1)

ford, Allegheny Kent; Reading-
Strand; West Chester—Rialto; Pal-

myra, Pa.—Seltzer; Gettysburg

—

Majestic; Hanover—State.

Use of the games by the circuit

is expected to bring the matter of

games, premiums and Bank Nights
to a head here within a few months.
Aheardy some independents have
privately asserted that they are

willing to talk turkey with the cir-

cuit before the giveaways get out

of hand.

Strike of Painters

Threatens Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

working conditions with them but
believe it would not be fair to make
decision regarding union shop until

wages and conditions were settled.

Charles Lessing representing paint-

ers and artists stated his craft
would not discuss wages and con-
ditions until union shop was grant-
ed.

Lessing issued his strike order,
calling out his craft immediately.
It is felt that craft that signed re-
cent agreement with producers in

N. Y. will continue at work.

Olympia Theaters' Assets

Transfer Due in Mid-June

(Continued from Page 1)

man for the latter company, follow-

ing New York conferences on the
matter. Sam Pinanski and Marty
Mullen are operating the houses.

Pinanski and Mullen were mem-
bers of a party which returned to

Boston yesterday from New York.

J. B. Bishop Dies
North Windham, Me. — John B.

Bishop, 78, former theater manager,
died here suddenly. He managed
the Gem Theater on Peaks Island 25
years ago and similar enterprises in

this ' city and Old Orchard.

rfiey

MAY 1

Josephine Dunn
Leila Hyams
Rose Hobart
Robert Lord

J. G. Bachman
Arthur Freed
MAY 2

Denison Clift

William Bakewell
Walter Strenge

A "£Mc' pun*. "Msti

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

J^ESLIE ARLISS and Kurt Siodmak
1 are in Hollywood gathering mate-
rial for their book, "Ten Men Be-
hind a Screen," which is the history
of motion pictures told through the
lives and personalities of Adolph
Zukor, Carl Laemmle, Samuel L.
Warner, Irving Thalberg, Samuel
Goldwyn, F. Greene, the inventor of
the first patented motion picture
camera, and four others.

Arliss wrote the screenplay on
"Rhodes the Empire Builder" and
collaborated with Siodmak on "Bob
Ray," which will be Gainsborough's
big production of 1937. Siodmak
did the script for "Transatlantic
Tunnel," "F.P.I." anud his latest
picture is "Non-Stop New York,"
which Gaumont British just finished.

Myrna Loy and William Powell
in co-starring roles, with a support-
ing cast that will include Cora With-
erspoon, Florence Rice, Robert
Young and Barnett Parker, is the
casting news in regard to Ferenc
Molnar's "Great Love," soon to go
before the cameras at M-G-M. Rich-

ard Thorpe will direct, and Joseph
Mankiewicz will produce.

t r
Jack Conway has signed a new

directorial contract with M-G-M and
Republic has taken up an option for
Phil Regan's services for four more
pictures. Others whose Republic
options have been exercised are Bob
Livingston, Crash Corrigan and di-
rector Mack V. Wright.

V V »
A screen record in talent-volume

was established at RKO Radio Pic-
tures studio recently when three
pictures being filmed simultaneous-
ly made use of a total of 169 players
with speaking parts. In addition,
360 non-speaking extras were work-
ing at the same time as atmosphere.

T T
Warner Bros, announce an all-

technicolor production of Clements
Ripley's "Gold Is Where You Find
It," with George Brent and Olivia
de Havilland heading the cast and
Donald Crisp in a featured role.

T T T
Abe Meyers, is negotiating with

Grand National to take over the mu-
sical direction of all features pro-
duced on the GN lot.

Zukor Adds French Legion

Honor to Italy's Order

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL}
Hollywood—Already a commander

of the Crown of Italy, Adolph Zu-
kor, chairman of Para.'s board, yes-
terday was made an officer of the
Legion of Honor of France in recog-
nition of his contributions to the
advancement of the cinematic art.

Zukor was decorated by J. J.

Viala, the French Consul in Los An-
geles, on the set in Paramount's
studio where Ernst Lubitsch was
directing Marlene Dietrich in

"Angel". Witnesses of the ceremony
included Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Eugene
Zukor, Herbert Marshall, Melvyn
Douglas, William LeBaron, Jean
Arthur, Frank Lloyd, Henry Herz-
brun, Robert Florey, Ray Milland,
Christopher Dunphy.

Warners Buy "Daughter"
The screen rights to "Yes, My

Darling Daughter," Broadway play
by Mark Reed, have been purchased
by Warner Bros., it was announced
today. According to the company's
tentative plans, Olivia de Havilland
will appear in the role of the daugh-
ter, and it is not unlikely that Lu-
cille Watson will be signed to por-
tray the mother as she does in the
play now running at the Playhouse.

Gillette Rites Private

Hartford, Conn.—Funeral services
for William Gillette will be held at
Farmington today. Rites will be
priyate.

Heywood-Wakefield Net
For Quarter, $101,664

Boston, Mass.—Net profit for the
first three months of the current
year was $101,664 for Heywood-
Wakefield Co. of Gardner as com-
pared with a net profit of $57,675
for the same period last year, ac-
cording to a report released by
President Richard Greenwood. Ship-
ments billed were 47 per cent in ex-
cess of those for the same period
last year while orders ran 65 per
cent ahead. Surplus on hand March
1 was $1,239,659. "Receivables and
inventories have increased substan-
tially and additional bank
borrowings of $600,000 were made
necessary since the beginning of the
year," Greenwood said.

Current liabilities on March 1
double those at Jan. 1.

Balaban Theaters to Expand
Chicago—A. J. Balaban and Sam

Meyers, operators of the Balaban
Theaters, Inc. are planning to add
seven houses, with most of them in

the suburban districts. Houses along
the north shore at Wilmette, Mel-
rose Park and Libertyville are now
under consideration. Headquarters
of the new circuit are located in the
State Lake building.

Ella Wood Dies

Worcester, Mass.—Mrs. George U.
Ladd, 69, a member of the original
company of "Way Down East," is

dead here. Her stage name was
Ella Wood.

20TH-F0X DEMANDS AO

CHARGE RETRACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

corporation's legal staff, to Arthur
K. Howard, business manager of the
exhibitor association.

"Authentic backgrounds of well-
known districts in cities, used as
backgrounds for feature motion pic-
tures, will always reveal the actual
advertising signs of various com-
mercial concerns," says the Jenkins
communication by way of explana-
tion.

In part, it reads: "We note that
the resolutions urge members of
your organization to instruct their
projectionists to eliminate the ad-
vertising sign to which you object
by a slight misframe of the title.

We call to your attention Article
Eighteenth of our standard form of
license agreement, which provides
that the Exhibitor shall exhibit each
print in its entirety and further
provides that the Exhibitor shall not
cut or alter any print except for the
purpose of making repairs or to
abide by the decision of a censor
authority. We therefore further
notify you that any such suggested
misframing is in violation of the
agreement which any of your mem-
bers exhibiting the picture have
entered into with us, will be treated
by us as such and vigorous action
taken by us to put a stop to any
such alteration."

First Session of M-G-M
Sales Meeting Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

preliminary business, and another
gathering of office managers and
bookers. Both will be held at 2:30
P.M.

For the rest of the day, delegates
will be left to their own devices. A
preview screening may take place
in the evening. The official opening
of convention activities is listed for
9:30 Monday morning.

William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, will preside at the ses-
sion Monday morning. Pictures will
be previewed Monday and Tuesday
evenings at the Carthay Circle.

The final general session of the
convention will be held Wednesday
afternoon. Wednesday evening, they
will be guests of Hal Roach at a
rodeo and barbecue.
On Thursday, delegates will make

their choice between golf, fishing,
swimming and a trip to Catalina
Island. Thursday evening the con-
vention visitors will have a formal
at home dinner with Metro stars.

Drop Ticket Tax Clause
With motion picture theater admis-

sions now excluded, the Colorado Sen-
ate has concurred with the House in
enacting a 2 per cent sales tax bill.

Measure had been amended in the low-
er body to eliminate admissions.
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GUS SCHAEFER NEW

lU" EXPORT CHIEF

(Continued from Page 1)

rope, he was manager of Para-
mount's exchange in Boston.

John W. Hicks, Paramount for-

eign manager who is now abroad,

will soon announce designation of

a successor to Schaefer.

Erpi, RCA Execs. Will

Parley on IATSE Demand

(Continued from Page 1)

members, The Film Daily learned

yesterday.
Lawrence Morris, general coun-

sel of RCA Manufacturing Co. is

expected to represent his company.
L. G. Conrow, general manager of

servicing operations for Erpi, said

that his company now serviced 4600
theaters. An RCA official said that

his company serviced 3,000 theaters.

The scheduled conference between
the union and the RCA and Erpi
executives follows on action of LA.
T.S.E. projectionists in Chicago, St.

Louis and Cleveland in refusing ad-

mittance to booths to Erpi and RCA
employes sent to service theaters in

the three cities.

Technicolor Expected to

Re-elect Kalmus May 17

(Continued from Page 1)

meeting on May 17 and the direc-

tors' meeting which will follow. Kal-
mus arrives Tuesday from the coast.

He is planning a trip to England.

Tri-States to Improve

Five Sioux City Houses

Sioux City, la.—Tri-States The-
aters Corp. will spend more than

$50,000 on remodeling five of its

houses here, District Manager E.

R. Cummings of Omaha has an-

nounced. Of this amount, between
$15,000 and $20,000 will go for

modernizing sound, projection and
cooling equipment as well as for

structural changes at the Iowa, a

subsequent run house.
New seats will be installed in the

first-run Princess. The Rialto's cool-

ing plant will be modernized, the

Hipp will get new seats and the

Granada a new front. These last

three are subsequents.
In no case will the seating capa-

city be increased, and as a matter

of fact the Iowa's modernization

program may end with seating

capacity slightly reduced. The Iowa
will close from May 25 to 30 dur-

ing the alterations.

Walker Funeral Today
Funeral services for Clifford

Walker, veteran actor, will be held

under the auspices of the Actors'

Fund of America at noon today at

the Walter B. Cooke, Inc., Funeral

Home, 117 West 72nd St. Burial

will be in the Fund plot in Kensico.

Walker died last Wednesday at Lib-

erty, N. Y., after a lingering illness.

Reviews of. Hew films
"Find the Witness"
with Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Columbia 58 Mins.

NOVELTY IS CHIEF ASSET OF THIS
MURDER MYSTERY BEST SUITED TO
DUAL BILLS.

Where the average tale of murder usual-

ly confines its suspense to the matter of

who killed who and why, this feature has

an entirely different twist. It keeps audi-

ence curiosity alive by obviously "tele-

graphing" who the killer is, and then set-

tling down to the job of showing just how
death was dealt. While the story is told

in good tempo, and its acting, direction and

technical aspects are satisfactory, the dual

programs, and such secondary runs as are

on single feature policy, are the logical

outlets for this one. Charles Quigley is

cast as a newspaperman who is in love

with a temperamental diva's attractive sec-

retary, Rosalind Keith. Both are pleasing

in their respective roles. But the his-

trionic laurels belong to Rita La Roy,

who plays the fiery opera singer. Her

work is noteworthy, for she is called upon

to be a hard-boiled American gal at times,

and a suave French gal at others. That

she does both excellently in the short time

she is on the screen (before she is mur-

dered around reel number three), is to

her credit, and that of Columbia's casting

experts. Henry Mollison is her magician,

—

and villainous,—husband who kills her.

The manner in which he does is the big

"kick". Virgil Miller's photography is nice-

ly handled from start to finish.

Cast: Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith,

Henry' Mollison, Rita La Roy, James Conlin,

Charles Wilson, Wade Boteler, Harry Depp,

Edward Earle, Alyce Ardell.

Director, David Selman; Author, Richard

Sale; Screenplay, Grace Neville, Fred Nib-

lo, Jr.; Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Editor,

William Lyon.

Direction, Satisfactory. Photography,

Good.

Bank Night Injunction

Actions Come Up May 7

Holdrege, Neb. — Two injunction

suits, in no way related to the suit

the state is pressing in another

bank night case, will be heard here

May 7 in connection with the free

drawings at the Sun Theater.

In one suit the Porter Amusement
Co. seeks to prevent Sheriff Royal
Hanson and County Attorney Wil-

ber S. Aten from interfering with

Bank Night. The two officials have
filed a counter suit seeking to en-

join the Sun from operating Bank
Night.

$60,000 Film Theater Will

Be Built in Indian Village

Albuquerque, N. M.—Construction

of a new 435-seat theater building,

costing approximately $60,000 be-

gins today at Taos, one of the an-

cient Indian villages now also a
writers and artists' colony. The the-

ater will be Pueblo style archi-

tecture, Indian design interior, and
air-conditioned. Jack Brandenberg
is the builder.

Gene Autry in

"Rootin Tootin'
Rhythm"

Republic 61 Mins.

ROUTINE MUSICAL WESTERN, WITH
MORE THAN USUAL QUOTA OF SONGS
BUT SHY IN STORY.

There is more than the usual ration

of rhythmic songs, mostly of the pop bal-

lad variety, in this latest Gene Autry

vehicle. And conversely, there is not

much of a story. What there is deals

with the star in the character of a ranch

owner, whose side kick is the portly, affa-

ble and amusing Smiley Burnette, and
whose partner in the cattle raising busi-

ness is Hal Taliaferro. Their ranch has

enjoyed immunity from the raids of rust-

lers until Max Hoffman, Jr., and an out-

law pal appear on the scene and drive

off 400 head. Subsequent action is con-

fined to the processes by which the re-

doubtable Gene and Smiley gain their

revenge. The pair catch up with Hoffman
and his henchman during the early stages

of the yarn, and dress in the bandits' cloth-

ing. As a result, things get decidedly warm
for Autry, for the garments lead the folk

along the border to believe that Gene is

the much-sought-after Apache Kid. But

he and Burnette survive the rain of lead

which flows from the barrels of six-shoot-

ers at frequent intervals. During their

.adventures they meet up with Armida and

Ann Pendleton, whom they save during a

runaway of the girls' buckboard, and again

when Hoffman is trying to make his get-

away in a coach-and-four. But the love

interest doesn't get to first base, for at

the final flicker, both Smiley and Gene
leave the admiring maids flatter than a

Texas waffle. Mack Wright, who directed,

keeps things moving along. Photography

is up to standard of outdoor dramas of

the West, and the picture is good enough

generally to satisfy Autry's fans.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Ar-

mida, Monte Blue, Al Clauser and his Okla-

home Outlaws; Hal Taliaferro, Ann Pen-

dleton, Max Hoffman, Jr., Charles King,

Frankie Marvin, Nina Campana, Charles

Mayer.

Director, Mack V. Wright; Author,

Johnston McCulley; Screenplay, Jack Nat-

teford; Cameraman, William Nobles; Ed-

itor, Tony Martinelli.

Direction, Peppy. Photography, Adequate.

Masculine Minimum Wage
Bill in Assembly's Com.

Albany—A bill to establish min-
imum wages for men has been in-

troduced in the Assembly and re-
ferred to the committee on rules.

Another new measure would ban un-
fair competition and price discrim-
ination while a third would allow
collective bargaining in industrial

disputes.

The Assembly yesterday recalled
the bill legalizing dog racing which
it had previously passed. Meas-
ure has also been enacted by the
Senate. The incident is regarded as
a routine procedure having no
significance as to whether or not
Gov. Lehman will sign the bill.

SHORT SHOTl
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

AL CHRISTIE has completed
shooting on a Willie Howard

short titled "The Affairs of Pierre,"
containing the largest cast yet used
in an Educational short. Thirty-
eight speaking roles are included in

the short, which was written by Art
Jarrett and Marcy Klauber. Jarrett
incidentally, appears in the picture
Cast includes : Walter Armin, Clyde
Fillmore, Forbes Dawson, Douglas
Leavit, Ed Hall, Dorothy Morrison,
Helen Hawley.

•

Christie's next at the Astoria, stu-

dios will feature Neila Goodelle, ra^
dio songbird, with Lee Sullivan and
Ben Yost's Collegians in the sup-
porting roles. This is also a Jarrett
and Klauber script, and is titled.

"Loving Arms."
•

Bill Watson is preparing a story
starring Tim and Irene for the lat-

ter pai't of next week.
•

Educational Pictures is moving
its offices from the top floor of
the General Service Studios to the
eld Hecht-MacArthur offices on the
second floor.

•

Producers Service Studios at

Ridgefield, N. J., start production
on a Jewish feature within the next
few weeks. Meanwhile, Pathe starts

work next Wednesday on an indus-
trial there.

•

An industrial has been completed
at the West Coast Service Studios
with Frank Zucker in charge of the
camera.

Addenda . . . Three local short
subjects stars entrain for the coast
next week, with Willie Howard go-
ing to M-G-M, Neila Goodelle leav-
ing for Paramount and Bert Lahr
going to the Universal lot . . .

Forbes Dawson, who appears in the
Willie Howard short, sold his first

short to Educational this season . . .

Herb Rubin will be coast-bound next
week to close deal for Warren Nash,
now touring with the "Dead End"
company . . . Irene Bordoni starts
work on the Warner lot next week
. . . Josephine Huston has returned
from a Bermuda vacation . . . Tom
Patricola and Buster West start on
the next of their series in two
weeks. . . .

Assessment Revision Will

Come Before Dramatists

Proposed revision of the schedule
of assessments on earnings from
players will be voted upon by mem-
bers of the Dramatists Guild

j

t

special meeting called for Mai -oO

at the Hotel Shelton, New York, at

2:30 p. m. Plan would change the
arrangement from a flat rate of $5
to a sliding scale on first class pro-
ductions and continue the present
exemption on the first $2,500 a year.
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A.M.P.A.Makes Second Annual Adv-PublicityAwards
Honors Go to Four Companies

At Dinner-Dance in

New York
Winners of the bronze plaques of-

fered by the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers, Inc. were an-
nounced Saturday night, at AMPA's
second annual awards dinner in the

Grand Ballroom of the Hotel New
Yorker, following public display of

{Continued en Page 3)

AGREEMENT TO ALTER

RKO'S REORG. PLAN

A "considerable change" will be
effected in the RKO reorganization
plan as a result of agreement be-

tween Hamilton G. Rickaby, counsel
for Atlas Corp., and Carlos Israels,

counsel for the RKO unsecured cred-

itors' committee, on a series of modi-
fications of the plan to be submitted
by Rickaby to the Rockefellers and
other RKO creditors for final ap-

(Coutinued on Page 8)

Fabian Reorg. Plan Waits

Upon Tax Settlement Okay

Action to carry out the Si Fabian
reorganization plan for the Fox
Brooklyn Theater and office building
which has been approved by the
courts is being delayed pending ap-
proval by city authorities of the
settlement of tax arrears.

Moskowitz Examination

Plea Hearing on May 10

Hearing has been adjourned to
May 10 on the application of

Irry Brandt, president of Brandt
^./eaters, to examine Charles C.

Moskowitz, assistant treasurer of
Loew's Inc., before trial of the Su-
preme Court suit to enjoin various
film exchanges from serving Loew
theaters with pictures on a five day-
two day split week basis.

Merchants Plan Free Films in Show-less Neb. Town
Liberty, Neb.—Local business men have rushed in where exhibitors feared to tread

and purchased the local town hall, remodeling it at a cost of $2,000 for moving pic-

tures. The business men will give free shows, however, as a trade stimulus. Liberty

has been without a theater for years.

M-G-M Said to be Planning

32 "A" Productions for 1937-38
West Cons': Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—M-G-M is understood
planning to make ' 32 "A" pictures
for its 1937-38 program, details of
which will be announced at its an-
nual sales convention, opening today
at the Hotel Ambassdaor. Lineup

for next season is expected to com-
prise a maximum of 52 productions,
with a minimum at 44 pictures.

The record-size number of 248
incoming delegates will be greeted

{Continued on Page 8)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Control Stars on Radio—Australian Situation Up

By GEORGE H. MORRIS

I.A.T.S.E. Launches Drive to

Sign Up Painters and

Laborers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Although members of

the painters, scenic and make-up
artists' union, affiliated with the
Federated Motion Picture Crafts,
were picketing major studios fol-

lowing a walkout of 2,500, produc-
ers late Saturday declared produc-
tion was continuing on a normal
basis.

Not only were I.A.T.S.E. members
observing their agreement with the
studios and continuing at work, but
the I.A.T.S.E. was offering a special
membership to painters with the
latter to get paid $7.70 for a six-

hour day. Laborers, too, were
(Continued on Page 3)

DOMESTIC
Long chafing over the spectacle of

film stars indiscriminately doubling
in radio, two major producers took
definite steps during the week to
control appearances of contract
players before nation's mikes. 20th
Century-Fox on Wednesday an-
nounced that hereafter all deals

(Continued

FOREIGN
France supplied the week's high-

light via cables which told of
impending conferences there on
the Australian situation involving
Greater Union Theaters, in which
20th Century-Fox is represented
through its interests in Hoyts. Sid-

ney R. Kent, president of the Amer-
on Page 8)

Annual Convention to Act on Proposal

Banning Musicians From Picture Work
Forecast 60-Day Extension

Of Para.-Blank Arrangement

Temporary arrangement between
Paramount and A. H. Blank, Mid-
West circuit operator, pending com-
pletion of a permanent deal will be
extended from Thursday for a 60-

day period, it was indicated in New
York Saturday. Blank is expected to

arrive in New York within 10 days
to complete the new deal at confer-
ence with Y. Frank Freeman, Para-
mount theater department head.

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM <DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans—Two drastic reso

lutions which would prevent mem-
bers of the American Federation of

Musicians from making sound films,

phonograph records and electrical

transcriptions may be presented to

the convention of that organization

at Louisville in June as the result

of instructions given their three

delegates by the musicians' union

here.

Through resolutions adopted by
(Continued on Page 6)

EXTENSION OF RADIO

CONTROL IS EXPECTED

In view of continued exhibitor

protests that their grosses are being-

injured by appearance of motion
picture players on the air, prospects

of major studios tightening their

control on such broadcasts appeared
imminent on Saturday. It was con-

(Continued on Page 3)

Depinet, M'Cormick Depart

For Coast Product Parley

Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio vice

president in charge of distribution,

left last night for Hollywood to con-

fer on new season production plans
and arrange final convention details.

S. Barrett McCormick director of
(Continued on Page 3)

Chi. Exhibs. Fail to File

For Bank Night Re-hearing

Chicago—With no move made by
Iris Amusement Co., B. & K. and
other theater operators to contest

the recent decision of the Illinois

Supreme Court outlawing Bank
Night as a lottery, time for filing

rehearing application has expired.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 23

V

4 24
Columbia Picts. vtc. 32'/4 31 Vi 32

V

4 + Vi

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3'/i 35/8 + Va

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13y2 13V2 '3Vi + 3
/s

East. Kodak 156Vi 155'/2 156'/2 + ZVi

do pfd 151 151 151 — 1

Gen. Th. Eq •
Loew's, Inc 77 V4 76i/4 76'/4 — %
do pfd 106 106 106 + 14

Paramount 22V8 21% 21%— V4
Paramount 1st pfd 155% 153 153 — 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd. 20 19% 19% — 14

Pathe Film 7i/4 7% 7V4 + %
RKO 9% 8V4 83/4 — %
20th Century-Fox 38 373/4 373/4 — 3/4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros l33/8 13% 13'/4 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 983/4 983/4 983/4

Par. B'way 3s 55

Par. Picts. 6s 55 .100% 100% 100%
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 943/4 943/4 943/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 2% 2%
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 22% 225/8 225/8 + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% + %
Universal Picts

Mary Astor
Jack Rieger

MAY 3

Juliette Compton
Arthur Gottlieb

H The Broadway Parade H
Ticture and Distributor Theater

Marked Woman (Warner Bros.)—4th week Strand

Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount

A Star Is Born (United Artists)—2nd week ...Music Hall

Wake Up and Live (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy

I Promise to Pay (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week , Central

Thunder in the City (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week —
. . Criterion

Night Must Fall (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Cafe Metropolc (20th Century-Fox) Rivoli

Way Out West (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Rialto

The Soldier and the Lady (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace

We Have Our Moments (Universal) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—14th week Astor

Lost Horizon (Columbia)—9fh week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Golem (Metropolis)—7th week 55th St. Playhouse

The Last Night (Amkino) Cameo
The Wave (Garrison Film)—2nd week Filmarte

Dr. Knock (French film) Cinema de Paris

Crime et Chatiment (Lenauer) (a-b) Belmont
Sous les Toits de Paris (French film) (a-b) Belmont
Thank You, Madame (Viennese film) Esquire

Magnificent Rogue (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway

FUTURE OPENINGS
Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount)—May 5 Paramount
The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.)—May 5 Strand
Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount)—May 8 Criterion

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.)—May 10 Rialto

Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c-d) Astor
Talk of the Devil (GB Pictures) (c) Roxy
They Gave Him a Gun (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Shall We Dance (RKO Radio) (c) Music Hall
The World in Love (Austrian Film Corp.) (c) Filmarte
Maternite (French M. P. Co.) (c) Esquire

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Two-a-day run.

n

AFL Pushes Conn. Drive

As CIO Eyes Hartford

Hartford, Conn.—A. F. of L. has
launched its drive to unionize ushers,
doormen and janitors as a result of

a threatened encroachment by CIO
in the city. Several preliminary
mass meeting's have been staged at
Labor Temple. Similar attempts are
also being made in New Haven thea-
ters by local stage hands and booth
operators, both under the A. F. of L.

banner.

Coming and Going

VERA ENGELS, foreign film star, arrives in
New York today from Europe on the Queen
Mary.

NED E. DEPINET, vice-president of RKO
Radio in charge of distribution, S. BARRET
McCORMICK, director of publicity and adver-
tising, and A. A. SCHUBART left by plane
last night for California.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN goes to Galveston from
New York late this month to attend the Inter-
state circuit meeting scheduled for May 24-26.

DAVID O. SELZNICK is due in New York
Thursday from the coast.

BRIAN AHERN arrives in New York May 13
from abroad en route to Hollywood.

GEORGE LaMARR, New York stage player,
has arrived at the coast from the east.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, who left New York
Saturday on a tour touching Boston, Chicago
and other key cities, returns to his home office
in one week.

ARTHUR W. KELLY returns to New York
this week from Hollywood.
JOE WEBER sailed from New York Saturday

en route to the coast.

c

New Haven—Following a meeting
with a committee of the local A. F.

of L. exchange employes' union, ex-
change managers have promised to

submit to home offices the unre-
vealed wage scale demanded, John
Gatelee, I. A. organizer, and J.

Brown of Chicago, representing ex-

change employes directly, will meet
officers of exchanges in N. Y.

Seattle—IATSE is pushing an or-

ganization drive in Film Row, with
a further campaign to unionize

ushers and doormen to follow.

"Prince and Pauper" Gets
Heavy Warner Campaign

With the coronation of George VI
tied in via the picture's sequence
depicting such a regal ceremony,
Warners are claiming one of the
most extensive national advance
campaigns on record for "Prince
and the Pauper" set for May 8 re-

lease.

Special art layouts of stills show-
ing the coronation have won un-
precedented art breaks in the daily

and Sunday papers. Magazine
spreads have been in kind, with
Time using the Mauch Twins on
its front cover last week and Life
featuring the coronation art this

week.
Warners have given the pix the

largest national billboard campaign
ever accorded a film by the com-
pany. It features a one-week ad-

vance and a three-week current
build-up, with posting of 24-sheets

in 1,400 selected cities.

"Wake Up and Live" Draws
197,734 to Roxy in 8 Days

Record number of 197,734 persons
saw "Wake Up and Live" at the
Roxy Theater in the first eight days
of its run. Total exceeds by 9 p.c.
the crowds that came in a similar
period to see any other picture
shown at the Roxy during the past
five years.

Hutchinson and Talley

Receive French Honors

Paris (By cable)—They came
over just plain Americans, did 20th-
Fox's Walter J. Hutchinson and
Truman Talley, but they'll return
Legionnaires. Ribbons of the Legion
of Honor were presented the two
at the company's European sales

conclave here by Foreign Minister
Delbos.

C. A. Woodward Dies

Buffalo — C. Arthur Woodward,
Paramount's booker since the estab-
lishment of the company's new offices

here several years ago, died in Buf-

falo General Hospital after an ill-

ness of more than five months. In

its course he underwent several

operations. His wife survives.

Crabtree Rites Today
Syracuse, N. Y.—Funeral services

will be held here today for Louis

Crabtree, music critic of Hearst's

Journal-American.

Cooper-Merivale Wedding
Chicago—Gladys Cooper, English

actress, and Philip Merivale, co-

starring in the stage production

"Close Quarters," were married here

Friday by Superior Judge Joseph
Sabath. Miss Cooper gave her

name as Gladys Pearson on the

marriage license.

Labor Two-Reeler Shown
"World To-day," a two-reel labor

film depicting the Sunnyside strike

and the terrorism of the Black Le-

gion in Detroit has been added to

the bill at the Roosevelt Theater on

Second Ave. This is the first local

theatrical showing of the film.

Ives Turns Exhibitor

Detroit—Herbert Ives, partner for
several years in Monarch Pictures,
independent exchange, has with-
drawn to open the 350-seat Rialto
Theater, formerly operated by Her-
man Bird as the State Theater, at

Tawas City. Ann O'Donnell be-

comes sole owner of Monarch with
the change, and plans to enlarge the

staff.

Seattle Opening Earlier

Seattle, Wash—Five of the big
downtown houses here have ad-
vanced morning opening hour to

10:45 o'clock. Theaters are the

Music Box, Orpheum, Blue Mouse,
Fifth Avenue, first runs, and the

Coliseum, second-run.

Vaude Out in Hartford n.

Hartford, Conn.—The Cameo Tl(

ater, adhering to a film and vaude^
ville policy for the past several

years, changed to straight pictures

beginning Saturday. A. D. Gold-

berg, owner of the house, will take

over the managership.
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(Continued from Page 1)

beneficiaries, being offered 82%
cents an hour.

L, C. Helm, at the Studio Utility

Employes' Union headquarters, Sat-

urday asserted that the union's

1,700 members would observe the

picket lines.

Strike order, issued by Charles

Lesser, acting head of the Federated

M. P. Crafts, came when 52 produc-

tions were in work. Rejection of

the federation's demand for an im-

mediate union shop precipitated the

walkout, it was said.

Federation embraces 15 groups,

the Screen Actors Guild with a

membership of 6,500 being infor-

mally aligned. Others are mostly

the newer film unions, including

plumbers, engineers, costumers,

molders, boilermakers, carpet and

linoleum workers, culinary workers,

sheet metal workers, machinists

and blacksmiths.

The painters originally belonged

to the basic wage pact but with-

drew in the 1932 strike. Recently,

they were invited to return but re-

fused unless they could bring with

them scenic artists, makeup men
and hairdressers, non-A. F. of L.

groups. This was rejected.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The National Labor

Relations Board has "perfect con-

fidence" in the ability of its West

Coast representative to handle the

situation arising from the strike of

studio painters, make up artists and

scenic artists, and contemplates no

special action, it was said Saturday

by Malcolm Ross at NLRB head-

quarters.

Depinet, M'Cormick Depart

For Coast Product Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

advertising and publicity, who ac-

companied him will remain about a

week gathering data for the com-

pany's annual announcement.
RKO's annual convention will run

for four days from June 16-19 at the

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

About 250 are expected to attend.

Two Maryland Sunday Film

Bills Signed by Governor

A

a

Baltimore—Gov. Harry W. Nice

has signed two bills for Sunday

movies passed by the General As-

sembly. One permits showing in

Annapolis, subject to a referendum

at the next city election. The other

Allows Sunday movies in the Fifth

District of Anne Arundel county, but

a referendum is to be held next year

to determine if they will continue.

Another bill calling for a referendum

on Sunday movies in Oakland, Md.,

was signed during the season.

• • • THIS IS by way of being a Phil Reisman kolyum
covering some of the interesting experiences of the

RKO Radio foreign sales chief on his four-months' jaunt in

foreign fields a sort of goodwill tour for the entire

American industry as well as his own company for

Mister Reisman had opportunity to correct some misapprehen-
sions in high places and give influential individuals in

several countries a more favorable viewpoint of Hollywood and
the film biz in general

T T T
• • O HE SPENT a pleasant visit on one of the largest

sheep ranches in the world owned by Sir Frederick
McMaster some miles outside Sydney in Australia
36,000 acres, no less it is a showplace Sir Fred-
erick is a warm friend of the American industry and
being a strong political power his influence is potent
Hollywood needs friends like him in Australia, for the feeling
toward us has not been very friendly he has elaborate
projection equipment on his place

T T T
• • • IN COMPANY with Bernie Freeman, the M-G-M
manager in Australia, and Ralph Doyle, managing director for

RKO Radio Phil went horseback riding around the vast
ranch but soon Bernie had to dismount and lean against
his horse he couldn't take it At the Royal Easter
Show, which is the annual agricultural fair in Sydney, they
nominated the American visitor to pin the blue ribbon on the
prize bull as a film sales chief they recognized him as
an authority on bull Phil also undertook to teach his

host and hostess the great American game of poker
and Lady McMaster took him over for a century

T T T
© © • AT PERTH in Western Australia the visitor at-
tended several luncheons of the Reelers Club composed
of every important member of the film biz in that territory

once a week they sit down to luncheon exhibi-
tors, distributors, exchangemen . . and in an atmosphere
of goodfellowship iron out most of their problems
Mister Reisman says it is a grand idea that ought to be adopted
in key spots in this country

T T
• • • ON THE way back to the United States
the world traveler stopped at the Fiji Islands and met
a gent named Noerr who runs the handful of theaters there

he had a copy of FILM DAILY on his desk
c'nyaimagine ... Noerr had arranged a party of native
school children to entertain the distinguished guest
they went through their songs and dances in a way to do
credit to trained artists

T T
• • • ARRIVING AT Bombay for his visit to India at

the start of his trip Reisman was greeted with a banner
on the P. and O. pier that ran clear across for 230 feet

with letters three feet high that could be seen long before the
ship docked welcoming him to India At the city

of Aden the RKO chief had the pleasant surprise of finding

posters of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers at an open air

theater playing "Top Hat" the exhibitor was a kinky-
haired Ethiopian the native Indian papers gave the
American visitor enough writeups to fill a scrapbook

T
• • • STUDENTS OF journalism will be addressed at

City College by Len Daly of the U. A. foreign pub dep't on the
subject of motion picture publicity ... • Manny Reiner of

the M-G-M ad dep't has been engaged by the Women's Chamber
of Commerce of New York to appear as fashion commentator
for their annual style show at the Rainbow Room on Wednes-
day

« « « » » »

A.M.P.A. HONORS GO

TO FOUR COMPANIES

(Continued from Page 1)

the exhibits last week in the Loew
Building.

The Winners:

BEST PRESSWORK — Metro-
Goldyn-Mayer—"Great Ziegfeld."

BEST POSTER—Joseph Tisman,
Warner Bros.—"Black Legion."

BEST TRADE PAPER ADVER-
TISEMENT—Alec Moss, Paramount
—Russville, Ind. insert.

BEST AD to PUBLIC—Ralph
Rolan, March of Time.

The awards were presented by
Gordon White, AMPA's retiring-

president to the winners, following
brief talks by Charles Presbrey of

the Frank Presbrey Adverstising
Agency, and Louis Nizer, film at-

torney. Mayor La Guardia was also

on the scheduled program.

Approximately six hundred mem-
bers of the motion picture advertis-

ing and publicity professions and
their ladies were present during the

dinner and the presentation of

awards.

Entertainment was furnished by
Henny Youngman, Master of Cere-
monies, Joe E. Brown, Sid Cary,
baritone, Arthur Boran, mimic, Hal
Le Roy dancer, Buddy Clark, singer,

Jolly Bill Steinke, Bobbie Joyce,

dancer, Carlos & Marchan, ballroom
dancers, and Nicolieff, Metropolitan
Opera Company basso.

Expect Further Control of

Star Appearances on Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

sidered likely that other major com-

panies would follow decision of 20th

Century-Fox to require that all

deals for the radio services of its

contract players and their scripts be

submitted to the studio for approval.

Practically all agreements be-

tween players and major studios con-

tain provisions allowing the pro-

ducers to restrict radio appearances,

it was pointed out. Exceptions to

the general rule are stars who have

developed through broadcasting or

those who are powerful enough to

obtain exemption from the require-

ment. These provisions, however,

have been virtually dormant until

20th Century-Fox last week decided

to step into the situation.

Discussing the matter Saturday,

New York agents declared that they

would in the future insist upon con-

tracts giving their clients unre-

stricted rights in fulfilling radio

engagements. They stated that they

anticipated that the situation could

be worked out harmoniously.

Conference on the subject of radio

competition will be held in New
York soon by representatives of the

M. P. T. O. A., the major broad-

casters and motion picture producers.



M-G-M REPRESENTATIVES KNOW
WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT!

They're going direct to the Studio to get the

information they'll give direct to you!

And what a Product Message they'll have!

Abner, Benjamin New Jersey

Abraham, Leon S Kansas City

Adams, Jerome A Washington

Allen, John S Cincinnati

Amacher, Louis Portland

Andersen, Hazel Omaha

Applegate, Salem E. Philadelphia

Arata, Hypolite A New Orleans

Avey, Roy Atlanta

Bailey, Thomas E Charlotte

Banford, Walter E St. Louis

Basse, Maurice L Memphis

Baumeister, George M Des Moines

Bebchick, Benjamin Boston

Bennin, Herbert St. Louis

Berger, Rudolph Washington

Bickel, Leroy Dallas

Bishop Jr., Burtus Charlotte

Blankstein, I. W Calgary

Blatt, Harry Seattle

Bobys, Phil Washington

Booth, Edwin M. Cincinnati

Boulet, Clarence W Salt Lake City

Bowen, John J New York

Brauer, Edwin H Cleveland

Briant, Clarence J New Orleans

Bridges, Virgil New Orleans

Brodsky, Max C Chicago

Butler, Lafayette B Atlanta

Byrd, James N Oklahoma City

Byrne, John P New Haven

Cain, Robert A Denver

Calihan, William Los Angeles

Cameron, William P Minneapolis

Cass, Hillis Montreal

Chrysler, Floyd W Detroit

Clatworthy, Allen S Minneapolis

Coen, Louis H Minneapolis

Cohen, Harold Kansas City

Cohen, Harry Washington

Cooper, Sam Salt Lake City

Cramer, Michael Denver

Cuming, Robert New Jersey

Curran, Ray J Boston

Dembeck, John Detroit

Devaney, William Albany

Donaldson, Thomas J Boston

Downey, Frank J Detroit

Drew, Frank D Cleveland

Dunn, Howard Des Moines

Ellsworth; Robert New York

Ervin, Ray Charlotte

Flynn, John E Detroit

Frank, Edna Chicago

Friedel, Henry A Denver

Furman, Ira San Francisco

Gardner, Samuel J Los Angeles

Gaus, Russell H. Oklahoma City

Genter, Herbert W Pittsburgh

Goldberg, Jacob M. Washington

Goldstein, Maurice Boston

Gottlieb, Saal Pittsburgh

Gottlieb, Sanford Minneapolis

Gould, Theodore J Winnipeg

Green, Edwin Kansas City

Greenfield, Murray Washington

Harrington, John P Cleveland

Harris, Abe Buffalo

Harris, Reuben L LoS Angeles

Hayner, Walter F Toronto

Hayney, Benjamin Philadelphia

Hensler, Frank C Kansas City

Hickey, George A Los Angeles

Horn, Arthur Albany

Houston, Clyde Dallas

Hulling, Lee S San Francisco

Hyams, Milton New Haven

Ingram, Louis C Atlanta

Ishmael, Frank P Chicago

Jacobs, Jack Los Angeles

Jacobs, J. Milton Cincinnati

Jelenko, Frank M New Orleans

Kelley, John L Pittsburgh

Kennedy, Dexter C Des Moines

Kessnich, Charles E. Atlanta

King, Julian H. Denver

Kirk, Thomas B Memphis

Krumm, Henry G Dallas

LaSance, William F Cincinnati

Lazarus, Charles New Haven

Levy, David A. New Jersey

Levy, Howard New Jersey

Lewis, William A Atlanta

Lieb, Charles Omaha
Lightstone, Gordon Toronto

Lind, Carl Salt Lake City

Lipson, Edward J Milwaukee

Lloyd, Nicholas P Philadelphia

Lynch, Clayton T Los Angels

Lynch, Robert Philadelphia

Lyne, Charles D Dallas

McCarl Jr., Andrew S Portland

McElhinney, David T. Salt Lake City

McGuire, C Francis Atlanta

McKean, Walter Minneapolis

McMahon, Joseph Milwaukee

McRaven, Robert D. .... Indianapolis

Maguire, Joseph Kansas City

Moloney, John J Pittsburgh

Maw, Ralph W Buffalo

Mendelssohn, Felix Chicago

Mendelssohn, Theodore L Chicago

Miller, Harry W New York

Mix, Edward C. San Francisco

Morgan, John F Detroit

Moriarty, Edwin J Pittsburgh

Morrow, Joseph Philadelphia

Mundstuk, Jack B .Pittsburgh

Nathanson, Henry L Toronto

Nedley, Carl Omaha
O'Shea, Edward K Buffalo

Pielow, Ralph Albany

Pippin, Clarence C Philadelphia

Quinn, John X St. Louis

Ramage, Charles Vancouver

Reilly, George F St. Louis

Renick, Edward New York

Repec, Charles Boston

ReVille, Jack Memphis

Ripps, Herman Albany

Ritzier, Clarence R St. Louis

Rosenblatt, Henry Boston

Rosenwald, Benn H Charlotte

Ross, Bernard J Buffalo

Ross, David E Chicago

Rubenfeld, Mac Seattle

Rucker, B. Wallace Seattle

Saffle, Maurice Salt Lake City

Sandelman, Harold Detroit

Schmidt, Harry San Francisco

Schuster, Sidney San Francisco

Schwartz, George Philadelphia

Schwartz, Max Milwaukee

Scully, Frank J Washington

Scully, William A New York

Sheehan, William F Indianapolis

Shumow, A. Jack Milwaukee

Shumow, Harry J Omaha
Shurman, Samuel Milwaukee

Smith, Abraham E St. John

Sogg, Jack Cleveland

Stoll, Sam B Des Moines

Thortsen, Fred C Omaha
Turner, George W Minneapolis

Vogel, Eugene Cleveland

Wagner, Herbert A Indianapolis

Warren, Joseph T Portland

Weigel, Charles J Cincinnati

Weissman, Alexander W Buffalo

Whitington, Leroy Dallas

Wildman, Truly B Kansas City

Willingham, Jay F Memphis

Willman, Wade W Indianapolis

Windsor, Wade H Cincinnati

Wingham, Langdori^C. .y^w^Seattle

Wolf, Maurice N.

Wolfberg, Harris P.

..Boston

..KamaTOty

Worden, Harry 7*
>

~*rr^^?.Boston

Workman, William H Minneapolis

Woroner, E. M New Haven

Zoellner, William B Oklahoma City
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THE

MUSICIANS MAY BAR

WORK ON SOUND PIX

{Continued from Page 1)

the local union, the delegates are

ordered to sponsor and work to pass
resolutions at the meeting of the

national organization which would
prevent the membership from mak-
ing either sound films, records or

electrical transcriptions.

While officers of the union here
would not comment and are under-
stood not to favor drastic action,

it was reliably learned that the

union acted against sound films on
the assumption that theater circuits

affiliated directly and indirectly with
film producers were working to-

gether not to use musicians or

vaudeville in their houses.
Action against records and elec-

trical transcriptions arose over the
fact that while there are five radio

stations here, only one employs a

staff orchestra.

Four New Distributing Cos.

Get New York Charters

Albany—Four film distributing

companies are included among the
nine new corporations just chartered
by New York State. The list:

Unity Theaters Corp., New York
City; to exhibit motion pictures. Mil-

ton E. Mermelstein, Robert Gold-
stein, Jacques J. Benjamin, incorpo-
rators.
Pax Film, Inc., New York City;

to distribute motion picture films.

Harry Rubin, Mollie Streicher, Ber-
nard Krosney, incorporators.

Postage Stamps Movies, Inc., New
York City; to deal in motion picture
films. Tim Healy, Ann M. Caloger,
Anne Stein, incorporators.

Schine Northern Corp., Glovers-
ville; to operate motion picture thea-
ters. F. D. Thompson, M. Glockner,
F. Barter, incorporators.

Screen Specialties, Inc., New York
City; to distribute motion pictures.

Frank Canavaciol, Max Greenberg,
John W. M. Rutenberg, incorpora-
tors.

Allied Arts Productions, Inc., to

distribute motion pictures. Theodore
A. Benedek, Deems Taylor, Dr.
Arnold Genthe, Arthur S. Friend,
Edwin M. Reiskind, incorporators.

R. W. Amusement Co., Inc.,

Brooklyn; to operate motion picture
theaters. D. Benjamin Mason, Ber-
nard L. Neumark, Frank J. Infrance,
incorporators.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.,

New York City; to deal in motion
pictures. Irving Markowitz, Jesse
Luxenberg, Rudolph Rubin, incorpo-
rators.
Monogram Distributing Corp.,

New York City; to distribute motion
pictures. Elizabeth Woods, Marjorie
L. Soper, Sydney M. Spector, in-

corporators.

Merchant-Built House Open
Omro, Wis.—The new Omro The-

ater, erected by the Omro Inde-
pendent Business Men's Ass'n, has
opened.

Reviews o$ Hew fit***
SHORTS

"Hollywood Party"
(Musical Revue in Technicolor)

M-G-M 21 mins.
Class Smash

This is about the Last Word in a
short presenting Hollywood celebs
at play. The picture was photo-
graphed outdoors on the Berkheim-
er estate, a famous Los Angeles
showplace. Some Chinese settings
in the garden were used as back-
grounds, with Elissa Landi acting
as hostess, introducing Charlie
Chase as a famous magician. Both
these players are in Chinese cos-
tume. Charlie exercises his "magic"
throughout to evolve beautiful
scenes and girls, as well as comedy
business. Among the diversions pre-
sented are a group of girls in ultra-
modern tap routine; Joe Morrison in
a solo number in a South Sea Island
scene; a trio of novelty dancers;
the Five Jones Boys, colored sing-
ers; Sunny O'Dea in a dance with a
chorus of Marcus show girls; Leon
Errol doing a swell bit as a drunk;
Anna May Wong modeling some
Chinese fashions; Al Lyons and his
Cocoanut Grove ork. Making per-
sonal appearances are Clark Gable,
Joan Bennett, Joe E. Brown, Fred-
die Bartholomew and Leon Janney.
A smash novelty is the South Sea
Island number, with the huts and
trees and girls' costumes entirely
of cellophane. This two-reeler has
more real entertainment crowded
into it than a lot of pretentious fea-
tures. The Technicolor effects are
gorgeous. Produced by Louis Lewyn.
Directed by Roy Rowland. A grand
combo of girls, music, dancing, and
plenty of comedy touches. It moves
with a brisk tempo, and is sure-fire
with any type of audience.

FOREIGN
"THE LAST NIGHT," dialogue film in

Russian and titled in English; a Mosfilm

production; scenario by E. G. Gabrilowitch

and Yuri Reisman; musical score by A.

Veprik; directed by Yuri Reisman, with

I. R. Peltser, M. G. Yarotskaya, N. 1.

Dorokhin, et al, in the cast. Presented

at the Cameo Theater. Running time: 90
mins.

One of the most powerful and significant

films Soviet cinema circles have produced

to date. The story, dealing with the de-

cisive battle between the White Army and

the Bolshevist forces for control of the

government, and the affairs of two families

in the critical conflict, is superbly acted.

Yuri Reisman's direction is outstanding.

All types of audiences, liking plentiful and

bristling action, will find the picture highly

satisfactory entertainment.

"THANK YOU MADAME," Viennese

musical production, made under title "Im
Sonnenschein" ("In The Sunshine") by

Gloria Films; author, Otto Longhi; screen-

play, Philip Meyring; songs by B. Buday;

directed by Carmine Gallone, with Luli

Deste, Jan Kiepura, Theo Lingen, et al,

in the cast. Presented by Broadcast Films

at the Esquire Theater. Running time: 90
mins.

Fairly interesting musical, somewhat
handicapped by inept recording, but withal,

the sort of feature which the rank and
file of patrons will enjoy. Its chief appeal

lies in the singing of Jan Kiepura and the

magnetic beauty of Luli Deste. The for-

mer plays the role of a singing cab-driver

who becomes the protege of a leading

tenor's estranged wife who seeks his suc-

cess to avenge herself on her spouse. But

at the finale, the cabby turns to his erst-

while sweetheart. There is considerable

comedy. English titles make the action

readily understood.

Gabriel Heads Exchange

Union in Philadelphia

Philadelphia—Bill Gabriel, M-G-M
booker, has been elected head of
Exchange Union No. 7 here. Other
officers are: James Keating, U.A.,
vice president; Millie Cohn, M-G-M
secretary. New union claims a mem-
bership of 220, practically all ex-
change workers who are eligible.

The status of bookers is not as yet
set, it is said. Demands are being
formulated for presentation within
two weeks. It is understood here
that a union of theater employees
is being quietly organized.

Carrier Corp. Taking Over
Syracuse Franklin Factory

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Carrier Cor-
poration, air conditioning equipment
manufacturer, will take over the
former H. H. Franklin auto factory I

here. Plant will employ 1,800, it is i

said. First local order placed with t

Carrier as a result of its Syracuse
advent is that for a system to be
installed in the R-K-O-Schine Eckel
Theater.

German Expert Arriving

To Address SMPE Parley

Prof. Dr. H. E. A. Joachim, direc-
tor of the research department of
Zeiss-Ikon A.G., of Dresden, arrives
today on the S.S. Bremen from
Germany. Prof. Dr. Joachim is en
route to Hollywood to address the
SMPE convention on "Development
of High Frequency Cameras in the
Last 20 Years." The visitor, Ger-
many's representative on the old
International Standardization Com-
mittee, was largely instrumental in

getting European countries to shift
to U. S. standards.

Press Agents in Guild?
St. Louis—National convention of

the American Newspaper Guild here
next month will be asked to open
Guild membership ranks to press
agents and publicists.

Warners Out of the Loop
Chicago—The Orpheum Theater,

Warners' Loop house, has closed af-
ter 33 years activity, to be replaced
by a Commercial structure. This eli-

minates Warners from the Loop.

LITTLE from LO
By RALPH WILK

m
HOLLYWOOD

yiCTORIA FILMS has been or-

ganized by Rosita Moreno to
make a Spanish picture, "I Believe
in You," which will star her. Jos
Crespo will play the male lead. Joh
Reinhardt will direct, with produc-
tion to start May 17th.

»

Casting assignments — Warners:
Benny Goodman and band, "Holly-
wood Hotel"; John Litel, "Alcatraz
Island"; Paramount: Calgary Bros.,
"Double or Nothing"; Gail Patrick,
Randolph Scott, Charles Bickford,
"Spawn of the North"; Columbia:
Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth,
"Flashing Skates"; John Gallaudet,
Lenita Lane, Milton Owen, "White
Heat."

T » T

Title changes—By Warners: From
"A Gentleman After Midnight" to
"It's Love I'm After"; by Columbia:
From "Miss Casey at the Bat" to
"Girls Can Play."

T »

Raymond Middleton, baritone now
on a concert tour with Jose Iturbi

and the Philadelphia Symphony, has
been signed by Paramount.

Stockholders Ask Receiver

For Baltimore Film House

Baltimore—A petition asking that
a receiver be appointed for the Me-
tropolitan Theater has been filed in

Circuit Court No. 2 by three holders
of a total of 12 shares of the pre-
ferred stock. They charge that the
company is unable to meet its obli-

gations and has been in default in

the payment of dividends on pre-
ferred stock. Majority of the stock,

the petition sets forth, is owned by
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. It

also is claimed that for years the
house was successful under a first-

run policy but it has lost patronage
as a second-run theater.

Tri-States Men Shift

Omaha — Personnel changes an-
nounced by District Manager Evert
R. Cummings of Tri-States include:

Eddie Forrester, Grand Island
city manager, comes here as man-
ager of the Omaha Theater; Man-
ager Jimmie Schlatter of the Omaha
becomes manager of the Orpheum,
Tri-States' largest Sioux City (la.)

house; Breck Fagin, assistant Or-
pheum manager, becomes manager
of the Grand Island Capitol as well

as city publicity director for all

three Tri-States' houses there, and
Assistant Don Shane of the Sioux
City Orpheum becomes assistant at

the Omaha Orpheum,

Attorneys in New Offices^

The law firm of Krellberg &
Fitzimmons has moved its offices

to 19 West 44th St.

Louis Martin Levy has moved his

law offices to 9 Rockefeller Plaza.

._JL_



THE FILM DAILY
PRODUCT ANNUAL

for 1937-1938

A cloth bound permanent reference book of inestimable

value to Exhibitors, Executives, Producers and Critics

in wlnkl* is comU^ed

THE PRODUCT PARADE
.all productions of all companies for the coming season

—

Features—Shorts—News Reels—Foreign.

DIRECTORY of DIRECTORS
... their work, their records, biographies, awards.

PRODUCTION PERSONALITIES
. . . stars, writers, cameramen and what they have done.

. . personnel of all studios.

PRODUCTIONS of 1937
... all features released to date in 1937 with producer, distribu-

ter, star, director, cast, writer, cameraman, editor, running
time and Film Daily reviewing date.

HALL of FAME
. Being a Directory of Distinction of those outstanding in Mo-
tion Pictures receiving awards for meritorious work during
the past year.

READY REFERENCE
... a handy compilation of ready reference lists, data and

informative matter covering production and studio require-
ments.

A Film Daily Publication

as part of

Film Daily Service

Now in Work Out in July
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M-G-M SAID PLANNING

32 "A" PRODUCTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

this morning by Louis B. Mayer and
Hal Roach, representing the studio.

After opening addresses and tabula-
tion of forthcoming sessions, the
group will adjourn at noon for

luncheon on the M-G-M lot in Cul-

ver City. The afternoon will be
1

taken up with inspection of the

studio. 4
Following dinner, back at th'e)

hotel, a preview screening of "They'

Gave Him a Gun," a Harry Rapf
production, will take place.

Tomorrow, the entire day will be

occupied with business activities at

the hotel, another preview screening'

being carded for the evening.

Irving Jacobs Succeeds

Fidler as GN Dist. Mgr.

Denver — New district manager
for Grand National in Denver and
Salt Lake City is Irving Jacobs,

succeeding Lon T. Fidler, who re-

signed to take over the franchise

rights of Monogram Pictures in the

same cities. To take the job with

Grand National Jacobs resigned as

district manager for GB Pictures.

In Denver to make the change
were Edward Peskay, vice-president

and general sales manager for Grand
National, and James Winn, western

sales manager.

Cooper Men Switched

Denver—L. J. Finske of the J. H.

Cooper Enterprises, has announced
the following changes in the the-

aters: Kenneth Mead, from the as-

sistant manager's job at the Main
Theater, Pueblo, Colo., to manage
the Mission, Grand Junction, Colo.;

Lyle McCue succeeds Mead at the

Main; and Irwin Manning goes from
the Mission to the assistantship at

the Avalon, Grand Junction.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Control Stars on Radio—Australian Situation Up

"Star" Big in Philly

Opening at the Aldine theater,

Philadelphia, of "A Star Is Born"
on Friday drew the biggest opening
day biz of the year, Harry A. Tor-
rante, manager, telegraphed The
Film Daily Saturday.

Schulte Forms New Firm

Detroit — Radio City Theaters,

Inc., has been incorporated by Wil-

liam J. Schulte, circuit operator of

southeastern Michigan, as operating

company for the Radio City Theater,

recently opened by the circuit at

Ferndale, just north of Detroit.

Brother Succeeds Lazar

Bellefontaine, 0. — Glenn Lazar,
manager of Schine's Holland The-
ater for the past two years, has
been called to the Schine home office

at Gloversville, N. Y. His place
here will be taken by a brother,

Sander Lazar.

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)„

involving broadcasts of its stars will

have to be made through the com-
pany's studip casting department,
and scripts of proposed air enter-

tainment submitted for approval.
Coincidentally, M-G-M revealed that

it is considering sponsoring a regu-
lar radio program presenting its

big-name personalities.

Directly on the heels of the 20th
Century-Fox and M-G-M stands
came word that M.P.T.O.A., at the
initial meeting of a special commit-
tee appointed by its president, Ed
Kuykendall, formulated preliminary
plans for a three-cornered confer-
ence on the problem of radio com-
petition. Participants, it was indi-

cated, will be the exhibitor group
and representatives of NBC and
CBS.

Financial statements and esti-

mates of earnings, infallible barom-
eters of how the industry's "trade"
winds are blowing, came from
Paramount, Pathe and RKO. Para-
mount's net for the fiscal year ended
Jan. 2, last, was reported at $6,012,-

250. Estimated consolidated earn-

ings of the company for the first

quarter of 1937 were $2,011,000.

Earnings of Pathe for this same
period were put in excess of $130,-

000. O. R. McMahon, RKO's as-

sistant treasurer, testifying before

Special Master George W. Alger at

a hearing of the fairness of the
RKO reorg plan, said that profits

for the first three months of present
year were $1,168,676, and that earn-
ings through June next would be
approximately $2,172,771.

* # *

Other major news items were:
Return of H. M. Warner from
Europe on the Normandie with ex-

pressed view that as and when tele-

vision descends in a practical way
upon the American public, the film

industry will control it . . . R. H.
Cochrane's announcement of Gus
Schaefer's appointment to the post
of export manager for Universal,
succeeding Nate Manheim, resigned.

. . . Phil Reisman's statement that

RKO Radio would be forced i,to

withdraw from distribution in New
South Wales if the government
there insists that American com-
panies produce locally to meet quota
requirements . . . Studio strike call

Friday night for painters, scenic

artists and makeup men.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

ican firm, and S. S. Crick, Austra-
lian managing director, are ex-
pected to bring the deal to a head.
Also from Paris came advices stat-

ing that American film companies

have invested more than $10,000,000
in French studios.

* * *

Latest statistics on films shown
during 1936 in Germany were an-
nounced from Berlin. Figures
showed nation's domestically-made
product led the field with 119 fea-
tures. American product was sec-
ond, totaling 33 pictures, with Aus-
tria supplying 17. Other countries
released there 23 productions.

* * *

Screen solons in the U. S. ob-
served with interest the solution
arrived at by Peru's officialdom re
the elimination of dual programs.
Lima, country's capital, passed a
municipal ordinance prohibiting any
performance to last more than two
hours. Features running more than
120 minutes require a special per-
mit. .

AGREEMENT TO ALTr5

RKO'S REORG. PLAN

i

(Continued from Page 1)

proval, Israels informed The Film
Daily Saturday.

It is expected that the agreement
will be reduced to writing and pre-
sented to Special Master George W.
Alger in the next week or 10 days.
This will remove opposition to the
plan by the unsecured creditors'
committee, it is expected.

Form Commercial Film Co.

Detroit—Latest company formed
for production of commercial films

locally is Commercial Film Co. with
offices at 429 Wayne St., former lo-

cation of the Owl Film Co. Incor-

porators are Albert C. and Lillian

M. Doyle, and Odillion B. Weed.

issnsi
that take punishment

Johnny gets it because he's bad.

Our seats get it because they're

good. They can take it. They like

it . . . and the crowds like them.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company

C OMF

Public Sealing for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in AH Trade Areas

THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
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See No Decision Until Ml on'fkladelphia Duals Test

STUDIOS CONTINUE AT DESPITE STRIKE

Anti-Ascap Measures Now Pending in ThreeJ>tates

Court Appeals from Adverse

Laws Hang Fire in

Two States

Measures intended to make it im-

possible for Ascap to do business

have already been introduced in nine

states and "broadcasters" are try-

ing to have like legislation intro-

duced in the other states, it was
said yesterday by E. C. Mills, chair-

man of the Ascap administrative

committee.
Bills prohibiting composers from

banding together to protect their in-

terests are pending in Nebraska, Il-

linois and Texas legislatures. Ascap
(Continued on Page 3)

SESSIONisCHEDULE

SET FOR ALLIED MEET

Mills Sees Biggest Year in History for Ascap

E C Mills general manager of the Ascap administrative committee, said yesterday

that 1937 will be "by far the biggest year" in the history of the society. Last year

the society disbursed $4,000,000 to members.

ALLIED OHIO DIVORCE

BILL FAILS TO PASS

SAYS KAO '37 PROFIT

MAY TOP THAT OF '36

Allied has failed to bring about

enactment of a theater divorcement

measure in Ohio whose legislature

has adjourned sine die without pass-

ing any bills of importance pertain-

ing to the film industry.

Other measures which died simul-

taneously with adjournment include:

increasing censor fees, establishing

tax of 2 cents per linear foot on
film and requiring two men in booth.

Schedule of sessions in connection

with the annual Allied convention to

be held at the Pfister Hotel, Mil-

waukee, May 26-28, has been com-

pleted by P. J. Wood, convention

chairman.
The board of directors will meet

Wednesday morning and the open-

ing convention business session will
(Continued on Page 4)

Grand National Sales

Meet May 16-19 in H'wood

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The first Grand Na-

tional sales convention will be held

at the Ambassador Hotel May 16-

19. Sixty sales delegates and
(Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M Convention to Hear

Executives Talk Today

Highlights of the hearing yester-

day before Special Master George
W. Alger on the RKO reorganization

plan was a forecast by Wilfred J.

Merrill, consultant for Atlas Corp.,

that KAO earnings for 1937 would
equal and probably better the com-
pany's 1936 earnings of $1,237,141

and a statement by George L. Schein,

counsel for a minority stockholder

group opposing the plan, that he
(Continued on Page 10)

Thatcher May Represent

Para, in Divorce Law Test

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Today's program for

the Metro convention will include

talks by Howard Dietz on sales pro-

motion in general, Si Seadler on ad-

vertising, William R. Ferguson on
exploitation, Barrett Kiesling on his

good will trips to newspapers, the-

aters and exchanges.
Talks will also be made by Al

Lichtman, Tom Connors and E. M.
(Continued on Page 3)

Thomas D. Thatcher, who has fig-

ured in various important legal

cases, is understood under consid-

eration as counsel for Paramount in

its contemplated constitutionality

test of the North Dakota law com-
pelling producers to divest them-
selves of their theater holdings. Suit

is now in preliminary stages of pre-

paring prior to its filing in a U. S.

District Court.

wa\
"Lights Out" for Theaters

con) Chicago—Cooperating with Sid Stritz

tf-at NBC, Will Harris, theatrical pro-

ducer, is about ready to put "Lights

Out," the Arch Oboler Wednesday night

radio thriller, into theaters. A one-
hour performance to use at movie
houses is in prospect. Show is about
to be cast and is scheduled to open
in Milwaukee in a few weeks.

No Decision Until Fall Is Expected

In Philadelphia Duals Test Action

100 New Australian Film

Houses Likely, Says Munro

Approximately 100 theaters will

be erected in Australian territory

during the present year, it was
estimated by Charles Munro, head
of Hoyts' Theaters, following his

(Continued on Page 7)

Indications yesterday were that

legality of anti-double feature pro-

visions in major distributor con-

tracts would not be decided by the

Circuit Court of Appeals at Phila-

delphia until next Fall. Counsel
for distributors involved in the ac-

tion lacked definite information as

to when the case brought by Harry
(Continued on Page 3)

500 Federated M. P. Crafts

Members Picket Coast

Plants
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— While hundreds of

striking members of the Federated
Motion Picture Crafts picketed the

studios yesterday, production con-

tinued without any serious inter-

ference, according to major plant

executives last night. Estimates as

to the number of studio workers
figuring in the walkout ranged from
3,500 to 6,000, although production
officials were inclined to substantially

reduce the estimate.
About 200 pickets patrolled the

M-G-M lot and approximately 100

did duty at Warner's. United Artists,

Hal Roach, 20th Century-Fox and
(Continued on Page 4)

SKOURASTORUN ROXY

UNDER 20TH-F0X PLAN

In event, as expected in some
well-informed quarters, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox acquires control of the

Roxy through a reorganization plan

for that Broadway house, the Skou-
ras interests will operate it, it is

understood, and the theater and its

policies will be altered to place it

(Continued on Page 4)

SEC Roxy Recommendations

Ready for Special Master

Representatives of the SEC, who
have been sitting-in on the Roxy re-

organization plan hearings as ad-

visors to the court, will make defi-

nite recommendations to Special

Master Addison Pratt today
_
on

whether to accept the reorganiza-
(Continued on Page 3)

Rivoli-U. A. to Talk Deal

Conferences begin soon on a new
franchise deal giving the Rivoli on
Broadway United Artists product for an
extended period. Current deal, which
covered five years, expires in July.
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Chi, Theater Operators
Ask Bank Night Rehearing

Chicago—Chief Justice Sontesby,
sitting in Municipal Court yester-
day, heard counsels' argument for
a rehearing of 46 Chicago Bank
Night cases. Operators had been
found guilty on Feb. 18 of violating
the city ordinance on lotteries. Chief
Justice Sontesby reserved decision
until after May 10 by which date
peittion for a Supreme Court re-
hearing must be filed.

It was learned yesterday that at-
torneys for Balaban and Katz, the
Iris theater and E. Balaban The-
aters have filed notice with the
clerk of the Supreme Court at
Springfield asking for a rehearing
of the first Bank Night cases to
reach the higher court. A decision
is expected early next month.

Brandt and All Other
ITOA Officers to Stay

Harry Brandt and other officers
of the I. T. O. A. will be-elected
at a meeting of the unit today at
the Hotel Astor. There are no
counter-nominations.

Two Mid-Western Theaters

Badly Damaged by Flames

Chicago—The old Chicago Theater
was seriously damaged by fire yes-
terday. Firemen said it was an in-

cendiary blaze.

Algona, Iowa—The Call Theater
here was destroyed yesterday by a
$60,000 blaze in which two firemen
were injured.

Ohio's Censors Lift Ban

On "Promise," Make Cuts

Cincinnati—The Ohio Film Censor
Board had rescinded its order ban-
ning "A Greater Promise," and the
film may be shown with certain
deletions. Ban was lifted following a
protest meeting under the auspices
of the Civil Liberties Union, at
which the film was privately shown,
at the Mayfair theater.

Court to See Film
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard

is to see the Warner Bros, picture
"Mayor of Hell" today in connection
with the plagiarism suit pending
before him in which it is charged
that Edward Chodorov, author of
the film story, pirated the yarn from
Albert Bein's play "Little ol' Boy."

Chodorov, on the witness stand
yesterday, denied the plagiarism
charge.

Glauber Starts Own Biz
Jack Glauber, for the last three

years sales manager for Price Thea-
ter Premiums, has resigned to go
into business for himself.

Toledo Theaters Sold
Toledo, O.—J. Diller has pur-

chased the Alan and Rex theaters
from C. M. Kahn who plans to
move west.

42 Pix in Production,

Para. Leading With 1

1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Forty-two pictures

are in production, with Paramount
again holding a wide lead, with 11
pictures in work. Warners are mak-
ing seven and RKO five. M-G-M is

down for four, Columbia three and
20th Century-Fox and Universal two
each. Goldwyn, Selznick Interna-
tional, Wanger, Roach, Monogram,
Alexander Bros., Zeidman and Fin-
ney are credited with one each.

"Double Or Nothing" has started
at Paramount and "Mr. Dodds Take
the Air" at Warners. "Armored
Taxi" is now at 20th Century-Fox.
"With Kind Regards" and "Girls

Can Play" have been completed at
Columbia and "The Great Gambini"
and "Midnight Madonna" at Para-
mount.

Hale, Actor, Becoming
Theatrical Seat Maker

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alan Hale, screen ac-

tor, has purchased $135,000 worth
of tools, dies and other machinery
to begin manufacturing his recent-
ly patented movable theater seat.

Equipment has been set up in a
plant in Inglewood, and high speed
turnout of the product will begin
shortly.

Hale, as soon as he finishes his
current role in Samuel Goldwyn's
"Stella Dallas" will, with his asso-
ciate Merrill W. Hard, make a
speedy trip East, to conclude ar-
rangements for initial sales.

Cagney Will Do Musical

Pix For Grand National

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grand National has

signed James Cagney for the lead-
ing role in the first Victor Schert-
zinger musical, "Something to Sing
About." "Dynamite" has been post-
poned to permit Schertzinger to

start first.

Reunion for Le Venes
Cincinnati—Nick Le Vene, Jr.,

Universal Sales rep., will visit his

father, of the Le Vene Advtg. Co.,

Los Angeles, for the first time in

twenty years, when he journeys to

the coast with the Universal force
for their annual sales conference.

Coming and Goiii-

HARLAN THOMPSON, RUSSELL CROUSE and
HOWARD LINDSAY arrive in New York today
on the Santa Paula from the coast.

MR. and MRS. MELVIN FOX of Philadelphia
returned on the Queen Mary yesterday.

GEORGE E. QUIGLEY has gone to the coast
from New York.

JOHN DUNLEAVY of Mackey ticket agency,
ABE KRAKOWER and SOL RUSSELL of Mc-
Brides and JAMES DREW of Bascom returned
to New York yesterday from a West Indies
cruise.

GEORGE GERHARD leaves New York within
a few days for St. Louis, Kansas City and
other middle-western points.

WILLIAM A. BRADY and GRACE GEORGE
leave New York next week for Hollywood.

CHARLES MUNRO, who has arrived in New
York from Australia, plans to sail from the
coast June 25 on his return home.

JOHN L. DAY, JR., Paramount's general man-
ager in Continental South America arrives to-
morrow from Rio de Janeiro on the SS. South-
ern Cross.

JULES BRULATOUR returns next week from
the coast.

W. J. GERMAN, vice president and general
mgr. of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., sails today for

Europe.

GRACIE FIELDS, British comedienne, arrived
in New York yesterday from the coast and
sails today for England and the Coronation
aboard the Berengaria.

GILBERT VON KLATT arrived from Holly-
wood over the week-end by plane for a New
York visit of a month or more on business.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE sails today for Eng-
land.

A. B. LAMB, commercial manager of Erpi's

western division, is back in Hollywood follow-
ing his semi-annual trip to New York.

LIBBY HOLMAN sails for the Coronation on
the Queen Mary tonight.

H. G. KNOX, executive vice-president of

Erpi, arrived on the west coast on Saturday
where he will remain for a month.

SAMUEL S. ZAGEN, and his new bride, RO-
BERTA GALE, screen actress, arrive today on
the Santa Paula.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of

Technicolor, also arrives from California today
on the Santa Paula.

E. J. HEWITT of GB leaves New York today
for England aboard the Washington.

C. H. MINOR, president of International

General Electric, accompanied by MRS. MINOR,
also sails on the Washington today.

CYRIL CLEMENS, kinsman of the late Sam-
uel L. Clemens (Mark Twain), arrives in New
York tomorrow from his home in Missouri.

ERIC W. KORNGOLD, Viennese opera and
film music composer, with his family; MME.
OLGA PETROVA, screen actress; MRS. FRANK
H. FARLEY, wife of the Paris representative of

Paramount Pictures; and MRS. JACQUES DEVAL,
wife of the French playwright, sail today for

Europe on the Paris.

L. W. CONROW, operating head of Erpi, left

yesterday for Chicago.

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

^

JERSEY CITY
N.J.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.

REEL-PAK
BOXES

...the new ICC Approved Package for ship-
ment of motion picture film on reels. S' 'ng,

lightweight, compact. Gives cushion- \g { o-
tection. More economical. Saves space.If -*de
of high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner
protectors* Gives full protection at new low cost.
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PENDING IN 3 STATES

(Continued from Page 1)

fias appealed such a law, passed in

Montana, as unconstitutional and

will take similar action in the State

of Washington when the law against

'Ascap goes into effect there on

i June 1. Measures introduced in

^Tennessee and Indiana were de-

ifeated. The legislatures of Minne-

sota and Iowa adjourned without

taking action on anti-Ascap bills.

John G. Paine, who succeeds Mills

as general manager of Ascap took

up his new duties yesterday. Ascap

plans to expand its office space.

M-G-M Convention to Hear

Selling Policies Today

(Continued from Page 1)

Program for the new season will be

outlined late today, it is understood.

At the convention luncheon,

Mayer announced that Norma Shear-

er had signed a long term contract

with Metro and introduced her to

the delegates. Her first pictures

will be "Pride and Prejudice," and
"Marie Antoinette." Mayer intro-

duced the stars, featured players

and directors on the M-G-M roster;

also the "Our Gang" comedy mem-
bers.
The delegates paid silent tribute

to Marcus Loew, Irving Thalberg

and Felix Feist.

Beach Conspiracy Action

Trial Deferred to May 24

(Continued from Page 1)

until May 24 in the New York State

Supreme Court when trial is ex-

pected to take place. Charge is that

the Gem theater should follow the

Park at Rockaway Park, instead of

Century's Central at Cedarhurst,

and that the distributors and Cen-

tury have conspired in the situa-

tion. Rock Beach seeks an injunc-

tion.

Modernize Chicago Theater

Chicago—The Janet Theater at

North Ave. and Larrabee is being
modernized and will be under the

management of M. Schoenwald.

MAY 4

Paul Lazarus

J. V. Richey
Maria Corda

/ < ^

• • • THE BOOKING of shorts and the building of pro-

grams has been made a highly specialized field by Karl

Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell of the Interstate Circuit

operating out of Dallas, Texas the b.o. value has been

established not only through the value of the short itself .
.

but through intelligent handling all along the line and the

original intention of reducing the length of programs has been

firmlv established
T T

• • • AFTER THREE years of intelligent handling of

shorts bookings, what are the concrete results ? greater

turnover when turnover is needed more satisfied patrons

who do not become wearied by sitting through extremely long

shows . and more patrons pleased through the process ol

booking suitable short subjects with features they complement

fewer shorts are needed than before and fewer

shorts give wider coverage money is saved through care-

ful and intelligent booking

• • • THE SHORT Subject dep't is headed by a spe-

cialist Mrs. Besa Short, strange as it may seem this

lady is an expert on publicity knows theater operation

through actual contact and is a born diplomat, able to win

the support and sympathy of the managers, bookers and ad-

vertising men over 130 theaters in the circuit are served

with this short subject department

• • • A DEFINITE effort is made to keep all programs

down to one hour and forty-five minutes with feature

films that run one hundred minutes or more, nothing other

than a news and cartoon is booked, particularly for the pre-

ferred time dates while the midweek changes take a com-

edy or two-reel musical with an additional one-reel subject,

depending on the length of the feature and type Interstate

was the first to introduce the "Perfect Program" idea an

average feature, or one that was decidedly weak but nonethe-

less good entertainment, was surrounded by the very best and

most outstanding short subjects each unit on the bill is

sold heavily

T T

• • • SPECIAL NEWSPAPER stories, smartly written,

are prepared by this Short Subject Dep't these have been

unfailingly welcomed by the small town and big town editors

alike they are not only used throughout the Interstate

Circuit in advance but the various critics and reviewers

always cover the surrounding programs, and many times head-

line the shorts over the features all this interesting data

above noted appears in a remarkable manual issued by Bob
O'Donnell of the Circuit who feels that this way of

handling the short subjects is one of the most effective weapons

for combating the double features

T T

• • • A LUNCHEON will be given today in Washington

to Linton Wells, Eastern director of publicity for Sam Gold-

wyn, by his former newspaper colleagues in that city

the luncheon was arranged by Lou Brown, of Loew's Capitol,

in connection with Wells' stay in Washington to handle the

opening of "Woman Chases Man". . . • Awards for the best

major city exploitation campaigns on "History Is Made At
Night" have been announced by United Artists as follows

Richard Harrity won first prize for his campaign at Keith's,

Washington, D. C and Lew Maren, of United Artists the-

ater San Francisco, took second prize. . . • A brilliant audi-

ence will be on hand for the premiere of "The Prince and the

Pauper" tomorrow eve at the Strand invitations have

been accepted by all foreign consulates and embassies

and a long list of notables in the social and financial worlds.

« « « » » »

NO DECISION UNTIL

FALL IN DUALS TEST

(Continued from Page 1)

Perelman would be re-argued but
expected that the move would not
occur until after the court's sum-
mer recess.

On Mar. 4, last, it became known
that the court had affirmed an opin-

ion that such film contract clauses

were illegal. The following day,

however, the court, almost without
precedent, withdrew the opinion,

thus nullifying it, and announced
that it was released through an
"oversight." It ordered re-argument
of the case.

SEC Roxy Recommendations
Ready for Special Master

(Continued from Page 1)

tion plan or to continue operation
of the theater as at present, The
Film Daily learned yesterday. The
report will also give the SEC's opin-

ion on whether stockholders should
share in the plan.

Extent to which stockholders will

share in any benefits from the pro-

posed 20th Century-Fox acquisition

of the theater will be determined by
the report. 20th Century-Fox has
already made offers for the stock,

but is restricting this to certain

types of stockholders and to those

having a limited number of shares.

R. E. Winter, accountant for the

SEC, has prepared the report.

Fitcher Takes Theater
Vienna, W. Va.—C. Fitcher is new

owner of The Vienna here.
At Spencer, the receivership has

been lifted on The Spencer Theater,
H. H. Robey, owner.

Finishing Danville Theater
Cincinnati— The new Warner

theater at Danville, 0., will be ready
for operation, June 15. Warner's
Columbia, at Portsmouth, closed

since the flood, will reopen Satur-
day.

Sherman With Monogram
New Haven—Philip Sherman,

formerly in charge of the Imperial
office here, is representing Mono-
gram in Connecticut.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Last week Alice Faye took the step

which convinces Hollywood of her star-

dom—she let the contract for the con-

struction of a swimming pool at her

home.
—20th CENTURY-FOX.
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STUDIOS ARE AT FULL

SPEED DESPTTE STRIKE
{Continued from Page 1)

Columbia each drew about 50 pickets.

Charles E. Lessing, leader of the
strike, stated that he had been offered

the support of the maritime workers
and that teamsters, longshoremen
and seaman leaders had offered him
the use of their so-called "flying
squadrons."

Strike leaders were frankly dis-

appointed in decision of the Screen
Actors' Guild to defer action on a

walkout to support them.

Pat Casey, chairman of the pro-
ducers' labor committee, last night
declared that the walkout is not
spreading. He expressed gratifica-

tion at the action of the Screen
Actors' Guild and stated that he is

completing preparation for negotia-
tions with guild tomorrow.

Producer representatives estimate
that not more than 400 were on
picket duty.

Despite any action that may be
taken tonight at a meeting of the
Los Angeles Central Labor Council,
the 2,800 members of the carpenters
local 25 will continue studio work.
At a meeting Sunday, a carpenters'
committee that sought a second 10
per cent wage increase voted to

abide by a majority of the local

and continue to live up to agree-
ment made at New York meetings
by the IATSE.

The committees of three produc-
ers and three actors are to meet
Wednesday night.

Robert Montgomery, president,
Kenneth Thompson, secretary, and
Aubrey Blair, business agent, were
named as a committee to represent
the Screen Actors' Guild in negoti-
ation with the producers' commit-
tee. The actors' committee was in

session all day yesterday. The pro-
ducers named the following commit-
tee of four to confer with the
Screen Actors' Guild: Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman, E. J. Mannix,
Hal Wallis and S. J. Briskin.

"On the basis of information I

have relative to demands of the
Screen Actors' Guild, I would say
that I can see no reason why a
perfectly fair and just understand-
ing will not be reached," said Casey.
He termed the talk of a general
studio walkout as pure balderdash.
He also said it is evident that the
general body of studio workers are
not in sympathy with the strike.

Casey said he had not heard of any
actors observing the picket line. He
said no studio is short of labor and
denied that the I.A.T.S.E. is a com-
pany union and declared I.A.T.S.E.

does not need any collusion on the

part of the producers, Costumers

NEWS of the DAY
Onawa, la.—With speeches by the

mayor, editor of the local paper and
a concert by the high school band,
opening of Bob Oliver's and Mrs.
Muriel Frandsen's $35,000, 500-seat
Iowa theater here was made a civic

affair.

Chicago—North Side division of

the Balaban & Katz Employees or-

ganization held its first spring party
at the Silhouette Club with more
than 200 present. Roy McMullen,
Granada theater manager, was in

charge.

stage and screen shows. Tom De-
vine will manage the house.

Kansas City, Mo.—J. B. Roshong,
who operates the St. Francis Theater
at St. Francis, Kan., has purchased
the Bird City Theater from J. J.

Book of Bird City, Kan.

Pleasant Hill, Mo. — Glenn W.
Dickenson Theaters, Inc., has as-
sumed control of the Peoples Thea-
ter here, from Wayne Jenkins.
Jenkins will be retained as manager
of the 600 seat house by the circuit.

Film Censor Raps Mags.

Spokane, Wash.—What this city real-

ly needs, says Mrs. O. W. Young,

chairman of the film censor board, is

magazine censorship. What good, she

asks, is a clean screen when magazines

run to sex in illustrations and crime in

stories?

Grand National Sales

Meet May 16-19 in H'wood

{Continued from Page 1)

twenty studio production executives
will attend. President Edward Al-
person and Ed Peskay are preparing
the 1937-38 production schedule and
closing deals with producers, writ-
ers, directors and players, results
of which will be announced to the
convention.

Fifty district managers and resi-

dent exchange managers and 10
home office sales executives and offi-

cers will arrive by special train
May 16. The train will pick up mid-
western delegates en route to the
coast.

San Francisco, Portland and Seat-
tle representatives will also arrive
May 16. Alperson and Peskay, now
in Hollywood, will remain here until

after the convention. Edward Fin-
ney, director of advertising and pub-
licity, has arrived to handle con-
vention plans.

Modernize Chicago Theater
Chicago—The Janet Theater at

North Ave. and Larrabee is being
modernized and will be under the
management of M. Schoenwald.

have presented their demand and
Bert Offered, their representative,
will confer with Casey Tuesday.

The federated motion picture
craft members sent a telegram to

William Green, President of the
Federation of Labor, charging the
I.A.T.S.E. with piracy and strike

breaking. Federated also made pro-
test to the Los Angeles Central
Labor Council charging I.A.T.S.E.
with violating all American Federa-
tion of Labor rules and giving
I.A.T.S.E. union cards to strike

breakers. Federated is circulating

its fellow unions in the United
States and Canada asking members
not to attend theaters showing pic-

tures made by major studios. Fed-
erated claims the majority of I. A.
T. S. E. members are rebelling

against their leaders and that no
membership meeting has been held

for eighteen months; also that mem-
bers were assessed two per cent

in addition to their dues without be-

ing consulted or voting on the mat-
ter.

Monogram Film Distribs.

Take Wintraub Exchanges

Chicago — Monogram Film Dis-

tributors has acquired the Omaha
and Des Moines exchanges of Max
Wintraub's Majestic Pictures. The
new Monogram company will liqui-

date all present and contracted
product of the Majestic company.
The office space of Majestic in Des
Moines will be occupied by the re-

modelled Warner exchange. The
Monogram company acquires ap-
proximately 50 feature and Western
releases.

Lew Wintraub will be retained by
Monogram in the Omaha office for

a period of six months. F. E. Judd
heads the Monogram Des Moines of-

fice and Bill Strickland the Omaha
exchange.

New Orleans — Distribution of
Monogram's new product in the
south-south eastern states will be
handled by Southern Film Ex-
changes, Inc., with offices in Atlanta,
New Orleans, Charlotte and Mem-
phis.

Monogram Pictures, Inc., of Bos-
ton has leased permanent quarters
at 39 Church Street, it is announced
by W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
president. Steve Broidy, exchange
manager, has engaged L. P. Britton
and Phil Sherman as salesmen.

Beach Conspiracy Action

Trial Deferred to May 24

Conspiracy action brought by
Rock Beach, Inc., Harry Brandt the-

ater subsidiary, against Paramount,
RKO, Universal, Columbia and Cen-
tury Circuit yesterday was put off

until May 24 in the New York State
Supreme Court when trial is ex-

pected to take place. Charge is that

the Gem theater should follow the
Park at Rockaway Park, instead of

Century's Central at Cedarhurst,
and that the distributors and Cen-
tury have conspired in the situa-

tion. Rock Beach seeks an injunc-

tion.

SESSIONS' SCHEDULE"

SET FOR ALLIED MEET

{Continued from Page 1)

begin at 2 p.m. Second business
session will be held at 1 p. m. the
following day and that evening at
7 o'clock, the annual banquet will
take place. The final business meet-
ing will be called to order at 10 a.

m. Friday and close at noon sharp,
thus allowing conventioneers to get
away for their homes for the holiday
deek-end.

All independent exhibitors are in-
vited to attend the convention and
will have an opportunity to talk, it

is stated. Companies set for dis-
plays at the theater equipment ex-
hibit are: RCA Manufacturing, In-
ternational Seating, Alexander Film,
Erpi, Monogram, National Screen,
American Seating, National Carbon,
General Register, Wenzel, Ideal
Seating, Acousticon Theaterphone,
International Projector and Theater
Trailer.

A number of important speakers
are being lined up to address the
various sessions.

To Attend Republic Meet
Cleveland—Cleveland representa-

tives attending the Republic fran-
chise owners convention in Holly-
wood this month will be Nat L.
Lefton, who owns the Ohio fran-
chise, J. S. Jossey, his associate and
Sam P. Gorrel, sales manager.

"Buddy" Rogers a Hero
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAII\

Los Angeles—Charles "Buddy" Rogers
was in the hero class today. When a
cigaret set fire to the dressing room
bed in a local theater on which Connie
Boswell was sleeping, Rogers, attracted
by her screams, dashed in, beat out
flames in her dressing gown, and car-
ried her to safety.

<G

Allied's Defense Fund
is Reported at $42,000

Although Allied leaders continu-
ally decline to discuss the subject,
it is understood that the exhibitor
association has raised at least $42,-
000 for its national defense fund
concentrating upon passage of the-
ater divorce bills. The fund orig-
inated at the Allied annual conven-
tion at Cleveland last June with pur-
pose of financing campaigns behind
various pieces of legislation, prin-
cipally the divorcement measures.

Skouras to Run Roxy
Under 20th-Fox Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

in direct competition with the Music
Hall.

Contingent upon these develop-
ments, a stage show policy compar-
able to that of the big Rockefeller
City de luxer will be installed and
the theater modernized at an enor-
mous expenditure.
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IF YOU COULD SEE M-G-M's
CONVENTION TODAY!

Eyes on Los Angeles, Ambassador Hotel!

300 Roaring Representatives of M-G-M

!

300 Leaping Lads from Leo the Lion's Lair!

They've heard about your next season!

That's why they're ROARING and LEAPING!
They've heard the magnitude of production by

The World's Greatest Amusement Organization!

Never in the fabled history of films

Have showmen-minds conceived the equal!

We hail it now—you'll hail it later!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
GREATEST YEAR 1937-1938
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"JUJktU" bom Hollywood "lots
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

AFTER eight weeks of work, Irv
'£* Brecher finishes the screenplay

of "New Faces Of 1937" for RKO
next week. He will return to New
York with Milton Berle and con-

tinue to write the Gillette radio

program.
T

Mary Garden, operatic adviser for

M-G-M, will leave for Europe with-

in the week to be gone three months.

While in Paris, she will make tests

of five American proteges who are

studying there.

T »

Alex Gottlieb, Frank Vreeland,

Dick Love, Ralph Stack, Gilbert Ro-

land, and Solly Baiano will be among
the entrants in the annual motion

picture tennis tournament, which

opens at the Los Angeles club May
16.

T

Casting assignments:—Universal:

Richard Carle, "Love in a Bunga-

low"; William Gargan, Jean Rog-

ers, "Reported Missing"; 20th-Fox:

Katherine de Mille, "The Californ-

ion"; Warners: Marjorie Gateson,

"First Lady"; RKO: Paul Guilfoyle,

Gordon Jones, Barbara Pepper,

Richard Lane, "Take the Heir";

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 83 • • •

HOWARD ESTABROOK. Scenarist, dialogue writer, associate producer.

Native of Detroit. Attended school there, wrote and staged several

plays. First job in county treasurer's office in home city. To increase his

income, played bits with a local stock troupe,

wrote and sold vaude sketches. Turned fully

to the theater, played for Daniel Frohman,

David Belasco. Became a leading man. Then

into films. Became an indie producer, script

writer. Prepared scripts for Otis Skinner's "Kis-

met," "The Bad Man," "Hell's Angels," "The

Virginian," "Cimarron," "David Copperfield,"

"Way Down East," and more recently, "Maid

of Salem." Hobbies, both golf and tennis.

Goldwyn: John Hall, "The Hurri-

cane"; Lawrence Grant, Alexander

d'Arcy, Byron Foulger, "Prisoner of

Zenda".
T T T

New's o' the day—Otto Preminger

starts directing Simone Simon's

"Danger—Love at Work" for 20th-

Fox May 24 . . . Warners have signed

Virginia Dale, night club singer-

dancer Loaned by U. A., Alfred

Newman is scoring Shirley Temple's

"Wee Willie Winkie". . .Universal

has retitled "New Orleans" as "To-

night We Laugh" . Alfred Werker
will direct "Wild and Woolly", next

Jane Withers pix.

T T T

Howard J. Green is writing the

shooting script for "This Way

Please", which Mel Shauer will pro-

duce at Paramount!,, with Robert
Florey directing.

James Flood has completed the

direction of "Midnight Madonna"
for Major Pictures. The cast in-

cludes Warren William, Mady Cor-

rel, Nancy Clancy and Edward El-

lis. The next story scheduled is

"Flood Crest", which E. A. Dupont
will direct.

There must be something in that

title, "Love In A Bungalow", by
Eleanor Griffin and William Rankin.
The other day they ran off and got

married at Tia Juana. Both of them
are under contract as writers to

Universal and have written several

film plays together.

Louis Rantz has been assigned by

George A. Hirliman to the Asso-

ciate Producer's berth in charge of

Production for Condor's 26 short

subjects for RKO release. First

short which goes before the cameras

today will be directed by Louis Gas-

nier.

800 Features, Shorts Now

On Garrison 16 MM. List

Garrison Film Distributors is of-

fering 800 features and, shorts in

16 mm. in its new dealers' directory

just issued. This compilation is made
by arrangement with seven or eight

independent companies and almost

all importers of foreign films, ac-

cording to Tom Brandon, general

manager. Company has an exten-

sive network of exchanges and con-

nections in 14 foreign countries,

Brandon said.

Sakolowsky Promoted
Lowell, Mass.—Anthony DiLor-

enzo and Michael Daly announce
the promotion of Edward Sakolow-
sky to the managership of the Capi-

tol Theater. Sakolowsky has been
associated with the DiLorenzo-Daly
interests in New Britain, Hartford
and at the Victory, Lowell.

Who Designed the Dresses?

Who designed the dresses is now the

issue in one of the latest court ac-

tions brought against Paramount and
wa

nheduled for trial this month or June
""& the New York State Supreme Court.

"Plaintiff is Miriam Bouslogue who
alleges that she, and not Helen Taylor,

designed two costumes worn in "The
Moon's Our Home." She wants an

injunction and damages.

100 New Australian Film

Houses Likely, Says Munro

(Continued from Page 1)

arrival in New York, yesterday from
the coast. Business is about 10

per cent ahead of last year, he

stated.
Munro will confer with Sidney R.

Kent when the 20th Century-Fox
president returns to New York
about May 12 from Paris and Lon-

don on the future of the General

Theaters setup in Australia. Re-

turning to Australia, he plans to

sail from the coast June 25.

Filmarte Hold-over

"The Wave," the Mexican film

"Redes" which tells of the fisher

folk of Alvarado, a little village on

the Gulf of Vera Cruz, will be held

over for a third week at the Fil-

marte Theater.

"Star" Stays at Music Hall

Seventh film attraction in Radio

City Music Hall's history to be

booked for a third week is the cur-

rent "A Star Is Born," which starts

a third stanza Thursday.

Chicago Strip-Tease Drive

Chicago — Chicago authorities

have started a drive against the-

aters using strip-tease acts, includ-

ing several movie houses.

Pulitzer Awards to Kaufman

and Hart, Margaret Mitchell

Pulitzer Prize awards announced
by Nicholas Murray Butler at the

Columbia University Alumni dinner

last night included an award to

Margaret Mitchell for her novel,

"Gone With the Wind," soon to be
produced by Selznick International,

and the drama award to George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart for their

play, "You Can't Take It With You."

Fanchon Contract Renewed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has re-

newed its contract with Fanchon,

Hollywood's only active woman pro-

ducer. Her next picture will be an

original, "On With the Dance," in

which George Raft probably will be

starred. Fanchon's second produc-

tion to follow will be "Summer Ro-

mance," from an original by Don
Hartman.

Vitaphone to Release

13 Shorts During May

Vitaphone will release 13 short
subjects during the month of May,
announces Norman H. Moray, Vita-
phone executive in charge of shorts
and trailers. Of these, three are of
two-reel length, and 10 are one-
reelers.

Imperial Franchise Extended

H. C. Bissel and C. T. Linehan,
franchise holders of Imperial prod-
uct in Northern Ohio, have returned
to Cleveland after extending their

original three-year franchise to five

years.

Stage Competition in Frisco

San Francisco—Seven first-run

film houses here face heavy compe-
tition during the summer months
from a group of stage roadshows of

current New York successes.

City's two major legit houses, the

Geary and Curran, to date are even-

ly divided on offerings.

Goldman Joins Judell

Chicago — Carl Harthill has re-

signed as sales manager of the

Judell Exchange and has been suc-

ceeded by Saul Goldman. Abe Sil-

verman has been added to the Judell

sales staff.

Niblo, First Tele Director

Television now has its first director.

Post and title goes to Fred Niblo, ap-

pointment coming from NBC. Niblo,

screen veteran, will start work at once

building shows and training artists, it

is said.
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Edward G. Robinson and Bette Davis in

"Kid Galahad"
with Humphrey Bogart, Wayne Morris,

William Haade
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Warners 105 Mins.

CORKING FIGHT PICTURE, RICH IN

AUTHENTICITY, SUSPENSE AND RO-

MANCE.
Here is easily one of the best fight

pictures ever screened. It has authenticity,

suspense and romance. It was skillfully

directed by Michael Curtiz and is high-

lighted by performances by Edward G.

Robinson, Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart

and Wayne Morris. Morris, a newcomer,

with a winning smile and excellent physique,

is good material. He will have especial

appeal for femme fans, and his manliness

will also make him popular with the men.

Another newcomer, William Haade, is

among the principals, as are Jane Bryan,

Harry Carey, Solidad Jiminez and Joe

Cunningham. Morris, a bellboy, who wants

to earn enough money to buy a farm, be-

comes a challenger for the heavyweight

championship. He is discovered and de-

veloped by Robinson and Carey, a trainer.

To avoid Bogart, a gangster-fight manager,

Bette Davis takes Wayne to Robinson's

farm, where he meets Robinson's sister,

Jane Bryan, and his mother, Solidad Jiminez.

Robinson's orders are that all "muggs" in

the fight racket are to be kept away from

his farm, but Bette, Robinson's sweetheart,

takes a chance. Wayne falls in love with

Jane, and Robinson, who tries to shelter

his sister, sends Wayne in against Haade,

the champion, before he is believed ready.

He bets against Wayne and wants him

thoroughly licked. Wayne takes much
punishment, and Jane and Bette appeal to

Robinson. Robinson relents, gives new in-

structions to his boy to box Haade and

Wayne finally wins by a knockout. Bogart,

Haade's manager, feeling that he has been

double-crossed by Robinson, shoots him

down. Samuel Bischoff rates credit for

the production, while Seton I. Miller turned

in an excellent script. And Tony Gaudio's

photography is high-class.

Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis,

Humphrey Bogart, Wayne Morris, Jane

Bryan, Harry Carey, William Haade, Solidad

Jimminez, Joe Cunningham, Ben Welden,

Joseph Crehan, Veda Ann Borg, Frank

Faylen, Harland Tucker, Bob Evans, Hank
Hankinson, Bob Nestell, Jack Kranz,

George Blake.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-

ciate Producer, Sam Bischoff: Director,

Michael Curtiz; Author, Francis Wallace;

Screenplay, Seton I. Miller; Cameraman,

Tony Gaudio; Art Director, Carl Weyl;

Editor, George Amy; Dialogue Director,

Irving Rapper; Musical Director, Leo F.

Forbstein; Music and Lyrics, M. K. Jerome,

Jack Scholl.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, High-

class.

20th-Fox Takes "Borneo"
"Borneo," last picture filmed by-

Martin Johnson prior to his tragic

death in an air crash, will be dis-

tributed by 20th Century-Fox. The
film company signed a distribution

agreement with Mrs. Osa Johnson,

the explorer's widow, who also was
seriously injured in the crash.

"Turn Off the Moon"
with Charles Ruggles, Eleanore Whitney,

Johnny Downs, Kenny Baker

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount 77 Mins.

ENJOYABLE MUSICAL SHOW WITH
GRAND GROUP OF ENTERTAINERS

SHOULD DO WELL AT B. 0.

Miss Fanchon has gathered together a

group of grand entertainers who make this

musical show a most enjoyable one which

should play to gratifying box-office returns.

There is Charlie Ruggles, the department

store magnate whose every move is guided

by the stars. His work is always a source

of hilarity. Ben Blue with his comic antics,

besides his songs and dances, has the au-

dience ever in an uproar. Then there is

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs do-

ing some neat songs and dances while fur-

nishing the romantic interest. Kenny Baker

puts over a song number and Phil Harris

is in for a song and dance routine while

working before his orchestra. Romo Vin-

cent, a newcomer, does an impersonation

of Charles Laughton that is a pip and he

also is in for a song number. Andrew
Tombes contributes more laughs as Ruggles'

guide to the stars. Marjorie Gateson serves

capably as Ruggles' secretary, whose mar-

riage to him over a period of seventeen

years, has constantly been interrupted by

the whims of the stars. The screenplay

by Marguerite Roberts, Harlan Ware and

Paul Gerard Smith from a story by Mildred

Harrington is pleasingly novel with a lot

of good laugh situations and lines. The
plot development reasonably allows for

this wealth of music and dancing, and

interest is maintained at a high pitch.

Lewis Seiler did a swell job of direction,

getting the fun over in great style while

always injecting movement which keeps

things rolling. Sam Coslow's songs are

nice numbers, which Boris Morros' musi-

cal direction puts over in good style. Victor

Young and Phil Boutelje did the arrange-

ments. The dances were directed by Le

Roy Prinz. Even though this musical

isn't a million dollar production, Miss

Fanchon's picture is nevertheless a mighty

enjoyable piece of entertainment. In his

horoscope, Ruggles discovers that if he is

able to bring a young lady and a young
man together before nightfall, he will be

all set to marry his love of seventeen

years, Marjorie Gateson. In his depart-

ment store is a honeymoon cottage, where
he installs Eleanore Whitney. Her romance
with Johnny Downs seems to be running

along smoothly until Charlie sees Eleanore

with another man and Johnny with a new
girl. But the fixer gets everything straight-

ened out and marries his Marjorie, even

though the complications require an extra

day.

Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Eleanore Whitney,

Johnny Downs, Kenny Baker, Phil Harris

and his orchestra, Ben Blue, Marjorie Gate-

son, Grady Sutton, Romo Vincent, Andrew
Tombes, Constance Bergen, Franklin Pang-

born, Albee Sisters, Christy and Gould, The
Fanchonettes.

Producer, Miss Fanchon; Director, Lewis

Seiler; Author, Mildred Harrington; Screen-

play, Marguerite Roberts, Harlan Ware,

Paul Gerard Smith; Cameraman, Ted

"The Thirteenth Chair"
with Dame May Whitty, Madge Evans,

Lewis Stone, Elissa Landi

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M 62 Mins.

MYSTERY THRILLER WITH SPLENDID

CAST AND SUSPENSE IS NICE PRO-

GRAMMER.

Developed in a highly suspenseful man-

ner, this mystery holds one's attention at

all times and should make nice program

entertainment. The proceedings center

around Dame May Whitty, who is called

in to stage a seance as a means of discov-

ering the murderer. Her fine performance

is very important in keeping the piece in-

teresting. Plenty of darkness is used

which helps to keep things mysterious.

The splendid cast includes such players as

Madge Evans, Lewis Stone, Elissa Landi,

Thomas Beck, Henry Daniell, Janet Beech-

er, Ralph Forbes, Holmes Herbert and
Charles Trowbridge. Marion Parsonnet's

screenplay from Bayard Veiller's play reas-

onably accounts for each of the 13 persons

at the seance and the dialogue that he

has supplied is most fitting. George Seitz's

direction is capable, and the production is

nicely mounted. A Mr. Leonard Lee has

been found with a knife in his back. His

friend, played by Henry Daniell, insists

on being a party to the investigation. He
gets Lewis Stone, the police inspector, to

agree to a seance, at which Dame May
Whitty is to preside and to which all

possible suspects are to be invited. While
the seance is in progress lights are off,

but when they are turned on, Daniell is

found dead. Incriminating evidence points

to Miss Evans, who is identified as the

old lady's daughter. The knife which is

important in the case is found in the ceil-

ing. Dame May Whitty insists on a second
seance, during which Mr. Stone is able to

lay the murder of Daniell to Charles Trow-
bridge, who also confesses to the killing

of Mr. Leonard Lee.

Cast: Dame May Whitty, Madge Evans,

Lewis Stone, Elissa Landi, Thomas Beck,

Henry Daniell, Janet Beecher, Ralph Forbes,

Holmes Herbert, Heather Thatcher, Charles

Trowbridge, Robert Coote, Elsa Buchanan,

Lai Chand Mehra, Neil Fitzgerald, Louis

Vincenot.

Director, George B. Seitz; From the play

by Bayard Veiller; Screen Play, Marion Par-

sonnet; Cameraman, Charles Clarke, ASC;

Art Dircetor, Cedric Gibbons; Associates,

Eddie Imazu, Edwin B. Willis; Editor, W.
Donn Hayes; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Musi-

cal Score by David Snell.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

Tetzlaff, ASC; Art Director, Hans Dreier;

Editor, Ed Dmytryk; Sound, Harold Lewis,

John Cope; Musical Director, Boris Morros;

Dance Director, LeRoy Prinz; Music and

Lyrics, Sam Coslow; Arrangements by Vic-

tor Young and Phil Boutelje; Vocal Super-

vision, Al Siegel, Max Terr.

Direction, Swell. Photography, Good.

George O'Brien in

"Hollywood Cowboy"
with Cecilia Parker, Maude Eburne,

Joe Caits

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RKO 60 Mins.

BRIGHT TREATMENT OF A NEW IDEA

MAKES THIS A SWELL WESTERN.

This is a Western with a new idea and
given bright treatment. It is good material

for George O'Brien and introduces a new
screen comedian, Joe Caits, who scores

laugh after laugh and should go far. Ewing
Scott, who collaborated with Dan Jarrett

on the original story and screen play,

turned in an excellent job of direction.

Leonard Goldstein rates credit as associate

producer. Cecilia Parker is decorative and
capable as the love interest opposite

O'Brien. O'Brien, a Hollywood cowboy star,

and Caits, a scenarist, are vacationing in

Wyoming. Cecilia, Maude Eburne's niece,

believes they are real cowboys and induces

her aunt to use them on her ranch. Frank
Milan, Cecilia's wealthy neighbor and
sweetheart, finds a poster, which makes
him believe O'Brien is an outlaw, but the

authorities recognize the star and laugh at

Milan's stupidity. Charles Middleton, a

racketeer, uses an air pilot to frighten

Maude Eburne's herd of cattle, because
she will not join Middleton's "protective"

association. O'Brien has his plane rushed

to him and with a friend, routs Middleton's

flyer and gets evidence against Middleton
and his gang. Of course, George also wins
the girl.

Cast: George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker,

Maude Eburne, Joe Caits, Frank Milan,

Charles Middleton, Les Shumway, Walter
De Palma, Al Hill, William Royle, Al Her-
man, Frank Hagney, Dan Wolheim, Slim

Baulch, Sid Jordan, Lester Dorr, Harold

Daniels.

Producer, George A. Hirliman; Associate

Producer, Leonard Goldstein; Director,

Ewing Scott; Authors, Dan Jarrett, Ewing
Scott; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Frank

B. Good; Supervising Editor, Robert Cran-
dall; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Musical

Director, Abe Meyer; Sound, Winston
Moore.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Good.

Columbia's Production

at Peak; List Big Pix

West Coast Bnreau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With vehicles set for

Grace Moore and Irene Dunne, a
Frances Marion production nearly
ready; a script close to the shooting
stage for Frank Capra, and adap-
tations of a number of stage and
literary properties reaching comple-
tion, Columbia production is at pet*(

%
c

Dunne vehicle is "The AwfJj
Truth", with Cary Grant to co-star.

Miss Marion will direct "Winning of

the West". Other films on the spring
list include "You Can't Take It With
You", "Grand Gesture", "The Man
Who Won the War", "Chopin" and
"Cape of Good Hope".

MKi
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"Motor Madness"
with Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Columbia. 62 Mins.

ROMANTIC BOAT RACE DRAMA WITH
SOME THRILLING SCENES BUT A

ROUTINE STORY. FOR THE DUALS.

Director D. Ross Lederman has suc-

ceeded in turning out in this romantic

melodrama a fairly peppy action picture,

or perhaps, "droning" would be the more
suitable adjective in light of the high-

frequency sounds set up during the se-

quences by husky, powerful outboard motors.

Most of the film's thrills, shrills and spills

are derived from the armada of hydroplanes

competing in one of the top-flight out-

board regattas held annually on America's

Pacific Coast. With the color of such a

regatta so close at hand (and so infre-

quently taken advantage of by Hollywood

as good production stuff), it is not sur-

prising that Columbia made this particular

boat race the nucleus of a feature. Un-
fortunately the screenplay is pretty routine

material with Allen Brook cast in the role

of a young boating enthusiast to whom a

swell new hydro hull has been made avail-

able by its builder. Brook, a bit affected

by boyish bravado, fails to take the good
advice of his sweetheart, Rosalind Keith,

who warns him not to journey out to a

floating night club and gambling joint on
the eve of the big race. But he does, and
falls into a web of trouble with a gang
of crooks. Not the least of the conse-
quences is that his act leads to the major
injury of the girl, who "pinch-hits" for

him in the race. While rounding a buoy,

the tiny craft she is piloting capsizes. It

lands her in a hospital with a punctured
lung. But when all the plot is straightened

out, the boy is victor in another race, and
wins a new speed record, the girl, and, we
take it, the nice trophy which goes with
all major outboard classics. It's fair en-

tertainment, and technically o. k.

Cast: Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook, Marc
Lawrence, Richard Terry, J. M. Kerrigan,

Arthur Loft, Joseph Sawyer, George Ernest,

Al Hill, John Tyrrell, Ralph Byrd.

Director, D. Ross Lederman; Screenplay,

Fred Niblo, Jr., Grace Neville; Cameraman,
Allen G. Siegler; Editor, Byrd Robinson.

Direction, Peppy. Photography, O K

"Arizona Mahoney"
with Joe Cook, Robert Cummings, June

Martel, Larry Crabbe, Marjorie Gateson
Paramount 59 Mins.

MILD MELODRAMATIC COMEDY THAT
FAILS TO CLICK DESPITE ITS STAR AND
SUPPORT.

Based on Zane Grey's novel, "Stairs of

Sand," this feature is a strange admixture
of straight meller stuff and semi-slapstick

comedy, with Joe Cook, in the role of the

itinerant circus magnate, supplying the

chief chuckles. Most of the piece's merit

lies in its frothiness yet, notwithstanding

the volume of the comedy, its quality is

hardly of the "uproarious" kind, and au-

diences which snicker along patiently with
the action are apt to be somewhat dis-

appointed when the climax comes, for

there is no really big belly-laugh to crown
the sequences, despite Joe Cook's masta-
donic cannon. It is this inarticulate piece
of artillery which is responsible for the
impending suspense that reigns throughout.
Finally the big gun, drawn by Joe's ele-

phant, speaks out. The timely arrival of

the comic and his ordnance at a ranch
house where a band of bad men are about
to triumph over June Martel's foreman
(who belatedly turns out to be a good
guy), and her other cowhands, turns the
tide in favor of the latter group. But its

all rather bawdy as a finis, with patrons
apt to say silently to themselves: "so that's

what all the shooting was about!" Robert
Cummings gives an amusing performance as

the naive lad who finally wins the warm
heart of June. There is a bit of gun-
play, some small-town local color that is

sprightly and pleasant, and a hold-up of

a stage coach right at the outset—but the
west, for lack of hard riding and other
elements which prairie pix patrons crave,

won't seem the west in this one . . . despite

the fact that it is much more true to life

and fact.

Cast: Joe Cook, Robert Cummings, June
Martel, Larry Crabbe, Marjorie Gateson,
John Miljan, Dave Chasen, Irving Bacon,
Richard Carle, Billie Lee, Fred Kohler, Sr.

Producer, A M. Botsford; Director,

James Hogan; Author, Zane Grey; Screen-
play, Robert Yost, Stuart Anthony; Camera-
man, George Clemens; Editor, James Smith.

Direction, Good. Photography, Capable.

Bob Steele in

"The Trusted Outlaw"
Republic. 52 Mins.

RAPID-FIRE, INTERESTING AND EX-

CITING WESTERN WITH STAR AND
STORY FIRST RATE.

A good solid story gives Bob Steele a

better than usual opportunity to play his

accustomed role of horseman and hero.

He takes advantage of this script to give

his followers a generous sample of what

he can do with a yarn that fits him. To

begin with, the action is fast, logical

and sustained, with something of conse-

quence happening every foot of the way.

There is more than the usual patron sym-

pathy for this western dramatic hero during
the mad dash he makes to deliver a pay-

roll for a mine proprietor who cannot get
the money through to his employees. The
reason is that a bunch of bandits control

the passes through the surrounding coun-
tryside. Furthermore they know that the
attempt to get the dough to its destina-

tion is going to be made. On top of these

facts, the leader of the bandits is an
arch enemy of Steele,—a young, spirited,

two-fisted gentleman who is the last of

a line of famous bandits himself. When
Bob, regardless of the fact that in his

veins flows "bandit blood," is entrusted

with the mission, any audience, because
of ail the angles involved, must naturally

root for him to carry through the assign-

ment. He does, and with a degree of

skill, fortitude and eclat that will please

the most jaded western-pix devotee.

Throughout the direction, camera work and
acting are nicely handled. There are

clattering hooves galore, some swell fight-

ing, and the fadeout finds Steele triumph-
ing over his enemies, vindicating his repu-

tation and winning the girl of his heart.

Cast: Bob Steele, Lois January, Joan Bar-

clay, Earl Dwire, Charlie King, Dick Cramer,
Hal Price, Bud Buster, Frank Ball.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Robert
N. Bradbury; Author, Johnston McCulley;
Screenplay, George H. Plympton, Fred My-
ton; Cameraman, Bert Longenecker; Editor,

S Roy Luby.

Direction, Interesting. Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"TAJEMNICAOSKARZONEJ" ("The Sec-

ret of the Accused"), Polish dialogue film;

a Stefan Gulanicki production; directed by

Bazyli Sikiewicz, with Alma Kar, Helene

Grossowna, Alesander Zabczynski, et al,

in the cast. Presented at the Chopin The-

ater. Running time: 85 mins.

Fans familiar with Polish will find this

import amusing, tuneful, well photographed

and spiced with mystery and romance. Its

wa^y is concerned with the rivalry of two

c°nns, one a blonde and the other a bru-

nette, for the affections of Alexander
Zabczynski. Slapstick is the word for the

humor employed, and fast is the adjective

for the action. Sikiewicz'' direction is

capable.

SHORTS
"Behind the Flood Headlines"

(American Red Cross)

Wm. J. Ganz Prod. 11 mins.

Graphic

This is the official release of the
American Red Cross, and can be
secured without charge through the
local Red Cross chapters. With
Lowell Thomas delivering a gra-
phic and dramatic narration, the en-
tire subject of flood relief is cov-
ered interestingly. Recent floods
sweeping over various sections are
shown in a series of intimate views,
with the havoc emphasized as fami-
lies are evacuated in boats and borne
to places of safety. The various
steps in relief work are presented,

as the Red Cross workers go about
their humanitarian work, which does
not cease with rescue work, but
carries through until the victims are
rehabilitated and their homes re-
stored. Here is a short subject that
will hit home to thousands of pat-
rons and prove of very vital in-
terest.

"Penny Wisdom"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 10 mins.

Neat Novelty
Done in Technicolor, this Pete

Smith special is a Cook's Tour of
the Kitchen, with the well known
newspaper feature writer giving a
practical demonstration of helpful
hints to housewives. Pete Smith

handles a running narrative with
his usual kidding style, and puts the
number over nicely. The plot has
a daffy housewife preparing a meal
for hubby who is bringing the boss
home to enjoy it. She makes a mess
of everything, and then Pete calls

in Prudence Penny to save the situ-

ation. As Prudence works, she dem-
onstrates a lot of tricks that every
housewife will be delighted to know.
All quite practical and simple, too.

Directed by David Miller.

"Tennis Tactics"

(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Fine Exhibition

All tennis fans will go for this

one strong, for it shows Fred Perry,
the tennis champ of the world, ex-
hibiting that marvelous form that
made him the peer of all netmen.
Pete Smith's explanatory talk car-
ries the action neatly. Perry plays
against a good opponent, to show
all the varied tricks that have made
him such a spectacular player. Perry
executes his complete service, and
in some graphic close-ups he shows
his form and manner of delivery.
His exhibition of control as he
places a ball through an automobile
tire on the other side of the court
is remarkable. Produced by Jack
Chertok. Directed by David Miller.

"Bars and Stripes"

(A Taloid Musical)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Good Swing Subject

A good swing short that will go
well with the younger crowds, for it

typifies the spirit of youth and also
the mania for swing music. Dick
Winslow is the ork leader, and his

musicians find it necessary to get
themselves locked up in jail to fin-

ish rehearsals, for the leader has
managed to get himself there also.

A tuba player is the comedy relief,

he being left out of jail in spite of
all his efforts to get arrested. Vyola
Vonn does the vocalizing and adds
the femme charm. Nice syncopation
and some hot rhythm that should
get the high school vote. Directed
by Joe Sherman. Produced by Jack
Chertok.

"Colorful Bombay"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Very Good

Fine Technicolor scenic, with
FitzPatrick taking the audience on
a tour of the great city of India.
Bombay is presented from every as-
pect, with the daily life of the city,

the customs of the natives, intimate
closeups of odd sights, and the mag-
nificent buildings and temples. Many
unusual' scenes never before pre-
sented on the screen are included.
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SAYS KAO '37 PROFIT

MAY TOP THAT OF '36

(Continued from Page 1)

would introduce his own reorganiza-

tion plan.

Discussing KAO, Merrill said that

the $27 arrears in dividends on the

KAO preferred stock could be paid

up by 1938, but that some of the

larger stockholders did not want to

receive their accrued dividends be-

cause they would be subject to gov-

ernment tax.

Merrill said that Atlas became
certain that the Music Hall and
Center Theaters should be taken

over by RKO under the plan fol-

lowing discussions with Major Leslie

E. Thompson and Nate Blumberg,
of the RKO theater department.

N. Peter Rathvon, vice-president of

Atlas Corp. from 1933 to 1936, who
had a great deal to do with the

drafting of the plan, said that no
profits were counted on from the

Music Hall and Center Theaters in

preparation of the plan.

Merrill said he expected that there

would be larger future earnings

from the Center Theater and that

RKO executives were already en-

gaged in making picture deals for

the house. He declared at one point

that the guarantee which RKO was
obligated to pay the Music Hall

under the original contract was a

large contributing factor in the

bankruptcy.

Special Master Alger interjoined

that he wanted facts and figures to

show why the new Music Hall lease

was good and would not break down.

Rathvon revealed that the Rocke-
fellers were reluctant to turn over

operation of the Music Hall to RKO.
Management of the Music Hall may
also be called on to run the Center
Theater, it was indicated.

In telling of the evolution of the

plan, Rathvon testified that after

long and apparently fruitless nego-
tiations with the Rockefellers to

settle their claim, Time, Inc. was
prepared to step in and offer a plan.

Then Floyd Odium, head of Atlas
Corp., and Alfred Rockefeller came
into the picture and a plan was
developed.

Rathvon said that the major por-

tion of the business of RKO would
come from good management. He
cited the most important changes at

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

524 of the 596 pictures shown in

Canada last year were made in the

United States.

Theater Building Shows Gain

In The St. Louis Territory

By DAVID F. BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

St. Louis, Mo.—Numerous CIO
strikes and labor unrest has had
an adverse effect at the box offices

of the neighborhood film houses of
St. Louis and St. Louis County and
as a result the business for the first

quarter of 1937 dropped about 10
p. c. behind the closing quarter of

1936. However, the first three
months of this year show a slight

gain over the same months a year
ago.

In first runs, the first quarter biz

was about 4.6 p. c. above that for
the comparable period a year ago.
There was a slight gain also over
the closing months of last year, due
somewhat to the run of stage shows
at the St. Louis and a few outstand-
ing pictures at the Ambassador, Fox
and Loew's.

Box office admission scales have
practically been stationary here-
abouts for months. However, most
of the houses recently curtailed
their bargain hours.

In respect to theaters built, re-

modeled and reopened, 1937 is far
ahead of the same months of 1936
in the St. Louis territory, which in-

cludes Eastern Missouri and South-
ern Illinois. In the first three

months of this year the count shows
seven new theaters, 38 theaters re-

opened, many of which were re-

modeled while dark, and only 10

houses closed, several for remodel-
ing. In the opening quarter of 1936
the count revealed only one new the-

ater, 11 reopened, a few remodeled,
and 23 closed.

On the whole the construction out-

look for the industry is the best

that it has been since the early days
of the business depression. Several
other new houses are definitely in

prospect. Producer-controlled cir-

cuits have been comparatively in-

active but some of the larger in-

dependent circuits have been adding
to their theater holdings in South-
ern Illinois and Eastern Missouri.
Although there was some agita-

tion hereabouts for the elimination
of duals only one small house, The
Maryland, operated by Louis Lan-
dau in South St. Louis, has gone
strong single bills.

Although Circuit Attorney Frank-
lin Miller clamped the local lid on
Bank Night, Screeno and similar

cash prize award plans more than
a year the giveaway evil continues
in general effect in this city and
aside from the first-run houses
pi'actically every theater in St.

Louis and St. Louis County gives

away something on some night each
week. The advantage of these give-

aways is discounted with everyone
using them.
Some of the leading exhibitors

have expressed themselves in favor

of eliminating giveaways, but they
say it is impossible to effect this

reform unless there is 100 p. c. co-

operation. That at present appears
impossible. The attendance on the

giveaway nights is large but the

weekly average has not been in-

creased, local checks indicate.

RKO as being the addition of Leo
Spitz as president and Samuel
Briskin as production head. Rathvon
explained that Atlas Corp. selected

Leo Spitz as president of RKO with
the consent of the Irving Trust Co.,

RKO trustee, on the theory that the

new management would be well-

acquainted with the operations of

the business by the time the re-

organization plan was approved.

Rathvon said that the debentures
provided for in the plan would have
a market value less than par but
that they would probably rise.

Special Master Alger said before

the hearing adjourned that he would
consider the plan on two main lines;

one, on the issues as they arose, and
secondly, the plan in its entirety.

Next hearing will be May 12 at

which time it is expected Atlas will

finish presentation of its case.

Pax-Film to Dub Four

Pax-Film Co., designed to buy

outstanding foreign films with the

intention of dubbing four films a

year, have been organized this week,

with headquarters at 723-7th avenue.

Bill Weissman, Frank Kassler, Ed.

M. Simmons, S. P. Fisher, Jr., and

E. I. Lopert have been named as

directors of the new concern.

"Front of House" Union

Taking Shape in Frisco

San Francisco—A "front of the

house" union for theater ushers and
cashiers is in formation here, fol-

lowing the recent organization of

approximately 100 Film Row ex-

change employes. The Union, it is

understood, will seek affiliation with

the I.A.T.S.E.

Portland, Me.—Drive to organize

all theater employes is under way
here. First meet was addressed by
President Chelsea A. Waldron, presi-

dent of the State Federation of

Labor, and others.

Salt Lake City—Building Service

Employes' International Union of
America is organizing a local here,

and is soliciting theater employes.

Lampert Opening House
Glastonbury, Conn.—Nathan Lam-

pert will open his new 350-seat
theater on Saturday, himself super-
vising. Lampert also operates
"suburban" small houses in Col-

chester, East Hampton, Broadbrook,
and plans to break ground in

Wethersfield this month.

MEX. ACTORS GIVENp

PARTIAL AUTONOMY
Bv MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—A grant of partial
autonomy has healed the breach be-
tween the Union de Trabajadores de
Estudios Cinematograficos de Mex-
ico and its actors' division which
had threatened secession. Compro-
mise sets up a separate union, but
the latter remains subject to the
parent body's by-laws.

Director Gabriel Soria's first pro-
duction on his own, "Ora, Ponci-
ano"; ("Come On, Ponciano"), open-
ed at the Teatro Alameda, Mexico's
only big de luxer, to an audience of
4,000. Starring the bullfighter,
Chucho Solorzano, with Consuelo
Frank, Leopoldo ("El Chato") Or-
tin, Carlos Villarias and Carlos ("El
Chaflan") Lopez topping the sup-
porting cast, "Ora, Ponciano" is a
romanticized biography of Ponciano
Diaz. Story is laid in the 1880's,
and the Mexican atmosphere of the
day is well and colorfully depicted.

Producciones Rex's "La Gran
Cruz" ("Cross of Honor"), produced
and directed by Raphael J. Sevilla,

with Joaquin Busquets, Elena d'Or-
gaz and Joaquin Coss in the cast,

played eight houses day-and-date
on its release.

Director Juan Bustillo Oro has
rushed into the production of "La
Honradez es un Estorbo" ("Honesty
Is a Handicap"), which had been
held back because of the difficulties

that had arisen between actors and
technicians. Consuelo Frank, Leo-
poldo ("El Chato") Ortin, Miguel
Wimer and Joaquin Coss top the

cast. Bustillo Oro is directing from
his script of his own original story,

with Victor Herrera handling the

camera.

Tito Guizar has just been signed

by Adolfo Grovas, of Productora
and Distribuidora Mexico-Europa
(Mexico-Europa Motion Picture Pro-

ducing and Distributing Co.) for

one picture. He comes here from
the U. S. this month.

Law Offices Moved
Jacob Schechter and Myron Sulz-

berger, Jr. have moved their law of-

fices to 61 Broadway.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Play up your cooling plant or other

means of keeping your patrons com-

fortable in the warm days to come.
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Peace Prospects Brighter on StudiooFffke Front

M-G-M J937-38 TITlfTjjSTED AT SALES MEET

Rockefellers Accept RKO Reorg. Plan Modifications

Other Large Creditors Also

Reported Agreeable to

Changes

The Rockefellers and other large
RKO creditors have accepted the
modifications of the RKO reorgani-
zation plan worked out by Hamilton
G. Rickaby, counsel for Atlas Corp.,
and Carlos Israels, counsel for the
unsecured creditors' committee and
a stipulation covering these modi-
fications will be presented to Spe-
cial Master Alger on May 12, The
Film Daily learned yesterday.
As a result of this agreement, the

(.Continued on Page 4)

GREATERREVENUE DUE

TO DUAL BILLS—YATES

Increased income of all distribut-
ing companies during the past 12
months due to dual features indi-

cates that the public wants double
features, declares Herbert J. Yates
of Consolidated and Republic in re-

(Continued on Page 7)

Three Copyright Measures
Before Senate Committee

Galaxy of 24 Stars Figures in M-G-M 1937-38 Program
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Twenty-four stars, called the largest group ever under contract to a
studio, will figure in the M-G-M program for 1937-38, it was indicated at the com-
pany's annual sales convention here yesterday. Names include: Lionel Barrymore, Fred-
die Bartholomew, Wallace Beery, Joan Crawford, Nelson Eddy, Clark Gable, Greta
Garbo, Gladys George, Jean Harlow, Helen Hayes, Charles Laughton, Myrna Loy,
Jeannette MacDonald, Groucho, Harpo and Chico Marx, Robert Montgomery, Eleanor
Powell, William Powell, Luise Rainer, Norma Shearer, Robert Taylor, James Stewart
and Spencer Tracy.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Senate Com-

mittee on Patents yesterday con-
sidered the pending Duffy, Guffy,
and Sheppard copyright bills. Ac-
cording to the committee clerk hear-
ings will be set but not before next
two weeks.

"Film Daily Service, Sir"

Just for the record.

Friday's edition of THE FILM DAILY
was delivered on FRIDAY to M-G-M
conventioneers on their special train at

Kansas City.

And Saturday's edition of the paper
was similarly delivered SATURDAY to

Leo's coast-bound hundreds on the train

at Albuquerque, N. M.
Nothing unusual in such assurance

that the boys would keep up with the
industry's world-wide news . . . merely
that FILM DAILY service.

Special Master to Speed Roxy Reorg.

Plan Report to U.S. Court Next Week
Special Master Addison Pratt said

yesterday in Federal Court that he
would submit his report on the Roxy
reorganization plan to Judge Caffey
next week after reading a letter

from W. C. Michel, 20th Century-
Fox vice president, stating that the
company's offer to improve the plan

only held good if the special mas-
ter made his report before May 15

and Judge Caffey ruled finally on
the plan before July 1.

Samuel W. Kramer, counsel for

the Class A stockholders' commit-
tee, revealed that he had received

(Continued on Page 4)

Monogram Stock Subscriptions Over Million

More than $1,000,000 of Mono-
gram stock has already been sub-
scribed for, The Film Daily learn-

ed yesterday from a company offi-

cial.

The company plans production of

27 features including seven specials
and 16 westerns, President W. Ray
Johnston said yesterday. Johnston

and the home office contingent leave

today at 6:30 aboard a special train

attached to the Wolverine for the

company's sales convention at Chi-

cago. Convention will be held May
6-9 at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
with more than 100 in attendance.

O. Henry Briggs, president of

(Continued on Page 4)

>r'sGuild-Producer Parley and Lab

Proposal Bring Hope of Strike's End

Schaefer Drive Closes

With Quotas Exceeded

Sales quotas were surpassed by
every one of the United Artists

branches during the 14-week George
Schaefer Drive, and the cash re-

ceipts during the final week ex-

ceeded by 40 p.c. the biggest pre-

vious week in the company's his-
(Continued on Page 4)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Wednesday) — Pros-

pects for peace on the Hollywood
studio strike front were materially
brighter today as a result of over-
night developments and despite scat-

tered instances of violence.

Outstanding among the develop-
ments were:

1. Announcement by committees
{Continued on Page 7)

194 Short Subjects, Including

78 Single Reels, on

Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Eniphasizing its plans
for making stories of the magnitude
and importance of "The Great Zieg-
feld," "Good Earth" and "Romeo
and Juliet," M-G-M, at its annual
sales convention here yesterday,
partly announced its titles for its
1937-38 program, which will afford
a minimum of 44 and a maximum
of 52 features.
Company also plans to distribute

194 short subjects, including 78 one-
reelers.

Featured titles are listed as fol-
lows:
"Kim," co-starring Freddie Bar-

tholomew and Robert Taylor.
"Tell It to the Marines," with

(Continued on Page 8)

HIGHER ADMISSIONS

HEALTHY—LIGHTMAN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cost of motion pic-

ture entertainment has not kept
pace with rise of other prices and
wages, Al Lichtman told the Metro

(Continued on Page 8)

20th-Fox Key City Selling

for 1937-38 Nears Finish

20th Century-Fox has virtually
completed its key city selling in
connection with its 1937-38 program.
Outfit is offering 52 regular fea-

(Continued on Page 4)

3 Millions in MGM Ad Budget

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

will spend
'

' 000,000 in advertising its

1937-38 program, it became known to-
day. Howard Dietz, director of adver-
tising and publicity, keyed the Metro
policy by telling the convention yester-
day that producers and exhibitors should
never lose their nerve in spending money
in making and exploiting good pictures.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Lxv Close Chg.

24V4 24i/4 24l/4 + Vi
33 3134 33 +2

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

135/g 131/2 13i/
2 ....

563/4 156 156
152 152 152 + 1

78 751/2 78 + 2i/2

217/8 21'/2 211/2 + 1/4

153 153 153
197/g 193/4 193/4 _ 1/g

7 7 7

8% 8% 83/4 — i/g

381/z 38 38i/
2 + 7/8

48 48 48+2
iiii 13 " 13" +"y8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 98% 985/8 983,4

Para. B'way 3s55...72i/4 72V4 72 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . .IOO1/2 IOO1/4 IOOI/4

RKO 6s41 1171/2 1171/2 1171/2 + 2

Warner's 6s39 95 943/8 941/2 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 2i/2 2Vi 2Vz
Sonotone Corp 15/8 1 1/2 1 1/2 — i/

8

Technicolor 235/8 22% 2314 + %
Trans-Lux 4l/2 4'/2 4l/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film pfd 94 97
Fox Th. Bldg. 1st "36 12 14
Loew Th. Bldg. 1st '47 96 963/4
Met. Playhouses 1st '43 69 72
Roxy Th. Corp. 1st '43 61 63

Merchants Start Open Air

Theater With Free Shows

Belden, Neb.—Local Commercial
Club members have increased the
seating capacity of the outdoor Air-
dome Theater from 1,200 to 1,500
and started free shows each Tues-
day night.

Providence First-Runs

Boost B. O. Top 5 Cents

Providence—Every first-run the-
ater in the city has boosted admis-
sion scales five cents, bringing eve-
ning top prices at practically all

houses back to 50 cents as in pre-
depression days. In first 48-hours
after advance went into effect not
a theater had run up against a
strong protest against the raise.

Theaters in other cities of the State
and neighborhood houses in Provi-
dence are expected to follow the
lead set by the "Big Five" in Provi-
dence and up their scales within the
next few days.

N. J. Allied Plea for Tax
Refund So Far is Futile

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
has written to New York exchanges
asking for a refund of monies col-

lected from its members for the
New York City 2 per cent sales tax.
Up to last night, no replies had
been received.

United Artists last week author-
ized reimbursement of New Jersey
exhibitors, following the recent
Court of Appeals decision finding
that the levy only applies to thea-
ters inside the city limits.

RKO Radio to Do Broadway

Play As Prelude to Film

RKO Radio plans Broadway pro-

duction of the Jacques Deval play
"Amstel" next season with two of

the company's younger players in

the cast. After Broadway produc-
tion, the play will be filmed. Pan-
dro S. Berman will supervise pro-

duction. Deval is author of "Tova-
lich," current Broadway success and
"Her Cardboard Lover."

"Woman Chases Man" May
Play Music Hall Screen

"Woman Chases Man," Samuel
Goldwyn-United Artists production,

is understood scheduled to play the
Music Hall.

Police Gazette Sues Para.

National Police Gazette yesterday
filed suit in Federal Court against
Paramount Pictures because Mae
West was pictured reading the Po-
lice Gazette in "Klondike Annie."
The suit asks for an accounting of

the profits from the picture for in-

fringement of the Police Gazette
copyright and alleges that because
of Paramount's illegal and unlawful
act, the complainant's property is

rapidly being destroyed.

Neu on Ten Weeks' Tour
Oscar F. Neu, president of Neu-

made Products Corp., leaves tomor-
row on an extended tour to visit

equipment dealers from coast to
coast. Neu will be gone 10 weeks.
While en route he will attend the
convention of the S. M. P. E. in

Hollywood.

Parking Meters Hit Matinee

Trade in Omaha Houses

Omaha — Installation of nickel
parking meters has cut heavily into
matinee attendance at downtown
houses, exhibitors report. The situa-
tion was made worse when parking
lot owners raised prices simultane-
ously with installation of the
meters.
Somewhat offsetting this, how-

ever, is the increased business from
evening shows since daylight time
started, with radio programs com-
ing in earlier. Omaha remains on
standard time.

Felder Takes Over Mono.
Exchange Duties Today

Joe Felder today assumes his du-
ties as manager of the Monogram
branch in New York, following his

recent resignation from Republic.
He was formerly with Capitol and
Fox.
Edward Golden, general sales

manager of Monogram, goes to St.

Louis following the firm's annual
sales convention to establish an ex-
change there.

Two New Industry Firms

Chartered in Delaware

Wilmington, Del. — Ambassador
Pictures and Hollywood Camera &
Film Corp. have been chartered at
Dover.
Ambassador incorporated to deal

in motion pictures with capital of
$2,000,000. C. S. Peables, Alfred
Jervis and Walter Lenz of Wilming-
ton are incorporators. Hollywood
Camera formed to deal in cameras
with capital of $1,000,000. Roswell
M. Edall, William H. Crow and Eliz-

abeth T. Crow of New York are in-

corporators.

Movie Slot Machines Stir

Censor's Ire in Detroit

Detroit— Coin-operated machines
showing motion pictures must con-
form to censorship standards, Lieut.
Lester Potter, police censor, de-
clared in condemning eight such film
machines. Lieut. Potter declared
that the machines found at a local
amusement park, showed "indecent"
films.

Truesdell Rites Today
Funeral services will be held at

4:30 p. m. today for George Fred-
erick Truesdell, veteran actor, at
Campbell's Funeral Chapel, 1970
Broadway. He died last Monday at
his New York residence, 535 West
110th Street. His wife, Mrs. Helene
Michellier Truesdell, and his mother,
Mrs. Frances P. Truesdell, of Wash-
ington, survive.

Hays Before Red Cross
Will Hays will speak before the

national convention of the Amer-
ican Red Cross at Washington May
13.

Coming and Going

MAURY SILVERSTONE accompanies ALEX-
ANDER KORDA when the producer sails from
England today on the He de France bound
for New York.

MARY PICKFORD leaves New York tomor-
row or Friday on her return to the coast.

BOB SAVINI leaves today for Toronto.

OSCAR F. NEU starts tomorrow on an ex-
tended Coast-to-Coast tour of 10 weeks.

SCOTT R. DUNLAP left for Chicago yes-
terday.

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Theaters, returns from
Memphis, Tenn. Friday.

SENATOR J. HENRY WALTERS was in Al-
bany yesterday from New York.

MARION COLES has returned to Boston from
New York.

CARL LAEMMLE JR., has arrived in New York
from the coast.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE, LIBBY HOLMAN
REYNOLDS, VALENTINE WILLIAMS, MARY
ROBERTS RINEHART, accompanied by her son
STANLEY RINEHART and JACK GOETZ sailed
for England last midnight on the Queen Mary.

LORETTA YOUNG, sails from Bermuda today
tor New York and on arrival will fly imme-
diately to the coast, her vacation having been
suddenly ordered curtailed.

JOE E. BROWN and MRS. BROWN are stop-
ping at the Sherry-Netherland.

GRACIE FIELDS, STEPHEN SANFORD, and
his wife the former MARY DUNCAN; and
DOUGLAS WILLIAMS, sailed at noon yesterday
for England on the Berengaria.

OSCAR HOMOLKA, sails from London today
on the Aquitania en route to Hollywood.
HENRY WILCOXON arrived in Hollywood yes-

terday from New York by plane.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., Paramount pro-
ducer, arrives in New York tomorrow from the
coast by air.

ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount's publicity-
advertising chief, returns to the home office
today by plane after spending two weeks at
company's west coast studios.

EDWARD CHODOROV, scenarist, left yes-
terday for Hollywood.

Hudson Funeral Today
Funeral of Walter E. Hudson, a

member of a well-known theatrical
family, who died Monday, will be
held at 10 a. m. today at St. Ma-
lachy's Church in West 49th St. In-
terment will be in Calvary Ceme-
tery.

Samuel Mintz in Hospital
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Mintz, scen-

arist, who recently resigned an ex-
ecutive post at Columbia Pictures,
was removed to a local hospital yes-
terday in serious condition.

Ask Report on Hobbs Bill

In what is described as a routine

move, the House Judiciary Commit-
tee at Washington yesterday asked
the rules committee for a report on
the Hobbs resolution seeking an in-

vestigation of the film industry.

DO YOU WANT4«£c*.
SPECIAL TRAILERS?
Try F/lMAC/i
Send Us Your Next Order. I g&H
The SPEED and the QUALITY / 01
will please and surprise you!



NOW IT'S NEW YORK'S RIVOLI

"REVELING IN A 20th HIT!

Ushers rush and cashiers wilt, as long waiting lines

storm the Rivoli doors. And that romantic duo, Tyrone

Power and Loretta Young, implant themselves deeper

than ever in the hearts of audiences. ..while thousands

laugh and cheer!

The critics keynote the sentiments of the crowds:

Daily Variety: "Should fare handsomely at the boxoffice. Has the show ele-

ments which appeal beyond class limitations. Loretta Young never so lovely.

Tyrone Power splendid!"
•

Hollywood Reporter: "Topnotch! Provides class amusement for all classes!

More strength for Young-Power team!"

•

Film Daily: "Bright and witty show. Glamour love-team of Young and Power

score strong. A cinch the femmes will go for them!"

•

N. Y. Daily Mirror: "Miss Young and Tyrone Power in a gay romance to the

demonstrated delight of their following! Yesterday's audience signified box-

office success!"
•

N. Y. Daily News: "Sure to please any audience! Tyrone Power and Loretta

Young carry on the splendid teamwork they commenced in 'Love Is News'."

•

N. Y. American: "Here's another 'yes' one. Definitely! Loretta and Tyrone at

their most engaging! Glides along merrily!"

•

N. Y. Eve. Journal: "One of the season's most amusing comedies! A charm-

ing vehicle for a group of charming players!"

N. Y. Eve. Sun: "Light-hearted and laughing comedy in a gay mood. Tyrone

Power and Loretta Young have proved themselves an excellent comedy team."

•

N. Y. World-Telegram: "Recommended to your attention. Over-bountiful with

funny lines. Loretta Young altogether sparkling. Tyrone Power at his best!"

Showmen's Trade Review: "Big name cast for top grosses. Young, Power,

Menjou and Winninger great. Definitely a class A production!"

LORETTA TYRONE

YOUNG • POWER
ADOLPHE

MENJOU

with

GREGORY RATOFF
CHARLES WINNINGER
HELEN WESTLEY

Directed by Edward H. Griffith

Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson

Screen Play by Jacques Deval • Original story by Gregory Ratoff

Darry! F. Zanuck In Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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ROCKEFELLERS ACCEPT

RKO REORG, CHANGES

(Continued from Page 1)

only opposition to the plan will come
from stockholders. It was learned

yesterday that David Shine will not

present a new reorganization plan

as he threatened to do.

When asked yesterday if a modi-

fication of the plan had been worked
out, Carlos Israels said, "Wait till

May 12."

Schaefer Drive Closes

With Quotas Exceeded

Wednesday, May 5, 1937

(Continued from Page 1)

tory, it was said yesterday by A.

W. Smith, Jr., general sales man-
ager. Winners will be announced
as soon as an audit of final returns,

now in progress, is completed.
Eleven second week holdovers on

"A Star is Born," were reported

yesterday by United Artists. Pic-

ture received this extended playing

time in Columbus, New Orleans,

Nashville, Providence, Rochester,

San Francisco, Philadelphia, Spring-
field, Los Angeles, Worcester and
Utica. In New Haven, Bridgeport,
Hartford, Pittsburgh and Fort
Worth, the production has moved
from one first run house to another

to extend its run.

20th-Fox Key City Selling

for 1937-38 Nears Finish

(Continued from Page 1)

tures and specials, two Eddie Can-
tors, "Borneo," the last Martin
Johnson picture; four pictures made
by Robert T. Kane in London; four

outdoor pictures and two Tarzans.
Re-issue of four Will Rogers pro-

ductions is also planned for the new
year.

"Call It a Day" Opening
"Call It a Day," Cosmopolitan

production released by Warners,
opens at the Capitol tomorrow, suc-

ceeding "Night Must Fall." Cosmo,
pix features Olivia de Havilland and
Ian Hunter.

MAY 5

Charles C. Pettijohn

• • • THE LEGION of friends that the celebrated direc-

tor Fred Niblo can count will be pleased to learn that he

has been appointed as the very first director for television

by NBC he will operate in his new field from the top of

the Empire State building this new branch of entertain-

ment holds great potentialities for taking over a big contingent

of film directors as well as actors what with the stage,

radio, screen and television, it might well come to pass that

some day the supply of actors will not go around

• • • AND NOW that Selznick has just signed Carole

Lombard and Fredric March for the leads in Ben Hecht's "Noth-
ing Sacred" it looks like a smart showmanship follow-up

on "A Star Is Born" the locales of the piece are in swanky
setting of Long Island, Palm Beach and Havana the pic

will be painted in TechnicolorTV
• • • WHAT SOUNDS like a world premiere will be

launched tonite at the Strand on Broadway with Warner's
"The Prince and the Pauper" invites have been accepted

by the following celebs, and everybody hopes they will live up
to them the invites, we mean for it will be mean if

they don't Lily Pons, Ernest Truex, Lanny Ross, Jack
Pearl, Deems Taylor Selina Royle, Edwin C. Hill, Elsa

Maxwell, Anna May Wong, Francine Larrimore Irene Del-

roy, Kitty Carlisle, Edward G. Robinson

• • • ONE OF the best things about that swell story on

The Great Goldwyn by Alva Johnston in the Satevepost is

the yarn in the back of the mag in the Keeping Posted dep't

. . . tells about Bob Sherwood busting into an interview be-

tween Johnston and Goldwyn in the latter's office so the

biographer starts to walk out to give Bob a chance to talk to

the producer as Alva walked across to the door, the play-

wright says to Sammy "There goes the finest reporter in

America" and Mister Goldwyn exclaims my goodness

gracious what'thell or words to that effect "I should

joomp up and see him to the door" and that's exactly

what he did and now when Mister Goldwyn reads all about

himself in the swell article, he will realize that Bob Sherwood
told the truth

T
• • • A NOVEL display for the Hal Roach "Our Gang"
safety stilts has been arranged by R. H. Macy, with a big dis-

play on the new gadgets constructed on the order of the

old-fashioned circus stilt but simplified and make adaptable

for a child as young as three the new toys have caught on

throughout the country and are proving a big seller other

local tie-ups are being arranged with important department

stores in key cities

• • • AN ARTICLE titled "Strip Dancer Enters Nirvan-

na" by Bernard Sobel, pub aide to Howard Dietz, appears in the

first issue of "Stag" mag. . . • Jack Raymond, radio writer,

is adapting the novelette, "Once A Millionaire," for the screen

the book is being handled by Edith Shay, and is being

considered as a vehicle for Tyrone Power. . . • Jose Schorr

has just sold one of his humorous legal articles to Fortune

they have been running in the New Yorker and Esquire. . .

• The stork has been busy around Seattle's Film Row, with a

son arriving at the home of Dick Manheimer, booker for the

Sterling chain and a girl at the home of Carl Mahne,

manager of the Egyptian also a boy has arrived in the

family of Arthur Levy, manager of the Pittsburgh Universal

office • Richard Barthelmess on June 25 receives the de-

gree of Bachelor of Arts from Trinity College, Hartford, which

he once attended

« « « » » »

COURT TO GET R0XY^>

REPORT NEXT WEEK

(Continued from Page 1)

a letter from Michel stating that
20th Century-Fox was willing to

buy all shares of Class A acquired

by stockholders prior to the equity

receivership in May, 1932, at $1 a

share but would not purchase more
than 170 shares from any stockhold-

er. The stock originally cost be-

tween $30 and $40 a share. Kramer
said that the offer was being made
by 20th Century-Fox as a gesture

of good-will and to eliminate appeal
by Class A stockholders against final

confirmation of the plan.

Daniel W. Blumenthal, counsel for

the Adler committee, pointed out

the wide disparity between apprais-
als of the theater's value, one being
for $3,300,000 and another for $9,-

000,000 and asked that an appraiser

be appointed.
Carlos Israels, counsel for the pro-

ponents of the plan, said that he
would oppose payment of adminis-

trative expenses of Harry G. Kosch,
the equity receiver, but that he fa-

vored payment of 50 per cent of the

$52,327 creditor obligations of the

receiver. Alfred Appel, counsel for

Howard Cullman, Roxy trustee, said

that the administrative expenses to-

taling about $20,000 should be paid

in full.

Mono. Stock Subscriptions

Above the Million Mark

(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe, and Sol A. Rosenblatt, of

Rosenblatt & Jaffee, counsel for

Monogram, will be among the

speakers. First business session

will be held Friday.
Mortimer Burnside of J. A. Sisto

and Company will address the as-

sembly on Saturday.

Florida Censorship Statute

Ruled Invalid by Courts

Miami—Florida's motion picture
censorship law has been held invalid

by the courts of Polk and Dade
counties, following its challenge by
Samuel Cummins, representing
Jewel Productions, distributor of

"Ecstasy."

Esquire Dark Till Fall

Consolidated Amusement Enter-
prises announces that the Esquire
Theater will be temporarily closed

and will reopen early in the fall as

a first run foreign film house.

Ampa Party Nets $700
Establishing something resembling a

new record for A. M. P. A. annual

jamborees, the party staged at the New
Yorker last Saturday night has netted

the organization a proft of approxi-

mately $700, according to a spokes-

man yesterday.

™....



CLEAR THE TRACKS FOR
LEO's LEAPING LADS!"

They'll soon be speeding back to you

with breath-taking news of M-G-M

glory on your screen! The sky's the

limit at Leo's Studio. You've never

heard the like of what those master-

showmen are up to for next season!

It's your Greatest year because

M-G-M TOPS M-G-M IN 1937-38!

Feather your nest

in 193 7*38 1 Ask the

lads of Leo the Lion!



MARCHING-
INTO HIS

14
th

YEAR OF
SUPREMACY
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

WARNERS' Gold - Diggers of

Broadway, are going to extend
the field of their activities. The
annual big musical comedy picture
next season will be "Gold-Diggers in
London," and the cast will include
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Ian
Hunter, Hugh Herbert, Jane Wyman
and Lee Dixon. Jerry Horwin and
Peter Milne are now writing the
screen play.

T T T

Tex Ritter, Western singing star,
will leave Hollywood June 25 for
a personal appearance tour starting
in Chicago with subsequent dates in
Ohio, New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, according to arrange-
ments just completed by Edward
Finney, producer of the Tex Ritter
musical westerns for Grand Nation-
al, and the William Morris Agency,
which is booking the tour.

T T T

For perhaps the first time in

screen history, a star, his son and
his daughter all appear in the same
picture. The film is RKO Radio's

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities; No. 79 • • •

LJOWARD ESTABROOK. Scenarist, dialogue writer, associate producer.
' Native of Detroit. Attended school there, wrote and staged several
plays. First job in county treasurer's office in home city. To increase his

income, played bits with a local stock troupe,

wrote and sold vaude sketches. Turned fully

to the theater, played for Daniel Frohman,

David Belasco. Became a leading man. Then

into films. Became an indie producer, script

writer. Prepared scripts for Otis Skinner's "Kis-

met," "The Bad Man," "Hell's Angels," "The

Virginian," "Cimarron," "David Copperfield,"

"Way Down East," and more recently, "Maid

of Salem." Hobbies, both golf and tennis.

new comedy, "Missus America," and
the paternal star is Victor Moore,
whose two children, Ora, age 18,
and Robert, 15, make fneir screen
debut.

H. H. Van Loan, authoring the
1937-38 series of eight action fea-
tures for Advance Pictures, Inc.,
has just completed "One in Every
Family," which will be off the press

within 60 days. Advance Pictures
is considering the story for one of
its major productions.

T T
Beg pardon ... not once, but

twice. Departmental apologies go to-
day to both Bennie F. Zeidman and
Howard Estabrook for yesterday's
"Who's Who in Hollywood" pictorial
mixup which saw the former's pho-
to illustrating the latter's biogra-
phy. Herewith, the Estabrook sketch
properly illustrated; Zeidman's will
follow later. At this distance, it

appears as though New York's first
heat wave of the season was just a
bit too much for The Film Daily
home office boys. . . .

T T
News o' the day—Warners have

signed Ronald Regan, Des Moines
radio announcer . . . Grand National
studios will reach the peak of pres-
ent capacity with six pix shooting
. . . 20th-Fox has picked up the op-
tion of Sam Engel, associate pro-
ducer . . . Universal has retitled
"Heather of the High Hand" as
"The Lady Fights Back" . . . Mar-
lene Dietrich says she's seriously
considering Cole Porter's stage offer.

PROSPECTS BRIGHTER

FOR END OF WALKOUT

(Continued from Page 1)

representing the producers and the
Screen Actors' Guild that progress
had been made toward an agree-
ment as to basic principles, and that
another conference would be held
tomorrow.

2. Submission to Pat Casey by a
sub-committee of the Executive
Committee of the Los Angeles Cen-
tral Labor Council of a proposal
designed to provide ways and means
for ending the strike, Casey subse-
quently saying: "If all the parties
find the terms of the proposed
agreement satisfactory, I feel justi-
fied in asserting that the sti-ike will
be called off."

Casey will submit the proposal to
the producers today.
The conference of producer-Guild

committees adjourned early today
after a three-hour parley. No de-
tails of the meeting were made pub-
lic, but a joint statement said, "We
shall, however, proceed expeditious-
ly and we expect to complete our
discussions within a reasonably
short time."

Observers are confident that un-
less the Guild joins the walkout of
the Federated Motion Picture
Crafts, the strike is likely to fail.
To give the Guild conferees equal

strength, Franchot Tone was added
to the committee yesterday. He
joined Robert Montgomery, Kenneth
Thompson and Aubrey Blair. Pro-
ducers sitting in last night were
Joseph M. Schenck, E. J. Mannix,
Hal Wallis and Sam J. Briskin.
At a mass meeting of the F. M.

P. C. yesterday it was announced
CIO members would aid in picketing

and that the Junior Actors' Guild
had voted to cooperate with the
Federation.

Secretary Murdoch claimed the
strikers numbered 6,500 and that
2,800 were on picket duty yester-
day. W. B. Cullen of the painters'
union asserted that at one time
painters aided two major studios by
working without pay for four weeks
as studios needed finances until pic-
tures were completed.
John Brophy, national director of

the Committee for Industrial Or-
ganization, has wired the Federated
Motion Picture Crafts declaring
their strike should be supported by
all labor people.

Taking steps to picket Los An
geles downtown theaters playing
the product of major studios, strike1

leaders declared that they would seek
the co-operation of labor organiza-
tions throughout the United States
and Canada in a similar boycott.

Although the central strike com-
mittee withdrew women from the
picketing lines, the total forces were
augmented yesterday, as they pa-
trolled 10 major studios. Estimate
was made that about 200 picketed the
M-G-M studio at Culver City while
lesser numbers patrolled the other
plants.

Excitement was injected in the
situation when three men and a
woman damaged the House of West-
more, operated by the four West-
more brothers who are makeup exe-
cutives and who are not participat-
ing in the strike. Union sources
denied that their members were re-
sponsible for the acts of vandalism.

Twenty-five men said to be mem-
bers of Federated are reported to
have attacked a group of men tak-
ing out grip cards at I.A.T.S.E.
headquarters. Six men are stated
to have been badly injured.
Questioned regarding a report

that the C.I.O. might be resorted to

by strikers as a last resort, Casey
said he was not worried as produc-
ers have a pact with five IATSE
groups.

Production is continuing on nor-
mal basis and Casey said that two
companies scheduled for location
work this week would go ahead as
planned. Asked regarding a report
that actors want a blanket agree-
ment with all studios, Casey said
the request was fair, especially un-
der the Wagner Act. He pointed
out that IATSE groups were 40
times stronger than Federated and
stated that the actors have sub-
mitted a rough draft of alleged
abuses, but that only salary re-

quests thus far deal with players
in lower brackets.

Casey stated the IATSE is ac-

quiring new members of other or-
ganizations who have been on strike
but is not acting as a hiring agency.
Casey said 150 persons have been
hired to replace strikers. This is

exclusive of painters and consists
chiefly of hairdressers and makeup
artists.

Following request of the painters
union to have major studios placed
on the unfair list, Los Angeles Cen-
tral Labor Council asked Pat Casey
for a conference. The Machinist
and Molders' Union also asked for

conferences with Casey today.

H. George, Hollywood correspond-

ent for a Paris newspaper, stated

that through his paper the Feder-
ated Motion Picture Crafts made an
appeal to French unions for sup-

port, and the French organization is

in sympathy with the strike and will

hold a meeting Saturday.

GREATER REVENUE DUE

TO DUAL BILLS-YATES
(Continued from Page 1)

plying to The Film Daily's ques-
tion on "Should dual programs be
eliminated and if so, how can this
be accomplished?"
Yates said: "It is my opinion that

the dual programs instituted over
the country during the past 12
months is largely responsible for
the increased income all distribut-
ing companies have enjoyed and
would seem to me to be the real
answer to the question of whether
or not the public want dual pro-
grams."

New Corporation Takes
Over Cinecolor Control

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A new corporation,

Cinecolor, Inc., has been formed
with A. L. McCormick, president
and treasurer; A. Gundelfinger, vice-
president and technical director; W.
T. Crespinel, vice-president and re-
search engineer; Howard C. Brown,
vice-president and sales manager;
A. Brynne, secretary.
New organization takes over

Cinecolor which has been operating
for five years.

This is first step in large expan-
sion program which includes erec-
tion of a modern color laboratory
in Hollywood. The plant will have
capacity of 2,000,000 feet a week
and will handle 16 and 35 mm.

Magic Screen in Detroit
Detroit — Magic Screen Enter-

prises is opening offices in the Film
Exchange Building.
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HIGHER ADMISSIONS

HEALTHY^
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convention. He said that prior to
1930 the average price in major pic-
ture theaters was 75 cents and now
the average is only 40 cents. He
stated that there is a trend towards
higher admission prices and that
that is a healthy situation as pro-
ducers will have sufficient revenue to
make increasingly greater pictures.
He complimented William F. Rodg-
ers and his sales force for their big
advance in net sales over 1936.
Lichtman also lauded Louis B.

Mayer as the most outstanding ex-
ecutive in the industry because he
has consistently created new and
original ideas and did not follow a
success with something similar.

Tom Connors, eastern sales man-
ager, pointed out that not since the
company was formed has one branch
manager or district manager been
brought in from outside.

Denver Exchange Workers
Union Negotiating Pact

Denver
:
— The new Denver Film

Employees Union, claiming member-
ship of 66, is negotiating with the
managers of the film exchanges for

a contract which would provide the
following wages: $35 for head ship-

pers, $25 for assistants, $22 for

head inspectors, and $20 for other

inspectors.
Because of the fact that the head

of sales is directly responsible to a

traveling auditor in some exchanges,
that post may not be unionized. Ar-
rangements will be made in the con-

tract for a seven-day operation of

exchanges, if necessary, with time
off during the week for Sunday
workers.

Detroit — The Class B charters
issued to theatrical exchange em-
ployes and to theater employes, in-

cluding ushers, doormen, and cash-

iers, will give each local control

over its own funds and elections,

but each local will be under the gen-
eral jurisdiction of the regional in-

ternational officer, Roger Kennedy,
international vice president of I. A.
T. S. E. told The Film Daily.

Yorkville Theater Sold

Krayhar, Inc., Harry Brandt
president, has purchased the the-

ater property at 1515-1519 Second

Ave., corner of 79th St. from the

Bowery Savings Bank.

Loew's Takes N. R. House
Loew's has taken over the Cameo

at New Rochelle.

Col. Signs Gloria Swanson
London (By Cable)—Gloria Swanson,

now here, has been signed by Columbia
Pictures via transatlantic telephone, and
Will return to the screen in "Second
Mrs. Draper," by Noel Pierce.

M-G-M Announces Titles for1937-38

at Its Annual Coast Sales Conclave
(Continued from Page 1)

Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor and
Spencer Tracy.

"Rosalie," musical, with Eleanor
Powell and Nelson Eddy.
"Three Comrades,' Erich Marie

Remarque's story starring Robert
Taylor, Spencer Tracy and James
Stewart.

"Girl of the Golden West," Belas-
co play, with Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy.

"Idiot's Delight," Pulitzer prize
play, with Clark Gable.

"Spring Tide," play with Jean
Harlow, Robert Taylor and Wallace
Beery.

"The Firefly," musical opera by
Otto Harbach and Rudolf Friml,
with Jeanette MacDonald and Allan
Jones.

"The Return of the Thin Man,"
co-starring William Powell and
Myrna Loy, and written by Dash-
iell Hammett.
"Great Love," with William Pow-

ell and Myrna Loy.
"Spanish Omelet," starring Rob-

ert Montgomery.
"Stand Up and Fight," Wallace

Beery vehicle.

"The Great Canadian," with Clark
Gable.

"Test Pilot," with Clark Gable
and Spencer Tracy.

"Best Dressed Woman in Paris,"
starring Jean Harlow.
"Lola Montez," Joan Crawford

vehicle.

"Wedding Dress," starring Rob-
ert Montgomery.
"Hats in the Air," musical by

Dwight Taylor, with Eleanor Pow-
ell.

"Merry Christmas," starring
Luise Rainer.

Other story properties from which
new season M-G-M productions will
be selected include: "The American
Flaggs," by Kathleen Norris; "The
Foundry," by Albert Halper; "Pride
and Prejudice," by Jane Austen;
"Anchor Man" and "The Four
Marys," both by Fanny Heaslip
Lea; "As Thousands Cheer," musi-
cal by Moss Hart and Irving Ber-
lin; "Bright Girl," by Vina Delmar;
"Declasse," by Zoe Akins; "The
Distaff Side," by John Van Druten;
"The Far Off Hills," by Lennox
Robinson; "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," by
James Hilton; "The Harbourmas-
ter," by William McFee; "Her Ex-
cellency's Tobacco Shop," by Laszlo
Bus-Fekete; "I've Married an An-
gel," by Joseph Vaszary; "Johann
Strauss," an original; "La Ten-
dresse," by Henri Bataille; "A Lady
Comes to Town," by Clements Rip-
ley; "Ma Pettingill," by Harry Leon
Wilson.

"Merrily We. Roll Along," Broad-
way stage hit by George Kaufman
and Moss Hart; "Nancy Stair,"
novel by Elinor Macartney Lane;
"No Hero," by J. P. Marquand;
"Not Too Narrow, Not Too Deep,"
novel by Richard Sale; "One Came
Home," by Grace Norton; "The

Paradine Case," novel by Robert
Hichens; "Party," play by Ivor No-
vello; "Presenting Lily Mars," novel
by Booth Tarkington; "Rennie Ped-
digoe," novel by Booth Tarkington;
"Sari," the Viennese operetta; "Se-
hoy, Ahoy!" Cosmopolitan Maga-
zine serial by Clements Ripley;
"Silas Marner," by George Eliot;
"Timberline," by Gene Fowler;
"Tish," by Mary Roberts Rinehart;
"The Wind and the Rain," a play
by Merton Hodge; "A Couple of
Quick Ones," by Eric Hatch.

"Pitcairn's Island," by Charles
Nordhoff and James Norman Hall,

a sequel to "Mutiny on the Boun-
ty"; "The Red Mill," and "Rose of
Algeria," Victor Herbert musicals;
"I Love You Again,' by Octavus
Roy Cohen; "Pierre of the Plains,"
play by Edgar Selwyn; "All the
Brothers Were Valiant," novel by
Ben Ames Williams; "Caprice," by
Dalton Trumbo; "Courthouse
Square," by Hamilton Basso; "Green
Grow the Lilacs," play by Lynn
Riggs; "The French Quarter," by
Herbert Asbury; "Katinka," oper-
etta by Otto Harbach and Rudolf
Friml; "Race the Gun," novel by
Dale Collins; and "Sea of Grass,"
by Conrad Richter.

List of directors under contract
for the coming M-G-M season con-
sists of Dorothy Arzner, Frank Bor-
zage, Clarence Brown, George Cu-
kor, Jack Conway, George Fitzmau-
rice, Victor Fleming, Sidney Frank-
lin, Robert Z. Leonard, Gustav
Machaty, Edwin L. Marin, J. Walter
Ruben, George Seitz, Edward Slo-

man, John M. Stahl, Errol Taggart,
Richard Thorpe, W. S. Van Dyke,
and Sam Wood.
The roster of 120 scenarists and

musical composers is called the
largest ever assembled at the be-
ginning of a new season.

M-G-M short product for 1937-38
will include 78 one-reel pictures; 12
two-reelers and 104 issues of the
newsreel, "News of Today." Both
features and shorts will be inclu-

sive of product from the Hal Roach
studios.

Announce Winners in Metro

Managers, Salesmen Classes

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — District manager

winners of Metro's annual billings
competition, announced at the

_
con-

vention, were: Samuel A. Shirley,
Chicago; John E. Flynn, Detroit.
Branch office managers winners
were: Felix Mendelsson, Chicago;
Louis Amacher, Portland; E. K.
O'Shea, Buffalo; Maurice M. Saffle,

Salt Lake City; Frank Drew, Cleve-
land. Winner of the best branch
office results class was Burtus
Bishop of Charlotte.

Salesmen winning awards for sell-

ing 100 per cent of their possibili-

ties prior to March 1st were: Hemy
Rosenblatt, Boston; Phil Bovys,

LAEMMLE TO PRODul.

FOUR-FIVE FOR MGM

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who is joining
M-G-M as a producer, plans to make
four or five pictures during the year
ahead. Laemmle, who is in New
York from the coast, will start his
initial production, "The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse," either late next
month or early in July.
He plans to leave for a trip to

Bermuda in 10 days and altogether
remain away from Hollywood three
or four weeks. His deal with M-G-M
is not as yet signed, although it is

set up.

Conferring With Government
Officials on Film Matters

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — S. Kunkis, New

York motion picture lawyer, arrived
at the Willard Hotel yesterday for
industry conferences with govern-
ment officials, including Justice De-
partment and Federal Trade Com-
mission executives and movie-mind-
ed officials at the American Federa-
tion of Labor. Kunkis expects also
to confer with congressmen inter-
ested in picture legislation, includ-
ing Celler and Pettengill.

Bill Would Let Children Alone
In Upstate Film Theaters

Albany, N. Y.—A movement was
started to enact for the upstate
cities a law permitting children un-
accompanied to be admitted to mo-
tion picture theaters when the Sen-
ate passed and sent to the Assemb-
ly the Rogers bill. The bill will
pass both Houses and go to the Gov-
ernor before final adjournment.

ITOA Elects Today
Annual election of I. T. O. A. has

been put off until today after hav-
ing been scheduled for yesterday.

Washington; Clarence C. Pippin,
Philadelphia; Milton Jacobs, Cincin-
nati; Jack Sogg, Cleveland; Louis
C. Ingram, Atlanta; Truly B. Wild-
man, Kansas City; Joseph T. War-
ren, Portland; David T. McElhin-
ney, Salt Lake City; Clarence W.
Boulet, Salt Lake City; Lee S. Hull-
ing, San Francisco; Edward J. Lip-
son, Milwaukee; Edwin H. Brauer,
Cleveland. Exchange manager win-
ners in this contest were Amacher
and Saffle.

'League of Nations' Theater

Denver—The Bide-A-Wee Theater is

rapidly earning the title of Denver's
cosmopolitan theater. A neighborhood,
the house shows Spanish films every
Monday night, plays Jewish, Russian,

and English films, and is now looking
around for Swedish and German films.

To top it all, it is operated by T. Z.
Halmi, Hungarian, and Carson Harris,

of Scotch-Irish parentage.
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mat with Old Double
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May Month Parade of

Showmanship Shorts
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Also in the cast are

JOHN ELDREDGE
HENRY O'N EILL
Joseph CreharvGordon
Oliver • Eddie Acuff
Directed by Busby Berkeley

is back from 'God's

Country' to show a new

'Light' on the subject of

romance to adorable

fe

ose role in 'Green

hi made Louise

s' of all who saw

They're together in

A grand new Cosmo-

politan comedy from

the popular Peter B.

Kyne story, in which

Cap'n Andy' of 'Show

Boat' fame, helps keep

everybody happy, es-

pecially the exhibitors

who get this swell num-

ber as one of the 6 big

releases for May from

WARNER BROS.
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United Artists, Deutsch Acquire 250 British Houses
$15,000,000 Involved in Do-

nada County Circuit

Control Deal

United Artists, in association with

Oscar Deutsch, has acquired control

of the Donada County Cinema Cir-

cuit embracing 250 theaters in the

British Isles, cable dispatches from
London yesterday announced. Total

of $15,000,000 is involved in the deal,

it was stated. The circuit is the

third largest in Britain.

Cabled advices indicated that

Maury Silverstone, United Artists

head in the British Isles, is per-

sonally interested along with his

company. Silverstone sailed for

New York yesterday with Alexander
{Continued on Page 3)

STRIKE DELAYS MEET

UPON RADIO PROBLEM

Concentration of producer-distrib-

utor attention on the Hollywood
strike situation is causing a delay

in holding of a conference on the ra-

dio competition problem, according
to Walter Vincent, chairman of the

M. P. T. O. A. committee handling
the matter, yesterday. He has writ-

(Continued on Page 3)

ITOA Re-elects Brandt

and All Other Officers

Harry Brandt and other officers

of the I. T. O. A. were re-elected,

without opposition, at a meeting
yesterday at the Hotel Astor. Fol-

lowing is the list: first vice-presi-
(Continued from Page 3)

Play Rights Bring 25-50 Gs
^^Average Broadway stage success sells

^f picture rights tor between $25,000
"'.o $50,000, it is pointed out by the
Authors' League Bulletin in its current
issue. Sale of "Broadway" for $225,-
000 to Universal still remains the top
figure, says the publication.

Second Generation Coming Along Nicely in M-G-M
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

—

The second generation is coming along nicely, thank you, in the M-G-M
organization. Si Seadler pointed this out to Leo's conventioneers, citing Ted, sales-
man son of Felix Mendelsohn, Chicago branch manager; Bob, son of Sam Shirley,
district manager; George, son of Louis K. Sidney, and Felix Feist, Jr. Latter two of
the second generation are in production.

M-G-M'S BASIC SALES

POLICY IS UNCHANGED

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As M-G-M's conven-

tion concluded business sessions yes-
terday, leaving today's recreational
program only remaining before the
homeward trek tomorrow, Al Licht-
man announced that the company's
sales policy for 1937-38 would re-

main basically the same as that of

last year.
There would be, however, certain

individual changes worked out to

cover specific local situations, Licht-
(Continued on Page 8.)

Keeping Expense Down in

Shipping Coronation Pix

Newsreel companies are understood
to have agreed not to employ meth-
ods incurring extraordinary expen-

ses in getting their pictures of the

Coronation to this country from
England next week. They are gen-

erally expected to use the airship

Hindenburg, leaving Germany
Thursday, for that purpose.

KAO'S FIRST QUARTER

PROFIT IS $512,303

KAO and subsidiary corporations
report a net profit of $512,803 after
all charges, except surtax on undis-
tributed profits, for the 13 weeks
ended April 3, 1937, compared with
a profit of $274,049 for the corre-
sponding period last year, according
to a statement issued yesterday by
the company.

B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiary
(Continued on Page 6)

N. Y. Legislature May Quit
Without Industry Statutes

Enactment of no legislation direct-
ly applying to the film industry by
the New York Legislature was in-

dicated yesterday as that body ap-
proached adjournment sine die to-
day or tomorrow.

Included in the bills pending is

one imposing a tax on film footage
and another legalizing dog racing,
the latter being opposed by exhibi-
tor interests.

Producers Accept Plan for Strikers'

Return, But Federated Rejects It

Monogram Convention On;
First Biz Meet Tomorrow

Program of the Monogram con-

vention, which opens today in Chi-

cago although the first business ses-

sion will not be held until tomor-
iContinued on Page 8)

By RALPH WILK
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Thursday)—Producer

acceptance last night without quali-
fications of the terms proposed by
the Los Angeles Central Labor
Council to end the studio strike
called last Friday by the Federated

(Continued on Page 8)

Output for Current Season
Figured at 11 by

Dr. Kalmus

Hollywood studios will produce
between 18 and 20 features in Tech-
nicolor for the 1937-38 season, as
compared with approximately 11
this year. This is the estimate made
yesterday by Dr. Herbert T. Kal-
mus, president of the color company,
following his arrival in New York
from the coast.
New deals just completed by

Technicolor cover two pictures for
Warner Bros, and a like number
for Paramount, stated Dr. Kalmus.
At the present time, he said, the
company's laboratory at the coast
is handling 2,000,000 feet a month

(Continued on Page 3)

NEW PICKFORD CO. TO

MAKE ONE FOR 1337-38

Formation of a new producing
company to release through United
Artists is contemplated by Mary
Pickford, who has arrived in New
York from abroad. She plans to
make one production for the season
of 1937-38, four the following year

(Continued on Page 8)

IATSE Studying RCA-Erpi
Views in Service Dispute

Discussions between Erpi, RCA
and IATSE relative to unionization
of the men employed by the elec-
trical companies in servicing theaters
are in abeyance pending study by

(Continued on Page 3)

Heap Big Chief Rodgers
Sales Chief Bill Rodgers of M-G-M is

now also a Navajo chief, which makes
him plenty big Indian in pix biz. Pass-
ing through Albuquerque, Bill was
greeted by some of the tribesmen who
presented him with an elaborate feather
head-dress which is totally unsuitable
for Times Square and environs.
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Hobbs to Ask for Debate

on Film Probe Measure

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — House Judiciary

Committee has authorized Rep. Sam
Hobbs, Democrat, of Alabama, to

appear before the Rules Committee

and ask that his resolution provid-

ing for a general investigation of

the film industry be brought out on

the House floor for debate.
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Imperial Announces 32

Titles for Next Season

Titles of the 32 features to be

made by Imperial Pictures in Hol-
lywood for next season release are:

"My W.ondering Daughter," "Beau-
ty Racket," "Sophisticated Lady,"
"Back From Reno," "The Model
Murder" and "Negligee" in the

Showmen's Exploitation Specials

group; 10 Blue Ribbon productions
including "Honor Among Women,"
"Sky Girl," "Penthouse Love,"

"Night of Crime," "Petticoat Lane,"
"Murder In The Supreme Court,"

"Love Takes A Walk," "No Longer
His Woman," "Women At Play" and
"Bachelor Girl's Diary"; 8 frontier

action dramas including "South of

Santa Fe," "Prairie Wagon," "We'll

Fight For Texas," "Desert Scout,"

"Buckskin Border Fighter," "Fight-

ing For Freedom," "Shooting For
Glory," and "Fighting Plainsman,"
and eight musical outdoor attrac-

tions including "Cowboy Cavalier,"

"Six Gun Courage," "The Masked
Rider," "Six Shooter Law," "Man
From Montana," "Two Gun Terror,"
"Law Comes To The Badlands" and
"Wyoming Wildcat".

Titles of the five Crown produc-
tions which Imperial will also re-

lease are "The Marriage of Corbal,"

based on a Rafael Sabatini story;

"When Knights Were Bold," star-

ring Fay Wray; "Ten Minute Alibi"

starring Philip Holmes; "Southern
Roses" starring Neil Hamilton and
"Public Nuisance No. 1," the cast

of which will be announced.

Three Warner Pix Playing

B'way, With Fourth Due

World premiere of "The Prince

and the Pauper" at the Strand The-
ater last night, opening of "Call It

A Day" at the Capitol Theater to-

day, and engagement of "That Man's
Here Again" at the Palace have
launched "Warner Week" on Broad-
way. Opening next Monday of

"Mountain Justice" at the Rialto

will add a fourth Warner feature to

the list. "Prince's" premiere drew
a swank assemblage of invitees.

Among those in the audience were
Anna May Wong, Floyd Gibbons,
Jack Pearl, Lanny Ross, Grad Sears
and S. Charles Einfeld.

Bein Suit Decision Reserved

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday reserved decision on the

plagiarism suit of Albert Bein
against Warner Bros, and Edward
Chodorov over the film "Mayor of

Hell." Judge Goddard saw the pic-

ture yesterday.

Sunday Films Voted
Thomasville, Ga.—By a vote of

368 to 31, Thomasville, has legal-

ized Sunday motion picture shows
and baseball games. As a result of

a church boycott, the vote was un-
usally light.

Pickman Will Represent

MCA in New Coast Move

Music Corporation of America an-
nounced yesterday that Milton Pick-

man will leave this week for Bev-
erly Hills, Cal., and will be in com-
plete charge of the MCA office to

be established! there immediately.
Erection of MCA's own building in

that city will begin upon Pickman's
arrival on the west coast. New move
marks a pointed interest by MCA
to cash in on movie contracts. W.
H. Stein, executive of MCA is at

present in New York, conferring
with Pickman before his departure.

Court Quashes Anti-Trust

Suits of GTPC and Duovac

Wilmington—Federal Judge Nields

has formally handed down his de-

cree dismissing the anti-trust suits

brought by General Talking Pic-

tures Corp. and Duovac Radio Corp.
against A. T. & T. and Western
Electric and denying the injunction
sought against Erpi

Martin Circuit Employes

to Get Vacation With Pay

Columbus, Ga.—All employees of

the Martin circuit will be given a
one week's vacation with pay this

year, according to R. E. Martin,
president. Order will affect 60 the-
aters and approximately 530 em-
ployees. Heretofore only the thea-
ter managers were given vacations
with pay.

New Tremont Ave. House
Viewland Holding Corp. of 415

East 204th Street was reported yes-

terday to have purchased a 100 x
87 plot on the north side of Tremont
Ave., between Grand Concourse and
Anthony Ave., and will construct on
it a 600-seat film theater which, it

is stated, will be ready by Labor
Day. Anthony G. Masucci has been
engaged as the builder.

Kaplan Suit Dismissed

Federal Judge Robert C. Patter-

son yesterday dismissed the copy-

right infringement suit brought by
Fay Kaplan against 20th Century-
Fox.

"Leave" to Play Central

Grand National's "23 V* Hours'
Leave" with James Ellison and
Terry Walker, opens a Broadway en-

gagement at the Central Theater on
May 15.

Fox FRC to Redeem Bonds

Fox Film Realty Corp. will re-

deem on June 1 all of its first mort-
gage 6 per cent sinking fund gold

bonds due Jan. 1, 1942.

"My Affair" for Music Hall

"This is My Affair," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox picture, has been booked
into the Music Hall opening May 27.

Coming and Goin

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS sails from New
York in about 10 days for England.

NATALIE WYNN has returned to New York
from Paris.

HELEN VINSON arrives in New York today
by plane from the coast.

CHARLES KERR and WINTON HOCK arrived
in New York yesterday from Hollywood.

NANCY CARROLL has arrived from Holly-
wood and is stopping at the Hotel Plaza.

LOU LIFTON arrived in Chicago yesterday.

FRANCINE LARRIMORE sails for England
next Wednesday on the Aquitania.

BYRON FOY has arrived from the west
coast and is at the Lombardy.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, who is now in Man-
ila, is due back in New York the middle of
next month.

CHARLES SCHERWIN goes to Albany tomor-
row from New York.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., Paramount pro-
ducer, and his wife, MYRNA LOY, arrive in
New York from the coast today.

GEORGE BALLANCHINE left New York yes-
terday for Hollywood.

GUS SCHAEFER has returned to New York
from Boston.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWIOKE is booked to sail
for England late this month from New York.

SIR VICTOR WILSON is en route to England
from New York.

SIDNEY R. KENT is on board the lie de
France which is due to arrive in New York
Tuesday.

CHARLES MUNRO is scheduled to sail from
the coast June 26 on his return to Australia.

HERC MclNTYRE is en route to Califorina j

on the Monterey from Australia and is due
there May 15. Mclntyre is headed for New
York.

ROBERT J. MULLIGAN is en route to Holly-
wood from New York.

BRODERICK CRAWFORD is in Washington.

HAROLD YOUNG, and DANNY DARE, left

New York yesterday by plane for the coast.

CLAY ADAMS, and MRS. ADAMS, the former
Patty MacRobert of Larchmont, return to Hol-
lywood next week.

EDWARD BONNS, Universal's short subject
manager, left New York yesterday for Los

Angeles to set short product line-up for com-
ing season.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president and the ex-
ecutive staff of Monogram Pictures Corp. left

yesterday for the Chicago convention of the

company.

MAY 6
John C. Flinn

Oliver H. P. Garrett

I. Altman
Dorothy Stuart
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:*A„ DEUTSGH TAKE

OVER BRIT. CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

Korda on the He de France which

is scheduled to arrive Tuesday.

At United Artists headquarters in

New York, the company's interest

in Donada circuit was described as

"substantial." It was intimated that

an expansion move in its behalf was
likely.

ITOA Re-elects Brandt

and All Other Officers

(Continued from Page 1)

dent, Bernard S. Barr; second vice-

president, George J. Rudnick; treas-

urer, Leon Rosenblatt; sceretary,

Maurice Brown. Members of the

new directorate are: Rosenblatt,

Brandt, Rudnick, Barr, M. Jonas,

Percy Brown, Salvatore Traversi,

Irving Renner, Otto Lederer, Louis

Meyers, Maurice Fleischman, J.

Seelenfreund, Samuel Rhonheimer,

Leo Brecher, Bernard Pear, Ru-

dolph Sanders, David Weinstock,

Hyman Rachmil, Jack Hattem, Stan-

ley Lawton, Abraham Shenk and
Maurice Brown.

Suits planned by the I. T. O. A.

against distributors attacking the

score charge will also embrace
block booking, blind buying, forc-

ing of shorts and designation of

preferred playing time, it was stated

following the meeting.
The board of directors meets

Wednesday.

Coast Strike Delays Meet
on Films' Radio Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

ten to individual film producers as

well as the major broadcasters in-

viting them to participate in a meet-

ing on the problem. As yet no date

for the conference has been decided

upon.

Cleveland Exhib. Body

Raps Companies' Policy

Cleveland—A resolution condemn-
ing Columbia and Paramount for the

policy of holding pictures sold on
the 1936-37 contract for release dur-

ing the 1937-38 season, was unani-

mously passed by the Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association.

Specifically, grievances were aimed
at two Paramount pictures, namely
"Souls at Sea" and "High, Wide and
Handsome" and Columbia's "Lost
Horizon".

^unnigan Bill to Assembly
vlSflbany—The Senate has passed
and sent to the Assembly the Dun-
nigan bill permitting the licens-

ing authority to revoke or refuse to

issue a theater license to a theater
conducting immoral shows or exhibi-

tions.

_3
T T

• • • AN EXHIBIT that holds great value for theatrical
and motion picture producers has opened in La Maison
Francaise at Rockefeller Center under auspices of the Museum
of Costume Art the exhibition includes authentic Amer-
ican, European and Oriental costumes and accessories from the
sixth through the nineteenth centuries and a collection

of rare books, prints and other sources for the study of costume
design and history the museum is intended to provide
research facilities and make them available to all workers in
the costume field for the layman it will offer the educa-
tional recreation of viewing costumes of many varied civiliza-

tions from early times to the present the exhibition is

open daily from 11 a. m. to 6 p. m. and on Wednesdays till

9 p. m continuing through Sunday, May 16 admis-
sion is free

T

• • • AND NOW we hear the Revival Week inaugurated
at the Empire theater in Providence proved so successful
that it ran for three weeks with daily changes of dual
bills which gives you an idea that there are a lot of old

pictures that folks are willing to pay dough to see

• • • OUR RECENT comment on the RKO Radio press-
book "Shall We Dance" with its convertible cover that can be
used for a lobby hanger brings an interesting comment
from manager C. H. Smith who runs the theater at Tillamook,
Oregon he says he has been using pressbook covers effec-

tively for years pasted on a 28 x 44 mat board in connec-
tion with stills, as front advertising Mister Smith claims
these boards utilizing pressbook covers with a good design
make a much better display than anything he has ever used

here's a good tip for the fronts of the small theaters
anywhere

• • • SOME OF the highlights of a very smart campaign
put over by Joe Di Pesa for the Loew's State in Boston

for the showing of "Maytime" included three full pages
in the Evening American a roto layout in the Sunday
Globe layouts in the Globe pictorial section and ex-
tensive plugs in the radio sections of all the local papers

• • • A NEAT promotion with the N. Y. American stamp
department put over by the Strand Theater for "The
Prince and the Pauper" it will run for three weeks with a
story three times a week and ads in three Sunday editions
the initial article carries a photo showing the Mauch twins
looking over their stamp collection

• • • THE FIRST actress to have her photograph re-

produced in the N. Y. Mirror Sunday magazine section through
the new natural color sound photo process Gloria Dick-
son, featured in Warner's "Deep South" the photo will ap-
pear in the May 9th edition, sent over the International News
Service wires

• • • THE FIRST soft-ball baseball game of the season
between Warners and Republic, played last Tuesday on

the Central Park diamond with the Warner bunch win-
ning by 6 to 1

« « « » » »

PLAN 18-20 COLOR

PIX FOR 1937-38

(Continued from Page 1)

for color shorts. Walt Disney, he
stated, plans to supplement his
Technicolor cartoon production with
a color feature.
More than 50,000,000 feet of

Technicolor will be used during the
current calendar year, D. Kalmus
figures, as compared with 11,000,000
feet in 1934. Output in 1938, accord-
ing to the executive, should exceed
75,000,000 feet.

Dr. Kalmus sails for England in
10 days with the intention of check-
ing up in the color situation there,
particularly as regards the Techni-
color laboratory.

IATSE Studying RCA-Erpi
Views in Service Dispute

(Continued from Page I)

the IATSE of the RCA-Erpi con-
tention that the wage scale of $110
weekly for service men, who would
pay all expenses except those for
traveling, is not only prohibitive
in cost but inequitable, it was said
yesterday by Whitford Drake, Erpi
president.
Drake said that the union recog-

nized that the $110 scale, which rep-
resents a 60 per cent increase over
present standards in some instances,
is inequitable, as applied to a man
who works in New York and doesn't
travel much, and another who must
travel around a great deal.

Pending consideration by the
union, the lockout of Erpi and RCA
service men from booths in Chi-
cago, Cleveland and St. Louis the-
aters continues.

Improves Ft. Worth Theaters
Fort Worth, Texas—The Texan

Theater has closed two weeks for re-
pairs. Improvements will include
new upholstered seats and a mod-
ern marquee. The Texan is oper-
ated by J. F. and D. J. Hightower,
who also operate the Avenue The-
ater.

The Texas Theater has reopened
after closing for new paint and re-
pairs.

Bonns En Route to Coast
Edward Bonns, short product man-

ager of Universal, entrained yester-
day for Los Angeles to make final

preparations for the short product
lineup for 1937 to be announced at
the convention which will be held on
May 17 at the Ambassador Hotel.

Incorporate In Delaware
Dover, Del.—Incorporation papers

were filed yesterday by H. R. and
L. Theater, Inc. listing no capital.

Margaret Tulley, Brooklyn, Toby J.

Epstein, Jersey City and Charles
Ettinger of New York City are in-

corporators.



THE MOST ADVERTISED ATTRACTION

....THE NEXT

Time devotes cover and 2,000 word write-up!

American features the life story of the Mauch

Twins — advertises it nationally — posts 25,000
placards on nation's newsstands!

Life tells the story in pictures with a complete
"Prince and Pauper" section!

In addition to recordifan magazine coverage!

Mauch Twins are Guests of Honor on co^t
coast Youth Week broadcast with direct v^i

to Boy Scouts assuring full local cooperati

71 Hollywood Hotel stations broadcast Ei

Flynn and Mauch Twins in Coronation see
*

Big Brother organization dramatizes highlight

quences—-and continues it for a second broadc

U ii



ME WORLD TODAY IS THE CORONATION

We ask you, and you can ask yourself, what picture ever
came to the exhibitor market with public-focus keyed to

buying-fever by a campaign as world-reaching as this?...

E*R0L FLYkS

H
E"*V STEPHfJS.

S
BARTON m NS0N

sanB Korngoiri '°
by ErM Wolf.

_ StNat'°M Picture

)r^he movie page and in the news section

JP full and half-pages of pictures and stories!

Hits a new high for outdoor display with 30 solid

days of 24-sheeting in 1500 nation-wide cities!

i\LLlAOlU llO if ttrVat the peak of the greatest publicity

push ever organized for picture promotion by IMA DM £ D RRfl^
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KAO'S FIRST QUARTER

PROFIT IS $512,303

(Continued from Page 1)

companies report net profit of $383,-

862 after all charges, except surtax
on undistributed earnings for the 13

weeks ended April 3, 1937, compared
to a net profit of $238,326 for the

same period of last year. KAO earn-

ings for the 53 weeks ended April

3 last show a net profit of $1,539,-

495 equal to $23.94 on outstanding
preferred stock.

Joe Rosenberg Joins G. N.

Omaha — Grand National's new
branch manager here is Joe Rosen-
berg, formerly with Republic-Mid-
west and before that with Colum-
bia here as salesman. Harry Lef-

holtz, once Universal branch man-
ager here but more recently with
United Artists Omaha exchange as

salesman, has joined G. N.'s sales

force. Replacing Lefholtz at U. A.

is Jake Schlank, ex-Universal sales-

A "JUttU" ln*tn "£ots
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

£DWARD L. ALPERSON, presi-

dent of Grand National, is ne-
gotiating with John Barrymore to
star and Elaine Barrymore to be
a featured player in "Royal Lovers"
based on "Royal Box," an English
play. Two confreences have been
held.

T

Paramount has renewed the pacts
of Martha Raye and Billy Lee.

T T
Jaime Del Amo and Josef Berne,

co-directors of Cantabria Produc-
tions, have signed Rosita Diaz to

star in a series of 12 Spanish pic-

tures. She will arrive in Hollywood
May 12.

T T

Casting assignments— 20th-Fox

:

Harry Carey, "Armored Taxi";
George Givot, Raymond Walburn,
"Thin Ice"; Monogram: Eadie
Adams, "The Thirteenth Man";
Goldwyn: Jerome Cowan, Thomas
Mitchell, Namo Clark, "The Hurri-

cane"; Paramount: Edward Arnold,
"Bonoura."

T T »
Victory has completed "Mystery

Range" and "The Trail Feud," two
westerns starring Tom Tyler. Bob
Hill directed and Sam Katzman su-
pervised production. The cast in the
former included Jerry Bergh, Lafe
McKee, Dick Alexander and Roger
William. Harlene Wood was the
feminine lead in "The Trail Feud."
Basil Dickey has been signed to
script a prize-fight story for Vic-
tory.

T T T
Alice Faye, Tyrone Power and

June Lang yesterday tendered them-
selves a joint birthday party at the
20th Century-Fox studio restaurant.
The three are all the same age

—

Power being but three hours older
than Alice Faye, and she eight hours
older than June Lang.

T T T
Story purchases—Warners: Peter

B. Kyne's "Valley of the Giants,"
for Bette Davis, George Brent;
Lewis E. Lawes' "Chalked Out", for

Pat O'Brien, George Brent; 20th-
Fox: Robert Louis Stevenson's "Kid-
napped; Universal: "Let's Be Can-
did," by Lawrence Pohle and Thom-
as Ahearn.

T T T
Universal will make "Merry-Go-

Round of 1937" as the first of a

yearly series.

T T T
Irene Dunne has been signed by

Pandro S. Berman, RKO Radio Pic-

tures producer, for a second film

to follow her appearance this Sum-
mer in "The Joy of Loving." The
title will be announced later.

Reade To Build Theater,

Dance Hall at Hudson

Walter Reade's American Commu-
nity Theaters Corp. will erect a film

theater with stage for touring at-

tractions on a site just acquired in

Warren St., Hudson, from Victor J.

Rose. A dance hall, with dancing-

capacity of 4,000, will be built ad-

joining the theater, the work to be

completed by Labor Day. Thomas
W. Lamb is the architect.

The Reade corporation is also

building new theaters in Toms River,

Morristown and Trenton, N. J., and
Saratoga Springs as part of a con-

templated 100-house circuit.

B'way Night Life to be

Background for "Vogues"

Filming of Broadway night life

as a background for sequences in

"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"

is planned by a Wanger crew.

Charles Kerr, assistant director, and
Winton Hock, cameraman, arrived in

New York yesterday from the coast

while Helen Vinson gets in today

by plane.

PARA.'S SALES DRIVF,

BONUSES BESTOWED

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—For the first time

in Para.'s history, each exchange
topped its 100 p.c. quota in finish-

ing up on the recent Adolph Zukor
Silver Jubilee sales drive, Neil F.
Agnew, distributing head, announc-
ed prior to leaving for a Hawaiian
vacation.

In district managers' division,

William Erbb, heading district No.
1, consisting of Boston, New Haven
and Maine, received the first bonus
of $650 with Milton Kusell, in charge
of district No. 2 composed of New
York, Brooklyn, Jersey, Albany and
Buffalo getting the second of $450.

Heading the branch managers' di-

vision was Myron Sattler, of New
York, who drew a bonus of $600.
The leader in the salesmen's divi-

sion was Irwin Lesser, of New York,
who received $500 bonus. Drive
leaders and bonuses in the branch
managers' divisions were as follows:
2—Al Kane, Boston, $400; 3—Ed-
ward Bell, Jersey, $300; 4—Edward
Ruff, New Haven, $225; and 5—A.
M. Clark, Columbus, $125.

Results of the salesmen were: 2

—

H. Kaufman, Jersey, $450; 3—H.
Wirthwein, Chicago, $400; 4—J.

Gubbins, Boston, $350; 5—B. Brooks,
New York, $300; 6—H. Germaine,
New Haven, $250; 7—J. Gardner,
Columbus, $200; 8—G. Elmo, Pitts-
burgh, $150; 9—M. Segal, Seattle,

$100 and 10—J. Harris, Boston, $50.

G. DeWaide headed the ad sales
managers group and won first place
of $200 followed by 2—William Rau,
San Antonio, $150; 3—Selby Carr,
Minneapolis, $100; 4—J. Spiegle,
Pittsburgh, $75 and 5—L. Beecher
of Albany, $50.

Bookers' drive results were: 1

—

New York, 2—Boston, 3—Jersey, 4

—New Haven, 5—Columbus, 6

—

Seattle, 7—Maine, 8—Chicago, 9—
Pittsburgh and 10—San Antonio.

Employees of the first five ex-

changes, exclusive of branch man-
agers, salesmen, bookers and ad sales

managers received the following
salary bonuses: New York two
weeks; Boston 1% week; Jersey one
week; New Haven half week, and
Columbus half week.

Sponsor's wrist watches were pre-

sented to J. Gubbins, Boston; I. Les-
ser, New York; H. Rubin, Phila-

delphia; J. Gardner, Columbus; H.
Wirthwein, Chicago; E. I. Rubin,
Omaha; K. Chalman, Atlanta; C.

Duerr, Denver; M. Segal, Seattle;

F. Anderson, Minneapolis; G. Gaug-
han, San Antonio and H. Pfaff, To-
ronto.

c .•

28 More "Horizon" Dates
Columbia Pictures has scheduled

28 additional two-a-day engage-
ments for "Lost Horizon" during
May.
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"Hollywood gives public a new deal

'Hit Parade' has story as well as a

-

%
%

"Real tune-talkie hit—Maybe 'The HI

didn't cost a million, but it looks like

—Cleveland Plata C

"Cleverly patterned in story and generously
sprinkled with humor." -Philadelphia

"HIT PARADE' BIG—
$23,500 CLEVE., WITH LEWIS.

'

— Variety
FOX, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Stood them in line. Packed and jammed 'em inside."

PARAMOUNT, San Francisco, Cal.
"Opened to excellent business and built with each per-

formance."

LOEWS, Dayton, Ohio
"Excellent. Second day bigger than opening. Third day
beat second."

MILLER, Wichita, Kan.
"Far above average for this house."

NEW BAY THEATRE, Ashland, Wis.
"Capacity business again today. Patron comments great.

Truly a parade to the box office. Congratulations."

Miner Amusement Co.

STATE and CHINESE
Hollywood, Cat

PARAMOUNT Son fiancisco, Cal

WARNER'S FOX Philadelphia, Pa

RKO CENTURY Rochester, N Y

RKO PARAMOUNT
Syracuse, N Y

LOEWS Da/Ion, Ohio

LOEWS Louiiville, Ky

LOEWS CENTURY
Baltimore, Md

MAJESTIC Bridgeport, Conn

RKO BOSTON Boston, Mass

LOEWS CAPITOL
Washington, D. C.

LOEWS STATE Cleveland, Ohio

LOEWS Toledo, Ohio

F I k H A I S PHIL

LANGFORD - REGAN

RKO KEITH'S Cincinnati. Ohio

LOEWS Indianapolis, Ind.

FOX TOWER Kansas City, Mo.

RKO BRANDEIS Omaha, Nekr

PALOMAR Seattle, Wash.

ALADDIN Denver, Colo

PUBLIX CAPITOL
Sail Lake City, Utah

Dallas, TexasMAJESTIC

HOLLYWOOD
MAJESTIC

CAPITOL

RIALTO

STATE

CENTER

fort Worth, Texas

Houston, Texas

Scranton, Pa.

Allentown, Pa.

Horrisburg, Pa

Ottawa, Canada

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Montreal, Canada

»

1
with a parade of standout radio, stage and screen personalities

Directed by GUS MEINS • Screen play by BRADFORD ROPES

SAMUEL ORNITZ • Original story by Bradford Ropes

Produced by NAT LEVINE • A REPUBLIC PICTURE

>

pictures
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M-G-M'S BASIC SALES

POLICY IS UNCHANGED

(Continued from Page 1)

man said. He pointed out that
Metro's 10 best pictures grossed 30
p.c. more business than the 10 best
pictures of all other producing com-
panies combined.

The convention was fast ap-
proaching the windup stage today,
with the business sessions over and
the period up to the special train's

departure at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow
given over to recreation. Tonight,
the convention banquet is scheduled
at the studio.

With a total of 201 shorts finally

announced for release during 1937-

38, plans for the new short subject

season were outlined by Litch-

man, William F. Rodgers and Fred
Quimby.

There will be 12 two-reel releases

and 81 single reel subjects, in addi-

tion to 104 issues of the semi-week-
ly newsreel, "News of the Day", and
four Laurel and Hardy re-issues.

Two-reel productions comprise six

new releases in the "Crime Doesn't

Pay" group. Largest one-reel ser-

ies will be 16 Pete Smith releases.

One of the Smith pix will deal

with three-dimensional photography,
on the same order as "Audioscopiks".

Ten one-reelers, presented in the

form of interviews with famous per-

sonalities, are announced. Planned,

too, are some subjects similar in

character to the recent controversial

"What Do You Think?"

New series of 10 films will deal

with unsolved historical mysteries.

First release will be: "Was Lin-

coln's Assassin Ever Caught?"
Eight new Robert Benchley sub-

jects are announced, to include "How
to Wake Up," "How to Pay Your
Income Tax," "How to Make an Im-
pression" and "How to Take Care
of a Baby."
Twelve FitzPatrick "Traveltalks",

in Technicolor, will be released and
thirteen new cartoon releases will

be made by M-G-M's own studio or-

ganization.
Hal Roach, who will make a new

group of 12 "Our Gang" comedies,
will re-issue these four Laurel-Har-
dy comedies; "Bohunks," "Blotto,"

"A Perfect Day" and "The County
Hospital."

Mrs. Ben Harding Dies

Council Bluffs—Mrs. Ben Hard-
ing, whose husband owns the
Strand here, died of a heart attack.

A Star Is Borne ... By Plane

Helen Vinson arrives in New York
today aboard the new airliner, christ-

ened "The Sky Lounge." She's first

member of Hollywood's screen colony
to make the west-east flight over the

new trans-continental route of United
Air Lines. Star brings with her furs

and jewels worn in "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" for display here in

a fashion preview.

Producers* Acceptance of Council's

Terms Offset by Crafts' Rejection

(Continued from Page 1)

Motion Picture Crafts, was quickly
followed by a declaration from Fed-
erated officials that they refused the
terms made by the Council to the
producers. Federated officials furth-
er declared that they will continue
the strike for a union shop. The
Federated strike committee held a
meeting late last night.

J. W. Buzzell, executive secretary
of the Central Labor Council whose
committee is trying to mediate the
strike, held a conference late yes-
terday afternoon with Charles
Lessing, acting head of Federated
Crafts. Buzzell is to report back
to his executive committee.
The Labor Council's terms pro-

vided that the strikers return to
work immediately without prejudice
and that negotiations be undertaken
by representatives of each of the
striking unions for establishment of
wage scales and working conditions.

In informed circles last night, it

was felt that the producers' quick
acceptance would go a long way
towards settling the walkout inas-
much as Council representatives,
submitting the terms, had assured
Pat Casey such action was a cer-
tain key to industrial peace.
Meanwhile, another peace move

was scheduled for today, with the
second conference between commit-
tees representing the Screen Ac-

tors' Guild and the producers. A
mass meeting of the Guild member-
ship is called for Sunday night at
which time the Guild's representa-
tives—Robert Montgomery, Kenneth
Thompson, Franchot Tone and Au-
brey Blair will submit their report.

The Federated Crafts yesterday
faced a split in their own ranks,
regarded as an argument in favor
of a quick peace. Three of the 11

striking unions—the molders, ma-
chinists and costumers — planned
separate negotiations with the pro-
ducers.

Yesterday, the sixth day of the
walkout originally staged by the
painters, makeup and scenic artists,

saw more clashes on the picket
front, and two arrests made bv po-

lice.

Tenders of CIO support from the
steel, auto and rubber workers were
accepted by Charles E. Lessing, Fed-
erated Crafts' acting head. Pacific

Coast longshoremen also threw in

their support and asked the Guild
members not to pass picket lines.

The Independent Film Technicians
Union headquartering in New York
has wired the striking studio unions
at the coast offering them its sup-
port, according to Attorney Vito
Marcantonio, counsel for the organi-
zation.

Four Goldberg Theaters Completing Organization

Install New Projectors! of Boston Vertical Union

Omaha — Ralph Goldberg of the
Goldberg Theater Corp. has pur-
chased eight Model K Motiograph
projectors, installing two each in

his Avenue, Town, Military and
Dundee theaters here, from Western
Theater Supply Co. New Color Glo
light fixtures also were purchased
for the Town, Military and Avenue.
Western Theater also has in-

stalled 991 new American Seating
Co. chairs in Morrie Cohn's Strand,
Council Bluffs, la., and a new Da-
Lite screen and Color-Glo light fix-

tures in Fred Koch's Grand, Rem-
sen, la.

Warners Reopening House
Butler, Pa.—The Majestic Thea-

ter here will be reopened with a
subsequent run picture policy.

Charles Lynch will manage the
house. The Majestic, owned by
Warners, who also operate the But-
ler Theater, has been closed since

June, 1932.

Basils Take the Roxie

Buffalo—The Basil Brothers com-
munity circuit here has taken over
operation of the Roxie Theater, for-

merly managed by Byron Inderbit-
zen, now under-sheriff for Erie
County.

Boston—Organization of ushers,
doormen, cashiers, night cleaners
and candy girls into a vertical

union via the I. A. T. S. E. is ex-
pected to be completed at a meet-
ing called for Friday night.

Chicago — A drive is under way
by the International Alliance of

Moving Picture Operators and Stage
Hands, a CIO affiliate, to enlist

members from both the legitimate
and moving picture theater fields.

Providence—I. A. T. S. E. will

move late this week to organize
front-of-house employes in all Prov-
idence first-run and other theaters.

Members will be grouped in a Class
B local.

Henry Dazian Dies

Miami—Henry Dazian, 83, veter-
an theatrical costumer to many of
the leading stage stars since the
days of Edwin Booth, is dead here.

He was an international authority in

his field. As a member of the board
of directors of the Metropolitan Op-
era Company, he negotiated the con-
tract which brought Enrico Cai'uso

to America.

New South Tacoma House
Aberdeen, Wash. — Brooks Mur-

phy of this city will shortly build

a new film house in South Tacoma.

NEW PiCKFORD CO. TO

MAKE ONE FOR 1937-r

(Continued from Page 1)

and six the next season, she told
The Film Daily yesterday. Miss
Pickford may or may not appear
in some of the pictures, stories for
which are not set as yet. She
leaves New York today or tomorrow
returning to Hollywood.

Monogram Convention On;
First Biz Meet Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

row, was released yesterday. It in-
cludes talks by President W. Ray
Johnston, an address "Welcome To
Chicago," by Aaron Saperstein; Sol
A. Rosenblatt on "Monogram—

A

Real Factor in the Industry;" Scott
R. Dunlap on "Production Plans for
1937-38; Edward A. Golden on "Sell-
ing The New Monogram."

Also Louis S. Lifton on "Pub-
licity, Advertising and Exploitation,"
"This Year It's Monogram" by Cecil
Fames," "As The Industry Views
Monogram" by O. Henry Briggs,
Pathe President; "The Importance
of Exchange Advertising" by F. E.
Judd; "Monogram Franchise Hold-
ers' Future" by John W. Mangham;
"Monogram in the Foreign Market"
by Norton V. Ritchey; "As I See
Monogram", by Steve Broidy; "Mon-
ogram as Business Builder", by Dave
Selznick; "Monogram and the The-
ater", by George Blumenthal; "Fran-
chise Holders' Cooperation," by Lon
T. Fidler; "Why I Joined Mono-
gram", by Sam Rosen, Harry Bach-
man and Charles Weiner; "What
Monogram Means To Independent
Exhibitors", by Carl Harthill.

Also "How I Would Sell Mono-
gram" by Charles Trampe; "On The
New York Firing Line" by Joe Fel-
der; "Don't Sell Monogram Short"
by Sam Decker; "What Theater
Owners Think of Monogram" by
Herschel Stuart," "What Monogram
Means To Me" by Howard Stubbins,
and "The Viewpoint of Capital" by
Mortimer Burnside of J. A. Sisto
& Co.

Randforce to Build New
Brooklyn Film House

C. A. Sandblom, architect, is pre-
paring plans for a 1,000-seat theater
building, to be located at corner of
Church Ave. and East 7th St. in
Brooklyn. The house is to be built
for the Randforce Amusement Co.

200 Papers Dominate in U. S.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two hundred American ^

newspapers control 80 p. c. of the na'*
tional circulation, Barrett Kiesling tol

the M-G-M convention. Kiesling, studio
publicist, has traveled 125,000 miles
for M-G-M during the last two years.
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PRODUCERS, GUILD SILENTAFTER SECONDJARLEY

Patrons Ask Fine Stories, Light Comedies— Laemmle
Extremes in Audience Taste

Stressed by New M-G-M
Producer

Moviegoers are now displaying

two extremes in their screen tastes,

demanding fine, vital stories on one
hand and light, insane comedy on
the other, Carl Laemmle Jr., de-
clared in an interview in New York
yesterday. He particularly stressed
audience interest in big productions,
including those of roadshow propor-
tions.

The industry no longer has any
censorship problems due to the con-
trol exercised by the Will Hays or-

(Cotitinued on Page 4)

MONOGRAM TO BOOST

BUDGETS, MEET TOLD

Chicago—Monogram, re-entering
the field in 1937-38 with a program
of 42, will increase production budg-
ets on all its features an average
of 25 p.c, it was announced as Presi-
dent W. Ray Johnston opened the
first business session of the com-

(Continued on Page 9)

1937-38 M-G-M Sales Plan

Same as Present Policy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The sales policy

adopted by M-G-M last year will
be carried forward substantially as
is for 1937-38 with the exception
that it will be given greater flexibil-

(Continued on Page 13)

"Prince" Has Snappy Start

*fk Warners' "Prince and the Pauper"
Hfot away to a fast first-day start at

^^he New York Strand theater yesterday,

following its swanky premiere Wednes-
day night. From 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
yesterday, the theater clocked the sale

of 8,243 tickets, it was said. In the
first 20 minutes of the morning, 842
tickets were sold, and at 11:30 a.m.,

the SRO sign was out. Pix will have
seven shows a day, with "lights out"
after 2:30 a.m.

How They Started

-MD WELL
rStMt>USTIKlT^RNUM

i/
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I
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Ct+ECK/
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Presenting today Cecil B. De Mille, Paramount producer-director, for more than 20 years an

outstanding industry figure, whose film advent resulted from a New York cafe luncheon table

meeting with Jesse L. Lasky, and later Samuel Goldwyn. From that meeting resulted the Jesse

L. Lasky Feature Play Co. and "The Squaw Man," starring Dustin Farnum. The rest, as they

say, is history. Credit the fine brush and palette work to "Hap" Hadley, of course

Passage of Wages-Hours Bill Likely

To Place Burden on Smaller Theaters

Sheehan Arrives; Staying

Until He Concludes Deal

Winfield Sheehan arrived yester-
day in New York and will remain
here until he concludes a deal, he
stated. Sheehan declined to say
with what company he was negoti-
ating.

Enactment by Congress of legis-

lation establishing minimum wages
and maximum working hours which
will partciularly affect the smaller
theaters is a probability which is

causing industry observers in Wash-
ington much concern. That the Ad-
ministraion fully intends to spon-
sor such a plan, and is more than
likely to bring about its adoption

{Continued on Page 4)

Federated Spokesman Sees

Strikers to Win Without
Actor Walkout

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Following second

meeting last night of producers and
Screen Actor's Guild committee on
the studio strike situation, it was
announced they will report back to
their respective groups. No details
of the second session were made
public.

Federated's leader vigorously de-
nied that the Los Angeles Central
Labor Council would have any au-
thority to brand the strike as illegal,

insisting such authority rested in
(Continued on Page 4)

WILL ACT MAY 17 ON

U. A. CIRCUIT PLAN

Recapitalization plan for the
United Artists Theater Circuit is

expected to be approved at a spe-
cial meeting of the company's stock-
holders called for May 17 at the
Baltimore Trust Bldg., Baltimore,
The Film Daily was reliably in-

formed yesterday.
More than 90 per cent of the pre-

(Lontinued on Page 9)

Television Transmission

Advance Revealed by Lohr

Chicago—Addressing the Chicago
Federated Advertising Club lunch-
eon yesterday, Major Lenox Lohr
disclosed that NBC last week had

(Continued on Page 4)

Coronation Plans Blocked
Wrecking of the Zeppelin Hindenburg

at Lakehurst, N. J., at 7:20 o'clock
last night, following an explosion,

blocked plans of newsreel companies
for rushing their coronation pictures

from London to this country next week.
The dirigible had been scheduled to ar-

rive in the United States on Saturday
following the ceremonies.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24'/4 24y4 24'/4 — l/4

Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 335/8 34 + Va

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 135/8 13% 13% + Vs

East. Kodak 156% 156% 156%

do pfd 152 152 152

Gen. Th. Eq. ....... 26 25 26 -f 1 !4

Loew's, Inc 80 77% 80 + 23,4

do pfd 106 106 106
Paramount 21% 21% 21 Vz + %
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 19% 19i/4 19i/4
Pathe Film 7% 7 7

RKO 83/4 8% 8%
20th Century-Fox . 38% 37% 38'/8
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 13% 12% 13'/s + V4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46... 98% 98% 98%
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 100y4 lOO'/g 100% — Vs

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 943/4 94% 94%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films... 23/8 23/8 23/8 — Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 23% 22% 23% + 3/8

Trans-Lux 43/8 43/8 43/8 — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7% pfd 94 97
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 11% 13

Loew's Th. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 96 963/4
Met. Playhouse 5s '43 69 72
Roxy Th. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43 58% 60

Second Auto Park

Called the second auto
in the New York territory

operation of this type is

tween Union and Roselle,

a capacity of 400 cars,

scheduled to open June 15

Theater
park theater
an outdoor

planned be-
N. J., with
Theater is

Chase National May Sell

More 20th-Fox Securities

Chase National Bank has sold a
few thousand shares of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox stock in the open market,
states the bank, which says that it

may sell more of this issue later.

In explanation, it states: "Such
sales, as and when made, will be in

the pursuit of its settled policy to
gradually accomplish a liquidation

of stock holdings which, under nor-
mal conditions, it is not permitted
legally to retain indefinitely."

In addition to a small block of

stock escrowed under the terms of
the General Theaters Equipment re-

organization agreement, Chase Na-
tional Bank's holdings of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film stocks on March 1,

1937, were unchanged from the 1936
totals as follows: Preferred, 680,378
shares; common, 340,189 shares.

In March the bank sold 1,200

shares of preferred stock and 2,500

shares of common stock from those
holdings, in addition to 3,204 shares
of preferred and 1,602 shares of

common from the block held in

escrow. The remaining stocks still

held under the escrow agreement on
March 31 amounted to 20,235 shares

of preferred and 10,117 shares ofi

common.

I. T. O. A. Plans Local Board

to Arbitrate in N. Y. Area

Establishment of a local arbitra-

tion board for the New York terri-

tory is planned by the I. T. O. A.,

according to President Harry
Brandt. No plan of procedure will

be decided upon until a conference

on the proposal has been held by
distributor and exhibitor represen-

tatives, says Brandt, who indicates

that he intends to soon appoint a
committee to draw up a plan and
submit it to Will H. Hays and the
distributors.

Mandatory Booth Bill

Before St. Louis Board

St. Louis — A bill revising the
safety code for film theaters via a
provision making mandatory one
operator for each projection ma-
chine is before the Board of Alder-
men. Theater owners are opposing
the writing of such a union con-
tractual requirement into the city

ordinance.

Alderman Joseph Schweppe plans
to present to the board a bill pro-
viding for the collection of a one-

cent city sales tax to raise funds
for unemployment relief.

James L. Carhart Dies
Port Washington, L. I.—James L.

Carhart, 93, retired actor, is dead
of pneumonia. During his long
stage career he appeared in support
of many stars including E. L. Dav-
enport, Edwin Booth, John Drew,
Maurice Barrymore and Laura
Keene.

New Haven Wage Demands
Up at N. Y. Meet Today

New Haven, Conn. — The New
Haven exchange employes' wage de-
mands will be considered at a con-
ference of A. F. of L. representa-
tives and distributor executives in

New York today, it is reported. It

is expected that John F. Gatelee,
international organizer of I. A. T.

S. E. and Motion Picture Operators,
and George Browne, I. A. T. S. E.
president, will represent the em-
ployes.

Kansas City, Mo.—Newly elected
officers and directors of the Ex-
change Workers Union, whose iden-
tities are yet to be revealed, met
last night as a preliminary to the
submission of wage-hour demands.
No attempt will be made, it is un-
derstood, to organize office em-
ployees of the local exchange
branches.

Film Assessment Heading

For Detroit Court Test

Detroit—Councilman George En-
gel proposed at this week's session
of the Detroit Common Council as a
board of tax review, that a test case
be made to determine the assess-

ment to be made on motion picture

films.

Film exchange representatives
claimed that film represents raw
material plus the labor of develop-
ing, and that a reasonable charge
would be Wz cents a foot or about
$120 for a feature-length film.

Members of the Council suggest-
ed that an arbitrary assessment of

$50,000 be made to take the ques-
tion before the courts.

St. Louis Local Signs New
Pacts with Three Circuits

St. Louis — Theatrical Employes'
Local No. 2, an I.A.T.S.E. affiliate,

has signed working agreements
with Fanchon & Marco, St. Louis
Amusement Co. and Loew's, John
Nick, international vice-president,
announced yesterday. Details of the
agreements were worked out with
the exception of wage scales which
will be taken up later

Union officials will confer with in-

dependent theater owners today.

Report Schach Company
Seeking New Financing

London (By Cable)—Max Schach's
Capitol outfit is reported seeking
new financing. Backing for two pic-

tures currently in work has been ob-
tained.

To Fly Coronation Picture

Calais, France (By Cable)—James
Mollison will fly a motion picture

of the coronation to the United
States immediately after the cere-

monies next Wednesday.

e
Coming and Going

B. S. MOSS sails from New York on the Rex
tomorrow bound for England and the continent.

PAUL LAZARUS left New York yesterday
for Chicago.

FREDDIE KOHLMAR is in New York from the
coast.

HASKELL MASTERS has returned to New York
from Canada.

DAVID O. SELZNICK, WILLIAM WELLMAN,
BEN HECHT and RUSSELL BIRDWELL are due
in New York Sunday from Louisville.

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., who is now in New
York, goes to Washington next week and later

makes a trip to Bermuda.

CHARLES CURRAN leaves New York tomor-
row for Hollywood to confer on the campaign
to be given "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938."

JOHN DAY left New York yesterday for

Florida.

LORETTA YOUNG arrives in New York to-

day from Bermuda and leaves for Hollywood
early next week.

JOE WEIL, Universal's exploitation director,

leaves for Los Angeles on Sunday.

ARTHUR LOEW left yesterday for Churchill

Downs, to attend the Derby running.

HARRY BRANDT left yesterday to be at the

Derby.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN arrived in town yes-

terday from the coast.

Moss Off for England

and Television Study

Latest developments in television

in England will be studied by B. S.

Moss, Broadway theater operator,

who sails on the Rex from New York
tomorrow. He intends to return

with a complete television broad-

casting and receiving equipment to

be installed in the lounge of the

new theater he is planning at the

corner of Broadway and 49th St.

Moss plans to return to New York
about June 15.

Ehrlich Engineer Bill

Dies in N. Y. Assembly

The Ehrlich bill, which would re-

quire theaters to have licensed engi-

neers to operate stationary engines,

has been defeated in the New York
Assembly, major companies learned
yesterday. The measure had been
recently revived.
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WARNER CONVENTION STARTS MONDAY!
Hotel Waldorf Astoria (obove) will be site of most

important production meeting in company's

history as over 200 delegates gather to hear

plans for unprecedented new-season program.

SEASON'S MOST IMPORTANT PREMIERE drew decade's most

important social turnout when "The Prince and the Pauper"

opened Wednesday at the Strand, N. Y. Here's partial view of

throng that jammed Times Square traffic for 2 solid hours!

THRILLING THREESOME teamed for "It's Love I'm After," one

of seven big films currently on Warner lot, is Bette Davis, Leslie

Howard ("Of Human Bondage" pair) and Olivia de Havilland.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

THERE'S A BIG RECEPTION WAITING
for "Kid Galahad" according to Variety

Daily's preview which labeled it "A bell-

ringer!" Bravos for stars Edward G.

Robinson, Bette Davis, Humphrey
Bogart were equalled by Wayne Morris

(above with Edw. G.J who Variety Daily says

has "sex appeal that spells box-office!"*

FOUR WARNER 1ST-RUNS ON B'WAY
this week are the Strand's "Prince and

thePauper," the Capitol's"Call Ita Day,"

the Rialto's "Mountain Justice" and the

Palace's "That Man's Here Again." ",

Here's radiocritic Radie Harris (/ef/J seodsu

ing this great movie news over the air.
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HITTING SMALL HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

before conclusion of the present
Congress is the opinion held in

usually well-informed quarters at

the Capital and in New York.

Out of approximately 300,000 per-
sons employed by the film industry,
about 250,000 are engaged in vari-

ous phases of theater operation, ac-
cording to an authoritative estimate
yesterday. In event Congress en-
acts wages-and-hours legislation

based on the old NRA standards,
the burden will principally fall upon
the small houses inasmuch as affi-

liated circuit theaters, it is said, are
generaly meeting those require-

ments at the present time.

President Ed Kuykendall of the

M. P. T. O. A. has delayed his an-
nounced coast trip pending adjourn-
ment of Congress in order to keep
in touch with this situation and also

any possible move to impose further

taxes on the motion picture indus-

try. Results of his trip, which will

bring him into conference with lead-

ers of units associated with the na-

tional exhibitor association, will de-

termine whether or not its 10-point

trade practices program will be fol-

lowed up to get more distributor

concessions than have already been
granted.

Television Transmission

Advance Revealed by Lohr

(Continued from Page 1)

successfully televised a ballroom
scene showing a score of persons

and orchestra. Televised scenes in

the past have been limited to a half

dozen persons in a 12-foot area.

Lohr expressed the opinion that

only cities of more than 100,000

will be able to support television,

with approximately 95 p. c. of the

U. S. population probably to be de-

nied television unless radical

changes are made.

The NBC exec, warning that sev-

eral years' headaches were ahead
before television will be available

for advertisers, said he expected

only such centers as New York, Hol-

lywood and Chicago to have suffi-

cient live talent to "feed" televi-

Patrons Want Fine Stories,

Light Comedies—Laemmle

(Continued from Page 1)

ganization, said Laemmle, who
lauded Hays personally for his han-

dling of the situation.

Laemmle goes to Washington next

week and later makes a trip to Ber-

muda. While in the East he plans

to see an umber of shows with a

view to story buys for the produc-

tions he is to make for M-G-M.

fwg^K the H*lfQ

T T
• • • ONE OF the biggest splash electric signs on Broad-
way will be the one that M-G-M is building for "Captains
Courageous" opening next Tuesday at the Astor a repro-
duction of a 40-foot Gloucester schooner with canvas
sails, rope rigging 'n everythin' there will be a spray of
real water at the bow and stern a ripple machine will
give a continuous wave effect and a blower will keep
the sails in motion on quiet days the title letters will be
about eight feet high Howard Dietz is credited as the
creator of the idea

• • • NEAT YARN relayed by "Kid" Regan, the St.

Louis Star-Times kolyumist, about a film mug in that village

it seems that Jack Hynes, the well known film delivery
man was trying to set a new speed record in his film wagon
on the run to Cairo, 111. when he was overtaken by the
champ speed cop of Southern Illinois "Sorry, officer," Jack
started his alibi, "but I'm on my way to do a good deed for 300
people who are sitting in a theater in the next town waiting
for these films I have here, and if I don't get there they'll

be awfully disappointed." The gendarme snickered
"Now ain't that a coincidence," he said. "Business has been so

bad with me that the captain's already disappointed. In fact
if I don't bring somebody in pretty soon I'll get the gate. And
it might as well be you. Just turn your truck around, feller,

and foiler me."

• • • THE CORONATION is stirring up interest in Brit-

ish films for the week starting today theaters in 340
American cities this week will play such Alexander Korda films

as "Rembrandt." "Men Are Not Gods," "Man Who Could Work
Miracles," "Fire Over England" and "Elephant Boy."

• • • OUT IN Detroit Manager Dave Idzal invited

candid camera fans to use the stage of the Fox theater for
their shots at a Camera Nite the camera fiends took
the invite literally piled onto the stage with their cameras
of all types some enthusiasts insisted on taking flash-

lights from the wings they gave the jitters to Guy Lom-
bardo and his band who were on looks as if the weekly
Camera Nite might be indefinitely canned

• • • IRISH SEIDEL Night at the Lambs last nite

Governor Hoffman was the fall guy Edward J. Mulcahy
was the seidel master a grand get-together of the old-

timers, with entertainment galore hot dogs with the beer

crazy games and talent that would bring top figure

in any theater

T T T

• • • FOR THE twelfth time in its ten-year history

the Roxy is holding over a film for the third week
"Wake Up and Live" starts its third week today. . . • The
Second Annual Conference of the Metropolitan M. P Council

will be held in New York on May 13

T T
• • • THE FIRST show of the Film Group's Nickelodeon
Nights will be held in the Union Church on West 48th Street
on Saturday eve, May 15 Billy Bitzer, famed D. W.
Griffith's cameraman, will be there to take a bow oldtime
films will be shown, including "The Great Train Robbery" and
an episode from a Pearl White serial

Friday, May 7, 1937

PRODUCERS, GUILD
f

SILENT AFTER PARLEY

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

the hands of the presidents of the
international brotherhoods of the
local crafts involved.

The strikers were cheered by a
telegram from the executive board
of the United Automobile Workers
of America, in session in Detroit,
pledging support of their 300,000
members and their willingness to
brand attendance at picture theaters
as a violation of union solidity.

Unionists announce they will pick-
et the opening of "Captains Cour-
ageous" at the Carthay Circle May
14 and also for the run of the pic-
ture.

While representatives of the
Screen Actors' Guild and pro-
ducers conferred last night in a re-
sumed effort to adjust the players'
dispute before Sunday's Guild mass
meeting, Charles Kimberlin of the
Federated Motion Picture Crafts de-
clared that "we don't need the ac-
tors to strike to win our fight for
union recognition and a closed
shop."

"Naturally we'd like to have them
with us but we are receiving finan-
cial support from them and I am
sure we have their moral support"
said Kimberlin.

As the strike situation remained
in a deadlock, following action of
the federated crafts in rejecting the
settlement proposals made by the
Los Angeles Central Labor Council
and accepted by the producers, steps
were being taken to picket theaters
throughout the country which are
playing the pictures made by stu-
dios involved in the dispute.
As spokesman for the federated

crafs, Kimberlin asserted that the
strikers have received the assurance
of "a powerful labor organization,"
which he declined to identify, which
has volunteered to picket every
house m the United States within
36 hours.

Since the "required steps towards
the establishment of a peaceful and
equitable understanding have been
taken by the producers," the next
move is up to the strikers, said Pat
Casey, chairman of the producers'
labor committee.

It is reported that demands of
the Screen Actors' Guild include in-
creasing the minimum of $3.60 a
day to $7.50 a day, adequate pay
for tests and sitting location time
to start from time of reporting at
studios to end at return to studio
and restraining activities of assist-
ant directors.

Despite the strike, production con-
tinues on normal basis in major
studios with 34 pictures in worH *•-

nine major lots. Paramount V, -

,

nine, Warners seven, M-G-M five,

RKO three, Goldwyn three, Colum-
bia two, 20th Century-Fox two, Uni-
versal three, and Selznick Interna-
tional one. This week Warners
started "First Lady"; Goldwyn
"Dead End", and "Hurricane."
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EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

ERIC RLORE

JEROME COWAN

KETTI GALLIAN

WILLIAM BRISRANE

HARRIET HOCTOR

Music by

GEORGE GERSHWIN
Lyrics by

IRA GERSHWIN
Directed by
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

TGNACE PADEREWSKI, com-
poser-pianist, now living in semi-

retirement at his chalet in Switzer-

land, will get the distinction of

writing the first full-length original

opera to reach the screen, providing
the efforts of Victor Young, Para-
mount composer - conductor, bear
fruit. Paderewski has just written
Young, in response to an inquiry
from the latter, that he will under-
take the task as soon as his health
will permit, and indicated that the
completed score wil be ready by late

fall.

Paderewski, who has been con-

fined to his bed for several months,
is now well on his way toward re-

covery, he writes. Friendship be-

tween the pair developed when
Young, at 10, was enrolled in the
Warsaw (Poland) Conservatory as
a violin pupil.

T T T
Casting assignments — 20th-Fox:

J. Edward Bromberg, John Carra-
dine, "Danger — Love at Work";
Goldwyn: John Carradine, Spencer
Charters, Movita Castenada, "Hur-
ricane"; Paramount: Hedda Hop-
per, "Artists and Models"; Leonard
Carey, Gerald Hamer, Herbert
Evans, "Angel"; RKO: Guy Kibbee,
Cora Witherspoon, "Take the Heir";

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • •Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 80 •

EDWARD L. ALPERSON. President and production head, Grand National

At 13, started as an usher in the Brandeis Theater, Omaha. Then joined

Fox there as shipping clerk, moving up to salesman. Switching to First Na-

tional's selling force, he was upped to branch

managership within three months. When Al

Lichtman went to Preferred Pictures in 1923, he

appointed Alperscn district manager and when

Al moved over to Universal the following year

he took Eddie along to manage the St. Louis

branch. Joining Warner Bros, in 1925 he was

soon Middle West district manager and was

placed in charge of buying product for Warner

Theaters in 1929, moving up to general sales

manager in 1931. G. N. prexy since April, 1936.

Ada Leonard, "Missus America" and
"Behind the Headlines."

T T
Actor George Sorel has sold his

story, "Bi-Ba-Bo," concerning in-
trigue in a Russian cafe in Con-
stantinople during the Allied occu-
pation after the Armistice, to the
Somerfield & Haynes Publishing Co.

T t
Our Passing Show: Frank Man-

del, Harry Rapf, Archie L. Mayo,

Gus Edwards, Artie Stebbins, M. C.

Levee, Jack Conway, Sid Grauman
at preview of "They Gave Him a
Gun" . . . The Leon Schlesingers re-

turned from Honolulu yesterday.

Arthur Morton has been borrowed
by David L. Loew from Hal Roach
Studios to handle the musical score
and direction for the Joe E. Brown
starring picture, "Riding on Air."

Buck Jones is on a deep sea fish-

ing trip off the coast of Mexico on
liis yacht "Sartartia." He is due to

return the end of the week.

Colin Tapley, and Clyde E. Elliott,

will leave Hollywood with a tech-

nical crew on May 20 for a six-

month sojourn in the country 400
miles north of Singapore filming
Paramount's jungle drama, "Boo-
loo." Carl Berger, Elliott's asso-

ciate on two film production trips,

will head the crew which will han-
dle technical and camera details of

the production. TV
Richard Rowland will produce

four pictures, "The Stars and
Stripes" series for Grand National
because of the postponement of
James Cagney's "Dynamite."

News o' the day: Walter Winchell
and Ben Bernie signed their second
picture pacts with Darryl F. Zanuck
yesterday . . . Warners have pur-
chased film rights to. "Swing Your
Lady" by Kenyon Nicholson and
Charles Robinson and will use it for

Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Hum-
phrey Bogart . . . Edwin Justus
Mayer will write "Midnight" for

Maiiene Dietrich . . . Universal has
lifted the options of Louis Hayward,
William Hall.

MONOGRAM TO BOOST

BUDGETS, MEET TOLD

{Continued from Page 1)

pany's sales convention at the Drake
Hotel this morning.

Twenty-six dramas and two series

of Westerns will make up the year's
schedule, the sales meeting was told.

Jack Randall, baritone, formerly
under contract to RKO, who has just
completed a featured role in Mono-
gram's "Blazing Barriers," will be
starred next season in a series of

8 musical western features, it was
announced by Johnston. Randall
arrived from Hollywood yesterday
to greet the 150 representatives of

the company.

Heading the program is a special

group of "Certified Attractions".
Signing of Jackie Cooper to star in

"Boy of the Streets" is the first

step in the company's plans to line

Selznick Gives FDR a Job
'

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
^JHollywood—Franklin D. may not know
VI but the Prexy of these U. S. has a

^Bw job. He's teaching vocal delivery

and diction to David O. Selznick's

younger players. Selznick is having
recordings of Roosevelt radio addresses

played daily to the budding stars who
are then required to repeat them in an
effort to duplicate FDR's clear tones.

up important name players it was
said.

Titles in the group of specials
thus far set are "Paradise Isle," by
Allan Vaughan Elston, with back-
grounds filmed in Samoa and War-
ren Hull and Movita in the principal
roles; "Romance of the Limberlost,"
by Gene Stratton-Porter; "College
Sweetheart," a musical based on
Leona Dairymple's "Blind Date";
"Freckles Comes Home," a sequel
to "Freckles" by Jeannette Stratton-
Porter and "Land of Sky Blue
Water," with Charles Wakefield
Cadman's melodies.

Others listed include "Wolf Call"
and "Queen of the Yukon," by Jack
London; "The Outer Gate," by Oc-
tavus Roy Cohen; "Luck of Roar-
ing Camp," by Bret Harte; "Hoos-
ier Schoolboy," by Edward Eggles-
ton; "A Bride for Henry," by Jo-
sephine Bentham; "Scandal," by
Kathleen Shepard; "Saleslady," by
Harold Morrow; "Federal Bullets,"
by George F. Eliot; "Blazing Bar-
riers," by Edwin C. Parsons; "The
Marines Are Here," by Franklin
Adreon, Jr.; "False Colors," by
Harry Brandt"; "The Thirteenth
Man," by John Krafft; "Legion of
Missing Men," by Norman S. Hall;
"The Girl Next Door," by Stephen
Warding; "Port of Missing Girls,"
"The County Fair," by Felice Hep-
burn; "Flying Orders," "My Old
Kentucky Home," by Hugh W.'
Prince; "Telephone Operator."

More Monogram Activities
Monogram Pictures Distributing

Co. of Denver, Colo., has opened of-

Woodford Takes Over RCA
District Post in Detroit

Detroit—S. D. Camper has been
transferred from the Detroit dis-

trict to the post of Chicago district

manager by RCA Manufacturing
Co., with N. A. Woodford, formerly
of the Seattle office, made district

manager here. Jack Waugh, tech-
nical supervisors of the theatrical
division here, is now service mana-
ger, with consolidation of the De-
troit offices of the company in one
location.

Installations just completed in the
territory for new type High Fidel-
ity RCA sound equipment, as re-

ported by Waugh, are for: Cass R.
Beechler, Charlotte Theater, Eaton;
Fred E. Pennell, New Cozy, De-
catur; Earl Annett, Durand, Dur-
and; Mrs. E. Gibbs, Ideal, Ithaca;
Howard Dupraw, Capitol, Milling-
ton; F. R. Forman, Oxford, Oxford;
and Herbert Ives, Rivoli, Tawas
City, all in Michigan.

fices at 2071 Broadway. Lon T.

Fidler is president.
Amity Film Exchange of Dallas

has changed its corporate name to

Monogram Pictures.

Cecil Fames, former manager of
the Republic branch in Portland,
Ore., joins Monogram in a similar
capacity next week.

Harry Scott has been appointed
manager of Monogram Pictures,
Inc., in St. Louis.

WILL ACT MAY 17 ON

U. A. GIRGUiT

(Continued from Page 1)

ferred stockholders have approved
the plan and it is confidently expect-
ted that the requisite approval of
the two-thirds of the common stock
will be obtained. Proxy committee
composed of Joseph M. Schenck,
president of the company and other
principal officers of the company
will vote the stock.

Notice of the special meeting sent
yesterday to stockholders advises
that an amendment or amendments
to the company's charter will be
voted on to give effect to the reor-
ganization plan.
The recapitalization plan would

wipe out the $35 arrears on the pre-
ferred stock.

Merchants Offer Free Film

Shows in Edgerton's Park

Edgerton, O. — Local Business
Men's Association is sponsoring free
films for the summer. Programs are
shown in the park every Wednes-
day night, weather permitting.

That U. A. Spirit!

Omaha — Always the exploiteer at
heart, Branch Manager D. V. McLucas
of United Artists now ends his letters:

"Cord—UA—ally Yours."



AM

Attractions

PARADISE ISLE
Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Allan Vaughan
Elston. Featuring Warren Hull and Movita
Castenada with strong supporting cast.

ROMANCE of the LIMBERLOST
From the famous novel "Her Father's Daughter"
by Gene Stratton Porter. Brilliant successor to

"Girl of the Limberlost."

COLLEGE SWEETHEART'
Based on the Woman's Home Companion story
"Blind Date" by Leona Dalrymple. Breezy fun-
laden film-musical of irresistible appeal.

FRECKLES COMES HOME'
By Jeanette Stratton-Porter. The most beloved
fiction character of our time, with a marquee
title of superlative pulling power.

•
LAND OF SKY BLUE WATER'
Charles Wakefield Cadman's immortal melodies
in a lavish, epic musical love story with a strong
cast of celebrated singers.

MONOGRAM
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By FRANKLIN ADREON, JR.

"BLAZING BARRIER
By EDWIN C. PARSONS
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"THE GIRL NEXT DOO
By STEPHEN WARDING

"A BRIDE FOR HENR
By JOSEPHINE BENTHAM
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LONE STAR
WES

WEST OF RAINBOW'S END
A RIDIN' GENT

THE CODE OF THE RANGE
TRAILIN' BACK Q|

ROMANCE OF THE RIO GRANDE
GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE MAN

THE PAINTED TRAIL

THE COUNTRY BEYOND



FEATURES FOR 1937-38
i*.

CESS SERIES

SSING MEN'
HALL

•i,

The LUCK of ROARING CAMP
By BRET HARTE

a

u

I

THE HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY
By EDWARD EGGLESTON

THE COUNTY FAIR1

By FELICE HEPBURN

OUEEN OF THE YUKON
By JACK LONDON

a

'S C A N D A
By KATHLEEN SHEPARD

/

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
By HUGH W. PRINCE

FALSE COLORS"
By LEW LIPTON & JAMES E. GRANT

8
FAST ACTION

S

•

DANGER VALLEY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS

SNOW DUST
RIDERS OF THE DAWN

WANDERER OF THE WEST
MAN FROM HELL'S RIVER

THE LAST FRONTIER
MAN'S COUNTRY

MONO

Series

THE THIRTEENTH NAN
Sensational, gripping melodrama of a radio

commentator, by John Krafft.

*
TELEPHONE OPERATOR
Live-wire exploitation feature on a new theme
of powerful interest.

•
FLYING ORDERS
Spectacular epic of the sky-ways ... mighty
melodrama with sure-fire fan elements.

L E D Y
Harold Morrow's best-seller novel, giving the
hilarious lowdoWn on department stores.

PORT OF MISSING GIRLS
Startling expose revealed in a smashing exploita-

tion feature that spells profits.

•
FEDERAL BULLETS
Major George F. Eliot's rousing novel of U. S.

secret methods in crime detection.
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"Song of the City"
with Margaret Lindsay, Jeffery Dean,

J. Carrol Naish, Nat Pendleton

M-G-M 69 Mins.

FINE CASTING AND TECHNICAL
SKILL MAKES THIS A PLEASING B. 0.

BET.

In less capable hands than those of

M-G-M, "Song of the City" might have

fallen far short of the good, solid enter-

tainment that it is. For here is the sort

of story that demands astute casting of

the leads, and equal care taken in the

selection of the supporting characters. In

both of these essentials, the producers,

Lucien Hubbard and Michael Fessier, have

handsomely succeeded, with the result that

the yarn is always convincing. It should

please all strata of picturegoers. Margaret

Lindsay, with her silken voice, plays the

daughter of a San Francisco fishing family

who aspires to go to Milan to cultivate

her talent. It is a logical aspiration, too.

Her renditions of several songs, interesting-

ly injecfed during the sequences, prove

that point. But into her life comes Jef-

fery Dean from the upper reaches of so-

ciety and business. In a far from sober

condition he has fallen off a ferryboat ply-

ing the waters of 'Frisco Bay. Befriended

by her family and put to work on their

fishing boat, Dean's manliness undergoes a

change for the better. Margaret, having

more physical assets than her gift of vo-

calizing, is being courted also by a fishing

fleet owner. The screenplay is ingenious

in the way it creates suspense as to just

how the triangular love affair terminate.

But Dean finally wins after his rival, the

fleet owner, has the girl en route to Italy

with him. At sea, the liner carrying them

abroad catches fire. Dean, aboard a con-

spiring and pretty heiress' yacht, goes to

the rescue. The entire cast is excellent,

and the photography top-flight, particularly

the scenes along the waterfront and on

the bay. Errol Taggert deserves a hand for

his smooth direction.

Cast: Margaret Lindsay, Jeffery Dean,

J Carrol Naish, Nat Hendleton, Stanley

Morner, Maria Shelton, Inez Palange,

Charles' Judels, Edward Norris, Fay Helm,

Frank Puglia.

Producers, Lucien Hubbard, Michael Fes-

sier; Director, Errol Taggart; Author and

Screenplay, Michael Fessier; Cameraman,

Leonard Smith; Editor, John B. Rogers.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Top-

flight.

Grand Jury Sees "Elysia"

Following Newark Seizure

"Men In Exile"
with Dick Pureed, June Travis, Alan Baxter,

Margaret Irving, Victor Varconi,

Olin Howland, Veda Ann Borg

Warners-First National 58 Mins.

ROUTINE YARN WHOSE SCANTY
PRODUCTON TAGS IT FOR THE DOUBLE
FEATURE SPOTS.

A fictitious isle in the Caribbean is the

locale of this tale of love, intrigue and

attempted revolution. There are a few

tense situations, but for the most part the

slory is routine, melodramatic, and lacking

in sufficient ruggedness to make it click

with fans except as a dual attraction. Dick

Purcell does a good job as the fugitive

accused of robbing a Miami bank. He
seeks to avoid extradition by journeying,

with the help of a ring of crooks, to the

tropical island where henchmen are plot-

ting the overthrow of the local military

dictator. Despite his having been aided

to immunity from the clutches of the law,

Purcell refuses to be a party to gun-smug-

gling. His decision is inspired by his love

for June Travis, the pretty daughter of an

insular widow who operates a hotel and

bar. The love affair threatens to go on

the rocks because of June's younger, irre-

sponsible brother who drives the smugglers'

speed-boat, clandestinely covets the ring-

leader's wife, finally shoots this latter gen-

tleman, and then plants the gun on inno-

cent Purcell. But the character of June

Travis is built of sufficiently strong stuff

to tell the military police that her brother

and not her sweetheart did the shooting.

Victor Varconi is convincing as the soldier-

enforcer of the island's law. The film's

production is rather scanty and without

much effort being made to "plant" a vivid

atmosphere for the action. There is a

sameness of backgrounds which makes the

onlooker feel that this is a stage rather

than a screenplay. John Villiers Farrow's

direction is o.k., but the yarn denies him

opportunity to show his stuff.

Cast: Dick Purcell, June Travis, Alan

Baxter, Margaret Irving, Victor Varconi,

Olin Howland, Veda Ann Borg, Norman

Willis, Carlos DeValdez, Alec Harford,

John Alexander, Demitris Emanuel.

Director, John Villiers Farrow; Screen-

play, Roy Chanslor; Cameraman, Arthur

Todd; Editor, Terry Morse.

Direction, O.K. Photography, Good.

Phoenix Productions to

Aim for Major Releases

Newark, N. J.—Grand Jury which

determine whether exhibition of

"Elysia" at the Little Theater here

warrants indictment saw the pix at

a special screening at that house.

So did Prosecutor Wachenfeld who
agreed to the screening when show-

ing of the film in the grand jury

room was found impossible. Print

of "Elysia" was seized by the police

and impounded more than a week

ago.

"Michael O'Halloran"
with Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull, Jackie

Moran, Charlene Wyatt, Sidney Blackmer,

Hope Manning

Republic 68 Mins.

HUMAN INTEREST PERVADES THIS
SINCERE, WHOLESOME PIX, SURE TO
PLEASE FAMILY TRADE.

Human interest is keyed to a high pitch

in this story from the pen of Gene Stratton-

Porter, which Republic has produced with

commendable freedom from frills. Essen-

tially the film is a problem drama depict-

ing one of the numerous aspects of divorce

or marital separation,—namely, the contest

for the custody of children. While the

photoplay's action is built upon this socio-

logical theme, it is, nevertheless, both

bright and emotional entertainment. Not
only will parents appreciate this picture,

but it is also crammed with good material

for the younger generation of patrons. In

addition, kids will like it, because there

is Jackie Moran in the title role; little

Charlene Wyatt enacting the part of his

young, invalided sister; and a bevy of

juvenile players, who act skillfully and

spontaneously. To sum up,—exhibitors,

with a preponderance of family trade, can

offer in "Michael O'Halloran" an attraction

with deep appeal. Self-styled sophisticates,

of course, may not "go" for it. Wynne
Gibson is the "play-girl" wife. Her es-

capades and association with some society

nit-wits put her marriage on the rocks.

Her husband, Sidney Blackmer, goes to

court to get custody of their two young-

sters. Too selfish and proud, she con-

tests the action by mud-slinging via the

city's sensational newspapers. But her stra-

tagem of befriending Jackie Moran and

Charlene Wyatt, two poor kids, the latter

in dire need of orthopedic operation, takes

a strange dramatic twist. Instead of her

insincere act,—designed to win public sym-

pathy,—turning out as she planned, it is

the instrument of reconciliation with her

husband. At the finish she is a thoroughly

defeated, repentant wife. Karl Brown's

direction is fine. So is the acting and

photography.

Cast: Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull,

Jackie Moran, Charlene Wyatt, Sidney

Biackmer, Hope Manning, G. P. Huntley,

Jr., Robert Greig, Helen Lowell, Vera Gor-

don, Pierre Watkin, Dorothy Vaughan, Bo-

dil Rosing, Guy Usher.

Associate Producer, Herman Schlom; Di-

rector, Karl Brown; Author, Gene Stratton-

Porter; Screenplay, Adele Buffington; Cam-
eraman, Jack Marta-ftditor, Edward Mann.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Fine.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Lawrence C. Lee,

George W. Campbell, P. T. Coe,

Robert F. Hill and Charles E. Coe
have formed Phoenix Productions,

with offices at the Hollywood Stu-

dios. Pictures will be made with a

major release as the objective. First

subject will be "Bold Heritage," an
original by Thiele Lawrence, deal-

ing with pioneering days in Wyom-
ing. Bob Hill will direct.

The second subject will be "The
Gold Rider." The company plans

12 releases for the 1937-38 season.

F.A. Studios Open Monday
Film Art Studios plans its formal

opening Monday at its plant at 2826

Decatur Ave., The Bronx. A party

will mark the premiere. Heading
the new company are C. Kenny,
John T. Doran and Marie Kenny.

Cupp to Rotary Conclave
Little Rock—Cecil Cupp, owner

of the Royal, Arkadelphia, has been
elected club delegate to Rotary In-

ternational, which will meet in

Nice, France, this summer.

Boris Karloff in

"Juggernaut"
Grand National 64 Mins.

BRITISH FILM RATES LOW WITH
CRUDE STORY AND OVERACTING IN
VERY MELLER PLOT.

Boris Karloff appears in this one playing

straight without any bizarre makeup. But

Karloff overacts enough to make up for

the lack of horrific disguise. And there is

a French girl named Mona Goya who over-

acts and emotes all over the place some-
thing terrific. The plot is far-fetched and very

unconvincing. Karloff plays the part of a

Dr. Sartorius who is trying to work out a

cure for paralysis, but needs considerable

financing to do it. So the doc falls easy

prey to the designing female married to a

rich Englishman who is confined to his bed
with some minor ailment, and the wife

arranges to have the medico bump the

husband off via the poison route. The wife

figures to collect the husband's fortune and
enjoy it with a gigolo she has hanging
around. But there is a nurse called in to

attend the old gent, and she eventually

puts a crimp in the little scheme when she

grows suspicious about a syringe that the

doctor used to give the patient an injection

just before he died. Then into a mess of

very meller situations, as the nurse is im-

prisoned in a room by the half-crazed doc-

tor, who is now trying to do away with the

murdered man's son. There is a slight

love interest between the nurse and the

son, but the entire plot is so crude and

unbelievable that any interest ceases long

before the picture does.

Cast: Boris Karloff, Joan Wyndham, Ar-

thur Margetson, Mona Goya, Anthony Ire-

land, Morton Selten, Nina Boucicault, Gibb

McLaughlin, J. H. Roberts, V. Rietti.

Producer, Julius Hagen; Director, Henry

Edwards; Author, Alice Campbell; Screen-

play, Cyril Campion, H. Fowler Mear, H.

Fraenkel.

Direction, fair Photography, Okay.

New Theater to Follow

End of Sunday Show Ban

Webster Groves, Mo.—Plans for

the erection of a new 1,000-seat mo-
tion picture theater have been an-

nounced by J. A. Siepker and asso-

ciates, present operators of the

Ozark Theater, the only other thea-

ter here. Move follows the recent

repeal of a city ordinance prohibit-

ing motion picture shows on Sun-
days. 0. W. Stiegemeyer is the

architect.

McGrane Buys House
Buffalo—J. L. McGrane, co-owner

of the Central Park Theater, com-
munity movie, has bought the Orph-
eum, East Side house which was
operated by the late Frank Hohp\

Quady Plans to Build

Minocqua, Wis.—Ray Quady, op-

erator of the Isle Theater, is plan-

ning the erection of a new house
here.
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& MODIFICATIONS

IN RKO REORG. PLAN

138

Four chief modifications and two
minor ones are provided in the stip-

ulation on modifications of the RKO
reorganization plan worked out by
Hamilton G. Rickaby, counsel for

Atlas Corp. and Carlos Israels, coun-
sel for the unsecured creditors' com-
mittee, as a result of which the un-
secured stockholders will get a

much better deal than they were
first offered. By putting a greater

amount in front of the stock, the

size of the Rockefeller settlement is

diminished, though the terms of

the agreement are not changed.

Nazi "Trust" to Include

Smaller German Film Cos.

Berlin (By Cable)—With the Al-

fred Hugenberg regime of Ufa re-

placed by a new board, embracing
six bankers, five actors and direc-

tors and a representative of the

German Film Chamber, the Nazi-

fied film industry today was set to

tackle its "world mission," denned

as the exercise of "international in-

fluence" and a "spiritual world pow-
er."
That the Hitler government, mov-

ing through Propaganda Minister

Goebbels, contemplates full control

of the industry is indicated by an-

nouncement that the smaller com-
panies will be brought into the "co-

operative undertaking" which then

would include Tobis, Ufa, Bavaria

and Terra Films. It is also indi-

cated that the Nazis are considering

the setting up of a single distribut-

ing agency.
According to reports, the actual

owner of Ufa and Tobis now is the

Franz Eher Publishing Co., Nazi

central publishing organization in

which Hitler himself reputedly is a

partner.
Ufa, it is announced, will enter

the color film field.

Harry L. Cort Dies

Harry L. Cort, 44, theatrical pro-

ducer, died suddenly of a heart at-

tack early yesterday at his home,
47 East 74th St. A son of the late

John Cort, he came to New York
two decades ago and assumed man-
agement of the Standard theater

and later Daly's 63rd St. In collab-

oration with George E. Stoddard,

Cort wrote several musical comedies
including "Listen Lester," and "Just

a Minute." He is survived by his

widow and three children.

Kantorowitch Suit Dropped
Suit of Samuel Kantorowitch

against Paramount Productions and
^^amount Pictures was discon-

«Ped yesterday in Federal Court
by consent. Kantorowitch claimed
to own the rights to the film "Alice
In Wonderland." Paramount pro-
duced a film based on the Lewis
Carroll story several years ago
which Kantorowitch charged in-

fringed his rights.

Reviews o{ VUw films
FOREIGN

"DR. KNOCK," French film version of

the play by Jules Romain; produced by

Pathe-Natan; directed by Louis Jouvet and

Roger Goupillieres, with Louis Jouvet, Pa-

lau, Le Vigan, et al, in the cast. Pre-

sented at the Cinema de Paris. Running

time: 74 Mins.

After slow-moving introductory se-

quences, this satire on medical quackery

gains some momentum and an attending

ability to entertain those who are familiar

with the French language. While there
are explanatory titles periodically presented
in English, these fall short of giving any-
thing like full comprehension of the dia-

logue and action. The story has as its

theme a reverse twist to the precept of

Doctor Coue,
—

"Every day and in every
way, I am feeling better and better."
Dr. Knock's is predicated on the same
phrasing except for substituting "worse and
worse." Louis Jouvet plays the title role

and directed the piece, American patrons
will find the production pretty hollow
diversion.

"CALL TO ARMS," Russian dialogue film

with English titles; a Mosfilm production,

released in the U. S. by Amkino; based
on a story by Valentia Katayeva and A.
Marcheret; directed by A. Marcheret, with
M. Kedrov, E. Malnikova, A. Garder, et al,

in the cast. Presented at the Roosevelt
Theater. Running time: 77 Mins.

This is a rugged production, full of

fast action, and frequently attained pho-
tographic heights. Audiences who enjoy

punchy drama will like this film whose
story is constructed around a heroic Rus-
sian aviator, who, when his country is

suddenly invaded by an enemy, hastens to

its defense, regardless of his many battle

scars and wounds. Basically the feature is

an inspirational exposition of Russia's mili-

tary might, particularly in the air. There
are many fine shots of aerial warfare. In

general the footage is considerably differ-

ent than predecessor dramas originating

in Moscow's studios. There are flash-in

titles in English.

"ADA, TO NIE WYPADA!" ("Ada, That
Will Never Do!"), Polish musical film; a

Finiks production; story by Konrad Tom;
music by M. Wiehler; directed by Z. May-
flower, with Loda Niemirzanka, Aleksander
Zabszynski, et al, in the cast. Presented

at the Miami Theater. Running time: 92
mins.

Polish-speaking fans are bound to enjoy

this sprightly musical, with the talented

Loda Niemirzanka in the top role. Al-

though the screenplay is hackneyed in its

plot, the situations are well handled and

the dialogue crisp and laugh-provoking.

The heroine, in order to win a certain

young man, aspires to the stage. As be-

comes a cinema scenario, fate arranges

that the male quarry is among the backers

of Loda's debut-vehicle. Of course, the

inevitable happens. Acting is good. So
is the photography and other technical

departments.

SHORTS
"Alpine Grandeur"

(Colortour Adventure)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Nice Scenic

E. M. Newman's tour through the
Swiss Alps done in color. The moun-
tain scenery is gorgeous, and out-
standing are the beautiful lakes.
The cable cars that slide up and
down the side of a dizzy mountain
show the tourists getting a novel
thrill. Finishes with close-up views
of three expert mountain climbers
risking their necks crawling over
the ledge of a precipice. Good nar-
ration by Alan Kent.

Dave Apollon in

"Movie Mania"
Vitaphone 21 mins.

Fair

Dave Apollon attempts to be a
one-man show and his attempts at
comedy seem to put him out of his
class as a musical entertainer. But
the specialty acts are good. They
include Tommy Rafferty, Clark &
Halliday, Yvonne Moray, Caryl
Gould and the Savoy Dancers. The
setting is a movie studio with Apol-
lon as the producer, director and
star combined. He goes from one
set to another for the various spe-
cialties. He alternately directs,

dances, does a love scene, plays a
mandolin and directs his ork.

"The Jam Session"

(Melody Master Series)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Lively

Featuring Clyde McCoy and his

Sugar Blues ork. After conducting
a radio broadcast, the band adjourns
to Jerry's cafe to have some coffee.

On the invitation of the cafe pianist,

the orchestra joins the small cafe
band of three pieces in an informal
program. Several numbers are put
over by the visitors, and Edward
and Rita Oehman do a comedy
dance. The finale has the band play-
ing the "Roseland Stomp" while the
patrons dance and a girl sings.

"Porky's Duck Hunt"

(Looney Tune Cartoon)
Vitaphone 9 mins.

Good Fun for Kids

The adventures of Porky, who
goes duck hunting with his dog. But
the amateur hunter finds one lone
duck is very smart, and he cannot
bag it. In fact the duck is so smart
that it kids Porky, and shows him
how to handle his gun. The climax
has the pup swallowing the decoy
duck whistle for calling the game.
So every time the pup breathes, the
whistle blows like a flock of wild
ducks, and the other hunters pepper
them with their guns. Produced by
Leon Schlesinger.

BRANDT AND DOWLING

TALK PRODUCER PLAN

Joe Brandt and Eddie Dowling
are discussing formation of a new
producing company with a Wall
Street syndicate headed by Lew H.
Morris of 32 Broadway, The Film
Daily learned yesterday. Details of
financing are being arranged with
a possibility that a public stock
offering may be made. From pres-
ent indications the deal may be set
next week.

1937-38 M-G-M Sales Plan

Same as Present Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

ity, announced William F. Rodgers,
general sales manager of the com-
pany, at the closing session of the
annual sales convention.
Rodgers declared that every

branch manager would be allowed
to adjust the policy to the individual
exhibitor where such adjustments
seemed necessary. To mark the
selling plan equitable in every re-
spect, he asserted that both ex-
hibitor and M-G-M have profited by
the present sales plan and that in-
creases in gross sales have been
registered by various exchanges.
Today is get-away day for Leo's

conventioneers, with the special
train scheduled to roll out of Los
Angeles for the east about noon-
time.
The convention ended in one of

those blazes of glory last night
when Louis B. Mayer did the honors
at a dinner dance for the visitors
from 31 U. S. and six Canadian cit-
ies at the studios. Attendance was
the equivalent of the company's
who's who. Frank Whitbeck and
Sophie Tucker alternated as master
and mistress of ceremonies.

First of seven sales meets sched-
uled for the West Coast this spring,
those attending yesterday had a
program of optional activities—golf,
fishing, swimming and sightseeing—as a prelude to the dinner dance.

Convention special, which will
drop off contingents along the line,
will complete the transcontinental
trip Monday, being due in New
York City at 2:30 P. M.

Stickelmaier Is Appointed
to Illinois Circuit Post

Toledo, 0.— Henry Stickelmaier,
for four and a half years manager
of the Paramount Theater, Toledo's
largest house, has resigned effective
June 1, to become assistant gen-
eral manager and public relations
director for a circuit of 85 Para-
mount theaters in Illinois under he
control of John Balaban. Stickel-
maier who will make his headquar-
ters in Chicago, will retain direct
supervision of the Toledo house and
has appointed Ralph Lawler, man-
ager of the Newman Theater, Kan-
sas City, as his managerial succes-



ALABAMA
Change in Ownership

HARTFORD — Rosemont, transferred to
Saunders and Sheffield.

Openings
BROOKSIDE—Rex. GROVEHILL—Cap-

ital.

Closings
BROOKSIDE—Lvric. FAIRHOPE—Ritz.

ARIZONA
Change in Ownership

SPRINGERVILLE—El Rio, transferred to
Harry L. Nace Theaters.

New Theaters
SELIGMAN—Seligman.

ARKANSAS
Openings

HUGHES—Star.

New Theaters
MURFREESBORO—New. JUDSONIA—

Judd. HOPE—Rialto. HOPE—New.
CALIFORNIA

Change in Ownership
ARCADIA—Arcadia, transferred to Sproul

and Datz. EAGLE ROCK—Sierra, trans-

ferred to Sierra Theaters. LOS ANGELES—Dreamland, transferred to C. G. Mullens;
Granada, transferred to Goldlied and Cohen.
SAN DIEGO—Metro, transferred to E. A.
Beattie. TORRENCE—Torrence, transferred
to M. & M. Enterprises. COLFAX—Colfax,
transferred to Walter Eldred. DIXON —
Dixon, transferred to Thornton Ellis. WEST-
WOOD—Westwood, transferred to Harvey
Amusement Co. SUISUN—Suisun (form-
erly Arlington), transferred to W. G. Moore.
PORT CHICAGO—Port Chicago, transferred
to Victor Russell. OAKLAND—Ritz, trans-

ferred to Charles Midgley. KNIGHTS
LANDING—Welcome, transferred to Elmer
Tilton.

Change in Theater Name
LOS ANGELES—Gaiety (formerly Moon).

MOORE PARK—El Rancho (formerly Simi
Valley. LAGUNA BEACH—Laguna (form-
erly Lynn) ; Southcoast (formerly New
Lynn). SLTSUN—Suisun (formerly Arling-

ton).

Openings
OCEANSIDE—Margo. BLY—Bly. COL-

FAX — Colfax. KNIGHTS LANDING —
Welcome. DIXON—Dixon.

Closings
PLACERVILLE— Eldorado. GUERNE-

VILLE—Guerneville.

Dismantled
TEHACHAPI— Tehachapi.

New Theaters
LOS ANGELES—El Rey, Gravey. SUT-

TER CREEK—Sutter.

COLORADO
Change ;n Ownership

DENVER—Alpine, transferred to Denham
Theater, Inc. ; Plaza, transferred to Den-
ham Theater, Inc.; Aladdin, transferred to

Fox Greater Theaters, Inc.; Bluebird, trans-

ferred to Fox Greater Theaters, Inc.; Broad-
way, transferred to Fox Great Theaters, Inc.;

Denver, transferred to Fox Greater Theaters,
Inc. ; Paramount, transferred to Fox Greater
Theaters, Inc.; Rialto, transferred to Fox
Greater Theaters, Inc.; Tabor, transferred

to Fox Greater Theaters, Inc. HOLLY —
Pontiac (formerly Sun), transferred to Frank
Northrup.

Openings
KIM—Kim School. LA JUNTA—Kit Car-

son. STRATTON—Moon. VILAS—Vilas

School. WALSH—Walsh School.

Closings
EATON—Gala. ENGLEWOOD—Pioneer.

ROCKY FORD—Roxy.

CONNECTICUT
Change in Ownership

BRIDGEPORT — Capitol, transferred to

New State Theater Corp. HARTFORD —
State, transferred to State Theater, Inc.

Dismantled
NEW HAVEN—Globe.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

NAPLES—Naples, transferred to A. W.
Stanford. DELRAY BEACH—Delray, trans-

ferred to E. J. Sparks.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

HOGANSVILLE — Royal, transferred to

Lam Amusement Co.

Closings
CLARKSDALE—Ritz.

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

ST. ANTHONY—Rialto, transferred to

DeMordaunt and Drennen. RIRIE—Star
(formerly Olive), transferred to Henry
Awoki.

Openings
HOMEDALE—Gem (formerly Homedale).

Dismantled
RIRIE—Star.

New Theaters
CALDWELL—Stadium.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

ASHLAND—Ashland (formerly Artcraft),
transferred to F. M. Mertz Amusement
Corp. CHICAGO—Fashion, transferred to

M. Banbara; Empire, transferred to Premier
Theater Corp. CUBA—Fulton (formerly
Cuba), transferred to W. C. Case. NILES
CENTER—Niles, transferred to . A. Morten.
RIVERDALE — Riverdale, transferred to

Dare Theater Corp., Cooney Bros. TUS-
COLA—Strand (formerly Lyric), transferred
to George Barber. ROBINSON—Grand,
transferred to Glenn Shnarr. PALESTINE

—

Vogue, transferred to B. Temborius and J.

S. Fox. FINDLAY—Okaw, transferred to

J. F. Jannsen. DUQUOIN—State, trans-

ferred to A. Fiorino.

Openings
SHAWNEETOWN—Shawnee. MOUNDS

—Roxy. GOLCONDA—Ohio (formerly Mc-
Coy). ALSEY — Alsey. CHICAGO —
Bridgeport. DANVILLE—Palace. FOREST
CITY—Community. RIVERDALE—River-

dale.

Closings
CHICAGO—Blaine. GENEVA — Fargo.

SAVANNA—Orpheum. TOULON—Toulon.
TRENTON—Trenton. ALTAMONT—State.

New Theaters
CHICAGO—Park. GALENA—New Stan-

ley. TOULTON — Starke. NEWTON —
Palace.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

PIERCETON—Liberty, transferred to H.
C. Oxenrider. INDIANAPOLIS — Udell,

transferred to Mrs. Harold Smith; Garrick,

transferred to Frank Sanders. FRANKLIN
—Franklin, transferred to Syndicate The-
aters, Inc. FORT BRANCH—Metro, trans-

ferred to J. N. Allison.

Openings
GARY—Paris (formerly Rex).

Closings
THORNTOWN — Princess. SUMMIT-

VILLE—Summitville. PIERCETON— Lib-

erty. NOBLESVILLE—State.

Dismantled
BROOK—Brook.

New Theaters
ELNORA—Owl. SYRACUSE—Pickwick.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

WEST BEND—West Bend, transferred to

L. A. Miller. OBEBOLT—Princess, trans-

ferred to Summer Mapes. MAPLETON —
Princess, transferred to Mapleton Amusement
Co. MANLY—Lido (formerly Manly), trans-

ferred to H. S. Twedt. LAKE MILLS —
New, transferred to D. W. Shirley. KEO-
KUK—Iowa, transferred to Frisina Amuse-
ment Co.; Grand, transferred to Frisina

Amusement Co.

Openings
LAKE MILLS—New.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

McPHERSON — Mac, transferred to

Sproule Bros. OSKALOOSA — DeLuxe
(formerly Gem), transferred to Richard
Goucher. VIRGIL—Virgil, transferred to

R. H. Morey. JAMESTOWN—Royal, trans-

ferred to Royal Theater Co.

Change in Theater Name
DOWNS—Lido (formerly Downs).

Openings
DELPHOS—Auditorium.

Closings
BURRTON—Auditorium.

New Theaters
HANOVER—Kaw.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

PINEVILLE—Gaines, transferred to J. C.

Carnn.
Closings

BURLET—Comet. AUGUSTA — Odeon.

CATLETTSBURG—Hall. MADISONVILLE
—Cameo. DIXON—Rex.

New Theaters
FULTON—Warner.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

VIVIAN—Ritz, transferred to Mr. Lawton.
SHREVEPORT—Venus, transferred to C. &
C. Enterprises. BAY SPRINGS—Jasper,
transferred to Max Connett. ST. MARTINS-
VILLE — Bienvenue, transferred to Wm.
Cobb. MORGAN CITY—Dixie (formerly
Jewel), transferred to Affiliated Theaters.

Openings
SIMSPORT—Joys. PORT GIBSON —

Happy Land. NEW ORLEANS—Laurel.
NEW IBERIA—Lincoln. ERATH—Bijou.

Closings
SIMSPORT—New.

MAINE
Openings

SO. PARIS—Strand. YARMOUTH —
Pastime. WEST BUXTON—Odd Fellows.
LIMERICK—Limerick. SPRINGVALE —
Springvale.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

WILLIAMSPORT — Pastime (formerly
Port), transferred to Donald Fout. BARTON—Barton (formerly New), transferred to E.

D. Growder.

MASSACHUSETTS
Openings

FORGE VILLAGE — Abbot Mills.
SPRINGFIELD—Cort. WEST SPRING-
FIELD—Crown (formerly Empire).

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

E. TAWAS—Family, transferred to Rich-
ard Ashmun. MILLINGTON — Capitol,
transferred to Harold Schuckert.

New Theaters
PINCONNING—New. NEWAYGO —

Valley.

Dismantled
PINCONNING—State.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

WACONIA—Lyric, transferred to L. E.
Davis. SACRED HEART—Cozy, transferred
to James Colly.

Openings
LITCHVILLE — Community. WATER-

TOWN — Rex. STARBUCK — Starbuck.
KARLSTAD—Karlstad. HEMITT — Com-
munity. ELY—State (formerly Opera House).
ELMORE—Lyric. BROOKLYN — Aster.
BENSON—DeMarce. BATTLE LAKE —
Battle Lake.

Closings
MINNEAPOLIS—Avalon. FERTILE —

Liberty.

New Theaters
ELGIN—New. BRECKENRIDGE—Ritz.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

KOSCIUSKO—Amusu, transferred to G.
W. Haynes. ROLLING FORK — Royal,
transferred to P. E. Morris. PHILADEL-
PHIA—City, transferred to G. W. Haynes.
LOUISVILLE—Louisville, transferred to G.
W. Haynes. DURANT—Dixie, transferred
to G. W. Haynes. PHILADELPHIA—City,

transferred to G. W. Haynes.

Openings
KOSCIUSKO—New. MORTON—Princess.
MT. OLIVE—Un Named Theater. GREENS-
VILLE—Delta. FAYETTE—Fayette.

Closings
JACKSON—Istrione.

New Th.GH.tcrs
MONEY—High School. MOORHEAD —

Strand. ITTA BENA—Strand.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

RICHLAND—Gem, transferred to D. F.
Atkinson. LILBOURNE—Rex, transferred
to N. D. Fielder. LEES SUMMIT—Lee,
transferred to Val De Temple. KANSAS
CITY—Columbia, transferred to H. A. Park-
er; Bijou, transferred to C. E. Esterle.

Openings
EAST PRAIRIE—Lyric. CARDWELL —

Mary Dale. KANSAS CITY—World in Mo-
tion.

Closings
OZARK—Civic. BURLINGTON JUNC-

TION—B J Theater. MONROE CITY —
Colonial.

New Theaters
CARDWELL—Grand. LILBURN—Rex.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

SIDNEY—Orpheum (formerly Isis), trans-
ferred to E. M. Jackson.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

SUMNER — Kay, transferred to Harold
Kalous. LIBERTY—Liberty, transferred to
Liberty Theater Co. GRAND ISLAND —
Grand, transferred to Tri States Theater
Corp. CALLOWAY—Star, transferred to
G. W. Dye. BEEMER—Gem, transferred
to J. F._ O'Neill. BATTLE CREEK—Air-
dome, transferred to Business Men's Asso.
ASHLAND—New, transferred to W. M
Miller.

Openings
SUMNER—Kay. LIBERTY—Liberty.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Closings

MANCHESTER—Crown
NEW JERSEY

Change in Ownership
OAKLYN—Ritz, transferred to Twentieth-

Century Amusement Corp. AUDUBON —
New Century, transferred to Twentieth-Cen-
tury Amusement Corp. ; Highland, transferred
to Twentieth-Century Amusement Corp.
LANDISVILLE—Landisville, transferred to
Hannibal Cavoli. HIGHLAND PARK —
Park, transferred to Park Theater, Inc.

Openings
LANDISVILLE — Landisville. VINE-

LAND—Landis.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

BROOKLYN—Manhattan Ave.-Manhattan,
transferred to Rayrita Theater Corp. BRONX
1348 Southern Blvd.—Radio, transferred to
Lefco Productions, Inc. WHITE PLAINS—Colony (formerly White Plains), trans-
ferred to Gladpearl, Inc. BRONXVILLE—
Bronxville, transferred to Vilevron Theater
Corp. HIGHLAND—Highland, transferred
to Highland Theater Corp. YONKERS 89
Riverdale Ave.—Lido, transferred to Richard
Goldstraub. LONG ISLAND — Richmond
Hill, 114th St. and Jamaica Ave.—Garden,
transferred to Garden Enterprise Corp.; Rich-
mond Hill, 113-18 Liberty Ave.—Casino,
transferred to Casino Amusement Corp.
YONKERS—Yonkers Ave. — Kimball, trans-
ferred to John Bolte. BROOKLYN—1475
Flatbush Ave.—Glenwood, transferred to Al-
bert Weinstein. NEW YORK CITY—85
East Broadway—Florence, transferred to 85
East Broadway Theater Corp. LONG
ISLAND—St. James—St. James, transferred
to Roy Calderone. BRONX—752 Melrose
Ave.-—Boro, transferred to Enterprizing
Amusement Corp. NEW YORK CITY—141
East Houston St.—Chopin (formerly Sun-
shine), transferred to Anthony Paolillo.

TONAWANDA—Star, transferred to Leonce
Sinay. SYRACUSE—Capitol, transferred to

Vito Eriquenze and Humberto Guarasci.
ROCHESTER — Hollywood, transferred to
William Baker. N. TONAWANDA—Avon-
dale, transferred to Leonce Sinay. GAN-
DER—Star, transferred to Oscar Lane. BUF-
FALO—Roxie, transferred to N. J. Basil.

BUFFALO — Filmarte (formerly Gayety),
transferred to H. J. Endres. UTICA—Ri-
voli, transferred to Mr. A. Mintz. AUS-
ABLE FORKS—Ausable (formerly Bridge),
transferred to K. Ryan. BAINBRIDGE —
Town Hall (formerly Lyric), transferred to

Mr. Mullin. CHERRY VALLEY — Cherry
Valley, transferred to Mr. Purcell.

Change in Theater Name
MILLBROOK—Community (formerly Mill-

brook). TROY—Fifth Ave. (formerly Pal-

ace). COXSACKIE — Coxsackie (Opera
House). BINGHAMTON—Jarvis (formerly
Laurel).

Openings
LASALLE—Lasalle. SYRACUSE—Civic.

Closings
DEPOSIT—Empire.

New Theaters
FACTORY VILLAGE—Cozy Playhou:

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

SNOW HILL—Ritz, transferred to C. J.

Hughes. MOCKSVILLE — Princess, trans-
ferred to T. C. Hester. FREMONT—Fre-
mont, transferred to W. A. Flowers. EL-
KIN—Elk's, transferred to Ben G. Reeves.
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New Theaters

TABOR—Ritz. NORWOOD—Norwood.
LaGRANGE—New. FAIRBLUFF — New.
DUNN—Harnett.

NORTH DAKOTA
Openings

MAXBASS—Allona. MILNOR — Iris.

KENSAL—Kensal. CRYSTAL — Roxy.
COGSWELL—Opera House. ADAMS —
Roxy.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

OXFORD—New Oxford, transferred to
Chas. Mervis. TIPPECANOE—Ohio, trans-
ferred to Ruby F. Lee. FRANKFORT —
Frankfort (formerly Legion), transferred to

M. L. Junk. MEDINA—Princess, trans-

ferred to Schine Theatrical Co. Inc., LO-
RAIN—Grove, transferred to George Shenk-
er. FORT RECOVERY—Royal, transferred
to Frank L. Flesch. DENNISON—Palace,
transferred to Shea Chain, Inc. CLEVE-
LAND—Temple, transferred to M. Weiss;
Lucier, transferred to Louis Vinocur.
AKRON—Arcade, transferred to A. S. Kim-
ball.

Change in Theater Name
CINCINNATI — Oakley (formerly Park

Hall). FRANKFORT—Frankfort (formerly
Legion). TOLEDO—Star (formerly Palm).
MAKBLEHEAD—Marblehead (formerly Au-
ditorium).

Openings
FRANKFORT—Frankfort (Formerly Le-

gion). NEW PHILADELPHIA — Union
Opera House. LIMA—Majestic. FREMONT
—Strand. CLEVELAND — Marvel, Abby

:
(formerly Keystone). BARTON—Barton.

j ASHTABULA — State (formerly Cook's).
! OKRON—Arcade.

Closings
LYNCHBURG—Highland. BREMEN —

New Breman. UPPER SANDUSKY—Star.

Dismantled
RAVENNA—Palace. MILAN — Dream-

land.

New Theaters
WADSWORTH—Star. UPPER SAN-

i
DUSKY—New Star. GIRARD—New Mock.

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

STROUD — Ritz, transferred to Lewis

j
Barton. FORGAN—Alta, transferred to J.

I F. Spangler. NORMAN—Campus, trans-

ferred to Mrs. J. Berry. MEEKER—Rex,
i transferred to Harold Capshaw. HYDRO —
Hydro (formerly Wilson), transferred to W.
O. Marical. BINGER—Binger, transferred
to H. D. Cox. VICI—Sutton, transferred to

A. M. Reeder.

Closings
STROUD—Ritz.

New Theaters
DAVIS—Kerr.

OREGON
Change in Ownership

SHERIDAN—Grand, transferred to M. W.
Mattecheck.

Openings
GARIBALDI — Rose. ROCKAWAY —

Rockaway. SENECA—Olive.
Ajpvy Theaters

SWEETHOME—Gessler. ELKTON—Ed-
wards.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

GRAY—Recreation, transferred to Con-
solidated Coal Co. BROUGHTON—Brough-
ton, transferred to G. J. Geinzer. BLAWN-
OX — Maryland, transferred to Harry Ra-
chiele. WEST GROVE—Roselyn, trans-

ferred to Mrs. Sarah Engel and jack H.
Greenberg. SHEPPTON — Capitol, trans-
ferred to Louis Piz and A. Swetz. BETH-
LEHEM—Palace, transferred to J. G. Beilin.

PHILADELPHIA — Viola, transferred to

Chas. F. and Frank D. Schilling and Ralph
Jordan.

Openings
BLAIRSVILLE—Manos (formerly Riche-

lieu). BLAWNOX—Maryland. SHEPP-
TON—Capitol.

Closings
ROSSITER—Grand. PITTSBURGH —

Beacon. MATHER—Mather.

New Theaters
IRWIN—Lamp.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

OLNEYVILLE—Royal. VALLEY FALLS
—Shea's. HOPE VALLEY—Strand.

Closings
PROVIDENCE—Modern.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

EDGEFIELD—Strand, transferred to Ed-
wards and Ouzts. MANNING—Hollywood,
transferred to Mrs. H. T. Green. RIDGE-
LAND—Coastal, transferred to R. C. Dean.

New Theaters
BRANCHVILLE—Edisto.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

HURLEY—State (formerly Star), trans-

ferred to M. H. Rieden. COLOME—Colome,
transferred to Colome Bus Men. HURLEY
—State, transferred to M. H. Ruden. ESTE-
LINE—State (formerly Hamlin), transferred
to L. W. Roth.

New Theaters
BRUCE—Bruce.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

CHATTANOOGA—Volunteer, transferred

to Frank Dowler. HALLS—New, trans-

ferred to H. K. Perry.

Openings
MONTEREY—Palace.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

SLATON—Palace, transferred to Herschel
Crawford. SEAGRAVES — Texas, trans-
ferred to W. B. Blankenship. IOWA PARK—Iowa (formerly Ritz), transferred to John
Jenkins. HICO—Palace, transferred to W.
H. Elkins. ANGLETON—Angleton, trans-
ferred to J. G. Long. ROCHESTER —
Rex, transferred to B. E. Perdue. ClSCO

—

Texas, transferred to K. N. Greer. HONDO
—Colonial, transferred to Ray L. Jennings.
EDCOUCH—Edcouch, transferred to A. B.
Blali. WEIMAR—Palace, transferred to Al
Lavender. VAN ALSTYNE—Aztec, trans-
ferred to W. R. Holcomb. SANGER—Tex-
an, transferred to Gene Hughes. MERIDAN
—Capitol, transferred to C. P. Logan.
BLOOMING GROVE— - (formerly
Ritz), transferred to Monske and Mulsse.
MART—Queen, transferred to C. M. Cooper.

Change in Theater Name
EDCOUCH—Regional (formerly Edcough).

ALICE—Rex (formerly Rex). LOTT —
Lott (formerly Gem). DAYTON—Rio (form-
erly Texas). BRYSON—Bryson (formerly
New).

Openings
MATEX — Mabank. ALICE — Rex.

ALICE—Queen. ORANGE GROVE—Cozy.
LORAINE—Rialto. EDCOUCH—Edcouch.
SANGER—Texan. ROCHESTER — Rex.
MARFA—Palace. EL CAMPO—Liberty.
BLOOMING GROVE—Grove.

Closings
SEAGRAVES—Texas. SANGER—Texan.

JAYTON—Kent (formerly Palace). TEM-
PLE—Arcadia. MILES—State.

Dismantled
SWEETWATER — Palace. SMILEY —

Smiley. MERCEDES—Mercedes. LONG-
VIEW — Ritz. GREENVILLE — Star.

BURKET—Cupid.

New Theaters
JEFFERSON—Strand. CHILDRESS —

Palace. LEVELLAND—Rose. HONDO —
New. MEDINA—Medina. BRYSON—Lib-
erty. BROWNFIELD—Ritz.

UTAH
Change in Ownership

SPANISH FORK—Angleus, transferred to

C. E. Huish. SALT LAKE CITY—Studio,
transferred to Saltmount Theaters, Inc.; Or-
pheum, transferred to Saltmount Theaters,
Inc. EPHRAIM—Ephraim, transferred to

Claude Hawks. COLUMBIA — Columbia
(formerly Amusement Hall), transferred to

N. P. Zakis. CEDAR CITY—Parks (form-
erly Orpheum), transferred to Melvin Thor-
ley.

VERMONT
Openings

MIDDLEBURY—College Campus.
Closings

BRATTLEBORO—Capital.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

HAMPTON—Lyric, transferred to W. W.
Scott, Jr. OCCOUAN—Lyric, transferred
to Dr. F. H. Hornbaker. ST. PAUL —
Gayety (formerly St. Paul), transferred to

J. W. Johnson.

Openings
ALEXANDRIA—Reed. HANGER—Hang-

er. NORFOLK—Visualite.

Closings
LEXINGTON—New.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

NEPPELL—Neppell. transferred to John
Lee. OTHELLO—Family, transferred to

John Lee. SOAP LAKE—Sunset, transferred
to John Lee.

Openings
NEPPELL—Neppell. OTHELLO—Family.

SOAP LAKE—Sunset. SOUTH BEND—
South Bend. WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Trans Lux.

Closings
SEATTLE—Music Hall. TOPPENISH—

Wigwam.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

PARKERSBURG—Broadway, transferred
to L. W. Loughrey. BLUEFIELD—Rialto,

transferred to Max Matz.

Openings
PARKERSBURG—Broadway.

Closings
HUNTINGTON — Mills. HELEN —

Helen.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

MILWAKUEE — Peerless, transferred to
William Heiman.

Change in Theater Name
PRAIRIE du CHIEN — Metro (formerly

Metropolitan).

Openings
BOYCEVILLE—Municipal.

Closings
FREDERICK—Auditorium.

New Theaters
PHILIPS—Duroy. ASHLAND — Bay.

RICHLAND CENTER—Eskin.

WYOMING
Closings

ENCAMPMENT—Echo. TENSLEEP —
Princess.

File Briefs In Gotham Suit

Briefs were filed yesterday with
Supreme Court Justice Levy, in lieu

of oral argument, by Gotham
Amusement Corp. and defendants
in the Gotham action to enjoin ap-
plication of the Local 306-Allied
merger and the I.T.O.A agreement
with Local 306.

Viennese Pix for Filmarte

"The World Is In Love," a Vien-
nese film starring Marta Eggerth
will be the next attraction at the
Filmarte Theater following "The
Wave." Bruno Zwicker is distribu-

ting the film.

™0|pens Rhinelander House

Rhinelander, Wis.—The renovated
Majestic Theater, dark for the past
several years, has been reopened
here with Sam Miller, manager of
the State Theater here, as operator
of the house.

Parks Competish in Denver
Denver—Summer competition for

local theaters is seen in the an-
nouncement that Denver's two
amusement parks will open this
month, each with many new im-
provements. Elitch Gardens, open-
ing May 15, has spent $75,000 in
improvements, and Lakeside Amuse-
ment Park, opening May 22, spent
$60,000.

W.&W. Takes 11th House
Detroit — The Lincoln Theater,

major West Side house, is to be
taken over by Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit from Burton London Cir-
cuit. New house makes 11 for W.
& W. Circuit, now the largest inde-
pendent group in Detroit.

Pave Way for WB Exchange
Warner Bros, have started de-

molition of the five-story building
adjoining their home office at West
44th St., preliminary to erecting a
two - story - and - basement exchange
building.

New Theater for Kewanee
Kewanee, 111.—A 500-seat theater

is being built here by Edward Solig.

The Joe Goldburg organization is

supplying the equipment.

New Theater for Ottawa
Ottawa, Ont. — Plans are being

prepared for $50,000 theater for N.
A. Taylor of Toronto.

Cote Building Theater
Rimouski, Que.— Ferdinand San-

terre is general contractor for new
$30,000 theater to be built for El-
zear Cote.

Ford Bldg. to Be Theater
Gait, Ont.—The old Ford Building

is being converted into theater at
cost of $40,000. Ray Hall is archi-
tect.

Screeno Moves Chi. Offices
Chicago—Screeno Amusement Co.

has moved its offices to the Orleans-
Huron Building.

Struthers Theater Opens
Struthers, O.—The 470-seat Ritz

Theater, a $25,000 house, has
opened. C. J. Vogel of Wellsville, is

owner, and George Imbrie, also of
Wellsville, formerly associated with
the Paramount Publix stage units,
is manager.

New Film Board Office
Detroit — Offices of the Detroit

Film Board of Trade have been
moved to 93 Seward Ave. Miss Aud-
rey Leytell is secretary.

Dezel Handling "Polygamy"
Detroit — Al Dezel Roadshows

have taken over Michigan state
rights of "Polygamy," currently
having the world premier at the
Downtown Theater here, from Pro-
ducer Ted Toddy who made a per-
sonal visit here.

Kimball Resigns Post
Brandon, Vt. — Harold Kimball,

Jr., has resigned as manager of the
Brandon Theater here.



"WAKE UP AND LIVE"
HOLDOVERS MAKE
NATION-WIDE SHOW

HISTORY!

/

Already held over in these key cities:

NEW YORK DETROIT
(after 5 new records during the week . . . and
setting a new weekly gross record. Now going

into its 3rd week)

RICHMOND
(day-and-date)

SAN FRANCISCO

INDIANAPOLIS

SPRINGFIELD

KANSAS CITY
(after day-and-date first week)

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
(3rd week)

SEATTLE

BALTIMORE

LOUISVILLE

DALLAS

ST. LOUIS

DES MOINES

PLAN ifmut- PLAYING TIME ACCORDINGLY!O

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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Vote Favoring Strike Unless Demands are Met

1 1 OUTli ADMISSION JAX MEASURESJEFEATED

May 18 Is Tentatively Set for N. Y. Radio Conference

19 Years Old
. . . with creed unchanged= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

IF
you're in an observing mood, you'll note

a slight change today in the right hand

"ear" of the Page One vignette which es-

tablishes the identity of this paper.

The familiar "eighteen" has given way

to "nineteen"—it's THE FILM DAILY'S

birthday, you see.

It was 'way back in 1918 that Wid's

Weekly over night became a daily publi-

cation. Already the film industry had left

the grind days behind and was, in effect,

"show business". But the progress of those

early years, great as it may have seemed

then, pales when the forward strides of

the last 19 years are brought sharply into

relief.

AS the industry has expanded, THE FILM
•** DAILY has grown physically with it;

the extent of that growth is best illus-

trated by the statement that the total con-

tent of an average 1918 issue of this paper

would require only two pages of today's

edition.

Yet in one vital respect THE FILM
DAILY of yesteryear and today are iden-

tical; there has been no change in creed.

That creed, by the way, was admirably ex-

pressed by Jack Alicoate, now publisher,

in No. 34 of "Little Ad Talks", printed on

March 3, 1919. It reads:

"Upon us rests a solemn duty and ob-

ligation to back to the limit those prin-

ciples that stand for the good, for healthy

development and progress and fight sin-

cerely and fearlessly, regardless of personal

gain, those elements that tend to destroy

the great confidence of the American pub-
lic, that has been built through honest en-

deavor".

^F*tYTH the simple rc-statement of that

W* creed, THE FILM DAILY now looks

ahead to a future which, for the industry,

holds ample assurance of unparalleled de-

velopment and progress.

Film biz has travelled far 'tis true, but
the road ahead extends well beyond the
present horizon.

Film Producer, Broadcaster

and MPTOA Groups to

Confer on Problem

May 18 has been tentatively se-

lected as the date for the New York
conference of representatives of the

film producers, 'major broadcasters
and M. P. T. 0. A. on the radio com-
petition situation. Confirmation of

the date depends upon the availabil-

ity of those who are to take part
in the meeting, called by the ex-

hibitor association committee head-
ed by Walter Vincent.
Move originated at the M. P. T.

(Continued on Page 7)

MONO'S^AlEllJUOTA

SET AT $4,333

Chicago—President W. Ray Johns-
ton, addressing the company's sales

convention at the Drake Hotel here
yesterday, announced that Mono-
gram's sales quota for 1937-38 had
been fixed at $4,333,000, and that

(Continued on Page 7)

Coronation Films May Be

Released Simultaneously

Representatives of U. S. newsreel
companies huddled in London yes-

terday in the wake of the Hinden-
burg disaster to formulate plans

(Continued on Page 2)

GB Takes Saturday Off
GB's home office again goes on a five

day week for at least the summer
period, it was announced yesterday.
Office is closed today and will be on
each succeeding Saturday, it was said.

WARNERITES ARRIVE

FOR SALES SESS w

Headed by Fred M. Jack, district
manager, Warners' Southern Dis-
trict contingent arrive in New York
today as the advance guard of the
Warnerites who will assemble here
tomorrow for the company's four-
day sales meet, opening Monday at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
More than 250 of the Warner

forces will be present when Grad L.

Sears, general sales manager, calls

the first session to order Monday.
For the first time in five years,
salesmen will attend. Convention

(Continued on Page 7)

Imperial Plans Four

Regional Sales Meets

E. J. Smith, Imperial's General
Sales Manager, announced yester-

day that four regional sales conven-
tions will be held by the Imperial
Pictures franchise holders during
July.

First of the series for the eastern
(Continued on Page 6)

Jos. M. Schenck Confident Agreement

Can be Reached with Actors' Guild

U. A. Using New Tilting

Method for Foreign Pix

Marked improvement in the pre-
sentation of foreign title versions of
United Artists pictures is promised
as the result of a new development
in the technique of title-superimpos-

{Contitmed on Page 2)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Saturday)—Late yes-

terday afternoon officials of the
Screen Actors' Guild announced that
the vote that has been taken all

week is an official strike vote and
that 99 per cen of votes counted are
in favor of the strike if their de-

(Continued on Page 7)

No New Levies of This Kind

Seen As Legislatures

Adjourn
With 17 out of 25 new state ad-

mission tax bills defeated, or appar-
ently defeated, indications on the
eve of the close of the legislative

season are that the film industry
will escape additional levies of this

variety. So far not a single admis-
sion tax measure has been enacted
by any legislature.

A state-to-state checkup on the

admission tax situation follows:

Colorado—Two per cent tax pend-
ing following passage by House.

Connecticut—Ten per cent tax,
(Continued on Page 7)

E

LOCKED IN ASSEMBLY

Theater divorcement bill which
has been pending in the Wisconsin
Assembly now appears to have been
defeated as the committee handling
the measure has recommended in-

definite postponement. A similar

bill is before the Senate of that

state.

So far only one divorcement meas_-

ure has been made a law, this hav-

ing occurred in North Dakota.

20th-Fox 1937-38 Program

Will Include 2 Color Pix

At least two features in color will

be included in the 20th Century-Fox
program for 1937-38 season. This
part of the schedule will be set up
at the coast at conferences between
Sidney R. Kent and John D. Clark

(Continued on Page 6)

Walsh Horse In Derby
Hollywoodian interest in the Kentucky

Derby this afternoon is intensified

by the entry of Sunset Trail 2nd, owned
by Raoul Walsh, the big megaphone
man.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

24i/
2 241/4 241/z + 1/4

345/8 341/4 341/2 + 1/2

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, lnc

do pfd.

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

35/8 35/8 35/s + %
133/4 l 3 3/4 133/4 + l/8

158 158 158 + 11/2

152 152 152

8iy4 791/8 791/8 %

215/8 211/g 2H/8 — %
1495/g 1495/g 1495/g — 33/g

19V8 19 19i/8 — 1/8

7 7 7

8% 81/2 81/2 — l/s

38i/4 375/g 373/4 — 3/8

47 461/2 461/z — 1/2

131/g 12% 12% -"4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 98i/

2 98 1/4
98i/

2 + 3/8
Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 100% lOOVs

RKO 6s41 117 117 117 — 1/2

Warner's 6s39 95 943/8 95 + Vl

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand Nat'l Films.. 2% 2% 2% + %
Sonotone Corp l 5/8 15/8 15/8 -)- %
Technicolor 233/8 225/8 23 — 1/4

Trans-Lux 43/4 41/2 45/8 + l/4
Universal Picts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7% pfd 94 97
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 U!/2 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 1st "47 963/4 973^

Met. Playhouses Inc. 1st '43 69 72
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '43 58% 60

20th-Fox Roxy Stock Buy

Offer Hinges on Plan O.K.

Offer of 20th Century-Fox to pur-

chase at $1 a share Class A stocks

of Roxy Theaters from persons who
acquired it before the theater com-
pany's receivership in 1932 is con-

tingent on acceptance of the plan,

it was pointed out yesterday.

• • • THE NEWSREEL men were on the ground at

Lakehurst for the routine covering of the Hindenburg landing,
and found themselves filming the greatest of air catastrophes

Editor Claude R. Collins of Pathe News, with cameramen
William Deeke, had set up equipment near the foot of the moor-
ing mast while Deeke was grinding, with the lens pointed
aloft, flames appeared at the stern of the ship with the
camera shooting at 90 feet per minute, it was only 49 seconds
before the dirigible had exploded, plunged to earth and the
frame buckled into a shapeless mass both Deeke and Col-
lins assisted in helping survivors out of danger

T T
• • • FOR THE Fox Movietonews i-epresentatives

on the scene of the disaster were Al Gold, who manned the
sound camera Larry Kennedy, silent camera and A.
A. Brown, the company's contact man For Paramount
News, Tom Craven was grinding away with his 150-lb Akeley
as the Hindenburg soared overhead he caught every de-
velopment in the burning of the ship from the first flare

while Craven was rushing his film to New York, Editor Al
Richard was dispatching other cameramen to the scene
they worked throughout the night Al Mingalone, Henry Di
Siena, Douglas Dupont and Jack Blum, under supervision of
Phil Harris, city editor

T T
• • • SPECIAL MENTION has been earned by the fol-

lowing theater men for their campaigns on current M-G-M
pictures Sam Gilman, Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.
Ralph Cokain and Billy Connors of the Marion Theaters, Indi-

ana Lionel Keene and Walter De Witt of Loew's Victory,
Evansville Cecil Vogel, Loew's State, Memphis
Thomas Reilly of the Bay theater, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Harry Golub, Orpheum, Denver Roscoe Drissel, Loew's
Wilmington

Coronation Films May Be

Released Simultaneously

(Continued from Page 1)

which, cables said, would rule out

the hazardous use of aircraft for

the delivery of Coronation footage

to the U. S.

Shipping of newsreels of the

event by fast trans-Atlantic liner

appeared to have strong backing,

with the use of planes radically cur-

tailed to the possible delivery of

reels to ships, and the later flying

of these reels from ship to shore on
this side. The London conference
also disclosed a disposition of news-
reel execs to work on a simultane-
ous release basis.

Newsreel shots of the Hinden-
burg disaster will play an impor-
tant part in the U. S. Government's
investigation of the tragedy, and
footage has already been requested

by the Navy Department through
officials of the Lakehurst Naval Air
Station, The Film Daily was in-

formed yesterday.

Despite the routine nature of the

Hindenburg's arrival from Ger-
many, two newsreel companies,

Pathe and Fox Movietone News, dis-

patched sound camera crews to cover

the event, while News of the Day
and Paramount each sent a cam-
eraman, the representative of the

former company being assigned

U. A. Using New Titling

Method for Foreign Pix

(Continued from Page 1;

ing announced yesterday by Arthur
W. Kelly, who terms it "the most
important technical advance since
the standardizing of the 2,000-foot
reel."

Method, which is not patentable,
consists in printing the titles on the
bottom "frame-line" (dark space be-
tween frames) instead of within the
frame as was the practice hereto-
fore. A minor adjustment in the
projector aperture only is necessary.
Method is applicable to both Techni-
color and black-and-white film. First
use of it by U. A. is for foreign
prints of "A Star Is Born."

from Philadelphia. All succeeded in

recording in detail the disaster.

Footage was rushed to company's
laboratories in the Metropolitan
area, and at dawn prints were en
route. Planes were used by all com-
panies to reach distant exchanges.

Joe Jackson Among Missing

In Hindenburg Catastrophe

Show business' sole passenger on
the ill-fated Hindenburg, Joe Jack-
son of vaudeville fame, yesterday
was reported in the list of those
missing. Jackson had taken the Zep-
pelin in order to hurry back to New
York to fulfill an engagement at the
Music Hall, which he had previously
played.

Coming and Goin|

SAM DEMBOW, who is now in Kansas City]
returns to New York next week.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB General Sales Man-
ager, returns Monday from Indianapolis.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW and MYRNA LOY, whol
are now in New York from Hollywood, plan to

J
remain East 10 days, their itinerary including!
a trip to Virginia.

ABEL GREEN, accompanied by MRS. GREEN,
sails for California today via South and Cen-
tral American ports on the Santa Paula.

GALE SONDERGAARD, film actress, arrived I

in New York yesterday from the coast by air. I

JOE WEIL left New York last night for]
Hollywood.

GEORGE TRENDLE is in New York from De-
troit.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH has gone to Dallas
|

from New York.

HELEN HOERLE has returned to New York|
from Washington.

GEORGES METAXA is back in New York from
|

the south.

SAM H. HARRIS, stage producer, returns
j

to New York on May 16 from holidays in
Florida and Arizona.

RUSSELL CROUSE and HOWARD LINDSAY,
writers, have returned from the coast to com-
plete work on the forthcoming Vinton Freed-
ley musical. "Greek To You."

RAYMOND MOORE., theatrical impresario,
leaves Hollywood late next week for New I

York.

HERBERT T. KALMUS, Technicolor president,
|

will sail May 16 for London aboard the Europa.

MATTY RADIN, local exhibitor, has returned
|

from a several months' trip abroad.

CLAIR HILGERS, general manager for RKO I

Radio in France, sails for the U. S. Tuesday
on the Deutschland.

HARRY LEASIM, continental manager for I

RKO Radio, sails from abroad May 26 to attend
the annual RKO Radio convention.

Franko Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at the Riverside Memorial
Chapel, at 2 p.m. for Sam Franko,
80, veteran violinist and musical con-
ductor who died at Roosevelt Hos-
pital on Thursday night from the
effects of a fall he sustained in the
lobby of the Hotel des Artistes a
few hours previously. Interment
will be in Ferncliff Cemetery, Harts-
dale, N. Y.

MAY 8

George Archainbaud
James T. Tinling

MAY 9

Richard Barthelmess
Elizabeth Allen



DISASTER!
Germany's giant dirigible Hindenburg exploded and burst into

flames as she landed at Lake hurst, N. J., shortly after 7:20 p. m.,

Thursday night. Paramount News cameramen caught the whole

shocking fatality. Friday morning the scenes taken in Lakehurst

were flashing from the screens of theatres along the Eastern

seaboard. By noon, they were being shown throughout the

middle West. By nightfall, the South had the reel. Saturday

morning it was being shown along the West Coast. That's

PARAMOUNT NEWS SERVICE!

PARAMOUNT NEWS
The Eyes and Ears of the World
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S-TU-D-I-O-S E U II
FILM THEATERS

FOR 3 MISS. TOWNS

Morton, Miss.—W. H. Rowan is

building a 250-seater here to be

known as the Princess.

Tayiorsville, Miss.—J. D. Gleason
plans to construct a 300-seat house
here to be called the Fox Theater.

Purvis, Miss.—W. W. Matthews,
Jr., is converting a commercial

building into the 250-seat Purvis

Theater.

Hayman Will Rebuild

Buffalo—A. Charles Hayman is

preparing to reconstruct his Cata-

ract Theater, Niagara Falls.
_
Now

a thousand-seat house, it will be

enlarged to accommodate 1500

patrons. It adjoins the Hayman
Strand. When rebuilt, two stores

will separate the theaters.

SOUNDFILM
ENTERPRISES,

INC.
I. E. LOPERT, Gen. Mgr.

The Only Specialists in Dubbing
Foreign Films

© 2 Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording Channels

@ RCA High Fidelity Projectors

• Cutting Rooms

© Vaults

© Technical Advice

723—7th Avenue New York City

MEd. 3-3248

Paul to Replace House
Yale, Mich.—Princess Theater, oper-

ated by Howard R. Paul, will be re-

placed with a new house, to be called

the Yale. It will seat 500.

Equipment Demand Increases

Denver —- J. J. ("Jap") Morgan,
manager for the local branch of

National Theater Supply, says thai
business is picking up with the
spring weather, and he expects this

summer to be one of the best in the
history of Denver's office. Recent
sales in the territory include: Sil-

ver Sheet screen to the Ute the-

ater, Rifle, Colo.; two Super Sim-
plex sound projectors complete, two
Peerless reflecting arc low intensity

lamp houses, Kertner motor gener-

ator set, cooling and ventilating

equipment complete; carpet and
padding and water cooler to the new
theater in Artesia, N. M.; Simplex
Acme sound projectors complete

with rectifiers, booth equipment,

carpets, chairs and screen to the

new Mission being opened at Mesilla

Park, N. M.; Simplex Acme sound
projectors to the Kiowa at Kiowa,
Colo.; two semi-professional Sim-

plex sound projectors and screen to

the Real theater in Mountainaire,

N. M.; and Simplex semi-profes-

sional sound projector to the new
West theater being built at Vaughn,
N. M.

Modernize Your Front Lobby

With

CUSTOM BUILT

RUBBER MATS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GO.

TRENTON, N. J.

YOU ARE STANDING
IN FRONT OF YOUR THEATRE

WATCHING THE CROWDS POUR IN

Because—You Give Them a Good Show
Because—They Are Walking Over Soft Carpets

"COMBINED"—IT SPELLS SUCCESS

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 West 49th Street, New York

And

Frisina to Build $100,000

Theater in Springfield, III.

Springfield, 111. — With the cost
estimated at $100,000, the Frisina
Amusement Co. will erect a new
house, to be called the Capitol. Seat-
-ng 1,500, theater will be the second
argest in the city.

Carl T. Meyer is the architect.

Frisina, of which John B. Giachetto
»s managing director, now operates
43 theaters in Illinois, Iowa and
M.ssouri. Company at present is re-

constructing the Empress here and
will call it the Southtown. Frisina
also operates the Roxy and Tivoli.

K. C. House Improved
Kansas City, Kan. — The 10th

Street Theater, closed for repairs

since early in March, is set for re-

opening May 2. In addition to buy-
ing the ground and building, E. T.

Burgan, who operates the house, has
put $20,000 into improvements and
new equipment, which includes new
front, box office, cooling and heating
systems, 800 new seats and redeco-

rating throughout. In addition to

ohis house, Mr. Burgan also operates
in Kansas City, Kansas, the Gaun-
cier and Home Theaters, the last

named being scheduled for extensive
remodeling and refurbishing early in

the summer.

Quality Supply Fills Orders
Omaha— Quality Theater Supply

reports sale of Precision Sound, Da-
Lite Screen and Super-Light lenses

to Carl Bailey for the Pawnee, Paw-
nee City, Neb.; rebuilt projectors to

Carl Johnson for the Grand, Red
Oak, la.; Surefit double-bearing in-

termittents to Walter Hagerdone for
the Rialto, Cozad, Neb., and to Tom
Sedylitz for the Overland, Nebraska
City, Neb., and large diameter re-

flectors to Jack Riggs for the Sun,
Central City, Neb.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies inci ases

potential audience 10% In-

l stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na-
tionally advertised.DEAF

7
Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

PROJ
toTrend Is To

By A.

A MODERN trend in projectoia

(fewer parts designed for m^tl

.nd sound elements). This is de
but it is a happy result that integfa

tiens: (1) original investment an^e

An illustration, which I have

new DeVry line of theater pro+)

theater field, and therefore not ;

exhibitors.

I have said that integration r|w

trend; it is a pressing necessity,

plication to the already complies

stallation.

Amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,

monitor speakers, synchronous m<

houses constitute quite an assort! i

paratus that has needlessly held til

old installations, or undertaking ri

The principal contention of lllii

engineered from the start for botllin

nary system grew like Topsy, mtlir

silent film mechanism. The obvit

in bulk, separate parts, and awkv
: ,

The principal elements in thjil

projectors are:

1. The silent chain drive re|

ing mechanism that permits conn
timing; 3. Greatly reduced numb i

between sound and picture me
upkeep; 6. Lower first cost; 7. Slit

"Brillante" lens.

A full line of modern lamp it

available for use with the machlil

photo cells and lenses are all of ic

perfectly matched equipment for 1;

A unique feature of the nev::t

units for the roadshow man. Thiti

without talkie equipment. Thescta

mazda lamp equipments for whioi

HOTEL & THEATRE
CARPET COMPANY

Headquarters for

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
427 W. 42nd St. New York City

/CHECK t
With us . . . get our prices on\z?

your equipment needs

S.O.S. CORPORATION
636—llth AVE. NEW YORK
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neaters is toward integration

—

icf connection between picture

'ithout any reference to cost

—

oes decrease cost in two direc-

f)keep.

y had occasion to study, is the

^a rather late entrant in the

y known to house owners and

jew trend. It is more than a

sound has brought more com-
essional theater projector in-f

s, converters, loud speakers,

pre control panels, giant lamp-

f electrical and acoustical ap-

;ater owners from modernizing

h

line is that the whole unit was
and picture—whereas the ordi-

Jing sound features to the old

It was an unwarranted increase

igineering.

lal engineering of these theater

meshed gears; 2. A new fram-
ining without affecting shutter

rts; 4. More direct connection

i; 5. Greatly reduced cost of

ied dustproof case; 8. The new

lousing, carbon or mazda, are

ile the soundheads, amplifiers,

manufacture, therefore insuring

-around results.

:tors is the inclusion of mobile

still thousands of small towns
conomically served by portable

ble "generators" are available.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.
Importers and Makers

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING EFFECTS

Architects and theatre owners are
invited to bring in their lighting

problems.
2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

CJMete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48Hi St., New York City

Von Court Plans Second

House to Take Overflow

Princeton, W. Va. — F. F. Von
Court, operating the Royal here, will

build a new 500-seat stadium type
theater professedly to care for his

overflow. House will be located
across the street from the Royal,
will be air conditioned and, accord-
ing to Von Court, will be equipped
for television.

Exhib. also is expanding the

Mercer Healing Springs which he
owns. Von Court stepped into the

national spotlight four years ago
when he dropped his price for first

runs at the Royal to a dime on the

theory that there are more dimes
than quarters.
Von Court claims the house now

plays to one-sixth of the town's

population daily, with his gross biz

equalling that of the average the-

ater with a 35 cent top.

Chi. Theaters Modernizing

Chicago — The Joe Goldberg or-

ganization reports many theaters

modernizing. Auerbach Bros.' Pan-
orama Theater on Sheridan Road is

installing 700 de luxe Ideal seats,

and complete booth equipment. The
Grand Theater on West Grand Ave.

is installing 500 new seats. Bill

Chraronkus' Claremont Theater will

install 1,300 Ideal seats. The Aly-

con Theater, Highland Park, is add-

ing 1,000 Ideal de luxe seats. The
Oak Theater at Western and Armi-
tage, Bland Brothers operators, is

installing modern air conditioning

and booth equipment. The Bridge-

port Theater on Archer Ave. and

the Millard Theater at Gary will

install new seats and other modern
equipment.

CONGRATULATIONS
To the three winners of exploitation prizes

in our May award. If you are not receiv-

ing our monthly publication, The Theater

Partner, write for free subscription. Learn

of our cash awards each month for best

exploitations.

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs Colo.

IN PROJECTOR
REPAIRS

It pays to make sure that ALL of

the Parts are GENUINE SIMPLEX.

u itbmm
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u:iii'Ji,

Film Theater for Employees
Tennille, Ga.—The Washington Man-

ufacturing Company is planning the

construction of a film theater for its

employees. The building will be of

structural steel and brick construction.

Model Theater Delayed
Omaha—Completion of Western

Theater Supply's model theater in

an adjoining building to the present

office and warehouse has been de-

layed because services of techni-

cians were needed to complete

Harry Schiller's 850-seat $85,000

Grand at Grand Island, Neb. The
model theater, to be complete in

every detail and used as a sales

display, was to have been finished

in time for start of the spring buy-
ing system. Burning of Schiller's

Grand last December when it was
nearly completed and the conse-

quent duplication of work, which is

in charge of Western Theater Sup-
ply, caused the delay, however.

COMPETITIVE HOUSES

FOR BRATTLEBORO. VT.
'I

Brattleboro, Vt. — Two new the-

aters will be erected here for early

Summer opening. Western Mass-
achusetts Theaters, Inc., is ready
to start work of construction and
at the same time the Latchis group,
which has theaters in Keene, N. H.,
Claremont, N. H., and Greenfield,
Mass., has plans for a competitive
theater and is expected to file plans
with the building commissioner
soon.

Cooling System Purchased
Lincoln—Preparing for the com-

ing summer, C. Frasier, of the
Havelock Joyo, bought a cooling
system from the Western Theater
Supply Co., Omaha, by way of
Frank Van Husan.

WOMAN CHASES MAN i«

Especially if he has made a substantial pile . . . And
when it comes to theatre carpet, a substantial pile is

important, too ... So are fast colors and attractive

styling. Reasons why you'll find Alexander Smith

Carpets in the majority of the country's most suc-

cessful theatres.

\M\AMMK SMITH CARPET
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SCHINEOSWE

WILL GO

HOUSE

Oswego, N. Y.—Schine interests of

Gloversvile are acquiring the Hol-

brook Vulcan property here as a
theater site, following the action of

the Common Council in accepting

an offer to compromise $17,235 in

back taxes. Agreement with the city

provides the Schines must build the

house, estimated to cost $200,000.

Iowa Allied President

Rebuilds Eldora House

Eldora, la.—Leo F. Wolcott is

rebuilding the New Grand here, en-

larging the auditorium by 12 feet,

adding new seats and new carpet

throughout. Wolcott is president of

the Allied Theater Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska. The front of the the-

ater is to be of carrara glass and
vitrolite in red and cream. A mod-
ern lounge and powder room are be-

ing constructed. Air conditioning

also is being added.

Maglena Is Improving

Windsor Locks Theater

Windsor Locks, Conn. — Dave
Maglena will redecorate his Rialto

Theater completely in an estimated

$10,000 job to include in addition

to decoration, new chairs, ventilat-

ing system, drapes. Modern Theater
Equipment and Alvin Studios have
contracts, and work is to begin in a

few weeks.

Erpi Develops "Sololam"

Erpi, in designing the multi-eel

lular high frequency horns for its

Mirrophonic sound systems, claims

to have perfected a material "Solo-

lam," combining the utility of metal

with the deadness of wood. The new
material, the company says, may be

bent to practically any shape and
soldered to other sheets without los-

ing its unique properties. In addi-

tion to its use in making horns, it

is valuable for soundproof and fire-

proof partitions and various other

sound and heat insulating problems.

REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

EQUIPMENT THEATERS

G. E. Develops Undersea Lamp for Lusifania Filming

Cleveland, 0.—Undersea flood lights developed by General Electric engineers at the

Nela Tark lab. here will be used to film the salvaging of the Lusitania when opera-

tions start this summer. Capt. John D. Craig, deep sea photographer, will shoot the

footage. Lights are of 5000-watt rating and were built to withstand a water pressure

of 500 pounds a square inch. This is more than three times the pressure believed

to be around the hull of the vessel. Each lamp has a light output of 137,500
lumens, equal to that of 180 bulbs of 60-watt size. Craig will use a set of 12 of

them mounted on a special submarine stage to floodlight the scene.

Five New Film Theaters to Be Built in

as Many Cape Cod Spots This Year
Provincetown, Mass. — Five new

theaters are planned in as many
Cape Code communities this Sum-
mer. Falmouth has issued a per-
mit to Charles P. Abbott for a mo-
tion picture theater at Old Silver
Beach and an application is pend-
ing for another theater at Old Sil-

ver Beach.
Construction has begun in Buz-

zards Bay and at Hyannis. In the
latter spot, Philip Smith of Boston

is erecting a $200,000 year-round

movie house to seat 1,200 persons.

The theater will be completed about

Aug. 1. The theater will have two

entrances and it will be of Cape
Cod design with a foyer to repre-
sen tan old-time Cape Cod street.

H enrich Pfeffer, artist, announces
plans for a 200-seat "artists' the-

ater" on a Provincetown wharf for

the showing of films.

Four Chicago Area Film

Theaters Are Improved

Chicago—The Iris Theater, J. P.
Anderson, manager, is installing a

new cooling system and improving
the front of the house. Sproul and
Koenig have charge of the improve-
ment program.

Glenn Shnarr has taken over the

Grand Theater, Robinson, and will

improve the house.
The Lyric Theater, West Salem,

under J. Welles management, has
been reopened after complete over-

hauling.
Anderson and Lecanter circuit has

awarded the contract for re-seating

its Fargo Theater at Geneva to Joe

Goldburg who will supply 500 Ideal

seats.

Air Conditioning Systems

for Nebraska, Iowa Houses

Omaha - - Installation of Magic
Weather air conditioning systems
have been made by Scott-Ballantyne
Co. for the Empress and World,
Central States Theater Corp. houses
at Kearney, Neb.; A. W. Pugh's
White Way, Fredonia, Kan.; Mrs.
Jennie Wickman's Lyric, Tekamah,
Neb.; Billings & Schuler's Hum-
boldt, Humboldt, Neb.; Mrs. Charles
Nott's Sutherland, Sutherland, la.;

J. B. Roshong's St. Francis, St.

Francis, Kan.; Georgia Rasley's

Royal, O'Neill, Neb.; Mrs. Marie
Goodhand's American, Kimball,
Neb., and C. H. Harris Princess,

Guttenberg, la.

Imperial Plans Four

Regional Sales Meets

{Continued from Page 1)

group will be held at the Hotel As-

tor on July 3-5. The mid-west reg-

ional is set for the Drake Hotel, Chi-

cago, on July 10 and 12. In the

south, the sales meeting will be held

at New Orleans on July 17-19 at

the St. Charles. The west-coast con-

vention will be staged at the Palace

Hotel, San Francisco, on July 24-26.

Imperial's production plans of six

showmen's Exploitation Specials, ten

Blue Ribbon Productions, eight

Frontier Action Dramas, and eight

Musical Outdoor Attractions will be

discussed at the meeting.

"Prince" In 200 Keys

"The Prince and the Pauper", re-

leased nationally today by Warners,

will open simultaneously in more
than 200 keys throughout the U. S.

and Canada.

20th-Fox 1937-38 Program

Will Include 2 Color Pix

{Continued from Page 1)

before the annual sales convention
opens May 31. Kent returns to

New York Tuesday on the He de

France after a trip to London and
Paris.

Passes Dunnigan Bill

Albany—The Dunnigan bill per-

mitting revocation of a theater's

licenses or refusal to grant a new
one where violation of the state law
against immoral shows is proved

was passed yesterday by the As-
sembly and sent to Governor Leh-
man for his signature.

Cort Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services for Harry Cort,

theatrical producer and writer who
died at his New York residence on
Wednesday, will be held tomorrow at

the Cooke Funeral Home, 117 West
72nd St., at two p.m.

COLORADO SPRINGS

THEATERS IMPROVED

Colorado Springs, Colo. — The
Chief, operated by Westland The-
aters, Inc., and the America, oper-
ated by the J. H. Cooper Enter-
prises, (Publix), are closed for ex-

tensive redecorating and repair jobs.

Westland will spend $15,000 in

chief improvements. New chairs

will be installed, swinging doors will

be put in betv/een the inner and
outer lobbies, the projection booth
will be worked over, and new lights

and drapes installed. To reopen
about June 15, the America will be
closed soon for a $15,000 remodel
job, including a new lobby, front,

foyer, projection booth and equip-

ment.
Westland Theaters are also in-

stalling complete air washing out-

fits in the Rialto Theater at Pueblo,

the Chief at Greeley, and the Kiva
at Grand Junction, all in Colorado.

New Luminaires Design

Improvements in the design of the

hangars for the Magnalux Lumin-
aire have been announced by West-
inghouse. The new hangar employs
a one-piece swivel and hickey, an
improved husk assembly which pro-

vides proper light cut-off and per-

mits shortening in the field to ex-

act mounting heights. Rod supports

are now used to accurately position

the basin in a horizontal plane.

Theater Supply Co. Buys Bldg.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Wil-kin The-
ater Supply Co. has purchased a

two-story brick building at 150 Wal-
ton Street, N. W., for $17,500, and
will eventually occupy the entire

building. For a number of years,

the firm has leased the first floor.

Valances by Art Flag

Art Flag Co. has furnished the

distinctive valances now being fea-

tured at both the New York and
Brooklyn Paramounts.

Newest Spring Campaign

VALANCES - BANNERS - FLAGS
Rented—Sold

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. New York City

MOTION PICTURE LIGHTIf (J
AND EQUIPMENT CORP.^

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. CHic. 4-2074
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TUTORS VOTING STRIKE

UNLESS DEMANDS MET

c&aDAILV

A "£Me." tu>*» "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

(Continued from Page 1)

mands are not granted by the pro-

ducers.

Nearly 75 per cent of the votes

necessary to call a strike have been

received by Guild headquarters and

officials are confident that by

Sunday night the vote will be over-

whelmingly in favor of an immedi-

ate strike if the producers refuse

the demands of the actors. This

vote has no bearing on, or any affi-

liation with, the Federated Crafts

Union and is strictly on the actors'

own problem. Guild officials are
hopeful a strike will not be neces-
sary.

Settlement of the differences
between the producers and screen
actors took on a more hopeful color
yesterday afternoon when, following
a meeting of major studio execu-
tives, Chairman Joseph M. Schenck
of the producers' committee said
there is full accord among produc-
ers on most of the important points
raised by the actors' representa-
tives.

"I can say positively that I see
no really formidable obstacles in

the path of a harmonious and just

settlement of the entire question,"

said Schenck.

Commenting on private pollings

of the stars, Chester Morris stated

he had never seen such a wonderful
spirit among big actors of this in-

dustry. ''They are willing to lay

down their contracts and walk out

to win some concessions for the lit-

tle members of their group who
earn $5 a day," Morris declared.

Lionel Stander, who gave a fiery

talk at an actors' mass meeting
Sunday, will be a speaker at the

Federated meeting tonight.

At the Actors' Guild meeting Sun-
day night decision will be made as

tc whether a strike vote should be

taken. United States Conciliator

Fitzgerald Friday afternoon con-

ferred with representatives of the

I.A.T.S.E. and Federated groups. He
said his investigation would pave
the way for a possible move to set

up government-sponsored machinery
for arbitration of the strike, and
declared he believed the strike can
be settled.

A secret straw poll of 220 of the

400 top bracket members of the

Guild reportedly shows that a strong
majority favor a walkout unless the

producers grant the demand for a

Guild shop.

President Robert Montgomery and
Franchot Tone of the Guild nego-

tiating committee conferred yester-

*fw with Louis B. Mayer, giving

j
-factors' viewpoint.

"The demands of the Guild are said

to include Guild control of the Cen-
tral Casting Bureau, abolishment of

the call bureau, confining term con-

tracts to three years, and approval
by contract players themselves of

HOLLYWOOD
A STORY with an ancient theme

may serve as Paramount pro-
ducer-director Leo McCarey's initial

assignment upon his return to his

home lot after completing his cur-
rent task, filming of "The Awful
Truth," the new Irene Dunne starrer
for Columbia, to whom he is under
loan for one production.

Vehicle is "Moni Lucien," his own
original written against a Jewish
background, the producer-director
wants Paul Muni for the starring
role, with Fay Bainter as the wife.

T T
Edward L. Alperson, Grand Na-

tional president, Edward Peskay,
vice-president in charge of distribu-

tion, and Philip Krasna resident at-

torney, have leased the Tom Mix
house on Benedict Canyon Drive and

will live there during the Grand
National convention which will be
held late this month. Alperson and
hs wife will remain at the home
after the convention.

T T T
Samuel Goldwyn has engaged

Lady Sybil Colfax, as his London
story representative.

T T T
Casting assignments — Warners:

Olivia de Havilland, Brian Aherne,
"The Great Garrick"; Paramount:
Martha Raye, Louis Armstrong and
band, "Artists and Models"; Joel

McCrea, Bob Burns, "An Empire is

Born"; Charles "Slim" Timblin,
"Mountain Music"; RKO: Joan Fon-
taine, Nino Martini, "Music for

Madame"; Fred Stone, "A House in

the Country"; Goldwyn: C. Aubrey
Smith, "The Hurricane."

loanout to other studios before deals

are made.
Reports today are that producers

will turn down these demands be-

fore the Guild mass meeting tomor-
row.
Edward P. Fitzgerald, Labor Com-

missioner, has been ordered by Sec-

retary of Labor Perkins to review
the situation and make a report to

her.

The Federated Motion Picture
Crafts will hold a mass meeting to-

night.

Hopes of striking members of the
Federated Motion Picture Crafts
were heightened yeste1-^"" when the
CIO offered its help in a nation-wide
move to picket theaters showing
pictures made bv the major studios.

L. P. Lindelof of Lafavette, Ind.,

president of the painters' union af-

filiated with the A. F. of L., tele-

graphed Charles Lessing, head of

the striking union, that his mem-
bers would boycott theaters playing
films made by offending producers
as soon as he received a list of their

studios.

The United Automobile Workers.
C. I. 0. Affiliate, also pledged them-
selves to aid in the fight.

120 Strike at Fleischer

Studios; 15 Pickets Arrested

One hundred and twenty em-
ployes of the Max Fleischer studios,

members of the Commercial Artists
and Designers Union, went on strike

last night in protest at the dis-

charge of 15 union members, al-

legedly for union activities, and aiso
because of the management's fail-

ure to negotiate with the union as
representative of a majority of the
employes.

Picketing in front of the Fleischer
studios at 1600 Broadway last night
resulted in the arrest of 15 pickets
for disorderly conduct.
The union has filed a formal com-

plaint with the Regional Laoor
Board charging the management
with violation of the Wagner act.

The union is asking for immediate

Monogram Pictures Sets

Sales Quota at $4,333,000

170UT0F25 ADM1SH

TAX BILLS DEFEATED

. (Continued from Page 1)

the sales campaign would start May
12, directlv after the official open-
ing of Monogram key city ex-

changes.

The drive will be carried to ex-

hibitors with the slogan, "Save your
dates for Johnston in June and
July." Advance in sales figures over

the last season's program released

by that company is partially ac-

counted for by an increase in the

number of productions scheduled for

the coming season and augmented
production budgets.

Sol A. Rosenblatt, counsel and a
director of Monogram Pictures, ad-
dressing the convention yesterday
said that the various trade prac-
tices hindering the independent ex-
hibitor would soon be eliminated
through the action of independent
producing companies and that
Monogram would be in the forefront
to achieve this.

Edward A. Golden, sales manager,
announced a nine-week sales drive
for $1,500,000 with $1,000 in prizes.

Every exchange will be on a quota.

Delivery on the first of the new
Monogram releases has been set for

July 1, at which time eight features

are slated to be on hand in the ex-

changes. These are Jackie Cooper
in "Boy of the Streets" (temporary
title); "Paradise Isle"; "Romance
of the Limberlost": "The Outer
Gate": "Legion of Missing Men";
"The Thirteenth Man": "The Hoo-
sier Schoolboy" and "Blazing Bar-
riers".

re-instatement, with back pay, for
those discharged, recognition as the
sole bargaining agent, a 35-hour
week, double overtime pay, dismiss-
al bonuses, minimum pay scales for
some types of workers and a gener-
al 10 per cent increase in other
categories.

(Continued from Page 1)

which would repeal the seating tax,

pending.
Indiana—Tax proposed by special

committee on revenue defeated.

Iowa—Ten per cent tax defeated.

Kansas—One cent tax on each 20

cents in admissions defeated in com-
mittee.
Maine—Five bills, imposing taxes

ranging from one cent to 10 per

cent, defeated.
Maryland—Ten per cent tax de-

feated.

Massachusetts—Ten per cent ex-

cise tax indefinitely postponed.

Nebraska—Ten per cent tax de-

feated in committee; luxury tax on

admissions, tobacco and liquor pend-

ing.

North Dakota—Placing additional

tax on amusements of 1 cent on each

50 cents defeated.

Ohio—Two measures defeated.

Oklahoma—Sales and service tax,

mcluding five per cent levy on ad-

missions from four cents up pend-

ing.

Oregon—Two excise tax bills im-

posing one cent on each 20 cents

or fraction thereof defeated.

Texas—Increasing tax pending.

Vermont—Revenue measure in-

cluding 10 per cent admission tax

passed house and finallv signed by

Governor after theater levy had
been eliminated.
Washington—Ten per cent tax de-

feated and a bill raising the 10 per

cent tax exemption from 10 to 20

cents passed.
Wisconsin—Emergency taxes in-

cluding 10 per cent assessment

pending, after recommendation by
Governor.
South Carolina—Repealing seat-

ing tax and returning theaters to

10 per cent admission tax pending.

In Pennsylvania a bill abolishing

the amusement tax as of July 1,

next, has been recommended by the

Governor.

Warnerites Arrive in N. Y.

For 4-Day Sales Sessions

(Continued from Page 1)

will be held in the Sert Room of

the Waldorf, which has been deco-

rated with a huge statue of the

Academy Award, symbolizing the

nine awards which the company won
this year.

Jack's contingent includes repre-

sentatives from the company's
branches in Atlanta, Charlotte, Dal-

las, Kansas Citv, Memphis, New
Orleans and Oklahoma Citv.

May 18 Tentative Date for

N. Y. Radio Conference

(Continued from Page 1)

O. A. convention at Miami in March
when complaints were registered

against the appearance of motion
picture players on the air, particu-

larly on badly-handled programs.



ACHIEVEMENT

EASTMAN announces two new super-

duplicating materials...Eastman Fine-

Grain Duplicating Negative and Positive

i
Films. They lead to duplicates actually in-

distinguishable from originals, and at last

provide the industry with the complete

answer to a highly important photographic

problem. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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PRODUCEjpEET ACTORTljEMAN OS, AVERT STRIKE

Expect Technicolor to Report $165,000 Quarter Net
Figure Compares With

$132,000 for First 13

Weeks in '36

Technicolor, Inc., will report net
earnings of about $165,000 for the
first quarter of 1937, compared with
a profit of $132,000 for the first

quarter of 1936, The Film Daily
was reliably informed Saturday.
The company will hold a board

meeting' Thursday at which time it

will receive the annual report of

Herbert T. Kalmus, president. Kal-
mus will sail for England May 16,

a day before the annual stockhold-

ers' meeting.

MONO. MAY PRODUCE

SEVERAL PIX ABROAD

Chicago—To overcome the prob-
lem of withdrawing funds from
Europe because of quota regula-
tions, Norton Ritchey, foreign man-
ager of Monogram, suggested the
possibility of the company's produc-
ing several pictures abroad, espe-
cially in Czechoslovakia, at the
concluding business session of the

(Continued on Page 5)

Golf Tournament Set—Elmsford Country Club—June 9
Plans for the 25th Motion Picture Golf Tournament conducted by THE FILM

DAILY are well under way. Elmsford Country Club in White Plains is the spot.

Wednesday, June 9, is the date. The course is in grand shape. Tennis courts and
ping pong tables for the sissies. An inviting pool for swimmers and a sun deck for

those who want to look like a life guard in one day. All in all, it looks like a big

day. Put a ring around June 9. Further bulletins when the committee recovers from
the Kentucky Derby.

Warner Convention to Hear 1937-38

Product Plans at Wednesday Session

The East's only national sales
convention, that held by Warner
Bros.-First National, opens at the
Waldorf-Astoria this morning with
a program providing for the an-

nouncement of 1937-38 product at
the Wednesday session. Jack L.
Warner, production head, who ar-
rives in New York today on the

(Continued on Page 8)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Strike in Hollywood—U. A. in English Deal===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS ===========

New U's First Year Saw
8,300 Accounts Set Mark

New Universal in its first year
signed contracts with 8,300 theaters,

a record for the company, it was an-
nounced Saturday as the company's
sales force turned its attention to

convention plans.
J. R. Grainger, general manager

(Continued on Page 4)

ASC Honors J. E. Brulatour

J. E. Brulatour, president and treas-

ar of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., has been

Je an honorary member of the Amer-
_An Society of Cinematographers, it was
learned Saturday. Distinction has been
accorded only a few, including the late

Thomas A. Edison, the late George
Eastman, Albert Howell and E. 0. Black-
burn.

DOMESTIC
Filmland experienced first major

strike in its history through a wide-
spread walkout precipitated by in-

dependent unions of the FMPC, af-

filiated with the A. F. of L. To force

demands for recognition and all-

union shops, some 3,000 craftsmen
including painters, scenic artists,

engineers, molders, costumers,
plumbers, cooks, machinists, boiler-

(Continued

FOREIGN
Cable dispatches from London

stated that United Artists, in asso-
ciation with Oscar Deutsch, has ac-
quired control of the Donada County
Cinema Circuit embracing 250 the-
aters in the British Isles. The cir-

cuit is the largest in Britain. Some
$15,000,000, it was estimated, is in-

volved in the deal. U. A.'s head-
quarters in New York characterized

on Page 8)

Guild Shop Granted ; Federated

Proposal Before Studio

Executives

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — (Monday) — Accept-

ance by major producers of the

Screen Actors' Guild's demand for

a Guild shop and other important
concessions, thus averting an ac-

tors' strike, today left the problem
presented by the walkout of the

Federated Motion Picture Crafts

alone to be solved.

The agreement reached yesterday

afternoon between the actors and
producers' committees was cheered

at last night's mass meeting of
(Continued on Page 8)

USPENDS MPTOA

"10-POINT" ACTION

Set Tentative Program for Annual

S.M.P.E. Meet, Opening on May 24

Execs. Support Industry

Memorial Rites Proposal

In conjunction with a plan to hold
an annual memorial service for the
industry dead, announcement was
made Saturday of a list of execu-
tives who have consented to serve

on the sponsoring committee or
(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlLi

Hollywood — Tentative program
for the Spring convention of the

S. M. P. E., scheduled for May 24-28

at the Hollywood Roosevelt, was an-
nounced yesterday. Arrangements
for the meeting are now being com-
pleted by Peter Mole, Hollywood
chairman; Gerald F. Rackett, exec-

utive vice-president of the society,
(Continued on Page 5)

Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. 0. A.

president, has suspended action in

the association's campaign in behalf

of its 10-point trade practice pro-

gram pending his trip to the coast

to get reaction of regional units as

to what procedure shall be adopted.

As indicated in The Film Daily

last Friday, Kuykendall may put off

(Continued on Page 5)

Keough, Freeman, Wright

To Huddle on Trust Suit

Austin C. Keough, Paramount's

chief counsel, and Y. Frank Free-

man, head of the company's theater

department, are expected to confer

with George Wright, local counsel,
(Continued on Page 4)

Para. Execs. Dine Schaefer

Paramount foreign department ex-

ecutives will give a luncheon in honor

of Gus Schaefer today in New York.

Schaefer on May 17 becomes export

manager of Universal after having been

Eastern and Central Europe manager for

Paramount.
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FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts vtc. 341/2 343/8 34'/2
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 33^ 3% 33,4 + l/8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14 14 14 + 1/4.

East. Kodak 1583,4 l58i/4 158% -f- 3/4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 791/4 78% 78% — %
do pfd
Paramount 21 20y2 203,4 — 3/g

Paramount 1st pfd.146 143y2 143l/2 — 6%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 18% 183,4 18% — 3/8
Pathe Film 7
RKO 8V2
20th Cent.-Fox .... 37l/

2
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 13% 12% 12%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 98% 983,4 987/8 + %
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55....100'/4 100V4 100% + %
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 943/4 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 2]/2 2yi 2Vi
Sonotone Corp 1 '/2 1 Vz 1 n — Va
Technicolor 22% 22'/4 223/8 — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7s pfd 94 97
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36 lll/2 13
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 1st '47 9634 973,4

Met. Playhouses Inc. 1st '43 69 72
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '43 581/2 60

7" 7

8V2 8%
37% 37% — %

Eibeck Joins Affiliated
Indianapolis—Sam Eibeck, former

Columbia booker, has joined the af-

filiated Theaters, Inc., in the same
capacity.

Boyd Crawford With M-G-M
Following a test made by Al Alt-

man, M-G-M has signed Boyd Craw-
ford, Broadway stage player, to a
contract. He joins the studio at the
coast early in September.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

A Star Is Born (United Artists)—3rd week Music Hall
Wake Up and Live (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week R xy
Cafe Metropole (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Rivoli
Way Out West (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Rialto
The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.) Strand
Call It a Day ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
That I May Live (20th Century-Fox) Central
The Woman I Love (Warner Bros.)—(a-b) Palace
That Man's Here Again (First National) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Good Earth (M-G-M)—15th week Astor
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—10th week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Golem (Metropolis)—8th week 55th St. Playhouse
The Wave (Garrison Film)—3rd week Filmarte
The Last Night (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Dr. Knock (French film)—2nd week Cinema de Paris
The Magnificent Rogue (Nuovo Mondo)—2nd week Broadway
Crime et Chatiment (Lenauer)—2nd week (a-b) Belmont
Sous les Toits de Paris (French film)—2nd week (a-b) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—May 11 (d) Astor
Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.)—May 11 Rialto
The King's People (Mike Mindlin)—May 11 ..Belmont
They Gave Him a Gun (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—May 13 Capitol
23% Hours' Leave (Grand National)—May 15 Central
The World's in Love (Austrian film)—May 18 Filmarte
This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)—May 27 ..Music Hall
Shall We Dance? (RKO Radio) (c) Music Hall
The Family That Was Once Merry-Go-Round (Scandinavian film) Cinema de Paris
The Go-6etter (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand
Turn Off the Moon (Paramount) (c) Paramount

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Fleischer Claims Meeting
Demands Would Close Plant

Demands made by the Commercial
Artists and Designers Union, if

granted, "would add $200,000 yearly
to our payroll and expenses and
would simply mean that we would
have to close down our studio", Max
Fleischer of Max Fleischer Studios,
Inc., declared in a statement Satur-
day, following the walkout of 120
employes Friday night.
"There is no issue of unionization

in this strike", Fleischer added. "The
question is whether we shall be
driven out of business because of the
new technic of slow-down strike."

New Tungsten Filament
Cleveland, O. — Perfection of a

new high-efficiency tungsten fila-

ment, which will increase the light
output of incandescent lamps 10
per cent without using any addition-
al electrical current, was announced
here today by J. E. Kewley, vice-
president of General Electric's in-

candescent lamp department at
Nela Park.

Kempner Opens Offices
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood—Alex Kempner, who

sold his interest in the Kempner-
Stephens agency, has opened offices

in the Bank of America Bldg., Bev-
erly Hills.

Organizing Photographers
Drive to organize the animation,

still and trailer photographers has
been started here by Local 644, In-

ternational Photographers, it was
said Saturday by Charles Downs,
business agent.

Para. Planning Two in

Color on 37-'38 List

Paramount is planning to include
two color features in its lineup for
1937-38. "Ebb Tide" is definitely set
as one of the group while "Beau
Geste," the remake, is likely to be
the second.

"King's People" at Belmont
George Bernard Shaw, Austen

Chamberlain, Lady Astor and others
appear as actors in the "The King's
People," a special coronation film
produced by John Drinkwater and
scheduled to open next Tuesday at
the Belmont Theater. The picture
tells the story of the transformation
of the British Empire into the Brit-
ish Commonwealth of Nations by
unfolding screen shots in the reigns
of five British monarchs.

Goldwyn Signs Truex
Ernest Truex has been signed by

Samuel Goldwyn and is scheduled
to report to the producer at the
coast June 1. He will work with
Gary Cooper in "The Adventures of
Marco Polo."

Mildred Altes Recovers
Mildred Altes, private secretary

to T. P. Drew, vice-president of Gen-
eral Register Corp., returns to her
desk today after an illness.

M-G-M Convention'rs Return
M-G-M-'s home office contingent,

returning from the Coast convention,
arrives in New York by special train

at 2:30 p. m. today.

Coming and Goi^^
;

ALAN BOGURT, art director of Donahue
Coe, and CHARLES CURRAN, account execi
tive of the agency, left New York Saturd;
for the coast.

HARRY ARTHUR and BILL SCHNEIDER r<

turn to St. Louis late this week from Ne
York.

LORETTA YOUNG, who has returned to Ne
York from Bermuda, leaves for Hollywood wltt
in a few days.

WALTER PLUNKETT is in New York fr<*

the coast.

ED KUYKENDALL has arrived from Wasl
ton and plans to return there tonight.

JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE FILL
DAILY, and his daughter, MARY PATRICI|
ALICOATE, sailed for Bermuda Saturday on tH
Monarch of Bermuda.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, SR., accompanied I

MRS. FAIRBANKS, arrives in New York earl

this week from the coast by plane.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, general sales ma.
ager of M-G-M; THOMAS J. CONNORS, Et

WARD M. SAUNDERS, SILAS F. SEADLER, JOJ
EPH VOGEL, CHARLES J. SONIN, ERNES
MORRELL, JAY A. GOVE, HERBERT MORG
and M. L. SIMONS arrive in New York tl

afternoon from company's Hollywood convei
tion.

HAROLD POSTMAN, E. W. AARON, JOI

BEZAHLER, WILLIAM BRENNER, ALAN
CUMMINGS, CARLTON DUFFUS, CHARL
DEESEN, HAROLD GOLDGRABEN, JERRY
JONAS, ARTHUR LACKS and WILLIAM
KELLY are other M-G-M representatives t\

turning today from the convention.

WIN I SHAW arrives from the west cos
today.

GILBERT VON KLATT, film producer,
stopping at the Warwick.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Universal's genei
manager of distribution, leaves for the co;

today.

DAVID O. SELZNICK, president of Selznl
International; JOHN HAY WHITNEY, boa

chairman; WILLIAM A. WELLMAN, direct.

BEN HECHT and ROBERT CARSON, write 1

L. F. ALSTOCK, assistant treasurer; BARBAI
KEON, production secretary, and RUSSE
BIRDWELL, advertising and publicity direct]

arrive in New York today from the coast.

GERTRUDE BERG has returned to Hollywo

ALBERT HUEBSCH, German film direc

accompanied by a group of players and tec

nicians, has arrived from Europe.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, HERSCHEL STUAtj
EDWARD A. GOLDEN, PETER FRIEDHOI
NORTON V. RITCHEY and LOUIS LIFTON

{
turn from Chicago today.

Conn. Allied to Meet
New Haven—Allied Theaters

]

Connecticut will discuss the pi
posed 10% State amusements ta
now before the Finance Committa
at a regular meeting at the Hon
Garde, tomorrow, Joseph F. Re|
presiding.

MAY 10

David O. Selznick

Clarence Brown

Mae Murray
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EXEC. SUPPORT FOR

FILM MEMORIAL RITES

(Continued from Page 1)

otherwise aid. Plans for the tribute
will take definite shape next fall

and in connection with the service,
a coast-to-coast radio hookup is

contemplated.
Following is the list of sponsors

announced:
Neil Agnew, Jack Alicoate, Ed-

ward L. Alperson, Barney Balaban,
Harry Brandt, J. E. Brulatour, H.
D. Buckley, Lowell V. Calvert, John
D. Clark, George F. Dembow, Ned
E. Depinet, Howard Dietz, Oscar A.
Doob, Y. Frank Freeman, Robert
Gillham, James R. Grainger, E. W.
Hammons, E. B. Hatrick, Gabriel L.

Hess, W. Ray Johnston, E. L. Kuy-
dendall, Arthur L. Mayer, Carl E.
Milliken, Comm. Paul Moss, James
A. Mulvey and Louis Nizer.
David Palfreyman, C. C. Petti-

john, Terry Ramsaye, Walter Reade,
Ben Roman, former New York ex-
hibitor who suggested the plan, Sol
A. Rosenblatt, Nicholas M. Schenck,
E. A. Schiller, Ben Shlyen, Louis K.
Sidney, Courtland Smith, Amedee J.

Van Beuren, W._ G. Van Schmus,
Walter Vincent, George W. Weeks,
Herbert J. Yates, Sr., S. J. Briskin,
Sol Lesser, Nat Levine, David L.
Loew, Tom S. Pettey, Charles R.
Rogers, Kenneth Thomson, Walter
F. Wanger, W. R. Wilkerson, Darryl
F. Zanuck.

New U's First Year Saw
8,300 Accounts Set Mark

(Continued from Page 1)

of distribution, leaves for Los Ang-
eles today to set the details of the
sales meeting sessions which will

open at the Ambassador on May 17.

The sales force from all of U's do-
mestic exchanges will depart tomor-
row and Wednesday.

Keough, Freeman, Wright
To Huddle on Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

at Dallas this week on the Dept. of

Justice's anti-trust case against the
Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell circuit and
major distributors. They will also

attend the annual Hoblitzelle-O'Don-
nell convention.

Ideal Adds Two Dept's
Chicago—H. A. Spanuth, vice-

president of Ideal Pictures Co., an-
nounces the opening of a retail de-

partment, selling equipment for all

makes of machines. Ideal also has
opene a service department to show
industrial films.

Lynch In Para. Miami Post
Miami, Fla.—R. Lynch has been

named general manager oi Para-
mount Enterprises, Inc., in the
Miami area. He succeeds Robert C.
Frost who will be transferred to a
northern post.
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T T T
• • • A NEW development in publicity with ten lady

exploitation representatives on the job hired by United
Artists as a special stunt to contact male editors on "Woman
Chases Man" no doubt the idea being inspired by the

title the lady exploiteers are bona fide publicity experts
well known in the stage and picture publicity fields they
include Ethel Friedner, operating from Washington
Belle Kanter, in the Dayton territory Hazel Drukker,
Harrisburg Kay Merrill, Norfolk Rose Adelman,
Boston and Molly Steinberg, IndianapolisTV
• • • ANOTHER YARN from "Kid" Regan, the St. Louis
Star-Times kolyumist, about fillum mugs in his village

George Rafferty, the Fox theater operator, and John Hanley,
the dance director, were tearing along Lindell boulevard
at a terrific clip last Sunday morn when a speed cop
pulled alongside "We're hurrying to mass and we're a
li'l late," explained the motorists "Is that so?" said the

cop sympathetically as he looked at his watch. "Well, you're

too late for the first mass, but if you'll drive over to the station

with me you'll be just in time for the second one."

• • • DURING THEIR current visit to New York, Arthur
Hornblow and his wife, Myrna Loy, are shying away from inter-

views want to have fun and forget film biz for a while
and can you blame 'em?

• • • FOR THE actress with most offscreen charm
one expert who meets most of them away from the studio gives
the honor to Loretta Young he is L. S. Shapiro, who
broadcasts over 38 Canadian stations from New York every
Sunday Sam Datlow, the Vitaphone film cutter who
handles an expert camera in-between-times, has compiled a vast
photographic record of his li'l daughter Diana. .

.':
. ...

T
• • • FILM AND show biz folks are going to Ruby Foo's
chop suey emporium these spring evenings . Natalie
Shaefer, one of the charmers in "The Show Is On", tossed a
jamboree at her home Saturday nite, with theatrical and pix

celebs on hand Natalie is a charm-hostess

• • • THROUGH THE good work of Charles Light, foreign
manager of Alexander Film Company of Colorado Springs

deals have been completed for distribution of the com-
pany's films in China, Japan, Malay States, India and Palestine

this brings to 24 the number of foreign countries where
the Alexander films are now being shown Mister Light
has a vast knowledge of foreign markets and a tremendous
acquaintance due to years spent abroad he is a remark-
able linguist, being the master of many tongues

T T
• • • A DANCE contest conducted by the Paris newspaper
L'Intransigeant had Maurice Chevalier as the head judge

the contest was a plug for M-G-M-'s "Born to Dance,"
styled the Eleanor Powell Amateur Tap Dance Contest
it was one of the biggest competitive events ever staged in

Paris

M-G-M to Re-issue Four

Hit Films During Summer

Summer re-reissue of four hit

features is planned by M-G-M.
Titles are "Trader Horn," "Naughty
Marietta," "Manhattan Melodrama"
and "Hell Divers."
A number of Loew New York

zone houses are currently playing
"Manhattan Melodrama" and also

"No More Ladies."

4 1

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILK;

|j

RCA Indianapolis Sales

Meeting to Attract 100

About 100 executives of RCA's
national sales organization are ex-

pected to attend company's three-

day sales convention which opens in

Indianapolis May 13. Delegation
from the New York offices plans

leaving for the conclave next Wed-
nesday.

HOLLYWOOE
CIX famed bands have accepted ai

invitation by Bing Crosby to giv<
'

Hollywood its first swing concert o:
;

.

the kind known to musicians as ; -

"jqm session." It will be given Ma] ":

23 in the Pan Pacific auditorium ?
;i

beginning at 3 p.m. in the afternooi -f-
and continuing, according to Crosby
"indefinitely." Concert will be i<i;- :

benefit for Joe Sullivan, Crosby';; ^

favorite accompanist who is serious p' ]

ly ill. Bing will sing with all oi iff

the six bands, which will includi :

those of Jimmy Dorsey, Victo: ;

Young, Georgie Stoll, Harry Owens a

Ted Fiorito and Glen Gray.
T T T

The Seven Loria Brothers, Mex k
ican child-musicians ranging in ag< m
from 4 years to 12, have been giv i

a

en another two weeks' contract ex "
<

tension by RKO Radio for work h
"New Faces." Special sequence! ..;

were written into the Berle-Penner ;

Billiard opus for the youngsters,
j

T T It

B. P. Schulberg has signed Ed W

ward Anderson, novelist, to a lonjj

term contract. He is to do an un
titled original for next year's pro!

duction as his first assignment. An
j

$

derson was the author of a Literaryp
Guild book called "Hungry Man," sit

Doubleday-Doran award in
_
1935 Ik

and his most recent publication is

"Thieves Like Us."

Hollywood, where composers oi

popular tunes have been reaping s

golden harvest ever since the dawi
of the talkies, is about to throw
open its gates and put out the "Wei
come" mat for members of the class

j

ical music-writing fraternity, ac-i

cording to Victor Young, Paramount
composer-conductor, who is now en
gaged in the task of scoring

"Artists and Models."

T
Delia Wheeling, 18-year-old Oak

land Little Theater product "dis

covered" by Leo McCarey, Para^

mount producer-director and giver

a bit in his production, "Make Waj
for Tomorrow," has been assignee

a featured spot in "The Awfu
Truth," which McCarey will film

for Columbia.

SICK REPORT

Greenfield, Mass. — Francis X.

Beaupre, assistant manager of the

Garden Theater here, is recovering

from a severe heart attack.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Smith
general manager of the Westerr)

Massachusetts theater chain is con-

valescing after an operation. He is

not expected to return to wo|j| "pi

three more weeks. V

Detroit— Walter Shafer, former
general manager of the Woodward
Theater Circuit, and now operator

of the Wayne Theater, Wayne [

Mich., is in Grace Hospital for ob-

servation.

J
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SEVERAL PIX ABROAD

(Continued from Page 1)

iltlonogram sales convention here
o:" Saturday.

[ Large distribution in Czecho-
s; lovakia would make such a step
t )rofitable, Ritchey declared. He also
t: mnounced that several European
ij 'ountries were ready to sign for
, iroduct.

1 New York Curb listing for Mono-
i *ram stock in 20 days was an-
[ lounced by Mortimer Burnside,
I while Joe Felder, New York mana-
ger, announced the immediate open-
ling of Mono's exchange there. Other
Jinal session speakers were Presi-

dent W. Ray Johnston, Treasurer

| Berschel Stuart, General Sales Man-
ager Edward A. Golden and Charles
*rrampe, president of the Wisconsin
f Trade Board.

Convention banquet was held Sat-
urday night at the Hotel Drake;
delegates left for home yesterday.

Two St. Louis Independent

Unions Surrender Charters

St. Louis—This city's old indepen-
dent unions of exchange workers and
theater service employes have sur-

rendered their direct A. F. of L.

charters, with their members affil-

iating with either Film Exchange
Employes Local No. 1 or Theatrical

[Employes Local No. 2, it is an-
nounced by John Nick, international
vice presdent of the IATSE.

Two New Indiana Houses
Beech Grove, Ind.—Jack Schwartz,

Indiana circuit operator, will erect
a new theater here.

A. 0. Hassensall, operator of the
Grand Theater, Evansville, is build-
ing a new 700-seat house on Main
St. there.

Bank Night Charges Fail

Hartford, Conn.—Dominick Al-
fano and Howard S. Pease, co-de-
fendants with David Magliora of the
Rialto, Windsor Locks, in a State
Bank Night case last February,
were discharged in the Superior
Court here, where the case was
brought on appeal. Magliora's ap-
peal will be heard at the June term.
Originally all three were fined and
Bank Night, with attendant proxy
system, was stopped.

Weiner Company Starts

Detroit — Embassy Talking Pic-
ture Productions, recently organized
by A. M. Weiner, has opened stu-
dios in the Basso Building to pro-

16 mm. commercial films.afcte

Union on Cincy Film Row
Cincinnati— Shippers, accessory

clerks and inspectresses of the local

Film Row are reported to have
signed up 100 p.c. with the new A.F.
of L. union.

Set Tentative Program for Annual

S.M.P.E. Meet, Opening on May 24
(Continued from Page 1)

and Kenneth F. Morgan, manager
of the Pacific Coast Section.
Following is the program:

Monday

9:00 A. M.—Registration.
10 A M. to 12:00 P. M. —Business

and general session, Blossom Room;
opening remarks, President S. K.
Wolf; report of the convention com-
mittee, W. C. Kunzmann, convention
vice-president; report of member-
ship committee, E. R. Geib, chair-
man; report of the papers commit-
tee, G. E. Matthews, chairman;
"Progress in the Motion Picture In-
dustry"; report of the progress com-
mittee, J. G. Frayne, chairman; re-
port of the historical committee, E.
Theisen, chairman; "Soft X-ray Mo-
tion Pictures of Small Biological
Specimens," H. F. Sherwood, Kodak
Research Laboratories; "Education-
al Film Progress and Problems," S.
K. Wolf, Erpi.

12:30 P.M. — Informal luncheon,
Florentine Room.

2 :00 P. M. to 5 P. M. — Studio ses-
sion—"The London Film Studios at
Denham, England," L. Fermaud and
J. Okey, Film Productions, Ltd.,
Denham, England; "The Evolution
of Special Effects Photography from
an Engineering Viewpoint," F. W.
Jackman; "Special Engineering
Problems in a Motion Picture Stu-
dio," W. Strohm, 20th Century-
Fox; "A New Viewpoint on the
Lighting of Motion Pictures," G.
Gaudio; "Recent Developments in

Motion Picture Set Lighting Equip-
ment," E. C. Richardson, Mole-Rich-
ardson, Inc.; "Light-Weight Stage
Pick-Up Equipment," L. D. Grignon,
Paramount, Hollywood.

8 P.M. to 11:15 P.M. — Universal
Studio—demonstration: "How Mo-
tion Pictures Are Made"; Assemble
on Stage 10; Cartoon, "Oswald" or
"Meenie Miney and Mo"; welcome
to Universal—Charles R. Rogers;
"Reading a Story for Production,"
Martin Murphy, production mana-
ger; "Prescoring for Musical Pic-
tures," Bernard Brown, chief music
and dubbing mixer; "Set Design
from Script to Stage," Jack Otter-
son, art director; "Production Han-
dling of Lighting Equipment,"
Frank Graves, chief electrical engi-
neer; "Lighting for Long Shots and
Close-Ups," Joe Valentine, cinema-
tographer; "Sound Pick-Up on a
Production Basis," William Hedg-
cock, production mixer; "The Direc-
tor's Problems," Hal Mohr, director;

projection of "dailies" made in the
demonstration; "Editing Motion Pic-
tures," Maurice Pivar, chief editor;

"Assembling a Final Sound-Track,"
Edwin Wetzel, dubbing mixer.

Tuesday

10 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.—Color ses-

sion. "Color Print Processes," O. O.
Ceccarini, M-G-M; "The New Agfa-
color Process," Agfa-Ansco; report
of the color committee, J. A. Ball,

chairman; "Advanced Technic of
Technicolor Lighting," C. W. Hand-

ley, National Carbon Co.; "Some
Lighting Problems in Color Cinema-
tography," T. T. Baker, Dufaycolor.

2 P. M. to 5 P. M.—"Twenty Years'
Development in High-Frequency
Cameras," H. Joachim, Zeiss-Ikon
Aktiengesellschaft, Dresden, Ger-
many; "A High-Precision Sound-
Film Recording Machine," H. Pfan-
nenstiehl, Bell Telephone; "A Dy-
namic Light-Valve," E. Gerlach and
H. Lichte, Klangfilm G.m.b.H., Ber-
lin; "A Dubbing Rehearsal Chan-
nel," H. G. Tasker, Universal; "A
Transmission - Measuring System
Utilizing a Graphic Recording
Meter," W. W. Lindsay, Jr., General
Service Studios; "A New Instru-
ment for Producing Automatically
a Graphic Record of Audio-Frequen-
cy Characteristics," A. D. MacLeod,
Tobe Deutschmann; "A Curve-Plot-
ting Transmission Meter," D. Shear-
er, M-G-M; "A Curve-Plotting
Transmission Meter," L. A. Aicholt,

Universal.

8 P. M. to 10:30 P. M.—Special
evening demonstration at M-G-M
Studio; projection and discussion of

outstanding films.

10 A. M. to 12:30 P. M—Acous-
tics and sound session in Blossom
Room; "Acoustical Progress
Abroad," V. O. Knudsen, professor
of physics and dean of graduate
study, University of California;

"Sound Stage Acoustics," J. P. Max-
field, Electrical Research Products;
"Mathematical Relations Between
Grain, Background Noise and Char-
acteristics Curve of Sound-Film
Emulsions," W. J. Albersheim, Elec-

trical Research Products; "Improved
Noise-Reduction System for High-
Fidelity Recording," J. O. Baker, C.

N. Batsel, and H. J. Hasbrouck,
RCA; "A Device for Direct Repro-
duction from Variable - Density
Sound Negatives," W. J. Alber-
sheim, Electrical Research Products.

2 P. M. to 5 P. M.—Visit to 20th
Century-Fox Studio.

7:30 P. M.—Semi-annual banquet
in Blossom Room.

Thursday

10 A. M. to 12 P. M.—Open morn-
ing. Studio visits may be arranged
through local committee.

1:10 P. M. to 5 P. M.—Laboratory
and projection session in Blossom
Room; "Changing Aspects of the

Film Storage Problem," Capt. J. G.

Bradley, National Archives, Wash-
ington; report of the projection

practice committee, Harry Rubin,
chairman; "A Wide-Range, Linear-
Scale, Photoelectric Cell Densito-
meter," W. W. Lindsay, Jr., General
Service Studios, and W. V. Wolfe,
RCA; "Standardization of Photo-
graphic Density," C. Tuttle and A.
M. Koerner, Kodak Research Labo-
ratories; "Objective Quantitative
Determination of Graininess in Pho-
tographic Emulsions," A. Goetz, as-

sociate professor of physics, Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology;
"Sound-Track Blooping," F. D. Wil-

SUSPENDS MPTOA

"10-POINF ACTION

(Continued from Page 1

)

the survey until after Congress ad-
journs inasmuch as he is concerned
with the legislative situation in

Washington. It is possible that he
may cancel his planned trip abroad
to attend the C. E. A. convention
in England June 22.

Kuykendall, who arrived in New
York Friday night from Washing-
ton, plans to return to the capital
tonight.

liams, Williams Laboratory; "Fix-
ing Baths and Their Properties," J.

I. Crabtree, H. Parker, Jr., and H.
D. Russell, Kodak Research Labora-
tories

8 P. M. to 10:30 P. M.—Meeting
of the Research Council and the
Technicians' Branch of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences; "Cooperative Technical Pro-
gram of the Research Council of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences," William Koenig,
chairman, Research Council; "The
Work of the Committee on Stand-
ardization of Theater Sound Projec-
tion Equipment Characteristics,"

John Hilliard, chairman; "Standard
Density Measuring Device for Re-
lease Printing Laboratories," L. E.

Clark, chairman, committee on im-
provement in release printing qual-

ity; "Screen Illumination in Rela-

tion to Picture Quality," John Aal-

berg, chairman, screen illumination

committee; "Camera Noise Analysis

Tests and an Account of the Estab-

lishment of Standard Methods for

Measuring Camera Noise," Virgil

Miller, chairman, silent camera com-
mittee; "Observations on Hollywood
Production in Relation to the Pro-

duction of Army Training Films,

Richard T. Schlosberg, Capt., U. S.

Army Signal Corps.

Friday

10 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.—Appar-
atus symposium and manufacturers'

announcements; "The Super Sim-

plex Pedestal," J. Frank, Jr., Inter-

national Projector; "Cine Kodak
Model E," L. R. Martin, Eastman
Kodak; "A Film Mutilator Machine,"

O. F. Neu, Neumade Products;

"Complete CueJVIark Elimination

Plus an Automatic Change-Over,

S. A. MacLeod; "Magnetic Record-

ing-Reproducing Machine for Objec-

tive Speech Study," S. J. Begun;

"Infrared Negative as Applied to

Special Effects Photography," G. W.
Hough and W. Leahy, Agfa-Ansco;

"Laboratory Equipment for the

Smaller Laboratory," Arthur Reeves.

2 P. M. to 5 P. M.—Sound equip-

ment symposium; "Present Aspects

in the Development of 16 mm.
Sound," A. Shapiro, Ampro Corpo-

ration; report of the non-theatrical

equipment committee, R. F. Mitchell,

chairman; "The S. M. P. E. Test

Reel for 16 mm. Sound-Film," M. C.

Batsel, RCA; "A Sound Kodascope,"

E. C. Fritts and O. Sandvik, East-

(Continued on Page 8)
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IT'S WARNER WEEK
IN NEW YORK!

FOUR FIRST-RUNS ON BROADWAY!

AT THE STRAND

THE PRINCE AND
THE PAUPER

(Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby Mauch,

Claude Rains, Henry Stephenson, Barton

MacLane, Eric Portman and 1000's More)

AT THE CAPITOL

CALL IT A DAY
(Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita

Louise, Alice Brady, Roland Young, Frieda

Inescort, Peggy Wood, Walter Woolf King)

AT THE RIALTO

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE
(Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent,

Guy Kibbee, Mona Barrie, Robert Barrat)

AT THE PALACE

THAT MAN'S
HERE AGAIN

(Hugh Herbert, Mary Maguire.Tom Brown,

Teddy Hart, Joseph King, Tetsu Komai)

AND THE MOST IMPORTANT MEET-

ING IN THE INDUSTRY'S HISTORY

WARNER BROS.
SALES CONVENTION

AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA



ACTORS' DEMANDS MET

BY PRODUCERS ASS'N

(Continued from Page 1)

Guild members. It was signed on
behalf of producers by President
Louis B. Mayer of Producers Asso-
ciation and Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of producers negotiating
committee.

Schenck announced M-G-M, Co-
lumbia, RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount and Universal had al-
ready agreed to grant a Guild shop
and that he expected ready ac-
quiescence from other major produc-
ers. Among demands granted by
producers are: 10 per cent increase
for extras up to $15 a day, chang-
ing minimum from $15 to $25 for
day players, fixing $50 a week as
minimum for stock-players, fixing
a 54-hour week for free lance play-
ers receiving less than $200 a week,
weather permitting calls to be ar-
bitrated, instead of 12 weeks holdup
of production due to "act of God"
only four weeks is allowed, players
brought from New York are to be
paid return trip transportation,
straight time for travel to and from
locations within a distance of 24
hours from Hollywood, Guild to

have reasonable access to Central
Casting Bureau records, time for
meals to be not less than 30 min-
utes nor more than one hour, mini-
mum for stand-ins raised from $20
to $33 a week or $6.50 a day.

A strike will be called against any
studio refusing to sign agreement.
The question of affiliating with

Federated did not arise at last

night's meeting and this caused
much bitterness today among Fed-
erated members.

Addressing a Federated mass
meeting Saturday night, Charles
Lessing had predicted that the pro-

ducers would make peace with the

FMPC "within the next 48 hours."

A new Federated peace proposal
was before studio executives today
for consideration, submitted through
Pat Casey's office. Its terms include
recognition of the union, settlement
of jurisdictional disputes of A. F. of

L. unions by the unions involved and
provision that pending such adjust-

ment, no reduction of pay shall be
made.

The proposal also specifies that
negotiations shall be continued for 90
days, after which time any dispute
not settled shall be subject to arbi-

tration by a board of three, compris-
ing a producer representative, a
union representative and a third

member to be picked by them.

The terms also call for the i
-eturn

of all strikers to their jobs.

Warner Convention to Hear 1937-38

Product Plans at Wednesday Session
(Continued from Page 1)

21 WB Pix Ready

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank, Cal. — Twenty-one Warner

features have been completed and are in

the Burbank studio cutting room await-
ing national release. This marks a

record number of pictures completed
so far in advance of release dates.

Virginia from the coast, will dis-
close the studio's plans.

Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager, presides at all the busi-
ness sessions. On Thursday, the
final day of the convention, the
Vitaphone program will be an-
nounced by Norman H. Moray, in
charge of shorts and trailers, and
Sam Sax, head of the Brooklyn stu-
dio.

Ch :ef executives attending the
meetings will include: Harry M.
Warner, Major Albert Warner, Sam
E. Morris, Joseph G. Bernhard, S.
Charles Einfeld, Carl Leserman,
Roy H. Haines, Herbert J. Ochs,
Jacob Wilk, Edward Selzer.

Executives representing Warner
Bros. Theaters zones include John
J. Payette, Herbert Copelan, Harry
M. Kalmine, Donald Jacocks, Nat
Wolf, I. J. Hoffman, Ted Schlanger,
J. E. Coston, M. A. Silver.

Headquarters executives repre-
senting the legal, financial, contract,
musical and other phases of the
business include Stanleigh P. Fried-
man, R. W. Perkins, Herman Starr,
Samuel Carlisle, Harry M. Gold-
berg, J. S. Hummel, Arthur Sach-
son, Jules Girden, H. S. Bareford,
M. Ebenstein, Clayton E. Bond, A.
W. Schwalberg, Albert S. Howson,
E. E. Hinchy, N. D. Fellman, F. C.
Cahill, M. Dolid, Mort Blumenstock,
Herbert Crooker, B. F. Moore, Ralph
W. Budd, H. M. Doherty, G. R. Key-
ser, Joseph S. Bloom and Harold
Rodner.

District managers, branch mana-
gers, and salesmen attending in-

clude: Charles Rich, Harry Decker,
Harry Hummel, G. Solomon, L. Ja-
cobi, Irving Rothenberg, A. Berish,
S. Lefkowitz, Edward Barison, Nat
Furst, J. B. Magann, William Horan,
E. H. Warren, Benjamin Abrams,
Maurice P. Roche, John Pavone, M.
T. Anderson, Robert Smeltzer, F.
W. Beiersdorf, C. F. Contee, Gerald
Price, E. M. Phillips, W. G. Mansell,
•John R. Mahan, Charles Beilan, D.
M. Cooper, W. J. Quinlivan, Ben
Kalmenson, Norman J. Ayres,

George Goldberg, Richard Struwe,
R. S. Smith, J. R. Levee, Homer
Hisey, Leo Murphy, Al Shmitken,
H. A. Bugie, J. P. Eifert, R. Burns,
Howai-d Markham, M. A. Mooney,
Walter J. Brandt, F. H. Hathaway,
F. E. North, W. B. Collins, S. L.
Gilbert, S. D. Chapman, P. S. Krum-
enacker, R. M. Lynch, R. M. Dun-
bar, E. Moreels, E. Catlin, Harry
Seed, A. W. Anderson.
Leo Blank, T. R. Gilliam, George

Weinberg, W. J. Kahl, R. C. Her-
man, Sid Rose, B. Allen, C. A. Pratt,
Harry Herman, J M. Beatty, Fred
Greenberg, Peter De Fazio Robert
S. Schrader, Frank J. Reimer, R. T.
Smith, S. G. Honeck, M. S. Bier-
inger, Rud Lohrenz, E. D. Perkins,
H. B. Johnson, Myron B. Adcock, L.
Blumberg, C. T. Charack, Charles
Jackson, C. K. Olson, James Hill,

Lester J. Bona, W. K. Gleason.
Fred M. Jack, J. C. Vergesslich,

R. R. Bryan, T. Sands, H. R. Kistler,
William M. Brumberg, R. L. Mc-
Coy, Dean S. House, F. W. Geb-
hardt, Doak Roberts, L. E. Harring-
ton, Leslie Wilkes, Paul M. Backus,
W. O. Williamson, Sr., R. V. Litey,

H. D. Parks, William Warner, R. H.
McConnell, W. B. Adams, Bill Flynn,
Byron Adams, W. O. Williamson,
Jr., Teddy Hammer, L. Conner, P.

L. Spindler, J. D. Jernigan, J. O.
Rohde, W. C. Blackstone, J. W.
Loewe, W. Dolin, N. H. Brower, E.
A. Bell, W. A. Haefliger, R. P. Jami-
son, W. E. Calloway, D. P. Webster,
J. K. Burden, J. N. Howland, A. S.

Bailey, V. Stewart, M F. Keller, C.

M. Craig, William F. Gordon, M. H.
Gustaveson, Keith M. Pack, Charles
H. Muehlman, W. C. Wheeler, Al
Grubstick, S. E. MacDonald, Al Ox-
toby and C. W. Young.
W. Cohen, L. Geller, M. J. Isman,

A. L. Gorman, L. McKenzie, H. O.

Paynter, F. Gilbert, H. Law, Joseph
Plottel, G. A. Simmons and I. H.
Coval.

Publicity men attending the meet
are: Allan Glenn, Dallas; Sam
Clark, Chicago; and Phil FingeL
New York Exchange.

Tentative Program for

SMPE Annual Meeting

(Continued from Page 5)

man Kodak; report of the standards

committee, E. K. Carver, chairman;
report of the sub-committee on film

perforation, J. A. Dubray, chair-
man; "A Combination Picture and
Non-Slip Ultraviolet Automatic
Printer," O. B. Depue; "Recent Ad-
vances in Recording Galvano-
meters," G. L. Dimmick, RCA Man-
ufacturing Co.; "An Automatic
Sound-Track Editing Machine," G.
M. Best, Warner Brothers.

8 P. M. to 10 P. M.—Television
session. "RCA Developments in

Television," Ralph R. Beal, Research
Supervisor, Radio Corporation of
America, New York.

M'Cormick Develops New
Half-tone Lithographs

V/est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After months of ex-

perimentation S. Barret McCormick,
head of advertising and publicity

department of RKO-Radio, has de-

veloped half-tone lithographs in

black and white. The innovation will

be used on 24-sheets for the Astaire-
Rogers picture, "Shall We Dance".
McCormick is also working on a
color process, so that the half tones

can be used in color.

Monday, May 10, 193" I

Helling Handles Two Houses
Lawrenceville, 111.—V. J. Helling

is managing the New Avalon here
and the Capitol in Bridgeport, 111.,

for the Frisina circuit.

r

THEWEEKlji )
REVIEW
(Continued from Page 1)

DOMESTIC
makers and welders stayed awa;,
from work in Hollywood during thi

week, while close to 40 films con
tinued to be shot. The Screen Ac
tors' Guild during the week pressei

its own demands at producer com;
panies.

Emphasizing its plans for mak
ing productions of magnitude, M
G-M at its Hollywood sales conven
tion announced company will mak^
a minimum of 44 and a maximuni
of 52 features for its 1937-38 proi

gram -

Vfi IjC 5p

Arriving in New York from th(

coast, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Tech
nicolor's president, en route to Eu 1

rope stated that during the comini
production season 18 or 20 Techni-

color features will be made. This,

approximates a 100 per cent in|

crease.
* * *

Other headlines of the week in
|

eluded: the possibility of the A. F
of M. at its June Louisville con-

vention taking steps to prevent

members from making sound films

phonograph records and electrical

transcriptions . . . the acceptance by

the Rockefellers and other large

RKO creditors of modifications in

company's reorganization plan . . ,

Presentation by A. M. P. A. of its

annual ad-poster awards, with
plaques going to M-G-M for best

pressbook, "Great Ziegfeld"; to

Warners for best poster, "Black Le-

gion"; to Paramount for best trade

ad; and to March of Time for best

ad to public .

FOREIGN
its interest in Donada as "substan-

tial."
* * *

London also told of the signing
there by Columbia Pictures of

Gloria Swanson, climaxing negotia-

tions between the star and com
pany's American officials via trans
Atlantic telephone.

Immediately following the Hin-
denburg disaster, American news
reel representatives in the British
capital huddled to rule out shipment
of Coronation footage by aircraft

to the U. S. Plans were also for
mulated for simultaneous release of

such films on their advent here from
England.

M-G-M Takes "Excursion'!

M-G-M has bought screen rights*

"Excursion," Broadway show, with trie"

price reported as $125,000. Under
terms of the deal, the picture cannot
be released until after next season, it

is understood.

u..
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MPTO roducers to Control Radio Material

ALL PRODUCERS SIGN PACT WITH ACTORS' GUILD

Columbia Reports 9 Months' Profit of $1,189,354

Critics' Views
. . . find a Forum outlet

= By CHESTER B. BAHN =
'HE gavel has fallen, and in cities, both

large and small, from the Atlantic to

the Pacific and from the Canadian to the

Mexican international lines, the cinematic

ladies and gentlemen of the press are as-

sembled for the fifth annual Critics Forum

of THE FILM DAILY.

That the "sessions" of the Forum again

are figures of speech is of slight conse-

quence insofar as the results of this unique

exchange of critical opinion for the in-

dustry's benefit are concerned. Indeed, it

is not unlikely that the fact the "sessions"

are mythical is distinctly advantageous.

As the 1,500-odd motion picture reviewers,

editors and columnists face the annual

task, there is nothing extraneous to steal

their attention.

FROM the flood of replies now under-

' going analytical and statistical digest,

it is evident that the attitude of the

Forum members was "strictly business" as

they tackled the stock-taking of the cine-

ma as both an art and a business. Since

1933, the Forum has provided the industry

with not only an accurate cross section

of journalistic opinion but with many a

constructive suggestion and idea. The
1937 Forum already is certain to set a new
high.

THE element of timeliness is stressed in

the questions with which Forum mem-
bers now are concerned. They are:

1. What do you consider the most ur-

gent need of the motion picture industry?

2. Do you believe that radio appear-

ances of motion picture players help or

hurt?

f'\j» What do you consider the makeup of

aluv ideal program to be?

4. In what respect do you consider pic-

tures made the greatest advancement dur-

ing 1936?

5A. As a motion picture columnist,

which is your principal source of material:

Studio publicity, news services, copy sup-

plied by theaters, trade press. 5B. Do

you believe the past year saw an improve-
{Continucd on Page 2)

$559,582 Announced as Net
for Quarter Ending

March 31

Columbia yesterday reported net
profit of $1,189,354.86 for the nine
months' period ended Mar. 31, last

and $559,582.93 for the quarter
ended on the same date. Both earn-
ings are calculated after all charges
and provisions for Federal income
and other taxes.
The nine-month profit compares

with $958,578.63 reported for the
{Continued on Page 4)

ANNOUNCE ALLIED'S

MILWAUKEE PROGRAM

Outline of the Allied convention
program covering the annual meet-
ing planned for May 26-28 at the
Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee, was an-
nounced yesterday. Headquarters
for the session will be in the Fern

{Continued on Page 4)

GN Executives Leave for

Sales Conclave Tomorrow

Roxy Report Due Thursday
Special Master Addison Pratt said yes-

terday that he would make his report

on the Roxy reorganization plan to Fed-
eral Judge Caffey on Thursday. Under
the plan 20th Century-Fox would ac-

quire the theater.

SEARS ELEVATES TWO,

NAMES SALES VICTORS

Warners' annual sales convention
enters the second day of a scheduled
four-day meet in the Sert Room of

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel today,

with Gradwell L. Sears, vice-presi-

dent and general sales manager pre-

siding.

Sears at the opening session yes-

terday announced the promotion of

Ben Kalmenson, Central district

manager, to the Eastern district

managership, with Robert Smeltzer,

Mid-Atlantic district manager, as-

suming the Central district in addi-
(Continued on Page 10)

En route to the Grand National

annual sales convention which takes

place at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, May 16-19, 50 exchange
managers and distribution and home

(Continued on Page 7)

P. T. Sheridan Appointed

Erpi Operating Manager

P. T. Sheridan has been promoted
to the post of operating manager
for Erpi reporting to L. W. Conrow,
general operating manager. He will

{Continued on Page 4)

400 New Members Joined the

Guild Yesterday—Picket-

ing Theaters Today

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Tuesday)—All pro-

ducers have now acceded to the de-
mands of the Screen Actors' Guild
for the Guild shop. Samuel Gold-
wyn, Hal Roach, Walter Wanger
and David O. Selznick of Selznick
International Pictures, announced
their adherence to the pact yester-
day afternoon, and Harry M. War-
ner, late last night, following a tele-

phone conference with J. L. War-
ner, now in New York, announced

{Continued on Page 10)

GB TO HOLD THREE

REGIONAL MEETINGS

Control of Radio Scripts by Film

Producers Seen as Problem Solution

Cowdin Denies Reports

of "U" Producer Change

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Definitely setting at

rest rumors printed and circulated
that other men prominent in the
motion picture business had been
offered the post of executive pro-

{Continued on Page 7)

Although no tabooing of the ap-

pearance of film players is consid-

ered practical, M. P. T. O. A. lead-

ers feel that major producers, by
exercising a firm control on radio

scripts, can materially solve the

problem which is causing exhibitors

throughout the country much con-

cern.
Theatermen all agree that radio

{Continued on Page 7)

GB is planning to hold three reg-
ional sales meetings the first part
of June, stated Arthur A. Lee, vice-

president, yesterday. Sessions will

take place in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles. The New York
meeting is set for June 10.

Program for 1937-38 season has
{Continued on Page 4)

Two Intervention Motions

in RKO Reorg. Rejected

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday denied two motions for inter-

vention in the RKO reorganization
and deferred action on two other mo-

(Continued on Page 10)

20th -Fox Sees 10,500 Acc'ts

20th Century-Fox anticipates selling

more than 10.500 accounts during the

season of 1937-38, which is approxi-

mately the same number on the com-
pany's books for the current year. Ac-
counts sold to date covering the new
year indicate a gain of 1,000, as com-
pared with this time last season, it was
stated yesterday at the organization's

home office in New York.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. Vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Ccn. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. 1

Paramount 2nd pfd.

.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros.

do pfd

High Low Close

24 24 24 -

34 Vi 33 33 -

'3% '3% '3%
14y8 135/g 135/g -

59 157V4 157V4 -

Net
Chg.

- Vi
- m
%
V/2

78% 76 76i/4 — 25/8

21 1/8 19i/2 20 —
43 140 140 —
19 18 183/g —
7 7 7
8

1/2
8 1/4 8 1/4

—
371/2 37 37 —
46 451/4 45V4 —
73 73 73 —
12% 121/2 12'/2 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Tara. Picts. 6s55. 1

RKO 6s41 ....

Warner's 6s39

99 98% 98% ..

711/2 711/2 7U/2 —
00% IOO1/4 1003/8 +
95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 23/8 2'/2
Sontone Corp 1 1/2 1% 1% + Va
Technicolor 22% 22 221/4 — %
Trans-Lux ty4 4% 45/8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 97
13

971/2

71

591/2

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 11 V2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47..

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43...

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43

96
68
58

Critics' Views
. . . find a Forum outlet

{Continued from Page 1)

merit in studio publicity? 5C. Can these

services be improved, and how?
6. What secondary players do you feel

deserve a chance at stardom?
7. What classics or semi-classics, as yet

unfilmed, would you recommend for pro-

duction?

8. Assuming that games and giveaways
were needed box-office stimulants during
the depression, do you consider them to be
now necessary in your community?

9. Do you believe that a motion pic-

ture reviewer should express purely a per-

sonal viewpoint or do you think audience
reaction should be taken into consideration?

And for good measure, there's the ever-

popular Squawk Department.
You'll find the critics' replies enlighten-

ing, stimulating, educational. Watch for

the first chapter in THE FILM DAILY on

Thursday.

Film Technicians Union

Seeks Bargaining Power

Film Technicians Independent
Union, which claims to represent
more than a majority of laboratory
technicians in eastern laboratories
excepting the Consolidated Fort Lee
plant, will present a petition today
to the National Labor Relations
Board requesting recognition as the
sole bargaining agency in eight
New York laboratories under the
Wagner act, it was said yesterday
by former Congressman Vito Mar-
cantonio, counsel for the union.

Marcantonio said that the union
had offered to become affiliated with
the I.A.T.S.E. if it were to receive
autonomy and be allowed to elect
its own officers, but had received no
reply from the LA.

Fleischer Studios Open
Fleischer Studios remain open de-

spite the walkout of employes, with
no move planned to open negotia-
tions with the striking workers, it

was said yesterday by Louis Nizer,
counsel for Max Fleischer.

Charles Robinson, one of the
striking employes, was held yester-
day in $500 bail in West Side Court
charged with assaulting Charles
Schettler, a Fleischer employe who
has remained on the job.

AMPA Directors Discuss

Plans for Year Ahead

Plans for A. M. P. A. activities

during the year ahead were dis-

cussed by its board of directors at

a meeting yesterday noon at Sardi's.

First meeting of the entire body to

be held at the same restaurant, takes
place Thursday. Guests slated to

attend include Ben Bernie, Nick Lu-
cas and Lou Holtz.

Wilhelm Henie Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wilhelm Henie, 65,

father of Sonja Henie, screen ac-
tress and former world champion
skater, is dead here. A native of
Norway, he recently filed papers for
American citizenship. At his bed-
side were his wife and daughter,
and Tyrone Power, screen actor.
Death was induced by a respiratory
blood clot.

Dunnigan Measure Faces

United Theatrical Attack

V

Nizer at Mack Dinner
Lou Nizer together with Gov.

Murphy of Michigan and Senator
Robert F. Wagner will be the sole
speakers tonight at a testimonial
dinner to Judge Julian W. Mack.

Representatives of the League of

N. Y. Theaters, the Critics' Circle,

Actors' Equity, the American Fed.
of Musicians, The Theatrical Press
Representatives, the Theatrical Press
Unit of the Newspaper Guild and
various theater unions will meet
this morning at the League offices

to form a united front against the
Dunnigan Bill empowering License
Commissioner Paul Moss to close

shows which he deems immoral.
The meeting will also consider en-

listing theater audiences in the fight

on the bill now pending before Gov-
ernor Lehman. The Governor will

be asked to hold a public hearing on
the bill.

Frank Gillmore, Equity president,

sent a letter last Saturday to Gov-
ernor Lehman requesting that he
grant a hearing on the measure be-

fore taking action on it. Gillmore's
letter stated that he believed it con-
trary to the spirit of the constitu-

tion to have had such a bill "rail-

roaded" through the State Legisla-

ture without a hearing. Many pro-

ducing managers have sent individ-

ual protests to Governor Lehman.

Blunkall Enters Race

for Equity Presidency

E. J. Blunkall is nominated for

president of Actors' Equity on the

third ticket to be put in the field.

No other nominations for officers

ai*e made on the ticket received yes-

terday at Equity offices, but the fol-

lowing nominations are made for
councillors to serve five years: Jack
Byrne, May Buckley, Jack Nor-
worth, Victor Morley, Jas. Spotts-

wood, Mabel Taliaferro and John
Ravold. Hal Forde is nominated as

a council replacement to serve until

1939 and Earle Mitchell to serve

until 1940.

Distribs. Get Judgments
20th Century-Fox, RKO Distrib-

uting Company and Van Beuren
Corp. were yesterday awarded judg-
ments by default in Federal Court
against Amusements Parkway, Inc.,

Isidor Liebman and Edward Siegal

for playing pictures without a con-

tract in violation of copyright.

Coming and Going

JACK WARNER, vice president in charge of
production of Warner Brothers Pictures, ac-
companied by MRS. WARNER and HELEN COS-
TELLO arrived in New York from the coast
yesterday aboard the Virginia.

CHARLES MUEHLMAN, Paciffic coast man-
ager of Warner Brothers Pictures, and MRS
MUEHLMAN; LEWIS MILESTONE, film direc-
tor, and MRS. MILESTONE; and ALEC RAC-
KOWE, writer, also arrived on the Virginia.

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th Century-
Fox, and ANDRE DAVEN, producer, arrive to-
day from Europe on the lie de France.

ALEXANDER KORDA, head of London Films,
and MURRAY SILVERSTONE, representative for
United Artists in England, arrive today on the
lie de France.

GUY HENNETON, French representative for
RCA, and MARTIN JONES, theatrical producer,
are also aboard the incoming He de France.

GUTHRIE McCLINTIC, theatrical producer
and manager and husband of Katherine Cor-
nell, arrives today from Europe on the Aqui-
tania.

GEORGE MEAD, sales manager of General
Register, arrives in New York from Europe
today on the Aquitania.

ED GOLDEN, Monogram sales chief, is due
in Thursday from a brief sales trip.

ED KUYKENDALL went to Washington last

night from New York.

JOEL SWENSON has returned to New York
from a southern trip.

ARTHUR A. LEE is expected to leave New
York today for Hollywood.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
is expected back Friday from Davenport, Iowa.

JOE UNGER returned to New York yester-
day from Miami.

NEIL F. AGNEW returns to New York next
week from Honolulu and the coast.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS is due in New York
tomorrow or Thursday from the coast.

NED E. DEPINET, RKO Radio vice presi-

dent in charge of distribution, is expected to-

day from Hollywood.

S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio direc-
tor of advertising and publicity, is due to-

morrow from Hollywood.

JOHN HARRINGTON, Monogram's manager
of accessories, arrived yesterday from Chicago.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON arrives in New
York May 18 on the Normandie from Europe.

JOSEPH STEINER, general sales manager of

American Tobis, leaves New York next week
for an extended tour of 20 key cities.

LEO MORRISON arrives this week from the

coast.

BILL ROBINSON, Negro dancing star, arrives

in New York next week from the coast for a

five weeks' stay.

LORETTA YOUNG, 20th Century-Fox star

who has been vacationing in Bermuda leaves

New York Thursday for Hollywood, accom-
panied by her mother.

MARK SANDRICH, director, has arrived from
the coast to attend premiere of "Shall We
Dance," at Radio City Music Hall.

NOW! You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

H
REEL-PMC

BOXES

- >

...the new ICC Approved Package for sV__

merit of motion picture film on reels. Strong,
lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pro-
tection. More economical. Saves space. Made
of high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner
protectors. Gives full protection atnew lowcost.

JERSEY GITY
N.J.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.
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COLUMBIA 9 MONTHS'

NET IS $1,189,354

(Continued from Page 1)

comparative period ended on Mar.
28, 1936.

Computed in each instance on the

same number of Common shares

(316,358) as were outstanding on
March 27, 1937, the profit for the

three months ended March 27, 1937
was equivalent to $1.61 per share

and the profit for the nine months
ended on that date approximated
$3.27 per share, which compares with

$2.54 per share based upon the profit

reported for the nine months ended
March 28, 1936. Figures have been
determined after allowing for deduc-

tions equal to the dividend require-

ments of present outstanding pre-

ferred stock. No provision has been
made at this time for the tax on
undistributed profits.

P. T. Sheridan Appointed

Erpi Operating Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

continue to exercise supervision

over equipment commercialization.

As operating manager Sheridan will

have charge of all domestic theater

operations and servicing. He has

been associated with Erpi in var-

ious posts since 1927.

G. L. Carrington, who held the

post of operating manager, has been
named commercial relations man-
ager, in which post he will have
charge of Erpi relations with the

producers.

Gaumont British to Hold

Three Regional Meetings

(Continued from Page \)

not as yet been definitely set. New
season selling has not been started,

it is understood.

George W. Weeks, general sales

manager, yesterday returned to New
York after holding staff meetings

in Boston, Albany, Cleveland, Chi-

cago and Indianapolis.

FAcrs
ABOUT

FILMS

American pictures in 1936 were

shown 70 per cent of the screen time

in all foreign markets.

T
• • • ITS BIG in fact it's Colossal also Gi-
gantic and Stupendous referring of course to the Warner
Convention being held at the Waldorf-Astoria it's

also the most dignified affair you ever saw for the com-
pany "arrived" some years back the Warners and all that
the name implies are a SUCCESS so all the boys show it

in their deportment it must be nice to be associated with
a Big concern that does everything in a Big way

T
• • • THIS ONE is the biggest convention in Warner
history for the first time every single salesman through-
out the Youessay has been brought in 250 strong
and a couple of hundred more delegates representing home office

and studio in fact every phase of the company's manifold
activities is represented with man power

T
• • • IT TOOK over a half hour for Grad Sears, general
sales manager, to read the roll call yesterday morn at the open-
ing the Southern contingent marched into the convention
Hall dressed as Southern colonels to the tune of "Dixie"
one banner they carried read : "Sears Solid South" Grad
thanked the men for the grand job they all did in the recent
sales drive in calling the roll, he introduced each of the
men assembled with a personal aside, that included a lot of

clever gagging

e • • A SMASH stunt was staged by advertising chief
Charlie Einfeld he had placed in the convention hall a
giant replica of "Oscar," the Academy Award statuette
then Oscar, the famous Waldorf chef was brought in, and Grad
Sears introduced the two Oscars to each other another
clever stunt engineered by Charlie's dep't after the bull
dog edition of the Hearst American was run off, the first page
was replated with stories of the convention, pictures of execs,
and a streamer readings: "Warner Sales Army Invades N. Y."

this special edition was delivered to the conventioneers
in their rooms by 8 o'clock yesterday morn It was left to

your favorite trade paper, however, to give the convention the
overnight developments on the studio labor front

T T T
• • • IN THE afternoon Roy Haines, eastern sales
manager, and Herbert Ochs, western-southern sales manager,
made their maiden speeches on the dais and garnered big
hands lots of reunions took place between fellows who
had not seen one another for some time Earl Bell, Denver
branch manager, discussed with Al Schwalberg, exchange su
pervisor, the time they both appeared on the stage of the Chan-
in Theater in a Warner Club "Gayeties" about seven years
ago Jack Brower, Western district manager, is very proud
of his son Jaye who has been made a member of the Skull and
Bones society at the University of Southern California
Eddie Selzer, studio publicity chief, was up at 5:30 yesterday
morn to meet Jack L. Warner coming in to the convention by
boat Sam Clark, Lee Blumberg and Sid Rechetnik were
shown their own town by "foreigner" Dinty Moore originally

from St. Louis Dinty knows all the best places to eat

T T
• • • A GAY luncheon was tendered Gus J. Schaefer ....

who leaves the post of Paramount's General Manager for Ger
many and Central Europe to become General Foreign Manager
for Universal Films the farewell snack was at the Hotel
Astor among those present were F. Mohrhardt, W. B.

Cokell, E. A. Brown, M. Simpson J. McDermott, R. Cle-

ment, T. X. Jones, G. Weltner, F. LeRoy, M. Kusell J. J.

Unger, A. Deane and C. Gartner

« « « » » »

ANNOUNCE ALLIED'S
~

MILWAUKEE PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

Room on the seventh floor of the

hotel.

Following is the tentative sched-

ule:

Wednesday
Morning—Registration of dele-

gates and opening of exhibits.

Afternoon—Opening business ses-

sion at 2 o'clock, address of welcome
by Mayor Daniel W. Hoan of Mil-

waukee; response, Edward F.
Maertz, general chairman; outline
for convention activities, P. J. Wood,
general chairman; address, Presi-
dent Nathan Yamins; outline of en-
tertainment program, Max Krofta,
chairman; appointment of commit-
tees and designation of meeting
places, addresses on topical sub-
jects.

Evening — "A Night in Monte
Carlo" at Pfister, with wrestling,
boxing, stage show and dancing.

Thursday
Morning — Inspection of exhibits

and registration of delegates.

Afternoon—Luncheon at 12.30 in
Fern Room; business session at 2
o'clock, announcements, introduction
of noted guests, addresses on topical
subjects and other business.

Evening — Annual banquet at 8
o'clock in Fern Room with enter-
tainment provided by local theaters
and night clubs. Speakers include
Philip F. LaFollette, Governor of
Wisconsin and Mayor Hoan.

Friday
Morning—Final business session

starts at 10 o'clock with meeting
opened by President Yamins, com-
mittee reports, introduction of
visiting guests, unfinished business
and adjournment by noon.

A supplementary program has
been arranged for ladies attending
the convention. On Wednesday they
will be entertained at a tea and
cocktail party by the Women's Aux-
iliary of the Milwaukee Variety
Club at its club rooms in the Schroe-
der. Thursday morning, a sight-
seeing tour is scheduled, followed

|

by a luncheon and card party at
the Wisconsin Club.

BIG,
NEWS

Q((|§i

AS SEEN BY mTS^
THE PRESS )il ^WP?
AGENT W ^kl_/

C]
When Nelson Eddy forgets his lines

in the middle o a scene he starts to

sing, "Oh, Say Can You See What's
Happening to Me " to the tune of "Star
Spangled Banner.''—M-G-M.
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THAT'S HOW BOX-OFFICE
HITS ARE MADE!
The author gave a best-seller!

M-G-M gave a Big production!

Spencer Tracy gave his best acting!

Gladys George gave an immortal role!

Franchot Tone gave his greatest work!

W. S. Van Dyke gave his top direction!

Showmen gave it grand promotion!

nTHEY GAVE
HIM A GUN

a thrill for your

audience from

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Screen play by Cyril Hume, Richard Maibaum and Maurice Rapt • Directed

by W. S. Van Dyke II • Produced by Harry Rapf • An M-G-M Picture
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pATSY Kelly has been given a

J new term contract by Hal E.

Roach which calls for a substantial

pay boost. Her first assignment
will be "Roadshow." Oliver Hardy
will play a blustering Southern
Colonel in "Roadshow." This does
not mean the team of Laurel and
Hardy is being split. Hardy was
the only actor Roach desired for the
part. Hoagy Carmichael, who wrote
"Little Old Lady," "Star Dust" and
"Lazybones," has been signed by
Roach to write the songs and score
for "Roadshow," which goes into

production in three weeks.
T

Anna Sten has been signed by
Edward L. Alperson, president of

Grand National, to star in two pix,

the first to be "Love Me Again," an
original story by Victor Schertzin-
ger, who will also direct.

Bud Barsky, who secured his re-

lease as an associate producer with
Warner Bros., has signed with
Grand National as producer of the
"Wallaby Jim" series of four pic-

tures based upon the Ernest Wetjen
Collier magazine stories.

T
June Johnson, daughter of Chic

Johnson of the team of Olson and
Johnson, has been signed by Maurice
Conn for one of the feminine leads
in the new Frankie Darro-Kane
Richmond picture "Anything for a
Thrill."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 81 • • •

DENNIE F. ZEIDMAN. Head of the Zeidman Productions, releasing through
Grand National, although still a young man is a real pix pioneer. Started

in the film business in his native Philadelphia with the old Lubin Company

z^^^mawm^MszmwmmsKmj^^n *S *
*'e 'e P''0ne ^OV a" " preSS-agent 3t $5 a

week! Went to California, joining D. W. Grif-

fith, "graduating" to publicity manager and

advisor to Douglas Fairbanks. Later became
general manager for Mary Pickford, and then
assistant to Jack Warner. Was virtually mana-
ger of all production at Universal wher, "The

Mlli Phantom of the Opera" and the Reginald Denny
pictures were filmed there. Also formerly was
associate producer at Paramount, making the

Clara Bow pictures, notably "The Fleet's In."

In recent years eminently successful as an indie

producer. Eyes, blue. Hair, blond. Stands 5, 2.

Kelly and Stone have been set by
Grand National as character names
for the two leads in the four "Stars
and Stripes Service Series" pictures
to be produced by Richard A. Row-
land next season. First will be
"Kelly and Stone in the Marines."

T T
Robert Lee Johnson has just com-

pleted the original screenplay of
"The Hoosier Schoolboy," which will
star Mickey Rooney. It will be
made by Monogram, with Ken Gold-
smith as associate producer.

T r T
Betty Laidlaw and Robert Lively,

writers, have been signed to a 16-
picture contract each at Grand Na-
tional. They will do four pictures
each year for four years.

T T T
Bradford Ropes has been assigned

to work on the screenplay of "Ro-
mance by Request," at Republic.
This is planned as one of Republic's
big musicals. Harry will produce.

T * T
Eric Taylor, having completed his

assignment on an untitled foreign
at Republic, is now working on the
script of "Treasure Hunt," in col-

laboration with Gordon Rigby.

A. J. Xydias is producing "The
Fall of the Alamo," at International.
The cast includes Rex Lease, Bruce
Warren, Ruth Finley, Julian Rivero,
Willy Castello and Roger Williams.
Harry Fraser is directing.

Andrew L. Stone will produce and
direct "Facing the Facts" for Grand
National. Stuart Erwin will head
the cast, with production scheduled
to start May 15.

Casting assignments — Goldwyn:
Mary Servoss, "Dead End"; Pauline
Steele, Al Kikume, Francis Kaai,
"The Hurricane"; 20th-Fox: Ivan
Miller, "Born Reckless"; Pauline
Moore, next Jane Withers pix; Jean
Hersholt, Arthur Treacher, Thomas
Beck, Helen Westley, Sidney Black-
mer, Mady Christian, "Heidi"; War-
ners: Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havil-
land, "Sister Act"; Columbia: Jean
Parker, Douglass Montgomery, "Life
Begins With Love"; Richard Curtis,
William Arnold, Walter Soderling,
"White Heat".

William Rankin has sold his lat-
est original, "Mightier Than the
Sword," dealing with a woman
newspaper publisher, to Universal.
Edmund Grainger will be the pro-
ducer. Bruce Manning will write
the screenplay, and Doris Nolan
may be starred.

GN Executives Leave for

Sales Conclave Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

office executives tomorrow after-

noon will board the Commodore
Vanderbilt at New York heading for

Hollywood. Group departing in-

cludes representatives from New
England points and will pick up
other conventioneers from Philadel-

phia, Baltimore and Washington. It

is due at the coast Sunday, when
representatives from San Francisco,
Portland and Seattle will also arrive.

Sessions will be conducted by
President Edward Alperson, who
has been at the studio for the past
five months and who will be aided
by Edward Peskay, general sales

manager.

Among the home office executives
attending the convention are James
Winn, Sol Edwards, W. J. Neary,
Ann Rosenthal, Stanley Hatch, Al-
fred Crown, Edward Ugast, and
Harry J. Allen.

il^The following branch exchange
'aiflwmgers will be present: Cleve
•praams, C. E. Peppiatt, John Scully,
Jack Kaplan, Merritt W. Davis,
Ralph Kinsler, William Shartin, Joe
Hartman, Al Mertz, Irving Jacobs,
Lou Levy, Ralph Peckham, H. H.
Hull, Russell Borg, Hi Peskay,

Louis Patz, Don Woods, I. Levine,
W. M. Richardson, Morris Epstein,
Joe Rosenberg, John A. Bachman,
Jules Lapidus, Edw. I. Hudson, Pat
Pinnell, Tom Tobin, H. Bradley
Fish, D. D. Matin, Harry Brown,
Irving Cohen, I. Sourkes, S. W.
Jacobs.

GN production and studio execu-
tives to attend business sessions of
the convention at the Ambassador
will include: Producers Victor
Schertzinger, Eugene Frenke, B. F.
Zeidman, Zion Myers, M. H. Hoff-
man, Andrew L. Stone, Edward Fin-
ney, Richard A. Rowland, Max Alex-
ander, Philip N. Krasne, resident
attorney; Sidney M. Biddell, story
editor and production executive;
Harold Lewis, studio manager; A.
E. Kaye, technical supervisor; Sam
R. Wallis, studio comptroller; and
Robert Luplow, auditor.

Peskay has notified all branch of-

fices that the current competitive
sales drive ends officially at mid-
night, May 15. Winners will be
named at the opening business ses-

sion of the convenion.

Cowdin Denies Reports

of "U" Producer Change

(Continued from Page 1)

ducer for Universal Studios, J.

Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board of Universal Pictures Co., last
night made the following statement
at a dinner he gave for all depart-
ment heads of the studio:

"Despite reports, published and
otherwise, no consideration has been
given to a change in the post of
executive producer of Universal.
Contrary to reports, neither my as-
sociates nor I have had any conver-
sations or negotiations with anyone,
directly or indirectly, with that end
in view.

"The fact is that we have the
highest admiration for the manner
in which our associate, Charles R.
Rogers, has reorganized the studio
and is carrying on its operations.
We have the utmost confidence in
his ability to maintain the high
standard which he has established
for the productions of the New Uni-
versal."

Duals Only in Films, Nor Drinks, Rules Exhib-Minehosr
New Orleans—Duals may apply to films, but they don't to drinks. Exhibitor Alex

Schulman of the Casino Theater runs two features for the price of one in his Casino
Theater occasionally but when the thirsty in his night club ask if the policy applies
to drinks, they get—a nice smile. Schulman recently entered the night club field by
acquiring the Silver Slipper.

See Control of Radio Scripts

As Solution of Problem

( Continued from Page 1

)

is providing severe competition, ac-
cording to President Ed Kuykendall
of the exhibitor association, yester-
day in New York. He has received
scores of letters, many including
suggestions for handling the situa-
tion, from them.

Conference between the M. P. T.
0. A. committee headed by Walter
Vincent and representatives of film
producers is now definitely set for
the afternoon of May 18 at the Ho-
tel Astor.

Local 1 Re-elects Brennan
Jim Brennan was re-elected pres-

ident of Local 1, Theatrical Protec-
tive Union, by a large majority over
two rival candidates at the union's
annual election last Sunday. All
other officers were re-elected includ-
ing J. L. Meeker, vice president;
John C. McDowell, recording and
corresponding secretary; John J.

Garvey, treasurer; Vincent Jacobi
and Frank Powderly, business
agents; and Chas. S. Murphy, ser-
geant-at-arms. Elected as trustees
were Morris Fox, William F. Hall,
and Frank Cosgrove, the latter a
new addition.

MM
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"Slim"

with Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Margaret
Lindsay, Stuart Erwin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warners 85 mins.

TOP-FLIGHT PROGRAM NUMBER THAT
SHOULD DO NICELY AT THE BOX OF-
FICE.

Slim (Henry Fonda) and Red (Pat

O'Brien) are a couple of regular he-men
whose recklessness and abandon make
them very interesting beings. Working
in a layout of high towers for power lines

the atmosphere is ever thrilling and sus-

penseful, with plenty of eventful moments.
As a top-flight program number it should

play to some nice box office returns. Pat

O'Brien, happy-go-lucky with but one real

love, high towers, and Henry Fonda, slow

moving but ever calculating and also a

lover of high towers, play their roles in a

manner that seems human. The lighter

touches are intrusted to Stuart Erwin,

whose exaggerations, similes, and details of

his combats with his "Paw" bring forth a

lot of laughs. Margaret Lindsay, in the

one feminine role of importance, does very

well and the other large assignments are

capably handled by J. Farrell MacDonald
and Joseph Sawyer. William Wister Haines'

novel and screenplay expresses the tone of

reality, the plot shows sound construction

and the dialogue is appropriate to the

characters. Ray Enright's direction works

out the characterizations with fine under-

standing. Proceedings move at a good pace,

with every moment counting for something,

numerous incidents building to a high

pitch. Sid Hickox's photography has cap-

tured many an outstanding shot. Sam
Bis.choff, as associate producer, and Hal

B. Wallis, as executive producer, have come
through with a picture that should be well

received everywhere. Pat O'Brien and Henry

Fonda are pals both on the job and off.

The former, the older of the two, is the

latter's mentor. Pat tries to keep Henry

out of trouble, but Henry likes his brawls

as much as does Pat, but what they love

most is high towers. O'Brien takes Fonda

to Chicago, where Pat has a girl friend,

Margaret Lindsay. After spending their

money, the two linemen go on their way,

but Margaret has fallen in love with

Henry. When she learns that he has been

knifed in a battle, she goes to him, but

when he is well again he can't stay away

from the towers, even though Margaret

wants him to get a ground job. This

causes a breakup. Pat and Henry are

called out on a job to repair a power

plant in which there are plenty of hot

wires, Pat falls to his death, but Margaret

who has followed Henry understands that

high towers is his life and she is still

willing to have him that way.

Cast: Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Mar-

garet Lindsay, Stuart Erwin, J. Farrell Mac-

Donald, Dick Purcell, Joseph Sawyer, Craig

Reynolds, John Litel, Jane Wyman, Harlan

Tucker, Joseph King, Carlyle Moore, Jr.,

James Robbins, Henry Otho, Dick Wessell,

Max Wagner, Ben Hendricks, Alonzo Price,

Maidel Turner, Walter Miller.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; As-

sociate Producer, Sam Bischoff; Director,

Ray Enright; Author, William Wister

Haines; Screenplay, William Wister

Haines; Dialogue Director, Gene Lewis;

Cameraman, Sid Hickox, ASC; Special Pho-

tographic Effects, Bryon Haskin; Art Direc-

"That Man's Here
Again"

with Hugh Herbert
Warners 58 Mins.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY - ROMANCE
OF YOUNG LOVE WITH HERBERT DE-

LIVERING SWELL LINE OF LAUGHS.

A very wholesome production perfectly

geared for family trade, and especially for

young folks with its refreshing love story.

Mary Maguire is a charming girl with looks

to match her personality. Tom Brown is a

good wholesome type of youngster. The
girl is down and out and Brown gets her

a job as a maid in the family hotel where

he is an elevator operator. Hugh Herbert

has his apartment here, and gets in arrears

on his rent. He has taken a great interest

in the youngsters in his nutty way. Herbert
is an art collector, and among his treas-

ures is what appears to be a valuable Chin-
ese vase. The girl while cleaning his apart-
ment breaks it, and in fear of conse-
quences, disappears. The boy searches for

her frantically, and finally locates her in a

city hospital. He brings her back to the
hotel and Herbert arranges to throw a party

for the youngsters in a neighboring apart-

ment whose owner is out of town. He
can't give the party in his place, as the

proprietor has locked him out till he pays

up on his rent. Works out into a funny
climax with a happy ending for the young
sweethearts, as the crabby owner of the

apartment returns and is jockeyed into giv-

ing Herbert a big check for a phony Chin-

ese vase that he accidentally breaks. Her-
bert keeps the laughs coming all through

the film, and with the sweet love interest

this one will get by nicely with the average

audience.

Cast: Hugh Herbert, Mary Maguire, Tom
Brown, Joseph King, Teddy Hart, Arthur

Aylesworth, Dorothy Vaughan, Tetsu Komai.

Director, Louis King; Author, Ida Wylie;

Screenplay, Lillian Hayward.

Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.

"Jim Hanvey,
Detective"

with Guy Kibbee, Tom Brown, Lucie Kaye,
Catherine Doucet, Edward S. Brophy

Republic 67 Mins.
LACK OF LOGIC AND COHESION IN

EPISODES IMPAIR EFFECTIVENESS OF
THIS MYSTERY PLAY.

If there is any doubt regarding the liquid

flow and clarity of Octavus Roy Cohen's
original story, "Jim Hanvey, Detective,"

one has only to consult the files of the

Saturday Evening Post, in which publica-

tion it appeared in the not distant past.

But in its screen version the inherent

smoothness and lucidity of the yarn is de-

cidedly questionable. Whether this flaw

is entirely due to the adaptation, screenplay,

dramatic liberties or editing,—or a combi-
nation of all four,—is indeterminable. But

somewhere the touch has been lost, to be

replaced by an element of "disjointedness."

Furthermore, the events portrayed and their

sequence appear deficient in plausibility.

The principal and supporting players alike

do about the best they can with the mate-

rial. Guy Kibbee in the title role rejects

the assignment by a trio of insurance of-

ficials to hunt down a missing and costly

emerald necklace. But Tom Brown, a young

aspiring journalist, and his sweetheart, the

daughter of the gems' owner, succeed in

retaining him. During the investigation a

murder is committed and Brown is accused.

Kibbee's strategy finally bears fruit at the

climax, the real thief and murderer is ap-

prehended and Brown wins the girl.

Cast: Guy Kibbee, Tom Brown, Lucie

Kaye, Catherine Doucet, Edward S Brophy,

Edward Gargan, Helen Jerome Eddy, Theo-

dore Von Eltz, Kenneth Thomson, Howard 1

Hickman, Oscar Apfel, Wade Boteler, Rob-'

ert Emmett Keane, Robert E. Homans,

Harry Tyler, Frank Darien, Charles Wil-

liams.

Producer, Albert E. Levoy; Associate Pro-

ducer, Joseph Krumgold; Director, Phil

Rosen; Author, Octavus Roy Cohen; Screen-

play, Joseph Krumgold, Olive Cooper; Cam-
eraman, Jack Marta; Editor, William Mor-

gan.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

\
Bob Allen in

"Law of the Ranger"
with Elaine Shepard

Columbia 57 Mins

WELL-MADE AND MEATY WESTERN
WITH STAR AT HIS BEST. WILL CLICK

WITH OUTDOOR FANS.

Devotees of outdoor dramas will be wel

enough satisfied with this one. There are'

several pleasant ingredients, consisting 1

111

chiefly of Bob Allen's natural interpretation

of his role as the homesteader who turns

out to be a State Ranger; Elaine Shepard's

attractiveness, particularly after she for-

sakes her crinoline for the more informal

dress of the horsewoman; and Spencer Gor
don Bennett's directorial skill which keep
a somewhat ordinary story from lapsing

into that category. There is little lost

motion in the sequences from the time Al

len and his pard, Hal Taliaferro, appear on
the scene. Their presence is decidedly

irking to John Merton, the shady operator
1

of a land company, who is bent on grabbing-

control of the homestead which Allen has'

purposely decided to settle upon. The
property is essential to Merton and his

henchmen for their reservoir and power
project. Just prior to the appearance or

the resourceful Ranger Allen, the home
stead's former occupant has been mur
dered. To bring the community out of the

hands of the lawless element is the wish

and vow of Elaine Shepard and her father,

Lafe McKee. Their crusade is crowned
with success when Bob Allen, who is in

love with her, really swings into action.

At the finis, Merton is a decisively defeat-

ed figure, and Bob the winner of the day

and the girl. All in all this production is

better made and more actionful than most
horse-operas.

Cast: Bob Allen, Elaine Shepard, John
Merton, Hal Taliaferro, Lafe McKee, Tom
London, Charles Whittaker, Ernest Adams
Lane Chandler.

Director, Spencer Gordon Bennett; Au-
thors, Jesse A. Duffy, Joseph Levering;

Screenplay, Nate Gatzert; Cameraman,
James S. Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Cald-
well.

Direction, Snappy. Photography, Efficient

FOREIGN
"ARANYEMBER" ("Man of Gold"), Hun-

garian dialogue film; a Hirsch and Tsuk
Hunnia production; released by Danubia
Pictures; based on the book by Maurice
Jokai; screenplay by Sandor Hevesi and Bela

Gaal; directed by Bela Gaal, with Frank

Kiss, Maria Egry, Marta Kormos, Maria

Mezey, et al, in the cast. Presented at

the Modern Playhouse. Running time: 100

minutes.

It is no surprise that this picture re-

ceived the award for the best film pro-

duced in Hungary during 1936. Magnifi-

cently acted by an expert cast, directed

up to the hilt by Bela Gaal, and equipped

with a powerful, exciting and excellently

devised story, the entire photoplay has a

fine sweep and emotional range, which,

tor, Ted Smith; Editor, Owen Marks;

Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.

Direction, Understanding. Photography,

Fine.

despite the absence of English titles, will

be readily understood and appreciated by

discriminating patrons. Not the least of

its other assets is the fine photography.

Furthermore the quality and employment of

the musical score is stand-out. Frank

Kiss enacts the central role. Two love

stories move through general action which

concerns itself basically with the flaming

political enmity between the Turks and

the Magyars, and with the fate of a family

living on a tiny island in eastern Mediter-

ranean. Not only is "Man of Gold" a

surpassing Hungarian creation, but one of

the monumental pictures to come out of

Europe of late.

"RITT IN DIE FREIHEIT" ("On the

Road to Freedom"), dialogue film in Ger-

man; a Ufa production; music by Wolf-

gang Zeller; directed by Karl Hartl, with

Willy Birgel, Ursula Grabley, Hansi Knot-

eck, et al, in the cast. Presented at the

86th Street Garden Theater. Running time:

89 Mins.

A film version of a demi-true legend of

the early 19th century which deals with
the revolt of a Polish regiment from the
rule of Russia's Czar. Willy Birgel plays

the part of the Polish officer whose court
ing of a Russian princess prevents his fel

low soldier conspirators, or patriots if you
choose, from carrying out their designs on
time. But the tarrying of Birgel with the

woman he loves forces the regiment to

fight its way out. Subsequently he squares

accounts with those whom he has jeopar-

dized by engineering their escapes from

prison and death. It's an excellently pro-

duced, directed and acted feature which
will be received enthusiastically by audi-

ences familiar with German.

SHORTS
,

"Trailer Thrills" *
'

(An Oswald Cartoon)
Universal 7 mins.

Just Fair
In this one, Oswald the Rabbit

goes places in his auto-drawn trail-
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Gene Autry in

"The Old Corral"
with Smiley Burnette

epublic 56 Mins.

BRISK, ENTERTAINING WESTERN,

VITH GOOD AND FREQUENT SONGS,

VELL RECORDED.

Several elements combine to make this

western entertainment of higher order than

nost prairie pix. The story is close-knit

nd smoothly acted and directed. Photog-

aphy is consistently good throughout,

urther, the action is fast, the continuity

risp, and, what is unusual in many out-

door dramas, the recording is especially

tear. The latter factor shows Autry's

oice off to better advantage than has

been the case in a number of his past

-ehicles. Here, Gene is a sheriff who is

aking a wife-beater off to the jail. A bus

Tightens the horses drawing his buckboard.

)ut he and his prisoner escape unhurt

jfter the steeds bolt. The bus takes them

nto town, but en route the unruly O'Keefe

3rothers (there are five) hold up the pas-

sengers including attractive Hope Manning

who is fleeing from an eastern night club

where she has been an eye witness to the

murder of one gangster by another. A
shady gent who operates a string of hot

spots in some western communities plots to

deliver the girl over to the big city

murderer whose design is to prevent her

from testifying against him. But Gene

Autry, who falls precipitately but dignified-

ly in love with her, breaks up the scheme.

When the eastern mobster and his hench-

men arrive on the scene, Autry and the

unruly O'Keefe brothers (whom he re-

leases temporarily from jail) give the city

tough guys a hot reception. When all

the shooting and cattle stampeding is

over, the silver-voiced Autry is in posses-

sion' of Hope Manning and a greatly en-

hanced prestige for his exploits. Theaters

programming westerns will do well by their

patrons to grab this one. There is a lot

of good singing, not only by Autry but on

the part of the Sons of the Pioneers (those

unruly O'Keefe freres) and Hope Manning.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Hope

Manning, Sons of the Pioneers, Champion,

Cornelius Keefe, Lon Chaney, Jr., John

Bradford, Milbum Morante, Abe Lefton,

Merrill McCormick, Charles Sullivan, Buddy

Rooseveit, Lynton Brent, Frankie Marvin,

Oscar and Elmer.

Associate Producer, Armand Shaefer; Di-

rector, Joseph Kane; Author, Bernard Mc-

Conville; Screenplay, Sherman Lowe, Jo-

seph Poland; Cameraman, Edgar Lyons;

Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Good.

er. Most admirers of the long-

eared young fellow will find the epi-

sjjl«i in his existence amusing
t'alurjgh, but the cartoon delineators

have spent too much of the footage
'< showing what the car and trailer

j
do as animated personalities. Con-

! sequently there is not very much
I time given over to Oswald himself,

who, after all, is what audiences
like best in this series of tab films.

The reel, after revealing the vicissi-

tudes trailer and motoring habitues

"Killers of the Sea"
with Captain Bob Caswell

Grand National 49 Mins.

EXCITING, NOVEL ADVENTURE FILM
WHOSE CONTENT AND EXPLOITATION
ANGLES MAKE IT B. 0. BET.

Novelty and excitement are generously

injected into this adventure picture, which
shows Captain Wallace Caswell enacting

before the film cameras that particular

specialty of his,—killing the killers of

the deep, including the shark, the octopus

and the sawfish. In addition to presenting

the redoubtable Caswell as he invades

the waters of the Gulf of Mexico to fight,

with and without weapons, those "mon-
sters" who are the dread of the fisherman

and the diver, the footage, because of its

fine exploitation possibilities, also presents

the exhibitor with an opportunity to make
his turnstiles click loudly. There is no

pretense made on the part of its producer,

Raymond Friedgen, to build in much of a

story, in fact the episodes are left pretty

much free of dialogue. They speak for

themselves, with the aid of Lowell Thomas
who handles the narration in his usual

capable manner. Adventure pix fans will

follow Caswell's exploits with avidity as

he and his companions embark on the

"Princess," a husky coasting schooner, to

deal death to their marine quarry. There

is a lively introductory sequence of the

Captain in a rod and reel scrap with a

marlin; a hand-to-hand battle with a ham-

mer-head shark; a whalebone whale and

a tiger shark. Mind you. Captain Caswell

goes right overboard to do his stuff,

—

with a knife in his teeth when his advers-

ary is a particularly tough opponent. He
also wrestles with giant sea turtles; bests

a sawfish, while in the real climax he

swims to the ocean floor to slay an octo-

pus in whose clutches is captured a diver

pal. Herman Schopp manned the cameras

above and below water, and caught the

thrills well. Although there is a feeling

of artificiality at times, this film will sup-

ply 49 minutes of off-the-beaten-path di-

version.

Cast: Captain Wallace Caswell, "Spot"

Hays, Bruce Stillwell, Steve Beadon, Hubert

Dykes, "Evolution" Henderson, Bryant Lee,

Julius Randy.

Producer and Director, Raymond Fried-

I
gen; Author, Frederick H. Wagner; Screen-

play, Adrian Johnson; Cameraman, Herman

Schopp; Editor, Helene Turner.

Direction, Good Photography, Skillful.

face in their prodigal progress o'er

mount and vale, brings Oswald
weary and disillusioned to Paradise
Valley. It's fair fare.

"A Day At Santa Anita"

(Broadway Brevity)

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Good Atmosphere

Featuring Sybil Jason in a race
track story centering around the
famous California course. The story
is routine, involving the family race
horse, the villain scheming to keep
the horse from winning, and the
last minute hoorah that brings the
nag in a winner. Done with nice

"That I May Live"
with Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kent, J.

Edward Bromberg

20th Century-Fox 70 Mins.

VERY ENTERTAINING WITH HUMAN
INTEREST SLANTS OF GIRL AND BOY
MAKING THE GRADE.

The heart throbs and sobs of the hunted
youth and the girl trying to help him get

by are always effective drama, and in this

one the story is weak in spots but it picks

up in the second half and whams over

with some healthy punches directed at the

emotions. Robert Kent is the lad who
gets himself a jail stretch through meet-
ing the wrong companions who use his

technical skill as a safe expert. On his

way out after three years, his old pals are

waiting and take him right back to do
another safe cracking job or else. He is

caught at the scene of the attempted rob-

bery that results in killing the watchman,
but escapes. Later he meets Rochelle

Hudson working in a lunch wagon. They
become friends, then sweethearts. Losing,

her job, they take it on the lam and

bump into J. Edward Bromberg, an itinerant

pedler with a big traveling bus. Here the

story picks up considerably with the warm
human interest touches and the humor that

Bromberg contributes. They are married,

working as helpers to the merchandiser,

and then the inevitable nemesis as the boy

is recognized as an escaped convict wanted
for murder. Bromberg engineers a clever

scheme for clearing the youth's name by

proving that the mob framed him. Rochelle

Hudson plays her sympathetic role with

warmth and understanding. Robert Kane
makes an appealing youth. J. Edward Brom-

berg really makes the picture with the fine

characterization he portrays of the helpful

and resourceful friend in need. Allan

Dwan's direction is excellent.

Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kane, J.

Edward Bromberg, Jack La Rue, Frank

Conroy, Frank Kelsey, George Cooper, De
Witt Jennings, Russell Simpson, William

Benedict.

Producer, Sol. M. Wurtzel; Director,

Allan Dwan; Screenplay, Ben Markson,
William Conselman; Cameraman, Robert

Planck.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Good.

10 mins.

sentimental touches, beautiful Tech-
nicolor shots, and plenty of thrills

and excitement. Glimpses of Hol-
lywood stars at the track gives this
one the glamour touch. Directed by
Bobby Connolly.

"Hollywood Magic"

J. H. Hoffberg 10 mins.

Novel
Interesting sidelights on Holly-

wood production tricks. Shows the
manufacture of "jewelry" for the
stars. A gent employed at a studio
to kill insects that may annoy or
harm the players. Making cob-
webs out of patching cement. The
collapsible chairs that crack over
an extra's dome without hurting
him, as they are made of light Yuc-
ca wood. Showing how fog is manu-
factured from special powder pots.

"Bamboo"
J. H. Hoffberg

Entertaining

A journey through the island of
Java, with most of the photo-
graphed scenes bearing upon the
use of bamboo by the natives. This
wood is used for every conceivable
purpose, and most of the houses are
constructed of it in a most ingenious
manner. Narrated by Andre Baruch,
whose descriptive talk makes the
film very entertaining.

"Floridian Curiosities"

J. H. Hoffberg 11 mins.
Interesting

Nice description given by Norman
Brokenshire of charming highlights
of Florida. The famous Silver
Springs are shown. St. Augustine,
and the alligator farm. Also a nervy
gent wrestling with an alligator and
sticking his head between the ani-
mal's vicious jaws. The famous 300-
year-old Cyprus tree. A tame peli-

can helping a fisherman. The out-
door school at Sarasota. The beau-
tiful bird sanctuary with the cele-

brated chimes. j

Vitaphone Pictorial Revue No. 9
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Very Entertaining

Nice presentation of some inter-

esting subjects. A runner on auto-
mobile wheels, designed to prevent
skidding. A gent demonstrating a
bullet proof suit. Various odd acci-

dents that happen in households, as
reported by the insurance investiga-
tors. The complete processes in-

volved in the manufacture of gent's

hats. Something for the femmes,
with smart display of this season's

bathing suits, filmed in natural col-

or. Narration by Howard Claney.

"Carmen"
(Sam Small Cartoon)

Astor Pictures 9 mins.
Good Action

A Sam Small number, with the

little British soldier in a Spanish
setting where he takes part in a
bull fight at the arena through an
accident. He has been jailed, and
escapes with a ball-and-chain on his

leg, and is catapulted into the arena
by his horse as he flees from the
prison cell. The ball and chain are
instrumental in knocking out the
bull and making Sam a hero. Done
in color.

"Halt! Who Goes There?"
(Sam Small Cartoons)

Astor Pictures 9 mins.
Fair

One of the series of British car-
toons in color, featuring the little

runt who is a private in the army.
He is on guard duty outside the
castle when the King comes along.
They become chummy, the King in-

vites him inside, and complications
arise when the Duke of Wellington
busts in and finds fault because one
of his soldiers is off duty.
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ALL PRODUCERS SIGN

ACTORS' GUILD PACT

(Continued from Page 1)

that the Warner studios would ac-

cede to the Guild demands.

Guild officials late last night an-

nounced that more than 400 new
members had joined the organiza-

tion yesterday, including several re-

instatements. Among stars who be-

came members of the Guild during

the day were Greta Garbo, Janet

Gaynor, Simone Simon and Jean

Harlow.
Federated M. P. Crafts officials

yesterday sent telegrams to A. F.

of L. and C.I.O. organizations in

Eastern and Mid-West key cities

asking that theaters be picketed in

the following cities: New York,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Picketing in New York is expected
to start tonight, and in the other

cities tomorrow morning. By Thurs-
day Federated officials believe that

there will be 340,000 men and wo-
men picketing theaters.

Although disappointed over the

loss of the Guild support,, the Fed-
erated Studio Crafts yesterday set

approximately 5,000 pickets in ac-

tion outside the major studios with
which they are still at odds.

"The agreement between the pro-

ducers and the actors will not alter

our plans at all and until our de-

mands are met we will continue pick-

eting studios and theaters," declared

Charles Lessing, federation head.

Lessing stated that he held no
animosities towards the Guild for
its settlement. "We would have
iiked the support of the actors," he
said, "but after all they are fight-

ing for an entirely different matter
and have won their battle."

Lessing indicated that the strikers

do not contemplate any boycott of

the players who have signed with
the producers and said that he re-

garded producer capitulation to the

Guild demands as an indication that

a similar agreement would soon be
reached with the technical unions.

Answering Federated M. P.
Crafts' charges that the actors had
double-crossed them, Aubrey Blair,

business representative for the
Guild, replied that the Crafts called

their strike prematurely and three
hours before Federated representa-
tives had agreed to meet with ac-
tors' representatives.

I.A.T.S.E. is issuing work per-
mits to painters, laborers, makeup
artists and hair dressers.

Secrecy cloaked a meeting held by
sales and other executives of major
companies in New York yesterday
on the coast studio strike situation,

particularly as regards union threats
to picket theaters throughout the

country. Nobody officially knew of

such a conference.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
- By Sid Weiss -

CAM SAX has signed Floyd Gib-

bons, ace war correspondent, for

a series of 13 thrill shorts, produc-

tion to start in June at the Brook-
lyn studios. Two will be completed
before the studios close down on
June 25.

Paramount will start shooting
Eastern scenes on "The Big Broad-
cast of 1938" at the Astoria Studios
this week with Kirsten Flagstad,

Met. opera star. Harlan Thompson
will direct, with Ralph Sparkuhl at

the camera.

Joe Henabery has completed an

Irene Bordoni short at the Vitaphone
studios with Charlie Dingle, Regin-

ald Wallace, Noll and Nolan, Joie

Ray and Charlie Carrer in the sup-

porting roles. Harlan Dixon, dance

director, appears in one of the minor

roles.

Al Christie starts this week on

the latest of the Tom Patricola-Bus-
ter West series on the Astoria lot.

A Tim and Irene short follows with
Bill Watson at the megaphone.

The Warner Club, Brooklyn unit,

is throwing a studio party on Friday
featuring 14 games. Dancing, etc.,

goes with the party.

Addenda. . .It's twins, (a boy and
a girl), at the Thomas J. Martins. .

.

He's the chief auditor at Warner's
. . .Eddie DuPar has returned to the

coast after shooting background
shots here and in Washington. .

.

Lloyd French leaves for Hollywood
during the Vitaphone shut-down,
disposing of his 26-foot speedboat
here. . .For further details contact

him at the Brooklyn studios . . . Chet
North, chief mixing engineer of the

Warner West Coast studios, has re-

turned to the coast after two months
in the east. . .

New Trial Asked in Neb.

Bank Night Test Action

Lincoln, Nebr.—The Fox Beatrice

Theater Corp. has filed motion for

a new trial in the case in which

District Judge Messmore held that

theater bank night was illegal in

Nebraska. A test suit cannot be

filed in the Nebraska Supreme Court

until Judge Messmore makes a de-

cision on the new trial motion. The
court sustained the state's request

for an injunction against operation

of bank night.

Hornblow's Six for Para.

To Include Two Musicals

Arthur Hornblow, who is in

New York from the coast for vaca-
tion purposes, will produce six fea-

tures for Paramount next season,

starting with two musicals . "High,
Wide and Handsome," a Hornblow
production, is now being cut at the

coast and his final picture for the

current year, "Easy Living," with
Jean Arthur and Edward Arnold, is

before the cameras. Hornblow be
gins his 1937-38 activities in Sep-
tember.

Paramount News Merged
With Paramount Pictures

Under its program for simplifica-

tion of its general corporate struc-

ture, Paramount has merged Para-
mount News, Inc., with Paramount
Pictures. Company has also blended

! the Paramount Forty-Third Street
jCorp., owning exchanges in New
York and Buffalo and the newsreel
laboratory, with Paramount Pic-

tures.

Two Intervention Motions

in RKO Reorg. Rejected

(Continued from Page 1)

tions pending before him to Special

Master George W. Alger.
Judge Bondy denied the interven-

tion motions of Ernest W. Stirn of

Milwaukee, holder of 1234 shares of

Class A stock, and of Ivy MacPher-
son. Mary G. MacPherson. Pauline
L. Fleming and Jas. A. Glassman,
holders of 102,000 shares of common
stock. Regarding Stirn's applica-

tion, Judge Bondy said that he had
delayed too long in making it, that

a plan had already been submitted
and that he has a right to be heard
before Special Master Alger. He
referred to the special master the

objections raised by Stirn that the

exchange of Class A stock in the

1931 reorganization was illegal.

Jude~e Bondy also referred to Spe-

cial Master Alger the motion of Ed-
ward Hickey of Washington, D. C,
to set aside the reorganization on

the ground that the reorganization

statute is unconstitutional and a

contention similar to Stirn's with re-

gard to the Class A stock.

Coronation Prelude Shown
A complete prelude picture to the

Coronation, is being shown today at

the British Emnire Coronation Ex-
hibit in the British Building:. Rocke-
feller Center. A host of celebrities

have been invited to see the film,

madf on 16mm stock, and furnished

by the Stone Film Library, Inc.

Gilroy Rites Today
Funeral services will be held this

morning at St. Malachv's Church,
239 West 49th St., for John Gilroy,

65, vaudeville actor and sons: writer,

who died Sunday after a heart at-

tack at his home, 345 West 45th
St. His wife, Ethel, survives.

SEARS ELEVATES iwu,

NAMES SALES VICTOR!

13

wi

4

(Continued from Page 1)

tion to his own. Kalmenson hence-, m
forth will have the New York Met-;
ropolitan, Boston, New Haven, A1-'

bany and Buffalo branches under hii!

supervision. Smeltzer's added terrij [

tories are Pittsburgh, Cleveland an<|
f

Detroit.

Winners in the recently concludec
sales drive were also announced a 1

the afternoon session by Sears, ai

follows:
District manager awards: First-

Leo Blank, Midwest District Man
ager, with headquarters in Chicago
second—Robert Smeltzer, Mid-At
lantic District Manager, with head
quarters in Washington.
Branch manager awards: First—

Rud Lohrenz, Minneapolis; second
Harry Seed, Pittsburgh; third, A
Shmitken, Cincinnati; fourth, R. L
McCoy, Charlotte; fifth, Fred Green-
berg, Indianapolis; sixth, T. R. Gil-

liam, Chicago; seventh, R. T. Smith
Milwaukee; eighth, William War-
ner, Kansas City; ninth, Nat Furst
Boston; 10th, C. K. Olson, Omaha,!
11th, Norman Ayers, Albany; 12th.l

R. S. Smith, Buffalo; 13th, Robert
Smeltzer, Washington; 14th, W. Gj

Mansell, Philadelphia; 15th, L. Mc-f

Kenzie, St. John; 16th, J. C. Ver-
gesslich, Atlanta; 17th, M. A. Moo-
ney, Cleveland; 18th, John Pavone,
New Haven; 19th, Byron Adams,
Memphis; 20th, A. W. Anderson of

Des Moines; and 21st, Hall Walsh of

St. Louis.

Warners' sales chief told the con-|

vention that the company during
1937-38 would advance Humphrey
Bogart, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise,

Pat O'Brien, the Mauch Twins, Boris
Karloff and Dick Foran to stellar

status, and that the delegates would
be polled for their selection of new
stars from among the younger con-

tract players.

Sears yesterday introduced A. W.
Schwalberg, supervisor of the com-
pany's exchanges, who outlined de-

tails of Warners' Sales Accessories'

Rental Plan, which went into effect

recently. Arthur Sachson, head of

the contract department; H. M.
Doherty, auditor of exchanges, and
Albert S. Howson, director of cen
sorship also spoke at the opening

session.

The afternoon session following

luncheon in the Empire Room, was
devoted to addresses by Jack War-
ner, Major Albert Warner, Roy
Haines, Eastern and Canadian sales

manager, and Herbert J. Ochs,
Southern and Western sales man-
ager. The delegates attended a
Beefsteak dinner at the Tavern last

night.
j

.[•

Scott Buys Racing Stable

Cincinnati — Grover Scott, owner of

Harlan and Pikeskville, Ky., theaters,

has acquired a stable of thoroughbreds.

Scott's "Board Trade" was a recent

winner at Keeneland.

Ifefe
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Federal Move to End Crofts Labo pected

WARNERJJSTS 46 OF 60JITLES FOR NEW YEAR

20th-Fox-GB Distrib. Tieup Decision by July 1~Kent
Quality of British Product to

Decide Question, Says

President

Whether or not 20th Century-Fox
will continue to handle physical dis-

tribution on GB product in the
United States will be determined
by July 1 and will be contingent
upon assurance that the Ostrer
Company will turn out satisfactory

product, stated Sidney R. Kent,
president of the American firm, late

yesterday as he arrived in New
York on the He de France, follow-

ing a visit to London and Paris.

"So far, I have not seen the kind
(Continued on Page 4)

(INSECUREDCREDITORS

GET BETTER RKO DEAL

A stipulation amending the RKO
reorganization plan will be pre-

sented today to Special Master

George W. Alger, The Film Daily

was advised yesterday by Carlos Is-

raels, counsel for the RKO unsec-

ured creditors' committee.

The stipulation will give the un-

(Continued on Page 4)

Daven to Do Four French

Pix, One English Version

Production of four French fea-

tures in France and an English ver-

sion of one is planned by Andre
Daven, who arrived in New York

(Continued on Page 4)

First Critics' Forum Replies in Tomorrow's FILM DAILY
Leading American motion picture reviewers, editors and columnists start their

verbal procession across Page One tomorrow with the publication of the first installment

of the replies to the 1937 Critics' Forum of THE FILM DAILY. The series, representing

an annual stock-taking by the industry's most competent outside observers, will start

with the Squawk Parade and culminate with an analytical and statistical digest, the
latter for simultaneous national release.

Korda Assails Major U. S. Circuits

For Low Grosses of His Productions

"Film Daily Service, Sir"

Unsurpassed facilities of THE FILM
DAILY for "must" spot news coverage

of major industry stories is strikingly

>^monstrated by the up-to-the-minute,

lIuTSmpnplete reports on the West Coast

-.1,-udio labor disputes. Despite the han-

dicaps imposed by the four-hour dif-

ference in time, THE FILM DAILY,
holding its forms open, has given its

readers the latest over night develop-

ments, its service in this respect ex-

ceeding even that of the metropolitan

dailies.

Denying that he plans to confer

with United Artists executives over

the future of his distribution tieup

with that company, Alexander
Korda, as he arrived in New York
late yesterday on the He de France,
assailed big American circuits for

failing to gross satisfactory reve-

nue from his productions.

"I feel that British pictures have
to fight prejudice on the part of

big American circuits," declared

Korda. "The fact that my produc-

tions do not gross the revenue they

are entitled to is the fault of these

houses and not United Artists. I

have in mind such pictures as

'Henry the Eighth', and 'The Ghost
Goes West'."
The producer stated that he in-

tends to study the situation while
here and described himself as "very
disappointed" in the returns from
the U. S. market.

"Grosses obtained by good Brit-

ish pictures in the U. S. do not com-
pare with the grosses secured by
good American pictures in Eng-
land," declared Korda. "English

I (Continued on Page 6)

Re-armament Handicaps British Theater Building

Theater building in England is

being seriously handicapped by Gov-
ernment purchase of steel for muni-
tion purposes, declared Murray Sil-

verstone, United Artists executive

headquartering in London, as he ar-

rived in New York yesterday on the

He de France with Alexander Korda.
The Donada circuit, in which his

company has just acquired a con-

trolling interest, however, is for-

(Continued on Page 6)

U. 5. /VWe to End Federated Crafts

Walkout at Coast Studios Foreseen

Exchange Unions Said Set

or Signed in 35 Cities

George E. Browne, president of

the I. A. T. S. E., told The Film
Daily yesterday that written agree-
ments covering organization of ex-
change workers in 35 cities have al-

(Continued on Page 4)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Thursday)—With the

producers and the striking Feder-

ated Motion Picture Crafts seem-
ingly deadlocked, following the

FMPC's rejection early yesterday of

a peace proposal made by studio

execs, observers today looked to a
(Continued on Page 11)

$5,000,000 Invested in Story

Material, States Jack

Warner
Stating that Warner Bros.-First

National has approximately $5,000,-
000 invested in story material which
forms the basis of its 1937-38 pro-
gram, Jack Warner announced 46
of its 60 titles for next season at
the company's annual sales conven-
tion yesterday at the Waldorf-
Astoria. Eleven of the productions
will be made from Broadway plays,
Warner said, and 17 based on novels.
"When such investments as ours

and those of other major studios
are taken into consideration, it may
well be held that Hollywood has
become the world's literary treasure
house," Warner declared.
Announcement was made of the

(Continued on Page 9)

NEWWARNERHIGHSET

FOR OUTSIDE PLAYERS

Indicative of a new high in War-
ner Bros.-First National deals for

players under contract to other pro-

ducers is the company's 1937-38

program which lists at least 13
(Continued on Page 9)

Cochrane Heads Universal

Execs. Off for Meet Today

New Universal's entire sales force

starts for its first California con-

vention today. The first contingent,

leaving this afternoon in two special
(Continued on Page 10)

'Captains Courageous' Arrives

Celebs, execs, and just plain Johnny

Q. Public joined in glad-handing M-
G-M's newest two-a-day offering, "Cap-
tains Courageous," at a brilliant Broad-

way premiere at the Astor Theater last

night. Opening had all the trimmings,

including a corking new electric sign

which sent a 40-foot Gloucester schoon-

er across the front of the Astor. Pic-

ture was reviewed in THE FILM DAILY
of March 29.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 24 24 .....

Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 33 34+1
Columbia Picts. pfd •• ••
Con. Fm. Ind 35/g 3% 3% — /<,

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 1 3 Vi 13V2 13'/2 — /s

East. Kodak 157y2 157 157 — V4
do pfd
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e

e"w s
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q
76% 75'A 76i/4 .

do pfd 105V2 105'/2 1051/i — Vl

Paramount 205/8 19% 1 9% — Vs

Paramount 1st pfd... 142 139 139 — 1

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 18 1/4 18 18 — %
Pathe Film 6% 6% 6 3

/4 — V4

RKO 8 1/2 8 1/4 8 1/4 .....

20th Century-Fox . . 36y8 36% 36% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 45 45 45 — 'A

Univ. Pict. pfd • ,-:;
Warner Bros 123/4 12% 12% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46 •
Loew 6s41ww 98% 987/8 98% .....

Para. B'way 3s55... 71% 71 71 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55....10O% 100 1/4 100%
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 34 34—4
Grand National 2% 2 1/4 2% .....

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1% 1 % — Vs

Technicolor 22% 22% 22% — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 45/8

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 97

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 13V4 14%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 97%
Met. riayhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43 573/4 59%
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"Snapshots" 17 Years Old
Columbia during the month of

June, will celebrate the 17th anni-

versary of its "Screen Snapshots,"

oldest novelty reel now on the

screen. It is this short subject

which Harry and Jack Cohn started

in 1920 as the first screen venture

to bring Columbia Pictures into

being.

New Condor Prospectus

Filed for SEC Approval

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The SEC yesterday

took formal action on the registra-

tion statement of Condor Pictures,

Inc. filed Dec. 30, 1936. The com-
mission found that a deficiency ex-

isted in items 3 and 46 of the state-

ment concerning a rental arrange-
ment between Grand National
Films, Inc. and Condor.
Don Hancock of Condor, here,

said: "Pending the acceptance by
the SEC of an amendment to the

first prospectus issued by Condor
Pictures, no securities will be offered

by Condor. A new prospectus has

been filed and it is expected that it

will be effective shortly."

Amendment, it is understood,

eliminates from the lease a provi-

sion for a 100-day minimum use of

the studio.

SEC's "formal action" on the Con-
dor matter was described in the offi-

cial commission release as a "stop-

order" issued under Section 8(D)
of the Securities Act of 1933.

Two Per Cent Sales Tax
Will Continue in Iowa

Two per cent Iowa sales tax which
applies to the film industry has been
extended for two years under a bill

passed by its Legislature prior to

its recent adjournment. A measure
prohibiting use of public buildings

for entertainment purposes in com-
petition with theaters was also

enacted.
Bills which died include prohibit-

ing persons under 18 years of age
from seeing pictures dealing with
divorced characters and banning
Bank Night and other giveaways.

13 U. S. Films Released

In Germany in 4 Months

Berlin (By Cable)—German cen-
sor's report for the first four months
of 1937 shows that 13 of the 22 for-
eign pictures released were of U. S.

origin. German films released in

the period totalled 28. Other for-

eign releases included four Austrian,
and one each for France, Italy, Ja-
pan, Czechoslovakia and Hungary.
U. S. films okayed during April
were "Pigskin Parade," "Maid of
Salem" and "Bulldog Drummond
Escapes."

N. Y. Theater Groups Ask
Hearing on Censor Bill

Following a meeting yesterday at

the offices of the League of N. Y.

Theaters attended by representa-

tives of all component branches of

the theater, a telegram was sent to

Gov. Herbert H. Lehman at Wil-

liamsburg, Va., requesting that he
defer action on the Dunnigan Bill

empowering License Commissioner
Paul Moss to revoke theater licenses

if he deems a show immoral until

they can be given a hearing on the
bill.

The telegram states that the the-

ater organizations are unanimously
agreed that the proposed change
"will effect a one man censorship in

the legitimate theater which has
never been restricted and has never
abused its freedom."

Last night in all legit theaters in

New York City, the leading actor

in each play addressed the audience
on the subject of the Dunnigan Bill

and requested that members of the

audience sign prepared forms urging
Gov. Lehman to kill the Dunnigan
Bill.

Finley Funeral Today
Houston, Tex.—Lloyd Finley, 53,

manager of Tower Theater, Inter-

state suburban house and for 20

years conductor of Majestic The-
ater orchestra in vaudeville days,

died at hospital here Monday night.

Funeral services will be held here

today with burial in Minneapolis.

Terminal Theater Opens
Originally slated to open a week

ago, the new newsreel and short
subject theater in Grand Central
Terminal had an invitation premiere
yesterday, and will hold its initial

performance for the general public

this morning.

I

RKO May Take Over Two
Cocalis Houses in N. Y.

RKO has reached a tentative

agreement to take over two Cocalis

houses in New York City, it was
said yesterday by Nate Blumberg,
general manager of RKO theaters.

From present indicaitons contract
should be closed in the next two
days.

British Trade Societies

Meet May 26 on Quota Act

London (By Cable)—Dr. Burgin,
Board of Trade secretary, is meet-
ing the three trade societies May 26
to discuss their position in the next
quota act. Dr. Burgin has been
made a member of the Privy Coun-
cil.

Theater Bandits Get $600
Stoughton, Mass. — Four armed

bandits escaped with $600 from the
State Theater office while a capacity
audience sat in ignorance of the
holdup. Ernest Fitzgerald, assis-

tant manager, who was forced to

open the safe was left on the flooi',

bound and taped.

Hyman Back with Lesser
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Louis Hyman, after

several months' absence, has re-

turned to Principal Productions as
head of the distribution department,
according to an announcement by
Sol Lesser.

"Dance" Starts in London"
RKO's "Shall We Dance" has a

pre-release opening tomorrow in

London's Regal Theater 24 hours
ahead of the premiere at Radio
City's Music Hall.

Coming and Goiriu

JOHN DORAN, of Film Art Studios, leaves

tomorrow on a short business trip to Washing-

ton.

GLENDON ALLVINE has arrived in New York

from Hollywood.

EDDIE EDELSON goes to the coast June 28

from New York.

CLARKE ROBINSON has returned to New
York from Louisville.

SHEILA BARRETT goes to Cleveland Fri-

day from New York for a rest, having cancelled

a Washington engagement.

MORT SINGER arrives today from Chicago.

WILLIAM BACH, general manager of West-
ern Electric, Ltd., which functions for Erpi

in England and on the continent, arrived yes-

terday on the Aquitania.

JOHN STEINBECK, author, sails from New
York next Saturday for a vacation in Sweden,

Denmark and Ireland, returning here in August.

MARY PICKFORD is en route to Hollywood

from New York.

R. H. COCHRANE, president of Universal,

accompanied by P. D. COCHRANE, F. J. A.

McCarthy, g. schaefer, oscar binder,

w b. kraemer, sidney singerman, andy
SHARICK, C A. KIRBY and CHARLES E. FORD,

leaves the home office today for the company's

convention on the coast.

FRANK TUTTLE, director, arrived on the

Aquitania yesterday en route to Hollywood, fol-

lowing a vacation in southern France.

PETER ARNO, artist, arrived in Hollywood

yesterday from New York by plane.

BEULAH BOND1, film actress, is en route to

New York from the coast, with stop-overs

planned in Denver and Chicago.

OSCAR HOMOLKA, European film actor, ar-

rived yesterday aboard the Aquitania and is

due in Hollywood within a few days to make

his initial U. S. film.

JACK COHN flew to the coast yesterday

for a brief stay.

KATHERINE "SUGAR" KANE leaves next

week for Hollywood to appear in a film for

Major Productions.

JAMES WINN, SOL EDWARDS, W. J. NEARY,
ANN ROSENTHAL, STANLEY HATCH, ALFRED
CROWN, EDWARD UGAST and HARRY J.

ALLEN comprise the Grand National home

office delegation leaving today for the firm's

sales convention at Los Angeles.

CFI First Quarter Net
Announced as $229,704

Consolidated Film Industries re-

ports a net profit of $229,704 after

all charges for the quarter ended;

Mar. 31, equivalent after dividend

requirements to five cents a share on

the common stock. This compares

with profit of $290,249 for the cor-

responding quarter last year, equal

to 17 cents a share on the common
stock.

"Episode" Opens May 15
"Episode," Viennese film starring

Paula Wessely, will open May 15 at

the 55th St. Playhouse.

FILMACK
SPECIAL
TRAILERS
THE CHOICE OF
WISE SHOWMEN



THE BRITISH LION
TRAFALGAR SQUARE ^

»

THE LION'S ROAR HEARD
'ROUND THE WORLD TODAY!

And every day throughout

the globe the public says:

"Leo the Lion is the Leader

of the Amusement World !"

^

THE ROYAL FAMILY OF FILMS START
THEIR REIGN OF 1937-38 WITH
GREATEST LINE-UP OF HISTORY!

(Ask the M-Q-M Boys returning from the Big Convention!)



UNSECURED CREDITORS

GET BETTER RKO DEAL

{Continued from Page ]

)

secured creditors a better deal than
they had under the original agree-

ment. As a result of the agreement,
the unsecured creditors' committee
will not oppose the plan.

Exchange Unions Said Set

or Signed in 35 Cities

(Continued from Page 1)

ready been signed or are practically

set and that the I. A. is now start-

ing to organize theater ushers
throughout the country. Browne
said that 15 pacts covering exchange
workers in as many cities were
signed last Saturday. He expects

an agreement in New York City
shortly.

Browne declared that 6,000 new
members have been added in the
stagehand and operator divisions in

the past year.

The I. A. prexy stated that the
coast situation is "clarified some-
what by the agreement of the pro-

ducers to recognize the Screen Ac-
tors' Guild."
Browne may go to the coast in a

day or two. Yesterday, he was en-

gaged in straightening out the
local situation affecting film labora-

tories and also met with a group
of theatrical press agents seeking

I. A. affiliation.

There is strong likelihood that

the group of laboratory workers for

which former Congressman Vito
Marcantonio is counsel will become
affiliated with the I.A.T.S.E., it was
said.

Daven to Do Four French

Pix, One English Version

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday on the He de France. He
leaves for the coast Saturday to

confer with Charles Boyer regard-

ing a starring part in one of his

productions. Daven is booked to sail

from New York for France on the

Normandie June 2.
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Ed Halprin

Karl MacDonald

• • • CELEBS OF the theatrical, film and social worlds
crowded the Astor lobby on Broadway last nite and were
introduced on the air as "Captains Courageous" unfurled its

banners for a roadshow run activities from the lobby were
broadcast over WHN under supervision of J. C. Flippen
the giant sign atop the theater attracted widespread attention
as spotlighted crowds pressed back and forth in Times Square

the sign consists of a 40-foot reproduction of a Glou-
cester fishing schooner with complete mechanical equipment and
sails in motion the invitees whose names are furnished
by M-G-M include Will Hays, Lee Shubert, David Bern-
stein, David Selznick, Marc Connelly, George Delacourt, Rich-
ard Berlin, Boake Carter Edwin C. Hill, Adela Rogers St.
John, John D. Kennedy, John Hanrahan, Don Herold, Jack Lait,
Pare Lorenz, Henry Luce, Ward Morehouse, Fulton Oursler. . .

• • • A COCKTAIL party at the Music Hall this after-

noon in honor of Mark Sandrich, director of the current
Astaire-Rogers musical, "Shall We Dance" the party will

be held in the studio apartment of the Hall with W. G.

Van Schmus as host
T T T

• • • BIG DOINGS at the Warner Convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria for the second day Norman Moray was
one of the speakers in the afternoon also Floyd Gibbons

when Floyd heard that Moray was on the bill with him,
the gatling-gun speaker wanted a handicap and you can
understand why if you have ever heard the short subjects

chief steamed up on his favorite topic Sam Sax told the

boys all about the new Brooklyn studio A. W. Anderson
of Des Moines is a traffic student, but Broadway traffic had him
stopped Grad Sears congratulated the sales staff on their

work in selling "One Way Passage" as a reissue, which hung
up a record There was a neat display of the new Acces-
sories Rental Plan, using material from "Prince and the

Pauper"
T T T

• • • THE FEATURED dance in the new Astaire-Rogers
musical is a novelty one on roller skates and Nat Finney,
picture and feature editor of the Minneapolis Star coined the

word "Skancing" for it a neat combination of "ska-ting"

and "da-ncing" so Barret McCormick's dep't at RKO Ra-
dio have adopted the word as the official name for the dance

and are incorporating it in all the ads and publicity

T T
• • • A SILVER cup was awarded to Don Nichols, man-
ager of the Broadway theater at Charlotte, N. C. for the

best circuit exploitation during 1936 at a meeting of the

Warner managers in Washington the cup was overflowing

with silver dollars an additional award made by George
A. Crouch, assistant zone manager J. J. Payette, general

zone manager for the Washington district, made the cup award
Nichols won the award over 38 theaters in his district.

• • • GREAT GUY Joe E. Brown the heads
of the Child Welfare League of America expressed a desire to

have him officiate at their annual May Day celebration so

Joe hurried completion of his RKO Radio "Riding On Air"
and made a special trip to New York at his own ex-

pense Joe has a genuine love for kids the tougher
the better and he got 'em plenty tuff when he umpired a

baseball game in the tenement district on the East Side

Joe made a close decision and almost started a riot._ the

photographer caught some closeups of the kids arguing with
Joe they are classics of kids registering real boy emotions

and Joe wasn't acting, either he was talking fast

to get himself out of a tuff spot

20TH-F0X-GB TIEUP

DECISION BY JULY f

(Continued from Page 1)

of GB pictures that would warrant
our handling them," said Kent.
He may confer with Arthur A.

Lee, vice-president of GB, on the
matter at the coast when he goes
west to attend the annual 20th Cen-
tury-Fox sales convention, leaving
New York on Monday or Tuesday.
Kent expects that the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox studio will produce at least
30 "A" pictures out of its 1937-38
program, which will provide a min-
imum of 52 productions. Under
supervision of Robert T. Kane, New
World. English subsidiary of the
company, will make four pictures
next year and two will be acquired
from outside producers, Kent said.

A Gracie Fields production is also
planned to be made in England, he
stated. Four or five of the pic-

tures will be distributed in this

country.
No color is planned for these fea-

tures but the element will be used
in the three-reel Coronation picture
being produced, Kent said. Between
$400,000 and $500,000 will be spent
on each feature made in England, he
stated.
Kent denied that he had talked

to Alexander Korda on any kind of

a deal bringing the producer into an
alliance with 20th-Fox.
Kent stated that there are no

new developments in the GB situa-

tion and that he has had no offers

for his company's stock in Metrop-
olis, which controls GB. He ex-

plained attendance of John Max-
well at his company's Paris sales

convention by saying that he came
as a film buyer, accepting an invi-

tation which was also extended to

ether circuit owners.
"Foreign business is approximate-

ly 20 per cent better than last year,"

asserted Kent, with theaters in Eng-
land particularly doing well. Grosses

in France are off, he explained, and
business conditions in Germany and
Italy remain as they were a year

« « « » » »

May Produce in Detroit

Detroit — The Fox Theater will

probably go into a summer policy

about May 21, using its own ballet

line, producing stage shows here in-

stead of booking through New York.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Europe headed film theater expan-

sion during 1936 with a total of 6,826

new houses.
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TOPPING THEIR GRAND

LOVE IS NEWS RECORDS

WITH CAFE METROPOLE

jIuTe)

-*Jc**

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Everywhere Tyrone and Loretta

are being cheered as the new king

and queen of romance ..while "Cafe

Metropole" scores boxoffiee tri-

umphs over "Love is News" in Rich-

mond (day-and-date), Springfield

(III.), Buffalo, Detroit, Milwaukee!

And it's just starting, folks!

And now look at these

W4KE v*
MO l|ve

4th WEEK in CHICAGO

3rd WEEK in NEW YORK

3rd WEEK in INDIANAPOLIS

3rd WEEK in SAN FRANCISCO

3rd WEEK in PHILADELPHIA

3rd WEEK in SEATTLE

—and more 2nd week holdovers

than we have space to list!
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KORDA RAPS CIRCUITS

FOR HIS LOW GROSSES

(Continued from Page 1)

productions which justify peak rev-

enue in this country do not get it."

In view of their grosses from Eng-

land, asserted the producer, Ameri-

can companies should not complain

about British laws governing films.

Korda denied that he has talked to

Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century Fox

president, who also returned on the

He de France, regarding a deal

whereby he would join the American

company or release through it.

"A door opens on two sides," he

said significantly,, but would not

clarify or amplify this statement.

Unless a solution of his Amer-

ican problem can be reached, Korda

indicated that he might consider

making lower priced pictures with-

out the U. S. market as an objective.

London Films, which Korda heads,

plans to produce 17 features up to

next January, with about 12 sched-

uled for distribution in this coun-

try Budget on the 17 productions

will be approximate $8,500,000 Kor-

da stated.

He denied his trip to America is

based upon a need for new and ad-

ditional financing, declaring that he

has adequate money for his produc-

tions. Apart from his interest in

the American grossing situation, his

sole purpose in coming to America

is to attend the United Artists board

of directors meeting at the coast

within a few days, said Korda.

Established English companies

have survived adverse financial con-

ditions in that country, Korda stated.

At one time, he said, there were 150

independent firms but this number
has been reduced.

Korda flies to the coast Saturday

and plans to sail for England on

the Queen Mary May 26.

GB Probe Is Sought

London (By Cable)—Dissatisfied

GB shareholders are making an ap-

peal for subscription purposes ask-

ing the Board of Trade to make an

inquiry into the corporation's posi-

tion. Latest circular alleges GB's

losses amount to $15,000,000.

Bergner Film for Rivoli

"Dreaming Lips", new Elisabeth

Bergner film, will have its U. S.

premiere at the Rivoli next "Wed-

nesday. Walt Disney's Academy
Award Revue will be shown on the

same program.

4* What, No 'Waudewill'?

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Harry F. Shaw, Division Manager, Poli's

New England Theaters, New Haven

As Told to Film Daily

SOME years ago when I was manager of Loew's State Thea-

ter at Syracuse, N. Y., the Keith house and Loew's pooled,

and under the arrangement Keith's played vaudeville while

my theater dropped stage shows.
On the first day of our straight

picture policy, I was standing in the

lobby of the theater (where all man-
agers should be standing) when a

patron approaches and says: "You
got no waudewill . . . watsametteh
. . . the ecters seeck today?"
Of course, I explained to him that

we had advertised the fact that we
had no vaudeville but he insisted,

"I'm seeting already seence seex

o'clock . . . twice already I seen

the pictche . . . but still no waude-
will . . . I'm a good customer . .

."

Well, to tell it briefly, he wanted
his money back . . . which breaks

a theater manager's heart . . . and
so we settled on a pair of passes

to Keith's for that night.

And now here's the finish: After

Pickets Picketed in Houston

Houston, Tex. — In Houston, they

picket pickets. Idea was sprung on

the Rialto by Will Horwitz, whose three

houses were picketed by striking air-

conditioning engineers. Behind each

picket carrying a placard, "l his theater

unfair to air conditioning engineers,"

Horwitz placed others with banners

reading, "It will be unfair to you

to miss the picture now showing at

this theater." Union is asking recogni-

tion and a $58-$40 scale. Theater has

been paying $70-45 sans recognition.

the show that night, I was walking
by Keith's when I was paged with

a' loud "psst". It's my friend of

earlier in the evening. He starts his

complaint all over again. It seems
he had gone into Keith's at 10

o'clock just in time to miss the

"waudewill" and so he had set in

two theaters from six to past eleven

and had not seen a vaudevill show.
To appease him, we went to a res-

taurant for a snack, and he became
a steady customer of Loew's there-

after.

THEATER BUILDING Ilk

BRITAIN HANDICAPS

(Continued from Page 1

)

tunate in having foreseen this sit

uation, he said, and is able to con
tinue its expansion plans.

Theaters in England are doing ;

prosperous business, asserted Sil
verstone. He goes to the coast oi

Thursday or Friday to attend th
United Artists directorate meetinj
there.

Editor's Note: This is the ninth of

a feature series. Watch for the next
in an early issue.

Kenosha Circuit Grows
Kenosha, Wis. — Standard Gate-

way Corp., operating the Kenosha,
Gateway and Cameo theaters here,

has leased the Vogue Theater, for-

merly operated by Francis J.

Schlax. Leo Kulik, former assistant

manager of the Kenosha, has been

named manager of the Vogue. Kulik

is succeeded at the Kenosha by
Elmer Hayek, formerly assistant

manager at the Gateway.

Mayer Host at Luncheon
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer was

host at a luncheon at Metro Mon-
day to 70 members of the Chicago

Ass'n of Commerce who arrived here

on the maiden trip of the Super-

Chief. Gen. Charles G. Dawes, form-

er vice-president, was among the

speakers.

Columbia Nine Wins, 12-0

Columbia baseball team scored a
12-0 shutout in the second game
of the Motion Picture Baseball
League series, against Consolidated
Films. The game was played at

the George Washington High School
athletic field.

Batteries were: Columbia—Paone,
Tomaso and Bass; Consolidated —
Washburn, Turick, Melling and
Stone.

Union Drive in Nabes
St. Louis — Organizers for the

newly formed Theatrical Employee
Local Union No. 2, I. A. T. S. E.

affiliate, are continuing their efforts

to sign up the service employes in

various local motion picture thea-

ters, including the first-runs, sec-

ond-runs and neighborhoods.

Houck In New Orleans
New Orleans—Joy Houck's Joy

Theaters now have a New Orleans
outlet with the subsequent run
Fiorito's Dream, renamed the Joy.

Circuit has added a house at Church
Point, La.

White Takes Lents Theater
Portland, Ore.—Bob White, oper-

ating the Bob White and Thirtieth

Avenue theaters here, announces the
addition of the Yaeger Theater at

Lents to his string.

New Orleans House Burns
New Orleans—Fire of undeter-

mined origin, thought to have fol-

lowed an explosion, completely de-

stroyed United Theater's 1200-seat
neighborhood house, the Capitol, yes-

terday, leaving only the lobby
standing. Damage is estimated at

$45,000.

See Sunday Show Prospects
Beatrice, Neb. — Proponents of

Sunday movies here believe their
latest effort of many at last stands
a chance of success. A total of
1,700 signatures, more than twice
the needed 720, have been obtained
on petitions which will be presented
to the city council.

Smith and Ork Placed
Herman Bernie has closed a deal

to place "Stuff" Smith and his Or-
chestra of the Onyx Club in the

Walter Wanger picture "52d Street'
7
,

and has signed Katherine "Sugar"
Kane with Major Productions.

Lions' Honor for Johnson
Falls City, Neb.—Oscar C. John-

son, owner of three theaters here,
has been named the local Lions club
most valuable member of the year.
A trophy will be presented him by
a committee.

47 Coronation Locations

for Fox Movietone Unit:

London (By Cable)—Fox Movie,
tone News will utilize 47 location
today for the filming of the Coronal
tion. The spectacle will be recordei
by 28 different camera units, wind
will be manned by a staff of 17'

cameramen, technicians and super
visors. The relative numbers o
sound and silent cameras was no
announced, although it is known tha
the company will "shoot" the cere
monies and attending activities i

both color and black-and-white.

First Robinson Production

For RKO to Open on Friday

Cleveland—The first of four stag
productions to be produced by Clarl
Robinson in Cleveland for bookinj
over the RKO circuit, will open her*

at the RKO Palace on Friday. It i

called "Glorified Vanities" and fea
tures Louise Massey and the West
erners of radio, among others.

Nothing for Creditors

St. Louis — Assets of the bank
rupt Garden Amusement Co. wer>
not sufficient to pay any dividem
to the 22 general creditors of th
concern, so they willlose all of tb
$46,000 they claimed in debts. Thii

was revealed by the final report o:i

the bankruptcy trustee filed in cour
the past week.

IATSE to Negotiate Early

Detroit — Negotiations for nev
contracts will be started in a fe"w

days by Roger Kennedy, business

agent for local 199, I. A. T. S. E
Contracts do not expire till Sept. 1

and this is the earliest date negotiai

tions have ever been started.

Reopens House Long Dark
Bradford, O.—S. Gorrel has takei

over the Brad Theater here. The

house has been dark for several

years.

But What About the Pix?

St. Louis—The Battle of the Mixing

Bowls is being fought in South St. I '
|.

Fred Wehrenberg's Virginia theat$—
-.ft

1

using newspaper display space to heim'u

"mixing bowls of the better grade"

while Harry Greenman's Yale is counter-

ing with "Best-grade mixing bowls;

none better."

MU
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WlRl COMING
DFAN1MA!

We're the boys who sell the stuff — and we can't wait to Kear about

your '100 MEN and A GIRL" and all the other swell pictured- that will

i^ke the theatre boys back home stand up and cheer! Hold everything!/

\w We're on our way! \ 1

m

ABRAMS, LEO . . . New York
ADAMS, W. W. . Minneapolis

APARTON,M. . San Francisco

BAKER, WILLSAM . . . Chicago

BARNHOLTZ,D. . . Pittsburgh

BARON, P. . . . Philadelphia

BASSETT, RAJ. . . Milwaukee
BENJAMIN, W. . Kansas City

BLOCK, E. M. . /Kansas City

/ BLOOM, AL. . . . ^Seattle
LbRINT, SAM Toronto

/ BROWN, F. . . . Indianapolis

\BUTLER, CO. . . Indianapblis

CAMP, JOHN F... Milwaukee
COHEN, MAX . . . New York

COX, EUGENE F. . . Atlanta

CRADDOCK, G.C. . . Portland

CURRAN, JOHN H. . . Boston

DANA, PETE .... Albany
DAVIS, W. . . Washington
DERV1N,FRANCIS P. ..Boston

DOYLE, W. J. . . Philadelphia

DUFFY, FRED .... Albany

ELLIOTT, R Atlanta

ENGEL, JACK . . Philadelphia

IGEL, JOS. . . Philadelphia

EWiNG, J. C Seattle

IOHN
IES G.

:ELD>

FIELDM/

FLYNN, J

FOY,

FORTUNE,!

INK, B.

RANK, SAUL

. Atlanta

. . Buffalo

Pittsburgh

. Salt Lake

Minneapolis

Kansas City

>ronto

ianapolis

ishington

>olis

GARRISON, JOE E. . St. Louis

GAVIN, E. . . . Milwaukee
GIBSON, BYRON C. . . Dallas

GODSHAW, M. . . Chicago

GOLDBERG, NAT. . NewYork
GOMERSALL, E. T. . . Chicago

GOMERSALL, G.B.. Cincinnati

GOOD, R./T. . . . Charlotte

GOTTLIEB, M. M. . . Detroit

GRAHAM, H. D. . . Atlanta

HABER, SAM . . . Cincinnati

HAGUE, CLAIR . . . Toronto

HAGUE, RAY C. . . Toronto

HEIBER, EDDIE. .Washington
HEINEMAN,W. J. Los Angeles

HENSLER, L. C. . . . Omaha
HERBEL, H. M. . . . Chicago

HERMAN, A. J. . . . Boston

HESS, LOU . . . Pittsburgh

HICKEY, W.T. . New Orleans

HOBBS, JAMES . . Charlotte

HOLSTEIN, M. M. . Oklahoma City

HOMMEL, J. S. . .. . Denver
HOSS, LON E. . . Lbs Angeles

HYNES, HARRY . A. St. Louis

JACKSON, G. E. . ^Portland

JORDAN, C. T. . . A Atlanta

IOSEPH, I VChicago

)SEPH, M. . . . New Haven
IFFMAN, JR. . Pittsburgh

KEttY, WILLIAM p. ..Boston

KONNIS, HERMAN . . Bbstbn

FUNK,ROBERT W. . .^GhWgo\
yjRST, HARRY . . . NevN^vj^

KRENITZ, JOE . . . Cleveland

KRIEGER, PAUL . . Cincinnati

LACHNIT, AL. . Indianapolis

LANGAN, JACK . . . Denver
LEARY, A. G. . Oklahoma City

LEDUC, D Montreal

LEFTON, JACK . . . Cleveland

LEON, J. . . . Philadelphia

LEONARD,A. G. . . Oklahoma City

LEVY, G. L. . . Indianapolis

LeVENE, JR., N. . . Cincinnati

LIESER, L. J Albany
LIGGETT, JULES E. . NewYork
LITTMAN, CA. . . Cincinnati

LUTZER, J. H Dallas

LUTZER, L. D Dallas

MANSFIELD, H. I. . . Memphis
MANTZKE, F. . . Minneapolis

MARCUS, NAT. . . . Buffalo

MASTERMAN,R. H. .Charlotte

MESHBESHER,B. J. . Minneapolis

MEYERS, TED G. . . Chicago

MILLER, DAVE . . . Cleveland

MILLER, L. J. ./. . Omaha
MORROW, R. A... Kansas City

McGlNLEY, L. J. . . Seattle

McMILLIN,C.S./.NewOrleans

NESBITT, HUGHS. ..St. Louis

O'CONNELL, AJW. . . Denver
O'KEEFE, A. J. J. Los Angeles

OLSMITH, B. S. ... Dallas

OJtffl&N; RALPH G.

.

. Omaha

u

t&

PACE/CECIL E. . . Los Angeles

PITTENGER, W. R. . . Dallas

York
City

Francisco

Montreal

ashington

St. Louis

Buffalo

PRICE,! BEN ....

QUAD£,W.S...Okl
ROSE/ B. . . . Sa
ROSEFIELD, LOU
ROSIAN, P.F..J

SARFATY, JOE H
SAUBER, NATE
SAULT, W. A. <T . . St. John
SCHILDS, HERB R. . . Detroit

SCOTT, R. A. .-. .Vancouve
SHIFFMAN, IRVING . . Bosto

SIEGEL, OTTO A. . . . Buffalo

SIPE, WILLIAM E. . . Memphis
SMITH, JOE . . . Des Moines
SMYTH, E. H. . . . Salt lake
SPANDAU, J. J. . Des Moines

STEWART, JACK . . . Detroit

TESSIER, P. . . New Orleans

THOMPSON,R.R.KansasCit
TIGHE, BERT G. . . . Detroit

TITUS, AL L. . . New Haven
TRIMBLE, K. . . San Francisc

TWIGG, T. H. /. Pittsburg

VAN HORN,G: M/Salt/Lajce

VAUGHAN/F. L

WApE, C/r
WEINSHENKER,

WILLIAMS, H
WltS(

riLS

/aukee

SIG. . .Ne\

IG, H. H.

>UNG,

ZACHERL,

Los

lint r
CJ

N

m a •
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P WARNER HIGH SET

>0R OUTSIDE PLAYERS

(Continued from Page 1)

actors and actresses in this cate-
gory. Players thus acquired under
short-term contracts include: Clau-
dette Colbert, Henry Fonda, Ginger
Rogers. Brian Aherne, Jean Arthur,
Basil Rathbone, Miriam Hopkins,
Charles Winninger, Warner Baxter,
Charles Boyer, Robert Montgomery,
Alice Brady and Ethel Merman.

Tax Fans' Star Photos

Dime, Senate is Urged

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senate Finance

Committee today had before it the

suggestion (made by Richard Him-
ber, orchestra leader) that it ap-

prove a dime tax stamp for film star

photos for fan distribution. Himber
told Chairman Pat Harrison it would
yield Uncle Sam up to 10 millions

annually.

Night Baseball Problem

For Louisiana Theaters

Reviving Foreign Pix

Revival showings of outstanding
French and German films will be
continued at International House,
1414 East 59th St., on a two-a-day
basis each Wednesday during May,
the University Film Society, under

/j whose auspices the series is being
conducted, announces. Today, "Sieg-
fried," directed by Fritz Lang,
will be the feature, followed on May
19 and 26 respectively by Rene
Clair's first film, "The Crazy Ray,"
and a group of psychological and
abstract films.

New Orleans—Night baseball is

already developing into a major
problem for exhibitors in this terri-

tory, with fans to be found in the

grandstands instead of the theater

seats. While ball games under lights

are confined largely to the Southern
Association series, in one of the

smaller towns there were over 4,000

people at a single game.

Morrison Office Signs Five

Vicki Cummings, who plays a
leading role in "Orchids Preferred"
at the Imperial Theater, has been
signed by the Leo Morrison office.

Anne Manclair, lately of the Theater
Guild "Mask and Kings," Dulcy
Cooper , Leslie Austen and Brant
Gorman have also been put under
contract by the Morrison office.

Deals were completed by I. R.

Samuels.

Hale Succeeds Turner

al^vn Antonio—Ed Hale has been
...pointed assistant manager at the
Empire Theater, succeeding Richard
Turner, no longer with Interstate

Circuit. Jimmy Grimes has been
promoted to chief of service at the

Texas Theater.

Warners* 60 for '37-38 Include 11

Based on Stage Plays, 1 7 on Novels

(Continued from Page 1)

following titles of pictures based
on plays

Tovarich, with Claudette Colbert,
Charles Boyer and Basil Rathbone.

"First Lady," starring Kay Fran-
cis with Anita Louise, Preston Fos-
ter, Walter Connolly and Louise
Fazenda.

"Jezebel," starring Bette Davis.

"A Slight Case of Murder," star-
ring Edward G. Robinson, with Pat
O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart and
Billy Mauch included in the sup-
porting cast.

"White Horse Inn," musical.
"The Desert Song," operetta.
"Boy Meets Girl."

"Yes, My Darling Daughter."
"Swing Your Lady," with Pat

O'Brien and Humphrey Bogart.

"Chalked Out," play by Warden
Lawes of Sing Sing.

"On Your Toes," with Ginger
Rogers.

Seventeen productions based on
novels were listed as follows:
"White Banners," by Lloyd C.

Douglas.
"The Story of San Michele," by

Axel Munthe.
"The Story of Emile Zola," star-

ring 'Paul Muni, now in production,
but will not be released until the
new season.
"The Sisters," starring Kay Fran-

cis and Miriam Hopkins, with Jane
Bryan.
"A Prayer for My Son" will star

Kay Francis and Mauch twins, Billy

and Bobby.
"The Gamblers," by Feodor Dos-

toievsky, starring Edward G. Robin-
son, Errol Flynn, Bette Davis and
Basil Rathbone.
"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"

starring Errol Flynn and Olivia de
Havilland.
"And It All Came True," by Louis

Bromfield; starring Dick Powell and
Gloria Dickson.
"Angle Shooter," by Adela Rogers

St. John, with Pat O'Brien, Joan
Blondell, Margaret Lindsay and
George E. Stone.
"Comet Over Broadway," by Faith

Baldwin; a Kay Francis starring ve-

hicle.

"You're All I Want," by Kather-
ine Brush, also a Kay Francis pic-

ture.
"Sister Act," by Fannie Hurst,

starring Errol Flynn, Olivia de
Havilland and Anita Louise with
Margaret Lindsay.
"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air," by

Clarence Budington Kelland, a Mer-
vyn LeRoy production now being
filmed featuring Kenny Baker with
Frank McHugh, Jane Wyman, Alice

Brady and others.

"This Woman Is Dangerous," by
Donn Byrne, will be a co-starring

vehicle for Jean Arthur and George
Brent.
"The Valley of the Giants," by

Peter B. Kyne, will star Bette Da-
vis and George Brent; and "Gold
Is Where You Find It," by Clements

WB'S SUMMER POLICY

GALLS FOR BIG PIX

Ripley, will have Brent and Olivia

de Havilland as its headliners, both
Technicolor pictures.

Other productions described by
Warner are:

"The Great Garrick," to be pro-
duced by Mervyn LeRoy and direct-

ed by James Whale with a cast

headed by Brian Aherne, Olivia de
Havilland and Edward Everett Hor-
ton.

"Return Engagement," Fernand
Gravet's second American vehicle,

a lavish musical show with a
score by Rodgers and Hart. Ethel
Merman will be starred with
Gravet, who is expected to return to

the United States in August. A
Mervyn LeRoy production.

"It's Love I'm After" (now being
filmed), starring Leslie Howard,
Bette Davis and Olivia de Havilland.

"Gold Diggers in London."
"Varsity Show," now before the

cameras at the Warner studios with
a cast headed by Dick Powell and
Fred Waring and his Pennsylvan-
ians, Rosemary and Priscilla Lane,
Lee Dixon, Ted Healy, Buck and
Bubbles, Roy Atwell, Walter Cat-

lett, and Sterling Holloway.
"Panama Canal," starring Paul

Muni.
"Confession," starring Kay Fran-

cis with Basil Rathbone, Ian Hunter,
Laura Hope Crews, Mary Maguire
and Jane Bryan. This has been
completed.

"Casino," musical with Warner
Baxter, Ruby Keeler, George Brent,

Joan Blondell and Patric Knowles.
"Submarine 262," written by the

author of "Ceiling Zero," Command-
er Frank Wead. George Brent, Pat
O'Brien, Ruby Keeler and Wayne
Morris will be the stars.

"Lady With Red Hair," based on
an autobiographical story by Mrs.
Leslie Carter, will star Kay Francis.

"Campus Scandals," comedy with
Frank McHugh.

"Collusion," from an original

story.
"The Great Lie," a Viennese story

by Lola Stein.

"Frenchy," romantic comedy.
"Larger Than Life," from a play

by Joseph Schrank, featuring Frank
McHugh and other favorites.

"The Smiling Corpse," by Philip

Wylie, with Hugh Herbert, Frank
McHugh and Allen Jenkins.

"Episode," starring Miriam Hop-
kins.

"Everybody Was Very Nice,"

from a story by Stephen Vincent
Benet.
"Three Cheers for the Irish," star-

ring Pat O'Brien and Humphrey
Bogart, with Glenda Farrell, Frank
McHugh and Allen Jenkins.

The company's production roster

of 13 associate producers is headed

by Hal B. Wallis, and includes 30

directors, 72 writers and 12 song
writers and music composers.
The list of Warner stars for 1937-

38 as given by Warner com-
prises Errol Flynn, Bette Davis,

Paul Muni, Edward G. Robinson,

Warners' summer policy calls for

the release of "three big feature

pictures each month between now
and September", Carl Leserman, as-

sistant general sales manager, told

the company's sales convention yes-

terday.

List as released by Leserman
reads

:

May—"Prince and the Pauper,"
current; "The Go-Getter", 22nd;

"Kid Galahad", 29th. June—"Slim",
12th; "Fly Away Baby", 19th; "An-
other Dawn", 26th. July—"The
Singing Marine", "Ever Since Eve",
"War Lord", dates to be set. Aug-
ust—"San Quentin", "The Deep
South", "That Certain Woman",
dates to be set.

Portable Circuits Grow
In Colorado Territory

Denver—Portable circuits are ex-
panding in this territory. F. D.
Bishop has opened the Bishop the-

ater in Fort Laramie, Wvo., using
a portable outfit. Robert H. Spark-
man is operating portable outfits a
day or two a week in schools in four
Colorado towns: Kim, Vilas, Two
Buttes, and Walsh. Charles Bum-
stead has added two houses to his

circuit: the Princess at Keystone, S.

D., and the Community Hall at Oel-
richs, S. D.

Kay Francis, Marion Davies, Leslie
Howard, Fernand Gravet, Dick Pow-
ell, Ruby Keeler, Olivia de Havil-
land, Joan Blondell, Humphrey Bo-
gart, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise, Pat
O'Brien, Billy and Bobby Mauch,
Rudy Vallee, George Brent, Boris
Karloff and Dick Foran.

Featured players include: Claude
Rains, Margaret Lindsay, Lee Dix-
on, Hugh Herbert, Frank McHugh,
Kenny Baker, Glenda Farrell, Allen
Jenkins, Beverly Roberts, Wayne
Morris, Bonita Granville, Patric
Knowles, Hugh O'Connell, Marie
Wilson, Donald Crisp, Dick Purcell,

Carol Hughes, Barton MacLane,
Gloria Dickson, Jane Wyman, Jane
Bryan, Rosalind Marquis, Craig
Reynolds, John Litel, George E.
Stone, Doris Weston, Mary Maguire,
Robert Barrat, June Travis, Ann
Sheridan, Henry O'Neill, Marcia
Ralston, Virginia Dale, Margaret
Irving, Collette Lyons, Lana Turner,
Ann Nagel, Ben Welden, Walter
Cassel, Veda Ann Borg, Gordon Oli-

ver, Addison Richards and Linda
Perry

.

Mirisch Resigns from Warners
Harold Mirisch, manager of the

Warner theaters in the Milwaukee
territory, has resigned from the
company. His future plans are un-
disclosed.
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COCHRANE LEADS "U"

CONVENTION GROUP
A"£JiM'fa»»''£dU
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By RALPH WILK

(Continued from Page 1
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cars, includes the home office group

headed by R. H. Cochrane, presi-

dent, the salesmen of the Big U,

Boston and New Haven exchanges.

They will be joined en route by the

Albany and Buffalo contingent.

Arriving in Chicago tomorrow,

they will spend the day at the

Stephens Hotel awaiting salesmen

from other exchanges in the mid-

west and the south. When the Cali-

fornia Limited pulls out at 10:45

P M tomorrow, it will be virtually

a 'Universal Special, with five sleep-

ing; cars, a club and observation car

and a diner. A sixth sleeper will

be added at Kansas City. The Spe-

cial will arrive in Los Angeles on

Sunday morning.
J R. Grainger, general manager

of distribution for Universal, who

will conduct all of the sessions of

the convention; Joe Weil, director

of exploitation; Edward Bonns short

product manager, and Sig. Wittman,

eastern district manager, are al-

ready in Hollywood.
The delegate who comes from the

farthest distance to the convention

is Here Mclntyre, general manager

for Universal in Australia. He will

arrive in Los Angeles on the Mon-

terey on Sunday. Mclntyre will

have a number of conferences with

Universal's new export manager,

Gustave J. Schaefer and Charles

Kirby, his aide.

Following are scheduled to at-

tend the convention, m addition to

those previously named:
p D Cochrane, F. J. A. McCar-

thy' O' C. Binder, W. B. Kramer,

S Singerman, A. Sharick, C. Ford,

P Dana, F. Duffv, L. J. Lieser H.

D. Graham, J. Ezell. C. T. Jordan,

R. Elliott. H. M. Will;ams, E. F.

Cox A J. Herman. W. P. Kelly,

F P Dervin, J. H. Curran, H. Kon-

nis, I. Shiffman, N Sauber, A.

Siegel J. G. Fater, N. Marcus J. E.

Hobbs R- T. Good, R-H- Master-

man, E. T. Gomersall, H M. HerbeL

T G Meyers M. Godshaw, W.

Baker', I. Joseph, R W Funk P.

Krieger, N. LeVene, Jr C. A. Lift-

man, G. B. Gomersall, A. Haber, D.

Miller, J. Krenitz, H. H Young J.

Withers, J. Lefton, E. S. Olsmith,

B C Gibson, J. H. Lutzer, L. u.

Lutzer, W. R. Pittinger, J. Langan,

J S Hommel, A. W. O'Connell.
"

J J. Spandau, J. Smith, M. Gott-

lieb', J. Stewart, B. G. Tighe H.

Schilds F. Brown, G. L. Levy, <j. <j.

Butler A. Lachnit, P. J. Fortune,

W Benjamin, R. R. Thompson E.

M Block, J. M. Flynn, R. A Mor-

row W. J. Heineman, A. J. O'Keefe,

C E Pace 0. Wog, L. E. Hoss, W.
E Sipe, H. I. Mansfield, J. F. Camp,

W E Weinshenker, E. W. Gavin,

R J. Bassett, F. Mantzke, W. W.
^'dams A. L. Zacherl, S. Frank, J.

M Fieldman, B. J. Meshbesher, M.

Joseph, A. L. Titus, P. Tessier, C.

S. McMillin, W. T. Hickey.

L. Abrams, M. Cohen, P. Wmnick,
H. Furst, B. Price, J. E. Liggett,

N. Goldberg, A. G. Leary, W. S.

Quade, M. M. Holstein, A. G. Leon-

ard, L. J. Miller, R. G. Olson, L. C.

HOLLYWOOD
PARAMOUNT, it is reported, is

anxious to secure the services of

Irving Cummings to direct one pic-

ture. The latter is now in the final

stages of Walter Wanger's produc-
tion, "Vogues of 1938."

T T
Tito Guizar has been signed to a

seven-year contract by Paramount,
encompassing the original agree-
ment for his appearance in the
forthcoming "Big Broadcast of
1938."

V T »

Helen Vreeland and Hilda Vin-
cent, secretaries in 20th Century-
Fox studio, have sold an original,

"Highway to Hell," Texas oil fields

yarn, to RKO.
T T T

An ability to clown, developed
through her efforts to amuse her 13
brothers and sisters has opened stu-

dio gates to Bertha Jackson, Santa
Monica colored lass, who will make
her screen debut in the Myrna Loy-
William Powell vehicle, "The Great
Love," wheh Richard Thorpe will di-

rect. Thorpe, discovered the 23-

year old feminine Stepin Fetchit
when he attended a performance by
a Little Theater group in the beach
city the other night.

T T
Collection of data uncovered by

Howard Estabrook, Paramount pro-

ducer-scenarist, during his more
than two years of research prepara-

tory to writing the screenplay for
Paramount's forthcoming "An Em-
pire is Born," will be used as a basis
for a new historical work for use
in the public schools. The Fortes-
cue-Brown Publishing Co., New
York, has just signed a contract
with Estabrook under which the lat-

ter will start work on the tome im-
mediately upon completion of the
filming of the picture on which he
is serving as associate producer as
well as scripter.

The same company will also put
between covers Estabrook's screen-
play as a text book for budding
scenarists. The screen story begins
with the founding of the Wells Far-
go Express and develops into a Ca-
valcade of Western America.

Work on Columbia's first serial,

"Jungle Menace" starring Frank
Buck and featuring Sasha Siemel,

started yesterday under the direc-

tion of George W. Melford. State-

ment by Jack Cohn, who arrived to-

day from the East, pointed out Co-
lumbia was stressing names new to

serial audiences in the Buck film.

Listed were Sasha Siemel, Charlotte

Henry, William Bakewell, Reginald
Denny, Clarence Muse and Esther
Ralston.

t
Casting assignments — Para-

mount: Ned Sparks, Wally Vernon,
Romo Vincent, "This Way, Please";

Kathryn Kay, "Artists and Models."

COAXIAL CABLEmm
NEEDS FOR TELE Ntf

,'il

Cost of the coaxial cable strung]
by the A. T. & T. between New York
and Philadelphia for television ex-
perimental purposes among other
uses has been brought down to a
thoroughly practical basis, it was
said yesterday.

Tests made on the cable have com-
pletely fulfilled all laboratory calcu-
lations so that it is now possible to
establish a nationwide television net-
work with assured performance,
The Film Daily was yesterday ad-
vised at the Erpi offices.

Vallee and Sophie Tucker

Honored by Actors' Group

Rudy Vallee was elected honorary
president and Sophie Tucker, presi-

dent, of the American Federation of

Actors at the annual meeting. Other
officers named:

Joe Laurie, Jr., first vice-presi-

dent; Ben Bernie, second vice-presi-

dent; Chick York, third vice-presi-

dent; Harry Richman, fourth
vice-president; Ralph Whitehead,
executive secretary, and Charles S.

Mosconi, treasurer. Vallee and
Miss Tucker had formerly been
president and honorary president,

respectively, while York succeeds

Pat Rooney.
Councilmen chosen were Richman,

chairman (succeeding George Jes-

sel); Laurie, El Brendel, Eddie Garr,

Dan Healy, Guy Maglen, Matt Shel-

vey and Louis J. Pope.

Hensler, J. Engel, Jack Engel, Jos-

eph Leon, W. J. Doyle, P. Baron,
J. R. Kauffman, D. Barnholtz, L.

Hess, S. E. Feld, T. H. Twigg, G. C.

Craddock, G. E. Jackson, R. 0. Wil-

son, J. E. Garrison, H. Hynes, J. H.
Sarfaty, S. H. Nesbitt, C. J. Feld-
man, C. R. Wade, C. Van Horn, E.

H. Smyth, B. Rose, M. Aparton, K.
Trimble, L. J. McGinley, A. Bloom,
J. C. Ewing, E. Heiber, J. Young,
P. Rosian. B. Frank, W. Davis, J. A.
Wilson, D. Leduc, L. Rosefield, W.
A. Sault, C. Hague, S. Brint, J. I.

Foy, R. C. Hague, R. A. Scott, F. L.

|
Vaughan.

Burt County, Neb., Bans

Bank Night, Ignoring Pact

Tekamah, Neb.—Burt County ex-

hibitors have been ordered to dis-

continue bank night by County At-

torney J. E. Sidner, who cited the

recent decision of District Judge F.

W. Messmore at Beatrice, Neb., that

the drawings constitute a lottery.

Sidner, in issuing the order, ignored

the fact that both sides in the state's

suit against the Fox Beatrice Thea-

ter Corp. had stipulated in advance

bank night would not be halted until

the state Supreme Court makes a

final ruling on the suit.

Defense attorneys also have filed

a request for a new trial in the
Beatrice suit. This will delay a
final decision, and meantime other
Nebraska theaters, including 27 in

Omaha, are continuing bank night.

Only at Holdrege has the Sun The-
ater stopped bank night drawings
pending a final decision.

Manson In Major Post
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frances Manson yes-

terday was appointed head of the

story department of Major Pictures
by Emanuel Cohen. Leonard Spigel-

glass, former head, recently was ap-
pointed production assistant to

Cohen.

Young Reviewers Convene
Saturday for Conference

The Young Reviewers and affili-

ated 4-Star Clubs of the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures
will hold their spring conference
here Saturday. Young people will
be the guests of the 8th Street Play-
house at 10:30 A. M., when the win-
ning entries in the first annual 4-
Star "Make Your Own Movies"
contest will be shown and the tro-
phies awarded. Winners are the
Central High Photoplay Club, New-
ark, N. J., and the Greenwich
(Conn.) High Photoplay Club. Ar-
thur Gale will speak.

Following a luncheon at New
York University, Robert Porterfield
will speak and there will be an open
forum. A film, rated exceptional by
the National Board, will be shown
and discussed, with a prize offered
for the best review. The 4-Star
Clubs wili present exhibits—minia-
ture sets, posters, scrapbooks, etc.

—

demonstrating their work and an
award, donated by The Film Daily,
will go to the outstanding exhibit.

A

Rights to Dillingham Ms.

Bid in by Authors' Group

Rights to 111 manuscripts and
contracts belonging to the late

Charles' B. Dillingham were sold
yesterday at auction by Federal I

Bankruptcy Referee John E. Joyce
for $10,500 to Howard E. Reinhei-
mer, counsel for a group of authors
including Irving Berlin, Jerome
Kern, Oscar Hammerstein and
others. Berlin and the others were
authors of works included in the
sale. The second highest bid for the
properties was $10,100 offered by
Jacob Schwabel.

Theatrical Unionization

Move Starts in Canada

Detroit—Movement for unioniza-
tion in Canada was started with a
meeting at Windsor, Ont., called -bv
A. H. Bennett, business ageriM,,,"
Windsor Local 580, I. A. T. SV-^L.

Theater ushers, cashiers, and other
employes will be the goal of the
Ontario drive, which is evidently the
preliminary to a general drive
throughout the Dominion.

^
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,M BIZ UP 5-25%

Memphis, Term.—-Theater business
in the Memphis territory, on the
basis of box-office l'eceipts seems to
have taken the bit in the mouth and
run away. As a further healthy
sign, price increases are anticipated.

While the estimated average in-

crease over the last quarter of 1936
is five per cent, six exhibitors re-
ported a 10 per cent increase in box-
office receipts, five a 20 per cent and
one topping with 25 per cent report.

W. E. Sipe, veteran manager of
Universal Film Exchange, predicts
a further increase of 15 per cent as
compared with last year. Sipe re-
ports six new theaters opened in

this territory during the past quar-
ter as follows: Strand, Itta Bena,
Miss.; Strand, Lexington, Miss.;
Strand, Moorehead, Miss., by Gus
Haynes of the Strand Enterprises,
who has also taken over the Dixie,

at Durant, Miss. Also reported are
the Delta, Greenwood, Miss., for
colored patrons, and the Gooch-
owned Selma, at Selma, Tenn.

Speaking for his zone, Howard
Waugh, zone manager of Warner
Bros., reports a 10 per cent in-

crease in business, with box-office

trend upward, no new theaters built

during the first 1937 quarter, busi-

ness much better in comparison with
a year ago and attitude toward
double features as "forced."

Although exhibitor attitude to-

ward give-aways is unfavorable, the
practice is steadily gaining head-
way in the territory. All Memphis
neighborhoods, with the exception

of those operated by the Malco cir-

cuit, now feature giveaways in some
form.

Loew's State and Warners have
not adopted the give-away policy

as yet. R. X. Williams, president

of M. P. T. 0. of Arkansas, Missis-

sippi and Tennessee and Mayor
_
of

Oxford, Miss., is emphatic in saying
give-aways are "A God-send to

poor features."

Bankruptcy Reform Approved
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The House Judi-

ciary Committee yesterday approved
the Sabath bankruptcy reform bill

authorizing the Comptroller of the
Currency to take charge of reor-

ganization of real estate properties

on which there have been mortgage
foreclosures. The bill would be oper-

ative in such reorganizations as
those of Paramount and RKO.

I
ilure

Cleaver on 'H.M.S.' in Detroit

Detroit—Raoul Cleaver, head of Im-
perial Pictures of Michigan, is "On His

Majesty's Service" as official host to-

night at the Coronation Ball at the

Graystone Ballroom, with L. C. Hughes-
Hallett, British consul, as guest of

honor. Cleaver is president of the

British Legion, composed of former Eng-
lish servicemen.

U. S. Move in Coast Dispute Awaited;

Prune Extra Ranks; Picket Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

Federal move to bring the two to-

gether and thus end the walkout.

Edward Fitzgerald, district con-
ciliator, thus far has confined his

activities to reporting on the situa-

tion to the Department of Labor.

Major difficulties keeping the pro-
ducers and FMPC apart are two, it

is said. One is the insistence by the
producers that the strikers return
to work and then negotiate. The
second is the jurisdictional contro-
versy between the FMPC and the

I.A.T.S.E.
In view of the latter, there was

a disposition to attach some sig-

nificance to the local disclosure that

the IA's prexy, George E. Browne,
is due here from New York late in

the week.
Meanwhile, the strike front here

was essentially quiet. Four minor
instances of disorder, responsibility

for which was quickly disclaimed b>

the FMPC, had brought an addi-

tion yesterday of 250 police to those
assigned to studio duty. There was
no disposition on the part of
FMPC pickets to interfere with
members of the Screen Actors' Guild
reporting for work.

Charles Lessing, acting head of

the FMPC, said that picketing em-
phasis would be placed upon the-

aters throughout the country. Re-
ports last night to the FMPC head-
quarters said picketing had started

in the larger cities, the initiative

being taken by the Brotherhood of

Painters, Decorators and Paper-
hangers.

It is estimated that between 12,-

000 and 15,000 players with outside
employment, who have been work-
ing as extras from two to 20 days
yearly will be dropped under the

agreement between the Guild and
producers. Initiation fee for the

Junior Actors Guild is $10 a mem-
ber and $1.25 a month dues. More
than 500 new members were added
to the Guild yesterday.
The FMPC's Executive Commit-

tee, rejecting the producer proposal
yesterday, declared that the union
demands had been in the hands oi

producers since Feb. 15, and as-

serted that the producers, in con-
junction with the IATSE, relegated
jurisdiction to the IA "in direct de-

fiance of jurisdiction awarded by
the A. F. of L."

Copies of all asserted violations
of jurisdiction and evidence of mem-
bership piracy, coercion and intimid-
ation will be presented by Federated
to Dr. Towne Mylander, Los An-
geles head of the National Board of
Labor Relations, charging that the
combined actions of I.A.T.S.E. and
the producers constitutes a conspir-
acy to violate the Wagner act.

Answering Federated's charge
that producers and I.A.T.S.E. con-
spired to breed a strike, Casey em-
phatically denied that he or the pro-
ducers had conspired with any per-
son or group in relation to the
strike. He stated that producers
are still willing to negotiate with
any craft organization or union or
any one recognized as a proper ne-
gotiating agency by the authority
conferred under the Wagner Labor
Relations Act.
Williams Collen, chairman of the

strike committee will fly to Lafay-
ette, Ind., to attend a meeting of the
executive board of the International
Painters and will take with him
eyidence of assertedly tying up pro-
ducers with a move to effect a com-
pany union, using I.A.T.S.E. as a
foundation. He will also attend con-
ference of the International Federa-
tion of Presidents and Executives at
Cincinnati next week and ask for
a definite statement of position from
the American Federation of Labor
Executive Council.
Maritime Federation of the Paci-

fic Coast will be asked to refuse to
recognize I.A.T.S.E. and Screen Ac-
tors' Guild cards on location.

Two hundred members of the
Painters and Paperhangers' Union,
District Council No. 9, began pick-
eting Broadway and other key the-
aters in New York late last night
in sympathy with the F.M.P.C, now
on strike at the coast studios, The
Film Daily was advised by Irving
Schnurman, assistant executive sec-
retary of District Council No. 9.

Goldberg Expands Exchanges
Cincinnati — Lee Goldberg is

expanding his exchanges. Allen
Shapero is moved from Louisville
to assist Don Duff, head booker and
sales representative for Dayton and
Columbus. Selma Suttal has been
added to the local force and Ida
Simon to the Indianapolis office.

Israel Landau of Louisville has been
moved to Indianapolis as city sales-

man.

To Remodel Zenia House
Cincinnati—J. L. Hibbard will

close his Bijou Theater, Zenia, dur-
ing July and August for extensive
remodeling and redecorating. Phil
Chakeres, circuit owner, recently ac-
quired an interest in the house.

To Produce in Poland
Joseph Green, producer of the

Molly Picon film "Yiddle with His
Fiddle," has signed Joseph Buloff,
Hymie Jacobson and Mirian Kressyn
(o be featured in a new Yiddish
picture, "The Jester." It will be
filmed in Poland and Green and the
players will leave on the S.S.
Champlain on Friday.

Haney Succeeds Corbett
Kenosha, Wis.—Leo Haney, for-

mer Muncie, Ind., theater manager,
has been named manager of the
Gateway Theater here succeeding
Harry Corbett, who has transferred
to Chicago. James Johnson has
been named assistant manager to
Haney.

1936 SAW EQUIPMENT

RENOVATION—SMPE

"Further renovation of obsoletesound and picture equipment and
continued expansion of studio floorwVnd frlities were noted dur-

ft? qM^ ŷ ar
'

lt is stated bythe S. M. P. E. Progress Commit!

the ?™
S

f
eP°rt t0 be submittedtothe annual convention of the bodvat Hollywood May 24-28

y

.
"Another stimulant to the aroused|ntereSt in color processes was g"venc> the announcement of a newthree-color subtracts process. Imulti-layer emulsion contains com-ponents in the three separate layers

hl\
Ch

l
eaCt Vth the developing

y
so-ution to produce dye images in situin the layers. The completely un-burnned camera has still to beadapted for modern sound picturesout a number of refinements were

introduced m mechanisms and lensesA growing tendency to use less gen-
eral illumination and more effect
lighting was noted.

"Push-pull recording announced ayear ago has made rapid inroads
against previously employed sys-
tems. One type of light-valve uses
tour ribbons for recording all push-
pull tracks. Following the lead of
the Fletcher two-way horn develop-
ment, systems incorporating the
fundamental principles of this re-
producer came into widespread use.
Commercial equipment for push-pull
recording with ultraviolet radiation
was installed in several production
centers here and abroad. The use
of non-slip printers was extended
considerably as a further laboratory
refinement.

"In the 16-mm. field, new emul-
sions were made available for ordi-
nary and color photography, and
several new cameras and projectors
were announced. A gradual but
definite invasion of the 35-mm field
was noted as equipment for use in
small auditoriums was being adopt-
ed. Such installations would prob-
ably not compete directly with
35-mm. equipment but would aug-
ment such equipment."

Arnstein Heads Club
Milwaukee, Wis.—Eugene Arn-

stein has been named president of
the Warner Club, composed of mem-
bers of the Warner-Saxe Theaters.
Other officers elected are Karl Kel-
ley, vice-president; Eileen La Due,
secretary, and Thomas Cornell,
treasurer.

Film Satire Stirs Nazi Ire

Berlin (By Cable)
—"Land of Love,"

Tobis' newest production, was under
Nazi ban today and its director, Rein-
hold Schuenzel, was "vacationing" in

Austria as a result of what Dr. Paul
Joseph Goebbels, Minister of Propagan-
da, professed to find in the film which
he saw at a preview. Director Schuen-
zel, it appears, wove in "improvisations"
which the new chief of the Nazi film
industry asserted were satirical thrusts
at Nazidom.



Today's the day the

men of Warner Bros,

at the Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria, New York

hear the unprecedented

plans that will make

1937-38 the biggesr

year in their company's

history. This paper

tells all tomorrow!
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RKO's Unsecured Creditors May Get

FEDERATED CRAFTS LAUNCH INDIE STUDIO DRIVE

134 Vitaphone Shorts for 1937-38 Embrace 8 Series

rum

BEGINNING today, the nation's

'-'critics, through the medium of the

fifth annual FILM DAILY Forum, train

the Fourth Estate's revealing spotlight

upon the motion picture industry, its

achievements, its weaknesses as they see

them, and its future possibilities. Ex-

cerpts from the traditional Squawk

.Parade launch the series, to be contin-

ued daily. Digest of replies to specific

questions will follow, the series con-

cluding with a summary for simultane-

ous national release.

MISHANDLING
OF STARS—
My chief squawk always has been in

connection with the mishanding of estab-

lished stars by the studios. After a star

has given a perfect performance which

has rated applause and high commenda-

tion from critics and filmgoers all over the

nation, the studio shoves him (or her)

into a Class B picture just to keep the

star working. This dilutes the box office

value of the player and serves as a deflat-

ing boomerang for the studio. This, evi-

dently, is a necessary evil in Hollywood

—

but the studios should recognize the harm

done by this procedure and steps should

be taken to correct it.

MAXINE SMITH (Rob Reel), Chi-

cago "Evening American".
•

PRODUCERS ARE
SISSIES—

I think the most damaging charge that

can be made against some producers is

that they are as cowardly as a bunch of

old women. Making two endings for one

picture and giving one film two names for

different parts of the country takes the

c*VX In this same category comes their

4V\M terror in trying anything new. I

salute Warner Bros, for having the guts to

make "A Midsummer Nighfs Dream" and

"Green Pastures," two fantasies and such

off-the-beaten-path realistic pictures1 as

"Black Legion" and "Marked Woman."
Why must we have bromides which fol-

low a fairy tale routine? I am not ask-

ing for realism, or realism alone, but for

(Continued on Page 4)

30 Two-reelers, 104 Singles

Listed at W.-B. Meet by

Moray and Sax
Total of 134 short subjects, con-

sisting of eight series, will com-
pose the Vitaphone releasing lineup
for 1937-38, it was announced by
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone exec-
utive, and Sam Sax, production ex-
ecutive at the Brooklyn studio, at

the Warner Bros.-First National
sales convention yesterday at the
Waldorf-Astoria. Program will

(Continued on Page 25)

WARNER URGES FAIR

SHAKE FOR PRODUCERS

Jack L. Warner, declaring that

he was speaking for all major stu-

dios, urged a "fair shake" for pro-

ducers in addressing his company's
annual sales conclave at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria yesterday afternoon.
An audience of 400, including in-

(Continued on Page 26)

ITOA to Ask La Guardia

Com. End 306-Empire Row

Apprehensive of resumption of

picketing of its theaters by mem-
bers of the old Empire operators'

union, the I. T. O. A. yesterday
(Continued on Page 3)

Kodak Div. On $8 Basis

Directors of Eastman Kodak yester-

day raised the dividend on its common
stock to an $8 annual basis when they

voted a quarterly dividend of $2 due
July 2 to stockholders of record June

5. In the previous quarter, $1.50

was paid.

EXPECT PA, TO ENACT

THEATER TAX MEASURE

Passage of a chain store tax bill,

applying to all theaters in the state

of Pennsylvania, was considered im-
minent at Harrisburg last night. It

would replace an emergency theater

tax which levies one cent on every

25 cents of an admission price and
which expires on May 31.

The new proposed assessment,

which is a graduated one and ap-

(Continued on Page 23)

Ascap Field Force From
42 States to Meet Here

Annual conference of Ascap field

representatives will be held here

from May 17-19 with Ascap repre-

sentatives from 42 states, accom-
panied in some cases by their at-

torneys, slated to attend, it was said

yesterday by E. C. Mills, chairman
(Continued on Page 23)

Proposed RKO Plan Changes Will Give

Unsecured Creditors $1200,000 More

Music Hall's $1,663,778

Loss Revealed by Hanson

In the period from Feb. 1, 1933,

to Apr. 30, 1937, the Music Hall has
had a net loss of $1,663,778 and the

Center Theater has had a net loss

of $2,857,814 for the period from
(Continued on Page 23)

Proposed amendments to the RKO
reorganization plan filed yesterday

by Hamilton J. Rickaby, Atlas

Corp. counsel, with Special Master
George W. Alger would add approxi-
mately $1,200,000 to the settlement

received by unsecured creditors, fig-

uring on the probable market of
(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Picketing Said Inef-

fective—"Watchful Wait-

ing" by U. S.

Major developments yesterday and
last night in the West Coast stu-

dio strike were:
Start by Federated Motion Pic-

ture Crafts of a drive on Hollywood
independent studios, designation of

a committee by the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Art Directors to nego-
tiate with producers and announce-
ment that the Screen Actors' Guild-

producer pact would probably be for

a five-year term.
Assertion by theater operators and

managers in New York and other
(Continued on Page 26)

FROM HEART AILMENT

Al Friedlander, one of the most
widely known figures in the inde-

pendent distribution field and for-

merly a vice-president of First Di-

vision Exchanges, died suddenly of

heart trouble yesterday morning at

the offices of Harry Thomas in the

RKO building. He was in his 47th
year.

Friedlander had been suffering
(Continued on Page 3)

Kent to Meet With Munro
on Australian GUT Setup

Conferences bearing on the fate

of the General Union Theaters set-

up in Australia will be held immed-
iately between Sidney R. Kent, pres-

ident of 20th Century-Fox, and
(Continued on Page 3)

Defer Loew Board Meet
Meeting of the Loew board of di-

rectors scheduled for yesterday after-

noon was put off until next Wednes-
day. Action on a dividend on common
stock is indicated at that time.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vts.

.

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

34 34 34

3'/2 3V2 3'/2 — Ve

131/4 131/4 131/4 — V4
1591/2 157 1581/z + IV2
151 151 151 — 1

771/s 761/z 763/4 + 1/2

106 106 106 + 1/2

201/4 191/2 19% — 1/4

139 139 139
I8V4 173/4 173/4 — 1/4

7 63/4 63,4

8 1/4 8 8—V4
371/4 36% 36% + 1/4

451/2 45V2 451/2 + 1/2

123/4 l'23/8 ii%_"i/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 983^ 983/4 983/4 — %
Para. B'way 3s55. . . 703/4 703/4 703/i — 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55..1003/8 100% 1003/8
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 .... 95 3A 953,4 593/4 -f 3/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 22% 22 22 — %.
Trans-Lux 43/4 4Vi 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 95 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 13 14i/4
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47. ... 96y2 98
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43.... 563/4 58 1/4

Cattell Funeral Held

Bloomfield, N. J.—Funeral ser-

vices were held here yesterday in

the Community Funeral Home for

William Cattell, 80, actor, who died

in Bloomfield last Monday night af-

ter a long illness. He appeared in

support of many stars during his

long career, frequently with Robert
Mantell.

Browne Says IATSE Stands

Pat in RCA-Erpi Dispute

I.A.T.S.E. has no intention of re-

ceding from its stand that traveling

service men employed by the Erpi
and RCA be paid $110 weekly, the
same scale as that paid traveling
operators, The Film Daily was ad-

vised yesterday by George E.

Browne, I.A.T.S.E. president. Erpi
and RCA have held that in view of

their existing contracts payment of

$110 weekly to service men would
result in a loss from operations.

In a conference yesterday with
Vito Marcantonio, counsel for a

group of laboratory workers outside

the I. A. a basis for bringing this

group into the I. A. was tentatively

worked out. Because Browne has
to leave today for the coast com-
pletion of these negotiations will

await his return here in two weeks.
The I.A.T.S.E. has taken under

consideration an application for af-

filiation from the Association of

Theatrical Agents and Managers, a
group holding an A. F. of L. char-

ter and comprising press agents,
company managers and others,

Browne stated.

Brandt Wins Permission

for Moskowitz Examination

Supreme Court Justice Philip J.

McCook yesterday granted the ap-
plication of Harry Brandt for per-

mission to examine C. C. Mosko-
witz, assistant treasurer of Loew's
Inc., before trial of the Brandt The-
aters' suit to permanently enjoin

the Loew circuit locally from play-

ing pictures on a five day- two day
split week basis. Date of examina-
tion was set for May 24.

Brandt maintains that the recent

change in Loew circuit policy from
playing pictures on a four day-three
day split week to a five day-two day
split was a violation of the state

anti-trust law.

"Live" Stays Over in 29

of 38 Largest U. S. Cities

"Wake Up and Live" has earned
additional playing time of from one
to four weeks in 29 out of the coun-
try's 38 largest cities, it was said
yesterday at the office of John D.
Clark, 20th Century-Fox general
manager of distribution.

With a four-week stretch in Chi-
cago topping its performance,
"Wake Up and Live," has remained
for three each in New York, In-
dianapolis, Philadelphia, Seattle and
San Francisco.

Authorize Tax Payment
Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trus-

tee, was yesterday authorized to

pay $1,187 in franchise taxes due
New York State.

Bach Sees Quality Proviso

in Brit. Quota Legislation

W. A. Bach, managing director of

Western Electric, Ltd., of London,
here for an annual series of con-
ferences, said yesterday that it

seemed evident that any re-enact-

ment of quota legislation in Eng-
land will contain a quality provision

aimed at elimination of "unsatisfac-

tory financial conditions surrounding
production."

Bach explained that he referred
particularly to British production
which has received governmental
financial aid.

Business in England is good and
getting better, he stated. Bach will

visit Canada and the coast before
sailing for London on June 5. He
remarked that complete sound cov-

erage had been worked out for the
coronation with every contingency
worked out months in advance.

Special Session in Ohio
Ohio Legislature plans a special

session next month for the purpose
of passing an appropriations bill.

Universal, Grand National

Groups Off for Conventions

West Coast headed, sales forces

of two companies—New Universal

and Grand National—arrive in Chi-

cago this morning for a day's stop-

over. Headed by President R. H.

Cochrane, the "U" home office group
left New York in two special cars

late yesterday. Grand National's

party was aboard the Commodore
Vanderbilt, occupying a special car.

Both companies' meetings are sched-

uled for the Ambassador, Los An-
geles; GN's opens Sunday, "U's" on
Monday. GN party leaves Chi. to-

night via the Los Angeles Limited;

"U's" will be on the California Lim-
ited.

Dazian Wills Fund $50,000
Filed for probate in Surrogate's

Court yesterday, the will of the

late Henry Dazian, who made a for-

tune costuming two generations of

American stage players, revealed

the bulk of the estate left for the

establishment of the Dazian Foun-
dation for Medical Research. The
Actors' Fund of America receives a

legacy of $50,000: the Hospital for

Joint' Diseases, $10,000. and the New
York Guild for the Jewish Blind,

$5,000. Individual bequests were
made to his surviving relative.

Dazian died at his winter home in

Miami Beach, Fla., last Tuesday.

Republic Display Organized
Sponsored by National Poster

Service Corp., Republic Display
Corp. has been formed to make one

and three-sheets, 11x14 sets of pho-
tographs and stills covering Para-
mount and Warner Bros, pictures.

Walsh Heads Union Drive

Richard Walsh, I. A. T. S. E. vice

president, has been put in charge of

the New York drive to organize

ushers, doormen, ticket takers and
other front-of-the-house employes.

Coming and Goint^

HELEN VINSON, screen star, leaves Nev,
York today for Hollywood by plane.

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS also planes west'
ward this afternoon bound for San Francisco

BINNIE BARNES, Universal player, sails ft]!
England aboard the Queen Mary, May 26, whenl
she will remain until next August. ill

TITO GUIZAR returns to New York todaij

from Boston and leaves next week for Para
|

mount's coast studios.

REGINALD REUBENSON, indie distribute
with offices in France and England, has ar;.

rived in New York to acquire product ant/'

is stopping at the Hotel Edison.

theGEORGE E. BROWNE, president of

I.A.T.S.E., left yesterday for Hollywood.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS returns to New Yort
1

today from the coast.

RALPH BLOCK, who has arrived in New
York from Italy, goes to Hollywood in one

week.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH and Y. FRANK FREE-'

MAN returned to New York yesterday froir.'. !flS

Dallas.

i i

.jc

A. DON ALEXANDER leaves New York to-

morrow for Colorado Springs.

W. A. BACH, managing director of Westerrj
Electric, Ltd., of London, returns on June 5

Fla. Anti-Ascap Measure
Before House Committee

Tallahassee — A bill prohibiting

composers and lyricists from join-

ing together to do business, whicli

would have the effect of barring

Ascap from doing business in this

state, was introduced in the State

Legislature and referred to the

House Judiciary Committee for con-:

sideration.

This measure is identical witr,

bills introduced in other states anc
intended to prevent Ascap frorr

transacting business in those states

Bank Night Brings Fine

Springfield, 111. — County Judge
Wood fined Mortimer E. Berman
manager of the Orpheum Theater,
$100 on his plea of guilty to one of

four counts in an information charg
ing him with violation of the state

lottery laws in connection with the
operation of Bank Night at the the-

ater. The three counts nolled at

the suggestion of the attorney's of
fice concerned advertising, printing
and equipment.
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'J.-FRIEDLANDER DIES

FROMAHEARTAILMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

!rom a heart ailment for some time

ind recently took a rest in an effort

to restore his health. Feeling ill

yesterday, he had laid down to rest

i^hen the fatal attack occurred about
Ll:30 o'clock.

The deceased entered picture busi-

ness at the age of 14, when he be-

lame an operator in a Chicago the-

later. Later becoming interested in

distribution, he became associated

Iwith Thomas and one of the high-

flights of his career was his handling

of "Goona Goona" several years ago.

,(! Following the disbanding of First

2'Division, with which he was asso-

ciated as vice-president in charge

of publicity and advertising, he

formed Fortune Films and Fortune
- advertising agency. After recently

-(withdrawing from this venture, he
• again became associated with
r, Thomas.

Friedlander is survived by a

i widow, Yvonne. They made their

1 residence at the Hotel Belvedere.

ITOA to Ask La Guardia

Com. End 306-Empire Row

(Continued from Page 1)

H moved to appeal to the special com-
'mittee appointed by Mayor La
i Guardia to iron out differences be-
1 tween that body and Local 306, I.

, A. T. S. E. affiliate.

A resolution to this effect was
: adopted at a meeting of the exhibi-

[ tor association's board of directors

| at the Hotel Astor, following re-

ports that the Central and Globe

I were picketed on Tuesday. There
i was discussion of a report that pa-

j
trolling of Brooklyn theaters is con-

templated by Empire members.
Following conferences sponsored

;

by the Mayor's committee, a merger
of Empire and Local 306 was effec-

: tuated. All operators who were
;
members of the former union, how-
ever, are not employed at the pres-

1

ent time, it is understood.

Kent to Meet With Munro
on Australian GUT Setup

(Continuedjrom Page 1)

Charles Munro, managing director

of Hoyts' Theaters, which figures in

the alliance. Munro, who headquar-
ters in Australia, has been awaiting
the arrival of Kent from abroad.

General Union Theaters consists of

Stuart Doyle's houses and Hoyts.

Disaster Pix Aid B. 0.
Check-up of Manhattan's first-run

Vouses, and theaters generally in the

, i Metropolitan area, disclosed the news-
^Teel pictures of the Hindenburg dis-

aster as contributing "very substantial-

ly" to grosses since their release last

week. Broadway's newsreel theaters

reported attendance records tumbled,

with Madison Avenue's newsreel house
packing largest crowds since its open-

ing.

T T
• • • THREE YEARS ago Nina Hill arrived in New
York from Hollywood with a trunk full of clothes and a head
full of ideas she was that rara avis in Cal-ee-for-nigh-aye

a Native yet in spite of the fact that she has legs
that send volts thru you, and a face like a Madonna she
didn't get to first base with the studios so Nina told her
ma: "New York is the gateway to Hollywood, and I'm going
to stay there still the movies send for me" but recently
things got too tough in New York and she decided to call it a
day and return to the coast she wrote her mother telling
about her decision, and enclosing some recent photographs
then things began to happen Solly Biano, a Warner talent
scout, saw the pictures on the coast and wired New York to
g5ve her a screen test Nina gets the screen test next
week if it is successful, here is another story all ready
for the book titled "Cockeyed Hollywood"

T T T

• • • WITH THE new Italian studios officially opened
by Mussolini shooting on Maria Gambarelli's initial pic-

ture will start in three weeks several supporting players
and a half dozen technicians were recruited from Hollywood
and are on their way to the Italian capital meanwhile
Gambarelli has been engaged to give a series of dance recitals

at the Valle Opera Theater in Rome

• • • A COCKTAIL party given by Paramount at the
Waldorf-Astoria yesterday afternoon for Oscar Homolka
who arrived from London the other day his new contract
starts May 17 with a leading role in "Ebb Tide" which
Lucien Hubbard will produce in Technicolor on his re-

cent trip abroad, Hubbard signed Homolka, who has been do-
ing sensational work in British films notably his recent
Gaumont British productions with Sylvia Sidney and Walter
Huston

• • • DELEGATES to the Warner convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria yesterday chose eight young players by formal
ballot with the suggestion that their screen work entitled

them to stardom all are under contract to the company
Gloria Dickson, Dor's Weston, Beverly Roberts, Jane

Bryan, Jane Wyman, Kenny Baker, Wayne Morris and John
Litel

• • • ARRIVED IN New York waters the yacht of
J. Don Alexander of Colorado Springs the Alexander
Film Company chief will entertain theater officials in these
parts on board his pleasure craft. . . • A novelty card in the
form of a gigantic movie admission ticket with a clever rhyme
about the trials and tribulations of the ticket business, gotten
out as an ad by the Continental Ticket Co. of New London,
Ohio. . . • An address by Will Hays will be given at a lunch-

eon of the Red Cross this afternoon at the Willard Hotel in

Washington. . . • Mark Sandrich and Ketti Gallian will at-

tend the opening of'Shall We Dance" at the Music Hall today
. . . • The RKO branch manager at Kansas City, T. R.
Thompson, is celebrating his birthday and the arrival in the
family of a daughter, named Gerry May

• • • THAT GENIAL host, W. G. Van Schmus was
at his best as he gave a party with cocktails in the studio
apartment of the Music Hall yesterday afternoon in honor
of Mark Sandrich, director of "Shall We Dance" the
guests included Leo Spitz, Jules Levy, Colvin Brown, Gus
Eyssell, Arthur Willi and Russell Markert Sandrich
sails for Europe shortly

« « « » » »

RKO CREDITORS MAY

GET $1,200,000 MORE

(Continued from Page 1)

securities allotted to the unsecured
creditors under the plan.

The amendments provide that the
unsecured creditors shall receive one
share of preferred stock and one
share of common for each $100 of
allowed claim instead of % share of
preferred and 1V2 shares of common.
Figuring the preferred at $100 par
and the stock on the basis of the
two-for-one split at $18 at present
market value, this would give the
unsecured creditors approximately
$118 as their settlement instead of
$100 under the old settlement.

The conversion rate of preferred
stock held by unsecured creditors
is now placed at four shares of com-
mon for one of preferred instead of
three-for-one. Provision that the
debentures may be redeemed at $105
and accrued interest is changed so
that redemption is at par. Another
amendment provides that authorized
but unissued stock may not be is-

sued without consent of the pre-
ferred stockholders. Under the old
plan the board of directors had the
right to issue the stock.

A new provision affecting the Cen-
ter Theater would permit Rockefel-
ler Center, Inc. to use the house for
other than theater purposes if a loss

occurred.

As a result of the amendments an
additional $2,000,000 of preferred
stock will be issued and 40,000 less

shares of common.

The amendments to the plan are
the result of negotiations carried on
by Carlos Israels, representing the
unsecured creditors' committee and
Rickaby, counsel for the debenture
holders' committee said that the
committee would undoubtedly accept
the plan. Rickaby declared that the
independent stockholders' commit-
tee represented by Sullivan & Crom-
well have approved the plan.

George L. Schein, counsel for a
stockholder committee, opposed to

the plan was requested by Special
Master Alger to submit his objec-

tions to the plan in writing by May
20. Schein said that his written
objections to the plan would contain
in effect, a modified plan of reor-

ganization.

Further hearings on the plan were
adjourned to May 24. Special Mas-
ter Alger said he would hold hear-
ings continuously from this date.

Minister Returns Award
Ft. Worth—Bank night award from

the Parkway Theater was returned to

the management by the Rev. J. W.
Crowder, director of extension service

of the Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary here. School officials feared
acceptance of award might have a

"bad influence," the Rev. Crowder con-
curred.
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*$i§UAWK PARADE
Pertinent paragraphs sifted

from the hundreds of replies

by leading American critics, re-

viewers and columnists to ques-

tions submitted in the fifth an-

nual Critics' Forum.

(Continued from Page 1)

a more imaginative outlook. The public

will support pictures which show courage

and pioneering in their making. I realize

motion pictures is a business, but its a

first principle of good business to offer a

product your competitor can't match.

GEORGE POPKIN, Worcester, Mass.

"Evening Post".

DISTURBED
BY DUALS—
My pet squawk is against double-fea-

tures, double-features and more double-

features. Our town's over-run with them.

There isn't a single-run showplace left in

New Brunswick which means that the

"shorts" situation is practically wiped out

here. And despite apparent disapproval

on the part of a great many patrons, box-

office receipts are soaring at the theaters

since the change-over. Furthermore news-

reels are' clipped shorter and trailers have

become obnoxiously long. It appears that

the "money's worth" argument must now
be used to entice patrons, since two "class

B" films on a single program are enough

to chase patrons away. One house in our

vicinity conducts a five-hour show every

Saturday night. If you come at 7 P. M.,

you must sit until 12 Midnight to see the

entire show. And you'd be surprised. Most

patrons do! But what is the aftermath

going to be? The public is being spoiled

into expecting too much. Do theater man-

agers honestly believe that they can, in the

future, return to single features and shorts

and expect the public to respond?

WILL BALTIN, New Brunswick, N.

J. "Daily Home News-Sunday Times."

•

PUBLICITY
PAINS—
What gives me a pain of sizable pro-

portions is the theater which sends in

publicity on films it is to play, calling prac-

tically everyone the "most outstanding film

of the year" while in many cases the pic-

ture is a dud. One theater in Hudson

County is a continual offender, as it were,

in this respect.

PALMER COAKLEY, Union City, N.

]. "Hudson Dispatch".

•
SHORTS
ARE WEAK—
The greatest weakness in a movie pro-

gram today is no longer the feature pic-

ture, but the supporting shorts. With the

living example of The March of Time be-

fore them, it is difficult to see how pro-

ducers can continue to make stupid "mu-
sical" shorts and dull newsreels. (Chief

squawk — 15 minutes of an orchestra

banked up against the end of a room, with

interspersing shots of trumper players and

ugly girls' trios.)

The mine of the longer world's litera-

ture has been repeatedly worked in recent

months. I often have wondered if movie

producers have never considered the pos-

sibility of transposing some of the greater

short stories to the screen for short sub-

jects. Intelligently matched with features

of sufficient variety, the two would furnish

the movie-goer with an evening's entertain-

ment unjarred by 30 minutes of boring

ineptitudes.

Newsreels are rapidly reaching the ranks

of ads, in my opinion—that is I leave at

the beginning or attempt to arrive at the

end. Not even the face and voice of

Roosevelt is any excuse for photographing

him or his Senators during every speech

they make. As every newspaperman knows

fires are like other fires, marching armies

like other armies—the difference is in the

original and penetrating presentation. The

March of Time holds its own field, of

course, and imitation is not desired, but

a few minds of similar independence could

again make the newsreels a high spot of

the program.

DOROTHY TERRY, Shawnee, Okla.

"Morning Neivs".

BETTER
PUBLICITY ART—
My pet squawk has always been quality

of publicity art. Much has been done to

remedy this in the past year. RKO and

Warners, for instance, send mats direct

to paper. Stuff in press books is generally

awful. In the first place IT ISN'T ETCHED
DEEPLY ENOUGH to roll a mat. Second

place, stills are poorly chosen. Instead of

offering 12 double col. mats in a press

book, with only two or three that look

like anything, why not use the budget to

take three or four stills and offer them to

movie editors in both two and three col.

sizes. These could be combined with one

or two col. star portraits and make nice

layouts in any man's paper. We need more

photo-strips that outline the story of the

photoplay, too. How about letting the

publicity boys in on the secret when the

ending of the film is changed so that the

book synopsis jibes with the film? Warners

is mailing movie editors mats of stars in

cne, two column and half- column sizes

for morgue use. Most of them will get

in the paper, too.

CHARLES J. MULCAHY, Youngs-

town, O. "Vindicator-Telegram".

IDEAS
FOR REVIVALS—
Would like to see more revivals of out-

standing hits—many people miss the best

shows—these hits should be played in sec-

ond run houses and given good advertising.

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

This is the squawk of a backwood's

newspaperman. Theaters are allotted so

much space and fail to take advantage of

the opportunity. Illustrations are lousy.

Copy is awful and obtaining information is

more difficult than finding the itchy spot

under a red undershirt.

Too little attention to the comfort of

theater patrons. Air in the average house

like the inside of a coal mine. Seats like

the torture boards of the ancient something

or other. Sound equipment on trailers

give groans like my antique phonograph.

Too much attitude of "the patron takes

what he gets and likes it or else."

Too much effort to stifle competition in

small cities. Too much effort to force

newspapers to "pipe down" on criticism or

"we'll take our ads out."

Too many questionnaires like this and

nothing done about it. Don't misunder-

stand me. This squawk makes me feel

better. Let's have another soon.

HERBERT B. KRONE, Lancaster,

Pa. "New Era".

It's a complaint that has been squawked
about, criticised and murdered ever since

its inception—a double feature program.

Personally, I'd much rather sit through the

worst picture ever produced by the cheap-
est company with the most senseless story

and the "rottenest hams," than to face

two hours and z half of torture in a double

bill program.

RALPH M. DENNEY, Brownsville,
Pa. "Telegraph".

•
Squawks: Double bills; Drunkenness; Ac-

tors who talk with mouths full of food;

Actors who burp or sneeze; Smart alecks

who win girls by making themselves an-
noying; Thrill scenes obtained by throwing
horses so that their legs and necks are

broken; Scat music in any form.

DENNIS R. SMITH, Canton, O. "Re
pository".

•
Have a number of complaints, such as

inferior pictures, unbelievably poor direc-

tion, mis-casting for box-office purposes,
etc.; but the main point of objection cen-
ters about the double feature. Eliminate
that and you automatically reduce the
number of evils mentioned above.

NORTON A. MOCKR1DGE, White
Plains "Daily Reporter".

•
Let's have more real life in pictures.

Less happy endings—why not bump off

the hero and heroine once in a while?

And for the love of Mike—let the In-

dians give the cowboys a real trimming

—

just once!

WILLIAM D. WATKINS, Lansford,
Pa., "Evening Record".

MINDUSTRY AIDE
To representative journalists,

its own unofficial aides, the in-

dustry again is indebted for
thoughtful appraisals and con-

structive suggestions. Second in-

stallment appears tomorrow.

Believe that pictures could be dug up fro

last few years and re-run. Many goc

pictures were made during depression thi

patrons would like to see. Believe com-
panies are missing a bet. Any city of

75,000 and over could have a "Hit The-
ater" just to re-run the hits of last tw<

to three years. Of course the house migh

have to run a few later re-runs. An
other way would be to use them with dou

ble feature programs. Anyway I feel

that too many good pictures are buried

too soon. A revival week in a leading

house with change of program each night

might be a good bet as a promotion during

dull period in summer.

MAX BOSLER, Peoria, III. "Journal-

Transcript".

ROADSHOW
BURN—

Roadshows at advanced prices give me
a quick burn. When a man's family pa-

tronizes pictures bad and indifferent every

week, it doesn't seem fair to try to sock

him extra tariff for a really good picture.

Whenever $1.65 is specially charged for

one picture the inescapable reaction is

that he has been paying 55 cents a head

all year for pictures that were only aver-

age or sub-average. In my town, of 200,-

000 population, "Lost Horizon" played

three days at $1.65 to a haunted house.

It grossed about $450, and with the spe-

cial equipment needed in the house I think

it cost about $1,500 to run the three days.

They stay away from roadshows here and

maybe they'll cure the studio of the prac

tice by doing it.

NOEL HOUSTON, Oklahoma City

"Daily Oklahoman".

STANDARDIZED
PRODUCT—

Standardization of plot, acting and pro

duction tends toward a certain monotony

and a lack of individual touch in most

Hollywood films. I like to see an occa

sional foreign movie, such as "The Ghost

Goes West," simply because it offers a

fresh approach and camera interpretation

which, though no better than that of

American films, is nevertheless different.

Certain directors of the American screens

have developed an individualized technic

and the result is they produce interesting

movies whenever story material is reason-

ably good. American acting, particularly

in the average run movies has become
terrifically standardized, various players

using almost the same tricks of voice in-

flection and expression. Good character

interpretations by starring players ar

paratively rare.

My main squawk, though, is aimed at

the unutterable dullness of many pictures.

If they can't be good, they can at least

offer a little action.

sT

DAN ALBRECHT, Elkhart, Ind.

"Truth".
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We of WARNER BROS.
will make as great a

contribution to the

advance of the industry

in 1937-38 as we did

when we first gave the

screen its voice in 1927-28
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These Men Know It!

These Pages Show It!

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT!. .
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See the FACE-VALUE of the industry on the next page! . .
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Lee Dixon

Frank McHugh
Glenda Farrell

Beverly Roberts

Bonita Granville

Hugh O'Connell

Donald Crisp

Dick Purcell

Barton MacLane

Jane Wyman
Rosalind Marquis

John Litel

Doris Weston

Ann Sheridan

Henry O'Neill

Stay with it brother, the fun's just commencing! . •



TOVARICH
Sold out 4 weeks ahead since October!

BOY MEETS GIRL
Two years on Broadway and still selling out 3 weeks ahead!

YES, My Darling Daughter
On since February—sold out a month ahead right now!
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"Sggsszz^ JEZEBEL
Best character play of the year—a natural for Davis!

THE DESERT SONG
Sigmund Romberg's 2'season operetta smash!
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xH. Harris presents
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I
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—Walter Win'hett.

OF MURDER
Hldrioui Comedu bp
IWARO LtNDSAY
i- Wed.. 50c :

to $2
East of Broadway

Pick up your phone—
and prepare for a shock!

Ask your operator to call the New York
house playing any of our current shows, and
see how long you've got to wait for seats.

You'll get an answer that proves in dollars-

and-cents what these properties mean to you!

^J*:

ON YOUR TOES
Rodgers & Hart wrote it— New York held it for a year!

Gfcfts

tf>
.uisfc V*

?VL

*^£iW<**
#s&££#&£

sou-
-

*

FIRST LADY \B^
Last season's leading long-run comedy by George S. Kaufman/

WHITE HORSE INN
Filled huge Radio City Center Theatre for 6 months!

50AS*

s^S&Srsfe«"*«r
Bo«»S^&,n"*'

SWING YOUR LADY
Bang-up laugh hit that had the Main Stem in stitches!

tfttOS

#&$$'

G.&>tXaG^*^H***^

A Slight Case of MURDER
By Damon Runyon and Howard Lindsay—sensational plot innovation!

v

I
There's a heap of swell READING ahead! .

.
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The Story of SAN MICHELE
By AXEL MUNTHE

The Life of EMILE ZOLA
By GEZA HERCZEG

THE SISTERS
By MYRON BRINIG

A PRAYER FOR MY SONS
By HUGH WALPOLE

THE GAMBLERS
By FEDOR DOSTOIEVSKY

VALLEY OF THE GIANTS
By PETER B. KYNE

Adventures of ROBIN HOOD

¥V
t>v

\lS<

€>

* H«„ '
»»"'" *>»«i



AND IT ALL CAME TRUE
By LOUIS BROMFIELD

ANGLE SHOOTER
By ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHN

COMET OVER BROADWAY
By FAITH BALDWIN

GOLD is Where YOU FIND IT
By CLEMENTS RIPLEY

YOU'RE ALL I WANT
By KATHERINE BRUSH

SISTER ACT
By FANNIE HURST

MR. DODD TAKES the AIR
By CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND
(He wrote 'Mr. Deeds Goes To Town!') *&££*>£

G*°
This WOMAN is DANGEROUS
By DONN BYRNE

The PERFECT SPECIMEN\VX&±Z&*
By SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS

.*ff
&*&^^Wr*

**S^

PROPERTY value takes another big rise on the next turn! • ...
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VARSITY SHOW
Absolute monarch of all musicals with these tremendous laugh-and-song stars—

DICK POWELL . FRED WARING and HIS PENNSYLVANIANS . ROSEMARY
LANE . PRISCILLA LANE . LEE DIXON . TED HEALY . BUCK & BUBBLES

ROY ATWELL . WALTER CATLETT . STERLING HOLLOWAY

PANAMA CANAL
Will head Warners' dramatic offerings with the most spectacular

production and cast of the season and will star PAUL MUNI

IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER
Re-uniting the stars of 'Human Bondage'! LESLIE HOWARD . BETTE DAVIS

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND . ERIC BLORE . PATRIC KNOWLES

CONFESSION
starring KAY FRANCIS . BASIL RATHBONE . IAN HUNTER

LAURA HOPE CREWS . MARY MAGUIRE . JANE BRYAN

THE GREAT GARRICK
A giant Mervyn LeRoy production—to be directed byJames Whale with BRIAN AHERNE

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND . EDW. EVERETT HORTON And Others to be Announced



m.
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
The King9 comes back in a Rodgers and Hart musical! A Mervyn LeRoy Production

starring FERNAND GRAVET . ETHEL MERMAN And Others Now Being Selected

GOLD DIGGERS IN LONDON
Biggest of the 'Gold Diggers' with the best 'Gold Diggers' cast of all!

CASINO
A musical idea as big as '42nd Street' with the same stars—WARNER BAXTER . RUBY
KEELER.GEORGE BRENT.JOAN BLONDELL.PATRIC KNOWLES And Hundreds More!

SUBMARINE 262
The 'Ceiling Zero' of the seas by 'Zero's' author, starring

PAT O'BRIEN . HENRY FONDA . RUBY

KEELER . WAYNE MORRIS

Co**

THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS
by Peter B. Kyne, starring

BETTE DAVIS

GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
The Cosmopolitan serial and Best-Seller by Clements Ripley

starring GEORGE BRENT . OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

A fortune in presetting is backing them all! .
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National

Billboard
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Magazine
Campaigns-

-National Newspaper

•„„«'—EveryCampaign 9 - * '

available
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surpass the memo*

able Warner cam

paigns of the past.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS

...THEY'RE MADE BY THE
( Winner of more than half of \

HIT WR
Bryan Foy
Sam Bischoff
Harry Joe Brown
Bud Barsky
Frank Maude!

Robert Lord
Henry Blanke
Earl Baldwin
Lou Edelman
Al Jolson

HIT COMPOSERS
Harry Warren & Al Dubin
Richard Rodgers & Larry Hart
Werner Richard Heymann
M. K. Jerome & Jack Scholl
Richard Whiting & Johnny Mercer
Erich Wolfgang Korngold
Max Steiner • Leo Forbstien

Richard Macauley
Abem Finkel
Norman Reilly Raine
Clement Ripley
Elaine Ryan
H. C Witwer, Jr.

Ethel Borden
Rowland Leigh
Warren Duff
Roy Chanslor
George Bricker
Abe Jacoby
Peter Milne
Julius J. Epstein

Fritz Falkenstein
Thyra Samter Winslow
Carlton Sand
Lawrence Riley
George Bilson
John Pearson
David Diamond
Kenneth Garnet
Don Ryan
Morton Grant
Joseph Watson
Jack Woodford
Robert Buckner
Delmer Daves

MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTIONS
Jack L. Warner, Vice-Presh

Hal B. Wallis, As/oci\
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PROMOTED!

Serializations!
Roto

Art! Special Features!
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4CADEMY AWARD" STAFF!
II Academy trophies last year!)

ERS HIT DIRECTORS
Sam & Bella Spewak
Seton I. Miller
jWm. Wister Haines
Milton Krims
Frank Craven
|4nthony Coldeway
iLuci Ward
pig Herzig
ijerry Waul
Pat C. Flick
Ulrich Steindorff
Geza Herczeg
Heinz Herald
jCrane Wilbur

Tom Reed
Brewster Morse
Win. Jacobs
Robert White
Maurice Leo
Jack Neville

Jerry Horwin
Robert Rossen
Jay Brennan
Aeneas MacKenzie
Earl Repp
Frank Daughtery
Casey Robinson
Joseph Schrank

mt in Charge of Production

e Executive in Charge

Mervyn LeRoy
Max Reinhard t

William Keighley
William Dieterle
Nick Grinde
William McGann
Stanley Logan
Bobby Connolly
Frank McDonald
Louis King
Joseph Mav
Noel Smith
Irving Rapper
Reggie Hammerstein

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS

Archie L. Mayo
Lloyd Bacon
Michael Curtiz
Ray Enright
B. Reeves Eason
Litvak (Anton)
William Clemmens
Edmund Goulding
John Farrow
Busby Berkeley
Haven MacQuarrie
Harry Seymour
Gene Lewis
Jo Graham

J

Don't wire for the Warner man, because . •
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pDMUND L. HARTMAN, RKO
scenarist, is spending a month's

vacation in St. Loirs. Before join-

ing RKO he was with Warner Bros,

and 20th Century-Fox.TV
Snub Pollard will accompany Tex

Ritter on his personal appearance
tour, which is scheduled to start

June 25, following completion of

Ritter's eighth feature, "Frontier
Town." Ritter and Pollard are
working up an act, which is being
booked by the William Morris
agency.

T

Frederick Hollander's song,
"Moonlight and Shadows," is still in

Number One position, which it has
occupied for nine weeks. Two-hun-
dred and fifty thousand copies of the
song have been sold. Hollander's
current assignment is the music for
the Marlene Dietrich-Ernst Lubitsch
film, "Angel."

An extra girl on the "Artists and
Models" set is still apologizing to
Gail Patrick, because she went up
to her yesterday and told her that
other than being so tall, she looked
enough like Gail Patrick to be her
stand-in.

Josie Sedgwick-Ray West & Asso-
cites has placed Ela Love and Dor-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting 'Personalities: No. 82 • • •

D ICHARD THORPE. A director whose experience runs the cinematic gamut,» from "extra" to studio manager. Native of Hutchinson, Kan., and
schooled in Wichita that state. Early theatrical training via stock, musical

comedies, vaudeville. Overseas with the 88th

Division, A.E.F. Remained in Paris to appear

in a musical at the Champs Elysses Theater.

Then back to U. S. for first pix experience as

an "extra" in Eastern studios. Next a writer

... a scenarist ... a gag man . . . assistant

director . . . cutter . . . studio manager (with
Johnny Hines). Back to acting as leading man
with Doris Kenyon, Dorothy Gish. Hollywood
next, acting, directing. Made 76 West-
erns for Pathe. Also serials, silent features.

Has directed about 35 talkies. Hobbies, golf,

swimming. Eyes, hazel green. Hair, black.

othy Korster at Republic in "Meet
the Boy Friend"; Camille Sorrie,
Reah Stone and Dianna Toy hi
"New Faces of 1937" at RKO Radio;
and Louis Durst at M-G-M under a
seven-year contract.

As a result of his recent talk on
the subject of motion pictures on a
program sponsored by the B'nai
Brith, Howard Estabrook, Para-
mount writer-producer, has received
an offer from a prominent advertis-

ing agency, asking him to consider
a weekly radio broadcast on current
topics.

The film rights to one of New
York's stage successes—title undis-
closed—has been purchased by Clar-
ence Brown. Fred Goldsmith, New
York attorney, who recommended
the play to Brown, handled the
transaction.

t

W. P. Lipscomb has altered his

plans to return to Europe immedi-
ately following completion of his
present assignment to write the
screenplay for "Beau Geste," Para-
mount production which Lucien
Hubbard will produce. Lipscomb
first will make arrangements for the
New York presentation of his cur-
rent London play, "Ninety Sails."

t
Edward L. Alperson, president of

Grand National, has assigned Max
Alexander to produce the "Flash
Casey" series starring Eric Linden.
First of the series, titled "Here's
Flash Casey" gets under way in
June.

T » T
Dr. Edward Skaletar has been

appointed official physician for the
Grand National studio by President
Edward L. Alperson and will estab-
lish an office with a trained nurse
on the lot later this week.

T T
Danielle Darrieux, European star,

recently signed by the New Uni-
versal, will have as her first star-
ring vehicle "The Rage of Paris."
The actress will sail for the U. S.
on the liner Normandie, on Aug. 25.

M-G-M announces that Cedric
Hardwicke, star of the recent
Broadway stage play, "The Amaz-
ing Dr. Clitterhouse," has been
placed under contract. He will not
tome to Hollywood, however, until
later in the year.

Expect Pa. to Enact

Theater Tax Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

plies alike to theaters and stores, is

as follows:
Upon one theater, $1; on each in

excess of one but not to exceed five,

$5; $5 for each additional theater,

five to 10 theaters, $10; 10 to 15 the-

aters, $20; 15 to 20 theaters, $30;
20 to 30, $50; 30 to 50, $100; 50 to

75, $200; 75 to 100, $250; 100 to 200,

$350; 200 to 500, $450, in excess of

500, $500 each.
Chain store interests will ally

themselves with exhibitors in oppos-
ing the measure.

Ascap Field Force From
42 States to Meet Here

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Ascap administrative com-
mittee.

All matters affecting the organi-
zation will come up for considera-
tion, Mills stated.

Bradford Replaces Levy
jCansas City, Mo.—Guy Bradford,

-oTmerly with GB, has joined the
United Artists sales staff here, tak-
ing over the southern Kansas terri-

tory, formerly covered by Joe Levy
who leaves the organization to go
east.

"Star" Gets 100% Holdover

in the Keys in Second Week

One hundred per cent holdover in
key spots throughout the country
marked the second week's perform-
ance of "A Star Is Born," Selznick
International's most recent produc-
tion for release through United
Artists, it was said yesterday at
U. A.'s home office. In Cleveland,
the pix has been moved after a rec-
ord gross from Loew's to the Still-

man for additional first-run playing
time.

"Hit Parade" for Rivoli

"Hit Parade," a Republic picture,
is slated to open at the Rivoli fol-

lowing the showing of the Elisabeth
Bergner film "Dreaming Lips."

Para. Signs Neila Goodelle
Neila Goodelle, radio s

:nger, has
been signed by Paramount Pictures,
the New York office of the film com-
pany announced yesterday.

Three Memmar Theaters

in Boise Boost Scales

Boise, Ida. — Theaters controlled
by the Memmar company have in-

creased their prices five cents.
Houses are the Granada, the Ada
and the Pinney. The Lyric, Rialto
and Rio are standing pat.

Seattle Union Elects

Seattle—New exchange workers'
union here has named Phil Haberl
as president. Other officers elected
are: Dutch Trammel, vice-president;
Eddie Briggs, business manager;
Ilda Ewing, secretary-treasurer;
Morton Endert, sergeant-at-arms;
and Maud Richards and George De-
Waide, trustees.

Fames Joins Monogram
Portland, Ore.—Cecil Fames has

been named Portland manager for
Monogram. Harold Sheffield of
Butte succeeds him as manager of
the Sheffield Republic Exchange
here.

Omaha Mayor, Weary of Censoring, Will Revive Board
Omaha—This city's board of stage and screen censors—called the city welfare

board—will be revived by Mayor Dan Butler, who has announced he is tired of carry-
ing the entire burden himself. The mayor's pronouncement followed his attempt to
prevent "Tobacco Road" from showing at the Paramount. He stopped it one night
by stationing 117 policemen around the theater, but the next night a court order
chased the police.

Music Hall's $1,663,778
Loss Revealed by Hanson

(ContinuedJrom Page 1)

Feb. 1, 1933, to Apr. 30, 1937, it

was testified yesterday before Spe-
cial Master Alger by John E. Han-
son, comptroller of Rockefeller Cen-
ter, at a hearing on the RKO reor-
ganization plan.

Loss on the Center Theater for
the period from Sept. 1, 1936, to
Apr. 30, 1937, was put at $357,952,
Hanson said. Loss on the Music
Hall from Sept. 1, 1936 to Apr. 30,
1937, was placed at $279,192.
Figures on probable profits and

reduced losses if some chargeable
items were eliminated were given.

Scherzer With G. N.
Kansas City, Mo.—Ralph Scherz-

er, formerly with 20th Century-Fox,
has joined the staff of the Grand
National exchange as booker. He
succeeds W. J. Kubitzki, promoted
to the position of salesman formerly
held by Pat Pinnell who recently
was transferred to the Denver ex-
change as branch manager.

GB Transfers Selig

Salt Lake City—Robert W. Selig,
GB manager, has been transferred
to Denver. C. F. Rose, who was
here two years ago as manager of
the exchange, returns to that post.
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Johnny Mack Brown in

"Guns in the Dark"
Republic 56 Mins.

QUANTITY OF LIVELY ACTION COM-
MENDS THIS OTHERWISE ROUTINE
WESTERN TO STAR'S FANS.

Johnny Mack Brown rides again in an-

other saga of the west, this time a drama

of the lands bordering both banks of the

Rio Grande. Over on the Mexican side,

the star is convinced that he has killed

his pard as the result of a general brawl

growing out of a card game in which the

villain, played by Ted Adams, has been

caught cheating. Since the gun play all

took place in the dark, Johnny feels guilty

of unintentional murder, — but murder

nevertheless. He vows he will not tote a
|

six-shooter again as long as he lives. It is

a dangerous decision, for back across the
|

U S line he is called upon to break up i

the operations of a band of cattle rustlers,

lers and killers who are making lite

Irish Republic of 1937, presenting
graphically the many activities of

President de Valera and his gov-
ernment to make the nation abso-

lutely free of England and to fos-

ter in every way self-sufficiency

through industrialization. Mean-
while the northern counties of Uls-

ter are starting to protest vehement-
ly that they want no part of it, and
vowing their allegiance is still to

England. Trouble brews, and it is

all very exciting and timely. This

release is one of the best of the

March of Time series.

pretty uncomfortable for Claire Rochelle,
policy> by this one Billy

an energetic, brave and «mely ranch op- ^^ Frances Williams
erator and her cowpunchers. Without t.r-

ghoe stQre
ing a shot, Johnny, of course, in love with

her completely wrecks the abusing law-

less element. At the finale, he is found

innocent of having murdered his pal in

Mexico, for the law finds Ted Adams did

it—with a knife. The yarn, while routine,

has some peppy riding and rousing fist.-

cuffs. Direction is crisp and photography Wjfl as^ ^ ^^

"Shoes With Rhythm"
(A Mentone Production)

Universal 10 Mins.

Novel

That every short reel should have
its story, however, slight, is borne
out, in accordance with Mentone's

Reed and
are part-

enterprise.

When customers become scarcer

than proverbial hens' teeth, they

decide to draw the public by music-

alizing their shop. The Rhythm
Boys play some peppy numbers ac-

companying Frances Williams, as

The Canadians, Elaine and

glades, not far from Miami. Many
interesting varieties are shot with
the lens. Finally, Reginald Denny,
film actor, is shown in his model air-

plane factory on the Pacific Coast
fashioning flawless and intriguing

,

replicas of aircraft, with tiny, pow-

;

erful motors. Youngsters, and those

of larger growth, will find the film

tour of Denny's factory interesting. :

adequate. . ,

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Claire Roch-

elle Syd Saylor, Ted Adams, Dick Curtis,

Steve Clark, Jim Corey, Julian Madison,

Roger Williams.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Sam

Newfield; Author, E. B. Mann; Screenplay,

Charles F. Royal; Cameraman, Bert Longe-

necker; Editor, S. Roy Luby.

Direction, Crisp. Photography, Adequate.

SHORTS
The March of Time

(No. 10, Vol. 3)

RKO Radio 18 Mins.

Very Good

The various phases of the unem-

respective "turns." Business picks

up briskly, providing that, under

almost any circumstance, people

like music. They will like it speci-

fically in their novel vaude film.

Going Places No. 37
Universal 9'/2 Mins.

Wide Appeal

A trio of diversified topics give

this subject wide audience appeal.

The theater chair traveler is first

taken to Vermont. There it is tree-

tapping time, that season when the

maple sugar sap begins to flow. This

industry, of combined import to the

Green Mountain State and those

N. y. Critics Praise Captains Courageous

ployment situation in the nation are i folk at iarge wh reVel in pure
presented very graphically, showing I map je syrup as a food delicacy, is

the jobless army headed by David
; g^own briefly but fascinatingly.

Lasser. This "army" is organized : Next> one is whisked to the govern-
efficiently as the Workers' Alliance ment bird sanctuary in the Ever-
of America. Lasser is shown mak- I

ing his stump speech for his organi-

zation, claiming there are ten mil-

lion idle to be taken care of. Others

interested in the unemployment
problem such as General Hugh S.

Johnson, Senator Pat McCarren,

Senator Vanderberg and Senator

James Byrnes voice their opinions,

and they all are different. Mean-
while Lasser is threatening another

hunger march on Washington. Then

follows the subject of Puzzle Prizes,

showing the Old Gold cigarette con-

test and how it works. A veteran

puzzle man, F. Gregory Hartswick,

was hired to put it over, and the

mail from all over the nation was
so heavy that it took 800 postal

clerks to handle it. This has started

a slew of fake contests, and now the

postal authorities are busy trying

to put the clamp down on these.

The final sequences concern the

Going Places No. 36
Universal 9 2-3 Mins.

Delightful
Studded with a number of mag-

nificent camera shots, particularly

those in the sea and waterfront se-

quences, this generally well-made
reel is delightful diversion as it

packs into a relatively small amount
of footage an unusual amount of the

charm and beauty that is Nassau
and the Bahamas. Introductory
scenes are of the transportation fa-

cilities to and from the islands. Ap- :

proach by air is stressed. There are
views of Government House, the
making of straw hats by natives, i

pipe-smoking women, sports which
J

are pursued by visitors, and excel-
j

lent exposition of the sponge fishing ;

industry. Anyone interested in I

travel (and who isn't?) will like
j

this short immensely.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

(No. 38)
Universal 8 2-3 Mins.

Well-Compiled

Variety is the spice of this well-
compiled issue which opens with
Ruby Wood, a Venice, California
lass, disporting her pet lion who
goes with her in her car round and
about the city. The bonanza struck
by storekeeper George Austin in the
Nevada hills then swings into the
giant rookie recently signed up by
Uncle Sam's Army recruiting officer

at San Francisco; a hard-to-lose
penny which has been sticking
around the desk of San Antonio's
city clerk for many years, with no
takers; Ray Beckett's pet deer, a
swell household companion; and the
strange mausoleum erected by John
M. Davis at Hiawatha, Kansas, in

memory of his faithful wife. A
literally nutty shot concludes the
subjects,—a native of Orienta Cuba,
cracking cocoanuts open, using his

head as the weapon.

"Steel Workers"
(A Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon)

Universal 7 1-3 Mins.
Good Fun

Performing their antics in the
guise of steel workers on the altitu-

dinous girders of an under construc-
tion skyscraper, the trio of monkeys
are amusing enough, but the really

clever angle incorporated in this

reel is the use by its makers of a
panorama background of New York.
It is this vista which supplies a
touch of authenticity to the sets,

and gives the audience the feeling

of being high above Manhattan's
sea of rooftops. Naturally the
monks go through some hair-raising

acrobatics and run wild with rivet-

ing machines and sundry contrac-

tors' apparatus. It's good fun for

cartoon lovers.

//

TIMES: "With its rich production, magni-
ficent marine photography, admirable direc-

tion and performances, the film brings vivid-

ly to life every page of Kipling's novel and
even adds an exciting chapter or two of

its own."
HERALD TRIBUNE: "Belongs with the

screen's few masterpieces. In a season of

spectacular and notable film offerings, it

stands pre-eminent. . . . Has an epic sweep
and power that is irresistible."

AMERICAN: "Here, supplanting 'ThA
Good Earth' at the Astor, is what must cer-

tainly turn out to be the prize picture of

1937. . . . Here is provided a dramatization

of the spirit as well as the letter of the

book."
MIRROR: "Approaches the perfect movie.

It has might and sweetness, mirth and hor-

ror, brutality and tenderness. With Freddie
Bartholomew and Spencer Tracy in its lead-

ing roles, it ruthlessly attacks the emotions,

making you weep and laugh and glow."
NEWS: "The simplicity with which this

classic story is presented on the screen is

one of the picture's chief claims to great-

ness. . . . The acting is in the best tradi-

tions of the screen."
SUN: "The characters are vigorous and

alive, the direction vital and the melodrama
pretty close to magnificent."
WORLD-TELEGRAM: "Call it a great

picture and you have the only possible de-

scription of 'Captains Courageous'. For
sheer brilliance in every department of pro-

duction it is a truly notable achievement."
POST: "Magnificent, stirring, tender. Of

course you will have to see it some time."

JOURNAL: "A saga of the sea, a richly

human and profoundly stirring narrative that

ranks with "The Good Earth' as screen litera-

ture. Produced with distinction, unfolded

with a thrilling sweep and highlighted with
enormously impressive seascapes."

"The Cocktail Party"

(A Mentone Production)

Universal 10 1-3 Mins.

Lively

As is customary with subjects in

this series, there is a tabloid story

employed to make the musical and
dancing numbers appear as logical

continuity and just plain logical. In

this instance, Lew Parker is cast in

the role of a bartender who per-

suades his boss that there is enough
talent on hand to put on a show de-

spite the defection of the regular

scheduled performers. Lew acts as

M.C., Lucille Page does a tumbling
dance, Ginger Snap contributes a

swing number, Mary Iris Dooley vo
calizes, and the Six Balabanows cap
the climax with their accordion-

dance act. A lively short.

FOREIGN
"DER KASER VON KALIFORNIEN"

("The Emperor of California"), dialogue

film in German, with flash-in titles in Eng-

lish; a Luis Trenker production; directed

by Luis Trenker, with himself, Victoria

von Belasko, Karli Zwingman, et al, in the

cast. Presented at the 86th St. Casino

Theater. Running time: 101 Mins.

Voted the best 1936 film by Germany's

cinema circles, this feature is an excep-

tionally well-made story, and deserves the

high rating accorded it. A considerable

increment of the narrative was previously

utilized in Universal's "Sutter's Gold," but

the genius of Luis Trenker has added a

freshness and a tone, typically European

and emphatically interesting. Screenplay

traces the dramatic episodes in the life

of Johann Sutter, the Swiss who was born

in Germany and came to California onJ-;^to

eventually see his "empire" ruined r/
v

5

influx of the gold rushers. TechrnV. /,

the film is finely executed, and with its

English titles should go far in U. S. the

aters . Many of the sequences were made
in California—the balance in German stu

dios. It is rugged entertainment, bound

to please advocates of foreign-wrought

pictures.

mm

I::
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lJOTOPHONE OPENS

INDIANAPOLIS MEET

Indianapolis—More than 125 RCA
sales executives, district managers,
sales representatives and service
supervisors from all parts of the
country converged on Indianapolis
last night for the opening of a
three-day sales convention today at
the Lincoln Hotel. Indianapolis was
selected as the site of the conven-
ion in order to give the Photophone
men an opportunity to inspect
ECA's new big manufacturing plant
there.

In addition to RCA Photophone's
own executives, there will be talks
by theater and equipment company
heads during the daytime sessions
and at two banquets. These include:
Lester Isaac, sound projection su-
pervisor, Loew's, Inc.; Sid Samuel-
son, former president of the A. S.

A. M. P. E.; E. C. Zrenner, chief
engineer, Interstate Circuit; Harry
Brandt, president, I. T. 0. A.; Frank
Cahill, sound projection supervisor,
Warner Bros.; Dan D. Halpin, vice-

president, Dictograph Products Co.,

and Herbert Griffin, vice-president,
International Projector Corp.

Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photo-
phone head, opens the sessions this

morning and will officiate as chair-
man. Edward Auger, Photophone
sales executive, will act as vice-
chairman. Today's program includes
discussions and addresses by Hal-
pin, Griffin, Zrenner, Isaac and Sam-
uelson and a visit to the Sanders
Theater to hear new RCA High Fi-
delity sound equipment.

Tomorrow, most of the time will
be spent at the Indianapolis plant.
After an address by Vance C. Wood-
cox, RCA sales executive, Dave J.

Finn, Photophone advertising man-
ager, will outline the company's ad-
vertising and sales promotion plans
for the year. Others to speak will

include Max C. Batsel and C. N.
Reifsteck, Photophone engineering
aces, and Brandt and Cahill, the
two latter banquet speakers.

N. 0. Subsequent Squawk
Over "Milking" of Films

New Orleans — Hold-overs and
move-overs in the first-run commer-
cial area are bringing squawks from
subsequent run exhibitors who claim
that film is milked before it reaches
them. Exhibitors point out that
while it was possible for them at
one time to get a film within clear-
ance time from first-run, now the
money makers get moved over and
then brought back for third com-
mercial area runs before being
available.

Pointing out that they have to

q. 60 days before a film is avail-
\ Je for neighborhood run and then
possibly another 60 days before the
film is available to their particular
zone, exhibitors claim they are not
grossing as expected on strong
product since the move-over has be-
come almost a habit.

134 Vitaphone Shorts for 1937-38

Embrace Eight Series,WB Meet Told
(Continued from Page 1)

consist of 30 two-reelers and 104
single reels, it was stated.

Sax will supervise production of
92 subjects. Six will be made at
the Burbank studio, in addition to
36 cartoons by Leon Schlesinger at
the coast.

Production lineup is based on re-
sults of a survey recently made by
Moray on a tour of this country
and Canada.

The Brooklyn studio will produce
24 of the scheduled 30 two-reel
"Broadway Brevity" musicals; 18
one-reel "Melody Master" band
numbers; 12 Vitaphone "Varieties";
12 Vitaphone "Pictorial Revues";
and 13 "Floyd Gibbons Headline
Hunters." E. M. Newman will pro-
duce a series of 13 "Colortour Ad-
ventures."

At the coast studios, Leon Schles-
inger will make 20 one-reel "Merrie
Melody" cartoons in three-color
Technicolor, and 13 one-reel black
and white "Looney Tune" cartoons.
The Burbank studios will produce
six two-reel "Broadway Brevities"
in Technicolor.
Vitaphone will release 30 two-reel

subjects composed of the following
units:

Six shorts in three-color Techni-
color, which will be produced at
Burbank under supervision of Jack
L. Warner, and featuring contract
players of the studio. Scheduled
are Sybil Jason in "The Littlest
Diplomat"; Walter Cassel in "Ro-
mance Road"; John Litel in "The
Man Without a Country"; an All
Girl Revue with Rosalind Marquis,
Fred Lawrence and the Warner
"Golddiggers" girls; "Remember the
Alamo" with an all star cast; and
"Belle of New Orleans" also with a
cast of star names.
The Brooklyn Vitaphone studio

will produce six "Broadway Head-
liners," featuring the Yacht Club
Boys, Hal LeRoy, Dave Apollon, the
Preisser Sisters, Georgie Price and
Eddie Leonard, six all star presen-
tation revues featuring such popu-
lar headliners as Donald Novis,
Dorothy Dare, Bob Hope, Aarons
and Bi'oderick, Countess Albani,
June Allyson, Billy and Beverly
Bemis, Irene Bordoni, Walter Cas-
sel, Bernice Claire, Joan Abbott,
Irene Beasley, Fifi D'Orsay, Evan
Evans, Josephine Huston, Lucille
Manners, Selma Marlowe, Duke Mc-

Hale, Tommy Rafferty, Gloria Rich
Georgie Tapps, Dale Winthrop, Rufe
Davis and others.

Also included will be six comedies
several of which will star Ken Mur-
ray and Oswald; and the remainder
to continue the "Joe Palooka" and
"Joe and Asbestos" comedies.

Six more two-reel subjects will be
produced in this series. They will
be a combination of comedy and
music and will be known as the
"Vitaphone Gaieties."

Vitaphone inaugurates a new se-
ries of one-reel short subjects with
the Floyd Gibbons "Headline Hunt-
ers," produced in Brooklyn.

One-reel "Melody Master" series

will present orchestras of Phil Spit-
alny, Leon Navara, Mai Hallett,
Carl Hoff, Henry King, Enric Mad-
riguera, Carl Deacon Moore, Tommy
Dorsey, Clyde McCoy, Milt Britton,
Clyde Lucas, Russ Morgan, and
Rubinoff.

This year's series of 13 one-reel
"Color-Tour Adventures" produced
by E. M. Newman, will present a
number of Far Eastern beauty
spots. Filmed by Cameraman R. W.
Roos and Gerald Marfleet in natural
color, the 1937-38 travel itinerary
will include the high spots of New
Zealand, Australia, South Sea Is-

lands, Tahiti, Borneo, Ceylon, India,

Malay States^ Philippines, China,
Japan and Siberia. The off-screen

dialogue will be supplied by such
radio announcers as Paul
Douglas, David Ross, Basil Ruys-
dael, Alan Kent, Milton J. Cross
and others.

A series of 12 one-reel novelty
subjects will include unusual enter-
tainers and personalities plus favo-
rites of the stage, night clubs and
radio. Already scheduled are Ed-
gar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford, Sa-
lici's Puppets, Clem McCarthy, the
Radio Ramblers, Miss Juliet, and an
"Unreal News Reel," announced by
Paul Douglas. Four of Vitaphone's
"Big Time Vaudeville" reels featur-

ing variety headliners will complete
the series.

Number of "Merrie Melody" car-

toons in Technicolor has been in-

creased to 20. The number of
"Looney Tune" cartoons remains at

16.

Program also embraces 12 one-
reel Vitaphone "Pictorial Revues."

Drive Sets Columbia Record
Columbia's Montague Sweepstakes

drive, in honor of Abe Montague,
General Sales Manager, broke all

records for billings and collections

in its last week as returns reveal

that the branches have gone 190 per

cent over stipulated quotas. All ex-

changes, in their composite stand-
ing, have exceeded 125 per cent of
their quota for the entire 15-week
period, it was said.

Two FIT Houses Darkened
Salt Lake City—Rick Ricketson,

division manager for Fox Inter-
mountain Theaters, has closed the
Kit Carson Theater at LaJunta,
Colo., and the Plaza, at Las Vegas,
N. M.

New House for Prescott
Prescott, Ark.—R. B. Hardey, who

has managed the Gem Theater here
for more than 25 years, has leased
the Hamby building and will re-
model as a theater.

NEW BOOKS

HOLLYWOOD'S MOVIE COM-
MANDMENTS. A Handbook for
Motion Picture Writers and Rev
viewers, by Olga J. Martin; pub-
lished by The H. W. Wilson Com-
pany, New York, 1937. Price $2.75.
That Olga J. Martin, former sec-

retary to film code administrator,
Joseph I. Breen, has seen fit to sub-
title this book, of which she is au-
thor, "A Handbook for Motion Pic-
ture Writers and Reviewers," is,
considering the sweep and vitality
cf its contents, an understatement.
The wox-k is definitely wider in
scope than that,—bordering more on
what its main title suggests, name-
ly a "bible" of a decided sort for all
to whom a thorough understanding
of the industry is a matter of con-
sequence and necessity. Touching
as it does on vital aspects of screen
writing, film production, suitability
of product for exhibition, and final-
ly the requisites for acceptability
of the finished footage for general
public consumption, "Hollywood's
Ten Commandments" deserves a
prominent and accessible spot on
bookshelves, both of those profes-
sionally engaged in, or aspiring to,
industry activtity.

Exclusive of the addenda, the
book is composed of 45 chapters,
which, in turn, have been grouped
into six divisions: The Movies and
the Public, Moral Values in Pic-
tures, Crime in Pictures, Sex in
Pictures, General Picture Subjects,
and Screen Writing Problems.

In the first of these divisions,
Miss Martin, well qualified by ex-
perience, ability and association
with filmland's executive leaders to
discuss her thesis, gives a brief but
comprehensive resume of events
which led to the formulation of the
Motion Picture Code in 1930; the
decisive battles subsequently waged
within and without the industry to
bring about an equitable enforce-
ment of its provisions and amend-
ments; how the Code, recently de-
scribed by Joseph I. Breen as a
"great human document" attained
its present perfected form; and the
invaluable contributions made by
Will H. Hays and the M.P.P.D.A.
in effecting a practical balance in
viewpoint between producer-distrib-
utor interests and the world of pic-
turegoers with respect to the pro-
prieties of all films and individual
sequences thereof.

Ensuing chapters delineate the
elements permissible in screen
scripts, as well as those plots and
incidental increments which are
prohibited in Hollywood. Organiza-
tion of the facts has been undertak-
en by Miss Martin with an eye
toward thoroughness plus brevity,
and in this she succeeds handsome-
ly, with the result that any reader
may not only use the book as a
ready reference volume, but also
easily digest the contents at a sin-
gle sitting.—G. H. M.

3rd Week for "Dr. Knock"
"Dr. Knock enters its third week

at the Cinema de Paris tomorrow.
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REFLECTS BIZ UPTURN

By A. C. MacNEISH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Montreal, Que.—The economic up-

lift in Canada since Jan. 1 has

reacted strongly in film grosses. The
upward movement felt most_ in the

larger cities during 1936 is now
strongly reacted in the smaller

cities and towns.
During 1936, cities of over 100,000

population, having 22 per cent of

the entire population and 30 per

cent of the theaters grossed 50 per

cent of the national income in the

film industry. While places of under

10.000 population, having 63 per

cent of the national population, and

53 per cent of the theaters, grossed

only 18 per cent.

For the first time since pre-de-

pression days new theaters have

been constructed in Greater Mon-

treal; the Fifth Avenue, in Verdun,

Astor, in St. Lambert's, and the

Snowden in Notre Dame de Grace.

Two were constructed in Drum-
mondville, and others in Shawinigan

Falls, Bourlangue, Hull, and.Rouyn

in Quebec; one in Halifax, Nova

Scotia; two in Toronto, and others

in Simcoe, Sarnia, Ottawa, Timmms,
Woodstock, Barrie, Leaside, and

Waterloo Ontario; all withui the

past four months.
New theaters, in addition, are

planned, or under construction, in

Belleville, Ont., East York Town-

ship, Ont., Oshawa, Ont., Rouyn,

Que.', Montreal Que. Leamington,

Ont. Fort Erie, Ont., Ottay-% Ont.,

Sudbury, Ont. Rimouski, Odes,' Win-

nipeg. 'Man., and Thetfprd Mines,

Several theaters in ToUonto and

Montreal districts have wade ex-

tensive alterations, and two nf Lon-

don, Ont., are now being completely

renovated.
The Star theater in Montreal has

recently been reopened after being

dark for some years. His Majesty s

and the Imperial, changed over from

legitimate to films some months ago,

they have had record grosses; the

former creating a record in show-

ings, attendance and grosses for

Montreal with "Wings of the Morn-

ning" for 11 weeks, the latter, aided

by community singing, radio adver-

tising, and by introducing auction

nights into Montreal has done fine

biz. _.
The success attending the Dinner-

ware Give-Away (ten cents charge

for handling) at the Orpheum, en-

couraged five other theaters to em-
bark on this policy, with equal suc-

cess. Amateur Nights and Truck-

ing Dance contests also brought
higher grosses at some Montreal

theaters.

New Hot Springs Firm
Little Rock, Ark.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed by The
Brown Theaters Co., Inc., of Hot
Springs, naming Graham R. Hall,

Little Rock, as resident agent. In-

corporators are listed as Addys E.

Brown, Hot Springs; William H.
Williams, Little Rock; and Carroll

J. Nicholas, Hot Springs.

FMPC Launches Indie Studio Drive;

Theater Picketing Said Ineffective

(Continued from Page 1)

large cities that initial picketing by
members of Brotherhood of Paint-
ers, Decorators and Paperhangers
was without effect on b. o. biz.

Announcement in Washington
that the U. S. Department of Labor
was maintaining a "watchful wait-
ing" policy, with Secretary of La-
bor Perkins closely following re-

ports from E. H. Fitzgerald and Er-
nie Marsh on the strike scene.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles, Calif. — Federated

Motion Picture Crafts yesterday
started a drive on independent stu-

dios, with the Studio Utilities Em-
ployees the first Federated organi-
zation to ask independents for wage
increases from 60 to 82% cents per
hour. The painters and machinists
will also ask contracts with inde-

pendents.
The. contract between the Screen

Actors' Guild and major producers
is expected to be for a five year per-

iod and providing for yearly confer-

ences for revision.

The newly formed society of Mo-
tion Picture Art Directors has ap-
pointed Max Parker, Richard Day,
Van Nest Polglaze, Cedric Gibbons,

Stephen Gooson and Felix Cunning-
ham as a committee to meet with
producers" regarding wage scales

and 'Working conditions.
THe'newly formed society of mo-

tion picture' editors will meet in a
few days to decide, whether to be
a Guild, organization or independent
union, it was announced yesterday.
The Association Of Motion Pic-

ture CoStumers, formerly affiliated

with Federated, yesterday signed a
four, year contract with the major
studios.

Pat Casey reported the strike as

not hampering production and that
production has increased in several
studios. He also said that there is

reliable information that most of
the strikers are anxious to return
to work and would do so immedi-

ately if not restrained by their
leaders. He added that the strikers
are being badly advised as studios
are employing union painters as
they need such workers, thus mak-
ing it more difficult to re-employ
these craftsmen when the stirke is

concluded.
Federated officials appealed to

members of the Teamsters' Union to
refuse to drive through the picket
lines and declared their place is

really with the pickets and in the
Federated organization.
A union leader declared that high-

salaried stars are contributing mon-
ey to the cause of the striking
crafstmen.

Charles Lessing stated that he
had received word from Homer Mar-
tin, president of the United Auto-
mobile Workers, that 11 Detroit
theaters would be picketed starting
today at 10:30 a.m. and continuing
until 9 p.m. He said that he had
received word that the International
Brotherhood of Painters and Dec-
orators in New York were meeting
there to decide on similar action.

Broadway's film theaters, before
which picketing began on Tuesday
and continued last night as organized
labor's expression here of sympathy
and support on behalf of affiliated

union members on strike in Holly-
wood, told The Film Daily that the
activities of the pickets has so far

produced "no apparent effect" on
box-office receipts. Similar reports
came from other cities.

Louis Weinstein, secretary of Dis-
trict Council No. 9 declared his coun-
cil, with a membership of 16,000,

is considering an extension of its

picketing to all film theaters in the
five boroughs.

Formation of a united front by
organized labor in this city to sup-
port the eight unions on strike in

Hollywood, was indicated by Irving
Schnurman, assistant secretarv, who
said a "general conference" was
likely.

Sees Air Conditioning

Field in Studio Stages

John R. Hertzler, manager of the
air conditioning department of the
York Ice Machinery Corp., has re-
turned from the coast where he sur-
veyed air condhV'oning possibilities

for motion picture studio stages.
Hertzler foresees "a considerable
market."

GN Takes "Damaged Goods"
A new, up-to-date picture version

of the Eugene Brieux play "Dam-
aged Goods," will be distributed by
Grand National Films, Inc. Adapted
by Upton Sinclair, the cast is head-
ed by Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry, Douglas Walton and Arietta

Duncan.

Seattle Projectionists

Get 10-40% Pay Advance

Seattle— Projectionists employed
in the 18 houses of the Sterling The-
aters, Inc., circuit here receive wage
increases of from 10 to 40 per cent
under a new agreement signed with
the union. Pact provides for an
additional 10 per cent jump for op-
erators in September.

Holdsberg In Des Moines
Des Moines—Harry Holdsberg is

announced as the new manager of
the Paramount Theater, Tri-States
house here. He has recently been
doing publicity work in Newton.
Kermit Carr, former manager, is

being transferred to Ottumwa as
manager of the Ottumwa Theater,
replacing Lou Braun, resigned.

WARNER URGES FAIR*

SHAKE FOR PRODUCERS

(Continued from Page 1

)

vited exhibitors, heard WB's vice
prexy in charge of production assert
that producers want to make quality
pix but that encouragement is vital.

"Give the producers a fair shake
and don't try to see how you can
bargain to buy product," he urged,
adding that six of his 1937-38 fea-
tures would cost more than was for-

merly spent a few years ago on an
entire season's program by many
companies.

Present were Spyros Skouras,
head of National Theaters and
others from his organization, includ-

ing William Powers, Jack Sullivan,

Ed Zabel and Aubrey Schenck; W.
G. Van Schmus, Director of Radio
City Music Hall; John J. O'Connor
of RKO; Ed Fay of Providence;
John Nolan of the Comerford Cir-

cuit; Joseph Bernhard, General
Manager of Warner Bros. Theaters
and his zone managers; Frank Free-
man of Publix.
Among those to address the con-

vention yesterday afternoon were
Major Albert Warner, Joseph Bern-
hard, Robert W. Perkins, Harold
Bareford, Samuel Schneider, Jake
Wilk and the following theater zone
managers: John J. Payette, Herb
Coplan, Harry M. Kalmine, Donald
Jacocks, Nat Wolf, I. J. Hoffman,
Ted Schlanger, J. E. Coston and M.
A. Silver.

Last night, the conventioneers

saw "Brother Rat".
This morning's session will hear

S. Charles Einfeld, Edward Selzer,

Herbert Crooker, Harry Goldberg
and Joe Blum. Grad L. Sears will

make the closing address this af-

ternoon. Formal dinner will be held

in the Empire Room at the Waldorf-
Astoria tonight concluding the sales

meet program.

Milwaukee House Acquired
Milwaukee—Mitchell Theater Co.

is now operating the Park, local

neighborhood house, formerly con-

ducted by F. B. Wasielewski.

SICK REPORT

Peru, Ind. — Lora Satterthwaite,

40, motion picture machine operator,

is in a local hospital in critical

condition from burns suffered in a
fire in his projection booth. Film
ignited when it jammed in the ma-
chine. Damage was slight.

Clayton, N. Y.—May Irwin, vet-

eran stage comedienne, is reported

improving rapidly from a stroke.

She has been removed from a local

hospital to her summer home ^
the St. Lawrence River. c
Lenore Ulrich, actress, who has

been suffering from a foot infection

at Doctors Hospital, has left for her

home at Harmon, N. Y., having re-

covered from the ailment.
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SEE SETTLEMENT OF COAST STRI __
Three Distribution Control Bills In Pennsylvania Senate

(Second installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum).

STOCK
STORIES—

Aside from a few productions, films have
suffered from an increased use of stock
patterns. They have become stale and a

good fresh breeze would liven them up.

Film devotees can call every turn of the

plot—every gesture of the players. Scen-
arists and directors have been looking at

too many movies. Also, stories are too

often sacrificed to stellar personalities

—

not enough fitting a player into a part

and too much tailoring a role to a player

Stories are stilf the most important in-

gredient for entertainment.

ELSIE FINN, Philadelphia "Report,

COMMERCIALS ON
SCREEN—

Our biggest squawk this year is the

policy of most theaters to run commercial

advertising trailers that "talk." You can't

go to a movie nowadays without having

to be bored for 15 to 20 minutes with ad-

vertising. The theater is for entertainment

only and newspapers in smaller towns suf-

fer a great deal from this infringement.

ALFRED W. ROSE, Camden, Ark.
"News".

•

NEW PLOTS
NEEDED—

I contend that far too many old films

are being remade each year under new
titles and with new casts. The stories are

too much the same. The plots lack orig-

inality. Some means should be devised to

establish a clearing-house for new ideas.

Many people without the technical skill

^'•-"construct a scenario, and even without

\fy hy to write a story may have ideas for

srories which would be developed if

brought to the attention of the proper per-

sons in the industry. It seems an effort

on a large scale to ferret out new ideas

would add interest and spice to pictures.

At least it could do no harm. To my
(Continued on Page 6)

Block Booking, Blind Buying,

and Playdate Measures
Introduced

Philadelphia — Three bills pro-
hibiting preferred playing time,
block booking and blind buying have
been introduced into the Pennsyl-
vania Senate, "The Philadelphia
Exhibitor" learned yesterday. Spon-
sored by Senators Dent and Stiefel,

the measures have been referred to
(Continued on Fage 4)

CARL LEVI, DISTRICT

MGR. FOR LOEW. DIES

Carl Levi, Loew circuit district

manager in charge of Brooklyn,
lower New York City houses and
the Astor and State on Broadway,
died yesterday morning at 11:30

(.Continued on Page 8)

Expect Renewal of Pact

Between Selznick and U. A.

Deal under which Selznick Inter-

national Pictures distributes through
United Artists and under which five

more pictures are to be delivered is

( Continued on Page 5

)

New Copyright Bill Looms
Wash. Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A new copyright meas-

ure, representing a unification of pend-
ing Duffy, Sheppard and Guffy bills,

may be introduced in Congress within
the month, it was announced yesterday
by Senator F. Ryan Duffy, Wisconsin
Democrat. Experts, Duffy said, were
now analyzing the three proposals.

RATT GIVES APPROVAL

TO ROXY RE0R6. PLAN

Special Master Addison Pratt yes-
terday approved the Roxy reorgani-
zation plan with the provision that,

in addition to the changes already
made, another amendment be added
providing for payment in full of
the claims of the general creditor
of the equity receiver, except the
$16,454 claim of 20th Century-Fox

(Continued on Page 4)

Warners to Have Record

Ad Budget, Says Einfeld

The largest advertising budget in

the history of Warner Bros. Pictures
and its affiliated companies will be
expended during the coming season,
it was announced by S. Charles Ein-
feld, director of advertising and pub-

< Continued on Page 5)

Strikers' Mass Meeting to

Act on Proposals Made
at Parley

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Definite steps to-

wards settlement of the ' studio
strike were taken yesterday at a
conference between representatives
of Federated Studio Crafts and the
producers. Strike leaders and pro-
ducers declined to reveal terms of
the peace proposals which will be
submitted to a mass meeting of
Federated, members tonight or to-
morrow night for decision.

It is believed the proposals pro-
vide that the strike be called off,

that the strikers return to work
and that disputed matters be sub-
mitted to the National Labor Rela-
tions Board. Through the efforts

(Continued on Page 8)

WISCON!

PASSES DIVORCE BILL

Majors Will Not Take Appeal

In Outside New York Sales Tax

Rolan Names New Arnpa

Committees for Season

Ampa's committees and advisory
council for the year were announced
at yesterday's luncheon meeting at
Sardi's by President Ralph Rolan.
They are:

Entertainment and Program

—

(Continued on Page 7)

Having definitely decided not to

appeal the Court of Appeals ruling

that the New York City 2 per cent

sales tax does not apply to exhibi-

tors outside of the city's limits, ma-
jor distributors yesterday were pre-

paring to refund the levy already

paid by theaters under the ordi-
(Continued on Page 7)

Milwaukee — Despite a recom-
mendation for indefinite postpone-
ment, the Wisconsin Assembly yes-
terday passed a theater divorce
bill. The measure has been sent
to the Senate for action. A similar
bill is pending in that body.

M-G-M Expects Accounts
Jump of 1,000 Next Year

M-G-M expects to sell its 1937-

38 product to 9,500 accounts, as
compared with 8,500 theaters play-
ing its pictures during the cur-
rent year.
With return of William F. Rodg-

(Coutinued on Page 8)

"Star" for Loew Met. Loop
Loew's circuit in New York is giv-

ing "A Star is Born," Selznick-United
Artists picture, a week's playing time,
at least, opening May 27. Houses
usually operate on a split-week policy.
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Hold Over "Shall We Dance"
One hundred per cent holdover busi-

ness on the first 50 engagements on
"Shall We Dance" was reported by
RKO yesterday. Holdovers occur in

the following cities: Boston, Cincin-
nati, San Francisco, Washington, St.

Louis, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Los
Ange'es, Hollywood, Kansas City, Oma-
ha, Providence, Minneapolis, New Or-
leans, Detroit, Denver, Rochestei and
Syracuse.

Coming and Going
MRS. AL FRIEDLANDER arrived in New

York yesterday from the coast.

DON HANCOCK returned yesterday from
Washington.

TRACY BARHAM is in New York from
Hamilton, Ohio.

BOB WILBY, now in New York, leaves to-

morrow on his return to Atlanta.

JULES RUBENS is due in New York Sun-
day from Chicago.

LOUIS PHILLIPS was in Philadelphia yes-

terday from New York.

JOE COOPER arrived in New York last

night from Oklahoma City.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN and LEON NETTER
go to Galveston May 24 from New York.

JOHN D. CLARK and CHARLES McCARTHY
of 20th-Fox leave tor the Coast Monday.

KENNETH O'BRIEN, U. A. pubilcist, has re-

turned from the coast and his honeymocn, ac-
companied by MRS. O'BRIEN.

NED E. DEPINET, RKO vice president in

charge of distribution, and S. BARRET MC-
CORMICK, advertising and publicity director,

have returned from the coast.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, vice president and
general manager of United Artists; JAMES A.

MULVLY, vice president of Goldwyn Produc-
tions; and MAURICE SILVERSTONE, head of

U. A., Ltd., accompanied by MRS. SILVER-
STONE, left New York yesterday for Holly-
wood.

BETTY FURNESS. M-G-M player, arrives to-
day from Hollywood for a brief vacation.

ALEXANDER KORDA leaves for the coast
tomorrow by plane.

BASIL BLECK, English legal advisor to Lon-
don Films, also leaves for the coast tomor-
row by air, accompanying Douglas Fairbanks,

SR., and the latter's party.

KATHARINE HE r BURN, who has been vaca-
tioning in the East returns to Hollywood May
15.

ELEANOR ROTH, United Artists' home office

receptionist, leaves Sunday night for the coast

for a two weeks' vacation.

A. H. BLANK, who is now in New York,

returns to Omaha the middle of next week.

JULIUS BERNHEIM, former Universal asso-
ciate producer accompanied by MRS. BERN-
HEIM; ALDO ERMINI, technician at Techni-
color's Los Angeles studio; ARTHUR SAM-
UELS, playwright, and his wife, the former
musical comedy star VIVIAN MARTIN; and
EILEEN STANLEY, stage and radio prima-don-
na, sail for Europe today on the lie de France.

TOM BARROWS, publicist for Bushar and
Tuerk and the William A. Brady offices, has
arrived in Europe for a vacation.

ALEXANDER FIELD, actor, accompanied by
MRS. FIELD, sails for England today on the
American Bankei.

MAX GORDON will return from Hollywood
May 24.

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN leaves for the coast
June 1 for production conferences with Rich-
ard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart.

NANCY CARROLL, who arrived from the
ccast this week, is stopping at the Hotel
Flaza.

PHIL DUNAS, mid-central division manager
for Columbia, and O. J. RUBY, Milwaukee
branch manager, are visiting the home office.

DON BECKER, production manager of Trans-
American Broadcasting and Television Corp.
is in New York from the coast.

FLORENCE GOLDEN, who has worked in

pictures and for radio, is in New York from
Hollywood.

S. K. WOLF of Erpi leaves New York today
for Hollywood to attend the S.M.P.E. conven-
tion.

JOSEPH GREEN, producer of "Yiddle With
His Fiddle," HYMIE JACOBSON and MIRIAM
KRESSYN, Yiddish actors, sails today on the
Me de France en route to Warsaw.

HERBERT T. KALMUS sails tomorrow for

London on the Europa.

JOHN LEGATTA, RUBE GOLDBERG and
ARTHUR WILLIAM BROWN, artists, arrive in

Hollywood today from the East.

McCLELLAND BARCLAY arrived in Holly-
wood yesterday by air from New York.

Block Plans to Make 6

in Italy for Toeplitz

Ralph Block, who has been asso-
ciated; with various major studios
at the coast, expects to make six

features in Italy for Toeplitz, be-

ginning next Fall. Under the plan,
Block, who has arrived in New
York from that country, would work
at the Cines studio at Rome, which
has nine stages, and a three-stage
plant near Pisa. Productions would
be made with English dialogue and
English stars, although most of the
cast would be obtained in Italy.

Block goes to the coast in a week
or 10 days.

Trans-Lux Earnings Up
to $92,850 for Quarter

Trans-Lux Daylight Screen Corp.
had net earnings of approximately
$92,850, after all charges for the
first quarter of 1937, compared with
$72,386 for the corresponding per-
iod last year. The company at its

annual meeting Wednesday re-elect-

ed Percy N. Furber as president and
all other officers and directors of the
company.

Majors Legal Heads Meet
on Gore Anti-Trust Suit

Heads of major company legal
departments yesterday conferred at
the Hays office on the Gore anti-
trust case which originated in the
U. S. District Court, Atlanta,
against Vitagraph and other nation-
al distributors.

B. E. Gore, operator of the
Broadway at Tampa, Fla., as plain-
tiff in the action, has appealed to

the Circuit Court of Appeals from
a recent District Court decision
denying him a preliminary injunc-
tion.

Merrill Flying to U. S.

and May Have Newsreels

With reports differing as to

whether his plane was carrying
newsreels of the Coronation, Dick
Merrill's plane was speeding over
the Atlantic last night, bound for

the U. S. on a return hop. Merrill
took off from Southport Airport,
England, at 4:12 P.M. New York
time, and expected to reach here in

22 hours. Press cables said he had
only still pix aboard, but the NBC
news service said newsreels were
being transported.

PH0T0PH0NE BIZ UP*

35%, SAYS HARTLEY
J

Indianapolis—A 35 per cent in-
crease in the number of high fidelity

sound equipments installed in the-
aters during the first four months
of the year, with over 300 back or-
ders awaiting shipment despite day-
and-night operation of the Com-
pany's new local factory, was an-
nounced by Edwin M. Hartley, RCA
Photophone sales head, at the open-

j

ing yesterday of a three-day sales

convention here.

Photophone's foreign business has
also been making extraordinary
gains, particularly in the British
Empire and in South and Central
America where the largest key the-
aters have been replacing their old
apparatus with the new RCA equip-
ment, Hartley said. He estimated
that, from present indications, the
sales figures will show a still higher
percentage increase before the
year's end.

Hartley said the number of the-
aters, large and small, replacing old
sound equipment was "unprecedent-
ed", the situation reflecting "favor-
able box-office conditions". As for
the Hollywood sound situation, he
added "a virtual revolution has
taken place in the major studios"
where there has been speedy adop-
tion of advances in recording tech-
nique.

Exhibs. Hopeful New Tax
Move in Penn. Will Fail

Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania
film men were still hopeful last
night that the amendment to the
chain store taxation measure which
specifically includes theaters would
be killed, following reports that
House leaders were not favorably
inclined towards a new theater levy.
Passed by the Senate, the amend-

ed ' bill has been returned to the
House for concurrence. The House
passed the original bill aimed at
chain stores. There had been no
film industry appearances at hear-
ings because of the understanding
theaters were beyond the scope.

The amendment was a surprise
move by Senator Cavalcante, Fay-
ette County.

st\or

MAY 14
Archie Goettler Frank Gillmore
Arthur Eddy Billie Dove

Robert J. Benjamin Maude Fulton
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"WE'VE GOT THE GOODS!" So

says production head Jack L.

Warner to Grad Sears, and proves

his point to convention delegates

by detailing astounding array of

best-sellers, sell-out plays, and

new star acquisitions on studio's

1937-38 production schedule.

MEN OF WARNER BROS. GATHER at Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y. from all

corners of the continent for 4-day conference on most important sales

program since their company brought sound to the screen.

OSCAR OF THE
I WALDORF MEETS

'OSCAR' OF THE
WARNERS with Sales

ChiefGradwellL. Sears

in charge of formali-

ties. Giant trophy

symbolizes studio's

winning of half of all

the Academy Awards

offered this year.

AMONG IMPORTANT VITAPHONE

ADDITIONS outlined by Short-

Sales Manager Norman H. Moray

(right) included unique 'Headline

Hunter' series with Floyd Gibbons

(at Sears left) and signing of famed

announcer Clem McCarthy (left) for

sport section of 'Pictorial Revues.'

PLENTY OF CAUSE FOR CELE-

BRATION was provided conven-

tioneers when figures were cited

showing how national ad budget

was upped to provide unprece-

dented promotional backing for

new-season output. Beefsteak

dinner marked close of 1st sess-

ion, with Edw. G. ('Kid Galahad')

Robinson leading the festivities.
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PRATT GIVES APPROVAL

(Continued from Page 1)

which the company has agreed to

cut in half. The claims of the gen-
eral creditors of the equity receiver
total $38,026. The report of the
special master now goes to Federal
Judge Caffey for confirmation. A
hearing has been set for May 21.

Under the plan 20th Century-Fox
will acquire the theater.

In his report, Special Master
Pratt found that the Roxy Corp.
is insolvent and that the stockhold-
ers have no equity in the property.
He found that the value of the Roxy
Theater, exclusive of the value of

the Roxy name, was $7,211,329 and
that total liabilities were $7,481,596.
The report fixed the value of land
and leaseholds at $2,413,750; build-

ing less depreciation at $4,172,995
End equipment less depreciation at

$528,916.
The master said that plan was

presented in good faith and that no
one had delayed the hearings.

Samuel Kramer, counsel for the
stockholders' protective committee,
said that he would maintain his con-
tention that the stockholders had an
equity in the property at the hear-
ing before Judge Caffey on confirma-
tion of the plan. If Judge Caffey
rules against him, he will accept
20th Century-Fox's offer of a small
payment to stockholders, he said.

Sutton Joins Tri-State
X. F. Sutton has joined Tri-State

Pictures, Inc., Cleveland, in an exe-
cutive capacity. This firm was re-

cently organized to take over the
business of Tri-State Motion Pic-
ture Co. after the death of J. T.
Flanagan, president. Sutton re-
signed as president of Sound Pic-
tures Corp., Cleveland, to join forces
with this new organization, backed
by a number of prominent Cleveland
business men.

Fox Suit Trial Deferred
Supreme Court Justice Louis Val-

ente postponed to Oct. 4 trial of
the Lexington and 59th St. Corp.
$1,250,000 suit against William Fox
for breaching a contract to build a
theater on premises owned by the
plaintiff. Effort is being made to
settle the suit.

BIG,
NEWS 3fl|L
AS SEEN BY

J

THE PRESS |

AGENT 'TO
Sophie Tucker was born aboard an

ocean liner, 500 miles at sea from
Odessa, Russia, home of her parents.

—M-G-M.

StmhtheiT^

• • • THE NEW administration of AMPA started off
auspiciously with a luncheon at Sardi's a big gang
turned out to welcome President Ralph Rolan and his officers

Ralph spoke in that modulated gentlemanly voice of his
rnd the roughneck pressageys had to sit quiet and listen
Ralph will eventually learn that you have to holler at those
mugs if you want them to pay attention

T

• • • ONE OF the cheerful notes was the report by Herb
Berg for the finance committee showing $690 profit on the
annual Dinner-Dance ex-prexy Gordon White was pre-
sented with a handsome gold wrist-watch as a token of appre-
ciation by the members for his splendid administration
the passing of Al Friedlander was noted, one of the kindliest
and most generous hearted of men a loss to AMPA as
to the entire industry which he served so brilliantly
Hattie Gray Baker, censor for the 20th Century-Fox organiza-
tion, took a bow and also Glendon Allvine, a past prexy
in from the coast and Donald Flamm, chief of WMCA . .

there will be one more meeting of the association before the
summer recess on May 27 M. H. Aylesworth is ex-
pected to be the honor guest

• • • A FEW days ago a wire was sent by Ben Cohn, ex-
ploiteer for U. A., to his chief Monroe Greenthal, from Wor-
cester, Mass where he was working on "A Star Is Born"

Ben stated he could make a swell tie-up with the K. of
C. who were running a Beano Game every Thursday eve which
draws around 25,000 for 100 passes Ben said he could
get plugs on the K. of C. public address system for the picture

Greenthal wired back "Okay for passes, and bet a buck
for me." two days later Greenthal's sec handed him a clip-
ping from a Worcester paper telling about Cohn winning two
prizes at the Beano game—one for a hundred smackers and
another for fifty Greenthal wired Cohn: "How about the
buck you bet for me?" Cohn replied: "Don't worry about
it, boss, just put it on next week's expense account."

• • • SEVERAL YEARS ago Ward Morehouse saw the
name of Peggy Quis, the script girl, on the door of an office at
Paramount's studio in Longisle the name fascinated him,
and he made a note of it to use it some day in his writings
now Random House is about to publish a play titled "Miss
Quis" by the author Peggy at present is holding a secre-
tarial job with Sound Film Enterprises at 723 Seventh

• © • YOU WILL recall Dawn O'Day who recently was
with Ben Bernie at the Cocoanut Grove on the coast Ben
changed her name to Dawn Roland, for luck or somethin'. .....
she opened last nite at the ritzy show at the St. Moritz and
went veree veree swell

9 • • A NOVEL display in the rotunda of the Roxy
they are educational appliances from the New York Museum
of Science and Industry one of the mechanical contrap-
tions shows the first development of the motion picture. . . .

• The current issue of Life mag has some interesting data on
the industry a neat bit on "Woman Chases Man," and
one on Sam Goldwyn

« « « » » »

3 DISTRIB. CONTROL

«

BILLS IN PA, SENATE

(Continued from Page 1)

the committee on law and order.
No publicity has been given the
bills.

The first bill, No. 1163, outlaw-
ing "blind booking," would require
a synopsis of each film before each
picture could be sold. The synopsis
would contain an outline of the
story and, a statement describing
the manner of treatment of dialogue
concerning scenes depicting vice,
crime or suggestive of sexual pas-
sion. If the film were different
from the synopsis, the exhibitor
could cancel. Fines of $1,000 to $5,-
000 are provided as well as impris-
onment.

The second bill, No. 1164, would
prohibit compulsory block booking.
Disagreements between distributors
and exhibitors would be settled by
judges of the common pleas courts
of the state sitting in equity of
the particular county. Fines rang-
ing from $500 to $5,000 are pro-
vided.
The th'rd bill, No. 1165, would

ban preferred playing time. Fines
from $100-$800 are provided. The
Attorney General would enforce the
law with the secretary of the com-
monwealth having the right to re-

voke the certificate of any corpora-
lion authorized to do business in

the commonwealth which should be
convicted under the act.

Complete Television Survey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carl Dreher, chair-

man of the Academy Research Coun-
cil Scientific Committee, yesterday
announced completion of a survey

on current television developments
in England, the results of which will

be included in a report on television

in connection with picture produc-

tion which is now in preparation by
the committee.

Arranging Friedlander Funeral

Plans were being made yesterday
for the funeral of Al Friedlander,

who died of an heart ailment in New
York Wednesday. Exact time had
not been fixed up to last night.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Of 192 motion pictures presented in

Berlin during the past year only 33

were made in the United States.



& "JUttW fco*» Hollywood "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T TNIVERSAL yesterday decided on
^ a final title for the Luigi Piran-

dello play which it will produce

next season. The title chosen is

"Yesterday's Kisses." The play was

or'g'inally produced under the title

"As Before Better Than Before." It

played in New York and m all oi

the capitals of Europe under that

title.

T T T

Franciska Gaal, Hungarian dra-

matic star imported to Hollywood

by Paramount to appear opposite

Fredric March in "The Bufcaneer,

will make her American film debut

as a blonde. Her hair, darkened

lo brown since she arrived in the

U. S. will be allowed to go back

to its original hue. Ernst Lubitsch

may be seen as Napoleon in "The

Buccaneer," 'tis also said at Para-

mount.

George and Ira Gershwin have

started actual work on the tunes

and lyrics for Samuel Goldwyn s

forthcoming musical extravaganza,

"The Goldwyn Follies." Meanwhile,

George Balanchine,. has launched

his search for 40 "Goldwyn Girls"

to appear in the dancing numbers.

D. Ross Ledermans next direc-

torial assignment will be "Park

Avenue Dame," with Richard Arlen

and Fay Wray sharing the leads.

Mrs. Martin Johnson has been

signed by 20th Century-Fox to take

charge of a film expedition going to

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 83_ — • 9 •

MISS FANCHON: That's her first name and the only professional name

she has used in more than 20 years of theatrical experience, as the

feminine half of the stage producing firm of Fanchon & Marco. Born in

Los Angeles, the sister of Marco, and Rube

Wolf. Began career with Marco in a dancing

act. This led to the production of their own

shows of "Ideas" in Tait's Restaurant, Frisco.

Production activities grew until they were sup-

plying stage shows for film theaters from coast

to coast. Many of the now great names of

screen, stage and radio were once coached and

trained by Fanchon in her chorus line-ups and

shows. Several months ago she was signed by

Adolph Zukor to produce pictures for Paramount.

First is "Turn Off the Moon." Enjoys most

the production of musicals, with themes of

youthful romance.

Africa for location work on "Stan-

ley And Livingstone." In Mrs.

Johnson's party will be Otto Brower,

director, ten cameramen and five

technicians in addition to members

of the cast. The group will travel

through Egypt and Abyssinia en

route to Equatorial Africa. They

will be on location for three months.

Anna Q. Nilsson is back with

plans to resume the film career

which an accident halted some years

ago.
T t

Sam Hellman is completing the

script based upon material from

"How I Found Livingstone" by

Henry M. Stanley, and "A Life

Story Of Stanley" by Harold Long.

With Franchot Tone, Virginia

Bruce and Maureen O'Sullivan in

leading roles, "General Hospital"

started production yesterday at M-
G-M studios. Based on an original

story for the screen by Erich Von
Stroheim, with screen play by Carey
Wilson, the film is under direction

of George Seitz.

"Double Wedding" is announced
as final title for M-G-M's film ver-

sion of Ferenc Molnar's play, "Great
Love," scheduled for early produc-

tion. William Powell and Myrna

Loy will be co-starred under direc-

tion of Richard Thorpe.

T T T
Jed Buell has purchased an orig-

inal story, "The Roaming Cowboy,"
from Bennett Cohen, which he will

film as the next in the series of

musical westerns for Spectrum re-

lease. Buell has assigned William
Lively to write the screen adapta-
tion in which Fred Scott will star.

George H. Callaghan will be asso-

ciate producer.

T T T
Gus Meins, who recently com-

pleted the Republic musical, "Hit
Parade," has been signed by Sol

Lesser to direct "The Californian,"

which will feature Ricardo Cortez.

»

M-G-M cast additions include

Madge Evans in Molnar's "The Girl

from Trieste," and Robert Bench-
ley for "Wedding Dress."

T T T

W. C. Fields has been signed for

the new Chase and Sanborn radio

show, following a guest appearance

at its premiere.

T T
Richard Terry, Guinn Williams

and Lee Prather, are Columbia's
latest additions to the cast for

"Girls Can Play," formerly entitled

"Miss Casey at the Bat."

T T T
Melvyn Douglas will accompany

his wife, Helen Gahagan, to Europe
for a six weeks' vacation following
completion of his current role with
Marlene Dietrich. Miss Gahagan
has engagements to sing at the fes-

tivals in Salzburg and in Vienna,
I Austria, during July.

Warners to Have Record

Ad Budget, Says Einfeld

(Continued from Page 1)

licity, at the closing session of the

annual Warner sales convention in

the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday. The

amount was not disclosed.

Einfeld said that the greatest pro-

portion would go for newspaper ad-

vertising, although national magaz-

ines and outdoor advertising would

be used as well.

Following the closing banquet at-

tended by 250 last night, the con-

vention delegates are preparing to

return to their respective territories

over the week-end.

Today, individual meetings will

be held between district managers,

branch managers, and salesmen

from each territory to discuss the

1937-38 production program outlined

at the convention. Special emphasis

will be placed on the films scheduled

for release during the remainder of

this season.

(& '

Jack Savage III

Jack Savage of GB is in St.

Luke's Hospital due to gastric

ulcers.

U. S. Pix Holding British

Favor, Asserts Reubenson

That Hollywood product is hold-

ing firm in favor with the British

public and generally enjoying top

billing on dual programs with Eng-

lish-made features was reported

yesterday by Reginald Reubenson

of the R. R. Film, Ltd., of London,

who arrived in New York this week

aboard the He de France. Reuben-

son, who is stopping at the Hotel

Edison, is here to get product for

United Kingdom and Continental

Europe release.

Society pictures, he says, are

meeting with highest favor among
current productions being market-
ed abroad. Gangster films appear
to be passe except in certa n locali-

ties on the continent and the Brit-

ish Isles.

Two Fulton, Mo., Houses

Pass to Frisina Control

Fulton, Mo.—The Frisina Amuse-
ment Co. of Springfield, 111., has
taken over this town's only two op-

erating film theaters, the 900-seat

Fulton, and the 250-seat Gem, both
formerly owned by the Fulton The-
ater Co. The old Orpheum, a 200-

seater, has been dark for some time.

Dime for New Orleans
New Orleans—Duals at ten cents

admission will invade the commer-
cial area here tomorrow as Joy

Houck takes over the Strand after

a day's closing. Houck. who will

plug the price angle, follows the

management of Morris Ask, who
was operating for the owners.

Kincey Takes 2 in Gastonia

Mike Kincey circuit has acquired

two houses at Gastonia in the

south.

Expect Renewal of Pact

Between Selznick and U. A.

(Continued from Page 1)

likely to be renewed, according to

authoritative sources yesterday in

New York. It was also indicated

that United Artists will also han-

dle "Gone With The Wind," which
is outside of the agreement cover-

ing the Selznick program. There
had been reports that this produc-

tion might go to M-G-M.
Three of the titles on the Selz-

nick lineup are: "Prisoner of Zen-

da," "Tom Sawyer" and "Nothing-

Sacred," the story for which is now
being prepared. Selznick is now in

New York, with plans for return-

ing to Hollywood in a few days.

From Theater to Bowling Alley to Theater

Oberlin, 0.—Jerry Steel is making preparations to reopen the Rex Theater, which

was converted into a bowling alley three years ago. He plans to operate it as a "B"

house, at admissions lower than his Apollo Theater. The house, with 300 seats, will

reopen in September.

GB Has Duosonic Sound
London (By Cable)—Latest tech-

nical development to emerge from
the Gaumont experimental labora-

tories is the "duosonic" sound mech-
anism, now being installed in thea-

ters throughout the United King-
dom to replace the old recording
equipment. New equipment, it is

said, enables the actor to "spray"
sound to every part of the theater,

eliminating blind spots.
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SQUAWK PARADE
Pertinent paragraphs sifted

from the hundreds of replies

by leading American critics, re-

viewers and columnists to ques-

tions submitted in the fifth an-

nual Critics' Forum.

(Continued from Page 1)

mind the film industry has not kept apace

to its technical development in the mat-

ter of story development—in the matter

of story material. Most of the imagina-

tion has gone into magnificent sets, light-

ing and color effects and other matters

of technique while the first essential, good

interesting story material, has been largely

neglected. The story is the thing, and

if it lacks interest, some degree of orig-

inality, the production lacks justification.

DONALD J. MacIVER, Virginia,

Minn. "Daily Enterprise".

•
STILLS
AND CREDITS-
Some studios still persist in sending out

stills of players, especially if more than

one in pictures, without identifying them.

Such photos are entirely without value to

a newspaper.

Certain studios continue to give credit

to only two or three of the stars at be-

ginning of a film, whereas they should

run complete cast. Also running it at end

of film would please many patrons, I be-

lieve, especially latecomers.

CLARENCE L. MOODY, Worcester,

Mass., "Evening Gazette".

•
PLAYERS
OVER PUBLICIZED—
The players should be left to stand on

their own achievements, without all the

silly personality stuff. The public would

not tire of the individual so quickly. They

do not of stage actors, but movie stars

are cast aside almost before they have

really learned to act because the public

is satiated with "blah," the stars per-

sonal love life or some such truck. Garbo's

reticence is one of her greatest holds on

the public, who get her as an actress and

nothing else.

B. D. DOBBIN, Baltimore "Sunday

American".

LOCAL
ANGLE—

Suggest a closer study by managers of

their public and its demands. No two

communities are alike in tastes in enter-

tainment. The proper box office response

can be obtained only with a program the

most people desire. Too much cheap trash

thrown into some programs to give them

length instead of quality.

CLAYTON A. LE1TER, Hamilton, O.

"Journal-News".
•

PICTURE
NEWSPAPERMEN—

Something should be done about the

way movies depict newsrooms. I have

been in many, and some of them crazy,

but never have I seen the goings on the

movie city-rooms show. I like a drink

as well as the next fellow but the idea

of making every movie reporter a con-

firmed stew is a lot of bunk. True one

can pick up tips in saloons but 1 find

one cannot write so well with a hang-

over. Another thing: As a former police

reporter I must make the record that I

r\

R vi

never saw any of those wise-cracking de-

tectives that are thrown in for comedy
relief in murder mysteries. And news
photographers are not required to get off

Bugs Baer cracks every few minutes to

hold their jobs.

THOMAS F. CONNOR, Scranton, Pa.

"Scrantonian".

ABOUT
PRESSBOOKS—
The waste and inefficiency of press

books causes me most concern. I have

literally torn my hair, in true film style,

at wading through reams of publicity and

finally be forced to boil down the sny-

opsis. This must be a common com-

plaint of many writers on the smaller

papers who have other assignments be-

sides movie publicity and reviews. Press

books generally are filled with guff that

I have never seen appear in any paper.

It seems to me about time some studio

pioneered in a movement to give news-

papers what they want and forget about

the rest. Warner Bros, sent out a few

perforated "typewritten" sheets that I

thought were excellent, but apparently they

have been discontinued. It seems it

should be simple to send editors stuff of

this nature together with a few stills or

scene mats and biographical data. I, for

one, would appreciate it if it could be

sent direct from the studio well in ad-

vance of the picture's release.

F. C. PATTEN, Aberdeen, S. D.,

American-News".

PROGRAM
MENU—

I still harbor resentment against the

Iwo-feature program. Something should

be done about it unless the theaters ar-

range to furnish beds along with the tick-

ets. A motion picture program should

be planned like a dinner—a snappy hors

d'oeuvres course, piece de resistance in

the feature, a news reel or other short

for salad and a light dessert in the form

of a comedy or cartoon.

JOSEPHINE HUGSTON, San Jose,

Calif. "Mercury Herald".

PROGRAM FOR A
PRODUCER—

If a producer's chair were ever shoved

earnestly under my posterior I would sit

without hesitation and from the telephone

en my desk would issue these commands:
1—Clear the decks for a picture to be

produced, directed, written, acted, super-

vised, photographed and scored by critics

only—thus affording the public an oppor-

tunity to learn what genius (if any) lies

behind the caustic pen.

2—Cast into the nearest wastebasket all

members of the publicity department. In

their places get writers possessing im-

agination, a flare for variety and a bounty

of originality. Let's have publicity—not

dribble.

3—To all departments; let's quit taking

advice and give the public what it wants,

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

There are too many double feature pro-

grams.

Western productions are using the same

locations and sets in film after film.

Too many silly (alleged) comedies.

We need some new plots.

Too many tap dancers are using up foot-

age in musical films and there are far too

many attempts to outdo each chorus num-

ber with one that will surpass it.

CLARENCE H. WITTER, Watertown,

Wis. "Daily Times".

I bitterly resent interference with free

speech, free press, free stage, free litera-

ture or free movies. If a person thinks

a picture is vile, let him stay away from

it, and if it has done him wrong, let him

sue or shoot.

I believe in training and experience for

the stage, and I resent the idea that a

pretty face, male or female, makes an

actor overnight. Even after years of

training and millions spent on publicity,

some of these will never be anything but

collar advertisements and beauty contest-

ants.

I hate a colossal cottage, a supposed

home of taste and refinement, that looks

like the Grand Central station, too many

cbjects and too many gadgets in sets

where they don't belong.

Incidental music should not play while

people are talking.

The average musical short, a jazz or-

chestra and a dancing conductor, is a pest.

Changing the title of a classic like

"Michael Strogoff," or vitally changing any

well known story, is worse than wrong.

Too many dialogue writers seldom make
for simplicity or clarity.

I resent the idea that every picture

must be made with a view to the greatest

possible number of sales. Even from a

financial viewpoint, this is a mistake, since

many films thus made are complete flops,

though they could have been fairly good

if aimed at only one group.

The conference system of making mov-

ies is as wrong as having a dozen generals

fight a battle. Only a few famous books

or famous paintings ever have been done

by collaboration. One man ought to have

supreme authority over each picture.

The juvenile business in the studios is

being overdone, and encouragement of the

idea that every child should see every

rrcvie gives the censors their most dan-

gerous weapon.

CHARLES P. JONES, New Orleans

"Times-Picayune"

.

us$L

INDUSTRY AIDES
To representative journalists^

its own unofficial aides, the in-

dustry again is indebted for
thoughtful appraisals and con-
structive suggestions. Third in-

stallment appears tomorrow. »

the way it is wanted. Keep up present I

methods and we'll die in our infancy.
4—The publicity department will here-

after send to newspapers mats which are
printable and not the type of "smudges"
heretofore seen in many newspapers.

5—Let's tone down the "plugs" for the
producers. No one gives a "hoot in Hell"
for us. The public clamors for the pic-

ture and the players, in the future—less

bowing and more work.
6—The casting department can well

afford to open its doors to talented new-
comers. We've plugged the same stars

for so long we're beginning to look like

a "home for the aged."
7—Subdue kid pictures. A limited num-

ber is OK, but let's give adults adult pic-

tures.,

8—Cater to all audiences, uppercrust

and underdog. Make both types of pic-

tures entertaining, educational and rea-

sonably appreciable to both classes.

9—Send flowers and candy to the love-

ly little boys who will say nasty things

about any picture we make.
10—And here's your chair, I'm thru.

A. WALLACE GRAY, Plainfield, N.

J. "Courier-News".

STUDIO-NEWSPAPER
COOPERATION—
Some motion picture companies are

showing a selfish attitude in regards to

motion picture critics as they do not help

the critics get complete facts and data

regarding certain stars and I think that

it would be a fine thing if they would

wake up and help each other as that is

the only way to succeed in putting a

picture over to the general public. Some
publicity studios are very slow in answer-

ing lequests for certain material in re-

gards to pictures and data regarding both

stars and pictures and I cannot under-

stand why the long delay and I trust that

they will wake up for their own benefit.

RALPH S. MATZ, Matz Feature Syn-

dicate.

DRAMA
AND UNCLE WIGGILY—

From the standpoint of any mature ob-

server, rhe chief fault of the movies re-

mains their childish and pathetic in-

sistence on "adapting" practically every

story or play they acquire to a silly

formula that contradicts the real nature of

life and thus keeps the screen shallow

and meretricious. They will spend amaz-

ing sums for a strong play like "Winter-

set" for example, and then presume to

tell the dramatist that he didn't know

what he was talking about by tacking a

"happy" ending to a story that is patent-

ly tragic in construction, philosophy and

intent. The scheme of human existence

was not designed by Uncle Wiggily' ha
Hans Christian Anderson. The moctic

should reflect something besides a nickel-

magazine picture of life.

HUBERT ROUSSEL, Houston, Tex.,

"Press".
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nance. Refunding is being handled
by each firm individually.

United Artists some days ago
started its money-back move.
Members of Allied Theaters of

New Jersey have written New York
» exchanges asking for a refund.

Rolan Names New Ampa
Committees for Season

(Continued from Page 1)

Rutgers Neilson, Chairman; Leon
Bamberger, Hortense Schorr, Eli

Sugarman, Ruth Weisberg, Tess
Michaels, Tom Waller, Arthur Jeff-

rey, Mort Blumenstock, Irwin Zelt-

ner.

Service Bureau—Ray Gallagher,
Chairman; S. Barret McCormick,
Charles Alicoate.

Publicity—Ken O'Brien, Chair-
man; Francis Weil, Joseph Schorr,

Mel Heyman, Jack Harrower, James
Cunningham.
Membership—Ed Finney, Chair-

man; Paul Lazarus, James Cunning-
ham, Ralph Lund.
Advisory Council—Howard Dietz,

Charles Einfeld, Charles McCarthy,
Rodney Bush, Paul Gulick, Ed Fin-
ney, Barret McCormick, Monroe
Greenthal, William Ferguson, Robert
Gillham, Al Selig, Hy Daab, Marvin
Kirsch, James Cunningham.

It was announced that A. J. Pow-
ers would function as national coun-
sellor of the U. S. Chamber of Com-

Shoot New Ecuador Film

Cyril von Baumann and Andre
Roosevelt, explorers whose expedi-
tion recently made the feature
''White Gods," now being released
here, are now engaged in shooting
a follow-up film in Ecuador and
other South American locales. With
the cooperation of Ecuador's avia-
tion officials they have completed
plans for flying over that country's
six active volcanoes on May 21.

Roosevelt and von Baumann have
alreday taken aerial scenes of
Ecuador's extinct volcano, Chim-
borazo, one of the highest peaks in

the Andean range.

Hurley Back on Monday
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harold Hurley, pro-

duction assistant to William Le-
Baron, managing director of pro-

duction for Paramount, will return
to his duties in the company's Hol-
lywood studio on Monday following
a four-week vacation in Honolulu.

.-«*;

Detroit a "Hollywood"?
Detroit—Jack Moss, manager of

lV;y Ky Picture Exchange, reports
plans for local production of fea-
ture pictures, to start in the fall.

Bezel is now working on distribu-
tion of several state right films in
this territory.

Reviews o% View Filtns
"The King's People"

E. R. Conne 61 Mins.

TIMELY BRITISH FILM CHRONICLE
POSSESSES GENERAL AUDIENCE AP-
PEAL.
The late John Drinkwater, author, play-

wright and poet, made this film record

of historical content dealing with the pre-

mise that the British nation, and the em-
pire, now the British commonwealth of

nations, could and can, regardless of what
storms of political, economic or sociological

natures beset it, adjust itself successfully

to such changes. To prove the point he

has, apropos of the present coronation,

collected newsreel and other material re-

lating to recent royal regimes from the

time of Queen Victoria to date, built into

them interviews and expressions of con-

temporary British notables, and obtains as

a net result "The King's People." Whether
or not Drinkwater makes a thoroughly

tight case with the components he has

pieced together is immaterial, and a ques-

tion of opinion. But from the entertain-

ment standpoint the picture will be en-

joyed generally for reason of its timeliness

and the fact that it has plenty of cur-

rent event starch in its collar plus in-

teresting cut-backs into the reigns of the

House of Windsor monarchs to appeal

strongly to ail strata of audiences.

Script was written by Drinkwater,

George Bernard Shaw and others, and is

performed by these two plus Lady Astor,

Sir Austen Chamberlain, Mary Claire. Pro-

duction is credited to E. R. Conne.

Six New Industry Firms

Receive N. Y. Charters

Albany—Six new film industry
companies have received charters
from the Secretary of State here.

The list:

Bronx Cinema, Inc., Bronx; to
exhibit motion pictures. Mildred
Feltman, Nathan J. Hellerbach,
Lawrence S. Timen, incorporators.

Sandy Amusement Co., Inc.,

Brooklyn; to operate motion picture
theaters. Esther Monks, Ruth Fine,
Nathan L. Levitz, incorporators.

Visual Education, Inc.; to deal in

motion pictures. Rose M. Canade,
Paul Reilly, Juliette Ajello, incor-
porators.

Imperator Pictures Corp., New
York City; to distribute motion pic-

tures. Caserll Greenberg, Martha
Harris, Eleanor Brook, incorpora-
tors.

Depth-Portraits, Inc., New York
City; to deal in motion pictures.
Carl Percy, Arthur Swallow, J.

George Leidheiser, incorporators,

Whitree Picture Corp., New York
City; to distribute motion pictures.
Lew White, Hazard E. Reeves, Ber-
nard L. Miller, incorporators.

Rebuild Lebanon House
Chicago—Rebuilding of the Carey

and Alexander Family Theater at
Lebanon, Ind., is under way at a
cost of $40,000. C. & A. also con-
trols theaters in Attica and Monti-
cello.

"Pudgy Picks A Fight"

(Betty Boop T-6-10)

Paramount 8 Mins.

Amusing
When wide-eyed Betty receives the

fur neckpiece she has ordered from
the furrier, it means fastidious dress
to her,—but to Pudgy the Pup it

is a new pet his mistress has
brought into the household. The
animated and jealous young canine
is sure it is

v
alive and moves to the

attack as soon as Betty's back is

turned. Shaking the fur "fox" with
gusto and fury, Pudgy believes he
has killed it. His conscience then
bites him, and in vain he tries to
resuscitate his adversary. Betty bids
the pup not to weep because the
"rival" was inanimate in the first

place. Pudgy's ire and shame are
astir, so he tears the fur scarf to

pieces. Generally amusing reel.

"Safety In the Air"

(Paragraphics V-6-13)

Paramount 10 Mins.
Excellent

Public confidence in the safety of
air travel should be rapidly rehabil-
itated by witnessing such films as
this one, which Paramount has made
with the cooperation of the United
States Bureau of Air Commerce.
How the Federal Government super-
vises the traffic carried on by the na-
tion's airways is convincingly and
excellently demonstrated. Patrons
of all ages will like this short, with
its outstanding camera work by Wil-
lard Van der Veer, and the intrigu-
ing subject matter which shows the
ultra-modern apparatus such as ra-
dio beams, radio beacons and in-

struments used in connection with
transcontinental transport plane
flights, both by day and by night.

Radin to Handle French

"Popular Front" Series

Matty Radin, operator of the Ca-
meo, N. Y. and the Belasco, Wash-
ington, completed arrangements
while in Paris to handle U. S. distri-

bution of a series of features to be
made by the Cinematographie In-
ternational Office of Paris, a "Popu-
lar Front" organization, he said yes-
terday following his return from a
several months' stay abroad.

Radin said that the first picture

he will distribute will be "La Vie
Est A Nous," (Life Is Ours), which
is already completed. The second
production of the C.I.O. will be "La
Marseillaise" to be directed by
Pierre Renoir.

Cleveland's Carter Reopens
Cleveland—The Carter, downtown

subsequent run house long closed,
has reopened with a three-change
weekly policy by Community Cir-
cuit Theaters, now operating 12
houses in the Greater Cleveland
area.

GIFESA TO PRODUCE

IN GERMANY, MEXICO

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—Spain's Compania
Industrial Films Espanol, S. A.
(CIFESA), which is preparing to
produce Spanish pix here, will also
turn out at least one and possibly
three features in Berlin, according
to Justo Jose Aznar, the company's
Mexican representative.

First film to be made in Germany
will be "Gracia y Justicia," ("Jus-
tice and Pity"), intended as a sequel
to "Morena Clara" ("Light Brun-
ette.") It will star Imperio Argen-
tina, with her husband, Florian Rey,
directing.

Locally, CIFESA is planning to
import a number of French produc-
tions as well as to handle Spanish
product of other producers.

Ramon Peon is shooting Gonzalo
Varela's production of "La Llaga"
("The Blight"), with Rene Cardona,
Josefina Escobedo, Sara Garcia and
Joaquin Coss in the cast, and Ross
Fisher at the camera. It's an adap-
tation of the novel by Federico
Gamboa.

Producciones Talan's "Chicos de
la Prensa ("The Press Boys") has
opened playing seven houses day-
and-date. It is a story with a news-
paper background. Raul Talan, form-
er prizefighter, Adelita Trujillo, Man-
uel Noriega and Rene Cardona head
the cast. Ramon Peon directed.
Producciones Continental's "Esos
Hombres. . . .!" ("Those Men. . .!")

was also released last week-end as
a film version of Catalina d'Erzell's

stage play. Adriana Lamar is

starred with Arturo de Cordova op-
posite. Rolando Aguilar directed.

Ramon Pereda, once starred in

Paramount's Spanish-language films,

becomes a producer with "Cuatro
Milpas" ("Four Cornstalks"), based
on a Mexican folksong. Antonio R.
Frausto, Lola Camarillo and Carlos
("El Chaflan") Lopez will top the
cast, with Pereda himself mega-
phoning.

New St. Louis Exchanges
St. Louis—RKO Radio Pictures,

the new motion picture exchange
building to be erected at Compton
Ave. and Oliive St. by Mrs. Hymar
Lowenhaupt and Dr. Meyer Wiener.
A new home for Warner Bros.-First
National Pictures is now under con-
struction at 3302 Olive St.

Muriel Hutchison Signed
Muriel Hutchison, who plays one

of the leading roles opposite Cedric
Hardwicke in "The Amazing Dr.
Clitterhouse", has been signed to a
long term contract by Paramount.
Miss Hutchison will leave for Holly-
wood shortly after her present
vehicle closes.



STRIKE SETTLEMENT

SEEN AS NEARER
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of J. W. Buzzell of the Los An-
geles Central Labor Council the
long afternoon session took place.

Five more producers yesterday
granted the Screen Actors' Guild
demands for a Guild shop. Firms
which joined major companies which
had previously acceded to the play-
ers' proposal were: B. P. Schulberg,
Republic, Harry Sherman, Grand
National and David L. Loew.
Another of the day's develop-

ments was decision of the Carpen-
ters' Union to continue work and
pass ' through the picket lines

thrown around the studios involved
in the dispute.

Pat Casey, chairman of the pro-

ducers' labor committee, announced
that the Costumers' Union, one of

the original 11 striking groups
which was expelled from the fed-

eration when it undertook private

negotiations with the employers,
has just signed a new four-year
agreement with the studios.

Stars yesterday hired armed
bodyguards to escort them through
the picket lines.

Louis Weinstock, executive sec-

retary of Painters and Decorators

Union, District Council No. 9, has

sent a letter to James Quinn, sec-

retary of the Central Trades and
Labor Council, requesting that he

call a city wide conference of affili-

ated unions to take concerted action

in aid of the Federated M. P.

Crafts, now on strike at coast stu-

dios, it was s^id yesterday by Irving

Schnurman, Weinstock's assistant.

Schnurman said pickets from Dis-

trict Council No. 9 had been as-

signed for picket duty from 7 to 9

p. m. last night at Broadway
houses, but that the union realized

that its single-handed efforts could

not effectively aid the Federated

M. P. Crafts.

Detroit — Despite published re-

ports that picketing of 11 Detroit

theaters by United Automobile
Workers would start yesterday

morn'ng as a gesture of sympathy
for Hollywood's FMPC, pickets

failed to put in an appearance, ac-

cording to statements by executives

of Fox Theater, United Detroit The-
aters and Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan.

Chicago—Anticipated sympathet-
ic picketing of local film theaters

in support of the Federated Motion
Picture Crafts walkout in Holly-

wood had failed to materialize up
to a late hour yesterday.

THE

usical Murder

Being the Best Remembered Experience of Don Adler of the
Lathrop Co., Operating the Empress Theater Circuit,

Fairbanks, Alaska

As Told to Film Daily

I.A.T.S.E. is Ready for Radio

Organizing Drive—Browne

I.A.T.S.E. will shortly begin a

drive to organize radio, Film Daily
was advised by George E. Browne,
LA.T.S.E. president, just before his

departure for the coast. Browne said

that a number of radio groups have
applied for I.A.T.S.E. affiliation.

My best remembered—and most harrowing, too—experience
dates back to my first days in the show business.

I was 16 at the time and had been
studying music for only two years
but had made some remarkable ( ?

)

strides in my piano work and felt

that I was capable of break ng out
into the professional field. So I

approached the manager of one of
the theaters on 125th St. in New
York as I had heard that he had
need for a pianist. He asked me
if I had ever played manuscript and
I told him that I had been doing so
for the past five years!

He gave me a chance and we took
to rehearsal. There were four other
musicians and through them I man-
aged to pull through the rehearsal
okay. But, when the time for the
performance came, the other musi-
cians quit. The manager told me
that as long as I had had so much
experience reading manuscr'pt that

I wouldn't have any trouble reading
the show.

I murdered the first act, wrecked
the second, killed the third, slaught-
ered the fourth and. massacred the
fifth. After that was over I kept
on playing for the silent picture
which followed. The manager short-
ly came down to me and said that
all the acts had complained about
the accompaniment.

I told him that I was disgusted
with such ham acting and that I

had never played for such a bunch
before and that I resigned right
there. To this day I am confident
that the manager doesn't know
whose fault it was, the actors' or

Editor's Note: This is the tenth of a
feature series. Watch for the next in
an early issue.

Whitney Managing Houses
Denver—Gerald Whitney, who re-

signed his position as district man-
ager of the northern district for
Fox Intermountain, has been made
manager of the Webber and Hia-
watha theaters in Denver. Both are
Fox houses. Ray Davis, Cheyenne
city manager for Fox, will replace
Whitney as district manager.

Theater Site Purchased
Little Rock—Site at 211-21 West

Capitol Ave., formerly occupied by
the Kroger Grocery Co. building
which was destroyed by fire recent-
ly, has been purchased by the Ar-
kansas Amusement Corp., operating
the Arkansas, Capitol, Pulaski, and
Royal theaters here.

German Films in Detroit

Detroit—German Kino, Inc., has
been incorporated to operate the Eu-
ropa Theater, East Side house de-
voted to German films exclusively,
incorporators are Andrew Klein,
Frank Scheuer, and Otto Marx.

Matty Radin Heads J. B. C.

Matty Radin, operator of the Ca-
meo Theater, has been named chair-

man of the Joint Boycott Council
of the American Jewish Congress
and the Jewish Labor Committee
for the film industry.

Van Piper in Detroit

Detroit—E. S. Van Piper, former-
ly connected with theaters in

Brooklyn, has returned to show
business with the acquisition of the
Ray Theater, North End house,
from William 0. Grey. He will

manage the house personally.

Dick Halloran Transferred

St. Louis — Dick Halloran, who
has been manager of the Hi-Pointe
Theater will succeed N. E. Pack-
wood as manager of the Mikado
Theater in the St. Louis Amusement
Co. Circuit, while Jack Rosenzweig,
chief accountant for Fanchon &
Marco here has been transferred to
the Hi-Pointe post. His duties as
accountant have been taken over by
his assistant, M. J. Riordan. Pack-
wood resigned recently to become
general manager of the Crittenden
Theater Co. at West Memphis, Ark.
He assumes his new duties today.

Reich Goes to Milwaukee
Chicago—C. R. Reich, for the past

six years with Balaban & Katz
as assistant manager of the Gran-
ada Theater, has resigned to be-
come manager of the Milwaukee
Strand Theater of the Wisconsin
Amusement Circuit. Stanley John-
son, treasurer at the Loop Roosevelt
Theater, has been named assistant
to Roy McMullen, manager of the
Granada Theater.

New Grand Coulee Dam Site

Seattle— Another 500-seat film
theater for workers on Grand Cou-
lee dam and those drawn to the
dam site will be erected at Electric
City, fastest growing of the group
of communities clustered around
the gigantic federal-spending pro-
ject. The State Land Co. owners
of the Roosevelt house in Grand
Coulee, have purchased the site.

Chi. Lab. Plans Addition
Chicago—The Chicago Film Lab-

oratory will build an addition to its

plant.

CARL LEVI, DISTRICT^

MGR.FORJJJEWS,DB
(Continued from Page 1)

o'clock at Mt. Sinai Hospital, at the
age of 57. He had been ill one week
with an intestinal disorder having'
been stricken in the lobby of Loew's
State.

Levi had been associated wfth
Loew's for 30 years, having started
as a doorman and gradually been
promoted to his present post, which
he had occupied the past 10 years.
Fourteen houses were under his
jurisdiction.

The deceased was a native of
Germany. He is survived by his
widow, Rachel H, a daughter, Mrs.
Jennie Goodman; two sisters, Mrs.
Amelia Blumenfield and Mrs. Henni
Voehl; two brothers, Jacob and
Salli Levi, the latter the manager
of Loew's 46th St. theater in
Brooklyn. The deceased resided at
395 Riverside Drive.
The funeral will be held Monday.

M-G-M Expects Accounts
Jump of 1,000 Next Year

(Continue i from Page 1)

ers, general sales manager, to New
York yesterday from the coast,
sales activit'es of the company, con-
centrated on new season product.
went forward with increased force.

Caplan Estate to Widow
Detroit—Will of Maurice J. Cap-

lan, president of Metropolitan Mo-
tion Picture Co., who died recently
leaves the entire estate to the wid-
ow, Mrs. Louise Caplan, and ap-
points her executrix.

Meighan Theater Sold
New Port Richey, Fla.—Morris

Legendre, who heads a circuit of
southern theaters with headquarters
at Summerville, S. C, has purchased
the Meighan Theater Building in
New Port Richey, and will open as
soon as remodeling is completed.
The Meighan Theater was named
in honor of the late Thomas
Meighan.

1

Hensler Heads Bowlers
Kansas City, Mo.—Frank Hensler,

MGM exchange manager and for
the past three years has sponsored
the Variety Club'a Charity Bowling
tournament, was re-elected president
of the Kansas City Bowling asso-
ciation, at the association's annual
spring meeting at the Pla Mor Rec-
reation.

Family Pix Lead, 4—

1

Forty family audience pictures were
released during April to 10 rated for
mature audiences, according to th»
monthly index of the National Boa,' ha
of Review of Motion Pictures. Curr^f^
weekly guide gives family rating to"-'

"Cafe Metropole," "Man in Blue," "The
Thirteenth Chair," "Wings Over Hono-
lulu" while only "Two Who Dared"
draws mature classification.
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Coronation Newsreel Pix to Reach Theaters Tuesday

WALKOUT OF STUDIO CRAFTS MAY B AY
Stage Three -Cornered Westchester The^teS^fettle

//

333921

(Third installment of the Squawk Parade of

1 the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum).

HURTING
THE STARS—

While there has been a decided im-

provement in pictures within the last few
years, a new and discouraging tendency

has also developed. Frequently a star will

appear in an excellent picture, hitting pop-

ularity overnight. But do the excellent

pictures continue? No. Instead the pro-

ducers take the same star and decide to

cash in on their popularity in the previous

production. A poor story—sometimes some-

thing that has been shelved for years is

dug out and the finished product—usually

very inferior to the average, is shoved over

to the public with a fanfare of publicity.

The result of this is disastrous all the

way down the line. The star loses his or

her standing; the public's reaction on the

following picture is shown at the box office

and the producer loses in the end.

FRED A. GRUBE, Allentoun, Pa.

"Chronicle & News".

CASTING
UTOPIA—

Primarily we object to the poor casting

of stars. Studios, while they do borrow,

seem to feel that there should be more

work for their own actors and actresses

than for those of other studios, regardless

of the suitability of the part. We would

like to see all stars registered in a central

office and distributed to the studios for

specific parts to which they were especially

fitted.

DOROTHY K. STACY, Everett, Mass.

"Evening News".

•
PLAYERS
WHO CAN ACT—

^IT-eat Lovers" are beginning to give

efr he feminine contingent a pain in

tW..eck. Pictures need actors not collar

and overcoat models. The same goes for

the women. The silly affected style and

the vacuous-faced ingenues who are pa-

raded as stars are better than an emetic

for audiences these days. More than ever
(Continued on Page 3)

Loew, RKO and Skouras Cir-

cuits in Scramble for

Small Houses
"The Battle of Westchester Coun-

ty," a three-cornered scramble for
theaters, mostly small in capacity,
is now under way in full force. Par-
ticipants are the Loew, RKO and
Skouras circuits, all of which are
scrutinizing the locality for addi-
tions to their groups.

Recent deals which have further
(Continued on Page 3)

DEL. COGNTTDROPS

T

Philadelphia — Delaware County
authorities yesterday rescinded their

recent ban on bank nights. They
will wait until the Philadelphia test

on chance games is decided.

Carl Levi Funeral Rites

Monday Afternoon in N. Y.

Funeral services for Carl Levi,

Loew theater district manager who
died Thursday morning at Mt. Sinai
hospital, will be held at 1 o'clock

Monday afternoon at Riverside Me-
morial Chapel. Burial will be at

Cypress Hills cemetery.

Anti-Trust Litigation Lull

Lull in new anti-trust ligitation

has developed since last December,
with no suits having been introduced
since that date, according to a check-
up announced yesterday. Theory, by
way of explanation, is that exhibitors
are too occupied with making film deals
for the new season to be interested

in starting court actions based on what
has happened in the past.

EXPECT WIS. SENATE

TO PASS ALLIED BILL

Reports from usually well-inform-
ed sources in Milwaukee yesterday
indicated a strong possibility of the
Wisconsin Senate concurring with
the Assembly in the enactment of

a theater divorce bill.

As in North Dakota, where a
(Continued on Page 3)

Al Friedlander Funeral

Rites Set for Tomorrow

Funeral services for Al Fried-
lander, 47, prominent independent
distributor and former vice presi-
dent of First Division Exchanges,
will be held tomorrow evening at

(Continued on Page 3)

Newsreels to Get Coronation Pictures

When Normandie Arrives Tuesday

Ph illy May Replace State

Admish Tax With City Levy

Philadelphia—The City Council is

considering a measure continuing
State tax on admissions which ex-

pires within a month. The Muni-
cipality needs revenues. The meas-
ure probably supersedes the sug-
gested ordinance which would tax
film footage.

Newsreel pictures of the Corona-
tion will become available to the-

aters, in the eastern section of the
country, at least, Tuesday, following
arrival of the Normandie with
scenes made in London on Wednes-
day. According to authoritative es-

timates, approximately 50,000 feet

of newsreel stuff was shot.

Owing to the heavy footage in-

volved in the shipment, the news-
(Continued on Page 3)

Federated Offers Counter-

Proposal Asking for a

Union Shop

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Saturday) — Curtain

may fall today on the two-week
strike of the Federated Motion Pic-
tare Crafts.

Late last night Federated M. P.
Crafts officials submitted a counter
proposal to producers asking for a
union shop and basic wage scales
for each Federated craft.

Before any final action can be
taken, members in each craft must
vote on the strike issue, wages and
conditions. Verbal agreement off-
ered by producers Thursday pro-
vided for the immediate return of

(Continued on Page 4)

TECHNICOLOR HEADS

SET FOR RE-ELECTION

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus and other

officers of Technicolor are slated for

re-election at the annual meeting of

its board of directors tentatively

set for May 25 in New York, fol-
(Continued cm Page 3)

Cocalis Buys Interests

of Kutinsky in 6 Houses

Sam Cocalis has closed a deal un-
der which he will acquire the 33 1-3

interest of Matty Kutinsky in the
Allerton, Pelham, York, Burke, La-

(Continmd on Page 3)

Redman's Balm, 6 Cents
Jack Redman, golfer, was awarded

6 cents damages against Columbia Pic-

tures by Supreme Court Justice Ferdi-

nand Pecora yesterday and a perman-
ent injunction against distribution of

the Columbia short "Golfing Rhythm."
Redman claimed that the same shots

he made for Fox Movietone were in-

cluded in the Columbia short. He
asked $50,000 damages.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Ccse Chg.

23 23 23 — y4
32 31 % 32

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46 . . . .

Loew 6s41ww ....

P2ra. B'way 3s55. . .

Para. Picts. 6s55 1

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 ....

3%
13

61 1

3V4 33/8
12'/2 121/2 — l/4
581/2 161 + 3

24
76'/2

223/4 24 + 1/2

741/2 761/z + 2

191/4 183/g 191/8 + I1/4

171/2

65/8
8

'/a

361/4

45

12

BOND
99
981/2

003/8 1

951/2

165/8 171/2 + H/4
6 1/2 6 1/2 — 1/8

73/4 8 + 1/4

353/4 353A
45 45 + 1/2

113/g 11 % +"3/8

MARKET
99 99 + 1/2

983/g 983/g

OO'/s 1003/s

95 " 95

V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2l/4 2 'A 2l/4
Sonotone Corp 1% 1 1/2 1 Vi — Vs

Technicolor 22y2 21% 22y2 + 1

Trans-Lux 41/2 43/8 43/8

Universal Picts

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 95 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2 s 1st '36 13 14y4
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

. . . . 953/4 97 1/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43... 56 Vs 57*4

Asks Injunction Dismissal

Joseph D. Basson, president of

Local 306, yesterday moved in Su-

preme Court to obtain dismissal of

the injunction suit of the Gotham
Amusement Corp. and six other the-

ater companies to enjoin the Local

306-Allied merger on the ground
that the complaint failed to set forth

a sufficient cause of action.
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• • • THE PORTABLE sound motion picture equipment
that accompanied Rear Admiral Byrd on his Antarctic trip

has been presented by Erpi to the New York Museum
of Science and Industry as a permanent exhibit

T T
• • • ONLY NINE months old but growing by
leaps and bounds meaning Loew's Movie-Goer Magazine

which adds five more cities to its circulation centers
with the June issue Richmond, Va., Wilmington, Del.,

Newark, Boston and Providence the list of cities included
in the more than 400,000 circulation of the mag, in addition
to Greater New York and Westchester now comprises
New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Waterbury, Springfield,
Washington and Baltimore it is distributed thru Loew's
theaters in those cities eventually it is planned to cover
all cities in which Loew's has theaters

T
• • • ASSOCIATES of John Byram, Paramount eastern
play editor gave him a cocktail party yesterday by way
of a bon voyage gesture prior to his sailing with the
missus today on the Conte di Savoia for a month's trip to Italy

perhaps Vienna and Budapest, if they can squeeze 'em
in

T T
• • • THE DEBUT of Kirsten Flagstad was made in
pictures yesterday at the Astoria studio the great Wag-
nerian soprano sang Brunnhilde's battle cry in "Walkure" in a
scene in Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1938". . . • Ben Cohn
of United Artist's pub staff TWA's to the coast Monday and
will be in the flicker city for a month Cohn has clocked
52,000 miles in the air on pressagey biz, and the TWA hostesses
all call him by his first name the guy musta promised 'em
screen tests. . . • Frank Gillmore, president of the Actors
Equity Association since 1928, celebrated his 70th birthday
yestei-day

U", GN Sales Groups
Reach Coast Tomorrow

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Universal's and

Grand National's sales forces roll

in tomorrow for the two companies'
annual conventions at the Ambas-
sador Hotel. Business sessions will

start Monday. Universal's product
announcement is expected Monday,
Grand National's on Tuesday. The
homeward trek for both groups will

start Thursday night.
"U's" delegates will be met at

the station tomorrow by Charles
R. Rogers, J. R. Grainger, J. Cheev-
er Cowdin, J. P. Normanly, Robert
W. Allison, and a corps of studio
executives, who will conduct them
to the hotel.

The GN convention will get under
way tomorrow, at a luncheon in the
Moderne Room of the Ambassador
Hotel, at which the program of

events will be outlined by Edward
J. Peskay. A tour of Hollywood,
Beverly Hills and beach resorts will

follow. At night, there will be a
screening of "The Girl Said No,"
and "Sing Cowboy Sing."

Film Art's Rental Policy

Film Art Studios will be operated
exclusively on a rental basis, it was
said yesterday.

Financing Said Nearly

Set for Brandt-Dowling
Progress is being made in forma-

tion of the new motion picture pro-
ducing and distributing company
which Joe Brandt and Eddie Dowl-
ing will head, with deal for the
financing now slated to be closed
by the middle of next week, accord-
ing to Lew Morris of 32 Broadway,
who is in charge of negotiations
with various financial groups behind
the new company.

Morris leaves tomorrow night for
Chicago and expects on his return
next Wednesday to have financing
details finally arranged.

Brandt and Dowling have made
preliminary arrangements to ac-
quire eight produced pictures as
the nucleus of the new company,
Morris said.

Herman, GN Producer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Herman has been

signed by Grand National to produce
a series of four action pictures next
season based on the Laurie York
Erskine radio character, "Renfrew
of the Mounted."

New Paint for Kallet House
Syracuse, N. Y.—Kallet Theaters,

Inc., of Oneida, will redecorate the

Regent theater here.

Coming and Goir

SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON, who has been in
Indianapolis, is due back at his home at New-
ton, N. J., today.

FRANK C. WALKER returns to New York
Monday from Indiana.

F. H GILDEMEYER is aboard the Borinquen,
bound tor Porto Rico.

ATTORNEY LOUIS NIZER is back in New
York from Philadelphia.

BARNEY BALABAN is expected to return toNew York June 6 from Europe.

TED SCHLANGER was in New York yes-
terday from Philadelphia.

JACK CONNELLY returns to New York Tues-
day on the Normandie from London.

HOPE HAMPTON returns to New York from
the Coast on Tuesday.

DORIS NOLAN left New York yesterday
for Baltimore to be the guest of Alfred Gwynne
Vanderbilt at the Preakness.

TITO GUIZAR, film and radio star, left
for Baltimore yesterday to fulfill an engage-
ment there before going to the coast.

MADELEINE CARROLL arrives in New York
Monday on a vacation trip.

ERIC LINDEN sails for the coast today on
the Virginia.

A. H. WOODS, following postponement of
plans to produce at the Belasco Theater, Los
Angeles, until next autumn, arrives shortly
from the coast.

HAL WALLIS, Warner production executive,
arrives next week from the coast en route
to Europe.

VERA ENGELS, film actress, sails today for
Europe.

TOM J. BAILEY, northeastern district man-
ager for 20th Century-Fox, has returned to
Boston from New York.

H. G. BALLANCE, 20th-Fox southern district
manager has returned to Atlanta, Ga., after
home office conferences.

Gem Conspiracy Suit Trial

Goes Over Until October

Trial of the conspiracy suit of the
Gem Theater, Cedarhurst, L. I.,

against the Central Theater of the
Century Circuit, and the RKO, Co-
lumbia, U. A., and Big U exchanges
has been postponed by stipulation
until October. Gem Theater charges
that the Central has been given
seven days protection by the ex-
changes as the result of a conspiracy
against it. The theater, an I.T.O.A.
house, maintains the Central should
have no protection.

MAY 16

Bull Montana

Rae Manheimer

• tv*-
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^PRONATION PICTURES

AT THEATERS TUESDAY
(Continued from Page 1

)

reels are not expected to take it off

the liner via plane as it approaches
New York but instead pick it up at

the French line pier.

Jack Connolly, Pathe general man-
ager who has been supervising film-

ing of the Coronation, returns to

New York Tuesday on the Norman-
die.

Expect Wisconsin Senate

\o Pass Allied's Divorce Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

similar measure has become a stat-

ute, the \Visconsin bill is sponsored
by Allied.

In event the Wisconsin proposal
becomes a law, approximately Vo

houses owned by producers would
be required to be discarded. War-
ner Brothers are interested in about
25 houses and 20th Century-Fox in

approximately 47 theaters which are
operated by the Skouras brothers
through H. J. Fitzgerald. Paramount
is in two situations.

Kaimus Re-election by

Technicolor is Slated

(Continued from Page 1)

lowing the annual stockholders'
meeting Monday.
At the Monday session, five di-

rectors will be elected for three-

year periods and one for a one year
term. Deaths ' of Alfred W. Erick-
son and W. D. Cooiidge have caused
two vacancies on the present direc-

torate.

(Continued from Page 1

)

is there a place for players who have
learned their trade and are not starred

because they won a beauty contest, fig-

ured in a sensational story or possess a

fetching drawl. More players like Muni,
Laughton, Rainer, Bill Powell and Bette
Davis and fewer grammar school girls and
boys will help. The present trend toward
seasoned writers is a healthy sign. Play-

goers are beginning to use their heads for

something besides hats, but some pro-

ducers have not yet arrived at that stage.

JACK REEL, Omaha, Neb. "Bee-
News".

TALENT
INTERCHANGE—

not

acts

tion

resemble a

with each

to another.

collection of vaudeville

number having no rela-

THREE CIRCUITS AFTER

WESTCHESTER HOUSES

n gen-

job—

a

before,

a few

Cocalis Buys Interest

of Kutinsky in 6 Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

conia and Wakefield Theaters in the

east Bronx beginning July 1,

Kutinsky informed The Film Daily
yesterday. The deal gives Cocalis

a two-thirds interest in the theaters.

Cocalis plans expansion of his

circuit along the Jersey coast.

Al Friedlander Funeral

Rites Set for Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

7:30 in the Flatbush Memorial
Chapel, 1283 Coney Island Avenue,
Brooklyn. He died suddenly last

Wednesday morning at the offices

of Harry Thomas in the RKO Build-
ing.

'Shall We Dance" in 350

Simultaneous First-Runs

/£ Chall We Dance," RKO Radio's
My c musical starring Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers, is playing be-
tween 325 and 350 simultaneous
first-runs throughout the country,
according to a statement from RKO
Radio.

I have no squawk with pictures

eral. Hollywood is doing a swell

much better job than it ever has
If you don't think so sit through
British-made pictures. My suggestion would
be that there be some positive arrange-
ment for interchange of talent between
studios. Often a player who would fit

into a part like an old shoe is barred by
being under contract to or busy at another
studio. Sometimes a part that has a cer-

tain type player written all over it is in a

story owned by a studio that does not

have access to the player in question.

Sometimes salary contracts make it im-

possible to get player needed. If every

picture was well cast, pictures as a whole
would benefit.

R. A. HIGGINS, Xenia, O. "Gazette".

MOTIVATION, CASTS
AND PRESSBOOKS—
There should be more character de-

velopment in pictures; you should know
why a character does one thing and not
another, not to mention why he does
it at all. Motivation for his actions should

be revealed.

Why not run the cast at the end of

the picture as well as at the start; lesser

characters mean nothing until after the
show and then you wonder who they are,

but can't remember.

In press books I'd quote a few lines

of gags from the film if it's a comedy.
Such quotations could be used by review-
er to brighten up his article.

I'd get away from painted backgrounds.
They always look painted and jerk an
audience into consciousness that it is

all illusion anyhow. People tend to "live"

a movie for the time they are seeing it

and should not bo awakened from that
feeling.

I'd also stop using so much tap dancing
in revues, it is getting overworked and
scon will go the way of bicycle acts in

vaudeville.

I'd quit grabbing every radio star for

the movies too; most of the boys and
gals are better by ear than by sight. Re-
member what happened to opera!

Revues should have unity as such, and

LEE GROVE, St. Paul "Daily News".

DUALS
AND AD FILMS—

I have two pet peeves, just at the mo-
ment. They are: double features and
advertising trailers. The double feature is

brutal and I believe that it will eventually
do harm to the industry. Even the larger

houses are doing it. I realize they draw
fairly well, because of the bargain ele-
ment, but that doesn't justify them in my
observation. I don't like them and I never
will, and I'm not one who has grown
bored of movies.

ad trailers—the kind

many vitamins there

These
us how
certain loaf of bread—are

One theater in this city

these persistently and I

that tells

are in a

the worst yet.

of 13,000 runs

know that it

(Continued from Page 1)

developed the situation include the
acquisition of the Broadway and
Park Hill, Yonkers houses, and the
Parkway, Fleetwood, by RKO- the
Cameo in New Rochelle by Loew's
and Bronxville and Scarsdale houses
by Skouras. Other deals involving
these three major circuits are now
pending.
RKO has practically closed a deal

to take over the Roosevelt Theater
at 145th St. and Seventh Ave. from
Sam Cocalis. Papers are being
drawn on the Roosevelt Theater ac-
quisition.

gets on the nerves of a lot of the cus-
tomers. These trailers, added to the
trailers of next week's shows are run
night after night, and it's nothing more
than jamming bad medicine down the

customers' throats. I know of many peo-
ple who purposely avoid this tripe, but
it's a lot of trouble and often they miss

part of the show. The anouncers in these

sound like they're talking into barrels and
the so-called actors do worse than a bunch
of high school beginners. They're ter-

rible and more often than not it's sick-

ening to watch. I'm for chucking these

things, but if theater owners persist, and

think they're necessary, some attempt
should be made to make them present-

able. I maintain that they're not neces-

sary and that high-class shows should

avoid them. They're little better than

the old ad slides—at least the audience

got a laugh once in a while when the

operator got one in upside down.

ROBERT BUSBY, Lawrence, Kan.,

"Journal-W
r
orld".

DETAIL
INACCURACIES—
When are our movie producers going

to learn that newspapermen are not drunk-
en bums, do not invite baldness by eating
and sleeping with their hats on, and

—

believe it or not—they actually do work?
That's our pet grievance, together with
misrepresentations in other professions too
numerous to mention. The office philatel-

ist complains about the war-time Austrian
stamp on a movie letter—a stamp issued
in 1929. The office historian snickers at

the flag with 48 stars at Custer's last

stand in "The Plainsman." Let's get
these details right. The movies are do-
ing a good job, but their inaccuracies in

some respects are appalling.

BYRON S. CAMPBELL, Vandergrift,
Pa., "News".

Money Awards Dropped by
Houses in 3 Mich. Cities

Detroit — Theater operators in
three Upper Peninsular cities, Mar-
quette, Ishpeming and Negaunee,
upon request from John Voelker,
Marquette County prosecuting at-
torney, have agreed to discontinue
Bank Nights and other special at-
tractions in which money prizes are
offered to patrons.

Mass Meeting Tomorrow
Fights Dunnigan Measure

Helen Hayes, Maurice Evans,
John Anderson, Marc Connelly,
Peggy Wood, Morris Ernst and
others will be the speakers at the
Dunnigan bill protest mass meet-
ing tomorrow night at the New
Amsterdam Theater. The meeting
is part of a drive to persuade Gov.
Lehman to veto the measure.

Union Withdraws Organists
Organists employed in four RKO

theaters have been withdrawn by
Local 802, musicians' union, in its
campaign to require the circuit to
employ two orchestras in each of the
five boroughs. The organists were
withdrawn from the 58th St., 86th
St., Flushing and Richmond Hill
Theaters.

DATE BOOK
Today: RCA sales convention, Indianapolis.

May 15: Spring conference of 4-Star Clubs of
National Board of Review, New York City.

May 16-19: Grand National sales convention,
Los Angeles.

May 17: Universal sales convention, Ambassa-
dor Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 22: Queen City Variety Club supper dance,
Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati.

May 24-27: American Theater Council con-
vention, Hotel Astor.

May 24-28: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

May 26-28: Allied National Convention, Mil-
waukee.

May 31: Republic sales convention opens at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 31 : 20th Century-Fox sales convention
opens, The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
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STUDIO WALKOUT

MAY END TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

strikers to work and future hiring

through the union and negotiations

on hours and wages to open within

five days. The Federated proposal

is an answer to this proposition.

The machinists have voted to end
the walkout, but DeWitt Wayne,
their business representative, is to

set the date of their official return

to work. It is reported that many
culinary workers, sheet metal men
and plumbers have agreed to return
to work Monday.
Mass meeting of Federated

Craftsmen is expected to be held

tonight to vote on the producers'
proposal for ending the strike.

It is reported that Pat Casey in-

sists that union jobs and other mat-
ters will not be acted upon until

the strikers return to work, that In-

ternational union officials are to set-

tle any jurisdictional dispute be-

tween Federated and I.A.T.S.E., and
that men who have started work in

the studios since the strike began
shall be allowed to join the union.

Painters and Decorators Union,
District Council No. 9, had received

no word from the Central Trade and
Labor Council yesterday relative to

its request for a city-wide confer-

ence of affiliated unions to consider

aid to the Federated M. P. Crafts,

now on strike in Hollywood, it was
said at the union offices.

The painters did not picket Broad-
way theaters last night, but intend

to do so again tonight, a union of-

ficial stated.

A "JIM*" hot* "Ms"
By RALPH WILK

Chicago—Painters' District Coun-
cil voted yesterday to picket Chi-
cago downtown theaters, beginning
today, in sympathy with the Fed-
erated M. P. Crafts studio strike in

Hollywood.

Allied Sees Convention

To Outdraw Earlier Meets

i

Registration surpassing those at

the Atlanta and Cleveland conven-
tions is expected by Allied leaders

at its Milwaukee meeting opening
May 26.

Minimum delegations promised
by certain nearby territories are:

Wisconsin, 100; Illinois, 50; Min-
nesota, 25; Indiana, 20; and Michi-

gan 20. Maryland and the District

of Columbia have authorized big
delegations, and preparations are

being made in New Jersey for a

private car.

It is expected that the following

will attend the board meeting on
May 26: Abram F. Myers, chairman,
Nathan Yamins, J. B. Fishman, H.

A. Blum, Lee W. Newberry, C. H.

Olive, Fred J. Herrington, P. J.

Wood, Fred DeLodder, R. R. Bair,

Aaron Saperstein, E. F. Maertz, E.

L. Peaslee, Frank Wetzstein, John-
nie Griffin, H. A. Cole, Henry Laza-

rus, N. H. Waters. Each director

may bring with him a limited num-
ber of consultants and observers.

HOLLYWODD
W/, C. KUNZMAN, convention

vice-president of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, has arrived in

Hollywood to complete the final de-
tails for the S. M. P. E. conven-
tion, which opens at the Hotel
Roosevelt May 24. Kunzman is with
the National Carbon Co., Cleveland.

T T r

News of the marriage of Fred
Steele and Mildred Morton March
17 has just been made public. They
flew to Las Vegas for the ceremony.
Steele is comptroller for Trem Carr,

Inc.

T T T

Harry Sherman will soon place
"The Barrier" in production. Ed-
ward Ludwig will direct, with Leo
Carrillo a recent important addition

to the cast.

T

Burton Lane and Ralph Freed
have written "Smarty" and "Listen
My Children and You Shall Hear"
for Paramount's "Double or Noth-

ing." The former is for Bing
Crosby and the latter for Martha
Raye.

T T T
Pat Paterson, wife of Charles

Boyer and Walter Wanger contract
player, has been signed for the fem-
inine lead in "52nd Street." At
the same time ZaSu Pitts and Ella
Logan were engaged for supporting
roles in this film featuring the
"Street of Swing" as its back-
ground.

T t
Hope Hampton, stage and operatic

star, is returning to the screen as
a singing star for the New Uni-
versal. Miss Hampton's first pic-

ture will be a production of "Ri-
viera" by Earl Derr Biggers, with
music by Jerome Kern and lyrics

by Dorothy Fields. It will be made
in Technicolor, according to Charles
R. Rogers. Miss Hampton returns
to New York City Tuesday on the
Century, where she will remain
until called again to Hollywood to
start her picture in July.

Coronation Newsreels Stir

Criticism of London Press

London (By Cable) — Reported
censorship of Coronation footage by
the Archbishop of Canterbury and
a producer agreement on the limita-

tion of length of the first newsreel
releases were targets for newspa-
per criticism here yesterday.

The Evening Star, leading the at-

tack, said British film companies
agreed to cut the film to 1,000 feet,

lasting nine minutes, or "the same
length as Mickey Mouse," while
those in the United States will see

2,000 feet, or twice as much.
Particularly enraged were news-

papers by the fact that the Arch-
bishop—who played a leading part
in the fight against former King
Edward VIII—ordered deleted a
newsreel close-up of the Royal Fam-
ily showing Queen Mother Mary in

tears.
The Archbishop and his co-cen-

sor, the Duke of Norfolk, also elim-

inated much of the military proces-

sion.

Best scenes were those taken in-

side Westminster Abbey, but the-

ater audiences yesterday invariably
snickered when the Archibishop was
shown minutely examining the
crown.

$17,293 For Charity Fund
With a total of $17,293, as of

May 14, the motion picture commit-
tee, headed by Frank C. Walker, of

the Comerford Theaters, Inc., as

chairman, is well up among the

leaders in the professional, trades

and industries committees in the

1937 Catholic Charities appeal, it

was announced by John A. Coleman,
of Adler-Coleman and Company,
chairman of the men's division of

the Special Gifts Committee.

Klauber Gets $500 Balm

For Use of His Picture

Syracuse, N. Y.—Supreme Court
trial jury here awarded $500 dam-
ages to Attorney Henry Klauber of
New York because of unauthorized
use of his photo in advertising
"Condemned Row" at the Strand last

January.

The Strand display contained pho-
tographs and newspaper clippings

dealing with persons convicted of

murder and included the line, "What
do they think of five minutes from
eternity?"

One picture showed Klauber in

conference with his client, John Fio-
renza who was electrocuted in Sing
Sing prison for the murder of Mrs.
Nancy Titterton in New York City

last year. Klauber's action asserted
there was nothing in the display to

show that he was Fiorenza's counsel
and a person viewing the photograph
could infer that he was also a con-

demned person.

Fleischer Production Up;
Strike is Said "Broken

1

Asserting that production at the

Max Fleischer cartoon studio has
risen from 20 to 90 per cent, a

spokesman for the producer yester-

day declared that the "strike has
been virtually broken." At the or-

ders of the police, mass picketing

has ceased, it was stated. Fleischer,

through his counsel, Attorney Louis

Nizer, has brought about the hold-

ing of one employee, who is alleged

to have struck another remaining on
the job, for General Sessions, and
another has been found guilty of

disorderly conduct.

« REVIEWS $
"Mountain Justice"

with Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent,

Guy Kibbee

Warners 82 Mins.

UNEVEN MELLER PACKS DRAMATIC
PUNCH BUT WEAKENS AT FINISH WITH
WANDERING PLOT.

A melodramatic and rather sordid story

of hillbilly life, this has a girl who kills

her father. This thread of the story is

well done, with sincerity and powerful emo-
tional reactions. It might be criticized as

emphasizing a sadistic appeal with two
horsewhippings of the girl by her bigoted

father. Sensitive femmes will not go for

this. The work of the cast is excellent, and
it is a pity that the second half of the

script did not back them up. Along about
midway the theme starts wandering and
never does get back to the sincerity and
realism that marks the first half. Instead

of going through with a powerful drama to

its logical conclusion, they decided to give

it the usual sugar-coating and blah sen-

timental treatment, and what might easily

have been a standout as a dramatic thun-

derbolt bogs down into the routine Class B

specimen of undistinguished production. A
pity. Josephine Hutchinson does a fine

role as the daughter of the hillbilly trying

to establish clinics for the children in the

mountains, and fighting his bigotry. Robert
Barat delivers a powerful characterization as

the ignorant mountaineer. Guy Kibbee and
Margaret Hamilton contribute most of the
lighter moments very adequately. George
Brent fits nicely into the part of the city

chap courting the heroine. Director Michael
Curtiz handled the worthwhile first half

with telling effect, also the murder trial

in the mountains toward the finish. Then
the business of forcing a happy ending led

into absurdities that destroyed all the fine

and powerful illusion so cleverly built up.

Cast: Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent,

Guy Kibbee, Mona Barrie, Robert Barat,

Margaret Hamilton, Robert McWade,
Fuzzy Knight, Edward Pawley, Elizabeth

Risdon, Marcia Mae Jones, Granville Bates,

Russell Simpson, Sibyl Harris, Guy Wilker-
son.

Director, Michael Curtiz; Screenplay,
Norman Reilly, Luci Ward; Editor, George
Amy; Cameraman, Ernest Haller

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

Coronation Television

Experiment Successful

Lonldon (By Cable)—Television's
pioneer critics yesterday generally
expressed satisfaction with the re-
sults of television's first real at-
tempt at spot news coverage, repre-
sented by the Coronation. Best esti-
mates were that 50,000 televiewers
in an area of 7,500 square miies de-
pended upon television for Corona-
tion parade close-ups.

Experimenters here believe its

success proves the practicability of
such broadcasts except for the ex-
traordinary expense involved, as the
areas covered are very small
the installation of cables to Wgg
the "pick-ups" and relay the b»V»±j
casts between stations costs about
£1,000 a mile. A cable was laid for
the Coronation broadcast from
Alexandra Palace, the studio site, to
Hyde Park Corner.
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Expects Congress to Act on Neely, Hobbs Proposals

FRESH EFFORTS TO ENDJTUDIO STRlkOWAITED
Sam Goldwyn To Make All Future Pictures In Color

rum
(Fourth installment of the Squawk Parade of

the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

ANTI-
DUAL BILL—

It is more than a pet peeve. My aver-

sion to double-feature programs has de-

veloped into a positive phobia since pro-

testing movie-goers continually enquire,

"Why do they show 'em, anyway?" Hun-

dreds of my readers complain that they

have quit going to movies rather than

indulge in a marathon sitting contest and

have themselves uncomfortably stuffed with

mediocre entertainment. Dual bills are put-

ting thick callouses on the public's sense

of appreciation, among other places, and

dulled enjoyment of the many truiy fine

photoplays which have been smeared with

the trash of a second feature. This utterly

stupid type of exhibition is doing incal-

culable damage to the motion picture in-

dustry by putting a premium on cheap, fill-

in films which drive folks away from the

theaters. The industry will regain public

esteem only by returning to the dignified

exhibition of one worthy feature at a time

and sweeping out the noisome litter of the

Z films which have made Hollywood dump
heaps rather than amusement spots out

of our theaters.

LOWELL LAWRANGE, Kansas City

''Journal-Post".

ALSO
AGAINST DUALS—

I honestly believe most of the major

companies are striving to please and are

making a pretty good job of it. Some pic-

tures are great big flops; others are well

done. They can't hit every time they're up
to bat. It seems to me that second-rate
pictures should be advertised as being

W-rate. Nobody takes much stock

% Class B film ads anyhow.

My chief squawk is this: Why, in the

name of St. Susie, need poor films be
shown just to have a double feature? Both
sides of a double-header have to be good,

because three hours in a theater is a long

time, even if the seats are new and com-
fortable. Personally, I'd like to know what
part of the public is demanding double

(Continued on Page 22)

Marcel Polp" to, (Beofjnal

Back and White Fix,

\$ays/ Producer
West Coas^Ettrefic^f THE 'FILM DAILY
HollywoocT~^Monday) — Samuel

Goldwyn announced today that
henceforth he will make only Tech-
nicolor films.

The only exception, Goldwyn said,

would be "The Adventures of Marco
Polo." This, he declared, was due
to notice from Dr. Herbert T. Kal-

(Continued on Page 3)

19 industrTbills

1 2 PASS

Out of 21 measures applying to
the film industry introduced in the
Ohio Legislature, which recently ad-
journed, only two bills were enacted,
according to a recapitulation an-
nounced Saturday. Measures which
succeeded extended the three per-
cent, admission tax to March, 1938,

(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount Coast Sales

Meet Will Attract 100

Approximately 100 members of
the Paramount sales department and
home office executives are slated to
attend the firm's annual convention
at the Hotel Ambassador at the

(Continued on Page 3)

THEWEEI\ IN
REVIEW

Guild Shop—Coronation

==By GEORGE H. MORRIS=
DOMESTIC
Acceptance by major producers of

the Screen Actors' Guild's demand
for a Guild shop, and other impor-
tant concessions, averted an actors'
strike early in the week on Holly-
wood's already hectic front, while
negotiations between producers and
F.M.P.C. continued in a deadlock.
Before the week-end waned, F.M.
P. C. officials submitted a counter
proposal to producers asking for a
union shop and basic wage scales
for each Federated craft. A settle-
ment was anticipated.

* * *

Jack Warner at company's annu-
al sales convention, held at the
Waldorf-Astoria, formally an-
nounced on Tuesday that WB-First
National has about $5,000,000 in-
vested in story material which
forms basis of its 1937-38 program

(Continued on Page 4)

27 Theater Men to Attend
20th Cent.-Fox Sales Meet

Twenty-seven theater men will
attend the annual sales convention
of 20th Century-Fox which opens
May 31 at the Hotel Ambassador,
Los Angeles. President Sidney R.

(Continued on Page 3)

Myers Believes Congress Will Act

on Block Booking and Probe Bills

Announce Committee for

Allied Milwaukee Parley

Personnel of committees appoint-
ed in connection with the annual
Allied convention scheduled for the
Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee, May 26-

28, was announced Saturday. Fol-
lowing is the setup:

National Convention—P. J. Wood,
(Continued on Page 21)

Owing to preoccupation of Con-
gress with the Administration's Su-
preme Court reorganization plan,
consideration of the Neely-Petten-
gill anti-block booking bill and the
Hobbs resolution seeking investiga-
tion of the film industry has been
delayed but may be reached before
the body adjourns, says Abram F.
Myers, Allied board chairman and

(Continued on Page 21)

Coast Walkout Continues, but

Peace Outlook is Still

Hopeful
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — (Monday) — Mem-

bers of 9 unions affiliated with the
Federated Motion Picture Crafts
continued on strike at the major
studios today, developments over
the week-end failing to bring peace,
save in the instances of the machin-
ists and culinary workers who were
instructed to return to work this
morning.
Renewed attempts to get to-

gether during the day were anti-
(Continued on Page 2'2)

DEPINET SAYS RKO'S

YEAR IS "BIGGEST"

RKO Radio has had the biggest
year in its history in both foreign
and domestic sales, it was said yes-
terday by Ned E. Depinet, vice
president in charge of distribution.
RKO Radio now plans to begin

distribution of the Walt Disney
shorts about Aug. 1. "Pluto's Quin-
tuplets," the first of the Disney Sub-

(Continued on Page 3)

Roxy-GB Product Deal

Waits on Reorg. Result

Outcome of the reorganization
plan situation at the Roxy is holding
up discussions of a deal with GB
covering its 1937-38 lineup, it was
learned Saturday.
The de luxer has played five pic-

(Continucd on Page 3)

Lese Majesty
Columbus, O.—Gregory Ratoff's line-

age as the real Prince Panaieff while
Tyrone Power is masquerading as the
prince in "Cafe Metropole," to wit:
"I am Prince Panaieff, 25 times related

to the Czar of Russia—five times legit-

imately" has been lifted out by the
Ohio Board of Censors.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

33/8

125/8

164y2
150
233/4

77 !/8

33/g 33/g ....

121/2 121/2 ....

164 164 + 3

150 150 — 2
233/4 233/4 — 1/4

76 77i/
8 + 5/8

20

181/4

65/8

8</2
363/8

i8y8 19% + 3
/4

17% 1814 +"%
6 1/2 65/g + i/g

8 8 1/4 + 14
36 363/8 + S/a

123/s IP/4 I2I/4 + 5/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww 98y4 98y4 98 1/4 — Vs

Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55. . .TOOVs lOOVs 100i/

8 — 1/4

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95 ....

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2i/4 2i/4 2y4
Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 IV2 1 Vi

Technicolor 23 1/4
22i/

2 23% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 95 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36 13 14l/4

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 953/4 97 1/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43... 56i/
8 573/4

Arkansas ITO to Convene

At Little Rock May 23-24

Little Rock, Ark. — The annual
convention of the I. T. O. of Arkan-
sas will be held at the Hotel Marion
here May 23-24, J. F. Norman, sec-

retary of the association has an-

nounced. Louis Haven, of Forrest

City, is president.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Cafe Metropole (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Rivoli

Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand
Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount)—2nd week Criterion

The King's People (Mike Mindlin)—2nd week Belmont
They Gave Him a Gun (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Shall We Dance (RKO Radio) Music Hall

Talk of the Devil (Gaumont British Pictures) Roxy
Mountain Justice (Warner Bros. Pictures) Rialto

231/2 Hours' Leave (Grand National Pictures) Central

Marked Woman (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—11th week Globe
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)—2nd week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Last Night (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Amore e Dolore (Nuovo Mondo) B'way Cine Roma
Dr. Knock (French Film)—3rd week Cinema de Paris

Episode (Metropolis Pictures) 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
The World's in Love (Austrian Film)—May 18 Filmarte
Dreaming Lips (United Artists)—May 19 Rivoli

Turn Off the Moon (Paramount Pictures)—May 19 Paramount
Nobody's Baby (M-G-M Pictures)—May 19 Rialto

As Good as Married (Universal)—May 21 Roxy
The Family that was Merry-Go-Round (Scand. Talking Pict.)—May 21. Cinema de Paris

This is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)—May 27 Music Hall

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand
Pick a Star (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Boston Exchange Workers
Get 10-35 P.C. Increases

Boston—Wage increases ranging
from 10 to 35 per cent are provided
in the contract just negotiated by
the newly organized Boston Film
Exchange Workers' Union, it is

said.

Head shippers will receive $38,
while others will receive $23. Head
inspectresses will receive $24, and
all others $20. Poster clerks will

receive $23, while head poster clerk

will get $28 per week.
Organizing of ushers, doormen,

cashier's and night cleaners is pro-

ceeding, and it is reported about 10
local houses have signed up.

Madison, Wis. — John R. Boyum
has been elected president of the
theater employes union just formed
here by employes of all seven local

houses. Other officers of the union,

an A. F. of L. affiliate, are: Joseph
A. Hogan, vice-president; Helen
Olstadt, secretary - treasurer; Ar-
thur Goddard, business agent; Ger-
ald Lacy, assistant business agent,

and H. J. Rupp, William Jackett and
James Nelson, trustees.

Neb.-lowa MPTOA Rallies

Exhibs. to Talk Problems

Omaha—All independent exhibi-

tors of this territory have been
asked by Charles E. Williams, pres-

ident of M. P. T. O. A. of Nebraska
and Western Iowa, to attend a

meeting at Hotel Loyal here at 11

a. m. May 25.

Topics to be discussed include

theater divorcement, short subjects

with their numerical requirement
and score charge, unfair competi-

tion of five cent admissions, percen-

tage pictures and designated play-

dates.

J. R. Grainger Presiding

At "U" Sales Convention

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New Universal sales

convention opens this morning at the
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles,
with J. R. Grainger, General Mana-
ger of Distribution, presiding.

After the roll call by Sidney Sin-
german and welcome by Grainger,
high spot of the morning session will

be a speech by R. H. Cochrane, Pres-
ident.

The afternoon session will be
taken up with speeches by J. Cheever
Cowdin, Chairman of the Board,
Gustave Schaefer, newly appointed
Export Manager, and an official

welcome by Charles R. Rogers.
With two exceptions, every one of

the candidates to the convention ar-

rived last night. One of these ex-
ceptions is Here Mclntyre, General
Manager for Universal in Australia,
who is coming in on the Monterey,
which will dock late Tuesday or early
Wednesday.

The other late comer will be
Charles Ford, who will fly from New
York tomorrow night, after cuttin<r

the coronation scenes for Universal
Newsreel.

Friedlander Rites Held
With various industry executives

present, funeral services for Al
Friedlander, former vice-president

of First Division, were held last

evening in the Flatbush Memorial
Chapel, Brooklyn.

Tax Extension Bill Signed

Albany — Governor Lehman has

approved the Buckley bill extending

until July 1, 1938, power of New
York City to impose special emer-

gency taxes for unemployment re-

lief purposes.

Coming and Going

MILTON KRASNER arrived in New York
yesterday morning from the coast for a short
vacation.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, film actor who has ,

been spending two weeks in New York, is en
route to Hollywood.

MISCHA ELMAN, violinist, sailed for Italy
on Saturday aboard the Conte di Savoia.

ALEXANDER LEFTWICH, stage and film di-
rector, returned to the coast over the week-
end.

EARLE LARIMORE, actor, leaves for Cincin-
nati tomorrow to fulfill an engagement there.

HOPE HAMPTON arrives from the coast to-
morrow.

MAURICE CONN, president of Ambassador
Pictures, is here from the coast.

SIDNEY R. KENT, JOHN D. CLARK and
CHARLES E. McCARTHY depart for the Coast
today.

STANLEY S. CRICK, R. SUTTON DAWES,
T. ISDAHL, A. PAUCKER and LUIGI GIOR-
DANA arrive from Europe today en route to
the 20th Century-Fox Coast convention.

NAT ROSS leaves for the Coast Thursday.

JOE BERNE is on the Conte di Savoia bound
for Italy.

GEORGETTE DEON, private secretary to Wil-
liam LeBaron, flew to the Coast Saturday.

Grand National's Sales

Meeting Opens on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Grand National's

sales meet swings into action at the
Ambassador this morning, with Ed-
ward J. Peskay scheduled to bang
the gavel at 9 o'clock. Business
sessions will be held both morning
and afternoon, and a formal dinner
at 6:30 will be followed by a screen-
ing of "Small Town Boy," starring
Stuart Erwin, at the GN Studio
theater.
The third and fourth general bus-

iness sessions will be held tomorrow,
with product to be announced at
the fourth. At 8 p. m. the studios
will play host at a banquet on
Stage No. 3, at which GN producers,
directors and stars will be present.
Conrad Nagel will be emcee.

Final business session will be held
Wednesday, at which time there will

be a recapitulation of the selling
program and establishment of sales
quotas. Winners of the Managers'
Billing Drive will be announced.

MAY 17

Lillian Gordon
Conway Tearle

Malcolm St. Claire

Ned Marin
Maureen O'Sullivan
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OI'OLDWYN WILL MAKE

ALL FILMS IN COLOR

(Continued from Page 1)

mus of Technicolor that the latter

company was unable "to supply

that much equipment."
"However, now that I have made

my decision to produce nothing but

color pictures, Dr. Kalmus has com-
menced preparations for cameras
and laboratories to handle my
needs," Goldwyn continued, "and the

inevitable swing of Hollywood al-

most completely — certainly in all

major films—within the next year

to color."

21 Theater Men to Attend

20th Cent.-Fox Sales Meet

. (Continued from Page 1)

Kent, John D. Clark, sales head, and
Charles McCarthy leave New York
today for coast.

Theater executives to be present

are: Spyros Skouras, president of

National Theaters; Charles P.

Skouras, president, Fox West Coast;

George P. Skouras, president, Skou-
ras Theaters; Matthew Fox, Alfred
McNeill, William T. Powers, Ted
Kirkmeyer of Butte, Mont.; Rick
Ricketson, president, Inter-Mountain
Theaters, Denver; Elmer C. Rhoden,
president, Fox Midwest, Kansas
City; Frank L. Newman, president,

Evergreen Amusement, Seattle;

Jack Hamrick and A. L. Rosenberg
of Evergreen Amusement; Al Han-
son, Larry Kent, C. A. Buckley,

George Topper, Thornton Sargent,

Cullen Espy, Dick Dickson, George
Browser, B. V. Sturdivant, Homer
Gill, Louis Christ, Fred Stein, H. C.

Speigel, Nick Turner, William
Agren and William C. Steege.

In addition to more than 250
members of the domestic sales force

who will attend are the following
representatives of the company's
overseas department: Stanley S.

Crick, managing director for Aus-
tralia; R. Sutton Dawes of London,
British sales director; T. Isdahl,

manager for Norway.

Roxy-GB Product Deal

Waits on Reorg. Result

(Continued from Page 1)

tures released by the English outfit

this season under terms of a one-

year deal and has the right to use
six more, in event they are made
available and no change in the man-
agement is effected under the pend-
ing reorganization.

Strip, Jersey Style

Newton, N. J.—The strip may be
out in N'Yawk, but it's okay here.

l| Future Farmers of America of Newton
High School will stage a three-minute
cow milking contest on the stage of

the Newton Theater on Wednesday
and Thursday as a special feature, and
the strip will be quite the thing.

In dairy parlance, you see, "strip"
means the milker's knack in getting
the last few drops of lactic fluid.

• • • THERE IS one stunt that is always surefire as a
box-office builder when properly handled the Baby Con-
test we have before us the final word on this particular

type of exploitation a printed manual prepared by that

expert advertising authority of the theater Harry
Browning, head of the ad dep't at Boston of the M & P Theaters

Harry has been turning out fine examples of advertis-

ing literature for years but this one on the baby subject

just about beats 'em all

T
• • • IT SEEMS to us that every theater manager should

get possession of a copy of this manual so meaty is it,

and crammed with practical showmanship ideas on the subject

of baby contests if the directions are followed intelli-

gently, the contests simply can't miss for they are
guaranteed b.o. builders everybody goes for the idea

the newspaper on the tie-up, the merchants naturally,

and the mothers and public in general and the beauty
of it is for the showman that he can put it over without invest-

ing a penny above his regular advertising budget

T T
© • • AT A recent convention of the New England news-
paper publishers held in Boston the convention officially

endorsed baby contests, and suggested that every newspaper
tie in with a local M & P theater for increased circulation and
advertising space it is probably the first time in history

that a newspaper association has gone on record endorsing any-
thing connected with the industry

T
• • • AMONG THE theater managers who have staged
baby contests recently and endorse the idea 100 per cent are
the following Barney Dobrans, Crown theater, New Lon-
don Maurice Corkery, Central Square, Cambridge
Mel Morrison, Strand, Dover Harry Botwick, State,

Portland Art Keenan, Merrimac, Lowell So Harry
Browning has made a compilation of their campaigns, and in-

cluded it in his smash manual with that before him, any
theater man can go to town with a Baby Contest and
clean up all our pressbook compilers in the home offices

should adopt this manual as their reference source on baby
contest data Harry Browning won't mind he's a
generous guy

• • • A NEW arrival in the home of Izzy Lazarus, treas-
urer of the Lazarus Theaters in New Orleans, brought forth the
following announcement Lazarus Productions, Inc., Pre-
sent the World Premiere of Linda Mae Lazarus in her
first starring role Associated Producers : Lucille and
Izzy Lazarus Directed by Dr. Hilliard Miller
Sound recording by Linda herself Release date, May 8,

at 8:35 p.m now showing at Touro Infirmary
Subsequent run at 1530 Bordeaux Street P.S.—As Lazarus
is an indie, we assume that the subsequent run will begin 120
days after first run

• C • NICE WORK by George O'Brien for United Artists,
in plugging over a current picture in the Syracuse local press

f'r instance, one streamer in the Syracuse Journal at
the top of the amusement ad page read like this: "History Is

Made At Night" then the subhead said: "Entertainment
History Is Made Nightly, Throughout Syracuse and Vicinity,
At These Gay Restaurants and Night Clubs" ... • With his
chest stuck out as the father of a baby girl, he is doing a
daily ballyhoo up and down Detroit's Film Row these days

referring to Sidney Bowman, the United Artists' office

manager

« « « » » »

19 INDUSTRY BILLS

DIE IN OHIO: 2 PASS

(Continued from Page 1)

and prohibiting race discrimination
in theaters.

Bills which were defeated were:
prohibiting giveaways and Bank
Night, seven percent, tax on admis-
sions over 25 cents, increasing cen-
sor fee from $3 to $5, two cents per
foot tax on film, repealing newsreel
censorship, divorcing exhibition
from production, requiring two
operators in a booth, requiring at-
tendant at master switchboard and
asbestos or steel curtains in all thea-
ters havine more than 300 seats,
legalizing dog racing, unfair trade
practices making giveaways unlaw-
ful, labor relations board eliminat-
ing unfair trade practices, increas-
ing- censor fees from $3 to $20 per
reel, taxing all newspaper advertis-
ing at the same rate as the retail
sales tax, duplicate of the Patman-
Robinson bill, requiring board of
examiners for projectionists, regis-
tration of artists, excise tax by
municipalities on admissions and
two bills abolishing the retail tax.

Ned Depinet Says RKO's
Year is the "Biggest" Yet

(Ccmtinued from Page 1)

jects RKO Radio will distribute, has
been received at the home office.

RKO Radio will sell "Snow
White," the first feature produced
h" Disney for next season release,
Depinet said. Film will be sold in-
dividually.

Deals are pending for additional
product which may be closed within
the next few days. Depinet said
"Toast of New York," and "New
Faces of 1938" will be big produc-
tions.

Paramount Coast Sales

Meet Will Attract 100

(Continued from Page 1)

coast starting June 10. The New
York delegation will pull out about
June 5 or 6. Whether or not Presi-
dent Barney Balaban will attend
was not known in New York yes-
terday. He returns from Europe
June 6.

Ascap Field Men Convene
Three-day meeting of Ascap field

representatives gets under way this
morning. All phases of the asso-
ciation's policies and problems will

be taken up.

Mono. Exchanges Opening
Monogram exchanges in Philadel-

phia and Detroit will hold official

openings today.

City Hall-Theater as Unit
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—This city proposes

to combine business with pleasure. New
City Hall and Paramount Theater com-
bined will be erected at a cost of
$164,000 as a result of civic authori-
zation.



SHORT SHOTS
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS= By SID WEISS—

JLOYD FRENCH is shooting a

band short at the Vitaphone
Studios with Mai Hallett's orches-
tra, Teddy Grace, Jerry Perkins and
the dancing team of Buddy and
Claire Green. It is titled "Swing
College", and offers Hallett as the
dean of a musical college.

Bob Snode starts work tomorrow
on an Audio short at the General
Service Studios titled "The March
of Sound." Paid Draper is in the

lead.

B. K. Blake, producer of the
"Voice of Experience" and "Court
of Human Relations" series of dra-

matic hits, starts an entirely new
series of musical shorts Wednesday
at the Biograph Studios. Sid Gary,
Val Irving, Meta Carlyle and the

male chorus of the Campbell Hus-
sars are featured in the initial

short. Blake himself will direct,

with Frank Zucker and Charlie Har-
ten at the camera.

Joe Henaberg starts Thursday on
a short with an all-kiddie cmst at

the Vitaphone Studios. He follows
that with a Milt Britton short.

Al Christie has completed shoot-
ing on the Buster West-Tom Patri-
cola comedy titled "Gobs of Love,"
leaving only two more subjects to

go to complete Educational's cur-
rent series of 42 two-reel shorts.
The two to come will feature Tim
end Irene, to be directed by Bill

Watson, and the dancing team of
Herman Timberg, Jr., and Pat Roo-
ney, Jr., which Christie will direct.

Sam Sax has signed Clem McCar-
thy, noted sports announcer, to a
series of 13 sports shorts, to be di-

rected by Lloyd French. Two will

be completed in June before the Vita-

phone shut-down.

Addenda . . . Carl Macllvain, former
head film recorded at the Brooklyn
studios, has been elevated to chief

recording engineer . . The boys are

still gabbing about Johnny Doran's
grand blow-out at the Film Art Stu-

dio opening ... Ed Savin's son, Bud-
dy, has organized his own orches-

tra . . . Sam Sax is nursing a badly

sprained wrist Bryan Foy, here

from the coast for the convention,

dropped in at the Vitaphone studios

to say hello to his old gang there

. . . The Warner Club Bingo party

was a complete sellout . . Roy Mack
starts Friday on a George Price

short, following that with Hal Le-

Roy and June Allyson Tony
Bundsman directed- "Tom Sawyer"
tests at the Astoria Studios Thurs-

day.
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HOLLYWOOD
"LJARRY W. CONN, former radio

script writer for Jack Benny,
is writing dialogue for sequences
in "Broadway Melody of 1938,"
starring Robert Taylor and Eleanor
Powell.

T T T
Richard A. Rowland is negotiat-

ing for the purchase of three songs,
which he will use in "Painter In
the Sky," a color-musical, he will

produce for Grand National. Betty
Laidlaw and Robert Lively wrote
the screenplay based on an original
story by Allen Vaugh Elston.

T T »

Darrell and Stuart McGowan have
just returned to Republic from a
two-weeks' vacation and are now
polishing their original screenplay,
"Love Ahoy," a Coast Guard story,
which Armand Schaefer will pro-
duce. Production starts in two or
three weeks.

t t
Erpi has started active construc-

tion on its new $250,000 Hollywood
plant located adjacent to General
Service Studios, Inc. Consisting of
three two-story buildings, the proj-

ect will house general offices, ware-
house, garage, review room and a
complete laboratory.

r T T
News of the day—Rudolph Friml

will compose the score for Nino
Martini's "Music for Madame" . . .

Sol Lesser has signed Smith Bal-
lew, ork leader, to star in westerns
. . . 20th-Fox has renewed Roy Del
Ruth's pact . . . Karl Tunberg and
Don Ettlinger are writing "Pigskin
Parade of 1937," which George Mar-
shall will direct.

T T
Directorial assignments Eddie

Cline to direct "Fall Guys" for

RKO; D. Ross Lederman to direct
"Flashing Skates" for Columbia.

T T
Film rights to "Manhattan Merry-

Go-Round" have been sold to Re-
public Pictures, Inc. Radio program
currently starring Bert Lahr, is

produced by Blackett-Sample-Hum-
mert, Inc., and Mildred Fenton made
the deal with Republic, who plan to
use the title for a feature film.

The adaptation will be credited to
Frank Hummert.

T t t —
Diana Gibson, first RKO Radio

Pictures young contract player to be
loaned out to a Little Theater group
under the plan announced by S. J.
Briskin, left Hollywood Saturday to
play in summer stock at the Muck-
ers Playhouse in Idaho Springs,
Colo. Her Colorado stage debut will

be in George Bernard Shaw's "Can-
dida."

t r
Title changes —-Columbia: "Pro-

fessional Juror" to "The Man Be-
hind the Law"; "With Kind Re-
gards," to "It Can't Last Forever";
"Texas Cyclone" to "One Man Jus-
tice"; RKO: "Missus America" to
"Meet the Missus"; GN: "Grand
Canyon" to "Painter in the Sky."

T T T .

Casting assignments— 20th-Fox:
Maurice Moscowitch, "Lancer Spy";
Violet Kemble Cooper, "Heidi";
Margaret Seddon, Margaret Mc-
Wade, "Danger — Love at Work";
Monogram: Grace Durkin, "Thir-
teenth Man"; Columbia: James
Flavin, Richard Kipling, James Mc-
Donald, "Girls Can Play."

T T T

New contracts: Fred MacMurray,
with Paramount; Andy Clyde, with
Columbia.

Fund Renames Frohman
Daniel Frohman has been re-

elected president of the Actors'
Fund of America. Walter Vincent
was elected first vice-president;

Bernard A. Reinold, second vice-

president; Sam A. Scribner, treas-

urer, and Robert Campbell, secre-

tary. George M. Cohan, Charles
Dow Clark, Vinton Freedley, J. Her-
bert Mack, Warren P. Munsell and
Richard Sterling were elected trus-

tees for a three-year term. Otis

Skinner was chosen as trustee to

fill the unexpired two-year term of

Donald Brian, and Lee Baker was
elected to succeed Walter C. Jordan
for an unexpired one-year term.

Omaha Mayor Bans "Ecstasy"
Omaha—Mayor Dan Butler, con-

tinuing his one-man censorship
drive, assisted by City Welfare In-

spector Tom Knapp, has ordered
Ralph Goldberg of the Goldberg
Theater Corp. to cancel the booking
of "Ecstasy" at the Town Theater
here.

Wilson Made Felder Aide
Jerry Wilson, associated with

Republic Pictures since its inception,
will join Monogram today as an-
sistant to Jos. Felder, manager of
the New York exchange. He will
handle sales in Long Island and up-
state New York.

Plans Bank Night Suit
Omaha—Attorney General Rich-

ard Hunter, who recently won a
decision in his Bank Night case at
Beatrice, announced here that he
plans to file a suit against one of
the 27 local houses engaged in a co-
operative weekly Bank Night.

"The Prince" Held for Third
"The Prince and the Pauper"

will remain for at least a third
week at the New York Strand The-
ater, beginning Wednesday.

$500,000 For Improvements
Chicago—Great States Theaters,

B. & K. subsidiary, is spending
$500,000 for improvements in down-
state theaters.

TliEWEEI\ IN
REVIEW
(Continued from Page 1)

DOMESTIC
of 60 titles, 46 of which were named
on forthcoming line-up. Norman H.
Moray, Vitaphone exec, and Sam
Sax, production chief at Brooklyn
studio, revealed that 134 shorts,

comprising eight series, would be
released next season.

* # *

Highlights were plentiful during
seven-day span. Columbia reported
nine months' profit of $1,189,354 for

period ended March 31, last . . .

Nationally, newsreel companies put
finishing touches on elaborate ar-

rangement for distribution of Coro-
nation footage, scheduled to reach

U. S. screen tomorrow . . . Proposed
amendments to RKO's reorganiza-

tion plan will, it was reported, add
approximately $1,200,000 to the set-

tlement of unsecured creditor's

claims . . . Technicolor was reported

as set to announce a net of $165,000

for the first quarter of 1937, with
re-election of Dr. Herbert T. Kal-
mus and other officers expected at

board meeting in New York on May
25 ... At Mid-week, Sidney R.

Kent, back from Europe, declared a

decision would be forthcoming by
July 1 regarding the continuance of

his company's distribution of GB
product . . . Al Friedlander, promi-
nent indie distributor and former
official of First Division, died on
Wednesday from a heart attack . . .

Death also claimed Carl Levi, Loew
theater district manager in New
York.

FOREIGN
Scarcely had cheers of Corona-

tion crowds died away when Lon-
don's press raised cries of protest
against the profuse cutting of news-
reel films of the event to "the same
length as Mickey Mouse." The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury and official

co-censor, the Duke of Norfolk,
were targets for the critical blasts.

Scenes taken inside the Abbey were
held to be the best material filmed.

Offsetting the condemnation of

the British newspapers, however,
was the praise directed at the suc-

cess of the spot news television

broadcasts of the historic pageant
to an audience of 50,000 televiewers

in the United Kingdom. Observers
were of the opinion that transmis-
sion and reception proved beyond
question the practicability of news
telecast programs.

* * *

Two London cables brought re-

spectively news that Dr. Brugin,
Board of Trade secretary, is meet-
ing the three film trade societies

there on May 26 to discuss thf; ^

position in the next quota act; aW
that dissatisfied GB shareholders
are making an appeal for subscrip-
tion purposes asking the Board of
Trade to make inquiry into corpora-
tion's position. Latest circular al-

leges GB's losses amount to $15,-

000,000.
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There's no spring and summer product slump with

the Paramount company. Look at the bunch of big

box-office winners coming in May, June, and July...
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with Victor Moore
Beulah Bondi, Fay Bainter

Thomas Mitchell
A Leo McCarey Production

Directed by Leo McCarey

ew York Campaign

New CRITERION

Theatre

Premiere Run
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A Paramount Picture

WtS* WAY FOB

"Tomorrow"
"Previewed to be acclaimed as one of

the finest motion pictures to emerge

from Hollywood in many seasons!"

—New York Times
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Melvyn Douglas and his wife, Helen

Gahagan, exclaim: 'We enjoyed
Make Way for Tomorrow tremen-

dously. It is an absorbing story, con-

vincingly told, with a wealth of

charming comedy. It should be one

of the season's outstanding successes.'

"Another 'Over the Hill' . . . 'Stella Dallas'."
—Los Angeles Times,

"Exquisite comedy...will keep audiences happily

balanced between smiles and tears."

—Hollywood Reporter.

"90 minutes of the most soul-stirring drama the

screen has seen in a long while!" —Daily Variety.

"Heart-tugging drama
hurts."

, . so human that it

Los Angeles Daily News.

PREVIEW AUDIENCES CHEER

THIS GREAT DRAMA...
"I wish every man, woman, and child could see it!

"

Julia P. Miner, Chairman,

Motion Picture Division of School and Libraries.

"Tugs at the heart strings . . . challenges interest."

Sarah K. Herbert, Chairman,
Division of Motion Pictures,

New York State Fed. of Women's Clubs

"Hope everyone in America will see it at least once!"

Mrs. J. F. Looram,

International Federation of Catholic Alumni
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Paramount crashes through

with a big all-star swing

show that's going to bang

right into the money class.

Watch the audience re-

action to the trailor and

you'll see that "Turn Off the

Moon" has what it takes.
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All the glamour . . . the

excitement oi Paris night

life ... a swell love triangle . .

.

GET IN

ON THIS
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The best winter sports scenes

ever used in a big picture...

note the big bobsled smashup
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Bob Burns says its

the hottest picture

of the month . . .
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John How<
Terry Walker sing

a lew love notes . . .

Some hair raising

songs from a Real

Ipl-Billy Band . . .

Adolph Zukor presents

HlflfMEK
A Paramount Picture with

BOB BURNS • MARTHA RAYE
JOHN HOWARD • TERRY WALKER

Directed by Robert Florey



JUNE

Picfure of the Spams,
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FROM
with

DOROTHY LAMOUR- LEW AYRES

f
Directed by James Hogan , A Paramount
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drivers "»^.~
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Karen Morley.She thinks it's fun until...
Gilbert Roland and Dorothy Lam our Lionel Atwill says the train shall not

pledge eternal love...



• The"Shanghai Express" of the

Spanish Revolution. ... A thrill-a-

minute fast- paced sock adventure

story that'll knock the spots off any

heat wave and pack 'em in during

those lazy June days. One of the

big pictures of the year, released

right when you need it most. A cast

that rates as all-star. "
:

**7-'**«^£

/ u, f***''id * *«"'«#«</

nthony Quinn promises the train shall

leave . . . but ...
These men have another answer ...

Helen Mack and Robert Cummings

attempt escape at all costs.
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JEAN ARTHUR

m
Luis Alberni, Porter Hall,

Hobart Cavanaugh, Cecil Cunningham

Franklyn Pangborn 9BIIJE

Here's ihe show that's going to rate as the ace com-

edy of the entire year- A terrific laugh show with a

gag-a-minute pace. Jean Arthur, tops her triumph as

Calamity Jane in "The Plainsman." And you can bet

your bottom dollar on one thing: this picture is going

to put Ray Milland in the very front rank of male stars.

Already receiving Ihe second largest fan mail of any

star on the Paramount lot, Ray rates and how with the

gals who make up your audiences. Edward Arnold,

has an even better role than his big part in "Come
and Get It." The story... is a shop girl Cinderella yarn

that has everthing. The supporting cast is tops. And
Mitchell Leisen, who gave you "The Big Broadcast of

,

1937" and "Swing High, Swing Low," is at the direc-

tor's helm to make this a smash show for any month
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EDWARD ARNOLD
with RAY MILLAND k

A Paramount Picture

Mitchell Leisen directs,
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AND NOW
at the last big

Paramount drive

for this season • . •

Get ready for the biggest

smash announcement

of a new product in the

history of pictures ...

Released at the Paramount

Sales Convention in

LOS ANGELES...JUNE 10
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ALID'S CONVENTION

COMMITTEES NAMED

{Continued from Page 1)

chairman, Columbus, Ohio; R. A.

Tesch, secretary, Milwaukee; Na-

than Yamins, Fall River; Lee W.
Newbury, Belmar, N. J.; W. A.
Steffes, Minneapolis; M. B. Hor-
witz, Cleveland; Martin G. Smith,
Toledo; Wm. D. Davis, Pittsburgh;
Roy Bair, Indianapolis; H. A. Cole,

Dallas; F. J. McWilliams, Madison;
Aaron Saperstein, Chicago; H. M.
Richey, Detroit; M. A. Rosen-
berg, Pittsburgh. General Conven-
tion—Edw. F. Maertz, chairman,
Milwaukee; W. Copeland, Jefferson,

Wis.; J. P. Adler, Marshfield, Wis.;

'H. J. Altschwager, Columbus, Wis.;

F. L. Koppelberger, La Crosse,

Wis.; 0. L. Larson, Peshtigo, Wis.;
A. A. Suszycki, Mauston, Wis.; Wm.
Silcock, Lake Geneva. Banquet —
Max Krofta, chairman, Milwaukee;
Milt Ellis, Beloit; A. C. Gutenberg,
Milwaukee; Mark Morgan, Cedar-
burg; L. F. Thurwachter, Wauke-
sha; Wm.J. A. Tews, Milwaukee;
Mrs. D. L. Hemmings, Milwaukee;
Mrs. W. Krusienski, Racine. Monte
Carlo—Edw. F. Maertz and Max
Krofta, co-chairmen, Milwaukee

;

Merrill Devine, Milwaukee; Jack
Yeo, Burlington; A. Brumm, Mil-
waukee; George Langheinrich, Mil-
waukee; Gene Goderski, Milwaukee;
Eddie Weisfeldt, Milwaukee. Ex-
hibits—Ross J. Baldwin, chairman,
Wauwatosa; George Huebner, Ocon-
omowoc; Fred Hanke, Milwaukee;
Art Desormeaux, Madison; Dave
Silverman, Milwaukee; Paul No-
watske, Mukwonago; Ed Starkey,
Berlin. Entertainment of Delegates
—Merrill Devine, chairman, Mil-
waukee; Geo. Hannon, Green Bay;
Paul Langheinrich, Milwaukee; Will
Wagner, So. Milwaukee; Bert Na-
than, Milwaukee; Wm. Ainsworth,
Fond du Lac; Harry Perlewitz, Mil-
waukee. Publicity—Arnold Brumm,
chairman, Milwaukee; S. F. Scher-
nick, Appleton; E. Zimmerman,
Milwaukee; Jake Eskins, Dodge-
ville; Fred Brown, Plymouth; James
Boden, So. Milwaukee; Claude Wat-
kins, New London.

Credentials — Gene Goderski,
chairman, Milwaukee; Tom Smith,
Brodhead; E. Langemaek, Milwau-
kee; Merton Miller, Mayville; Al
Bartelt, Milwaukee; Charles Guel-
son, Stoughton; A. L. Merritt, Ocon-
to; C. Goderski, Milwaukee. Trans-
portation and Hotel—Geo. Fischer,
chairman, Milwaukee; F. Borchert,
Sturgeon Bay; Mike Brumm, Mil-
waukee; O. V. Kelly, Readsburg;
Frank Fischer, Milwaukee; Mrs. H.
Eckhardt, Wis. Rapids; R. Von Za-
kobiel, Milwaukee. Convention Ar-
rangements—A. C. Berkholtz, chair-
man, West Bend; C. L. Roser, Bara-
bo-:--oMrs. Lucille Forbes, Prairie du
» m). L. Meister, Milwaukee; W.
LaVwig, Princeton; P. Palmer, Edg-
erton; Jack Heywood, New Rich-
mond; Joe Pastor, Milwaukee; Wal-
ter Baier, Fort Atkinson. Reception
—Geo. Langheinrich, chairman, Mil-
waukee; Mrs. F. Ziehm, Crandon;
J. Turner, Beloit; Geo. Miner, Rice

lUvuws af> Hew films
"They Gave Him a

Gun"
with Spencer Tracy, Gladys George,

Franchot Tone

M-G-M 93 mins.

PUNCH AND SUSPENSE AND GREAT

ROLE BY SPENCER TRACY SEND THIS

OVER STRONG.

This is a highly colored document that

preaches against war without moralizing

and purely through the dramatic action of

the story. Tracy and Tone are buddies in

the World War. They both love Nurse

Gladys George. She favors Tracy, who is

reported killed in action. She later listens

to Tone's importunities, and marries him.

Tracy turns up alive, having been made a

prisoner. After the war, Tracy goes back

to his circus honky-tonk life, and Tone
becomes head of a racket shaking down
merchants. He is a killer, having learned

his "trade" in the war. That's the preach-

ment of the film, explaining title. His

wife learns the source of his income that

is keeping her in luxury, revolts, and in-

forms the police to save his intended vic-

tims from his mobsters' guns. Jailed for

several years, he escapes, and flees to the

carnival circus where his wife is acting as

cashier for his pal, Tracy. Then the trail-

ing by the cops, and Tone, realizing he

is all wrong and that he cannot wish his

sort of life on the woman he is so crazy

about, does the sacrifice act, walks out to

the law officers waiting, and starts to make
a getaway so that they have their excuse

to kill him. The bare outline of the plot

fails to reveal the powerful performance of

Tracy, who gives a rich part all the shades

and tones that his magnificent ability

can so richly contribute. It tears at the

emotions and the heart. Franchot Tone is

a great foil. Gladys George is handicapped

by a role that makes her appear insincere

in her love for two men. Director Van
Dyke delivers another masterful work filled

with those deft touches that are all his

own. A B.O. wallop that can't miss any-

where.

Cast: Spencer Tracy, Gladys George,

Franchot Tone, Edgar Dearing, Mary Lou

Treen, Cliff Edwards, Charles Trowbridge.

Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, W. S.

Van Dyke; Author, William Joyce Cowen;
Screenplay, Cyril Hume, Richard Maibaum,
Maurice Rapf; Editor, Ben Lewis; Camera-
man, Harold Rosson.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
Best.

"You Cant Buy Luck"
with Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack, Vinton

Haworth, Maxine Jennings

RKO Radio 61 mins.

FAIRLY GOOD PROGRAMMER, COM-
BINING HORSE-RACING AND MURDER.

WILL FIT WELL IN DUALS.

What starts out to be a tale of the

turf, with shots of the Derby and the

Preakness prominently portrayed, moves at

its midpoint into a murder drama. The
story, in both of these widely divergent

states, is just interesting and meaty enough

to earn for the film a rating as a pretty

good program attraction which will fit into

dual bills snugly. Onslow Stevens is the

central figure in the plot,—a race-horse

owner whose great wealth is matched by

his great degree of superstition. Believing

that his nags' victories are substantially

abetted by his hand-outs of lumps of cash

to folks requesting financial assistance, he

is a sucker for a "touch." The siren-like

Maxine Jennings, whose gold - digging

proclivities are remarkably developed, is the

principal recipient of the afore-mentioned

lumps of cash for the reason that she brings

him luck. When she kites off to Europe

with her gigolo, Paul Vinette, an artist by

profession, her extracting of cash from

Stevens continues. But the latter meets
the pert Helen Mack, who is assistant to

the directress of an orphanage, and falls

in love with her. When the unscrupulous

Maxine returns from her European trek,

Stevens goes to her apartment on two oc-

casions, to break to his "luck girl" the

news that he is going to wed Helen Mack,
and to give her a check for fifty grand.

But when he arrives on the second occasion,

he finds the extorting Maxine murdered.

He is accused, tried and convicted on cir-

cumstantial evidence. But finally all is set

right and the real killer apprehended.
Stevens marries Helen Mack. Direction,

acting and photography are good. There is

considerable comedy throughout to offset

the melodramatics.

Cast: Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack, Vin-
ton Haworth, Maxine Jennings, Paul Guil-

foyle, Frank M. Thomas, Richard Lane,

Murray Alper, Hedda Hopper, Dudley Cle-
ments, Margaret Fielding, George Irving,

Barbara Pepper, Edgar Norton, Eddie Grib-

bon, John Kelly, Edward Gargan.

Director, Lew Landers; Author, Martin
Mooney; Screenplay, Martin Mooney, Ar-
thur T. Horman; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt;
Editor, Jack Hively.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Lake; W. R. Vincent, De Pere; Mrs.
0. Speaker, De Pere; J. Esterl, Park
Falls; L. J. Burkitt, Sparta; H. M.
Schumacher, Mineral Point; Whit-
ney Burr, Lancaster; Al Reinke,
Clintonville; E. H. Breckler, Fenni-
more; H. G. Ernst, Hayward; Tom
Lee, Shullsburg; A. L. Robarg, Mer-
rill; Geo. Panka, Prairie 'du Chien.
Women's Activities: Mrs. Frank

Fischer, Milwaukee, chairman. En-
tertainment — Mrs. Max Krofta,
Mrs. Merrill Devine, Mrs George
Langheinrich, Mrs. Abe Nathan,

Mrs. M. H. Brumm, Mrs. Ross Bald-
win, Mrs. C. A. Garber. Reception—Mrs. George Fischer, Mrs. A. C.
Gutenberg, Mrs. Fred Hanke, Mrs.
Alfred Bartelt, Mrs. R. Von Zako-
biel, Mrs. Edward F. Maertz, Mrs.
C. Goderski, Mrs. E. Langemaek,
Mrs. William Tews, Mrs. Arnold
Brumm, Mrs. Paul Langheinrich,
Mrs. Oscar Ruby, Mrs. Ben Miller,
Mrs. James Boden, Mrs. Wilfred
Wagner, Mrs. A. D. Kvool, Mrs.
Harold Mirisch, Mrs. H. J. Fitzger-
ald, Mrs. Jack Frackman.

NEELY, HOBBS BILLS

ACTION ANTICIPATED

(Continued from Page 1)

general counsel, in an article writ-

ten for the association's convention

program to be used at Milwaukee.
Calling for regional association

contributions to the Allied campaign
fund, Myers declares that "there

are too many back-seat drivers and
not enough men at the wheel."
Reviewing the organization's leg-

islative drive, Myers says, in part:

"The divorcement bill has been
passed in North Dakota. It was
passed by the House in Indiana and
missed out in the Senate by an early
adjournment. It mustered a clear
majority in the Senate in Minne-
sota but not quite the two-thirds
necessary to place it on the calen-
dar. At this writing it is under
active consideration by legislative
committees in Ohio and Wisconsin.
The Neely-Pettengill Bill and the
Hobbs Resolution have been delayed
because of the preoccupation of
their sponsors with the bill to reor-
ganize the Supreme Court, but the
session is scheduled) to last until
late summer or early fall and it is

a certainty that they will be reached
for consideration. The Special De-
fense Committee has rendered ma-
terial aid in the Frels case in Texas
which involves points of law of im-
portance to all exhibitors and which
is slated to go to trial just as the
Milwaukee Convention opens. There
are rumblings in the Department of
Justice and it is possible that that
sleeping giant may wake to strike
a blow for the sorely-pressed ex-
hibitors. Those who have done the
job are not chicken-hearted; their
spirit is reflected in the comments
of Al Steffes anent the outcome of
the fight in Minnesota:

"The divorcement bill will be re-
introduced on the first day of the
next session of the Minnesota legis-
lature and we confidently expect it

to pass by a very comfortable ma-
jority. Not a bad record, all things
considered; but where do we go
from here?"

Threats of unionization of the-
ater employees from ushers to
managers are commented upon by
Nathan Yamins, president of Al-
lied, in another convention program
article, who observes that "there is

a New Deal for everyone, save for
the independent exhibitor—for him
it is the same old Raw Deal."

In part, Yamins writes: "Every
exhibitor will soon be confronted
with serious problems that are a
national outgrowth of the Wagner
Act. Every exhibitor will soon be
faced with the problem of national
unionization of all of his employees
from usher to manager. No intel-

ligent person would be opposed to
organized labor, but as busniess men
let us meet organization with or-
ganization—let us come to Milwau-
kee for enlightened discussion of
this serious problem."
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NEW EFFORTS TO END

STRIKE ARE AWAITED

{Continued from Paqc I)

cipated, however, and observers
termed the outlook "hopeful." The
FMPC's insistance upon a closed
shop is said to be the only bar to
an end of the two weeks' walkout.
For the first five years of the ten

year agreement between the Screen
Actors' Guild and producers a 90
per cent guild shop is provided for
stars and featured players, with
producer making 40 or more pic-
tures a year having right to use
three non-Guild stars or players in
two p'ctures a year and producers
with less than 40 pictures a year
allowed to use three non-Guild stars
or players in one picture a year,
it was announced at the Guild meet-
ing Sunday night.

During the second five years of
the agreement there will be a 100
per cent Guild shop for everybody.
One hundred per cent Guild shop

is provided for extras, stunt men,
day players, free lancers and stock
players for the entire period of con-
tract.

The Guild agrees not to strike
dur.ng life of agreement but the
Guild and producers' committees
will confer every April 1 to make
revisions deemed necessary. The
Guild shop goes into effect at once
with working conditions becoming
effective June 1.

Newest producing company to

sign the agreement is Major Pic-
tures with Guild given assurance
that Republic and Sol Lesser will

also sign. Secretary Kenneth Thom-
son announced that by next week
every producing company in South-

ern California will have signed. The
agreement covers production in the

U. S., with rules to be worked out

for production outside U. S.

sss «•
Monday, May 17, 1937

Goldstein's Circuit Places

Help on 40-Hr. Week Basis

Springfield, Mass.—Nathan Gold-

stein, president of Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc., announced a

maximum 40-hour week effective

immediately in the entire circuit for

all ushers, doormen and cashiers.

At the same time company employes
are forming the Wes Mass Club

with vacation and sick benefits.

Photophone Convention

Ends With Conferences

Indianapolis — RCA Photophone's
sales convention closed here Satur-
day with the program given over to

individual conferences of district

managers and sound supervisors
with Camden execs.

"Broken Blossoms" Retitled

After playing a successful "test"

engagement at the RKO Terminal
Theater, Newark, as "The L'me-
house Murder," RKO has given
"Broken Blossoms" a New Yprk
circuit booking under the new title.

(Continued from Page 1)

features—the majority of persons I've

talked to don't like double bills, and I've

talked to 'em from Chicago to New Or-
leans.

WILLIAM V. KINNEY, Rock Island,

III. "Argus".

REQUEST FOR
COOPERATION—

I suggest that the motion picture com-
panies give their fullest co-operation to

the critics and the general public in help-

ing them to put over better and more
interesting pictures during 1937. Some
producers will not listen to sound reason-

ing and good judgment and that was the

result of a lot of criticism from certain

church organizations during the past few
years. For the sake of the industry, let's

work together and put out better pictures

and show the people that you know what
they want and are willing to give them
what they pay for.

MARILYN MATZ, Unique Feature
Syndicate.

QUALITY
vs. QUANTITY—

"I'm heartily in favor of eliminating the

double feature program. This can be done
if Hollywood begins producing more A
pictures, concentrating on quality rather

than quantity. No matter how good the

picture is, it's rlways tiresome to sit three

hours or more watching nothing but films.

A good stage show and good picture is

about the best combination, but apparently

can't be developed because of the per-

centages of good A pictures.

Unfortunate, since it's the only satis-

factory program.

DAVID B. KAUFMAN, Mason City,

la. "Globe-Gazette".

MORE
ABOUT DUALS-
The biggest squawk still needs to be

broadcast fully. Not a day passes with-

out steady reverberations of the complaint

against continuance of two feature pic-

tures being shown. It actually retards box

office sales. Any theater manager who
would be willing to pioneer could get a

splendid reaction if he should show one

good picture, a novelty such as "Mickey
Mouse" or "Merrie Melodies" and news-

reels. No theater manager need fear loss

of attendance by offering this in contrast

to the double features of his competi-

tors. Can't public influence get direct

cooperation in this?

MONA ]. PAPE, Sheboygan, Wis.

"Press".

DUALS,
ADVERTISING, ETC.—
My biggest squawk—and 1 believe I'm

not alone in this—is the double-feature

policy. This policy is also beginning to

annoy the public, particularly when one

picture is very poor, as often occurs.

Furthermore, why in the world must

theaters insist on describing every picture,

no matter how bad, as the greatest ever
made? A little truth in advertising would
be not only a welcome novelty but also

more or less of an attraction to the public.

That matter of adjectives appiies also

to all publicity from all sources. If pub-
licity men would only learn that newspapers
won't use such descriptive words, every-

one would be happier.

Another complaint I hear from various
sources is that there is too much cycle
stuff—too much trying to copy someone
else's hit.

And why must everybody think it neces-
sary to include a couple of songs and
dance routines? Dance routines, too, are
much too long. Some songs go on for

too much time, too.

HELEN TAIT WALKER, Syracuse,
N. Y. "Post-Standard".

ABANDON
DUALS—
Abandon double features. They last

too long, and two good ones are never
teamed—in fact, it is seldom that one
good and one poor one are teamed. Usu-
ally both are punk. Otherwise I think the
producers and houses do about as well
as anyone could expect. Every actor
isn't a star, and every story can't clock
100 per cent, and every director isn't a
wizard, unfortunately.

LAYAH RIGGS, Decatur, III., "Her-
aid and Review".

DUALS
AGAIN—
Why all this double-feature business

anyway? If the exhibitors won't cut them
out, why don't the producers do something
about it? Instead of trimming the pic-

ture down to 70 or 80 minutes running
time, leave some extra footage in and
the exhibitors will be forced to show a

single feature. Perhaps in a way the
theater men aren't to blame, and show
two features for their own protection be-

cause of the shortage of Class A product.

So, if the producers will wise up and
put forth better pictures with new faces,

Screeno, Bank Night and similar induce-

ments can be thrown in the ash heap, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Public can enjoy the

screen offering without wondering if it's

time for the drawing, and whether or not

they'll win the jackpot.

L. O. ROBERTSON, "Reeling
Around" (Syndicate).

MINOR
IRRITATIONS—

I have no pet squawks—just minor irri-

tations coming largely from stupid tricks

of exhibitors (which, I suppose, reflect

equally stupid tricks of the producers). I

have no sympathy with double bills, games,

giveaways, inducements, and a continual

flood of ballyhoo which lessens the effec-

tiveness of really worthy pictures.

LOY WOOD, Wichita, Kansas "Bea-

30 U. S. PIX SET 1^
RELEASE IN GERMANY

Berlin (By Cable)—American dis
tributors are releasing about 30 fea
tures in Germany this year, witl
approximately the same number se
for distribution next year. Para
mount, M-G-M and 20th Century
Fox, the only U. S. outfits operat
ing in the country at the presen*
time, together will handle about 2f

productions which will be supple,
mented by approximately foui
American independent pictures.
Under the present regulations

American firms have 30 import per-
mits a year but, however, can bor
row ahead on the next season's li

censes, when necessary.

Film Industry to Fight

Dog Racing at Hearing

Representatives of the film indus
fry will congregate in Albany to-

day to oppose the bill legalizing
gambling on dog races at a hearing
to be held by Gov. Herbert G. Leh-
man. Measure has been passed by
both houses of the New "¥ork Leg-
islature and awaits action by the
Governor.
Herbert Bayard Swope as spokes-

man for the horse racing interests,
is among the opponents of the
measure.

Vacations With Pay For

Para. Theater Employes

Miami, Fla.—W. R. Lynch, gen-
eral manager of Paramount Enter-
prises, Inc., is inaugurating a series

of weekly round-table luncheon
meetings of department heads and
managers of Paramount theaters in

the district. At the first meeting
he announced that all Paramount
employes will be granted vacations
with full compensation.

Operate on "Ted" O'Shea
Buffalo — Edward K. (Ted)

O'Shea, M-G-M manager here, is in

Buffalo General Hospital recovering
from an operation. He entered the

institution just two days after his

return from the M-G-M sales meet-
ing in Los Angeles.

Kandel Companies Move
M. J. Kandel, head of General

Film Library and Bonded Film
Storage Corp., has moved his com-
panies to new quarters at 1600

Broadway. The new space is larger

and includes several new cutting

Educ. Birthday Biz So
While observing the anniversary

week that marked its 22nd birthday,

Educational scored one of the three

greatest weeks of business in the

last four years it was said Saturday,

ti»>fi
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E. B. DERR

presents

TOM KEENE
Today's Best Boxoffice Bet

Among Outdoor Stars

in
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Adventure

Action Dramas

Based on Thrilling Historical

Events

THE GLORY TRAIL

REBELLION

RATTLE OF GREED

OLD LOUISIANA

UNDER STRANGE FLAGS

THE RIGHT TO KILL

DRUMS OF DESTINY

REYOND VICTORY

CRESCENT PICTURES CORP.
723 SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

4516 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD

, Hit!
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Screen Actors' Guild Planning Invasion

N. Y. CJTY SALES TAUONTINUANCElSSURED
20th -Fox Setting New Five -Year Contract With Clark

(Fifth installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

SCREEN ADS
PAIN—

I think the greatest pain-in-the-neck to

the average showgoer is the waste of

time afforded in the five minutes or more
which is often taken up by screen adver-

tising. If the theater bill is long anyway,
advertising prolongs it just a little more.
As an advertising medium I don't believe

screen flashes to be good, because they
bring a negative reaction, except, of

course, in the case of trailers on forth-

coming screen attractions. And this is not

newspaper advertising department propa-

ganda but the observation of the average
theater patrons.

RAYMOND MICHERO, Corpus
Christi, Tex., "Caller-Times".

•
AD FILMS AND
PEANUTS—

Isn't it possible to eliminate advertising

from the program? Nothing is so irritat-

ing as to have to see the same old Coca
Cola, Dr. Pepper and automobile ads day
after day.

Don't let anyone eat popcorn and pea-
nuts from rattly bags, and do something
about crying babies.

Don't change book plots, even for the
sake of a happy ending. If the heroine
is bland, let her be blond in the picture.

Try to approximate the type of person
depicted by the author, in the main roles,

at least.

Give us hinterland dwellers more movies
based on Broadway hits, but adapt them
to the movies.

MARGARET HESTER, Fort Smith,
Ark. "Southwest American and Times
Rsmrd".

i I •
REQUEST FOR
SINGLE BILLS—

For the third or fourth year I still say

that too many third and fourth rate "fea-

tures" are being shown as second features

and find, without exception, that the pub-
(Continued on Page 10)

Old Agreement With Distrib-

ution Head Expires in

November
Negotiations are in progress be-

tween John D. Clark and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox under which the distribu-

tion head will receive a new five-

year contract. His present agree-
ment, which covers a similar per-

iod, expires in November.
Sidney R. Kent and Clark left

New York last night for the coast

preliminary to attend the company's
annual sales convention.

T1-YR. PROGRESS

ITED BY COCHRANE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — New Universal has

accomplished more by way of re-

habilitation in one year than vari-

ous industry executives thought
could be achieved within several

years, President R. H. Cochrane told
{Continued on Page 12)

GN Convention Will Hear

List of 65 Titles Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Grand National's

1937-38 product lineup of 65 will be

announced by Edward J. Peskay,

distrib. head, at this afternoon's
{Continued on Page 6)

Essaness Testing Triples

Chicago

—

The Essaness Circuit is test-
ing triple feature bills in its ace Sheri-
dan Theater on the North Side as well
as at the North Center Theater.

PARA. THEATERS MAY

BIZ UP 7 TO 8 P. C.

May business of theaters asso-

ciated with Paramount show an im-

provement of between seven and

eight per cent as compared with the

same month in 1936, according to

an authoritative source at the com-
pany's home office yesterday. The
increase is in evidence in houses in

all parts of the country, it was
stated.

Allied States Convention

Talk Topics Are Listed

"Allied's Case on the Law and the

Facts" will be discussed by Abram
F. Myers, chairman of the board and
general counsel of the exhibitor as-

sociation, at Thursday's afternoon
session of the annual convention
opening at the Hotel Pfister, Mil-

waukee, May 26. Al Steffes, chair-

man of the national defense com-
mittee and who has engineered the

(Continued on Page 12)

Invasion of East Within Next Month

Now Planned by Screen Actors
9

Guild

Synchronization Rights

To be Controlled by SPA

Songwriters Protective Associa-
tion yesterday served notice on all

music publishers that after June
1, 1937, the right previously granted

(Continued on Page 6)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — The Screen Actors'

Guild will open a New York office

within a month's time, it was an-

nounced yesterday.
Until the Eastern headquarters

is established, New York produc-

tion will be exempt from the terms
(Continued on Page 11)

Governor Signs Bill Extending

Levy Until July 1,

1938
Extension of the New York City

2 per cent sales tax which applies
to film grosses derived from theaters
within the city limits until July 1,

1938, has been assured through ac-
tion of Gov. Lehman in signing the
Buckley bill which authorizes the
continuation. Under the plan, dis-

tributors collect the levy from ex-
hibitors.

Major companies are now reim-
bursing theaters in New Jersey,

(Continued on Page 6)

TECHNICOLOR OUTPUT

CLIMBS 200,000 FEET

Technicolor output for the first

three months of 1937 amounted to

938,181 feet, showing an increase
of approximately 200,000 feet over
the corresponding period of last

year, stockholders were informed at
(Continued on Page 6)

Colorado Governor Signs

2 P. C. Admission Tax Bil

Denver — The service tax bill

signed yesterday by Governor Tell-
er Ammons places a two per cent
tax on all admissions. There are
no exemptions. The tax, effective

at once, is to be collected by means
of tokens of one-fifth cent value.
The tax cannot be absorbed by the
theater.

Dramatic Stock's New Low
During the legitimate theater sea-

son just closed, to compete with films

there were only three stock companies
in operation east of the Mississippi,

the lowest figure in the history of the
American Theater, according to Harry
Lane, Actors' Equity official whose
especial province is stock companies.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

32
40
3'/4
13

1651/2

151
24
771/4

Vl

19%
139
18i/

8
65/8
81/2

361/4

31

V

8 311/g — %
40 40 — 1/4

3l/4 31/4 — 1/8

125/g 13 +1/2
164 164i/

2 +
151 151 + 1

23 5/8 235/a — 1/g

743/4 743/4

18% 18% —T'
138 138 +12
173/4 173/4 _ i/

2

6% 6 1/2 — %
8%: 8V4

353/4 36 — %

121/2 11% 11% 3
8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .1003/8 100V4 1003/8 -f- 1/4

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 .... 953/8 953/8 953/8 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Ficts. vtc

Grand National 23/8 2i/4 2i/4
Sonotone Corp 1 V2 1 V2 1 Vi
Technicolor 25% 243/4 25 + 1%
Trans-Lux 43/8 41/4 43/8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/

2s 1st '36 12% HV's
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 951/2 97
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '43... 55 57

Coming and Going

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.

V_> Ira Crcfnc
1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE- 6- 8367

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, 20th Century-

Fox foreign sales manager; L. F. WHELAN,
foreign publicity-advertising head, and COL-
ONEL JASON JOY, coast public relations coun-

sel, arrive from Europe today on the Normandie.

JACK CONNOLLY, general manager of Pathe

News, arrives on the Normandie today.

"SENATOR MURPHY," THE SLATE BROTH-
ERS, and the team of MOORE and REVEL are

also on the passenger list of the incoming

Normandie.

JAMES DUNN is en route to New York from

Hollywood.

VELOZ and YOLANDA sail for London May
26 to appear in a C. B. Cochran musical

revue.

HAZEL FLYNN, Radio City Music Hall's pub-

licity director, is en route to the coast for

a vacation via Chicago.

CARL PEPPERCORN has arrived in Seattle

from New York.

WELCOME LEWIS, screen, stage and radio

songstress, is motoring to Hollywood on a busi-

ness and pleasure trip.

JACK SCHLAIFER, United

division manager, arrived at

yesterday from Chicago.

CHARLES (CHICK) LEWIS
Sunday for Chicago, Grand

Artists' western
the home office

leaves New York
Rapids and the

Allied convention at Milwaukee.

HERBERT ROSENER has returned to Seattle

from New York.

HARRY MARTIN, film editor of the "Mem-
phis Commercial-Appeal," is spending a two
weeks' vacation in New York.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN leaves New York June

10 for Hollywood.

HAL B. WALLIS, associate executive in

charge of production for Warner Bros., ac-

companied by associate producer HENRY
BLANK, will arrive in New York today from

the coast en route to Europe.

DORIS NOLAN, Universal player, has re-

turned to New York from Baltimore.

MARK SANDRICH, film director, sails for

Europe tomorrow on the Normandie to seek

new talent and picture ideas there.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Mono-
gram; EDWARD A. GOLDEN, sales manager,

and HERSCHEL STUART, treasurer, left for

Philadelphia yesterday.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice-president, arrives

back at the home office tomorrow following

a trans-continental tour of exchanges.

E. M. HARTLEY leaves New York Sunday
for the south and later a visit to Milwaukee
to attend the Allied convention.

PETE HARRISON and ATTORNEY SAM
FEIR leave New York May 25 for Milwaukee
to attend the Allied convention.

LOUIS GOLDBERG and MRS. GOLDBERG, the

former .Mrs. May Markett, are aboard the

Monarch of Bermuda on a honeymoon trip.

EDWIN M. FADMAN of Red Star Films,

Paris, who is stopping at the Warwick, flies

to the coast in about 10 days.

GEORGE HIRLIMAN, president of Condor
Pictures, arrived yesterday from the coast.

ELEANOR HUNT, arrived from Hollywood
yesterday by plane.

CARMEL MYERS, screen actress, sails for

England tomorrow on the Normandie.

MADELEINE CARROLL arrived in New York
from Hollywood yesterday.

HARLAN DIXON, dance director, signed by
Grand National, leaves today for the coast.

Court Cuts Allowances

of RKO Trustee, Cou

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday granted the Irving Trust Co.,

RKO trustee, an interim allowance
of $25,000 for its services from
July 2, 1936, to Mar. 4, 1937, and
awarded William J. Donovan, coun-
sel for Irving Trust, an allowance
of $50,000 for services during the
same period. Irving Trust applied
for $60,000 and Donovan sought
$85,000. In the period from July 2,

1934, to Aug., 1936, the Irving Trust
has received $80,000 and Donovan
$140,000.

Chi. Clearance Squabble

Laid to Indie Exhibitors

Public Relations Policy

to be Set at Ascap Meet

Groundwork for adoption today

of a general policy on public rela-

tions was laid yesterday at the

initial session of a three-day con-

ference of 55 Ascap field represen-

tatives from all over the country,

The Film Daily learned from E. C.

Mills, chairman of the Ascap ad-
ministrative committee.
The representatives were given

an address of welcome by President
gene Buck to which E. S. Hartman,
dean of Ascap field representatives
and general counsel for the midwest,
responded. Mills sounded the key-
note of the meeting: with a talk on
the "Problem of Public Relations
and Good Will." John G. Paine, gen-
eral manager of Ascap presided.
Last night the delegates saw "The
Show Is On" at the Winter Garden.

Hirliman and Snell Parley

on Early Condor Production

George Hirliman, president of

Condor Pictures, has arrived from
the coast to confer with Frank W.
Snell, eastern operations manager
on the details of the production of
the first of the new season's pic
tures to be distributed by RKO and
Grand National.

Dupraw Sells Theater
Detroit—The Capitol Theater at

Millington has been sold to Harold
Schuckert, by Howard Dupraw.

Report William Fox Will

Ask Bankruptcy Discharge

William Fox will make applica-

tion within the next two weeks in

Federal Court, Atlantic City, for
discharge from bankruptcy, The
Film Daily learned yesterday fol-

lowing a decision by Supreme Court
Justice Leary postponing trial of

two suits seeking $1,600,000 dam-
ages from Fox. Fox maintains that
the claims arising under the suits

should be adjudicated in the bank-
ruptcy. Justice Leary holds this

is debatable. The suits are brought
by Sentry Safety Control Corp. and
Jos. E. Cullen and charged Fox
with falsely misrepresenting that
he had power to order installation

of Sentry safety locks on all pro-
jector machines in Fox theaters.

RKO's Sales Convention

Attendance to Hit 200

RKO Radio expects an attendance
of 200 at its annual convention
opening June 16 in Hollywood, The
Film Daily learns. A special train
will leave New York June 12 for
the coast. There will be a sizeable
foreign representation at the con-
vention and a number of the the-
ater operating personnel will attend.

Chicago—Clearance difficulties de-
veloping here are attributed by the-
aters execs, to demands made for
better clearance terms by indie ex-
hibitors among themselves. It is

understood that B. & K. is not push-
ing for an extra week's clearance.

MPTOA Radio Conference

to Draw Major's Executives

Twelve major company executives

and representatives of the M. P. T.

O. A. will attend the conference to

be held at 3 p. m. today at the Hotel
Astor to consider the radio competi-
tion situation. Walter Vincent is

chairman of the exhibitor group.

Neb. Anti-Ascap Bill

Signed by the Governor

Lincoln, Neb.—Gov. R. L. Coch-
rane signed the anti-Ascap bill yes-
terday. The measure goes into
effect at once. Attorney-General
Hunter stated that he did not know
how the bill could be enforced.

Expe•ect Runs for "Star"
Selznick's "A Star is Born" is

expected to run indefinitely at both

the United Artists Theater, Chicago,

and the Aldine, Philly, as a result

of doing better biz over the second
week-end at the former and set-

ting a new high in its third week at !

the latter. "Star" is in its fourth

at the U. A. Theater, Frisco, while

both Loew's State and Orpheum,
Boston, held it over.

Rubenstein Moves Offices
Lester G. Rubenstein has re-

moved his law offices to Suite 3307,
30 Broad St.
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WARNER

WESTERNS
mmm*

emember to count on your tre-

mendous advantage over all

Western opposition with the

songs you get in theWarner brand

of outdoor shows* For instance,

"My Little Buckaroo", acclaimed

everywhere as the best father-

and-son melody ever written,

was composed especially for

IGING COWBOY
In the Latest of the Warner Westerns

With Jane Bryan • David Carlyle • HelenValkis 'Joseph

Crehan • Songs by M. K. Jerome and Jack ScheH

Directed by Noel Smith • A First National Picture
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representatives of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer have returned from their Annual

Convention in California. They are bringing to

exhibitors the exciting Production Facts of M-G-M's

Season of 1937-38. M-G-M today is BIGGER than

ever in personnel and resources, STRONGER

than ever before in all its glorious history. It is the

One and Only INSURANCE for great Entertain-

ments consistently delivered. Many changes have

taken place in many companies and exhibitors

have suffered with those changes— but M-G-M

with unchallenged aggressiveness and unswerving

stability has marched steadily forward. Its only

change has been GROWTH! You will be thrilled

'when you hear about M-G-M's Greatest Year,

1937-38!
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TECHNICOLOR OUTPUT

CLIMBS 200,000 FEET

(Continued from Page 1)

their annual meeting yesterday at

15 Broad Street.

Net of Technicolor M. P. Corp.,

operating subsidiary, was announc-
ed as $166,000, after all charges but
before taxes, for the first quarter of

this year, as compared with $132,000

for the same quarter in 1936.

H. K. McCann of the McCann-
Erickson advertising agency was
elected a director for three-year

term and Charles McDonald was
made a member of the board for

one year. Other directors, re-elect-

ed were: Alfred Fritzche, A. W.
Hawkes, J. H. Hayes and Thomas
W. Slocum, all for three-year per-

iods.

Five hundred prints have been
made on "A Star is Born," George
Lewis, vice-president and counsel,

told the meeting. This amounts to

5,000,000 feet of color film, he ex-

plained. Lewis presided in the ab-

sence of the president, Dr. Herbert
T. Kalmus, who sailed for England
last Saturday.

More Than 1,000 Attend

Carl Levi Funeral Rites

More than 1,000 persons attended
funeral services yesterday after-

noon at the Riverside Memorial
Chapel for Carl Levi, Loew's vet-

eran theater executive who passed
away last Thursday at Mt. Sinai

Hospital. Nicholas M. Schenck,
David Bernstein, C. C. Moskowitz,
Leopold Friedman, Joseph R. Vogel
and Isadore Frey headed a large
group of executives, theater manag-
ers, department heads and others
of the Loew organization who at-

tended.
Others present included command-

ing officers of the New York Police
and Fire Departments, members of

the New York Magistrates Courts,
and a large group of actors and ac-

tresses, headed by Nils Granlund
(N.T.G.), who was an associate of
Levi's several years ago in the
Loew's publicity bureau. The en-
tire membership of Prudence Lodge
and Projection Square Club also at-

tended. Rabbi Mortimer I. Bloom
conducted the services. More than
100 automobiles filled with mourn-
ers formed the funeral procession.
Burial took place at Mt. Hope Ceme-
tery, Cypress Hills, Long Island.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Cliff Edwards is constructing a ukel-
ele of heavy cellophane. He believes

the tone will be more mellow than
wood.

• • • SILVER LOVING cups awarded for out-

standing exploitation and box-office records now adorn the

offices of five theater managers in Warners' Washington ter-

ritory presented by John J. Payette, General Zone Man-
ager Don Nichols, of the Broadway theater, Charlotte, N.
C, was honored for the best exploitation made in the entire

zone during December, January and February awards for

the best exploitation in their districts went to James W. Root,

Tivoli theater, Washington Frank Boucher, Metropolitan,
Baltimore and Frank Shaffer, Virginia, Harrisonburg, Va.

an award for the best box office record in the zone during
the three months' period went to George Payette, of the Mary-
land theater, Hagerstown, Md.

• • • THIS STUNT landed a full page story in the
Cleveland Press a feature writer on that paper was writ-
ing a series of articles on what happens when you give way to

crazy impulses, and he ran out of ideas so Sid Dannen-
berg of the Hippodrome in that town came to his rescue
he suggested that the writer try his hand at improving the art

work on a 24-sheet of "Top of the Town" one of many
that blanketed the town the feature writer went to work,
drew a terrific mob, and almost got pinched but Manny
Perlstein, also of the Hippodrome, talked the copper out of

the pinch incidentally giving news photogs a swell chance
to snap pictures to go with the writer's story which land-

ed the front page of the feature section

T T T

• • • A WEEKEND increase of 100 per cent in business
over the previous weekend on "Make Way for Tomorrow"
at the Criterion on Broadway so it was decided to keep
this Paramount attraction in the house indefinitely this

was a sleeper that has a tremendous emotional pull, and soon
proved it with men and women generally so the ole word-
of-mouth endorsement had its effect

• • • HERE'S A hot theater item from W. J. Healy
Hot Coal Theater, Hot Coal, West Virginia after being
closed six years, will reopen under management of W. A. Hart-
ley it seats 275, and is now being equipped for sound. . .

• Louis Goldberg, RKO theater exec, was married to Mrs. May
Markett last Wednesday the honeymoon couple sailed on
the Monarch of Bermuda last Saturday

• • • WHILE WORKING in Paramount's "Make Way
for Tomorrow" a lot of the Hollywood crowd regarded
Victor Moore as a newcomer actually he was one of the

very first Hollywood actors for 20 years ago he was work-
ing under Jesse Lasky and Cecil De Mille in that historic old

barn which was the first western studio

• • • JUST PUBLISHED by Houghton Mifflin Company
"Blood On the Moon" the autobiog of Linton Wells,

eastern publicity representative for Samuel Goldwyn
the book is the saga of Wells' adventures as a foreign corres-

pondent for 25 years critics are touting it as likely to

become one of the year's best sellers. . . • John Balaban, of

Balaban and Katz, gave a private party to more than 100 of his

close friends at the Congress Hotel in Chicago last Saturday
eve, to celebrate his fifteenth wedding anniversary

« « « » » »

N. Y. CITY SALESW
CONTINUANCEASSURED

(Continued from Page 1)

Long Island and lower New York
state in connection with the tax
held in escrow, following a decis-

ion not to appeal from the Court of

Appeals ruling to the effect that
the assessment is only applicable to

houses within the city proper.

Synchronization Rights

To be Controlled by SPA

(Continued from Page 1)

to the publisher to make synchroni-
zation deals for music would be re-

scinded. This action gives the SPA
control over television rights also.

In its notice to members of the
plan of the SPA Council to have
the SPA direct the sale of syn-
chronization, recording and televi-

sion rights, members are assured
that there is no intention of em-
barrassing motion picture or tran-
scription companies in the operation
of their business. Nor is there any
idea of increasing rates, says the
notice which is signed by Irving
Caesar, SPA president.

GN Convention Will Hear

List of 65 Titles Today

(Continued from Page 1)

session of the sales convention at

the Ambassador.
Speaking at the first session yes-

terday, Peskay declared that James
Cagney had been definitely signed

to make at least three more pix.

The exec, outlining the general
policy, said there would be "product
for all types of houses".

Conventioneers saw "Small Town
Boy" at a screening at the Grand
National studio theater last night.

Peskay announced that I. Levine
of New Haven won first place in

managers' sales drive for new busi-

ness and collections. Merritt Davis
of Charlotte, N. C, was second,

Cleve Adams of Albany third and
Jules Lapidus of Pittsburgh fourth.

Twenty-five hundred dollars was
divided among the winners. Victor

Schertzinger, Zion Myers, Andrew
L. Stone, Richard A. Rowland,
Eugen Frenke, B. F. Zeidman, Al
Herman, Bud Barsky, M. H. Hoff-

man, Max Alexander are producers

who will address convention today.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Latin America built or reopened 248

theaters during 1936, bringing its total

to 5,292.
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Robert Taylor, Barbara Stanwyck and

Victor McLaglen in

"This Is My Affair"
20th-Fox 100 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RICH IN COLOR AND SUSPENSE, THIS

SHOULD DO NICELY AT THE BOX-

OFFICE.

This is rich in color and suspense and
should do nicely at the box-office. It has

the names of Taylor, Stanwyck and Mc-
Laglen to decorate the marquees, and
William A. Seiter's direction is at his best

and skillfully blends color, comedy and
drama. The time is the early years of the

20th Century, and Writers Allen Rivkin

and Lamar Trotti did much with the ma-
terial. The story was originally called

"The McKinley Case" and deals with the

executive's war on a gang of bank robbers

who terrorized the country and had pow-
erful connexions. In fact, the man higher-

up allegedly was an important government
official. Taylor plays a young naval lieu-

tenant assigned by the President to ferret

out the higher-up. His search leads to

St. Paul, where city officials sheltered

criminals on condition that they did not

operate in that city. Taylor meets and

falls in love with Barbara Stanwyck, a

beer-hall singer. By pretending to be a

bank robber, Taylor wins the confidence

of Brian Donlevy and together with Mc-
Laglen, they pull a big bank robbery in

Baltimore. Donlevy is killed, and Taylor

and McLaglen sentenced to be hung. Tay-

lor finally forces McLaglen to reveal the

name of the higher-up and is confident

that the President will come to his aid.

Taylor sends word to the President, but

before his letter can be read, the Presi-

dent is assassinated. Barbara appeals to

President Roosevelt, and Taylor's innocence

is finally established. Sidney Blackmer is

outstanding as President Roosevelt, while

Frank Conroy is convincing as President

McKinley, and Robert McWade as Ad-
miral Dewey. Kenneth Macgowan deserves

much credii as associate producer. Robert

H. Planck's photography is high-grade.

Cast: Robert Taylor, Barbara Stanwyck,

Victor McLaglen, Brian Donlevy, Sidney

Blackmer, John Carradine, Alan Dinehart,

Douglas Fowley, Robert McWade, Frank

Conroy, Sig Rumann, Marjone Weaver, J.

C. Nugent, Tyler Brooke, Willard Robert-
son, Paul Hurst, Douglas Wood, Jonathan

Hale, John Hamilton, Joseph Crehan, Mary
Young, Maurice Cass, Paul McVey, Jayne

Regan, Ruth Gillette, Jim Donlan, Davison

Clark, Fred Santley, Helen Brown, DeWitt
Jennings.

Associate Producer, Kenneth Macgowan;
Director, William A, Seiter; Authors, Allen

Rivkin, Lamar Trotti; Screenplay, same;

Cameraman, Robert Planck; Music Direc-

tor, Arthur Lange; Dance Director, Jack

Haskell; Art Director, Rudolph Sternad;

Editor, Allen McNeil; Music and Lyrics,

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, High-

grade.

"Walt Disney's Acade-
my Award Revue"

United Artists 44 Mins.

DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT WITH
PARADE OF FIVE DISNEY CARTOON
MASTERPIECES.

The Academy Award winners of the

past five years in the cartoon field make a

very fine screen entertainment for three-

quarters of anybody's hour in the theater.

They are of course all Walt Disney's Silly

Symphonies in Technicolor. The compila-

tion opens with a swirl of rainbow colors

moving across the main title as the bronze

figure of the Academy Award statue is

shown. This statue is featured before the

presentation of each of the five cartoons,

along with a special commentator's re-

marks concerning the current year's prize

award about to be shown, and musical ac-

companiment. First comes the 1932 win-

ner, "Flowers and Trees," the first car-

toon in Technicolor. Then the immensely

popular "Three Little Pigs" that won the

1933 prize, and which again revives the

scng craze, "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad

Wolf?" The third cartoon is "The Tor-

toise and the Hare," of the 1934 crop,

outstanding for its fine fantasy. Then the

1935 entry, "Three Orphan Kittens," one

of the most charming and appealing of all

the Symphonies. Finally, the 1936 winner,

"The Country Cousin," showing life in the

big city through the adventures of the

country mouse. Here is a novelty feature

with tremendous popular appeal already

built up through the years. It will not be

hard to sell this unit feature with a little

intelligent propaganda to your patronage.

The Disney cartoons are one screen attrac-

tion that most theatergoers are willing

and eager to sit through more than once.

From the distributor's exchanges can be

obtained a special broadside pressbook

giving a wealth of publicity stories, ads

and exploitation suggestions. This manual

makes your selling problem easy.

Corcoran Joins Law Firm

William J. Corcoran, formerly
associated with Phillips and Nizer,
has become a member of the law
tirm of Levy, Galotta and Corcoran.

SHORTS
"Swing Stars"

(Sportlight No. R6-11)

Paramount 10 Mins.
Swell

Theater patrons don't have to be
dyed-in-the-wool golfers to get
plenty of "kick" via this unusually
well-made reel, whose content is de-

signed to appeal, and does, to pic-

turegoers at large. After revealing
how golf balls are manufactured,
and "needled" to give them gener-

ous resiliency, it taken only a few
scenes of golfers themselves to

prove how widespread is the game's
hold on all ages and types of its

devotees. The high point of the
reel is the collection of views of

famous golfers in action, — Harry
Cooper, Bobby Jones, Walter Hag-
en, Joe Kirkwood, Jimmy Thomp-
son, Lawson Little, Gene Sarazen, et

al. Subject concludes with some hu-
man interest footage devoted to

Sarazen on his Connecticut farm
and playing in one of the major
tourneys. Swell stuff.

"Talk of the Devil"
with Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers

GB 76 mins.

SLOW AND CUMBERSOME DRAMA
FROM BRITISH STUDIOS HAS LITTLE TO
OFFER AMERICAN AUDIENCES.

This production runs for almost a half

hour before it really gets into the action

of the story. And then it is too late to

save it, for the developments are not suf-

ficiently stirring to justify the slow buildup.

Sally Eilers is the adopted daughter ov a

rich financier whose company is building

a giant ocean liner. There is a stock deal,

quite involved, and the financier's brother

who is a crook muscles in by raising a check

the other gives him and making it appear

that the financier is trying to profit on a

stock market deal at the expense of his

associates. Then comes the suicide of the

great man when he realizes the disgrace.

But before he kills himself, the financier

confides in Ricardo Cortez, his American

friend, and tells him his brother is really

not his kin, but he "adopted" him to shield

his wife's family, the man being her ex-

convict brother. And so on and on in a

lot of perplexing involvements, much con-

versation, and little action. The scoundrel

then tries to frame the girl and her sweet-

heart, Cortez, as the murderers, but Cortez

cleverly puts him on the spot with the

London police. So the villain conveniently

shoots himself, forcing the happy ending

for the lovers.

Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers, Basil

Sydney, Randle Ayrton, Fred Cully, Charles

Carson, Gordon McLeod, Denis Cowles,

Langley Howard, Quenton McPherson, Mar-
garet Rutherford, Moore Marriot, Pam
Downing, Anne Daniels, Stafford Hilliard, A.

Mallalieu.

Producers, B & D Productions; Director,

Carol Reed; Authors, Carol Reed, Anthony
Kimmins; Screenplay, same.

Direction, Poor Photography, Good.

"Song of the Islands"
(Musical Romance G6-5)

Paramount 10 Mins.
Delightful

Produced and photographed in
Technicolor, this single-reeler
shows much of the grandeur of
Hawaii's land and seascapes. The
characteristically delightful and
plaintive music of the isles is used
to set off the beauty of the scenes.
Robert Bruce, the film's maker, has
used a group of native actors for
enlivenient, as well as for the ren-
dition chorally of the scored selec-

tions. Their singing is rich and
well shaded. Camera angles are
particularly interesting, and in gen-
eral the camera has caught the
varied vistas of white-plumed break-
ers, the archipelago's flowered and
arbored hills and glades, the mag-
nificent skies, and even the sunsets,
with telling effect. The color is

very lifelike and the values good.
Audiences cannot help but react
favorably to this meticulously pre-
pared and eye-filling scenic gem.

Bob Steel in

"Gun Lords of Stirrup

Basin"
Republic 57 mins.

SOMEWHAT STANDARDIZED STORY
MADE ACCEPTABLE BY STAR, SUS-
TAINED ACTION AND HEROINE.

Male patrons who ride the range by proxy

will find the three most pleasing elements

in this routine western—the heroics of Bob

Steel, the generally snappy action, and last,

but by no means least, the easy-to-look-at

Louise Stanley. The latter, while interpret-

ing the non-emotional portions of her role,

as well as the love interludes, is consider-

ably more alluring with her endowment of

form and face than the majority of the

episodes depicted in the fancily titled "Gun
Lords of Stirrup Basin." The yarn con-

cerns itself with a feud raging between the

farmers on the mesa and the local cattle

gentry. Most of the feuding revolves about

the respective families of Louise Stanley

and that of Bob Steel. Naturally, for pur-

poses of drama, suspense, and making their

mutual love slow to conquer the obstacles

in its path, they are on opposite sides fun-

damentally in the feud. Members of both

their clans are alternately murdered, but

withal the lovers decide to take no part.

To the consternation of all the hot-headed

feuders they ride off and get married.

Their decision to stay "on the sidelines"

and try to stop the farmers-cattlemen argu-

ments temporarily fail. Eventually Bob
Steel catches the villain who is stirring up
the trouble, ends the gunplay and wins

apologies of all the feuders who thought

him white livered. Plenteous punching and
six-shooting is on display. Direction is well

paced, photography clear.

Cast: Bob Steel, Louise Stanley, Karl

Hackett, Ernie Adams, Frank LaRue, Frank

Ball, Steve Clark, Lew Meehan Frank

Ellis.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Sam
Newfield; Author, Harry F. Olmstead;
Screenplay, George Plympton, Fred Myton;
Cameraman, Bert Longenecker; Editor, S.

Roy Luby.

Direction, Well Paced. Photography,

Clea.r.

"Please Keep Me In Your Dreams"
(Screen Song SC6-5)

Paramount 8 Mins.
Good Melodic Number

Brief and melodic short produced
by Max Fleischer, with Henry King
and his Orchestra, together with
mellow-voiced, comely Barbara
Blake featured. There is an inter-
lude chorus employing the Bouncing
Ball technique which makes it

pretty easy for audiences to sing
and hold the proper tempo at first

sight of music and lyrics. Prior
to and following the screen so
are burlesque newsreel topics p
ing fun at various up to date a"!

pects of everyday life. Henry King
is an effective, restrained m.c, and
Barbara Blake has an engaging
personality that makes her as lik-

able as her voice. Subject will grace
surrounding film programs nicely.

II&
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"Venus Makes
Trouble"

with James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Columbia 58 Mins.

RATES LOW WITH HACKNEYED
STORY OF PRESS AGENT THAT LACKS
PUNCH AND SUSPENSE.

This one will serve as the second half

of a double feature bill in houses where

the audiences are not very discriminating.

For the story it tells has been told many

times before, and much better. In other

words, it is just a rehash. James Dunn

is the pressagent who comes to the big

city where his genius can find expression.

He is followed by Patricia Ellis, the girl

from the home town who believes in him.

From poverty to riches they go overnight,

when they show a big dealer how to in-

crease his sales of peanuts. How the

sales were increased is kept a sec-

ret from the audience. And so on from
one success to another, till along comes
a slick pair who frame the publicity king

to buy a lot of land on Long Islnad

for the development of a site to be
known as Dream City. It proves to be

land under water. The district attorney

hauls him before the grand jury. Then
comes the inspiration to make it a new
Venice, and sell this land under water as

a novel place to live and get fancy prices

for the lots. It is all very airy-fairy and

naive, and if you will believe the author,

the publicity king puts it over. Patricia

Ellis looks beautiful. James Dunn man-
ages to maintain his pep and enthusiasm

through it all. Director Gordon Wiles

did wonders with the material he had

to work on.

Cast: James Dunn, Patricia Ellis, Gene
Morgan, Thurston Hall, Beatrice Curtis,

Donald Kirk, Astrid Allwyn, Spencer

Charters.

Director, Gordon Wiles; Author, Michael

Simmons; Screenplay, Same; Editor, James
Sweeney; Cameraman, Lucien Ballard.

Direction, Handicapped by Material.

Photography, Good.

Paramount Pictorial

(No. P6-10)
Paramount 10 Mins.

Crackerjack

One of the best of the series to
date, this one has a trio of cracker-
jack topics which are timely, novel
and presented with directness and
sustained pace. Initial sequences
show the reconditioning of sail and
power craft in Springtime, prior to
their taking to the water. Scenes
of them afloat are splendidly photo-
graphed. The pop song "Twilight
on the Trail" is then illustrated by
lovely Technicolor shots, and the
composition itself sung by a male
I'-^Mrus. Finally there are views of

, ./hew magnetic organ which oper-
ants without pipes and reeds. Two
selections, Handel's "Largo" and
Rudolph Friml's inspiring "Song of
the Vagabonds," are played to dem-
onstrate the versatility and tonal
perfection of the instrument. It's

solid entertainment.

FOREIGN
"AMORE E DOLORE" ("Love And Sor-

row"), Italian dialogue film; a Cines pro-

duction; written by Mario Blasetti; directed

by Guido Brignone, with Elio Steiner, Dria

Paola, Carlo Lombardi, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the Cine-Roma Theater. Run-

ning time: 79 Mins.

Foreign film followers will have an emo-
tional and pleasant experience viewing this

biographical screen story of Italy's com-
poser, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, whose

better known musical compositions pervade

the footage. Rarely has a picture come
out of Italian studios which is more ap-

pealing than "Love and Sorrow." As its

title indicates the footage presents the

glories of his attainment during his life,

and conversely his despair when parted from

the woman he loves through the arrogance

and class-consciousness of her titled

brother. Technically solid and intensely

dramatic, but well balanced by bright and

frothy incidents, the production is certain

to win the plaudits of discriminating pic-

ture-goers.

"KIRSCHEN IN DEN NACHBAR'S GAR-
TEN" ("Fruit in the Neighbor's Garden"),

German dialogue film; a Terra production;

directed by Erich Engels, with Adele Sand-

rock, Theo Schall, Leisl Karlstadt, et al,

in the cast. Presented at the 86th Street

Casino Theater. Running Time: 89 Mins.

Keyed in a happy, frothy mood, this ro-

mantic comedy is bound to please pa-

trons, equipped either with a wide knowl-

edge of German or with even a modest
familiarity with the language. Adele Sand-

rock is excellent as the aunt of caustic

disposition who tries to break up the ra-

pidly developing love between her nephew
and the "girl next door." Progress of the

romance is temporarily arrested when the

aunt goes to court in an action against

the neighbors for cooking and eating the

egg which her pet hen laid on their prem-

ises. But Cupid conquers after the judge

rules the hen "fruit" legally belonged to

the alleged trangressors. Photography is

adept.

"DIE GROBE ADELE" ("The Outspoken
Adele"), German dialogue film; an Arnold-

Muenchcn production; directed by Franz
Seitz, with M. Kompel-Pilot, Adolf Gon-
drell, Joe Stoeckel, et al, in the cast.

Presented at the 86th Street Garden The-
ater. Running Time: 74 Mins.

Fairly entertaining yarn which deals

with the inheritance of a house and medi-

cal practice by the physician-nephew of a

Bavarian doctor, and how the young heir,

with the assistance of a local druggist's

daughter, promotes the mountain village,

via a mineral spring, into a health resort.

There are two contributing love themes

and some amusing episodes, plus flashes

of capable acting. Film, however, falls

short of the ruggedness which character-

izes most of the recent efforts by German
studios.

Audio Productions Holds

Annual Meeting on Friday

Annual meeting of Audio Produc-
tions, Erpi subsidiary, has been
postponed until Friday when the re-

election of Frank K. Speidell as

president and all the other officers

of the company is expected. Audio
had the best year of its existence

to date in 1936 and has a good
backlog of production orders for

summer and early fall, Speidell said

yesterday.

RKO Takes Two Yonkers

Theaters From Cocalis

RKO will take title to the Park-
hill and Broadway theaters, Yonk-
ers, today and probably begin op-
eration tomorrow, The Film Daily
was informed yesterday at the of-

fices of S. Cocalis, who new controls

the houses.

"EPISODE" Viennese film comedy, pro-

duced by Gregor Rabinowicz; written and

directed by Walter Reisch; music score by

Willi Schmidt-Gentner; released by Metrop-

olis Pictures Corp.; presented at the 55th

Street Playhouse, with Paula Wesseley,

Karl Ludwig Diehl, Otto Tressler, et al,

in the cast. Running Time: 96 Mins.

Though for the most part a slow-moving

feature, the performance of Paula Wesse-

ley and the uniformly good acting by the

cast in general give the sequences con-

siderable solidity. Reisch's story tells of

the misinterpreted companionship between

a wealthy art collector and the stocky,

attractive Miss Wesseley, whose mother

has lost a fortune through speculation and

inflation during Austria's post-war finan-

cial crisis. The "affair" is finally broken

up by the tutor of the art collector's sons.

There is little to excite foreign film fans,

for the main merit is the actress herself.

Rarely does the technical end of the foot-

age rise above passable standards.

Does this sign belong

on your theatre?
J—,-s
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"Our American Seating Company
Chairs Will Fulfill Your Every

Hope for Luxurious Comfort"

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
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SQUAWK PARADE
Pertinent paragraphs sifted

from the hundreds of replies

by leading American critics, re-

viewers and columnists to ques-

tions submitted in the fifth an-

nual Critics' Forum.

(Continued from Page 1)

lie would prefer one REALLY GOOD fea-
ture and rest of program made up of
"Mickey Mouse," "Popeye," sports shorts
(like Grantland Rice), travel shorts, Laurel-
Hardy shorts, good comedies (most of them
are lousy-plus).

Have observed that most applause comes
to good travel shorts. There is hardly a

person living who wouldn't LIKE to travel.

Next best thing is movies.

GARDNER CAMPBELL, Wakefield,
Muss. "Daily Item".

LOCALIZED
MANAGEMENT-.

Chain picture companies ought to give
their managers fuller reign. Day and date
playing in neighborhood theaters should be
avoided. More showmen, and fewer glam-
ourfied ushers are needed at theater helms.

I think time is ripe for return of vaude-
ville in at least one theater in each town.
A valuable source of talent is being ne-
glected.

Studios should send more photos to home
towns of players, even the extras are
big shots at home. Everybody likes to
read about 'em.

A series of "salutes to American towns"
would be welcome, like "March of Time"
in style and like Major Bowes' radio spiels

in content. Large and small communities
alike should be included, one at a time.

JULIAN B. TUTHILL, Hartford,
Conn. "Daily Times".

TITLE
CHANGES—

I will never understand why the movies
continue to lose the box office appeal of

a well known story title by changing it

to the trite title of a type so many movies
bear. From my own personal standpoint
I have read many stories that impressed
me and registered as movie material. Most
of these stories are in current magazines.
I believe that these stories impressed other
people too, who probably kept an eye
peeled in their favorite newspaper to see
when the movies grabbed them. But they
never can tell, unless the local movie
paragrapher is alert enough to catch the

original title before it is lost under a Hol-

lywood bromide. Quite often 1 have heard
people in a theater audience say: "Why
I read this story the other day— I won-
der why they changed the title." That
person probably was a casual theater cus-

tomer who just as likely as not would have

dropped into some other theater, but would
have made a special effort had he had
any idea the picture was from a story he

had read.

ED KLINGLER, Evansville, Indiana
"Press".

•
AMERICAN
TALENT—

Granting that many exceptional stars

have come to the American screen from

abroad, I am yet of the opinion that the

r\

industry is overlooking an opportunity in

its lack of intense concentration upon
the valuable material here at home. Those
who desire to see the industry attain a

full measure of the cultural imminence it

deserves know that talent here should be

encouraged. The traditions being created

in motion pictures should tend to raise

it even higher. What greater factor to

Ihe advancement of motion pictures could

there be than an American public which
loves the screen as a cultural and up-

lifting institution? In every town and

hamlet—in every school and Little The-
ater are people young and old, eager to

become a part of the industry. Among
them are your great stars and geniuses of

tomorrow. Why discourage their faith in

the industry by seemingly searching only

in foreign lands for star material. This

opinion is, I hope, not a narrow and big-

oted one. It is given with a full apprecia-

tion and understanding of the Garbos,

Dietrichs and others.

HARLAN HOBBS, Little Rock "Ar-

kansas Democrat".

PURSUING
WOMEN—

Just now my pet squawk is the insistent

cheapening of womanhood by making her

the pursuer instead of the pursued. Ro-

mance is based on chivalry, and woman-
hood's chief attribute is charm and not

brazenness. I am getting tired of watch-

ing "heroes and heroines" pass half the

screening time of a picture pouring out

drinks or smoking cigarettes. I am dis-

gusted with producers making infidelity

seem smart and drunkenness funny. I am
fed up on smart alecs and long to see

respectability played up over terrorists,

gangsters, gamblers, touts and molls. I

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

Our plaint is unchanged. We still want
to repeal that unwritten law that says all

newsreels must be alike.

We are tired of emptying our waste-

basket always filled with press sheet imag-

inations and pix showing Miss So-and-so as

a domesticated female at the same time

the wires are relating her defense in court

against charges of perennially engaging in

the counterpart of playboying.

Are we different or does every theater

manager think we can sell ourselves for

a pair of passes or an iota of increase in

advertising space?

Does every female have to smoke, chain

fashion, even if the script doesn't call for

it? And are all the excuses for cocktail

drinking written in?

CHARLES R. HORTON, Greenville,

Tex. "Banner".
•

My pet squawks are broadly as follows:

Double feature bills first, for they are

lowering the quality of Hollywood's prod-

uct and giving excuse for that inexcusable

phenomenon, the Class B picture.

Second: The run of the mill musical film

that has neither plot, grace or originality

to recommend it and looks as though it

had been put together in off moments
from scraps left over from other pictures.

In fact, I have reached the point of saying

down with all elaborate production num-
bers, which tire the eye and obstruct the

dancing of Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,

Eleanore Powell and Ray Bolger.

Third: Down with all child prodigies

who ape their elders and get away with

murder because they look cunning, even

if what they are doing is precocious rather

than attractive.

Fourth: Please, no more medical films;

we've had enough doctors and operations

this season to cure or kill the entire coun-

try; they are usually gruesome and often

inaccurate. In fact, down with cycles of

any sort—except "The Thin Man"—for

only the originals are good.

Fifth: I should like to encourage the

belief that films are primarily designed for

action, not talk, and hence to overcome
the idea that a good play is necessarily

apt to be a good film. Let the stage

maintain its identity, take its ideas when
necessary but get rid of the belief that

it is either a feeder or an infallible arbiter.

ELINOR L. HUGHES. Boston "Her-
ald".

»
Trailers have again reached the colossal

stage. There is a tendency on the part

of company-made trailers to be overlong

and too full of praise for the producer

and what has been done in the past, just

as if that is going to make the coming
feature the best of the year.

Screen credits take up entirely too much
footage. "Variety" put it nicely when it

said they were nothing but a bore outside

of the Los Angeles city line. I see no

reason why the credits cannot be limited

to the director and the producer.

Too many Academy award candidates

and not enough big pictures for the masses.

Essentially, pictures are for t'ne masses and

the highbrow stuff is no go—ask the small

town theater manager whose grosses don't

get national publicity?

Longer chasers with appropriate music

on each feature are needed. It will go a

long way in building new personalities if

more time is given to acquaint the public

with the players' names.

Spectacular musicals which only serve to

let someone's imagination run wild and

waste a lot of money are still being made.
They're nothing but one long yawn to the

audience.

PETER LEE, Altoona, Pa., "Tri-

bune".

INDUSTRY AIDES (^
To representative journalists,

its own unofficial aides, the in-

dustry again is indebted for

thoughtful appraisals and con-

structive suggestions. Sixth in-

stallment appears tomorrow.

love "show business" and wish it every-
thing it deserves.

CHARLES A. LEEDY, Youngstown,
O., "Vindicator and Telegram".

DUALS, TRASH AND
TRAILERS—
Our prime squawk is against the

wretched double-feature programs our
theaters force down our gullets. My
experience has been that these twin fea-

ture programs serve no better purpose
than to permit producers and distribu-

tors to give their patrons a double bar-

relled barrage of agony at one sitting.

Tied in with this squawk is the corollary

wail agains tthe vast amount of drivel

the screen is spawning. Let's close the

flood gates on this trash. There is enough
worthy material in the world library to

provide good film fare for all time. It

is probably too much, however, to ex-

pect improvement until the 1Q of the

men behind the film industry climbs above
the zero mark—assuming that were bio-

logically possible.

Another squawk we raise—more local

by nature—is against the trailers that

afflict us every time we sit through a

show. Why not run the trailers in a dark

corner of the lobby and save the screen

for something worthwhile?

RAYMOND J. DULYE, Middletown,
N. Y. "Times Herald".

ATTENTION STORY
EDITORS—

This squawk is a repeat on last year's.

There is a dearth of good material for

pictures, according to executives. I can-

not feel that this crying need is as sad

as they would have us believe. The trou-

ble lies with the haphazard methods of

story editors, who depend upon a three-

paragraph synopsis of a submitted yarn

for their decision. It is unfair to the peo-

ple to pay them such fancy salaries to

select material this way and, of course,

unfair to the authors. A smart editor

can tell whether a story is acceptable

or not after reading the first three pages

of a script. There is probably no record

cf such conscientious work being done by

even one editor. Their stooges don't care

one way or the other. And the result is

—no stories.

SYLVIA SMITH, Newark, N. Y.

"Ledger".

STORIES
AND DIALOGUE—

The movies are making amazing %>yes
in particular instances but the banal plot

material and adolescent dialogue of the

average product are still bad enough to

turn the stomach.

FRANCIS
"Banner".

ROBINSON, Nashville

I
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(SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
t;±2

HANS N.Y. INVASION

(Continued from Page 1)

provided in the 10-year pact nego-

|

tiated by the Guild and producers,

i

it was said.

The Guild at the present time con-
I templates having its own office and
Ij representative in each major stu-

Idio.According to Secretary Kenneth
Thomson of the SAG, major pro-

I ducers have indicated they have no
I objection to the Guild making more
I lenient terms with the indies if nec-

t essary.

(President Robert Montgomery
states that the Guild will make

I every effort to keep non-profession-

I
als from getting screen work as
extras.

The Guild-producers pact, it is

said, contains all terms announced
at Guild meeting May 9th, with a
contract player allowed the right
to his screen name and rules gov-
erning extras applying within 300
miles of Hollywood except San
Diego and Mexico.
The pact also assures that com-

pensation for extras will be net and
producers will be required to pay
any agency fees.

"The Screen Directors Guild has
appointed a committee to confer
with producers for a basic working
agreement. The Guild has elected

King Vidor, President, Louis Mile-
stone, first vice president, Frank
Tuttle, second vice president, and
Richard Wallace, secretary. John
Ford was named treasurer.

Chicago Union Sidesteps

Picketing for One Week

Chicago—Picketing of local the-
aters as a gesture of sympathy for
the FMPC on the West Coast has
been deferred for a week by the lo-

cal painters union.

Executive board of the Central
Trades and Labor Council Voted
last night on the request of Paint-
ers and Decorators Union, District
Council No. 9, that local unions
picket New York theaters in sup-
port of the strike of the Federated
M. P. Crafts at the Hollywood stu-

)

dios. The board's recommendation
J

will be placed before the regular
meeting of the Central Trades Coun-
cil on Thursday, it was said yester-
day by James Quinn, secretary of
the organization. Recommendations
of the executive board are not made
public.

At the offices of the Painters'
union, here it was said picketing
of Broadway theaters would con-
tinue.

i
fc Mrs. Brandt Buried

^^/leveland—Funeral services were
held here for Mrs. Walter Brandt,
wife of the Vitagraph city sales-
man. In addition to her husband,
she is survived by a son, Warner,
a graduate of Dennison University.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

12 New Theaters in 2 Cities
London—Five new theater proj-

ects are reported under way in
Leeds and seven in Bristol. One
of those in Bristol will be a new
Oscar Deutsch Odeon. Construc-
tion of new theaters throughout the
country continues apace despite the
increasing difficulty in obtaining
steel and other construction mate-
rial.

Ulster Censorship Unchanged
Londonderry — Ulster will not

change the existing censorship
regulations, according to an official

statement by Sir Dawson Bates,
minister of home affairs.

African Film Theaters
Johannesburg—South Africa has

300 p.cture theaters equipped for
sound, out of a total of 676 through-

out Africa. Egypt had 102 wired
houses. Algeria 130, Tunisia 27
and Occidental Africa 33. Official

statistics giving the above informa-
tion do not mention the number of
silent theaters.

German Film Figures
Berlin—Receipts from German

motion picture theaters in 1936 to-

talled 270,000,000 marks, with pro-
ductions costing 55,000,000 marks,
an increase of 100 per cent since

1933. Attendance for the past year
was 333,000,000, an increase of 40
per cent since 1933.

Dutch Censor Reports
The Hague—The censor approved

1,280,136 meters of sound films

and 32,556 meters of silent films

during 1936, an increase of 6.8 per
cent over 1935.

No B-K St. Louis Invasion

Planned, Says Circuit Exec.

Balaban & Katz has no intention

of invading the St. Louis territory,

despite reports to this effect, a
spokesman for the circuit said in

New York yesterday.
Jules Rubens of Publix-Great

States, B. & K. subsidiary, is in New
York from Chicago to make film

deals for the season of 1937-38.

Last 20th-Fox 1936-37 Pix

In Work by Early June

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Remaining nine re-

leases on the 20th Century-Fox pro-
gram for 1936-37 will be in actual
production by the second week of

June. At the present time, several
of them are in work and another
group is scheduled to go before the
cameras this week. This schedule
covers all productions scheduled for
release through Sept. 3.

1,500-Seat WB Theater

Being Built in Chicago

Chicago—The Warner Circuit has
resumed building here, with con-
struction under way on a 1,500-seat
house to be called the Rhodes. It

will open about Oct. 1.

"Ecstasy" Title Suit Hearing
Hearing will be held today in Su-

preme Court on the application of
Eureka Productions, distributors of
the Czechoslovakian film "Ecstasy",
for an injunction restraining Metro-
polis Pictures Corp. and Intimate
Theaters Inc., from distributing
and exhibiting a film with the title

"Ecstasy of Young Love," on the
ground that the title is an infringe-
ment. Henry Pearlman is counsel
for Eureka.

Court Expected to Okay
Roxy Reorg. Plan Today

Federal Judge Caffey is expected

to .approve the recommendation of

Special Master Addison Pratt that

the Roxy reorganization plan be
confirmed. Little likelihood of any
further amendments being made to

the plan by Judge Caffey is seen.

Under the plan 20th Century-Fox
will acquire the theater.

CBS's "Pre-Television"

Test Starts Wednesday

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Costumed players,

speaking! memorized lines on a stage
set for a visual as well as a listen-

ing audience, will be used by CBS
in a new Wednesday night dramatic
series announced as a "pre-televi-

sion" experiment. Program will ori-

ginate in the Music Box Theater,
last half an hour, and go on the air

foi' the Pacific Coast net, from 10 to

10:30 p.m. PST, on each Wednesday.

Bonoff Breaks Ground
Saybrook, Conn.—Leo Bonoff, op-

erator of the Bonoff, Madison,
broke ground yestei'day for the
erection of a 600-seat theater in

Saybrook, at an approximate build-
ing cost of $50,000. V. & S. Con-
struction Co., new Fiori-Schwartz
corporation, and Modern Theater
Equipment Co. have contracts for
the complete construction, decora-
tion and equipment.

Republic's Venezuela Deal
Republic has closed a deal with

Luis Enrique Perez, of Caracas,
Venezuela, to handle the company's
entire current product. Perez will

conduct his business under the trade
name of Republic Pictures of Vene-
zuela, and plans to start operating
the first of June.

CONSIDER NEW SOUND

TRACK DIMENSIONS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Major studio

sound department heads met yester-
day with representatives of the
sound equipment companies under
the auspices of the Academy's Re-
search Council to discuss proposed
new standards for sound track di-
mensions and placement of the film.

With the increasing use of the
push-pull method of recording and
reproducing the sound directors are
utilizing the facilities of the Re-
search Council to prepare standards
in advance to which all new equip-
ment may be manufactured, and to
make certain that all recordings
made on any type of push-pull
equipment may be reproduced on
all other equipments.
The Research Council's Commit-

tee on Short Wave Communication
is pressing a survey to determine
the amount of radio transmitting
and receiving equipment owned by
the major studios and the extent to
which radio is now used for com-
munication between the studio and
location units. E. H. Hansen of 20th-
Fox is chairman.

Amend Educational Statement
Educational Pictures yesterday

filed an amendment with the securi-
ties and exchange commission to its

registration statement offering 150,-
000 shares of $5 par 60 cent cumula-
tive convertible preferred shares at
$10 per share, for a cash offering
of $1,500,000. Also listed were 150,-
000 shares of $1 par common re-
served for conversion; 89,730 shares
$100 par value 8 per cent cumula-
tive preferred were listed in ex-
change for 17,946 shares. Reserved
for warrants at $10.00 are listed

17,946 to 8 per cent preferred stock-
holders, and 99,053 warrants to com-
mon stockholders. Reserved for
warrants at $10.50, and $50.00 are
74,000 warrants to the president,
E. W. Hammons, 64,000 warrants to
the underwriter to be issued in lieu
of cash as part payment for capital
stock of Skirbo Products, Inc. are
5,000 warrants of common, not re-
served to be offered publicly if of-
fered by terms of the post-effective
amendment.

Max Cooper Dies
Chicago — Max Cooper, veteran

Illinois theater operator, is dead
here. Survivors include his mother,
two sisters and two brothers.

Moses Successor Unnamed
No successor has been as yet ap-

pointed to follow Charles Moses at
the Century Circuit. He has thea-
ter interests of his own.

Organize In Springfield
Springfield, Mass.—Ushers, ticket

takers and other theatrical workers
here have organized under the class
B charter plan.
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the company's annual sales conven-

tion at its opening session yester-

day at the Ambassador.

He said, in part: "In all the years

I have been an executive of Univer-

sal, I have never heard such expres-

sions of friendship and understand-

ing as I have heard about the New
Universal during the past few
months from the heads of all other

companies. Some of them had al-

ready gone through reorganizations.

So they knew what it meant to start

all over again and they realized

what a job Charles R. Rogers, J.

Cheever Cowdin and I tackled. They
have marvelled at what the new
company has done in one year. Im-
portant men like Sidney Kent, Nick
Schenck, Harry Warner, Adolph
Zukor, Will Hays and others have
said that we have done in one year
what they thought it would require

several years to do. And we have."

"The production schedule for the

season 1937-38 is the most preten-

tious the company has ever at-

tempted," declared Cochrane. Coch-
rane characterized Rogers and Cow-
din as the new Universalis two
Rocks of Gibraltar.

James R. Grainger, distribution

head, called the convention to order

and presented Cochrane. After the

president's address, J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of the board, wel-

comed the delegates and Grainger
introduced a number of personali-

ties and officials from Universal
City. Late in the afternoon, Charles

R. Rogers, production chieftain, be-

gan a talk on new season product.

Rogers announcement that John
M. Stahl will return to Universal
under a term contract was heartily

cheered by convention delegates.

Rogers praised Hope Hampton and
Daniella Derriaux, French star, who
have just signed with Universal. He
also introduced his studio's execu-
tives whom he praised highly, and
declared every studio needs young
players to develop into stars. He
spoke highly of "The Road Back."

Mahan Named Ad Head
East Pittsburgh—S. D. Mahan has

been appointed general advertising

manager of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, ac-

cording to an announcement by G.

H. Bucher, executive vice president.

His headquarters will be in Mans-
field, 0.

Hay Managing Tower
Houston—Raymond M. Hay, as-

sistant director of the Metropolitan
Theater, has been named manager
of the Tower, succeeding the late

Lloyd Finlay, it is announced by
Al Lever, Interstate director in

Houston.

THE

A MUtte.

HOLLYWOOD
T30RIS MORROS, head of Para-

mount's music department, and
Kurt Weill, noted European com-
poser, were guest speakers at the
weekly session of the Friday Morn-
ing Club. They both spoke on the
part that music plays in adding to

visual entertainment. Weill will

write the score for the Sylvia Sid-
ney-George Raft co-starring pic-

ture, "You and Me," which Fritz
Lang will direct.

T T T

Casting assignments—RKO: Ann
Hovey, Jane Walsh, Marie Marks,
William Corson, "Super Sleuth";
Barbara Pepper, Maxine Jennings,
"Take the Heir"; Republic: Eleanor
Stewart, "Range Defenders"; Gold-
wyn: Reri, "The Hurricane"; War-
ners: Frank McHugh, "Submarine
262"; Beverly Roberts, Hugh Herb-
ert, Marie Wilson, "The Perfect
Specimen"; Wanger: Stuff Smith,
Jack White, Jerry Colonna, "52nd
Street"; Columbia: Beatrice CUr-
tis, Eddie Hearn, George Hickman,
"It Can't Last Forever"; Beatrice
Blinn, John Tyrrell, Eddie Cobb,

"White Heat."

By RALPH WILK
News o' the day—Universal films

the signing of the Armistice today
for "The Road Back," with Rupert
Franklin playing Marshal Foch ....

Sy Bartlett will script "Highway to

Hell" for "U". . . M-G-M has signed
Priscilla Lawson, Boyd Crawford
and Douglas McPhail to new pacts
.... Same studio has purchased film

rights to "Witness to a Murder"
.... Selznick has signed Doug. Fair-
banks, Jr., to a picture-a-year pact
.... Gypsy Rose Lee will be plain
Louise Hovick on the screen.

W. C. Fields says he has received
more messages wishing him success
and congratulating him since his

radio broadcast than he did during
all the time he was ill in the past
rear.

Fitra Productions has completed
the first of a series of six fashion
shorts in color. The cast included
Grace Bradley, Merna Kennedy,
Ann Rutherford, Ula Love and Mar-
jorie Crawford. Dr. W. H. Voeller
directed.

Five New Industry Firms

Get N. Y. State Charters

Albany—Five new motion picture

industry companies have been in-

corporated here. The list:

The Negro Speaks, Inc., New
York City; to deal in motion pic-

tures. Coral B. Campbell, Romeo
L. Dougherty, Elsie E. Dorsey are
incorporators.

Musucail Shorts, Inc., New York
City; to distribute motion pictures.

Irwin R. Gwirtz, Paula Nienaber,
Helen Sherry, incorporators.

B. Ward Beam, Inc., New York
City; to exhibit theatrical produc-
ts, .motion pictures, etc. B. Ward
Beam, Richard M. Wright, Helen
Bennett are incorporators.

Schine Circuit, Inc., Gloversville

;

to exhibit motion pictures. F. D.
Thompson, Mark Benjamin, R. E.

Wallace are incorporators.

Nu-Art Films, Inc., New York
City; to distribute motion picture

films. Catherine Dardis, Sidney
Goldstein, John A. Wilhelm are in-

corporators.

Birr Made District Manager
Cleveland—Thomas Sample, gen-

eral sales manager for the Valley
Forge Flag Co., has appointed Ed-
mund Birr district manager of the
northwest territory, with headquar-
ters in Chicago.

Ezella Adds 250 Seats

Cleveland—The Ezella, belonging
to the Scoville, Essick and Reif cir-

cuit, is being enlarged to provide
250 additional seats, making a total

seating capacity of 950 seats.

Schlesinger Organizes

Fourth Unit for Shorts

West Coast Bureau of .THE FILM DAILY
Leon Schlesinger producer of

"Merrie Melodie" and "Looney
Tune" cartoons for Warners, has
organized a fourth unit located at
9713 Santa Monica Blvd., in order
to handle heavy 1938 production
schedule, which calls for 36 short
subjects.
Raymond G. Katz, formerly as-

sistant to Schlesinger at the Sunset
plant, will supervise new unit con-
sisting of 35 people.
Katz will turn out 10 "Looney

Tunes" in black and white, with
the Sunset plant delivering 20 "Mer-
rie Melodies" in Technicolor and
six "Looney Tunes."

Berg Succeeds Lane
Detroit—Nat Sehnitzer, from the

Boston office of Metro Premium Co.,

returned to Detroit to appoint Lew
Berg, formerly of the St. Louis ter-

ritory, as local representative. Berg
succeeds Norman Lane, who goes
into business for himself as Nor-
man Lane Premiums.

Fashion Film Completed
Fiti'a Productions, Inc., has fin-

ished a 16 mm. sound film in color

for Globe Fashion Studio featuring
the latest Hollywood styles. Sched-
ules for future productions in the
series call for 35 and 16 mm. mo-
tion pictures in color to be released
to theaters and department stores.

Sonz Joins Monogram
Cincinnati—Eddie Sonz, formerly

with Theater Poster Supply Co., has
joined Monogram sales force, work-
ing West Virginia.

(Continued from Page 1)

theater divorcement program, will

talk on this subject.

Other addresses scheduled for the

same afternoon are "The Producer's
Side of Selling," with the speaker
as yet unannounced, and "The Ef-
fect of Television Upon Theaters,"

by T. F. Joyce of RCA Manufac-
turing Co. Another feature of the
Thursday session will be a report

of the committee on the national

sales survey.

At the opening session on Wed-
nesday afternoon, P. S. Harrison
will speak, E. R. Geib of National
Carbon Co. will discuss "The Story
of the Carbon Arc" and Richard T.

Turner of Dictograph Products Co.

will discuss, "How to Bring Back
the Forgotten Audience." Unioniza-
tion of the industry will also be
taken up.

Topics included in the program
for the closing session Friday af-
ternoon include "What the Distribu-
tor Can Do to Help Sell the Pic-
ture" and "Theater Air Condition-
ing."

Bartman Joins Goldburg
In Return to Film Field

Ch-cago— Mort Goldburg, presi-
dent of the GCS circuit of theaters,
announces the return of Fred Bart-
man, president of the Hill Clothes
Co., to the film field with his elec-

tion as treasurer of the company.
Bartman will continue as head of
the Hill company.

Goldburg's Drake Theater, Chi-
cago, is getting a new cooling sys-
tem, the Portage Theater a remod-
eled front and practically all houses
of the circuit will be re-seated.

Company now has six houses un-
der its direct management and
deals with Fox Wisconsin circuit on
three houses at Menasha and Nee-
nah, Wis. Plans for several other
houses are being prepared.

Reade Assails Hall Dog
Racing Bill at Hearing

Albany—Speaking at the hearing
on the Hall dog racing bill held by
Governor Lehman yesterday, Wal-
ter C. Reade declared that the oper-
ation of a dog track in a city of 35,-

000 for six weeks would take every
free dollar out of the city. Oppon-
ents of the ineasure were introduce^
by former Senator J. Henry Walt-
ers, RKO counsel.

Two Theaters Change Hands
Cincinnati—Frank Deane andyv •

sociates have taken over the the! ,

at Kanawah City, W. Va. The >id
opera house at Jamestown, O., has
been taken over by local people and
will be completely remodeled and
reopened.
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Producers Individually to Study Radio Competition

CRITICS'HI FORUM

(Sixth installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum )

MUSICAL
SEQUENCES—

I'm sick and tired of the Hollywood
obsession that no picture is complete with-

out dragging in a shoddy musical sequence:
of having the hero and heroine expectorate

in each other's faces while singing maud-
lin trash; and of having 50-piece orchestras

suddenly strike up in a sequestered moun-
tain cabin or in a row-boat far at sea.

If there must be so-called "popular" mu-
sic in a picture, at least make its in-

troduction realistic.

Too many copy-cats in Hollywood. The
"cycles" are extremely tiresome—such as

hospital-doctor pictures, and racket "ex-

posures," not to mention the girl whose
father has left her a lumber camp.

The "comedy relief" of heavy dramas

is seldom comedy and never relief.

C. R. ROSEBERRY, Albany "Knick-
erbocker Press".

•
AGAINST
MUSICALS—
My pet squawks, as well as of a great

many theatergoers, is the musical picture.

Hollywood seems to be producing more
and more of them and nine-tenths of them
arc fit only for children and morons.

About two out of every year's list of re-

leases are worthwhile, or even entertain-

ing. Isn't there anyone who can put a

stop to them? Personally they could elim-

inate all screen musical comedies and ex-

travaganzas and I'd be happy.

INA KARSON, Springfield, O. "News
and Sun".

•
FAKED
n JKGROUNDS—
The obvious faking in recent pictures

Iis

an insult to the intelligence of picture-

goers. In straining after economy, most

producers have sacrificed absolutely the

realism of pictures by unspeakable back-

drops and painted scenic effects which

destroy the illusion of the picture.

Long tiresome trailers have sent away
(Continued on Page 6)

Problem Given Preliminary

Discussion at MPTOA-
Sponsored Meet

Film producers will individually
study the radio competition prob-
lem, existence of which they are
fully aware, it was stated following
a conference of the M. P. T. O. A.
committee headed by Walter Vincent
and representatives of seven major
companies yesterday afternoon at
the Hotel Astor.
Warner Bros, and the Hays asso-

ciation were not represented at the
{Continue! -on Page 4)

ENTRIES POURING IN

FORGOLFTOURNAMENT

That film solons great and small,
and far and near, have their glim-
mers glued on Wednesday, June 9,

and the biggest and best of all FILM
DAILY Golf Tournaments scheduled
at the Elmsford Country Club, White

(Continued on Page 8)

Roxy Noteholders Group
Fights Plan Amendment

Roxy noteholders protective com-
mittee yesterday filed objections in

Federal Court to the report of Spe-
cial Master Addison S. Pratt on the
Roxy reorganization plan. The com-

(Continued on Page 4)

Expect KAO $1.75 Dividend

KAO board of directors is expected
to declare a regular quarterly dividend
of $1.75 at its meeting today. The
meeting has been set ahead a week.
B. F. Keith board is also slated to

meet.

GRAFTS' ULTIMATUM

TO INDIE PRODUCERS

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood (Wednesday) — Inde-

pendent producers yesterday after-
noon were served with an ultimatum
that unless they sign a union shop
agreement with Federated M. P.
Crafts within 24 hours, and agree
to negotiate wage and working con-
ditions, 3,000 Federated employees
will be called out on strike.

This move affects Republic, Selz-

nick International, Grand National,
Monogram and many other inde-
pendent companies.
Federated urged a nation-wide

(Continued on Page 8)

Illinois Theater Divorce

Bill Is Before Committee

A theater divorce bill has been
introduced in the Illinois House by
Representative O'Neill. It has been
referred to the committee on li-

censes and miscellany.

25 Feature Attractions AtnongGN's

65 Pix for 1937-38, Convention Told

David Loew to Release

Two Brown Pix Via Col.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David L. Loew will

produce two Joe E. Brown features
for Columbia release next season, it

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Announcing 52 of the

65 titles scheduled for Grand Na-
tional release during 1937-38, Ed-
ward J. Peskay, vice-president in

charge of distribution, yesterday
explained the company's plans at its

(Continued on Page 7)

Deanna Durbin to Star in

Three; Tex Baker, New
Western Star

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The New Universal

for 1937-38 will have eight more
features than during the season now
closing, the increase giving a total

of 50, "U's" sales convention at the
Ambassador Hotel was told yester-
day by J. R. Grainger, general man-
ager of distribution.

Titles of 27 features were listed

by Grainger, who also announced
that the company would increase its

quota of Westerns to 10 and add
(Continued on Page 8)

EUROPEAN THEATER

BUILDING STAGNATES

Stagnation generally grips the-
ater construction in European coun-
tries, although in the British Isles,

building is proceeding rapidly, de-
spite the frequently-expressed opin-
ion that this area is over-seated.
These are the views of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox distribution executives
headquartering in England, Nor-
way, Roumania as well as Egypt,
given voice as they landed in New
York yesterday on the Normandie

(Continued on Page 6)

Coronation Reels Rushed

to Theaters in Fast Time

Fighting time, to assure wide-
spread distribution of Coronation
footage as featured portions of their

mid-week releases, all five major
newsreel companies swung into ac-

tion yesterday afternoon immediate-
(Continued on Page 4)

U. A. Air-cooled

United Artists' headquarters in New
York is being air-cooled, with installa-

tion work now in progress. Extension
alterations have been made to the
office layout during the past tew
weeks.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 23 22'/2 23
Cclumbia Tiers, vtc. 33 31 33 + 1%
Columbia Piers, pfd. 38 Vi 38i/

2 38 Vi — 1 Vi
Con. Fm. Ind 33/8 3 3 — 14
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 12% 12% 12% — %
East. Kodak 165 163% 165 + Vi
do pfd 151 151 151
Gen. Th. Eq 24 V2 235/8 24 Vi + %
Loew's, Inc 763/4 743/4 76% + 13/8
do pfd
Paramount 20% 183,4 20 + 1 %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 18l/

2 18 18% + %
Pathe Film 6% 6'/4 6% + Vs
RKO 83/8 8 8l/4
20th Century-Fox . 363/8 353/4 363/8 + %
70th Century-Fox pfd. 443/8 443/8 443/8 — S/

8
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12% 11^4 12% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s4S 99 99 99
Loew 6s41ww .... 987/8 98% 98% -f 3/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 100'/4 100% 100% — '/4
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 953/8 95 95 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Tiers, vtc
Grand National ... 23/8 2% 2%
Srnotcne Corp 1 % 1 % 1 Vi
Technicolor 27'/4 245/8 27% + 2%
Trans-Lux 4% 43/8 43/8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 12% 13%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 97
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 543,4 56%

Nat Ross-Joe Rock Plan

to Make Six in England

Production of six features in Eng-
land in association with Joe Rock
is planned by Nat Ross, who first

makes a trip to the coast with his
wife, Audrene Brier, who landed in

New York yesterday on the Nor-
mandie from England. Ross goes
abroad in August to start work.

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

$165,000,000 Anti-Trust

Suits Trial Set Oct. 4

Federal Judge John Knox yester-
day postponed trial until Oct. 4 of
six anti-trust suits against A. T. &
T., Erpi and Western Electric, ask-
ing approximately $165,000,000 in
damages.
The suits are those of Milton C.

Weisman as receiver of Fox The-
aters Corp., William Fox Isis In-
vestment Co. and five other firms:
Harrison Amusement Corp. and 69
others, Winchester Amusement Co.,

Forest Electric Corp., and Stillwell

Theater, Inc. and seven other the-
ater companies.

Dr. Kalmus Sees General

Adoption of All-Color

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Techni-
color's prexy en route to England
aboard the SS. Europa, declared by
overseas phone yesterday that the
all-color policy announced by Sam
Goldwyn will be generally adopted
"before very long."
"Many of the more important

producers will follow Goldwyn's lead—in fact, some of them are very
near that point now," Dr. Kalmus
said. "England will follow, I'm sure.
Before leaving New York, I had a
long- talk on the subject with Alex-
ander Korda, and he, too, is favor-
ably disposed."

Ascap to Draft Policy
A definite policy on public rela-

tions will be formulated by Ascap
from the many suggestions made
by field representatives, and later
presented to the Ascap board of di-

rectors for approval, it was said
yesterday by John G. Paine, gen-
eral manager of Ascap. The dele-

gates were guests last night of E.
C. Mills at the French Casino. The
meeting ends today.

Segal Takes Imp. Franchise
Boston — Harry Segal has ac-

quired the Boston Imperial fran-
chise, and has visited New Haven
to arrange a new office setup there.

$40,923 Profit for Month
Reported by Roxy Trustee

Howard S. Cullman, Trustee of

the Roxy Theater, yesterday filed a
report in Federal Court showing a
profit of $40,923 for the Roxy The-
ater for the period from Mar. 26 to

Apr. 29 last before deduction of in-

terest on funded indebtedness, de-
preciation, amortization, trustee and
counsel fees. Cash receipts for the
period were $257,331 and disburse-
ments were $224,443. Cash on hand
now totals $134,764.

Wisconsin Senate Votes

May 27 on Divorce Bill

The Wisconsin Senate is sched-
uled to vote on the theater divorce-
ment measure on May 27. Measure
last week passed the Assembly and
indications are that it will receive
the concurring support of the upper
body of the legislature.

Mrs. Pearsall Dies
Tenafly, N. J.—Mrs. Eleanor Ju-

liana Betterton Pearsall, descendant
of Thomas Betterton and Julia Glo-

ver, famed in stage history, and
herself long a star, is dead here at

87.

Organize In Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.—Film exchange

employes here have organized.

PComing and Goin

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, who arrived in

New York yesterday on the Normandie, leaves
for the coast a week from today.

TRUMAN H. TALLEY arrives in New York
May 24 from England.

FRANK C. WALKER is due in New York
tomorrow from Scranton.

ATTORNEY JOHN WILDBERG has returned
to New York from the coast.

ESTHER KISS PALLOS, wife of Stephen Pal-
los, sails from New York today on the Nor-
mandie returning to England.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, made a trip to Phila-
delphia yesterday from New York.

NAT ROSS and his wife, AUDRENE BRIER,
who arrived in New York yesterday on the
Normandie, leave for the coast in a few days.

DOROTHY MACKAILL goes to the coast in

two weeks from New York.

ROSITA DIAZ, who arrived in New York
yesterday on the Normandie, leaves for Holly-
wood later this week.

A. W. SMITH and MONROE GREENTHAL
leave New York May 25 by plane for Gal-
veston.

JOE FRIEDMAN of Columbia has arrived at
Montreal from London on the Empress of
Britain.

SAM PINANSKI returns to Boston tomorrow
from New York.

LEWEN PIZOR returns to Philadelphia to-
day from New York.

DOUGLAS ROTHACKER, accompanied by his

wife and daughter, arrives tomorrow from
Europe on the Bremen.

DAN HALPIN, vice president of Dictograph
Products, left for the coast yesterday by
plane.

GERTRUDE BERG, screen writer, has returned
to Hollywood from New York.

CHARLES KERR, assistant director, and
WINTON HOCH, Technicolor camera chief,

plane back to the coast from New York to-
day.

JOHN MANTA, Imperial's franchise holder
in several mid-west territories return to New
York this week from Washington en route
to Chicago.

SAM H. HARRIS has returned from an ex-
fended stay on the west coast.

BURGESS MEREDITH and PEGGY ASHCROFT
leave for Hollywood and London respectively
early next month, following closing of "High
Tor."

BEULAH BONDI, film actress, arrived today
from Hollywood.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON is en route from
New York to the coast.

MARTIN BECK, theatrical producer, and
MRS. BECK; LEON LEONIDOFF, director of

production and vice president of Radio City
Music Hall, and family; and ERIK CHARELL,
stage director of the Center Theater, and his

brother, LUDWIG CHARELL, sail on the Nor-

mandie today.

PIERRE HUREL, director of the Cie France-
Film of Montreal, and MRS. HUREL; MRS.

CHARLES FARRELL and MRS. PAUL LUKAS,
and RALPH BLUM, Los Angeles talent agent,

and his wife, the former CAMEL MEYERS, are

also on the Normandie's list.

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

JmMortC

REEL PAR
BOXES

. . . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package Cgr

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picture fif

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pJSE*

tection. More economical. Saves space. Made of
high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner

protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost.

JERSEY CITY
N. J.

ROBERT GAYLORD, INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.
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You'll see what we mean by SHOW SENSE
when you see the terrific team Warners have

made of the stars who paid -off so powerfully

in "Marked Woman" and "Bullets or Ballots"

!

You've got a sales slant with the sock of a sledge-

hammer when you advertise Bette opposite

Eddie in the third sensational release this month!

7arner Bros, are a zing the industry
tarring

and Claude Rains, Henry Stephenson. A First National Picture

John Eldredge, Henry O'Neill. A Cosmopolitan Productio

R'with Charles Winninger

' with Humphrey Bogart
nd Wayne Morris, Jane Bryan, Harry Carey, William Haade

V.ND IT GOES ON FOREVER!
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PRODUCERS TO STUDY

RADIO COMPETITION

(Continued from Page 1)

meeting, which was described by
Vincent as devoted to a preliminary

discussion of the situation.

Those present, in addition to Vin-

cent, were: Sam Pinanski and Lewen
Pizor, for the M. P. T. O. A.; Al
Lichtman and Louis K. Sidney,

Loew's; Ned E. Depinet, RKO; Wil-

lard S. McKay, Universal; Harry
Buckley, United Artists, Earl Wing-
art, 20th Century-Fox; Henry Salis-

bury and Russell Holman, Para-
mount; Hal Hode, Columbia.
"We do not want to harness radio

but we do consider that some sort

of an alliance is necessary," stated

Vincent, as spokesman, after the

meeting. "We realize that some
stars have been greatly enhanced
by broadcasting."

Another joint meeting may be

called but this has not been deter-

mined as yet. The M. P. T. 0. A.

committee will hold a session of its

own next week in New York. Only
absent member yesterday was Ar-
thur Lockwood of Middletown, Conn.

Roxy Noteholders Group
Fights Plan Amendment

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee asks that the plan be ap-

proved without the new amendment
proposed by the special master un-

der which general creditors of the

equity receiver would be paid in

full. The previous plan was to pay
the general creditors of the equity

receiver 50 per cent of their claims.

20th Century-Fox is to be com-
mended for its offer to expend $100,-

000 to pay Roxy stockholders who
have no equity in the property,

Special Master Pratt states in a

supplemental legal opinion to his

formal report recommending ap-
proval of the plan. The special

master also commends Kramer &
Kleinfeld, counsel for the stock-

holders' protective committee, for

being instrumental in obtaining the

offer from 20th Century-Fox for

the stockholders.

David Loew to Release

Two Brown Pix Via Col.

(Cotitinued -from Page 1)

was announced yesterday. Loew
has released one Brown comedy,
"When's Your Birthday," via RKO
this season and has a second, "Rid-

ing on Air", set for June RKO re-

lease.

Technicolor Doubling Sales

With 55,000,000 feet of film already

sold or contracted for, and a num-
ber of deals in the work, present in-

dications are that Technciolor will more

than double its last year's sales of

37,000,000 feet, it became known yes-

terday following the annual meeting

of the company on Monday.
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• • • ACROSS THE street the Criterion on Broadway
has been entertaining what started out as a sleeper
"Make Way for Tomorrow" a sleeper until the crits went
nuts over it and the public turned on the word-of-mouth spigot
and started the stream of coins into the B.O and then
what was a sleeper became a socko Screen Sensation and
the Paramount press lads awoke to the fact that they had a

bonzana and a lot of work on their hands to wake up the
trade and the world in general to the fact that Hollywood had
turned out a picture that is altogether Sincere Heart
Warming Tender Beautiful in its Humanness
the story of a father and mother who Grew Old and Un-
wanted by their children

T T T

• • • SO A couple of the Paramount press lads ganged
up on us and took us over forcibly across the street to

the Criterion to talk to Manager Marion and learn from
his lips just what a terrific reaction the picture has inspired

as we all started down the stairs to the manager's office,

your correspondent caught a glimpse of Victor Moore and
Beulah Bondi on the screen through the open door of the audi-
torium it was the scene near the end where they are rid-

ing home together in a taxi their last evening together
after 50 years of married life so we all stood and caught
the rest of the film to the close

• • • AND THEN in Manager Marion's office we were
confronted with a slew of data showing just how the picture
had caught on with all types of people and all sorts of
organizations special screenings and such but we
won't bore you with such dry statistics all we want to say
is that we left the two Paramount press lads outside the the-
ater and some time later went back to catch the entire
picture and sat through it TWICE foregoing our
lunch and we love our lunch since our operation and we
can really enjoy our lunch again we haven't sat thru a
picture twice since we were a kid in high school and that's

a helluva long while ago and we couldn't see the film in

spots because our eyes were blurred with tears
and we're tellin' you and we're not ashamed for you
too will find your eyes dimmed it's that sort of a picture

lender Altogether Beautiful with a tender-

ness and beauty that no ordinary love story of young saps can
possibly have here is a love story of Old Folks they
might have been your mother and father yes, fellows
what we're trying to say is "Make Way For Tomorrow"
is A PICTURE in a class by itself

• • • IT IS probably the first time a big theater has
been taken over for this type of a show General
Electric has contracted for the Center Theater at Rockefeller
Center to show a feature film, "From Now On" said
\o be the most ambitious commercial film yet produced
showing electrical modernizaiton for the home, but with the
commercial aspect adroitly camouflaged directed by Ham-
ilton McFadden photographed by Alvin Wykoff with
such players in the cast as Irvin Cobb, Regis Toomey, Jack
Mulhall, Allen Baxter, Louise Stanley and Phil Spital-

ny's Girl Band will broadcast the regular commercial G. E.
program preceding the picture showing this pic will be
shown all over the Youessay in theaters on regular programs
where it can be arranged and at special morning invita-

tional showings just a significant development in the com-
mercial field that gives one pause if you follow us ever so
slightly

« « « » » »

CORONATION REELS r

RUSHED TO THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1

)

ly following the arrival of the pic-

tures aboard the Normandie, which
docked a few minutes before two
o'clock. Customs clearance had been
expedited, permitting the rushing of
the reels to labs, as soon as the
gangplank was down.

Footage for Canadian release was
placed aboard planes as early as
3:40 p.m. yesterday, while during
the afternoon the subject was also
en route to remote sections of the
United States. Metropolitan the-
aters, and communities adjacent to
the area received prints in some
cases for evening shows, and, in a
number of instances, in the late af-

ternoon. Foreign language versions
were also being prepared during the
day. These were mostly in Portu-
guese and Spanish, but distant To-
kyo also came in for immediate con-
sideration.

As the result of an agreement
concluded prior to the ceremonies
in London, simultaneous release
was effected by the newsreel com-
panies, with each receiving identi-

cal scenes filmed within the Abbey.
However, no restrictions existed
with respect to shooting outdoor
scenes of the event.
Average length of Coronation se-

quences in the mid-week issues was
close to 1,000 feet, and these com-
prised the procession to and arrival

at the Abbey, carefully edited

scenes of the ancient ritual within
the historic edifice, and the return
of the King and his Consort to

Buckingham Palace, plus climax
shots showing the monarchs and
members of the royal family on the
palace balcony.

Plan generally formulated is to

augment the week-end releases by
showing in greater detail both ex-

terior and interior scenes, and sup-
plement this by the making of two-
reelers for special distribution, par-
ticularly in member countries of the
Commonwealth of Nations.

MAY 19

Frank R. Capra
Natalie Kingston
Lothar Mendes
Carey Wilson

Anthony Bushell

N. Brewster Morse
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YEARS YOUNG . .

.

Seventeen years is a long time in an industry

like ours, where things happen fast and furi-

ously . . . where ideas and people burst int

view. . . create a furore for awhile . . . and then

sink into obscurity. . .

That's why COLUMBIA is so happy about
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, for this greatest reel

of its kind will celebrate its 17th Anniversaiy
in June . .

.

It has seen stars come and go . . . ideas born
and die . . . the motion picture silent . . . audible. .

.

Through kaleidoscopic changes . . . SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS has devoted itself to chronicling

the intimate doings of the stars ... in a brilliant

. . .bright . . .and always entertaining manner. .

.

17 YEARS

#*tdfyl
&- -tfcfi*
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EUROPEAN THEATER

BUILDING STAGNATES
(Continued from Page 1)

en route to the company's annual
sales convention at the coast.
Walter J. Hutchinson, head of the

20th Century-Fox foreign depart-
ment, stated that he will at once
confer with Charles Munro, head
of Hoyts Theaters in Australia, on
the matter of renewal of the Gen-
eral Theaters alliance. Munro, who
is in New York, met him at the
pier. Hutchinson, in company with
President Sidney R. Kent, plans to
leave Aug. 11 for Australia to ex-
amine the setup.
Enthusiasm over the foreign sales

conventions held in Paris was ex-
pressed by Hutchinson, who leaves
New York a week from today to
attend the firm's domestic conven-
tion at Los Angeles. He stated that
the coronation pictures made by his
company are being released in 4,-

000 foot lengths abroad.
Although the British industry had

thought that theater construction
had reached the saturation point
three years ago, said R. Sutton
Dawes, 20th Century-Fox sales
manager there, building is continu-
ing at a rapid space. Tendency now
is to erect houses seating about 4,-

000, instead of larger theaters, he
stated. And there is no move to-

wards closing the "dumps," he de-
clared. Dawes returns to England
in six weeks, following a coast trip.

I. Isdahl, manager for Norway,
reported that grosses in his coun-
try are approximately 30 per cent
ahead of last year. Three houses
have been built in Oslo during the
past 12-month period, he stated,

and total active theaters now num-
ber 240. Production in Norway this

season will provide three features,
as compared with two last year,
stated Isdahl.

Grosses in Roumania show an im-
provement of between 30 and 40
per cent, declared Armand Paucher,
20th Century-Fox distribution chief-

tain in that country. No produc-
tion is scheduled there this year, al-

though, in the past, local producers
have averaged two pictures a year.

Only three theaters have been erect-

ed in two years, he said.

Hailing from Egypt, Luigi Gior-
dano, the company's sales head
handling that territory, stated that
business is showing a definite im-
provement and that new houses
have been constructed in Cairo and
Alexandria.

Stanley Crick, Australian man-
aging director, was another mem-
ber of the 20th Century-Fox party,
arriving from Paris.
Jack Connolly, general manager

of Pathe News, also returned on the
Normandie after supervising filming
of the coronation. Col. Jason Joy
of the 20th Century-Fox studio like-

wise returned after attending his

company's Paris convention, as did

Les Whelan, foreign director of pub-
licity and advertising for the same
outfit. Rosita Diaz, who has worked
in Spanish versions at the coast,
returned from abroad with plans
for resuming work in Hollywood.

(.Contimifd from Page 1)

more audiences disgusted than have sec-

ond rate pictures.

Studios' ideas of the needs of the

typical newspaper office are so far afield

as to make the average newspaper pub-

licity handler get indigestion from chew-
ing her pencils to shreds. Not one-half

of one per cent of the drivel sent out is

usable in my opinion.

Theaters are giving audiences too much.
They get mental indigestion. The artistic

effect of truly great pictures is lost by

the post mortem of the second feature

many times.

GERALDINE DALY, Joliet, 111.

"Herald-News".

ROAD SHOWS AND
QUICKIES—
My biggest squawk is the way the stu-

dios are taking the good pictures and
making road shows with high prices so that

when they appear at popular prices—all

opinions have been influenced. I think

good pictures should be shown always at

popular prices.

So-called "quickies" are another squawk.
Time and care ought to be accorded all

productions, and good story material

should be paramount. Better to scrap

a "flop" than fax the faith of the audi-

ences in the quality of motion picture en-

tertainment.

ALICE E. MODES, Portland, Me.,
"Press-Herald"

.

TRAILERS AND
LONG PROGRAMS—

Extravagant, circus-worded trailers con-

tinue to bore audiences. The "greatest

picture of the year" on the trailer con-

tinue to be just run of the mill movies

next week. Fans have been so often let

down that they regard the trailers as so

much footage to endure until the feature

that they came to see is flashed on the

screen.

Over-emphasis of quantity on the pro-

gram ought to kill the movies but they're

apparently too hardy. A couple of so-

called features (really only programmers),

a worthless cheap short or two, a comedy,
newsreel, 15 minutes of trailers, bank
nite and giveaways, have served to dull

the audience mind. Maybe they can't

tell what the're seeing any more—just

killing an evening.

CLAYTON I. WARD, Alhambra, Cal.,

"Post-Advocate".

EMPHASIS
ON CHARACTERS—

Something which came to me for the

first time in this season's show, "Night
Must Fall," gives me my only "squawk."
When plots have been repeatedly used so

that the audience guesses the finish be-

fore the director expects them to, some-
thing new has to happen. Robert Mont-
gomery discovered the answer to that, I

think, when he picked up the "Night

Must Fall" idea from the London stage.

His own idea, and mine, is that unusual
characters and character studies will sup-
plant the emphasis on story that has been
stressed now so long.

IDELL DURRETT, Denver, Colo.,
"Rocky Mountain News".

TRAVELOGUE
THOUGHTS—

Suggest a four or five reel travelogue

with personalities. Follow some real tra-

velers on boat, in hotel, eating, sleeping
—not just a lot of pretty scenery. Give
prices. Color, of course. Travelogues of

the U. S. Motor tours of our own coun-
try, in color.

Why don't we get greater variety in

short subjects? There are a million sub-

jects and what do we get: orchestras we
can hear over the radio without having

to look at them. I'll admit there has

been some improvement in this line, but
there's room for more.

JOHN BIGELOW, Spokane, Wash.,
"Press".

WISE CRACKS AND
DRINKING—

I am sick to death of wise cracks.

Also feel that drinking scenes that have
nothing to do with the plot are over-

done. Often see people walk out in dis-

gust when drunken girls are shown when
no reason for intoxication is seen. Feel

screen is maturing and haven't as many
squawks as had a year ago.

ALICE L. TILDESLEY, "Ledger Syn-
dicate".

ENGLISH
ACCENTS—
My pet squawk is the salaaming before

the English sense of humor and the Eng-

lish accent. English pictures have been
conspicuous by their failures. Still Holly-

wood has bent over backwards trying to

get the English atmosphere. The degrees

of the English accent heard in films have

been sufficient to warrant the American
theatergoers to start to school again in

an attempt to become sufficiently edu-
cated. And the way some of the Amer-
ican actors are aping their English cousins

—ah, me!

JOHN E. O'DONNELL, Davenport,
la. "Democrat".

SOUTHERN
ACCENTS—

Try and put it into the heads of direc-

tors that most pictures dealing with the
South are ruined by the overdoing of south-
ern accent. Let the players use their na-
tural way of talking and not try to imi-

tate a southerner. They only ruin the pic-

ture.

JOHN J. DOWNS, Savannah, Ga.,
"Daily Times".

LITTLE from LOT!
By RALPH wtt k

HOLLYWOOD
]\TEWS o' the day—20th-Fox has

renewed Tyrone Power's pact.
. . Harold Lloyd starts "Professor
Beware" in six weeks . . . George
Fitzmaurice will direct "Wedding
Dress," starring Bob Montgomery,
for M-G-M . . . Same studio has
signed Virginia Bruce to a contract.
. . 20th-Fox will send Samuel G.
Engel abroad to produce Gracie
Fields' first pix under her new pact.
. . Para, is re-naming its potential
child star, Nancy Clancy, as Kitty.

T T T

Wedding dates: June Lang and
Vic Orsatti, May 29; George Givot
and Maryon Curtis, June 2; Jean-
ette MacDonald and Gene Raymond,
June 16.

T T T

"Doc" Merman has joined Condor
Pictures in a production and casting
capacity.

T T T
Casting assignments — WB:

Carole Lombard, Fernand Gravet,
Ethel Merman, "Food for Scandal";
20th-Fox: Gene Reynolds, "Heidi";
Edward Everett Horton, "Danger

—

Love at Work"; Monogram: Frank
Shields, "The Hoosier Schoolboy";
Paramount: Connie Boswell, "Art-
ists and Models"; Wanger: Kenny
Baker, "52nd Street."

T T T

Bennett Cohen and Mary Ireland
have been signed by E. B. Derr to
collaborate on the screenplay of the
final picture, "Beyond Victory," of
Crescent's current series of Tom
Keene starrers.

T T T

To remind him of his birthday,
Margery Baker, Benny's wife, en-
tertained for him with a small stag
dinner. Guests were Eddie Rubin,
Nick Lukatz and Ralph Malone.

i,.n

Music Publishers to Meet
on SPA's Licensing Stand

Chief music publishing companies
will meet today to consider the situ-

ation raised by the announced plan
of the Songwriters' Protective Ass'n
to handle licensing of electrical

transcriptions and use of their mu-
sic in synchronization with motion
pictures.

Consensus of opinion among the
publishers is that the Hollywood
song writers, who are said to pro-

vide 90 per cent of the desirable

music, will not jeopardize their po-
sition with the movie producers by
disposing of their rights through
the SPA since the large producers
have their own publishing subsid-

iaries.

Newark to See "Elysia"^
Newark, N. J.—Vice Chancellor

Bigelow yesterday restrained local

police from interfering with the ex-
hibition of "Elysia" at the Little

Theater. Police had seized the film

April 22.
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Fff\ Held in Ft. Wayne
^As N. Y. Stench Bombers

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Four men are

under arrest here in theater stench

bombing cases. Three of those ar-

rested are held in $10,000 bonds on
fugitive charges for the police of

New York where they were indicted

recently charged with the posses-

sion and use of bombs. Those ar-

rested are Charles 0. Smith, secre-

tary of the Ft. Wayne M. P. Oper-
ators^ organization, Leo K. Smith
of Ft. Wayne, Fred C. Blacker of

Kokomo—the three wanted in New
York—and Charles Donovan, also

of Kokomo, a former business agent
of the union. Their cases were con-

tinued to June 2 in the City Court.

Lieut. A. Pyke, head of the N. Y.

Bomb and Forgery Squad, aided the

Indiana police in rounding up the

men. Pyke says he had got a con-

fession from one of the men that

he helped plan the New York bomb-
ings.

Major Sales Executives Will

Attend Interstate Meet

Virtually all major companies will

be represented by sales executives

at the annual managers' conference

planned by Interstate circuit at Gal-

veston May 24-27, inclusive.

United Artists will send George
J. Schaefer, who makes the trip to

Texas from the coast; A. W. Smith
and Monroe Greenthal, Smith and
Greenthal fly from New York May
25. From Paramount will go Y.

Frank Freeman, theater department
head, and Leon Netter.

25 feature Attractions Among GN's

65 Pix for 1937-38, Convention Told

Para. Files Restatement

of Shares With the SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount Pictures,

Inc., yesterday filed with the SEC
notice of restatement of shares.

6,082 shares of 1st preferred stock

and 25,690 shares of second pre-

ferred stock were converted into

common stock. The total amount of

the restatement was $799,405. To-

tal par value of the converter shares

was $865,100. 65,695 shares of com-
mon stock were issued at $1 per-

share.

Wis. District Is Winner
Chicago—Wisconsin district, un-

der Al Kvool, won the Warner sales

contest from the Chicago district.

Seventy attended the meeting yes-

terday at the Chain of Lakes Coun-
try Club, Antioch. Jimmy Coston
presided.

The Chicago baseball team cap-

tained by Lambert, beat the Wis-
consin team, 23 to 14.

(Continued from Page 1)

first annual sales convenaion at the
Hotel Ambassador. Program will

offer 25 "feature attractions," 24
pictures in a "program series" and
16 Westerns.

Following is the lineup, as dis-

closed yesterday:
Three James Cagney starring veh-

icles, including "Something to Sing
About," a Victor Schertzinger mus-
ical and "Dynamite," based on the
story, "Hot Oil."

Three Anna Sten productions, in-

cluding "Love Me Again," produced
and directed by Schertzinger; "Gor-
geous" and "Orchid Girl," the lat-

ter two productions to be produced
by Dr. Eugen Frenke.
Four Stuart Erwin vehicles, in-

cluding "Small Town Boy," produced
by Zion Myers from the Cosmopoli-
tan Magazine story, "The Thousand
Dollar Bill," by Manuel Komroff;
and "Face the Facts," produced by
Andrew L. Stone from a Clarence
Budington Kelland magazine story.

A third Schertzinger musical.

An Andrew L. Stone picture in-

corporating a Johann Strauss fes-

tival number.
"The Girl Said No," with Irene

Hervey, Robert Armstrong and the

Gilbert and Sullivan players, pro-

duced by Andrew L. Stone.

"Painter in the Sky," made on lo-

cation in the Grand Canyon and
based on Allan Vaughn Elston's

"Thief of Taos."
"Sweetheart of the Navy," roman-

tic comedy with music featuring
Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker.
"Love Takes Flight." with Bruce

Cabot and Beatrice Roberts.
"King of the Sierras," with Thun-

der, horse star.

"Honolulu Honeymoon," drama
with music produced by Zion Myers.
"Snow Covered Wagons," adapted

from the novel by Julia Cooley Al-
trocchi.

Four "Flash Casey" stories titled

as follows: "Here's Flash Casey,"
"Flash Casey, Candid Cameraman,"
"Flash Casey at the Third Alarm"
and "Flash Casey Covers a Mur-
der."
Four "Stars and Stripes" series:

"In the Marines," "In the Army,"
"In the Navy" and "In the Air
Corps."

Shadow series: "Alias the Sha-

dow," "The Shadow's Disguise,"

"The Shadow in Panama" and "The
Shadow in Society".

Wallaby Jim series: "Wallaby Jim
in the South Seas," "Wallaby Jim
of the Islands," "Wallaby Jim Be-
low the Equator" and "Wallaby Jim
in Trouble."
Renfrew of the Mounted series:

"Renfrew in the North Country";
"Renfrew Gets His Man" and "Ren-
frew Rides Alone."

Federal Agent series: "Photo-Fin-
ish," "Government Agent," "Wire
Tappers" and "Stacked Chips."

Plans to produce 16 westerns were
announced by Edward L. Alperson,

president. There will be eight sing-

ing westerns starring Tex Ritter.

The titles of these are "Tex and the

Boy Scouts," "Rollin' Plains," "The
Utah Trail," "Arizona Ranger,"
"Law of the Black Hills," "Buffalo
Country," and "Mustang Roundup."

The Ken Maynard western action

features will include "Murder at the

Rancho," "Thirteen and Lucky,"
"Phantom Cowboy," "Montana Mut-
iny," "Whirlwind Horseman," "Trail-

ing Trouble," "Boots of Destiny,"

and "Yankee Rider."

Contract players on the Grand Na-
tional list are James Cagney, Stuart

Erwin, Anna Sten, Conrad Nagel,

Rod LaRocque, George Houston,
Eric Linden, Eleanor Hunt, Tex Rit-

ter, Joyce Compton.

Harris-Rudin-Rapf-Lederer

to Merge; Seek 12 Houses

Harris Theatrical Enterprises will

merge its 10 houses with the 10 the-

aters operated by Rudin, Rapf &
Lederer on Aug. 15, The Film Daily
was informed yesterday by Harry
Harris, head of Harris Theatrical

Enterprises. Harris Theatrical En-
terprises will have a 50 per cent in-

terest in the new company and Ru-
din, Rapf & Lederer will have the
other half interest.

The combined circuits are now ne-
gotiating for 12 houses in Manhat-
tan and the Bronx belonging to two
circuits, Harris said. Deal will be
closed, it is expected, in three or

four weeks.
Plans are under way to renovate

a number of the houses.

Neb. Legislature Quits

Without Industry Laws

Without enacting any film legis-

lation, the Nebraska Legislature has
adjourned sine die. California, which
also has ignored the motion picture

business so far, was scheduled to

fold up yesterday.

Lang at Hotel New Yorker
Neal Lang, formerly assistant

manager of the Park Central hotel,

and known to many in the picture

industry, is now banquet manager
of the Hotel New Yorker.

Jewel Operating Belasco
Belasco Theater, Washington, D.

C, is operated by Jewel Produc-
tions, Inc., of this city and not by
Matty Radin as was printed in The
Film Daily on May 14.

Condor Files Amendment
l'-inngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

jashington—Educational Pictures

MS? registration statement became
effective as of April 15, the SEC
announced yesterday. SEC also an-
nounced filing of an amendment by
Condor Pictures Inc. to overcome
objections of the commission on stu-

dio rental provisions.

ATC to Consider Films

at Session on May 27

"The Motion Picture Industry
and the Theater" will be the topic

of discussion on May 27 at the
American Theater Council conven-
tion to be held at the Hotel Astor
for four days beginning May 24.

The principal subject to be taken
up at the May 27 session, open to

delegates only, will be "Opening
Motion Picture Theaters to Legiti-

mate Plays, Uniform Motion Pic-

ture Contract for Plays, Improving
Mutual Relationships" and "Time
Off For The Actor and the Dra-
matists—A Movement Toward More
Flexibility.

BLOW ON THIS SPOT

... IF IT TURNS WHITE YOU DON'T

NEED A SYSTEM FOR PROTECTING

YOUR CASH RECEIPTS. OTHERWISE,

YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE GENERAL

REGISTERS.

GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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ULTIMATUM

TO INDIE PRODUCERS

(Continued from Page 1)

boycott against Robert Montgom-
ery, Franchot Tone. Frank Morgan,
Humphrey Bogart and Edward Arn-
old in a telegram to the A. F. of L.

and C.I.O. They were charged with
guiding the Screen Actors' Guild
into an alliance with a company
union and for causing the Guild to

agree on a policy of passing
through picket lines.

Although not on the boycott list,

Federated expressed surprise that

James Cagney, Frederic March and
Boris Karloff did not show "a pro-

gressive stand" in the Guild action.

Failing of earlier adjustment
here, the studio labor controversy
probably will reach the showdown
stage at Cincinnati on May 24.

Meeting of executives of all in-

ternational unions involved in the

IA.T.S.E. situation will be held in

the Ohio city on that day at which
time grievances of the Federated

Motion Picture Crafts also will be

submitted to President William

Green of the A. F. of L.

The FMPC has been so advised in

a telegram received from President

L. P. Lindelos of the Brotherhood

of Painters, Decorators and Paper

Hangers of America.

Federated, which alleges that the

I.A.T.S.E. tried to recruit members
from its ranks after the walkout
began, declared yesterday that if

the A. F. of L. did not support

Federated at its meeting Monday in

Cincinnati, it would appeal to John

Lewis and his C.I.O. to aid the

st"T"lKPVS

Threatened tie-up of permanent
construction work at the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox and Metro studios when
members of the Building Trades

Council refused to pass through the

picket lines was averted when Fed-

erated and Council officials agreed

to have the men pass through

special gates at the studios.

Federated and Council men will

check the gates. Federated is seek-

ing a national radio hookup May
25 for a debate on the strike. Louis

B. Mayer, president of the produc-

ers' association will be asked to pre-

side.

Otis Mosier Dies

Lonoke, Ark. — Otis Mosier, 67,

operator of the Rex Theater here,

died at his home. Mosier came
here about a year ago from Spring-

field, Mo. He is survived by his

widow, Mrs. Bessie Allen Mosier,

two daughters, Mrs. J. A. Hutchin-

son, Springfield, Mo., and Mrs. Paul

Moll of St. Louis, Mo. Interment

was at Bolivar, Mo.

Two Tickets for 8 Cents

Heringtcn, Kan.—The 700-seat Dick-

inson Theater is experimenting with a

"penny sale." Patrons buying a ticket

for seven cents get another by paying

an additional penny. House is on a

double feature policy.

Grainger Lists 27 of U's 60 Titles;

Studio Dickers With 5 Personalities

(Continued from Page 1)

Tex Baker as a second Western
star. The Universal lineup further
calls for four serials, 13 two-reel
musical Mentones, 26 single reelers
of the "Going Places" and "Stranger
Than Fiction" series, 26 "Oswald"
cartoons, 104 issues of the Univer-
sal Newsreel and a two-reel special,
"Ten Seconds to Live". The latter

will be produced by Charles E. Ford.
Deanna Durbin will be starred in

three, Grainger said. First is "100
Men and a Girl," in which Leopold
Stokowski and his Symphony,
Adolph Menjou, Mischa Auer and
Alma Kruger also will be seen. Sec-
ond will be "Mad About Music" by
Frederick Kohner and Marcella
Burke. The third will re-unite the
original three smart girls—Deanna
Durbin, Barbara Read and Nan Grey
—with Charles Winninger in "Three
Smart Girls Go to Town".

Definitely cast, it was disclosed,

are "The Rage of Paris", which will

introduce Danielle Darrieux, French
star, and two B. G. "Buddy" De Syl-
va musicals. First of the two will

be "A Young Man's Fancy", with
Alice Faye, Ken Murray and his

stooge, Oswald, Ella Logan, Larry
Blake, Henry Stockwell, Casper
Reardon and the Three Diamond
Brothers. Score will be by Jimmy
McHugh and Harold Adamson. De
Sylva's second, "Merry-Go-Round of
1937", will be directed by Eddie Buz-
zell with a cast topped by two stars,

unnamed, and including Bert Lahr,
Jimmy Savo, Billy House, Mischa
Auer, Alice Brady, Dave Apollon
and his Ork.

"U" Signs John Stahl
There will be at least one Hope

Hampton Production and one John
Stahl production. Neither of these
have been selected definitely. Stahl,

Charles R. Rogers, production head,
said yesterday, has been signed to a
two and a half year contract.

To augment its list of stars and
principal players, "U" is "in nego-
tiation with five very important per-
sonalities to play in its most im-
nortant pictures", Grainger declared.

List of titles announced follows:

"The Road To Reno", current Sat-
urday Evening Post six part serial

by I. A. R. Wylie.
"Tonight We Live," a romance of

New Orleans by Jean Negulesco.
"The Daughter Of Rosie O'Grady"

by Walter Donaldson and Monte
Brice.

"Yesterday's Kisses" by Luigi
Pirandello, Nobel prize winner.

"Prescription For Romance" by

John Reinhardt and Robt. Neville.

"Midnight Raiders" by Kimball
Herrick.

"Carnival Queen" by Richard
Wormser.

"Reported Missing" by Verne
Whitehead.
"The Lady Fights Back" by Ar-

thur Stringer.

"That's My Story" by Vee Terrys
Perlman.

"Behind The Mike" by Thomas
Ahearn and Walter Butterfield.

"The Welcome Imposter" by Chan-
ning Pollack.

"The Shannons Of Broadway" by
James Gleason.

"Detective Crane" a Crime Club
novel published under the title

"Headed For A Hearse" by Jona-
than Latimer.
"Mightier Than The Sword," by

William Rankin.
"Too Clever To Live" by Charles

Grayson and Cy Bartlett, starring

Charles Winninger.
"Wanted At Headquarters" by

Paul Sydney.
"Hell On Ice" with John Wayne.
"Metropolitan Pdlice", a Crime

Club novel.

"Let's Be Candid", a story by
Lawrence Pohle and Thomas
Ahearn, based on the candid cam-
era craze.

"Adventure's End" by Ben Ames
Williams.

Three of the four serials will be
made from newspaper strips.

Grainger said. These are "Flash
Gordon's Trip to Mars", "Radio Pa-
trol", and "Tim Tyler's Luck". The
lead-off serial will be Johnny Mack
Brown in "Wild West Days", based
on W. R. Burnett's novel, "Saint
Johnson".

"U" Lists Players

Universal stars and principal

players who will be cast in the fore-

going productions are:

Deanna Durbin, Danielle Darrieux,
Doris Nolan, Hope Hampton, Binnie
Barnes. Jane Wvatt, Margaret Sul-

lavan. Barbara Read, Nan Grev. Sal-
ly Eilers, Wendy Barrie, Tala Birell.

Alice Brady, Ella Logan. Dorothea
Kent, Jean Rogers. Polly Rowles.
Jeanne Dante, Judith Barrett. Alma
Kruger, Robert Wilcox, William
Hall, Scat Powell, Ernest Cossart,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Billy Burrud.
Kent Taylor, Louis Hayward, Mis-
fha Auer, Cesar Romero, Buck
Jones, Walter Pidgeon, John Kins'.

Larry Blake. Noah Beery, Jr., Andy
Devine, Jack Dunn, Charles Win-
ninger and William Gargan.

Gastonia Houses Acquired
Charlotte, N. C.—North Carolina

Theaters Inc.. through the new Gas-
tonia Enterprises, Inc., will take
over operation of the Temple and
Lyric Theaters in Gastonia at an
early date, H. F. Kincey, has an-
nounced.
The theaters have been operated

by an Atlanta Circuit.

Bolin In Ad Post
East Pittsburgh—Roger Bolin has

been appointed merchandising ad-
vertising manager of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Company succeeding S. D. Mahan
who was appointed general ad-
vertising manager of the company.
Mr. Bolin will make his headquart-
in Mansfield, 0.

ENTRIES POURING IN fi

FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Plains, was evidenced yesterday

when entries began pouring in.

Just 45 minutes from Broadway,

and lower Broadway at that, — the :

site chosen by the discriminating

committee bloodhounds is one of the

most readily accessible in the entire

metropolitan area. It was snapped

up to celebrate in regal fashion the

25th Annual FILM DAILY Golf
Tournament, which is, as even a

color-blind or a cockeyed golfer will

perceive, the Silver Jubilee tourney.

A lot of water has flowed into

water hazards, and many a golf ball

has found permanent oblivion in the

rough, since this classic series be-

gan a quarter of a century ago. So
you can't blame Chairman Jack Ali-

coate, Secretary Don M. Mersereau,
Ralph Roland, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis and Max A. Cohen, the

committee members, for pulling a

P. T. Barnum this year by staging

a tourney of pulse-quickening pro-

portions.

The course itself is a daisy, pre-

senting unusual temptation to cin-

ema competants and clucks to dig

record-size divots, while the rolling

terrain is ideally suited to carry the

cries of kibitzers to all corners_ of

the course with acoustical perfection.

In short, it's a helluva swell layout
and day of fun for ten bucks a ticket

(if you send cash or your check now
to the FILM DAILY). It's a bar-

gain, too, at 12 bucks (at the gate).

But as they say among the hillbil-

lies, there ain't a goin' to be many
"gate" payments, that is if you
want to compete, because the Sil-

ver Jubilee Tournament this year is

limited to the first 180 golfers ap-

plying. So send in your entry and
dough pronto.

If you happen to be one of those

mild mooded guys, and don't like

walking through emerald green pas-

tures wildly swinging deviously de-

signed clubfaces at a golf ball white

with innocence, there vare tennis

courts for you to play tennis . . .

ping pong tables for you to play

ping pong ... an exhilarating swim-
ming pool for swimming . . . and a

solarium if you like to play solar-

ium. And there are going to be

gunny sacks made of double strength

drill so you can carry away the ar-

rays of souvenirs.

Nickel-Nursing Exhib.

New Orleans—Harold Wilkes of Para-

mount swears to this one: A country

exhibitor had a percentage deal where-
in the contract called for a night ad

mission of not less than 25 cents'

When a checker dropped in, he found
the exhibitor charging 30 cents at night

and insisting that the exchange was
not entitled to any part of the extra

nickel, that his contract called for a

25 cent top and that was all the ex-
change could share in. The rest was
his.
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Zukor Contract Provisions DisclosedH

NEW ALLIED BILL TO HlTlNDEPENDENTJIRCUITS

Resuming Two Loew Product Deals When Execs. Return

Absence of Schaefer and

Agnew From N. Y. Delays

Talks

Completion of two Loew circuit

long-term product deals is being de-

ferred pending the retmm to New
York of George J. Schaefer, United
Artists general manager in charge
of distribution, and Neil P. Agnew,
vice-president in charge of sales for

Paramount.
The former has gone to the coast

to attend a United Artists board of

directors meeting and is expected to

return east within 10 days. Agnew,
who has been on a trip to Hawaii,
is due to return to his office tomor-
row or Saturday.

u. a:s recap, plan

IS PUT INTO EFFECT

Recapitalization plan for the
United Artists Theater Circuit has
been put into effect following ap-
proval by the stockholders.

The plan provides for amendment
of the company's charter to permit
exchange of the 7 per cent convert-

ible preferred stock into 5 per cent
(Continued on Page 10)

Accept Demands by Noon,

FMPC Tells Indie Studios

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Federated Motion Pic-

ture Crafts has set this noon as the

deadline for acceptance by 27 indie

producing companies of its demand
for a union shop.

Vernon Murdock, secretary of the
"»k (Continued on Page 10)

W'Kinds of Screen Fare

on GN Lineup, Says Peskay

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grand National's sales

forces were home-ward bound to-

day, the four-day convention at the
{Continued on Page 9)

How They Started

vjI

,*V £,-!' J»t

A film industry veteran of veterans is Walter Vincent, vice president of Wilmer & Vincent

Corporation; he's been identified with the industry virtually since its start. As a pioneer exhib.,

he showed "Queen Elizabeth," "The Great Train Robbery" and—remember?—"Dream of a Rarebit

Fiend." What better inspiration could there be for Artist Hap Hadley?

Para. Stockholders to Act on Zukor

Agreement at Annual Session June 15

Convention to Consider Meas-
ure to Sub for Divorce

Plan

Allied is planning to sponsor a
new type of anti-circuit legislation
in the state legislatures particularly
aimed at the independent circuits
and will submit the plan to its an-
nual convention at the Hotel Pfis-

ter, Milwaukee, May 26-28, it was
indicated yesterday by the organi-
zation.

Describing the proposed bill was
"even more effective than the di-

vorcement law" now being backed
by the association, Allied states
that it does not intend to discard
its divorce legislation altogether

(Continued on Page 10)

BRITISH COLOR FILM

London (By Cable) — Announce-
ment was made yesterday by Cap-
itol Film Corp. that William Fox,
former head of Fox Film Corp., has
signed a contract under which he
becomes an active executive of Brit-

ish Chemicolour.

A spokesman for Fox in New
(Continued on Page 4)

Roxy Recommendations
Hit by 3 More Groups

Three more creditor groups yes-
terday filed objections to the recom-
mendations of Special Master Addi-
son S. Pratt on the Roxy reorgani-
zation plan.

The Pounds' bondholder commit-
tee, proponents of the plan, objected

(Continued on Page 9)

Principal elements of the proposed

new contract with Adolph Zukor,

placing him in full charge of pro-

duction at a salary of $3,000 a week
from Aug. 1, last, to Dec. 31, next,

and giving him a percentage of the

profits derived from production, are

disclosed in the call for the annual
Paramount stockholders meeting set

for June 15 at the company's home
offices.

The agreement, which has been
(Continued on Page 8)

Grainger Outlines Sales

Policy as "U" Meet Ends

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With the 1937-38

sales policy outlined by James R.

Grainger, general manager of dis-

tribution, at the final executive ses-
(Contimied on Page 10)

Four Regionals to Follow

Republic Franchise Meet

Republic franchise holders meet-
ing, to be held June 1-2 at the

Roosevelt Hotel, Los Angeles, will

be attended by about 75 persons.

Four regional sales meets to be held
(Continued on Page 10)
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 23y4 23y4 23y4 + V4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 32% 32% — %
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd • • ••
East. Kodak 164% 163% 163% — V/2
do pfd 151 151 151

Gen. Th. Eq •
Loew's, Inc 76% 753/4 76l/4 + %
do pfd
Paramount 20y4 19% 19%— %
Paramount 1st pfd.. 139 139 139 + 1

Paramount 2nd pfd. 18% 18 18 — %
Pathe Film 63/4 6% 6% — %
RKO 83/8 8% 8% — %
20th Century-Fox . . 36% 33% 36% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 44% 44% 44% -f- Vb

Univ. Pict. pfd -•

Warner Bros 12% 12y8 123/8 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 .... 99 98% 99 ....

Loew 6s41ww 983/4 983/4 983/4 + %
Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s55....100% 100% 100%
RKO 6s41 115 115 115 — 2

Warner's 6s39 .... 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23/8 2'/4 2'/4 .....

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 Vi 1% + '/s

Technicolor 285/8 27 283/8 + l%
Trans-Lux 4% 43/8 4% + %
Universal Picts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12% 13%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 95% 97

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43.... 55 57

f IS GEARED TO
fl^c^VOU SPECIAL TRAILER

V&iCE AH0 WALITY AT A
St£tlCWH»CH NO ONE ELSE

PjjftVEH APPROACH.SqUn

TRAILER CO

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Extra $1.50 Dividend

Voted by Loew's Board

In addition to the regular quar-
terly dividend of 50 cents, the Loew
board of directors, at a meeting yes-
terday, voted an extra dividend of

$1.50 on common stock. It is pay-
able June 30 to stockholders of rec-

ord as of June 12.

Board of directors of KAO at a
meeting yesterday authorized pay-
ment of the regular quarterly divi-

dend of $1.75 on the preferred stock.

Dividend is payable July 1 to stock

of record June 15.

American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. yesterday declared a quarterly
dividend of $2.25 payable July 15 to

stock of record June 15.

MPPA and SPA Committees
to Hold Conference Today

Twenty music publishers met yes-
terday in the offices of the Music
Publishers Protective Association,
found themselves unanimously op-
posed to the plan of the Songwrit-
ers' Protective Association to han-
dle licenses of transcriptions, and
appointed a committee to confer on
the matter today with an SPA com-
mittee headed by President Irving
Caesar. The publishers' committee
includes A. M. Wattenberg, repre-
senting the Warner music firms;

Walter Douglas, Jack Bregman, rep-
resenting the M-G-M owned Rob-
bins Music Co., and Louis Bernstein
of Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.

Court Indicates Approval

of 2 Claims Against RKO

Federal Judge William Bondy

yesterday indicated that he approv-

ed settlement of two claims against

RKO on which stipulations had been

entered into the Irving Trust Co.,

RKO trusjtee, and the claimants.

One stipulation provides for settle-

ment for $350,000 of the $770,000

claim of the Security National Bank
of Los Angeles as trustee of a first

mortgage bond issue on the Com-
monwealth Building, San Diego,
which houses the San Diego The-
ater. RKO had guaranteed payment
of the bond issue. The other stipu-

lation is for settlement of the claim
of RKO Proctor Corp. for $10,350.

Anti-Score Charge Suit

Discussed at ITOA Meet

Attorney Milton C. Weisman yes-
terday discussed the suit planned
by the I. T. O. A. against major
distributors attacking the score
charge and tieing in of shorts at a
meeting of the association yester-

day at the Hotel Astor. Action may
be filed in the Federal Court to-

morrow. The operators' situation

was also considered. Preliminary
plans were made for an outing in

July, with Dave Weinstock as chair-

man of the committee in charge
which also consists of members of

the board of directors.

Yes, Sir, There'll be a Whale of a Tournament Turnout

A young tornado of applications, checks and currency from filmland's golfing gentry
and just plain gents, arrived at THE FILM DAILY yesterday, indicating a whale of a

turnout for the 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee) Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,
June 9, at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains. There were other arrivals, too,

at the GHQ of Ole' Colonel Alicoate, tourney chairman. They were members of the
newly-formed Platoon of Professional Polishers, who set to work with respectful
hands, flannel cloths and silver polish, to brighten up the colossal E. F. Albee Trophy.
Inasmuch as A.M. P. A. has also "cleaned up" this coveted golf award ever since, it

seems, the industry was in its infancy, a startling and sensational announcement of
plans for competing for the Cup at this year's Silver Jubilee Tournament will be made
public soon via these columns of your favorite fillum publication. Watch for it.

Coming and Goin<f

JOHN W. HICKS is due to return to New
York June 7 from Europe.

who has returned to New York
sails for Rio de Janeiro on

JOHN DAY,
from Florida,

June 19.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW and MYRNA LOY ar-
rive at the coast today from New York.

BARNEY BALABAN returns to New York
June 7 from abroad.

GEORGE CURZON sails for England today
on the Berengaria.

MARTIN JONES, playwright, left New York
on the Normandie yesterday for London.

EARL C. GIVENS, general manager of Gen-
eral Electric at Rio de Janeiro, arrived in New
York yesterday on the Pan-America.

PHILIP MERRIVALE, accompanied by MRS.
MERRIVALE, the former Gladys Cooper; and
MRS. ARTHUR TREACHER, mother of the Eng-
lish film comedian, sail for Europe today on
the Berengaria.

RICHARD BRADY of Eastman Kodak left
New York yesterday afternoon for the coast
to attend the S.M.P.E. convention.

CHARLES CURRAN returns to New York
Saturday from Hollywood.

GEORGE SKOURAS and WILLIAM PHILLIPS
leave New York today for the coast.

MRS. JAMES FRIEDMAN of Chicago is in
New York.

MILT GROSS returns to Hollywood this
week from New York.

PHIL OHMAN, orchestra leader, is due in
New York shortly from California.

LLOYD BACON has arrived at New London,
Conn, from the coast.

CLAUDIA MORGAN leaves New York on
Monday for Universal City.

GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN and ELEANOR HUNT,
in private life Mrs. Hirliman, returned to the
coast yesterday.

Skouras to Talk Warner
Program Deal Next Week

Having closed with Columbia on
its 1937-38 program, Skouras The-
aters next week begins negotiations
with Warner Bros.-First National
on its new season list for its New
York zone houses. Deal for 20th
Century-Fox lineup has been set but
not actually signed. The circuit also
plays M-G-M product new season
for the second year of a three-sea-
son deal.

MAY 20

Estelle Taylor
Leon Schlesinger

Stanley Fields

Virginia Sale

Johnny Arthur
E. B. Dorr

H. Lee Hugunin
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THEY WENT TO THE
M-G-M STUDIOS!

They saw magic

!

They saw the millions that make it go

They saw acres and acres of wonders

They saw cities and palaces rise in splendor

They saw armies of artisans skilled in screen technique

They saw the brilliant luminaries of the film world
They saw talent from the far corners of the world
They saw the world's greatest group of showmen in action

They saw the greatest roster of electric light names ever gathered
under one roof in all amusement history

They saw brilliant entertainers who are the Stars of Tomorrow
They saw Youth and Beauty, the raw materials of Stardom
They saw the mighty throb of the World's Greatest Studio
They saw the surging force that keeps it ever the leader

They saw the spirit that moves this united force to victory

They saw giant dramas and eye-filling spectacles in the making
They saw treasuries of entertainment on preview screens

They saw fortunes dedicated to the box-office attractions of tomorrow
They saw the living, thrilling reason for M-G-M supremacy
They are the representatives of Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer who come

direct from the Studios of M-G-M with a mighty message for
the showmen of America in 1937-38.
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REPORT FOX JOINING

BRITISH COLOR FIRM

(Continued from Page 1)

York yesterday disclaimed any
knowledge of such a deal. The for-

mer film magnate is now at the

Coast and plans to return east

shortly.

Fox sold his interests in Fox Film
and Fox Theaters in 1930, when he
retired as head of the companies.
Since that time he has been involved

in various litigations, including one
in which he attempted to establish

infringement upon the American
Tri-Ergon sound patent rights,

which he controls. He has recently

been engaged in bankruptcy pro-

ceedings.

Theater Censorship Bill

Killed by Lehman's Veto

Albany — Gov. Herbert Lehman
yesterday vetoed the Dun-
nigan bill permitting revocation of

theater licenses for alleged im-
moral exhibitions without criminal
conviction. In his veto, the Gov-
ernor said: "The bill is too suscep-
tible of abuse in administration."

Southern Now Monogram
New Orleans—Southern Film Ex-

changes, Inc., has changed its name
to Monogram Southern Exchanges,
Inc., and will distribute Monogram
product throughout the south-south-

east with exchanges in Atlanta,

Charlotte, N. C, and New Orleans,

it was announced here yesterday.

Another exchange will be opened
in Memphis shortly with Glen Cal-

vert as salesman and Harry Span
as sales supervisor for both New
Orleans and Memphis territories.

Exchange Union In 0. C.
Oklahoma City— A film inspec-

tors, shippers and postal clerks'

union has been organized in Okla-
homa City. Officers named are:

George Snograss ( Universal)
president; Paul Kerns (Columbia)
vice-president; Dudley Tucker, Jr.,

( Columbia ) financial secretary;
Imogene Fowler (Paramount) re-

cording secretary and Ed Chumley
(Paramount) business agent.

New Montreal Corporation
Quebec, Que.—Theater Frontenac

Ltd., Montreal, has been incorpo-

rated here.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Shirley Temple has her first "leading

man" in "Wee Willie Winkie" in the

person of the youthful Douglas Scott.

—20th CENTURY-FOX.

the FfeAtfWflU
i
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• • • IT WOULD have done your heart good to have been
with The Young Reviewers over 350 boys and girls repre-
senting 35 clubs from several states assembled last Sat-
urday for their Spring Conference these youngsters are
part of the National Board of Review organization at the
afternoon session held in the auditorium of the New York Uni-
versity, the various clubs reported on their year's work
and after looking at the Flaherty film, "Elephant Boy," held

their regular open discussion on the picture the earnest-
ness and enthusiasm with which these youngsters enter into

their work would act as a tonic to any cynical, hardboiled, dis-

illusioned film mug shure, there are thousands of us
these youngsters BELIEVE in the motion picture they are
demanding a high standard in film production and it is

this type of future patron that the industry must cater to some
day and reckon with it wouldn't be a bad idea for

responsible industry leaders to see that the activities of The
Young Reviewers are given intelligent consideration

• • • OVER ON the Newark Ledger there is a film crit

who is a li'l upset Sylvia Smith had a clever contrib in

the Critics' Forum in this publication last Tuesday and
we tagged it Newark, N. Y. instead of New Jersey and
now the Embassy theater has a big blow-up of her comments on
the newsreel of the Hindenburg disaster and the Embassy
left Sylvia's name off the blow-up she wrote for the Ledger. .

the only other time she ever got a blow-up in front of a the-

ayter they just gave her credit as "S. Smith" put yourself
in Sylvia's place so we are doing our share to make
amends

• • • THAT ITEM about the taking over of the Center
Theater at Rockefeller Center for the showing of a commercial-
ly sponsored feature film in conjunction with a de luxe band
program stirred up plenty of comment this Tri-

State film opens May 24 if it clicks, the sponsors, General
Electric, are ready to go to bat with a more elaborate produc-
tion costing plen-tee what we mean, Important Dough
now supposing other national advertisers decide to sponsor
their own film shows and lease important theaters in key spots

oh, well, figure it out yourself, you film execs you
know how the public loves something for nothing especial-

ly if it's good

T
• • • TROUBLE IS that at least part of this industry
has been sound asleep on the activities of the so-called indus-
trial film f'rinstance Caterpillar Tractors have set

an appropriation of $300,000 for making 35 and 16 mm. films

on their product they will make at least 100 pictures
averaging two-reel length all more or less directly in-

spired by the Joe E. Brown film, "Earthworm Tractor"
the public reaction to tractors opened their eyes so the
directors voted the 300 grand just like that they're in the
picture biz they and a hundred other million-dollar na-
tional corporations

• • • SAW THE first straw hat of the season t'other
day on a trade paper mug a 1936 model nice
feller, too. . . • Dan Doherty over at Movietonews arranged
for the Foreign Press Correspondents Association a special
showing of the Coronation pictures at the Fox Little Theater
last nite. . . • A phone call from Hollywood to the Spanish
star Rosita Diaz coming in on the Normandie when the liner

was 700 miles out from France arranged by Jaime del
Amo and Josef Berne of Cantabria Films, to give the star a
brief outline of the film in which she will be featured. . .

• Dave Mendelsohn of National Screen announces arrival of
Beverly Ann in his familv last Saturday at Knickerbocker Hos-
pital

€i
DATE BOOK

May 22: Queen City Variety Club supper dance,

Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati.

May 23-24 ITO of Arkansas Convention, Hotel

Marion, Little Rock.

May 24-27: American Theater Council con-

vention, Hotel Astor.

May 24-28: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-

velt Hotel, Hollywood.

May 24-27: Interstate Circuit convention,

Hotel Galvez, Galveston.

May 25: Nebraska-Western Iowa exhibitor

parly, Hotel Loyal, Omaha.

May 26-28: Allied National Convention, Mil-

waukee.

May 31: Republic sales convention opens at

the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 31 : 20th Century-Fox sales convention

opens, The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 31 -June 1: Republic franchise holders

meeting, Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 1-2: Republic franchise holders meeting,

Roosevelt Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 4: Republic regional sales meeting, San

Francisco.

June 7: American Federation of Musicians

convention, Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

June 7-12: Congress of the International

Chamber of Films, Paris.

June 8: Boston Friars Club golf tournament.

June 9: Republic regional sales meeting, Chi-

cago.

June 9: THE FILM DAILY golf tournament,

Elmsford Country Club, White Plains.

June 10-13: Paramount sales convention, Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 11: Republic regional sales meeting, New
Orleans.

June 14: United Artists regional sales meeting.

New York.

June 14: Republic regional sales meeting, New
York.

June 15: Annual stockholders meeting of

Paramount Pictures, Inc., New York City.

June 16: RKO Radio sales convention opens.

The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 17: United Artists regional sales meeting,

Chicago.

June 21 : United Artists regional sales meeting,

San Francisco.

June 21-24: National Conference on Visual

Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

June 27: Columbia sales convention, the Am-
bassador, Los Angeles.

July 3-5: Imperial eastern sales meet, Hotel

Astor.

July 10-12: Imperial mid-western sales meet,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

July 17-19: Imperial southern sales meet, St.

Charles, New Orleans.

July 24-26: Imperial west coast sales meet,

Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

« « « » » »

FACfS

ABOUT

FILMS

Africa has 676 theaters wired for

sound. Of this number 300 are in

South Africa.
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The curtain rises on M-G-M's magnificent "PARNELL
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Ihe pulse of America
quickens as Clark Gable

takes Myrna Loy in his arms

in the magnificent pro-

duction "Parnell" which

M-G-M proudly adds to its

mightiest box-office hits!

CLARK GABLE and MYRNA LOY in "PARNELL

'

with Edna May Oliver, Edmund Gwenn, Alan Marshal,

Donald Crisp, Billie Burke. Based on the Great Stage

Success that thrilled Broadway for months. Screen play

by John Van Druten and S.N. Behrman. A John M.
Stahl Production. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

Directed byJohn M. Stahl.
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SQUAWK PARADE
Pertinent paragraphs sifted

from the hundreds of replies

by leading American critics, re-

viewers and columnists to ques-
tions submitted in the fifth an-

nual Critics' Forum.

(Seventh installment of the Squawk Parade of

the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

KEENER
PERSONNEL—

Far be it from me to try to tell any

man how to organize or operate his busi-

ness, much less a giant industry catering
to the entertainment and enlightenment
of the public. My limited contacts with
leaders in the motion picture realm con-

vince me that the last ten years has seen
keener personnel, more stable morale and
less wild ideas, or what might have been
accepted for ideas. There still appears
to be an unexplained tendency to pro-

mote some individuals.

CHARLES TIMOTHY JEWETT, An-
derson, lnd., "Herald".

THE
GOOD OU DAYS—

Present day productions are lacking some
of the good qualities of those old "silent"

movies. For instance: Check with some of

the old timers. They'll tell you how they

flocked to see Bill Hart's wild west adven-

tures; George Beban in his starring roles;

Sessue Hayakawa in his top numbers and
scores of other players of the same class.

We need more of this type actor, less "love

'n kisses" and vulgarity. Now and then a

good snappy film is okay, but the trend of

legs, legs, legs goes too far. Good old fash-

ioned human interest would bring that

feeling of rest to scores of theatergoers

—and in the end they'd enjoy the show
and be ready to come back. (This is

not entirely my opinion. It has been dis-

cussed with more than 20 leading busi-

ness men, club heads, professional men,

business women and parents—along with

students. Spent two days checking to see

if I was just "sour" on present day movies

or what). Too many double bills also

have ruined the public.

E. R. BUSSELLE, Everett, Wash.
"News".

•
SQUAWK
AGAINST CRITICS—

I think too many motion picture editors

and dramatic critics are promoted from

rhe real estate, police desks, etc. The
industry wouid get a better break if the

m. p. editors were trained to have an

appreciation of the theater.

MARY YVO FLANIGAN, Bradford,
Pa., "Era".

•

REPEATING
COMICS—
Why do the directors allow their com-

,
rfns to go through the same antics so

_/y times? At first I get a big kick out

of the Ritz Brothers, Martha Raye, Laurel

and Hardy—BUT WHY DO THEY HAVE
TO GO ON AND ON AND ON so long to

get on one's nerves? Comedy can't be

repeated and remain funny.

W. W. "BUDDY" WILSON, St. Aw
gustine, Fla. "Record".

DOING
THEIR BEST—
John Gielgud, I believe, is credited with

"The public doesn't know what it wants

—except its money's worth." It seems to

me that the reputable producers are try-

ing to give it to them. As has been said

so often, film-making is a business, and the

industry's job is to make as much money

as possible with the best possible product.

Which is why critics can't have "Winter-

sets" and "Informers" and "Ghost Goes
Wests" more often.

LEO MILLER, Bridgeport, Conn.
"Herald".

HE
LIKES PICTURES—

This writer is not a regular reviewer of

pictures, but you can probably gather that.

Really, there is nothing wrong with the

movies. They are highly entertaining and

when I do not like one it is not the

fault of a producer or director—merely

the fact that 1 wouldn't like that movie

even if it were good. The public should

be grateful for the movies. They are there

every night and you can always go there

when there's nowhere else to go. How-
ever, I go to the movies FIRST.

ROY BACUS, Cleburne, Tex. "Times-

Review".

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

For my number one squawk let me raise

my voice in protest at the selection of

anyone but Clark Gable for the part of

Rhett Butler. I note that Selznick plans

to film "Gone With the Wind" with an-

other male lead due to some hitch with

M-G-M. Gable is perfectly cast for Butler

and to leave him out of that part would

be to detract from the film.

A year ago I squawked about the exces-

sive drinking in films and voiced an oft-

repeated view that the liquor companies

were paying ^plenty for this. Why not

curtail the amount of drinking per film?

Less would in no way detract from a pic-

ture or the actor's ability to get tight.

How about having some of these big

companies sell their stars on their acting

ability not their torsos?

Why not cut down, if not eliminate,

trailers? Many theaters palm these off on

the public, which, in time consumed, take

the place of a regular short subject.

I am not a Puritan, but the way they

swap wives and husbands in Hollywood

may be copy for the publicity department

but it is not going to help the industry in

the long run. Don't forget that there are

legislators in Washington who would just

love to clamp Federal regulation on the

movies.

Hollywood should never forget that it is

perhaps the greatest moulder of public

opinion and it should always strive for the

best, not the worst.

LESTER SMITH, Boston Neivs Bur-

Too many pictures are padded too heav-

iiy.

In newspaper pictures, city editors and

editors are always dressed immaculately.

In most news rooms the workers' garments

become a bit ruffled as news stories warm
up and deadlines near.

Who cares a tinker's hosanna who the

third assistant photographer is? Cast of

characters is OK. But the list of all the

beys who shined the shoes of the leading

man are extremely boring and border on

assininity.

S. W. MITCHELL, Fort Madison, la.,

"Democrat".
•

Slapstick comedies with dialect comed-
ians.

Cute little cartoons about how the flow-

ers got their color. (Disney and "Merrie

Melodies" (WB) are swell.)

Overly impressive treatment of history.

(Deep bass voices, which speak slowly;

pompous and noble lines, etc.) Even if

they did live away back then, they were

human, weren't they?

Musical shorts with lousy original tunes.

Name bands (and nothing else) in

shorts.

Screen brats whose diplomacy outshines

Bismarck's; whose financial abilities make
Mellon look like a second hand store

proprietor, and who go around fixing up
people's shattered lives and spreading

sunshine.

Musicals with backstage backgrounds.

That goes double for opera singers in

opera dramas.

DON ROBINSON, Johttson City,

Tenn., "Press".

My squawk at the theaters is with audi-

ences. I dislike to have cellophane rat-

tled in my ears, and I dislike the mixed
aroma of salted peanuts, bum perfume,

and beer.

I have many favorites among the sec-

ondary players; but every time one of

them gets a leading role, the picture is

inferior or the player carries too much
responsibility.

What my paper needs from the studios

is material for long Saturday features on

players; and we get that through request

from the publicity offices.

CLARK RODENBACH, Chicago
"Daily News".

INDUSTRY AIDES
To representative journalists,

its own unofficial aides, the in-

dustry again is indebted for
thoughtful appraisals and con-
structive suggestions. Eighth in-

stallment appears tomorrow.

AMERICAN
HISTORY—
Why haven't studios done more with

American history? There are the stories

of De la Salle, Pere Marquette, La-
fayette's sojourn here, the swashbuckling
Correz' expedition. Somewhere a saga
can be written about the wheat country,
patterned on some of the Martha Ostenso
novels, not to say anything about the col-
orful days when the Franciscan mission-
aries planted culture on the California
coast—see Owen Wister's slim volume on
that; the picturization of some of Willa
Cather's novels, with locale in Nebraska,
or her great "Shadows on the Rock" or
"Death Comes for the Archbishop."
LUCY F. MEUER, Dubuque, la.,

"Catholic Daily Tribune".

BOOST
MINOR PLAYERS—

It is inexplicable to me that the pro-
ducers and the theaters do so little to get
the public acquainted with the minor ac-
tors. The cast is flashed on for a shorter
period than notes and telegrams, although
everyone knows that it takes longer to
grasp a list of names than it does to read
a connected text. Sometimes the local
papers publish reviews in which the cast
is given; oftener, especially in the small
cities, they don't. The consequence is

lhat a good subordinate actor will be seen
by a constant moviegoer in play after
play before his or her name has been
discovered. I cannot see any need of this.

KENT KNOWLTON, Lowell, Mass.
"Courier-Citizen".

PET
HATES—

I hate:

(1) Double features.

(2) Remakes of old Silents.

(3) Class B to Z productions.

And I stiil think the screen leans much
too heavily on other mediums of expres-
sion for its material. A motion picture
is a distinct form of art—or business—and
it should aid, encourage, and in every way
advance its own sources. Hollywood throws
too much money away on plays, novels, and
short stories, while its own field still re-

mains unplumbed. The Hays report showed
only 47 per cent of the product last year
coming from original screen plays. It

should have been 97 per cent—with the
other three per cent used for the purchase
of only those plays, novels and stories writ-

ten with an eye on the screen.

LEO MISHKIN, New York "Morning
Telegraph".

•
TOO MANY
CLOSEUPS—
The year apparently has seen an increase

in the use of closeups, often freezing the

action of pictures that should be fast-

moving.

KEITH WILSON, Omaha "World-
Herald".
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ZUKOR PACT FEATURES

BARED IN MEET GALL

(Continusd from Page 1)

unanimously approved by the board
of directors, would give Zukor "com-
pensation equal to 7% per cent of

the first $2,500,000 of the profits

and 5 per cent of the profits in ex-
cess of $2,500,000 from the film op-
erations of the corporation and its

subsidiaries on a consolidated basis

during each of the periods as defined

in said agreement between Aug. 1,

1936, and Dec. 31, 1938."

The plan would also authorize the
directors to renew the Zukor agree-
ment or make a new contract for a
period of not more than three years
from Jan. 1, 1938, "upon substan-

tially the same terms and condi-

tions."

"The profits from film operations

upon which Mr. Zukor's compensa-
tion under such renewed or new
agreement is to be based, are to be
measured over a period commencing
Jan. 1, 1938, and ending seven
months after the expiration of such
renewed or new agreement and each
calendar year is to be a separate

accounting period for the purpose of

computing that portion of compen-
sation based on such profits; pro-

vided, however, that the last seven
months shall be added to the final

calendar year to form one account-

ing period," the call states.

Stockholders will also be asked to

vote in favor of increasing the au-

thorized common stock from 4,500,-

000 to 6,000,000 shares and also to

reduce the first and second preferred

stock by the number of shares which
will have been converted into com-
mon stock prior to the meeting.
Commenting upon this proposal,

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the exe-

cutive committee, said: "Paramount
has no plans for issuing additional

common shares, is planning no new
financing and has had no negotia-

tions concerning such additional

stock." "The reason for asking the
stockholders to increase the author-

ized common stock at this time,"

added Griffis, "is to place the Cor-

poration in a position to issue such
stock in the future for any corpo-

rate purpose which the Board of Di-

rectors deems to be for the benefit

of the Corporation."
Six directors will be elected and

action taken on a plan to change
the location of the corporation's of-

fice from Millbrook, Duchess Coun-
ty, N. Y., to New York City. Meet-
ing is called for 12 o'clock noon.

Ht ik Reviews of. Hew films ik

Payments Authorized
Judge William Bondy yesterday

authorized payment by, the Chemical
Bank & Trust Co., trustee of RKO
under a note indenture, to pay $75,-

922 to the Irving Trust Co., RKO
trustee, for administrative expenses.

Of this sum, $50,922 will go to Wil-
liam J. Donovan, counsel for the

Irving Trust, and $25,000 to the

Irving Trust.

'As Good As Married"
with John Boles, Doris Nolan, Walter
Pidgeon, Alan Mowbray, Tala Birell

Universal 81 Mins.

BRISKLY PLAYED AND DIRECTED CIN-
DERELLA STORY WITH WIDE AUDIENCE
APPEAL.

That love can beget love, and that sta-

bility of character can bring to earth the

flightiness of geninus, are the correlated

themes of this briskly played and directed

Cinderella yarn which deals with a pretty

and strategically-minded secretary's event-

ual conquest of her wealthy architect boss.

While the screenplay follows fairly closely

the basic elements of predecessor produc-
iions of this type, which, fortunately for

exhibitors and public, Hollywood has made
with purposeful consistency, there is suffi-

cient originality in the rearrangement of

the components to appeal strongly to every

strata of picturegoers and to theater men
generally whose policy it is to purvey

bright films of modern life. Eddie Buzzell

has injected considerable tempo from the

beginning, when Doris Nolan, as sec-

retary to Architect John Boles, enters into

a marriage contract with him. Her pur-

pose is love, which has been gnawing at

her heartstrings; but his aim, at least con-

sciously, is to avert paying such a ponderous
income tax. To add flavor, suspense and

suitable obstacles, Author Norman Krasna

has created two dangerously attractive

characters for romantic foils.—Tala Birell,

a princess with her eye on Boles' bank
account; and a handsome young Romeo,
Walter Pidgeon, who would like to wed
Miss Nolan. Unfortunately for Boles, his

role is scarcely one to elicit much audi-

ence sympathy, and there are times when
ooth film fans of both sexes will secretly

nope that he will annex the butterfly

princess and leave the field clear for Dons
Nolan and Walter Pidgeon to enter matri-

mony on their own. But as the finale,

boles comes to his senses and realizes

that Fate has been uncommonly kind to

him. Photography is splendid.

Cast: John Boles, Doris Nolan, Walter

Pidgeon, Tala Birell, Alan Mowbray, Kath-

erine Alexander, Esther Ralston, Ernest

Cossart, Mary Philips, Dorothea Kent, David

Oliver, Harry Davenport.

Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;

Associate Producer, E. M. Asher; Director,

Edward Buzzell; Author, Norman Krasna;

Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, Sylvia Thal-

Derg; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad; Editor,

Philip Cahn.

Direction, Well-paced. Photography,

Splendid.

20th-Fox-GB Distrib. Tieup

Confabs Expected in June

Conferences on the GB-20th Cen-
tury-Fox physical distribution tieup

will be held by Sidney R. Kent,
president of the latter company, and
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president of the

British firm, when Kent returns to

New York following his company's
annual sales convention which opens
at the coast May 30. Kent, upon his

return recently from abroad, indi-

cated that by July 1 he will have
decided whether or not his outfit

will continue to handle GB releases.

"Dreaming Lips"
Starring Elisabeth Bergner

United Artists 73 Mins.

GLOOMY FILM WITH SUICIDE FINALE
FOR STAR BUT ELISABETH BERGNER IS

MAGNIFICENT.

You can chalk this up as a personal

triumph for Elisabeth Bergner, who runs

the gamut of emotional acting and does

it superbly, and is fascinating every

minute she is on the screen—and she is

on most of the time. But as far as the

story goes, it is too talky, too lacking in

action, and too tragic in its ending to

register with American audiences as enter-

tainment. It is a British film expertly di-

rected and acted. Miss Bergner plays the

role of a happily married lady in London,

who becomes infatuated with a friend of

her husband's, a famous foreign violinist.

The latter fights against her infatuation,

but eventually succumbs. The intrigue is

carried on indefinitely without the hus-

band's knowledge, and then the musician

is called to America for a concert tour.

On his return, the wife has come to a

realization that it is her husband only that

she really loves, goes to her lover and tells

him she is through. He will not listen.

She succumbs to his advances, as they dis-

creetly cut the scene. But not before the

audience gets it, and right here the film

is out for young minds and imaginations.

Then back to her husband, with the re-

alization that she is unworthy. She
wanders out into the night and takes a

leap into the Thames. That's the curtain,

and very depressing. The film is too

sophisticated for family trade. Adapted
from Bernstein's "Melo," and that let's

it out for the innocents and immature.

But Bergner is magnificent. Purely from

the standpoint of acting, here is a classic

gem. Raymond Massey as*the lover, and

Romney Brent as the husband, are both

superb in support. Direction of Bergner's

husband, Paul Czinner, is excellent in

every respect.

Cast: Elisabeth Bergner, Raymond Mas-
sey, Romney Brent, Joyce Bland, Sydney

Fairbrother, Fisher White, Donald Calthrop,

Ronald Shiner, Cyril Raymond, George Car-

ney, Felix Aylmer, Bruno Barnabe, Charles

Carson.

Producer, Max Schach; Director, Paul

Czinner; Author, Henri Bernstein; Screen-

play, Carl Mayer.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
Best.

Bacon at New London
New London, Conn.—Lloyd Ba-

con, arrived here yesterday with a

camera crew to make background
shots at the TJ. S. submarine base
for "Submarine 262". Bacon ex-

pects to be in New London for a
week or 10 days.

GB Sales at Peak—Lee
Arthur A. Lee, back from a trip

to GB's offices in the south and west,

said yesterday that "there is greater

activity today in the selling and
playing of our product than at any
other time in the history of our or-

ganization".

"Mama Steps Out"
with Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty

Furness, Stanley Morner

M-G-M 65 Mins.

MILDLY DIVERTING FARCE OF SLAP-
STICK VARIETY WHICH POP AUDI-
ENCES MAY LIKE.

"Mama" in this case is Alice Brady,

cast in the type of role which she has
rather freely interpreted of late,—the not-

too-burdened-with-brain-power, matronly
and wealthy butterfly. Her characteriza-

tion of the wife who wants to go places

and do things in Europe, and meet inter-

esting people, is considerably farcical, but

that is the type of story "Mama Steps

Out" is. And definitely. Often the sit-

uations, particularly in the late innings,

dip generously into the realms of outright

slapstick. But with all its exaggerations

and super-frothiness, the picture is apt to

find pop audiences reacting favorably to

it, despite numerous loose elements. Guy
Kibbee is Mama's husband, and has made
a fortune manufacturing perfume. Their
attractive daughter, Betty Furness, falls

in love with a crooner in a dance band,

—

and this gent is distinctly difficult quarry

for the girl to conquer. The love affair gets

well under way during the trans-Atlantic

crossing. While on the Riviera for a few
months' stay, Mama, who has shaken the

dust of a mid-western American town
finally from her feet, goes giddy in a big

way, finding a trio of equally giddy com-
panions to satisfy her lust for the color

of the continent. The goofy goings-on in

the Kibbee-Brady villa come down to earth

now and then, but only long enough to

have woven into the footage the romance
twixt crooner Morner and the fascinating

Betty Furness, who cannot get to "first

base" with him in the arena of love. Tech-
nically the picture is well made. John

Emerson, husband of Anita Loos, the au-

thor of the book on which the screenplay

is based, is the producer. George B. Seitz

directed this silly saga in fair fashion.

Cast: Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty

Furness, Stanley Morner, Gene Lockhart,

Edward Norris, Gregory Gaye, Ivan Lebe-

deff, Heather Thatcher, Frank Puglia,

Adrienne DAmbricourt.

Producer, John Emerson; Director, George
B. Seitz, Author and Screenplay, Anita

Loos; Cameraman, Jackson Rose; Editor,

George Boemler.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

Texas Solons Ready to Quit
Texas exhibitors are awaiting ad-

journment of the legislature in their
state Saturday, hoping that no fa-
vorable action will be taken on the
measure increasing the tax on ad-
missions. An anti-dog racing bill

is also pending.
a
I

Howard Parker Promoted
Boston—Howard Parker, former-

ly assistant manager of the M. & P.
Paramount Theater in Newton,
Mass., has been promoted to mana-
ger of the Central Square Theater
in suburban Boston.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A NEW type of fan is writing^ to film stars today. John Boles,

who is co-starring with Barbara
Stanwyck in Samuel Goldwyn's pro-

duction "Stella Dallas," reveals that

since the first of the year he has

acted as Cupid approximately 11

times. He has patched up quarrels

between sweethearts. He has been

asked to appeal to estranged mates

five times that he recalls. Twice he

has failed.

Boles prevented a St. Paul, Minn.,

widower, with three youngsters,

from committing suicide and was
instrumental in getting him a job

in a dental laboratory.

The most surprising letters are

from prominent business executives

i
asking for business advice on in-

vestments, etc. TV
Hoagy Carmichael, whose recent

song, "Little Old Lady," has been

the outstanding hit of the Broad-

way musical, "The Show Is On,'

during the past six months, has

been signed by Hal Roach to do

several numbers for "Road Show."

T T T
George Jessel has reported to the

Mervyn LeRoy unit at the Warner
Bros. Burbank studios, where he is

an associate producer. The actor-

playwright-producer will concen-

14 Kinds of Screen Fare

on GN Lineup, Says Peskay

(Continued from Page 1)

Ambassador winding up yesterday

with an address to branch managers

by Prexy Edward L. Alperson, lun-

cheon, studio inspection and screen-

ing of scenes from pix now in pro-

duction.
Edward Peskay, vice president in

charge of production, told the sales

forces that the 1937-38 program

would seek to "appeal to all classes

instead of just the so-called 'cross

sections'.

"Prestige is more important to a

young concern like ours—or just as

important, at least—than quick

turnovers in programmers designed

for the uncritical".

Peskay cited that the GN pro-

gram for the new season had 14

different kinds of screen fare.

Grand National will make one

outstanding picture to be played on

a percentage basis, 24 on a percent-

age and rental basis and 40 on a

flat rental, it was announced at the

convention.

Sees Color Revolution

Commenting on the recent an-

nouncement of Samuel Goldwyn that

y<j. plans to make all his future pro-

Actions in color, George J. Schaefer,

-united Artists vice-president and gen-

eral manager, yesterday said: "Mo-
tion pictures in natural color will in-

evitably have the same revolutionary

effect in the amusement world as the

introduction of sound pictures had

some nine years ago."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 84 • • •

STUART WALKER. Paramount producer. Born in Augusta, Ky. Educated

in Cincinnati Public Schools, University of Cincinnati school of engineering.

Was lumberman in St. Tammany parish, La. Then became interested in dramatics,

graduated from American Academy of Dramatic Arts and studied pantomime

under Eva Alberti. Directed repertory theaters

in Buffalo, Detroit (for Jessie Bonstelle) and

was associated for six years with David Belasco

as actor, play reader, manager of the play bureau

and stage manager. Became an independent

manager in 1915, invented the Portmanteau

Theaters and acted and wrote plays for it; pro-

duced and completed dramatization of Booth

Tarkington's "Seventeen." Became director of

Indianapolis Repertory Theater and of the Rep-

ertory Theater, Cincinnati. First film directorial

assignment was "The Secret Call" from the play,

"The Woman," by William deMille. The stage

play was originally produced by David Belasco

when Walker was his stage manager. Hobbies,

tennis, baseball, boating, collection of old furni-

ture, history, geography and, oh yes, motoring.

trate on the production of the mu-
sical specials on LeRoy's schedule.

t t
Casting assignments—Republic

:

Ramon Novarro, "She Didn't Want
a Sheik"; RKO: Leonid Kinsky,
"Make a Wish"; Monogram: Anne
Nagel, "Hoosier Schoolboy"; Colum-

bia: J. Farrell MacDonald, John
Gallaudet, Max Hoffman, Jr.,

"Flashing Skates"; Helen Brown*
Norman Willis, Cyril Ring, "Once a
Hero."

T T T
News of the day: Paramount has

signed Betty Grable to a term pact.

. . . Harold Lamb and C. Gardner
Sullivan have joined the staff of
writers doing "The Buccaneer" for
Cecil B. De Mille. . . . RKO has
signed Marilyn Miller, namesake of

the late star. . . . Paramount has ex-
ercised options of Dorothy Lamour,
Leif Erikson, Fay Holden.

T T T
Eddie Cantor's new radio contract

contains a television clause. It's

said to be the first definite action

taken by a radio sponsor which rec-

ognizes the nearness of televised

broadcasts.

T T
Gaston Glass, leading man for

Victor Schertzinger Productions
back in 1922 and 1923, has joined
the Schertzinger unit at Grand Na-
tional as production manager. An-
other one-time star who is now a
director on the same lot is Glenn
Tryon, attached to the Zion Myers
unit.

T

Morgan Wallace has been signed
to play the principal "heavy" in

Harold Bell Wright's "The Califor-

nian," now in production with Ri-
cardo Cortez starring. Leading fem-
inine roles are played by Marjorie
Weaver and Katherine DeMille. The
picture is being directed by Gus
Meins and is being produced by
Principal Productions.

Roxy Recommendations
Hit by 3 More Groups

(Continued from Page 1)

to the master's recommendation that

the claims of the creditors of the

equity receiver be paid in full, hold-

ing that these claims are of no value

and their consent is not needed for

approval of the plan. The plan would
pay the equity receiver creditors

half the amount they seek. The
Class A stockholders' protective

committee points out in its objec-

tions that the special master failed

to put a value on the Roxy name in

his appraisal of the value of the

Roxy property. The committee
also objects to the master's

finding that the Roxy is in-

solvent, that there is no equity

for the stockholder and that the plan

is fair and not discriminatory. The
committee notes that the master's

appraisal of the value of Roxy land

is $220,000 less than the figure fixed

by its expert. It holds that its value

of $7,897,738 for the Roxy is cor-

rect and that the master's finding of

$7,211,329 is faulty.

The Equity receivership adminis-

tration expense creditors criticize

the failure of the master to order

payment of the administration ex-

penses in full and his failure to place

a value on the Roxy name.

Greenley Joins GN
Detroit — Lou Greenley, former

United Artists salesman at Minne-
apolis, is new western _ Michigan
salesman for Grand National.

Columbia Coast Sales Meet
Opens June 27, Runs Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Columbia Pictures

Sales Convention which opens at

the Ambassador Hotel June 27, will

remain in session throughout the

week. Both Harry and Jack Cohn
will attend and A. Montague, gen-
eral sales manager, will preside

over the more than 250 delegates.

Repoirt Blank Dropping House
Omaha — It is reliably reported

here that the A. H. Blank interests

have definitely decided to abandon
the 3,000-seat deluxe Paramount,
now closed and never a money mak-
er since it was built in 1926 at a
cost of more than $1,000,000. A
suit filed in district court by the

Omaha National Bank asking for

foreclosure probably will not be de-

fended, counsel for Blank hinted.

Des Moines Leads In Drive

Monogram's 30 exchanges have
completed the first week of a nine-

week sales drive for $1,500,000 with
Des Moines heading the list in

branch standings. Second to the

Des Moines office in the standings
is Kansas City, with Milwaukee,
Dallas, Los Angeles and Pittsburgh
following- in that order.

Elizabeth Gatfield Added
Detroit — Elizabeth Gatfield has

been added to the office staff of RCA
Manufacturing Co. here.

South American Countries

May Make 30 Features

A top of approximately 30 fea-

tures is scheduled for production in

South American countries during

the present year, said John Day,

Paramount Latin American general

sales manager, in New York yester-

day, following his return from a va-

cation in Florida. Argentine will

make between 20 and 25 pictures

while Brazil is scheduled to turn out

three or four.

Theater construction in South

America is proceeding at a slow

pace, stated Day. Two houses are

planned at Sao Paulo, a new theater

is set for Buenos Aires and several

houses are being erected at Monte-

video, he said. Paramount is re-

leasing about 53 pictures in South

America.

Day plans to sail from New York

June 19 on his return to Rio de

Janeiro, where he headquarters.

Swedish Salesmen to Fly

Stockholm (By Cable)—Sweden will

shortly have its first flying film sales-

men. Wivefilm has engaged Kurt
Bjorkwall, Atlantic flyer, to tour the

country. Two salesmen will accompany
him. Plane's wings and rudder will

carry pix publicity.
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NEW ALLIED BILL TO

HIT INDIE CIRCUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

but will use the new measure in

situations to which it is best suited.

Although it does not identify

"recent decisions of the court" upon
which the new plan of attack is

predicated, it is understood that ref-

erence is to the recent ruling of the
U. S. Supreme Court finding the
Louisiana chain store tax as con-
stitutional. Main issue in dispute
in this case was the right of the
state to impose a tax on chain
stores in other states as well as its

own.

Measures based upon this opinion,

it was pointed put by authoritative
sources yesterday, would enable
Allied to propose a tax on all cir-

cuits, both independent and affili-

ated, with the assessment based
upon the number of theaters in each
individual group. Although it would
not seek to divorce exhibition from
production in the instance of the

major companies, nevertheless it

would place a heavy burden on the
producer-owned circuits and inde-

pendent circuits too.

Following is the Allied announce-
ment on the new legislation:

"As a result of recent decisions

of the courts Allied leaders are pre-

paring to present to the exhibitors

at the Milwaukee convention on

May 26-28 a revised and enlarged
program for combatting chain com-
petition which it is believed will be

even more effective than the di-

vorcement law which is now being
sponsored.

"This does not mean that it is

proposed to abandon the divorce-

ment ! law in states where it has
been passed or is still under con-

sideration or in territories where
due to local conditions it might be
preferred to the new measures now
being devised.

"The new measures will have
these advantages. Their validity

will be beyond question and their

operation cannot be delayed by pro-

tracted litigation; they will produce
revenue for the states and hence
will appeal to legislatures now seek-

ing new forms of taxation; they
can be made to include certain so-

called independent chains now com-
mitting depredations comparable
with those of the affiliated chains.

"A record-breaking convention
now seems assured and it is ex-

pected that the new strategy, while
marking no departure from Allied

policy, will prove a sensation."

Four Regionals to Follow

Republic Franchise Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

following the franchise holders con-

fab are set for June 4 at San Fran-
cisco; June 9, Chicago; June 11.

New Orleans, and June 14, New
York.

J. J. Milstein, Republic sales chief

will preside over the meetings.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

4,000-Seat Odeon
Manchester, Eng.—An Odeon the-

ater to seat around 4,000 persons is

likely for this city. An agent for
the company has been negotiating
for a site in the vicinity of Mosely
and Parker Sts. Four Odeons are
to be constructed in south York-
shire. About 20 other new theater
projects are reported from various
sections,?; of the country. A new
Odeon "will be built at Leeds at an
estimated cost of $1,250,000.

Treble Profits in 5 Years
Johannesburg — Kinemas, Ltd.,

South African firm, recently de-

clared a dividend of 5 per cent.

Profits of the company have trebled

in the past five years, having

reached, for the year ending in

June, 1936, a quarter of a million
dollars.

Three Languages—One Film
Paris—For the first time a pic-

ture will be featured in three lan-
guages without resorting to the
making of three original and sepa-
rate versions. It's Sacha Guitry's
"The Pearls of the Crown" which
will have English, French and Ital-

ian actors speaking their native
language.

France Honors Cowdin
Paris — J. Cheever Cowdin has

been decorated with the Legion of
Honor.

Accept Demands by Noon
FMPC Tells Indie Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

FMPC, charged yesterday that in-

dies were manufacturing sets and
shipping them into the lots of the

major studios.

Federated yesterday ordered its

publicity department to retract the
statement that it would blacklist

certain Guild members. Lessing said

that Federated is not indulging in

personalities and is making a boy-
cott only of pictures made by stu-

dios against which the strike was
called.

Membership in the Screen Actors'

Guild has increased to 7,200 follow-

ing the Guild-producer agreement,
it was announced yesterday.

New Anti-Bank Night Move
Omaha—Investigators for Attor-

ney General Richard Hunter have
been quietly active in Omaha gath-
ering evidence for the test case the

official plans to file against the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association

of Omaha, the local co-operative

bank night setup.

Ascap Field Men Return

Ascap field representatives wound
up a three-day conference here yes-

terday and began dispersing to their

posts over the country following a

party last night at the Rainbow
Room. Final conference was given

over to discussion of relations be-

tween the management and the field

representatives

.

Oklahoma Legislature Quits

Oklahoma City—The Legislature

has adjourned with the 2 per cent

sales tax the only adverse legisla-

tion affecting the film industry.

Goes Duals, Cuts Top
Oklahoma City—The State Thea-

ter has switched to double features

and dropped its top from 40 to 25

cents.

Grainger Outlines Sales

Policy as
U
U" Meet Ends

(Continued from Page 1)

sion at the Ambassador yesterday,
Universal's conventioneers are sched-
uled to start the homeward trek to-

day. Charles R. Rogers, production
head, also spoke at the last session,

completing an outline of the new
season's program.
Grainger announced that Univers-

al would reissue "Imitation of Life",
"Magnificent Obsession" and "Show
Boat."

Delegates spent yesterday after-

noon at Universal City, and visited

the sets of "The Road Back", "100
Men and a Girl" and "Love in a
Bungalow".

Charles E. Ford, who planed in

yesterday from New York, brought
with him four prints of the Corona-
tion issue of Universal Newsreel for
the Los Angeles and Frisco ex-
changes. One of the prints was
screened at the convention yester-

day as was a specially prepared
four-reel excerpt of scenes from
"The Road Back". Ford described
"Ten Seconds to Live", thrill reel

he will produce for "U" next season
It was announced during the day

that the name of U's new singing
cowboy star, Tex Baker, had been
altered to Bob Baker.

Last night, there was a studio
party for the visitors at the Troca-
dero, with nearly all of U's stars

present.

"U" Story-Talent Depts.

Combined Under Beahan

The New Universal yesterday re-

sumed its former system of one-
man control of both the story and
talent departments in New York.
Both departments were placed in

charge of Charles Beahan, Univer-
sal story editor, with offices both at

Universal City and in the home of-

fice in New York. Beahan, who was
formerly in charge of both depart-
ments, starts' today to reorganize
and to combine the two depart-
ments into one compact unit.

U.A'S RECAP, PLAN m
IS PUT INTO EFFEL i

I

•

I

(Continued from Page 1)

preferred stock and common stock

on the basis of one share of 5 per

cent preferred and 3 1-3 shares of

common stock for each share of 7

per cent preferred. A dividend of

$15 on the 30,000 outstanding shares

of preferred stock, payable immed-
iately has been deposited with the

Chase National Bank. The recapi-

talization plan wipes out arrears of

approximately $35 on the preferred

stock. An additional dividend of

$1.25 is payable on July 1.

The exchange figures to give pre-

ferred stockholders a package val-

ued at about $95 under present mar-
ket quotations. The old preferred

had previously been selling at that

figure.

John Philip Sousa, Jr. Dies
San Diego — John Philip Sousa,

Jr., 56, son of the famous band-
master and composer, is dead at his

home in La Jolla, a local suburb,

following a heart attack. He came
here nine years ago and from Port
Washington, L. I. Surviving are

his mother, his widow, three daugh-
ters and two sons.

SICK REPORT

Russell Cohen, of Dennis Games
"Lucky" Co. is recuperating at

home from a heart attack.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Barbara Stanwyck

suffered injuries to her legs and
right arm when her horse fell.

Adrienne Ames sustained injuries

to her spine and shoulder when an-

other car crashed into her auto.

Francesville, Ind.—Wilbur Mey-
ers local operator has gone to Mayo
Bros. Rochester, Minn, for observa-

tion.

Lafayette, Ind.—Charles Kreigh-
baum, operator of the Arc Theater
here is confined to the Battle Creek,

(Mich.) sanitarium.

Springfield, Mass. — Stricken at

the console, Arthur Martel, organ-

ist at the Paramount, was rushed to

the hospital for an operation.

Sharon, Pa.—L. B. Cool, for the

past several years city manager
here for Warner Bros., is recuperat-

ing at Bedford Springs, Pa., after

an operation in a Cleveland hospi-

tal.

Greenfield, Mass. — Francis X.
Beaupre, assistant manager of the

Garden Theater, is recovering :U-\ \

a severe heart attack. ^./

Boston—Helen Eager, vdramatic

editor of the Boston Traveler, is re-

covering from an operation for ap-

pendicitis at the Massachusetts Os-
teopathic Hospital.
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Allied Defense Group to Meet o Tuesday

DEPINETSUCCEEDS SMITHAS PATHE NEWS PREXY

Chemicolour, With William Fox, Will Expand in U. S.

(Eighth installment of the Squawk Parade of

the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

COURAGE IN
PRODUCTION—

By courage to make good pictures I

mean simply this: Honest filmizations of

outstanding books and plays, with a genu-
ine and conscientious effort to gear a

campaign which will sell them. The ex-

ample of certain producers, notably Sam-
uel Goldwyn, has, I believe buried that

old chestnut
—

"Art Won't Pay." I wouldn't

expect every picture to be an "Informer"

—but I do feel that many exhibitors book
the so-called "art pictures" with a grimace
r-nd calmly sit back and take their de-

served beating without making an effort

to put the picture over. My columns are

always open to unlimited publicity on pic-

tures I believe worthwhile, and local ex-

hibitors who have taken advantage of this

condition have done surprisingly well on
product that has failed to gross elsewhere.

RICHARD W. JOHNSTON, Eugene,
Ore. "News".

•
PRODUCERS ARE
COPY-CATS—
The films are still copy-cats. Now we

have the super-musicals cycle again. Why
do the companies have to follow each

other? A good picture comes along and

immediately there are a half-dozen more
in the same vein, most of which are in-

ferior and wasted. Mix them up, say I.

R. M. SHEPHERDSON, Peoria, III.

"Journal-Transcript".

•

DUAL
ENDINGS—

I object to the use of two endings3pictures, feeling that the conclusion

story should determine its entire treat-

ment from the very beginning. The mak-
ing of "happy endings" for "Beloved En-

emy" and "The Petrified Forest," for ex-

ample, indicates contempt for adult audi-

ences. It also betrays people who follow

Broadway criticisms.

I object to the censorship-fostered theory

(.Continued on Page 9)

Magnate Reported Becoming
Financially Interested

in Firm
British Chemicolour plans to li-

cense its color process to American
producers, it was learned from au-
thoritative sources yesterday along
with official confirmation of the re-
port that William Fox is becoming
associated with the company in an
executive capacity. The former
head of Fox Film and Fox theater
corporations is understood planning
to become financially interested in

(Continued on Page 4)

40 OF GN'S 65 WILL

BE ON RENTAL BASIS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Grand National will

make one outstanding picture to be
played on a percentage basis, 24
features to be played on a percent-
age and rental basis and 40 on a

(Continued on Page 4)

Sarnoff Sees Television

In 1938 as Problematical

Chicago—Commercial television's
advent in 1938 is problematical, said
David Sarnoff in addressing the an-
nual RCA-Victor sales meeting here.

Sarnoff, predicting television
(Continued on Page 4)

What's In a—Title?

Mons. Buxbaum, who head mans the
20th Century-Fox sales activities in

New York, explained to an exhib. that
he was in the projection room when
he had previously phoned. Said exhib.
enquired as to what he was seeing and
Eux replied: "This Is My Affair".
Whereupon the exhib. became indignant
as he thought the sales chieftain was,
in effect, telling him to mind his own
business. Sez Bux.

ROCKEFELLER TERMS IN

RKO REORG. PLAN HIT

The Rockefeller settlement in the
RKO reorganization plan is attacked
as "defrauding the rights of stock-
holders" and other features of the
plan are assailed as "unfair, arbi-
trary and discriminatory" by George
L. Schein, counsel for the indepen-
dent stockholders' protective com-
mittee which represents 130,000
shares of common stock and 37,000
shares of Class A stock. Schein yes-

(Continued on Page 10)

Cochranes and Grainger

Head Returning "U" Group

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Last of Universal's

conventioneers were on the way
home today, entraining here last

night. Final day of the sales meet-
ing was devoted to individual meet-

(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Tax Bill to be Discussed

by Allied's Defense Group Tuesday

Attorney-General To Seek
Bank Night Ban in Omaha

Omaha—A restraining order and
temporary injunction will be asked
against all Omaha theaters oper-
ating bank night, Attorney Gen-

(Continued on Page 4)

A meeting of the Allied defense
committee has been called for Tues-
day night at the Hotel Pfister, Mil-
waukee, to consider sponsoring of a
measure to be introduced in state
legislatures imposing a tax on all

theaters and based on the U. S. Su-
preme Court opinion in the Louis-

(Continued on Page 10)

President of RKO Distrib.

Corp. to Assume Addi-

tional Duties
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of

RKO Radio, was elected president
of Pathe News by its board of di-

rectors at a meeting yesterday. He
succeeds Courtland Smith, who has
resigned to devote himself to mo-
tion picture and television activi-
ties.

Frederick Ulman was elected vice-
president and a director of Pathe
News at the same meeting.

Depinet will handle the Pathe
post in addition to his other duties.
When he entered the picture busi-

(Continutd in Page 4)

BRITISH JOINT TRADE

TALKS NEAR BREAK

London (By Cable)—Joint trade
talks on the proposed Lord Moyne
committee report threaten a break-
down as the C. E. A. insists upon a
quality clause as opposed to the
renters' cost provisions. This means
the trade will have to report to the
Government its inability to reach an
agreement.

Discrimination for I.A.T.S.E.

is Charged Against Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charges that the pro-

ducers have discriminated in favor
of the I.A.T.S.E. were made by
Charles Lessing, head of the strik-

ing Federated Studio Crafts, yes-
terday in a letter to Pat Casey,
chairman of the studio's labor com-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Kuykendall Drops CEA Plan

President Ed Kuykendall of the M. P.

T. O. A. has cancelled his plans for

attending the C. E. A. convention in

England next month owing to his pre-
occupation with legislative affairs at
Washington.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd,

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close

23l/
2 231/4 23i/

2 +
33 323/4 33 +
40 391/2 40 +
31/s 3 1/8 31/g +

125/g 125/g 125/g —
164 163y8 164 +

243/8 24 241/, —
791/2 76% 791/2 +

Net

Chg.

Vb
U/2

Vb
V*
Vi

i/4

31/4

201/s 19% 19%

18% 17% 18% -|-"i/8

6% 6% 6% + %
83/8 8 1/4 81/4 + Vb
36% 36% 36% — %

123/4 12i/4 12% +

Keith

Loew
Para.

Para.

RKO

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
A-0 6s46... 98% 98% 98 1/2

6s41ww 983,4

B'way 3s55 . . 69
Picts. 6s55. .100

6s41

983/4
69
100

983/4

69
100

— %
13/4
%

Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

2%
1 % — Vs

30 + 1%
4%

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National .... 21/4 21/4

Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 1 1/2

Technicolor 31 28%
Trans-Lux 4% 43/8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12% 1314
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 97
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 55 57

Technicolor Goes to 30
on Curb for New Record

Technicolor, closing at 30, set a
new high on the New York Curb
Market yesterday. Previous top
mark was 28%. At one time during
the trading, the stock was up to 31
but broke a point at the close.

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Three-Man Federal Movie
Coordinating Com. Urged

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Bill introduced in

the House of Representatives by
Congressman William Schulte of In-

diana provides for coordination of

the motion picture activities of all

federal agencies under a motion pic-

ture office to be established in the
printing office.

Activities of the central body
would be directed by a three-man
commission, one of whom would be
a practical motion picture engineer.
A similar bill will be introduced in

the upper house by Senator Byrd
of Virginia.

At present there are 22 Federal
agencies engaged in making movies
at various times.

Paramount News May Switch

Headquarters to Astoria

No decision has been reached by
Paramount as to whether newsreel
headquarters will be transferred
from its present building at 544
West 43rd St. to Astoria, where
company's laboratory is located.
Proposed move, The Film Daily
was informed yesterday, has been
under consideration for several
months as a step toward "possible
concentration of activities." If plan
is deemed advantageous, Paramount
News will be switched to Astoria
offices during the summer.

Proposes Gov't Production
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Congressman Wil-

liam T. Schulte of Indiana has in-

troduced a bill proposing that an
office of motion pictures be estab-
lished in the government printing
office with authority to produce
films with Federal agencies. Schulte
explains that the new measure calls

for trained director who will re-

ceive a salary of $8,000 a year and
three assistants who will be paid
$4,800 a year.

Eight RKO Foreign Reps.

Coming for Sales Parley

Eight RKO Radio foreign repre-
sentatives will journey here from
distant points to attend the com-
pany's annual sales convention.
Douglas Lotherington, RKO Radio
sales chief for Australia, and Clair
E. Hilgers, RKO Radio manager in

France are en route here.
Reginald Armour, far eastern

sales manager, sails May 26 from
Havre and Ralph Hanbury, man-
ager in the British Isles, sails June
2. Other RKO Radio representa-
tives who will attend the meet are
Ben Y. Cammack, general manager
of South America sales; Luis Le-
zama, general manager for Mexico;
Fred S. Gulbransen, Panama repre-
sentative and Bert Reisman, home
office representative with headquar-
ters in Havana.

MPPA and SPA Committees
Will Meet Again Tuesday

Committees representing the mu-
sic publishers and the Songwriters'
Protective Association met yester-
day in a spirit of cooperation to dis-
cuss the situation raised by the SPA
notice that after June 1 it would
handle licensing of recordings,
transcriptions, etc. Concessions
were mentioned and the possible
mechanics of working out a suitable
solution, after which an adjourn-
ment was taken until next Tuesday.

Publishers' committee included
Walter Douglas, A. M. Wattenberg,
Jack Bregman and Louis Bernstein.
SPA committee included Irving Cae-
sar, George Meyers, Joe Young and
Abel Baer.

Elder Beery Is Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Noah W. Beery, 83,

father of Wallace and Noah Beery,
film actors, is dead here following a
heart attack. At his bedside were
his two actor-sons and another son,
Will. Funeral arrangements are
pending.

hComing and Goinl i

ABRAM F. MYERS returned to Washington
yesterday from New York.

NATHAN YAMINS yesterday returned to Fall
River from New York.

JACK WHITE and PAT HARRINGTON left
New York yesterday for Hollywood to work
in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938."

STUFFY SMITH leaves New York in two
weeks for the coast.

HARRY BUXBAUM and JOE LEE leave New
York Tuesday for the coast.

E. F. KOOK, stage lighting expert, plans to
leave on June 30 for a tour of England and
the Continent to study latest lighting equip-
ment there.

CHARLES E. FORD, Universal producer, has
returned from the coast.

LARRY BLAKE, film player, leaves Boston
shortly for Universal City.

SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution, returns to the
coast tomorrow.

MILTON BERLE, comedian, arrives in New
York today from Hollywood.

JOE WEIL planes in from the coast today.

JOE RIVKIN of Columbia's coast studios is

due in New York today on a talent scouting
trip.

MADELEINE CARROLL took the Century yes-
terday, coast-bound .

ATTORNEY BERNARD LUBER leaves New
York tomorrow for the coast.

LEO SPITZ leaves for Hollywood tomorrow.

JOHNNY GREEN leaves Sunday for Holly-
wood.

P. LEHMAN, DR. H. SCHMIDT and G. KEM-
NA, Ufa officials, arrived yesterday on the
Bremen to attend the S. M. P. E. convention
in Hollywood.

GEORGE NITZE, head of Ufa in the U.S.A.,
leaves today for the coast.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN left yesterday for
Hollywood. He plans to return here in about
four weeks.

Eng. Television Equipment
Using Screen 5 by 4 Feet

London — Television equipment
employing a screen 5 by 4 feet has
been successfully demonstrated at
the Campden Hill lab. of Scophony,
Ltd. The Soviet government has
purchased similar equipment for its

Moscow television station.



THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
WARNER MEN RETURN TO POSTS (be/ow)

with the amazing new -product news that

made their company's convention the most

important in the history of the film industry.

IT'S WEEK NO. 3 IN NEW YORK for Errol Flynn and The

Mauch Twins as mounting national holdovers give "The

Prince and the Pauper" extended engagements in 34 key

cities to date. Credit Wm. Keighley for film's ace direction.

WHEN "THE KING" COMES BACK hell have

Carole Lombard as co-star, according to cast-

ing flash by Mervyn LeRoy who will make

"Food for Scandal", Rodgers and Hart musi-

cal, as Fernand Gravet's film follow-up to

"The King and the Chorus Girl".

NEWEST NEW YORK ARRIVALS are director Lloyd Bacon (left; en route to Con-

necticut Naval Base for filming of Warners' "Submarine 262", and production

chief Hal B. Wallis [right), Europe bound with producer Henry Blanke for conference

with Max Reinhardt on his forthcoming "The Gamblers".

ANOTHER WARNER DEPARTURE is Edward G. Robinson's, here

seen leaving New York for Burbank after fond farewell by famed

Frank Wallace, author of his "Kid Galahad", to be released next

week with Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart and Wayne Morris opposite.

°A first Notional Picture Vilagraph, Inc., Dis/n'buforj
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CHEMICOLOUR-FOX TO

EXPAND IN AMERICA

(Continued from Page 1)

the British outfit and will have an
exclusive sales agency on the

process under a long-term contract.

Fox will probably direct world sales.

Fox, who is now at the West
Coast, may go to England to work
out various provisions under his

agreement, which has been consum-
mated, a spokesman said yesterday
in New York. It is indicated that
he will handle the American end of

British Chemicolour's operations.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Fox is an ac-

tive director in Chemicolour. He
plans to remain in Hollywood an-
other week.

40 of GN's 65 Pictures

Will be on a Rental Basis

(Continued from Page 1)

flat rental basis, it was announced
yesterday in the wake of the com-
pany's annual sales convention here.

It was further disclosed by Presi-

dent Edward Alperson that the
company would pioneer in making
novelty pictures, a policy established

with "The Girl Said No" which in-

corporates the first Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta to be screened.

The company's 1938 sales meet-
ing will again be held on the West
Coast.

Cochranes and Grainger

Head Returning "U" Group

(Continued from Page 1)

ings between J. R. Grainger, his

district managers and individual

branch managers of each district.

Salesmen, sans official duties, put in

the day at Universal City or on the

golf links.

Returning home office contingent

is headed by President R. H. Coch-

rane, P. D. Cochrane and Grainger.

"U" announced yesterday that ar-

rangements had been made with the

Crime Club, Doubleday Doran sub-

sidiary, through Lawrence W. Fox,

Jr. for the filming of stories. Irving-

Starr will produce. Already set are

"Detective Crane" by Jonathan
Latimer and "Metropolitan Police"

by Carroll Case. Four others are

under consideration.
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Lopert Dubbing "Cloistered"
I. E. Lopert, general manager of

Soundfilm Enterprises, is dubbing
"Cloistered" in Polish. Lopert has
already done it in English for one
firm and in Portuguese for United
Artists. He is also doing the inter-

national versions of "Wave" and
starts the French version in Paris
this August.

Bernard Luber Transferred
Attorney Bernard Luber is being

transferred by Paramount to its le-

gal staff at its coast studio. He
leaves New York tomorrow
Hollywood.

for

• • • IN THE current Critics' Forum now being featured

in this journal to the industry. . • . there crops up an occasional

idea that has never been broached before f'rinstance

Julian B. Tuthill of the Hartford (Conn.) Times suggests that

studios should send more photos to home towns of players, as

even the extras are big shots at home everybody in the

home town likes to read about 'em, even though they are only

extras and another corking suggestion, from Lee Grove,

of the St. Paul Daily News, to wit in the case of comedy
features, the press books should quote a few lines of funny di-

alogue or gags from the film such quotations would often

be a gawdsend to the film crit to brighten up his review or

comments on the production

• • • A SPECIAL screening at the Warner projection

room yesterday afternoon to sports writers on the met dailies

in celebration of "Kid Galahad," turned out by a member
of the sports craft, Francis Wallace among the sports

scribes and those prominently identified with sports who were
present Major D. Walker Wear, New York State boxing
commissioner Jimmy Johnston, Al Buck, Frank Graham,
Sid Mercer, Harold Conrad, Arthur Mann, Graeme Lorimer,

Dan Morgan, Ned Brown, "Toots" Shor, and Benny Leonard
gobs of roast beef and skittles of beer were munched and

quaffed by the assembled sports experts after the filming

• • • A LUNCHEON to the round-trip transatlantic fly-

ers Dick Merrill and John Lambie will be given at

the Waldorf-Astoria today by the Banshees according to

Chairman J. V. Connolly we don't know who or what the

Banshees are but we do know Connolly so guess it's

all right

• e • AN INTERESTING record has been put on the
market by Buzz Reeves of the Reeves Studio reproduced
from an Edison phonograph record made over 25 years ago
in which Theodore Roosevelt addr-esses a gathering of boys

and in which he enunciated that classic phrase
"Don't flinch, don't foul, and hit the line hard" gives you
a creepy thrill to hear that Great Voice declaim the historic

lines just as if he was right there in the room with you
the Edison record had been in the private collection of a close

friend of the great Teddy, who turned it over to Buzz, feeling

that it ought to be given to the world

• • • SOMETHING HAS got to be done about these
proud film fathers who are ballyhooing their new offspring as
if they were Hollywood productions now comes Pop Al
Lippe of Loew's State at Newark he prints a regular
press sheet all about his baby Sander Melvyn with a cast
and everythin' he calls the attraction "A New Star Is

Born" featuring the new howling sensation and
writes a rave review about the kid in the three-cornered pants,
no less

T T

• • • AN OLD-FASHIONED prairie schooner carrying
entertainers to propagandize the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Chicago is being sponsored by RKO Radio,
according to Arthur Willi, head of the eastern talent division

the stunt calls for supervising talent contests sponsored
by local newspapers or civic organizations the covered
wagon will travel as far west as Omaha the final winner
will grab a screen test at the RKO studio

« « « » » »

DEPINET PRESIDENT*

OF PATHE NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)

ness, this was the first newsreel
that he sold.

Smith, who completes his duties
immediately, has been head of Pathe
since January, 1931. He was pre-
viously with Fox Movietone News,
where he pioneered in sound and
before that, with the Hays organi-
zation. He opened the initial news-
reel theater in the world, the Em-
bassy, in November, 1929.

Discrimination for I.A.T.S.E.

is Charged Against Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee, who again demanded a 100
per cent union shop.
The Directors' Guild will include

assistant directors. It is demanding
that workers cannot be removed
from a picture after they have
started on it and also that the Guild
shall rule on screen credits.

Local 829, scenic artists' union,
yesterday voted to support the
strike of the Federated M. P. Crafts
on the coast and to urge the Cen-
tral Trades and Labor Council to

aid the strike by picketing local

theaters.

Sarnoff Sees Television

In 1938 as Problematical

(Continued from Page 1)

would mean greatly increased costs
to advertisers, said that increased
results would justify increased
costs.

The RCA exec, declared that tele-

vision undoubtedly would use short
movies for advertising purposes
much after the fashion of present
spot broadcasting in radio. He
scouted the suggestion that televi-

sion would supplant the films, how-
ever.

Attorney-General To Seek

Bank Night Ban in Omaha

(Continued from Page 1)

eral Richard Hunter announced yes-
terday.
The suit, which probably will be

filed early next week, also will ask
that the state Supreme Court jus-

tices exercise their prerogative of

taking immediate jurisdiction with-
out necessity of the case going
through district court.

Investigators working out of

Hunter's office have been in Omaha
during the last two bank nights.

Reich in Milwaukee P<
Milwaukee—C. R. Reich has been

named manager of Fox's Strand'

Theater here succeeding A. H. Mil-i

ler, who will devote his entire du-

ties to the circuit's Miller Theater.
Reich was formerly with the Up-
town Theater, Chicago.



SHOWMANSHIP
\ Ouiding production mind of 20th Century-Fox, able Darryl

" F. Zanuck again scores a typical coup. In This Is My
Affair, Producer Zanuck capitalizes on Robert Taylor's

flood-peak fame by giving him the first virile, violent role

of his career— and co-starring Taylor's much publicized,

real-life sweetheart, Barbara Stanwyck, with full sway given

at last to her compelling, emotional talents. The story is

\ the most important either of these top stars ever had.

Rough Victor McLaglen—rougher, tougher than ever

I —rounds out the sure-fire cast. Hollywood predicts great

added popularity for all three.

Robert Taylor is a naval officer. Dishonorable discharge, honorable love,

criminal associates, a death sentence complicate his life.

Barbara Stanwyck has a shadowed past. Circumstances force her into dis-

reputable company. Her great love for Taylor has grim results.

Victor McLaglen is the law's worst enemy and his own. No soft sentimen-

tality weakens his resolve to boldly have his will, come what mav.



"ThiS IS My Affair" stars Robert Taylor and

Barbara Stanwyck,featuresVictorMcLaglen,

in one of the season's most powerful pro-

ductions. Taylor and Miss Stanwyck, in love

off the screen as well as on, mean forever

what they whisper to each other. Together

they challenge a world clamoring for his life,

fight relentless events shaking the nation in

its highest places. Lavishly produced by

20th Century-Fox, in the mood of great

romance, with the surge of mighty

This Is My Affair promises to be the nfl

talked-of picture of the year, among I

most profitable in that company's amazii

consistent run of money-makers.





BOXOFFICE
Crowds like this bring happiness to theatre

owners' hearts. Crowd-loving exhibitors,

aware that This Is My Affair furnishes

Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck

with their strongest emotional roles to

date, are also alert to the tremendous pub-

licity currently accorded these real-life

sweethearts. Informed by unerring word-

of-mouth that This Is My Affairs dra-

matic scope and impact surmount even

the brilliant individual efforts of its cast,

showmen are arranging their playing time

to accommodate the greatest picture, the

greatest crowds, of the brilliant 20th

Centurv-Fox season.

The Picture the

World Will Be

Talking About!

VICTOR McLAGLEN
and

BRIAN DONLEVY • SIDNEY BLACKMER • JOHN CARRADINE
ALAN DINEHART • DOUGLAS FOWLEY • ROBERT McWADE

FRANK CONROY • SIG RUMANN
Directed by William A. Seifer

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan. Story and screen play by Allen Rivkin & Lamar

Trotti. Songs of mood and emotion by Gordon & Revel. Dances staged by Jack Haskell

Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

.-.-.
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^) SQUAWK PARADE

Pertinent paragraphs sifted

from the hundreds of replies

by leading American critics, re-

viewers and columnists to ques-
tions submitted in the fifth an-
nual Critics' Forum.

(.Continued from Page 1)

that because children go to the movies all

adult ideas should be barred, or at least

castrated, during screen treatment. Broad-
way's legitimate theaters do not bar min-
ors and they never have been corrupted
by Shakespeare, Ibsen or Shaw.

I object to the lowly status generally

accorded screen playwrights in the belief

that pictures are wholly "made" by stars

and that the screen is a director's medium.
The Frank Capra-Robert Riskin team dis-

proves this theory, as do the John Ford*

Dudley Nichols collaborations.

CHRIS GRAHAM, Bronx, N. Y. C.
"Home News".

"B" PICTURES AND
MUSICALS—

I think that film companies of the Class

B type should take longer time to produce
some of their pictures as they are certain

to prove better box-office attractions. Some
pictures that I have seen in the past year

must have been assembled in a hurry as

the plot was hazy and the acting was
spasmodic in parts of the film.

Some people think that the motion pic-

ture industry is being flooded with the

musical comedy type of picture but there

is nothing better than one of these pic-

tures for relaxation after working all day
long.

WILBERT L. HAARE, York, Pa.
"Dispatch".

PRODUCTION
"CANDIDS"—

So far, the movie industry has been built

around the 3ctors and extras seen in

scenes. Why not a little behind the scenes

on each picture, showing true to life—not

posed—shots of the authors, directors,

script gals, producers, etc., in each pic-

ture. In other words, develop interest on

the part of the individuals in pictures be-

sides the actors. Books are sold because

people know about the authors. A little

more publicizing of the authors and others

in a picture would add to the sales value

of each picture.

EDGAR B. CHESNUTT, Little Rock
"Arkansas Gazette".

TRAILERS, COLOR
AND STORIES—

Pet peeve is the lengthy trailer advertis-

ing pictures for a week in advance and
the insipid reels of local advertising that

spoil the evening.

Feel that the development of color is

much neglected by producers, and
,'iild be pushed, especially in good pic-

r
«k

Industry has started buying good stories

and paying less attention to individual

"stars" which is all to the good.

TED McDOWELL, Beckley, W. Va.
"Post-Herald".

w M

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

A reviewer must have a personal opin-

ion or be nothing but a roar machine.
Also he must have responsibility and not

go off half-cocked and be serious enough
jbout the opinions of others to go back
and see if there was something he missed
—and then if he still can't agree let him
say so. There are plenty of squawks
coming on film criticism, and they're part-

ly due to the fact that every time a re-

viewer pans a film some press agent is

going to bear down on him with a great

yell about how that is only his personal

opinion, and (less often now) the paper
is likely to back the p. a. up for a few
inches of advertising, and so you get a

condition where nobody cares much, just

goes on throwing the same loose adjectives

3round and liking practically everything,

and taking the life out of his stuff until

there is such a low amount of personal

opinion that readers lose respect and con-

fidence.

OTIS FERGUSON, "The New Re-
public".

•
Wanton distortion of facts in "histori-

cal" films.

Obvious projection room and painted

backgrounds in otherwise first-rate pro-

ductions.

Little done about previous squawks.

RICHARD MATTOX, Lancaster, O.,

"Eagle-Gazette"

.

•
The most disgusting feature in the

American theater today is the influx of

bank nights, screeno, bingo and other

schemes to bring people to the movies.

Double features rank as the next black

eye in the industry.

Small town previews following double

bills are the last thing in boredom.
The day of the gigantic ensemble num-

bers passed with Landon.

CHARLES J. TIANO, Kingston,
N. Y., "Daily Leader".

•
Same old announcements as to changes

in home office personnel. Who cares

aside from the persons named?
Same old cycles. Watch now for one

about the "dear old south."

Same old war formulae. Vide "The
Woman I Love."

Damned double bills. Cheers for In-

terstate Theaters and the Warner Circuit,

if and when.
Paucity of good short films; probably

due to double features.

Nothing to match "Crime Doesn't Pay"
series and are the comedies (?) blah!

Maybe there'll be action, but I doubt
it. Only a public uprising will accomplish

anything.

Altogether too few men like Capra,

Cukor, Brown, Franklin and Van Dyke.

W. E. J. MARTIN, Buffalo, N. Y.,

"Courier-Express".

My greatest peeve is the double fea-

ture policy—two bad pictures don't make
for better entertainment. One tooth will

ache—two teeth aching drive you nuts.

Cramming programs with shorts, most
of them dull.

Newsreels that apparently have a MUST
every week on battleships, airplanes and
ski jumpers.

Producers who make the same story at

least three times, with slight variations

and with no more cleverness in any of the

three.

MEL WASHBURN, New Orleans,
La., "Itern-Tribune".

•
I find it annoying to sit through two

pictures, even if both of them are good,
and they never are. Many exhibitors, for

an evening schedule, show the main fea-

ture, co-feature, main feature again, then
call it a night. Using a normal schedule
of shorts and one feature, they could
work in two complete shows, with result-

ant gains in revenue.

I'd like to see the return of vaudeville,

but then you didn't ask about that.

I object to Hollywood's practice of
"typing" players. Many an actor who can
do a darned good job in any one of a

dozen roles is worked to death in a par-

ticular character just because he has done
it well once.

There is too much adapting stories to

suit characteristics of players, rather than
adapting players to the story.

EDWARD REYNOLDS, South Nor-
walk, Conn., "Sentinel".

•
I don't like to sit through a long dull

feature in order to see a good feature;

and I don't think much of a lotta pre-view
trailers. These aren't exactly squawks

—

just a little expression of personal opin-

ion.

JOHN H. THOMPSON, Torrington,
Conn., "Register".

•
Placing a good star in a poor picture

and expecting him, or her, to carry it

along—is taking an unfair advantage.

It seems to me that good artists are

frequently kept too long in the back-
ground.

There is today a need for simple pic-

tures with a real story running through
them. A picture with an intensely inter-

esting plot, well staged and artists suit-

ably cast is sure to prove a success.

ETHEL K. BILLINGS, Lowell, Mass.,
"Evening Leader".

•
Double features are my chief aversion.

Remakes of not-so-old films under new
titles are others.

Most color pictures still more.
HAYDEN D. HICKOK, Syracuse,

N. Y., "Herald".

INDUSTRY AIDES
To representative journalists,

its own unofficial aides, the in-

dustry again is indebted for
thoughtful appraisals and con-
structive suggestions. Ninth in-

stallment appears tomorrow.

FEWER AND
BETTER PIX—

I am still trying to discover why pro-
ducers insist on turning out the cheap and
lousy pictures with which they flood the
market. If each producer would make
fewer pictures and make them better, I

think everyone concerned would be bet-
ter off. Just why grade B pictures must
be made is one of these mysteries without
a solution. These bad pictures started the
double features and later bank nights and
giveaways. The public don't want to see
'em. But I guess we'll always have 'em
with us.

C. H. NELSON, Rockford, III. "Morn-
ing Star".

DOESN'T
LIKE CREDITS—
Why not cut out the waste of time

telling who prepared the gowns, the cam-
eramen names, etc. That is all meaningless.
Get into the action but first present names
of players with their titles so you know
who's who.

BETTY LEE, Passaic, N. J. "Sun-
day Eagle".

LESS
EXAGGERATION—

I think that pictures should be true
to life. I am fed up with many of the
exaggerations found in them but the tend-
ency seems to be toward some improve-
ment in this respect.

H. G. TURNER, Petersburgh, Va.
"Progress-Index".

•
SEASONAL
PICTURES—

Pictures should be suitable to the sea-
son. No one, in the summer, wants to

sit through a hot desert picture, or in

the winter, shiver through a drama of

the Arctic wastes. Switched around, to

opposite seasons, they would refresh.

FRANK LESOURD, Staten Island,
N. Y., "Advance".

SQUAWK
AGAINST TRASH—
My pet squawk is the trash the studios

put out as fillers. This includes cheap
slapstick comedy, sex plays that have no
merit except as an appeal to the senses,

drama without plot or coherence, and com-
edy the type of Laurel and Hardy.

HAROLD F. MOULTON, Lynn,
Mass., "Item".

HURTING
REPUTATIONS—
Too many second, third and fourth rate

pictures which disgust customers and hurt

reputations of actors and producers as

well as theaters showing pictures.

R. M. KLINE, Homestead, Pa.,

"Messenger".
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ALLIED DEFENSE COM.

TO MEET ON TAX BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

iana chain store test case. It will

precede opening of the annual Al-
lied convention next afternoon.
The committee is expected to ap-

prove concentrating its campaign on
this type of bill, with its theater di-

vorcement measure to be used in a
supplementary fashion. Its okay by
the convention itself is also indi-

cated.

The new measure, which is now
understood in process of drafting,

will be presented as a source of rev-

enue for states. It may be intro-

duced at special revenue sessions to

be held this Spring and summer by
a number of legislatures. In what
states it is submitted will be deter-

mined by regional associations af-

filiated with Allied.

Although the tax would apply to

exhibitors backing the bill as well as
the circuits, both producer-owned
and independent, Allied feels that

its members would willingly pay the

levy, which will be based on the

number of seats in a circuit, inas-

much as it materially curbs opera-
tions of their big competitors.
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the

Allied board and its general coun-
sel, and President Nathan Yamins
conferred on the legislative situa-

tion in New York yesterday at the
Hotel Warwick. They returned to

Washington and Fall River, respec-

tively, following the meeting.

Theatrical Post Elects
Detroit—Newly elected officers of

Russell Johnson Theatrical Post No.
371, American Legion, are:
Commander, Leslie P. Cusick, op-

erator at Fox Theater; senior vice
commander, Jack Ferentz, repre-
sentative of Musicians' Union; jun-
ior vice commander, Max Kolin,
operator at Maxine Theater; adju-
tant, Jack Waugh, RCA engineer;
finance officer, Owen Blough, opera-
tor, Tower Theater; sergeant-at-
arms, I. Golden, operator at Garden
Theater; past commander, Gilbert
Light.

Executive board members are:
William J. Cornelia, operator; Wil-
liam Marley, sound engineer; Gil-

bert Lubin, operator at Crostown
Theater.

Frayne's Committee Meets
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Academy Research

Council's Committee on Industrial
Education, headed by Dr. J. G.
Frayne of Erpi, met yesterday to
complete final recommendations for
the Research Council covering pro-
posed courses to be given under
Council auspices next fall, and to
accept the final report of the in-
structors who conducted the spring
courses in sound recording.

Reviews <4 hew ?U*»s

ITSDA to Meet in Chi.
Chicago — Independent Theater

Supply Dealers Association will
hold its annual convention here
June 15.

"The Girl Said No"
With Irene Hervey, Robert Armstrong,

Paula Stone, William Danforth
Grand National 75 Mins

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
LIVELY AND INTEREST-HOLDING EN-

TERTAINMENT WITH SPECIAL APPEAL
TO GILBERT & SULLIVAN FANS.

For those who care for Gilbert & Sulli-

van music, this picture should be especially

enjoyable. "The Mikado" is presented, and
the better known Gilbert & Sullivan songs
are well sung by William Danforth, Vera
Ross, Frank Moulan, Allen Rogers and Viv-

ian Hart. The story is a modern one, and
the plot has been worked out in a mannei
which reasonably allows for the perform-
ance of the Gilbert & Sullivan works. Minus
these well known comic opera numbers, the
picture could still be classed as nice pro-

gram fare; with this music of renown, its

greater success depends on the audiences
who want Gilbert & Sullivan. Irene Hervey
does her best work in this show, and she
photographs very well. Robert Armstrong
comes through with his usual capable per-

formance, and Ed Brophy and Harry Tyler
serve as comical race-track boys. Paula

Stone is seen in an important role, the
other parts are filled by the Gilbert &
Sullivan cast. Andrew Stone did an ex-
cellent job on direction. He handled the
players in fine style, the numbers are well

presented, and the pace set keeps things
moving at a good clip. Stone also produced
and wrote the original, on which Betty
Laidlaw and Robert Lively did the screen-
play. The plot is well balanced between
the regular story and the musical presen-
tations, and one's interest is held at a

high pitch. Ira Morgan's photography is

a first-rate job throughout. Robert Arm-
strong, a race tract bookie, is taken to the
cleaners by Irene Hervey, a dance hall gal.

In retaliation, he tells her that he is a

theatrical agent and will get her on the
stage. He has a hard job convincing her,

but bit by bit she falls for the line going
so far as to spend money on lessons for a

career. Armstrong has some money com-
ing from a theater manager and he also

has friends who were old-time Gilbert &
Sullivan players, who have a company which
is waiting for an opportunity to get back
on the stage. With the theater, he gets

the players to do "The Mikado" with Irene

as a member of the cast. She and Robert
have been falling in love, and when he
stops the show to tell everyone its all a

fake, Irene says she still loves him. The
audience, which is made up of anyone who
would come, also includes a few critics

who prophesy the show will be a big suc-
cess.

Cast: Irene Hervey, Robert Armstrong,
Paula Stone, William Danforth, Vera Ross,

Vivian Hart, Ed Brophy, Harry Tyler, Rich-
ard Tucker, Gwili Andre, Mildred Rogers,

Frank Moulan, Josef Swickhard, Arthur
Kay, Horace Murphy, Bert Roach, Allan

Rogers, Max Davidson, Caritz Crawford.
Producer, Andrew L. Stone; Director,

Andrew L. Stone; Author, Andrew L. Stone;

Screenplay, Betty Laidlaw, Robert Lively;

Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Production Man-
ager, Ray Heinz; Art Director, Lewis J.

Rachmil; Editor, Thomas Neff; Musical
Director, Arthur Kay; Musical Advisor, Ed-

win Lester.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, First-

rate.

"Come On, Cowboys!"
Starring Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan

and Max Terhune
Republic 58 Mins.
HIGHLY SATISFACTORY WESTERN

WITH COMPACT STORY DEFTLY HAN-
DLED.

Equipped with a smooth screenplay from
the typewriter of Betty Burbridge, effec-
tive direction on the part of Joseph Kane,
and bright characterizations by trie versa-

tile and well-rounded cast headed by The
Three Mesquireers, this is a highly satisfac-
tory western. Melodramatic thrills are nicely
counterbalanced with copious comedy touch-
es of the pop variety. At the finale, one
wonders how so many elements can be
handled without losing a definite degree of

compactness. But compact it is,—the only
remotely extraneous element being the
title, which is one of those general affairs.

Edward Piel, Sr., is the arch villain in the
piece. To grab control of a small-time
circus and carry on his operations as a

counterfeiter, he frames his partner, Roger
Williams, whom the law hustles off to

jail. Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan and Max
Terhune,—members of the circus troupe
and pals of the outraged Williams,—are

the proposed executors of his business in-

terests and guardians of his small daughter.
The youngster's governess, Maxine Doyle,

eventually wins the heart of Bob Livingston

after he and his hard-riding companions
dish out justice to the counterfeiting band
and effect the release of the innocent
Williams. All the familiar touches such
as ambushes, runaway wagons, gun-play,

wild-riding, et al, are present in the foot-

age, but the deftness with which they
are put together lends them more than a

modicum of interest. Here is an outdoor
drama with plenty of zip, and with pho-
tography that is always cleanly executed.

Cast: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune, Maxine Doyle, Willie Fung,
Edward Peil, Sr., Horace Murphy, Anne Ben-
nett, Edward Cassidy, Fern Emmett, Roger
Williams, Yakima Canutt, George Burton,

Merrill McCormick, Loren Riebe, Victor
Allen, Al Taylor, George Blues.

Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Direc-

tor, Joseph Kane; Screenplay, Betty Bur-
bridge; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor,

Lester Orlebeck.

Direction, Effective. Photography, Very
Good.

SHORTS
Screen Snapshots

(Series 16, No. 8)
Columbia 10 Mins.

Good Hollywood Closeup
This trip around Hollywood takes

in a barbecue, the Palm Springs
Racquet Club, Allan Jones' motor-
bike stand and Frank Morgan's new
"Trading Post." The latter is a
real novelty, with Morgan trying
to sell a film celeb some of the old
junk around his shop. But the prin-
cipal interest centers around the
Racquet Club, with a long list of
Hollywood stars enjoying the var-
ious diversions. Finishes with
shots of the Annual Awards ban-
quet, showing the recipients of the
awards, as well as a lot of the fam-
ous invited audience in close-up.

ROCKEFELLER TERMS^

RKO REORG. PLAN HIT

(Continued from Page 1)

terday filed a copy of his objections
with Special Master George W. Al-
ger.

The settlement under which the
Rockefellers will receive 500,000
shares of new common stock of the
reorganized company was "made
without regard to the value of the
securities offered and is unfair since
the new common stock will exceed a
value of $18.30 a share." Under this
calculation, the Rockefellers would
receive a settlement in excess of
their total claim, which is $9,100,000.

In discussing the 5 to 1 conver-
sion rate of the new debentures into
new common, Schein asserts that
this is unfair because the new com-
mon stock will be worth more than
$20 a share. Other points made by
Schein are as follows:
That the fairness of the plan can-

not be determined without fixing
the value of the new common stock
since under the plan common stock
is to be received by all classes of
security holders, that the plan is

unfair and discriminatory because
it purports to ascribe a value to the
common stock based solely on earn-
ing power, that the plan does not
appraise the value of the equity of
the common stockholders in RKO;
that the formula of earning power
is not properly denned and that the
assets of RKO cannot fairly be val-
ued by that application of earning
power; that the valuation of RKO
assets as shown by the balance
sheets contained in the plan are in-
accurate and arbitrary.

Further, that the provision made
for holders of 10-year debentures
is unfair and discriminatory be-
cause the allotment of two shares of
new common for each $100 of new
debentures exceeds the face value
of the debentures and represents a
portion of the equity rightfully be-
longing to stockholders; that Atlas
Corp. should be paid in cash rather
than in common stock for its ser-
vices to RKO because the value of
the common stock has not been de-
termined; that the provision set-
ting up a board of four Rockefel-
ler men and three RKO men to run
the Radio City Music Hall is un-
fair because it would prevent RKO
from carrying out policies it thought
necessary.

Four Okla. Houses Open
Oklahoma City — New theaters

opened in Oklahoma are: Arnette at
Arnette, Nu-Show at Waynoka. W.
T. Sand's at Clayton and Crown at
Bartlesville.

B & K Employes to Dim
Chicago—Balaban and Katz EEh

ployes Club will hold its annual
dinner and entertainment at the
Congress Hotel May 26.

Closing St. Louis House
St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco will

close the Missouri on June 4.
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"JUttU" from Hollywood "Xols
/>

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JOE E. BROWN has returned from
an eastern trip and will resume

picture work June 7 in an untitled

production, for David L. Loew.
While on his trip he broadcast sev-

eral baseball games in Chicago.

T T T

Dr. Ernst Schwarz, president of

Agfa-Ansco Corp., has arrived here

by automobile and is conferring

with C. King Charney, American
distributor of Agfa-Ansco film.

T

Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray,
Roscoe Karns, Eduardo Cianelli,

Milly Monti have been cast in the

Major Production, "On Such a

Night," formerly titled "Flood
Crest." This is an original by Mor-
ley F. Cassidy, S. S. Field and John
Klorer, screenplay by Doris Malloy

and William R. Lipman. E. A. Du-
pont will direct. Production starts

May 24.

T T T

Konrad Bercovici has been signed

by Major Pictures to do the screen

play of his own untitled original

based on the Life of Sir Richard
Burton of Arabia. Tammy Cotter

is co-scripting. Sig Schlager
agented Bercovici.

t

20th Century-Fox studio has sent

out a call for an impersonator of

Kaiser Wilhelm II as that one-time
ruler appeared during the latter

years of the World War. The play-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 8 5 • • •

A RCHIE MAYO. Director for Warner Brothers. Born in New York City

in 1896 and attended public schools and Columbia University. Made debut on

the stage in 1912 and went to Hollywood with

Sid Grauman in 1912. Has been a writer, song

writer, singer and filled extra roles in pictures

for a time. Turned to gag writing for a living,

after a try at selling shirts. Eventually began

directing comedies for Stern Bros, and Christie.

His Warner pictures includes "Petrified Forest,"

"Call It a Day," "Black Legion," "Doorway to

Hell," "Convention City," "Illicit," "Bought,"

and "Mayor of Hell." Hobbies, Pekingese. Eyes,

blue. Hair, black. Stands 5, 8.

er is needed for a featured role in

"Lancer Spy." More than a hun-
dred applications have been re-
ceived, the studio announced, but
none came from Doom.

T T T

Casting assignments — M-G-M:
Dame May Whitty, "Marie Walew-
ska"; GN: Celeste de Bellis, "Love
Takes Flight"; Paramount: Dor-
othy Lamour, "Her Jungle Love";
Betty Grable, "This Way, Please";
Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs,
"Good Night Ladies"; WB: Wayne
Morris, "Submarine 262"; Columbia:
Beatrice Blinn, George Lloyd, Lee
Shumway, "Girls Can Play."

News o' the day—Leo G. Carroll
will play three widely divergent
roles in M-G-M's "The Umbrella
Man"

. Stuart Erwin starts his sec-
ond GN pix, "Face the Facts", May
25 Walter Wanger has acquired
the rights to Sascha Guitry's "The
Illusionist" and will star Charles
Boyer Irving Berlin will publish
Mickey Rooney's foxtrot, "Mister
Heartbreak" .

.

New contracts — M-G-M: John
Boyle, Robert Grandin, Roger Con-
verse, Tom Rutherford, players; Ed
Marin, director.

Title change By M-G-M: "You'll
be Married by Noon" to "Married
Before Breakfast".

T T

Madeleine Carroll and Francis
Lederer will shortly appear as a
new starring team in a production
entitled "Lovers On Parole," by
Adelaide Heilbron.

T T
"Mr. Shadow" has been named by

Edward J. Peskay, Grand National
vice-president in charge of distribu-
tion, as the first release on the
1937-38 program. This picture was
formerly called "The Shadow" and
is the first in a series.

Larry Blake, who is appearing at
the present time at the Metropoli-
tan Theater in Boston, is due to ar-
rive on June 1 for his next role
in the B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva pro-
duction "A Young Man's Fancy."

T T T

Paramount claims a record for
the return of preview cards. At the
preview showing of Wesley Rug-
gles' production "I Met Him In
Paris," in Oakland, 600 cards were
distributed. Within 72 hours 526
of these cards had been received at
the studio.

T T
Glenn Morris, Olympic Decathlon

champion, has signed a contract
with M-G-M to do a Pete Smith
short subject which will demon-
strate the performances of an all-
around athlete.

IATSE Names Brennan to

Push Radio Organization

James Brennan, I.A.T.S.E. vice

president, has been placed in charge
of the union's drive to organize the

radio field. Plan is to issue a sep-

arate charter to a group in that field

whose jurisdiction would cover con-

trol board men, sound men, sound
effects men and others.

Local 1, Theatrical Protective As-
sociation, acting in conjunction with
Local 802, musicians' union, and Lo-
cal 306, movie operators, yesterday
served notice on Loew's that the A.
F. of L. wanted jurisdiction over
sound engineers employed at the
Loew-owned radio station WHN, A
number of the sound men have join-

ed the American Radio Telegraph-
ers Association, a C.I.O. organiza-
tion.

r
Judith Anderson Weds
"' Tovar, Ariz.—Judith Ander-

son^ actress, and Prof. Benjamin
Harrison Lehman of the University
of California were secretly wed
early this week at Kingman, Ariz.,
it was revealed when the honey-
mooners arrived here.

Occupational Tax Levy by

County on Theater Illegal

Atlanta, Ga.—A Georgia county

may not levy an occupational tax

against a motion picture theater, the

Georgia Supreme Court ruled in the

case of Brooks County versus the

Ilex Theater, at Quitman. The court
held that a county has the right to

levy a license tax for the privilege
of operating a motion picture the-

ater but, as the state already levies

an occupational tax against amuse-
ment houses, the county cannot levy
a similar tax against them.

Gould Weds German Actress

Vienna (By Cable) — That Mar-
garete Mosheim, German stage and
screen actress, and Howard Gould,
third son of the late Jay Gould,
American railroad financier, were
married last Saturday at Klagen-
fur't, became known here. The
bride, the former wife of Oscar
Homolka, left Germany following
the advent of the Nazi regime. Her
professional name is Grete Mos-
heim.

Para. Production Overflows
Stages; Unit Uses Garage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production overflowed

the stages in Paramount's studio

yesterday, forcing one company to

shoot in the studio garage in lieu

of a better place. With 10 com-
panies working on the lot, and con-

struction in progress on unoccupied

stages, Director James Hogan work-
ed in the garage with principals

and 800 extras filming scenes in

"Last Train From Madrid."

Morris Returns from Coast
Sam E. Morris, Warner Bros,

vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, returns from the Coast
tomorrow. He was called to the
Coast hurriedly just before Conven-
tion meetings owing to the serious
illness of his son, Edwin H. (Buddy)
Morris. Latter is now well on the
road to recovery and Morris re-

turns to set plans for the selling
of the new season's product through
Warner's 120 Foreign Branches.

Standard Enters Producing

And Distributing Fields

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Standard Pictures

Corp. and Standard Pictures Dis-
tributing Corp., have been formed
with B. W. Richards as president
and executive production manager.
Lou O'Brasky is vice-president and
sales manager of the distributing
company. O'Brasky is now in the
East, lining up exchanges, which
will number 36.

Standard will not take over any
existing exchanges. It has opened
its own exchanges in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Milwaukee,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Minneapo-
lis and Chicago.

Eight pictures will be made for
i937-38 season and they will be
sold individually or in a group. The
first will be "The Deerslayer," by
James Fenimore Cooper, with pro-
duction starting May 24. Lynn
Shores will direct, with Emile De
Ruelle as production manager. The
Selznick International studio will be
used and the company will head-
quarter there.
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Argentina Biggest Foreign

Market for U. S. Pictures

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — For the past two

years, Argentina has been the big-
gest foreign market for U. S. films

but European competition and ad-
verse exchange conditions have re-

tarded sales of American motion
picture sound and projection equip-
ment in that country, Assistant
American Trade Commissioner Joe
D. Walstrom, Buenos Aires, has just
reported to the Department of Com-
merce.

Of the 1,200 motion picture the-
aters listed in Argentina, 750 are
regularly active and of these ap-
proximately 550 are equipped with
sound equipment which may be
termed adequate. Two hundred and
sixty-five of these installations are
American, Walstrom reported.
Of the 1200 projectors in active

use in the theaters in Argentina,
720 are of German origin, 300 Brit-

ish, 120 American, and the remaind-
er are of Dutch and French manu-
facture, it was stated.

Dylong to Hollywood
Milwaukee — Mieczyslaw Dy-

long leaves Milwaukee June 1 to

become assistant director of the

newly organized Polish Motion Pic-

ture Co. of Hollywood. "The Peas-
ant Wedding" in color is slated as

the first picture.

Third Miner Co. House
Chippewa Falls, Wis. — Miner

Amusement Co., operator of the

Loop and Rivoli theaters here, has
announced plans for the remodeling
of a mercantile building into a 900-

seat theater at an estimated cost

of $20,000. The new house will be
known as the Falls.

One Darkened, Two Open
Milwaukee—The Cameo Theater

at Kenosha has been closed, while

the Viking at Loyal and the Opera
House at Green Lake have been re-

opened.

34 Holdovers For "Prince"
With the addition of 14 holdovers

on Warners' "The Prince and the

Pauper" in its key city engage-
ments, the total of extended runs

on the feature is 34 to date.

"Dance" Sets Heilig Mark
Portland, Ore.—"Shall We Dance"

set a new opening day mark at the

Heilig theater here.

Ruddy in New Post
Chicago—John Ruddy has been

named manager at the Valley The-
ater, Spring Valley, replacing "Lin-
dy" Kassul who goes to the Hub
Theater at Rochelle.

Bartzen In Sheboygan
Sheboygan, Wis.—Eugene Bart-

zen is the new operator of the Star

Theater here, which has adopted a

single feature policy. The house
has been redecorated and renovated.
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® Coincidence's Long Arm H

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of L. S. Bach,

President of Bach Theaters, of

Atlanta, Ga.

As Told to Film Daily

Coincidence is such a favorite of dramatists and screen

writers that there is a tendency to scoff when it is mentioned.

Yet there is such a thing as coincidence's long arm.

Last year, in our Hilan Theater,
we could not find a picture for a
Saturday date that had any action,

so to speak. We finally contacted
the local RKO Branch and booked
Victor McLaglen in "The Informer,"
a picture that did not get a first run
in Atlanta, for this particular date.

Mind you, this booking took place
at least three months prior to The
Film Daily's announcement of the
winners in the "Ten Best" sym-
posium for that year.
On the day that we played this

picture, the news broke in all the
daily newspapers and was carried on
the front pages, to the effect that
"The Informer" was third among
the Ten Best. As a result, when
our doors opened for business, we
could not handle the crowds and
consequently a record was estab-

lished which we do not believe will

ever be equalled in that house again.

The following day, upon our ar-
rival on Film Row, everyone was
patting us on the back and giving
us credit for being the smartest
showmen that ever lived. Even the
daily newspapers carried a story to
the effect that we were on the job
to such an extent that we picked
this picture simultaneously with the
breaking of the news. No one ever
dreamed that the picture was booked
at least three months prior to this

date.

I trust that this will make a very
interesting news item for those ex-
hibitors who pass up pictures that
have quality and box office appeal
simply because they, themselves, do
not like the picture.

Editor's Note: This is No. 11 of
a feature series. Watch for the next
in an early issue.

Testimonial Dinner Will

Be Tendered James Clark

Philadelphia—Testimonial dinner
for James P. Clark, president of
the Horlacher Delivery Service and
Civil Service Commissioner, will be
held at the Bellevue-Stratford Ho-
tel on July 12. Affair, informal
stag, is sponsored by friends in the
film industry, and a large delega-
tion from New York City is antici-

pated.

"Mayerling" Version Sold
A. K. Lopert, president of Pax

Films, Inc., has purchased the
French version of "Mayerling"
from Dr. Saul C. Colin, pres ;dent
of Inter-Continental Productions,
Inc. It will be released in Septem-
ber.

GB Film For RKO Met. Circ.
The RKO Metropolitan Circuit in

New York has booked the GB com-
edy-drama, "You're in the Army
Now," for its Memorial Day holi-

day program.

Will Transfer Organist
Syracuse, N. Y. — Con Maffie,

Loew's State organist, is slated for
a transfer to Loew's Rochester at
Rochester.

New Theater for Boone
Boone, N. C.—Working drawings

will soon be completed for the con-
struction of a $40,000 theater here
for Ralph Winkler and A. E. Ham-
by.

Missouri Senate Passes

2% Sales Tax Measure

Jefferson City, Mo.—The State
Senate passed Governor Stark's 2
per cent sales tax bill which is de-
signed to raise more than $36,700,-
000 for unemployment relief, old-

age pensions and other emergency
purposes during the next 19 months.
The measure now goes back to the
House for concurrence in Senate
amendments.

Hode to Give Talks
Hal Hode, Columbia executive,

will be the guest of honor at a din-

ner-meeting of the Committee on
Motion Pictures, Department of Sec-
ondary Education, of the National
Education Association, which is to

be held at the Hotel Woodstock to-
night. Hode will also speak before
the students at Hunter College, at
6:30 P. M. on Tuesday on "Lost
Horizon."

Four New Houses Open
Charlotte, N. C.—E. L. Swinson is

opening a new theater at Lilling-
ton, while at Mt. Gilead R. A. Good-
man has opened a new house. At
Loris, S. C, A. C. Thompson's new
theater is now open and at Moores-
ville, the Rex, a colored house, has
been opened by R. B. Brantley.

New House for Hot Springs
Hot Springs, Ark.—Construction

of a new 1,500-seat Malco theater
will begin early in June, W. Clyde
Smith, city manager for Malco The-
aters, Inc., has announced.

Openings, Closings, Name^
Changes in Denver SedC^>

Denver—Wave of closings, open-
ings and new names has swept
through this territory.

Darkened are: Gala theater,
Eaton, Colo.; Frazer Hall, Frazer,
Colo.; Victory theater, Kremmling,
Colo.; Rex theater, Hobbs, N. M.;
Norwood, Norwood, Colo.; Alamo,
Rifle, Colo.; Temple, McCook, Neb.;
Royal, Stratton, Colo.; Diamond,
Hagler, Neb.; and the Merriam,
Merriam, Colo.

Openings and new theaters: the
Princess theater, Hotchkiss, Colo.,

by C. O. Wenholz; the Plains the-

ater at Clovis, N. M.; the Cuocha^
at Couchas Dam, N. M.; the Reel at

Hobbs, N. M., by S. E. Griffith The-
aters, Inc.; and a new theater to

open June 1 at Grants, N. M., by
H. S. Earley.

Theaters under new names are:

the Princess in Douglas, Wyo., now
the Mesa; the Coley, Coley, Wyo.,
now the Armada; the Princess at

Roswell, N. M., changed to the Pe-
cos; the Westcliffe at Westcliffe,

Colo., now the Canda (owned by C.

L. Canda, Jr.) ; the Sun at Otis,

Colo., now the Star; the Jewel at

Minturn, Colo., changed to the Min-
turn; the Princess at Meeker, Colo.,

now the Rio; the Sun at Holly,

Colo., reopened as the Pontiac by
Frank Northrup; and the Crystal at

Hayden, Colo., reopened by John A.

Greves as the Auditorium.

Joins RKO Holland Branch

Roberto Trillo, acting manager of

RKO Radio's Holland exchange,
working under Harry Leasim's di-

rection has appointed A. Zomer-
plaag as sales manager, with head-
quarters in Amsterdam. Zomer-
plaag managed sales for Fox for
eight years prior to his entering

j

the Croeze-Bosman Distributing Or-
gan'zation for Universal and Co-
lumbia Pictures.

Screen Craft Club Elects

Detroit—Screen Craft Club, so-

cial organization of Detroit projec-
tionists, has installed these new of-

ficers: Ray Doyle, president; Harry
Burns, vice-president; Burton Lon-
don, secretary and treasurer; and
Ralph L. Ruben, corresponding a-*id

recording secretary.

Karr Circuit Adding One
Sylvania, Ga. — Construction of

Sylvania's new 600-seat theater
building has been started. The new
house will be one of the circuit op-
erated by William H. Karr of

Swainsboro, heaid of the Dixie
Amusement Co.

Gildemeyer to Porto Rif,

F. H. Gildemeyer, formerly of
(

Erpi's Detroit field technical group,
is en route to Porto Rico where he
will be stationed as branch mana-
ger of the Western Electric Co.,

Inc., of Cuba.
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Allied Meet to Act On Theater Unionization Problem

CONNOLLY PITTING PATH! NEWS TO JOIN SMITH

Gov. Lehman Vetoes Hall Bill Legalizing Dog Racing

(Ninth installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum )

SHORTS
IDEAS—

I have two pet squawks. One is the
need for really good comedy shorts and
"short stories," utilizing much of the "B"
talent now playing in feature-length pix.

Humorous, romantic and dramatic short
stories please millions of readers; why
net utilize this interest on the screen?
[Why should Wheeler and Woolsey and

|

many others, continue to make mediocre

i

features when they might appear to ad-
vantage in good shorts which it would

i pay the exhibitor to buy at a higher price?

Stock studio companies could be utilized

for talent in very acceptable shorts, I'm

i sure.

My other squawk is on the thousands
of dollars spent by studios on worthless

i publicity. Why not a union of effort to

secure a clearing house of information, and
make the material really usable? Such
a set-up would save gobs of money and
solve a real problem. I know it can be
worked out if the studios are willing to

work together. It can be accomplished
individually, but at greater expense. If

studios would only apply one test: "Does
it have any news value?", they would have

! taken a big step forward.

ALVIN C. ZURCHER, Chillicothe,

f O. "News-Advertiser".

FOR
BETTER SHORTS—

Give the theatergoers some decent short

subjects. Stop insulting their intelligence

with the slapstick stuff now masquerading
. as "art". Present shorts seem to have no

;

theme, rely on the most obvious of situa-

tions to get a so-called laugh. Shorts

need as much meticulous attention, in my
' opinion, as features. Newspapers devote

i

plenty of time to their shorts—comics,

i
short stories, columns, etc.—movies should,

_i March of Time stuff big improve-
* y. Color technical shorts—popular

mechanics, come too seldom. Since candid-

camera shots are going over so Dig, why
not shorts on private fives of the nation's

"biggies," etc. The "variety" programs,

consisting of vaudeville acts, are terrible,

I in my mind.

SHANDY HILL,, Pottstown, Pa. "Mer.
cury".

Measure Opposed by Film

Interests Killed After

Hearing

Albany—The Hall dog racing bill,

target for film industry opposition,
was vetoed yesterday by Governor
Herbert H. Lehman who had con-
ducted a public hearing on Monday.

In vetoing the bill, the Governor
said:

"In effect the bill would permit
the establishment and conduct of
pari-mutuel betting at dog races.
Yet we know that the Constitution
of the State explicitly prohibits such
pool selling."

The Governor points out that the
(Continued on Page 7)

20TH-FOX SALES MEET

WILL DRAW OVER 300

More than 800 members of 20th
Century-Fox organization will at-

tend the annual sales convention
which will be inaugurated at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,

(Continued on Page 7)

Dies Resolution Calls for

Investigation of Industry

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A sweeping inves-

tigation of the film industry is pro-
posed in House Resolution 217,

(Continued on Page 7)

Eight Honored b/AIG
West Coast Bur., THE FILM D^ItY\

Hollywood—For their service to in-

dustry, Adolph Zukor, Cecil B. DeMille,
Luise Rainer, Spencer Tracy, Lionel
Barrymore, Frances Marion, Boris Mor-
ros, and Slavko Vorkapich were given
awards by the American Institute of
Cinematography which is affiliated with
the University of Southern California.

35 HR. WEEK, 40 GENT

MINIUM IN NEW BILL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Establishment of a

35-hour week and 40 cents an hour
minimum wages is understood to be
provided in President Roosevelt's
wage and hour program which is ex-

pected to reach Congress next week.
Provisions are reported to apply to

industries engaged in interstate

commerce and where special condi-

tions prevail.

Retailers would not be affected by
the bill, under its present form. It

(Continued on Page 7)

FMPC Drops Indie Strike

Move; Early Peace Seen

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Action of the FMPC

yesterday in indefinitely postponing
a strike directed against 27 indie

producers strengthened the belief

that the strike of technicians at the
(Continued on Page 7)

Allied May Hold Executive Session

On Union Problem at MilwaukeeMeet
Allied Convention Com.

Invites Agnew to Attend

P. J. Wood, as chairman of the
Allied convention committee for the
Milwaukee meeting beginning Wed-
nesday, has written to Neil F. Ag-
new, general sales manager of Par-

(Continued on Page 7)

Confronted by what appears to be

the inevitable unionization of the-
aters throughout the country, Al-
lied, at its Milwaukee convention
starting Wednesday, will give the
problem serious consideration. An
executive session on the situation

may be held, according to official

sources, in order to give exhibitors
(Continued on Page 7)

Fr-edericM Ullman Succeeds
Himlis General Manager

of Reel

Jack Connolly yesterday resigned
as general manager of Pathe News
and was succeeded by Frederick
Ullman, who was elected a vice-
president of the company the pre-
ceding day.

Connolly will become associated
with Courtland Smith, who resigned
as president of Pathe News on
Wednesday, it was announced.

Courtland Smith said yesterday
that among other activities he and
his associates would be engaged in
marketing a new lens with "an ex-
traordinary depth of focus."
Smith believes that this lens can

(Continued on Page 2)

SALES MEETINGS BLOCK

Current annual sales conventions
being held at the coast will block
progress towards definite moves on
the radio competition situation for
some weeks to come, stated Walter
Vincent, chairman of the M. P. T.
O. A. committee handling the mat-
ter, yesterday in New York. No

(Continued on Page 7)

SEC Counsel Sees Roxy

1937 Profit of $274,500

Ernst Angell, regional attorney
for the SEC yesterday estimated
that the net operating profit of the
Roxy Theater for 1937 would be
$274,500 at a hearing in Federal
Court at which Judge Caffey took

(Continued on Page 7)

"Wonderful Time" to RKO
RKO Radio yesterday announced the

purchase of film rights to "Having
a Wonderful Time," seasonal Broadway
hit. Purchase price, it is understood,
was $100,000. Film version will be
produced by Pandro S. Berman as one
of the outstanding pix on the 1937-38
schedule, it was said.

HUB-
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

.

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Brcs

do pfd

High Low Close Chg.

24 24 24 + Vz

343/8 33 343/8 + 13/s

'V/s 'ivi '3'/
8

'''
123/4 123/4 123/4 + l/

8

164 164 164
151 151 151

25 241/2 25 + 3A
803/4 793/4 793/4 + Vi

203/g 191/2 19% + 'A
140 140 140 + 1

I8I/2 173/4 173/4 — 3/8

7 63/4 7

85/8 83/8
8I/2

363/4 36 363A + 1/4

451/2 451/2 451/2 + 1

133/g 125/g 131/4 + 3/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Lcew 6s41ww ....98% 98% 983/4

Para. B'way 3s55 . . 69

V

4 69 1/4
69i/4 + 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 100% 100 100

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 .... 95 Vi 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 34 34

Grand National 23/8 2 1/4 23/8 + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% + %
Technicolor 29% 29 29—1
Trans-Lux 43/4 4Vi 43/4 + 1/4

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 13 14

Loew's Thea. B|dg. 6s 1st '47... 96% 98

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43... 54% 56%

Drop RKO vs. Ferry Field Suit

Detroit—Suit of RKO Distribut-

ing Corp. against Ferry Field

Amusement Co. for $933 and $2,500

damages, has been dismissed by Cir-

cuit Judge Guy A. Miller, with the

consent of both parties without

costs.

^

• • • THE EMPLOYEES of Balaban and Katz in Chi-

cago have organized a dramatic group the first show
scheduled by the members will be "Louder Please" and the

initial showing is scheduled for the Oriental theater on June 8

Walter Lyons of the Harding theater and Warren Stafford

will handle the production A. P. Conroy, manager of the

Uptown Theater, is prexy of the club

T T
• • • THE ANNUAL Warner Club boat ride and outing

has been scheduled for June 23 the S. S. Peter Stuyvesant

has been chartered to take the Warnerites to Bear Mountain
for a day of revels

• • • ADDED TO the Public Relations staff of RKO Ra-
dio under direction of Leon Bamberger J. Maxwell Joke
will handle the midwest district Joice will cooperate with

Walter Branson, district manager at Chicago, in creating great-

er interest in the study of motion pictures in schools, colleges

and clubs of course the Radio pix get the big plugTV
• • • A FAREWELL dinner was given to Henry Stickel-

maier, manager of the Paramount at Toledo, who leaves that

post June 1. . . • Franklyn Shepherd of the Shepherd Film
Service, Cincinnati, is cheering over the arrival of a baby
daughter. . . • Jean Dalrymple has gone to Hollywood as

secretary to Grace Moore. . . • Robert C. Johnston, of the

Walt Disney artist staff, is being married today to Ethel Prim-
mer of Hillside, N. J the couple will leave next week to

establish a home in Hollywood

$323,257 INCREASE

IN APR. ADM1SH TAX

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Considerable gain

in motion picture and theater at-

tendance was revealed here yester-

day when the Bureau of Internal

Revenue, disclosed that revenue

from admissions had increased $323,-

257.14 for the month of April, 1937,

over the same period last year.

The bureau lists total admission
for April, 1937 at $1,589,682.52 while

for the same month in 1936 the fig-

ure was $1,266,425.38.

SMPE Officers to be Dined

by Academy's Technicians

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Officers and members

of the Board of Director of the S.

M. P. E. will be guests of the offi-

cers of the Technicians Branch at

dinner on Monday night at the Hol-

lywood Plaza Hotel. Dinner will be

in the nature of an informal get-to-

gether, and will be attended, in ad-

dition to the Society officers who
will be in Hollywood for the semi-

annual Society Convention, by the

Officers of the Academy and the

Chairmen of the various Academy
Branches, members of the Academy
Research Council and the officers and
Executive Committee of the Tech-
nicians Branch.

JACK CONNOLLY QUITS

PATHE, JOINS SMITH

(Continued from Page 1)

be used in television on the icono-
scope and on all cameras and pro-
jection apparatus. Smith said the
lens would be marketed on a rental

basis.
Connolly had been associated with

Pathe News as general manager for
many years.

Speidell Re-Elected as

Audio Prod. President

Frank K. Speidell was yesterday
re-elected president of Audio Pro-
ductions, Ei-pi subsidiary, at the an-

nual meeting of the company at

which he reported that business is

50 per cent ahead of a year ago and
that 16 films are now in produc-
tion.

Other officers re-elected were H.
A. Wilson, vice president in charge
of sales; Chas. L. Glett, vice presi-

dent in charge of production; Fred
F. Foster, treasurer; E. J. Wagner,
ass'n treasurer and secretary, and
P. J. Mooney, secretary.

Louis Newhafer Dead
Chicago — Louis Newhafer, vet-

eran Chicago film manager, is dead.
He was district supervisor for Tower
and Maryland theaters of the B.

& K. circuit.

Coming and GoirifJ

GEORGE TRENDLE has returned to Detroit
from New York.

HARRY GOETZ returns to New York May
31 from London on the Normandie.

J. ELDON PEEK and MRS. PEEK have re-
turned to Oklahoma City from New York.

JOE WEIL, altering his return schedule,
flies from the Coast to Galveston today.

JOHNNY GREEN, composer and orchestra
leader, has arrived in New York from Holly-
wood and is stopping at the St. Moritz.

JOHN T. HOWARD, Paramount's Detroit
branch manager, and ALBERT KANE, com-
pany's Boston branch manager, sail today for

California on the Santa Elena.

EDDIE GARR, comedian, has arrived on the
Coast to appear in a Universal production there.

KITTY KELLY has arrived in New York
from Hollywood and is stopping at the Am-
bassador.

EARLE G. HINES, president of both Inter-
national Projector Corp. and General Theaters
Equipment Corp., leaves New York on Monday
by plane for Los Angeles and the S.M.P.E.
convention.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, leaves the home office today for Holly-
wood.

DAVID O. SELZNICK, accompanied by MRS.
SELZNICK, IRVING BERLIN, MRS. BERLIN,
MRS. JOCK WHITNEY, WILLIAM WELLMAN,
BEN HECHT, BARBARA KEON and ROBERT
CARSON, left New York yesterday for Holly-
wood.

BRIAN AHERNE and ROBERT EDMOND
JONES have arrived from Europe.

MILTON KRASNER leaves New York May
31 returning to the coast.

CLAIR E. HILGERS, managing director of

RKO Radio Films, S.A., with headquarters in

Paris, arrived in New York yesterday, and im-
mediately planed to Dallas.

LEO SPITZ leaves today for Hollywood.

WILLIAM HUTCHINSON leaves tomorrow for

the coast.

FRANK K. SPEIDELL, president of Audio
Productions, and MRS. SPEIDELL, sailed yes-

terday for Bermuda.

Use of Stars' Names for

Fan Clubs is Restricted

Albany—As the result of the ac-

tion of Governor Herbert Lehman in

signing the Kleinfeld bill, organiz-

ers of clubs or associations in New
York State no longer may use the

names of film stars without the lat-

ter's written permission.

Douglas Fairbanks
James Gleason
George Stone
Dorothy Lee
Ben Silvey
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ARBONS

HE L

Recently published records show that a major factor con- J
tributing to accidents in motion picture theatres is the

low visibility experienced by patrons entering the dark-

ened interior from the brilliant light of the street.

Darkened interiors are necessary when the level of

screen illumination is low, but SUPREX CARBONS
provide ah intensity of screen illumination which per-

mits supplementary lighting adequate for comfortable

vision from the moment of entrance.

MAKE YOUR

?
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide lljjlj and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO .

General Offices: 30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Branch Sales Offices: New Yorlc - Pittsburgh - Chicago - San Francisco



DEVELOPING
MACHINES
35MM — 16MM

35MM & 16MM CONTACT,
OPTICAL, PICTURE & SOUND

Splicers & Editing Machines

ANDRE DEBR1E, INC.
115 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK

LOUISVILLE TO HAVE

NEW $90,000 HOUSE

Louisville—S. J. Switow, presi-
dent of the Cozy Theater Co., is

building a new 1,000-seat Cozy The-
ater south of the present site, at an
estimated cost of $90,000.
For the face of the building a new

material, Mascotta will be used, the
trimming being stainless steel. The
box office will be off-center and the
entrance doors will open into a ro-
tunda !25 feet in diameter, ahd
thirty feet high. A large colored

7* H."?

Now Used in Balaban & Katz Theatres—and Essaness Circuits
As we manufacture these lenses in greater quantities than needed
for our own theatre projectors, we are offering them to the trade

at very attractive prices.

*B.N.— (Bottle Neck) term applied to a lens that does not permit full stream of
light to reach screen.

Circulars Free
THEATRE PROJECTORS

on DeVry
SEMI-PORTABLE PROJECTORS

HERMflM fl.DeVRY. INC.^23S# INI QrmitaqeOve. CHICAGO

Great States' $100,000 House
Normal, III.—Great States is to erect

a new 900-seat motion picture theater
to cost approximately $100,000 here.
It will be ready about Labor Day.
Arthur Moratz is the architect in

charge of the plans.

plate glass window will afford a
view from the interior to the ex-
terior of the building and also from
the street into the rotunda.
The electric sign, constructed of

metal and rising 30 feet above the
highest point of the building, will

be an integral part.
Marble and mirror walls will be

used throughout the theater, which
will be completely air conditioned.
Special lighting fixtures will illum-
ine the decorative plaster ceilings.

Introduce Schedule Clock
Detroit—Timeter, a new schedule

clock for theaters, is being marketed
by the Timeter Co. Product has two
clocks, one showing "present time,"
other showing time of next show.
It is designed to go over the box-
office.

Summer Valance Demand Big
Summer valances and banners are

proving a popular as well as effec-

tive feature for hot weather ex-
ploitation, with most of the major
ciixuits going for them in a big
way, Art Flag reports.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre oivners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N.Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

HOTEL & THEATRE
CARPET COMPANY

Headquarters for

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
427 W. 42nd St. New York City

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In-

k stall Acoustieon Theatre-

phones. Leading: system. Na-

tionally advertised.DEAF
Endorsed by key showmen.

' Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

m m YOUR
Is It an E

By FRAM
of General Electric C<t: :

"THE marquee is the first point of c |i

should perform a threefold functiii::

patrons of present and coming attrac m:

ater and the alertness of the manager I

Of the elements which constitute*:

quee, vertical sign and posters, all bo »

quee and the attraction letter signs

and brightness so necessary for effect;

In the majority of cases marquel ::

on the front and sides. However, bi

confined to those on the opposite side It

tiveness, many of the new marquees k nli

pezoidal shapes.

The triangular shape adds about

shape. However, when the protectio;

letters appear to be foreshortened wl w

shape is a good solution. Such a sh;

than the oblong shape without obje-

reduction in canopy protection.

Semi-circular marquees are novel

changeable attraction letters. Bevelc

reduce the amount of useful attractio

in producing novel effects.

!N GENERAL, effective marquees arl

tion which can be viewed by perso

give adequate illumination of 30 to 1

its effectiveness as an advertising mec

and projecting edges should be used

pensate for the lost effect in some othi

The best known method of lights

surface with exposed lamps. Bore larlth

necessary for virile advertising. It is H
the outer edge and additional rows t :

the appearance of a carpet of light wlwo

studded uniformly over the entire ceil*

however, distinct rows with lamps spa«'

The marquee may be made up oiM:
;

be of flashed opal glass, structural gl.M::

(Conim.

Complete Decorating And Draperies

,y 'Murals^Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

I NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W..4HK St., NeW York City A. I. Kessler, Mjr.

LIQUIDATING
USED STUDIO AND

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

Printing machines 16 and 35 mm.

B. & H. cameras and splicers, studio

lights, sound recording equipment,

rewinders and other miscellaneous

equipment. 16 mm. and 35 mm.
sound projectors.

O. & W.
CINE ENTERPRISES, Inc.

149 W. 48th St. N. Y. C.
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RQUEE
^Salesman?

FALGE
• Cijarfc Engineering Dept.

t iave with your patrons and as such it

attract attention; it should tell the

uld indicate the character of the the-

ft J

boi
•

Hr

t and effective front including a mar-

to form a composite whole, the mar-

importance. They have the sparkle

advertising.

ng in shape with the feature letters

viewing angle for the front letters is

it which limits their advertising effec-

onstructed in both triangular and tra-

to the valuable end attraction-letter

ctiouy the canopy is inadequate or if the

ok from down the street, the trapezoidal

sli]| 10 to 20 per cent more letter space

eshortening of the letters or serious

saiejh present broad surfaces of illumina-

street. Even though a marquee may
tollies, if it lacks brightness and sparkle,

med

ted-a

ced. For this reason coffered ceilings

ial cases where the theater can com-
if capitalize on the novelty of such ideas.

Ii;liti erside of the marquee is to stud the

the sparkle and brightness that is so

est to provide a row of lamps around
mtrance so that the ceiling takes on

from down the street. Lamps may be
nged in suitable designs. In general,

inches apart are satisfactory.

ol glass elements. These elements may
blocks. Because one is able to take
ge 6)

mewhat more costly when supporting

edges, with or without corner posts,

e, although they are frequently useful

REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

n

Modernize Your Front Lobby

With

CUSTOM BUILT

RUBBER MATS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN) RUBBER MFG. GO.

TRENTON, N. J.

Spencer Co. Installations

Showing a Sharp Upswing

Sharp upswing in sales and in-

stallations of Spencer Central
Cleaning Systems is reported by
their makers, the Spencer Turbine
of Hartford, Conn. Company, and
its representatives in 50 cities

throughout the United States, are
offering to existing as well as pro-
posed theaters the services of en-
gineers in each distribution center
to supply specific information at
any time to those contemplating in-

stallation of a central system for
keeping all parts of a film house
scrupulously clean.
System operates with light

vacuum tools, varying in design for
different cleaning surfaces and re-
quirements. These are attached to
a lightweight rubber hose which
reaches to inlet valves conveniently
placed throughout the theater.
From these valves a piping system
runs to the basement where a pow-
erful motordriven cleaner puts the
dirt in a container.

Excel Projector Expands
Chicago—Excel Projector Corp.,

4234 Drummond Place, has pur-
chased six lots adjoining its plant
and will build a $50,000 one-stoi*y

addition.

WEBSTER
Sound Equipment and
Inter-Office Systems
Wholesale Distributors

DALE PARTS, INC.
25 Warren St. N. Y. C.

Newest "COOL" Campaign

VALANCES - BANNERS - FLAGS
Rented—Sold

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. New York City

II\ PROJECTOR
REPAIRS

It pays to make sure that ALL of

the Parts are GENUINE SIMPLEX.

UMTIflUMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u;iiL'm;

Anderson Turns Exhibitor

Hopkinsville, Ky.—U. R. Anderson,
former zone manager for Warner Bros,
will build a 600-seat theater here.
He has also acquired the Kentucky
theater at Hartford.

Air Conditioning Plants

Quick to Pay for Selves

Careful checking of figures over
a period of 10 years, according to
the Frick Company, manufacturers
of air conditioning equipment, dis-
closes the fact that in one circuit
of theaters, for example, an air con-
ditioning plant pays for itself in
small neighborhood houses in about
three years, while large downtown
theaters often make 50 per cent on
the combined first cost and operat-
ing cost of the air conditioning sys-
tem, each season.

Contract for Brounet
Sam S. Hanauer has awarded the

renovating and interior decorating
contract of his Rialto Theater, Beav-
er Falls, Pa. to Arthur G. Brounet
of this city.

FRISINA, KERASOTES

CIRCUITS TO BUILD

Springfield, 111.—Immediate con-
struction of two suburban film the-
aters for the South Grand-West
Grand district is announced by the
Frisina Amusement Co. and the
Kerasotes Bros. Circuit operators.
The Frisina project, the Will

Rogers theater, is to be construct-
ed at 904-908 South Grand Ave.
West, and will include a 900-seat
theater, two stores and five apart-
ments on the second floor. Cost is

estimated at $175,000 by John B.
Giachetto, executive manager of the
Frisina organization, which now
operates 45 theaters in Illinois, Iowa
and Missouri.

The $150,000 Kerasotes project
will be constructed on the east side

of W. Grand Ave., just South of S.

Grand Ave. It will include the the-
ater, four stores and office suites
above.
The Frisina Co., is now rebuild-

(Coittinued on Page 6)

"A STAR IS BORN"

Speaking of stars . . . Alexander Smith

Carpet has been a floor covering

headliner for more than three-quar-

ters of a century . . . one reason you

will find it in the majority of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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IMPROVED PROJECTION

MAGAZINE ANNOUNCED

Improvement in development and
design of projection magazines is

announced by the GoldE Manufac-
turing Co. New magazine is com-
pletely cast in aluminum, and being
stronger has numerous added fea-
tures. Deeper housing and perfect-
ly smooth lining with no obstruc-
tion guarantees perfect operation.
Reel alarm compartment is im-
provement, and makes quick change
of reels easy. Positive snap lock
keeps door closed at all times, yet
opens with the touch of a finger.

Door is double ribbed for strength
and decided protection against haz-
ards. Lower magazine has hard-
ened ground bushing that is an in-

tegral part of the apparatus. Any
standard takeup can be used.

Frisina and Kerasotes to

Build in Springfield,

{Continued from Page 5)

ing the Empress theater, as the

Southtown, and enlarging the Cap-
itol theater, the work involving

$150,000 expenditure.
The Will Rogers Theater will be

modernistic in design, will have a
Vitrolite glass front and will have
Carrier air conditioning equipment.

The new Kerasotes project has
been designed by J. Fletcher Lank-
ton, Peoria architect, and will be

patterned after the Kerasotes Bev-
erly there.

Renovate Waterbury Theater

Waterbury, Conn. — Frederick

Van Doren, operator of the 680-seat

Hamilton Theater, announces plans

to renovate the house in an esti-

mated $12,000 job, to include new
box-office and lobby, interior re-

decoration, drapes, carpets, and
lighting fixtures, under the direc-

tion of Modern Theater Equipment
and Alvin Studios.

New Theater for Mt. Airy

Charlotte, N. C. — P. A. Boone
and Early Benbow have purchased a
site across from the Grand Theater
building in Mt. Airy for the pur-

pose of erecting of a 750-seat house
soon. It is understood they have
also bought the Grand Theater
building. They formerly operated
the Early Theater in Mt. Airy.

Two Houses Recarpeted

The Hotel and Theater Carpet Co.

has completed carpet installations

at the Strand Theater in Suffern,

N. Y., and the Rivoli in Fallsburg,

N. Y.

YOUR MARQUEE
(Continued from Page 5)

advantage of the high efficiency of large lamps, properly designed luminous elements
require approximately the same wattage as do exposed lamps. With luminous elements
a design can be worked out directing the lines of light to the lobby and the box office.

A single large element forming a complete ceiling has been used on a number of occa-
sions. Where such a ceiling is used, some sparkle perhaps along the outer edge and
along the glass dividers, is desirable. Exposed lamps can furnish this sparkle or it can
be otherwise obtained by placing a pattern of configurated glass in the design.

SOMETIMES indirect luminous elements, such as coves and silhouette strips, have been
*J used for marquee ceilings without very satisfactory results because of poor efficiency

due to dirt collection, etc. Elements of this type should be reserved for special effects

where efficiency is not so important.

Providing information is another of the big jobs required of a theater front. Change-
able attraction-letters, though varying widely in effectiveness due to design, maintenance
and operation are the universal media employed to do this job.

There are two principal classes of changeable letters: (1) The luminous letter type
with raised opal or flat opal beveled-edge letters, and (2) the silhouette letter. One
fact concerning the first type—the cavity should have a good reflecting finish. By
using flashed opal or crystal glass the letters will have a brighter nighttime appearance
for equal wattage.

Silhouette-type changeable letters tie in well with modern design compositions;
the large luminous areas serving to tie the marquee to building, especially where other
luminous elements are used. Because of the relatively large luminous areas, the sil-

houette type has unusual effectiveness and efficiency. For the average case, 25-watt
lamps on approximately VA inch centers, IVz inches back of the glass, are satisfactory

and provide a factor of safety when lamps burn out. Since evenness in the luminous
area determines the letter legibility, it is necessary that lamps be spaced no farther

apart than their distance from the glass. When so spaced, burnouts will be less notice-

able. Lamps should be placed close (2 inches is usually satisfactory) to the background
and the background should be painted a good reflecting white finish.

One manufacturer has introduced a silhouette letter with a colored catalin insert,

thus bringing to this type of sign the added interest of color. Strips of colored glass,

either flashed-opal or of the more sparkling configurated type can also be used to

advantage. Color and motion can also be added to these displays by employing a

running border of low-wattage colored lamps, in yellow, orange or rose.

In renovizing the theater front, change is of significant importance. With the
wealth of new ideas available any theater can have a front that is architecturally pleas-
ing and that has the selling punch that is so necessary in this era of keen competition.

O & W Cine Liquidating
O. & W. Cine Enterprises in New

York City are liquidating $20,000
worth of laboratory and studio
equipment including Bell and How-
ell cameras, recording machines,
printing machines, lighting equip-
ment, rewinders, flanges, 16 mm.
recording machines and other mis-
cellaneous equipment.

Summer Cooling System
A summer cooling system, spe-

cially designed for small theaters up
to 800 seats, with all the latest im-
provements including proper dehu-
midification, up-to-date air cleaning,
adequate air circulation and auto-
matic control is being offered by
Weather Control Corp., of New
York.

Wolverine Names Distrib.
Detroit — The Wolverine Boiler

Works of Grand Rapids, Mich., has
appointed McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co. distributor for its new
blower for theater air conditioning
installations.

New Montreal Theater
Montreal—Emile Kugel is con-

tractor for a new $50,0C 'theater
to be built at the corner m. Ogilvy
and Durocher Park extension for
Empire Amusements, Ltd.

Carrier Issues Booklet
Based on experience acquired in

air conditioning hundreds of the-
aters throughout the world, Carrier
Corp. is issuing a new booklet en-
titled "An Easy Way to Find How
Quickly Carrier Air Conditioning
Pays For Itself In Your Theater"!
Booklet is grounded on facts and
figures in conditioning all types and
sizes of theaters, ranging in capa-
city from 15 seats in the United
Artists Pre-View Theater in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, to 6,200 seats in
Radio City Music Hall, and permits
theater owners to estimate in ad-
vance, the owning and operating
costs.

NEW WESTINGHOUSE

AGENCIES APPOINTED

Chicago—E, M. Bowles, manag-
er of the air conditioning depart-
ment for Westinghouse, announces
the appointment of the Meyer Fur-
nace Co. as agency for the Peoria
district, the Walker Engineering
Co., for the Fort Wayne territory
and the Industrial Pipe and En-
gineering Company, for the Indian-
apolis district. Bowles also reports
the Natkin Co. which has repre-
sented the air conditioning depart-
ment at Kansas City for several
years has been given the Iowa and
Nebraska territory, Natkin has
opened a branch office at Des Moines
with Maurice Olchoff as manager
and an office at Omaha with Henry
Kleinkauf manager. Bowles says
theater air conditioning installa-

tions are fully 50 per cent ahead of
a year ago.

Continent is Spanned by

Acousticon Installations

Acousticon's newest Theaterphone
installations span the continent.
The list includes:

Centenary Theater, Shreveport,
La.; Paramount Theater, Spring-
field, Mass.; Grand Central News-
reel Theater, New York City; Ma-
jestic Theater, Springfield, O..;

Morley Theater, Athens, Pa.; Im-
perial Theater, Lancaster, S. C;
Riviera Theater, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Warner Bros. Fresno the-
ater, Fresno, Calif.; Hollywood
Theater, Hollywood; Huntington
Park Theater, Huntington Park,
Calif.; Downtown Theater, Los An-
geles; San Pedro Theater, San Ped-
ro, Calif.; Elsinore Theater, Salem,
Ore.

MOTION PICTURE LIGHTING
AND EQUIPMENT CORP.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. CHic. 4-2074

GET WISE"—WHEN YOU NEED

FLOOR COVERING
CALL ON US <^§r

THAT'S ALL WE HANDLE
THAT'S ALL WE KNOW

'CRESTWOOD CARPETS"
For Quality and Wear

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 West 49th Street, New York, N. Y.

s
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BTG RAGING MEASURE

VETOED BY GOVERNOR

(Continued from Page 1)

Legislature has refused to amend
the Constitution to permit pari-

mutuel betting, but has, by resolu-

tion, requested the Constitutional
Convention of next year to consider
the subject.

20th Century-Fox Sales Meet
Will Draw More Than 800

(Continued from Page 1)

May 31, with John D. Clark, dis-

tribution head, in charge.

New York delegates numbering
175 will depart in four special trains

leaving Wednesday evening.
Convention program opens Mon-

day at 9:30 a.m. with an address of

welcome by Clark, and conferences
on the outdoor series, Movietone
News and short subjects will fol-

low. Announcement of the Educa-
tional program for the new season
will be made by President E. W.
Hammons and prizes will be award-
ed to the winners in the fourth S. R.

Kent drive.

Second day's program will be de-

voted to product, with addresses by
Col. Jason Joy, public relations di-

rector, and Darryl F. Zanuck. Di-
rection will occupy the third ses-

sion on Wednesday and Clark, Jos-
eph Schenck and Kent will speak.
Harry Brand and Charles E. McCar-
thy will also discuss publicity and
exploitation.

Thursday the delegates will tour
Movietone City and leave the fol-

lowing day for their homes.

Dies Resolution Calls for

Investigation of Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

sponsored by Rep. Martin Dies,
Democrat, of Texas, and referred
to the Rules Committee where the
Hobbs measure aiming for an in-
dustry probe is now resting.

Dies declared yesterday that his
resolution resulted from complaints
from "hundreds of independents"
against certain "unfair practices
and hardships."
He added that he had not con-

ferred with Rep. Hobbs, but felt

the latter's mesaure did not go far
enough.

35-Hour Week, 40 Cent
Minimum Wage in New Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

proposes a Federal board of three
members to administer the act. Per-
sons receiving $1,500 or more in
wages annually would be exempt
m the plan.

R. W. Krakeur Weds
Richard W. Krakeur, Louis Schurr

agency exec, was married to Sunny
Ingram Thursday night at the home
of Sam Harris, the producer.

i^lDAILY

A "mU" fam "Ms
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CIDNEY M. BIDDELL, Grand Na-
tional story editor, will resign

May 29. He is planning an inde-
pendent production unit and is ne-
gotiating with Grand National for
a release.

T V
Les Salander has been signed to

direct "Hopalong Rides Again," the
first of the new series of "Hopa-
long" westerns starring Bill Boyd,
and which Harry Sherman is pro-
ducing for Paramount release.

George Hayes and Russell Hayden
will be in the cast. Production starts

June 7 at Lone Pine.

T t
Joseph Boyle, who entered motion

pictures as an actor with the old

Lubin company in 1912, will assist

Director Kurt Neumann on "Make
a Wish," which will star Bobby
Breen. Principal is producing, with
the picture to be released by RKO
Radio.

Casting assignments — Wanger:
Ian Hunter, "52nd Street"; Gold-
wvn: William Harrigan, "Dead
End"; Charles Kullman, "The Gold-
wyn Follies"; RKO: St. Luke's
Choristers, "Make a Wish"; Col.:

Clyde Dilson, Huey White, George
Chesebro, "It Can't Last Forever";
Lucille Lund, Zita Moulton, Robert
Chisholm, "Once a Hero"; 20th-
Fox; Lionel Atwill, "Lancer Spy";
Willard Robertson, Joan Marsh,
"Too Much Limelight"; Paramount:
Ivan Lebedeff, "Angels"; Grant
Richards, "Love on Toast."

Hollywood's first swing concert
will be held tomorrow in the Pan-
Pacific auditorium. • Five to six

hours of swing music will be heard,
according to Everett and Larry
Crosby, brothers of Bing, who are
staging the event in tribute to Joe
Sullivan, Bing's favorite accompan-
ist.

Sales Meetings Block

Further Radio Action

(Continued from Page 1)

more joint meetings involving the
producer-distributing companies and
the exhibitor association represen-

tatives will be held until the exe-

cutives return to New York, he said.

Meanwhile, Vincent will be in con-

tact with members of his own com-
mittee via correspondence.

10 P. C. Admission Tax
Bill May Pass in Mich.

Detroit—Proposal for a 10 per
cent admission tax on all amuse-
ments, except boxing, with the min-
imum taxed admission at ten cents
is made in a bill introduced in the
State Legislature by M. Clyde
Stout, chairman of the important
Ways and Means Committee in the
lower House. Religious, benevolent,
municipal, police, and veterans' af-
fairs would be exempted. The tax
is estimated to raise from six to
eight millions annually. Because
of the need of funds for the primary
school support in Michigan, chances
for passage of the bill are consid-
ered good.

Joe Weil in Galveston
Joe Weil, Director of Exploita-

tion for Universal, stayed over for
one day at Universal City in order
to complete exploitation plans on
"The Road Back". He flies today to

Galveston, at the invitation of R. J.

O'Donnell, to speak at the Interstate
Circuit convention.

Columbians Set Tourney
Annual golf tournament of the

Columbians, employees club of Co-
lumbia Pictures, will be held Satur-
day, June 12, at the Berkshire Coun-
try Club, Wingdale, N. Y.

SEC Counsel Sees Roxy

1937 Profit of $274,500

(Continued from Page 1)

approval of the Roxy reorganization
plan under advisement. Judge
Caffey asked that memoranda on
the plan be filed by May 24 and set

the next hearing in the reorganiza-
tion proceedings for June 4, though
he declared that he might not have
reached a decision by that time.

Angell estimated that the over-
head of the Roxy would be $378,000
yearly. He refused to say whether
he was for or against the plan, but
said that the report of Special Mas-
ter Pratt "seemed fair."

Samuel Kramer, counsel for the
stockholders' protective committee,
said he believed that a basis could
be found for declaring the stock had
an equity in the theater. He object-
ed to payment of interest on interest
amounting to $167,000 on the first

mortgage bonds and $81,000 on the
second mortgage bonds.

Carlos Israels testified on the
stand that the plan was fair and
equitable.

Allied Convention Com.
Invites Agnew to Attend

(Continued from Page 1)

amount, inviting him to attend the
convention and explain his reported
recent announcement that his com-
pany is planning to deliver only 52
pictures out of its program as made
public at the opening of the 1936-37
season.

Similar protests against reported
failure to deliver all pictures bought
have been made by exhibitor asso-
ciations in Southern California and
Cleveland

Agnew due back in New York
over the week-end from the Coast.

UNION PROBLEM UP

AT ALLIED MEETING

(Continued from Page 1)

an opportunity to frankly present
their views.

Allied is in the position of choos-
ing between two affiliations, the C.
I. O. or the I. A. T. S. E. Leaders,
at this moment, are more favorably
inclined towards the former organi-
zation for a number of reasons. For
one, the opposition union is already
tied up with the producer-owned
circuits in many situations and, as
union relationships go, are getting
along harmoniously with these
houses. The C. I. O., which is anx-
ious to strengthen its position,
might prove more sympathetic to
its problems, Allied leaders believe.

Unionizing of theaters offers a
hazard peculiarly close to the Al-
lied heart inasmuch as many of its

members' houses operate on a non-
union basis. On the other hand, the
major circuit theaters, generally
first-run in character, have contracts
with the unions and so have little
to fear from the movement.

FMPC Drops Indie Strike

Move; Early Peace Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

major studios was in its last stages.
Federated officials explained the

delay m calling a strike against in-
dependent producers by stating that
it had taken longer than had been
contemplated to contact all 27 of
them.
Members of the Studio Utility

Employes Union, largest of the
FMPC units which walked out on
April 30, returned to work yester-
day as a result of a separate peace
agreement made with major studios.
The pact resulted from interven-

tion by the IATSE and through it
the SUEU won a union shop and
pay boost. The IATSE move came
as a surprise and it is felt it will
strengthen the IATSE position
when President William Green of
the A. F. of L. acts on the jurisdic-
tional dispute next week.

"Neither the Hollywood Painters'
Union nor any other misguided
labor organization still clinging to
this recklessly called outlaw strike
will ever receive the slightest recog-
nition in the theatrical industry
until they purge themselves of
Comrade Charles Lessing and his
inner circle of communistic trou-
ble-makers," said George E. Browne,
international president of the I. A.
T. S. E., yesterday, in a statement
bitterly denouncing Lessing.

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the producers' special committee,
declared Lessing was the chief ob-
stacle to an immediate settlement
of the strike. Schenck said that
no more than 475 people are now in
the strike and that they are mem-
bers -of the Painters, Scenic
Artists and Makeup Artists' Unions.



ACHIEVEMENT

EASTMAN announces two new super-

duplicating materials. ..Eastman Fine-

Grain Duplicating Negative and Positive

Films. They lead to duplicates actually in-

distinguishable from originals, and at last

provide the industry with the complete

answer to a highly important photographic

problem. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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Over 300 Slated to Attend SMPE's Wm$ehtion Today

MAJOR CIRCUITS FEAR TEDERAL DIVORCTSTATUTE

Alperson Sees Indie Production Unit Plan Vindicated

rum
(Tenth installment of the Squawk Parade of

the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

FLAMBOYANT
ADVERTISING—

I still squawk about the flamboyant ad-

vertising—every picture cannot be a mas-

terpiece, yet advance publicity and pre-

views usually claim it to be.

There is much complaint about having

two pictures, double bill. I find that most

people go to see the big feature and

unless the theater publishes a time table,

they frequently have to sit through a

mediocre picture and when the main fea-

ture comes on they are too tired to enjoy

it.

I do not believe in bank nights. If a

business cannot live without cheap-John

efforts to get patronage, it ought not to

survive. When they are forced out, the

reaction is certain to be bad for the mov-

ing picture business.

JOHN LOOMIS, Wausau, Wis. "Daily

Record-Herald"

.

•

PRESS SERVICE
SUGGESTIONS—
Our paper is not interested so much in

likes and pet aversions of the stars as

indifferent little stories in the press sheet

that can be used in the movie column

about current pictures. There ought to

be more than one. We run a summary on

Monday and then each day an account of

the picture for the next day and that same

day. The clippings are done over but it is

a help to have something to go by when

you have not seen the picture.

JACK WILLIAMS, JR., Waycross,

Ga. "Journal-Herald".

•

j|
YONE DOWN
^PUBLICITY—

i believe that honesty is the best policy

in picture publicity as elsewhere and this

applies to all channels of publicity—press

sheets, release stories and trailers. The
moving picture art (I like that word bet-

ter than industry) is past the Barnum stage

where everything is "colossal," "gigantic"

(Continued on Page 7)

Grand National's 6-Months
Experience Proof,

Exec. Declares
Vindication of the independent

unit production system by the ex-
perience of Grand National six

months after delivery of its first re-

lease was pointed to by President
Edward Alperson Saturday while en
route to New York, where he is due
today, from his coast convention.
The setup, declared the executive,

makes for diversification of product.
Said Alperson: "Examination of

current trade-paper advertising re-
(Continued on Page 4)

EIGHT FOURSOMES TO

SEEK ALBEE TROPHY

Committee for the Albee Trophy
huddled over the week-end and for-
mulated final plans for putting the
giant silver cup into competition at
the 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee)

(Continued on Page 7)

THEWEEI\ IN
REVIEW

Peace?—Fox & Chemicolour= By GEORGE H. MORRIS=

William Goetz Will Make
Production Survey Abroad

William Goetz, vice-president of
20th Century-Fox and executive as-
sistant to Darryl Zanuck, leaves the
coast June 10 for Europe where he

(Continued on Page 4)

DOMESTIC
Prospects for peace in strike-

stricken Hollywood loomed large
following F. M. P. C.'s postpone-
ment of a general walk-out of its

members from indie studios, and
the separate agreement negotiated
by the F. M. P. C.'s affiliate, the
Studio Utility Employes' Union,
through the good offices of the I. A.
T. S. E.

+ * *

One of the salient developments
of the week was word from the
coast that the Screen Actors' Guild
will open a New York office within
the next 30 days. Until Eastern
headquarters is established, New
York production will be exempt
from the terms provided in the 10-

(Continited on Page 8)

Studio Labor Controversy

Before A F of L Head Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Final washup of the

studio strike is a possibility today.

Major development of the day,

however, promises to have an East-
ern setting. Executives of all inter-

national unions involved in the

IATSE jurisdictional controversy
(Continued on Page 7)

Attendance of Over 300 Indicated

for S.M.P.E. Convention at Coast

Allied Reported to Have Con-
sidered Move—No

Decision Yet
Executives of producer-owned

circuits are apprehensive over pos-
sibilities of Allied sponsoring a thea-
ter divorcement bill in Congress to
supplement measures introduced in

the state legislatures, it was learned
Saturday in New York. The exhibi-

tor association is understood to have
considered such a move but, as far
as it is known, has not decided upon
the step.

Chances of backing a Federal thea-

(Continued on Page 4)

THACHER TO HANDLE

N. D. DIVORCE TEST

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, one
of the best-known law firms in the
country, has been engaged by Para-
mount to handle its action testing
constitutionality of the North Dako-
ta theater divorcement law which is

to be filed soon in a U. S. District

Court. Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
who has prominently figured in

many important film litigations, is

personally concerned with the case,

it was stated Saturday.

Paramount Board Expected

To Re-elect All Officers

Connecticut's Theaters

Will Escape New Taxes

Hartford — Connecticut theaters
will escape any new taxes this leg-

islative season owing to decision of

the finance committee not to recom-
men new levies. This throws the
brunt of balancing of the budget on
the appropriations committee.

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—More than 300 mem-
bers of the S. M. P. E. are expected

to attend the spring convention of

the society at the Hollywood-Roose-

velt Hotel opening today and con-

cluding Friday. Delegation from
(Continued on Page 9)

President Barney Balaban and all

other officers of Paramount are
slated for re-election at the annual
meeting of the board of directors to

be held following the annual stock-
holders' session on June 15. Exact
date of the directors' meeting has
not as yet been determined.

RKO-Loew Maintaining Prices

RKO and Loew executives have de-
cided not to lower admission prices in

any categories for the summer, THE
FILM DAILY learns. It has been usual

to lower prices especially for children

at matinees for the summer period.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close

Am. Seat 25
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 13

East. Kodak 164
do pfd 150
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 80%
do pfd
Paramount 20%
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd. 18 Vi
Pathe Film 7

RKO 8%
20th Cent.-Fox 38
20th Cent.-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 13%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41ww 98%
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55. 100
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 '/4

Net

Chg.

— 1

24l/
2

34
25
34

+

13 '

164
150

13 '

164
150

+
'

79% 79%
-'

19% 20% +

18%
7

8%
37

18%
7

8%
38

+

+
'

+

'/4

i/4

%
'%
U/4

13% 133/4 +"Vl

98% 98%

100 100

95 1/4 95%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 2l/4
Sonotone Corp 1% 1%
Technicolor 293/8 28 'A
Trans-Lux 43/4 43,4

Universal Picts 9l/4 9 1/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

2 'A
—

1% •

29
43/4 .

9 'A +

Ark. ITO Elects Today
Little Rock, Ark.—The Arkansas

ITO elects officers at its concluding
business session today. A dinner-

dance will be held tonight.

POSITION OPEN FOR MANAGER
Give full details as to experience, rec-

ommendations, and salary expected.

Address all inquiries to Box 1021.

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York City

THE0&*lDAILY Monday, May 24, 1937

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.)—3rd week Strand

Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount)—3rd week Criterion

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M)—2nd week Capitol

Shall We Dance (RKO Radio)—2nd week Music Hall

Turn Off the Moon (Paramount) Paramount
Dreaming Lips (United Artists) Rivoli

As Good as Married (Universal) Roxy
Nobody's Baby CM-G-M) Rialto

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox) Central

Cafe Metropole (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace

Melody for Two (Warner Bros.) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Lost Horizon (Columbia)—12th week Globe

Captains Courageous (M-G-M)—3rd week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Last Night (Amkino)—4th week Cameo
The World's in Love (Austrian film ) Filmarte

Episode (Metropolis)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

Amore e Dolore (Nuovo Mondo)—2nd week B'way Cine Roma
On the Merry-Go-Round (Scand. film) Cinema de Paris

FUTURE OPENINGS
Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.)—May 26 Strand
Three Years Without a Woman (Nuovo Mondo)—May 26 B'way Cine Roma
Pick a Star (M-G-M)—May 27 Capitol

This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)—May 27 Music Hall

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal Pictures)—May 28 Roxy
The Go Getter (Warner Bros.)—May 28 Criterion

The Hit Parade (Republic)—May 29 Rivoli

Paris Commune (Amkino)—June 1 Cameo
Les Miserables (French film)—June 1 (d) ...Cinema de Paris

Parnell ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—June 3 Capitol

I Met Him in Paris (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) (c) Rialto

Forever Yours (Grand National) (c) 55th St. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows Current bill, (d) Return engagement.

Two GN Branch Managers,

Are Appointed by Peskay

Edward J. Peskay, who arrives
back in New York today, announces
the promotion of two members of
the GN sales force to the position of

branch managers: Pat Pinnell, Ok-
lahoma salesman, has been placed
in charge of the Salt Lake City ex-
change; and A. H. Day, St. Louis
salesman, has been appointed branch
manager at Memphis.

Ruth Schwerin With Mono.
Ruth Schwerin, formerly with the

Blackstone Agency, is joining Mon-
ogram's publicity department.

10 P. C. Tax Bill Before

Florida State Legislature

Tallahassee, Fla. — Film house

operators in Florida would be bur-

dened with a 10 per cent gross tax

under a proposal made to the Sen-

ate by Sen. Henry B. Coulter of

Bronson. Revenue from the pro-

posed law, aside from administra-

tive costs, would go to the old age

pension fund.

The proposal would become effec-

tive on July 1, next, and require
monthly payments to the state
comptroller, who would be given
authority to add 10 per cent as a
penalty for non-payment.

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Nome

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Coming and Going

SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON leaves Newton,
N. J., Monday for Milwaukee.

LEE NEWBURY leaves New York Tuesday for

Milwaukee.

HARRY SHAW, division manager for Loew's
Poli circuit, and MRS. SHAW left Saturday on
a cruise to Santiago and Kingston.

EDWARD ALPERSON and EDWARD J. PES
KAY return from the coast today.

BILL SAAL has arrived in New York from
the coast.

OZZIE NELSON arrives at the coast today
by plane from New York to discuss a picture
deal.

EDWARD GOLDEN departs from New York
Tuesday for Milwaukee.

CLAUDIA MORGAN, Universal player, ar-

rived in Los Angeles yesterday from New York
by plane.

HERBERT J. YATES, J. J. MILSTEIN, ED
WARD SCHNITZER and SAM HACKER, home
office executives, and HERMAN GLUCKMAN
New York division manager, leave for the

coast on Wednesday to attend Republic's forth-

coming sales convention.

R. H. COCHRANE, Universal's president, ac-

companied by P. D. COCHRANE, JAMES R
GRAINGER, ANDREW SHARICK, F. J. A. Mc
CARTHY, LEO ABRAMS and OSCAR BINDER
return to New York today from Los Angeles

sales conclave.

NED DEPINET leaves by plane for Galveston

tomorrow.

EDWIN KNOPF is due back from Europe
this week.

HERSCHEL STUART went to Washington Sat

urday.

Four Industry Measures

Failed to Pass in Neb.

Lincoln, Neb. — Movie business

came off unscathed in the Nebraska
unicameral legislature whose ses^

sion just closed. Four measures
which would have cost the industry

more than $650,000 annually i:

passed were all defeated or left tcj

die in committee.

Two outstanding measures werd
the 10-percenters, asking 10 per)

cent of the box-office gross and 1C

per cent of the gross film rental for

relief. The distribs figured to get

soaked $1,000 annually for a license|

fee to operate in the state. Th
labor boys wanted the two-marl
booth. The $1,000 license fee died

in pigeonhole, the rest were knocked
out.

MAY 24

Creighton Hale

Al Feinman

Ira Genet
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THAT'S OUT'.

No more trade advertising on "I MET HIM IN PARIS." Every-

body in the business knows it is a box-office smash and customers,

the country over, have gotten wind that here is a swell enter-

tainment! From now on we are shouting about 'THE LAST

TRAIN FROM MADRID"— the last word in "front page" pictures;

the first picture about the Spanish Civil War!

M-^__-Ha_^^___aH-a_aa__
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ALPERSON SEES INDIE

UNIT PLAN AS PROVEN

(Continued from Page 1)

veals that the producer of each fea-

ture is given extensive credit for its

degree of success. A year ago the

same advertising seldom mentioned
producers' names. Hence it is ap-

parent that the major studios,

though they avoid the unit system
in name, are giving more and more
attention to the producing execu-

tive. Sales managers are receiving

selling talks based on producers'

names, which are becoming as im-
portant to exhibitors as those of

stars—and in time will be as well

known to the public."

William Goetz Will Make
Production Survey Abroad

(Continued from Page 1)

will spend six weeks in making a

production survey. He will go di-

rectly to England to confer with
Robert T. Kane, who is producing
there for the company. While in

England he will arrange for start

of work on the first Gracie Fields

special which Samuel G. Engel, as-

sociate producer headquartering in

Hollywood, will make. Goetz sails

from New York June 16 on the

Normandie.

Famous Players Canadian

Offers New Bond Issue

Montreal—Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp.. Ltd., largest owner and
operator of motion picture theaters

in Canada, is offering a new issue

of 4% per cent bonds, due June 1,

1951, at price of 98 and interest,

yielding 4.70 per cent. During 1936

interest was earned 3.44 times after

providing for depreciation. The is-

sue is being offered through Wood,
Gundy and Co., Ltd., 360 St. James
St., Montreal.

800 At Warner Club Dinner

Chicago—More than 800 attended

the annual dinner and entertain-

ment of the Chicago Warner Club

at the Congress Hotel Friday night.

Charley Ryan and Herb Wheeler of

the headquarters staff handled the

program.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

A new set of bedside controls is be-

ing installed at the Paradise ranch ot

Cecil B. DeMille so that the producer-

director can start and stop a giant

phonograph, a radio, or a huge auto-

matic pipe organ at will after he has

retired.—PARAMOUNT.

• • • ALL THE delegates to the M-G-M convention at

Los Angeles are still raving about the Sensational
Smash Display that burst on their vision as they entered the

convention hall it was so breath-taking and overwhelm-
ing that it brought forth enthusiastic praise from Louis Mayer
when he arose to address the convention leading execs
from other companies like Adolph Zukor were generous in their

acknowledgement that M-G-M had hit the High Peak in drama-
tizing a sales convention Louis Mayer publicly declared

that Billy Ferguson's talent for the spectacular in display would
be a great asset at the studio

• • • THE AMAZING part of it all is that the physical

components of the gigantic display were created in New York,
and shipped to the coast and only a handful of execs

like Howard Dietz, Bill Rodgers and Al Lichtman were an ac-

tive part of the planning and arrangements along with Fergu-
son they alone knew what would be flashed on the

startled delegates as they entered the hall private cops

guarded the entrance for the days of preparation no-

body was allowed to pass the portals the actual .workers

were sworn to secrecy

• • • THE DISPLAY in itself was a breath-taking thing
to behold but in back of it was one of the niftiest psy-

chological motivations ever employed to sell an entire organiza-
tion the three major divisions of M-G-M were SOLD
TO ONE ANOTHER an all-for-one and one-for-all con-

ception the sales division was sold on the studio

the studio was sold on the theater division all three

were sold on the fact that the other two in each case were co-

operating 100 per cent and doing the greatest job in the indus-

try this motif was pounded home dramatically and
spectacularly in a hundred different ways Result: When
the delegates left for home, they left cheering, sold up to the

eyebrows that M-G-M was not only the greatest organization

in the industry but the greatest in the world

and that's SELLING

• • • TO DETAIL all the important units in this gigan-

tic display would take a solid page like this just a few
. a 35-foot photographic reproduction of the M-G-M

studios in relief, dominating the convention hall in the center,

smashing the vision of the assembled delegates as they faced

the three-tiered da.'s, tricked up with hidden lighting between
this was really a stage set, the studio buildings repro-

duced in relief, in a series of layers ten inches apart, one behind

the other then on each side of the dais was a gigantic

globe of the world one showed a montage of the M-G-M
exchanges throughout the world, the other flashed the main

theaters of the company in the capitals of the earth

around the side walls a solid panel of four-foot art photos of

the stars and also the featured players and coming tal-

ent (very smart, selling the gang on the New Faces)

and beneath the art photos a gold-leaf de luxe announcement

of the coming season's productions, each on a 9 by 12 foot dis-

play, featuring a smash original sketch of the star involved

Louis Mayer was so struck with the one of Norma
Shearer in "Marie Antoinette," that he asked for it

and got it, of course

• • • SO HERE we are at the end and haven't

had a chance to tell you about that Last Word in a dais

a golden affair with streamlined effects in three tiers one above

the other the exhibits in the foyer changed daily, real

lions and every thin' yes, boys and girls it was
A SHOW

MAJOR CIRCUITS FEAR

FEDERAL DIVORCE ACT

(Continued from Page 1)

ter law, however, seem substantially
reduced through decision of Allied

to throw most of its legislative

weight behind a measure taxing cir-

cuits, both affiliated and independ-
ent, and based on the U. S. Supreme
Court opinion sustaining constitu-
tionality of the Louisiana chain
store tax.

Major circuit operators feel that

while enactment of a divorcement
bill will not seriously hamper their

activities in several states, the real

danger lies in a Federal law. Fur-
thermore, they are distinctly opti-

mistic over the outcome of the con-
stitutionality test case planned by
Paramount in North Dakota, the one
state in which the bill has become a

statute. This action is now in prepa-
ration, with date of filing as yet

unannounced.

Kansans' Squawk Against

"Stale" Pix to Congress

Kansas City, Mo.—Continuing the

agitation begun several weeks ago
for the release to Kansas City, Kan.,

picture houses of current product

on a day and date basis with down-
town Kansas City, Mo., houses, Ray
T. Willette, manager of the KCK
Chamber of Commerce has forward-
ed to Rep. U. S. Guyer of Kansas
a two-page brief in which he details

the alleged discrimination practiced

against KCK theaters.

The information has been request-

ed by Guyer for use in support of

the passage of House Bill No. 160

authorizing a Congressional inves-

tigation of the film industry.

Decorated by Kenney
Decoration of the new Calvert

Theater in Washington, D. C, in-

cluding all draperies, wall covering,
sound proofing, stage settings and
rigging was done by the Charles H.
Kenney Studios, Inc., of New York
City. The house is operated by
Warner Bros. Theaters. John Eber-
son was the architect.

« « « » » »

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

German attendance at movie thea-

ters has increased 40 per cent since

1933. Cost of productions has in-

creased 100 per cent in the same pe-

riod.

my
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JGHT FOURSOMES TO

SEEK ALBEE TROPHY

(Continued from Page 1)

FILM DAILY Golf Tournament to

be held June 9 at the Elmsford
Country Club, White Plains.

At conclusion of the conference it

was announced that A.M.P.A. golf

teams had mutilated the club-swing-
ers of the Motion Picture Club and
those of the Cinema Club with such
monotonous regularity for the past
few years that the gargantuan Al-

bee Trophy might be in danger of

falling into the class of a "re-

issue."

Therefore, the decree was formal-
ly handed down to make the contest
for the coveted cup something more
than a local battle by staging a gen-
eral industry brawl for its posses-
sion this year. And a grand and
glorious "Mulligan" it's going to be,

—with some eight teams mixing it

in a mad scramble, said teams to be
foursomes representing producer-
distributor companies and kindred
industry organizations.

First to check into the entry list

was the team of Warner Bros., cap-
tained by Col. Charlie Einfeld who
is reported to have already lined the
company's projection room side

walls with mattresses to soften the

shock of practice drives, mid-shots
and approaches. To lend the proper
atmosphere, the ingenious Colonel
Einfeld has sequences of "Green
Pastures" flashed on the screen.

Col. Monroe Greenthal was also

among the captains reporting for

the fray. His United Artists' team is

ready to take to the links with range
finders, bloodhounds and caddies

with 30/30 eyesight.

Tom Gerety will captain the Me-
tro golfing gladiators, while over

near Fifth Avenue way rumor has

it that Gen. Charlie Pettijohn has

stolen a march by already indulging

in night practice, illumined by arc-

lights and the brighter aspects of

the Production Code.
Capt. Ted Curtis has already

breezed into town to examine the

course and see what he can do in the

way of converting the "raw stock"

comprising the Eastman Kodak
team into finished and polished prod-

ucts of the fairways.
While other teams are being re-

cruited to end (if posisble) the sway
of A.M.P.A., the committee will

meet early this week "somewhere on
52d Street" to decide what weight
gloves will be used in the 18-hole

arena on June 9. Winning team will

get possession of the Albee Trophy
for the ensuing 12 months and have
the privilege of putting up a bond
of $1,000 or so to assure it being

safe from all hands and harms.
\ First prizes and runner-up awards
Jill be given to all foursomes, in-

cluding the foursomes competing for

the Albee Trophy. Plenty of booby
prizes are ready for presentation.

There will be plenty also of accom-
modations at the Elmsford Country
Club for all who come up the night

before the tournament.

(Continued from Paye 1)

and so on. Of course these special words

are not used so much but the same spirit

that inspired their use seems to prevail in

much "released" publicity. A certain

amount of ballyhoo has grown to be a tra-

dition with the theater for acting is a

spectacular art but publicity should be

reasonable enough to ring true if it is

to convince.

CAMILLE UTTER MENO, Bedford,
bid. "Daily Mail".

LESS
PUBLICITY-

Studios might eliminate half of their pub-

licity. Some of it is fit only for the waste

paper basket. If they would supply news
details instead of cooking items, etc., their

publicity would be appreciated more by

this department.

FIRMAN R. LOREE, Elizabeth, N.

J. "Daily Journal".

ANENT
PRESS BOOKS—
My pet peeve is the SIZE of the press

books—they clutter up the place with

books that can't be put away anywhere
when a little, modestly gotten up book of

facts and pictures would be a godsend. I

should think there'd be a tremendous sav-

ing if press books told only a few of the

important things, in an easily handled pam-
phlet.

I think every minor player, even, should

have a special story about him or her

sent to his home town newspapers and

principal papers in his state—the home
town newspapers will spread that sort of

thing all over, where they give a star,

no matter how important, considerably less

space. People like that, they recognize

and know and they will eat up movie

stories about their own folks.

ALMA E. RIGGLE, Fargo, N. D.
"Forum."

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

That one healthy, pre-instructed bumble-

bee be introduced to the retiring room
each day a producer works upon a B pic-

ture. If that fails, I'll contribute the

first two-bits for a guillotine.

If a trailer can't prove the coming at-

traction is good, extravagance in the con-

tinuity is a dreary waste.

Declarations of affection seldom are

boisterous affairs—yet the baritone and

soprano still strain tonsils on the melodic

assertion of love with their heads less

than six inches apart. It looks as silly

as it is.

Still too much drinking just for the

sake of business—and think what the

power of suggestion does to disturb the

reviewer when the nearest bar is half a

block away.

ED E. GLOSS, Akron, O., "Beacon
Journal".

•

Pet peeve is the double billing policy.

Also wish some house manager could

devise a plan to educate gabby people that

the place for inane conversation is not

the motion picture theater, where others

are trying to enjoy the picture.

Weak stories for the topnotchers is an-

other criticism. Only the best dramatic

actors in the business can carry a weak
story. This has been demonstrated nu-

merous times when a mediocre double bill

filmed with a stock cast has outshone the

stellar attraction because of its strong

story.

Exaggerated advance publicity on poor

pictures, which newspapers in the smaller

cities run as a matter of course, also hurts

the business.

STANLEY WALFORF, San Jose,

Cal., "News".

Smaller theaters everywhere are using

too many commercial advertising films;

also in most cases they show too many
trailers for coming attractions. Prices are

now high enough, in most cases, so that

theaters do not need the revenue from

these commercials.

Double features should be eliminated;

programs much too long. Practice of bill-

ing second-rate pictures as features is bad
and is beginning to react unfavorably

among public. Readers no longer believe

such advertising.

E. R. JAMES GINGLESLYONS, Mo-
line, III., "Daily Dispatch".

•
Please, oh please, have the directors cast

musicians to direct orchestras. Have a

piano player, please, play the piano in a

picture so that we can know there is no

doubling.

J. MELVILLE MAY, Pottsville, Pa.,

"Evening and Morning Reporters".

•
Featuring a player in the publicity

where he really has a minor role in the

picture. Double features. Padding to

lengthen picture.

LEO WOLFSOHN, Milwaukee, Wis.,

"Leader".
•

Squawks: The double bill—and over-

length singles; the "epic" treatment ap-

plied to material that doesn't deserve it.

ROBBIN COONS, Associated Press

Feature Service.

•
Scram double features; print starting

time of feature.

E. LAWSON MAY, Hutchinson,

Kan., "Herald".

ALLIED EXPECTS 500

AT MILWAUKEE MEET

Attendance of 500 is expected at
the annual Allied convention open-
ing at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee,
Wednesday, according to official es-
timates Saturday. Exhibitors will
attend from such far away points
as Texas, California and Montana.
Large delegations are scheduled to
attend from Illinois, Ohio, Wiscon-
sin and Minnesota.

Studio Labor Controversy

Before A F of L Head Today

(Continued from Page 1)

are scheduled to convene today in

Cincinnati to consider the problem.
The Federated Motion Picture

Crafts, whose member unions pre-
cipitated the studio walkout on April
30, are expected to present their
case to William Green, prexy of the
A. F. of L., at the same time.
IATSE at Cincinnati will insist,

it is understood, that the difficulties

persisting here are due to "com-
munistic trouble makers." Charges
made by Joseph M. Schenck of the
producers committee to the effect
that the FMPC strike was called by
Charles Lessing to "further his per-
sonal, selfish interests" are also cer-
tain to reach Green's attention to-
day.

Cohen With Imperial
New Haven—Dick Cohen has been

named by Harry Segal in charge of
the New Haven Imperial Pictures
Office. Cohen also handles "Clois-
tered" and "The New Gulliver"
here.

SICK REPORT

Chicago—Mrs. Jack Miller is re-
covering at home from a serious
illness. Fritz Blocki of the Jones
Linick Schaefer staff is back on the
publicity job after a short sojourn
in St. Luke's Hospital.

Oklahoma City — Al Knox, of
West Coast Road Shows, is serious-
ly ill in a local hospital. A second
casual is Bertha Dowdy, secretary
to Charles Clark, 20th-Fox branch
manager, who broke an arm.

Lubbock, Tex. — Howard Grady,
Griffith Circuit manager here, is

seriously ill.

Baltimore -- Irene Castle Mc-
Laughlin, former dancer, is recover-
ing here from an attack of ptomaine
poisoning.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Smith,
general manager of the Western
Massachusetts Theater chain is con-
valescing after an operation.

Detroit—Cliff Giesman, manager
of downtown houses for United De-
troit Theaters, is ill.
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SHORT SHOTS
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS= By SID WEISS =

gILL WATSON has completed
shooting- on a Tim and Irene

Ryan short at the General Service
Studios with Pat Patterson's Cow-
boys, Frank Juquet, George Lessey,
Doug Leavitt and Marie Hartman
in the supporting roles. Script is

titled, "Hamlet and Eggs", and was
authored by Tim Ryan himself. Chris
Beute and John Graham assisted in

the direction.

The completion of "Singing Ban-
dit" and "Alpine Cabaret", by Mil-
ton Schwartzwald, at the Biograph
Studios last week brought to a close
Mentone's current series of 13 shorts
for the season. Production on the
new series resumes in July. J. Har-
old Murray is the star of "Singing
Bandit," with Roscoe Ates featured
in "Alpine Cabaret."

Lloyd French starts work on a
Milt Britton short Wednesday at
the Vitaphone Studios and will fol-
low with the first of the Clem Mc-
Carthy series of sport shorts.

Lloyd Bacon and a West Coast
crew arrived in New York this week
and left immediately for New Lon-
don for shooting at the Naval Base
there. Al Alborn is business man-
ager of the company and William
Guthrie in charge of location.

Addenda Al Christie, perhaps
the most ardent skipper in the in-
dustry, has completely overhauled
and reconstructed his 60-foot boat
and is plenty impatient to put out
to sea Eddie Forman has com-
pleted the latest Joe Palooka script
and is working on a new comedy
newsreel idea tagged, "Unreal
News" Joe Henebery has com-
pleted shooting on an All-Kiddie re-
vue Lee Stuart confesses he's
been in training all winter long for
the coming Film Daily golf
tournament Sam Sax's injured
wrist is okay now . Roy Mack has
finished a George Price short at the
Brooklyn Studios The Warner
Club sails up the Hudson to Bear
Mountain on June 23 for an all-day
picnic ... Jerrie Lee, of the comedy
team of Waller and Lee, is being
screen-tested at the Vitaphone Stu-
dios And in closing—ran into Ben
Schwalb at the Biograph Studios the
other day Hadn't seen Ben since
he was studio manager for Univer-
sal some years ago Ben's doing
those sports shorts for Columbia
now, and doing a bank-up job of it

too . . .

ITOA Board Goes Nautical
Going nautical, the I. T. 0. A. board

of directors will hold a meeting on A.
Don Alexander's yacht Wednesday, prob-
ably sailing up Long Island Sound.

A "JUitk" fn»» "Ms
ft

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
jy[ERVYN LEROY, King Vidor,

Gilbert Roland, Edwin L. Mar-
in, Stanley Briggs, Virginia Bruce,
Marian Marsh, Jaime del Amo,
Gretl Dupont, C. Durand, Errol
Flynn, Frank Shields, Solly Baino,
Martin Cornica, Harry McKee, Karl
Struss, Frank Vreeland, Alex Gott-
lieb, A. Ordway, Alec Weisberg,
Warren Hymer, Bud Schulberg are
among the players in the annual
motion picture tennis tournament.

» »

A tiger hunting foray to Suma-
tra, led by Gilbert Roland, Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr., and Darryl Zanuck
will take off on the China Clipper
sometime this summer, if present
plans go through. The party will

include the wives of Fairbanks and
Zanuck; Countess di Frasso, Con-
stance Bennett and several other
couples.

T T T
Production on Rex Beach's "The

Barrier," which Harry Sherman is

producing for Paramount, will start

June 15, with Edward Ludwig di-

recting. The cast includes Leo Car-
rillo, James Ellison, Charles Bick-
ford, Robert Barrat and Beulah
Bondi.

T
Bill "Scotty" Brown has returned

from Victoria, B. C, where he acted
as assistant director on two Colum-
bia pictures, "Death Goes North,"
directed by Frank McDonald, and
"Woman Against the World," di-

rected by David Selman.

Permanent Legit. Group
Will Oppose Censorship

The Joint Committee against
Stage Censorship, comprised of the
principal organizations associated
with the legitimate theater, have
voted to set up a permanent body to

be known as the Association Against
Censorship in the Legitimate Thea-
ter, Inc., it was learned Saturday.
Individual delegates will report back
to their organization to ratify affili-

ation in the new association, which
will meet again on July 1.

I. J. Schmertz, With Fox

for 30 Years, to be Dined

Cleveland—I. J. Schmertz, local

20th Century-Fox branch manager
since 1929, will be honored by his

friends with a testimonial dinner on
June 28 to celebrate his thirtieth

year of uninterrupted service to the
company. Schmertz's first job, at
the age of 16, was as office boy for
William Fox. He stayed with Fox
through the changes from Greater
New York Film Exchanges, Box
Office Attractions, Fox Film Corpo-
ration until the present 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Corp. was formed. His
entire service has been confined to
New York, Albany and Cleveland.

Three more Hollywood extras will
take their initial step up the his-
trionic ladder when Leo McCarey
starts the cameras turning on Co-
lumbia's "The Awful Truth," in
which he will have Irene Dunne as
his star. They are Ann Nicholson,
20; Edith Morrison, 21, and Ralph
Williams, 22, chosen from a group
of 18 tested.

T T
Seven hundred men, plus 500 cav-

alry, cannon and wagon horses will
be used by Director Clarence Brown
this week in filming Napoleon's re-
treat from Moscow, one of the most
thrilling sequences scheduled for
M-G-M's elaborate production of
"Marie Walewska," the new
Greta Garbo starring vehicle, in
which Charles Boyer portrays Na-
poleon.

Fearful lest crowds collect in the
area, causing production delays, Di-
rector Brown has ordered that the
cavalcade of ancient war equipment
be moved from the studio to the site

under cover of darkness.
T Y T

Victor McLaglen will be honorary
grand marshal at the annual Port-
land, Ore., Rose Festival, June 9

to 13.

T T T
Casting assignments— Columbia

:

Melvyn Douglas, "Sound of Your
Voice"; Stanley Fields, Marc Law-
rence, Guy Usher, "Man Behind the

Law"; Monogram: George Piltz,

"Paradise Isle"; Edward Pawley,
"The Hoosier Sehoolboy."

American Theater Science

Holds Annual Meet June 8

Detroit — Annual meeting of

American Theater Science, Inc., co-

operative booking organizations,

will be held at the general offices

in Detroit, June 8, Frank Stuart,

general manager, announces.
Stuart has moved from Detroit to

Lake Orion for the summer. James
Minter, president, has bought a

160-acre farm at Grand Blanc, and
has started erection of a new home.

Bernstein Loew Stock

Sale Reported by SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—SEC's semi-monthly

report reveals David Bernstein, of-

ficer and director of Loew's, Inc.,

of New York City, sold 2,000 shares
of his stock during the April 11-30

period, leaving him 13,680 shares at

the end of the month.

E. V. Richards, director of Para-
mount Pictures, Inc. of New Or-
leans, reported a corrected state-

ment showing no securities held.

Rochelle Investment Corp. held 3,-

000 shares of 6 per cent convertible

2nd preferred stock as of Jan. 27
last, according to the report.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

f

(Continued from Page 1)

DOMESTIC
year pact recently negotiated by
the Guild and producers, it was an-
nounced. * * *

Producer Samuel Goldwyn an-
nounced that henceforth he will
make only Technicolor films, wind-
ing up his use of black-and-white
with feature, "The Adventures of
Marco Polo" . . . Thursday saw Ned
E. Depinet, RKO Radio's vice-prexy,
elected president of Pathe News by
its directorate, succeeding Court-
land Smith who resigned to devote
himself to film and television activ-
ities ... 24 hours later, Jack Con-
nolly resigned as Pathe News' gen-
eral manager to join Smith. Fred-
erick Ullman, newly elected vice-
president of Pathe News, took over
Connolly's vacated post . . . Negoti-
ations were reported in progress
whereby John D. Clark would be ac-
corded a new five-year contract by
20th Century-Fox as company's dis-

tribution head . . . James R. Grain-
ger, general manager of distribu-
tion, announced at Hollywood sales
convention that Universal's 1937-38
line-up will comprise 50 features . . .

New York's Governor Lehman ve-
toed on Friday the Hall dog racing
bill which had been roundly opposed
by film interests . . . The Governor
signed the Buckley bill, assuring
continuance of the New York City
2 per cent sales tax, which applies
to film grosses derived from thea-
ters within the city limits, until

July 1, 1938 . . . Grand National's
vice-president in charge of distri-

bution, Edward J. Peskay, re-

vealed 65 full length films will make
up organization's 1937-38 program
. . . Allied planned sponsorship of
new type of anti-circuit legislation
in the state legislatures particularly
aimed at indie circuits and will, it

was said, submit plan at Milwau-
kee convention opening next Wed-
nesday.

FOREIGN
News flash from London told of

signing by William Fox, pioneer
film magnate, of a contract under
terms of which he becomes an ac-
tive executive of British Chemi-
colour, and that company intends
licensing its color process to Amer-
ican producers. That Fox will prob-
ably handle world sales for his new
affiliation, was indicated.

# * *

Paris wirelessed word of the deco-
ration of J. Cheever Cowdin, chair-
man of the board of Universal, with
the coveted Legion of Honor. French
Government accorded him the honor
for outstanding service.

From Vienna, it was learned ths((

Margarete Mosheim, German stages

and screen actress whose profes-

sional name is Grete Mosheim, and
Howard Gould, third son of the late

Jay Gould, American railroad finan-

cier, were married a week ago at

Klagenfurt.
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east of the Rockies is ant'eipated
to reach 100 members.

Committee reports will feature
the initial day's program and an in-

formal luncheon takes place at noon
in the Florentine Room of the hotel.

Tonight a demonstration of picture
making will be staged at Universal
City with Charles R. Rodgers, stu-

dio head, welcoming the delegates.

Color will be the subject of to-

morrow's business session in the
morning, with a report of the com-
mittee on color included in the pro-
ceedings. A visit to the M-G-M
studios is scheduled for the evening.

After business sessions on Wed-
nesday morning, the delegates will

inspect the 20th Century-Fox plant
that afternoon and participate in

the semi-annual banquet in the
Blossom Room of the Hollywood-
Roosevelt in the evening.
More studio visits are planned for

Thursday morning and a business
meeting in the afternoon. At 8 p.m.

a joint meeting of the Research
Council and the Technicians Branch
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences takes place in the Blossom
Room. Final session, devoted to an
apparatus symposium and manufac-
turers' announcements, will be held

Friday. In the evening, a television

session will be put on.

Following are the committees in

charge of the convention:
Officers: W. C. Kunzmann, con-

vention vice-president; J. I. Crab-

tree, editorial vice-president; H. G.

Tasker, past-president; G. F. Rack-
ett, executive vice-president; K. F.

Morgan, chairman, Pacific coast sec-

lion; G. E. Matthews, chairman, pa-

pers committee. Local Papers Com-
mittee—W. A. Mueller, chairman;
L. A. Aicholtz, secretary; O. O. Cec-

carlni, H. C. Silent, E. C. Richard-

son, H. G. Tasker, C. N. Batsel.

Local Arrangements and Recep-

tion Committee—P. Mole, chairman;

E. Huse, J. O. Aalberg, C. N. Bat-

sel, G. A. Chambers, K. F. Morgan,
C. W. Handley, R. H. McCullough,
G. S. Mitchell, H. G. Tasker, G. F.

Rackett, H. W. Moyse, W. J. Quin-

lan.

Ladies' Reception Committee —
Mrs. K. F. Morgan and Mrs. P.

Mole, hostesses; Mrs. L. E. Clark,

Mrs. F. C. Coates, Mrs. C. W. Hand-
ley, Mrs. E. Huse, Mrs, F. E.

James, Mrs. H. W. Moyse, Mrs. W.
J. Quinlan, Mrs. G. F. Rackett, Mrs.

E. C. Richardson, Mrs. H. G. Tasker.

Banquet—E. Huse, chairman; W.
C. Kunzmann, P. Mole, K. F. Mor-
gan, W. J. Quinlan, G. F. Rackett,

H. G. Tasker.

Projection Committee—H. Griffin,

chairman; J. G. Frayne, J. O. Aal-

| berg, L. E. Clark, J. Frank, Jr., G.

M. Grosjean, C. W. Handley, R. H.
McCullough, officers and members
of Los Angeles Local No. 150, I. A.
T. S. E.

Hotel Accommodations Commit-
tee—G. F. Rackett, chairman; H. C.

Silent, E. Huse, W.- C. Kunzmann,

t^i^Umewa 4 Hew filtnsi^ik
"Draegerman
Courage"

with Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Warners 59 mins.

THRILLING DRAMA OF MINE RESCUE
CARRIES REALISM AND FINE EMO-
TIONAL VALUES.
A very worthy example of unusual en-

tertainment as Warners follow their pen-

chant for getting away from the routine

with a down-to-earth story of ordinary

people in pursuit of their everyday tasks.

In this case the usual drudgery of the

mines is transformed into vital, surging

drama, culminating in a stirring rescue

of entombed men while the rescuers work

at the risk of their own lives and the

anxious watchers above record their emo-

tions. It all makes for swell entertain-

ment, and it has not been overdone, moving

along with sincerity and a feeling that

the drama actually was photographed as

if by a newsreel. The word Draegermen

applies to a picked crew of miners trained

for rescue work. The mine owner, the

foreman and a doctor are trapped in the

mine, with Barton MacLane at the head

of the rescue party. The story has been

cunningly handled by Director Louis King,

who builds the suspense powerfully, shoot-

ing to the rescue work and then to the

anxious people waiting above. Plenty of in-

cidental interest with good romantic in-

terest contributed by Jean Muir as the

daughter of the doctor, and MacLane the

draegerman hero in love with her. Here,

however, is a picture that must be sold

strong, for the title conveys nothing to

most people. It can stand strong plugging,

for it is a very sincere and worthwhile

offering. MacLane was made for this

particular role.

Cast: Jean Muir, Barton MacLane, Henry
O'Neill, Robert Barratt, Addison Richards,

Helen MacKellar, Gordon Oliver, Joseph

Creham, Priscilla Lyon, Walter Miller, Her-
bert Haywood, Ben Hendricks.

Director, Louis King; Author, Anlhony
Coldeway; Screenplay, same; Editor, Jack
Killifer; Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.

Direction, Very good Photography, Fine.

Sergeant Kollar Heads
Censorship in Detroit

Detroit—Sergeant Joseph Kollar,
film censor, has been appointed head
of all police censorship activities,

here, succeeding Lieut. Lester Pot-
ter who is resigning June 1. Detec-
tive Charles W. Snyder, formerly
Kollar's assistant, takes over film
censorship single-handed.

Two Industry Cos. Fold
Albany—Certificates have been

filed in the office of the Secretary
of State dissolving the corporate ex-
istence of Edison Film Corporation,
New York City, and Ramsey Thea-
ter Corporation, New York City.

K. F. Morgan, H. G. Tasker.
Transportation Committee—C. W.

Handley, chairman; G. A. Cham-
bers, H. Griffin, S. Harris, F. E.
James.

Publicity— W. Whitmore, chair-
man; W. A. Mueller, J. J. Finn, W.
Greene, S. Harris, G. E. Matthews.

"I Met Him in Paris"
with Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas,

Robert Young
Paramount 87 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GRAND PIECE OF GAY ENTERTAIN-

MENT THAT SHOULD PLAY TO BIG

BOX OFFICE RETURNS.

Light, gay, breezy, a load of fun is this

comedy drama. It is a grand piece of en-

tertainment which, with Claudette Colbert

heading the cast, should play to some big

box-office returns. This three men and

a maid romance has one laugh provoking

situation after another, the snow, ice and

winter sports being vital elements in fur-

nishing a good deal of the hilarity. Miss

Colbert's performance is a source of con-

tinual delight, she conveys the spirit of the

character she plays in such a manner that

the person is ever interesting and en-

joyable. Melvyn Douglas, playing a more

reliable type of person, imparts to his role

a tone of reality, and Robert Young, as

the playboy, plays his part with the sort

of carefree abandon that makes his work

so likeable. Fritz Feld, as a somewhat
comic hotel clerk, makes the character

stand out. Lee Bowman does nicely as

another of Miss Colbert's suitors. Claude

Binyon constructed the splendid screenplay

from a story by Helen Meinardi. His dia-

logue is clever and the situations are so

worked out that all elements, natural and

contrived, contribute to a most enjoyable

show. Wesley Ruggles, as director, gets

this material on the screen in grand style.

He obtains laugh values from every type

of situation and under his guidance, the

players certainly put over the lines. Rug-

gles also produced the picture. Leo

Tover's photography makes much of the

winter beauties and he also did a fine job

of the players. It all started when Clau-

dette, on her vacation, meets two Amer-
icans in Paris. Robert Young makes a

play for her, immediately offering her a

trip to Switzerland. His friend, Melvyn
Douglas, scents no good will come of it,

so he insists on being the chaperon. Clau-

dette indicates that she likes Melvyn ex-

cept for his one quality of being so sure

about everything. Her romance with

Young hits a snag, when his wife comes
on the scene, but when he offers mar-

riage, after the wife agrees to a divorce,

Claudette realizes he is the kind who
flits from woman to woman. Lee Bowman,
the New York aspirant for her hand, ar-

rives to temporarily complicate matters,

but his distrust of her gets him the dis-

card quickly. With Young and Bowman
shelved, Melvyn makes a last stand and

when he tells Claudette that jealousy has

caused his attitude and when his actions

show true love symptoms, Claudette real-

izes he is the man for her.

Cast: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas,

Robert Young, Lee Bowman, Mona Barrie,

George Davis, Fritz Feld, Rudolph Armendt,

Egon Brecher, Hans Joby, George Sorrel,

Louis Le Bey, Jacques Vanaire, Gennaro
Curci, Eugene Borden, Fernando Garcia,

Albert Morin, Arthur Hurni, Albert Poulet,

Jacaues Lory, Francisco Maran, Yola D'-

Avnl, Jean De Briac.

Producer, Wesley Ruggles; Director,

Wesley Ruggles; Author, Helen Meinardi;

Screenplay, Claude Binyon; Cameraman, Leo

Tover, ASC; Special Photographic Effects,

Farciot Edouart, ASC; Art Directors, Hans

'Wings Over Honolulu'
with Wendy Barrie, Ray Milland, Kent

Taylor, William Gargan, Polly Rowles
Universal 77 Mins.
EXCELLENT ROMANTIC DRAMA OF

NAVY LIFE. SHOULD SCORE HEAVILY
WITH ALL PATRONS.

Here is a finely made feature with such
a wide range of entertainment values that
it should score a direct hit with audiences
of every type and age. Based on the
Mildred Cram novel, published serially in

the Red Book Magazine, the screenplay
is thoroughly believable and full of worth-
while, cleverly sustained drama. Appro-
priately and skillfully acted, smoothly di-

rected and ably,—and, on numerous occa-
sions,—magnificently photographed, "Wings
Over Honolulu" is both a showman's and a

public's picture. Among the components
contributing to its general merit are the
performances of Wendy Barrie, a stand-out
job, and the swell characterization by Ray
Milland of the young naval aviator, steeped
in enthusiasm and respect for the service.

Fate, in the form of a forced landing,

brings him, on the night of her twentieth
birthday, to her home where a party in

her honor is under way. It is also the oc-
casion for her listening to the proposal of

marriage made by Kent Taylor, a devoted
and wealthy bachelor. But Milland, wins,
weds, and, so to speak, carries her off to
Honolulu whence he is ordered. From this

point on the sequences are devoted to the
storms which beset their married life,—

a

grand screen portrayal of the frequent in-

compatibility which arises from the failure

of "navy wives" to adjust themselves in

general viewpoint, demeanor and philos-

ophy to the demands made upon their
officer-husbands by the exacting routine
and regulations of the service. Wendy
Barrie symbolizes many a "navy wife." But
in her particular case, she kicks over the
traces, appears in public with her old
suitor, gets into a scandalous scrape and
causes Milland's court martial. Menace
is added by the love an Admiral's daughter
has for Milland. But the storms are
weathered, after a rousing climax.

Cast: Wendy Barrie, Ray Milland, William
Gargan, Kent Taylor, Polly Rowles, Samuel
S Hinds, Mary Philips, Margaret McWade,
Clara Blandick, Louise Beavers,

Executive Producer, Charles R Rogers;
Associate Producer, E M Asher; Director,

H C. Potter; Author, Mildred Cram;
Screenplay, Isabel Dawn, Boyce DeGaw;
Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Editor,

Maurice Wright.

Direction, Smooth Photography, Able.

Virginia's MPTO Convenes
at Virginia Beach June 14

Virginia Beach, Va.—Mid-summer
convention of the MPTO of Virginia
will be held at the Cavalier Hotel
here on June 14. Many of the mem-
bers, however, are expected to arrive
two days earlier. A fishing party
for the early birds is planned on
Sunday, June 13.

Dreier and Ernst Fegte; Editor, Otho Lover-
ing; Sound, Earl Hayman and Don John-
son; Musical Director, Boris Morros.

Direction, Excellent Photography, Splen-

did.



NINE MEN OUT OF TEN ARE EITHER KNAVES OR FOOLS

So boasted a man who ruled his world of shame and avarice

by the sheer force of his dominating will—and who faced his

doom at the hands of the woman whose life he had made

unbearable. A dramatic story unique in its compelling power!

The Tenth, /nan is the wise showman who knows

that an action melodrama without a dull moment is the

key for box-office profits — and "The Tenth Man" is

that kind of a picture!

SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S famous play

with JOHN LODGE
ANTOINETTE CELLIER
Athole Stewart • Aileen Marson • Iris Hoey

Clifford Evans • Directed by Brian Desmond Hurst ',
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George Canty Named Universal Contin

WARNERS REPORT $4,040,388 NET F0RJ6 WEEKS

Deny Louisiana Chain Store Tax Ruling Affects Theaters

(Eleventh installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum.)

AGAINST
BANK NIGHTS—

These bank nights get my goat and I

think the people are saps to go for them.
The patrons get a trimming on entertain-

ment. True, they get a chance on several

hundred dollars (in this city a 50,000 to

one shot) but that's all they get. The
quality of the show is reduced to provide
the dough for the pot.

Recently one of our theaters opened
"Maytime" for four days. It drew big

crowds and the management wanted to

hold it over. But, alas, the fifth night was
Wednesday—Bank Night—so what hap-
pened? "Maytime" was taken out on
Wednesday night and returned to the

screen of that theater on Thursday and
Friday night. On Wednesday night a cheap
program picture was dished up. Couldn't

give the patrons "Maytime" and a chance
on $500 on the some night.

Away with bank nights—let the mana-
gers run their theaters on their merits.

Never lose sight of the theater as a place

of good entertainment.

MARSEE A. COX, Terre Haute, Ind.

"Tribune"'.

•
AGAINST
LOTTERIES—
The business should stand on its merits,

especially since it can so easily do so.

Pulmotoring by means of introducing gam-
bling, lottery, features too risque, has

tendency to make it unpopular and to en-

courage ideas of censorship at a time when
there is already too much regimentation.

A. F. BUECHLER, Grand Island,

Neb. "Daily Independent".

TRAILERS AND BANK
JjGHTS—

" J

"At every place where the subject of

movie squawks has come up in my presence

there has been objection to the trailer

as entirely revealing the plot, also objec-

tion to a half-hour of advertising along with

music and dance entertainment which I

(.Continued on Page 5)

Majors' Spokesmen Point Out
Theaters Sell No Tangi-

ble Article

The Louisiana state law providing
for the taxing of chain stores, which
was recently found constitutional

by the U. S. Supreme Court, can-
not be used as the basis for levying
taxes against theaters, spokesmen
for major companies declared yes-
terday in New York.

Provisions of the statute, they
asserted, do not provide for assess-
ment against circuit houses inas-

much as theaters, unlike chain
(Continued on Page 4)

DONOVAN TO BE PATHE

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Frederick Ullman, who last week
succeeded Jack Connolly as general
manager of Pathe News, yesterday
announced the appointment of
Frank Donovan as production man-

( Continued on Page 7 )

Scribes to Play in Tourney
That a foursome comprised of trade

press golfers, captained by Jimmie
Cron, would fight it out with other
industry teams for possession of the
coveted Albee Trophy at the 25th An-
nual (Silver Jubilee) FILM DAILY Golf
Tournament on June 9 at the Elmsford
Country Club, White Plains, was re-

vealed yesterday as detectives stalked
up and down New York's film row try-

ing to discover what industry scribes

had played the ancient Scottish game at

least once in their lifetimes. Prizes

were reported rolling in with gusto.

This year 180 fillum club swingers,—and
ONLY 180,—will be permitted to play.

There is still a chance to get your
application in, but you'll have to step
on the gas!

BRIT. GROUP TO ASK

MANDATORY U.S. TIME

London (By Cable)—That Amer-
ica be required to give British pic-

tures a certain amount of playing
time and that distribution of low-
cost American pictures in England

(Continued on Page 6)

Represents $2,064,143 Gain

Over Similar Period

Last Year
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. and

subsidiary companies report for the
26 weeks ending Feb. 27, last, a net
operating profit of $4,040,388.94, af-

ter deducting all charges including
amortization and depreciation and
normal Federal income taxes, but
without providing for Federal sur-
taxes on undistributed earnings.
Net operating profit, after simi-

lar charges, for the corresponding
period a year ago was $1,976,245.42,
giving the company a gain of $2,-

064,143.
Earnings per share, without pro-

(Continucd on Page 5)

WITNESS SEES RKO

NET OF $3,696,174

Hoblitzelle and O'Donnell

Head 135 at Circuit Parley

Galveston—Headed by Karl Hob-
litzelle and R. J. O'Donnell, presi-
dent and general manager, respec-
tively, Interstate and Texas Con-
solidated Theater managers, home

(Continued on Page 7)

"Road Back" as Roadshow;

N. Y. Premiere on June 14

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal will road-

show "The Road Back." The pic-
ture will have its world premiere
at the Globe Theater, New York, on
June 14, playing a two-a-day policy
at $2 top.

Canty, Universalis New Continental

Manager, Will be Located in London

School Pictures At New
Peak, S. M. P. E. is Told

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Speaking on "Educa-

tional Film Progress and Problems"
at the S.M.P.E. convention yester-

(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Appointment of

George R. Canty as Continental
European manager of Universal
Pictures is announced by Gustave
Schaefer, export manager.

Canty, who has served in various
European countries since 1926 as

(Continued on Page 4)

Presentation of opposition to the
RKO reorganization plan began be-
fore Special Master George W. Al-
ger yesterday. George L. Schein, at-
torney for Independent Protective
Committee for Common Stockhold-
ers, offered as his first witness Ber-
nard Bercu, of Gottheimer & Co.,

(Continued on Page 5)

Allied Group Off Today
for Milwaukee Sessions

Eastern contingent of Allied
members heading for the Milwau-
kee convention which gets under
way tomorrow leaves Pennsylvania
station this afternoon at 3:20 o'-

(Continued on Page 4)

Roosevelt Asks New NRA
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Revival of the NRA was

asked by President Roosevelt in his

labor message to Congress. Although
no specific recommendations were made
concerning hours and wages, it is gen-
erally understood that the Administra-
tion has in mind a 40 cent hour and
a 40-hour week.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd.. . .

Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close Chg.

253/4 251/4 25% + %
333/4 333/4 333/4 — 1/4

12% 12% 12% — %
165 165 165 + 1

151 151 151 + 1

25 25 25
8OV4 791/2 80 + 1/2

106 105V2 106
20% 193/4 19% — 1/4

18" 18 18" — i/i

71/4 7 7% + 1/4

8% 83/8 83/8 — 1/4

38i/
2 37% 371/2 — 1/2

47% 47% 47% + 1%

13% 127/g i3%
—

' %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46

Loew 6s41ww 99 98% 98%
Para. B'way 3s55 ... 69y4 69i/4 69i/4

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 100 100

RKO 6s41 114 113 114 1

Warner's 6s39 951/2 95 95 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

2% 21/4 2% + 'A

28% 29% 4-"%
43/4 + V'4

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Grand National . .

Sonotone Corp. . .

.

Technicolor 30
Trans-Lux 5

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2s 1st '36 13 14

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 96 1/4 973/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 61/4S 1st '43.... 55% 57l/

2

POSITION OPEN FOR MANAGER
Give full details as to experience, rec-

ommendations, and salary expected.

Address all inquiries to Box 1021.

THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City

25th
Film

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

Jack Alicoate, Chairman:

THE COMMITTEE:

Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph
Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Mayer and Seidlitz Named
Loew District Managers

Seymour Mayer, manager of

Loew's Pitkin, Brooklyn, and Mau-
rice Seidlitz, manager of Loew's
East Side houses, were promoted to

the rank of district managers yes-

terday by C. C. Moskowitz, Loew
circuit executive. Both men have
served many years with Loew's the-

aters, rising from the ranks. The
appointments are a result of the

death of Carl Levi, district man-
ager.
Mayer will have supervision of

the Pitkin, Palace, Premier, War-
wick, Willard, Hillside and Valen-

cia theaters. Seidlitz will have
charge of the Commodore, Holly-

wood, Avenue B, Delancey, Apollo,

Canal, Broadway and Gates theaters.

Al Weiss, manager of Loew's
Oriental theater, Brooklyn, was pro-

moted to take Mayer's place as man-
ager of the Pitkin theater.

California and Pennsy

Legislatures Near End

Legislatures of both California

and Pennsylvania, which have under
consideration important measures
applying to the film industry, are

tentatively scheduled to adjourn
sine die Friday. Fourteen state

governing bodies are currently in

session, with motion picture legisla-

tion pending in practically all of

them.

"Woman Chases Man" June 3

Samuel Goldwyn's "Woman
Chases Man" will have its U. S.

premiere at the Radio City Music
Hall June 3.

George E. Burton Dies

Ogden, Utah — George Edward
Burton, attache of the Paramount
theater, is dead.

$75,000 Fire Loss

Weiser, Idaho—The Wheaton the-

ater here burned with $75,000 loss.

Dual Washington-Boston

Premiere Set for "Girl"

Edward L. Alperson, president of

Grand National, upon his arrival in

New York yesterday from the coast,

stated that there will be a simul-
taneous world premiere of the An-
drew L. Stone-Gilbert and Sullivan
musical "The Girl Said No" in

Washington and Boston early in

June.
While in New York, Alperson will

discuss two production deals which
will probably be completed during
his visit here.
Edward J. Peskay, Sol Edwards

and James Winn, Eastern and West-
ern division managers respectively;

Saul Krugman, Stanley W. Hatch,
and Eddie Ugast, home office sales

executives also returned with Al-

person yesterday.
W. J. Neary, Grand National

Comptroller, and Edward Finney,
advertising and publicity director

for Grand National, remain at the

studio for another week. Ann Ros-

enthal, home office counsel, is re-

turning to New York by boat, ar-

riving June 7.

30 Circuits Take "Parade"

Thirty circuits have booked Re-

public's musical, "The Hit Parade",

company announced yesterday. Fox

Midwest Circuit has taken Repub-

lic's 1937-38 serial program for 21

Kansas spots and 15 in Missouri

Coming and Going ^j

NEIL F. AGNEW has returned to New York
from the coast and Hawaii.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN returns to New York
in one month from the Far East.

SIDNEY HOWARD has returned to New York
from the coast.

GEORGE WEEKS and MRS. WEEKS are stop-
ping off in Memphis en route to the coast.

SOL EDWARDS, JAMES WINN, SAUL KRUG-
MAN, STANLEY W. HATCH and EDDIE UGAST
returned to New York from the coast yester-
day.

ANN ROSENTHAL is due back from the coast
June 7.

MAX GORDON, producer, arrived in New
York yesterday from Hollywood, en route to

Europe.

MRS. ELMER RICE sails for Europe June 2
to join her husband, with whom she will re-

turn early in August.

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER, accompanied by
her father, OTIS SKINNER, and her husband,
ALDEN S. BLODGET, has arrived from Eng-
land where she made her television debut and
fulfilled stage engagements.

FAY BAINTER, stage and screen actress,

has arrived from the coast for a brief vaca-
tion at her home in Ossining, N. Y.

has returned to New
spent in Louisville and

RICHARD GILBERT
York from a vacation

Chicago.

MARCEL JOURNET, executive committee
member of the French Theater of New York;

and RICHARD WATTS, JR., drama critic of the

New York Herald-Tribune, and MRS. WATTS,
sail for Europe today on the Lafayette.

BEULAH BONDI, film actress, returned to

Mew York yesterday from an automobile tour

of New England, and leaves shortly for Holly-

wood.

Para. Moves to Register

Issues on N. Y Exchange

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount Pictures,

Inc., yesterday filed application with
the SEC for registration on the

New York Stock Exchange of $12,-

502,800 3% per cent convertible

debentures due March 1, 1947,

issued; $2,497,200 3% per cent

convertible debentures due March
1, 1947, to be registered on notice

of issuance, and 450,000 shares of

$1 par value common stock, to be

registered on notice of issuance.

Asher Contract Extended
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. M. Asher's con-

tract as producer at Universal has

been extended for a long term pe-

riod.

Si >'

REEL PMC
BOXES

... the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package for

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picture film.

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pro

tection. More economical. Saves space. Made oi

high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner

protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost

'JERSEY CITY
1 N.J.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.
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Screen s first showing
ofthe'Hot-WireMen ,

of America—the brav-

est bunch of die-hard-

and-love-easy heroes

that have hit the cellu-

loid since 'Ceiling
Zero'— and they're
played to the hilt by

s»-»j;

PAT O'BRIEN
HENRY FONDA
.MARGARET LINDSAY

STUART ERWIN
J. Farrell MacDonald • Dick Purcell • Joseph Sawyer • Craig

Reynolds • John Litel • Jane Wyman • Directed by Ray Enright

The Prince and the Pauper«4The Go-Getter-^Kid

Galahad-* Slim -¥ And So On into 1937-38 with

WARNER BROS.
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DENY LA. CHAIN STORE

RULING HITS THEATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

stores, do not sell a tangible article.

Selling of entertainment to the pub-
lic is similar to selling a service

—

not a product, they contended.
Allied is planning a new legisla-

tive campaign based on the Supreme
Court's Louisiana opinion, which
allows assessing of a tax based on
the total number of stores owned
by a company, regardless of their
location outsdie of the state.

J. F. Norman Heads
the I. T. 0. of Arkansas

Little Rock, Ark.—More than 200
delegates were present for the open-
ing of the annual convention of the
I. T. 0. of Arkansas at the Hotel
Marion here yesterday.

J. F. Norman of Little Rock, who
has been secretary-treasurer of the
organization for the past several
years, was elected president for the
ensuing year, 0. W. McCutcheon,
Blytheville, was elected vice-presi-

dent; and R. V. McGinnis, of Hope,
secretary-treasurer.

Eli Whitney Collins, former na-
tional president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
and now of the State Labor Depart-
ment, spoke at the morning session
and explained the Social Security
Act as it affects theater owners.
A committee was appointed to

seek more uniform power and light

rates for exhibitors in this state.

Report Move Under Way
to Compromise Fuller Suit

New Orleans — Reports that
George Fuller's "conspiracy" suit

against two Saenger executives and
seven major companies might be
compromised out of court were par-
tially verified last night but little

hope was held for their success.

Asked if a compromise were pos-
sible, defendants' counsel, Edwin
Hollins, stated that he thought so.

Reliable sources earlier reported
that compromise conferences were
under way. Trial of the suit is

scheduled for Friday, but may be
advanced or postponed.

MAY 25

Morris Kutinsky

T T T
• • • THE CONVENTIONEERS at the Universal con-
clave in Los Angeles were given a surprise treat with
the preview showing of the first five reels of "The Road Back"

with playback and titles for this production the
studio has built special street sets including a town hall, cathe-
dral and houses costing 60 grand the delegates visited the
studio and witnessed shooting on the Deanna Durbin produc-
tion, "100 Men and A Girl"

• • • WHILE FISHING over the weekend Walter
Nace, still man, and Eddie Scanlon, makeup man at General
Service studio in Longisle staged a tragi-comedy all by
themselves Scanlon fell overboard he went down
twice, yelling for hellup as only Eddie can yell Nace final-
ly got him back in the boat after a tremendous struggle, with
the help of an oar as they both lay panting in the bot-
tom of the rowboat, two other fishermen rowed up alongside, and
one of 'em sez with a grin: "Stick your oar down straight in
the water" Eddie did so the water was exactly
four feet deep oops

• • • HEADED BY Pauline Frederick eighteen ac-
tors left yesterday for Pawling, N. Y. to begin rehearsals for
"Across the Blue," a new play by Maryverne Jones
which opens the summer season at the Starlight Theater on
May 31. . . • Harvey Buchanan, operator of the Palace at
Superior, Wisconsin, has been named to the Wisconsin Boxing
Commission by Governor Philip F. La Follette

• • • WORD COMES from the Trans-Lux, the Broadway
newsreel theater, that the majority of the patrons are standing
for "God Save the King" during the showing of the Coronation
reels. . . • In his syndicated article in 300 newspapers this
week, Edwin C. Hill gives a great eulogy for "The Prince and
the Pauper," characterizing it as "one of. the most delightful
screen offerings of this year"

• • • THE BOYS at Grand National are feeling pretty
good after that review of "Forever Yours" in the cur-
rent issue of TIME the production features Beniamino
Gigli, the great tenor who succeeded Enrico Caruso the
review has this to say among other things "By all odds
the best operatic picture of the year" with such fulsome
praise from such a competent and influential source, Grand Na-
tional should get up on the housetops and shout the glad tidings
to all the world or advertise extensively in this paper
same thing this blurb is absolutely free, just as a starter.

• • • NOW THAT our pal Gregory Dixon is located at
the Walt Disney menage as publicity chief, we would say off-

hand that the Silly Symphonies and the Mickey Mouses will

take on a literary distinction due to the Dicksonian deftness in

description A special Pathe News memorial film on John
D. Rockefeller was prepared and delivered to 40 theaters in

the New York territory by two o'clock Sunday afternoon
before the metropolitan papers were out with the story
according to a statement from Frederic Ullman, Jr., general
manager of the news service

CANTY NAMEDT
CONTINENTAL HEAD

(Continued from Page 1)

trade commissioner and who is now
commercial attache at Warsaw, will
establish his "U" headquarters in
London.

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the Board of Universal, has an-
nounced the appointment of Harold
F. Brewster as comptroller. Brew-
ster has been for 18-and-a-half-
years with the accounting firm of
Price, Waterhouse & Company, and
just before coming to Universal was
manager in charge of motion pic-
ture clients. R. W, Allison, who
was acting comptroller, remains at
the studio as Brewster's assistant
and as chief statistician.

Allied Group Off Today
for Milwaukee Sessions

{Continued from Page 1)

clock, with Chicago as the first stop.

It includes Lee Newbury, president
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey;
Arthur Howard, business manager
of the unit in Boston and P. S.

Harrison.

Standard Signs Personnel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Standard Pictures

Corp. is rapidly completing its per-
sonnel list with a view to starting
immediate production on its first

film, "Deer Slayer." Signed are
Emile DeRuelle, as supervisor of
production, Sam Dilden, comptroller,
Lynn Shores, director, Mrs. A.
Butler, secretary and treasurer,

Jack Lamont, exploitation and ad-
vertising, and Nancy Smith, pub-
licity.

"Ecstasy" Writ Issued

After trial yesterday in New York
County Supreme Court, Judge Isi-

dor Wasservogel ordered issuance

of a permanent injunction restrain-

ing Metropolis Pictures Corp. and
Martin J. Lewis, defendants, from
using the word "Ecstasy" as part

of the title of their film "Ecstasy
of Young Love." Henry Pearlman,
attorney, acted for the plaintiff,

Eureka Productions, Inc., in the ac-

tion.

« « « » » »

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

The gardenia Tyrone Power wears in

"Cafe Metropole" had to be dyed

slightly gray to avoid glare.

—20th CENTURY-FOX.
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' ilTNESS SEES RKO

NET OF $3,696,174

(Continued from Page 1)

who testified that forecasts based
upon the proponent's figures and
RKO books indicate $3,696,174 for

1937 available for distribution

among common stockholders after

all charges.

Bercu challenged the estimate
made by proponents for the plan of

$2,173,849 for 1937 for theater
operating subsidiaries. He pointed
out that earnings in 1936 exceeded
the forecast by almost 100 per cent,

and that predictions for the first

quarter of 1937 were 26 per cent

less than actual earnings. He stated

that if the figure were increased

by 26 per cent and Stadium The-
ater profits included, the proper
forecast would be $2,976,796.

Bercu forecast profits of $2,543,-

570 for 1937 for RKO Radio Pic-

tures and Pathe, as contrasted with
the six-month forecast of $1,082,-

370, made by the proponents. Bercu
justified this increase by stating
that profits in the latter half of the
year increase by at least 35 per

cent.

The parent corporotion should
earn $1,058,116 for 1937, after al-

lowing $132,800 for trustees expen-
ses, according to Bercu. He point-

ed out that deductions for fixed

charges were being made at the old

rate instead of the new interest

rate proposed in the plan. Fixed
charges under the plan are $699,517
interest on 5Ys per cent debentures,

$480,000 dividends on 6 per cent pre-

ferred stock, and $297,801 net due
to KAO stockholders.

Bercu testified that his figures

were based upon the proponent's
own estimates, and that he had
been working on RKO books for

more than a year. In the afternoon
session, he stated that re-valuations

made in 1932, resulted in decreas-
ing book values, and that apprais-
ers worked under two formulas to

obtain the lowest possible appraisal.

Hearings will continue on Thurs-
day. A formal hearing at the U. S.

District Court was adjourned to
June 22.

Test Bank Night Insurance
Dallas—Two cases contesting the

legality of "guarantee insurance"
for theater bank night awards are
pending in Dallas County, according
to District Attorney Andrew Pat-
ton. A case now on trial before
the Court of Criminal Appeals in

Austin is expected to determine the
legality of bank nights in Texas.

O'e Roxy Reorg. Consent
^,-nsent to the proposed plan of

re-organization for the Roxy The-
ater was filed in U. S. District

Court yesterday by the Fletcher
American National Bank of Indian-
apolis whose claim has been allowed
at $265,069.

R M
(Continued from Page 1)

know is not a general thing, but is the

small town squawk raiser.

Thinking people also object to bank
night and talk more and more of their ob-
jection. Since the movies are the main
source of entertainment here and in num-
erous small towns, prizes certainly are not

necessary to stimulate attendance and in

industrial communities people have only

so much to spend for entertainment which
would be used other than bank nights

should bank nights be discontinued. And
— I'm a bank night winner.

ALTA GIVENS, Harrisburg, III.

"Daily Register".

•
"SLOW"
DIALOGUE—

Principal squawk is the noticeable

amount of "slow" dialogue in present pic-

tures. Poor lines by players tends to

spoil a picture more than any one reason,

in my opinion. This is apparent in many
allegedly "laugh riots," when a really

good comedian has to crac"k gags that

even make their writers cringe.

DENVER DICKERSON, Reno, Nev.
"Evening Gazette".

BY
AN AD MAN—

I am the advertising manager on a

small daily and write from an advertising

viewpoint but it seems like all ad writers

forget that people are intelligent and can-

not be influenced by a purely emotional

approach. Most prepared copy I receive

has entirely too much "hooey." Why
not tell the public more of the merits

of the show rather than the overstuffed

material dripping with shallow cheap sen-

timent? (This goes for previews too).

Historical novels would greatly improve

the pictures and enjoy large audiences

here. Why not more of them?

H. B. COOLEY, Roswell, N. M.
"Daily Record".

•

SLAP
AT PUBLICITY—

There remains the same difficulty, as

before, of getting up a factful and help-

ful reader of a current attraction from

the publicity stuff which most producers

put out.

CALVIN D. MYERS, Newburgh.
N. Y. "News".

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

I think the bulk of movie promotion

material is so extravagant as to be dis-

gusting.

ROBERT BAKER, Wabash, Ind.,

"Plain Dealer".

•
Double features which encourage the

production of "quickies" and Class B

films. Every film should be as good an

entertainment as the studio can put out.

JANET WHITE, Brooklyn, N. Y. C.,

"Times-Union".

•

Hate musicials where stars sing with no

regard to plot. Suffer plenty when a girl

forced to smile and say nothing while the

male star sings a love song to her.

DON O'KANE, Eureka, Cal., "Hum-
bolt-Standard".

•

If film writers would not set themselves

up as superior to the authors of the stories

they are adapting, the thing which makes

a play a hit, or a story a best seller would

be retained on the screen. As it is, Hol-

lywood is injected as being the super-

intelligence than which there is no peer.

ROGER S. BROWN, Sioux Falls,

S. D., "Argus-Leader".

•
Thumbs down on: Navy themes; Elabo-

rate musical spectacles: Newspaper movies;

Artificial scenery; Double features.

E. J. MACKLIN, Waukegan, 111.,

"News-Sun".

I have so much faith in the future of

the movies that I am willing to say noth-

ing but "keep going like you are now."

Give us fewer double feature bills and

double feature pictures. We want fewer

and better films. The good ones you al-

ready know of from audience reaction.

Make more of them and give us less

hokum.

HOLLIS WOOD, Richmond, Va.,

"News-Leader".

Double bills and the making of features

especially for this kind of showing. I think

exchanges should license all pictures, so

no feature could be shown with another,

even in theaters presenting only revivals

of very old films.

WILLIAM J. LEWIS, Pittsburgh
"Sun-Telegraph".

I wish Hollywood wouldn't do things

like putting Kay Francis in "White Angel"
and Jean Harlow in "Man in Possession,"

although I greatly admire both actresses

in other types of roles. I wish it were
possible to turn Harlow loose again in

something like "Red Headed Woman.,"
for example.

I wish Hollywood womb; try to be just

as intelligent as it has the impulse to be

and would not play down to its audience.

I wish Sam Goldwyn would open night

school classes for everybody else out there.

COLVIN McPHERSON, St. Louis
"Post-Dispatch".

WARNER 26-WKS. NET

SOARS TO $4,040,388

(Continued from Page 1)

viding for Federal surtaxes on un-
distributed earnings, is equivalent
on preferred stock to $39.18 per
share and on common stock to $1.03
per share after allowance for cur-
rent dividend requirements on the
preferred.
As of Feb. 27, there were 103,107

shares of preferred and 3,701,090
shares of common outstanding.

Dividends in arrears on preferred
as at March 1 last amounted to
$19.25 per share.

Ohio Supreme Court Gets
"Spain in Flames" Case

Columbus, O.—The Ohio Supreme
Court will hear arguments tomor-
row on the suit brought by the
North American Committee to Aid
Spanish Democracy, to compel E. L.
Bowsher, state director of educa-
tion, to vacate his order banning
the showing of the picture, "Spain
in Flames." The division of film
censorship ruled the picture was
propaganda.

Geneva, N. Y.—State convention
of the Knights of Columbus, which
opens here Friday, is slated to map
a crusade on alleged Communistic
films.

Similar action is expected at the
convention of the Catholic Daugh-
ters of America this week at El-
mira.

Give Indie Producers Gratis

Trial Use of Central Casting

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Independent produc-

ers, including Walter Wanger, Selz-
nick International, B. P. Schulberg,
Major Pictures, Samuel Goldwyn,
Grand National, David L. Loew, B.
F. Zeidman and Larry Darmour will
be given gratis use of the Central
Casting Bureau for a trial period
of one month starting June 1.

Secretary Frederick W. Beetson
of the Association of Motion Pic-
ture Producers, explained the fact
that all compensation paid to ex-
tras through any agency must be
net may adversely affect non-mem-
bers and that they may find them-
selves at a disadvantage. During
the 30-day period independents can
determine whether they wish to con-
tinue use of the Central Casting and
management of Central can deter-
mine the basis of charging for such
use in the future.

450 at SMPE Convention
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — One hundred and

fifty delegates from out of the state
—some from Argentine, England,
Japan, Germany—and 300 Califor-
nia members are attending the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers'
convention here. Last night an all-

Technicolor program, including "A
Star Is Born," was shown.
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BRIT. GROUP TO ASK

MANDATORY U.S. TIME

(Continued from Page 1)

be restricted are among the major
proposals to be made by the Fed-
eration of British Industries.

In restricting "dumping" of low-

cost U. S. product on the English
market, more playing time would
be given domestic productions, it

is pointed out, and their release

would be expedited.

The plan to compel American dis-

tributors to handle a number of

British pictures would be condition-

al for importing their productions

into England.
The three principal film groups

plan to meet with Dr. Burgin to-

morrow morning and there is every
indication that unit of ideas is im-

possible. The breach between the

C. E. A. and the K. R. S. is com-
plete.

Schaefer Drive Winners
Announced by Andy Smith

Final audit of the George Schae-
fer Drive gave Harry Gold's East
Division the lead, A. W. Smith, Jr.

announuced yesterday, simultane-

ously listing the winners in the sales

campaign which officially ended
May 1.

Robert Mochrie, district manager
in the South, whose district leads
the whole country; Ewen MacLean,
manager of Los Angeles, leading

branch in the West and A. J. Jeffrey

of Montreal, leading branch in the

East, were presented radio bars.

Four weeks' salary bonuses go
to these leading salesmen in each
district: Jack Groves, Dallas, Frank
Eisenberg, Minneapolis, Guy Gun-
derson, Los Angeles, Elmer Don-
nelly, Indianapolis. T. L. Davis,

Philadelphia and David Burkan, New
York, were tied for first place in

the East and will split the bonus.
Bookers in leading branches who

receive two weeks' bonuses are E.
Schrider, Montreal, Roy Sachs, Dal-
las, Harry James, Chicago, W. B.

Pollard, Los Angeles, L. Dowdell,
Cleveland, Herbert Richeck and Ben
Levine, New York.

Disney Award watches go to these
managers and bookers: Los Angeles
—Ewen MacLean, Manager, W. B.
Pollard, Booker; New York—Charles
Rosenzweig, Manager, Herbert
Richeck and Ben Levine, Bookers;
Milwaukee—J. S. Abrose, Manager,
Abe Chapman, Booker; San Fran-
cisco—D. J. McNerney, Manager,
W. M. Bigford, Booker; Toronto

—

S. Glazer, Manager, R. Knights,
Booker; Winnipeg—D. Griesdorf,
Manager, Jack Reid, Booker.
Joe Johnson of Toronto in the

East and E. Zerga of San Francisco
in the West receive one week's sal-

ary bonus for Accessory Sales.

Reviews of Hew FiUnt
"Meet the Missus"

with Victor Moore and Helen Broderick

RKO 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PLEASING HOME ECONOMICS COM-

EDY THAT SHOULD DO BEST WITH THE
FAMILY TRADE.

This Victor Moore-Helen Broderick com-
edy based on home economics is quite

novel and makes a pleasing programmer
which should do best with the family

trade. Women especially will get a big

kick out of seeing this abused husband as

a domestic. Joseph Santley's direction

makes much of the laugh lines and situa-

tions, and the piece is well paced. Jack
Townley, Bert Granet and Joel Sayre con-
tributed the screenplay from the story by
Jack Goodman and Albert Rice. Victor
Moore makes a swell henpecked husband
and Helen Broderick is a good teammate as

his wife. Anne Shirley is seen in a small

part, and the rest of the cast acquits them-
selves well, especially William Brisbane,

Edward Robins and Frank M. Thomas. Al-

bert Lewis' production is well handled
throughout. Helen Broderick, a contest

addict, spends so much time on her hobby
that her barber husband, Victor Moore, is

forced to do all the housework. As a con-
sistent winner in the Happy Noodles Com-
pany's contest, Helen is given a trip to At-
lantic City to participate in the firm's

contest to choose America's best house-

wife. The husbands are taken along. Vic-

tor is ever in revolt, but by trick after

trick, his wife is able to get him to do her

work. Many of the husbands feel that

they are being made fools of by the pub-
licity and when a dinner is staged for the

men, led by Victor, the disgruntled ones
stage a hilarious disrobing show. This

brings things to a head, which allows the

husbands to have their say. Helen is

willing to forget her contest and when she

is presented with the $10,000 winning prize,

she is even willing to turn it over to Vic-

tor, and happily they go home.

Cast: Victor Moore, Helen Broderick,

Anne Shirley, Alan Bruce, Edward H. Rob-
ins, William Brisbane, Frank M. Thomas,
Ray Mayer, Ada Leonard, George Irving,

Aiec Craig, Willie Best, Virginia Sale, Jack
Norton.

Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Joseph
Santley; From the Story "Lady Average"
by Jack Goodman and Albert Rice; Screen-

play, Jack Townley, Bert Granet, Joel

Sayre; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie, ASC;
Art Director, Van Nest Polglase; Associate,

Perry Ferguson; Editor, Frederick Knudtson;

Recording Engineer, George D. Ellis; Mus-
ical Director, Roy Webb.

Direction, Well Paced. Photography, Good.

"Tough to Handle"
with Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond

Conn Pictures 59 Mins.

GOOD ACTION MELLER OF THE
ROUGH AND TUMBLE SCHOOL WILL
GIVE FANS PLENTY OF EXCITEMENT.

This is a lusty tale of racketeers and

honest folks in mortal combat, written

without any finesse but carrying a good

honest wallop in nearly every foot of the

hectic proceedings. It will please the

thrill fans no end. Frankie Darrow is the

youthful hero, along with his newspaper

reporter pal Kane Richmond. They un-

cover a sweepstakes counterfeit' ticket

racket in their city, which results from

Frankie's grandpa having bought a phoney

that turns out to be one of the big prize

winners. Then it is up to the racketeers to

do some cover-up work before the "win-

ning" ticket exposes them. Frankie's grand-

pa dies as a direct result of the gang's

efforts to gain possession of the incriminat-

ing ticket. Then Frankie and the reporter

start to track down the gang through a

night club where they operate. From here

on the excitement mounts with a series

of encounters, fights, kidnapings of the

investigators, and final showdown with

quite a surprise climax as the head of the

gang is disclosed. Love interest between

Phyllis Fraser and Kane Richmond lightens

the heavy meller effects.

Cast: Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond,

Phyllis Fraser, Hiarry Worth, Johnstone

White, Lorraine Hayes, Burr Caruth, Bill

Hunter, Jack Ingram, Harry Anderson, Stan-

ley Price, Lee Phelps.

Producer, Maurice Conn; Director, Roy

Luby; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay,

Sherman Lowe, Jack Neville; Editor, Martin

Cohn; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"The Foxy Pup"

(Scrappy Color Rhapsody)
Columbia 7 mins.

Lively Entertainment
A reversal of the dog chases fox

legend, with the foxy old fox turn-
ing and kidnapping one of the young
pups that the old hound dog is

teaching to trail Reynard. The fox
takes the pup to his den so that

the young foxes can make his life

miserable. After some harrowing
adventures, the pup finally eludes
his tormentors and gets back safe-

ly to his own home and the other
pups waiting anxiously for him.
It's lively entertainment. Produced
by Charles Mintz in Technicolor. Di-

rected by Ub Iwerks.

H. A. Moss Building House
Greensburg, Ky.—H. A. Moss is

erected a new 500-seat house.

Selznick to Spend $12,000,000

On Eight 1937-38 Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—On return from New

York, David O. Selznick announced
Selznick International will make
eight pictures for balance of year
at cost of $12,000,000. Henry Gins-
berg was elected vice-president of
Selznick International at the annual
meeting in New York.

New Drive on Lotteries

Is Launched in Nebraska

Lincoln, Neb.—Declaring he has
been double-crossed on a gentle-
men's agreement with Nebraska
bank nighters, Attorney General
Richard Hunter sent a letter to all

county attorneys asking them to

file immediate suits to gain injunc-
tions against the operation of all

lotteries, especially bank night.

SCHOOL PIX AT NEW

PEAK, SMPE IS TOLI

(Continued from Page 1)

day, S. K. Wolf of Erpi Consultant;
Inc., New York, declared that durin
past year educational sound-film h^
shown greater progress than in ai

year since its inception.

In September, 1936, a 16 mn
standard was adopted by the Intel
national Standards Association. Th
increase in the sale of projection at
paratus and films has more tha
doubled any previous year's activ
ties in Europe and the United State:

Wolf pointed out that in Hungar;
Germany and other countries, schot

children are taxed to support th

production of educational soun(
films. Producers, in co-operatioE
with school authorities, have orgai
ized a complete audio-visual pr
gram.

Let Legit. Follow Films'

Example, Advice of Brad

Si

Following a luncheon to deljati

gates, the First National Conve:
tion of the Legitimate Theater, ulic

der the auspices of the Americs 101

Theater Council, launched its initi

business session yesterday at tl

Hotel Astor. An audience of sef

eral hundred heard the address
delivered by William A. Brad;
Lawrence Langner, governor of tj

League of New York Theater
Worthington Miner, stage directcf11

and others.

Brady declared theaterdom shou
follow the example of Hollywood
keying its entertainment to coiij,

cide as much as possible with co
temporary public appetite and tast-

1

In his opinion there is plenty
room for both stage and screen pr
ductions in American communiti
of all sizes.

Miner proposed more sympath
tic and closer cooperation betwe^'
stage, screen and radio.

Brock Pemberton presided. Spea
ers at the luncheon were Fraf
Gillmore, president of Equity; Si

ney Howard, president of the Dr
matists Guild; Marcus Heima
president of the League of Ne
York Theaters; James J. Brenna
vice-president of International A
liance of Theatrical Stage Emplo
ees; and Fred Marshall, busine;'

representative, United Scenic A
tists of America.

iff

Cleveland Variety Club

Golf Tourney on June 2

Cleveland—The Cleveland Varie
Club announces its first gowp yu
nament of the season to tak^^a-
at the Beechmont Country Club <

Monday, June 21. Henry Greenber,
er, chairman, is in charge of a
rangements, assisted by Jack Shv.

man, Eddie Johnson and P. E. E
sick.



NOVAN TO BE PATHE

INDUCTION MANAGER

heater Employe Unions

Formed in Three Spots

San Francisco — With approxi-

mately 300 members, the Ushers,
sherettes, Cashiers and Doorman's
ion recently formed here will

lortly receive an I.A.T.S.E. char-

ter. A wage tilt of 25 cents above
ae current 40 cents per hour will

asked, it is stated.

THE
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(Continued from Page 1

)

rer of both Pathe News and Pathe
mics.
The post is a newly created one.
movan for the last five years has
<an a director of commercial p c-

res for Pathe.
Appointment forecasts greater
tention to production values, Ull-
an said. Vacancy occasioned by
onovan's promotion will not be
led.

No further changes at Pathe are
be anticipated at the present

me, it was stated.
Donovan came to the company
om the Magazine of Wall Street,

here he was business manager for

ree years. Previous to h's con-

ation with the magazine, he was
the advertising agency business

r 10 years.

Springfield, Mass. — Organization
theater employes in Springfield,

hicopee and Westfield has been
fried forward and about 125 the-

er employes are now members of

ie new A. F. of L. union.

Seattle — Approximately 300

>hers, doormen and cashiers in lo

1 theaters have joined the new
lion, it is said. Frank P. Hood

i is been elected president.
si

tit

h

et

"Ecstasy" 19-Print Deal

Chicago — "Ecstasy," which has
st finished 18 weeks at Warners'
rpheum and the World here has
.en booked by the Essaness Cir-

| to play 19 pr'nts day-and-date.

St. Jerome House Sold

St. Jerome, Que.—The Rex The-
er has been sold by the Rex
nance Corp. to the France Films
). for $76,000.

if

Who Says it Ain't Leap Year?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— It tock Barry Margolin,

former Grand National property man to

completely reverse the adage that what
goes up must come down. This worthy
and nervy gent, while flying in a plane
dangerously overladen with photographic
equipment plus Mack Stengler and actor
Br"<-e Cabot, "bailed out" voluntarily
f J. an altitude of 3000 feet to

i^ n the load. When he came down
vioJ "parachute, he immediately went
"up,"—for director Conrad Nagel pro-
moted him to an assistant directorship
on Condor-Grand National's staff.

"Lcve Takes Flight" was the pix being
shot alcft.

-c&mDAILY
A "JUttU" pu»» "£ots

ii

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

DALPH STAUB has completed the

direction of "Meet the Boy
Friend," a musical comedy, at Re-
public. He has directed seven fea-
tures for Republic during the past
ten months.

T V T

Casting assignments—WB: Claude
Rains, "Gold Is Where You Find
It"; Frank Shields, "Food for Scan-
dal"; RKO: Ralph Forbes, "Make a
Wish"; Columbia: Frank C. Wilson,
"White Heat"; Paul Fix, Arthur
Loft, Richard Wessel, "Flashing
Skates".

»

Dorothy Parker, and her hus-
band, Alan Campbell, have been
signed to a five year writ ng con-
tract by Samuel Goldwyn. The
pair's first screen play under the
Goldwyn banner will be "The Cow-
boy and the Lady," to be produced
in Technicolor with Gary Cooper
and Merle Oberon.

T T T

"You and Me," film story writ-
ten by Norman Krasna, is to be
produced by Paramount as a co-
starring picture for Sylvia Sidney
and George Raft. The production
will be directed by Fritz Lang,
while Kurt Weil, German composer,
has signed a contract to write the
score, his first creative work for
the screen.

T T T

In an effort to unearth from the
interminable array of talent in Hol-
lywood, several potential singing

stars, Vincent Lopez, who recently
arrived in the film capital with his
band for a screen engagement, has
been granting auditions to various
tyros with gratifying results. The
latest recruit is Germaine Lesner,
18-year-old Los Angeles society deb,
who recently returned from a year's
study of voice in M'lan.

T T T

Having completed supervision of

the editing of Walter Wanger's
"Vogues of 1938," which he direct-

ed, Irving Cummings, accompanied
by his wife, paid a visit to their

son at Stanford University, then
proceeded to San Francisco, where
they boarded the Broadbent, Allen's
yacht, for a northern cruise.

T T T

Convinced that the way for a
screen actor to hold his fan follow-
ing is to get out and meet the pub-
lic in the flesh, rather than to have
his screen image bob out of the
silversheet at them every time they
visit a theater, John Boles, current-
ly playing opposite Barbara Stan-
wyck in "Stella Dallas," will limit

his studio work to four pictures an-
nually, devoting the intervening pe-
riods to p. a. tours.

T T

Aaron Rosenthal, formerly of the
Income Tax Department, has been
appointed by Grand National as
Comptroller and auditor for Grand
National Studios, and will also aud-
it all west coast transactions of

Grand National Films, Inc.

Rival Unions Picketing
j

Coronation Reels Give

Theaters in Milwaukee Trans-Lux New Record

Milwaukee—Picketing of Milwau-
kee ami National, independent
houses, by Building Service Em-
ployes International Union, A. F. L.
affil'ate, has resulted in retaliatory
picketing of Tower and Garfield the-
aters by CIO union. Majority of
Milwaukee and National service em-
ployes are said to be members of

CIO union, making it mandatory for
management to deal with CIO.
Tower and Garfield are e'reuit

houses, with all employes members
of A. F. L. union.

Coronation newsreels are credited

by the Trans-Lux Theater's man-
agement with out-drawing the Hin-
denburg disaster, which had given
the house a new attendance record.

Creditors Meeting Called

Special meeting of creditors of
Display Stage Lighting Co., Inc.,

will be held in the offices of Referee
Robert T. Stephenson in the U. S.

Court House, Foley Square, on June
1 at 10:30 a.m. to consider offers

of the New Amsterdam Casualty
Co. and the Hartford Accident Co.
to pay to the Trustee $1,000 and
$2,000, respectively, in full settle-

ment of trustee's actions.

John B. Clymer Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John B. Clymer, vet-

eran scenarist died Monday. He
was with Universal for several
years with most recent assignment
at Paramount.

Film Bankruptcies May Come
Under SEC Supervision

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — When the House

Judiciary Committee takes up the
Sabath bankruptcy reform bill to-

day, it is planned to decide if it is

advisable to place control of bank-
rupt corporations under the direc-

tion of the securities and exchange
commission, it was learned yester-
day on Capitol Hill. Sabath's meas-
ure, which would affect the Para-
mount and RKO cases, would place
a Federal conservator in charge of
bankrupt firms, under the direc-

tion of the Controller of the Cur-
rency. Already the Controller is

in charge of failed banks.

Fed. Draughtsmen's Demands
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Draughtsmen mem-

bers of Federated M. P. Crafts seek
a union shop, a 36-hour week, $2.25
an hour, time and a half over time,
with $1 bonus for overtime after
six o'clock.

HOBLITZELLE HEAD!

CIRCUIT PARLEY

(Continued from Page ]

)

office executives, bookers and mem-
bers of several publicity staffs met
in convention at the Galvez Hotel
yesterday. Sessions will continue
through Thursday.

The convention, originally sched-
uled for Dallas was transferred to
Galveston in honor of A. Martini,
Interstate partner and Galveston
city manager, who formally opens
the new Martini Theater Thursday.
The parley will close with a banquet
at 9 P. M. on Thursday, following
a visit to the Martini.

O'Donnell, Interstate-Texas Con-
solidated genei-al manager, officiates
throughout the convention. There
will be talks by various department
heads, district and city managers,
and representatives of the various
film distributing organ'zations.

There are approximately 135 in
attendance, 25 from the home of-
fice in Dallas and 110 from the
theaters. This is exclusive of in-
vited guests from various film
companies and several of the Para-
mount partner heads in the South.

Republic Franchise Meet
Will be Attended by 36

Republic franchise holders' meet-
ing at the Roosevelt Hotel, Holly-
wood, June 1-2, will attract 36, com-
pany announced yesterday. Official

list follows:

J. J. Nilstein, Edward M. Schnit-
zer, Sam Hacker, home office; H. H.
Everett, Charlotte; Max Roth, Chi-
cago; Grover C. Parsons, San Fran-
cisco; Moe Siegel, E. H. Goldstein,
studios; Arthur C. Bromberg, At-
lanta; J. T. Sheffield, Seattle; Her-
man Rifkin, Boston; Claude Ezell,

William G. Underwood, Dallas; Sam
Seplowin, Detroit; B. H. Mills, Al-
bany; Gilbert Nathanson, Minneap-
olis; E. J. Tilton, Harry Weinberg,
Des Moines; Floyd St. John, San
Francisco.

Jake Flax, Sam Flax, Washing-
ton; Nat L. Lefton, Sam Gorrel,
Jack Jossey, Cleveland; Sol Davis,
Morris Lowenstein, Miss Ona John-
son, Oklahoma City; Jack Berko-
witz, Buffalo; Irving Mandel, Chi-
cago; Bob Withers, C. A. Schultz,
Kansas City; Herman Gluckman,
New York; James H. Alexander,
Pittsburgh; Barney Rosenthal, Nat
Steinberg, St. Louis, and A. W. Per-
ry, Toronto.

Softball Worries Showmen
Lincoln, Neb. — Showmen are much

perturbed about the growing business

menace, smaller houses especially, in

the floodlighted Softball fields here.

Last season, attendance figures to the
free evening entertainment mounted to

297,243 for the summer. There are 5
fields and two of them are nearly in

the downtown area. Play is every night
in the week save Saturday and Sunday.
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Invest Over Million >foY^fe%s Rights to 15 Playsu
ALLIED'S MEET TO ON LEGISLATION

Make Sloman Temporary Co-Head of General Theaters

EHSI
(Twelfth installment of the Squawk Parade of
the Fifth annual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum 1

BURIED
MERIT—
The most disconcerting thing about the

movies has to do with the exploitation of
pictures which are supposed to be good
simply because they cost a pile of money—the pix that get A for effort because
everyone worked hard even though with-
out inspiration or genius. More times
than not we come upon the best perform-
ances, the most original ideas, in little,

unpublicized films in small theaters. The
obvious, big names are given build-ups
while actually some of the best work in

pictures is being done by the ladies and
gentlemen who get almost no hand at all.

KATHRYN GORMAN, St. Paul,
Minn., "Dispatch".

•
PRESS AGENT
"SLUSH"—
One of my squawks is re: the type of

"slush" generally handed out on average
pictures. The press agents strain their

mental capacities thinking up new adjec-
tives and superlatives describing average

pictures. What would do the most good,

h a complete revision in the style of

writing; I mean the writers could drop

numerous flowery and weightless phrases

in exchange for a simple, clear and re-

freshing description of pictures.

DEAN PIEPER, Oceanside, Cal.,

"Blade-Tribune"

.

•
Easy on the sectional dialogue, which is

overdone.

COSMAN EISENDRATH, Biloxi,

Miss., "Daily Herald".

''Wi

PRESS SERVICE
^EEF—
You asked if the service from the stu-

dio press departments might be improved?

You have something there! Why must
every release tell of Sophie Gulch, of

Metro-Warner-Paramount, who is playing

in "Hearts Twisted" given release through

Metro-Warner-Paramount with Metro-

Warner-Paramount stars and the ace di-

(Continued on Page 7)

Executive to Occupy Spot

Pending Munro's Return

to Australia

Resignation of Charles Munro as
joint managing director of General
Theaters, Australian combine involv-
ing Hoyts Theaters, of which he is

managing director, and Stuart
Doyle's Greater Union Theaters, is

temporary, arrangement to be in ef-

fect pending his return to Sydney,
Munro told The Film Daily yester-
day in New York. Maurice Sloman

{Continued on Page 6)

GOLF TOURNAMENT TO

HAVE PRIZES GALORE

Surrounded by the glare of prec-
ious metal,—the gold and silver of
prizes to be conferred on success-
ful teams and individual contestants
in the 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee)
FILM DAILY Golf Tournament to
be held Wednesday, June 9, at the

{Continued on Page 7)

Zukor, Mayer and Lloyd

to Address SMPE Banquet

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Adolph Zukor, Louis

B. Mayer and Frank Lloyd have
been invited to address the SMPE

{Continued on Page 14)

Exhib. Seeks Water, Gets Gas
Wauseon, 0.— It was a bit of luck

for P. R. Touney when he recently de-
cided to air-condition his Trincess The-
ater. He was drilling for water on the
property adjacent to the theater to
supply water for the cooling system.
But instead of finding water he found
gas. And now according to report, he
is getting some 10,000 cubic feet of
;as a day.

EDUCATIONAL TO LIST

42 DOUBLES, 46 ONES

Educational will announce a pro-
gram calling for 42 two-reelers and
46 single reels for release during
1937-38 season. Lineup will be dis-
cussed by President E. W. Ham-
mons, at the annual sales conven-
tion of 20th Century-Fox starting
Monday at the Ambassador, Los
Angeles. Hammons leaves New York
today with Jack Skirball and plans
to return east June 8.

20th Century-Fox is also handling
six Magic Carpets and six Adven-
tures of a News Cameraman, both
being in single reels.

20th-Fox Eastern Force

Off for Meeting Tonight

Preparations were completed yes-
terday for the departutre at mid-
night tonight of 175 eastern dele-
gates to the annual sales convention
of 20th Century-Fox in Los An-

{Continucd en Page 7)

Producers Spend More Than Million

For Film Rights to 15 Stage Plays

Republic Men Leave For

Coast Convention Today

Headed by J. J. Milstein, vice-
president in charge of sales, the Re-
public contingent heads westward
today on the Century for meeting of

{Continued on Page 14)

Investing substantially m ore
than $1,000,000, six producers have
acquired screen rights to 15 plays
produced on Broadway during the
season now drawing to a close, ac-
cording to a checkup made yester-
day. Warner Bros, headed the pa-

(Continued on Page 14)

Enthusiasm Heightened by
Partial Success of

Divorce Bill

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Milwaukee— With enthusi-

asm materially heightened by
success of its theater divorce-
ment campaign in North Da-
kota and progress made in this
direction in other states, a mil-
itant Allied goes into annual
convention today at the Hotel
Pfister to further plan a legis-

lative bombardment of major
producers, particularly those
with theater interests.

Although the program for the
{Continued on Page 16)

DISNEY PLANS MORE

FULL-LENGTH FILMS

Walt Disney said yesterday on
arriving from the coast that he has
placed his second all-color feature
in production and that other full-
length pictures will follow along.
The second feature will be based

{Continued on Page 6)

Michigan Legislature

Gets Anti-Ascap Bill

An anti-Ascap bill was introduced
yesterday in the Michigan legisla-
ture at Lansing, according to word
received here.

Tl.lo L the twenty-first measure
of its kind introduced in various

{Continued on Page 6)

"Rugged Individualism"
Walter Vincent is attending the cur-

rent annual conference of the American
Theater Council at the Hotel Astor as
an individual and not as a representa-
tive of the M. P. T. O. A., he stated
yesterday. Vincent was formerly a
member of the arbitration committee
of the producing managers.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

255/s 255/g 25% + '/4

34% 34 34 + i/4

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

3i/4 3V8 3%
123/4 123/4 123/4 _ 1/8

I651/2 165 165

150 150 150 — 1

26 26 26+1
803/4 791/2 791/2 _ l/

2

20 19i/
2 i95/8 !4

173/4 l 7 3/4 173/4 _ l/4
77/8 71/2 73/4 + 1/2

83/8 8 1/4 8 1/4 — 1/8

373/4 371/8 371/s — 3/8
463/4 463/4 463/4 — 3/g

135/8 ii" 131/4 +"Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
99 99 99 + \'iKeith A-0 6s46

Loew 6s41ww .

Para. B'way 3s55 69 69 69 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . IOO1/4 100 100 1/4 + 1/4

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 Vi 95 95 Vi + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34i/2 34i/

2 34i/
2 + Vi

Grand National 23/8 23/8 23/8 — i/
8

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 30l/4 29 291/4 — 3/8
Trans-Lux 5 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 13 14
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 96% 973,4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4 s 1st '43... 56 58

POSITION OPEN FOR MANAGER
Give full details as to experience, rec-
ommendations, and salary expected.
Address all inquiries to Box 1021.

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York City

25th
Film

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

RKO Near Closing Stage

for Four N. Y. Theaters

Final closing by RKO for four lo-

cal theaters is expected in the next
few days. Closing with the Rand-
force will involve only the Republic
Theater, Brooklyn. Deal for the
Lefferts has fallen through. The
other houses RKO will take over
include the Roosevelt at 145th St.

and 7th Ave. from Leo Brecher and
the Parkhill and Broadway theaters,
Yonkers, from Sam Cocalis.

Meanwhile negotiations are pend-
ing by RKO and Skouras for five-

Springer-Cocalis upper Broadway
theaters and deals are on for other
spots.

MPTO of Neb.-Western Iowa

Discusses Sales Policies

Omaha — Report was made by
President C. E. Williams of the
MPTO of Nebraska-Western Iowa
at its spring meeting here yester-
day that one exhibitor detected
charging 5-cents admission had
promised to raise prices. Thirty-
five are attending the meeting which
was devoted to a discussion of pro-
ducers' sales policies and the feared
impending increase in rentals. Gen-
eral Slackening in the past six
weeks is reported by outstate ex-
hibitors who said business should
Dick up when the wheat crop is har-
vested.

Five GB Features to Get
Early American Release

Five GB films are scheduled to

arrive here for early U. S. release.

They are "Gangway", starring Jes-
sie Matthews; "King Solomon's
Mines", with Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Roland Young, Anna Lee, John Lo-
der and Paul Robeson, both com-
pleted; "Non-Stop New York", with
Anna Lee and John Loder, now be-
ing edited; "Dr. Syn", starring
George Arliss, and "Coins for Can-
dles", starring Nova Pilbeam, both
in production. Another Jessie Mat-
thews musical goes before the cam-
eras shortly.

Art Directors and Film

Editors May Expand Ranks

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Society of Motion

Picture Art Directors will consider
opening membership to interior dec-
orators and heads of scenic depart-
ments at a meeting tomorrow night.

Demands to be made upon studios
also will come up.

Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors met last night to put the
finishing touches on its demands.
Organization, too, is considering ex-
panding membership via script girl

affiliation.

Painters' Complaint Against

IATSE Before Labor Council

Cincinnati — Hollywood's labor
dispute finally reached the attention
of the Executive Council of the A.
F. of L. here yesterday when dele-
gates of the striking crafts, headed
by the International Brotherhood of
Painters, presented a resolution
calling for Council action to end
alleged "strike breaking" activities

of the IATSE.

Alperson Promotes Shumer
to GN's Story Editorship

Edward Alperson, president of

Grand National, yesterday announc-
ed the appointment of Sam Shumer
as the company's story editor. Shu-
mer, eight months with GN, suc-

ceeds Sidney Biddell, resigned; he
moves up from the post of Eastern
story editor. Shumer will maintain
headquarters in New York.

w

Would Enjoin CIO Pickets

Milwaukee — Wisconsin Amuse-
ment Enterprises requests an in-

junction restraining CIO from pick-
eting its Grace and Tower Theaters
here, contending the houses are
operating under an A. F. of L. con-
tract. Hearing is scheduled for May
29 before Circuit Judge Daniel Sul-

livan.

Coming and Going

WALT DISNEY has arrived from Hollywood
and is stopping at the Hotel Pierre.

WILLIAM CROMWELL KNOX, retired Eng-
lish actor, arrived in New York yesterday on
the Reliance.

JOHN DOS PASSOS, writer, arrives from
Europe today on the Paris, which also brings
SYLVIA FROOS, stage and radio singer, back
to New York from England.

H. B. WARNER, screen actor, accompanied
by his daughter, LORRAINE WARNER; and
HELEN MORGAN, singer, arrive today from
Europe on the Washington.

ARTHUR W. EDDY left New York yesterday
for Milwaukee.

GARRETT BYRNES of the drama and film
department of the Providence Journal; JAY
CARMODY, of the Washington Star; CATH-
ERINE HILLYER of the Washington News;
and ELINOR HUGHES of the Boston Herald, are
in New York to attend the Legitimate The-
ater Convention current at the Hotel Astor.

E. W. HAMMONS, who leaves New York to-
day for the coast, returns June 8.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, UA vice president and
general manager; A. W. SMITH, JR., general
sales manager, and MONROE W. GREENTHAL,
advertising-publicity head who are in Gal-
veston return to New York this week end.

J. H. HOFFBERG, indie distributor, has re-
turned to New York from a swing through
key cities.

E. J. SMITH, Imperial's general sales man-
ager, left yesterday for Buffalo, en route to
other eastern, Mid-western and southern cities.

GEORGE HIRLIMAN left yesterday for Holly-
wood.

NED DEPINET left yesterday for Galveston.

ARCHIE LAURIE of Empire Films, Toronto,
is visiting New York and is stopping at the
Park Central.

VELOZ and YOLANDA, dance team, sail for
Europe today aboard the Queen Mary.

Sabath Bankruptcy Bill

Up But Decision Waits

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The House Judi-

ciary Committee pro and con dis-
cussion of the Sabath bankruptcy
bill with reference to the advisabil-
ity of placing control of bankrupt
corporations under direction of the
SEC continued yesterday. Decision
was postponed until Thursday's
meeting of the Judiciary Commit-
tee.

SPA 50-50 Plan Finds

Music Publishers Cool

Song Writers Protective Ass'n
committee yesterday informed mu-
sic publishers that the SPA was
willing to work out a 50-50 ar-
rangement with the publishers on
recordings, and electrical transcrip-
tions. Publishers were not very
keen on the proposal, but will con-
fer again with the SPA representa-
tives on Friday.

DO YOU WAHlBvtUn.
SPECIAL TRAILERS?
Try F/IMACK. fe3
Send Us Your Next Order. I $jg$.
The SPEED and the QUALITY / (HISR^
will please and surprise yon! [
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And by the way, the 24-sheet above is currently appearing on 9000 stands in 1500 cities nationwide.

Amplifying full page ads in 17 famed national magazines reaching 69 million readers. Only M-G-M does it!



*"Cannot miss being a boxoffice bonanza! The zenith of smart showman-

ship! Audiences everywhere, regardless of community, age or tastes,

will rave." —Boxoffice

URE THE SHOW
• - . and fAe

<<

*"Will be a big money-maker everywhere! Robert Taylor, Barbara Stan-

wyck and Victor McLaglen, all in strong acting roles, increase its box-

office value to high-power proportions
!

"

— Hollywood Reporter

*"Sure-fire entertainment throughout! Taylor plays with conviction, one

of his best exhibits. Miss Stanwyck has never been more appealing.

Victor McLaglen in his best form." — Variety Daily
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ROBERT

TAYLOR
BARBARA

STANWYCK

VICTOR McLAGLEN
and Brian Donlevy, Sidney Blackmer, John
Carradine, Alan Dinehart, Douglas Fowley,
Robert McWade, Frank Conroy, Sig Rumann

Directed by William A. Setter

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan. Story and screen
play by Allen Rivkin and Lamar Trotti. Songs of mood and
emotion by Gordon 6k Revel. Dances staged by Jack Haskell

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

V
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE



SLOMAN TEMPORARILY

SUCCEEDING MUNRO
(Continued from Page 1)

is temporarily occupying the Gen-
eral Theaters post, he stated.

Munro sails for Los Angeles June
25 on his return to Australia.
Norman Ridge has resigned as

chairman of Greater Union Theaters
board and from a similar spot in the
Greater J. D. Williams Enterprises,
another unit in the Stuart Doyle or-

ganization, said cable dispatches
from Australia yesterday. Ridge,
it is understood, has been the storm-
center of differences on both boards
over control. He is now reported
engaged in an effort to call a meet-
ing of Greater Union shareholders,
with Doyle opposing the move.

Conferences on General Theaters
setup continued in New York yes-
terday between Munro, representing
20th Century-Fox which is inter-

ested through Hoyts Theaters, and
Kenneth Asprey, counsel for the
Doyle company, who is in town from
Australia.
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Jackson Heights Theater

Gets Stadium Auditorium

John Eberson will be the archi-
tect for Sam Minskoff who will build
a new 600-seat film theater and com-
mercial building at the corner of
73rd St. and 37th Road, Jackson
Heights. David Weinstock and As-
sociates are the lessees and will op-
erate.

A new type of stadium auditorium
will offer distinctive features.

The Benton Schine Circuit has
employed Eberson to remodel the
State Theater, Mechanicville, in its

entirety, and Schine Theater Enter-
prises is remodeling the Pontiac
Theater, Saratoga Springs, with
Eberson also the architect.

Richard C. L. Moncure Dies
Richmond, Va.—Richard Cassius

Lee Moncure, a member of the state
division of motion picture censor-
ship, died yesterday afternoon in a
local hospital. He formerly served
in the Virginia House and Senate.
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Al Jolson

Paul Lukas
Norma Talmadge

Viola Brothers Shore
John Wayne
Andy M. Roy

• • • THAT NEW Plan inaugurated by General Electric

will soon start to mushroom out through the United States
it was launched Monday nite at the Center theater with a show-
ing to a specially invited audience of a 50-minute entertainment
film with a "concealed plug" for the company's house-
hold electrical appliances which were prominent in the action
of the story the company proposes to show the film in na-
borhood houses throughout the nation selecting some off-

morning in the week, inviting housewives, and distributing
prizes as an added attraction the company execs claim
they will in no way compete with regular theater biz

that is the last thing they want to do, as they have millions
invested in the industry they argue that their Plan will

make a lot of women theater-conscious who ordinarily do not
regularly patronize that particular naborhood house where they
have their showing

T T
• • • A CHATTY letter just received from Maria
("Gamby") Gambarelli, famous danseuse who writes from
Rome where she attended the inauguration of the govern-
ment's new studios which Gamby assures us "are simply
stupendous" she was presented to Mussolini at the cere-
monies and she gave three consecutive nights of con-
cert dances at the Teatro Valle then she was invited to
dance at the Royal Palace, an honor never before given to a
danseuse in Italy and so she performed before 65 of the
Royal family all dressed in formal court attire after the
dances, she had dinner with the Queen and Gamby says
it seemed like the things she had read in fairy books when
a girl, as she was waited upon by retainers in silk knickers and
white gloves she momentarily expected "the pumpkin to
open, and the gold carriage with the white horses to pop out"

she has signed for a picture "Dr. Antonio", which starts
shooting July 1 Gamby sends her love to all her legion
of friends on Broadway TV
• • • AT LAST that arty fan mag, "Cinema Arts," is

ready to be flashed on the bedazzled public the monthly
gets splurged on newsstands in June edited by Paul F.
Husserl Albert Griffith-Grey is prexy and E. A.
Tropp, general manager contribs to the first issue will

include Benjamin de Casseres, Homer Croy, Rouben Mamoulian,
Richard Watts, Jr., Irene Kuhn, Eugene Walter, Jim Tully,
Norman Anthony

T T
• • • THE FINAL luncheon of AMPA before adjourning
for the summer tomorrow at Sardi's with Milt Berle
as master of the revels sparring verbally with Patsy Kelly

Mitzi Green and Jeanne Madden will also be honor
guests

T T
• • • DOWN IN New Orleans, Bill Minder, manager of
the GB exchange, is quite excited over the fact that Hough-
ton-Mifflin have accepted his novel, "The Winged Serpent," for
early publication. . . • Stanley Hecker, resigning from the
Warner branch office in Cincinnati, was tendered a reception by
the entire staff

T
• • • AN EXPENSIVE motion picture outfit was given
by Warner Baxter to the Hubbard Avenue School in Columbus,
Ohio which he attended in his youth so they are
building a special assembly hall and fireproof projection room
to enjoy the gift

T
• • • A SUPPER DANCE was held by the Queen City
Variety Club at Cincinnati in the Netherland Plaza with
exhibs attending from all sections of that territory Phil

Chakeres brought a party of twenty from Springfield

Bill Settos also motored down from Springfield with friends

Knox Strachan brought a big party from Portsmouth
Prexy "Pop" Wessel presided Colonel Arthur Frud-

enfeld provided the floor show the affair was a grand suc-

cess also financially

« « « » » »

DISNEY PLANS MORii'

FULL-LENGTH FILM!

(Continued from Page 1)

on the story of "Bambi," the deei
by Felix Salten, Viennese author,

"Snow White," first of the Dis
ney features will cost $1,000,00'
and will be two years in production
Disney declared. Production of th
features will overlap, he said. Th
studio has developed a new dimen-
sional effect which gives more illu;

sion of depth, the producer stated

RKO Radio's first quota of Dis
ney short subjects will include 1!

cartoons. The "Silly Symphonies'
will all be fantasies from now on
Disney said. There will be severa
pictures in which "Donald Duck'
will dominate and some with "Plu
to, the Dog," as the chief character
There will also be a quota o:

"Mickey Mouses."
Disney plans to stay here a fev

days to see the shows and then re
turn to the coast.

Michigan Legislature

Gets Anti-Ascap Bil

(Continued from Page 1)

states. Seventeen of these bills were
killed in committees or died through
adjournment of the legislature;

without action on them. Decision is

now awaited in Montana on Ascap's
test of the constitutionality of the

state law there.

On Monday Ascap will sue at Ta
coma, Wash., for an injunction re-

straining enforcement of the Wash-
ington law against the society.

In Nebraska, an anti-Ascap bill

has passed both houses and is await-
ing the Governor's signature.

F. F. Wolcott Dies

East View, N. Y.—Funeral ar-

rangements are pending for Fred
erick F. Wolcott, former musical
comedy baritone, who died here on
Monday at the Grasslands Hospital
where he had been a patient for two
months. A native of Syracuse, he
became during his professional car-

eer a protege of George M. Cohan
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Edith
Titlar Wolcott, and a son, James
Draper Wolcott.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Rufe Davis, the hill billy singer and
imitator who makes his debut in "Moon-
tain Music," learned to play the guitar

in exactly one week.

—PARAMOUNT.
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HAVE PRIZES GALORE

(Continued from Page 1)

Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains,—the committee gents yes-
terday put on dark glasses, took
stock of the awards and allowed as
how it was a grand opportunity to

go into the jewelry biz.

jjj
Inventory revealed in part the

giant FILM DAILY Cup; the E. F.
Albee Memorial Trophy; the FILM
DAILY Gold Golf Balls, which will

go to the winner of each foursome
competing for the Albee Trophy;
the Variety Trophy; the RKO-Radio
Cup, and the coveted award put up
annually by the Quigley Publica-
tions.

Other prizes in the magnificent
array this year are the individual
plaques, cups and sundry costly Ob-
jets de Golf contributed by Du Pont
Film Manufacturing Corp.; the
Mitchell May, Jr.; United Artists;

Western Electric; RCA; Eastman
Kodak; William Massce; the Na-
tional Theater Supply Co.; General
Electric; Gaumont-British; and Nat
Lewis.

Exceptional and unusual foursome
winner, as well as runner-up awards
have been received, respectively,
from Jules Brulatour and Nation-
al Screen Service,—the sort of prizes
that will delight even a top-flight

internationalist.

Ross Federal Service, and W. Ray
Johnston of Monogram, are other
donors, and their awards, too, are of
the sort which on sight will stimu-
late on I'd-like-to-win-those feel-

ing.

Then there will be for all-comers,
regardless of whether they are Bob-
by Jones or just pla.n Joneses
whom even a croquet-player could
conquer on the links, the annual
avalanche of Booty Bags, brimful of
souvenirs and novelties, which are
guaranteed to make each of the
throng present leave the tourna-
ment looking like a Spring edition

of Ole' Santa Claus.
"Toots" (Tavern) Shor is send-

ing up from his famous restaurant
on 48th Street a copious reservoir
of imported Holland beer to quench
the thirst of the maddening crowd
of filmland's divot diggers.
The Messrs. Jack and Charley of

"21" have put up a swell prize for

the golfer who eats the most and
scores the least, eats the least and
scores the most, eats the most and
scores the most, or eats the least

and scores the least during the great
day of play and feasting. Judges
will make their decisions after
spending an hour on a fast merry-
go-round.

j^"Road Back" on June 17

Roadshow premiere of Universal's
"The Road Back" will take place at

the Globe theater here on June 17,

President R. H. Cochrane announc-
ed yesterday. First West Coast re-

port gave the date as June 14.

QMS
(.Continued from Page 1)

rector Joe Gottlips of Metro-Warner-Para-
mount doing the megaphoning. Maybe
that is a bit overplayed, but not too much,
take it from me, brother. It certainly

gives me a grand pain. Something might

be done; how about itP

DAN MAHONEY, South Bend, Ind.,

"News-Times".

SOME
PET HATES—

I hate:

Radio stars who ballyhoo films in which
they or their friends appear.

Bank Nites, which make a lottery out

of a theater and fills the houses with

persons intent on the prize and who are

willing to endure any sort of film in that

10,000 to one hope.

Singers who have to be stared at by

their opposite while singing; love scenes

with the lover singing his amour in high

C while she tries to make the appropriate

"mugging" is gosh awful to watch.

That certain studio that sends me a

huge letter every day. I haven't opened

one of these letters in seven months.

Cloudland scenes with rippling water
and nothing else. We have cars out this

way and can see better outdoors than in

on that sort of stuff.

The box-office flush with the sidewalk
where one is jostled while fishing for

change and where his purse is unduly

exposed.

The popcorn smell.

The usher who won't let you wait to

*et your eyes adjusted after the bright

sunlight outside.

To see the disappointed hundreds filing

out on Bank Nite, even if they are saps.

I hate to see anyone walk out of a the-

atpr riisapoointed.

Veddv veddy English accents.

The latest comedienne's legs.

The lack of Victor McLaglen pictures.

The infrequency of Colbert pictures.

The fact that Eric Hatch hasn't writ-

ten more for the films—where's he been?

But above all I bitterly resent propa-

ganda—even if it IS Roosevelt—on the

screen. I'm sure tired of seeing the gang
we sent to Washington.

MAURICE C. TULL, Kokomo, Ind.,

"Tribune-Dispatch".

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

More comedy. The past year saw an

evident lack of comedy in the majority

of pictures.

GEORGE T. DILLON, Waterbury,
Conn., "Democrat".

•
Squawks of four newspapermen:
Theaters which turn in readers which

must go, but which are tough to edit.

Theaters which break the newsreel to

plug coming attractions or advertise-

ments.

Theaters which advertise the next three

or four pictures coming. After you've seen

a preview several times, you duck the

picture when it comes.

Pictures which have little or no plot.

Several high class pictures would have

been better if they were longer.

Ballyhoo has too much high pressure to

it; needs more subtle tease.

Some musicals turn out silly numbers

—

"Gold Diggers of 1937" was an example.

Theaters which ballyhoo anniversaries

with nothing to anniversary with.

TOM BURKE, Haverhill, Mass.,

"Record".

•
We do not like double features. Two

mediocre pictures are just twice as tire-

some to sit through as one ordinary one.

Better choice of stories and casting will

show its effect in the box-office. We
note that generally the good pictures of

1936 did excellent business.

We heartily condemn the exhibitors

propensity to run dealer advertising as a

part of their program. When the public

pays for entertainment they do not want

to have refrigerators, automobiles, shoes

or whatnot jammed down their throats.

DEAN G. WARNER. New Philadel
phia, O., "Daily Times".

•
At the moment, I have no squawk to

register. The art of the movie producer

is constantly improving, and there is less

and less of a disposition to insult the

intelligence of the audience by diagram-
ming a most obvious point.

In the comedies many of the so-called

gags must have been conceived by con-
genial idiots, but I suppose that is a

necessary evil that will correct itself in

time.

REX J. BALLARD, Davenport, la.,

"Daily Times".
•

The movie houses ought to cut out giv-

ing one good feature and the rest of the

program with cheap pictures.

ESTHER ZUCKER, Paterson, N. J.,

"Sunday Eagle"

.

•
Since I have read a good book lately,

I wish they'd get started on it and make
it up so I can recognize it. I am prepared

to see the guy named Butler come in

carrying his boss's hat and coat, but I

hope he doesn't.

BARNEY OLDFIELD, Lincoln "Ne-
braska State Journal".

•
I hope the powers that be will pick

some Southern girl like Miriam Hopkins
to play Scarlett in "Gone With the Wind."

QUIMBY MELTON, Griffin, Go.,

"News".

20THCENT.-F0X FORCE

OFF FOR MEET TONIGHT

^Continued from Page 1)

geles. The group will leave on a
special train from Grand Central
terminal, and will be joined by other
delegations at Albany, Buffalo, Chi-
cago and Kansas City.

The special will arrive in Los An-
geles at 10 o'clock Sunday morning,
the day before the opening of the
convention. Special sections of three
other trains from the central and
western divisions will carry other
delegates swelling the attendance
to a record mark of 800.
Arrangements for transportation

were made by Isidore Lincer of the
home office, with accommodations en
route under the supervision of Jack
Sichelman. The eastern group was
preceded last week by Sidney R.
Kent, president, John D. Clark, gen-
eral manager of distribution, and
Charles E. McCarthy, director of
publicity and advertising, all of
whom are already on the Coast.

Omaha Exhibs. Face Threat

of Bank Night Injunction

Omaha — Despite threat of in-

junction, local theater managers an-
nounced yesterday that the regular
Wednesday Bank Night will be held.

County Attorney James English,
is the joint petitioner with Attorney
General Richard C. Hunter in in-

junction proceedings filed in Nebras-
ka Supreme Court late Monday.
Tentative date for the hearing on
the temporary injunction application
has been scheduled June 7 by As-
sistant Attorney General Francis V.
Robinson, subject to change by
court. Robinson was reported pre-
paring to serve summons on Omaha
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
tion, under which 29 houses hold
the cooperative drawing.

SICK REPORT

Omaha—Mr. and Mrs. Carl White
of Quality Theater Supply have re-
turned from the Mayo Clinic at
Rochester, Minn. White went
through the clinic for a general
health checkup.

Cincinnati—Milton Gurien, U. A.
Kentucky representative, returned
from a rest at Hot Springs, with a
severe attack of measles.

Columbus — Mrs. Chris Davie,
wife of Chris Davie of the Davie
Circuit, is convalescing in Grant
Hospital, where she underwent a
major operation.

Dayton—Jack Hunter, Paramount
manager of Toronto, Canada, is con-
fined in the Miami Hospital suffer-
ing from an attacK of arthritis.

Cincinnati—Maury White, of the
Libson White interests, is under
treatment in the Jewish Hospital.
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRAIT
ALABAMA

Change in Ownership
ASHLAND—Ashland, transferred to C. I.

Hood LINEVILLE—Lineville, transferred

to E. F. Ingram. HEFLIN—Hefln, trans-

ferred to C. O. Schuler.

Openings
BIRMINGHAM — Avon. LINEVILLE—

Lineville.

New Theaters
LANGDALE—Langdale. OZARK—Dale.

ARIZONA
Change in Theater Name

WILCOX—Wilcox (formerly Mystic).

New Theaters
MAMMOUTH — Kontas. COPPER

CREEK—Kontas.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

EAGLE ROCK—Yosemite, transferred to

H. Vinnicoff Theaters. FILLMORE—Fill-

more, transferred to W. J. Edwards, Jr.

LOS ANGELES—Mayfair, transferred to

Mayfair Theaters. MAYWOOD—Egyptian,

transferred to Calvi & O'Keefe. SAN
DIEGO—Adams, transferred to Fleming &
Hunecher. WINTERS — Winters, trans-

ferred to R. E. Cegener. STOCKTON—
Roxy transferred to Richmond Amusement
Co. SAN JOSE—Willow Glen (formerly

Grover's). transferred to Harvey Amusement
Co. MADERA—Madera, transferred to

Golden State Theater & Realty Corp. LAKE-
PORT—Orpheum, transferred to R. M.

Reese & Harvey Amusement Co.

Change in Theater Name
SAN JOSE — Willow Glen (formerly

Grover's). SAUSALITO—Gate (formerly

Princess). SAN FRANCISCO — Sunset

(formerly Parkview).

Openings
SAN DIEGO—Superba. STOCKTON—

Roxy.
Closings

BLYTHE—Liberty. BREA—Brea. MAN-
TECA—Lyric.

New Theaters
RIVERDALE—Sunset. REEDLEY—Reed-

ley. MANTECA — El Rey. HAYWARD—
Hayward. BEVERLY HILLS—Elite. BEV-
ERLY HILLS—Regina Wilslure Theater.

BLYTHE — Rio. BRAWLEY — Circle.

SOUTHGATE—Gem.
COLORADO

Change in Ownership
BUENA VISTA—Orpheum, transferred to

Dave Goodenough.
Openings

BUENA VISTA—Orpheum.
Closings

EATON—Gala.

DELAWARE
Change in Ownership

MILLSBORO—New Hub (formerly Hub),

transferred to E. C. Evans.

Openings
MILLSBORO—New Hub.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

PORT ST. JOE—Bayview, transferred to

R. E. Martin.

Change in Theater Name
PORT ST. JOE—Airdome (formerly Bay-

view).

Openings
MOORE HAVEN—Glades.

Closings
LACOOCHEE — Vivian. SARASOTA—

Garden. TAVERNIER—Keys.

New Theaters
COCONUT GROVE—New. ORLANDO—

Lincoln.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

ATLANTA — Kirkwood, transferred to

George Wilby. LAWRENCEVILLE —
Colonial, transferred to George Gaston. DE-
CATUR—Ritz, transferred to G. Tom Bailey.

COLQUITT—Colquitt, transferred to E. J.

Hunter. LITHONIA — Capitol, transferred

to Katz Amusement Co. SLYVANIA —
Strand, transferred to W. H. Karrh.

Change in Theater Name
LITHONIA—Roxy (formerly Capitol).

New Theaters
STATESBORO — Georgia. BUTLER—

Dean. ST. SIMON'S ISLAND—Casino.

ATLANTA—Harlem.

Dismantled
ATHENS—Morton.

IDAHO
Openings

MERIDIAN—Roxy (formerly Gem).

New Theaters
ST. ANTHONY—Roxy.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

CHICAGO—New Home, transferred to I.

L. Brotman. HAVANA—Lawford, trans-

ferred to Kerastoes Bros. Theater, Inc.

WEST SALEM—Lyric (formerly Puritan

O. H.), transferred to J. W. lies. BLUFFS
—Durbin (formerly Bluffs), transferred to

Paul J. Durbin. COULTERVILLE—Roxy,
transferred to E. F. Karches and Frank R.

McLean.

Change in Theater Name
STONINGTON — Thalia (formerly Ston-

ington).

Openings
CHICAGO HEIGHTS — Washington.

GENEVA—Fargo. SALEM—Salem (former-

ly Orpheum). ROBBS—Gem. EQUALITY
—Equality. BLUFFS—Durbin.

Closings
SUMNER—Community. CHICAGO — Or-

pheum (permanently).

New Theaters
MILTON—Hum O. H. KANSAS—Kan-

san.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

HESSVILLE—Hess, transferred to H. G.

Tease. SOUTH WHITLEY—Alni, trans-

ferred to Don LeBrun. NEW HAVEN—
Broadway, transferred to A. K. Ross. IN-
DIANAPOLIS — Emerson, transferred to

Marlene Corp. BROOK—Brook, transferred

to Miller Bros.

Openings
EVANSVILLE—Washington.

Closings
NEWBURGH — Princess. FRANKLIN—

Hoy. FT. BRANCH—Metro.

Dismantled
FT. WAYNE—Shirley.

New Theaters
REMINGTON—Roxy. INDIANAPOLIS—

Cinema.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

WALL LAKE—Opera House, transferred

to E. D Wilson, Jr. RUTHVEN—Legion,

transferred to E. D. Wilson, Jr. ROLAND
—Mayhew, transferred to F. G. Stearns.

ONAWA—Iowa, transferred to R. A. Oliver.

GRISWOLD—New, transferred to Conkling

& Neely. ALTA—Majestic, transferred to

Harold McGinnis. GLADBROOK—Uptown,
transferred to Bly McCrea.

Openings
ONAWA—Iowa.

New Theaters
GRISWOLD—New.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

SHAWNEE—Mission, transferred to M.
A Summerour. OSKALOOSA — DeLuxe,
transferred to H. S. Musgrave. MADISON
—Madison, transferred to J. B. Wood. Mc-
CRACKEN—Garden, transferred to M. D.
Buxton. LURAY—Community, transferred

to R. A. Decker. ATWOOD—Atwood,
transferred to George Bastain.

Openings
BURLINGAME—Royal (formerly Rex).

Closings
ATWOOD—Atwood (temporarily).

New Theaters
CORNING—Electric.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

MORGANTOWN—Hollywood, transferred

to Hollywood Amusement Co. ELIZABETH-
TOWN — Ritz, transferred to Kentucky
Amusement Co. CALHOUN—Princess (for-

merly Masonic), transferred to Griff Head.

Openings
LOUISVILLE—Shawnee.

Closings
CLAY—State.

New Theaters
HOPKINSV1LLE—Rex.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

WINNFIELD—Bailey, transferred to C.
C. Enterprises. VINTON—Vinton, trans-

ferred to Joys Show. TALLULAH—Bailey,
transferred to C. C. Enterprises. NAPO-
LEONVILLE — Joys (formerly Victory),
transferred to Joys Shows. MORGAN CITY
—Dixie (formerly Jewel), transferred to Af-
filiated Theaters. MARKSVILLE—Bailey,
transferred to C. C. Enterprises. COTTON
PORT—Bailey, transferred to C. C. Enter-
prises. CHURCHPOINT—Joys (formerly)
Chauvins), transferred to Joys Shows.
BUNKIE—Bailey, transferred to C. & C. En-
terprises. ABBEVILLE — Dixie (formerly
Franks), transferred to Affiliated Theaters.

Change in Theater Name
PORT GIBSON—Trace (formerly Happy

Land).

Openings
MOBILE—Roosevelt (formerly Arlington).

Dismantled
LOREAUVILLE—Pastime.

MAINE
Change in Ownership

WEST BUXTON—I. O. O. F. Hall, trans-

ferred to Colby Robinson.

Openings
ISLEBORO—Town Hall.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

WILLIAMSPORT — Pastime, transferred
to C. Walters. NORTHEAST—Northeast
(formerly Cecil), transferred to John M.
Smith.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

MANCHESTER BY THE SEA—Horticul-

tural Hall, transferred to Edward Safrine.

ROXBLTRY—Egleston, transferred to M. &
P. Circuit. HYDE PARK—Hyde Park,
transferred to M. & P. Circuit. HYDE
PARK—Fairmount. transferred to M. & P.

Circuit. E. MILTON—State, transferred to

M. & P. Circuit.

Openings
MANCHESTER BY THE SEA—Horti-

cultural Hall.

Dismantled
SCITUATE—Satuit Playhouse.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

BERRIEN SPRINGS—Our, transferred to

P. D. Ratliff. CASSAPOLIS—Gem, trans-

ferred to W. S. Carlson. DETROIT—Grand
Victory, transferred to Wade Allen. DE-
TROIT—Plaza, transferred to Fred De-
Lodder. NO. BRANCH—Strand, transferred

to Oliver G. Willett. BERRIEN SPRINGS
—Our, transferred to Paul Ratliff. DETROIT
—Holbrook, transferred to Saul Korman.

Openings
TAWAS CITY — Rivoli. DETROIT—De

Soto. ADDISON—Merryland.

Closings
TEKONSHA—Riviera.

New Theaters
FLINT—Delia.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

NO. MANKATO—Urban, transferred to

Grenge &- Grenge. MINNEAPOLIS—West-
gate, transferred to C. J. Fust.

Change in Theater Name
SACRED HEART—Roxy (formerly Cozy).

SLEEPY EYE—Pix (formerly Princess).

Openings
BRONSON—Bronson. FERTILE—Liberty.

Closings
CROODSTON — Royale. HALSTAD—

Rex. EVANSVILLE—Evansville. ST. PAUL
—DeLux.

New Theaters
AUSTIN—Austin.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

KOSCIUSKO—Strand, transferred to G.

W. Haynes. KOSCIUSKO—Amusu, trans-

ferred to G. W. Haynes.
Dismantled

WIGGINS—Palace.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

ST. JOSEPH—Plaza (formerly- Olive),
transferred to Olive Theater Corp. PLEAS-
ANT HILL—Peoples, transferred to Glen W

Dickinson Theaters, Inc. KANSAS CITY—
Strand, transferred to Universal Concessions
Corp. BUNCETON—Princess, transferred
to Carl Brands. PARIS—Roxy, transferred
to D. M. Major. PARIS—Main St. (O. H.),
transferred to D. M. Major. KIRKWOOD—
Osage, transferred to Wellston Amusement
Co.

Openings
BUNCETON—Princess.

Closings
PARrS—Roxy.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

BOZEMAN—Ellen, transferred to W. A.
Simons Amusement Co. BOZEMAN—Rialto,

transferred to W. A. Simons Amusement Co.
HARDIN — Harriet, transferred to F. H.
Marx. POPLAR—Glacier, transferred to

John Survant. RONAN—Gaiety, transferred
to W. A. Simon* Amusement Co.

Closings
CUSTER—The Treasure State Amusement

Co. Theater.

New Theaters
CUSTER—Marx Circuit Theater.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

WYMORE—Cozv. transferred to R. W.
Small. WOOD RIVER—Oak. transferred

to Lillian Lyhane. PLATTSMOUTH—Cass,
transferred to Central States Theater Corp.
PENDER — Pender, transferred to Paul
Thacker. GIBBON—C^hbon, transferred to

J. O. Garner. EXETER—Filmore, trans-

ferred to C. W. Tohnson. CAIRO—Cairo,

transferred to John Cady. ARCADIA—
Electric

Change in Theater Name
OSCEOLA—Muse (formerly Riviera).

New Theaters
WYMORE—Cozy.

NEVADA
Chansre in Ownership

MANHATTAN — Manhattan, transferred

Arthur B. Spitzer. ROUND MOUN-

.;Merr'l
FORT

to

TAIN—Round Mountain, transferred to Ar-

thur B. Spitzer. MINA—Mina, transferred

to Arthur B. Spitzer. SILVER CREEK—
Silver Creek, transferred to Arthur B. Spitz-

er. GOLDFIELD—Lvric. transferred to

Arthur B. Spitzer. TONOPAH—S'lver State

Ciicuit, transferred to Arthur B. Spitzer.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Openings

HAMPTON—B--n.

Closings
HAMPTON—Orange Hall.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

EAST RUTHERFORD — Rex,
Amusement Corp-—new interests.

LEE—Fort Lee, transferred to Fort Lee The-

ater Operating Co.. Inc. RUNNEMEDE—
Runnemede, trar- r ""-'e'1 to William Rovner.

Openings
RUNNEMF.nF—Run—mede.

NEW MEXICO
Openings

SANTA RITA — El Cohre. CLOVTS—
Plains. PECOS—Dixie. WEST VAUGHN—
West. BARELAS—Ta S-mdia. HURLEY—
Tejo. ESPANOLA—La Plaza.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

COHOES—Rialto. transferred to Fabian
Circuit. PINE PLAINS—Memorial (now
Pine Plains), transferred to Philip Strauss.

TICONDEROGA—Plavhouse. t~>"«ferred tn

Kallet Theaters. Tnc ATTICA—Attica,

transferred to Reginald Cherry. ROCHES-
TER—Hollvwood. transferred to noti W.

Stevenson. Stevenson Theater Co. MT. VER-
NON—Parkway, transferred to RKO Proctor

Mt. Vernon Corp. BROOKLYN—2001 Bath

Ave —De Luxe (formerly Bav). transferred

to Tamosa Holding Corp. BROOKLYN—
1S30 Coney Island Ave.—Navarre Theater,

transferrer! to R. W. Amusement Cor
LIVINGSTON MANOR — Onerr, HoiMh I

transferred to Mr. Kutcher and Carl BocrnUi^/

LIVINGSTON MANOR—Manor, transferred
f„ *fn„„r Theater Corp. NEW YORK
CITY—84th St. and Columbus Ave.—S'-huv-

ler transferred to Schuvler Theater Corn.

BROOKLYN— 5612 Fifth Ave. — Vanitv,

transferred to Century Circuit, Inc. BROOK-
LYN—4705 Fifth Ave.—Sunset, transferred

to Century Circuit, Inc. NEW YORK CITY
(Continued on Following Pane)
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—2nd Ave. and 12th St.—Folk, transferred

to Saulray Theater Corp. NEW YORK
CITY—112 Cannon St.—Glory, transferred

to Cornwall Theater Corp.

Openings
ALEXANDRIA BAY—Bav. MONTOUR

FALLS—Opera House. VAN ETTEN—
Town Hall.

Closings
FACTORY VILLAGE — Cozy Playhouse.

CANDOR — Star. SYRACUSE — Capitol.

MANCHESTER—Rivoli.

New Theaters
DEPOSIT—State.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

SYLVA—Lyric, transferred to J. E. Mas-
sey. MOCKSVILLE—Princess, transferred

to J . W. Mitchell. FRANKLINTON—
Community, transferred to M. W. Hardy.

Openings
MT. GILEAD—New. MOORESVIELE—

Rex. LILLINGTON—New.
NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

RYDER—Roxy, transferred to Ed Horab.

Openings
EDMORE—Lyric. TOLLEY — Tolley.

PORTAL—Portal.

Closings
FORDVILLE—Roxy. NEW SALEM—

Rex. NOME—Nome.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

TOLEDO—Rex, transferred to Gayle-
Diller Theaters, Inc. TOLEDO — Alan,
transferred to Gayle-Miller Theaters, Inc.
CLEVELAND—Carter (formerly Federal &
Miles Theater), transferred to The Carter
Theater, Inc. CLEVELAND—Circle, trans-
ferred to East Side Theater Co. CLEVE-
LAND'—Melrose (formerly Castle), trans-
ferred to Melrose Theater Co. BUCYRUS—
Schine's Southern (formerly Southern),
transferred to Schine Theatrical Co. BELL-
VILLE—Park, formerly Opera House) , trans-
ferred to Art Mathews. SHAWNEE—New
Linda (formerly Linda), transferred to C.
E. Davie. SPENCERVILLE—Ohio, trans-
ferred to Kelter & Christ.

Change in Theater Name
DAYTON — Dale (formerly Riverdale),

SALINEVILLE—Palace (formerly State).

Openings
BREMEN—New Bremen. CINCINNATI

—Rex. YOUNGSTOWN—Home (formerly
McGuffey). DELPHOS—Star.

Closings
BUCYRUS—Schine's State.

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

CHEYENNE—Lyric, transferred to Elmer
Rook. ARDMORE—Fox, transferred to Max-
Burgher. BRISTOW—Rivoli, transferred to

C. O. Murphree. KINGFISHER—Temple
& Thomas, transferred to Griffith Amusement
Co. CUSTER—Rex, transferred to Mrs. Jes-
sie Parker.

Closings
KAW—Tivoli. HYDRO—Hydro. BARNS-

DALL—Dixie. SNYDER — Ray's. STER-
LING—Sterling. BRISTOW—Rivoli.

New Thesters
BARTLESVILLE—Crown. TECUMSEH—

Kee.

OREGON
Change in Ownership

NEWBERG—Francis, transferred to Tri
States Theaters, Inc. WILLIMANA—Wil-
lamina, transferred to Norman Goodin
PORTLAND — Lents (formerly Yaeger),
transferred to Bob White.

Openings
ROCKAWAY—Rockaway.

New Theaters
OCEAN LAKE—Ocean Lake. SPRING-

FIELD—Playmore.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

BEAVER—New Beaver, transferred to A.
W. McCormick. ERIE—Aris, transferred
to Marika Galanis. LIBRARY—State, trans-
ferred to Jos. Costarello. DUQUESNE—
Grand, transfered to M. Roth. BENTON—
Ritz, transferred to P. A. Magazzu.

Openings
PHILADELPHIA — Broad. PHILADEL-

PHIA—Colonial. BURGETTSTOWN—Mary
Ann. CONNEAUT LAKE—Park. UNION-
TOWN—West End. IRWIN—Lamp.

Closings
PHILADELPHIA — Lincoln. DALLAS-

TOWN—Auditorium. ALLENTOWN—Park.
McKEES ROCKS—Regent.

New Theaters
BERLIN—Rialto.

RHODE ISLAND
Change in Ownership

VALLEY FALLS — Roosevelt (formerly
Shea's), transferred to Louis Frey.

Openings
VALLEY FALLS—Roosevelt.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

LOCKHART—Lockhart, transferred to L.
A. Linder.

Openings
LORIS—New.

New Theaters
HOOPESTON — State. EVANSTON—

Stadium.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

ALPENA — Dreamland (formerly Gem),
transferred to Wm. Evans.

Closings
VEBLEN—Ritz.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

HARTSVILLE—Eveska, transferred to P.
C. Dotson.

New Theaters
SPRING CITY—City.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

DALLAS—Astor, transferred to Interstate
Circuit, Inc. DALLAS—Bison, transferred
to Interstate Circuit, Inc. GUSTINE—Pal-
ace, transferred to Smoot & Huey. PASA-
DENA—Rita, transferred to J. G. Long.

Frisco Area Theaters Will

Battle Daylight Saving

San Francisco— Daylight saving
for the 100-mile area around the San
Francisco Bay region is under con-
sideration after a gathering of rep-
resentatives of nine Junior Cham-
bers of Commerce. Approximately
two million people reside in the area
discussed, which would embrace San
Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, Sacra-
mento, Stockton, San Leandro, San
_Jose, Napa, Mountain View and San
Xateo County. Theaters are plan-

ing a vigorous campaign to op-
pose such a proposal.

New Saybrook Theater
Harrison G. Wiseman is the arch-

itect for the new theater which Leo
Bonoff, Madison, Conn., theater
operator, is building at Saybrook,
Conn.

See GE Commercial Film

as Pattern for Television Use

"From Now On," one-hour com-
mercial film directed by Hamilton

McFadden with a cast including Irv-

in S. Cobb, Alan Baxter and Regis
Toomey and exhibited by General

Electric without charge to an audi-

ence at the Center Theater Monday
night is believed typical of the sort

of film that will be used in commer-
cial television.

Picture is a comedy with love in-
terest, working in the company prod-
ucts, and built around the story of
a girl who wants a modern home
and a boy who can't make up his
mind. General Electric will show
the film around the country through
dealers, clubs, etc.

WHITNEY — Texas, transferred to John
Fuller. ARLINGTON — Aggie, transferred
to Texas Consolidated Theater EFF. AR-
LINGTON—Texan, transferred to Texas
Consolidated Theater EFF. DALLAS—
Rita, transferred to C. V. Caver. EDCOUCH
—Alcazar (formerly Regional), transferred
to Jesus Ramones. IOWA — Iowa Park,
transferred to M. F. Fuller. NAVASOTA—
Dixie, transferred to Texas Consolidated The-
ater. THORNDALE—Gem, transferred to

A. L. Clary. JAYTON—Kent, transferred
to B. E. Perdue.

Change in Theater Name
BOLING — Roxy (formerly Boling).

WINNSBORO—Strand (formerly Amusu).
MERCEDES — State (formerly Capitol).

GLENROSE—Palace (formerly Glentex).

Openings
JAYTON—Kent.

Closings
COMFORT — Ritz. ROCHESTER —

Rochester. POTH—Poth.

Dismantled
HEDLEY — Dreamland. FREEPORT—

Princess. WHITE DEER—State. ROBS-
TOWN—National. WALNUT SPRINGS—
Palace.

New Theaters
ROBSTOWN — Aldine. LIVINGSTON-

New. HOUSTON—University.

UTAH
Closings

PROVO—Provo.

VERMONT
Change in Ownership

MIDDLEBURY—Opera House, transferred
to Fred Sharby Circuit.

Openings
MORRISVILLE—Tegu.

New Theaters
POULTNEY—Town Hall.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

HAMPTON—Lyric, transferred to Frank
Sutton. CLARENDON—Ashton, transferred

to Neighborhood Theater, Inc.

New Theaters
OCEAN VIEW—New. MARION—Rialto.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

RYDERWOOD—Sunset, transferred to K.
A. Spears. ABERDEEN—D & R, trans-

ferred to Evergreen State Amusement Co.
ABERDEEN—Weir, transferred to Evergreen
State Amusement Co. CHENEY—Melodian,
transferred to G. Evans. CUSICK—Cusick,
transferred to R. E. Lee. HOQUIAM—7th

Street, transferred to Evergreen State Amuse-
ment Co. KETTLE FALLS—Falls, trans-

ferred to R. E. Lee. MARCUS—Marcus,
transferred to R. E. Lee. SPRAGUE—Rex,
transferred to R. E. Lee. WASHTUCNA—
Washtucna, transferred to R. E. Lee.

Closings
NORTH BONNEVILLE—Columbia.

Dismantled
FERNDALE—Ferndale.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

WARDENSVILLE—Doric, transferred to

Joseph T. Frye. VIENNA—Vienna, trans-

ferred to H. C. Fitcher. WARD—Ward,
transferred to A. R. Clemens. CASSAWAY
—Lyric, transferred to Alpine Theater Cir.

VIENNA—Vienna, transferred to C. Fitcher.

GASSAWAY—Lyric, transferred to Alpine
Theater Cir.

Openings
VIENNA—Vienna. WARD—Ward.

Closings
WHEELING—Rialto. NEW CUMBER-

LAND—Manos.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

WISCONSIN DELLS—Dells, transferred

to Gilbert Deakin. RICHLAND CENTER—
Richland, transferred to Mrs. Sarah Eskin.

MILWAUKEE—Park, transferred to Mitchell

Theater Co. MERRILL—Badger, transferred

to Admil, Inc. KENOSHA—Vogue, trans-

ferred to Standard Theater, Inc.

Openings
OSHKOSH—Grand. LOYAL — Viking.

GREEN LAKE—Opera House.

Closings
SHEBOYGAN — Lincoln. OSHKOSH—

Star. MUSCODA—Muscoda. KENOSHA—
Cameo.

Arthur Eddy
is in Milwaukee
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OVER MILLION PAID

FOR SCREEN RIGHTS

(Continued from Page 1)

rade with purchase of six shows.
Top price of the year was paid by
Columbia, which spent $200,000 for
the rights to "You Can't Take it

With You."
Other buys, with reported prices,

were as follows:
Warner Bros.—"Yes, My Darling

Daughter," $110,000; "Tovarich,"
$100,000; "Chalked Out," $7,500;
"Swing Your Lady" and "White
Horse Inn," with prices not dis-

closed.

M-G-M — "Excursion," $125,000;
"Spring Dance," $25,000; "Double
Dummy," $15,000 and "Night Must
Fall," $40,000.
RKO—"Stage Door," $130,000; "A

House in the Country," $10,000;
"Having Wonderful Time," $100,000.
Max Gordon—"The Women."
Carl Laemmle Jr.

—"The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse."

Republic Men Leave for

Coast Convention Today

(Continued from Page 1)

company's franchise holders, home
office and studio executives, at the
Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, next
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Edward M. Schnitzer, eastern

sales supervisor, and Sam Hacker,
manager contract department, ac-
company Milstein. Max Roth, cen-
tral sales supervisor, and Heck Ev-
erett, southern sales supervisor,
who have been in town since Mon-
day for preliminary meetings with
Milstein, lead the company's field

sales organization.
Franchise holders leaving on the

Century today include Herman
Gluckman, New York; Harry La-
Vine, Philadelphia; Herman Rifkin,

Boston. Sam and Jake Flax, Re-
public franchise holders in Wash-
ington, will pick up convention train

in Chicago, as will Jim Alexander
of Pittsburgh; Bernie Mills, Albany;
Jack Berkowitz, Buffalo, and Sam
Seplowin, Detroit.

In Kansas City, the chief will

pick up C. A. Schultz and Robert
Withers; also H. M. Weinberg and
E. J. Tilton, of the Omaha and Des
Moines branches. Southwest and
northwest branch representatives
are proceeding direct to Los An-
geles.

Memphis and New Orleans

Mono. Managers Appointed

Glenn Calvert has been named
manager of the Memphis office of

Monogram - Southern Exchanges,
which will be located at 395 So. 2d

St. and will open June 1.

J. Harry Spann has been appoint-

ed manager of the New Orleans of-

fice of Monogram-Southern Ex-
changes. Leonard T. Shea has join-

ed the exchange as a salesman. D.

P. Sherman has joined the sales

staff of Monogram Film Distribu-

tors in Des Moines.

Memews of View TU#ns
Charlie Chase in

"The Grand Hooter"
Columbia 20 mins.

Not So Hot
After coming home the next

morning after a night with brother
Hoot Owls, Charlie Chase finds a
stormy wife whom he appeases by
taking her on a nice vacation trip.

Arrived at a hotel, Charlie bumps
into a brother Hoot Owl who en-
lists his help to get incriminating
letters from a Spanish girl who is

after him. Charlie obliges by tak-
ing on the job, and then the com-
plications come fast, as his wife
discovers him in the senorita's room,
and the senorita's tough sweetie, a
fencing champ, arrives unexpected-
ly. The picture goes through the
same old chase scenes in and out of
bedrooms, and is tedious and noisy
but hardly to be classed as up to
Charlie Chase's standard. The
material is poor. The wife is

played by Peggy Stafford, and the
senorita by Nina Quartaro. Harry
Semels and Bobby Watson are the
fencing champ and pal, respectively.
Directed by Del Lord.

"Fit to Win"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Snappy Compilation

A good compilation of fast ac-
tion shots of various athletes in
strenuous training. Opens with girls
swinging Indian clubs; then the
strenuous exercises of the students
at the Naval Academy; Joe Louis
in his training camp; college crews
practicing rowing in the gym; base-
ball players practicing control and
timing; football huskies tackling
dummies, and roughing it general-
ly. Narrated by Jack Kofoed.

"An Alpine Journey"
Russell Spaulding 9 mins.

Very Fine
A beautiful journey through the

Austrian Tyrol which combines ar-

tistically the scenes in a picturesque
little village with the grandeur of

the surrounding mountains. A very
pleasing narration by Bernard Len-
row. Some authentic yodeling is

included, having been recorded in

the Tyrol. Winston Sharpies han-
dles an appropriate musical score.

CTC Bondholders to Act
On Maturity Extension

Montreal — Bondholders of the
Canadian Theater Co. are advised
of special meeting in notice accom-
panying the financial statement for
1936. More important of the pro-
posals to be presented bondholders
at the meeting to be held in Mont-
real on June 6 include an extension
of maturity of the $361,500 obliga-

tion from Sept. 1, 1941 to Sept. 1,

1951, and continuance of the present
5 per cent interest rate, to which
level the coupon has been cut from
6% per cent.

The company agrees to make
monthly payments to the trustees

on interest and municipal taxes ac-

counts, and also will provide sink-

ing fund payments annually in the
amount of 75 per cent of net earn-

ings (before depreciation) up to the

new maturity date. The company
also agrees to spend $50,000 in

modernization of its Princess The-
ater.

Total revenue of the company in

1936 was $290,935 and operating
expenditure $185,312. Bond inter-

est, amortization of buildings, equip-
ment, etc., absorbed $38,488, making
the net loss $2,865 for the period.

After a minor adjustment, deficit

account was increased to $90,475 as

at Dec. 31, 1936.

Samuel Marcus Dead
Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Samuel Marcus,

50, of Cincinnati, O., died in St. Jo-

seph's Hospital following a long
illness. He was employed by the

Central Amusement Co. in Cincin-

nati and was a brother of M. Mar-
cus, operator of the Quimby the-

aters in Ft. Wayne. Surviving also

are three sisters, Hannah, Jane, and
Frances Marcus, all of Cincinnati.

Burial was in Cincinnati.

Zukor, Mayer and Lloyd

to Address SMPE Banquet

(Continued from Page 1)

semi-annual banquet tonight. S. K.
Wolf will also speak.
Among exhibitors at the color-

stills exhibition are Eastman Kodak
Co., Photographic division of Gen-
eral Electric Corp., Apeda Studio,

Paul A. Hesse Studios, Nickolas Mu-
ray, Pagano, Inc., Steichen, Mrs.
Mattie Edwards Hewitt of New
York, O. E. Ceccarini of Hollywood,
James N. Doolittle of Los Angeles,
Charles H. Miller of Chicago, De-
fender Photo Sunply Co. of Rochest-
er, N. Y., and William G. Houskeep-
er of South Orange, N. J.

It was announced at the conven-
tion that Agfacolor, sponsored by
Agfa-Ansco Corp., would be avail-

able for 16 mm. and 35 mm. film

w'thin two years, while C. W. Hand-
W, of the National Carbon Co., told

the engineers that improvements in

Technicolor lighting make it pos-
sible to reduce the light used by
40 per cent.

Browne Rites Today
Teaneck, N. J.—Funeral services

w'll be held today at the Colonial

Chapel here for Lewis Allen
Browne. 61, journalist, scenarist and
dramatist, who died last Monday in

the Englewood, N. J., Hospital. Fol-

lowing the World War, he authored
many film scripts, serving as a con-

tinuity writer from 1919 to 1924

on the staff of Selznick Pictures

Corp. His "Land of Oppoi'tunity"

was the first motion picture to be
exh bited in the halls of Congress.
Other scenarios from his pen in-

clude "The Highest Law," "Clay
Dollars," and "Sooner or Later."

His wife, the former Minnie Mae
Beck, of Laconia, N. H.; a son, and
two daughters survive.

Today: Allied National Convention, Pfist
Hotel, Milwaukee.

Today: American Theater Council co
vention, Hotel Astor.

Today: SMPE Spring convention, Roos
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

convention, HoiToday: Interstate Circuit
Galvez, Galveston.

Today: Commonwealth Theaters conve
tion, Blue Hills Country Club, Kansas Cil

Today: B. & K. Employes Club dinner, Co
gress Hotel, Chicago

May 31: 20th Century-Fox sales conventi
opens, The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeli

June 1-2: Republic franchise holders meeth
Roosevelt Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 4: Republic regional sales meeting, S
Francisco.

June 7-12: Congress of the Internatios
Chamber of Films, Paris.

June 8: Boston Friars Club golf tourname

June 9: Republic regional sales meeting, CI
cago.

June 9: THE FILM DAILY golf tournamei
Elmsford Country Club, White Plains.

June 10-13: Paramount sales convention, Ai
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 11: Republic regional sales meeting, N
Orleans.

June 12: Columbians golf tournament, Bei
shire Country Club, Wingdale

June 14: American Federation of Musicii
convention. Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

June 14: United Artists regional sales meetii
New York.

Geo. Fuller to Compromise
or File New Suit Tod.

New Orleans—George Fuller, Al
bama and Florida exhibitor, w
either write "the end" to the "co
spiracy" suit in which he asks i

junctions against two Saenger e
ecutives and seven majors und
the anti-trust laws in a compror
ise settlement late today or a se
ond suit for triple damages will ]

filed this week. Fuller, here I
conferences with his attorney
Studebaker Lucas, told The Fil
Daily exclusively that compromis
had been discussed but would n
reveal the terms.
Edwin Hollins, attorney for i

but one defendant, who up to nc
has won every move for delay 1

asked for in Federal Court and wl
forced its request for damages o

of the original petition, is repr
senting the defendants in the co{

ferences.
Meanwhile, hearing on the injun

tion suit has been set over to tl

fall term when Lucas advised tl

Court he could not argue the ca
in three days but might require t<

days to two weeks.
Wh le the compromise terms a

unrevealed, it is understood th<

embrace a cash settlement, and,
Fuller is assumed to be sinca1--

\

his belief there is a consfy.
against him, further assuranc?*«ii
his need of product in Fairhop
Ala., at least, would be protecte
That he might withdraw from h

Florida spots, which are closed, 1

says, because he could not get maj
product, is considered possible.

'
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ALLIED COMMITTEES

STEER ANNUAL MEET

Milwaukee — Committees which
will steer proceedings at the Allied

convention opening today at the

Hotel Pfister have memberships as

follows:
National Convention—P. J. Wood,

chairman, Columbus, Ohio; R. A.

Tesch, secretary, Milwaukee; Na-
than Yamins, Fall River; Lee W.
Newbury, Belmar, N. J.; W. A.

Steffes, ' Minneapolis; M. B. Hor-
witz, Cleveland; Martin G. Smith,

Toledo; Wm. D. Davis, Pittsburgh;

Roy Bair, Indianapolis; H. A. Cole,

Dallas; F. J. McWilliams, Madison;
Aaron Saperstein, Chicago; H. M.
Richey, Detroit; M. A. Rosen-

berg, Pitstburgh. General Conven-
tion—Edw. F. Maertz, chairman,

Milwaukee; W. Copeland, Jefferson,

Wis.; J. P. Adler, Marshfield, Wis.;

H. J. Altschwager, Columbus, Wis.;

F. L. Koppelberger, La Crosse,

Wis.; 0. L. Larson, Peshtigo, Wis.;

A. A. Suszycki, Mauston, Wis.; Wm.
Silcock, Lake Geneva.
Banquet—Max Krofta, chairman,

Milwaukee; Milt Ellis, Beloit; A.

C. Gutenberg, Milwaukee; Mark
Morgan, Cedarburg; L. F. Thur-

wachter, Waukesha; Wm. F. A.

Tews, Milwaukee; Mrs. D. L. Hem-
mings, Milwaukee; Mrs. W. Kru-
sienski, Racine. Monte Carlo—Edw.
F. Maertz and Max Krofta, co-chair-

men, Milwaukee; Merrill Devine,

Milwaukee; Jack Yeo, Burlington;

A. Brumm, Milwaukee; George
Langheinrich, Milwaukee; Gene
Goderski, Milwaukee; Eddie Weis-

feldt, Milwaukee.
Exhibits—Ross J. Baldwin, chair-

man, Wauwatosa; George Huebner,
Oconomowoc; Fred Hanke, Milwau-
kee; Art Desormeaux, Madison;
Dave Silverman, Milwaukee; Paul

Nowatske, Mukwonago; Ed Starkey,

Berlin. Entertainment of Delegates

Merrill Devine, chairman, Mil-

waukee; Geo. Rannon, Green Bay;
Paul Langheinrich, Milwaukee; Will

Wagner, So. Milwaukee ;• Bert Na-
than, Milwaukee; Wm. Ainsworth,

Fond du Lac; Harry Perlewitz, Mil-

waukee. Publicity—Arnold Brumm,
chairman, Milwaukee; S. F. Scher-

nick, Appleton; E. Zimmerman,
Milwaukee; Jake Eskins, Dodge-
ville; Fred Brown, Plymouth; James
Boden, So. Milwaukee; Claude Wat-
kins, New London.

Credentials — Gene Goderski,

chairman, Milwaukee; Tom Smith,

Brodhead; E. Langemack, Milwau-
kee; Merton Miller, Mayville; Al

Bartlet, Milwaukee; Charles Guel-

son, Stoughton; A. L. Merritt, Ocon-

to; C. Goderski, Milwaukee. Trans-

portation and Hotel — Geo. Fischer,

chairman, Milwaukee; F. Borchert,

Sturgeon Bay; Mike Brumm, Mil-

waukee; 0. V. Kelly, Readsburg;
Frank Fischer, Milwaukee; Mrs. H.

Eckhardt, Wis. Rapids; R. Von Za-

kobiel, Milwaukee. Convention Ar-
rangements—A. C. Berkholtz, chair-

man, West Bend; C. L. Roser, Bara-

boo; Mrs. Lucille Forbes, Prairie du

Sac; 0. L. Meister, Milwaukee; W.
Ladwig, Princeton; P. Palmer, Edg-
erton; Jack Heywood, New Rich-

A"jum
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A/TUSIC will be made an integral

part of motion pictures of the
future, instead of an incidental

theme or overtone, according to Leo
McCarey, Paramount producer-di-
rector, now on loan to Columbia to

film Irene Dunne starring vehicle,

"The Awful Truth." Says McCarey:
"Recent experiments having con-

vinced producers, directors and
writers that especially composed
melodies can be made to go a long
way toward supplying audiences
with a better understanding of the
motivation and mood of any type of
celluloid entertainment, the tenden-
cy is already pointing in that direc-

tion, and story and music will short-

ly be made one for the other, from
beginning to end. This will be ac-
complished by a closer coordination
of the scenario and composing de-
partments."

T T T
Robert McLaglen, brother of

screen actor Victor McLaglen, and
the former Mrs. Marie Mitchell
Shipley, instructor at the Braille In-

stitute, are honeymooning, follow-
ing their marriage here last Sunday
night.

T
Directorial assignments — Walter

Wanger: John Ford, "Desert In-

trigue"; John Cromwell, "Arabian
Nights"; GN: Alexis Thurn-Taxis,
"Face the Facts."

» T
Casting assignments — Warners:

Hugh Herbert, "Hollywood Hotel";
May Robson, "The Perfect Speci-
men"; Universal: Claudia Morgan,
"That's My Story"; Billy Gilbert,

Jack Mulhall, Christian Rub, Clyde
Cook, Heinie Conklin, "100 Men and
a Girl"; Lewis Stone, "Two Clever
to Live"; George Murphy, "A Young
Man's Fancy"; 20th-Fox: Peter
Arno, E. E. Clive, Etienne Girardot,

Maurice Cass, "Danger — Love at

Work"; Tyler Brooke, "You Can't
Have Everything"; Paramount:
Lois Clinton, "Artists and Models."

V T
News o' the day—Alfred New-

man will orchestrate the score for
Selznick's "Prisoner of Zenda"
Niven Burch's "Chicago" will be-

come "In Old Chicago" when 20th-

Fox films it . . . RKO has signed
Muriel King, famed stylist, to pre-

pare "Stage Door" costumes ...B.

F. Zeidman will make "So This is

Hollywood" as his next for GN . . .

Carole Lombard will make her Tech-
nicolor debut in Selznick's "Nothing
Sacred". ... Gracie Fields' first pix

for 20th-Fox will be "He Was Her
Man," to be produced in England.

Mary Eaton Marries

Mary Eaton, former musical com-
edy actress and widow of the late

Millard Webb, film director, became
the bride on Monday of Charles A.
Emery, a rancher, of Los Angeles,
California. Ceremony was perform-
ed in the Municipal Chapel by Dep-
uty City Clerk Philip A. Hines, Jr.

Huffman, 25 Years in Biz,

Honored by His Employes

mond; Joe Pastor, Milwaukee; Wal-
ter Baier, Fort Atkinson.

Reception — Geo. Langheinrich,
chairman, Milwaukee; Mrs. F.
Ziehm, Crandon; J. Turner, Beloit;

Geo. Miner, Rice Lake; W. R. Vin-
cent, De Pere; Mrs. O. Speaker, De
Pere; J. Esterl, Park Falls; L. J.

Burkitt, Sparta; H. M. Schumacher,
Mineral Point; Whitney Burr, Lan-
caster; Al Reinke, Clintonville; E.
H. Breckler, Fennimore; H. G.
Ernst, Hayward; Tom Lee, Shulls-

burg; A. L. Robarg, Merrill; Geo.
Panka, Prairie du Chien.

Women's Activities: Mrs. Frank
Fischer, Milwaukee, chairman. En-
tertainment — Mrs. Max Krofta,
Mrs. Merrill Devine, Mrs. George
Langheinrich, Mrs. Abe Nathan,
Mrs. M. H. Brumm, Mrs. Ross Bald-
win, Mrs. C. A. Garber. Reception
—Mrs. George Fischer, Mrs. A. C.
Gutenberg, Mrs. Fred Hanke, Mrs.
Alfred Bartelt, Mrs. R. Von Zako-
biel, Mrs. Edward F. Maertz, Mrs.
C. Goderski, Mrs. E. Langemack,
Mrs. William Tews, Mrs. Arnold
Brumm, Mrs. Paul Langheinrich,
Mrs. Oscar Ruby, Mrs. Ben Miller,
Mrs. James Boden, Mrs. Wilfred
Wagner, Mrs. A. D. Kvool, Mrs.
Harold Mirisch, Mrs. H. J. Fitzger-
ald, Mrs. Jack Frackman.

Denver—Harry E. Huffman, dis-

trict manager for Fox Greater The-
aters Corporation, Inc., was given a
silver plaque by his employes to

celebrate his 25 years in the the-

ater business. Called to the Denver
Athletic Club on a pretext of a

business conference, Huffman found
the room filled with his employes
ready to cut the big cake and pre-

sent him with the plaque. Rick
Ricketson, president of the Fox or-

ganization, made the presentation.

The tablet reads, "To Harry E.

Huffman in recognition of 25 years
of service to the motion picture in-

dustry. With this goes our expres-

sion of esteem for a great leader

and a real friend."

Theater signatures included the

Denver, Aladdin, Broadway, Blue-

bird, Hiawatha, Paramount, Isis,

Ogden, Mayan, Tabor, Rialto, and
Webber, represented by Bill Agren,
Ralph Batschelet, Eddie Brownyard,
Maletia Cloud, Ed Conahan, Bill

Conrad, Jack Copeland, Frank Culp,

John Denman, Donovan Donald,

George Frantz, Herb Hillman, Ed-
gar Hinkle, Bernie Hynes, Ralph

Lee Roy Notheis, Bill Parker, Rick

Ricketson, Sterling Way, Isaac

Weiner, Gerald Whitney, Bob
Wildes, and Press Woods.

ALLIED CONCENTRES

ON LEGISLATIVE PLAN

Samuel Schwartz Dies

Waukegan, 111.—Samuel Schwartz,

75, veteran exhibitor is dead here.

He built Waukegan's first film the-

ater. Six sons survive.

{Continued from Page 1)

meeting, which runs through Fri-
day, covers topics ranging from car-
bon arcs to buying boycotts, it is

obvious that legislation will be its

outstanding subject.
For the first time in years, per-

haps in the history of the organi-
zation, Allied leaders can point tc
actual accomplishments in connec-
tion with its activities to curb the
producer forces. They will lay out
more ambitious plans of attack—
and ask for more "war chest" con-
tributions to help finance the cur-
rent battle, which had its inception
at the Cleveland convention last
June.

A new angle of offensive has beer
developed by Abram F. Myers, gen-
eral counsel and chairman of the
board, and his associates and will
be disclosed in detail at the conven-
tion. It involves state legislation
imposing a tax on all circuit the-
aters, independent as well as ~i-o-

ducer-owned. The bill which has
been drafted as a model is predicated
upon the recent decision of the U,
S. Supreme Court upholding the
constitutionality of the Louisian?
statute providing for taxing of

chain stores outside of the state
as well as inside its boundaries. The
Louisiana law imposes a levy based
upon the number of stores owned
by a chain store company.
The measure planned by Allied

would assess theaters on the basis
of aggregate seats in a circuit.

Allied will not entirely junk its

theater divorce efforts but will in-

stead sponsor this type of legisla-

tion where it best serves its pur-
poses.
Apart from its program via the

state legislatures, the organization
will discuss its plans for battle

along the Congressional front. Its

interest is centralized on the Nee-
ly-Pettengill bill, which would out
law block booking, and the Hobbs
resolution which authorizes an in-

vestigation of the film industry.
Another matter certain to enter

the convention program is the fast-

increasing unionization of theaters,

This may be discussed behind closed

doors in view of its delicate nature,

Proceedings open today at 10 a.m.

when the board of directors meets
Initial business session of the con-

vention itself begins at 2 o'clock in

the Fern Room of the Pfister. Pro-i

gram promises nothing sensational

by way of controversial subjects and
is typically an "opening session"

schedule.
Highlights of tomorrow's conven-

tion menu are addresses by Myers
on "Allied's Case on the Law and
the Facts" and Al Steffes, chairman
of the defense campaign committee,
on theater divorcement legisla+; ^n.

Wisconsin civic notables are sib d

to attend the annual banljewt

planned for the evening.
The open forum appears to be the

major feature of the closing session

on Friday, with adjournment sine

die to occur about noon.
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Yamins Urges Adjustment Board Under U. 5. Auspices

U. A. PRODUCERS SET 26JLLI0N 1937|3pUDGET
Expect Five-Year Low for Summer Theater Closings

rum

(CONCLUDING installment of the

^ Squawk Parade of the Fifth an-

nual FILM DAILY Critics' Forum ap-

pears today. A summary of ansivers

to the nine questions asked the critics

will be published tomorrow.

DUALS
AND HISTORY—

I rise to protest, in a loud wailing voice,

against the double feature programs. Is

it a depression hangover, this getting all

you can for your money? Too many com-

panies are catering to the double feature

trade by turning out less than mediocre

production.

And those pictures based on historical

characters and backgrounds.. Some of

them have been excellent. In fact I

suspect they've done more than any other

one thing to bring the movies into an

honorable position with some of the in-

dustry's harshest critics, but why can't

we have a little more careful adherence

to fact, when that adherence cannot pos-

siby detract from the entertainment value

of the picture?

IRIS LITTLE, Walla Walla, Wash.,

"Daily Bulletin".

•

PROGRAMS
TOO LONG—

I feel something should be done about

too lengthy programs. Not long ago I

attended a Sunday showing of "On the

Avenue" to which the management had

attached two Silly Symphonies (in succes-

sion), a Gene Austin comedy, a Mickey

Mouse cartoon and one or two others, in-

cluding previews and bank night gift an-

nouncements. It was usual to see mem-
bers of the audience rise at the end of

a picture only to find another was being

flashed on the screen. The afternoon's

myogram was "stuffed" and tiring instead

j refreshing and restful. Indeed, it

.^ased to be entertainment, had turned

into an endurance test between manage-
ment, booth operator and audience—just

another form of give-away. An ideal pro-

gram should be approximately two hours'

long, whereas this—and others like it

—

{Continued on Page 7)

Improved Economic Condi-

tions and Better Pix Are
Factors

From present indications there
will be fewer theater closings this

summer throughout the country than
in the past five years, a survey
shows. Two main factors are re-

sponsible; one, improved economic
conditions throughout the country,
and the other, the better grade of

product available for the warm sea-

son.

Nate Blumberg, general manager
(Continued on Page 3)

20TH-F0X DELEGATION

OFF FOR SALES MEET

The eastern delegation to the an-
nual sales convention of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox in Los Angeles, left on a
special train from Grand Central
terminal at midnight last night,

headed for the biggest conclave in

the history of the company. There
(Continued on Page 8)

Dr. Kalmus, All Others

Renamed by Technicolor

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president,

and all other officers of Technicolor,
Inc., were re-elected yesterday by

(Continued on Page 3)

Mickey'll Be At Tourney
Mickey Mouse, who hasn't missed a

FILM DAILY Golf Tournament in many
years, will be doubly present for the
gala 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee) event,
Wednesday, June 9, at the Elmsford
Country Club, White Plains. In the
first place, his latest pix will be pre-
viewed on the film program at the
evening banquet, together with the
famous A. G. Spalding golf reel, etc.

In the second place, the renowned
rodent appears on a gigantic, deep-
pile, luxurious rug which the Greater
New York Export Corp. has put up as

one of the many big prizes of the

tournament. The rug measures 18'-6"

x 15'-6". Exhibitors and all others
who go in for long trailers had better
bring one along to carry this prize
home!

ALLIED CLOSES DOORS,

TALKS UNION PROBLEM

Milwaukee—Alarmed at the fast
increasing unionizing of theaters
throughout the country, Allied this
morning will hold a convention ses-
sion behind closed doors to discuss
the situation. Decision to hold the

( Continued on Page 6)

GN Directors Will Hear

Alperson Report Friday

First annual report on the opera-
tions of Grand National Films will

be made Friday to the board of di-

rectors by President Edward L. Al-
(Continned on Page 8)

Allied President Would Present

Board Plan to Congress for Action

Expect California's ITO
To Affiliate With Allied

Milwaukee—Affiliation of the In-

dependent Theater Owners of Cali-

fornia with Allied is indicated. For
some time, both the regional, unit

(Continued on Page 3)

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Associate Editor of THE FILM DAILY
Milwaukee—Setting up of an in-

dustry board, court or commission
under authorization of a Federal
law, with purpose of adjusting dis-

putes between the buyer and seller,

was advocated by President Nathan
Yamins at the opening session of

(Continued on Page 6)

U. A. to Release 20 U. S. Pix

in Addition to Korda

Product
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—United Artists pro-

ducers will spend a total of $26,-
000,000 on pictures for the 1937-38
season, it was announced here yes-
terday by George Schaefer, U. A.
vice prexy and general manager,
following conclusion of the annual
meetings of the company's stock-
holders attended by Dr. A. H. Gian-
nini, chairman and president, Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,

(Continued on Page 7)

HOLD WIS, DIVORCE

HEARING ON JUNE 3

Milwaukee — June 3 has been
tentatively selected as the date for
the Wisconsin Senate hearing on
the theater divorce bill which has
already passed the Assembly. Hear-
ing will be sponsored by the Com-
mittee on State and Local Govern-

(Continued on Page 8)

FMPC May Join CIO if Plea

Made to A. F. of L. Fails

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Strong likelihood ex-

ists that the Federated M. P. Crafts
will become affiliated with the C.I.O.

if the American Federation of La-
bor Council, now in session at Cin-

cinnati, does not rule in favor of

Federated in the jurisdictional dis-
(Continued on Page 3)

No Symbolism
Milwaukee — The regulation prize

fight ring in the center of the conven-
tion hall has no bearing upon the

eternal exhibitor-distributor battle, Al-
lied leaders allege. It was only in-

stalled for the boxing and wrestling
bouts staged last evening as part of

the Monte Carlo Night program.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat • .•:;
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34'/4 34 34l/4 + J/4
Columbia Picts. pfd. 42 '/g 42 Vg 42 '/g + 2'/g

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 33/8 3% + 14

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12% 12% 12% ••••
East. Kodak 172 166 172 + 7

do pfd 151 150 151 +1
Gen. Th. Eq 24% 24 24 - 2

Loew's, Inc 80 79 80 + %
do pfd 106 106 106 .....

Paramount 193/4 19% 19'/4 — %
Paramount 1st pfd • ••••

Faramount 2nd pfd.. 17% 17% 173/4 .....

Pathe Film 73/4 7% 75/8 — %
RKO 8% 8% 8I/4 .....

20th Century-Fox . . 37% 36% 373/8 + %
20th Csntury-Fox pfd ••
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70 — 2

Warner Bros 133/g 13% 133/8 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww •
Para. B'way 3s55... 683/4 683/4 683/4 — l/4

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 100% 100 100% .....

RKO 6s41 113 113 113 — 1

Warner's 6s39 95% 95% 95%— %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc •• •
Grand National 2'/4 2% Z% — '/g

Sonotone Corp ••• ;••
Technicolor 29% 28% 28% — 1

Trans-Lux 43/4 4% 43/4 + %
Universal Picts

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12% 13%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 97%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 56 58

"Galahad's Fast Start

Warners' "Kid Galahad" got away

to a fast start at the New York

Strand yesterday, hanging up 8,936

admissions up to 5 p.m., the WB
home office reported. Opening was

said to have run ahead of "The

Prince and the Pauper" and "Mark-

ed Woman".

c&£DAILY Thursday, May 27, 1937

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Dramatists Won by Films

Pledge Aid to Broadway

Sidney Howard, president of the

Dramatists' Guild, said yesterday at

the third day's session of the Amer-
ican Theater Council at the Hotel

Astor that a checkup showed 11

fewer plays had been produced this

season on Broadway up to the end
of January than last but held that

the withdrawal of movie money
from the theater was not respon-
sible but that withdrawal of play-

wrights from the theater by the

movies was. He said 17 playwrights
who had been represented on Broad-

way by plays during the 1935-36

season had been working in Holly-

wood this season, and that he was
one of them.
To end the Broadway play famine,

the 17 dramatists have agreed to

write plays for Broadway production

next season and the Dramatists'

Guild will give fellowships to prom-
ising playwrights, Howard said.

Paul Green, playwright, described

the motion picture as a miracle, a

mechanical medium capable of ex-

pressing anything that the human
mind can devise.

International Cinema
Net Loss At $15,500

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—International Cinema,

Inc., for the fiscal year ending Feb.

28 last, reports an operating profit

of $4,039.82, with interest, discounts,

financial and other expenses of $19,-

540.50 accounting for a net loss of

$15,500.68.

Theater Supply Dealers

Set Three-Day Conclave

Annual convention of the Inde-
pendent Theater Supply Dealers
will be held, commencing June 18
and continuing for three days, at

the Medinah Club in Chicago. Con-
clave, which will bring together
some 35 dealers and 75 manufactur-
ers, is expected by the association

to be the largest in scope and gen-
eral attendance since the event was
instituted in 1931. Feature of the
three-day meeting will be the ex-
position of latest forms of equip-
ment and appliances relating to the-

ater operation. Local arrangements
are being handled by Joe Goldberg,
and Guercio & Barthel.

East Des Moines to Get
Two Houses Within Block

Des Moines—Two new suburban
theaters in East Des Moines will

go up within a block of each other.

L. H. Kahn and L. L. Lepowitz are
building a $27,500, 600-seat house
at 1534 East Grand, with scheduled
open :ng July 15. Kahn now man-
ages the Grand Theater while Lep-
owitz is manager of the Iowa The-
ater in East Des Moines, and also

has a theater in Madrid, la.

Elias Garbett and son, E. M.
Garbett, who own and operate four

suburban theaters in Des Moines,

will build a new $18,500, 550-seat

theater at 1544 East Grand, the

site of the old Ritz Theater now
being razed.

Joseph E. Martin Dies

St. Louis—Joseph E. Martin, 78,

secretary and treasurer of the

Southern Real Estate and Financial

Co., owners of the American, Orph-
eum and Shubert theater properties,

and widely known in horse racing

and amusement circles of the coun-

try, died at St. John's Hospital of

heart disease after a brief illness.

He resided in Kirkwood, a local

suburb.

HUT to Pay VA% Dividend

Toronto—Hamilton United The-
aters has declared 1% per cent divi-

dend on preferred stock, payable

June 30 to shareholders of record

May 31. Hamilton United Theaters
has been granted supplementary
letters patent reducing the author-

ized capital from $3,000,000 to

$1,080,000. The reduction in capital

is effected by changing par value of

common stock from $25 to $1 per

share. Authority was also granted

to reduce goodwill, franchises, etc.,

from $1,310,188 to $157,708.

Coming and Going

ALEXANDER KORDA arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast.

JOE BRANDT arrives Friday from Hollywood.

ROBERT JOSEPHSON, operator of the World
Theater, arrives Friday from Durham, N. C.

GUS EYSSELL, assistant manager of the
Music Hall, returns tomorrow after being out
of town for several days.

W. RAY JOHNSTON leaves today by plane
for Hollywood.

N. L. MANHEIM, former Universal foreign
sales chief, has gone to the Coast.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN expects to leave for the
Coast in a week.

JOE WEIL, Universal's exploitation chief, ar

rives in New York tomorrow from Galveston
and New Orleans.

NAT FENDLETON returns to New York next
week from England on the Queen Mary.

E. A. TROPP, executive vice-president of

"Cinema Arts," new film magazine, leaves for

Hollywood tomorrow by plane.

PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of General
Register Corp., arrives from Europe June 1 on
the Aquitania.

HERB CROOKER, Director of Publicity for

Warner Bros., leaves today for Boston on a

business trip. He returns Tuesday.

A. L. BERMAN, accompanied by LEE EPH-
RAIM, sailed for Europe yesterday on the

Queen Mary, and will return to New York in

late June.

HAL HORNE is en route East from the

Coast on a talent scouting trip for Walter
Wanger.

ERIC LOCKE and HARRY FERRY leave Hol-

lywood today for New York, en route to Eng-

land. They will sail on the Normandie.

JOHN LaGATTA is en route to New York

from the Coast.

H. J. YATES left yesterday for the Coast.

Thi

Pathe Film Corp. Divvy

May be Declared Today

Pathe Film Corp. board met yes-

terday but adjourned until today
for lack of a quorum. It is under-

stood that a dividend will be voted.

Rowland Funeral Held

Detroit—Arthur Rowland, former
owner of the White Star Theater

in Hamtramck, Detroit suburb, and

a vaudeville booker here for about

20 years, was buried Monday in

Rochester, N. Y. Death was due to

heart failure.

Joseph von Sternberg

E. Lloyd Sheldon
M. H. Hoffman, Jr.

UAti
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. SEE HEAT CLOSINGS

HITTING 5-YEAR LOW
(Continued from Page 1)

of EKO theater, said yesterday that

RKO did not plan to close any the-

aters this summer. This statement
was echoed by officials of Warner
Bros, and National Theaters. Loew's
will not shut down any of its houses,
C. C. Moskowitz said.

FMPC May Join CIO if Plea

Made to A. F. of L. Fails

(Continued from Page 1)

pute with the I.A.T.S.E., it is held
here. The I.A.T.S.E. is seeking to

control a number of the groups now
tied in with the Federated M. P.

Crafts, and to dictate the settlement
which the Federated shall make with
the studios.

Ralph McClellan in N. Y.

In Behalf of Telcocolor

Ralph McClellan, formerly in

charge of the contract division at
Universal studios, has been appoint-
ed sales manager for the Telco
Corp. which has its own color proc-
ess. McClellan is now in New York
contacting producers in regard to

Telcocolor prints and the company
states that those who have seen
;the test runs have placed orders
that will enable Telco to go into
production as soon as a Hollywood
studio is opened.

Baynes Sues for $30,000
George McL. Baynes, yesterday

filed suit in Supreme Court for $30,-

000 against Atlantic Film Produc-
tions, Ltd., charging breach of a con-

tract under which he was to receive

10 per cent of the proceeds from
: distribution of "Thunder in the City"
in the New York territory. Baines
states that he arranged for distri-

bution of the picture with Columbia
and that the latter company inform-
ed him that the receipts exceeded
$500,000.

RKO Books "Silent Barriers"
"Silent Barriers" has been booked

for the entire RKO Metropolitan
Circuit. Engagement starts June
21.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

V George Murphy was once a coal

miner, but gave up the job when he
was dropped, by accident, down a

shaft in a large bucket. —M-G-M.

• • •SIGNING OF Dick Merrill, transatlantic flier, to a
film contract was done ceremoniously as the trade press
lads looked on over at Ray Johnston's office Dick
being signed to play the lead in Monogram's "Atlantic Flight"

which will go into production in three weeks among
the guests were Sherman Altick, the aviation editor, Bill Jaffe
and Stanley Kahn, one of the financial backers of Merrill's re-
cent flight

T T T
• • • WE LIKED those remarks of Hal Roach at
the recent M-G-M convention when he talked about the
trials and tribulations involved in making six feature comedies
and a series of "Our Gang" shorts for the company Hal
expressed his appreciation for what M-G-M had done for him
thus "Ten years ago I started with M-G-M, and two years
after I was with this organization I sold the yacht three
or four years ago I sold the airplane a few months ago
I sold the polo ponies and now they have got me down to
my last racetrack"

• • • IF ANY of you gents have a yen to be on the
screen Milton Berle may pick you at the AMPA luncheon
today Milt has definitely announced that he is scouting
for RKO Radio for New Faces it so happens that he has
just completed his first starring vehicle, "New Faces of 1937"

Berle will discuss the subject of New Faces scientifically,
esthetically and mebbe humorously we won't guarantee
the humor, though if Milt gets a good gag, he saves it for
his radio program after all, a comedian has to have at
least one good gag on his radio program

• • • WITHIN ONE hour of each other baby boys
arrived in the homes of two gents in the art dep't of Grand
National it happened late Tuesday nite the babes
taking their First Bows in the families of Charlie Dorsa and
Frank Pratt, who both work alongside each other in Russ Bell's

atelier of art

• • • STYLED AS "the biggest single promotion aid
ever compiled and presented by a motion picture company"

M-G-M has published a handsome art manual crammed
with highlights from advance roadshow campaigns in key cities
on "The Good Earth" here are actual stunts, novelties
and co-op promotions culled from innumerable newspapers and
photographs and reproduced graphically so that the ex-
hib about to play the picture has all the cream of practical
showmanship that made money for others right before him . . .

• • • GOOD STUNT for the showing of Warners' "Kid
Galahad" at the Broadway Strand Charlie Einfeld had
ducats made in the form of fight tickets sent to the sports
columnists and editors of the metropolitan papers these
tickets permit attendance any time during the run of the film.

T
• • • A FLIGHT to Hollywood by E. A. Tropp vice-

prexy of Cinema Arts who leaves tomorrow to present the
first copy of the new mag to Greta Garbo whose portrait
appears on the cover. . . • The M. P. Baseball League stand-
ing to date shows RKO and Columbia tied for first place with
no games lost and Skouras and Paramount the runners-up

N. B. C. and Apeda Studios are in the cellar together
... • Congrats to Leon ("Rosie") Rosenberg, the demon
proofreader at the Barnes Ptg. Co., who for ten years has been
struggling with this kolyum and doing a swell job he is

celebrating the anniversary with a vacashe

« « « » » »

RE-ELECT DR. KALMUS

TECHNICOLOR PREXY

(Continued from Page 1)

the board of directors. The other
officers are George F. Lewis, vice
president and secretary; L. G. Clark,
treasurer, and Miss L. A. Skinner,
ass't secretary.

Expect California's ITO
To Affiliate with Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

and the national association have
been working in close cooperation.
A delegation from California is

slated to attend the annual Allied
convention which opened at the Ho-
tel Pfister yesterday.

Conferences Are Still on
In Fuller "Conspiracy" Case

New Orleans — Further confer-
ences this week to negotiate a com-
promise settlement in George Ful-
ler's "conspiracy" suit against the
two Saenger executives and seven
majors were agreed upon yester-
day after a two-hour meeting in the
afternoon between Fuller, his attor-
ney, J. Studebaker Lucas, and Ed-
win Hollins, attorney for all but
one defendant.
Both sides appear ready to com-

promise out of court and Fuller,
who had announced the case would
either be settled yesterday or he
would have a damage suit added to
the present injunction suit, is will-
ing to await results.

Reiner Joins Monogram
Manny Reiner, recently associated

with M-G-M and Warner Brothers,
has just joined Monogram as press
book editor. Margaret Mahin, for-
merly of Gaumont British and Re-
public, is now handling fan mag-
azine publicity for Monogram.

Tarbox Gets Imperial
Charles Tarbox has acquired the

Imperial franchise for five years,
and will operate Imperial exchanges
in the Buffalo and Albany territor-
ies. The franchise will include Im-
perial's current product, as well as
the 1937-38 Imperial schedule of 32.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

77.3 per cent of the motion pictures
reviewed by the Chilean censor board
at Santiago from Jan. 1936 to Feb.
1937 were American-made.



IT'S A
RECORD
TO BE

PROUD OF!

No wonder the

public watches
for the M-G-M

trade-mark!

Listing of some of the

M-G-M releases since

Leo's first Year

1924-25 (our first season)

THE NAVIGATOR
JANICE MEREDITH
HE WHO GETS SLAPPED
ZANDER THE GREAT
NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET
THE CIRCLE
THE MERRY WIDOW
SALLY, IRENE AND MARY
HIS SECRETARY

1926
THE TORRENT
THE ROAD TO MANDALAY
MARE NOSTRUM
THE TEMPTRESS
THE FOUR HORSEMEN (revival)

BARDLEYS THE MAGNIFICENT
FLESH AND THE DEVIL

1927
TELL IT TO THE MARINES
THE FIRE BRIGADE
SLIDE, KELLY, SLIDE

ROOKIES
TWELVE MILES OUT
THE BIG PARADE
BEN HUR
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH

1928
WEST POINT
THE STUDENT PRINCE
ROSE MARIE
THE CROWD
THE PATSY
LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH
TELLING THE WORLD
THE CAMERAMAN
OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
WHITE SHADOWS of the SOUTH SEAS

1929
THE TRAIL OF '98

THE FLYING FLEET
(pioneering in air pictures)

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE

(B&



1929 (continued)

WHITE SISTER
THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY
BROADWAY MELODY
THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN
THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
MADAME X
OUR MODERN MAIDENS
MARIANNE
THE HOLLYWOOD REVUE
HALLELUJAH
DYNAMITE

1930
ANNA CHRISTIE
THE DIVORCEE
CAUGHT SHORT
THE BIG HOUSE
THE UNHOLY THREE
OUR BLUSHING BRIDES
BILLY THE KID
MIN AND BILL

1931
REDUCING
INSPIRATION
THE EASIEST WAY
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
STRANGERS MAY KISS

THE SECRET SIX

TRADER HORN
POLITICS
SUSAN LENOX
THE GUARDSMAN
POSSESSED
PRIVATE LIVES
MATA HARI
THE CHAMP

1932
HELL DIVERS
EMMA
TARZAN, THE APE MAN
GRAND HOTEL
SMILIN' THROUGH
PROSPERITY
STRANGE INTERLUDE

I 1^33
RASPUTIN AND THE EMPRESS
THE WHITE SISTER
HELL BELOW
RE-UNION IN VIENNA
T^BOAT ANNIE
NIGHT FLIGHT
DANCING LADY

1934

DINNER AT EIGHT
ESKIMO
QUEEN CHRISTINA
RIPTIDE
MEN IN WHITE
TARZAN AND HIS MATE
VIVA VILLA
THE THIN MAN
TREASURE ISLAND
CHAINED
BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE ST.

EVELYN PRENTICE
FORSAKING ALL OTHERS

1935

DAVID COPPERFIELD
SEQUOIA
WEST POINT OF THE AIR
NAUGHTY MARIETTA
RECKLESS
NO MORE LADIES
CHINA SEAS
ANNA KARENINA
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1936

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
AH WILDERNESS
A TALE OF TWO CITIES

1936-37

ROSE MARIE
WIFE VS SECRETARY
SAN FRANCISCO
HIS BROTHER'S WIFE
THE GORGEOUS HUSSY
SMALL TOWN GIRL
THE GREAT ZIEGFELD
SUZY
LIBELED LADY
LOVE ON THE RUN
BORN TO DANCE
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
AFTER THE THIN MAN
CAMILLE
MAYTIME
ROMEO AND JULIET
A DAY AT THE RACES
GOOD EARTH
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
PARNELL

—

and others still to come!

And Now 1937-38!

FOR YOUR LIGHTSH
CLARK GABLE

JOAN CRAWFORD ROBERT TAYLOR

JEANETTE MacDONALD

LUISE RAINER

GRETA GARBO WALLACE BEERY

MYRNA LOY

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW

SPENCER TRACY MARX BROTHERS

1 ^

'."ft- fL ' Jjj A
kr-*r k .

LIONEL BARRYMOR E JAMES STEWART

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

HELEN HAYES

CHARLES LAUGHTON

GLADYS GEORGE
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ADJUSTMENT BOARD

URGED BY YAMINS

{Continued from Page 1)

the Allied convention at the Hotel
Pfister yesterday. In his annual
report, the Allied chieftain recom-
mended appointment of a commit-
tee to study the matter and present
a plan to a Congressional commit-
tee, preferably the Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Approximately 250 conventioners,
virtually all theater men, were pres-

ent to hear Yamins address the in-

augural meeting in the Fern Room.
He listed Allied principal objec-

tives as passage of the Neely-Pet-
tens:ill measure outlawing block

booking, its theater divorcement
bill and its measure to tax circuit

theaters based on the Lou'siana de-

cision of the U. S. Supreme Court.

Although "emancipation of the

little fellow" is occurring generally

through enactment of new laws,

such as the Robinson-Patman anti-

discrimination act, the lot of the

independent exhibitor has not im-

proved, Yamins declared. Slaming

away at distributor policies he de-

scribed as the "number racket" the

practice "of selling pictures by
number rather than by title, author,

play or star."

"What justification is there for

the producer-distributor entering in-

to the field of exhibition?" asked

Yamins, and said:

"When this practice first started

the claim was made, and perhaps

with justice, that the distributors

needed large theaters in the large

Metropolitan cities as show places

for the proper exploitation of then-

pictures, thereby adding prestige to

the pictures and helping the ex-

hibitors. Soon, however, the reason

for the entry by the distributor into

the exhibitor field was forgotten,

and their affiliated chains built or

acquired theaters in smaller cities

where there can be no pretense of

promoting the value of pictures by

exploitation, and today several of

the distributors are engaged in a

mad rush to acquire theaters of

every description. If this is per-

mitted to continue, there soon won't

be enough independent exhibitors

left to form an exhibitor associa-

tion, much less hold a convention."

The convention must decide on

what course is to be taken, as re-

gards selection between the circuit

tax plan or the theater divorce

move, said Yamins. Resolutions

"are will-o-the-wisps" from the

standpoint of tangible results, he

£lSS61't6Cl.

Richard T. Turner, general sales

manager of Dictograph Products,

discussed Acousticon theaterphones.
Recommendation that Allied ap-

Double—Impersonation

Milwaukee — Abram F. Myers and
Pete Harrison were impersonating each
other during the early hours of the Al-
lied convention yesterday. Pete wore
the Commissioner's convention badge
displaying his name while Myers did

likewise with the publisher's tag.

ALLIED NOTES
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

MILWAUKEE
pETE WOOD told the Allied con-

vention yesterday about a Mil-
waukee exhib. who is in plenty of
picketing trouble. Both IATSE and
the CIO members are parading in
front of his house as they try to
persuade him to sign on the dotted
line.

E. M. Hartley and Tom Joyce are
doing convention honors for RCA
Manufacturing. Former reached
Milwaukee after a swing through
the south.

Accompanied by his mouthpiece,
Attorney Sam Feir, Pete Harrison
bag and baggaged into the Pfister
yesterday from Manhattan.

One of the outstanding highlights
of the proceedings is bound to be
Abram F. Myers' discussion of leg-
islation to tax the circuits based
on the recent U. S. Supreme Court
ruling in the Louisiana chain store
tax case.
The convention gavel is wielded

by Nate Yamins as prexy of the
organization.

The Texas brand of oratorical
fireworks will be displayed by Col.

H. A. Cole, who has figured in many
a Lone Star State squabble.

Sid Samuelson is one of the con-
vention's most energetic leaders and
a major factor behind scenes.

Pete Wood of the Columbus
Woods has done a grand job in set-

ting up a convention.

Members of Allied Theaters of
Michigan are vociferously happy
that they have persuaded "Rich"
Richey to remain as general man-
ager for their unit.

Aaron Saperstein of Chicago is

bound to be consulted on the threat-
ening labor situation. He's an au-
thority on such matters.

Al Steffes, divorce expert for
Allied, is being congratulated on
the success of his legislative cam-
paign. He's chairman of the or-

ganization's defense committee.

point a committee of two or three
members to interview Paramount
as to why it has withdrawn "Souls
at Sea" from its current season pro-
gram and placed it in its new year's
lineup was made by Pete Harrison,
who suggested a similar protest to

Jack Cohn at Columbia over han-
dling of "Lost Horizon". Harrison
also urged the exhibitors to name a
committee to pass on sales drives

of major companies, either okaying
or rejecting them from the view-
point of theater support.

President Yamins announced that
through Neil F. Agnew, Paramount's
sales manager, Zukor is to telegraph
a reply to the convention on the
protests made to Paramount on
"Souls at Sea." F. J. Williams re-

marked that theaters are in-between
the American Federation of Labor
and the CIO on the unionizing situa-

tion.

Announcement was made of ap-
pointment of a film buying survey
committee, with membership as fol-

lows: Sidney E. Samuelson, chair-

man; Pete Wood, M. A. Rosenberg,
Fred De Lodder and A. Kaplan. The
survey will be made again next year,

it was stated by H. M. Richey, who
reported as to the findings of this

season's checkup. Committee on
resolutions and miscellaneous was
named by President Yamins as fol-

lows: Col. H. A. Cole, chairman;
Lee Newbury, Moe Horwitz, I. R.

Holycross, and E. L. Peaslee.

Max Krofta of the banquet com-
mittee stated that governors of In-

diana, North Dakota and Minnesota
will attend the annual affair to be
held tonight at the Pfister.

Exhibitors must strike at selling

policies and practices through the

Neely-Pettengill anti-block booking
bill and the Hobbs resolution asking
Congress to investigate the film in-

dustry, the conventioneers weiie told

at the initial session yesterday af-

ternoon when the Buying Survey
Committee submitted its report.

"Above all", declared the report,

presented via H. M. Richey of De-
troit, "by cooperation among them-
selves and the exercise of restraint

and judgment in their buying co-

operation, they can improve their

position."
The survey upon which the re-

port was based covers 500 individual

checkups, involving 29 zones, it was
stated.

"The greatest single factor in the
sale of pictures is the weakness of

the exhibitor," asserted the report.

"This weakness consists mainly in

his competitive situation. Other
elements of weakness are lack of
bargaining skill, the inability to

hold off and to say, 'No,' also lack
of efficient regional organizations to

supply needed information, assist-

ance and skill.

"Mounting film rentals, increased
percentages, compulsory block book-
ing, admission price control, desig-
nation of playdates, etc., constitute
the real menace to the exhibitors,"

it was added. "If the big eight are
forced to dispose of their theaters
and all the big circuits are dis-

solved the exhibitors still will be
confronted with the problems pre-
sented by this sales survey."
Last evening the delegates attend-

ed a Monte Carlo night, with wrest-
ling and boxing on the program and
plenty of free beer. Niles Tram-
mel, vice president of the National
Broadcasting Co., Chicago, has been
placed on today's program for an
address on television.

ALLIED CLOSES DOORS,

TALKS UNION PROBLEM

(Continued from Page 1)

executive meeting was made by the
Board of Directors at a meeting yes-
terday at the Hotel Pfister.

President Nathan Yamins ap-
pointed the following committee to
study the union situation and re-
port back at today's executive ses-
sion: Fred Herrington, chairman;
F. J. McWilliams, Aaron Saper-
stein, Martin Smith and Frank
Wetzman. A report on the activi-
ties of the defense committee will
be presented to the Allied conven-
tion today by its chairman, Al
Steffes, following a meeting of the
group held Tuesday night at which
time its work was reviewed.

19 Industry Companies
Exhibit at Allied Meet

Milwaukee — Nineteen companies
have exhibits in connection with the
Allied convention at the Hotel
Pfister. They are: Ideal Seating, Na-
tional Carbon, Film Service, Screen-
Games Attractions, Theater Trailer,

National Screen Service, RCA Pho-
tophone, International Seat, Inter-

national Projector, Alexander Film,
Burch Manufacturing, American
Seating, General Register, Acous-
ticon Theaterphone, Western Elec-
tric, Monogram, Elain Electric Prod-
ucts, Republic and Du Color Trailer.

Push-Pull Recording Method
Explained at SMPE Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The new push-pull

recording system does away with
defective sibilant "sounds," elimin-
ates ground noises and speeds up
timing, according to a paper read
at the SMPE convention yesterday
by J. 0. Baker, C. N. Batsel and
H. J. Hasbrouck, RCA experts.

The Players Elect Wright
Detroit—The Players, Detroit the-

atrical club, has elected Wynn
Wright as president; others named
are: Hayward S. Thompson, vice

president; Lawrence P. Smith, sec-

retary-treasurer; and directors, Wil-
liam H. Elliott, John R. J. Grylls,

Sheldon R. Noble, and Ray Jacobs,
j

Coplan Out, Klarry Back
Detroit—Gus Coplan has resigned

as general manager of the Jacob
Schreiber circuit. William Klarry,
who quit recently, is back as head
booker.

Palfreyman Eyes Allied ^ I

Milwaukee—Dave Palfreyman, Hays tfi^*\
ganization contact man with the affili

ated circuits, arrived in Milwaukee yes-
terday morning to keep in touch with
proceedings at the Allied convention.
He made a similar appearance at the

Allied Cleveland convention last June.

I
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U. A. PRODUCERS SET

26 MILLION BUDGET

(Continued from Page i)

Charles Chaplin, Alexander Korda
and Samuel Goldwyn.
"For the new season, United

Artists will release 20 American
films 5n addition to the London
Films Productions produced by Alex-
ander Korda", Schaefer stated.

"For the purpose of acquainting
our personnel with our forthcoming
product policies, I am calling two
regional sales conferences early in
June, one in New York and the
other in Chicago."

Productions to be issued for 1937-
38 by Samuel Goldwyn will include:
"Dead End" with Sylvia Sidney,
Joel McCrea, Humphrey Bogart,
Wendy Barrie, Claire Trevor and
Allen Jenkins, now in production
under William Wyler's direction;
"Stella Dallas," with King Vidor
directing John Boles, Anne Shirley
and Alan Hale to be completed
within the next 10 days; "The Hur-
ricane," under John Ford's direc-
tion, now in product'on; "The Ad-
ventures of Marco Polo," with Gary
Cooper and Sigrid Gurie, due to
start June 10th; "The Goldwyn
Follies" slated for July produc-
tion in Technicolor; "The Cowboy
and the Lady," starring Gary Coop-
er and Merle Oberon.

Pictures to be released by Alex-
ander Korda next season will in-
clude "Knight Without Armor,"
with Marlene Dietrich and Robert
Donat; "Four Feathers," starring
Robert Donat; "The Divorce of
Lady X", starring Merle Oberon,
and a second Merle Oberon picture
in Technicolor.

Charles Chaplin will personally
produce one production bearing h's
name.

Selznick International's first

three will be "The Prisoner of Zen-
da" with Ronald Colman, Madeleine
Carroll, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Ray-
mond Massey and David Niven;
"Nothing Sacred" with Carole
Lombard and Fredric March under
William Wellman's direction and
starting June 10th; "The Adven-
tures of Tom Sawyer", with an all-

star cast directed by H. C. Potter.
Walter Wanger's releases will in-

clude "Vogues of Nineteen Thirty-
Eight", in Technicolor with War-
ner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Helen
Vinson, Alan Mowbray and the
Wanger Models under Irving Cum-
mings' direction, and almost com-
pleted; "52nd Street" with Ian
Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Pat Patter-
son, Ella Logan, Sid Silvers, ZaSu
Pitts, Maria Shelton and Kenny
Baker, with Harold Young direct-
ing; "Carelessly" with Joan Ben-
nett; "Stand In" starring Leslie
Howard, directed by Tay Garnett;
"Personal History," by Vincent
-fl^ean with Madeleine Carroll.

L 0. 0. F. Hall as Theater
Unionville, la.—Mrs. O. Bensen

has leased the first floor of the I. O.
O. F. hall here for a motion picture
theater.

(Continued from Page 1)

was three hours in length. Recently, a

beauty operator bemoaned the fact she

had seen a certain film on Friday night

because too many extra features had been

lugged in.

GRACE LEONE BARNETT, Free-

port, III., "Journal-Standard".

•

LACK OF
SINCERITY—

There is a lacking of sincerity in a great

many films today. Looked at the old silent

"Sunrise" the other night and depite the

exaggeration of the day, O'Brien and Gay-
nor had an earnestness that still is more
real than most modern stuff. Possibly

mass production to meet expanded produc-

tion schedules has something to do with

the more machine-like performances.

WILLIS WERNER, San Diego, Cal,
"Sun".

My particular squawk is bank nights.

Why, oh why, must we have them? True,

the theaters are jammed to the doors with

morons who don't care for the picture

and who attend merely for the money

which they hope to win—and never do.

Theater managers claim these nights in-

crease the weekly gross, but I doubt this

for the reason that thousands weekly at-

tend theaters only on bank nights. What
the theaters make up in patronage on

bank nights they lose on the other

nights of the week. The further claim

of theater managers that bank nights

bring patrons that never attend movies

is the bunk. It's the old time movie fan,

with a gambling yen, that you find in the

bank nights crowd.

MARY LOUISE WALLISER, San
Antonio, Tex., "Evening News".

ASSORTED SQUAWKS

The industry is a victim of bad writing

and sloppy thinking from: 1—the news-

paper reviewers; 2—the studios' publicity

boys, and 3—the so-called dramatists who
are entrusted with the important job of

preparing a story for the screen.

EDGAR HAY, Miami, Flu., "Her-

ald".

•
What's the matter with reviving some

of the better known old musical comedy
favorites? Think of the chance for real

music, real orchestras, real musical com-

edy stars in newer settings!

ROLAND BOYD MILLER, Hudson,
N. Y., "Daily Star".

•
Cut out so many gangster pictures

where the children go in hundreds to see

the idiotic, impossible situations where one

man, with a gun in each hand, stands off

a dozen gangsters.

JAMES LOGIE, Douglas, Ariz.,

"Daily Dispatch".
•

Squawks: Double bills; Improper timing

in comedy lines; Punk short subjects with

mediocre song and dance numbers.

J. F. ABELL, Washington, Pa., "Ob-
server and Reporter".

•
My pet peeve is Hollywood's frequent

attempts to shove someone down the pub-

lic's throat because they've spent money.

Also, Hollywood's attempt to cash in on

current raves.

ALTA L. LITTELL, Grand Rapids
"Herald".

•
Producers are turning out pictures like

Ford cars—mass production—they pay no

attention to the story, very little to the

direction and, as a rule, miscast the play-

ers. Give us better pictures and let the

reviewers teil the truth, and then we'll

have better attendance at the theaters.

VANCE CHANDLER,"Authenticated
News Service".

•
My squawk is the historical film that

distorts history and puts historical figures

in historical events in which they had no
part.

S. G. McCAW, Norfolk, Neb.,
"News".

•
Please, let's ease off the fire-eating,

knock-down, and drag-out news reporter

who solves all the crimes committed since

the beginning of time and some that never
were committed, "shows up" the police

or detective.

DUDLEY HILTON TAYLOR, Hop-
kinsville, Ky., "New Era".

•
I would like to see just ONE newspa-

per story that didn't doll up the newspa-
per office and didn't glorify the reporter

so much—after all any newspaper man
gets a huge laugh out of the thrilling and
exciting life the film reporter has—we all

wish we had a job as interesting as that.

CHESTER R. BROUWER, Fort
Wayne, Ind., "Journal-Gazette".

•
I would like to see "The Desert Song"

renovated like "Rose Marie," "Maytime"
and "Naughty Marietta" have been, for

McDonald and Eddy. The music has a

tremendous popular appeal.

BETTY McKELVEY, Green Bay,
Wis., "Press-Gazette".

•
Eliminate all double feature programs.

Make the newsreels in two rather than

in one reel.

LESTER C. GRADY, "Film Fun".

U. A. PLANS TO SWAP

U. S.-BRIT. TALENT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"A plan of closer co-

operation and wider exchange of tal-

ent between the American U. A. pro-
ducers and Alexander Korda" was
developed at the annual meeting of
United Artists stockholders here, it

was said yesterday by Dr. A. H.
Giannini.
The sessions, which spanned sev-

eral days, also resulted in the crys-
talization of sales policies and set

the company's policy for foreign dis-

tribution.

Dr. Giannini's statement said,

specifically:

"The proposed new British Quota
Law (Moyne Committee Report)
was analyzed in detail and construc-
tive plans were put into motion to

meet the new quota requirements
and to give United Artists produc-
ers a maximum of distribution

abroad."

Commonwealth Amusement
Spring Meeting Closes

Kansas City, Mo. — Twenty-six
managers of theaters in the Com-
monwealth Amusement Corp., cir-

cuit attended the organization's an-
nual spring meeting held at the
Blue Hills Country Club yesterday
and Tuesday. Business sessions were
followed by a golf tournament in the
afternoon and a banquet in the eve-

ning. Officers of the organization
including C. A. Schultz, president,

0. K. Mason, secretary and treas-

urer, L. R. Allen, head booker, L.

D. Parrett, auditor, and Dick Orear,
purchasing agent addressed the busi-

ness sessions.

The Commonwealth Amusement
Corp., has purchased the Orpheum
Theater and the Fotosho Theater at

Neosho, Mo., from Hugh Gardner.

Coronation Technicolor

Reel Plans Due at Meet

John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox
sales chief, will disclose the com-
pany's plans for the Coronation reel

in Technicolor, at the 20th-Fox con-

vention on the coast, it was said

yesterday at the home office.

Kuhn Replaces Schnell

Black River Falls, Wis. - - A.
Kuhn, former assistant manager of
the Eastwood Theater, Madison, has
been named manager of the Ava-
lon Theater here, succeeding John
Schnell, who has resigned because
of poor health.

Cleaver Handling Imperial
Detro't—Imperial distribution in

Michigan, recently handled by Ex-
cellent Pictures, has reverted to F.
Raoul Cleaver.
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ment. The Independent Theaters
Protective Association, local Allied
affiliate, is backing the measure,
passage of which is expected.

GN Directors Will Hear

Alperson Report Friday

(Continued from Page 1

)

person. The company operated at

a deficit during the first year.

Annual stockholders' meeting of

the company will be held July 21.

It is expected that all present di-

rectors and officers will be re-elected.

Dickinson's Sons Assigned
Kansas City, Mo.—Glenn W. Dick-

inson's sons, Glenn, Jr. and Carlton,

Kansas University law students, will

join the staff of the Dickinson cir-

cuit in June for the summer vaca-
tion period. Carlton Dickinson will

become city manager at Parsons,
Kans., with jurisdiction over the In-

dependence, Kans., house, while
Glenn W. Dickinson, Jr., will serve
as field supervisor of the circuit,

with headquarters here.

Nightingales Re-elect
Detroit—The Nightingales Club,

whose members are composed large-
ly of motion pictui'e operators, re-
elected the following officers: Presi-
dent, H. S. Morton; vice-president,
S. J. Landly; financial secretary, F.
J. Cornelia, and treasurer, Walter
Rickens. E. Davison is the new re-

cording secretary.

Two Film Center Leases
Film Center Building Corp. an-

nounces through its agents, Cross
& Brown Company, the leasing of
fourth floor space in the Film Cen-
ter Building, to the Mutual Motion
Picture Distributors, Inc. and a film

vault on the sixth floor to the Amer-
ican Tobis Corp.

13 More 'Horizon' Roadshows
With the total nearing the century

mark, 13 additional two-a-day pre-

mieres were set this week for Frank
Capra's "Lost Horizon."

Carl Goe to New Haven
Carl Goe, GB Albany branch

manager, has been transferred to

the New Haven office, where he will

occupy a similar post.

Mark Time on Conn. Tax
Hartford, Conn.—Pending the report

of the State Appropriations Committee,
no further action will be taken by

the Finance Committee on the proposed
10 per cent amusements admission tax

or other taxes. Final decision by the

latter committee however, is expected
on or before June 9.

A "JUW ptom "Ms//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

J^OY ROWLAND has completed
the direction of "Song of the

Revolt," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
short subject dealing with the writ-
ing of "La Marseillaise." Leon
Ames played the leading role.

T T T

Val Lewton, editorial assistant to
David O. Selznick, is the proud
father of Val Lewton, Jr., born at
the Santa Monica Hospital,

r t
Universal has borrowed Lewis

Stone from M-G-M for the lead in

"Too Clever Too Live," which is to
be directed by Lewis R. Foster and
produced by E. M. Asher. Frank
Jenks has been signed for a com-
edy character role.

T T T

J. D. Kendis has just returned
from a 10-week's tour through the
East and Middle West, selling his
latest picture, "Slaves In Bondage."

T T
Sidney Algier, formerly with

Paramount and M-G-M, has been

signed as production manager for
"Face the Facts," which Andrew L.
Stone will produdce and direct for
Grand National.

T T T
Buck Jones left Monday for San

Francisco to attend the Golden
Gate bridge opening ceremonies to-

day.

T T T
A company of RKO Radio Pic-

tures players, headed by James
Ellison, Marsha Hunt and Harry
Carey, is en route from Hollywood
to Annapolis, to screen "Annapolis
Salute." Director Christy Cabanne
has been in Annapolis for several
days with a camera crew. The
company soon to join him there in-

cludes Van Heflin, Ann Hovey,
Arthur Lake and Marilyn Miller.

T T T
Casting assignments—RKO: Don-

ald Meek, "Make a Wish"; Colum-
bia: Connie Boswell, Grace Bradley,
"Thanks for Nothing"; Mae Clarke,
"Black Torrent"; Goldwyn: Minor
Watson, "Dead End"; Wanger:
Cooke and Brown, "52nd Street".

New Michigan Company Will

Operate in Alabama Field

Detroit—All States Theaters Inc.
capitalized at $100,000 has been in-

corporated as a Michigan company,
with offices at 1863 Union Guardian
Building. Incorporators are J. D.
Luker, J. A. Luker, and Audrey B.

Glass, all of Talladega, Ala., and it

is understood the company will

operate in that territory.

Goldberg Gets Franchises

Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg of Big
Features Corp. returned from New
York City where he closed a fran-
chise deal for the new Maurice Conn
pictures, for Ohio, Indiana, Ky., and
some for Tenn., which territory is

now being served out of Cincinnati.
Goldberg also contracted for a
series of 8 Commodore pictures, and
contracted Atlantic Pictures for
their new 4 reel animal series,

"Trailing the Killer."

New Weiner Studio Opens
Detroit — Embassy Talking Pic-

ture Productions has equipped a new
studio for the making of 16 mm.
sound films. Studio is headed by
Albert A. Weiner and Edward J.

Weiner, the former in the commer-
cial pix biz here for 12 years.

Lawler Sent to Toledo
Kansas City, Mo.—Ralph Lawler,

manager of the Newman Theater
has been transferred to Toledo to
manage the Paramount and Prin-
cess Theaters, there, while William
Elson comes here to take over the
active management of the Newman
and Mainstreet Theaters.

Ogden Demurs on Sunday

Closing Action Alone

Ogden, Utah—Adoption of a Sun-
day closing ordinance here is con-
tingent upon similar action by
adjacent Salt Lake City. Mayor
Harmon Peery, executive of the
Peery Amusement Co., has taken
the position that local action alone
would mean a serious business loss.

Belmar Theater Burns
Belmar, N. J.—Fire of undeterm-

ined origin destroyed the 600-seat
Rivoli theater here. House was
one of six operated along the Jersey
shore by Lee W. Newberry of West
Allenhurst. The State at Elizabeth
was threatened by fire when a two-
alarm blaze destroyed an adjacent
structure.

Two Tied In Mono. Drive

Third week of Monogram's nine-
week sales drive, with a $1,500,000
quota as its goal, shows the Des
Moines and Omaha offices tied for
first place. Pittsburgh has jumped
to second place.

"Decadence" for Belmont
"Grandeur et Decadence," French

film dealing with social problems,
will have its American premiere at

the Belmont Theater Saturday. Fir-

man Gemier heads the cast.

"Go-Getter" June 4
Warner-Cosmopolitan's "The Go-

Getter" opens at the Criterion on
June 4.

"Tomorrow" Gets a Fourth
The Criterion will hold "Make

Way for Tomorrow" for a fourth
week, starting Saturday.

20TH-F0X DELEGATION

OFF FORSALES MEE|
(Continued from Page 1

)

were 175 in the group, including 54

home office executives and personnel.

The New York delegation will be

joined by central and western di-

vision forces at Chicago and Kan-
sas City. Special sections on three

other trains will carry other dele-

gates, bringing the total attendance

at the convention to a record figure

of 800. The eastern special will ar-

rive in Los Angeles on the 30th, the

day before the opening session at

the Hotel Ambassador.

Those leaving from New York
j

i

last night were W. C. Michel, exe-|/
cutive vice-president; Sydney To-
well, treasurer; William Eadie,
comptroller and assistant treasurer;
Felix A. Jenkins, chief counsel; Dan
Michalove, theater executive, Divi-
sion Managers William Sussman,
William J. Kupper and William C.j

Gehring; and the following from the 1

;

sales department: William J. Clark,
General Sales Manager for Shor(
Subjects and News, Martin Mosko-
witz, E. H. Collins, C. A. Hill, T. A.
Shaw, Jack Sichelman, Jack Bloom,
Sam Epstein, Harry Mersay, Eugene

v

McEvoy, Isidore Lincer and Deonj „,

J. DeTitta.

Movietone News was represented by
Truman H. Talley, producer, Harry
Lawrenson, Ed Thorgersen and Lew|
Lehr; Educational Pictures by E. W.
Hammons, president, Jack Skirball

and Harvey Day. Foreign depart-

ment delegates were W. J. Hutchin
son, C. V. Hake, S. Dawes, S. S,

Crick, Charles Munro, Delbert Good-
man, W. W. Sullivan, L. Giordano,

A. Paucker, T. Isdahl, Jr., G. Mohme,.
Irving A. Maas and Leslie Whalen
Arch Reeve, Earl W. Wingart and

Leonard Gaynor represented the ad-

vertising and publicity department.

(Charles E. McCarthy, director of

advertising and publicity, preceded

the eastern delegation to the coast

by 10 days, having left on the 17th

with Sidney R. Kent, president, and

John D. Clark, general manager oi

distribution).

New York adsales sent Lee D
Balsly, manager, Ed Hollander, Jer-

ry Novat, W. Caldwell and D. Reed
Others from the home office were

Joseph Pincus, eastern casting di

rector, Paul Terry, Percy Heiliger

and a group from National Theaters

including Charles P. Skouras, George

P. Skouras, William Powers, Miss

Hettie G. Baker and E. D. Holm
berg.

No Cowboys to the Resq^
Houma, La.—Fire, followed by

plosions, completely wrecked an Infef-

City express truck about eight miles

from here and destroyed its entire car-

go of films. Largely Universal and

Republic westerns.

sv
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Critics' Replies to 5th Forum Questionnaire Analyzed

REPORT liDWYN-KORDAU- A. DEAL NEARJLOSING

Allied States Votes to Set up Film Buying Combine
Yamins Names Committee to

Consider Practicability

of the Plan

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Associate Editor of THE FILM DAILY
Milwaukee—By a vote of 74 to

60, Allied yesterday decided to

study a plan for setting up a na-

tional film buying combine under
which participating theaters would
pay three per cent of their total

rentals as a fee. The proposition

was submitted by the resolutions'

committee through its chairman,
Col. H. A. Cole of Texas.
Under the proposal which is to

{Continued on Page 11)

HOLLYWOOD AIR TRIP

FOR TOURNEY WINNER

Extra! . . . Extra! . . .

Some fortunate golfer competing
in the 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee)
FILM DAILY Golf Tournament at

the Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains, on June 9, will find himself
turned into a literal "birdie," if he
wins the very particular prize put

{Continued on Page 8)

24 Executives to Speak

at 20th-Fox Sales Meet

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addresses by Joseph

M. Schenck, Sidney R.'Kent, Darryl
F. Zanuck, Col. Jason Joy, John D.
Clark, Harry Brand, Charles E. Mc-

(Continued on Page 12)

Would Take Over 1,500

\j Houses One Night a Week

Milwaukee — A new company
headed by New York interests is

trying to line up 1,500 theaters
under a plan to take over the houses

{Continued on Page 11)

in which leading U. S. newspaper critics, editors and

columnists call for better story material, favor film stars on

the air, assail duals, hail color and list stellar candidates.

THE FILM DAILY today presents an analytical and statistical digest of the fifth annual

Critics' Forum.
The consensus of critical opinion reflects the varied viewpoints of the reviewers,

editors and columnists on representative American newspapers, both large and small,

who to the number of 1,500 were invited to participate.

In the verbal mirror held up to the industry by its unofficial affiliates, all branches

of the spreading cinematic tree will find constructive—and honest— criticism and

timely suggestions.

To the critics, then, a hearty, "thank you"; to the industry, their advice.

I. INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS

What do you consider the most urgent need of the motion picture industry?

DETTER writing and better story material are the most urgent industry needs accord-

*~ ing to 16 per cent of the critics. Another eight per cent believe original story

material is the major requirement for better films. Thus, nearly a fourth of the film

critics believe more attention of one sort or another should be given scripts.

A plea for elimination of dual feature programs was next on the critics' "urgent

needs'" list, with seven per cent advocating the end of this practice. Better pictures

were suggested in six per cent of the answers and another six per cent favored more
"A" pictures and fewer "B" films.

Among other suggestions most mentioned by the critics were: Better short sub-

jects; originality and independence; three-dimensional films; more features with color;

more comedies; relaxation of censorship; elimination of Bank Night and giveaways, honest

publicity; less featuring of foreign players; better sound reproduction; fewer pictures;

and players with acting ability instead of just "looks."

II. RADIO COMPETITION

Do you believe that radio appearances of motion picture players help or hurt?

"THAT radio appearances help is the opinion of 40 per cent of the critics. Eighteen
* per cent think that they hurt. Program material and radio ability of the individual

must be considered according to 17 per cent while eight per cent believe there is no

effect from radio appearance. Some reviewers believe that radio helps the player

but hurts the boxoffice or that radio help newcomers to establish themselves but hurts

the already well-known players.

{Continued on Page 7)

Chaplin - Fairbanks - Pickford

Have Given Option,

Dr. Giannini Says
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Deal by which finan-

cial interests of Charles S. Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-
ford in United Artists would be ac-
quired by Samuel Goldwyn and
Alexander Korda was reported near
the closing stage here last night.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, UA presi-
dent, officially announced late yes-
terday that Goldwyn and Korda
held an option to buy, but stated
that exsiting releasing contracts

{Continued on Page 4)

UNION DECISION LEFT

TO ALLIED REGIONALS

Milwaukee—Leaving the vexati-
ous question of affiliation with either
the A F of L or CIO unions
up to the exhibitor or regional as-
sociations for determination, Allied,

at a closed meeting yesterday in
connection with its annual conven-
tion at the Hotel Pfister, decided to

{Continued on Page 11)

No Para. "Unfair Play"

Adolph Zukor Tells Allied

Milwaukee—Paramount's failure

to deliver six pictures sold on its

1936-37 program is not "unfair
play," declares Adolph Zukor in a
message read to the Allied annual
convention at the Hotel Pfister yes-

{Continued on Page 11)

Thompson Formally Named
Hays Ad. Council's Head

Lester Thompson was selected

yesterday as director of the Adver-
tising Advisory Council of the Hays

{Continued on Page 8)
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25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Board of Trade to Get
Reciprocity Proposals

London—(By cable) — Both the

Federation of British Industries and
American distributors will for-

ward suggestions to the Board of

Trade on the film reciprocity scheme
advanced by the FBI, it was said

yesterday following a meeting of

representatives of the three princi-

pal British film groups with Dr.
Edward Leslie Burgin, Parliamen-
tary Secretary of the Board of

Trade.
Dr. Burgin promised the deputa-

tion that he would fully consider

their views, the result of recent

joint discussions. A further meet-
ing is anticipated.

Reciprocity scheme looks to man-
datory U. S. playing time for Brit-

ish films as a condition for U. S.

distribution here.

Will Hold Hearing June 4

on Proposed Philly Taxes

Philadelphia—Hearing on the pro-

posed Philadelphia film footage and
ticket taxes yesterday was post-

poned to June 4th. Lewen Pizor,

UMPTO president and George P.

Aarons, secretary-treasurer, are

protecting Exhibitors' interests. Be-
cause of the city's financial difficul-

ties, the fight is believed to be a

difficult one.

BREAKING f
RECORDS*

Box Office

Sensation Will FYFFE
.AUTHENTIC SCENIC BACKGROUNDS OT GLORIOUS SCOTUND!

TWICE GUEST
ARTIST on tha
RUDY VALLEE
CORONATION
BROADCAST

FROM LONDON

For Booking Territories

WORLD PICTURES CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH AVENUE Tel. ME. 3-2944 NEW YORK CITY

Bercu Estimate of RKO's
1937 Earnings Under Fire

Despite a stiff cross-examination
by H. G. Rickaby, counsel for the
Atlas Corp., proponents of the RKO
reorganization plan, Bernard Bercu,
of Gottheimer & Co., stuck to his
prediction that RKO, would probab-
ly earn $5,173,000 before payment
of fixed charges in 1937, at a hear-
ing yesterday before Special Mas-
ter George W. Alger on the RKO
plan.
Rickaby sought to prove that Ber-

cu, a witness for the independent
stockholder committee opposed to
the plan, was incompetent as an
expert. He said that Bercu had
added in a figure of $200,000 prob-
able earnings from Stadium The-
aters, the status of which is now
being litigated in the courts. Ricka-
by said this was anticipating the
court's decision. Richard C. Hunt,
counsel for the debenture holders'
committee, questioned Bercu's book-
keeping in adding depreciation re-
serves to earnings.
At one point, Rickaby asked that

figures submitted by Joseph Cohen,
counsel for the independent stock-
holder committee, on earnings of
RKO pictures after the cost is writ-
ten off by amortization be withheld.
He said that release of the figures
would give the public an erroneous
impression about the company. Spe-
cial Master Alger agreed.
Next hearing will be held Wed-

nesday, June 2, at which time John
S. Stover, counsel for Ernst W.
Stern, will detail his opposition to

the plan.

A. T. &T. Probe Up June 17
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Federal Com-

munications Commission will resume
its investigation of American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co. and its

subsidiaries on June 17, Commis-
sioner Paul A. Walker announced
yesterday.

Mrs. K. L. Williams Dead
Oklahoma City—Mrs. K. Lee Wil-

liams, wife of the roadshow and
film exchange operator, is dead.

91Coming and Goin

HAL ROACH and MRS. ROACH arrive today
from Hollywood, via a Chicago stopoff.

ANDRE DAVEN, film producer, sails for

France today on the Paris.

GUSTAVE SCHAEFER, export manager for

Universal, arrives in New York from the Coast
today by plane.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice-president, left

the home office yesterday by plane for Buf-
falo and Toronto.

HERC MclNTYRE, Universal's manager for

Australia, is due in New York next week from
the Coast.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT and her husband.
FRANK CHAPMAN, who have arrived from
the Coast, sail on the Normandie June 2 for

Paris, Venice and possibly London.

PATSY KELLY has arrived from the Coast
for a two weeks' stay.

RALPH BEAL, research supervisor for RCA,
arrived in Hollywood yesterday by plane to

address the SMPE convention.

EDWARD FINNEY is flying East from the

Coast.

FRANK FREEMAN, general manager of Para-
mcunt theaters, returns Tuesday from Gal-

veston.

LES KAUFMAN of the Columbia publicity

department, leaves today for St. Louis.

GN's Printing Contract

to International Cinema

Printing contract for Grand Na-
tional Pictures has passed from
Pathe to International Cinema, Inc.,

Hollywood film laboratory financed

by San Francisco capital. Presi-

dent Edward Alperson said no fin-

ancing was involved.
International Cinema expects to

add $400,000 to its gross income
through the deal, company's an-

nouncement said. The company will

handle all GN printing from its

Hollywood laboratory.

"Paris" at Para. June 2
"I Met Him in Paris," will open

at the N. Y. Paramount Wednesday,
June 2.

BATHING • TENNIS
andRIDINC ^

Championship 18-hole golt

course, beautiful pool, rid-

ing, tennis courts. Dining
and dancing in one of West-
chester's show places. Ex-
cellent cuisine and orchestra.

MEMBERSHIPS
Associate $25.00
Bathing & Tennis $75.00
Golf Single. All privileges. $100.00
Golf Family. All privileges $150.00
Write or 'phone Membership
Secretary. Limited Membership.

WESTCHESTER EMBASSY
COUNTRY CLUB

5. 5. Krellberg, V.-Pres.
6 miles north of White
Plains on Route 22.

Club House:
Armonk Village 971-972.

New York Office
ELd. 5-4757.
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TRIPLE THREAT TO HOUSE RECORDS in Frisco, Pittsburgh and New York is registered in first 3

openings of "Kid Galahad" as Robinson- Davis- Bogart starrer actually betters "Marked Woman"

and "Green Light" business by 30%! Critics said it's "a knockout—heartily recommended to all!"*

Hlitlliii'
msmm>,H

LEAPING FOR JOY lor the boll) is Davis Cupper

Frank Shields, selected by Mervyn LeRoy for im-

portant spot in "Food for Scandal," which will star

Carole Lombard and Fernand i"The King") Gravet.

FIRST OF 3 TECHNICOLOR FILMS on Warner

schedule is Clements Ripley's best-selling "Gold

Is Where You Find It," now in production with

Olivia deHavilland, George Brent and Claude Rains.

**Mr

THE GANG'S ALL HERE to witness presentation

of key of admiration to Dick Powell in name of

his supporting comicorps in "Singing Marine,"

Warners' July 4th musical. Six -week advance

ballyhoo began this week with show's 6 tunes

over 200 stations and 16 different programs!

"STAND BY FOR 'THE GO-GETTER'H its a honey,

has everything on the ball!" radioraves famed

critic Martin Starr (left), who was also talking

thru his mike when he named "Kid Galahad"

"a four-bell ringer if there ever was one!"

*A Warn»r Bros. Picture \A Cosmopolitan Production Viiagraph, Inc., Distributors
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ALLIED TO TAKE UP

RADIO GOMPETITON

Milwaukee—In a step matching
that taken by the MPTOA, Allied
yesterday named a committee to in-

vestigate the problem of radio com-
petition, more particularly from the
angle of appearance of film stars

on the air. At its morning execu-
tive session, the convention decided
upon action which will be submitted
to the convention today for ratifica-

tion, and appointed the following
committee to proceed in the matter:
Arthur Price, Maryland; Abe Fish-
man, Connecticut; Wilbur Peterson,
Massachusetts; Edward F. Maertz,
Wisconsin and Henry Greenburger,
Ohio.

Para. Will Pay Dividends

on Both Preferred Issues

Paramount Pictures, Inc., direc-

torate, meeting yesterday, declared
the regular quarterly dividends of

SI.50 on the first preferred and 15
cents on the second preferred, pay-
able July 1 to stockholders of rec-
ord at the close of biz on June 15.

Pathe to Pay $1.75 Divvy

Pathe Film Corp. declared the reg-
ular quarterly dividend of $1.75 on
the $7 convertible preferred at a
board meeting yesterday.

E. H. Gerstle Buried

Funeral services were held here
for Emil H. Gerstle, long associated
with the film industry in various
capacities, and recently connected
with M-G-M. He was a native of

Louisville, Ky. One brother, Jules
Gerstle, also connected with the film

industry, survives.

Mrs. Krugman Mourned
Chicago—Film trade members are

extending sympathy to the Lasker
family on the death of Mrs. Goldie
Lasker Krugman, daughter of Ja-
cob Kasper, widely known theater

MAY 28

Scott W. Darling

• • • WE ARRIVED at the AMPA luncheon early yes-
terday there was a guy out in front of Sardi's he
was carrying a sign it read: "Special Attraction! Milton
Berle at the AMPA Luncheon" we looked closely at the
gent carrying the sign it was Milton Berle that just
gives you an idea how enthusiastic Milton is about himself. . . .

so we took his sign and chucked it in the gutter, and conducted
him inside

T T T
• • • THE LUNCHEON was practically a Milton Berle
monologue but Milt was good so all the hardboiled
pressageys stayed to the end Paul Lazarus, Jr., introduced
him with a terrific buildup he said: "Meet a guy from
Hollywood with a grease spot on his tie."

T T T
• • • RIGHT AWAY Milt started bragging about the
marvellous RKO Radio picture he had just finished he
couldn't recall the name of it when somebody asked him
that just goes to show there was a constant parade of
waiters in front of the dais as he spoke Milt said he felt
like a guy standing talking at the entrance to an alley ......

T T
• • • HE TOLD about his delightful experiences in Hol-
lywood at the RKO studio they gave him a luncheon

they served briskin of beef he met a guy out there
named Winchell, a niece of Ben Bernie at the Trocadero
they are so ritzy, said Milt, that three waiters are at each table

one hands you the check and the other two carry you
out after you look at it

T
© • • THIS GUY Berle is always ready to plug somebody
else he gave Mitzi Green and Patsy Kelly a grand build-
up Patsy took a bow, and Mitzi sang delightfully
Milt also plugged the Film Golf Tournament he said he
went up to the Elmsford course and lost a ball right on the
first green but he made two birdies at that he
shouldn't have looked up, he admitted then Berle estab-
lished another dais at the other end of the room when he sent
Mitzi down to the piano to sing a song so the master of
the revels kept commuting back and forth between each dais,
keeping up a running fire of patter all the time Berle is

the fastest on the take-up and the come-back and the flip quip
of any of our better known comedians we'll match him
against the field any time RKO was right smart in stick-
ing him in "New Faces of 1937" guests introduced to the
luncheoneers were Capt. Paul Kimberley, London Director for
National Screen, Frederick Ullman of Pathe, and Jim Zabin,
oldtimer of Paramount

T

• • • THERE WAS a closed business meeting for mem-
bers after the luncheon with some new policies of admin-
istration discussed and decided upon that will serve to popu-
larize AMPA Paul Gulick, head of the auditing commit-
tee, sent in a report approving the accounts of the treasurer.

T T T
• • • THE TRADE press lads who enjoyed that cruise
last Saturday on J. Don Alexander's launch are still talk-
ing about the marvellous time they had Charles Light was
the perfect host for J. D. A. and Walter Lynch a grand
emcee. . . • A special preview to the trade of Grand Nation-
al's "The Girl Said No" at the Astor theater this morn at 10:45
... • Frank Black and his ork will broadcast the musical
score of Warners' "The Singing Marine" over WJZ this after-
noon, with a short wave hookup for foreign stations. . .

• Beulah Bondi will discuss highlights of Paramount's "Make
Way for Tomorrow" when interviewed by Radie Harris on
WHN this evening

« « « » » »

GOLDWYN-KORDA DEC

SAID NEAR CLOSING

(Continued from Page 1)

and production plans announced for
1937-38 would not be affected.
One report circulated is to the

effect that Goldwyn and Korda are
to pay between six to ten million
dollars in cash plus giving a block
of stock to M'ss Pickford, Fairbanks
and Chaplin in a new company to
be formed with name of United
Artists continued.
United Artists Theaters is be-

lieved to be not affected by deal
inasmuch as chief control in the
theater circuit is in hands of Jo-
seph Schenck, Skouras Brothers
and Goldwyn.

Half of the cash involved in the
purchase will be contributed by
Goldwyn, half by Korda, it is under-
stood.

Korda's financial backers in the
new move, which would enable him
to expand his British production
activities, are not identified, but it

is reported here that the Prudential
Assurance Co., interested in Korda's
activities abroad, is not figuring in

the pending deal in any way.

Other angles of the deal, it is

said, are:

No important personnel shifts are
in prospect; it is expected that Dr.
Giannini will continue as UA prexy
until his pact expires.

Chaplin, Fairbanks and Miss Pick-
ford will be privileged to release
their own productions through UA.

Selznick International Pictures
and Walter Wanger Productions will

continue to be distributed via UA,
the ownership change, if effected,

in no way altering their status.

Deal, it is understood, was
whipped into shape during the meet-
ings of UA stockholders just con-
cluded. As producers, Miss Pick-
ford, Fairbanks and Chaplin have
been comparatively inactive. UA
1937-38 product lineup, just an-
nounced, calls for one Chaplin -

produced pix, none from either Miss
Pickford or Fairbanks.

Yale Players in Film Houses
New Haven, Conn.—Crown Colle-.

giate Players, composed ot Yale drany
students, are taking to the road rh.,

summer to play New England film

houses in which they'll replace the
usual second feature. Troupe will be
on tour July and August, playing "Aunt
Emma is a Horse." Itinerary includes
spots in Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont
and New Hampshire. A second Yale
company will hit the Middle West.

Buchanan to Make Five

London (By Cable)—Jack Bucha-
nan will make five pix this year and
eight next year, it is announced.
Rene Clair will direct two of the

five.

Adele Astaire, Fred's sister, will

return to the screen in one Bucha-
nan production, playing opposite

him.

1
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THEIR LOVE STORY is not a scenario writer's dream. It is based on true

life, that's why it's so powerful. Parnell said, "They can't deny me the right of

every man to have the woman he loves beside him.'' And today's headlines echo

this brave sentiment throughout the world!
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D'ornm's Members Aim Hottest Fire at Duals
Improvement in Color Held Greatest Filtn Advance in 1936 by Leadina U. S. Critics

{Continued from Page 11

THE PERFECT PROGRAM

What do you consider the make-up of the ideal program to be?

/"CRITICS were overwhelmingly in favor of a single feature, short subjects and news-
^^ reel. Most repeated "squawk" of the motion picture editors and reviewers was
against the dual feature policy.

IV. ADVANCES IN 1936

In what respect do you consider pictures made the greatest advancement during

1936?

IMPROVEMENT in color—technically and in usage—was the greatest motion picture

advancement in 1936 according to the film editors. More than 22 per cent were
in agreement on this. Improvements in the selection, handling and attention to stories

rated second with 18 per cent of the critics' votes. Following in order were: Better

photography, better direction, improved historical pictures, better sound, "quality"

pictures, use of literary classics, use of timely story material, development of comedies,

adaptations of stage plays, adaptations of musicals from the stage, better acting, bet-

ter screen musicals, improvement in moral tone, technically, projection, educationally,

and better musical scores for dramas.

V. PUBLICITY'S STATUS

As a motion picture columnist, which is your principal source of material:

Studio publicity, news services, copy supplied by theaters, trade press?

MOST of the motion picture writers use more than one of the sources. Studio

publicity and news services are used by more than the others, each polling 36
per cent of the critics. Copy supplied by theaters is used by 31 per cent and trade

press material by 17 per cent of the critics. In addition, many of them dig up copy

from original sources.

Do you believe the past year saw an improvement in studio publicity?

QTUDIO publicity did improve during 1936 according to 55 per cent of the critics.

** No improvement was seen by 31 per cent.

Can these services be improved, and how?

LJEADING this list of suggested improvements was a plea for less "tripe," "bull,"

I "baloney," "bunk," etc. Following was a more specific request for personalized

service from studio publicity departments. Other suggestions were: Fewer superlatives;

more items written as news stories; more and better stills and photographs; more
shorts for fillers; more factual stories; more mats and a better variety of sizes; less

volume; more human interest material; more "low-down" items on players and pictures;

more "leg" art; less emphasis on company and trade names and more on player per-

sonalities; less obvious advertising in items; localized releases; elimination of "fake"

accidents, engagements, etc.; stories and statistics on the making of pictures; and
elimination of trifles and gossip.

VI. STELLAR MATERIAL

What secondary players do you feel deserve a chance at stardom?

MORE than 200 players were mentioned by the critics for elevation to stardom.

The 25 most mentioned were: Walter Brennan, Ray Milland, Mischa Auer, Gale

Sondergaard, Akim Tamiroff, Dorothy Lamour, Fay Bainter, Katherine de Mille, Isabel

Jewell, Eric Blore, Bob Burns, Joseph Calleia, Colin Clive, Walter Connolly, James
Ellison, Alice Faye, Hugh Herbert, Frieda Inescourt, Frank Morgan, Reginald Owen,
Gail Patrick, Mickey Rooney, Claude Rains, Claire Trevor and Roland Young.

J\
Among others mentioned as star material were: Don Ameche, Jean Arthur, Anna-

j /la; Asta (dog); Henry Armetta, Elizabeth Allan, Fred Astaire—alone, Brian Aherne.

Robert Barrat, Alice Brady, J. Edward Bromberg, Ray Bolger, Peggy Bates, Beulah

Bondi, Ralph Bellamy, Virginia Bruce, Robert Benchley, William Brisbane, Humphrey
Bogart, Binnie Barnes, Kenny Baker, Helen Broderick, Charles Butterworth, Alan Baxter,

John Beal, Edward Brophy, Spring Byington, Wendy Barrie, Nigel Bruce, Michael Bart-

lett.

Joseph Calleia, Edouard Ciannelli, Jerome Cowan, Mady Christians, Leo Carrillo,

Larry Crabbe, Tulio Carminati, Bruce Cabot, John Carradine, Walter Catlett, Mary

Carlisle, Constance Collier, Charley Chase, E. E. Clive, Richard Carle, Spencer Charters.
Henry Daniell, Dixie Dunbar, Frances Dee, Olivia de Havilland, Dudley Digges,

Catherine Doucet, Irene Dale, Jane Darwell, Robert Donat, Lief Ericson, Madge Evans,
Buddy Ebsen.

Joan Fontaine, Virginia Field, Frances Farmer, Henry Fonda, Errol Flynn, Edith
Fellows, Glenda Farrell, Julia Faye, Preston Foster.

William Gargan, Margot Graham, Bonita Granville, Rosemary Glocz, James Gleason,
Fernand Gravet, Paul Guilfoyle, Charley Grapewin.

Ted Healy, Jack Haley, John Halliday, Marsha Hunt, Philip Huston, Warren Hull,

John Howard, Edward Everett Horton, Harriet Hilliard, Carol Hughes, Julie Haydon,
Louis Hayward, Jean Hersholt, Charlotte Henry, Raymond Hatton, Rochelle Hudson, Ian
Hunter, Irene Hervey, Porter Hall, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

Frieda Inescourt, Margaret Irving, Alan Jones, Arline Judge, Henry Kolker, Roscoe
Karns.

Ella Logan, Margaret Lindsay, Hal LeRoy, Peter Lorre, Ida Lupino, June Lang,
Frances Langford, Florence Lake, Jack LaRue, Eric Linden.

Jeanne Madden, Alan Mowbray, Chester Morris, Margo, John Miller, Una Merkel,
June Martel, Aline MacMahon, Marian Marsh, Adolphe Menjou, Alan Mowbray, Dorothy
McNulty, Karen Morley, Jack Mulhall, Donald Meek, Thomas Mitchell, Johnny Mercer,
Barton MacLane, Burgess Meredith, Leona Maricle, Douglass Montgomery.

Lloyd Nolan, David Niven, Ramon Novarro, Lynne Overman, Edna Mae Oliver,
Maureen O'Sullivan.

Cecilia Parker, Irene Purcell, ZaSu Pitts, Tyrone Power, Charles Quigley.
Shirley Ross, Rosalind Russell, Leah Ray, Jean Rogers, Basil Rathbone, The Ritz

Brothers, Erik Rhodes, Cesar Romero, Esther Ralston, Barbara Read.
Ann Shirley, C. Aubrey Smith, Harvey Stephens, Ned Sparks, Ann Sothern, Jack

Smart and Lionel Stander—team, Nan Sunderland, Leopold Stokowski, James Stewart,
Harry Stockwell, Maria Shelton.

John Trent, Pinky Tomlin, Helen Vinson, Evelyn Venable.
Marie Wilson, Lucille Watson, Jane Wyatt, Michael Whalen, Helen Wood, Eleanore

Whitney, Virginia Weidler, Burgess Whitehead, Peggy Wood, Robert Young, Clara
Kimball Young, Blanche Yurka.

VII. STORY RESERVOIR

What classics or semi-classics, as yet unfilmed, would you recommend for pro-

duction?

kiOST called for works were Cyrano de Bergerac, Ivanhoe, Julius Caesar and The
"'Merchant of Venice. Other leaders were: The Autobiography of Benvenuto
Cellini, Arabian Nights, Candida, Casanova, Don Quixote, Evangeline, Forsythe Saga,
Gulliver's Travels, It Can't Happen Here, Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Pickwick Papers,

Richard III, Rip Van Winkle, To Have and to Hold, Victoria Regina, Wuthering Heights
and The Wizard of Oz.

Among other stories mentioned were: Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, Arthur-
ian Legends, The Admirable Crichton, Alice of Vincennes, Aphrodite.

Black Beauty, Barchester novels, By Fire and Sword, Blue Bird, Ben Hur, Bambi

—

for Walt Disney, Biography of Aaron Burr, Black Majesty, The Black Crook.
The Cloister and the Hearth, Christmas Carol, The Copperhead, Chimes of Nor-

mandy.
Drums Along the Mohawk, Dead End, Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall, Enormous

Room.
The Flying Cromlech, Far from the Madding Crowd, Faust (Christopher Marlowe),

The Fair God, Fortitude, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Forty Days of Musa
Dagh, Fall of the House of Usher, Faust—opera.

Hassan, Henry Esmond, Hypatia, Hiawatha, Herries series, Hannibal, Hereward the

Wake, Hamlet.

II Trovatore—opera, Ichabod Crane, I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes, I Am Jonathan
Scrivner.

Jane Eyre, Joan of Arc, The Jest, Josephus, Jude the Obscure, Jean-Christophe,

Kathleen, Kenilworth, Knights of King Arthur.

The Lost Girl, Life of Casanova, The Long Night, A Life, Life of Montrose, Life

of Wagner, Leonardo Da Vinci, Lorna Doone, Long Journey, Lady of the Lake,

L'Aiglon.

Messer Marco Polo, The Moonstone, Marmion, Miracle of Verdun, Mikado, Mac-
beth, Magic Mountain, Man Who Would Be King, Madame Bovary, The Mad Man,
Man They Hanged, Matriarch.

The Necklace, Napoleon, Nostromo, Nancy Stair, Old Mortality, Oliver Twist,

Old Jules, Oedipus.

Playboy of the Western World, Pride and Prejudice, Peter Pan, Pilgrim's Progress,

Prince of Pilsen, Pit and the Pendulum, Queen Esther.

Rain from Heaven, Return of the Native, Rainbow Fish, Robinson Crusoe, Romance,
Rutledge, Robin Hood, Revolt of the Angels.

Souls at Sea, Saint Joan, Scottish Chiefs, Sherlock Holmes, Strongheart, The Slim

Princess, South Wind, Silas Marner, Scaramouche, Student Prince in Heidelberg.

Tristan and Isolde, Tono-Gungay, Twelfth Night, Taming of the Shrew, Tom Jones,

(.Continued on Page 8)
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HOLLYWOOD AIR TRIP

FOR TOURNEY WINNER

{Continued from Page 1)

up yesterday by Transcontinental &
Western Air, Inc.

TWA,—to use the popular form
of this noted aerial transportation

company's name, — informed the

tournament committee that it will

give FREE TRANSPORTATION
FROM NEW YORK TO LOS AN-
GELES AND RETURN to the play-

er turning in the low gross score

of the day. The committee, in turn,

informs all entries that only an ac-

credited member of the industry

will be eligible to receive this grand

and glorious prize.

Array of awards has already-

reached by far the largest propor-

tions ever attained for this annual

sports classic of the picture biz.

The American Seating Company is

among the multitude of donors, hav-

ing yesterday posted its awards

which comprise four sets of chromi-

um-plated bridge chairs, each set

consisting of four chairs each. Not

only are they of exquisite design,

beauty and workmanship, but their

comfort is calculated to soften such

blows as the finesse that never works,

the top that is trumped on the open-

ing lead, and even make bearable

that sinking feeling when your

dummy partner puts down a hand

that entitles you to sue for non-

support.

Nat Lewis, fashion purveyor to

fastidious film folk, checked-in yes-

terday with another slick prize, a

dressing gown guaranteed to in-

crease your personal box-office value

in the eyes 'of family, friends and

fans.

Alexander Smith Carpet Co., as

its contribution to the prize collec-

tion of prizes, has supplied a 9 x 12

broadloom carpet, more alluring and
practical than its flighty predecess-

or in the Arabian Nights.

Entries for the tournament are

coming in so thick and fast that the

committee urges all who, these

many years, have attended the event

to get applications in early.

"Girl Said No" Will Play

Several Keys as Roadshow

Grand National will roadshow
"The Girl Said No," first filmed ver-

sion of excerpts from the Gilbert &
Sullivan operettas, in several key
cities including New York and
Washington, President Edward L.

Alperson said yesterday. Film will

have its world premiere at the Na-
tional Theater on June 21 in a two-
a-day presentation.

Picture will be tradeshown today
at the Astor Theater. Featured
players include Irene Hervey, Rob-
ert Armstrong, Paula Stone and Ed
Brophy. The cast includes a num-
ber of stage players who have long
appeared in the operettas including

Wm. Danforth, Vera Ross, Vivian
Hart, Frank Moulan and others.

See Gaines Not Needed NAME THOMPSON HEAL

OF HAYS AD COUNCILCritics Now Consider Audience Reaction
{Continued from Page 7)

Thais, Tish, Tess of the D'Urbevilles, Tom Sawyer, Two Years Before the Mast.

Ulysses, The Virginian, Waverly, War and Peace, When Knighthood Was in

Flower, The Way of All Flesh.

Many of the critics called for their favorites by author instead of by titles. Among
authors mentioned were: Saki, Conrad, 0. Henry, Stevenson, Lincoln, Kipling, Homer,
Churchill, Sir Walter Scott, Dickens, Mark Twain, Gilbert and Sullivan, Ibsen, O'Neil,

Victor Herbert, Wilkie Collins, Robert W. Chambers, Kenneth Roberts, Balzac, Eleanore

Mercein, Shakespeare and Holman Day.

Still other listed topics for picturization. Mentioned were stories about: Carrie

Nation, George Washington, Julius Caesar, Napoleon, Robert E. Lee, Russian history,

the rest of the Mutiny series and the Graustark stories.

VIII. GAMES AND GIVEAWAYS

Assuming that games and giveaways were needed box-office stimulants during the
depression, do you consider then to be now necessary in your community?

A RESOUNDING "No!" greeted this question with 78 per cent of the critics in the

** negative. Only 11 per cent voted affirmatively, with 11 per cent taking no

stand.

IX. FORMULA FOR CRITICISM

Do you believe that a motion picture reviewer should express purely a personal
viewpoint or do you think audience reaction should be taken into consid-
eration?

\A/HEN this question was asked in the 1932 Forum, 80 per cent of the critics held™"
out for their personal viewpoints. The latest results show that 32 per cent now

believe in the personal viewpoint, 35 per cent believe audience reaction should be the
judging yardstick and 22 per cent believe reviews should be a combination of both
audience reaction and personal viewpoint.

X. MAJOR SQUAWKS

Squawk Department: We all have our pet squawks and ideas. Exchange of
viewpoints never hurt anyone, so talk freely.

p\UAL features were the most complained at aspect of motion pictures. The review-
'' ers were almost unanimous in denouncing the policy. Other repeated "squawks"
were aimed at: Mishandling and casting of players; lack of courage in production; weak
short subjects; commercial pictures; noisy theater patrons; too many trailers; lack of

fresh plot in films; publicity material and press books; detail inaccuracies and roadshows.

Missouri Sales Tax Bill

Before Conference Group

Jefferson City, Mo. — Governor
Stark's 2 p. c. sales tax bill was
thrown into the hands of a confer-

ence committee after the House of

Representatives had rejected in their

entirety the various amendments
that had been tacked on by the Sen-

ate. The measure was sent back to

the Senate with the request that

the Upper House recede from its

position, but was declined.

The principal opposition in the

House centers on the Cope amend-
ment which would prohibit cities

from levying a municipal sales tax

and House members also oppose the

amendment to allow merchants 3

per cent of their tax collections pro-

vided they make remittances to the

State Auditor within a specified

period.

Boston Friars Set Tourney
Boston—The Friars Club of Bos-

ton will hold a golf tournament on

the South Shore June 8. Joe Cohen
is chairman, Jack Myers and Mau-
rice Green assisting.

Bank Named as Receiver

for Paramount at Omaha

Omaha — The Omaha National
Bank, which recently filed suit

against the A. H. Blank Co. of Neb-
raska, the Creighton University of

Omaha and Tri-States Theaters
Corp., asking receivership for the
3,000-seat Paramount has been
named receiver for the property by
District Judge Rine. Creighton,
who owns the ground, and Tri-States
were named only on technical

grounds, and the university gave its

consent to the receivership.
Several offers to take over the

house have been made, according to

W. C. Fraser, attorney for the bank.
One offer proposes to operate a
combination vaudeville-film policy

under lower admission prices than
the 40-cent top of other downtown
first runs.

{Continued from Page 1)

organization. Thompson succeeds
the late J. J. McCarthy.

Selection was made at a meeting
of the Council which is charged with
supervision of the advertising code.

The Council is composed of the di-

rectors of advertising and publicity

of companies members of the
MPPDA.
Thompson had served as assistant

to McCarthy since the organization
of the Council in 1934 and since Mc-
Carthy's death in February, has
been acting director of the Council.

Film Exports to Canada Up
$225,000 Under Agreement

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exports of motion

picture film to the Dominion of Can-
ada during the first year of the trade
agreement increased over $225,000,
the Trade Agreement section of the
United States State Department an-
nounced here yesterday.

In 1935 the United States export-
ed to Canada $502,000 worth
of film while in 1936 we exported
$751,000, an increase of $249,000
in but one year. Survey showed
continued expansion throughout 1936
of trade between the United States
and Canada.

SICK REPORT

Oklahoma City—William Noble,
Film Daily's staff correspondent
here, is in the hospital as the result
of an auto accident. Struck by a
car, he sustained a broken leg and
facial lacerations.

New Missouri Firm
Springfield, Mo. — The Southern

States Theaters Co. has been incor-

porated here by John Brown and A.
S. Rosewall of Springfield, and P.

R. Isley, Tulsa, Okla.

Omaha — Mrs. Augie Herman,
whose husband is co-owner of the
Muse Theater here, is seriously ill

in an Omaha hospital with a heart
ailment.

Indianapolis, Ind. — E 1 d e a n
Thompson, secretary to Sam Green-
berg, manager Warner Bros., is con-
fined to the hospital with appendi-
citis.

\

Edinburg, Ind. — J. B. Sconce, «

operator of the Playhouse, is re- \
cuperating from an appendicitis fe
operation.

Miami, Fla.— Mitchell Woolfson
of the Wometco Theaters, Inc., is

recuperating from an appendix
operation.

Boston—Abner Eiilenberg, asso-

ciate of George Ramsdell in Maiden
and Beverly theater circuit, is seri-

ously ill at his home. F^
V- "\\

Holyoke, Mass.—Herman C. Bam- jL

berger, manager of the Victory
~

Theater here is ill in the Springfield

Hospital. His duties at the Victory ^
are being taken over during his ab-

j

sence by Joseph Raymond of the
\

Broadway Theater in Springfield.

noira
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Romance turns into thrills when

the big news breaks. . . right in the

middle of their wedding cerem
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miED VOTE FAVORS

FILM BUYING COMBINE

(Continued from Page 1

)

be examined, each regional associa-

tion would appoint a director to the
board of the corporation and each
unit would have a financial inter-

est in it. The board would elect

its officers and managers and the
combine would handle the entire

buying of all houses involved.

The reporting committee refused
to recommend the plan owing to a
two-to-two difference of opinion on
the part of its members, with one
member absent. A standing vote
was necessary to determine the is-

sue on the floor of the convention.
President Yamins of Allied will

name the committee to investigate
practicability of the plan.

Most strong endorsement of the
activities of the Allied defense com-
mittee, centering on its theater di-

vorce bill program, was voted by
the convention at a closed session

yesterday afternoon, when it was
decided to continue the campaign.
Al Steffes, leader of the legislative

drive, was the principal speaker and
recited what has been accomplished,
including enactment of a statute in

North Dakota. Plans were discussed
for the introduction of legislation

based on the Louisiana chain store

tax decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court and aimed at circuits, both
affiliated and independent.
Jim Ritter of Detroit was contin-

ued as treasurer of the fund.
Two units are understood to have

pledged $10,000 each at the session

while six more assented to a plan
under which the defense committee
will determine their assessments.
The committee held a meeting

following the banquet last night to

further develop its plans.
Plans for expanding Allied into

an association of greater scope and
proportion were launched by the
board of directors at a special meet-
ing last night at the Hotel Pfister,

with additional financing to be
sought from exhibitors affiliated

with the organization. The execu-
tive committee and Abram F. Myers,
board chairman, were authorized to
develop the new structure.

Other resolutions adopted by the
convention were: urging support of
the Neely-Pettengill bill, a congres-
sional investigation of the industry,
self-discipline in buying of product,
less distrust of competing theater-
men and publicizing of obnoxious
distributor practices;

Authorizing the conducting of a

buying survey next year and reser-

vation of all records of the first

checkup

;

Condemning Paramount for with-

'' fxhibs Picket Mayor's Office
Milwaukee—The four Atansoff Broth-

ers, who recently lost their World The-
ater, picketed the office of Mayor
Hoan's office at City Hall by way of

a protest. They carried banners enum-
erating the alleged wrongs done them.

Milwaukee Merry-Go-Round
By ARTHUR W. EDDY;

£DDIE GOLDEN, who is doing the
convention honors for Mono-

gram, plans to barge out of here
for St. Louis Friday.

Dan Murphy is shadowing Arthur
Howard, who business manages the
Allied unit up Bean Town way.

At the last moment E. M. Loew,
N. E. circuit operator, cancelled his
plans for attending the jamboree.

Allied's Connecticut affiliate is

represented by A. Fishman and
Morris Hadelman.

When Pete Wood quoted your
favorite trade paper three times, no
less, at the opening session, he said,
in a loud aside to ye correspond-
ent: "You should renew my sub-
scription free after that."

Ed Auger is conventioneering in
behalf of RCA Photophone, as usu-
al.

George Dembow fluently talks re:
golf and trailers and ribs Chick
Lewis in-between-times.

Abe Lichtman's in town because
he's heard about that Allied con-
vention.

Dictograph Products has installed
its hard-of-hearing device in the
Warner, RKO, Loew's, Paramount,
Hoblitzelle, Chakeres, M. A. Shea
and Wilmer & Vincent circuits,
Richard T. Turner, sales manager,
told the convention. Recent New
York installations include the Cri-
terion, and the newsreel theater in
Grand Central Terminal, he said.

Allied '38 Convention City

to be Selected in January

Milwaukee—Although several cit-

ies are already bidding for the 1938
Allied convention, place and date
will not be fixed until the Board of

Directors holds its annual meeting
next January, president Nathan
Yamins said yesterday. Toronto and
Chicago are among the cities seek-

ing the meeting. Annual election

of officers takes place at the Janu-
ary session.

holding certain pictures from cur-

rent season delivery for re-sale next
year and complimenting Cleveland
exhibitors for their action in at-

tacking the plan;
Assailing theater accessory plans

of Paramount, Vitagraph and other
distributors and urging support of

independent poster exchanges;
Condemning Columbia for not de-

livering- "Lost Horizon" and one
other Frank Capra production on
this season's program;
Urging regional associations to

name committees to pass on sales

and playdates drives.

Characterizing sales and play-

date drives as "near rackets," Al-

lied yesterday voted to urge region-
al associations to appoint commit-
tees to pass upon distributor "ap-
plications" for their cooperation in

this respect. In adopting the reso-

lution, the association declared that
in drives, "bookers are used as
tools."

Drives not receiving the okay of

the local committees would not re-

ceive exhibitor support, according
to the plan, which had been pro-
posed by Pete Harrison.

The annual banauet took place
last evening in the Fern Room with
various state and local officials at-

tending. Final business session of

the convention will be held this

morning and sine die adjournment
scheduled for noon.

Decision on Unions

Left to Allied Regionals

(Continued from Page 1)

maintain a "hands off" policy na-
tionally.

Action was taken following a re-
port submitted by its convention
Labor Committee headed by Fred
Herrington of Pittsburgh.

Addresses made by exhibitors evi-

denced a distinct feeling that the-
aters are "in the middle," with both
national labor organizations making
contract demands upon them.

President Nathan Yamins opened
the morning session and introduced
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board and general counsel, who
analyzed the Wagner Act and its

possible bearing upon exhibition. He
expressed the opinion, however, that
although the Wagner Law does not
directly affect theaters, enactment
of "little Wagner Acts" by state
Legislatures seems likely. Myers'
talk occupied most of the session,
which was attended by more than
300 exhibitors.

Theater Employees Union

Forming in Kansas City

Kansas City, Mo.—A meeting of

all theater employees was called last

night under A. F. of L. auspices to

organize a union.

Approximately 25 employees of

the Exhibitors Film Delivery Ser-

vice have signified their intention

of joining the exchange employees'
organization in a body at their meet-
ing next Tuesday night, June 1. Ac-
cording to Felix Snow, local secre-

tary of the IATSE this wlil

complete the organization of all

eligible Film Row employees, 119

of which have already associated

themselves with the organization
which recently was chartered as

Film Exchange Employees Class B,

Local No. 23.

NO "UNFAIR PLAY",

ZUKOR TELLS ALLIED

(Continued from Page 1)

terday afternoon following criticism
of the company's action at the pre-
vious day's meeting.

"It cannot in truth be said that
the failure to deliver 'Souls At Sea,'
'High, Wide and Handsome,' 'An-
gel,' 'Artists and Models,' 'What
Ho' and a Harold Lloyd production
is unfair play," asserted the pro-
duction head.

"Our method of selling, for years,
as you know, has been to deliver
pictures according to release year.
If the pictures were generally re-
leased in a given year, they were
covered by the contract. If they
were not so generally released the
exhibitor had no claim to them. Of
this, all exhibitors have been well
aware and no one has been fooled
about it", continued Zukor.

"I know that the exhibitors
throughout the country are appre-
ciative of the unsurmountable diffi-

culties which we have to overcome
and of the progress we have made
in delivering these fine pictures."

He further states that "we were
hopeful indeed that we could de-
liver all of the pictures which we
planned to release for the 1936-37
season, but contingencies arose be-
yond all human expectations and it

is surprising that we obtained the
results which we did."

Would Take Over 1,500

Houses One Night a Week

(Continued from Page 1)

one night a week and present pro-
grams sponsored by advertisers.
The scheme was tried out in the
Detroit territory recently by White
Star Gasoline Company. H. M.
Richey of Allied was recently ap-
proached in an effort to obtain the
cooperation of his association.

Screen Writers Meet Tuesday

To Form New Organization

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen writers will

hold a mass meeting Tuesday to

form a new organization which will

ask producer recognition and guild

shop conditions. If recognition
cannot be gained, the National Lab-
or Relations Board will be asked to

order an election to determine
whether Screen Playwrights or the

new organization represents the
majority desire of writers.

"Partners With Paramount"
Milwaukee—Allied members yester-

day were surprised to hear that they
are "partners with Paramount." The
lowdown came from Abram F. Myers,
who told the conventioneers that every
theaterman who plays percentage pic-

tures with the distributor is a busi-

ness associate. Myers put forth the
idea in discussing Adolph Zukor's let-

ter to the convention.
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SET HEARING MONDAY

ON HOBBS BILL PROBE

Milwaukee—The rules committee
of the House of Representatives on
Monday will conduct a hearing on
the Hobbs resolution, ordering- in-

vestigation of the film industry, it

was disclosed by Abram F. Myers,
chairman of the Allied board and its

general counsel, at the afternoon
session of the organization's con-
vention yesterday at the Hotel
Pfister. Myers also indicated that
he has conferred with the associa-

tions of retail druggists and grocers
in an effort to work out a coopera-
tive plan of action in support of

its anti-chain legislation.

Myers discussed Allied's legisla-

tive ambition, particularly from a
national angle, and pointed out that
the U. S. Supreme Court has "en-
larged the vista" of such moves
through its recent decisions. He de-

scribed the anticipated aid of the
retail associations as an "additional
weapon" and urged exhibitors to

get behind the Neely-Pettengill bill

outlawing block booking. Whatever
delays have occurred on the part of

Congress in action on these meas-
ures, said Myers, is because it has
been preoccupied with the adminis-
tration's Supreme Court reorgani-
zation plan.

Letters from Representative Pet-

tengill and Senator Neely, regret-

ting their inability to attend the
convention, were read by Myers,
who warned that unless exhibitor
support is forthcoming, the Allied

program will be "unduly delayed"
in consummation.

Sabath's Bankruptcy Bill

Reported Favorably in House

Washington Bureau cf THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Sabath bank-

ruptcy reform bill was voted a fa-

vorable report by the House Judic-

iary Committee yesterday with an
amendment transferring power of

conservator from the Controller of

the Currency to the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
The Judiciary sub-committee is

now engaged in writing a favorable

report on bill which is expected to

solve situations such as those cre-

ated by the Paramount and other

receiverships.

"Robe" at Little Carnegie
"Under The Red Robe," New

World production starring Anna-
bella, Conrad Veidt and Raymond
Massey, released through 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, opens at the Little Car-
negie Sunday.

Allied In Giveaway Biz

Milwaukee — Allied went into the

giveaway biz last night with conven-
tioneers trying to win cash and dishes.

It all happened in connection with the

annual banquet at the Hotel Pfister,

the exhibs getting the chances as part

of their five bucks registration buy.

A "JUitU" hot* "£eis
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

QTTO KRUGER has been signed
for an important role in Rex

Beach's "The Barrier," which Harry
Sherman is producing for Para-
mount.

T T T
Charles Bennett is working on the

screenplay of "The Real Glory," a
story of the Philippine Island Scouts
following the Spanish - American
War. Samuel Goldwyn will pro-
duce.

T T T
A girl who is making rapid

strides is June Kilgour, daughter
of Mona Monroe of Major Pictures,
who is soloist with Vincent Lopez's
band.

t T
Our Passing Show: Richard Wal-

lace and Jack Okey, former head of
the First National art department,
holding a re-union; James Johnston,
Sr., New York fight manager, visit-

ing M-G-M

Trevor Faulkner, for several
years with Paramount and now as-
sociated with Cinelac Products
Corp., New York, is attending the
Society of M. P. Engineers conven-
tion.

Casting assignments—RKO: Lor-
raine Krueger, "New Faces of
1937"; Leon Errol, "Make a Wish";
20th-Fox: Tyrone Power, Don
Ameche, "In Old Chicago" j GN;1

Iris Meredith, "Mystery of the
Hooded Riders."

John Cromwell, who just com-
pleted Selznick's "The Prisoner of
Zenda," will start immediate pro-
duction on "The Adventures of
Marco Polo," with Gary Cooper
starred, on the Goldwyn lot. Fol-
lowing this, Cromwell is slated for
Walter Wanger's "Arabian Nights,"
a Technicolor production.HIJ4 -LTl-VJ-lTJ.. C* J.t^llUlVVlUI ^lV/WL*VKiWlJ.

Aylesworth Urges Lower Ivens-Hemingway Spanish

B.O. Prices for Legit. War Film Now Being Cut

«r.OQ tir,o- irocfovriQ^ ,™ "wv,of n, a Joris Ivens, Dutch director, is nowSpeaking yesterday on "What the
Public Wants" at the final luncheon
session of the American Theater
Council convention at the Hotel As-
tor, Merlin H. Aylesworth said that
the legitimate theater need not
worry about the movies because
films can't compete with the stage.

Aylesworth advised that the stage
reduce its prices below $2 and build

up-to-date and comfortable theaters

like the cinema emporiums. He said
every newspaper in the country
would support the theater's cam-
paign to bring back the road.

Morris L. Ernst, noted attorney,

pointed out that one could see six

to eight film shows for the price of

a theater ticket and urged a reduc-
tion in prices. Ernst observed that
there was agitation to close theaters
showing left-wing movies but said

there was no test for what is in-

decent.

John Golden, producer, gave $5,-

000 yesterday to provide scholar-

shins of $1,000 each for five play-
wrights who have written one play
and show promise. Rep. Sirovich

s^id that the government will sub-
sidize the living drama. The stage
has been destroyed by the movies
he asserted.

Gustave Schaefer Returns

Gustave Schaefer. Universal'* ex-

port manager, arrives in New York
bv plane today. Schaefer. who at-

fpnded the New Universal conven-
tion in Los' Angeles, stayed over a

•few days to consult with Charles R.
Rogers, and the story department
on foreign aneles in forthcoming
"TT" pictures. Ip these conferences.

Here Mclntyre, the company's man-
ager for Australia, took part. Mc-
lntyre will come to the home office

before returning to Australia.

Joris Ivens, Dutch director, is now
engaged in cutting a film "The Span-
ish Earth" which he made in con-

junction with Ernest Hemingway
at the Madrid front. The picture is

intended to show the action in the
front lines and the effects of the

strife on a village 25 miles behind
the lines. Hemingway will write
the narrative for the picture.

"The Spanish Ear.th" is being
sponsored by "Contemporary His-

torians, Inc.," a group comprising
Ivens, Hemingway, John Dos Pas-
sos and Archibald MacLeish. Ivens
is also working on an educational

picture product sponsored by the
Progressive Educational Ass'n,

which has received a $75,000 grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation for

the purpose.

Mrs. Blumenstock Dies

Mrs. Anna Blumenstock, mother
of Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros.

Advertising director, and Sid Blu-

menstock, in charge of advertising

for the company's theaters in At-

lantic City, died yesterday after a

prolonged illness. Another son,

Leonard, also survives.
_

Funeral services will be held

Monday at 2 P. M. at the Riverside

Memorial Chapel, 76th Street and
Amsterdam Avenue.

GB Program 95% Completed
London (By Cable)—With the

completion of "Dr. Syn," the new
George Arliss starring vehicle, now
well along in production, GB's cur-

rent season's program will be 95

p. c. finished.

Two of the company's outstanding-

productions are still forthcoming,

with release dates on "King Solo-

mon's Mines" and "Gangway" yet

to be determined.

Trrn Ml «him
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EXECS TO SPEAKr
AT 20TH-F0X PARLEY

i
(Continued from Page 1)

Carthy, Truman H. Talley, Lowell
Thomas and 15 others will feature
the business sessions of the five-

day annual sales convention of 20th
Century-Fox which opens at the
Ambassador Hotel Monday. Finish-

ing touches were put to the pro-

gram yesterday.

Clark, general manager of distri-

bution, will open the convention, and
will introduce W. J. Hutchinson, for-

eign manager, and representatives
of the company's world-wide organ-
ization. Addresses will be made
by Sol Lesser, associate producer,
William Sussman, eastern division

manager, and William J. Kupper,
western division manager.

The afternoon session of the open-
ing day will be devoted to Movie-
tone News and short subjects, with
addresses by Talley, producer of the

newsreel, William J. Clark, general
sales manager of short subjects and
news, H. Lawrenson, foreign edi-

tor, Thomas, chief commentator,
Ed Thorgersen, sports, and Lew
Lehr, humorist. Earle Hammons,
president of Educational Pictures,

and Jack Skirball, sales manager,
will also speak. Following the

speaking program, awards will be

distributed to winners in the fourth

S. R. Kent drive, by J. P. O'Logh-
lin, Kent drive leader, and William
C. Gehring, central division man-
ager.

Tuesday's program will open with
a meeting in the Fiesta room at

9:30. The 1937-38 product will be

discussed by John D. Clark and Col.

Joy, public relations counsel. The
afternoon session will be addiessed

by Zanuck, vice-president in charge
of production.

Wednesday morning's session will

be devoted chiefly to product sales

policy and to conferences on pub-
licity and advertising. Addresses
will be made at this meeting by Mc-
Carthy, Brand, studio publicity di-

rector; Arch Reeve, advertising
Earl W. Wingart, publicity; and Lee
D. Balsly, manager of adsales. La-

ter in the morning addresses will be

made by Schenck, board chairman;
President Kent, Spyros Skouras,
vice-president and general manager
of the National Theaters Corp. and
Herman Wobber, coast district man-
ager.

Distribution department meetings

will occupy Wednesday's afternoon

session, with separate conferences

for branch and district managers,
managers, salesmen and bookers and
ad sales forces.

Delegates will tour the studios_at

Movietone City all day Thurs/^\
while Thursday night will be W, I

dio Night at the Cocoanut Grove.

The eastern delegation will leave

on a special train from Union Pa-

cific Depot at 9 (Pacific time), June

4, arriving in New York the follow-

ing Tuesday morning.
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oac $60,000 Budget for Six "4" Features

ALLIED TO ASK MAJORS TO CIRCUIT CURB PARLEY

Sees Television Giving Films Production Short Cuts

R. C. Beal of RCA Tells SMPE
Compensating Technical

Aids Certain

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Television will com-

pensate the motion picture industry
for its borrowings from film tech-

nique by developing devices and
methods which will offer the movies
technical short cuts to production,

Ralph C. Beal, supervisor of research

of RCA observed yesterday in an ad-

dress at the S. M. P. E. convention.

Beal described the present status
{Continued on Page 4)

BUENO HEADS MEXICAN

PRODUCERS' ASS'N

Bv MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—Native producers
have formed the Asociacion Mexi-
cana de Productores Cinematogra-
ficos (Mexican Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers), with Jose
Luis Bueno, of Producciones Bueno,
as president, Juan Pezet, of Cine-
matografica Excelsior, as secretary,

(Continued on Page 3)

FMPC Sees Early Peace

on Studio Labor Front

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Satisfactory settle-

ment of the technicians' strike with-
in "a few days" is confidently ex-
pected by FMPC executives.

William Cullen, who laid the
(Continued on Page 4)

k Films Hurt the Drama!
Sale of the film rights to "Having

Wonderful Time" to RKO for a re-

ported $100,000 has an aftermath in

the announcement by Marc Connelly
that the cast of 40 appearing in the
Broadway production will get salary
boosts of from 5 to 10 p.c, effective
next week.

More Prizes Pour in for FILM DAILY Golf Tournament
Decoration Day,—like a skilled golfer,—made a swell approach as far as additional

trophies for the 25th Annual (Silver Jubilee) FILM DAILY Tournament are concerned.
Consolidated Film Industries literally "decorated" the already heavily-laden trophy
table with a gold putter, which will be awarded to the fortunate winner of the free-
for-all putting contest,—a high spot of the fun-filled day awaiting you at the Elms-
ford Country Club, White Plains, on Wednesday, June 9. Runner-up prizes (there
will be two,—one for second place and the other for third place) have also been
received respectively from Eastman, which is giving a Kodak, and RCA, which is

posting a pippin of a radio.

SETTLEMENT OF TWO

RKO CLAIMS FAVORED

Settlement of the Hoblitzelle
claims against RKO for $750,000
and of the Walter Reade claim aris-

ing out of the disaffirmance of the
Mayfair Theater lease for $500,000
will be proposed in a petition to be
submitted in Federal Court by the
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee.

The Hoblitzelle claims had been
allowed by Federal Judge Bondy for
$492,417 and the Reade claim, in

(Continued on Page 3)

"Paris" Detroit Opening
Gets Record Radio Plug

Detroit—Opening of Para's "I
Met Him in Paris" at the Michigan
Theater here tomorrow will be the
beneficiary of what is termed the
most extensive radio hookup in film
exploitation in this area.

All local stations in the Detroit
(Continued on Page 3)

I l~Ul u«

KORDA IN U. A

Capital to be used by Alexander
Korda in acquiring the shares of
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks in United
Artists will be supplied partly by
British and partly by American in-

terests, Korda told The Film Daily
yesterday. The sale price is $6,-

000,000 and the option runs until

the end of the year, he stated. Kor-
( Continued on Page 3)

Max A. Cohen Purchases

New Amsterdam Theater

Max A. Cohen has purchased the
New Amsterdam Theater, legitimate
playhouse, from The Drydock Sav-
ings Bank. The theater, long fam-
ous as the home of Flo Ziegfeld
productions, will probably go into

pictures. Kosch, Lewin & Reuben
acted as attorneys for Cohen in the
transaction.

Hal Roach Plans to Spend $3,500,000

On Six "A" Pix for 1937-38 Release

Pratt Induced 20th-Fox

To Better Its Roxy Offer

It was the insistence of Special
Master Addison Pratt that won 20th
Century-Fox over to making an
offer of $1 a share to Roxy stock-
holders which will cost the film

(Continued on Page 2)

Six features to be produced by
Hal Roach for M-G-M release next
season will all be "A" pictures and
will cost a total of $3,500,000, Roach
said yesterday on arriving from the
West Coast. First of the group
will be "Road Show," by Eric Hatch,
author of "My Man Godfrey."
Roach is considering making

( Continued on Page 3

)

Steffes Committee Action
Move Toward Allied-

MPTOA Merger

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Milwaukee—Extending the olive

branch in the direction of the pro-
ducers with theater affiliations, Al-
lied, at its closing convention ses-

sion yesterday, authorized its Spe-
cial Defense Committee to decide as
to whether or not an effort will be
made to confer with the major com-
pany heads on plans for curbing the
affiliated circuits.

Appearing as an apostle of peace,
Al Steffes, chairman of the commit-
tee, urged that the circuits be asked
to give up their houses which are
in competition with independents,
particularly in small towns, and to

discard their "spite theaters."
Steffes also demanded that the ma-

(Continued on Page 3)

. TO GET FIRST

CIRCUIT TAX MEASURE

Milwaukee—First circuit tax bill

to be sponsored by Allied will be in-

troduced in the Minnesota legisla-

ture which soon plans to hold a spe-
cial session to pass a revenue meas-
ure.

Model bill drafted by the Defense
(Continued on Page 4)

'J. S. Distribs. Battling

Italian Dubbing Fee Jump

American producing companies
are conferring with Italian authori-
ties at Rome over a proposed raise
in dubbing fees which would in-

crease the cost to American firms
(Continued on Page 4)

Memorial Day Observance
Due to the observance of Memorial

Day, there will be no edition of THE
FILM DAILY published on Monday.
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munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501

Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable

Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,

California—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Hlvd., Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest

VV. Fredman, The Film Uenter, 127-133 War-
dour St., W. 1. Berlin—Lichtbildbuehne.

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Hue de la Cour-

des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

> Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 26 26 25 + Vi

Columbia Picts. vtc. 343/4 34 Vi 34% + %
Columbia Ticts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3'/8 3V8 3V8 ...

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12%. 12Vi 12Vi + Va

East. Kodak 172% 172Vi 172% — 14

do pfd •

Gen. Th. Eq 25 23% 233/4 + Vi

Loew's, Inc 80 Vi 80 80

do pfd
Paramount 19Vi 19 'A 19'A
Paramount 1st pfd. . 135y4 135y4 135'/4 — 3

Paramount 2nd pfd •••

Pathe Film 75/8 73/8 7% — Va

RKO 83/8 8V8 | 8Vg — Va

20th Century-Fox . . 37 Vi 37% 37 Vi — 14

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd •
,

•••
Warner Bros 13% 13Vi 135/g + Va

do pfd

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 .... 99 99 99
loew 6s41ww 99 99 99

Fara. B'way 3s55 •
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 10014 100% + Va

Para. Ficts. cv 3%s47 91% 91% 91%+ Va

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 .... 95% 95V4 95% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc •
Grand National 23/8 23/8 23/8 + Va

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%— Va

Technicolor 273/4 27% 273/8 — %
Trans-Lux 45/a 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12Vi 1314

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 9614 973/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 55 57

Hawley Starts Own Lab.

Detroit — General Movie Service

has been formed at 1278 McClellan

Avenue, to engage in processing and

laboratory work connected with the

moving picture industry, both am-
ateur and professional. Milo J.

Hawley, sole owner, was formerly

in charge of the slide film labora-

tory of the Jam Handy Picture Ser-

vice, Inc.

|AV v PHIL M, UAL Y~^
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• • • THE LAWYERS' Committee of the American Jew-

ish Joint Distribution Committee has been strengthened by the

membership of William B. Jaffee member of the firm of

Rosenblatt and Jaffee this organization, whose purpose is

the alleviation of suffering among oppressed Jews of Europe, is

conducting a National Drive for $4,650,000 the headquart-

ers of the Committee are at 100 East 42nd Street

T
• • 9 BOY SCOUTS of America will cooperate with pro-

ducer Edward Finney through arrangements just made
with Dr. James E. West, Chief Scout Executive in making
a forthcoming Tex Ritter western for Grand National ._.

the story will be written around Boy Scout activities against

a western setting the first National Jamboree of the or-

ganization, to be held in Washington from June 30 to July 9,

will furnish one of the dramatic sequences in the film

T
• • • UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT in motion picture work

with Captain Bernard H. Brear, formerly editor of British

clothing trade papers, being retained as sartorial advisor on a

picture Messulam Pictures of London has hired him to

pass on men's styles in "His Majesty's Host" the life

story of Caesar Ritz, famed hotelier, which is about ready to go

into production
T

• • • DISTINGUISHED GUESTS representing the Brit-

ish Crown attended a special screening in Calcutta of

Paramount's British production, "Crown and Glory," the pic-

torial story of the Coronation ceremonies also the Para-
mount Newsreel issue showing the historic event

Exchange Union in N. O.;

Brief Strike in Buffalo

New Orleans—Application for an

IATSE charter governing a union

of film inspectors, shipping and pos-

ter clerks was made after a meet-

ing in the projectionist's hall of ap-

proximately 90 Film Row workers

here. All exchanges were repre-

sented but M-G-M and Republic.

Next unionization moves in the

South are to be Atlanta and Char-

lotte, it was said.

Buffalo—A 30 minute strike of

film exchange employes yesterday

ended with an agreement to nego-

tiate at a conference in New York
Wednesday.

Renowned's First Is Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Quiet Man", by
Frank Walsh, will be first John Ford
production for Renowned Artists.

Renowned's releasing contract with

United Artists is ready for signa-

ture and George Schaefer will an-

nounce balance of Renowned's prod-

uct at United Artists' convention.

Pratt Induced 20th-Fox

To Better Its Roxy Offer

(Continued from Page 1)

company approximately $100,000, it

is stated in a report filed in Federal
Court yesterday by Daniel W. Blu-
menthal and I. Bernard Leff, repre-
senting the Adler minority bond-
holder committee in the Roxy re-

organization. The report recom-
mends adoption of the report by
Special Master Pratt and sets forth
that it was the special master's at-

titude more than anything else that
helped harmonize the divergent
views of the parties participating in

the reorganization.

Coming and Goin

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, vice-president and
general manager of United Artists, returned to

New York from the Coast yesterday.

HARRY C. PIERSON and MRS. PIERSON have
arrived in New York from Los Angeles to at-

tend opening of their African travel picture

at the Filmarte Theater on Thursday.

JED HARRIS has returned from London where
he spent a week.

JULIANA MORGAN, producer of "Penny
Wise," leaves today for a Florida vacation.

JESSIE ERNST, play adapter, plans to sail

for Europe on the Georgic, June 12.

A. W. SMITH, JR., sales manager of United
Artists, and MONROE W. GREENTHAL, director

of advertising and publicity, return this morn
ing from Galveston.

CHESTER B. BAHN leaves for Syracuse to-

day.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the board
of Universal, arrives from the coast tomorrow.

ERIC LINDEN arrives in Hollywood from New
York today on the liner Virginia.

ARTHUR W. EDDY returns from Milwaukee
today.

WILLIAM FITELSON leaves by plane Tues-
day for Hollywood.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount president,

returns June 7 from Europe.

ERNEST TRUEX, entrains for the Coast next
Monday via the Century. He will be ac-
companied by MRS. TRUEX and their young
son.

GLORIA SWANSON will arrive in New York
on the SS. Normandie, Monday.

WILLIAM C. DE MILLE, playright and broth-

er of Cecil B. De Mille, sails for Los Angeles
today from New York on the California.

ALEXANDER KORDA sails Wednesday on the

Normandie.
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Alperson Outlines Plans

To Grand National Board

Extra Col. 50-Cent Divvy

The Board of Directors of Colum-
bia Pictures Corporation yesterday

declared an extra dixidend of 50c

per share on the common stock and
voting trust certificates for the

same, payable June 22, to holders

of record at the close of business

on June 11.

The Board of Grand National met
yesterday for four hours and heard
President Edward Alperson discuss

the position of the company and its

production plans for the future. It

was learned following the meeting
that the auditors will have the first

annual report completed within a
week. Nothing further that took
place at the meeting was given out.

Margie Adams Dies

Massena, N. Y.—Margie Adams,
56, retired actress, is dead at her
Massena Point summer home fol

lowing a long illness. She leaves

her husband, H. Wilmont Young and
a son, Harry.

"Parnell" Opens June 3

M-G-M's "Parnell," with Clark
Gable and Myrna Loy in the top
spots, will have its Broadway pre-

miere next Thursday at the Capitol

Theater.

Hear Union Merger Case Tues.

Hearing will be held Tuesday in

Supreme Court on the motion of

Jos. D. Basson, president of Local

306, and Harry Glover, president of

Allied operators union, to dismiss

the suit against the Allied-306

merger brought by Gotham Amuse-
ment Corp.

MAY 29

Hugh F. Herbert
Zelma O'Neal
Paul Kohner

Douglas Rothacker
MAY 30

Frank C. Walker
William R. Ferguson

MAY 31

Fred Allen
Frank Mandel
Ann Christy
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jors disband the MPTOA and
allow affiliated theaters to become
members of Allied on the same ba-
sis as independent exhibitors.

"I don't propose a Kuykendall
conference," declared Steffes. "We
should confer with men like Zukor,
Barney Balaban and Schenck."

Expansion of producer-owned cir-

cuits must be halted, Steffes told

the convention, and interpolated the
idea that the day of the 40 and 60

p. c. picture must end.

"We don't want to destroy the
producer and distributor," he insist-

ed, "but we must curb them."

Discussing Allied's legislative po-
sition, Steffes said that it has dem-
onstrated that it had passed legisla-

tion controlling the affiliated cir-

cuits.

"I'm not interested in a lot of
empty promises from the producers"
he declared. "They must agree to
carry out whatever action they de-
cide upon, before we go into confer-
ence. We will not stand for a com-
pany organization designed to hood-
wink the public."

Steffes foresaw a "united indus-
try front to fight a common enemy."

Independent circuits, too, need
curbing, asserted Steffes, and rec-
ommended that major companies be
required not to give them advan-
tages in buying and penalize them
for acquiring additional theaters.
He said that the organization's legis-
lative program should continue,
pending reaching of an agreement
with the producers.

Sidney E. Samuelson expressed
the opinion that the Defense Com-
mittee has the authority to act with-
out a convention vote. Sol. Fisher
of Minneapolis moved that the com-
mittee be explicitly given this power
and a discussion of the issue fol-
lowed, with President Nathan
Yamins saying he would support
the plan providing he was sure that
producers would not interpret the
move as a sign of Allied weakness.

Starting something of an ex-
change with Steffes, Samuelson rose
to his feet and registered objection
to the convention changing the pro-
gram as already laid out, pointing
out that many members have al-

ready left for their homes.
"What are you trying to pull

now?" asked Steffes militantly of
Samuelson.
"We might as well adjourn and

go home right now if we can't act
on this matter," he declared hotly.

The vote to authorize the com-
mittee to decide the question was
then unanimously passed.
/'The committee at an informal

jeting after adjournment of the
convention voted to proceed with the
plan which virtually proposes a
merger between the MPTOA and
Allied. First formal session of the
committee may be held in New York
next week when the delegation of

d "£Me" lu»» "Msff

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

COMPLETION of Nino Martini's
Pac fie Coast tour late in June

will find Director John Blystone set
to signal the cameras for the start
on RKO-Radio's "Music for Ma-
dame," which will have the young
opera and radio tenor as its star,
with Joan Fontaine in the feminine
lead. Blystone has already placed
his final approval on the shooting
script and set construction will be
launched at once.

Casting assignments — M-G-M:
Joan Crawford, "The Bride Wore
Red"; 20th-Fox: Dolores Del Rio,

"Lancer Spy"; Virginia Field, Phyl-
lis Brooks, "In Old Chicago"; Frank-
lin Pangborn, Charles Coleman,
"Danger—Love at Work"; Univers-
al: Grant Withers, "Radio Patrol";
Barbara Read, Tom Brown, "Too

Clever to Live"; Paramount: Terry
Ray, Virginia Dabney, "This Way
Please"; Alonzo Price, Don Rowan,
"Souls at Sea"; RKO: Adolphe Men-
jou, Gail Patrick, "Stage Door"; Co-
lumbia: Robert Warwick, "Man Be-
hind the Law."

T T T
New contracts—M-G-M: William

Thiele, director; Samuel Hoffen-
stein, Aurania Rouverol, Harry Rus-
kin, Roy Chanslor, writers; Jessie
Ralph, actress; Paramount: Sandra
Storme, actress; Andrew Stone, di-

rector.

» »

Grant Richards will enact the
romantic lead in Major's picture
"On Such a Night." Richards first

appeared before the camera in
Paramount's "A Night of Mys-
tery." His contract is carried by
Paramount and Major on a fifty-

fifty basis.

Allied leaders assemble in the East
to attend hearings on the Hobbs
industry investigation resolution
scheduled for Tuesday in Washing-
ton. Steffes will immediately write
to the majors extending an invita-

tion to meet with his group.

In the event that the producers
accede to the Allied demands, its

legislative program, both in Con-
gress and in the various states, will

be dropped, a spokesman indicated
to The Film Daily.

It was reported around the con-
vention hall that the issue had de-

veloped strong differences among
some of the Allied leaders, particu-

larly between Samuelson and Steffes.

Yamins, in his closing remarks,
however, commented on the reports

and declared that Allied is, to the
contrary, stronger than when it

came to Milwaukee.

At the opening of the session, at

the suggestion of Arthur Price as
chairman of the Radio Competition
Committee, a resolution was adopted
attacking the appearance of mo-
tion picture stars on the air as un-
fair competition. A motion to amend
the proposal to specify between the
hours of noon and midnight was de-
feated.

Reporting for the Insurance Com-
mittee, Arthur K. Howard of Bos-
ton discussed the arrangement be-
tween Allied and Lloyds of London.
He stated that exhibitors in New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Illinois, Mas-
sachusetts, New Hampshire and
Pennsylvania are participating in

the plan and have paid $10,000 in

premiums.
Use of parking meters by cities

to control auto parking was dis-

cussed, with a difference of opinion
evidenced.

Report of the Defense Fund Com-
mittee, as presented by H. M.
Richey, of Detroit, was approved af-
ter he had stated that the theater
divorce campaign will be prosecuted
in all states with the okay of the
committee.

"There is no constitutionality

worry in this respect," declared
Richey, who also explained, briefly,

the circuit tax bill based on the
Louisiana chain store tax statute.
He also recommended support of
the Hobbs resolution ordering an
investigation of the film industry.

Governor Says N. D. Ready

to Defend Divorce Statute

Milwaukee — North Dakota will

fight to establish constitutionality
of its theater divorce statute in the
U. S. Supreme Court if necessary,
Governor William Langer has as-
sured Allied which completed its

annual convention at the Hotel
Pfister yesterday.

Addressing the annual banquet
Thursday night, the North Dakota
chief executive told conventioneers
that he expects a test of the law
will be filed within a few weeks and
that the State will use its own funds
to finance any court fight vital to
its preservation.

Settlement of Two Claims

Against RKO is Favored

(Continued from Page 1)

the name of the Broadway and 47th
St. Corp., for $345,000. Both claims
were allowed by the court only for
accrued rent under disaffirmed the-
ater leases but as the result of a
recent decision by the U. S. Supreme
Court in a United Cigar Stores case,
there existed the likelihood that
three years future rent might also
be allowed. This would have
brought the Hoblitzelle claim to $1,-

393,036 and the Reade claim to
$890,000.
The Hoblitzelle claims are based

on guarantees by RKO of seven
theater leases entered into by the
RKO Southern Corp., a subsidiary,
with three Hoblitzelle companies. A.
H. McCausland represented the Irv-
ing Trust Co. as trustee in negotiat-
ing the settlements. Carlos Israels,
of White & Case, acted for the Hob-
litzelle interests.

ROACH SETS BUDGET

OF $3,500,000 FOR 6

(.Continued from Page 1)

"Rex, King of Wild Horses" in
Technicolor. He is now dickering
for several properties.

In addition to the features, Roach
will produce 12 "Our Gang" come-
dies.

Jose Bueno Heads New
Mexican Producers' Ass'n

(Continued from Page 1)

and Salvador Bueno, of Bueao &
Beltran as treasurer.
The association will serve as ar-

bitrator for all conflicts arising with-
in the industry that affect the pro-
ducer. Immediate objective is to
induce the Mexican government to
abolish all taxes on Mexican pic-
tures now in effect and have all dues
pending for such taxes annulled.
A more advantageous distribution

of the Mexican film product in ter-
ritories outside Mexico is also to be
sought, it is announced.

"Paris" Detroit Opening
Gets Record Radio Plug

(Continued from Page 1)

territory as well as those of the
Michigan radio network will carry
the 30-minute program as a result
of arrangements made by Para's
Robert Gillham and execs, of the
United Detroit Theaters.
The program, which will originate

at WXYZ will use a 30-piece or-
chestra, a 16-voice choral ensemble,
dramatic actors, and the singing
press agents, "Advance Men."

In addition to aiding the Detroit
opening, program will also benefit
the Butterfield Theaters located
throughout Michigan. Blanketing
was decided upon by Paramount fol-
lowing the success of a similar mul-
tiple broadcasting idea used for
"Waikiki Wedding."

British and U. S. Cash
Backs Korda in U. A. Offer

(Continued from Page 1)

da declined to say whether he would
be required to put up an exact half
of the sale price if the deal goes
through.

Prudential Assurance Co. which is
supplying finances for Korda's pro-
duction activities, is not interested
in the new deal, Korda declared.
He sails Wednesday on the Norman-
die for London.

Reynolds, Accident Victim
Detroit—John D. Reynolds, 23,

son of the late Lynn Reynolds, long
identified with the industry here,
was killed in an auto accident. His
bride of three months and mother
survive.
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BEAL SAYS TELE WILL

GIVE FILM SHORT GUTS

{Continued from Page 1

)

of television development and dis-

cussed some of the probable inter-

acting effects of the new art with
the sound motion picture.

Beal said televising of outdoor

scenes as they occur is entirely feas-

ible under the light conditions which
prevail during fair weather. Such
events offer a broad field of pro-

gram material, he remarked.
Pictures of 441 scanning lines

have been transmitted and received

satisfactorily within a service area

of a 30-mile radius from the Empire
State Building, he stated. Good
pictures have been regularly re-

ceived at one observing point at a

suburban home over 45 miles away
from the Empire State Building.

There will be a liberal use of mo-
tion picture film in television pro-

grams, Beal declared.

UeuUws &(. hew 7-ilmt

u. S. Television System

of 100 Transmitters Seen

A television system for the prin-

cipal U. S. market areas, reaching
45 p. c. of the country's population,

would require approximately 100
transmitters for single coverage, C.

W. Farrier, television co-ordinator

of the NBC, declared in speaking be-

fore the Advertising and Marketing
Forum of the Advertising Club of

New York yesterday.
"The total area of the U. S. will

probably never be covered complete-
ly by television service", Farrier

said. "Large portions of the coun-

try will of necessity obtain their

radio entertainment only from the

present sound broadcasting system.
Television will be one leg of a dual

system and will offer at the best

a limited coverage in this country".

"Data now available seems to

point out that reliable reception of

television signals is limited to points

which can be seen by a person ^ho
is standing so that his eye level is

that of the sending antennae", Far-

rier added.

FMPC Sees Early Peace

On Studio Labor Front

{Continued from Page 1)

FMPC case before the A F of L
executive board at Cincinnati this

week, returned yesterday and made
a full report to the Federated strike

committee.
Federated spokesmen yesterday

denied reports that FMPC officials,

including Charles Lessing, acting

head, have been on salary during
strike.

Ives, Inventor, Dead
Philadelphia-—Frederick E. Ives,

81, pioneer in color photography,
and inventor of the half-tone en-

graving process, is dead here.

"The Affairs of Cappy
Ricks"

starring Walter Brennan, with Mary Brian

and Lyle Talbot

Republic 56 mins.

INCONSEQUENTIAL FEATURE WHOSE
CAST IS HANDICAPPED BY WEAK PLOT
AND DIALOGUE.

To patrons accustomed to solid film fare,

the affairs of Peter B. Kyne's character

Cappy Ricks will seem like going on a mild

alkaline diet. The story has slight stimu-

lation in the black-and-white of the screen.

Neither drama nor comedy, it is one of

those neutral features which leave an on-

looker in the same unstirred emotional

state at its conclusion as at its beginning,

save for the feeling of disappointment that

nothing has happened. Walter Brennan and

his heroic supporting players do the best

they can individually and collectively in the

face of the famine in both dialogue and

situations. Mary Brian gives the footage

an occasional esthetic lift via her beauty

and vitality, while Lyle Talbot, Frank Mel-

ton, and Georgia Caine give generously

but futilely of their acting talents. The
yarn relates how Walter Brennan, as Cappy,

finds it essential for both domestic peace

and business reasons to abduct his family

and commercial associates to "de-modern-

ize" them and save his commercial venture

at the same time. So he takes them off to

the Marquesas Islands in the South Pacific

aboard his sailing craft. On these "un-

inhabited" isles and during the return jour-

ney he accomplishes what he set out to

do. He succeeds in marrying off his

daughter, Mary Brian, to his employee, Lyle

Talbot to boot. It's all very inconsequen-

tial. Direction is of the outmoded sort;

the photography passable.

Cast: Walter Brennan, Mary Brian, Lyle

Talbot, Frank Melton, Frank Shields, Geor-

gia Caine, Phyllis Barry, Walter B. David-

son, Frank Shannon, Howard Brooks, An-

thony Pawley, Sherry Hall, Don Rowan,

Will Stanton.

Associate Producer, Burt Kelley; Direc-

tor, Ralph Staub; Author, Peter B. Kyne;

Screenplay, Lester Cole; Cameraman, Er-

nest Miller; Editor, William Morgan.

Direction, Uninteresting Photography,

Passable.

"There Goes My Girl"
with Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern and

Gordon Jones

RKO-Radio 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RINGS UP A HEALTHY QUOTA OF
LAUGHS DESPITE RATHER FAMILIAR
STORY.

This newest Gene Raymond-Ann Soth-

ern offering will amply satisfy their fans

and ring up a healthy quota of laughs. Al-

though the story is rather familiar, Direc-

tor Ben Holmes' long training in the com-
edy field is evidenced in the manner in

which he milks the gags and situations

for the best results. Harry Segall's dia-

logue is sprightly and he concocted a good

screenplay. Frank Jenks, a former band

leader, is a standout in a comedy role,

while good work is done by Richard Lane,

recruited from the stage, Alec Craig, Brad-

ley Page, Joan Woodbury, Maria Shelton

and Maxine Jennings. William Sistrom

rates credit as the producer. Joseph Aug-
ust's photography is competent. Gene and

Ann, rival reporters, have their wedding
interrupted when Maxine Jennings "shoots"

her stage partner, Clyde Dilson. Maxine
and Clyde had been hired by Lane, Ann's

managing editor, who is determined she

shall not marry. Gene goes to Bridgeport

to cover a murder case, and when Lane
finally assures her a heavy expense ac-

count, Ann rushes to Bridgeport to try

and induce Gene to return to her. Of
course, Gene and Ann help solve the case,

although Ann does get a badly aimed bullet

for her trouble. Lane, little Dan Cupid's

Enemy No. 1, again tries to break up the

romance, but fails.

Cast: Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Gor-

don Jones, Richard Lane, Frank Jenks, Brad-

ley Page, Joan Woodbury, Maria Shelton,

Alec Craig, Joseph Crehan, William Cor-

son, Maxine Jennings, Clyde Dilson, Charles

Coleman, Chester Clute, Roy James, Harry

Worth.

Producer, William Sistrom; Director, Ben

Holmes; Author, George Beck; Screenplay,

Harry Segal! ; Cameraman, Joseph H. Aug-
ust; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;

Editor, Desmond Marquette.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Com-
petent.

Minnesota to Get First

Allied Circuit Tax Bil

{Continued from Page \)

Committee was disclosed at the clos-

ing session of the convention yes-
terday morning. Based on the recent
U. S. Supreme Court decision up-
holding the Louisiana chain store

tax, the measure imposes a tax of

from 5 cents to $5 per seat, depend-
ing upon local state conditions, and
is based on all theaters owned by
the circuit nationally.

Meeker Goes Monogram
Cincinnati—Stanley Hecker, for

several years booker for Warner's
Cincy exchange, has resigned to join

forces with Bill Onie, new franchise
holder for Monogram here.

U. S. Distribs. Battling

Italian Dubbing Fee Jump

{Continued from Page 1)

of doing business in Italy, it was

said yesterday at the Hays' office.

A Hays' office spokesman said the

association had no official word of a

report sent from Rome by a press
association that the U. S. companies
planned to boycott the international

film exhibition in Venice this sum-
mer as a result of strained rela-

tions with the Italian government.
Press reports that II Duce's officials

had broken an agreement with the

American companies affecting film

importations and withdrawal of

money from Italy were denied at

the Hays' office.

SHORT SHOT*
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

ii^= By SID WEISS =

I

}

A L CHRISTIE has finished shoot-

ing on the latest of the Pat Roo-
ney, Ill-Herman Timberg, Jr. ser-
ies of comedies at the General Ser-
vice Studios. The short, titled

"That's the Spirit," features in the
supporting roles Sally Starr, George
Shelton, Eddie Hall, Lorraine Tea-
tum, Marie Hartman and Forbes
Dawson. Warren Murray and
Johnny Graham assisted in the di-

rection.

Johnny Doran, general mgr. of .the
Film. Art Studios, is lining up an
ambitious studio rental program for
the forthcoming month. In prepara-
tion are a two-reel Italian picture,

a musical full-length feature and a
series of 25 one-reel Constitutional
shorts for the Dermac Corporation,
one of which has already been com-
pleted under the direction of Sidney
Goldin.

Michael O'Meara, Robert Neino-
bar, Mary Radchuk and Johnny Coy
have been signed for the first of a
series of shorts to go into produc-
tion in June under the banner of

Musical Shorts, Inc. Coy is at pres-
ent appearing at the "Frolics", pop-
ular B'way nite spot.

Lloyd French has completed a
Milt Britton band short at the Vi-
taphone Studios and will follow
with two sports reels with Clem
McCarthy. He leaves then for a
four week jump to Hollywood.

Addenda . Al Christie insists that
he's the one they'll have to beat in

the forthcoming FILM DAILY golf
tournament . He's been practicing
up on the sly at Bayside and claims
a hole in nine . . . Sam Sax week-
ended in Chicago . . . G. V. T. Bur-
gess, General Service Studio prexy,

heading for the coast to look over
reconstruction going on at the West
Coast studios . . . Joe Henabery starts

the first of the Floyd Gibbons' thrill

series Friday . . . Fifi D'Orsay, Ruf

e

Davis and Georgie Hayes appear in

the last musical short on the cur-

rent Vitaphone schedule . . . Willie

Stiles, who drew considerable at-

tention last year in Vitaphone
shorts, is billed as assistant direc-

tor of the B'way musicomedy "Sea
Legs." She is also understudy to

Dorothy Stone and Catherine May-
field in the show.

More addenda . . . Ben Blake has
finished shooting on the first of a
series of mxisical shorts for Colum-
bia release featuring Sid Gary and
Val Irving . . . Pat Rooney, III, leaves

June 16th to join his famous P^d.
and Janet Reade, his wife, who ftf~~

be featured with him in Billy Rog&-*>

Centennial at Fort Worth, Texas . .

.

Bill Watson's next at the Astoria

studios will star Harry Gribbon...

Sam Sax goes to Europe on his va-

cation—Lee Stuart is heading for
the Canada wilds.
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Republic Lists 30 Features, 24 We Seriali

ALLIED PLANS TO ASK MAJORS FOR BETTER TERMS

Plan 'United Front
7

in Fight to End Admission Taxes
Dingell, Leading Drive, Sees

"Hard, Up-hill"

Battle
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rep. Dingell, Dem-

ocrat, of Michigan, leading the fight

in the House Ways and Means
Committee for the abolition or re-

duction of so-called "nuisance
taxes," including admission levies,

will rely upon a "united front"
strategy, he told The Film Daily
last night.

Dingell's announcement followed
a conference with Rep. Peyser, Dem-
ocrat of New York, author of a bill

{Continued on Page 3)

Technicians Strike Settlement May Come Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Settlement of the technicians' strike today is in prospect. If the
anticipated developments should fail to materialize, however, Federal intervention is

expected to be the next step. The FMPC is reported to have appealed to Secretary
of Labor Perkins to send Labor Department representatives here to investigate and
aid in arbitration.

Clark to Announce 20th-Fox Feature

Lineup (or '37-'38 at Meeting Today

DIVOTS, FUR TO FLY

AT GOLF TOURNAMENT

That both divots and fur will fly

for a fare-thee-well in the most ag-
gressively contested quest for the
Albee Trophy in the cup's long his-

tory, was indicated over the Me-
morial Day week-end by comment-
ing captains of all eight industry
teams which are entered in this

feature of the 25th Annual (Silver

Jubilee) Film Daily Golf Tourna-
ment, to be held Wednesday, June

{Continued on Page 18)

Band Shorts for Dance
Spots Opposed by Weber

In response to an inquiry from a

Hollywood producer who planned a

series of short subjects featuring
well-known bands to be used in

dance halls and other such spots in

place of bands, Joseph N. Weber,
{Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of

Los Angeles—The 1937-38 feature
product of 20th Century-Fox will be
announced by John D. Clark, gen-
eral manager of distribution, at the
opening session of the second day
of the annual sales convention at
the Ambassador Hotel here this

morning. The 20th Century-Fox

THE FILM DAILY
Movietone News, short subjects and
Educational shorts program will be
announced tomorrow.

Following Clark's announcement,
Col. Jason Joy, public relations

counsel, will discuss the program.
At the afternoon session Darryl F.

{Continued on Page 6)

TtiE WEEK IN REVIEW
Goldwyn-Korda U. A. Deal—Wanted: Reciprocity===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS ============

DOMESTIC
Hot on the heels of the announce-

ment in Hollywood by United Art-
ists' vice-prexy and general mana-
ger, George J. Schaefer, that the

company's producers would spend a

total of $26,000,000 on its 1937-38

productions, news flashed also from
the coast that a deal by which finan-

ce Continued

FOREIGN
Both the Federation of British In-

dustries and American distributors

are prepared to forward suggestions

to the Board of Trade on the film

reciprocity scheme advanced by
FBI, The Film Daily was advised

by a mid-week cable from London,
following a meeting there of repre-

on Page 9)

Adding Film Deals to Program

If Majors Agree to

Parley

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Subject of better terms on film

deals, from the exhibitor standpoint,
will be taken up by Allied with
major companies in event they grant
its request for a round-table confer-
ence which originated at the Mil-

waukee convention which closed last

Friday, it was indicated in New
York yesterday.

Additionally, Allied will seek elimi-

nation of circuit houses which, in its

opinion, are proving oppressive ir

their competition with independenl
houses in small situations, disband
ing of the MPTOA and joining
of affiliated theaters with its own

{Continued on Page 3)

Pro. Radio Show in Theater
it New Haven, Conn.—Loew's College
Theater will present the weekly Kiddie

.''Show, aired over WELI Friday nights,

on the stage of theater about June 1,

it is expected. The show is professional.

Plans are also in the offing to put

on a "WELI Show Window" as a regu-
lar weekly feature on another night,

engaging some of the station's out-
standing sustaining and commercial
talent, as well as an 18-piece orches-
tra.

Titles of 30 Features, 24 Westerns,

4 Serials Revealed at Republic Meet

Detroit Supply Dealers

Seek to End Price 'War"

Detroit—A general meeting of

local theater supply dealers was
held to discuss local price situation.

Dealers have been complaining in-

dividually of dog-eat-dog tactics,

{Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic Pictures'

program of 30 feature productions,

24 westerns and four serials, com-
prising eight groups, will be pre-

sented to the company's sales or-

ganization, meeting today at the

Roosevelt Hotel, by J. J. Milstein,

vice-president in charge of sales. All

{Continued on Page 10)

REISMAN AND DANIELL

TO PARLEY ON QUOTA

Phil Reisman, RKO Radio foreign
sales chief, said Saturday that he
expected Frederick Daniell, repre-

sentative of the new South Wales
Government, to arrive here this week
to take up the question of easing

(Continued on Page 6)

WB Execs. Off for Coast

Bookers and Ad Sales Meet

A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of

exchanges for Warner Bros., Sidney
C. Davidson, advertising accessories

sales manager, and I. F. Dolid, as-

sistant Vitaphone sales manager,
leave today for the Coast where

{Continued on Page 10)

Censor Quits; Will Warble
Detroit—Edgar W. Neal, assistant po-

lice censor, resigned following appoint-

ment of Sergeant Joseph Kollar, form-
er film censor, as his superior in charge

of all censorship. Neal, who protested

that he was entitled to the promo-
tion, indicated his intention of becom-
ing a professional singer.
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Hold Hearing This Week
On Hobbs Film Probe Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Congressman Hobbs,

Democrat of Alabama, announced
Saturday he had been advised by
Congressman O'Conner, Democrat of
New York, chairman of the House
Rules Committee, that hearings be-
fore the Rules Committee would be
held during this week on the Hobbs
bill asking a special investigation of
the motion picture industry. The
House Judiciary Committee, of which
Hobbs is a member, would direct the
investigation under the terms of his
bill. Hobbs indicated that he ex-
pected tacit cooperation of the Jus-
tice Department. The House Ju-
diciary Committee recently formally
approved his bill.

License Fee Increased
Albany — Ticket agency license

fees are increased to $200 from $50
for principal offices in an amend-
ment to the general business law
signed by Governor Lehman. Each
branch office or sub-agency would
be required to pay an annual fee
of $50.

Dickson Joins Disney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Gregory Dickson, for-
merly with RKO, has been made
publicity and advertising director
for Walt Disney Productions.

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.

Ira Greene

1
1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE-6- 8367

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount)—4th week Criterion

Pick a Star (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Turn Off the Moon (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
Hit Parade (Republic Pictures) Rivoli

This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox) Music Hali

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.) Strand

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal Pictures) Roxy
Behind the Headlines (RKO Radio) Rialto

The Girl from Scotland Yard ( Paramount) Central

The Prince and the Pauper (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

Big Business (20th Century-Fox) (b) Palace

Under the Red Robe ( New World) Little Carnegie

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—13th week Globe
Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—4th week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The World's in Love (Austrian Film)—last day Filmarte

On the Merry-Go-Round (Scandinavian Film)—2nd week Cinema de Paris

The Last Night (Amkino)—5th week Cameo
Decadence (French film) Belmont
Three Years Without a Woman (Nuovo Mondo) B'way Cine Roma

FUTURE OPENINGS
Paris Commune (Amkino)—June 1 Cameo
Les Miserables (French film)—June 1 (d) Cinema de Paris

I Met Him in Paris (Paramount Pictures)—June 2 Paramount
Parnell (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—June 3 Capitol
African Holiday (Ira Simmons)—June 3 Filmarte
Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox)—June 4 Roxy
The Go-Getter (Warner Bros.)—June 4 Criterion

Forever Yours (Grand National)—June 4 55th St. Playhouse
Another Dawn (Warner Bros.)—June 10 Music Hall

The Road Back (Universal Pictures)—June 17 (e) Globe
Slim (First National) ) (c) Strand
Woman Chases Man (United Artists) Music Hall

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows Current bill, (d) Return engagement.
(e) Two-a-day run.

Seider-Frisch & Rinzler

Take Over Two Theaters

Joseph M. Seider of Prudential
Theaters, in conjunction with Frisch
& Rinzler of the Randforce Circuit,
has taken over the Casino Theater,
113-18 Liberty Ave., Richmond Hill,

L. I., and the Garden Theater, 113-
12 Jamaica Ave., Richmond Hill,

L. I. Prudential will operate. Pru-
dential Circuit has also purchased
Philip Hodes' interest in the Roose-
velt Theater, 88-04 Jamaica Ave.,
Woodhaven, L. I. The balance of
the ownership of the Roosevelt The-
ater is vested in the Randforce Cir-
cuit.

Film Division to Meet
"Form and Content of the Holly-

wood Film" will be discussed by the
Film Division of the American
Writers Congress at a session at
the New School for Social Research
on Sunday, June 6. Robert Gessner,
writer and instructor in a film

course at New York University, is

chairman of the Film Division.

Sunday Show Question Up
Thomasville, Ga.—Court test of

Sunday movies here is set down for
Saturday before Judge W. E. Thomas
of the Superior Court. Nat Williams
opened his house on Sunday, follow-
ing a municipal referendum boy-
cotted by churches, and court move
followed.

"Dawn" for Music Hall
Warners' "Another Dawn," co-

starring Kay Francis and Errol
Flynn, opens at the Radio City Mu-
sic Hali on June 10.

15 Days to File Dissent

To Roxy Reorg'n Plan

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
Saturday granted permission to the

Pounds Committee to send out the
Roxy plan of reorganization to all

of its depositors. Judge Caffey or-

dered that all depositors who have
not filed notice of dissent within 15

days of mailing shall be held bound
to the plan.

ITOA Outing In July

I.T.O.A. will hold its annual out-

ing in July with the choice now nar-

rowed to a boat ride to Bear Moun-
tain or a day at Briarcliff Manor.
Entertainment committee for the af-

fair includes Dave Weinstock, John
Manheimer, Stanley Lawton and L.

Meyers. Board of directors of the

association held their regular semi-

monthly meeting Wednesday aboard
the yacht of A. L. Alexander.

HIComing and Going

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram,
arrived in Hollywood over the week-end from
New York.

W. B. COKELL, treasurer of Paramount Pic-
tures, left the home office yesterday for a
brief business visit to company's Hollywood
studios.

WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN and his wife, MARIE
JERITZA, arrive today on the coast following
a visit to New York.

CARL LAEMMLE, SR., is scheduled to sail

today for Europe.

FRANK CHAPMAN and his wife, GLADYS
SWARTHOUT, sail on the Normandie tomorrow
for a vacation in England and on the Conti-
nent.

PHIL BAKER leaves for the coast next week
for a role in a Samuel Goldwyn production.

HERBERT CROOKER, Warner Bros.' publicist,

returns to the home office today from New
England.

ALEXANDER KORDA returns to England
shortly, following his stay of several weeks in

New York and on the coast.

HERB JAEDICKER, art director for United
Artists, returns to the home office today from
a week's vacation.

ROY HAINES and ROBERT SMELTZER of
Warners arrive in Cincinnati today and will be
in Pittsburgh tomorrow, with stops in Cleve-
land and Detroit scheduled later.

AXEL YOKEL left for the coast by plane
yesterday.

A. W. SCHWALBERG, SIDNEY C. DAVIDSON
and I. F. DOLID of Warners leave for the
West Coast today.

WILLIAM K. SAXTON, Loew's city manager
in Baltimore, is en route to the West Coast.

NAT LEVINE, GLORIA SWANSON, GLENDA
FARRELL, NEIL HAMILTON, A. C. BLUMEN-
THAL and SAM ECKMAN, M-G-M English rep-
resentative, arrived on the Normandie yester-

day.

ROBERT HITCHCOCK RUBIN is in Detroit,

stopping off on the way to Hollywood.

MILTON S. KUSEL returns from a vacation
today.

SAM SAX, due back from Chicago today, sails

for Europe June 26.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE and MARY ELLIS
will sail for England on the Aquitania tomor-
row.

MILTON WEISS goes to the coast this week.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN is returning today from
Galveston.

A. H. McCAUSLAND and GEORGE LEISURE
leave for the coast today.

W. B. COKELL is en route to the coast.

NORMAN MORAY, S. CHARLES EINFELD,
ROY HAINES and HARRY GOLDBERG of War-
ners leave for Pittsburgh today.

Seventh First-Run House

Opens in Portland Friday

Portland, Ore.—This city gets its

seventh first run house when the

new Rivoli Theater, built at a cost

of $60,000, opens Friday. House will

add vaude to films.

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

REEL PAK
BOXES

. . . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package Io'^j*

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picture filrjf

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pro^-*'

tection. More economical. Saves space. Made of

high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner

protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost.

JERSEY CITY
N.J.

ROBERT GAYLORD, INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
CAL.
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BETTER DEAL TERMS

ON ALLIED PROGRAM

-2&*lDANLY

(Continued from Page 1)

organization. Program, as approved
at Milwaukee, also calls for ending
of alleged advantages given inde-
pendent circuits and curbing of
various affiliated circuit practices.

Commenting upon the new Allied
plan, President Nathan Yamins yes-
terday said:

"To my mind the adoption of the
resolution at Friday morning's ses-
sion will work out for the best in-

terests of the industry as a whole.
If the distributors accept the proffer
of the 'olive branch,' and consent
to our demands the result obtained
will be that the distributors would
have to dispose of fewer number of
theaters than they would have to
dispose of under the divorcement
plan or chain theater tax plan, and
the exhibitors and distributors alike

will avoid the taxation involved un-
der the theater chain tax plan. In
addition, all exhibitors would benefit
by the elimination of all unfair prac-
tices and all would benefit through
peace, harmony and good will which
would prevail in the industry."
The Allied defense committee,

which is handling the project, will

immediately invite the major com-
pany heads to confer with it on the
proposals.

Detroit Supply Dealers

Seek to End Price 'War"

(Continued from Page 1)

and some agreement on basic prices
has been sought. One announced
result of the meeting was a 10 cent
jump in the price of ticket rolls.

New figure is 50 cents.

Band Shorts for Dance
Spots Opposed by Weber

(Continued from Page 1)

president of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, has stated that
he will forbid bands to appear in

such films, it was said yesterday by
Thomas F. Gamble, A. F. of M. vice

president.

JUNE 1

Clive Brook

William A. Seiter

• • • SOMETHING NEW in interviews with Lily
Pons giving a Mass Interview in response to many requests
from college, school and club paper reporters she will
face them all at the Columbia Broadcasting Playhouse No. 1
today at 5:30 p. m the amateur reporters will sit out
front in the ork, and fire their questions at Miss Pons, who will
answer from the stage

• • • HIS FIFTIETH birthday was celebrated by Doug-
las Rothacker of Rothacker Films the other week-end
with a party at his home in Great Neck attended by
many of his friends in the industry

T

• • • AN INVITATION has been extended to Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt by Grand National to sponsor the
world premiere of its Gilbert and Sullivan musical, 'The Girl
Said No," in Washington in June twenty-five per cent
of the b.o. receipts will be devoted to any charity that the
President's wife may suggest

T

• • • LAST MINUTE change in plans will keep Jackie
Cooper on the coast after he was all set for his stage
debut in "Slightly Terrific" in a summer theater the
show looks set for a Broadway opening in the fall it

was authored by that slightly terrific pressagey, Ken Lyon ....

• • • A VERY unique display set up in the lobby of the
Roxy in connection with the current campaign for safe
driving two devices, the Reactometer and the Steero-
meter, that enable motorists to check their ability to drive a
car the machines deliver a printed score that indicates
the motorist's skill

• • • A NEW book by George Antheil, composer of the
score for Cecil B. DeMille's "The Buccaneer" is off the presses,
titled "Every Man His Own Detective" ... • Samuel Stein
of Youngstown, Ohio, has announced the engagement of his

daughter. Flora, to Jack Steinberg, manager of the Harbor
theater at Ashtabula

• • • THE FILM lads in Nebraska are rather proud of
Alois Slepicka, of Wilber who is a member of the uni-
cameral legislature in Lincoln Alois was the second
movie operator in the state he bought his first films

from Carl Laemmle when the latter was in Omaha

• • • THAT GENT who headed the division of Veterans
of Foreign Wars in the Decoration Day Parade through our
hamlet was none other than Bert Adler, now Deputy
Sanitation Commissioner ... • The RKO nine now heads the
M. P. Baseball League by defeating the Skouras Theaters team
by a score of 6 to 5 Jim Mulhall did the pitching, and
Chic Schultz scored a home run ... • A testimonial dinner
was given to Lieutenant Lester Potter, retiring police censor
of Detroit, by the Michigan Showmen's Association Leo
Lippa, prexy, was in charge of the arrangements

PLAN "UNITED FRONT"

IN FIGHT ON TAXES

« « « » » »

( Contir, tied from Page 1

)

to curtail the amusement levies. He
indicated he will meet with spon-
sors of other measures aimed at
various nuisance taxes to effect the
adoption of a common policy.

Dingell, who admits his group
faces a "hard, up-hill fight," de-
clared returns of the next three
quarters should be used as gauge
with the view to fixing the expira-
tion date or instituting the reduc-
tion in amusement tax as well as
all other nuisance taxes, at next
year's session.

"Nuisance taxes" would be ex-
tended two years by the Admin-
istration bill, fathered by Ways
and Means Chairman Doughton,
Democrat of North Carolina.

Haines and Smeltzer Will

Visit Four WB Branches

Roy Haines, Warners' Eastern and
Canadian sales manager, and Rob-
ert Smeltzer, central district man-
ager, left last night on a business

trip covering four of the company's
branch offices.

They arrive in Cincinnati today
and will be in Pittsburgh tomorrow
to attend the zone managers' meet-
ing. The Warner men will also visit

Cleveland and Detroit. They return
Monday.
The above four branch offices

were recently added to Smeltzer's

district and this is his first visit to

these exchanges, as Central district

manager.

Luter Succeeds Swanson
Miami, Fla.—J. Howell Luter has

been named manager of the Para-
mount theater, according to an-
nouncement from W. R. Lynch, gen-
eral manager of Paramount Enter-
prises, Miami. Luter succeeds Rob-
ert C. Swanson who has been trans-

ferred to a managerial post upstate,

and leaves the Rex where he was
manager for three years.

To Remodel Detroit Gayety
Detroit — The Gayety Theater,

operated by damage and Rothstein,

has closed for the summer and will

be completely remodelled.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Cecil B. DcMillc constantly carries

$100 in foreign gold in his pocket for

goc»d luck, the United States govern-
ment having refused him permission to

carry domestic gold.

—PARAMOUNT.
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CAROLE LOMBARD • CLAUDETTE
ARTHUR • FRED WARING •

curtesy Columbia anj The Pennsylvanians

BRIAN AHERNE • HENRY FO
BAS1 '

CH
ON 1

BAKER • ETHEL MERMAN 1

YOU'RE JUST IN TIME TO
GUARANTEE MORE STAR
POWER THAN EVER BEFORE

ERROL FLYNN • BETTE DAVIS • KAY FRANOC
EDWARD G. ROBINSON • FERNAND GRAVET •

PAT O'BRIEN • WAYNE MORRIS • LESLIE HOW,
ANITA LOUISE • HUMPHREY BOGART • RUDY VA

t



)LBERT • GINGER ROGERS • JEAN
Courtesy RKO-Radio

ILES BOYER • MIRIAM HOPKINS
Qoldwyn

KENNY
Courtesy Samuel Goldwyn

• WARNER BAXTER
Courtesy 20th Cent -Fox

RATHBONE BENNY GOODMAN
and His Swing Orchestra

THINK OF IT-ALL THESE
OTHER WORLD-FAMED FAVOR-

ITES TO KEEP YOU COMPANY!

D'i^K POWELL • MARION DAVIES • PAUL MUNI
)RGE BRENT . THE MAUGH TWINS, Billy and Bobby

\
• OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND • JOAN BLONDELL

* • IAN HUNTER • DICK FORAN . BORIS KARLOFF

,*0*
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CLARK TO ANNOUNCE

20TH-F0X PIX LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production, will speak.
The convention got under way

yesterday with a session devoted to
addresses hy Clark, Walter J.

Hutchinson, foreign general mana-
ger; Sol Lesser, producer, and Wil-
liam Sussman and William J. Kup-
per, division managers.
At a conference on Movietone

News and short subjects in the af-
ternoon addresses were made by
Truman H. Talley, producer of the
newsreel; William J. Clark, general
sales manager of short subjects and
news ; H. Lawrenson, Lowell
Thomas, Ed Thorgersen, Lew Lehr,
Earl Hammons and Jack Skirball.

Prizes for winners in the fourth
S. R. Kent drive were distributed by
J. P. O'Loghlin, drive leader, and
William C. Gehring, central division
manager.

Divisional delegates registered at
the 20th-Fox sales convention in
progress at the Ambassador in-
clude:

Eastern
New York—H. H. Buxbaum, J. J.

Lee, M. Sanders, Morris Kurtz, Wil-
liam Schutzer, Richard Gledhill,
Abe Blumstein, Seymour Florin, G.
Blenderman, Al Mendelson, Louis
Kuttler, E. McManus.
Boston—Tom Bailey, E. X. Calla-

han, H. S. Alexander, J. Feloney, J.
Cobb, H. Gold, Ed Eschmann, M.
Simons, S. Berg, J. Connolly, S.
Horowitz.
Albany—M. Grassgreen, T. Schein-

berg, B. Dare, D. Houligan, E.
Sichel.

Philadelphia — Edgar Moss, S.
Gross, A. Davis, W. G. Humphries,
B. R. Tolmas, Charles G. Norris, J.
Howard Smith, G. Fleischman, A.
Truell.
Pittsburgh—Ira Cohn, C. C. Kel-

lenberg, A. Interrante, George
Moore, E. S. Thorpe, Joseph David-
son, J. Vandergrift.
New Haven—B. A. Simon, E.

Wright, S. Germain, M. Weinstein.
Washington—S. N. Wheeler, S.

Diamond, F. B. Klein, J. A. Murphy,
J. Skillman, J. Cohan, Mrs. Sarah
Young, Ira Sichelman.

Buffalo—Sydney Samson, W. C.
Rowell, G. E. Dickman, M. W.
Kempner, L. E. Blumenfeld, E.
Stamp.

Cincinnati—J. J. Grady, Edward
A. Burkhart, John A. Needham,
Leavitt J. Bugie, E. C. Naegel,
James Neff, A. B. Kelley.

Cleveland — G. A. Roberts, J.
Schmertz, D. S. Davidson, E. R.
Bergman, S. N. Lichter, F. J. Hunt,
Nathan Scott.

Central

Chicago—C. W. Eckhardt, A. M.
Van Dyke, E. P. Grohe, H. Loeb,
H. Goodamote, F. Sliter, M. Simon,
F. Wagner, L. A. Monette.

Detroit — Lester Sturm, A. D.
Knapp, E. A. Westcott, Roy Car-
row, L. Sanshie, F. Keillor.

Minneapolis—M. A. Levy, J. M.
Podoloff, Earl Lorentz, J. S. Cohan,

With 20th-Fox Conventioneers==^= By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"DY AN odd coincidence Australia's

managing director, Stanley S.

Crick, and England's sales director,

R. Sutton Dawes, have been in this
country every time the corporation
has held a convention in Los An-
geles. This marks the third they
have attended in California.

Salesmen promoted to their posts
within the past year, and attending
their first sales convention are Har-
old Lyons of Minneapolis, Ted
Scheinberg of Albany, Seymour
Florin of New York, Sam Hinson of
Charlotte, Dick McClure of Atlan-
ta, K S. Thrope of Pittsburgh, G.
L. James of Oklahoma City, W. S.
Miller and G. E. Gribble of Dallas,
and Carl Hallstrom of Salt Lake
City.

Delegates pn the special were
happy to see Jack Sichelman, as-
sistant to John D. Clark, aboard the
train with them. Jack, who collab-
orated with Isidore Lincer in trans-
portation arrangements, was ill

much of last winter. Right now he
is in perfect health.

Maybe railroad officials tell the
same thing to all movie convention
delegates, but anyway they told

the 20th Century-Fox crew that
they were the nattiest dressers
among film groups they have trans-
ported this year.

Ira Cohn, Pittsburgh manager,
and Eddie Callahan, Boston man-
ager, boast 100 per cent distribution
record for the sake of 1936-37 prod-
uct to every single possibility in
their territories. It's the first time
in m.p. history that such a stunt
was pulled in New England.

Leonard Gaynor, home office pub-
licity man among whose ticket-sell-
ing exploits have included chang-
ing the name of Times Square and
introducing a bill in Congress, came
west bearing a new jack-knife for
Jane Withers's collection.

For the first time at a company
convention the feminine contingent
is well represented. The home office

sent Hettie Gray Baker, and the
field is represented by Bookers
Florence Patke of St. Louis and
Sarah Young of Washington. Man-
agerial Secretaries Rae Telfer of
San Francisco and Miss A. K. Le-
Gendre of Denver, and Mrs. Anna-
belle Kelly of the ad sales depart-
ment in Cincinnati.

W. G. Mussman, Louis Cohen, N.
F. Hall, Harold Lyons, P. Lund-
quist, William Clayson.
Milwaukee—J. H. Lorentz, Mor-

ris Horwitz, George Edgerton, Carl
Michel, Meyer Kahn, S. Kohlberg.
Des Moines—S. J. Mayer, H. Gott-

lieb, A. W. Riegelman, E. P. O'Neill,
Edward Canty, G. F. Halloran.

Indianapolis—G. T. Landis, J. R.
Neger, H. L. Hancock, Gaylord J.

Black, T. McCleaster, K. Dotterer,
E. Orsenigo.
Omaha—J. E. Scott, F. C. Miller,

Carl Reese, H. P. Ironfield, R. A.
Wagle, R. C. Buell.
Calgary—V. M. Skory, F. L.

Scott.

Montreal — E. English, W. J.

O'Hara, J. E. Pearson.
St. John—R. G. March.
Toronto—J. P. O'Loghlin, H. J.

Bailey, W. J. Reid, L. Lester, J. W.
Powis, S. Glasier.
Vancouver—J. E. Patterson, E.

H. Teel.
Winnipeg—J. H. Huber, Charles

Krupp.
Western

San Francisco—Herman Wobber,
G. M. Ballentine, Al Laurice, H.
Cree, F. C. Bernard, J. W. Flana-
gan, G. M. Westergren, Miss Rae
Telfer.
Kansas City—W. E. Scott, G. W.

Fuller, W. J. Kubitzki, J. F. Wood-
ward, Charles Knickerbocker, H.
Kinser, M. A. Tanner, C. D. Craw-
ford.

Charlotte—Phil Longdon, J. E.
Holston, G. E. Ebersole, Sam Hin-
son, J. 0. Mock, C. T. Hardin.

St. Louis—B. B. Reingold, J. A.
Feld, George H. Ware, L. J. Wil-

liams, A. Eskin, Miss F. Patke, A.
McManus.
Atlanta—H. G. Ballance, Paul

Wilson, R. G. McClure, M. Mitchell,
R. H. Fairchild, Fred R. Dodson, H.
P. Laseter, R. H. Ford, Ed Tucker.
Oklahoma City—C. W. Clark, M.

W. Osborne, G. L. James, W. T.
Clark, J. 0. Whelihan.
Dallas—H. R. Beiersdorf, W. S.

Miller, J. E. Gribble, N. B. Hous-
ton, D. W. Scott, D. P. Rathbone,
T. P. Tidwell, C. Miller.
Memphis — T. W. Young, Nat

Wyse, T. I. Baskin, M. Sheridan, R.
M. Bandy.
New Orleans—E. V. Landaiche,

H. P. Shallcross, G. R. Pabst, G. J.

Broggi, M. Johnston.
Denver — R. J. Morrison, Hugh

Rennie, E. M. Loy, C. A. Larson, J.

J. Aldrich, Miss A. K. LeGendre.
Portland— C. F. Powers, C. L.

Robinette, V. A. Whitcomb, Herschel
Fox.
Los Angeles—J. N. Dillon, W. T.

Wall, B. F. Robison, Morris Sudmin,
Elmer Youngs.

Salt Lake—C. L. Walker, J. D.
McElhinney, J. L. Tidwell, V. J.

Dugan, C. J. Hallstrom, C. A.
Blasius.

Seattle—H. Edmond, A. Gollofon,
H. P. Frederick, J. W. Brooks, A.
V. Filigno.

Zimmer Joins Monarch
Detroit— Ben Zimmer, formerly

with Columbia Pictures sales staff
in this territory, has been appoint-
ed new state salesman for Monarch
Pictures by Manager Ann O'Don-
nell.

REISMAN AND DANilU

TO PARLEY ON QUOTI

(Continued from Page 1)

quota restrictions requiring Amer:
can companies to produce in Aui
tralia. RKO Radio has taken th

position that it will be forced to dis

continue business in New Sout
Wales if the quota law is enforce
because the cost will be prohibitiv<

Reisman has offered to lend ever
possible aid to the New South Wale
film production industry by dis

tributing good pictures produce
there at cost and by helping to trai

people for production work. As I
of the major companies are in pra(

tically the same position as RKl
Radio in New South Wales, Reis

man's discussions with Daniell wil

affect all the companies alike, it i

believed.

N. Y. Theater Festival

Planned for August, 3

An American theater festival i

New York in August, 1938, and a:

internationaf theater convention th

following year are in prospect as

result of action taken at the Amer
ican Theater Council convention re

cently held here.

The Council's board also favor

raising of a $100,000 fund for pro

motion of the legit, theater industr;

through an assessment on theater

and benefit performances.
The Council will investigate a pro

posal that sound apparatus be per

fected for legit, theater use and an

other that central air-conditionini

for theaters be established.

Monogram Adds Salesmen
M. G. Shackleford, former Kansa:

City Republic salesman, has joinei

Monogram Pictures of Kansas City
Inc., in a similar capacity. An
Huesman is now a member of thi

Minneapolis exchange, representinj
the North and South Dakota terri

tories as salesman. He was formerlj
with Celebrated Films.

African Film Thursday
"African Holiday," described as

an authentic drama of the Africai

interior and photographed by Mr
and Mrs. Harry C. Pearson will havi

its world premiere Thursday at th(

Filmarte Theater. It is expectec

that the house will close over th<

summer, following exhibition of thf

picture.

New Film Transit Co.
Little Rock, Ark.—Film 3^usit

Co., with headquarters in M\~~ his

and Little Rock, will begin op*erat

ing in this state June 7, it has been

announced by M. H. Brandon, pres^

ident and general manager of the

firm. Brandon was formerly man-
ager of the Inter-Carolina Delivery

Service.

i»v.i
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MARX BROS. {Groucho, Ch/'co, Harpo) in "A DAY AT THE RACES" with Allan Jones and Maureen O'Sullivan

A Sam Wood Production. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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cial interests of Charles Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-
ford would be acquired by Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda was
near the closing stage. Dr. A. H.
Giannini, U. A. president, stated
that Goldwyn and Korda hold an
option to buy, but exercise of it

would in no way effect 1937-38 pro-
duction plans.

* * *

Allied held its convention in Mil-
waukee. Outstanding developments
included authorization of its Special
Defense Committee to decide as to
Whether or not an effort will be
made to confer with major company
heads on plans for curbing the af-
filiated circuits and decision to study
a plan for setting up a national film
buying combine under which partic-
ipating theaters would pay three
per cent of their total rentals as a
fee. Plans for expanding Allied
into a body of greater scope and
proportions; adoption of a resolu-

' tion urging member support of the
Neely-Pettengill bill; and advocacy
of a Congressional investigation of
the industry were other develop-
ments.

Warners and subsidiary compa-
nies reported for the 26, weeks end-
ed Feb. 27, last, a net operating
profit of $4,040,388.94,—more than
double that for the corresponding
period a year ago . . . SMPE
concluded on Friday its five-day
Spring conclave at the Hollywood-
Roosevelt Hotel, with more than 300
delegates attending . . . George Can-
Hy's appointment as Continental Eu-
ropean manager of Universal Pic-
tures was announced early in the
week by company's export manager,
Gustave Schaefer . . . Charles Mun-
ro told The Film Daily on Tuesday
in New York that his resignation
as joint managing director of Gen-
eral Theaters, Australian combine,

' is temporary pending his return to
Sydney. Maurice Sloman is occu-
pying the post in the meantime . . .

Six producers,—Warners, Columbia,
M-G-M, RKO, Max Gordon, and Carl
Laemmle, Jr.,—were revealed as
having invested substantially more
than $1,000,000 in acquiring screen
rights to 15 Broadway stage plays
during season now drawing to a
close ... A survey disclosed, based
on present indications and indices,

that there will be fewer theater
closings this Summer throughout
the country than in the last five

years.

FOREIGN
\v) (Continued from Page \)

sentatives of the three principal
British film groups with Dr. Ed-
ward Leslie Durgin, Parliamentary
Secretary of the Board ox Trade,
who promised the deputation that
he would fully consider their views
anent both the "dumping" of low-
cost U. S. product on the English
market, and steps to effect further

THE
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Reviews of Hew TU*m
"Under the Red Robe"
with Annabella, Conrad Veidt, Raymond

Massey
20th Century-Fox 80 Mins.

STIRRING ROMANCE AND DELIGHT-
FUL COSTUME PRODUCTION SPLEN-
DIDLY ACTED AND DIRECTED.

This production by Robert Kane in Eng-
land and directed by Victor Seastrom has

the advantage of being beautifully pro-

duced with absolute adherence to the

period in costume and settings. The stir-

ring times of the Huguenot rebellion in

France centering around the activities of

Cardinal Richelieu are glamorously present-

ed, and the action moves swiftly. The
production carries a strong appeal for the

romantically inclined as well as the thrill

lovers. Conrad Veidt plays the role of Gil

de Berault, the notorious duellist, whose
fife is spared from the gallows by the

Cardinal on condition that he capture the

Duke of Foix, who is stirring up the Hugue-
not rebellion, and bring him to Paris. So
Veidt gains access to the Duke's castle,

finds him away on a visit to Spain where
he is in hiding, and under guise of being
wounded by unknown enemies, remains aS

the castle and cultivates the acquaintance

of the Duke's wife and sister. He falls

in love with the latter. Then the adven-
ture waxes hectic with the return of the

Duke, the arrival of a scouting party of

soldiers, who prepare to take the Duke a

prisoner back to the Cardinal. Veidt in-

tervenes, claiming him as his prisoner. He
allows him to escape to Bordeaux and thence

to England, and returns to the Cardinal

to give himself up for his treason and take

his punishment. But the King gives the

Cardinal credit for a master move in avoid-

ing bloodshed and leaving the rebellion

without a leader, so the Cardinal is graci-

ous and brings the disgraced emissary and

his lady love together, to live in the castle

of her brother under the king's protection.

Veidt gives a subtle and powerful perform-

ance. The much touted Annabella as the

Duke's sister is charming and a fine artist.

Raymond Massey as the Cardinal is impres-

sive. A fine cast throughout. Direction

by Victor Seastrom is splendid.

Cast: Conrad Veidt, Annabella, Raymond
Massey, Romney Brent, Sophie Stewart,

F. Wyndham Goidio, Lawrence Grant, Baliol

holloway, Shale Gardner, Frank Damer,

James Regan, Edie Martin, Haddon Mason,

J. Fisher White, Ben Soutten, Anthony

Eustrol.

Producer, Robert T. Kane; Director, Vic-

tor Seastrom; Author, Stanley Weyman;
Screenplay, Lajos Biro, Philip Lindsay, J.

L Hudson; Editor, James Clark; Camera-

man, Georges Perinal.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Ex-

cellent.

playing time for British films on
American screens.

* * *

With completion of "Dr. Syn," the
new George Arliss starring picture,

now well along in production, GB's
current season's program will be 95.

per cent finished, company's Lon-
don offices announced.

* * *

Dispatch from Britain's metropo-
lis also disclosed that Jack Buchan-
an will produce five pictures this

year and eight next year.

FOREIGN
'Das Maedchen Irene'

("Daughter Irene")

UFA 96 Mins.

EXCELLENT DRAMATIC PORTRAYAL
OF CHILD BEHAVIORISM.

Audiences familiar with the German lang-

uage will find this feature rich entertain-

ment. Patrons generally, regardless of

their ability to understand the dialogue
completely, will nevertheless comprehend
the action and situations easily. Consid-
ered from every angle, the film is of stand-
out quality. Its acting is astute; its screen-
play is firmly fashioned; its direction and
photography masterful. The story, which,
at the outset, takes the form of a comedy,
rapidly evolves into a rugged and dramatic
portrayal of a young girl's emotional mael-
strom upon comprehending that her mother
is going to marry for a second time. Sa-
bine Peters interprets this juvenile role

with conviction and fidelity, despite its

depth and psychological weight. As her
little sister, Geraldine Katt, is equally adept
in the art of acting. Their mother is Lil

Dagover, one of the Continent's most
polished and attractive performers. The
musical sequences are beautifully wrought.

Cast: Lil Dagover, Sabine Peters, Geral-
dine Katt, Hedwig Bleibtreu, Karl Schon-
bock, Hans Richter, Elsa Wagner, Roma
Bahn, Alice Treff, Erich Fielder, Olga Lim-
burg, Gertrud Wolle, Georges Boulanger,
Hilde Scheppan.

Producer, Ufa; Director, Reinhold Schun-
zel; Musical Arrangement, Alois Melichar;
Presented at the 86th Street Garden The-
ater.

"Familjen Som Var En
Karusel"

("The Family That Was A Merry-Go-
Round")

Scandinavian T. P., Inc. 97 Mins.

FAIRLY DIVERTING SATIRICAL COM-
EDY; TECHNICALLY GOOD, BUT LONG.

Moving along with a hop-skip-and-jump
tempo, this film yarn in Swedish reveals

via straight comedy and pantomimic situa-

tions the rather madcap events which be-
fall a naval officer after he relinquishes

command of his ship to take life easy.

But he reckons without the antics of his

duet of dizzy daughters, one of whom
falls in love with a plumber. The peace-
seeking father also becomes embroiled with
a widow, from whose designs and clutches

he has considerable difficulty in effecting

a successful retreat. At times the scenes
take on a tang of slapstick, but for the
most part they keep to the path of mild

satire. Acting is good; and photography
sharp, as is majority of dialogue. Scandi-

navian fans will doubtless find it fairly

satisfactory stuff.

Cast: Carl Barcklind, Karin Ekelund, Aino
Taube, Solveig Hedengran, Rut Holm, Alex
Hogel, Bengt Djurberg, Emile Stiebel, Mar-
git Andelius.

Producer, Europa Productions; Director,

S. Bauman; Author, Gunnar Widegren. Pre-

sented at the Cinema de Paris.

LITTLE from LOTS
;By RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD
CO enthusiastic is Director Irving

Cumings, currently filming the
final sequences for Walter Wanger's
all-color "Vogues of 1938," over the
screen possibilities of "Lady Do-
lores' Romance," now topping the
list of best-selling novels in England,
he has cabled his London represen-
tative to negotiate for the purchase
of the talkie rights to the Erskine
Powers' tale.

T T T

Grand National has signed John
Sherwood as assistant director and
John Stumar as cameraman for the
James Cagney musical "Something
to Sing About" to be produced by
the Victor Schertzinger-Zion Myers
units starting Friday.

T T T
Universal has borrowed Billy Gil-

bert from RKO for a comedy char-
acter role in "100 Men and a Girl,"
and has signed Forrester Harvey for
a character role in "Too Clever to
Live."

T T
Robert E. Welsh, who effected

friendly settlement of his three-year
contract with General Pictures Corp.
and tendered his resignation, was
actuated by a difference of opinion
over the price bracket of pictures
for the coming season.

T T T
The actors' branch of the Academy

has asked consent of the producers
to immediately terminate the Acad-
emy agreement governing actor-
producers' relations which does not
expire until 1940 so that the Screen
Actors' Guild agreement with pro-
ducers can become effective June 10.

T T
Casting assignments—Monogram

:

Russell Simpson, "Paradise Isle";
Columbia: Ron Wilson, Charles
King, John Murray, "It Can't Last
Forever"; L. J. O'Conner, Mike
Morita, Zeni Victori, "Once a Hero"

;

Fern Emmet, Lucille Lund, Harry
Tyler, "Girls Can Play."

T T
Richard Rowland will produce

Grand National's "Face the Facts,"
the Clarence Budington Kelland
story starring Stuart Erwin, which
was previously assigned to Andrew
L. Stone. The picture will start
shooting tomorrow.

T T T

George Bricker has completed the
screenplay for "Grand Opera Goes
West," which will mark Frank
Mandel's debut as a producer at
Warner Bros. Mandel, formerly of
Mandel and Schwab, Broadway pro-
ducers, also wrote the original.
Bobby Connolly will direct.

T
Charles Ford will produce "A

Screen Test" for the Lowell Thomas
series, "Going Places," at Univer-
sal. Sylvan Simon, Universal test
director, and Catherine Hughes will
be among the principals.
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WB EXECS. TO COAST

FOR BOOKERS' MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

they will conduct the sessions of the
company's first bookers' and ad
salesmen's convention which will be
held at the Leamington Hotel, Oak-
land, on Saturday and Sunday.
At this convention, which will be

followed by three other regional
meets throughout the country dur-

ing the month, selling angles on
forthcoming product will be dis-

cussed with special emphasis placed

on the company's recently adopted
accessories rental plan. While there,

the home office representatives will

also visit the Burbank studios to

witness production on the new sea-

son's product.
Set for the remainder of the

month will be meets in Chicago,
New Orleans, and New York, where
similar matters will be taken up
with bookers and ad salesmen in

each territory.

Warner Theater Men Hold

Pittsburgh Meet Tomorrow

In preparation for the new sea-

son's lineup, Harry Kalmine, Warner
Theater Zone Manager, with head-
quarters in Pittsburgh, will hold the

first general meeting of the theater

men in his territory to discuss mer-
chandising plans for next season's

product tomorrow in the Smoky
City.

Representatives from Kalmine's
zone, which ranges from Erie, Pa. to

Charleston, W. Va. and from
Youngstown, O. to Johnstown, Pa.

will be present, along with invited

representatives from the company's
home office. Those from New York
who will attend and also address the

meet are Norman Moray, short sub-
jects sales manager; S. Charles Ein-
feld, Director of Advertising and
Publicity; Roy Haines, Eastern and
Canadian sales manager, and Harry
Goldberg, Director of Warner The-
ater Advertising and Publicity; Rob-
ert Smeltzer, Central District Mana-
ger, and Harry Seed, Pittsburgh
Branch Manager, will also be pres-
ent.

Helen Palm in New Post

Kenosha, Wis.—Miss Helen Palm,
former cashier at the Gateway
Theater here, has been placed in

charge of the accounting and book-
keeping department of the Standard
Gateway Theater, Inc., while Rob-
ert Schmitt has been promoted from
doorman to chief of staff at the cir-

cuit's Kenosha Theater.

Republic's 1937-38 Lineup Calls for

30 Features, Including Four Specials
(Continued from Page lj

of the company's franchise owners
in the United States and Canada,
New York office and studio execu-
tives, and all sales supervisors are
in attendance.

Republic's new line-up calls for
"Four 1937-38 Anniversary Spe-
cials," aimed for class A theaters
on which the company is centering
all of its production resources.
They embrace:
"Manhattan Merry - Go - Round,"

musical romance starring Phil Re-
gan; "Wagons Westward," from the
book by Armstrong Perry; "Hit
Parade of 1938," second Regan star-
rer and planned as annual special;
"All Hands on Deck," described as
a "romantic drama with music."

Second group is the "1937-38
Jubilee Ten," which numbers:
"The Racket Buster," screen or-

iginal; "Come On, Leathernecks,"
adapted from "One If By Land" by
Winston Miller; "Stormy Weather,"
comedy drama with Alison Skip-
worth, Polly Moran, Max Terhune;
"The Return of Raffles," from the
book by Barry Perowne; "Navy
Bride," story by Mildred Cram;i
"Born to be Wild," screen original;
"Hollywood Band Wagon," based on
the story "Hail from Heaven," by
Everett Freeman and a Regan star-
rer; "Meet the Duchess," second
Skipworth-Moran starrer, with Max
Terhune; "The Smart Guy," drama;
"All American Girl," a Regan star-

rer based on the original, "Romance
by Request," by Jerry Wald, Jules
and Phil Epstein.
The third group, "16 Showmen's

Money-Makers," includes:
"Four Marked Men," original

murder mystery by Gordon Kahn;
"Prison Nurse," original by Ann
Harolde, Henry Blankfort; "Island
of Forgotten Men," Alcatraz story
by Malcolm Wheeler - Nicholson;
"Ladies Make News," new type
newspaper yarn; "The Duke Comes
Back," book by Lucian Cary; "Get
Your Man," adapted from book by
Ethel and James Dorrance; "Crime
for Sale," screen original; "Queen

of Burlesque," from original story,

"Strip Tease," by Leston Huntley,
Albert Barker, with treatment by
Ann Harolde; also:

"Sweet and Hot," book by Ann
Lawrence; "The Girl I Loved," based
on James Whitcomb Riley poem;
"Fighting Irish," by John Hopper;
"Honolulu Holiday," original story
with music; "Hot Millions," oil

strike story; "Romance in the
Hills," original by Ann Harolde;
"College Nights," with talent se-

lected from largest U. S. co-ed uni-
versities; "Crashing the Front
Page," news cameramen vs. news
reporters story.

Gene Autry again heads a series

of 24 westerns with eight pictures.
There also will be eight "Three
Mesquiteers" westerns, based on
ideas by William Colt MacDonald
and eight westerns from Bob Steele.

The Autry "1937-38 Jubilees" em-
brace: "Public Cowboy No. 1," "The
Old Barn Dance," "Roll, Wagon,
Roll" and "Boots and Saddles" while
the "Autry Musical Westerns" will

be "Calling All Cowboys," "Calgary
or Bust," "Saddle Pals," "Man from
Music Mountain."

The eight "Three Mesquiteers"
westerns are listed as "Heart of the
Rockies," "The Trigger Trio,"
"Wild Horse Rodeo," "The Purple
Vigilantes," "Call the Mesquiteers!",
"Riders of the Black Hills," "Out-
laws of Sonora" and "Timberline
Cowboys."
The eight Bob Steele westerns in-

clude: "Arizona Gun Fighter,"
"Ridin' the Lone Trail," "Thunder
in the Desert," "Colorado Kid,"
"Mutiny in Skeleton Canyon,"
"Courage of Texas Ryan," "Desert
of Missing Men," "Return of Draw
Dawson."

Republic's four "Sure-Fire Seri-

als" will be "Dick Tracy Returns,"
"Hawk of the Wilderness," by Wil-
liam Chester, and dubbed a "grown-
up" serial; "The Rangers are Com-
ing," a Texas Rangers thriller, and
"The Fighting Devil Dogs."

Improve Fairfield Theater
Fairfield, Conn. — Having com-

pleted Dixwell and Lawrence re-
modeling in New Haven, the Fish-
man Theaters have announced plans
to reseat and redecorate the Com-
munity. Enlargement of balcony has
increased the house capacity from
800 to 1,000. A new silhouette type
neon marquee will also be installed.

Mapels Buy A Third
Denver—Edward J. and Robert

G. Mapel, owners of the Tivoli and
Gem theaters, have purchased the
Colorado theater, formerly owned
and operated by the J. B. Melton
interests. Deal gives the Mapel
brothers three Curtis theaters.

Two Ass't Managers Named
Chicago—O. D. Moats, for the past

six years with B. and K., has been
promoted to assistant manager of
the Roosevelt theater under Miles
Concannon. Walter Brash has been
named assistant manager at the
United Artists theater under Ben
Feldman.

Winnsboro House Taken
Winnsboro, La.—C. & C. Enter-

prises have taken over the Princess
Theater here from George Elan.
Bill Page of another circuit is reli-

ably reported ready to enter here
also, building a 500-seat house at
the approximate cost of $35,000.

Rosenow Named Booker
Buffalo—William Rosenow, who

acted as Paramount's booker here
during the illness of the late C. Ar-
thur Woodward, has been given
permanent appointment.

Remodel Portland House
Portland, Ore.—The Rivoli The-

ater, now undergoing a $40,000 re-
modeling program, will reopen Fri-
day.

DATE BOOK
oday: 20th Century-Fox sales convention

The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

oday: Republic franchise holders meeting
Roosevelt Hotel, Los Angeles.

une 4: Republic regional sales meeting, Sa
Francisco.

une 7-12: Congress of the Internationj
Chamber of Films, Paris.

une 8: Boston Friars Club golf tournamenl

une 9: THE FILM DAILY golf tournamenl
Elmsford Country Club, White Plains.

une 9: Republic regional sales meeting, Chi
cago.

une 10-13: Paramount sales convention, Am
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

une 11: Republic regional sales meeting, Ne
Orleans.

une 12: Columbians golf tournament, Berk
shire Country Club, Wingdale.

une 14: American Federation of Musician
convention, Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

une 14: United Artists regional sales meetini
New York.

une 14: Republic regional sales meeting, Ne
York.

une 14: Mid-summer convention of th

MPTO of Virginia. Virginia Beach.

une 15: Annual stockholders meeting
Paramount Pictures, Inc., New York Cit]

une 16: RKO Radio sales convention oper

The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

une 17: United Artists regional sales meetini
Chicago.

une 18-20: Independent Theater Supply Deal

ers Association convention, Medinah Clu
Chicago.

une 21 : Cleveland Variety Club golf tourni
ment, Beechmont Country Club.

une 21 : United Artists regional sales meetin
San Francisco.

une 21-24: National Conference on Visu
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

une 21-25: Summer conference of the Ci

at Harrogate, Eng.

une 23: New York Warner Club outing v

SS. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Mountain.

une 26: M. & P. Theaters Corp. outing, tl

Fo'castle, Marblehead, Mass.

une 27: Columbia sales convention, the An

bassador, Los Angeles,

une 27-29: S.E.T.O.A. convention, Birminj

ham, Ala.

une 28: I. J. Schmertz testimonial dinni

Cleveland, O.

uly 3-5: Imperial eastern sales meet, Hot
Astor.

uly 10-12: Imperial mid-western sales me.

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

uly 12: James P. Clark testimonial dinn.

Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia,

uly 17-19: Imperial southern sales meet,
Charles, New Orleans,

uly 24-26: Imperial west coast sales met
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

Victory, Denver, to Pass

Denver — Because a Denver di

partment store is going to build i

that location the Victory Theate
on Curtis Street must be vacated l

July 1. The house is oper^>d i

J. B. and Tommy Melton, faf^ ar

son, who also operate theV^entf
and Colorado theaters.

Dombi House Opened
Fairfield, Conn. — John Doml

opened the newly-built Brooklaw
Theater yesterday with "Swin
High, Swing Low."
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A Ccdettdak o$ TeMu^e Release*
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Jan. 10. 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor ^^^
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title Release Date Title Release Date

Acea and Eights (Puritan)
FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy

Aces Wild (Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37: Harry Carey Gertrude Mes-

singer
Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic)

FD: 5-29-37: Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.
All is Confusion (RKO) Not Set

Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice
Angel (Para.) In Prod.

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37: Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) 6-26-37
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Arizona Days (Grand National) .... 1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry

Arizona Mahoney (Para.)
FD: 4-4-37; Joe Cook, June Martel

Armored Car (U.) 7-11-37
Robert Wilcox. Judith Barrett

Artists and Models (Para.) In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 5-20-37: John Boles, Doris Nolan

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

BAR Z Bad Men (Republic) 1-20-37
FD: 4-22-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Lois

January
Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behold the BridegToom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Beyond Victory (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37; Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Black Legion (Warner Bros.) 1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36: H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 6-23-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKin-
ney

Blazing Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Bold Caballero. The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
FD: 12-3-36: Heather Angel, Bob

Livingston
Boots and Saddles ( 20th-Fox ) . 4-2-37
Borderland (Paramount) .2-26-37

FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Born Reckless (20th-Fox) . . .7-9 37

Chick Chandler
Breezing Home (Universal) .1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37: Binnie Barnes, William

Gargan
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .7-16-37

Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor
Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-15-37: Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams
Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Para.) . 1-22-37
FD: 4-6-37: Heather Angel, Ray Milland,
Guy Standing

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

. .1-24-37
R. Corri-

Coins for Candles (GB) In Prod
Nova Pilbeam

Come On, Cowboy! (Republic)..
FD.: 5-21-37; R. Livingstone,

gan, M. Terhune
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Crack Up (20th-Fox) 1-15-37
FD: 12-14-36: Peter Lorre. Brian Donlevy

Crime Nobody Saw (Para.)
FD: 4-8-37: Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman

Criminal Lawyer (RKO) 1-29-37
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot

Grahame
Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Crimson Circle, The (Du World).. Not set
FD: 12-30-36; Hugh Wakefield, June

Duprez

Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.
Fred Astaire

Dance. Charlie, Dance (W. B.) In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell

Danger. Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.)
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Dangerous Number (M-G-M) 1-22-37
FD: 1-27-37: Robert Young. Ann Sothern,

Reginald Owen
David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37

Will Rogers, Louise Dresser
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 5-25-37
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan

Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37; Lona Andre, John Carroll

Title Release Date

N.) .5-15-37

Title Release Date

(20th-Fox) 5-7-37
L. Young, T. Power, A.

.6-21-37

.1-24-37
Chester

.2-5-36

Cafe Metropole
FD: 4-29-37

Menjou
Californian. The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37

Ricardo Cortez. Marjorie Weaver
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) ... .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37: John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 7-30-37

FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

j_
per Tracy, Lionel Barrymore

Carnival Queen (Col.)
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent

Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)
6-5-37

Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak
Champagne Waltz (Para.) 1-29-37

FD: 2-5-37; Fred MacMurray, Gladys
Swavt.hout

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)
5-21-37

Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
China Passage (RKO-Radio) 3-12-37

FD: 4-16-37: Constance Worth, Vinton
Haworth

Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37: June Travis, Robert Living-

ston
Clarence (Paramount) 2-12-37

FD: 3-10-37: Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick
Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37

Lucille Page, Lew Parker

Devil is Driving, The (Col.)
Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Playground (Columbia)
FD: 2-16-37: Dolores del Rio.

Morris, Richard Dix
Doctor Bull (reissue) (20th-Fox).

Will Rogers, Marian Nixon
Doctor's Diary (Para.) 2-5-37
FD: 1-23-37: George Bancroft, Helen

Burgess
Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.

George Arliss
Dodge City Trail (Columbia) 2-5-37

Charles Starred. Marian Weldon
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)

Not Set
Barton McLane, June Travis

Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . . .3-5-37
FD: 2-20-37: Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Double or Nothing (Para.) In Prod.
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Dreaming Lips (U. A.)
FD: 5-20-37: Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent) 1-18-37
Tom Keene

Easy Going (RKO) .In Prod.
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) In Prod.
Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37: Sabu, Walter Hudd

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) .. .6-11-37
Luise Rainer, William Powell

Espionage (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37: Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,

Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Everybody Dance (GB) 2-15-37

Cicely Courtneidge, Ernest Truex
Exclusive (Para.) In Prod.

Fred Mac Murray, Frances Farmer

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37

FD: 3-26-37: J. Edward Bromberg, Betty
Furness

Family Affair, A (M-G-M) 3-12-37
FD: 4-22-37: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia

Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37
FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothern

Fight to a Finish (Col.) In Prod.
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Find the Witness (Columbia) 1-8-37

FD: 5-1-37; Charles Quigley, Rosalind
Keith

Firefly, The (M-G-M) In Prod.
Jeannette MacDonald, Allen Jones

Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37; Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier
Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37

Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Forever Yours (G.
Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) In Prod.
Larry Crabbe, June Martel

Frame Up, The (Columbia) 5-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB)
Jessie Matthews

General Hospital (M-G-M) In Prod.
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.)
Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin

Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37; Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon

Girl Said No. The (G.N.)
FD: 5-21-31; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-

strong
Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.) 3-22-37
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen

God's Country and the Woman (Warners)
1-16-37

FD: 12-19-36; Geo. Brent, Beverly
Roberts

Go Getter. The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent. Anita Louise

Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 12-2-36: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell

Gold Racket. The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Golgotha (Golgotha Corp.) 2-9-37
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le

Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-20-37
FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer

Good Night, Ladies (Para.) In Prod.
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs

Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37: Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) ..-..5-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Paramount) . .In Prod.
Akim Tamiroff. Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) ... .5-14-37
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck

Great O'M alley. The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason

Green Light (Warner Bros.) 2-20-37
FD: 1-5-37: Errol Flynn, Anita Louise

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Gun Ranger, The (Republic) 2-9-37
Bob Steele

Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-3.7
FD: 5-13-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Roehelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37; Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Head Over Heels in Love (GB) 2-20-37
FD: 2-5-37: Jessie Matthews, Louis

Borell
Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.

Jean Arthur, George Brent
Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)

3-20-37
FD?'-3-22-37: Warren Hull, Jean Muir

Her Husband Lies (Para.) 3-19-37
FD: 3-22-37: Ricardo Cortez. Gail Patrick

High, Wide and Handsome ( Para. ). In Prod.
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.)
FD: 4-13-37; William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -5^7
FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

Hit Parade, The (Republic) 4-26-37
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37

Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37

FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien. Cecilia Parker
Holy Terror, The (20th-Fox) 2-5-37

FD: 1-2-37: Jane Withers, Anthony Martin
Hotel Haywire (Para.) Not Set

Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

I Cover the War (U.) 6-27-37
John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 3-28-37
FD: 5-24-37; Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37

FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack,
Leo Carrillo

.2-26-37
Shepard
.6-25-37

.4-18-31

.3-25-37

Maid of Salem (Paramount) 2-19-37

FD: 1-26-37: Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray

Make a Wish (RKO Radio)
Bobby Breen

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37

FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay Banister
Mama Steps Out ( M-G-M ) 2-5-37

FD: 5-20-37: Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady,
Betty Furness

Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-16-37
FD: 4-12-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc-

Crea
It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37

Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-5-37
Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye

John Meade's Woman (Para) 2-26-37
FD: 2-11-37: Edward Arnold, Francine

Larrimore tei

Join The Marines (Republic) 1-25-37
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis. Paul Kelly

Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)
6-18-37

FD: 4-13-37: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)

8-19-37
FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville, Jed Prouty.

Shirley Deane
Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37

FD: 5-6-37; Boris Karloff
Justice After Dark (Warners) In Prod

John Litel, Ann Dvorak

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37: Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37; Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37: Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon-
dell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King Solomon's Mines (GB) In Prod.
Paul Robeson, Roland Young

The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water
Kiss Me Goodbye ( Celebrity ) Not set
Knight Without Armor (U. A.).... Not Set

Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) 7-23-37
Michael Whalen, Gloria Stuart

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.)

Not Set
Dick Foran, Linda Perry

Land Without Music (GB) Not set

Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Larceny on the Air (Republic) ... .1-11-37

FD: 1-15-37: G. Bradley. R. Livingston
Lash of the Penitentes ( Telepictures )

FD: 3-10-37: Joseph Swickard, Marie
De Forest

Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37: Joan Crawford. Robert Mont-

gomery, Wm. Powell
Last Slaver. The (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery

Last Train from Madrid (Para.) . .In Prod.
Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland

Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
Richard Arlen

Law of the Ranger (Columbia) .

FD: 5-11-37; Bob "Allen, Elaine
League of Frightened Men (Col.) ,

Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law (Universal)

Buck Jones, Noel Francis
Let's Get Married (Columbia)

FD: 4-14-37; Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino
Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37

Judith Barrett, John Howard
Little Buekaroo (F. N.) 5-15-37

Dick Foran, Jane Bryan
Lloyds of London (20th-Fox) 1-29-37

FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll,

Freddie Bartholomew
Looking for Trouble (RKO) Not Set

George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker
Lost Horizon (Columbia) Not set

FD: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
Love from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .5-14-37

FD: 4-21-37: Anne Harding, Basil Rath-
bone

Love in a Bungalow (Universal) ... .6-13-37
Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love Is News (20th-Fox) 2-26-3>»
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Pov

Love Trap, The (Para.) In Pro
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

o-o/»
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Maharajah, what you need is
rNEW FACES'

H



YES!. .THE WHOLE WORLD
IS WAITING FOR NEW FACES!

. . . and here comes

NEW FACES

€

ff

M
OF 1937..

An Edward Small Production

Directed by Leigh Jason

R ;< O
RADIO
^^^B^Hgj^H^V Screenplay bx Nat Perrin,

PICTURES Phillip G. Epstein, Irving

S. BrecherV

RKO Radio's 3-Ring Cir-

cus of Summer Entertain-

ment ! . . . Fresh . . . New . .

.

Brilliantly Different!

with these famous entertainers

JOE PENNER
MILTON BERLE
PARKYAKARKUS
HARRIET HILLIARD

WILLIAM BRADY
JEROME COWAN
THELMA LEEDS

AND A HUNDRED NEW FACES!
AND A THOUSAND NEW IDEAS! C
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A Calendar o$ TeatuAe Release*
Title Release Date i Title Release Date 1 Title Release Date Title

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
E. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin

Man of Affairs t GB) 1-20-37
FD: 1-16-37: George Arliss, Rene Ray

Man of the People (M-G-M) 1-29-37
PD: 2-26-37: Joseph Calleia, Florence Rice

Man Who Could Work Miracles
(U. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37; Roland Young, Penelope
Ward

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Marie Walewski (M-G-M) Not Set
Grega Garbo, Charles Boyer

Marked Woman (P. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37

Robert Young, Florence Rice
Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen
Maytime (M-G-M) 3-26-37

FD: 3-8-37: J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-4-37

Victor Moore, Helen Broderick
Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .6-1-37

FD: 1-12-37: James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37

FD: 6-6-37; Dick Pureell, June Travis

Men Are Not God's (U. A.) 1-22-37

FD: 1-20-37: Miriam Hopkins, Gertrude
Lawrence

Mexican Quarter (RKO) In Prod.
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 6-16-37
FD: 5-6-37: Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull

Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) 3-6-37
FD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak, John Litel

Midnight Madonna (Para.) In Prod.
Warren William, Mady Carrell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37

FD: 4-6-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-
hart, Frances Drake

Mighty Treve. The (Universal) ... .1-17-37

FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery. Jr.. Chas. Win-
ninger

Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Missing Men (Republic) Not set

Kay Hughes
Missus America (RKO) Not Set

Victor Moore, Helen Broderick

Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-6-37

FD: 4-4-37; Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook
Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . . .4-24-37

FD: 6-14-37; Josephine Hutchinson,
George Brent

Mountain Music (Para.) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Martha Raye

Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-6-37

FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
Murder in the Red Barn (Olympic)
FD: 8-19-36: Tod Slaughter

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37

FD: 3-10-37: Victor McLaglen, Walter
Connolly, June Lang

Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37

FD: 3-29-37: Dick Pureell, Mary Brian

Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-13-37
FD: 3-24-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) In Prod.

Milton Berle, Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard

Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37

FD: 4-21-37: Boris Karloft, Polly Rowles
Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37

FD: 4-22-37; Robert Montgomery, Rosa-
lind Russell

Night of Mystery, A (Para.) Not Set

Roscoe Karns, Helen Burgess
Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37

FD: 2-2-37; Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti

Non-Stop New York (GB)
Anna Lee, John Loder

North of the Rio Grande (Para.) . .In Prod.
Wm. Boyd, Bernadene Hayes

Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden
l0nd Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36
in'FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino

On the Avenue (20th-Fox) 2-12-37

FD: 2-3-37; Dick Powell, Madeleine
Carroll

On Such a Night (Para.) In Prod.
Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray

Once a Doctor (First Nat'l) 1-23-37
FD: 2-27-37; Donald Woods, Jean Muir

Once in a Blue Moon (Paramount) . .Not eet
FD: 12-3-36; Jimmy Savo, Nikita

BalieS
Outcast (Paramount) 2-5-37
FD: 2-2-37; Warren William, Karen

Morley
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) ... .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37: Preston Foster

Paradise Express (Republic) 2-22-37
FD: 3-6-37; Grant Withers, Dorothy

Appleby
Parnell < M-G-M- ) 6-4-37

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .2-26-37

FD: 3-16-37; George O'Brien. Beatrice
Roberts

Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly

Penrod and Sam (Warners) 2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Maueh, Frank Craven

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37: Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.).Not set
FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi. Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley

Plough and the Stars (RKO) 1-16-37
FD: 12-26-36; Barbara Stanwyck, Preston

Foster
Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn. Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Public Wedding (Warners)
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKO) 3-26-37
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone

Racing Lady (RKO) 1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37; Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey

Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) . . . .3-30-37
FD: 4-15-37: Geo. Bancroft. Wynne Gib-

son
Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns. Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Ready. Willing and Able (Warners) ..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37: Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Reported Missing (U.) In Prod.

Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
River of Unrest (GB) 1-10-37

John Lodge, John Loder
Road Back, The (Universal) 6-20-37

John King, Barbara Read
Roaring Timber (Col.) In Prod.

Jack Holt. Grace Bradley
Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-27-37

FD: 3-2-37; Cary Grant. Mary Brian
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37
FD: 7-16-36: Norma Shearer. Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .In Prod.
FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida

Roundup Time in Texas (Republic) .2-28-37
FD: 4-22-37; Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Rustler's Valley (Para.) In Prod.
William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

Sandflow (Universal) 2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37: Buck Jones, Lita Chevret

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod.
Pat O'Brien. Humphrey Bogart

Saratoga (M-G-M) In Prod.
Jean Harlow, L. Barrymore, Clark Gable

Scotland Yard Commands
(Grand National) 1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37: Clive Brook, Victoria Hop-

per
Sea Devils (RKO-Radio) 2-17-37

FD: 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen, Ida
Lupino

Secret Valley (20th-Fox) 1-16-37
FD: 12-28-36; Richard Arlen, Virginia

Grey
Serenade on the Seine (RKO )..... In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew

Seventh Heaven (20th-Fox) 3-26-37
FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stew-

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37
FD: 4-30-37; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She's Dangerous (Universal) 1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37: Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) Not Set
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO).. In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) ... .6-9-37
. Frances Williams. Billy Reed
Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) ... .6-25-37
Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E. Allen

SUm (F. N.) 6-12-37
FD: 6-11-37; Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,

Margaret Lindsay
Small Town Boy (G. N.)
Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37: Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey

Dean
Souls at Sea (Para.) Not Set

Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee
Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37

Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson
Special Orders (Republic) In Prod.
Guy Kibbee

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis

Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) 4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37: Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Step Lively. Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37: Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis
Stepping Toes (RKO) In Prod.

Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen Holiday ( Warners) 2-6-37

FD: 12-22-36- Kay Francis, Claude Rains
Super Sleuth (RKO) In Prod.

Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern
Swing High, Swing Low (Para.) .. .3-12-36
FD: 3-15-36: Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-

Murray

Talent Scout (Warners)
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37: Ricardo Cortez. Sally Eilers
Tenth Man, The (G. B.) 5-15-37

John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier

That Girl from Paris (RKO) 1-22-37
FD: 12-15-36: Lily Pons, Gene Raymond

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l).4-17-37
FD: 6-11-37: Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-

bert
There Goes My Girl (RKO) In Prod.

FD: 5-29-37; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 6-14-37
FD: 5-17-37: F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys

George
They Wanted to Marry (RKO) 2-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Betty Furness, E. E. Clive

Think Fast. Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
FD: 4-6-37: Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37
FD: 4-4-37; Whitty, Evans, Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37
Weldon Weyburn, Inez Courtney

This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37

FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Taylor

Three Legionnaires. The (G. P.)

FD: 3-20-37: Robert Armstrong, Fifi

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) . . . .4-26-37

FD: 4-27-37; Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-19-37

FD: 2-10-37; Claire Trevor. Michael
Whalen

Tomorrow's Headlines (RKO) Not Set

Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson
Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37

FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37

FD: 3-27-37: Doris Nolan, George Murphy
Topper (M-G-M ) 7-9-37

Constance Bennett, Cary Grant

Trapped (Columbia) 3-6-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . .Not Set

Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer
Tough to Handle (Conn.)

Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37

FD: 3-9-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Release Date

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) ... .3-6-37
FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino

Trusted Outlaw (Rep.) 2-1-37
FD: 4-4-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37
FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor

Whitney
Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) In Prod.

Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks
Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37

Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford
Two Who Dared (G. N.) 6-8-37

Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten
Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave

(Grand National) 3-20-37
FD: 3-2-37: Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) Not set
Jack Hulbert

Two Wise Maids (Republic) 2-16-37
FD: 2-2-37; Alison Skipworth, Polly

Moran, Gracie Muir

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
Conrad Veidt, Annabella, Raymond Mas-
sey

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37; James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Waikiki Wedding (Para.)
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye,

Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37: Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37

Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell
We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37: James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We. the Jury (RKO) In Prod.
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore

We're in the Legion Now
( Grand National ) 1-16-37
Reginald Denny, Esther Ralston

We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio) ... .2-12-37
FD: 1-18-37: Victor Moore, Helen

Broderick
Westbound Limited (Universal) 7-4-37

Lyle Talbot, Polly Powers
Westbound Mail (Columbia) 1-22-37

Charles Starret. Rosalind Keith
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot. Wendy Barrie
Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-13-37

Smith Bellew
When Love Is Young ( Universal )... 4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37: Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor

When You're in Love (Columbia) . . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37: Grace Moore, Cary Grant

When's Your Birthday? (RKO) ... .2-26-37
FD: 2-16-37: Joe E. Brown, Marian
Marsh

Where There's a Will (GB) Not set

Will Hay
White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox) .In Prod.
Loretta Young

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Jane Withers

Wild Money (Para.) In Prod.
Edward Everett Horton, Louise Campbell

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

Scott Colton, Jean Rogers
Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.

John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Wings of Morning (20th-Fox) 2-19-37
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle. Henry Fonda

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37

FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.)
FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37: Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

Woman in Distress (Columbia) ....1-17-37
FD: 1-19-37: May Robson, Irene Hervey,

Dean Jagger
Woman Wise <20th-Fox) 1-22-37
FD: 1-16-37; Rochelle Hudson. Michael

Whalen
Women of Glamor (Columbia) 1-28-37
FD: 3-9-37; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia

Bruce

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) In Prod.
Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37: Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack

Young Man's Fancy, A (U.) ... .June Prod.

You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37
FD: 2-26-37: Wallace Ford. Anna Lee
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NNIVERSARY SPECIALS
D MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND
Musical whirligig starring Phil Regan, ideally teamed with a lovely songstress. The No. 1 singer of screen and
radio in a really big entertainment of big doings in the "big town."

2 WAGONS WESTWARD
The Plainsman of 1938! A story as big as all.outdoors.of the women who urge men on to new frontiers.

Truly epic

B HIT PARADE OF 1938
"The Hit Parade" marches on to bigger box office achievements. More names. More laughs. More entertainr

ment. Phil Regan again heads the parade of screen, radio and stage personalities.

4} ALL HANDS ON DECK
A Hudson River show boat run by a group of Park Avenue belles, high in the social register but low on funds.

Boat and comely crew are captured and stranded in South America amid a riot of gun-play, song, dance and
hilarious situations.

THE JUBILEE TEN
a THE RACKET BUSTER ® BORN TO BE WILD

Smashing the crime wave with one of the
screen's outstanding personalities. Will be pop-
ularized via radio and leading magazines.

This one is definitely "in" from first mention
of the title. Special production effort to be put
behind this fast-action drama. Hand-picked cast

of guaranteed "names".

COME ON, LEATHERNECKS ? H0LL™(00D "» W«?°»
__ . ' H^nfnnno Phil K*M7nr\ nrwl n f-:n;r ni w*>M Lnnuin
Republic's specialty—service pictures with
sock. Marines quell trouble during building of
a great canal. First to fight. First to please your
patrons.

§ STORMY WEATHER
Alison Skipworth, Polly Moran, Max Terhune
—a brand new, grand new entertainment trio.

Drama, humor and more than a heart-tug or
two. Set the storm warnings now—S. R. O.

fl THE RETURN OF RAFFLES
By Barry Perowne, creator of the famous de-
tective, Raffles. A mystery that is going to prove
a revelation, with one of your top-notch screen
favorites in the title role.

§ N A V Y BRIDE
When the fleet's away, the wife will play—and
what complications! A new twist to a service

story. Loaded with dynamite. Crammed with
entertainment.

Featuring Phil Regan and a cast of well known
radio and screen stars, with a load of bright

new faces. A knockout story played against the
colorful background of Hollywood.

MEET THE DUCHESS
Alison Skipworth, Polly Moran, Max Terhune,
outsmarting each other in an old-time boarding
house. Their trials, tribulations, heart-tugs are

good for a great big modern Jaugh.

THE SMART GUY
One of the real thrilling stories of the coming
year. A dramatic thunderbolt that will hit peri-

lously close to every American home. Will be
carefully cast for utmost drama.

ALL AMERICAN GIRL
Starring the singing favorite of all American
girls—Phil Regan. An original screen idea fea-

turing the pick of the nation's stteamlined
venuscs. Maybe one from your town. Watch
for further details.

&8fa

4* GENE AUTRY JUBILEES
Gene Autry is the nation's No. 1 Cowboy by every box office check-up. Republic brings him to you again this

'*-.' year in eight stand-out outdoor action entertainments.

x-#*
'&«: PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1

The OLD BARN DANCE

1 ROLL, WAGON, ROLL

% BOOTS AND SADDLES
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n FOUR MARKED MEN
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That "different" murder mystery. The ringer

points—and four "marked" men are doomed.
Sinister Oriental background.

PRISON NURSE
Lone woman in a city of forgotten men. Jail

break climax surpassing anything the screen

has ever seen.

© ISLAND of FORGOTTEN MEN
Alcatraz—America's Devil's Island, and its

world-famous inmates. Surprise dramatic sen-

sation of the year.

% LADIES MAKE NEWS
And also plenty of box office! Gripping, new-

type newspaper yarn in which the news scoop

of the year involves editor's own home and

happiness.

§ THE DUKE COMES BACK
From the famous book by Lucien Cary, who
gave you "The Duke Steps Out". Two fisted

romance of a gentleman prize fighter.

GET YOUR MAN
Starts at West Point and winds up with the col-

orful Canadian "Mounties" in the great north-

west. He-man stuff.

CRIME FOR SALE
"Big shot" mobster who'd put anyone on the

spot for a price. And what happens while the

law is catching up with him.

QUEEN OF BURLESQUE
Scintillating story of laughs and tears behind

the footlights. An attraction to bring out the

real showman in you.

SWEET AND HOT
Flaming youth has its fling. Shy smiles, cozy

corners, secluded nooks. Fast-stepping story of

today with a bevy of refreshing new screen star-

lets. Swing it. sisters!

THE GIRL I LOVED
James Whitcomb Riley's internationally famous

novel. The sincerity of "Girl of the Limberlost*

.

The heart tug of "Over the Hill".

FIGHTING IRISH
As dynamic and humorous a conflict between

two families as "MacFadden's Flats". Romance

with a cast capped by top names of the business.

m HONOLULU HOLIDAY
A Honolulu lulu! Moonlit waters. Warm tropic

nights. Comedy-romance with music for every-

one who has ever been in love.

HOT MILLIONS
A story ofovernight riches, with the background

of the first oil strike. Friends become foes. New
wives for old. Human, vibrant-life.

Q4 ROMANCE IN THE HILLS
Romance on the trail of the lonesome pine.

On your screen while it's in the news. Teeming

talc of the timberland.

COLLEGE NIGHTS
An exploitation honey. Co-eds from the col-

lege campuses of the country. Big name bands.

Established box office stars join in this jambo-

ree of joy.

CRASHINGTHE FRONTPAGE
News cameramen vs. press reporters in a mad
scramble for headline scoops on land, sea and

air. The news of today in the making.

4 GENE AUTRY MUSICAL (0m&ma

8 "THREE MESQUITEERS" Wm&ma.

8 BOB STEELE (0M&yc±
&t*Gb

4 SURE-FIRE SERIALS
The four greatest serials ever made by any company in one year. Here are the valuable story properties

that guarantee Republic's continued supremacy in the serial field.

DICK TRACY RETURNS
HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS

| THE RANGERS ARE COMING
4 THE FIGHTING DEVIL DOGS

stories

make

it
pictures
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DIVOTS, FUR TO FLY

AT GOLF TOURNAMENT
{Continued from Page 1)

9, at the Elmsford Country Club,
White Plains.

In response to your correspon-
dent's query, "Do you think your
Warner team will annex the Albee
Trophy?" Colonel Einfeld replied
in the affirmative and added:

"Like Warren fought at Bunker
Hill, Warner will fight at every
bunker!"

Capt. Ted Curtis of the Eastman
Kodak foursome, when asked for an
expression of opinion re his club-
swingers' chances remarked:

"We'll win by fairways or not at

all."

Col. Monroe Greenthal signalized
his and his team's confidence by the
terse retort:

"We're united artists. Draw your
own conclusions."
That sartorially sensational gen-

Theater Patrons Protest Gospel Services as Too Noisy
Atlantic Highlands, N. J.—Complaints from patrons of the Atlantic Theater have

led police to suggest open air gospel meetings held Saturday nights be moved from
the vicinity of the theater to a lot near police headquarters. Police Sergeant Gerkens
told the pastor there were no objections to singing or preaching at the meetings but
that the tooting of trombones would have to be stopped, so the movie fans would
not be disturbed.

ius of the links, Marse Jules Levy,
who last year copped the prize for
the best dressed golfer, hands
down, and is out this year to cop
the Albee Trophy via his RKO
mashie manipulators avowed:
"Our K.O. of opponents will be

decisive!"

Bicycling over to M-G-M to learn
the attitude of Capt. Tom Gerety,
your correspondent found no-doubt-
ing-Thomas engaged in secret prac-
tice, lofting small new potatoes
into the office scrap basket with a
niblick.

"Wot's the idea?" we tremoloed.
"Well," quoth Captain Tom,

"You never can tell what you're go-
ing to dig up on links these days.
Besides, who ever heard of a prin-

DOK yOUR THEATRE NEED A

"(MWDFPWMF/ltr?
CU5WIONS

RtMT

l^p

Even if a cushion department would

pay . . . your theatre would not. Profits

are in providing luxuriously comfortable

American Seating Company Chairs.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL

cipal course without potatoes! And
besides that," continued he, now ap-
propriately waggling his mashie and
seemingly addressing the next po-
tato, "we're odds-on to win this
year."

We left him to develop in execu-
tive privacy his newest contribution
to the ancient Scottish game,—the
potato chip shot.

Peddling over to 28 West 44th
St., passing absentmindedly a brace
of traffic lights en route, we sought
out Gen. Charles Pettijohn and
found him in a somewhat confused
state occasioned by his trying to
reconcile himself to demotion to a
mere captaincy.

"How's your MPPDA team?" was
our sally.

Gen. Pettijohn casually drew his
sword across a block of soapstone
until the blade glistened and ac-
quired an edge 01 razor-sharpness:

"We'll annihilate them. Our
morale is even higher than the Pro-
duction Code's requirements!"
Jimmy Cron, el capitan of the

fillum trade press team, was sum-
marily interviewed as he admired
his dimples (golf balls) in affec-
tionate anticipation of the pending
fray.

Said Jimmy dryly, but deliberate-
ly:

"We'll conquer over all hazards."
Ralph Rolan, when we popped the

question, shook his impressive mane
and declared:
"AMPA, to paraphrase Mae

West, Ain't No Sin-ch. We're the
defending champs. The longer we
play the better we get. TIME . . .

MARCHES ON!"
So with the aid of our coaster-

break we cycled back to Golf Tour-
nament headquarters where the big
silver Albee Trophy appeared itch-
ing to be etched.
Time is literally "marching on,"

with the Tournament only about a

FILM GROSSES DIFFSI

LITTLE FROM '36 TOP

Theater grosses are about the
same size as last year, and in some
zones are slightly off, according to
a checkup made with Allied leaders
representing eight territories, fol-

lowing the association's annual con-
vention in Milwaukee.
"Same as last year" was reported

by Lee Newbury covering New Jer-
sey, Col. H. A. Cole for Texas, Abe
Fishman for Connecticut and Her-
man Blum of Baltimore. Ohio is a
little off, according to Pete Wood
of Columbus, while Arthur Howard
finds business in Boston somewhat
improved.

Detroit theaters are generally
showing less trade than a year ago,
said H. M. Richey, but the second-
run houses, playing duals at 35
cents, are going big business. Chi-
cago is 30 per cent off, estimates
Aaron Saperstein. .

Governor Lehman Approves
Juvenile Admission Bill

Albany — Governor Lehman has
approved the Ehrlich bill permitting
cities and villages outside New York
City to adopt an ordinance allowing
admission of unaccompanied children

to motion picture theaters, provid-

ing children are segregated and a

matron is in charge. Last year the

legislature enacted a law permitting
the privilege in New York City. The
Ehrlich bill extends this privilege

to the other cities and villages of

the state.

I

Albany — Governor Lehman has

approved the Keenan bill providing
that engineers and firemen employed
in motion picture theaters shall be

entitled to one day of rest in seven.

week away and the total of 180 en-

tries very nearly reached. Hurry-
in your application (and check for

10 smackers) unless you want to be
left at the post!

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address f"
-

/

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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TAKE A CANDID LOOK AT YOURSELF . .

.

and see whether you are really entertaining your

customers or only boring them with too much
quantity. Nothing can ever add zest and variety to a .,

program like a bit of showmanship in short subjects.

4

SONG, ROMANCE, FUN

NIELA GOODELLE
Love In Arms

with Lee Sullivan

A thoroughly delightful musical comedy
Produced by Al Christie

SLAM -BANG ACTION, LAUGHS

HARRY GRIBBON in

"Her Accidental Hero"
Sock! Sock! And every sock's a howl.

Directed by William Watson
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Major Executives Deaf to AlUzd's

20TH-F0TLISTS 58 OFJB TITLES F0IU937-38
Frels Anti-Trust Suit Trial Ends as Jury Disagrees

Stars On Air
. . . and the Forum's Okay= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

"THE 1937 Critics' Forum, fifth of an an-

' n ial series, may be history, but for

some weeks to come there promise to be

reverberations as the various arms of the

industry give fuller consideration to the

findings of the participating reviewers, edi-

tors and columnists.

In the analytical and statistical digest

of the Forum, published last week and
shortly to make its appearance in booklet

form for industry distribution, there is to

be found a wealth of constructive sugges-

tions . . . and a few surprises.

Outstanding among the latter would seem
to be Forum members' conclusions as to

the effect of radio appearances of motion
picture players and the proper formula for

newspaper film criticism.

PARTICULARLY in the exhibitor field

of late, the squawk has been made that

radio appearances of film players consti-

tute an evil. At the moment, both major

exhib. organizations, the MPTOA and
Allied, have investigating committees func-

tioning. Yet America's film critics, alert

and unprejudiced observers, incline to the

theory that radio appearances help.

That expression of opinion, of course,

will not end the controversy in exhib. cir-

cles. Nor does it meet the argument that

a film patron cannot be at home listening

to the radio and in a film theater at the

same time—meaning that if one picture is

aided by a star's radio appearance another

may be hurt. Nevertheless, it hints that

the controversy is not exactly one-sided,

after all.

THERE will be varying interpretations of

' the critics' about-face on the advisa-

bility of giving some consideration to audi-

ence reaction. Five years ago, 80 per cent

of the critics felt their own personal opin-

ions should determine the fate of a picture

in the columns of their respective papers.

Today, critics so recorded have dropped

to 32 per cent.

The most apt explanation would seem to

be that the critics of 1937 are immeasur-

ably more theater-wise—that they have

come to more fully appreciate their re-

sponsibilities—that their viewpoint, indi-

vidually and collectively, has broadened.

All of which is mighty gratifying.

Jurors Report to Court After

Deliberating From
Friday

Dallas—Trial of the Frels anti-
trust suit, so-called, ended here with
a disagreement of the jury, and its

discharge by Federal Judge W, H.
Atwell, presiding. Frels sued for
$195,000 damages and $30,000 coun-
sel fees. Jury was given the case
Friday and reported Monday that
it could not agree.

It is understood that at one time
during its deliberations, the jury

{Continued on Page 4)

GOLF TOURNEY PLANS

GET FINAL POLISHING

With the 25th (Silver Jubilee)
FILM DAILY Golf Tournament just
a week away, intensive preparations
for the event next Wednesday at
the Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains, move into their final stages
today. This noontide—one p.m. to

be exact—the tourney committee,
{Continued on Page 8)

Hold Rites Tomorrow
For Sylvester Z. Poli

Woodmont-on-the-Sound, Conn. —
Funeral services for Sylvester Z.

Poli, 77, pioneer exhibitor and the-
ater circuit founder, who died at
his residence, Villa Rosa, of a heart

{Continued on Page 4)

Anything for a Gag
John Bryam, plus Marian, postcard

a view of the rock of Gibraltar which
they have just previewed on their trip
to Europe. Comments John: "These
life insurance boys will do anything
for a gag."

SMITH-CONNOLLY PICK

N.Y.NEWSREEL SITES

The new Courtland Smith-Jack
Connolly company is planning a na-
tionwide circuit of newsreel theaters
of novel type and has already se-
lected five sites in New York City
with construction slated to start in

60 days on the first of the houses,
The Film Daily was yesterday ad-
vised. The theaters will seat from
200 to 300 people. Television will

be used to supplement newsreel pro-
{Continued on Page 6)

Federated Rejects Peace

Plan by Vote of 640-276

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Late yesterday

afternoon IATSE issued the follow-
ing statement: "Conditions laid

down by George E. Browne, interna-
tional president of IATSE, having
been met, the striking painters re-
turn to work immediately, are ad-
mitted to the studio union basic

{Continued on Page 8)

Little or No Interest in Allied's

Confab Proposal Shown by Executives

Technicolor to Double

Hollywood Plant's Capacity

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As part of its $1,500,-

000 expansion program, Technicolor
will double the capacity of its Hol-
lywood plant. Although its present

{Continued on Page 6)

Major company top executives

yesterday indicated little or no in-

terest in conferring with Allied on

its circuit practices program which

calls for discarding of certain the-

aters, disbanding of the M. P. T. O.

A. and joining of affiliated theaters
{Continued on Page 7)

John D. Clark Discloses Plans

at Coast Sales

Meeting
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Announcing 66 re-

leases for the 1937-38 season, John
D. Clark, distribution manager of
20th Century-Fox, yesterday dis-

closed 58 titles at the afternoon ses-

sion of the company's annual sales

convention at the Ambassador hotel.

Additionally, the outfit will han-
dle 204 one and two-reel pictures,
including Movietone News issues.

Fifty-two of the features will be
produced at Movietone City under
supervision of Darryl F. Zanuck, Sol

Lesser will make four Westerns and
two Tarzans, and three will be pro-

(Contmued on Page 6)

KORDA TO MAKE SIX

FOR U. A. IN 1937-38

Alexander Korda will make six

pictures for United Artists distribu-

tion during the 1937-38 season,

stated George J. Schaefer, vice-

president, yesterday in New York.
One at least, and perhaps two will

be made in color, he said.

Denial was made yesterday that
{Continued on Page 6)

Tally-Corbar Certiorari

Plea Lost in High Court

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The U. S. Supreme

Court at its final session yesterday
before the summer adjournment is-

sued an order denying the petition

of certiorari brought by T. L. Tally
and Corbar Corporation, general

{Continued on Page 6)

British Biz Good—Eckman
"Good" is the way Sam Eckman,

M-G-M distribution chief in the Brit-

ish Isles, describes picture business over

there. He plans to remain in this coun-
try one month, with a coast trip in-

cluded in his itinerary.

Md
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TRAILERS/
THE CHOICE OF
WISE SHOWMEN

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Telco Corp. to Erect

Hollywood Laboratory

Telco Corp. will erect a Holly-
wood laboratory to be in operation
by the end of the year that will be
capable of turning out a million feet

of color film a day all with the same
balanced color, according to an an-
nouncement from the company.
The mechanical electrically-con-

trolled printing unit to be used in

the plant is being constructed at

the Tickle Engineering Works,
Brooklyn, at a cost over $300,000,

it is stated. The unit was designed
and built by Robert Hoyt, presi-

dent of Telco Corp.

Telco plans to do no developing,
but will merely make color prints.

Phoenix May Release 12

Through Grand National

Wast Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Phoenix Productions

has made tentative arrangements
with Grand National for the distri-

bution of 12 pictures that Phoenix
will make.
Phoenix will sell 5,000 shares of

Class A preferred stock at $10 par
value. The common stock is owned
by officers of the company, who con-
sist of George W. Campbell, Law-
rence C. Lee, Robert F. Hill, Charles
E. Coe, L. Guy Wilky, Jack Gard-
ner and P. T. Coe. Charles E. Coe
and P. T. Coe are the only mem-
bers of the firm who are new to the
film business.

Warners Deny Acquisition

of Four Houses in Jersey

Warner Theater executives yes-

terday said there is no truth what-
ever in the report that they are tak-

ing over four I. A. Roth houses in

Madison, Morristown and Summit,
N. J.

Edith Prigozy with U. A.
Edith Prigozy has left GB to join

the United Artists publicity depart-

ment under Myer Beck.

RKO Will Renovate Two
Yonkers Cocalis Houses

RKO yesterday took over the
Parkhill and Broadway theaters,
Yonkers, from Sam Cocalis and has
closed them down for renovation.
The Broadway will remain closed

for the summer and reopen in

September as a second run house.
The Parkhill will play first runs but
probably not till the start of the

new season. It will open after reno-
vation.
RKO has also closed for the Re-

public Theater and will operate it

as a first-run house starting Sept. 3.

Will Hays to See His Son

Receive Wabash's Degree

Will H. Hays left yesterday for

his home in Sullivan, Ind. Hays
will journey over to Crawfordsville,
Ind., to witness the graduation on
Monday of his son, Will, Jr., from
Wabash University, which is also

his alma mater. He plans to re-

turn to New York before going to

Hollywood for the summer.

Savage Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow morning at St. John's
Church, Orange, N. J., for Richard
Savage, 59, who died at St. Mary's
Hospital there on Monday after a
prolonged illness. For 17 years he
was physical director of the Friars
Club. He is survived by his wife,

Mary, and seven brothers among
whom is Jim Savage, former physi-
cal director of the Motion Picture
Club of New York. The deceased
during his long association with the
Friars trained many of the fore-

most personages in the present field

of stage, screen and radio. Inter-

ment will be in St. John's Cemetery,
Orange.

K. C. Union Elects Friday

Kansas City, Mo.—New theater
employes' union will elect officers

at a meeting set for next Friday
night.

Coming and Going

JOHN W. HICKS, who arrives in New York
Monday on the Queen Mary, leaves that after-
noon for the Coast.

LEO SPITZ returns to New York in about
three weeks from Hollywood.

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON left New
York yesterday by plane for the coast and re-
turns in a few days.

DAVE PALFREYMAN returned to New York
yesterday from Chicago and Milwaukee.

JOSEPH BERNHARD is in Pittsburgh today.

JOSEPH ERMOLIEFF, European producer- L
GODOWSKI, inventor of "Technicolor"; and
CARL LAEMMLE, SR., sail for Europe today on
the Normandie.

ERICK LOCKE, business manager for Ernst
Lubitsch; HARRY PERRY, Paramount camera-
man; LEE SHUBERT; NAT DEVERICH, Holly-
wood film talent agent; SHEILA GRAHAM, film
critic for the Los Angeles Times; MADAME
FRANCES ALDA, operatic star; and COLETTE
d'ARVILLE, singer, also sail on the Normandie
today.

VANDY CAPE, concert singer and originator
of "Singing Satires," sails from New York to-
day for Europe on the Washington.

FRITZ LEIBER and his wife, VIRGINIA
BRONSON, have arrived in New York from
the coast for a brief visit.

NEIL HAMILTON, who arrived from London
early this week, is en route to Hollywood.

PEGGY ASHCROFT, actress, sailed for Eng-
land yesterday on the Europa.

OWEN DAVIS, writer, leaves next week for
Skowhegan.

LOU DIAMOND has returned to New York
from Texas.

LOUIS LIPSTONE, who has arrived in New
York from abroad, left last night on his re-
turn to Chicago.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee as repre-
sentative of the Irving Trust Co., and GEORGE
LEISURE leave next Monday for Hollywood.

GENE BUCK and LOUIS D. FROHLICK are
in Lansing, Mich.

VIOLET GREENER and DAN FISHER, advisor
and personal representative respectively to Lord
Harry Clifton, leave shortly for England to join

the latter there.

GEORGE KELLY and CHARLES ADLER, mem-
bers of the Yacht Club Boys, have arrived in

New York from the Coast.

MARION CLAIRE, opera star now appear-
ing in films, leaves Hollywood shortly for

Europe to fulfill engagements in France and
Austria.

ALBERTO ARMANDO PEREIRA, owner of
Alianca Films Ltda. of Porto, distributors for

RKO in Portugal, is en route from Lisbon to

Hollywood via New York, arriving here to-

morrow on the Vulcania.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice president, returns

to the home office today from a business trip

to Buffalo and Toronto.

REG WILSON, special sales representative for

GB, leaves this week for Boston.

MILTON WEISS of the M-G-M publicity

department leaves by plane Friday for Holly-

wood.

A. A. SCHUBART of RKO Radio leaves by
plane late this week for Hollywood.

HARRY GOETZ is back from Europe.

LOU LIFTON, Monogram publicity and ad-
vertising director, left by plane for Washing-
ton yesterday.

WILL H. HAYS left yesterday for Sullivan,

Ind.

MAX GOLDBERG of European Films, Inc., is

back from Europe.

CALIFORNIA OVERNIGHT
Fly United's Mainliners overnight to

LOS ANGELES and SAN FRANCIS-
CO. Lv. New York at 5:55 p.m.

—

breakfast in CALIFORNIA. (Only 3
stops.) 2 other coast-to-coast flights

daily. To CHICAGO—3 non-stop
flights daily, only 4% hrs.

TICKETS: 58 E. 42nd St., MU 2-7300

UNITED AIR LINES

C
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THIS IS MY AFFAIR

HELD OVER I

[RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALLNEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
THE PICTURE THE WORLD

IS TALKING ABOUT DEFIES

WEEK-END HEAT-WAVES

AS PUBLIC ACCLAIMS

ITS GREAT STARS IN

THEIR GREATEST ROLES!

ROBERT

TAYLOR
BARBARA

STANWYCK

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

VICTOR McLAGLEN
and Brian Donlevy, Sidney Blackmer, John

Carradine, Alan Dinehart, Douglas Fowley,

Robert McWade, Frank Conroy, Sig Rumann

Directed by William A. Seiter

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan. Story and screen

play by Allen Rivkin and Lamar Trotti. Songs of mc—

'

emotion by Gordon & Revel. Dances staged by Tack r

-^. Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production
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HOLD RITES T0M0R0W

FOR SYLVESTER Z. POLI

(Continued from Page 1)

attack following pneumonia, will be
held from the home and later from
St. John's Roman Catholic Church,
New Haven, tomorrow.
Born in Lucca, Italy, Poli was

apprenticed to the Museum Craven,
Paris, had his early career in the
U. S. was rooted in the Eden Mu-
see, New York, the Egyptian Mu-
seum, Philadelphia, and combina-
tion wax works store show-museums
and theaters.

Poli's first all-theater venture was
a New Haven vaudeville house es-

tablished in 1892. Two years later,

he built the Wonderland, later

called the Bijou. Expansion quickly
followed. Poli leased theaters in

Waterbury and thereafter acquired
houses in Bridgeport, Hartford,
Springfield, Mass. ; Worcester,
Mass.; Scranton, Pa.; Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; Baltimore and Washington.

Poli sold his theaters to William
Fox in 1928, was forced to take
them over again following a series

of financial catastrophies, and again
retired two years ago, leaving them
prosperous with the Loew interests.

It was reported that he received
$30,000,000 when he sold out to

Fox.
Survivors include his widow and

four daughters, Lillian, the March-
esa Gerini, of Italy; Mrs. Adeline
Poli-Leonard, Mrs. Walter M. Shea-
man and Mrs. Lorina Poli-Nolan.

Buck and Frohlich Fight

Mich. Anti-Ascap Move

Gene Buck, Ascap president, and
Louis D. Frohlich, of Schwartz &
Frohlich, Ascap counsel, left last

night by plane to appear this morn-
ing at Lansing, Mich., before Gov-
ernor Frank Murphy in opposition

to the anti-Ascap measure passed
by the Legislature. The bill pro-
vides that the Society must list all

its compositions and sets up an an-
ti-monopoly board to fix a price for

the music.
Ascap maintains it cannot oper-

ate under this system.

JUNE 2

Frank Melford
Joseph H. Nadel

Johnny Weissmuller
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.

Hedda Hopper
Benjamin Goetz

• • • WITH THE opening of the Golden Gate Bridge in

San Francisco hundreds of publicity-hungry sightseers
fought to be "first" over the bridge with one gag or another

all hoping to crash their names and photos in the papers
one gent the "first" to roll a hoop another the first

to make the four-mile journey on stilts but it remained for
Ernest Van Pelt, the M-G-M exploiteer, to land a front-page
story which for once he didn't want he got the first traffic

tag given on the span it was a penalty for parking on the
six-lane road

• • • SANTA CLAUS in the good old summer time is

the theme of a bit of advertising literature from RKO Radio
the sales promotion literature was mailed to exhibs

of Santa Claus, Indiana plugging "New Faces of 1937"
the general idea seems to be for the theater man to sit

back and figure the connection with Santa Claus but
mebbe that's good psychology, too at least he's got to
think about the picture title while he is doing it

T T

• • • ON A quick trip from Hollywood Hal Home
with a couple of good stories which can't be put in

type what good stories can? some day the bars will
be let down for real good stories and columns like this
will be a darn sight more readable

T T

• • • WORD COMES from Cleveland that Mort Goodman
has resigned as advertising and exploitation assistant to Sidney
Dannenberg of Warners' theater dep't to join the West
Coast ad dep't just before leaving Cleveland, he was
married to Dorothy Goodman, also of the local Warner organ-
ization, but otherwise not related Dave Bachner has been
promoted from assistant manager of Warners' Hippodrome to
Goodman's position and George Frazier, formerly of the
Uptown theater, takes Bachner's place at the Hipp

• • • THE OPENING of Monogram's New York ex-
change will be observed tomorrow with Open House all day at
the offices at 630 Ninth Avenue J. J. Felder is the branch
manager . . . • Last Friday Columbia's baseball outfit
trimmed the RKO nine by the score of 9 to 5, putting them at
the head of the league they are the only undefeated team,
with a tally of four games won

• • • ADAPTING THE home office idea of getting the
sports writers to cooperate on publicizing the showing of War-
ners' "Kid Galahad" Harry Browning of the M & P Cir-
cuit in Boston also held a special screening of the feature for
the local sports scribes the invites being in the form of
fight tickets

• • • APPLAUSE IS being garnered by Pauline Fred-
erick for her performance in "Across the Blue" the open-
ing attrack at the Starlight theater, Pawling, N. Y. . . .

Maryverne Jones, who operates the summer theater, authored
the play the second play of the season will be a revival of
"The Shannons of Broadway". . . • Fred Meyers, RKO film
booker, was given a surprise birthday party Monday by his
wife at the Fenway Country Club. About 30 friends attended.

« « « » » »

Calif. Divorce Bill Dies

as Legislature Adjourns

With sine die adjournment of the
California Legislature, a theater di-

vorce bill passed out of existence,
without having reached the floor of
either house.

Eleven state legislatures remain
in regular session. They are: Con-
necticut, Florida, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, . Pennsyl-
vania, Tennessee and Wisconsin.
Minnesota is holding a special ses-
sion, as is Texas, where film inter-
ests hope to obtain passage of an
anti-dog racing bill.

Carroll to Cast for G. N.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Vance Carroll has
been appointed by Edward L. Al-
person, president of Grand Nation-
al, as casting director. This is the
first casting director G. N. has had.
Heretofore, all producers have han-
dled their own casting, but with 65
productions contemplated it was nec-
essary to establish the department
immediately.

Martha Raye Weds
Las Vegas, Nev.—Martha Raye,

film comedienne, and Hamilton
Westmore, makeup man, were mar-
ried here on Monday in an elope-
ment from Hollywood. The bride,
whose legal name is Margie Yvonne
Reed, gave her age as 20. West-
more, youngest brother of Wally,
Perc and Ern Westmore, prominent
studio makeup men, said he was 21.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Larry Crabbe, former Olympic Games
champion, is reported to be mulling
over the suggestion from a young Fort

Wayne fan, that he establish a corres-
pondence school and give swimming
lessons via the mailbag.—PARAMOUNT.

FRELS JURY DISAGREES*

IN ANTI-TRUST SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

stood eight to four on a proposal to

g ve Frels $500 damages. Later, it

is reported, the idea was to give
the plaintiff $1 but four members of
the jury refused to support the plan,

Rubin Frels, Victoria exhib. sued
the "Jefferson Amusement Co., The
East Texas Theaters, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Paramount and several
other companies. He alleged that
he had established paying theaters
in Victoria, Bellville, El Campo and
Yorktown which had been seriously
injured by refusal of the big dis-

tributors to let him buy pictures
from them.

'



MIRACLES DON'T "JUST HAPPEN"
Nature spent centuries on the process of creating the

miracle of Old Faithful.

E.R.P.I. spent years in the commercial adaptation of a

revolutionary principle of sound reproduction known as

MIRROPHONIC. Like Old Faithful, MIRROPHONIC is a

product of time—it is a result of long research by Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories and Western Electric in perfecting a

reproducing system first conceived in the form of Stereo-

phonic or "third-dimensional" sound.

MIRROPHONIC is the direct commercial outgrowth of

the historic Stereophonic principle—first publicly demon-

strated four years ago in Philadelphia, later in New York,

Hollywood, and recently, in Miami.

MIRROPHONIC is readily adaptable to future advances

in the art. If you now have Western Electric, it may be in-

stalled on a convenient step-by-step modification plan.

More than a thousand exhibitors, who have installed

MIRROPHONIC, used its powerful exploitation campaign,

now enjoy increased BOX OFFICE DOLLARS.

Old Faithful and MIRROPHONIC never fail to come
through with a good show on time—and with

e
'A THRILL FOR YOUR EARS!"

Tiri'w'"'^'"*T "iii ii——1— mm—w——wwmq—
Western Electric

MUtltOMOlIC
SOUND SYSTEM

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD

m4
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SMITH-CONNOLLY PICK

N. Y. NEWSREEL SITES

(Continued from Page 1)

grams as soon as it becomes com-
mercially feasible.

Arrangements for private financ-

ing of the venture are now being
completed. Connolly last week con-

firmed to The Film Daily that he

and Smith planned to establish a

newsreel theater circuit.

Technicolor to Double

Hollywood Plant's Capacity

(Continued from Page 1)

100,000,000-foot capacity will be
taxed to complete contracts for

1937, Technicolor is offering produc-
ers opportunity to produce super-
features under arrangements sim-
ilar to those already made with sev-

eral producers.
President Herbert T. Kalmus ex-

pects to close several contracts upon
his return from London. He is

stepping up Technicolor's English
plant to capacity.

E. M. Loew Reported Back

Of R. I. Drive-in Project

Providence — Incorporation of

Loew's Drive-in-Theater indicates

that E. M. Loew, interested in a
drive-in project at Lynn, Mass., is

behind the move to give Rhode Is-

land its first drive-in, open air house
here. Clifton I. Munroe, Evelyn D.
Trudeau and Irene W. Gaithier are

the incorporators of the new local

company.

Marshall Taylor Dies
Philadelphia—Marshall W. Tay-

lor, 69, former general manager of

the J. Fred Zimmerman Theatrical
Enterprises in Philadelphia, Ches-
ter and Wilmington, Del., prior to

the acquisition of the circuit by
Warner Brothers and at one time
an operator of theaters on his own
account, died here on Monday at the
Skin and Cancer Hospital after an
illness of seven months. For the

past two years, Taylor was in vir-

tual retirement at his home, Buck's
Roost, near Doylestown. He is sur-

vived by his widow, a daughter, a
brother and a sister.

Wilby on Bank Board
Atlanta, Ga.—R. B. Wilby, presi-

dent of the Wilby-Kincey Service
Corporation, operating motion pic-

ture theaters in North and South
Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, Ala-
bama and Tennessee, has been elect-

ed a director of the Citizens and
Southern National Bank of Atlanta.

Berger Succeeds Dietz
Cincinnati—Eddie Dietz has re-

signed as booker for M-G-M to be-
come representative in Kentucky
territory for Grand National. Mike
Berger, 10 years accountant for
Metro, takes Dietz's place as book-
er.
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20th Century-Fox Announces 58 of 66

Titles on 1937-38 Program at Coast

(Continued from Page 1)

duced in London. Company will al-

so re-issue four Will Rogers produc-
tions and "Borneo," Martin John-
son's last picture.

Pictures announced for new sea-
son are as follows:
"In Old Chicago," directed by

Henry King with Jean Harlow, Ty-
rone Power and Don Ameche.

"Hudson's Bay Company," which
Osa Johnson, widow of Martin
Johnson, will make in northern Can-
ada, leaving June 10.

"Stanley and Livingstone."
"Jesse James."
Three Shirley Temple vehicles, in-

cluding "Heidi" and "Susannah of
the Mounties."
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," with

Irving Berlin music.
"Sally, Irene and Mary," starring

Loretta Young, Alice Faye, Louisa
Hovick and Fred Allen.

"Pigskin Parade of 1937."

Two Sonja Henie specials.

"Second Honeymoon," with Tyrone
Power and Loretta Young.

"Moonstruck," with the Ritz
brothers.
"Love and Hisses," co-starring

Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie.
"Splinter Fleet."
"Four Men and a Prayer."
"Mr. Nickelby Sits Down."
"Career in C Major."
"Kidnapped," Robert Louis Stev-

enson classic.

"Last Year's Kisses."
"Dance, Fool, Dance."
"The Giant Swing."
"Meet the Girls."

Two Eddie Cantor pictures, "AH
Baba Goes to Town" and "Saratoga
Chips."

"Mother Knows Best," with the
Dionne quintuplets.

Jane Withers in "Wild and
Woolly," "45 Fathers", "His Master's
Voice" and "Little Dynamite."

Three Warner Oland stories,

"Charlie Chan on Broadway," "Char-
lie Chan at College" and "Charlie
Chan in Radio City."

Peter Lorre in three detective sto-

ries titled "Think Fast, Mr. Moto,"
"Thank You, Mr. Moto" and "Mr.
Moto's Gamble."
Four Jones family produc-

tions including "Too Much Lime-
light," "A Trip to New York" and
"City Cousins."
"You Can't Have Everything,"

musical starring Alice Faye, Ritz

brothers and Don Ameche, with
Louisa Hovick.

"Lancer Spy," with Peter Lorre,

Virginia Field and George Sanders.
"One Mile from Heaven," with

Claire Trevor.
"Thin Ice," starring Sonja He-

nie and Tyrone Power.
"Danger—Love at Work," star-

ring Simone Simon and Jack Ha-
ley.

"Love Under Fire," starring Lo-
retta Young and Don Ameche.

"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," star-

ring Warner Baxter, Barbara Stan-
wyck and Loretta Young.

Other pictures to be produced at

the Hollywood studio are "Six Girls

and Death", based upon a story by
Mark Hellinger; "Shanghai Dead-
line" with Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen and Alan Dinehart; "Rings
On Her Fingers" with Michael Wha-
len and Gloria Stuart; "Island in the
Sky" with Brian Donlevy, Rochelle
Hudson, J. Edward Bromberg and
John Carradine; "Page Mr. Barker"
with Rochelle Hudson, Phyllis

Brooks, Michael Whalen and Robert
Kent; and "Headline Huntress" with
Michael Whalen and Gloria Stuart.

Four stories, "The Gay Bargain",
"The Bride Steps Out", "At Your
Service" and "Free to Live" are

now in preparation by studio wri-

ters for the new season's schedule.

In England, with a Hollywood-re-
cruited cast, "He Was Her Man" will

be made starring Grade Fields. An-
nabella, French star, will appear in

"Follow the Sun," comedy drama,
and afterwards go to the coast to

work in "Jean," based upon a Lon-
don stage success.

Smith Ballew will star in four

westerns which Lesser will make,
titles including "Boots and Saddles,"

"Western Gold" and "Devil's High-
way."
Glenn Morris will star in the two

Tarzan productions, also on the Les-

ser schedule.
First Rogers re-issue will be

"Handy Andy," with three others to

follow.

In addition to Movietone News,
20th Century-Fox will have six "Ad-
ventures of a Newsreel Camera-
man," and six one-reel specials,

"Along the Road to Romance." Edu-
cational will produce 46 one-reel and
42 two-reel pictures, including 26

"Terry Tunes," 10 "Treasure Chest"
and 10 Song Hits.

Electricians on Strike

St. Louis. Mo.—A jurisdictional

dispute between Local No. 1 of the

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and the Sign Hangers Local No. 732,

both affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, caused a
strike of about 150 electricians em-
ployed by 15 local electric sign com-
panies. Both unions are claiming
the right to hang and erect the
signs.

New Equipment Firm
Detroit—Anderson, Miller, Ruben,

Inc., newly formed $50,000 Michi-

gan corporation, has established

temporary headquarters at 208 W.
Montcalm St. Company will manu-
facture theatrical projection equip-

ment. Charles A. Anderson is sole

listed stockholder, but Ralph and
Russell Ruben, proprietors of the

Amusement Supply Co., Detroit

theatrical supply house, are inter-

ested in the organization.

KORDA TO MAKE SEES

FOR U. A. SN 1937-38

(Continuedjrom Page 1)

Jock Whitney, backer of David O.
Selznick, is financing Korda in his
acquisition, with Samuel Goldwyn,
of the Charles Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford in-

terests in United Artists. Whitney
is a major factor in Technicolor.
Korda sails from New York in one

week on his return to London. He
is expected to discuss financing there
to enable him to exercise his option
for the Pickford, Chaplin and Fair-
banks stock. Price reported involv-
ed in the buy is $6,000,000, on the
basis of $2,000,000 for each stock
unit.

mer owners.

Tally-Corbar Certiorari

Plea Lost in High Court

(Continued from Page 1)

creditors, against Fox Films Corpo-
ration, Wesco Corporation and
group of subsidiaries and associates.

Creditors sought to set aside bank-
ruptcy adjudication on grounds of

fraud but the high court order yes-

terday sustained the decision of

lower court.

Among individuals cited in peti-

tion by Tally and Corbar Corpora-
tion besides Fox Films and Wesco
Corporation, 20th Century-Fox, Na-
tional Theaters Corp. and Fox sub-

sidiaries were: Charles P. Skouras,
Charles C. Irwin, William H. Moore,
Jr.; Samuel W. McNabb, William P.

James, Albert W. Leeds, Albert
Wright, Reuben S. Hunt, firm of

O'Melveny, Tuller and Myers and
Earl E. Moss.

St. Louis' Hollywood Sold
St. Louis, Mo. — It is not yet

known definitely whether the recent
sale of the Hollywood Theater by
the Franklin-American Trust Co. to

the Dougherty Realty & Investment
Co. of Illinois will have any effect

on the exhibition policies of Charles
Goldman, who has been operating
the house under lease from the for-

W. P. Dawson Switches
Detroit — W. P. Dawson, in the

theater supply field 25 years and
recently with National Theater Sup-
ply Co., here, has joined the staff

of Amusement Supply Co., in the

sales and engineering field.

Foreign House Closes
Detroit — The Cinema Theater,

first run house devoted to foreign

films, has closed for the summer.
House will reopen in the fall under
same management by Ira F-U "an,

of New York. / '

Fishel Offices Moved
Mortimer Fishel, stage and screen

attorney, has moved his offices from
1482 Broadway to the 10th floor of

1457 Broadway.
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MA^R EXECS. DEAF

TO ALLIED'S PARLEY

(Continued from Page 1)

with the organization headed by
Nathan Yamins.

Allied, at its Milwaukee conven-
tion last week, had decided to seek
a round-table meeting with leading
executives, as exclusively printed in

The Film Daily Saturday. Matter
was left in the hands of its special

defense committee headed by Ai
Steffes. Agreement by majors to

Allied's proposals would result in

the exhibitor association's calling

off its legislative program, high-
lights of which are theater divorce
bills and measures taxing circuit

theaters, as well as the Neely-Pet-
tengill anti-block booking bill and
the Hobbs industry investigation

resolution.

Chances of the first line compa-
nies blending their theater holdings
with Allied are nil, according to au-
thoritative sources yesterday. Even
if this unlikely move should occur,

the MPTOA would continue as
an entity as its ranks consist of

several thousand theaters, holding
membership through regional units,

apart from the circuit houses. Total
membership of the association is

officially estimated as exceeding 5,-

000 theaters.

Allied is understood to have
planned to transfer its convention
attendance to Madison on Thursday,
last, to bring pressure to bear on
its theater divorce bill which had
been scheduled for a Senate hear-
ing on that day. However, the Sen-
ate was persuaded to put the hear-
ing off for two weeks, beyond the
convention reach, and thus the ar-

rangement to have the convention-
eers transported on a special train
to the state capital was cancelled.

RKO Trustee Asks Hearing
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,

has filed application in Federal
Court for a hearing on a stipula-

tion which would settle the Hob-
litzelle claims against RKO for

$750,000 and the Broadway and 47th
St. claim for $500,000.

"Affair" Stays at Music Hall

"This Is My Affair," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox picture, will holdover at
the Music Hall for a second week.
"Woman Chases Man," United Ar-
tists' release is slated to open June
10 with "Dawn," a W-B picture
scheduled to follow.

Selznick Finds His Tom
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
H''ywood—Dave Selznick has found

hip P(l Tom Sawyer. Role in "The
Aif jres of Tom Sawyer" goes to
Tommy Kelly, 12, unexperienced, from
New York's East Bronx, originally
tested in the East during Selznick's
nine months' search and brought on here
three months ago for further tests and
training. His dad has been on WPA for
two years.

THE
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"DURTON LANE and Ralph Freed,
Paramount tunesmiths, have

written a new song, "It Was All in

Fun," to be featured in "Good Night
Ladies," which is being directed by
George Archainbaud.

T

Earle Snell, Forrest Barnes and
Bernard Schubert are writing the
screenplay for "Western Gold,"
based on Harold Bell Wright's nov-
el. It goes into production this)

month and will be the first of the
Smith Ballew action pictures which
Sol Lesser will make for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox release.

T T T
George D. Lottman, well known

New York publicity man, has opened
a branch office at 6605 Hollywood
Blvd. Murry Weintraub, of the
New York office, and Jerry Olenick,
formerly associated with Ted Loeff,

will handle business and clients on
the coast. Lottman states that the
trend of "names" to Hollywood has
made it necessary for an eastern
agency to have a branch in the
cinema capitol.

T T T
Ralph Ravenscroft has been made

production manager on the "Hop-
Along" Cassidy series being made
by Harry Sherman. He is succeed-
ed as Sherman's publicity director
by Fred Cruger.

r T
Bob Burns, film and radio com-

edian, and his secretary, Harriet

Medelia Foster, were married on
Monday at Las Vegas, Nev. The
couple journeyed there from Los
Angeles by plane for the ceremony
which was performed by the Rev.
Albert C. Melton.

T T T

News o' the day—Glenn Tryon
will direct Stuart Erwin in "Face
the Facts" for GN . . . Studio, inci-

dentally, will launch six productions
this month . . . Ray McCarey has
been signed by Columbia to direct

"Life Begins With Love". . Warren
and Dubin will do the score for
WB'S "Golddiggers in London" .

RKO has lifted the options on Her-
bert Marshall, Thelma Leeds and
Gertrude Purcell . Monogram has
signed Abe Meyer to supervise the
music for "Paradise Isle".

T T T

John Boles, who has just com-
pleted his co-starring role in Sam-
uel Goldwyn's "Stella Dallas," will

fly to Greenville, Texas, his birth-

place, on June 15, to address the
graduates of Greenville High
School and participate in a reunion
of his own class at the institution.

T T T

Casting assignments—Monogram

:

Kenneth Harlan, "Paradise Isle";
Warner Richmond, George Cooper,
"Riders of the Dawn"; Spectrum:
Al St. John, Marjorie Beebe, Charles
King; Columbia: Marc Lawrence,
John Tyrell, "It Can't Last For-

Republic's First Regional

Opens at Frisco Tomorrow

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Republic winds up its

franchise holders' convention at tho
Roosevelt Hotel today with an open
forum schedule. J. J. Milstein,
vice prexy in charge of sales, and
Sam Hacker, manager of the con-
tract department, immediately
move on to Frisco to convene the
first of four regional sales parleys
there tomorrow.
Grover C. Parsons, western sales

supervisor, will preside at the one-
day Frisco meeting. Attending
will be:
Floyd St. John, Sid Weisbaum, W.

I. Boland, S. C. Martenstein, C. J.

Crowley, Joseph Cane, all of San
Francisco; Francis A. Bateman, M.
J. McCarthy, A. J. Frey, all of Los
Angeles; J. T. Sheffield, Ed Walton,
L. C. Tomlinson, A. W. Hartford,
all of Seattle; Gene Gerbase, Abel
Davis, F. W. Sheffield, James Ecker,
all of Denver; W. M. Hughart, Rob-
ert Boomer, Nina Scott, all of Salt
Lake City; J. H. Sheffield, J. Rog-
ers, both of Butte; Harold Sheffield,

Sid Tewksbury, both of Portland.

Wisconsin Firm Takes House
Port Washington, Wis.—Wiscon-

sin Amusement Enterprises has
leased the Port Theater here, for-
merly operated by William Roob.
The house is to be renovated.

Academy Asks Abrogation

Of Actors' Branch Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Academy has pe-

titioned the producers to abrogate^
their agreement with the actors'
branch of the body, effective as of
June 10, when the new Screen Ac-
tors' Guild contract becomes offi-

cial. The Academy contract. 3igned
by both sides in 1935, has until 1940
to run and contains the provision
that by mutual consent it may be
discarded. Petition signed by How-
ard Estabrook, first vice-president,
was directed to all producers.

Lifton In Washington
Lou Lifton, head of the Mono-

gram publicity and advertising de-
partment, flew to Washington yes-
terday with a print of the film
"Blazing Barriers," produced in co-
operation with the C. C. C. camps,
which he will show today to Rob-
ert Fechner and other government
officials.

Sleeper Planes Start
New Transcontinental Western

Airways sleeper planes began their
initial westward flight yesterday.
The new planes combine a sleeper
service and club lounge, and are the
furthest advance on coast-to-coast
flying comfort.

« REVIEWS »

"The Lady Escapes"
with Gloria Stuart, Michael Walen,

George Sanders.

20th-Fox 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
FAST-MOVING COMEDY OF BATTLING

NEWLYWEDS IS LIGHT SUMMER FARE.

Light summer fare of the program var-

iety is this comedy of the ever battling

newlyweds. Everything seems to happen on

impulse and doesn't make a lot of sense

but it doesn't look like it's supposed to.

It does move quickly with something hap-

pening at all times and does nicely in

maintaining one's interest. Gloria Stuart

and Michael Whalen perform well in the

roles of the wife and husband, but it is

George Sanders, who really stands out as

a somewhat comical egotist. Every scene

in which he appears is his. Eugene Forde's

direction stresses action, speed, and a

nice comedy sense. The screenplay by Don

Ettlinger from a novel by Eugene Heltai is

nicely worked out with well drawn char-

acters and dialogue which is most appro-

priate. Under Leslie L. Landau's guidance

as associate producer, this farce is quite

enjoyable. Gloria Stuart and her husband,

Michael Whalen, are always battling about

trifles. They are forever threatening to

leave one another until she really does go.

When on her way to France she gets in-

volved in an affair with George Sanders.

Her husband follows immediately. A client

of his, June Brewster, wishes to sue

Sanders for breach of promise. To pre-

vent a scandal Michael takes her along.

After a three-cornered affair with Gloria,

Michael and George as principals, the hus-

band and wife realize the battling is all

very silly and since June is on the scene,

Michael sees to it that George marries her.

Cast: Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen,

George Sanders, Cora Witherspoon, Gerald

Oliver-Smith, June Brewster, Howard Hick-

man, Joseph Tozer, Don Alvarado, Maurice

Cass, Franklin Pangborn, Tom Ricketts.

Associate Producer, Leslie L. Landau;

Diretcor, Eugene Forde; Based on the Novel

and Play, "My Second Wife" by Eugene

Heltai; Screenplay, Don Ettlinger; Camera-

man, Lucien Andriot, ASC; Art Director,

Albert Hogsett; Editor, Al De Gaetano;

Recording Engineers, Bernard Freericks,

Harry M. Leonard; Musical Director, Samuel

Kaylin.

Direction, Speedy. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"The Land of the Wends"

Russell Spaulding 9 mins.
Charming Scenic

An entrancing little idyll photo-
graphed with charm and a delicate
touch, among the quaint people who
live along the River Spree. Here
they are seen pursuing their leis-

urely lives along the quiet river
banks, in the famous country with
its legendary background of giants
and goblins. And something of that
fantastic atmosphere of the long
ago is conveyed in the photographic
treatment. Here is a camera artist

with a genuine talent for convey-
ing and creating distinct moods.
Narration by Alwyn Bach, the ra-
dio star. Musical director Winston
Sharpies presents Schubert's "Au-
tumn" with a full symphony or-

chestra.
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Federated Rejects Peace

Plan by Vote of 640276

(Continued from Page 1)

agreement under a closed shop con-
dition and with a 10 per cent salary-
raise."

Attending the meeting at which
the settlement was agreed upon
were Browne, William Cioff

,

Browne's personal representative,
Joe Clarke, international vice-presi-
dent of the International Brother-
hood of Painters, who was sent here
by the president of the Painters'
International, and Edward H. Fitz-
gerald, U. S. Labor Commissioner
in Los Angeles.

It is understood that make-up
men, hair dressers and scenic artists

affiliated with the painters' union
are to be taken over by IATSE.
By vote of 640 to 276 Feder-

ated members decided to continue
on strike. They rejected verbal
agreement made by Browne and
Clarke which would have returned
strikers to work and placed hair-
dressers and makeup artists under
jurisdiction of IATSE.

Golf Tourney Committee and Captains

Of Eight Teams Huddle on Final Plans

Intermountain Territory

Attendance Moves Upward

Salt Lake City—Increased atten-
dance and generally improved condi-
tions throughout the Intermountain
territory were reported by mana-
gers of the 25 houses comprising the
Intermountain Theaters, Inc., as-
sembled here for a conference with
the company's local executives.

Meeting was addressed by Harry
David, vice-president and general
manager; Ray Hendry, assistant to

David; William Borack, booker; F.

J. Ewald, treasurer, and Harry Un-
gerleider, statistician.

Those in attendance at the con-

ference included: J. R. Mendenhall,
Charles Alderson, Ed Schumann
and Wallace Cowan, Boise; Earl
Baughman and Rulon Dunn, Twin
Falls; Leo Henderson, Helena; Jack
D. Braunagel, Provoj C. T. Perrin
and Rose Glassmann, Ogden; Cyril

Condon and Elmo Nielson, Logan;
Mark Neilson, Brigham City; Boyd
Braithwaite and Paul Skates, Pres-
ton, Ida.; Charles M. Pincus, Capi-
tol; Holden Swiger, Paramount;
Nevin McCord, Victory, and C. Clare
Woods, Orpheum, all of this city.

Thalheimer Interests Will

Operate Two New Va. Houses

Richmond, Va.— The Morton G.
Thalheimer interests will operate a
$70,000 650-seat theater at South
Boston, bids for the construction
of which will be opened tomorrow,
and on June 7 for the remodeling of
the present Elks playhouse at Pu-
laski as a film theater. Latter proj-
ect involves $30,000 outlay. The
Thalheimer interests will also oper-
ate a new house being built in

North Richmond.

(Continued from Page 1)

headed by Ole Colonel Alicoate, its

chairman, and Don M. Mersereau,
secretary extraordinary and plenipo-
tentiary, meets with the captains of
the respective eight teams set to
fight it out for possession of the
far-famed Albee Trophy. The
meetin' will be a feed-bag affair,

and the place will be the Hotel As-
tor.

The conclave will also provide
food for thought, seeing as how the
assembled Generals, Colonels and
Captains will work out to the last

notches of their golfing guns the
plans and rules for the battle royal.

General committeemen Ralph Ro-
lan, S. Charles Einfeld, Ted Cur-
tis, and Max Cohen are slated to
huddle with team captains Ralph
Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld, Ted Cur-
tis (you can see right away what
an interesting meeting it's going to

be with guys going into huddles
wfth themselves), Monroe Green-
thai, Tom Gerety, Jules Levy, Char-
lie Pettijohn and Jimmy Cron.
When all the mastickating and de-

liberating is over, the stage will be
set for the grandest FILM DAILY
Golf Tournament since the incep-

tion of the feature in the long, long
ago.

Prizes continue to pour into head-
quarters, until it now appears that
most entries will have to charter a
prairie schooner to get their awards
and souvenirs to their homes. Yes-
terday brought a flock of Silent Ra-
dios and Packard Electric Razors
from Dictograph Products, the swell

little shavers going at the conclu-

sion of play to one of the foursomes
shooting for the Albee Trophy.
Monogram sent in a dozen golf

balls as a prize; Columbia, a tro-

phy; and the United States Elec-

trical Mfg. Corp. delivered, at the

instigation of Kay Kamen, an army

Mickey Mouse flashlight. These
latest prizes bring the grand total

up to approximately ten tons of

valuables,—which will be showered
upon delicate golfers and duffers

alike at the gay shindig.

Among the industrious industry
"swing stars" who will tee-off at

Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains, a week from today are the
following:

ENTREES TO DATE
Al Adams
Chas. A. Alicoate
Jack Alicoate
Winfield Andrus
Ralph B. Austrian
Chester B. Bahn
J. E. Baker
Leon J. Bamberger
George R. Batcheller,

Jr.

Herbert S. Berg
Milton Blackstone
Dave Canavan
James Clark
James A. Clark
Max A. Cohen
Paul Crane
John J. Cunlitfe
Edward P. Curtis

George F. Dembow
Nathan Dobson
Tom Drew
Arthur W. Eddy
Edward E. Edelson

S. Charles Einteld

S. H. Fabian
John A. Farmer
William Ferguson
William V. Frankel

Louis Frisch

Pat Garyn
Dick Gavin
Tom Gerety
Jacobo Glucksmann
Lester M. Goldstein
Milton Goldstein
Irving W. Goodtield
Paul Greenhalgh
Paul Gulick
Adolph Haas
Hap Hadley
J. W. Hammond
Paul F. Harron
Jack Harrower
Edwin Hartley
Gordon W. Hedwig
Melvin Hirsh
J. H. Hoffberg
Joe Hornstein

Herbert M. Kahn
Bernard Kleid

Sol Kohn
M. E. Kornbluth
David Kugel
Bert Kulick
Arthur A. Lee
Jack G. Leo
Edward G. Levy
Chick Lewis
Mitchell May, Jr.

Archie Mayers
C. M. Mersereau
Don M. Mersereau
A. J. Moeller
George Morris
Mathew Nicolino, Jr.

L. N. Olmsted
David A. O'Malley
William A. Orr
Arthur H. Pelterson

C. C. Pettijohn

Frank N. Phelps

Percy Phillipson

Harry Pimstein
John F. Plunkett
John R. Reiss

Harold J. Rinzler
Samuel Rinzler

Charles A. Rogers
Samuel Rosen
Sam Sax
Clarence Secor
Al Selig

Jack G. Seligsohn
Irving Shapiro
P. T. Sheridan
Harry Shiftman
Bernard Sholtz

Hal Sloane

H. B. Snook
W. H. Swift
L. W. Teegarden
Ernest J. Warner
H. M. Warner
Sid Weil
William H. Weintraub
John West
Clint Weyer

Injunction Suit Threat

Stops Bank Night in Neb.

Omaha — With injunction suits

threatening them, Nebraska exhibi-

tors are dropping Bank Night on a
wholesale scale.

Latest to quit are Fox-Midwest's
Paramount, Fox and State theaters,
under City Manager M. A. Zalesny
of North Platte; John Nessinger's
Capitol at Madison, M. Biemond's
Ord at Ord and Harry Goold's Sun-
beam at Geneva.

Only District Manager Ralph
Blank of the General Theater Corp.
delayed a decision in an order to
halt Bank Night at the Granada in

Norfolk.

Chesbrough Adds One
Cincinnati — Will Chesbrough of

the Chesbrough Circuit, has taken
over the Champion Theater, Colum-
bus, from Lawrence Burns.

"Souls at Sea" to Play

Two-a-Day at N. Y. Astor

Paramount will present "Souls at
Sea" as a two-a-day attraction at

the Astor Theater here, opening
with the pix's world premiere on
June 30, it was announced yester-

day by Neil Agnew, Para, vice prexy
in charge of sales. George Raft
and Olympe Bradna of the cast are
expected to be here for the pre-
miere.

Writ Protects "Ecstasy"

Omaha—District Judge John Rine
has granted a restraining order
against Mayor Dan Butler and other
city officials to prevent them from
interfering with the showing of
"Ecstasy" at Ralph Goldberg's
Town Theater. The order was ob-
tained by General Manager Samuel
Cummins of Jewel Productions, Inc.,

of New York.

Bernhard Off For Warar
Theater Pittsbur^ENdee

Joseph Bernhard, General Man
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters, lef
yesterday to attend the conventioi
of Central District theater mei
which will be in session today h
Pittsburgh.

Other home office executives at
tending the meet are: S. Charle:
Einfeld, Director of Advertising an<
Publicity; Roy Haines, Eastern an<
Canadian sales manager; Normal
Moray, Vitaphone Sales Manager
Robert Smeltzer, Central Distrid
manager; and Harry Goldberg, Di
rector of Warner Theater Advertis
ing and Publicity.

Warners Air-Conditioning

Six Theaters in Chicagc

Warner Bros. Theaters are in
stalling new air conditioning equip
ment in six Chicago houses at ap
proximate cost of $200,000.

Colleen Moore Re-weds
Washington Buteau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Colleen Moore, for

mer film actress, has been honey
mooning here with her husbanc1

Homer Hargrave, Chicago broker
whom, it was revealed here, she wee
secretly May 19, last, at Crowr
Point, Ind. They return to Chicagc
today.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL}
Los Angeles — Norma Talmadgc A|

was stricken ill on Monday at hei\\
Santa Monica home and removed t(

St. Vincent's Hospital. She recent!
f

ly left the hospital after undergoing!
[

treatment for chronic appendicitis!

Detroit— Jack Goldhar, midwesli
'

divisional manager of United Art- gei

ists, is in Harper Hospital for spi
minor operation. fc

(Si

It
Cincinnati—Ralph Kinsler, Granc

National manager, and Allan Mor
itz, Columbia manager, were se
verely bruised and shaken up in at
auto accident, while returning fron
a trip here. Kinsler's arm was bad
ly wrenched. Co

Ashland, Ky . — Jack Tierney, as-

sistant manager of the Paramoum
Theater, is recovering from a seri

ous auto accident which resulted h
several broken bonss and severe la-

j

cerations. Tierney's brother wa
killed in the accident, the result oJ

a collision on the Dixie Highway.

Cincinnati—Maury White of th(

I. Libson-White United Theaters is

back at his desk after ~j fllness

that confined him in a loca/ ..spital

Cincinnati—Don Duff, booker ant
sales representative for Big Fea
tures, is in the Jewish Hospital re

covering from an emergency ap-

pendectomy.

f

?-:
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Exhibs. Ask Hearing on Admish

FEWER SESSIONS TO BLOCK ALLIED'S STATE DRIVE

Makeup of 20th Century- Fox Shorts List Announced
20th to Produce Two Novelty

Series, Educational

the Rest
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Makeup of the 20th

Century-Fox short subject lineup

for 1937-38 was announced yester-

day at the company's annual sales

convention at the Ambassador Ho-
tel. 20th Century-Fox will produce
two novelty series for the program,
which calls for 100 subjects, while
Educational will supply all the two-
reel comedies and three series of

one-reelers.

Educational's lineup will include:
(Continued on Page 7)

45 FOURSOMES WILL

COMPETE IN TOURNEY

To the tuneful tinkle of a "jig-
• ger" here and there, plus the so-

(
norous sounds of scraping "spoons,"
the exec, committee for the 25th

;

(Silver Jubilee) FILM DAILY Golf
ji Tournament and the captains of

|
teams set to shoot it out for the Al-

1 bee Trophy converged on the Hunt-
(Continued on Page 9)

Coast Funeral Tomorrow
For Percy R. Kent, 47

Funeral services for Percy R.
Kent, brother of Sidney R. Kent and
director of real estate for National
Theaters, will be held at Los An-
geles tomorrow, following arrival of

the body from New York, where he
(Continued on Page 4)

IATSE Ultimatum to Makeup

^ Artists and Hairdressers

V/est Coast Bin can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George E. Browne,

international president of the
IATSE, yesterday issued an ultima-
tum to the hairdressers and make-
up artists that they immediately
leave FMPC, dissolve that organi-

(Continued on Page 9)

How They Started

Bcnnic F. Zeidman, head of Zeidman Productions, releasing through Grand National, made his

industry debut in his native Philly with the pioneer Lubin Company as a phone boy and p. a.

at five smackers per week. Yes, sir, times have changed .... but not the genius of ye artist,

Hap Hadley, Esq -

House Hearing On Plea to Increase

Admission Tax Exemption is Sought

New Television Camera

10 Times More Sensitive

London (By Cable) — A camera
ten times as sensitive as any yet
operated at 'the BBC headquarters
will be used shortly for television.
A development by the Marconi-E.
M. I. Co., of their Emitron instru-
ment, makes it possible with this

(Continued on Page 4)

Exhibitors are being requested to
ask the House Ways and Means
Committee for a hearing on the
proposal to increase the present
Federal admission tax exemption of
41 cents to 51 cents, in a letter
signed by Pete Wood of the ITO
of Ohio, working in conjunction
with Walter Vincent of the Wilmer
& Vincent circuit.

In event the committee decides to

(Continued on Page 4)

Exhib. Organization Expected

to Center Campaign
on Congress

As only eight states plan regular
sessions of their legislatures in 1938,
Allied is expected to concentrate its

legislative efforts on Congress, par-
ticularly in behalf of the Neely-Pet-
tengill bill prohibiting compulsory
block booking and the Hobbs reso-
lution ordering an investigation of
the film industry. Forty-four state
governing bodies were in session
this year.
A number of states will hold spe-

(Continued on Page 4)

SEE NO OK OF RKO

PLAN BEFORE SEPT.

Possibility of any final adjudica-
tion on the RKO reorg. plan before
September or later appeared unlike-
ly yesterday as Special Master
George W. Alger notified all parties
to the reorganization that after all

testimony is in he will take several
weeks to study the case and then

(Continued on Page 7)

Defer "De-freezing" Plan

Until End of Sales Meets

Plan under consideration by the
Hays association to "de-freeze"
thousands of registered picture
titles through a re-registration
move will be held in abeyance pend-
ing completion of the current round
of annual sales conventions which

(Continued on Page 4)

1934 Producer-Theater

Income Reports Revealed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Featured yesterday

in Secretary of the Treasury Mor-
genthau's report on "statistics of
income for 1934" was the motion
picture industry, divided into film
producers and movie theaters.

Movie theaters returns totaled 3,-
(Continued on Page 7)
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close Chg.
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Con. Fm. Ind
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East. Kodak 1
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Loew's, Inc
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RKO
20th Century-Fox .
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2 99 + Vi
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Phil Blum Dies
New Orleans—Phil Blum, 82, vet-

eran showman died at his home here

on May 31. Blum, who entered the

business in the early days and was
later associated with the Fitchen-

berg interests, went over to the old

Saenger Amusement Company when
it took over the Fitchenberg houses.

He is survived by a daughter and
four grandchildren.

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Circuit Office Building

May Be Built in Frisco

San Francisco — Two ambitious
building projects which will vitally

change the character of the city's

theater trade setup are reported on
Film Row.
One is the possible erection in the

vicinity of Leavenworth and Golden
Gate St. of a 12-story building ex-

clusively for theater circuit offices

and allied business groups. Private
projection rooms available without
cost, swimming pool for the use of

tenants, conference rooms and many
similar elaborate features are said

to be planned as special features
for film executives. At present vir-

tually 90 per cent of all Northern
California theater circuit offices are

in the Golden Gate Building.
The second activity is said to be

planned by Louis Lurie. Lurie, it

is said, may tear down his Geary
Theater, 1,400-seat ace legitimate

house, often used for film road-

shows, and use the site for erection

of a mammoth class A hotel. Such
a deal would force distributors to a

special deal with Fox West Coast,

which controls four local first-run

houses, whenever they planned a

San Francisco roadshow presenta-
tion, or to use of either the Colum-
bia Theater or the Curran.. The Co-
lumbia is currently dark and pre-

sumably would be available if need-

ed, but Homer Curran's consistent

policy has been to offer only legit

attractions at his 1,500-seat house.

Carnival Opposition Hits

New High in Detroit Area

Detroit — Detroit theaters have
had the heaviest competition from
carnivals in many years. Ten trav-

elling outfits made their headquar-
ters here at the start of the season,

a record untouched since 1929. These
included at least four new shows,

and two others that have been op-

erating in only a small way for the

last few seasons, now enlarged as

major outfits.

Amateur and Pro. 16 MM.
Shorts on World's Bills

Gilbert Josephson, operator of the
World Theater on West 49th St. and
the Lincoln Theater, New Haven,
said yesterday that he expected
within a few weeks to begin show-
ing short subjects only at the World
and will include in his program a
number of 16 mm. subjects produced
by amateurs and professionals. The
16 mm. material will be obtained
chiefly through Eastman Kodak
with which company Josephson is

now trying to work out a close

business arrangement, he said yes-
terday.

Josephson stated that he had se-

lected several other out-of-town
spots where he plans to install a
similar policy. He hopes to have
the out-of-town spots in operation
by Sept. 15. Josephson has experi-

mented with 16 mm. material at the
Lincoln Theater in association with
Yale University.

Amateurs and professionals
whose material is chosen for show-
ing at the World Theater will re-

ceive a flat sum per foot for their

material and a royalty on all fu-

ture showings, Josephson said.

Uer

N. H. Senate Turns Down
4 P. M. Sunday Openings

Concord, N. H.—The state Senate
has defeated a bill which would have
permitted moving picture theaters

to open at 4 o'clock Sunday during

the winter months. It came from
the judiciary committee, with an un-
favorable report, following the way
of the Sunday moving picture bills

in the House, all of which have been
killed.

Two Film Co's. Dissolved

Albany—UFA Theaters, U. S. A.,

Inc., and West End Theater Co., both
of New York City, have been dis-

solved by the Secretary of State.

Coming and Going

A. M. BOTSFORD, who is in New York, leaves
Sunday on his return to Hollywood.

E. J. SMITH of Imperial leaves Dallas today
for New York, making stop-overs in several
midwest and eastern cities en route.

GEORGE SKOURAS has gone to the Coast
from New York.

ERNEST TRUEX has left New York for
Hollywood.

HERMAN BING has arrived in New York from
the Coast.

ADRIAN, in charge of costume designing at
M-G-M studios, sailed for Europe yesterday
on the Normandie to study fashions in Eng-
land and on the Continent.

PATRICIA WILDER is stopping in New York
for several days before going to her home
in Macon, Ga.

IRVING RAPPER, dialogue director for War-
ner Bros., is spending a brief vacation in New
York.

LLOYD BACON, director, arrives in Hollywood
today from location in New London, Conn.

J. H. SEIDELMAN, foreign manager for Co-
lumbia, arrived in San Francisco yesterday after
visiting company's offices in China, Japan and
the Philippines.

HARRY LEASIM, continental general man-
ager for RKO Radio, and REGINALD ARMOUR,
RKO Radio far eastern manager, have arrived
in New York.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON leaves Friday for
Hollywood.

DOROTHY HAAS, Fanchon and Marco pub-
licity representative, leaves today for Buf-
falo to handle publicity for the Al Pearce
Gang en route to the coast.

LOU LIFTON, Monogram publicity and ad-
vertising chief, returns today from Washington.

ITOA Discusses Rentals,

Plans for Annual Outing

Film rentals for the season were
discussed by I.T.O.A. members at
a meeting of the association yes-
terday at the Hotel Astor when
plans for the annual outing, sched-
uled for July 21 to Bear Mountain,
were also considered. Program in-

cludes luncheon on the boat, dinner
at the resort and a schedule of
games.

Suit against major companies,
embracing various industry prac-
tices, will be filed next week in the
U. S. District Court, New York, it

was stated following the session. A
number of exhibitors will sponsor
the action.

JUNE 3

E. M. Orowitz
Francis E. Ziesse
Dick Pritchard



THE

NEWS/
It tops

them all!

THESE ARE THE FIRST PRESS
NOTICES ON "DAY AT THE RACES"

(Efy quick wire from San Diego preview!)

"It far surpasses previous Marx vehicles. The audience reaction far out'

shadowed 'Night at the Opera.' Continual uproar. Leaves you limp from
laughter."-Maunce Savage, SAN DIEGO EVENING TRIBUNE,

"Merry Marxes enthusiastically received. 'Day at the Races' is a lot

funnier than 'Night at the Opera.' Elaborate musical numbers. Fans

were amazed, then burst into spontaneous applause. It's a riot. This

comedy should make everybody happy." —Willis Werner, SAN DIEGO SUN

THESE ARE JUST THE START! FORWARD MARX!

jj.



THE

ASK HEARING ON RISE

IN TAX EXEMPTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

hold the hearing, only two persons,

Vincent and Wood, will appear to

"clearly show that the treasurer will

receive more money in income taxes

by making the change."

A bill extending for two years

to June 30, 1939, the present taxes

has been introduced in the House
and referred to the Ways and
Means Committee.

New Television Camera
10 Times More Sensitive

(Continued from Page 1

)

camera to televise scenes in indif-

ferent lighting, and transmission
from interiors not specially lit, such
as Westminster Abbey, the Albert
Hall and the West End theaters.

Gordon-Goetz Plan Four

Stage Shows, Three Pix

Max Gordon's Plays and Pictures,

Inc., of which Harry Goetz is presi-

dent, plans to do four shows on
Broadway next season and produce

three pictures a year, starting with

the 1938-39 season. First play sched-

uled is "Kiss the Boys Goodbye," by
Clare Booth, author of "The Wo-
men," which will be the initial

Goetz-Gordon film production.

Goetz returned to New York from
London over the week-end. Gordon
sails June 9 to look over the new
shows in that city.

$5 Top for "Girl" Opening
Boston—GN's "The Girl Said No"

will have a $5 top for its Boston
two-a-day premiere at the Shuberr
Theater.

Clark Dinner Called Off
Philadelphia—The dinner sched-

uled to be given here July 12 for

Jim Clark, president of Horlacher
Delivery Service, has been called

off.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

The huge gold buckle Marlene DUt-
rich has worn on most every outfit ilnet

she returned to Hollywood is one »h»

designed herself and had a goldsmith

in London make.
—PARAMOUNT.
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• • • IN ONE of those ritzy Westchester towns
one of the big circuits moved in and took over a theater patron-

ized by all the nice people and immediately inaugurated

the double feature program and those nice people forgot

their breeding and refinement and howled to high heaven
and called the Manager all sorts of names one

dowager asking him whatt'ell he thought she was, to sit through
a lousy dumb picture in order to see another picture that was
good and the Manager agreed she was a sucker if she did

he, the Manager, not liking dual bills either and
now the theater patronized by the nice people is back to the

single feature again and those snooty people are all act-

ing as if the incident never happened and they never lost their

tempers and manners and everythin'

• • • SOME OF the biggest names in the music world

will be on hand at the 55th St. Playhouse tomorrow nite

for the formal opening of Grand National's "Forever Yours"
which introduces the famed operatic tenor, Beniamino

Gigli, to the screen among those who have made reserva-

tions are Carmela Ponselle, the Met opera star Oley
Speaks, famous composer Charles Hackett, leading tenor

of the Met and Richard Bonelli, Met baritone, who just

got an honorary degree from Syracuse U., his alma mater

• • • WOULD IT surprise you to learn that Clifford

Odets, the famous playwright now batting 'em out for Para-
mount, does his best scribbling when garbed only in his under-

wear? he explains it scientifically he says the cur-

rents of air circulate better when he is in his underwear
this reacts physically on his mental forces, and the resultant

stimulation produces better writing sometimes we
hope to regale you with several more choice bits of exclusive

info about Hollywood writers from time to time of course

you can realize that it is not easy to secure such choice bits as

the foregoing, with so many columnists and special writers try-

ing their damdest to outsmart us but we'll do our best . .

• • • A CHRISTENING of the new mag Cinema
Arts will be held at the Green Room of the Hotel Madison
on East 58th Street this afternoon Monogram begs to re-

mind the gang that the opening of their New York office is held

today at 630 Ninth Avenue so between the two events
prospects look bright for any film mug going home properly
stewed and getting hell bawled out of him by the missus
so what? ain't it worth it?

• • • AMONG THE romantic items we find in our mail
bag spoils is this one Lee Goldberg and the missus, owners
of Big Features Rights Corp. in Cincinnati, announce the en-

gagement of their dotter Thelma to Mitchell Blachschlaeger of

the RKO local branch office the young couple met at the
exchange which goes to show that almost anything can
happen in these exchanges

• • • ELECTION OF Theodore Lohmeyer, manager of
Warners York theater in Washington, D. C. to the vice-

presidency of the Parkview (D. C.) Business Men's Association,
is announced ... • Victor F. Ridder, the newspaper pub-
lisher and former WPA Administrator, was married to Mrs.
Ruth O'Day Boyd yesterday in St. Patrick's Cathedral . . .

• Dave Davidson of National Screen Accessories, has been in-

formed that the missus presented him with a beautiful baby
girl in the French Hospital Tuesday

ALUED'S STATE DRIVE,;

PLAN TO BE BLOCKED

(Continued from Page 1)

cial sessions to act on revenue pro-

posals next year.

In other words, Allied faces what
might amount to a two-year delay in

its state program as far as substan-

tial progress goes.

Coast Funeral Tomorrow
For Percy R. Kent, 47

(Continued from Page 1)

died Monday at the age of 47. Ser-

vices will be held at the Pierce

Brothers Chapel, 720 West Wash-
ington Boulevard.
Kent died following a mastoid in-

fection. He is survived by his

widow, Margaret, four brothers,

Sidney R., Larry, Arthur and Er-

nest, a married sister and three chil-

dren.
George Skouras is accompanying

the body to the coast.

Defer "De-Freezing" Plan

Until End of Sales Meet

(Continued from Page 1

)

are occupying the attention of pro-
duction executives. Several weeks
will probably elapse before the next
meeting is held on the proposal.

N. W. Allied Elects Steffes

Minneapolis — Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest unani-
mously elected Al Steffes of Minne-
apolis president, after a two-year
lapse, at the annual meeting which
opened here yesterday. He suc-
ceeds E. L. Peasley of Stillwater,

Minn., who takes the vice-presiden-
tial post. Stanley D. Kane, execu-
tive secretary, was given a rising
vote of thanks in appreciation of
services for the past two years.

« « « » » »

RKO Claims Up June 14
Federal Judge Bondy has set

June 14 for hearing on proposed
settlements of four claims against
RKO originally filed for $9,318,443
and which would be compromised
for $1,249,998. The claims are those
of Hoblitzelle and the Broadway and
47th St. Corp.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDEDline

Check all exit and direction signs.

Do it yourself, and do it periodically.
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music
and
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madness
and t

girls

and
guffaws

and
sonas
and

spectacle

and

pep
and
personalities

and
CUt-UPS

and
cuties

and
lines

(ike

this

at

the

box ®
office for Marx Bros, in "Day at the Races

**

MARX BROS. (Groucho, Chico, Harpo) in "A DAY AT THE RACES"
with Allan Jones and Maureen O'Sullivan • A Sam Wood Production

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.
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DAKEUP OF 20TH-F0X

SHORTS LIST REVEALED

(Continued from Page 1)

42 two-reel comedies, starring Wil-

lie Howard, Imogene Coca, Buster
West and Tom Patricola, Bert Lahr,

Niela Goodelle, Jefferson Machamer
and his "Gags and Gals", Herman
Timberg Jr. and Pat Rooney Jr.,

Harry Gribbon and others. 26 Ter-

ry-Toons, one-reel cartoons by Paul
Terry. 10 Treasure Chest produc-
tions, one-reel miscellaneous novel-

ties. 10 Song and Comedy Hits, fea-

turing comics and singers of screen,

stage, radio, and night clubs.

20th Century-Fox will make: Six

Adventures of the Newsreel Cam-
eraman, one-reelers, Six Along the

Road to Romance on the Magic Car-

pet of Movietone, one-reel romantic
travel pictures.

Willie Howard will appear in four

to six comedies produced by Educa-
tional while Imogene Coca, another
new addition to the company's star

list, will work in a number of pro-

ductions. Jefferson Machamer will

continue his "Gags and Gals" ser-

ies, with plans for making between
four to six more of these subjects.

West and Patricola, dance team, will

work in six subjects, while Niela
Goodelle will star in four musical
comedies.

Truman Talley will be in charge
of production on 20th Century-Fox's
two one-reel series and Lew Lehr
will continue as their editor. Ed
Thorgerson will provide the narra-
tion for the "Road to Romance"
group.

Newspaper advertising is one of

the most important factors in the

selling of pictures to the public, de-

clared Joseph M. Schenck at the con-

vention session yesterday.

"A large part of our sales and
theater attendance has been traced

directly to newspaper advertising,

proving conclusively that this

medium is far superior to any other

which we use," he .said.

Gibbon Heads New Union
Springfield, Mass.—Myles Gibbon

has been elected president of the

newly formed Theatrical Employes'
Union. Other officers elected: Vice
president, Garrett McCarthy; re-

cording secretary, Dorothy Guertin;
secretary-treasurer, Margaret Sher-

man; sergeant-at-arms, Henry Rick-
aby; executive board, Paul Egan,
Raymond Millett, Ralph Weinstein
and Robert Egan; business agent,

Julius Addison.

t Brown Joins 20th-Fox
West Coast Buy., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Harry Joe Brown has been
given a long-term contract by 20th
Century-Fox as associate producer,
Darryl F. Zanuck announced yesterday
Brown has been with Warner Brother;
for the past five years.

With 20th-Fox Conventioneers
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
A SUDDEN call for "Bill" at the

meeting of 20th-Fox division,

district and branch managers to-

day would be likely to precipi-

tate a near-riot. All three division
managers are Williams; to wit, Wil-
liam Sussman, William J. Kupper
and William C. Gehring. An odd
thing about this is that none of the
45 d'strict and branch managers
has the same given name. The only
"W" among them, as a matter of

fact, is that belonging to Ward E.

Scott, Kansas City district mana-
ger.

Among features screened during
the convention will be the Techni-
color Coronation special, the first

event in newsreel history to be pho-
tographed entirely in color.

Clyde Eckhardt, chief of the Chi-
cago office, was given a great wel-
come. His branch out-delivered
any other for the number of weeks
that exchange revenue exceeded
quota. It was the best year in his-

tory for the Chicago outfit, Eck-
hardt having beaten quota 47 weeks
this season and for 21 straight
weeks of 1937.

A similar glad hand was given

Sam Lichter of Cleveland. Came to
convention as leader among 20th-
Fox salesmen from the standpoint
of turning contracts into revenue.

Studio and corporation executives
and personnel from all departments
on the coast attending convention
sessions include: Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the board; Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production; William Goetz, vice-
president and executive assistant;
Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer;
Robert Fairbanks, studio manager;
Fred Metzler, studio treasurer; Ed-
ward Ebele, production manager;
Lew Schreiber, casting director;

Harry Brand, studio publicity and
advertising director; Col. Jason S.

Joy, public relations counsel; Sol
Lesser, William Wobber, Edward
Wobber, Frank Underwood, Arch
Bowles, Alfred McNeill, Ted Kirk-
meyer, R. Ricketson, E. C. Rhoden,
F. L. Newman, John Hamrick, M.
Rosenberg, Al Hanson, Larry Kent,
C. A. Buckley, George Topper,
Thornton Sargent, Cullen Espy,
Dick Dickson, George Bowser, B. V.
Sturdivant, Homer Gill, Louis
Christ, Fred Stein, H. C. Seipel,

Nick Turner, Dick Spier, William
Agren, William Steege and E. I.

Sponable.

Second Play Contest for

Collegians Is Announced

Sponsored by seven film compa-
nies, the Bureau of New Plays will

conduct a second play contest for

collegians and recent grads, it is

announced. This second comnetition

will open on Oct. 1 and will close

Dec. 15, and the awards will be an-

nounced not later than March 15.

Awards of $500 will be made to

the authors of the six best plays

submitted, and at the discretion of

the Bureau, of which Theresa Hel-

burn is director, the awards may be

increased to scholarship awards of

$1,250 or to fellowship awards of

from $1,500 to $2,500.

"Recipients of scholarship or fel-

lowship awards will be expected to

submit at least two plays within the

year's tenure of the scholarship or

fellowship, or within six months
thereafter, and in case of produc-
tion of one or both such plays, part
of the scholarship or fellowship
awards shall be considered as ad-

vance on royalties to be returned
to the Bureau of New Plays for the
maintenance of awards," it is stated.

Gene Anthony Dead
New Orleans—Eugene Anthony,

more familiarly known to film men
as Gene Anthony, Pontchatoula, La.,

exhibitor, died in Marine Hospital
here after a lengthy illness. Fun-
eral was held in Pontchatoula. He
is survived by two brothers and
a sister.

1934 Producer-Theater

Income Reports Revealed

(Continued from Page 1)

668, with 1,327 showing net incomes

of $19,804,000 and gross income of

$258,994,000. This group paid an

income tax of $2,786,000 and excess

profits tax of $25,000. Total of 2,-

173 theaters reported no net income,

with a gross income of $194,072,000

and a deficit of $24,473,000. There

were 168 theaters reporting no in-

come data and 80 were listed as in-

active.

Total of 293 film producers re-

ported, with 76 showing net income

of $7,396,000 and gross income of

$201,181,000. This group paid an

income tax of $1,031,000 and an ex-

cess profits tax of $33,000. Total

of 160 producers reported no net

income, showing a gross income of

$29,753,000 and a deficit of $3,417,-

000. There were 57 producers who
reported no income data and 79 were
inactive.

Total number of amusement re-

turns was 10,146 with 2,242 report-
ing net income of $35,070,000 and
gross income of $520,811,000. Total
amusement income tax was $4,899,-

000 and excess profits tax amounted
to $108,000. There were 6,619 who
reported no net income and a gross
income of $321,995,000 and a deficit

of $47,440,000 A total of 1,285
reported no income data.

SEE NO OK OF RKO

PLAN BEFORE SEPT.

(Continued from Page 1)

hold another hearing at which both
sides can present arguments and
briefs.

Yesterday's hearing at the Bar
Building was given over to oppon-
ents of the plan. John S. Stover
representing Ernst W. Stern, a hold-
er of Class A stock, presented his

objections to the plan in written
form because, he said, most of the
points he wanted to make against
the plan had already been voiced.

His brief particularly attacked the
Rockefeller settlement.

David Stoneman, representing
four large holders of Class A stock,

contended that the transfer in 1928
of 500,000 shares of Class B RKO
stock to RCA was illegal and that
the subsequent four-for-one split in

1931 under which RCA got 125,-

000 shares of Class A stock for its

500,000 was illegal also.

George L. Schein, counsel for the
independent stockholders' commit-
tee, asked for three weeks in which
to assemble all his evidence against
the plan. Special Master Alger said
one week was ample and adjourned
further hearings until June 10.

Schein said the proponents' proof
had been "haphazard."

40-Hour Week, $25-$40 Pay

Scale Asked by K. C. Union

Kansas City, Mo.—Union wage
and hour scale submitted to ex-
change managers here was disclosed
yesterday as calling for a 40-hour
week with Saturdays off at 2 P. M.
and no day of more than seven
hours, and $40.00 weekly for head
inspectors and poster clerks and
$25.00 for assistant inspector. The
letter accompanying contracts re-
quested a meeting with exchange
heads sometime next week but time
has been extended to accommodate
those who are in California for con-
ventions, though the scale ultimate-
ly agreed upon will be retroactive
to June 1st, according to Felix
Snow, Local A. F. of L. organizer.
Managers are forwarding contracts
to home offices, following a meeting
to discuss the union demands.

Hearing Off to June 21
Federal Judge William Bondy

yesterday postponed hearing on ap-
plications for fees and allowances in
connection with the Fox Brooklyn
Theater and office building reorgan-
ization until June 21.

What's in a Name?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Culver City, Calif.—Maybe it's only
a gag. But at any rate, petitions are
being circulated here by the C. of C.
calling for a change in the town's
name to Hollywood. Present Hollywood
is unincorporated.
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"Behind the
Headlines

Tracy, Dianawith Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

SWELL MELLER PACKS PLENTY OF
ACTION AND THRILLS WITH LEE

TRACY DELIVERING STRONG,

Made for thrill purposes only, but that

is enough for the thrill fans who want

their action hectic and sizzling. This one

meets the requirements perfectly, with Lee

Tracy back after a long absence, and just

as effervescent and dynamic as ever. He

plays the role of a news commentator on

the air, who operates right on the scene

of the hot news, broadcasting via a button-

hole mike in his coat lapel, with his pal,

Tom Kennedy, handling the transmission

to the studio with a portable set carried

in his auto. Opens with Tracy reporting

a disastrous fire, and showing up his girl

rival out to scoop him as she does her stuff

for a newspaper. This newcomer, Diana

Gibson, is worth watching, for she has

looks, a figure, a personality, and a real

yen for strutting before a camera with

verve and charm. With the help of his

pocket mike that he leaves in his coat in

a room with a bunch of gangsters plan-

ning to waylay a government shipment of

gold, Tracy gets all the details of the plot.

The girl reporter eavesdrops, and starts

out to scoop him. But she runs afoul of

a G-Man who is really a member of the

gang, and he kidnaps her and brings her

to the gang's hideout. They have given

Tracy the slip. The armored car carrying

the gold is hijacked ingeniously, and the

gang take it inside a moving van to a

cave where they can open the armored

car and get the gold at their leisure. Then
comes the hectic doings, as the girl seated

in her car in the cave, sends an SOS on

the set she has hidden in the rumble seat.

Business of Tracy and the Federal men
picking up the message, tracing it, and

swooping down for the capture. As metiers

go, this one is leading the list. Tracy

does a grand job, and Diana Gibson is a

honey child who will score strong. Donald

Meek as the gang leader lends class with a

deft characterization. Direction by Rich-

ard Rosson is fast, and builds to cunning

suspense.

Cast: Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson, Donald

Meek, Paul Guilfoyle, Philip Huston, Frank

M. Thomas, Tom Kennedy, Doodles Weav-
er, Ralph Robertson, Art Thalasso, Edith

Craig.

Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Richard

Rosson; Author, Thomas Ahearn; Screen-

play, J. R. Bren, E L. Hartman; Camera-

man, Russell Metty.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

Imperial Franchise to Adams
Imperial/ has closed with Jack

Adams of Dallas a five year fran-

chise agreement. The agreement
will include Imperial's current prod-
uct as well as the 32 pictures for
'37-38. The territory covers Arkan-
sas, Texas, and Oklahoma. The ex-

changes will operate under the Im-
perial name.

Riders of the
Whistling Skull"
with The Three Mesquiteers

Republic 58 Mins.

GOOD ACTION WESTERN WITH IN-

DIAN ATMOSPHERE MAKING IT A
DRAW FOR THE YOUNGSTERS.

The Indian atmosphere is worked in very

naturally in this adventure of The Three
Mesquiteers—Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan

and Max Terhune—by having the theme
tied up with a search for hidden treasure

of an ancient Indian tribe, whose descend-

ants are hidden away in the desert wilder-

ness. The Three Mesquiteers join up with

a scientific expedition on learning that the

girl's father, a scientist, has evidently

been held captive by the Indians after

he had discovered the location of the hid-

den treasure. Another member of the ex-

pedition is mysteriously murdered just be-

fore the start across the desert. Cir-

cumstances point to some member of the

party being the murderer. The Three

Mesquiteers decide that the only way to

uncover the murderer is to stick with the

group, and watch everybody closely. The
thrills and surprises come fast as soon as

the party approaches the site of the

Whistling Skull, which is a jagged rock

on the mountainside marking the location

of the hidden treasure. A half-breed who

had undertaken to guide the party is

uncovered as the murderer, but he escapes

and joins his people hidden in the moun-

tain pass. The party is marooned on top

of a high cliff when the half-breed kicks

the ladder away, but they discover a cave

that leads to the treasure, and also the

imprisoned father of the girl. The rescue

of one of the Mesquiteers who is captured

and about to be offered as a sacrifice

forms a good thrill climax.

Cast: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune, Mary Russell, Roger Wil-

liams, Fern Emmett, C. Montague Shaw,

Yakima Canutt, John Ward, George God-

frey Earle Ross, Frank Ellis, John Van

Pelt'.

Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Mack V.

Wright; Screenplay, Oliver Drake, John

Rathmell; Authors, Bernard McConville,

Oliver Drake; Editor, Tony Martinelli;

Cameraman, Jack Marta.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Fine

SERIAL
"The Painted Stallion"

Republic About 20 Mins.
per chapter

(A Serial)

Produced on an unusually large

scale, this exciting serial is packed
with swell action, hard riding and
frequent thrills, judging from the
first two chapters. Republic has
screened a high-powered and ro-

mantic version of the winning of

the West during the years imme-
diately following the withdrawal of

Mexico from the jurisdiction of

Spain. To establish trade relations

with the new territory, a wagon
train of U. S. official representa-
tives, pioneers and scouts set out
for Santa Fe and are beset by hair-

raising adventures when the Indians

Tre Anni Senzct

Donne"
Years Without("Three Years Without Women")

Piedmonte 66 Mins.

ITALIAN COMEDY FETTERED BY
TECHNICAL SHORTCOMINGS AND
LACKING GENERAL APPEAL.

Handicapped by lack of technical qual-

ity, and with general audience appeal
limited by the absence of English titles,

this Italian-made comedy is only passable
entertainment at best. Its story deals

with a 'young man who is heir to the riches

of his uncle. But the deceased's last will

and testament imposes a strange restric-

tion, namely that the handsome nephew re-

frain from mingling for three years with

(he fair sex. A magician deftly plots to

land a lovely girl in the monastic seclusion

of the heir's castle. He chooses her rather

than the millions. The fortune then goes

to the Society for the Prevention of Cruel-

ty to Animals. Nino Besozzi plays the

role of the romantically inclined bachelor

and does a good job of the assignment.

But in the last analysis the feature is in-

consequential.

Cast: Nino Besozzi, Sandra Ravelli, Lam-
berto Picasso, Olga Capri, Guiseppe Pieroz-

zi, Roberto Pasetti, Oreste Bilancia, Gi-

arome Almirante, Calisto Beltramo, Aldo
Moschmo, Alfredo Martinelli, Gino Viotti,

Turi Pandelfini, Pio Campa, Alfredo Robert.

Director, Guido Brignone; Author, Luigi

Bcrelli; Music Score, L. Colacicchi. Pre-

sented by Cine-Lux Corp. at the Cine-

Roma Theater.

are stirred up by renegade outlaw
groups to attack the expedition as
it advances toward its destination.
Numerous historical characters of
the period are portrayed in the cast,

and an early "legend" of the Indian
tribes, the periodic appearance of a
mysterious "redskin" who saves
white pioneers from the dangers
which beset them through attacks
by both the Comanche tribes and
roving outlaws, is woven into the
story. This strange rider, mounted
on a painted stallion, shoots whist-
ling arrows to warn against at-

tacks. In the first chapter, "Trail

to Empire," there is a dramatic and
spine-chilling sortie by the Coman-
ches against the pale-face invaders,

while the second chapter, "The
Rider of the Stallion," relates how
and why the Indians ceased the at-

tack, as well as the task the wagon
train has in fording a swollen river

in the night. Ray Corrigan plays

the top featured role. The other

principals are Hoot Gibson, leader

of the train, and young Sammy Mc-
Kim, who plays the part of the re-

nowned Kit Carson during the

scout's boyhood days. William
Whitney is the serial's director, to-

gether with Alan James and Ray
Taylor. Barry Shipman and Win-
ston Miller penned the screenplay,

based on the original story by Mor-
gan Cox and Ronald Davidson. Out-

door drama enthusiasts of all ages

should "go" for this serial in a big

"Maria, Die Magd"
("Mary, The Maid")

Casino Film Exchange 88 Mins.

POP TYPE HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA,
WELL ACTED AND PHOTOGRAPHED.

Foreign film fans generally will like this

story of a maid who, because of the pro-

fessional and added outside interests of the

woman who employs her, becomes vir-

tually the mother of the latter's six-year-

old son. There are frequent emotional

moments spiked with copious human in-

terest elements. Hilde Koerber essays with

solid skill the part of the maid, and her

performance and those of the juvenile play-

er, Arthur Fritz Eugens, plus many exem-

plary instances of able photography, are

the film's highspots.

Cast: Hilde Koerber, Hilde Hildebrandt,

Alfred Abel, Hans Schlenk, Herbert Paul-

mueller, Ernst Legal, Helmuth Brasch, Will

Dohm, Wolfgang Kieling, Arthur Fritz

Eugens, Erika Raphael, Gerhard Gruender,

Carl Auen.

Producer, Tobis-Minerva; Director, Veit

Harlan; Musical Score, Leo Leux. Pre-

sented at the 86th Street Casino Theater.

way. It should do
well at the box-office.

exceptionally

Mins.

SHORTS
Community Sing No. 3

Columbia 10
Swell for Nabes

This series has been pepped up
considerably with this issue. Back
in the Gay Nineties, with the band
and singers dressed in styles of the

day. Charles Irwin acts as emcee.
Wendell Holmes takes the audience
with him through the old favorites,

leading and encouraging them to

yodel and warble. Andy Sanella and
his ork play "Take Me Out to the

Ball Game." Little boy Jolly sings

"Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie."

But Wendell Hall is the show, lead-

ing the audience through such old

favorites as "The Bowery," "In the

Good Old Summer Time," "Little

Annie Rooney," "There'll Be A Hot
Time". With the words superim-
posed on the screen, this one should

go strong in the nabes where they
like to get chummy and noisy. Di-

rected by Charles Lamont.

"Krazy's Race of Time"
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Columbia 7 mins.
Good Phantasy

A glance into the future, with
Krazy doing a newsreel a la March
of Time in the year 1999. All kinds
of inventions jazz up the reel, with
auto roads running through sky-
scrapers, and giant machines turn-
ing out country homes all rea/f ^ to

be lived in. Machinery does if
n
4

e
/-,

thing and the humans are really :

managed by the machines. At thej

finale, Krazy takes a rocket trip toi

Mars, and is glad to come back I

when Mars treats him rough. Aj
Charles Mintz production. Anima-j
tion by Harry Love.
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1 FOURSOMES WILL

COMPETE IN TOURNEY

{Continued from Page 1

)

ing Room of the Hotel Astor at
1:00 p. m. yesterday and, between
bites of luncheon, put the finishing

touches on plans for actual play at

the Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains, on next Wednesday, June 9.

Chairman Jack Alicoate announc-
ed that 180 golfers will tee-off, which
means in simple arithmetic that 45
foursomes will compete for the mag-
nificent layout of prizes in general.

Included in this figure will be the
9 foursome teams representing var-
ious companies, organizations and
trade press of the industry.

All golfers will be handicapped,
as per the usual custom at FILM
DAILY tourneys to give every en-
trant the best possible chance to

come out among the winners. The
competing company teams will also

be handicapped on the basis of the
skill of individual golfers compris-
ing each such foursome. This de-
cision by the committee and cap-
tains, acting in full accord, opens
up full opportunity for any one of

the 9 teams to annex the giant sil-

ver cup for the coming twelve
months.

Another salient development yes-
terday was a message received at
tournament headquarters that the
Estey Organ Corp. of Brattleboro,
Vermont, is posting a wow of a
prize—a miniature maple organ for
the home of some contestant fortu-
nate enough to win it. Equipped
with a standard keyboard, this di-

minutive instrument has the volume
of a six-piece orchestra, is beauti-
fully made and is the type which the
manufacturer is turning out for
novelty stage presentations in the-

aters. This organ will be on display
at the Elmsford Country Club, right
on the trophy table, the day of the
tournament and will be carried
home, maybe by you, following the
festivities.

Another major revelation which
the committee is proud to report is

the offer by National Screen Ser-
vice (and its prompt acceptance)
to supply the sound equipment, et
al, necessary to show the elaborate
program of films during the dinner.

That this year's will be by far
the finest FILM DAILY tournament
is assured, not only by virtue of the
avalanche of unprecedentedly elab-
orate and valuable prizes, but the
similar avalanche of entries being
receiv-d. You are urged to send
yours in now before the saturation
point is reached! It's gonna be a
greal day.

Drop Balcony Price

Lincoln, Neb.—Varsity here has
clipped the balcony price a nickel.
Price range now is 15c balcony eve-
nings, 25c main floor. Dual fea-
tures are scheduled to hold on.

NEWS of the DAY
Kansas City, Mo. — Mrs. Lena

Green, operator of the Vista The-
ater at New Franklin, Mo., is clos-

ing the house and will move the
equipment to Huntsville, Mo., for
installation in the 250-seat Dixie
Theater.

Detroit—State Theater, first run
house operated by United Detroit
Theaters, has been renamed the
Palms-State today.

Naperville, 111.—R. S. Helson has
been named manager of the Naper
theater of the Anderson Circuit.

Vienna, 111.—Farrar and Turner
circuit is building a $25,000 theater
here. It will be ready late this

summer.

Waukegan, El.—C. H. Penikotff

has taken over the Valencia theater

from Mannie Silverman and will im-
prove the house. H. H. Rhyan will

continue as house manager.

Chicago—Ray Thomson, for sev-

eral years assistant manager at the

Uptown theater of the B. and K.
circuit, has been transferred to the

Chicago theater.

Portland, Ore.—Foster Blake, for-
merly with Paramount here, has in-

corporated the Poster Service Corp.
here.

Portland, Ore.—George M. Gold-
stein has been named manager of
National Attractions, Inc., North-
west distributor.

East Liverpool, O.—Sam Reich-
blum is closing his Columbia The-
ater about the middle of June for
a complete renovizing job which
will include annexing the adjoining
store room for the addition of 200
seats.

Detroit—Walter Morgan, former-
ly manager at the Crystal Theater,
has Ibeen made manager of the
Grand Victory Theater, Ben and Lou
Cohen house, recently taken over by
Wade Allen.

Detroit—Lee M. Clark, head of

the Lee M. Clark Co., manufactur-
ers of theater display fixtures, is

now office manager of the Alrey
Steel Products Co. of Clarkston,
Mich.

Mattison, City Manager
Buffalo—Sidney Mattison, for sev-

eral years manager of the Maxine
of the Basil Brothers' community
circuit here, has been named city

manager for the Basils in Niagara
Falls. Construction work on the La
Salle, third house in the circuit in

the Cataract City, was begun with

Mayor Draper turning the first

earth. Nicholas Basil, circuit head,

also announced that the Roxie, latest

Buffalo addition to the chain, will

undergo complete interior recon-

struction.

Brandt to Lease Another
Harry Brandt will lease a new

theater to be erected at Albemarle
Terrace and 73d St., Jackson
Heights. John Eberson is prepar-
ing plans for the house which will

be erected by the Queens 73d St.

Corp. of which Sam Minskoff is

president.

Kestenbaum Joins Condor
Sam Kestenbaum of the Grand

National publicity department, has
been engaged by Condor Pictures
to act as the company's west coast
representative. Kestenbaum will

leave for Hollywood late this week
by present plans.

Orleans House Sold

Orleans, Neb.—The Strand has
been sold by George H. Hall to Bill

Bowker, formerly an exhibitor at
Hartington, Neb., and Dunlap and
Onawa, la.

IATSE Ultimatum to Makeup
Artists and Hairdressers

(Continued from Page i)

zation and that their spokesman
must publicly retract their attacks
on IATSE. If they comply with
these conditions, they will then be
admitted to IATSE under that or-
ganization^ jurisdiction in the
studio union basic agreement. Hair-
dressers and makeup artists are to
give their answer today.

Detroit Theaters Sold

Detroit—The Ritz Theater, east
side house, has been sold by Steve
T. Congress and Peter Bayes to
Alexander Zesser, formerly a Chi-
cago operator. Louis Jaworski has
sold the Davison Theater, north end
house, to John Harper, former own-
er of the Medbury and Savoy The-
aters. Eddie Carrow, veteran De-
troit exhibitor, following remodel-
ling, is opening the South Lyons
theater, dark for several seasons.

M. & P. Outing June 26
Boston—The annual outing of the

M. & P. Theaters Corporation will
be held June 26 at the Fo'castle in

Marblehead. Martin Mullin, Sam
Pinanski, Edward A. Cuddy head
the committee for the outing.

Film Exchange Ball League
Detroit—Organization of a Film

Exchange Baseball League is under
way, with William Potts, of M-G-M,
manager of Leo's Lions, the first ex-
change unit, in charge of arrange-
ments.

RCA Photophone

-the World's

Finest Motion

Picture Sound!

MLMLmm
Only RCA Photophone
Offers You the Extra

Value of these 10 Out-

standing Features . .

.

Rotary Stabilizer • Cel-

lular Speakers •Low Cost

Maintenance, Liberal

Service • Simple Opera-

tion • Economical Oper-

ation • Push-Pull Adap-
tability • High Fidelity

Reproduction • Simple

Installation • Accessibil-

ity • Sole Ownership
Better sound means better box office

. . . Cash in with RCA PHOTOPHONE
. . . It's a "sound" investment

RCA "Magic Key

every Sunday

2 Co 3 P. M., E. D. T,

NBC Blue Network
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A "£iW from Uottywood "Mst

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'"TWENTY-FIVE of France's lead-

ing film theater owners will

honor Mark Sandrich, RKO-Radio
director, when "Shall We Dance,"

is given a dual premiere at the Am-
bassadeurs and the Le Helder thea-

ters in Paris on June 14.

Now in Aberdeen, Scotland, as

the guest of Johnny MacDuff, famed
golf professional, Sandrich, who is

on a three-month leave of absence

from his studio, will fly to the

French capital for the twin opening,

preceding which he will be honored

at a banquet by the representative

French exhibitors.

Following his sojourn in France,

Sandrich will visit Italy, then motor
to Vienna, according to letters re-

ceived here.

T T T
Stellar assignments: Paramount-

Claudette Colbert in "Bluebeard's

Eighth Wife," Ernst Lubitsch pro-

duction, and in "Are Husbands Nec-
essary"; 20th-Fox—Jean Harlow in,

"In Old Chicago" (on loan by M-G-
M).

T T T
Elizabeth Risdon has joined the

cast of Samuel Goldwyn's "Dead
End" in which Sylvia Sidney and
Joel McCrea are co-starred. Miss
Risdon will play the role of Joel

McCrea's mother in the film.

T T T
News o' the day: Ronald Reagan

Five New Industry Firms

Incorporated in New York

Albany—Five new industry com-

panies have been incorporated in

New York State. The list:

Hungaria Pictures, Inc., New
York City, to distribute motion pic-

tures. Bernard Blum, William R.

Jacobs, Irving M. Blum, incorpora-

tors.

Raystan Theaters Corp., New
York City; to exhibit motion pic-

tures, vaudeville. Harold Klein,

Joseph Ingber, Julia Cherrnay, in-

corporators.
Beach Theater, Inc., New York

City; to exhibit motion pictures.

William Felstiner, Theo R. Malsin,

Lawrence J. Sheldon, incorporators.

Mormen Theaters, Inc., New York
City; to exhibit motion pictures,

Lawrence J. Krieger, Harry Epstein,

Ralph Hochman, incorporators.

Bergen Amusement Corporation,

Brooklyn; to exhibit motion pictures.

Samuel K. Goldstein, Meyer B. Gold-

stein, Max Shapiro, incorporators.

New Foreign Pix House?
Space on West 57th Street form-

erly occupied by the "Man on the
Flying Trapeze" restaurant is to

be converted into a theater to show
foreign pictures, according to re-

port.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 86 • • •

MICHAEL CURTIZ. Warner Brothers director. Born in Budapest, Hungary,

was educated there and in Vienna. Followed one year of university with

two years of Theatrical Academy. Mother was an opera singer and at 11,

played a bit in one of her operas. Theatrical

work of all sorts, including leading roles, fol-

lowed. Just before the World War toured

European capitals as actor and stage director.

Serving in the heavy artillery on the Russian

front was wounded, invalided and put in charge

of directing propaganda films. Following the

war, he spent several years as director for nearly

all the big film companies, including the Scan-

dinavian. Harry Warner discovered him in Eu-

rope, signed him, and brought him to America
where he has been making highly successful

pictures ever since. Productions he directed in-

clude "Charge of the Light Brigade," "Stolen

Holiday" and "Captain Blood."

gets the lead in WB's "Inside Story"
. Frank Mandel will supervise

"Grand Opera Goes West" for the

same studio Para will make "En-
senada," musical with a Mexican
setting Columbia, with six in

work, will send as many more be-

fore the cameras in 10 days Hal
Roach has signed Eddie Moran,
writer.

T r T
Howard J. Green has been signed

by Samuel Goldwyn to do the screen

treatment for the forthcoming musi-
cal extravaganza, "The Goldwyn
Follies." Green will collaborate
with Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby,
Hollywood tunesmiths, who are pre-
paring the book for the musical
numbers.

T T T
Lew J. Rachmil, who was art di-

rector on "The Girl Said No," has
been signed by Harry Sherman to
be in charge of designing sets for
"The Barrier."

Bruce Manning is writing the
screenplay for "Mightier Than the
Sword," the William Rankin orig-
inal, at Universal.

T T
Lewis R. Foster has been as-

signed to direct "Too Clever to
Live" which starts rolling Thurs-
day with E. M. Asher producing at
Universal.

T T
Dwight Taylor is doing the

screenplay on "Man in Evening
Clothes" for Emanuel Cohen's pic-
ture for Paramount release, former
stage play by Endre Pacard and
Yves Mirande.

T T
Katharine Brush has been signed

by Samuel Goldwyn to write the
original screenplay for the new
Merle Oberon starring vehicle, in

Technicolor, "You Can Be Beauti-
ful."

T T T
Selznick International has granted

the Alexander Doll Co. the exclu-
sive right to manufacture "Gone
With the Wind" dolls. Each doll

will represent a character in the
story.

T T T

Judith Barrett goes into the fem-
inine lead. "Hell on Ice," which goes
into production June 2nd with John
Wayne in the top role. Arthur
Lubin will direct this Trem Carr
production and Paul Malvern will

be associate producer.

Ohio Inter-State Adds Two
Canton, 0.—George A. Delis, dis-

trict manager for the Inter-State

Theaters, Inc., announced here the

acquisition by that group of movie

houses in two upper Ohio valley

towns, increasing the company's

holdings to 15. C. G. Velas, treas-

urer of the three Interstate theaters

at Bellaire has consummated a deal,

according to Delis for the Yorkville

Theater at Yorkville and the Palace

Theater at Tiltonville. A. G. Con-

stant, of Steubenville, is president

of the theater operating company.

Peacedale House Leased

Providence—The State Theater at
Peacedale has been leased by the
Peace Dale Amusement Corp. (Mey-
er and A. Stanzler, who also oper-
ate the Community in Wakefield and
the Casino in Narragansett Pier)
and will be opened late this month
after being dark for more than a
year.

RKO In Ecuador
RKO Radio's Panama Exchange

has set up a distributing organiza-
tion for direct releases in Ecuador
with Guayaquil as the main office

and Quito the sub-office. Manager
Gulbransen, of Panama, appointed
Franklin Romero C, formerly of
the Panama office, as head of the
Ecuadorean set-up with headquari>
ers in Guayaquil, and Cesar Valle
S., has been placed in charge of the
Quito office.

Two W. Va. Houses Dark
Cincinnati—The Mora Theater at

McComas and the Dixie Theater at
Maybury, W. Va., have closed. It

is reported that Dr. J. C. Newbold,
of the Freeman-Newbold Circuit,

will take over these houses.

Bracken Adding Two
Georgiana, Ala.—W. J. Bracken

of Union, Ga., has taken over W. L.

Cowart's theater here and will op-

erate it. Cowart is to open another
location at Camp Walton, near Fort
Walton, Fla.

Youngsrown House, Dark Since Sound's Advent, Reopening
Youngstown, 0.—Harry and Jack Steinberg are rebuilding the 475-seat Home the-

ater here. It has been closed since the advent of sound. Policy will be subsequent
double features with three changes weekly.

Vitaphone to Release

1 1 Shorts During June

Vitaphone will release 11 short
subjects during the month of June,
announces Norman H. Moray, Vita-
phone executive in charge of shorts
and trailers. Of these, four are of
two-reel length, and seven are one-
reelers.

The two-reelers, all in the "Broad-
way Brevity" series, are: "Sound
Defects" featuring Rufe Davis,
Irene Delroy, and Rodney MacLen-
nan (June 5); Joe Palooka in

"Thirst Aid" with Robert Norton
and Beverly Phalon (June 12) ; Es-
telle Taylor in "The Rhythm Round-
up" (June 19); and Sybil Jason in

"Zululand" (June 26).

The one-reelers are: "Un Tom's
Bungalow", a "Merrie Melod " oar-

toon in Technicolor (June 5 , "Gate-
way To Africa" an E. M. S' • man
"Colortour Adventure" (Jul 12) ;

"Streamlined Greta Green", a r er-

rie Melody" cartoon in Te< i< >lor

(June 19); "A Vitaphone I ial

Revue No. 11", a "Pictorial | le"

(June 19); Eliseo Grenet And r.
1 "

chestra, a "Melody Master" lJF?$

film (June 19); "Vaude-Festival'^a
"Big Time Vaudeville" film (June
26) ; and Edgar Bergen in "Double
Talk", a "Vitaphone Novelty" (June
26).
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Andre 01sen Is Named Para. Central anager

ROXY REORG. PLAN RECEIVES JUDGE CAFFEY'S OK

Stuart Doyle Sells Interest in Australian Circuit

Quits Greater Union Theaters

June 30 to Enter

Production

Stuart F. Doyle, head of Greater
Union Theaters, a major Australian
circuit, has sold his entire holdings
in that company and plans to enter
film production at London, it was
announced yesterday in New York
by M. L. Willson of Walker &
Redman, attorneys. Greater Union
is at the present time associated

with Hoyts Theaters in General The-
aters, continuance of which is now

(Continued on Page 8)

ENTRIES IN BUNCHES

SWELL TOURNEY TOTAL

Cinema chieftains cocked their

contemplative eyes at calendars yes-

terday with the realization that the

grandest and most glorious of all

FILM DAILY Golf Tournaments,
the 25th (Silver Jubilee) shindig, at

the Elmsford Country Club, June 9,

is less than a week away.
Entries continued arriving in

(Continued on Page 5)

III., N. J. Divorce Bills

Dead; Wis. Holds Hearing

With theater divorce bills believed

to be dead in two more states, Il-

linois and New Jersey, only one
measure of this type now pending
in a legislature seems slated for

enactment.
Wisconsin, which has already

(Continued on Page 8)

I
Today's True Story

Going pix rounds is the true story

about the indie exhib who was having
trouble with a distrib, whose represen-
tative informed him that his company
had optioned the vacant lot across the
street and was thinking about putting
up an opposition house.

"That's funny," replies the theater-
man. "I've owned that lot for 20
years and nobody has ever made me an
offer for it."

Bank Night or Sunday Shows—Pittsfield Alternative
Pittsfield, Mass.—Pittsfield has its own formula for the banning of Bank Night.
This city deals out Sunday film exhibition privileges by the week. It merely threat-

ened to withold the privilege from any theater taking up Bank Night.

Five Regional Meetings Will Follow

Paramount Sales Convention on Coast

Following the Paramount annua]
sales convention opening Thursday
at the Ambassador, Los Angeles,
five regional meetings will be held
by Division Managers Joe Unger
and Charles Reagan.
Reagan's sessions will take place

at San Francisco June 14 and 15 and
at Chicago June 18 and 19. The
Unger-conducted meetings will be
held at Dallas June 15 and 16, Cin-
cinnati June 18 and 19 and Boston,
June 21 and 22. Herman Lorber

will accompany Unger on his trips

while Arthur Dunne goes with Rea-
gan.

Sessions will be attended by all

salesmen, ad sales managers and
head bookers.
The New York delegation to the

national convention leaves Grand
Central Terminal Sunday on the
"Commodore Vanderbilt" at 4:20
o'clock. The party departs from
Chicago Monday over the Sante Fe

(Continued on Page 4)

Favor Continuance of Federal Admission ax

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Two-year continu-

ance of the Federal admission tax,
which exempts prices up to 41
cents, is provided in the so-called
nuisance tax bill which the House
Ways and Means Committee yester-
day voted to report favorably. A

proposal to extend the arrangement
for one year was defeated.

Theater interests had been seek-
ing to have the exemption increased
to 51 cents.

Representative John D. Dingell,
Democrat, Michigan, told The Film

(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount Central European Post

Assigned to Andre Olsen by Lange

M-G-M Installs Checkers

in Four Southern Zones

M-G-M is now installing its own
checking system in four Southern
zones which are Atlanta, Charlotte,
New Orleans and Memphis. Wheth-
er or not the plan will be extended
to Dallas and Oklahoma City has
not as yet been determined. Or-
ganizing work has been completed
in all other territories.

Andre Olsen, who has been asso-
ciated with Paramount in Berlin, Co-
penhagen and Batavia, has been ap-
pointed general manager for Ger-
many and Central Europe for that
company, Fred W. Lange, general
manager for continental Europe, an-
nounced yesterday in New York. He
succeeds Gus Schaefer, who resign-

ed to become head of the Universal
foreign department.

After a brief apprenticeship in
(Continued on Page 4)

Court Opens Way for 20th-

Fox Acquisition of

Theater

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday approved the reorganiza-
tion plan for the Roxy Theater un-
der which 20th Century-Fox will
acquire the mammoth playhouse at
Seventh Avenue and 50th St.

Judge Caffey approved all the rec-
ommendations made by Special Mas-
ter Addison Pratt in his report, in-
cluding the amendment providing
that the claims of the general cred-
itors of the equity receiver be paid
in full.

Unless counsel can point out sub-
stantial objections, a definite order

(Continued on Page 4)

FMPC GALLS STRIKE

VS. INDIE PRODUCERS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles (Friday)—Federated

M. P. Crafts late yesterday issued
a strike call against independent
producers effective at six o'clock
this morning. Federated officials

declare that 1,000 of their members
who are painters, hairdressers,
makeup artists and draughtsmen

(Continued on Page 4)

Yamins and Myers Huddle
on Allied Radio Committee

President Nathan Yamins of Al-
lied is consulting with Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the board and
general counsel, on selections for
the radio competition committee au-
thorized by the Milwaukee conven-
tion last week.

Pa. Chain Law, Exception
Although 21 states have chain store

tax laws, only one such measure em-
bracing theaters has been enacted by
a legislature. This has occurred in

Pennsylvania.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

253/4 251/2 2514 + V4Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

31/4 31/4 31/4 + 1/8

169 168 168

24 24 24 + 1/2

80% 783/4 803/s + 17/8

187/s 18 1/4 183/4 + ' i/
8

129 129 129 — 61/4

171/2 17 173/8 + 5/8

73/8 7 71/4 + y4
8V8 77/s 8

371/s 365/s 37 + 3/8

I31/2 13 133/s + 1/4

BOND MARKETNEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46 ....

Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55 . .

Para. Picts. 6s55 .

Para. Picts. cv. 3i/
2s47

RKO 6s41 ....

Warner's 6s39

991/4 991/4 991/4

68 68 68
1001/g 100 100
91 1/4 91 91 '/4 •••-

1141/2 114l/
2 1141/2 + IV2

953/s 95 953/8 J- %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23/8 2'/4 2'/4 —
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 273,4 27/8 27i/2 —
Trans-Lux
Universal Ficts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2 s 1st '36 ... . 12 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 96i/4 973/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43 54 56

Allied of N. J. to Hear

Convention Report June 10

Next meeting of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey is planned for the

Hotel Berkeley-Carteret, Asbury
Park, Thursday, with luncheon at

1 p. m. A report will be submitted
on the annual convention held at

Milwaukee last week.

THE

<MHDAILY Friday, June 4, 1937if

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Northwest Allied Elects

Paul Mans Secretary-Treas.

Minneapolis—Paul Mans of Min-
neapolis was elected secretary-treas-
urer of Allied Theater Owners of

the Northwest at the final session
of its annual convention yesterday.
Comprising the board of directors

for the ensuing year are Daniel Gil-

man, George Granstrum, both of St.

Paul, Oscar Waumpner and Paul
Mans, both of Minneapolis, George
G. Baker of Britton, S. D., J. L.

Anderson of Plankington, S. D., Bill

Galvier of Faribault, Minn., Roy
McMann of Superior, Wis., Don
Buckley of Redwood Falls, Minn.,

Andy Anderson of Detroit Lake,
Minn., E. L. Peasley of Stillwater,

Minn., and Bill Gowan of Orton-
ville, Minn.
The executive Council includes Al

Steffes, who was elected president
at Tuesday's session, Peasley and
Granstrum. The meeting voted to

refrain from buying pictures on a

percentage basis.

Anti-Bank Night Writ Will

be Asked in Omaha Monday

Lincoln, Neb.—Assistant Attor-

ney General Robinson yesterday

served notice on the Omaha Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association that

Monday morning he will ask the Su-

preme Court for a temporary in-

junction against Bank Night which
will forbid the practice until Su-
preme Court can pass on Judge
Fred Messmore's Beatrice decision

that it constitutes a lottery.

20th-Fox Conventioneers

End Meet, Start for Home

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Conventioneers of

20th Century-Fox start the long
trek home today, with the New York
delegation scheduled to reach
Gotham on Tuesday.

Visitors put in yesterday at the
studio, Shirley Temple functioning
as the official hostess. There was a
luncheon in the studio cafe at noon,
while last night the sales force put
on the dog at a formal dance at the
Ambassador Cocoanut Grove.

RCA Photophone to Handle

Acousticon Seat Phones

M-G-M to Release Nine

During Summer Months

M-G-M yesterday announced nine

pix for summer release, topped by
"Captains Courageous", which has
been roadshown. List embraces
"Parnell", "A Day at the Races",

"The Emperor's Candlesticks";

"Broadway Melody of 1938"; "Mar-
ried Before Breakfast", "Umbrella
Man", "General Hospital" and Hal
Roach's "Topper".

RCA Photophone has entered into
an agreement with Dictograph
Products Co. to handle the Acousti-
con Seat Phones on a non-exclusive
basis for theaters, churches, audi-
toriums and other such establish-

ments.
According to Dan D. Halpin, vice

president of Dictograph Products
Co., Warner Bros, has standardized
on RCA theater phones for their

national circuit, and as a result of

profitable installations already made
in other leading circuits, this year
will witness a large expansion in

the theater phone field.

Paramount to Release 11

Before Advent of August

Tentative release dates has been
set by Paramount covering a period
up to Aug. 1. Schedule is as fol-

lows: Today, "Hotel Haywire";
June 11, "Great Gambini"; June 18,

"Mountain Music" and "North of

the Rio Grande"; June 25, "Mid-
night Madonna"; July 2, "Last
Train from Madrid"; and "Forlorn
River"; July 9, "Wild Money"; July

16, "Exclusive"; July 23, "Rustlers'

Valley" and July 30, "Easy Living."

Republic Regional Meet On
San Francisco—Republic regional

sales meet gets under way here to-

day with J. J. Milstein, sales chief,

presiding.

Coming and GohHe/

MITCHELL WOLFSON is in New York frorrj

Miami.

JIMMIE SAVO returned to New York yes-

terday from Europe and leaves for the CoaslJ
in two weeks.

FRED LANGE is in New York from Pari:

and leaves for Hollywood shortly.

CHARLES B. COCHRAN, English producer,
has arrived in New York from London foi;

an extended visit.

GLORIA SWANSON leaves today for the!

Coast.

LIBBY HOLMAN sails from England next Wed-j
nesday for New York.

REG WILSON, GB's special sales representa-

tive, arrives today in Boston from New Yorkj
via New Haven.

NEIL HAMILTON, screen actor, recently ar

rived from England, left New York yesterday
for Hollywood.

MILTON WEISS of M-G-M flies to the Coast
today; expected to be gone a month.

BARNEY BALABAN, MRS. BALABAN and!

JOHN HICKS, JR. are on the Queen Mary, due
here on Monday.

RALPH A. KOHN, who is now in New York,

leaves Tuesday returning to the Coast.

DOROTHY PARKER and ALAN CAMPBELL
leave New York tomorrow for the Coast by
plane.

DOUGLAS LOTHERINGTON, RKO Radio Aus-
tralian manager, flew in yesterday from the

Coast.

NAT LEVINE leaves today for Culver, Tnd.,

to attend the graduation of his son from Cul-
ver Military Academy.

GENE BUCK, Ascap president, and LOUIS
D. FROHL1CH, Ascap counsel, returned yester-

day from Lansing, Mich.

DON HANCOCK leaves for the coast next
week to attend the RKO Radio convention.

FRED A. MARSHALL, RKO Radio western
public relations representative, has left for

the Coast.

DAN D. HALPIN, vice president of Dicto-

graph Products, arrives Monday in New York.

Grand National Sets Dates

of 11 for Summer Release

Edward J. Peskay, vice president in

charge of distribution, announces
the following schedule of Grand Na-
tional summer releases: June 18,

"Bank Alarm"; June 25, "Sweet-
heart of the Navy"; July 2, "Riders

of the Rockies"; July 9, "The Sha-

dow Strikes"; July 16, "Boots of

Destiny"; July 23, "Rendezvous in

the Alps"; July 30, "Small Town
Boy"; Aug. 6, "Mystery of the

Hooded Horsemen"; Aug. 13, "Love
Takes Flight . ; Aug. 20, "King of

the Sierras"; Aug. 27, "Trailing

Trouble".

Cecila Ager with Goldwyn
Cecila Ager of "Variety" is join-

ing the Samuel Goldwyn writing

staff under a deal closed by the

Zeppo Marx agency.

AVAILABLE
Young executive, 37, solicits an interview/he

the object of securing a desirable connectrt^y,-

the motion picture industry.

Possesses tact, good judgment and a pleasing

personality. At present an executive in the

realty field but desires change.

Salary is secondary to opportunity. Write Box

1050, The Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New

York City.

HI,
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI
if

THE WIRES ARE HOT WITH NEWS about country -wide release

next week of "Slim", best-selling story of America's daredevil

linesmen, with Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Margaret Lindsay, Stuart

Erwin heading high-voltage cast.*

"ANOTHER DAWN" COMES UP AT RADIO CITY on June 17th,

for world premiere of this important Warner drama co-starring Kay

Francis and Errol Flynn. Ian Hunter is the No. 2 man in the case.

FOUR OF A KIND make full houses

as record crowds force continuous

19 -hour performances daily and

extended engagements in N.Y.,

Cleveland, Philly for "Kid Galahad",

Warners' Robinson - Davis- Bogart-

Morris dramagnet!

"GO-GETTER" GETS GOING at n.y

Criterion today after Variety reports

"Boston Met jammed" by George

Brent-Anita Louise [right] film that

"has all the factors of action, ro-

mance, suspense without a single

let-down" (Variety Doi/y).t

OFFICIAL HOLLYWOOD GREETING
to returning Pacific Fleet is broad-

cast today direct from set of "Varsity

Show" by Fred Waring and His

Pennsylvanians (belowj, featured

performers in gala Dick Powell

musical which will follow his July

4th frolic, "The Singing Marine" *

* A Warner Bros. Picture \A Cosmopolitan Producfion Vifagraph, Inc.. Dislr/'bulorj

J
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ROXY PLAN RECEIVES

JUDGE CAFFEY'S OK

(Continued from Page 1)

approving the plan should not be
entered until the terms of the inden-

ture and the film contract have been
passed on by the court, Judge Caf-

fey stated. He advised that 20th

Century-Fox enter a formal appear-

ance so as to submit itself to the

jurisdiction of the court in super-

vising the carrying out of the plan.

Judge Caffey held with Special

Master Pratt that there should be

clarifications of 20th Century-Fox's
obligations with respect to the ex-

penditure of the sum of $150,000

reserved for refitting the theater.

Commenting on the plan itself,

Judge Caffey said, "I agree with the

applicants for approval of the plan

that the prospect of their realiza-

tion of their expectations is as good
as they probably ever could nego-
tiate." Opposition to the plan, the

Court said, did not impress him as

including any established ground for

refusing approval of it.

Judge Caffey said in finding there

was no equity for the stockholders

that "the tragic outcome for Class

A stock is most unfortunate and it

appealed to one's sympathy. Never-
theless there is no escape from the

court's duty to enforce the law
which definitely accords prior rights

to secured creditors."

"It is plain," he added, "that the

large amount of money contributed

by stockholders contributed in great
part in the establishment and early

success of the Roxy enterprise. The
court would do violence to the law
if on that account it took away
from the secured creditors the rights

which are their lawful due. I can

do nothing about this phase of the

matter except to join with the mas-
ter in expressing regret."

Stockholders can now accept the

offer of 20th Century-Fox to pay $1

a share for stock held prior to the

receivership in 1932. 20th Century-
Fox will not, however, purchase
more than 175 shares from any sin-

gle person. This act may cost the
company approximately $100,000.

JUNE 4

Richard Tucker
Marvin Kirsch

Lane Chandler
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• • • BY ALL means we must drop into the Paramount
on Broadway to see Shirley Lloyd in person appearing
with Ozzie Nelson and his ork Shirley is known as "Ra-
dio's Petite Vocalist" this is graphically brought out in a

gorgeous colored blow-up full-length portrait of Shirley out

front Shirley is draped in a beautiful purple velvet robe
with one limb daintily exposed to the hip-hip-hooray it

seems that Shirley can't show her limb on the air waves because
she's a petite vocalist and besides it isn't possible to see a limb
through your radio set so the next best thing is to wave
the limb on the air waves of Broadway on a beautifully colored

blow-up out front which Shirley has done daintily and
most alluringly by all means we must drop into the Para-
mount to catch a flash of Shirley's—er—petite vocalizing

• • • A LINE from Al Hoffman sales manager for

United Artists in the Denver territory telling how Milas
Hurley of Tucumcari, New Mexico had "A Star Is Born"
booked for his theater for May 25, 26, 27 but the print

from the coast did not arrive on time at the exchange
so it was arranged that a print finishing in North Platte, Ne-
braska, the nite of the 24th.was brought to Denver (a dis-

tance of 320 miles) then Salesman Earl Collins left Den-
ver early Tuesday morn and delivered the print to the exhib in

Tucumcari at four o'clock that afternoon this circuit cov-
ered a distance of approximately 1,000 miles the show
must go on! what adds zest to this item is the fact that
a star was born in the home of Exhibitor Hurley on Sunday
and he showed "A Star Is Born" on Tuesday with all the
town turning out to greet the arrival of the film and the
baby boy

• • • WORD FROM prexy Irving Jacocks, Jr. of the
M. P. Theater Owners of Connecticut informs that this

organization has delegated Max Tabackman of West Haven to

cover the Boston Friar's golf tournament on June 8th and
Ed Levy will act as official observer of the FILM DAILY tourn-
ament on June 9th the Connecticut boys hold their tourna-
ment in July

• • • A LUNCHEON was given to John V. Ward by his
Universal associates to celebrate 25 years with the com-
pany Charles B. Payne acted as toastmaster, with more
than 100 sitting in the banquet room of Rosoff's on Forty-third
Street Ward was the first employee signed by Universal
after its incorporation in 1912 in responding to the
speeches and the gifts showered upon him, Mister Ward spoke
about the laboratory and print supply dep't which he so cap-
ably heads he said he employed only one rule, i.e to
give the utmost service in his department to whoever asked
for it, the theory being that the service was rendered to Uni-
versal and not to the individual who made the application
not a bad rule for adoption in almost any department anywhere
in the film biz no wonder Ward has lasted 25 years

• • • WITH PLENTY of enthusiasm Ralph Kohn,
exec for B. P. Schulberg, arrived in our hamlet from the coast

all steamed up over the rave notices given by coast re-

viewers on "The Great Gambini," which goes into the New York
Paramount soon .Schulberg will make between six and
eight this next season. . . • Edward Harrison of our edi-

torial staff wrote the English titles for the French picture,

"Grandeur et Decadence," current at the Belmont theater. . .

• Louis Klein, the press agent, is sponsoring a new month-
ly fan mag, "Movie Youth" soon to appear, devoted to the

screen interests of young people

5 REGIONAL MEETING

PLANNED BY PARAM'T

(Continued from Page 1)

route, arriving at Los Angeles Wed-
nesday noon. Returning, the con-
ventioneers will leave June 13 on a
special train over the Union Pacific.

Comprising the New York dele-
gation will be: Neil Agnew, J. J.
Unger, Charles M. Reagan, Russell
Holman, G. B. J. Frawley, Lou Dia-
mond, Louis Phillips, R. M. Gillham,
George Weltner, Albert Deane, Fred
Lange, John L. Day, Jr., Alex Moss,
Don Velde, Fred Leroy, Herman
Lorber, Arthur Dunne, Jack Roper,
Knox Haddow, Bob Moriarity, Larry
Flynn, A. J. Richard and A. O. Dil-
lenbeck.

Federated Issues Strike

Call vs. Indie Producers

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

will leave their jobs with the 30 in-
dependent producers.
Federated officials declare their

surprise move is a defiant answer
to George E. Browne's ultimatum.
Yesterday afternoon hairdressers
and makeup artists voted unani-
mously against joining the IATSE.

Andre Olsen Named Para.

Central European Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount's Copenhagen office, Ol-
sen went to Australia early in 1927
and a few years later was assigned
to Java, where he assumed man-
agement of the Batavia office. Late
in 1936 he returned to Scandinavia
and was later transferred to Berlin.

Favor 2-Year Continuance

of Federal Admission Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily last night that he will prob-
ably introduce a bill restricting the
continuance of the tax to one year
v/hen it reaches the House floor
next week. At the Ways and Means
Committee meeting yesterday the
Dingell one-year motion was lost by
a vote of 14 to 11.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Robert Montgomery has a dozen live

lobsters delivered by air-mail monthly,

from Boothbay, Maine. —M-G-M.
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U7RIES IN BUNCHES

SWELL TOURNEY TOTAL

(Continued from Page 1)

bunches, indicating that a record
turn-out of kilted folk, from all

nooks and crannies of the industry,
will be on hand for the event.

Connoisseurs of velvety quality
checked in at tourney headquarters
with word that the course is in su-
perb playing condition throughout
its length of 6,335 yards—from
"The Knoll," which is the first hole,

to "Journey's End," which is the
18th.

Not only will 180 golfers tee-off

to shoot as close to the 71 par as
possible, and maybe less, but a num-
ber of screen solons addicted to the
racquet will be present to partici-
pate in the tennis tournament.
Among the latter will be Howard
Dietz, Louis Nizer, Bob Goldstein,
Dan Frankel, Leo Lubin, Jack Levin
and Si Seadler.

Committee members ask that all

gents be apprised of the fact that
there is a whale of a swimming pool
up at Elmsford, so be sure to bring
a bathing suit with you as part of
your tournament equipment.
Loud cheers reverberated along

film row yesterday when it was
learned definitely that National The-
ater Supply Company is contribut-
ing the sound equipment and all the
trimmings necessary to show the
new Disney short and supplemen-
tary films on the evening program.
Among the recent prizes sent in

to augment the already magnificent
array is a De Luxe G-E Mixer, from
the General Electric Company. A
copious cache of Philip Morris cig-
arettes, will be distributed by the
company to all attending; and a
case of 12 fives of Guasti Sherry
(Pale Dry) which has been received
from Fruit Industries, Ltd., of Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and
New York.
Music (as well as imported Hol-

land Beer) will be on hand to make
the occasion merry, said music to
be supplied by the Three Hawaiians,
playing on their native instruments,
which in this case are accordions.
Joe Cook may be substituted for the
trio at the last minute to make it

four Hawaiians.
The committee again urges you

to get your application in NOW so
that you will be sure of enjoying
the swellest day ever. Don't say
you weren't urged to act quickly.
Both from the standpoint of attend-
ance and elaborateness of the prizes,
and general program, too, this will
be THE event of events!

That Icy Attitude
Detroit—A customer who thought a

refrigerator box meant an electric re-
frigerator, demanded a refund when
she didn't get at least a full-sized ice-
box as a premium at Clare Winnie's
Dix Theater. The smaller container
wasn't her idea of a giveaway on a
20-cent ticket, she inferred.

EXPECT CIRCUITS WILL

ACCEPT NEW PA. LEVY

Circuits are expected to accept
the new Pennsylvania chain tax
statute, passed by both houses of
the legislature and expected to be
approved by Gov. Earle, without any
attempt to invalidate it on grounds
of unconstitutionality, it was indi-
cated last night. Right of a state to
impose taxes on chain enterprises
has been upheld by the U. S. Su-
preme Court upon a number of oc-
casions, it was pointed out.

The assessment itself is not con-
sidered crushing, as on a per theater
basis it does not run into large
figures. Warner Bros., which has
the biggest circuit in the state,
would pay about $70,000 annually,
computed on the basis of about 200
houses, while the Comerford group,
with approximately 60 theaters,
would be assessed in the vicinity of
$6,000, according to unofficial es-
timates.

Principal danger developed by the
situation, according to executives,
is the precedent established in the
taxing of circuit holdings.

GB's "Mines" for Roxy
The Roxy Theater has booked

GB s "King Solomon's Mines" for
the Fourth of July holiday week,
the engagement to start Friday,
July 2.

*'

Directed by Robert Stevenson, the
cast includes Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Roland Young, Anna Lee, Paul
Robeson and John Loder.

SICK REPORT

i*pecial Bills for Kids

^ m) Schools Motion Picture Com-
mitte"e next season will attempt to
induce New York nabe exhibs. to
run special film programs for chil-
dren under 12, according to Mrs.
Alonzo Klaw, chairman. Committee
has closed its second year with 200
theaters now co-operating.

Mitchell Wolfson, head of Wo-
metco circuit in Miami, is at the
Essex House following a gallstone
operation performed in New York.

St. Louis—Jake Leventhal, down-
town motion picture theater owner,
has returned home after spending
a week at Barnes Hospital. He is
on the road to complete recovery.

Detroit — Gabriel S. Goldwater,
formerly Detroit fire marshal, in
charge of theater regulation, is in
University Hospital, Ann Arbor.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jean Harlow is ill

with inflammation of the gall blad-
der.

(IN EM

THE "FORTUNE" OF THE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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"Let Them Live!"
with John Howard, Nan Grey

Universal 72 mins.

GOOD HUMAN INTEREST STORY AND
CAPABLE ACTING MAKE THIS PRO-

GRAMMER BETTER THAN AVERAGE.

While not a pretentious picture, it is

fashioned nevertheless with such smooth-

ness and deftness that patrons will consider

it much better entertainment than the

average programmer. What makes it so,

in addition, is the combination of good

casting, interesting character acting and

crisp, intelligent dialogue. The story, too,

lends itself admirably to pop standards be-

cause of the appeal to emotions. John

Howard interprets the role of a young doc-

tor, fresh from the halls of Johns Hopkins

University. En route to serve his interne-

ship in Mid-City, he is called upon to at-

tend Henry Kolker, who at one time was

a leading citizen of the city, before run-

ning afoul of Edward Ellis, an unscrupu-

lous political boss, and the latter's hench-

men. Kolker, stricken on the train, sub-

sequently dies at a Mid-City hotel and

leaves a considerable sum of money to the

youthful medico. But Ellis and his clique

seize the heritage after Howard tries to

clean up the municipality's slums and

thereby check an epidemic of infantile

paralysis. Howard's crusade against his

powerful enemies seems doomed to failure

when Nan Grey unwittingly delivers into

the hands of Ellis a document which the

young doctor is sure will land the political

powers in jail. But through strategy How-

ard wins his battle, and also the hand and

heart of Nan Grey. There is some keen

drama in the sequences. Camera angles

are excellently chosen, and the cast at

large enacts the yarn with telling effect

under the direction of Harold Young.

Cast: John Howard, Nan Grey, Edward

Eilis, Judith Barrett, Robert Wilcox, Bennie

Bartiett, Henry Kolker, Robert Warwick,

William Davidson, Ralph Remley.

Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger;

Director, Harold Young; Author, Richard

Wormser; Screenplay, Bruce Manning,

Lionel Houser; Cameraman, James Van

Trees; Editor, John Rawlins.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, A-l.

ft ft

'Bank Alarm'
with Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt

Grand National 63 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

G-MAN PROGRAMMER THAT SHOULD
SATISFY THE ACTION FANS.

This is a programmer that will satisfy

the action fans. It has some shootings, a

kidnapping and a robbery. Conrad Nagel

is the G-man, who ferrets out the crime

with the assistance of his comely lieute-

nant, Eleanor Hunt. Vince Barnett con-

tributes several laughs as a slow-witted

news photographer. Frank Milan does

good work as a gangster, while Wilma
Francis, Wheeler Oakman and Henry Ro-

quemore are among the principals. Director

Louis Gasnier handled the action and

comedy well. George A. Hirliman, Charles

J. Hunt and Sam Diege share production

credits. Milan and Oakman pull a robbery

of WPA funds. Milan kidnaps Wilma
Francis, Nagel's sister. Eleanor Hunt gets

a job with Oakman at his Hollywood night

club as his publicity representative. Through
tracing a counterfeit bank note, Nagel
solves the robbery, and, of course, rescues

Wilma.

Cast: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt, Vince
Barnett, Wilma Francis, William Thome,
Wheeler Oakman, Charles Delaney, Phil

Dunham, Henry Hall, Jack Cheatam, Henry
Roquemore.

Producer, George A. Hirliman; Associate

Producer, Charles J. Hunt; Supervisor, Sam
Diege; Director, Louis Gasnier; Original

Story and Screenplay, David S. Levy, Grif-

fin Jay; Film Editor, Mack Stengler; Cam-
eraman, Mack Stengler.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Marshall Joins RKO
Fred A. Marshall has been ap-

pointed western public relations re-

presentative for RKO Radio by Leon
J. Bamberger, sales promotion man-
ager. Marshall will arrive at his

district headquarters in Los An-
geles on June 5. His operations

area will comprise the exchange
territories of Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver
and Salt Lake City, and he will

work in cooperation with District

Manager Harry C. Cohen.

Alperson Waits on Color

Tests of "Painter in Sky"

Edward L. Alperson, Grand Na-
tional president, said yesterday that
he had not as yet witnessed color
tests from Keller-Dorian which
would make it certain that "Painter
in the Sky" will be made in color
as planned. Alperson said that in
the event this picture was not made
in color "Honolulu Honeymoon,"
which is suited to color, might be.
Keller-Dorian's coast plant is not
completely ready and for this reason
he has been unable to see color
tests, Alperson stated.

"The Girl From Scot
land Yard"

with Karen Morley, Katherine Alexander,

Robert Baldwin

Paramount 62 mins.

GENERALLY WEAK MYSTERY MELO-
DRAMA HOLDS SMALL DEGREE OF EX-

CITEMENT.

Based on a story by England's Coningsby

Dawson, this mystery thriller somewhat be-

lies the term since it is not over-mysteri-

ous or more than mildly thrilling, except

at the very climax when Robert Baldwin

and Karen Morley, the former a U. S.

newspaperman and the latter a fair sex

operative for Scotland Yard, take to the

air to bring down the villain to the stac-

cato of a machine gun. Never more than

moderately capable of rousing either ex-

citement or conviction, the piece ambles

along. In a nutshell, Baldwin is en route

to cover the Coronation in England when a

telegram from a schoolday friend, whose

hubby has disappeared, summons him to

delve into the matter. He does in an

awkward and blundering way. The dis-

appearance is linked to a series of de-

structive explosions which have occurred

against the military arms of Britain. Dur-

ing the sifting of the circumstances and

clues, he and Karen Morley, the operative,

form a firm attachment after a casual ac-

quaintanceship while on the way to France.

Here the "gang" and its master-mind are

headquartered. When all the scrambling

is over, the lovers, having blotted out the

arch-conspirator, face the future together.

Photography is fair, and the direction about

the same. Outlet for this one is the

double feature bill.

Cast: Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin,

Katherine Alexander, Eduardo Ciannelli,

Milli Monti, Lloyd Crane, Bud Flanagan,

Phil Sleeman, Alphonse Martel, Don
Brodie, Odette Myrtil, Lynn Anders, Major
Farrell.

Producer, Emanuel Cohen; Director, Bob
Vignola; Author, Coningsby Dawson; Screen-

play, Dons Anderson, Dore Schary; Camera-
man, Robert Pittack; Editor, George Mc-
Guire.

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair.

in their stepping or they are in for
a ducking. The next subject is very
informative and interesting, the
camera following every operation in

an enormous hotel, showing how
breakfast is prepared wholesale for
hundreds of people. The business
of raising Angora rabbits for their
fur is shown to be quite an indus-
try. The final subject is in color,

and portrays the natives turning out
the famed Morocco leather, working
from the raw hide to the finely em-
bossed finished product with its

beautiful designs.

Edgar Bergen in

"Double Talk"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Clever Ventriloquist Act
The celebrated ventriloquist, Ed-

gar Bergen, is seen as a doctor in

charge of an orphanage. Charlie
McCarthy, his dummy, is giving a
lot of trouble, and everybody is

hoping the rich old lady adopts him.
But when Charlie gets a look at the
old chromo, he tries his darndest to

discourage her from getting inter-

ested in him. Along comes the beau-
tiful nurse who has been hired by
the old lady to take care of the
adopted orphan. Charlie tries to

make up to the nurse and the old

lady, but it is too late, for she has
decided to adopt the model boy of
the orphanage. The work of the
ventriloquist is aces, and the lines

are sprinkled with laughs. Directed
by Lloyd French.

Nat Levine Negotiating

Nat Levine, former Republic pro-

duction chief, said yesterday he
planned to make from four to six

pictures next season for major re-

lease. Levine said he is negotiating

with several companies.

"Star" Clicks in Canada
Selznick's "A Star is Born" has

been held over in each of the first

four important Canadian spots
where it was booked, H. M. Masters
advised the U. A- home office yester-
day. Houses are Palace, Montreal;
Loew's Toronto; Capitol, Vancouver;
Metropolitan, Winnipeg.

Berke Signed by Mono.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Berke has

been signed by Monogram to act
as associate producer on "Atlantic
Flight," which will star Dick Mer-
rill. Production will start within
three weeks.

SHORTS
"Streamlined Greta Green"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)

Vitaphone 8 mins.
Fair Comedy Cartoon

Adventures of a little auto which
disobeys its mother and instead of
going to school, wanders out on the
highway. Racing with a train, the
little auto tries to beat it at a cross-
ing, is successful, and tries it again.
Eventually the train smacks the
little auto, which winds up in the
auto hospital with all its parts scat-
tered about. Done in Technicolor.
Produced by Leon Schlesinger.

"Vitaphone Funsters"
(Big Time Vaudeville)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Rates As Just Fair

Leads off with the Three Swifts
in a juggling act. They are very
fast, and have a spectacular finish

with laughs as the Indian clubs skim
so close to one juggler's head that
his hat is almost knocked off his

head. Then Johnny Burke in what
is supposed to be a comedy mono-
logue in a train setting but it isn't

funny. Just tedious. It will get on
audiences' nerves listening to his

dull patter without any action. Andy
and Louise Carr in a clever eccen-
tric dance follow. Finishes with the
Three Reddingtons in an acrobatic
and tumbling act.

Vitaphone Pictorial Revue No. 10
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Carries Nice Interest
A group of young girls practic-

ing dancing on small platforms
placed near the edge of a lake. The
idea is that they have to be accurate

RKO to Present Awards
Announcement of the winners and

presentation of bonuses for the spe-
cial RKO Radio Pictures sales
drives honoring the fifth annivers-
ary of Jules Levy, sales manager,
will be made during the company's
sales convention at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.

/me

Conn Coming to N. Y.W
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Maurice Conn flew in

from New York, where he worked
on arrangements for the distribu-

tion of his 1937-38 pictures. He
flies back to New York within a
week to complete several deals.

..*
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

W/TTH the dual-bill evil seeming-

ly on the wane, and better pic-

tures already swelling attendance

records, Hollywood producers are

threatened with a new peril, accord-

ing to Wesley Ruggles, Paramount
producer-director, who has visited

many of the smaller cities on the

Pacific Coast. It is the over-abun-
dance of commercial advertising

trailers.

"In some of the theaters along
the coast, especially in the smaller
towns, patrons are forced to sit

through as much as 15 minutes of

paid advertising reels before the
picture or pictures for which they
laid down their money at the box-
office were flashed on the screen,"

Ruggles declares.

T T T

One hundred musicians, most of

whom have been out of employment
for months, are at work today at
Universal City—at musicians' full

scale of pay. The 100, who will com-
prise the "100 men" of Universal
studio's "100 Men and a Girl" yes-
terday were selected by Leopold
Stokowski, from a roomful of out-
of-work musicians at the Musicians'
Mutual Protective association offices

in Los Angeles. Those chosen form

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 87 • • •

FREDERICK EDWARD SCHUESSLER. Casting director. Paramount Pictures,

• Inc., Hollywood. Born and educated in Indianapolis. Married to the former
Marie Ankenbrock. For past 15 years has been in casting offices of Universal,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Brothers, United

Artists, and RKO Radio. Previously was con-

nected with the automobile industry in Indianap-

olis. Started in accounting department at Uni-

versal and because of typing ability was put to

work writing the 1,600 daily "Hunchback of

Notre Dame" checks in the casting office. Has
worked in every studio but Fox. Served two
years in U. S. Army Signal Corps' pigeon section.

Is a member of the American Racing Pigeon

Club and the American Pigeon Club. Has a

new pigeon loft and racing pigeons at his Holly-

wood home. Claims, with Tenny Wright, pro-

duction manager of Warner Brothers, and Rich-

ard Shayer, M-G-M writer, to be one of three

pigeon enthusiasts in the film colony.

the orchestra which Deanna Durbin,
14-year-old singing star, organizes

in the picture in which she now is

appearing with Stokowski.

T T T
"Deep Summer," first novel by

Gwen Bristow, wife of Bruce Man-
ning, Universal writer, has climbed
into the best seller lists, according

to New York Times and Herald-
Tribune calculations.

T T T

News o' the day : Irving Berlin will

provide the score for the next Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers pix for RKO

. And RKO has borrowed Gus
Kahn from M-G-M to collaborate

with Rudolph Friml on the score of

"Music for Madame" General
Pictures has acquired rights to Max
Marcin's "Substitute Prisoner". . .

Frank Borzage will direct "The Big
City" for M-G-M.

T T

Eddie Garr, Broadway mimic and
comedian, now under contract to
Universal, has been assigned as his
first picture, "That's My Story."
Others in the cast are Herbert
Mundin and Harlan Briggs.

T T T

Casting assignments: Wanger

—

Louise Piatt, "Carelessly"; Colum-
bia—Mischa Auer, "Thanks for
Nothing"; Gordon de Maine, Dick
Elliott, Leora Thatcher, "The Man
Behind the Law"; M-G-M — Rita
Johnson, "The Umbrella Man."

T T T

Three of George Fitch's stories
"At Old Siwash", "Big Strike At
Siwash" and "Petey Simmons at Si-

wash" have been placed under op-
tion by Paramount. It is planned by
William LeBaron, managing director
of production, to have the three sto-

ries fashioned into a film which he
describes as a "modern, old-fash-
ioned musical."

T T

It was John Stumar who directed
"The King's People," that timely
British film chronicle.

FOR YOU...AND YOU...AND YOU
TRACE MARK

MO&r MOUSE
FLASHLIGHTS

DONATED BY
THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC MFG. CORP.

IF YOU ATTEND THE
ANNUAL FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

These unusual flashlights are donated by the United States Electric Mfg. Corp. in cooperation with Kay

Kamen, Ltd. . . . You who exhibit the world's most famous shorts . . . Walt Disney's . . . will find it most

appropriate to equip your ushers with these colorful and efficient flashlights . . . and if it is a Premium you're

looking for, here is a Natural! For further information write to:

b
Chicago

323 W. Polk St.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC MFG. CORP.
222-228 West 14th Street, New York

San Francisco

335 Fifth St.
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DOYLE SELLS INTEREST

IN AUSTRALIAN CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

the subject of New York negotia-
tions.

Greater Union consists of 29 com-
panies operating in Australia with
an aggregate capital of $5,000,000.

Doyle, who will complete his asso-

ciation with Greater Union Theaters
on June 30, is understood to have
been experiencing differences with
various members of his directorate.

In connection with his production
project, he has the backing of an
important British banking group,
says the announcement, and will

seek to make pictures with "Amer-
ican tempo." He has already acquir-

ed several important stories, and
production is scheduled to begin in

the Fall. Doyle is also interested

in the Regent and Rex, West End
theaters, now under construction in

London. He leaves Sydney soon on
an extended South Sea cruise on his

yacht Miramar prior to embarking
upon his new enterprise.

Doyle has also acquired the ma-
jor interest in the Commonwealth
Broadcasting Network, called the

largest chain of radio stations in

Australia.

III., N. J. Divorce Bills

Dead; Wis. Holds Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

passed its bill as far as the lower
house goes, may complete enact-

ment in the Senate, which held a

public hearing on the measure yes-

terday at Madison.

Madison, Wis.—The State Feder-

ation of Labor, through J. A. Pad-
way, counsel opposed passage of

the divorce bill before the Senate

committee yesterday, declaring

unions are treated better by circuit

than independent theaters.

Appearing for the measure were
E. F. Mertz, president of Indepen-

dent Theaters Protective Associa-

tion of Wisconsin, and H. L. Mount,
counsel for independents. The com-
mittee recommendation is pending.

Fond du Lac Labor Group

Opposes Wis. Divorce Bill

Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Fond du
Lac Trades and Labor Council has
gone on record as being opposed to

the theater divorce bills now pend-

ing in the Wisconsin state legisla-

ture.

May Form Gaelic Film Co.

Dublin (By Cable) — The Gaelic

League is considering the formation of

a company to produce Gaelic motion
pictures in Ireland. The Irish Catholic

is also sponsoring a move for a native

Irish film industry with a capital of

$500,000, part of which has already

been subscribed.

NEWS of the DAY
Detroit—Wade Allen is recondi-

tioning the Grand Victory Theater,
which he has just taken over from
the Cohen Brothers Circuit. New
sound equipment is being installed.
New booth equipment is being in-
stalled by McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Company.

Detroit—P. _D. Ratliff has taken
over the Our Theater (formerly the
Berrien, at Berrien Springs from
E. J. Pennell.

Detroit—Arthur Early has closed
the Rivera Theater, only house at
Tekonsha, Mich.

Tennille, Ga. — W. B. Smith has
purchased the Joe Rich Smith
Building and will raze it to make
way for a modern film theater.

Lakeview, Wash.—The new thea-
ter being erected in Lakewood Com-
munity Center on Steilacoom high-
way here has been leased to the
Dean & Moore Theater Co. of Ta-
coma.

Detroit—Ray Sumner has been
appointed manager of the Courtesy
Theater, West Side house lately

taken over by the I. J. London Cir-

cuit.

Detroit—P'ilm Research Labora-
tories, Inc., $50,000 company formed
a few months ago here, has been
dissolved.

Detroit—The Grand Victory The-
ater has been formally taken over
by Wade Allen from the Cohen
Brothers Circuit. Plans call for clos-

ing of the house for remodeling.

Detroit—Joseph B. Mitchell is re-

modeling the Rex Theater, one of

the oldest West Side houses.

Des Moines, la.—The Princess at
Britt is being remodeled, changes
including a larger lobby. The Pella
Theater at Pella is adding air-con-
ditioning. The State Theater at

Allerton has reopened after exten-
sive remodeling.

Ford Renowned Pact Calls

for At Least One Annually

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Ford, under a

contract just signed with Renowned
Artists Corp., will make at least one

pix annually for Renowned during

the next five years. Ford, also

elected to the corporation's board

of directors, will get a salary and
profit split, said to assure him $150,-

000 a picture.

It is understood that he will be

permitted to work on other lots.

His first for Renowned will be

"Quiet Man." Renowned's first pro-

duction, however, will be "Trade
Winds," to be made by Tay Gar-
nett with Ronald Colman starring.

Expansion of the co-operative

venture is in prospect, with stars,

directors and writers to be invited

to affiliate.

Arbiters Seek to Untangle

Union Snarl in Milwaukee

Milwaukee — Arbitration efforts

are under way to untangle the labor
snarl between A F of L and CIO
unions covering the building main-
tenance employes of local theaters,
which has resulted in picketing of
eight or more houses, following re-
fusal by Circuit Judge C. L. Aarons
to grant the Milwaukee, National
and Aragon theaters a petition re-
straining the A F of L unions from
picketing the houses. During the
negotiations, picketing has been
suspended.

Frisco's St. Francis Sets

Re-issues In Policy Shift

San Francisco — A. M. Bowles,
Northern California division man-
ager for Fox West Coast, appears
to have decided on using the St.

Francis Theater, 1400-seat continu-

ation run, as a reissue outlet until

the new season product comes along.

After a comfortable "take" on
"Manhattan Melodrama", St. Francis
this week is showing "Trader
Horn." Other reissues from major
studios which have been booked for

early showing in the future include
two in which Wallace Beery starred
—"Viva Villa", and "Hell-Divers."

CFI Recapitalization Plan

Decision Due Momentarily

Decision by the Delaware Supreme
Court on the Consolidated Film In-
dustries recapitalization plan is ex-
pected momentarily, it was said yes-
terday at the Consolidated office.

The question at issue is whether
Consolidated may recapitalize and
wipe out dividend arrears in view
of the state law prohibiting recapi-
talization when there are back divi-

dends due. Consolidated holds the
law does not apply to its case.

"Star" In 5th In Frisco

San Francisco—"A Star Is Born,"
in its fifth week at Herman Cohen's
United Artists Theater, has played
to some 20,000 people, an unusual
record since the U. A. is the small-
est local first-run house. Cohen may
decide to keep the house open dur-
ing the summer months, a reversal
of his usual summer policy.

GOLDEN GATE CIRC^

ABSORB MADERA CORP

San Francisco—Harvey Amuse-
ment has sold its Madera Theatei
Corp., owning two houses in Madera
to the Golden State Circuit, whicl
operates nearly a hundred theaters
in Northern California and Nevada
Price involved was said to be in ex>

cess of $100,000.
J. Meyers has taken over the Isis

600-seat suburban house which has

been dark for some months. Irwii
Markowitz, son of M. L. Markowitz
who operates the Marion Davies
here, has assumed direction of th<

Palmer, 800-seat one-time Goldei
State theater.
Golden State recently re-openecj

the 1,000-seat Haight Theater afte

!

some $70,000 worth of remodeling!
Work is still continuing on its Mii
lano, which was partially destroyed
by fire three months ago, and wil
start soon on the Uptown.
Ed Baron and Carol Nathan, whij

won the Marina Theater, will opeiij

a second house, as yet unnamed!
this month. Both theaters will bi|

used for second-runs.
Lawrence Borg's 1,000-seat Nap;

house will be ready in July, as wil
Morgan Walsh's new theater a'

Woodland. George Page, Hanfon
theater man, has a new house, th
Rex, coming up at Exeter. A ne-v

house at Manteca, is the El Rey
Henry Preciado plans a remodele*
theater at Madera, and Bill Corn
wall, operator of two houses a

Woodland, will shortly open a third

V
1

Toledo Exhibs. Warned
Bank Night is Illegal

Toledo, O. — Managers of sevei

local theaters were officially noti 1

tied Wednesday by Lucas Count;j

Prosecutor Thomas O'Connor thai

"bank nights" and "prosperit;

nights" were violations of the Ohi
anti-lottery laws, and that if thes

events are not discontinued, pro

secutions will be started. The ac

t'on was the result of a complain
by the Toledo Better Business Bui
eau.

SEC Gives Conns' Salaries

Washington Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
Washington — Remuneration c

$182,040 paid to Harry Cohn, presi

dent of the Columbia Pictures Corj

for the fiscal year ended on June 2
r

1936, topped the salaries disclose

by the SEC. Jack Cohn, directo

and vice president, drew $104,26

from the same company and i
Montague, general sales managej
$49,287.

Bridge Fete Outdraws Films

San Francisco — All seven firs

houses here were badly hit by

week long celebration of the opeTfsvg

of the Golden Gate bridge. Despite the

fact that every house was playing ex-

ceptionally good screen fare, grosses

dropped badly. Parades, pageants, balls

and similar activities were the cause

of the slump.

tiv.
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British E&fs Urge "Optional Reciprocity" Plan

REPORT CANCELLATION CLAUSE WORKING SMOOTHLY

Paramount to List 50 to 60 for 1937-38 at Coast Parley

Company Executives Leave

I

for Sales Meeting
Tomorrow

Paramount will announce between
50 and 60 pictures for the 1937-38
season at its annual sales convention
which gets under way at the Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles, next
Thursday, it was learned from execs,

of the company preparing to leave
for the sales session tomoirow.

The company, it is reported, has
more than 125 story and stage prop-

{Continucd on Page 7)

ROXY FILM FRANCHISE

DRAWN, COURT IS TOLD

Stating that 20th Century-Fox
jwas happy to submit itself to the
! jurisdiction of the court in carrying

J

out provisions of the Roxy reorgani-
ization plan, Otto E. Koegel of
Hughes, Schurman & Dwight, coun-

i
sel for the film company, yesterday
told Federal Judge Francis Caffey
that the film franchise for the the-

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Deal for Olympia

Circuit of 30 Complete

Boston — Legal formalities inci-

dent to the acquisition of the Olym-
pia circuit in Massachusetts and
Connecticut by New England The-
aters, Inc., Para, subsidiary, were
completed here yesterday. Deal in-

volved $4,000,000. Mullins and Pi-

nanski, Para, partners, who were
receivers for the 30-house circuit,

will operate.

L) Japs Protest Film Cuts
Shanghai— (By Cable)—Censorship of

"The New Earth," Japanese produc-
tion, at Chinese instigation has brought
a protest by Japanese theater execu-
tives. Chinese complaints were based on
the contention that certain scenes in

the pix were Japanese-German propa-
ganda.

Don't Forget Your Bathing Suit at Golf Tournament
With unprecedented fanfare, prizes and entries, the 25th (Silver Jubilee) FILM DAILY

Golf Tournament gets under way on next Wednesday, June 9, at the Elmsford Country
Club, White Plains. Screen solons, great and small, are speculating as to which one
of them will win the Transcontinental Western Air award which provides free trans-
portation by plane from New York to Los Angeles and return. TWA has recently
inaugurated its new and luxurious fleet of air-liners with sleeping accommodations of
regal comfort. One of the surprises in store for tourney participants will be unleashed
by S. S. Pike Air Service which will be on hand to welcome all golfers, tennis players,
ping-pong paddle pushers and even kibitzers to the gala scene of action. And don't
forget your bathing suit, because there's a beaut of a pool at Elmsford Country Club!
Have YOU sent your entry in? Hurry!

CHI. THEATERS LOSE

IN BANK NIGHT FIGHT

Chicago — The Illinois Supreme
Court yesterday denied the petition
for a rehearing of the Iris theater
Bank Night case. Court held Bank
Night illegal last April. Assistant
Corporation Counsel William Daly
last night said 46 theaters will now
have to pay fines levied against
them by Chicago courts this spring
in first Bank Night cases, the city
winning a complete victory.

Counsel for Majors Eye

Mich. 10 P. C. Tax ill

Attorneys for major companies
are studying copies of the 10 per
cent admission tax bill which has
been introduced in the Michigan
House by Rep. Stout. Measure is

now pending in the state affairs

committee.

GB NATIONAL MEET

FOR N. Y. JUNE 25

Having now decided to hold a sin-

gle national sales convention, GB
plans such a meeting starting June
25 at the St. Moritz Hotel, Arthur
A. Lee announced yesterday. The
three-day session will be attended
by home office executives and ex-
changemen. George W. Weeks, as
general sales manager, will an-
nounce the company's lineup for the
season of 1937-38. He returns to
New York next week from the coast.

Announce Actors' Equity

Election Results Monday

Nearly 1,000 members of the Ac-
tors' Equity Ass'n attended the 24th
annual meeting of the association
at the Hotel Astor yesterday after-
noon and balloted for officers, 10

(Continued on Page 7)

Optional Reciprocity Setup Asked

To Cover U. S. Distribs. in England

Picture Security Sales

Are Bared in SEC Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The SEC in its semi-

monthly report today showed Jack
Cohn of Columbia holding common
stock amounting to 517 shares and

(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable)—Under a plan
recommended by the FBI film group
advocating what it terms "optional
reciprocity", American companies
could buy distributing rights to Brit-

ish pictures for approximately $40,-

000 a production and thus avoid the
necessity of making quota pictures
here. Quota on the average major

(Continued on Page 2)

No Complaints Made on Its

Operation, Says MPTOA
Spokesman

The 10 per cent cancellation clause
granted by national distributors in
response to the MPTOA program
of trade practises is working out
satisfactorily, with exhibitor com-
plaints against its operation virtual-
ly nil, according to a spokesman for
the national exhibitor association
yesterday. Between four and six
months are covered by the checkup,
as majors' announcements on the
concession were issued over a period
ranging from early December to
early February.
Resumption by the MPTOA

(Continued on Page 7)

N.Y.SALESlEETOF

U. A, TO DRAW OVER 35

More than 85 United Artists, ex-
ecutives and members of its distri-
bution department will attend the
New York sales meeting scheduled
for June 14-16 at the Waldorf As-
toria, with a similar session at Chi-
cago planned for the Palmer House
on June 17-19.

Attending the New York meeting
(Continued on Page 7)

Fox Film Distrib. Corp.

Passes in Simplification

Albany—A certificate has been
filed in the office of the Secretary
of State dissolving the corporate
existence of Fox Film Distributing
Corp. This is part of the plan to
simplify the corporate setup of 20th
Century-Fox.

Dandelions as Admission
Chariton, la.— Five pounds of dande-

lions were accepted as admission to the
Ritz Theater here in a recent project
for beautifying the town. The idea
"took" with the public, especially the
youngsters. Result—2,360 pounds of
dandelions were received.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Ind. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close Chg.

25% 25% 25i/2
33y4 33% 331/4 + 1/4

'3Vi 31/2 '31/2 +"1/4
121/2 121/2 121/2 + !/4

70y4 1683/4 169

233/4 23% 233/4 —"i/4
82i/

2 80 1/2 81% + 1V4

191/2 18% 191/2 +"3/4
129i/

2 1291/2 1291/2 + 1/2

173/4 171/4 173/4 + %
7% 7% 7% — %
8 7% 8

37 37 37

13% 13% 13% + 1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46.... 99 98y2 99
Loew 6s41ww 99% 993/3 99% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .100% 100% 100% + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3

i/4s47 91 91 91 — 1/4

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95% 943/4 943/4 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/3 2i/4 23/8 + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 28% 27% 28 + %
Trans-Lux 45/3 4% 4%
Universal Picts 9 1/4 9 9 — 1/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 96 1/4 973/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43... 54 56

GN Board Gets Figures

Preliminary figures on the first

year's operations of Grand National

are understood to have been given

yesterday to the board of directors,

but were not made public. Meeting-

was otherwise described as routine.

T T T
• • • A SPECIAL effects crew is in town from the Coast

sent by Dave Selznick to photograph background shots in

Technicolor for Ben Hecht's opus, "Nothing Sacred" Har-
old Godsoe is the unit manager Will Cline the cameraman

and Jack Cosgrove is in charge of the special color effects

they arrived here with a baggage car loaded with color

cameras and fancy equipment the trio will shoot stuff all

around Manhattan and the swanky spots on Longisle

T T
• • • THEY HAVE picked Eddie Davis of Leon and
Eddie's to sing one of his famous songs as a specialty number
in Paramount's "Good Night Ladies" but wouldn't it be
some fun if Eddie made a mistake and sang one of his famous
infamous nite club numbers

T T
• • • MEMBERS OF the Italian Golden Gloves boxing
team will be guests of the Strand tonite to see Warners' prize
ring film, "Kid Galahad" this foreign squad will oppose
the American contenders in the Yankee Stadium on the eve of

June 9

T T
• • • THE ANNUAL awards of Stage Magazine just an
nounced include Samuel Goldwyn with this neat summation
"Producer extraordinary, who has yet to traffic deliberately with
anything but the Class A product, who experiments consistently
and cashes in regularly for acknowledging an American
film audience of adult taste and appreciation" To Helen
Vinson also goes an award that will make her the envy of every
other star in Hollywood "for bringing good taste in clothes
to the movie heroine"

RKO Has Seven More to

Complete 1936-37 List

RKO will complete seven more
features before closing its schedule
for the 1936-37 season. The pic-

tures still to be completed are
"Vivacious Lady," starring Ginger
Rogers; "A Damsel in Distress,"

starring Fred Astaire; "A Love
Like That," starring Barbara Stan-
wyck and two untitled stories to

star Katharine Hepburn and Clau-
dette Colbert respectively. Other
releases are "Gunga Din" and
"Flight from Glory."

In addition, "The Toast of New
York", "New Faces of 1937," and
"Super Sleuth," are being edited,

and three others, "Take the Heir,"
"Hideaway" and "Make a Wish",
are before cameras.

Philly Amusement Tax
Approved by Committee

Philadelphia — The City Council
finance committee yesterday ap-
proved a tax on tickets to Philadel-
phia amusements, including thea-
ters, which Mayor Wilson expects
will bring in $5,000,000 a year. Tax
is applicable to every 25-cent admis-
sion or fraction thereof. Children
under 14 and the blind are exempt
from the tax. It is believed that
other Pennsylvania cities and towns
pressed for funds will follow Phila-
delphia's lead,

British Producers Urge

"Optional Reciprocity" Plan

(.Continued from Page 1)

American outfit requires it to han-
dle about 10 English films a year.

Proposal was made by John Max-
well, C. M. Woolf, Isidore Ostrer and
other leading producers. Draft of
the new Films Act will be shown to
all sections of the trade at a meet-
ing of the Board of Trade Wednes-
day.

Tanner With AT&T
DeWitt C. Tanner has been made

consulting patent counsel of theAT&T and is succeeded in his
former position as general patent
attorney of the Western Electric by
Franklin T. Woodward, assistant
general patent attorney, it was an-
nounced yesterday. Joel C. R. Pal-
mer, patent attorney of Western
Electric, has been appointed contract
counsel of Erpi.

ATS Meeting Tuesday
Detroit — American Theater Sci-

ence, Inc., co-operative booking or
ganization, will hold its annual
stockholders meeting on Tuesday.

Morris Fitzer Marrying
Morris Fitzer of the New York

staff of the Hollywood Reporter to-
morrow weds Rose Seller.

Coming and GoinQ

EDWARD ALPERSON leaves New York today
to spend a month at the Coast keeping in

contact with Grand National production.

J. D. TROP is in Baltimore.

TOM MOORE leaves New York today for
the Coast.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returns to New York
today from Boston.

JACK MERSEREAU
from Hollywood.

arrives this morning

EDWARD FINNEY is in Boston.

ERIN O'BRIEN MOORE leaves New York to-
day by plane for Hollywood.

WILLIAM FIELDS, publicist, sails next Wed-
nesday for a month s vacation in Galveston.

MRS. LIONEL ATWILL heads for the Coast
by air tomorrow.

W. L. THOMPSON, MRS. THOMPSON and
their sons, WILLIAM and DONALD, sail for
South and Central America today.

BEULAH BONDI returns to the Coast from
New York next week.

W. B. COKELL, Para, treasurer, has arrived
on the Coast from New York.

HAROLD GODSOE, WILL CLINE and JACK
COSGROVE of Selznick International are here
from the Coast.

ARTHUR JOHNSON and MAURICE SIGLER,
en route to New York from the Coast, sail

for London next Friday.

RKO Plan Amendments Go
to Consenting Parties

Federal Judge Bondy yesterday
ordered that copies of amendments
of the RKO reorganization be mailed
to all parties who have previously
consented to the plan and that if no
dissent is expressed by June 21 they
shall be held to have agreed to the
amendments.

New York Bans Theaters

on 5th, Madison, Park

The New York City Board of Esti-
mate yesterday passed a bill ban-
ning motion picture theaters on
Fifth Avenue from 23rd to 59th
Streets, on Madison Ave., from 23rd
to 84th Streets, and on Park Ave.,
from 40th to 58th Streets.

JUNE 5

Garrett Fort

JUNE 6

Tyler Brooke

Maurice Hanline

Frank D. Ferrone

/

^
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\}S-T-U- o,,.o.s EQUIPMENT ™EATERS

FOUR NEW CHI. HOUSES \lnstall Armo Air Conditioning Plant

WILL COST $1,050,000

Chicago — Four theater building
projects entailing a total expendi-
ture of $1,050,000 are announced
here.

Most ambitious project is planned
for the south intersection of Mil-

waukee and Cicero avenue, on the

northwest side and involves $500,-

000 according to Frank E. Bourget
and his associates. M. G. Temps is

the architect for the 1500-seat the-

ater.

Marion Theater Corp., formed by
A. H. Coushon, C. W. Weiss and B.

Sourchon with offices at 188 West
Randolph Street has completed plans
for a $125,000 theater for the south-

east corner of 87th and Bishop
Street. The new house will be
named the Bishop and have 1,450

seats.

Walter W. Ahlschlager, architect,

is drawing plans for a new 1,200-

seat theater, to go up in Beverly
Hills, southside suburb. House has
been leased to R. Levirie and Asso-
ciates for a period of 25 years.

House and equipment will cost

about $175,000.
The fourth movie house project-

ed will be called the Field and will

be located at 83rd and Cottage
Grove Ave. James Svolos heads this

company and Alexander K. Eugene
drew the plans. This house will seat

750 and cost $125,000.

Champaign, 111. — Publix-Great
States will award contracts soon
for the construction of a new Illini

Theater here. The house will seat

1,500 and cost about $200,000. It

will be located near the University
of Illinois.

York Completes Three

Georgia Installations

The York Ice Machinery Corp.
has completed installations of air

conditioning systems in the Georgia
Theater, Athens; Grand Theater,
Macon, and the Cascade Theater,
Atlanta, Ga.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(O/ course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In-

stall Acoustieon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na-

tionally advertised.

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

In Globe as The Road Back' Hears

In preparation for the June 17
opening of UniversaPs "The Road
Back," the Globe Theater, 1555
Broadway, operated by the Brandt
Theaters and housing that circuit's

executive offices, began this week
the installation of the latest type of
high-efficiency, no-draft air condi-
tioning plant, made by the Armo
Cooling and Ventilating Company
of 30 West 15th Street, New York.
The new cooling and conditioning

unit employs 90 h.p., and weighs
90 tons. Water, which is the cool-

ing medium, is supplied from a

tower constructed on the theater's

roof. Not only will the auditorium
proper be completely cooled by the

plant, but also the lobby, foyers and
the three floors of business offices.

It is worthy of note that the Globe
was the first theater on Broadway
to have a cooling system of any
kind, when Charles Dillingham in-

stalled a removable roof. With its

new seating arrangement and cool-
ing system, the Globe will take its

place among the most comfortable of
film houses in the Great White Way.

Use of Plastic Paint I
Interstate To Build Two

Finds Widening Favor Theaters in Fort Worth

Both the widespread remodeling
of film theaters and the building of

new ones has brought about a brisk

rise in the employment of Craftex,

the plastic paint manufactured by
the National Gypsum Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., it is stated by sources close

to the makers. Craftex comes in the

form of a powder, quickly prepared
for use by adding water. An in-

finite range of tones and shades
makes it possible for all manner
of decorative effects to be achieved.

The product, which has the greatest
coverage per pound among plastic

paints of current manufacture, is

supplied in 25 and 50 pound bags.
It is an interesting fact that Craf-

tex is in use throughout the world,

in the London Pavilion, London, En-
gland; Students' House, Paris; the
Prime Minister's Official Residence
at Tokyo; the Imperial Palace,
Bangkok, Siam; La Metropolitan,
office building, Havana, Cuba; Banff
Springs Hotel, Alberta, and in the
Chateau Frontenac, Quebec. The
Art Museum, Boston, and the Gray-
bar Building, New York, as well as
Chicago's Avalon Theater and the
Roxy Theater, New York, also have
walls extensively finished with this

plastic paint.

Nabes Air-Conditioned

Hamden, Conn.—The Strand and
Dixwell, both neighborhood houses,
now have year-round air condition-
ing systems. The Strand was first

to install a U. S. Air Conditioning.
The Dixwell is having a Carrier
Corp. system installed.

Mohawk Issues Booklet

A booklet titled "Ankle-Deep la

Silence" giving the inside on floor

coverings for theaters is being is-

sued by the Mohawk Carpet Mills,

ol New York.

Fort Worth— Two new theaters
are planned for construction in
Fort Worth this summer by Inter-
state Circuit, and another of their
theaters here is being redecorated.
One new theater is planned for
Main St., between Ninth and Tenth
Sts. This theater, to be a second-
run house, will have full stage
equipment and will house future
stage road attractions, now being
handled by the Majesitc. Work on
Interstate's neighborhood theater in
Arlington Heights is now slated to
begin this fall. The Hollywood is

getting a new modernistic front in
white glass and blue enamel, and
new decorations in lobby and on
mezzanine floor.

Two Toronto Film Houses

Undergoing Improvement

Toronto — Improvements to the
Uptown and Roxy theaters are
underway, the former getting a new
air conditioning job, the latter air

conditioning equipment plus a new
balcony and stage.

Ansell Contract Let

St. Louis—The Ansell Amusement
Co. has awarded a contract to Ber-
nard C. Wagner for extensive im-
provements to their Ritz Theater.
The plans and specifications pre-

pared by Johnson & Maack, archi-
tects, Chemical Building, call for a
new structural glass front, a cool-

ing system, etc., to cost about
$25,000.

Air-Loc Seats Installed

Valley Park, Mo.—Charles Mound
has installed 400 additional de luxe
seats in his Park Theater here. They
are of the Air-Loc type. Air-Loc
chairs also have been installed in

the Bijou Theater at Abingdon, op-
erated by the S. E. Pirtle Circuit of
Jerseyville, 111.

COMPRESSORS ASSURE

THEATERS COOL AIR

For installation in theaters of all

sizes, engineers of the Frick Co. of
Waynesboro, Pa., have developed
compressors for cooling of air.

Units use both Freon and methyl
chloride, which are not only non-
corrosive to the metals used in the
system, but are said to enjoy an
unusually high factor of safety.
City ordinances frequently call for
the use of Freon or methyl chloride
in film houses and like buildings
where any considerable number of
people congregate.

Frick condensers, compressors and
coolers for using these refrigerants
meet fully all such ordinances and
safety codes, it is said. Many the-
aters are currently employing Frick
apparatus. One of the major in-

stallations of this manufacturer is

that in the administration building
of the Department of Agriculture at
Washington, D. C.

New DeVry "Brillante"

Available to Exhibitors

Herman A. DeVry, Inc., an-
nounces that it is now manufactur-
ing the new super-lens, "Brillante,"

in greater quantities than is needed
for the firm's own make of theater
projectors, and is now offering
them to the trade. Exhibitors, the
company suggests, will find the em-
ployment of the lens advantageous
in brightening screen image with-
out acquiring lamps of higher pow-
er. The "Brillante" allows a full

stream of light to reach the screen.

Balaban & Katz, as well as the
Essaness circuit, are using this par-
ticular lens for high clarity projec-

tion.

Send For Sample Short Giveaway

VITROCK
Refrigerator Set

PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Modernize Your Front Lobby

With

CUSTOM BUILT

RUBBER MATS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GU.

TRENTON, N. J.
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NEW SAENGER HOUSE

WILL COST

Jackson, Miss.—I. C. Garber and
Son of this city have been awarded

WINNERS ALL! Jack Stephenson. Gillioz

Theatre, Monett, Mo.; Donald Knapp, Lincoln

Theatre, Danville, 111.; Wm. J. Souttar, Fox

Strand Theatre, Hays, Kans. These three won

cash prizes in last month's exploitation contest.

Write for free subscription to The Theatre

Partner and learn how you too can get in the

money. No strings. No obligations.

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs Colo.

Dobe Contract Awarded
Chicago — The Kaiser Ducett Con-

struction Co. has secured the contract

for building a new theater for F. A.

Dobe at Libertyville. The new house

will seat 750 and cost $75,000.

the general contract for the con-

struction of a $250,000 theater here

for the Saenger Theaters, Inc. The

theater, which will seat 2,500, will

be constructed of reinforced con-

crete, steel and brick, and will be

air conditioned.

7* H.".?

The fact that Balaban & Katz, the Essaness Chain, the Minnesota
Amusement Company Chain, and others are buying them, is pretty

good indication that these lenses are at least better than some others

they are using.

*B.N.— (Bottle Neck) term applied to a lens that does not permit full stream of

light to reach screen.

Circulars Free
THEATRE PROJECTORS

on DeVrn
SEMI-PORTABLE PROJECTORS

HERMAN R.DeVRY. INC.'^l^F INI flrmit.qe five. CHICRG0

Brenkert R-6 Rectifiers

Find Increasing Demand

The Brenkert R-6 rectifier is now
in use in hundreds of theaters of all

classes throughout the United States
and Canada, it is announced.

Direct current is required for the
arc of Brenkert Enarc projection

lamps. Most localities have only al-

ternating current available. The
function of the rectifier is to reduce
the line voltage to that required by
the arc and to rectify or change
the alternating current of the line

to direct current as required by the

arc. The Brenkert R-6 rectifier is

said to incorporate the best method
yet developed for producing this re-

sult, and is 70 per cent efficient, the
manufacturer reports.

Maintenance costs are reduced to

a minimum, as the only moving part

is the factory-lubricated ball bear-

ing fan which requires no service.

Current supplied to the arc is con-

stant and produces fl ckerless pro-

jection on any 2 or 3-phase line of

25-40-50 or 60-cycle frequencies, it

is said.

Miniature Organ Finds

Use in Film Theaters

The Estey Organ Corp. with fac-

tories at Brattleboro, Vt., is mar-
keting an inexpensive miniature or-

gan, one of the many practical uses
oi which is in connection with stage
presentations in film houses where
the note of novelty is desired. In-
strument weighs only 31 pounds, is

32 inches in height and 24 inches
long. It is said to have a volume
equal to that of a six-piece orches-
tra, and is being employed in a
number of theaters for accompany-
ing audiences in community singing.

SOUNDFILM
ENTERPRISES,

INC.
I. E. L0PERT, Gen. Mgr.

The Only Specialists in Dubbing
Foreign Films

2 Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording Channels

RCA High Fidelity Projectors

Cutting Rooms

Vaults

Technical Advice

723—7th Avenue New York City

MEd. 3-3248
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DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTE1N & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N.Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-S

:l

Newest "COOL" Campaign

VALANCES - BANNERS - FLAGS
Rented—Sold

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. New York City
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REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

thplete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists hi Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.. New York City A. I. Kciiler, Mjr.

Efficient Draw-Curtain

Tracks Exhib. Necessity

That film theaters are making
wider use of their stage curtains as
a result of contests, Bank Night,
giveaways and other forms of audi-
ence attractions, has again brought
the question of satisfactorily oper-
ating draw-curtain tracks promi-
nently before exhibitors. Showmen
at large are recognizing more and
more the hazard involved in the
cheap, makeshift type of curtain
track. Aside from the danger to
life, they are likely to cause con-
fusion and delay in stage perform-
ance.
Among makes of track installa-

t'ons enjoying the favor of theater
owners and operators is that man-
ufactured by J. R. Clancy, Inc., of
Syracuse, N. Y. Rubber insulated
so that no metal parts can touch,
the Clancy draw-curtain track in-

corporates such features as silence,

smoothness of operation, proper
turnbuckles and the Clancy safety
floor block which can be adjusted
from the floor to take up the slack
in the operating line without the
use of tools.

Intercommunicating Phone

Systems Demand Increases

Growing demand among exhibi-
tors for selective ringing, selective

talking, intercommunicating tele-

phone systems is reported by Couch.
Firm is making a wide variety of
such systems to provide "trouble-
free" communication between all

parts of theaters. Installations
range from those adapted to small
film houses to units for the largest
types of theaters.

WEBSTER
Sound Equipment and
Inter-Office Systems
Wholesale Distributors

DALE PARTS, INC.
25 Warren St. N. Y. C.

IX PROJECTOR
REPAIRS

It pays to make sure that ALL of

the Parts are GENUINE SIMPLEX.

MMTimiMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

ii:iiL"jii:i

NTS Goes Night Clubby
New Orleans—National Theater Sup-

ply here has completely remodeled its

offices and show rooms in the modern
manner, so that the Film Row wags
are calling it a night club. Walls are
done in four shades of blue tapering
off to a grey-blue for the ceiling with
each section set off by parallel silver

colored strips.

)emand for Ventilating

Equipment Is Increased

In providing the correct volume
of warm and cold air, as required

by nature and by law, to each in-

dividual occupant in a place of pub-
lic assembly, and also providing

such ventilating efficiency at lower
cost than any other system known,
Knowles Ventilating Equipment has

attained these two major goals to
the extent that it has been installed
in increasing volume during the past
several seasons, the manufacturers
report. Knowles Mushrooms are
fitted with temper-proof locks and
require no further attention once
they are installed and adjusted.

GOLDE INSTALLATIONS

IN BOOTHS INCREASE

The new GoldE Roto-Chrome
Spotlight is proving its practicabil-
ity and popularity in booths of many
theaters, the company announces.
The lamp house, in all present mod-
els, is made of sheet steel with
front and back of aluminum castings.
Transparent gelatine color wheel and
motor are mounted in an aluminum
casting on the front, guaranteeing
the utmost life of both color wheel
and motor. Besides the compactness
of this unit, the lamp house is com-
pletely ventilated, assuring longer
lamp life. Assembly is simple,

(.Continued on Page 6)

KEEP THEM COOL
WITH S. O. S. BLOWERS, FANS AND AIR

WASHERS FOR THEATRES.

Big New Air Conditioning Bulletin Free.

S. O. S. CORPORATION
(>36X - 11TH AVE. NEW YORK

"SHALL WE DANCE?"

The graceful dancing of Rogers and

Astaire is sure-fire B. O. everywhere.

So, in a lesser degree, is the beauty

and richness of Alexander Smith

Carpet . . . one reason you will

find them in the majority of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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ADVANTAGES OFFERED

BY METAL FURNITURE

As the result of intensive study
into the problem of aiding exhibitors

of fashion theater interiors which
present to the eye, and hence to the

mind, the feeling of coolness during
the Summer months, the Royal Metal
Manufacturing Co. has geared its

current line of Royalchrome furni-

ture to effectively meet this impor-
tant aspect of decoration in lobbies

and lounges.

This furniture, because of its

metal construction, has a decided

advantage over framework composed
of other materials. Not only is it

stronger, less cumbersome, and psy-
chologically more attractive to pa-

trons, but its durability and rela-

tively low cost commend it to the-

ater owners as a practical invest-

ment and improvement. In addition

to contributing to appearance dur-

ing the warm months, it is likewise

perfectly adapted for all-year ser-

vice.

Royalchrome chairs and settees are

being made in numerous designs, all

of which can be purchased in Roy-
al's own leatherette known as "TUF-
TEX." This fabric comes in a wide
range of colors to harmonize with
both the interior schemes of exist-

ing theaters, as well as the color

schemes of new houses which are

being planned by their owners and
architects.

Maximum comfort, ease of mobil-

ity and the fact that they are clean

and, in turn, easily cleaned, are cited

as other factors in their favor.

Sparks Erecting $100,000

Theater in Orlando, Fla.

Orlando, Fla.—Contract has been
let for the construction of a new
$50,000 theater on W. Church St.

by the Sparks theater interests.

The new 1,100-seat theater, to be

known as the Roxy, will involve an
investment of approximately $100,-

000 when completed.

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND
USHERS SASHES

FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City

1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

EQUIPMENT T-H-E-AT-E-R-S Q

PROJ ECTION
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ciency over-all at the lamp of about 60 p. c, which is maintained. It does not age

to any appreciable extent, it has been found.

It is surprising that a generator set 15 years in service, antiquated, dirty, perhaps

spitting at the commutator, still operates at almost its initial efficiency.

ADVANCES in the details of construction of electrical apparatus have greatly af-

fected the building of motors and generators. We find today's practice in dynamic

balancing, in insulation, in the selection of materials, all do their part toward making
this product better than what was turned out years ago and which still gives satis-

faction.

The arc produced by the modern generator is silent. The sing so often heard due

to the effect of a high frequency superimposed on the direct current voltage is absent.

If this wave is of enough amplitude the sing will be quite apparent since its frequency

is within the very objectionable audible range. The sound formerly heard on some
of the arcs produced with generators came from the commutator, but with present-day

design the wave responsible for it has been practically eliminated, and what remains

is of such high and confused frequency that there is no sound produced thereby. This

has been accomplished in the Transverter design.

In single phase rectifiers of all kinds the hum is quite noticeable as well as the

flicker of the lamps. The latter, of course, results from a superimposed wave of such

magnitude so that the light value is affected and the result is very objectionable.

In three phase rectifier units this action is very much reduced, but still present.

O. & W. Cine Enterprises

Adding New Machine Shop

O. & W. Cine Enterprises in New
York City is equipping the Ameri-
can Film Corp. laboratory with
complete laboratory equipment.

It is also expanding its ac-

tivities to include new modern ma-
chine shop for repairing cameras
and printers, in addition to the

building of special motion picture

equipment.

GoldE Reports Increase

In Booth Installations

Kroeschell Gets Orders

Chicago—Kroeschell Engineering
Co., distributor of Westinghouse Air
conditioning equipment, reports re-

cent installations in the following

theaters: Villard Theater, Villa

Park; Coronet Theater, Evanston;
Metro and Bugg Theaters, Belmont,

and Keating Ave. Theater, the new
Maple Theater, the Normal, the

Iris, the Alvin and Englewood Thea-
ters, Chicago. Westinghouse has

just closed with Great States Thea-
ter circuit and Kroeschell Engineer-
ing will do the work for the Wash-
ington Theater, Quincy; the Prin-

cess Theater, Joliet, and the Or-
pheum Theater, Galesburg.

Install Cooling Systems

Corning, O.—C. O. Davies' Corn-
ing Theater is being equipped with
Irwin seats, Peerless lamps and a
cooling system. A cooling system
has also been installed in the Clif-

tonia Theater, Circleville, Elwin
Briner, owner, and in the Liberty
Theater at Lancaster.
Fred Wheeler's new Colony Thea-

ter at Gallipolice is being equipped
with air conditioning by National
Theater supply Co. Lashinsky Bros.'

Caldwell Theater at Caldwell is also

being air conditioned. Magna Arc
lamps, a cooling system and new
screen are being installed in Fred
Gross's theater, the Majestic, at
Crooksville.

(Continued from Page 5)

making for easy replacements of
color wheel when necessary. The
lamping is done from the top, an
exclusive GoldE feature. It allows
the use of 250 Watt G-type bulbs
as well as 500 Watt T-type.

SALES OF IGEDAIRE

SHOW HEAVY GAINS

Custom-Made Carpeting

For Ward's New Theater

Detroit — Lee A. Ward's new
Ward Theater at Mount Pleasant,
Mich., scheduled to open about July
1, is being equipped with special
custom-made Bigelow carpeting in
a blue background design with yel-
low and russet in modernistic fig-

ures to match the color scheme of
the house. Carpeting, 1,000 Ideal
full-upholstered chairs, and two
Motiograph projectors are being in-

stalled by McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co. McArthur also handled
the contract for stage equipment,
installed by Twin City Scenic Com-
pany. Western Electric sound
equipment is being installed by
Erpi.

Strong volume sales during re-

cent months are reported by Ty-
phoon Air Conditioning Co., Inc.,

manufactm-ers of "Icedaire" air con-
ditioning plants for motion picture
houses of all sizes. In this system
cooling and dehumidication of air

takes place by means of ice water.
The return water from the Air
Washer is sprayed over cakes of ice

and then collected in the cold water
tank. A pump picks up the cold
water at this point and delivers it

to a mechanical atomizer which
breaks up the water into a fine mist.
The air, part fresh and part re-

circulated, goes through these finely

divided water particles and is cooled,
transferring its heat to the water.
The air leaves the Air Washer
through scrubbers or eliminator
plates, depositing all the entrained
moisture. This air is then discharg-
ed into the theater through deflect-

ing grilles which are adjustable for
even distribution. The water from
the Air Washer is returned over the
cakes of ice for additional cooling,
and then sent up to the Air Washer
to repeat the cycle.

In some cases extended surface
coils take the place of the spray
type cooler. The Typhoon Blower,
a rugged component of the system,
is, like all other parts, engineered
by experts for long and highly
economical service.

Modernize Alliance House
Alliance, O.—Ray Wallace, man-

aging director of the Tri Theaters,
Inc., controlled houses here, has an-
nounced that the Columbia will go
dark for six weeks on July 5 for
extensive modernization.

MOTION PICTURE LIGHTING
AND EQUIPMENT CORP.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. CHic. 4-2074

YOU DON'T WANT TO LOOK LIKE THIS

FROM WORRYING

WHERE TO BUY CARPETS

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, Inc.

250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

ESTABLISHMENT FEATURING THE WELL KNOWN

ALEXANDER SMITH'S

CRESTWOOD CARPETS
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WORKING SMOOTHLY
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of its efforts in behalf of the trade

practice program will not occur be-

fore early in July and then in

event the association decides to car-

Cry on. Annual sales conventions,

plus circuit selling, is the current

barrier, it is stated.

New York Sales Meeting

Of U. A. Will Draw Over 85

(Continued from Page 1)

will be: Home Office—George J.

Schaefer, Arthur Kelly, Paul N.
Lazarus, Charles Steele, Ed Raftery,

Bob Hilton, Jack Wrege, A. W.
Smith, Jr., Harry Gold, Monroe
Greenthal, Phil Dow, Lou Ginsberg,
Charles Leonard, George W. Harvey,
Harry D. Buckley, Jack Schlaifer,

N. A. Thompson, Seymour Poe, Paul
O'Brien, Sam Cohen, Steve Mc-
Grath; District Managers—Charles
Stern, Thomas B. Spry, Bert M.
Stearn, Moe Streimer, Robert
Mochrie; Branch Managers and
Salesmen—Atlanta: David Prince,

Manager, R. M. Emenhiser, J. L.

Weiner, J. C. Simmons; Boston: J.

J. Dervin, Manager, George Hager,
A. I. Weiner, Joe Cronan, H. J. M.
Schaefer; Buffalo: Sidney Lehman,
Manager, M. V. Sullivan, Jack Zur-
ich; Charlotte: Jay Schrader, Man-
ager, R. M. Boovy, W. P. Loewe;
Cincinnati: Max Stahl, Manager, G.

S. Jeffrey, Milton Gurian, H. Dudel-
son; Cleveland: A. M. Goodman,
Manager, Louis Geiger, Norman
Levin; Dallas: J. Frank Shea, Man-
ager. J. S. Groves, T. R. Barber, C.

F. Mock; Indianapolis: William Ros-
enthal, Manager, E. V. Donnelly, H.
M. Krueger, Leonard Cantor; New
Haven: Lou C. Wechsler, Manager,
Reville Kniffin; New Orleans: G. R.

Frank, Manager, Milton Dureau,
Floyd P. Murphy; New York:
Charles Rosenzweig, Manager, Ar-
thur Weinberger, Office Mgr., David
Burkan, Samuel Stern, Leon Her-
man, Samuel Rifkin, Lawrence
Brown, Nat Beier; Philadelphia: H.
G. Bodkin, Manager, T. L. Davis,
Joseph Singer, Morton Magill;
Pittsburgh: C. E. Eiseman, Harry
Rees, William Scott, Charles Dortic;

Washington: Fred Rohrs, Manager,
R. H. Campbell, Mark Silver, Fred
Sandy.
Attendance at the Chicago confer-

ence will comprise: Home Office:

George J. Schaefer, Jack Schlaifer,

Seymour Poe, A. W. Smith, Jr.,

Monroe Greenthal, Charles M. Steele,

Harry D. Buckley, N. A. Thompson;
District Managers: Ben Fish, Jack
Goldhar, Haskell M. Masters;
Branch Managers and Salesmen—

-

Chicago: I. Schlank, Manager, O. K.
Swann, Office Manager, T. C. Mont-
' lhery, Frank Young, E. P. Pick-

^1/ Harry Goldberg, Benj. Eisen-
berg; Denver: Al Hoffman, Man-
ager, Earl Collins, Fred Lind; De-
troit: Morris Dudelson, S. J. Bow-
man, B. J. Robins, I. Weingarden;
Kansas City: W. E. Truog, J. T.

Graham, 0. 0. Flake, G. I. Brad-

cMHkDAILY
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pELIX JACKSON is working on
his original story, "Three Smart

Girls Go to Town," which will have
Deanna Durbin, Barbara Read and
Nan Grey, of "Three Smart Girls,"

in its cast. Joe Pasternak will pro-
duce and Henry Koster will direct.

Arthur Johnston and Maurice
Sigler are en route to New York
to sail next Friday for England
where they will do the music and
lyrics for the next Jessie Matthews
musical for GB.

David Howard has been assigned
by George A. Hirliman to direct the
next George O'Brien starring ve-

hicle, "Fools of the Legion," which
goes before the cameras on June

15. Based on a novel by J. D. New-
son this is a modern foreign legion
story. Aside from his directorial
duties, Howard will continue in his

position as associate producer of the
O'Brien pictures.

T T T
Arthur Caesar will write an orig-

inal story with the tentative title

of "Gorgeous," for Anna Sten, Grand
National star.

Preston Sturges will write the
screenplay for "College Swing,"
which will be the next of Para-
mount's annual collegiate musical
pictures. Lewis E. Gensler will pro-

duce.

T
Grand National has completed

"The Mystery of the Hooded Horse-
men" last of this season's eight Tex
Ritter musical westerns.

Announce Actors' Equity

Election Results Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

members of the Council and two re-

placements, announcement of the re-

sults of which will be made on Mon-
day.

Practically all matters of import-
ance which came before the meeting
were referred back to the Council
for further consideration. Among
the matters so referred were the
report of the treasurer, two pro-

posed amendments to the constitu-

tion, limiting salaries of the presi-

dent and the executive secretary,

and a proposed amendment to the
by-laws reducing the dues of mem-
bers.

The Council was also asked to con-
sider an amendment to the consti-

tution permitting any member,
whether paid up or not, or qualified

to vote, the privilege of attending
all meetings and speaking on any
question. That right is now limited

to paid up senior members but has
never been enforced. Frank Gill-

more, president of the association,

presided at the meeting.

ford; Los Angeles: E. W. MacLean,
Guy Gunderson, Frederic Gage,
Kenneth MacKaig; Milwaukee: J. S.

Abrose, Manager, N. Provencher,
Leon Weingarden; Minneapolis: R.
S. Cramblett, Manager, R. J. Wylie,
F. Eisenberg, C. J. Chouinard, F. J.

Kaiser; Omaha: D. V. McLucas,
Manager, H. R. Barker, D. J. Mc-
Carthy, Ed. Rostermundt, J. E.
Schlank; St. Louis: Wm. Feldstein,
James Greig, F. H. Rudolph, E. A.
Ashkins; Salt Lake City: R. J. Cad-
man, Manager, W. K. Millar, Joe
Solomon, E. M. Gibson; San Fran-
cisco: D. J. McNerney, O. H. Wat-
son, Paul Bush, N. Nathanson; Seat-
tle: Guy F. Navarre, Manager, A. H.
Kloepper, Jack O'Bryan, F. M. Hig-
gins; Canada: S. Glazer, Toronto;
D. Axler, Toronto; A. Feinstein, Cal-
gary; A. J. Jeffrey, Montreal; C. S.

Chaplin, St. John; S. Nagler, Van-
couver; D. Griesdorf, Winnipeg; V.
Rackow, Winnipeg,

Picture Security Sales

Are Bared in SEC Report

(Continued from Page 1)

having disposed of 600 voting trust
certificates. This leaves Cohn a
total holding of 38,934 shares.

David Bernstein of Loew's, Inc.,

reported disposal of 3,500 shares of

common stock leaving at the end of

the month 10,180 shares.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., report-

ed John D. Hertz of New York City
held no equity securities, Lehman
Brothers, 6,000 shares of common
and Maurice Newton 8,518 shares.
Hallgarten and Co. showed a net
change of 200 shares in their hold-
ings with 200 shares at end of the
month. Maurice Newton reported
no equity securities held in 6 p. c.

convertible first pref'd, while Hall-
garten and Co. reported a net change
of 200 in the same securities. Hertz
held no equity securities in 6 p. c.

convertible second pref'd, while
Lehman Brothers held 8,000 shares,
and Newton 2,413 shares. Hallgar-
ten and Co. reported a 1,200 share
net change. Hertz held no equity
securities in 3% p. c. convertible de-
bentures, due 1947, Lehman Bros,
sold 15,000 shares, leaving 87,-

000 at the end of the month, Maurice
Newton reported no equity securi-
ties, and Hallgarten and Co. dis-

posed of 2,000 shares, leaving
97,000.

20th Century-Fox Film's report
showed sale by Chase National Bank
of New York City of 816 shares of
common stock under escrow agree-
ment, leaving 346,991 shares. John
D. Clark of New York sold 200
shares. Chase National also dis-

posed of 5,232 shares of $1.50 cumu-
lative pref'd under escrow agree-
ment leaving 694,182 shares.

O. Henry Briggs, Henry J. Guild,
Frank F. Kolbe, Robert M. McKin-
ney, and Charles A. Stone, all di-

rectors of Pathe Film Corporation,
showed no equity securities held,
while T. P. Loach reported 7 shares
of common stock as of April 17.

Adolph Ramish and Charles R.
Rogers each showed holdings of

PARA. PLANS 50 TO 60

PIX FOR NEXT SEASON

(Continued from Page 1)

erties from which to select its new
season's schedule and the line-up

will be flexible enough to allow im-
mediate production of timely sub-
jects.

Among the pictures definitely

scheduled for the 1937-38 program
are:

"Souls At Sea" starring Gary
Cooper and George Raft with Fran-
ces Dee; "High, Wide and Hand-
some" starring Irene Dunne with
Randolph Scott; "Manana" which
Arthur Hornblow will produce;
"Angel" the Marlene Dietrich pro-
duction nearing completion under
the direction of Ernst Lubitsch;
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" starring
Claudette Colbert and to be directed

by Ernst Lubitsch upon completion
of "Angel"; "Artists and Models"
the Jack Benny starring vehicle;

"The Buccaneer" starring Fredric
March under the direction of Cecil

B. DeMille; "Good Night Ladies"
with Eleanore Whitney and Johnny
Downs; "An Empire Is Born" a
Frank Lloyd production; "Sapphire
Sal" a Mae West production; "Love
On Toast" an Emanuel Cohen pro-
duction with Grant Richards and
Karen Morley; and "Ebb-Tide" Par-
amount's Technicolor production
with Oscar Homolka, Ray Milland,
Frances Farmer and Lloyd Nolan.

Roxy Film Franchise

Drawn, Court is Told

(Continued from Page 1)

ater was already drawn up and
would be submitted at the next hear-
ing on the plan on June 18. The in-

denture might be delayed, he said,

because various banks were expect-
ed to compete to act as trustee un-
der the indenture.
The hearing yesterday was held to

notify counsel of approval of the
plan and expedite the final details of

the plan.
Samuel Hirschenstein, counsel for

a group of Class A stockholders,
said he was not satisfied with the
court's decision and asked Judge
Caffey to set another hearing on the
plan. Judge Caffey said he had made
his decision but that if Hirschen-
stein desired to present a written
notice he would grant a further
hearing.

Carlos Israels, counsel for the
proponents of the plan, said that
more than the requisite consent of
two-thirds of the first mortgage
bondholders was assured. Edward
Hanlon, counsel for the note hold-
ers' committee, said that his com-
mittee would have more than the
required two-thirds by June 18.

12,500 common voting trust certifi-

cates and reported joint holdings of
111,283 common voting trust cer-
tificate warrants, in Universal.



THE ANSWER

EASTMAN'S cooperation with the in-

dustry has helped to solve many a prob-

lem of motion picture technique. Now it

supplies a complete answer to the im-

portant duplicating problem. Eastman

Fine-Grain Duplicating Positive and Neg-

ative Films are capable of producing du-

plicates actually indistinguishable from

originals. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS I

tfha*i
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Native Film Production Spurts in Far Eastern Lands
RKO Biz in the Orient Up

About 35 P.C, Says

Reginald Armour
Native production of pictures is

increasing in practically all the Far
Eastern countries with the result

that "walk-and-talk" pictures such

as society dramas or films with a

lot of dialogue are passe and only

action pictures will get the money,
according to Reginald Armour, RKO
Radio Far Eastern manager, here to

attend the company's convention.
Armour, whose territory includes

China, Japan, Philippine Islands,

Straits Settlements, Siam, India,

(Continued on Page 5)

EVERYThWSREADY

FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT

"Let's Talk About You for a Change"
A producer who just knew he was the world's greatest had been monopolizing a

conversation with talk about his production achievements. Finally he turned to his

victim and said: "My friend, now let's talk about you for a change. How did you

like my last picture?"

Expect GB Again to Announce 24 Pix

for American Distribution Next Year
GB will announce for 1937-38 ap-

proximately the same number of
pictures which it sold this year
which amounted to 24 productions.
Lineup will be disclosed at the an-
nual sales convention planned for
the St. Moritz Hotel, New York,
June 25.

The company has completed its

distribution arrangement with BIP,
which calls for handling of five

productions during the present sea-

son. Whether or not the deal will be
continued will be made known at the
convention.

With only 36 hours to kill, or

thereabouts, before the 25th (Silver

Jubilee) FILM DAILY Golf Tourna-
ment gets under way at the Elms-
ford Country Club, White Plains,

day after tomorrow, which is Wed-
nesday, June 9, everything is set to

(Continued on Page 12)

Arrest of Three in Jersey

Bares Bank Night Swindles

Bank night fans in New York and
Brooklyn have been defrauded of

close to $13,000 in the past few
months by a band of three men and

(Continued on Page 13)

.1

Plan 6 Eng. Films in Rome
Rome (By Cable)—Two Cities Films,

Ltd., formed in England with Ludovic

Toeplitz at its head, will make six major

produclions in English at the new Rome
studios. Six are budgeted at about

$2,000,000. A number of the films

will be produced in association with

Imperial Films, S.A. British and Amer-
ican casts will be engaged. Toeplitz

has arranged with Ralph Blcok, Holly-

wood producer, to become an associate.

Included in the half dozen productions

will be a screen version of Mascagni's

opera, "Cavalleria Rusticana," "Byron
in Italy" and "Volcano."

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Deaf Ear for Allied

—
"Optional Reciprocity"

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=
DOMESTIC
As week opened, Allied's plan to

take up subject of better terms on
film deals, from exhib standpoint,
with major companies came to an
impasse when execs of latter turned
a deaf ear to the proposal which
originated at indie organization's

(Continued

FOREIGN
Highlight news flashed by cable

from London, stating that, under a
plan recommended by the FBI film
group advocating what it terms
"optional reciprocity," American
companies could buy distributing
rights to British pictures for ap-
on Page 6)

No Change in Terms of Im-

port Agreement Is

Anticipated
One-year agreement between the

Italian government and the Amer-
ican film companies negotiated by
the U. S. Department of State ex-
pires on July 1, but is expected to
be renewed on the same terms, The
Film Daily learns. The agreement
affects the number of American
films which may be imported into
Italy and provides also for with-
drawal of money by the American
companies from Italy.

An inquiry by a representative of
(Continued on Page 5)

PRODUCERS TO NAME

SAG PACT ARBITERS

Circuit -Controlled Houses Increase

Markedly in Gulf States Territory

Production Hitting Fast

Pace in Hollywood Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production is hitting

a fast pace in Coast studios.

With 22 features already com-
pleted and awaiting release, the
Warner studio has 11 features be-
fore the cameras or in preparation

(Continued on Page 5)

New Orleans—Over 60 per cent of
the film sales possibilities in the
Gulf States territory served from
here are circuit operations.

A survey made Saturday not only
shows a tremendous growth in cir-

cuit-controlled houses and an ap-
parently gradual falling off in inde-
pendent situations in Louisiana,
Mississippi and parts of Florida and
Alabama which buy their film

(Continued on Page 13)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Representatives of

the 28 major and indie studios which
have signed the Screen Actors'
Guild agreement will convene to-

night to designate their representa-
(Continucd on Page 5)

Para Special Picks Up
Delegates in Chicago

Chicago—From 14 exchanges cen-
tered around this sector 29 delegates
to the Paramount annual sales con-
vention, which gets under way at
the Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles on Thursday, today joined

the company's special train en route
to Hollywood.
The following district and branch

(Continued on Page 13)

Picketing's Comic Relief

Detroit — Theater picketing here is

not without its comic relief. For in-

stance, there's the discovery made by
union pickets that the "Spanish" used
on the cards carried in front of a

house with a Mexican clientele was
unintelligible gibberish. Ditto the saga
of the pickets who, weary of their

parade assignment, suggested to the

girl in the box office that she close up
early.
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FINANCIAL
^^ NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25% 253/4 25%+ 'A
Columbia Piers, vtc. 33 33 33 — 1/4

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 33/8 3% 3% — '/si

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 12'/2 12Vi 12Vi
East. Kodak
do pfd 150 150 150 — 1/2

Gen. Th. Eq 233/4 23 Vi 23 '/2 — '/*

Loew's, Inc 82 81% 81% + '/g

do pfd
Paramount 19% 19% 19% + Vb

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 7% 7l/4 7y4 + '/s

RKO 8 7% 7% — y8
20th Century-Fox .. 37% 37Vg 37% + 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14 13% 13% — Ve

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 993,4 99% 993/4 + Vs

Par. B'way 3s 55. . 68 68 68
Par. Picts. 6s 55
Par. Picts. 3l/4s57.. 91 91 91

RKO 6s 41

Warner's 6s39 .... 95 95 95 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc. 32 32 32 — 1/2

Grand National .... 23/8 23/8 23/8
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 283/8 28% 28% + %
Trans-Lux 4l/2 4l/2 4y2 — Vs

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Boston Tourney Tomorrow
Boston—The Boston Friars Club

Golf Tournament will be held tomor-
row at the South Shore Country
Club.

CUTTING ROOM
FULLY EQUIPPED

MOVIOLA — SYNCHRONIZING, ETC.

FOR RENT
REASONABLE

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5315

DAILY Monday, June 7, 193'

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Music Hall

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.)—2nd week s *'.an
?.

The Hit Parade (Republic Pictures)—2nd week Rivo'i

Under the Red Robe (New World)—2nd week Little Carnegie

Parnell (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

I Met Him in Paris (Paramount Pictures) Paramount

Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox) • Roxy

Border Cafe (RKO Radio) Rialt°

It Happened Out West (20th Century-Fox) Central

The Go-Getter (Warner Bros.) Criterion

Shall We Dance (RKO Radio) (a-b) Pa'a"

Let Them Live (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

African Holiday (Ira Simmons) Filmarte

Forever Yours (Grand National) 55th St. Playhouse

4 TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—14th week Globe

Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—5th week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Paris Commune ( Amkino) Cameo
Les Miserables (French film) (d) Cinema de Paris

Destino di Donna (Nuovo Mondo) B'way Cine Roma

M (German film) (a-b) World

Tsar to Lenin (Amkino) (a-b) World

Maternite (French film) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
Woman Chases Man (United Artists)—June 10 Music Hail

There Goes My Girl (RKO Radio)—June 11 Roxy

The Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)—June 16 Rivoli

Slim (First National)—June 16 Strand

The Road Back (Universal Pictures)—June 17 (e) Globe

A Day at the Races (M-G-M)—June 17 Capitol

The Thirteenth (Amkino) (c) Cameo
Mountain Music (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
The Last Train from Madrid (Paramount) (c) Criterion

Ourselves Alone (GB Pictures) (c) 55th St. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Return engage-

ment, (e) Two-a-day run.

Coming and Going

"Secret Service Smith"

Series Planned by Derr

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL/

Hollywood—E. B. Derr of Cres-

cent Pictures has purchased 17

novels and stories by Major R. Y. M.

Scott dealing with "Secret Service

Smith." Crescent will make a series

of six mystery adventures dealing

with this character this season. Derr

and his aides, B. A. Moriarity and

Frank Melford, will make a coun-

try-wide search for new player to

play title role.

Nazi Tele-Film Projector

Shown at Paris Exposition

Paris (By Cable)—A newly devel-

oped device combining a film pro-
jector with a "picture catcher" tube
is included in the German Post Ad-
ministration's display of television
activities in the German Pavilion of

the newly opened Exposition Inter-
nationale. The "Bildfanger" or "pic-

ture-catcher" may be exchanged
against another one without inter-

ruption or phase regulation, so films

and open-air scenes may be alter-

nately televised by interchanging
the picture-catcher established on
the roof of the pavilion and another
such instrument placed in the hall.

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name .

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

LELAND HAYWARD has arrived by pis
from Hollywood and is stopping at the Ho
Pierre.

A. A. SCHUBART, manager of exchange (

erations for RKO, left for the Coast Saturc
by air to help with final arrangement
company's sales convention.

SAMUEL MARX has arrived from Hollyw*
and is stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

ALEC MOSS and BOB MORIARTY of Pai
mount leave today for Hollywood.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee represi
tative, leaves today for the Coast to att<
firm's sales convention.

FRANK C. WALKER, accompanied by M
Walker, arrived back in New York fri

Spokane where he received an honorary LL
from Gonzaga University.

SAUL KRUGMAN of Grand National lea<
this week for Washington.

O. HENRY BRIGGS is en route to the Coal

RALPH HANBURY, managing director of II

Walt Disney Co., arrives from Europe today
the Queen Mary, accompanied by MRS. HA
BURY.

ARTHUR W. EDDY and MRS. EDDY les

on a Southern cruise tomorrow.

TED CURTIS of Eastman Kodak has arrivil

from Rochester to participate in the FU
DAILY Golf Tournament on Wednesday.

J. VAN CRONKHITE and J. B. KLECKN
arrive from Chicago early this week for t

FILM DAILY Golf Tournament.

GEORGE KRASKA, manager of the Fine A
Theater, Boston, returned to that city Sati
day from New York.

1

rj

f

Pathe Windsor Wedding
Pix to be Shown Thursda

Starting Thursday, all RKO thei
ters of the metropolitan area wl
include Pathe News pictures of tl

wedding of the Duke of Windsi
and Mrs. Wallis Warfield at tl

Chateau de Cande, near Mont
France. The newsreel will inclut
both ceremonies.

Emmett J. Flynn Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlA
Hollywood—Emmett J. Flyn

veteran director, is dead here,
native of Denver, he became a sere*

actor in 1907. Among Flynn's mo
widely known efforts were "A Coi

necticut Yankee at King Arthur
Court" and "The Count of Mon
Cristo." He had been a director wil

First National, American, Fox, ar,

Goldwyn and recently had been fre

lancing.

JUNE 7

Jacob Wilk
Ralph Wilk

Nancy E. Rothacker
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Bob and Martha have come down out of the mountains where they have

been making "Mountain Music" and are on their way to the Big Show... the

Paramount Show ... the Sales Convention all Hollywood's talking about

where the myriad wonders Paramount has in store for exhibitors for

1937-38 are being revealed to the boys who do the selling . . .
first ... and to

you, Mr. Exhibitor, soon ... in the most exciting Product Announcement

Book of the year! Read the trade papers for day- by- day reports of the

Convention . . . and wait till you get that book!

US COHV^ J U N



PARAMOUNT'S

Paramount transforms blazing head-

lines into the first action -jammed

love drama of the Spanish Civil War!

JAAIN
DRID"

Madrid's War-Time Commandante (Lionel Atwill) holds life and death in his grip as he

doles out few precious passes to clamoring thousands for the last train to... life, liberty and love!

Death in the Afternoon ... or Love at Shattering Shells Echo Their Lasting Death Before Dishonorl. . . Gilbert Newshawk Finds Love at the Frontl

Night! . . . Dorothy Lamour and Anthony Devotion I. . . Helen Mack, as the street Roland, as escaped political prisoner, and . . . Lew Ayres, as the newspaper corre-

Quinn, sweethearts who place their love even girl, and Robert Cummings, cowardly de- his inamorata, Karen Morley, smuggle spondent, and Olympe Bradna, as the little

above life itself! serter, whose courage is renewed in her love.j aboard the last train from Madrid! fighter of the dread Women's Battalion!

/

THE LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID" h Dorothy Lamour • Lew Ayres

Gilbert Roland • Karen Morley* Lionel Atwill • Helen Mack • Olympe Bradna • Anthony Quinn
Screen Play by Louis Stevens and Robert Wyler • Based on a Story by Paul Hervey Fox and Elsie Fox • A Paramount Picture • Directed by James Hogan

^_^—
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SPURTS IN FAR EAST

Monday, June 7, 1937

(Continued from Page 1)

Burma and Ceylon, said that gros-
ses were down in nearly all the coun-
tries in his division, with business
best in India. The territories he su-
pervises have a population of close

to one billion people but only five

or six million of the inhabitants at-

tend the movies. The Indian popu-
lace is the most entertainment-
minded. RKO Radio business is up
about 35 per cent over last year, he
stated.

India will make 400 films this

year, Japan 600, China 50, Dutch
East Indies 6 to 8, Philippines 12,

Siam 8, Armour said. RKO Radio is

encouraging native production and
intends to distribute native pictures
whenever possible. Deal is now
pending to distribute between 8 to
10 pictures in India, Armour de-
clared. RKO Radio is currently dis-

tributing a group of pictures in the
Dutch East Indies.

There is not much theater build-

ing going on in the Far East, but
there is a great deal of revamping
and remodeling of theaters under
way. M-G-M is building theaters in

Calcutta and Bombay.
Taxation and censorship are the

chief problems, Armour said. In-

dia is considering an increase in

customs duties. Resentment is keen
in every country against depicting

its natives in menial or inferior po-

sitions. In Singapore, which is Brit-

ish-controlled, almost any picture

with gunplay is banned.

Producers Will Name
Arbiters on SAG Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

tives on the producer-SAG arbi-

tration committee and to further
iron out some phases of the pact.

Insofar as affecting production,
strike called by Federated Motion
Picture Crafts at indie studios has
proven a dud, execs of the indie

outfits insist.

FMPC claims one victory, how-
ever, with Wise Brothers signing a
union shop agreement.

Federated has appealed to the
CIO for further support in picketing
studios and theaters.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

I A five-foot California garter snake
was recently found In the upholstery
of a car in which Irene Dunne and
Director Rouben Mamoulian had ridden
for two hours, returning from a "High,
Wide and Handsome" location.

—PARAMOUNT.

• • • A LOT of exhibitors will welcome the return of
Ramon Novarro to the screen for this personable player
is back in Republic's "She Didn't Want a Sheik" since
the early days of "Scaramouche" and "Ben Hur," he was a
consistent money-maker for many a showman's box office for
years it will be interesting to note if he is able to stage
a comeback it has been done before

• • • IT WILL repay you to visit the lobby of the
Capitol and take a peek at those extremely clever
"atmosphere" studies of the Marx Brothers done in

frankfurters, tomatoes, colored buttons and other odds and ends
they match the clever caricatures of the three comics

featured in the colored insert in the trade papers plugging
"A Day at the Races"

• • • FILM PRODUCERS had 83 new plays to examine
for screen material during the theatrical season of 1936-37
just closed, as compared with 89 the previous year
during the 1934-35 season, there were 113 plays owing
to differences with the Dramatists Guild over its new standard
agreement, the pix producers did not back any plays written
by its members a number of shows by foreign authors,
however, were financed by picture outfits

T T T
• • • A CLOSELY guarded secret of Billy Ferguson of

M-G-M has leaked out it seems that he has made
elaborate and expensive preparations to cop the prize for the

Best Dressed Golfer at the Film Daily Golf Tournament on
Wednesday. he has assembled an entirely new outfit

which can be seen for a mile across the fairways the

big sensation in the ensemble is the Trick Coat this

amazing garment gives off a strong perfume when it gets

wet Billy evidently figures that if it rains for the Tour-
nament and the coat starts to smell up, he has the Best Dressed
Golfer prize cinched after all the good money this

Scotchman has invested on the outfit, won't he get a shock
when he learns that this year's award goes to the Worst Dressed
Golfer hell, come to think of it, he might win at that

• • • CAN YOU imagine a modern and luxurious projec-

tion room built mainly to show the films of one industrial

organization? that gives you an idea how the industrial

field is developing it can be found in the General Motors
Building on Broadway as part of the office suite of Jam
Handy, the industrial film outfit it is the Last Word in

modern decorative style and technical equipment the
leather chairs are works of art exquisite etchings on
the walls Jam Handy is producing a slew of films for

General Motors, and the officials of that organization in the

same building find it convenient to visit the swank projection

room on short notice

• • • EDITOR TREATS pressagent to dinner
THAT'S News it happened to Belle Kanter while hand-
ling "Woman Chases Man" in Dayton, Ohio Virginia
Sturm, amusement editor of the Dayton News, cooked a
scrumptious Sunday chicken dinner for Belle at her home

incidentally manager Marty Burnett of Loew's Day-
ton theater made a decisive hit with this femme pressagey

Belle says that Marty and his entire staff extended
themselves to help her put on a campaign it seems that
some theater managers take the attitude that the producer's
pressagent is an interloper trying to run their business

« « « » » »

U.S.-ITALIAN PIX PACT

EXTENSION EXPECTED

(Continued from Page 1)

the major companies to a responsible

Italian authority brought the in-

formation that no change in the pact
was looked for.

Although negotiations have geen
held in home on the increase in the
dubbing tax decreed by the Italian

government, but not yet in effect, it

is believed that the new rates will

not be changed. The new tax is 25
percent above the old in its mini-

mum requirements.

Production Hitting Fast

Pace in Hollywood Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

for early "shooting." Before the

cameras are: "Alcatraz Island,"

"The Perfect Specimen," "Mr. Dodd
Takes the Air," "First Lady," "Var-
sity Show," and "It's Love I'm Af-
ter," while in preparation are: "Ad-
venturous Blonde," "The Great
Garrick," "Tovarich," and "Sub-
marine 262."

Universal City will be busier this

week than it has been since Jan. 1,

with six productions in work and
five in the cutting room. In pro-

duction are "100 Men and a Girl,"

"That's My Story," "Too Clever to

Live," "Law for Tombstone," "Hell

on Ice," and "Radio Patrol," latter

12-episode serial.

In the cutting room are "The
Road Back," "Love in a Bungalow,"
"Westbound Limited," "Reported
Missing," and "Wild West Days."

Eight scripts at Grand National

are nearing the filming stage as a

dozen or more writers apply the

finishing touches. These represent

the first group to be produced un-

der the recently announced 1937-38

65 - feature production schedule.

Scripts include "Something to Sing
About," for James Cagney; "Face
the Facts," the new Stuart Erwin
comedy; "So This Is Hollywood,"
"Hollywood Honeymoon," "Gorge-
ous," "The Shadow Strikes," "Walla-
by Jim of the Islands," and "Here's

Flash Casey."

New Saginaw Theater
Saginaw, Mich. — New 500-seat

house is planned by Fred Withers,
operator of the Janes Theater.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Are you planning some special at-

traction to counterbalance the Memorial

Day slump?
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A "JUttU" fW Hdtywood "£rts
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JUNE 12 is a significant and im-

portant date in the promising
career of William Lundigan, young
Universal actor who came to films
after his voice over a Syracuse,
N. Y., radio station led to his dis-

covery by a Hollywood director.
On this date he won his first ten-

nis championship. Also, on a June
12, he got his first job as a radio
announcer.

If everything goes on schedule,
this June 12 will mark completion of
his first leading role as an actor, in

the newspaper story, "That's My
Story"—and—incidentally, it will
also be his birthday.

T T T
Casting assignments: B. P. Shul-

berg—Vivienne Osborne, "Every-
body's Doing It" . . . Universal

—

Frank Lackteen, Wheeler Oakman,
Max Hoffman, Jr., Adrian Morris,
Mickey Rentschler, Pat Gleason,
Monte Montague, "Radio Patrol";
RKO — Whitney Bourne, "Flight
from Glory"; Lucille Ball, Margaret
Early, Andrea Leeds, "Stage Door";
Monogram—Maxine Doyle, "Riders
of the Dawn."

T T T
Anthony Qulnn, who plays a fea-

tured role in Paramount's "Last
Train from Madrid," directed by
James P. Hogan, has just completed
the portrait in oils of Stanley

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 88 • • •

WILLIAM (Bill) KEIGHLEY, now under contract to Warner Bros., played

37 roles in his first engagement with the Ben Greet Shakespearean

players. Later hit the dramatic "big time" in "Inside the Lines," "Just

Suppose," "Crowded Hour," "Romeo and Juliet"

with Ethel Barrymore, "Richard III" with John
Barrymore. First directorial job was putting

on plays as part of a Chautauqua program. At

one time, had 15 shows going at once. Did

"Easy to Love," "Dr. Monica" and a few others

for Warner Bros, and then proved he was a

fast "learner" by smashing through with "G-
Men." Hasn't missed since. His experience

staging big plays for Charles Hopkins and Belas-

co & Curran were fine groundwork. Considered

especially fine with players who need guidance.

Studious, hard-working. Keen sense of humor.

Lives very quietly on his 80-acre valley ranch.

Fields, which he started between
"takes" on the set.

T T T

Bud Barsky, Grand National pro-
ducer, has signed Raymond Schrock
to write the screenplay for "Wal-
laby Jim of the South Seas," which
will star George Houston.

T T T

Howard J. Green has been signed
by Samuel Goldwyn to do the
screen treatment for "The Goldwyn

Follies." He will work with Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby, song-
writing team who are writing the
book for the musical numbers.

T T T

Because last winter's frosts raised

havoc with his tropical fruit orch-
ard, W. P. Lipscomb, prominent
scenarist now writing the screen-
play for Paramount's "Beau Geste,"
is converting his Encino ranch into

a polo pony breeding farm. Eight

Argentine-bred horses have been
imported by the playwright as a
starter.

T T

Walter Wanger has chosen "Care-
lessly" as the final title of the
next Joan Bennett starring vehicle
previously known as "Summer
Lightning."

T T
Our Passing Show: Gregory Ra-

toff, Jack Oakie, Ned Washington,
Lyle Talbot, Lou Pollack, Doris

Robbins and Ben Pollack dancing to

the music of Phil Harris and his

band at the Cocoanut Grove.

T T
A hurried trip to New York to

see the current Broadway offerings

is the plan of Director Irving Cum-
mings immediately following the

preview of his recently completed
Walter Wanger production, "Vogues
of 1938."

A. Edward Sutherland has been

named as director of Mae West's

next starring picture, tentatively

titled "Frivolous Sal".

Les Peterson of the M-G-M pub-

licity plans a two-months' vacation.

He will visit New York and points

in Canada before returning to Hol-

lywood.

Jerry Cooper, radio favorite, is

b«ing "tested" by M-G-M.

Two New Industry Firms

Receive State Charters

Albany—Two new industry com-
panies have been incorporated here.
They are:
Theater of Tomorrow, Inc., New

York City; to conduct theatrical
business. J. Daniel Dougherty, Ker-
mit F. Kip, Irene Manzella, incorpo-
rators.

Codel Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn, to
exhibit motion pictures. Louis Goy-
del, Lillian Goydel, Max Cohen, Hil-
da Rifkin, Julius L. Pines, David
Wolfson, incorporators.

"The Monks" In Production
"The Monks," a film of monastic

life throughout the world, has been
placed in production by World Pic-
tures Corp. This film which is sche-
duled for August release will be di-

rected by George Kraska and super-
vised by Father Michael J. Ahearn,
S. J., of Western College.

Conn. Allied To Meet
New Haven—Allied Theaters of

Connecticut will hold a regular lun-
cheon meeting tomorrow at the
Hotel Garde, with Joseph F. Reed
presiding. A report of the Mil-
waukee convention will be given by
Abe Fishman.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Deaf Ear for Allied

—
"Optional Reciprocity"

Northwest MPTO Meets
Spokane, Wash.—Spring meeting

of MPTO of the Northwest will be
held today.

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

recent Milwaukee convention. Co-
incidentally, Allied reiterated that it

will seek elimination of circuit
houses which, in its opinion, are
oppressive competitors to indie the-
aters in small situations, and will
also press advocacy of MPTOA
disbanding and joining of affiliated
houses to its own organization.

* * *

At mid-week Allied was reported
aiming to concentrate its legislative
efforts on Congress during 1938,
particularly in behalf of the Neely-
Pettengill bill prohibiting block
booking, and the Hobbs resolution
ordering an investigation of the
film industry. This course appeared
logical as only eight states plan
regular sessions of their legislatures
in 1938, thus curtailing Allied's
state drive. * * *

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
on Thursday okayed Roxy Theater
reorganization plan under which
20th Century-Fox will acquire the
mammoth playhouse at Seventh
Ave. and 50th St., while on Tuesday,
in Hollywood, it was announced at
20th Century-Fox annual sales con-
vention that company will release
next season a total of some 66 fea-
tures. A program of 100 shorts,

.most of them via Educational, will

also be distributed during 1937-38.

. . . Paramount hit the news head-
lines with word of its having ap-
pointed Andre Olsen as Central
European manager of the company
. . . and from Paramount's home
office, as the week waned, issued
word that at organization's sales
conclave, getting under way next
Thursday at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, 50 to 60 features will
be announced for new line-up. . . .

That Stuart Doyle, head of Greater
Union Theaters, a major Australian
circuit, has sold his entire holdings
in that company and plans to enter
film production in London was made
known. . . . Republic stated at sales
organization meeting in Hollywood
that 30 features, 24 westerns and 4
serials will comprise its 1937-38
schedule.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

proximately $40,000 a production
and thus avoid the necessity of mak-
ing quota pictures in Britain. Quota
on average American outfit requires
it to handle 10 English films per
year. John Maxwell, C. M. Woolf,
Isidore Ostrer and other top pro-
ducers made the proposal.

The Gaelic League is considering

Levinson Gets "Penitentes"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—"The Lash of the

Penitentes" was foreclosed and sold

by Cinema Inc. to satisfy liens.

Mike J. Levinson, pioneer Phila-

delphia exchangeman and exhibitor,

has acquired world rights to the

picture in Spanish and English ver-

sions. He will roadshow it in key

cities and sell state rights to In-

dependent Exchanges.

forming a company to produce films

in Ireland, said a Dublin dispatch.

The Irish Catholic is also sponsor-

ing a move for a native Irish film

industry with a capital of $500,000,

part of which has already been sub-

scribed.

RKO Radio's Panama Exchange
has set up a distributing organiza-

tion for direct releases in Ecuador,
with Guayaquil as the main office

and Quito the sub-office. Franklin
Romero C, formerly of the Panama
office, and Cesar Valle S., have been
appointed heads of these respective

offices. •*•
Shanghai cabled word that ce^_

sorship of "The New Earth,"
Japanese production, at Chinese in-

stigation has brought a protest

Jrom Jap theater execs. Chinese
complaints were based on contention
that certain scenes in the pix were i

Japanese-German propaganda.

UMM



Egad, Pemberton, did you say NEW FACES?''



SHOWMEN, DRY THEM TEARS!
. . . HERE COME THE NEW FACES
YOU'VE BEEN CRYING FOR!...

**NEW FACES
M

OF 1937.
An Edward Small Production

Directed by Leigh Jason

r ;< o
RADIO Screenplay by Nat Perrin ,

PICTURES P^pGEpsieinJrving
3. tfrecher

V

RKO Radio's great new idea

for the biggest Summer show
on record! . . . Brilliant enter-

tainment bristling with

novelties, gleaming with

gaiety! . . . Songs! . . . Skits! . .

.

Sensations and Story all

rolled into one big show of

exciting surprises!

with these famous entertainers

JOE PENNER
MILTON BERLE
PARKYAKARKUS
HARRIET HILLIARD

WILLIAM BRADY
JEROME COWAN
THELMA LEEDS

AND A HUNDRED NEW FACES!
AND A THOUSAND NEW IDEAS!

Si
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Review <4 the Hew fiUns it it

"Parnell"
with Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

M-G-M 1 Hr., 58 Mins.

PRESTIGE PICTURE, RICHLY MOUNT-

ED, WITH GOOD-TO-EXCELLENT B. 0.

POSSIBILITIES.

Set this one down in the prestige pix

column, with its good-to-excellent box

office possibilities predicated upon the

proven drawing power of its stars, Gable

and Loy, the fine fluidity with which Di-

rector John Stahl tells the historical ro-

mance, the expertly done script by John

Van Druten and S. N. Behrman, the rich

mounting and the not-to-be-ignored fact

that there remains today an Irish question

unsolved by such later developments as the

Irish Free State. As to the further timeli-

ness of the theme, the right of a man and
j

a woman to love regardless of the demands

of politics, one need look no further than

a certain French wedding of the week.

The particular sources of strength of the

picture are the script and the direction.

To fill 118 minutes of screen time with

story and yet avoid extraneous matter is a

sizeable job; it is performed here with

noticeable neatness and dispatch. Such

incidents as are devised to give color as

well as those which are introduced to

fatten the original play fit smoothly, seem

vital, essential. Stahl has seen fit to guide

the action with restraint, avoiding both

heroics and melodramatics. Audience sym-

pathy should be heightened as a result;

there is a naturalness which makes it the

easier to comprehend motivation. And

if ever motivation was the key, it is here.

The picture opens with Parnell's visit to

America, closes with his rejection by the

Irish Party in Parliament and his death from a

heart attack. The two events span his ro-

mance with Miss Loy (Katie O'Shea), un-

loved wife of Alan Marshal, a fortune-hunting

schemer whose suit for divorce spells final

tragedy for the Irish home rule cause and

Parnell. While naturally emphasis is upon

Irish politics, the romance is substantial

and well handled. An example: Miss Loy is

instrumental in producing the evidence that

clears Gable of complicity in the Phoenix

Park murders. On the performance side,

in point of character delineation the sup-

porting cast is strongest. Gable is more

Gable than Parnell, yet even that, con-

sidering the box office, is likely to be in

the picture's favor. Miss Loy, beautiful,

appealing, carries more conviction. But

the ablest work comes from Edna May

Oliver, Billie Burke, Donald Crisp, Donald

Meek, Montague Love, Alan Marshal and

a former legit star, Brandon Tynan, the

latter as O'Brien making a "bit" memor-

able. The photography is tops.

Cast: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Edna May

iver, Edmund Gwenn, Alan Marshal, Don-

Crisp, Billie Burke, Berton Churchill,

__nald Meek, Montagu Love, Byron Russell,

Brandon Tynan, Phillis Coghlan, Neil Fitz-

gerald, George Zucco.

Director, John M. Stahl; Author, Elsie

ten, S. N. Behrman; Editor, Frederick Y.

Smith; Cameraman, Karl Freund.

Direction, Brilliant. Photography, Tops.

"The Great Gambini"
with Akin Taniroff, Marian Marsh

Paramount 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DIFFERENT AND HIGHLY INTEREST-

ING MYSTERY PIX WITH GRAND

COMEDY SENSE.

Around a most talented gentleman, one

possessing the qualities of a mystic, magi-

cian, ventriloquist and lock expert, the

writers have concocted a somewhat differ-

ent and highly interesting mystery, which,

with its grand comedy sense, makes it a

top-flight program production. As the

Great Gambini, Akim Tamiroff gives the

role subtle charm, which, plus his tricks,

makes the character a magnetic personal-

ity. In the role of a fluttery senseless fe-

male, Genevieve Tobin is next in line for

honors. Her antics gain a lot of laughs.

A couple of dumb detectives William

Demarest and Edward Brophy, also con-

tribute much to the show's comedy. Marian

Marsh, John Trent and Reginald Denny
perform capably in regular roles, and Alan

Birmingham gives a fine portrayal of the

nervous valet upon whom suspicion is early

directed. To Charles Vidor, the director,

should go a lot of credit for the excellence

of this production. He has injected those

little touches which build situations and

at the same time he sets a tempo, which

is lively and fast moving. Frederick Jack-

son wrote the story and he, Frank Partos

and Howard Irving Young developed the

screenplay. Their mystery will keep the

guessers guessing throughout, and the af-

fair is so enjoyable as it unravels that the

identity of the killer becomes an inci-

dental item. From its looks, B. P. Schul-

berg has spared no expense on this pic-

ture. Answering questions which is a part

of his act, Gambini (Akim Tamiroff) tells

Marian Marsh that she will not marry

Roland Drew on the day planned, which is

the next day. John Trent, a suitor, and

Reginald Denny, her father, do not like

Drew. When the latter is found dead, sus-

picion centers on them, on Alan Birming-

ham, Drew's valet, and there are aspersions

cast on Marian. Since Tamiroff has made
the mentioned statement he feels it neces-

sary to join the detectives, Demarest and

Brophy, in clearing up the mystery. He is

going along in great style when discoveries

make him a suspect. He confesses to the

crime which he has committed in revenge

because years before Drew has wrecked

his home.

Cast: Akim Tamiroff, Marian Marsh,

John Trent, Genevieve Tobin, Reginald

Denny, Roland Drew, William Demarest, Ed-

ward Brophy, Alan Birmingham, Lya Lys.

Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Director,

Charles Vidor; Author, Frederick Jackson;

Screenplay, Frederick Jackson, Frank Par-

tos, Howard Irving Young; Cameraman,

Leon Shamroy; Art Director, Albert D'Agos-

tino; Editor, Robert Bischoff ; Sound, Jack

Goodrich, Louis Mesenkop; Musical Di-

rector, Boris Morros.

Direction, Excellent Photography, A-l.

"African Holiday"
Harry C. Pearson 58 mins.

FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF
AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP INCLUDES
UNUSUAL SHOTS.

Here is a jungle film that has not a

single hoke scene in its length, and im-
presses with the sincerity of the entire

adventure. That is because it was taken
by a sportsman, Harry C. Pearson, accom-
panied by his wife, and they made the

photographic record for their private col-

lection. Friends persuaded them to give it

public showing. The editing job is very

fine, and the entire trip is presented with

smoothness and a fine contrast of thrill

scenes with more subdued views of the

life of natives, of unusual shots of wild

animals grazing peacefully. Several of

the sequences depict scenes presumably
never before caught by a motion picture

camera. These include the giant Latukas,

a tribe whose smallest member is seven

feet in height; a closeup view of the

okapi, a rare animal never seen alive in

this country; a rather gruesome blood-

drinking ceremony as a member of the

savage Masai tribe is made a warrior as

he kills the ceremonial bullock. Probably

the highlight of the film is the sensational

depiction of the mystic sacred snake dance

by the strange cult whose leader pos-

sesses the secret of an antidote to poison-

ous snake bite. This is injected in them
before the ceremonial dance. Then the

poisonous cobras, puff-adders and black

mombas are thrown into the circle, and

the dancing fanatics actually tempt the

reptiles to bite them. A close-up is shown
of a cobra striking the leg of one man.

There are many more interesting and

unusual scenes, such as—reputedly—the

largest number of lions ever seen before

a motion picture camera, a pack of wild

African dogs, and numerous and varied

sequences showing large herds of rare ani-

mals. The scenic shots also are very

unusual, notably that of the famous rock

gorge known as Murchison Falls, the sel-

dom photographed tops of the Mountains

of the Moon forever shrouded in mist, and

the snow-covered peak of Mount Stanley.

Narrated, produced and photographed

by Harry C. Pearson.

SHORTS
Rufe Davis in

"Sound Effects"

(Broadway Brevity)
Vitaphone 22 mins.

Real Musical Novelty
Good novelty number, with Rufe

Davis, the sound effects man, put-

ting on practically a one-man show.

Rufe is discovered running an ama-
teur radio station in his barn down
in the hill billy country. He broad-

casts his imitations to the neigh-

bors, who all neglect their work
to listen every day. A radio team
known as The Lovebirds (Irene Del-

roy and Rodney McLennan) flying

to a broadcast, are forced down near

the barn. Rufe arranges for them
to broadcast on a relay from his

set, while he furnishes all the

sound effects. The final sequences

have Rufe visiting the radio enter-

tainers in New York, where they

"Border Phantom"
Starring Bob Steel

Republic 58 mins.

MYSTERY ATMOSPHERE GIVES SUS-

PENSE TO OTHERWISE PATTERN WEST-

ERN. {

To the tune of resounding fisticuffs,

Bob Steel overcomes his multiple enemies.

In this instance his opponents are smug-

glers of Chinese from Mexico into the

U. S. When the hard-riding hero arrives

on the scene of action, he finds a pretty

girl, Harley Wood, mourning the death of

her entomologist uncle who has been

murdered by the gang. The reason for

their destroying the scientist was self-

preservation, because he knew of their

racket and how it was operating. Steel

goes after the culprits hammer and tongs,

eventually bagging the lot, including the

member guilty of slaying the girl's uncle.

In true romantic fashion he evolves from

the status of her protector to that of her

ardent lover. Despite its being patterned

along quite familiar lines, the story holds

interest, chiefly through the handling of

the suspense motif. This is sustained by

copious resort to much of the atmosphere

one finds in a mystery play. Action, for

the most part, centers around the deserted

house, in the basement of which the

Chinese immigrants are secreted by a

suave, philosophical oriental who is in

cahoots with a neighboring rancher who

ostensibly raises pigs, but whose real func-

tion is to drive his Chinese-laden wagon

across the Rio Grande. Average western

fans will doubtless enjoy this feature, for

it is a swift-moving affair with satisfac-

tory situations. Direction is up to stand-

ard as is the photography.

Cast: Bob Steel, Harley Wood, Don Bar-

clay Karl Hackett, Horace Murphy, Miki

Mor'ita Perry Murdock, Hans Joby, Frank

Ball.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, S

Roy Luby; Author and Screenplay, Fred

' Myton; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh;

Editor, Roy Claire.

Direction, Standard. Photography, Ditto .

show him life in the night spots.

Directed by Roy Mack.

"Gateway to Africa"

(Colortour Adventure)

Vitaphone 10 mins -

Vivid Travel Film

A highly interesting travel film by

E. M. Newman, who digs up some
unusual and novel sights in Moroc-

co. Starts with the city of Fez,

the capital. The palace of the Sul-

tans is shown, close-up views of the

marvelous scroll work done by native

artisans. Then to the holy city of

Muliebris, and the native markets

as the merchants sell their wares.

Concludes with the strange sight

of craftsmen seated on the street,

working old automobile tires into

shoes and water buckets, while over

in the market place the jugglers and
dancers entertain the idlers. Nar-
ration by Howard Claney.





WbjSbmm.

Just one shining example of the
many big show surprises in store

for you this coming season/...

Topping even "Theodora Goes Wild
with her new screen playmate

LEO McCAREY
who gave you "Ruggles of Red
Gap" and the current hit "Make
Way for Tomorrow.'

From the memorable stage comedy
by Arthur Richman.

i ...
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EVERYTHING'S READY

FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

the most minute detail, the Com-
mittee announces.
Over the week-end Ole' Colonel

Jack Alicoate saddled up his chest-
nut charger and took in tow a group
of links-inspectors up to the scene
of the impending fray. He summar-
ily reported back to headquarters
that the fairways, one and all, are
as smooth as silk, the rough good
and rough, the hazards good and
hazardous, and the traps, with their
Sahara-like sand, all ready to spring
on the battalions of grand and goofy
golfers (180 of 'em) who will tee-
off at the start of the historic battle.

While strutting around the Elms-
ford Country Club's various ter-
raines, the committee blokes also ex-
amined the trio of tennis courts and
found them, too, in exceptional con-
dition for this end of the day's ac-
tivities. A. J. Powers, it was an-
nounced at tourney headquarters,
has put up a couple of swell prizes
for the racquet wielders,—a Vin-
cent Richards tennis racket, and a
full dozen of tennis balls.

Tomorrow, on the eve of action, a
fleet of army lorries, accompanied
by Kentucky Colonels in full regalia
(including the well-known Derby)
will leave the skyscrapers of mad
Manhattan for the green pastures
at Elmsford. The lorries, with a
militiaman under every seat, will

transport to the club house the bril-

liant array of cups, trophies, prizes
and souvenirs in a quantity that
might well stagger even Lloyds of
London.
A sincere and last warning is

sounded herewith. Get your entry in

immediately. Only 180 golfers will

be permitted to compete, and this

figure is so close to being reached
now that the committee is fearful
lest a number of filmites who have
attended the tourney year in and
year out may be left stranded. So
send in your $10 today, with your
blank all filled-in. Whoopee!

Fredman Rites Held
Kansas City, Mo.—Funeral ser-

vices for Joseph Fredman, a former
motion picture theater operator at

St. Paul, were held here. Besides
his widow Mrs. Sarah Fredman,
he leaves four daughters, Mrs.
H. N. Cohn, Chicago, Mrs. D. H.
Epstein, Chicago, Mrs. L. Golling,

Minneapolis, and Mrs. S. Fink, Los
Angeles; two sons, Nathan Fredman
and Ben Fredman with whom he
made his home.

Wood Gives ITO Views
In a telegram to Neil F. Agnew,

Paramount distribution head, P. J.

Wood, as secretary of the ITO
of Ohio, has criticized the com-
pany's letter which was read at the
Allied Milwaukee convention last

week in reply to attacks upon its

withdrawing of certain productions
for its current season program.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Madras Again Votes for March
Madras—Fredric March, for the

second time, has been voted the
most popular male star of English
speaking p'ctures in Southern In-
dia, according to a ballot conducted
by the Madras Film League in all

of the 16 cinema theaters of Ma-
dras. "Modern Times," "A Tale of
Two Cities" and "Mutiny on the
Bounty" were named the three
most popular pictures.

"Desire" Wins Czech Award
Prague — Paramount's Marlene

Dietrich-Gary Cooper production,
"Desire," directed by Frank Bor-
zage and produced by Ernst Lu-
bitsch, has been adjudged the out-
standing American film released in

Czechoslovakia during 1936 by a
plebiscite conducted by the fore-

most Prague film trade paper,
Filmove Listy. A diploma, signal-

izing this fact has been forwarded
to the Paramount offices in New
York and the studio in Hollywood.

Arliss as Smuggler-Parson
London—The forthcoming George

Arliss starring vehicle for GB re-
lease, "Dr. Syn," is based on Rus-
sell Thorndyke's story of 18th Cen-
tury smuggling, with the locale

laid in the notorious Romney
marshes. Arliss will be cast in the
role of a smuggler-parson, who
holds forth from the pulpit during
the day, and at night joins his

parishioners in slipping contraband
past the excisemen.

Irish Exhibs Fight High Taxes
Dublin—During the past year

movie theaters were assessed 30
per cent taxes on gross receipts.

The theater owners have launched
a campaign for the alleviation of
the high taxes.

Algerian Film Prize
Algiers—The film periodical Cor-

pocine has initiated a prize of

$1,000 to be given annually to the
best picture depicting the beauties

of North Africa.-

Columbia Lists Leaders

In Montague Sweepstakes

Leaders in Columbia's Montague
Sweepstakes sales drive, recently
closed, were announced Saturday,
awards going to:

15-Week Billing and Collection
Period—Branch Managers J. J.

Rogers, Memphis; Phil Dunas, Chi-
cago; Carl Shalit, Detroit; Harry
Weiner, Philadelphia; T. F. O'Toole,
Boston; L. E. Tillman, San Fran-
cisco; Lester Zucker, Cleveland.
General Performance — Branch

Managers Harry Weiner, Philadel-
phia; Sam Galanty, Washington;
R. J. Ingram, Charlotte; Nat Cohn,
New York; J. R. Beale, Portland;
H. J. Chapman, Minneapolis.

Divisional Manager Contest—Col.

Sam Moscow, Southern Division.
Short Subject Unit Shipments

—

Bookers C. Patterson, Charlotte; G.
S. Vojae, Cleveland; J. A. Flynn,
Philadelphia; T. J. Robinson, Den-
ver; J. Kushner, Washington, J. S.

Laird, Atlanta; H. A. Chrisman,
Memphis; C. A. Harter, Buffalo; L.
L. Shubuell, Indianapolis; J. P.

Hudgens, Oklahoma City.

4-Week Collection Period—Branch
Managers J. J. Rogers, Memphis;
Lester Zucker, Cleveland; B. C.

Marcus, Kansas City; L. E. Tillman,
San Francisco; T. F. O'Toole, Bos-
ton.

4-Week Billing Period—Salesmen
and Bookers of New Orleans, Pitts-
burgh, Chicago, Los Angeles, Bos-
ton.

Wendell Smith Promoted

in Dickenson Organization

Youngclaus Adds Two
Grand Island, Neb.—William F.

Youngclaus has added the Sterling
and Lyric theaters in Superior to
the Island and Empress here.

Kansas City, Mo.—Wendell Smith,

formerly manager of the Dicken-

son Theater at Hiawatha, Kan., for

the Glenn W. Dickenson circuit has

been appointed supervisor over the

Dickenson Theater at Osage City,

Kan., the Dickenson and Varsity
Theaters at Lawrence, Kan., and the

Dickenson Theater at Hiawatha,
Kan., with headquarters at Law-
rence. Jack Scott who has just been
taken into the organization replaces

Smith at Hiawatha.

In addition Jack Hazlett of Ham-
ilton, O., has been employed to lake

the position of manager at the Junc-
tion house while Carlton Dickenson,
son of the owner of the circuit is

taking over the management of the

Parsons, Kan., house, replacing Paul
Dixson, who has been transferred to

the Varsity Theater at Lawrence,
Kan. Noel Weaver, until recently

assistant manager of the Man hat-

ton, Kan., house, has been promoted
to manager of the Dickenson The-
ater at Herington, Kan. Ed Smith,
manager of the Ellsworth, Kan.,

house has been transferred to the

Dickenson Theater at Osage City,

where he replaces Frank Whittam
who resigned to take a position with
the state.

Fassio Takes Owl Co.
Detroit—Karl K. Knorr, former

sole proprietor of the Owl Film Co.

which is planning independent film

production, has turned over his in-

terest in the organization to B. C.

Fassio.

SHORT SHOTS
( )

FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

EDUCATIONAL Pictures has
placed Willie Howard and Imo-

gene Coca under contract for four
to six comedies during the season.
Howard is at present appearing in

M-G-M's "Broadway Melody," while
Miss Coca is a talented comedienne
who made a big hit in the revue
"New Faces" and more recently at

the Rainbow Room.

The last of the current Pat
Rooney, Ill-Herman Timberg, Jr.,

series of Educatonal comedies goes
into production at the General Serv-
ice Studios on Wednesday with Al
Christie at the megaphone. It is an
Art Jarrett-Marcy Klauber script

and is titled "Three of a Kind."

Bill Watson has finished shooting
on "Advise Me," a Parke Levy script

with Harry Gribbon, Louise Squires,
Don McBride, Doug Leavitt, Earl
Gilbert, Eddie Hall, George Lessey,
Edna West and the Melodeers Quar-
tet in the cast. Chris Beute and
Johnny Graham assisted in the di-

rection.

Addenda ... Lloyd French starts

in a Pictorial Revue this Thursday
at the Vitaphone Studios, following
that with a Henry King band short
. . . Dick Willis, ace make-up chief
at the Warner studios, was given
the task of making up all the prin-
cipals and chorus in the new revue
going into Ben Marden's Riviera—
the first time to this scribe's knowl-
edge of a nite spot engaging a studio
artist . . . Hope Hampton and Doris
Nolan looked lovely at the Cinema
Arts cocktail session the other after-
noon. . .Joe Henabery is shooting an
Arnold Johnson band short at the
Brooklyn studios ... Pals of Barney
Rogan, film editor at the Astoria
studios, are consoling him on the

death of his wife last week.

Projectionists Released

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Charles O.

Smith, secretary of the Fort Wayne
Local of the Motion Picture Theater
Operators' Union; Leo K. Smith,
member of the union; and Fred C.

Blacker, of the Kokomo, Ind. local

of the union, who had been held un-
der heavy bond as fugitives in con-

nection with New York City theater
bombings, were released by City
Judge William H. Schannen when
New York officers failed to appear
with extradition papers. The trio

was arrested on May 17.

Cabanne Gets Naval Aides
Annapalis, Md.—Admiral David

Foote Sellers, Superintendent of the

United States Naval Academy, has^
assigned Com. W. S. Delaney and/
Lieut. Com. L. G. Bannerman to act^-

as advisers to Director Christy Ca-
banne, who has started RKO Radio
Pictures' production of "Annapolis
Salute" with a company that trav-

eled from Hollywood.
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VrICK UP PARAMOUNT

DELEGATES IN CHICAGO

(Continued from Page 1)

managers as well as salesmen of the

100 percent club boarded the con-

vention special. From this city, A.

Usher, district manager; J. J. Dono-
hue, branch manager; and salesmen
H. R. Hamburg and H. Wirthwein.
From Milwaukee, W. P. Wiens,
branch manager. From Minneapolis,

B. Blotcky, district manager; C.

Hinton, salesman; F. Anderson,
salesman and Selby Carr, ad sales.

Branch manager E. J. Barnard from
Indianapolis; Branch manager J. T.

Howard and salesman J. E. Hyder
from Detroit.

From Pittsburgh, branch manager
D. Kimolman and salesman G. Elmo.
From Cleveland, District manager
H. H. Goldstein and branch manager
J. Himmelein. Cincinnati delegates

are: Branch manager J. J. Oulahan
and booker J. Rodman; Branch
manager M. R. Clark from Colum-
bus; District manager O. A. Morgan
and Branch manager C. E. House
from Atlanta; Branch manager W.
F. Bugie from Memphis; Branch
manager J. F. Kirby and salesman
E. M. Adams from Charlotte; Branch
manager P. J. Hogan from St. John
and General manager M. A. Milli-

gan, Treasurer W. J. O'Neill, Branch
manager J. Hunter and salesman H.

Pfaff from Toronto.
Several cars were added to the

Paramount special which will travel

via the Sante Fe route and arrive in

Los Angeles on Wednesday.

Kramer Co. Gets Waldorf
Fiftieth St. Associates, Inc., head-

ed by Louis Kramer, has acquired

the Waldorf theater at 116-122 W.
50th St. from the Greenwich Sav-

ings Bank which took over the prop-

erty on foreclosure sale last De-
cember in satisfying a mortgage
judgment for $410,292.77, with $5,-

940 additional due on taxes.

Handy Takes GN Space
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Jam Handy Pic-

ture Service engaged in producing

advertising movies, today opened an
office and rented stage space at the

Grand National studio. A short ex-

ploiting a well known automobile is

now under way with Albert Kelley

and Don O'Connor directing.

Drop Vaude In Toronto
Toronto — Shea's Theater, this

city, is this week inaugurating a

double film policy, in place of vau-

deville and one film. Admission
prices have been lowered.

(ft Al Plans Radio Guild

Authors' League will establish a Radio

Guild to take care of writers in the

radio field, it was said Saturday at the

League offices. Members of the

Dramatists' Guild may automatically be-
come members of the Radio Guild

without additional payments.

Westward Ho! With Paramount

EN ROUTE TO CHICAGO
MEIL F. AGNEW, vice president

in charge of distribution, headed
the Paramount conventioneer spe-
cial. Train travel proves no bless-

ing to Neil especially after that re-

cent hop to Hawaii.
* * *

The boys are still talking about
that Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee
sales drive. Both Charlie Regan,
western division manager, and J. J.

Unger, eastern division chief, claim
it was no push over — but watch
their smoke in the next set-to.

Well, this is one trip the boys
figured that G. B. J. Frawley would
have full say on the expense slips.

And you can leave it to G. B. J. to

see that everything goes according
to Hoyle.

* * *

Herman Lorber, assistant to J. J.

Unger, is enjoying every bit of the
scenery — especially that dash
through Pittsburgh. There is a fel-

low who can tell you what's what
and who's who in the eastern divi-

And talking about service, Knox
Haddow was johnny on the spot.

In his own efficient manner he had
everything under control—ask some
of the boys.

* * *

And who is there in the western
gang who doesn't know Arthur
Dunne, Charlie Reagan's right hand
man? Arthur won't hit his stride

until the Chicago gang boards the
special and it will then be a case
of "Hello, Hello, Hello."

* # He

Fred Leroy and Jack Roper, Neil
Agnew's left and right hand men,

were on hand and both claim that
this Coast trip was something to

look forward to. Fred will prob-
ably get in some golf.

* * *

Train rides are nothing new to
Larry Flynn. He's the man who has
booked more passages on trains,
planes and boats than any other
man in the Paramount organization.
We might add that Larry is trans-
portation manager.

* * *

Bob Moriarity got into a huddle
with Alec Moss and wondered why
"he couldn't get that sunset red for
some of Irs press sheet covers."

* * *

George Weltner, assistant man-
ager of the foreign department,
will represent that group at the con-
vention. And as traveling com-
panions George has Albert Deane,
Fred Lange, from Paris and John L.
Day from Buenos Aires.

And talking about short subjects
—ah, there was Lou Diamond tell-

ing the boys that all their dual-bill
troubles would be over if they would
hammer home more short subject
sales. Not a bad idea—killing duals.

* * *

A. J. Richards, of the Newsreel,
was bemoaning the fact that he had
a scoop the other day which would
prove a natural at any theater

—

and wasn't able to use it. Ask him
about it.

The legal department was repre-
sented by Lou Phillips. Don Velde,
ad sales head, got into a huddle
with Phillips on the possibility of
an accessory contract with exhibi-
tors. 1 -believe they're still at it.

Arrest of Three in Jersey

Bares Bank Night Swindles

(Continued from Page 1)

a girl who by a ruse have been suc-
cessful in having one of their num-
ber substituted for the real winner
in 11 theaters' contests, it became
known Saturday with the arrest of

the three men at Elizabeth, N. J.

The men pleaded guilty of attempt-
ing to defraud the Elmora Theater
of a $415 prize and were fined $100
each and sentenced to three months
in jail.

Their method of operation was to

have their girl accomplice volunteer
to draw the lucky number. The girl

wore a flesh colored ring with a
number concealed beneath it. Before
the drawing one of the men placed
his name in the register opposite
the number the girl held erasing
another name from the register if

there happened to be one there.

Then when the girl pulled the num-
ber from beneath her finger, her
male confederate rushed forward to

claim the prize.

Last Joe E. Brown Film

for RKO is "Fit for King"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David L. Loew has

selected "Fit for a King" as the title

for the next Joe E. Brown picture

which he will produce for RKO re-

lease and which will wind up his re-

leasing deal with RKO prior to mak-
ing two pictures for Columbia re-

lease.

Loew has purchased film rights to

the title from the author of the book
which carried the same title in or-

der to be certain that priority rights

on the title would not be claimed
after the picture is released. It

starts next Wednesday and the
screenplay is by Richard Flournoy
and Edward Sedgwick is directing.

Paul Will Build House
Romeo, Mich. — Howard Paul,

present operator of the Romeo The-
ater, will build a 400-seat house,
which will be air-conditioned.

INDIE SITUATIONS IN

GULF STATES DECLINE

(Continued from Page 1)

through New Orleans, but every in-
dication is that the trend to con-
solidation may go even further.
Joy Houck's circuit probably leads

the local expansions both in number
and speed of development. C. & C.
Enterprises of Shreveport, La.,
overnight took over the Bailey cir-

cuit of five houses and are reported
ready to expand even further. Film
Row talk has it C. & C. is financed
by 300 oil wells.

Malco-Saenger Theaters in Ar-
kansas and Richards-Lightman The-
atres, Inc., operating in Mississippi,
have been merged into the Richards-
Lightman Theaters Corp., it has
been announced by M. S. McCord,
secretary-treasurer of Malco Thea-
ters, Inc., with general offices in

North Little Rock. Merger brings
a group of theaters in six Arkansas
and Mississippi towns which are
owned jointly by Malco interests,

headed by M. A. Lightman, Mem-
phis, and the Saenger interests,

headed by E. V. Richards, New Or-
leans, into one company for account-
ing purposes. Houses involved in

the merger are located at Hope,
Helena and Pine Bluff, Ark. Mis-
sissippi houses are located at Colum-
bus, Tupelo, and West Point.

Malco's two houses in North Lit-

tle Rock are not involved; neither

are the 23 other cities in Arkansas,
Mississippi, and Tennessee, which
are operated by the Malco people.

In the Bayou sections a buying
and booking combine is reported
being organized among indepen-
dents, while reports of a three-
circuit merger elsewhere persist.

Detroit Union Elects

Detroit — Local 38, IATSE,
has elected these officers: President,
Clyde Adler, of Michigan Theater;
First vice-president, Larry Kosins,
Palms State Theater; Second vice-

president, Arthur Cochrane, Madison
Theater; Secretary and treasurer,

Edward L. King, Michigan Theater.
Joseph T. Finnegan was appointed
as business manager.

GN Starts Two New Stages
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following completion

of six new bungalows to house of-

fice personnel, Grand National has
begun construction of two new sound
stages on the site of the studio's

central building, formerly used for

storage and office space.

Nazis Televise "Thriller"
Berlin — Detective Inspector Jen-

kins," a thriller by Adolph Weber, was
televised recently in all "television
cinemas" of Berlin and Potsdam. Tremb-
ling gangsters, thieves going into jail,

murderers on the electric chair were
clearly reproduced from the television

transmitter at Witzleben on the screens
before the tele receivers of more than

a dozen localities.
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Majors Acting Individually to End ^E^m^^ of Radio

PARA. PROFIT SHOULD TOP THAT OF 193JMJALABAN

Last Minute Entries Pour In for Tomorrow's Tourney

For Singles
, . . trend in Chicago

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

/"\NE of the most heartening indus-

try developments of the year is re-

ported in today's Chicago dispatch con-
cerned with a growing customer revolt

against duals and triple feature programs.

Such a revolt in any sector would be
newsworthy. G'ven a Chicago setting and

its importance is multiplied and emoha-
sized, first because of the rank enioyed bv

the territory in the exhibitor scheme of

things and secondly because of the fact

that duals and triples made their aooear-

ances there following a successful le?al

drive to terminate Bank Night and other

games.

Chicago showmen evidently went on

the assumption that their patrons still

required a box office stimulant and. to

their surprise, are now learning other-

wise.

Exhibitors, elsewhere, if they would'

similarly experiment, might be as pleas-

antly surprised. It is at least possible

that they, too, have fallen into an "assump-

tion" rut.

There is some evidence pointing to that,

certainly, in the answer leading American
critics gave to the games and giveaway

question in the recent Critics' Forum sur-

vey. Seventhy-eight per cent of the news-

paper men and women declared that these

stimulants were no longer needed in their

respective communities.

QPEAKING of experiments by exhibitors,

*J there's the matter of the organization

in Cleveland of the Downtown Theaters

Association, with a membership including

hotel managers. No mere social group, the

new Association has an ambitious pro-

gram, including promotion of good will

between merchants and showmen and the

combatting of "unfair competition."

ifliile exhibitors in the cities and the

towns generally hold Chamber of

LSiffmercs and luncheon club memberships,
too frequently they are indifferent to the

possibilities for co-operative civic effort

and its return in good will and direct bene-
fits unless there is some special call to

service.

Cleveland's Downtown Theaters Associa-
tion will bear watching.

Everything Set at Elmsford

Country Club for Industry

Golfers

That Old Sol will shine down
brightly and benignly from a blue,
balmy sky while filmland's legions
of the links file along the fairways
of the Elmsford Country Club at
White Plains tomorrow in the most
colorful of all FILM DAILY Golf
Tourmanents, is assured by reports
from the U. S. Weather Bureau.
Not only was Old Sol's entry of-

(Continucd on Page 10)

'37 BRITISH BUILDING

WILL APPROXIMATE 200

About 200 new theaters will have
been constructed in the British Isles

during the year ending Jan. 1, 1938,
it was said yesterday by Ralph Han-
bury, RKO Radio manager in Eng-

(Continued on Page 9)

Paramount Sales Conclave

Will Open Tomorrow

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—More than 125 home

office executives, production officials,

foreign and domestic sales repre-
sentatives will convene here tomor-
row for the opening sessions at
Paramount's annual sales conven-

(Continued on Page 8)

Singles to the Fore

Chicago — Distinct public reaction

against double and triple programs here

is reported, with exhibs. planning to

experiment with single features. Latest

to try the latter policy is the Schoend-
stadt Circuit's ace house, the Piccadilly.

JEAN HARLOW, METRO

STAR, DIES ON COAST

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jean Harlow. M-G-M

star, died yesterday at 10:30 a.m.

(2:30 p.m. New York time) in Good
Samaritan Hospital of uremia pois-

oning. She was 26 years old.

At her bedside were her mother,
Mrs. Jean Bello, her step-father,
Marino Bello, William Powell, an
aunt, Mrs. Brown, her maid, and
two attending physicians.
On May 29, early during the pro-

(Continucd on Page 8)

Kramer to Urge Clients

Accept 20th-Fox Offer

Samuel Kramer, counsel for the
Roxy Theater Class A stockholders'

committee, said yesterday that he
would recommend to his clients that
they accept the offer of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox to pay $1 a share for all

Class A shares held prior to the re-

ceivership in 1932, and not appeal
from Federal Judge Caffey's de-

(Continued on Page 3) #

Majors Move to Correct Broadcasting

'Evils' After MPTOA Com. Parleys

Majors Ready to Negotiate

IATSE Exchange Union Pacts

Major company distributors will
make contracts with exchange em-
ployes' unions sponsored by the
IATSE wherever they are. organ-

(Continued on Page 8)

Walter Vincent, chairman of the
MPTOA committee on radio com-
petition, said yesterday that the
major producers and distributors and
his committee were in complete
agreement that there was a con-
siderable evil to be corrected in con-

nection with star appearances on the
(Continued on Page 3)

Company's Prexy Back From

Europe Says Business

"Very Good"
Paramount's business is "very

good" and should exceed that of
last year when the company earned
over $4,000,000 profit, it was said
yesterday by President Barney Bal'
aban on arriving from Europe
aboard the Queen Mary.
Balaban toured the British prov-

inces and visited Paris, Vienna,
Budapest and Rome. He found busi-

ness very good in England but
"mixed" on the continent. He de-
clined to say whether it was Para-
mount's intentions to acquire the-
aters in England.
Balaban decided to install a pit

band policy in the Paris Paramount
(Continued on Page 3)

FMPC PREXYlESIGNS

OVER IBPPH ACTION

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles (Tuesday)—Paint-

ers, Scenic Artists and Makeup
Artists unions passed resolution
asking Vice-President Joe Clarke of
the International Brotherhood of
Painters and Paper Hangers to

(Continued on Page 10)

Court of Appeals Upholds

Sam Katz $265,498 Claim

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday upheld Judge Coxe's rul-

ing in allowing the claim of Sam
Katz against Paramount for $265,-

(Continued on Page 3)

W & J Honor Van Schmus
Washington and Jefferson college has

conferred an honorary degree of Doctor
of Humanities on W. G. Van Schmus,
managing director of the Radio City

Music Hall. The citation on the degree
awarded to Mr. Van Schmus was for

"his accomplishments in the cultural

world and his leadership in the art of

fine entertainment."
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The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York

25th
Film Daily

Golf Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Wednesday,

June 9, 1937 at the Elmsford Country Club, White Plains, N. Y.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Secretary; Ralph Rolan, S. Charles Einfeld,

Ted Curtis, and Max A. Cohen.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C

Theater-Hotel Managers

In Cleveland Association

Cleveland, O. — Downtown Thea-
ters Association has been formed
with membership composed of man-
agers of downtown first run the-
aters, and hotel managers.

In lieu of a president, the asso-
ciation has named four chairmen
who will rotate as presiding officer

at the semi-monthly meetings. They
are Nat Wolf, Warner zone manag-
er; Nat Holt, RKO Great Lakes di-

vision manager; Col. Harry E. Long,
Loew division manager, and Bill

Blair, manager of the Hanna, legit,

theater.
Association was formed to co-

operate on ways and means to bring
more people downtown regularly, to
try to effect a through transporta-
tion service from the West Side to
the East Side, and to combat any
unfair competition and to promote
goodwill between theaters and
downtown retail stores.

New Association gave a testi-

monial dinner at the Carter Hotel
in honor of Louis B. Selzter who
has been promoted from editor of
The Press to editor-in-chief of 50
Scripps-Howard papers, with head-
quarters in Cleveland. Seltzer is a
son of Alden B. Seltzer.

RKO to Take Over Central

at Yonkers from Sussman

RKO has closed with Herman
Sussman to take over the Central
Theateu, Yonkers, on July 16.

George Skouras is handling the ne-
gotiations under which RKO and
Skouras Theater will acquire the
share of the Springer estate in five

Springer & Cocalis houses on up-
per Broadway.

Fifi D'Orsay Unhurt
Berlin, Conn.—Fifi D'Orsay was

unhurt in an auto crash here yes-
terday but the driver of her car
was arrested on a reckless driving
charge,

20th-Fox Delegates Back

Today from Coast Meeting

Eastern delegates returning from
the recent sales convention of 20th
Century-Fox will arrive at Grand
Central Terminal at 11 this morn-
ing. The group, numbering 175,

left Los Angeles Friday night.
John D. Clark, general manager

of distribution, and Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, director of advertising and
publicity, are remaining on the coast
until tomorrow, and will be back
at the home office on the 14th.

Idaho Sales Tax Revival

to Aid Schools Proposed

Boise, la.—The sales tax, wiped
from Idaho's statutes last fall in a
general referendum, may be revived
as a means of producing new school
revenue.

Drum Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at 9:30 a.m. at the Univers-
al Chapel, 597 Lexington Ave., fol-

lowed by a requiem mass at St.

Patrick's Cathedral, for Peggy
Drum, 25, who died on Sunday in

Doctors Hospital after a three
months' illness. She is the younger
sister of Kathryn Carver, actress
and former wife of Adolphe Menjou.

Coming and GoingvJ

JOHN G. PAINE, Ascap general manager,
sails tomorrow on the Queen Mary for Paris.

WILLIAM LEVY, London manager for Walt
Disney, arrived yesterday on the Queen Mary.

KAY KAMEN, who arrived yesterday on the
Queen Mary, goes to the Coast Saturday to at-
tend the RKO Radio convention.

JOSEPH BERNHARD and HARRY GOLDBERG
are in Milwaukee today; tomorrow, they move
on to Chicago.

WILLIAM C. de MILLE and MRS. de MILLE
arrive in Hollywood from the East by boat
next Saturday.

RUSSELL COHEN is on a 10-day recuperat-
ing cruise to Nassau.

JOHN W. HICKS, Paramount foreign sales
chief, left yesterday for the Coast.

SAM EFRUS has arrived in New York from
Hollywood for a month's business stay.

MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON has arrived in
Hollywood by plane to confer with film offi-
cials on plans for her proposed East African
expedition.

A. W. HACKEL, president of Supreme Pic-
tures, arrives from the coast today accom-
panied by his nephew, BEN GUTTERMAN.

MAX GORDON sails for Europe tomorrow Un
the Queen Mary.

Fate of Admish Tax Still

in Doubt in Connecticut

Hartford, Conn.—With the closing
of the current session of the State
Legislature tomorrow, exhibitors are
still in doubt as to the 10 per cenb
admissions tax proposed. Although
the Finance Committee is in favor
of enacting no new taxes, Governor
Wilbur L. Cross has served notice
on the Legislature that he would
have to "veto nearly all of the spe-
cial appropriations on the sole
ground that the General Assembly
has failed to provide the necessary
funds."

Paine to Represent Ascap

at Paris World Congress

John G. Paine, general manager
of Ascap, sails tomorrow to repre-
sent Ascap at the World Congress
of Performing Rights Societies to

be held June 14-20 at Paris. Paine
will visit Rome, Berlin and Vienna
before returning to New York.

NOWf You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

JmucorcL

REEL PAR
BOXES

.. . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package for

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picture film.

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned pr /
tection. More economical. Saves space. Made c \
high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner
protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost.

<

JERSEY CITY
N.J.

,

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGELES
' CAL.

•
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theater and to change the British

policy of playing pictures for long

I runs in the smaller houses. Start-

ing with a few theaters, the Amer-
I ican policy of allowing the larger

, houses to take the long runs and

|
the subsequent runs to follow after-

wards will be installed, he said.

Paramount's foreign business

was up over the preceding year be-

cause pictures were made with more
of any eye on the foreign market,
Balaban said.

Adolph Zukor intends to re-es-

tablish Paramount's supremacy in

the foreign field, he declared.

Proposed authorization of 1,500,-

000 shares of common is necessary
because the company had no com-
mon in its treasury, Balaban stated.

Grovas Quits Paramount

Exchange Post in Mexico

Mexico City—Jesus Grovas, for

many years general sales manager
with the Mexican exchange of Para-
mount Pictures, has resigned his

post to go into the production end
of the business with his brother
Adolfo, of Productora and Distrib-

uidora Mexico-Europa (Mexico-
Europa Producing and Distributing
Co.) Together, they will make "Am-
apola del Camino" ("Poppy by the
Roadside") as their first. The yarn
will star Tito Guizar. Federico del

Sordo, formerly sales manager with
United Artists here, moves over to

Paramount.

Kerness in G. N. Post

Edward F. Finney, director of

I publicity and advertising for Grand
National has appointed Jack Ker-
ness to succeed Sam Kestenbaum as

ad production manager. Kerness
was formerly with GB.

Modor Awards Contract
Modor Realty Corp. has awarded

contract for its new theater on 8th
St. and New Dorp Lane, Staten Is-

land, to James F. McDermott, 465
Van Duzer St., Stapleton, Staten
Island. John Eberson is the archi-

tect.

JUNE 8

Ernest B. Schoedsack
Meyer Beck

r^LT

• • • TOMORROW is the fatal day for golfers and goof-
ers all lined up and ready for the 25th annual FILM
DAILY Golf Tournament at the Elmsford Country Club,
White Plains the Committee has been looking over the en-
tries and can guarantee a marvellous lineup of alleged
golfers, burglars and bandits when it comes to adding up a score
card film mugs who all year round are talking in millions

suddenly develop an Inferiority Complex on Numbers on
the Tournament Day and the biggest figure most of 'em
can tally on any hole of the course is 4, 5 or 6 when it

should read at least 40, 50 or 60 oh, well it's lots
of fun for all hands all's fair on a film fairway ya
can't call a guy in your foursome for chiselling on his score

when you are doing a li'l fancy chiselling yourself
ain't it too true? so, we'll be seeing you there all

of us praying for SUNSHINE

• • • A NEW slant on a date book for patrons
used by Lester Pollock at Loew's Rochester Theater the
idea being created by H. M. Addison, division manager of
Loew's Northeastern territory this patron's engagement
book is set up in the front lobby for the convenience of patrons
who wish to leave messages for friends cancelling, changing
appointments, or telling where they will meet and what time

clean pages with dates are inserted daily the date
book is placed conveniently on an easel-like board nicely sloped
to make writing easy, with a pencil attached

• • • ONE OF the entrants at the very first FILM
DAILY Golf Tournament just walked in. ... Jimmy Milligan, of
Keystone Engraving Co formerly of the old M. P. World

Jimmy had with him a copy of the li'l ole paper dated
Sept. 24, 1921 giving an account of the first tournament
held at Oak Ridge, Tuckahoe there were 80 entrants
and the Committee had a helluva time trying to handle such a
mob at tomorrow's tournament, approximately 180 con-
testants will tee off

y

• • • AWARD OF the Distinguished Flying Cross will
be made to Carl Petersen radio technician and camera-
man for Paramount News at Naval District Headquart-
ers in New York tomarrow Petersen is receiving this
coveted decoration for participation in 21 flights during the 18
months he spent in Antarctica with Admiral Byrd on his second
expedition

• • • BORN WITH a face that casting director call '"in-
nocuous" Charlie Arnt, the character actor, has worked
out a clever answer to that old bromide: "You're not the type"

it is in the form of a pocket-size photo-folder on heavy
stock showing Charlie in a variety of characterizations
from a gob to a balmy aristocrat his slogan is: "The
character actor who is any age, any man" and the folder
backs him up

• • • WITH THE completion of his first screen role in
Paramount's "'Artists and Models" Andre Kostelanetz
back in town states that he will soon return to the coast for
another Hollywood Bowl concert the appearance of the
maestro and Lily Pons last year shattered all b.o. records for
the Bowl

« « « » » »

MAJORS ACT TO END

BROADCASTING 'EVILS'

(Continued from Page 1)

air and that the major companies
had made plans to "correct that
which they believe to be evils" in
such appearances.

Each company will act individual-
ly to eradicate what it considers
evils, Vincent said. He declined to
elaborate on what exhibitors thought
was wrong with star appearances
on the air beyond saying that screen
personalities must possess radio per-
sonalities before being permitted to
etherize.

Court of Appeals Upholds
Sam Katz $265,498 Claim

(Continued from Page 1)

498 for breach of contract. Counsel
for the Paramount trustee, appealed
the verdict on the ground that Sec.
60 of the N. Y. Stock Corporation
Law permitted arbitrary dismissal
of an employe.

The Circuit Court judges found
that the consequences of accepting
this view would be startling in that
no N. Y. stock corporation could
make a binding contract of employ-
ment for a definite term.
Katz is now a vice president of

M-G-M.

Kramer to Urge Clients

Accept 20th-Fox Ofer

(Continued from Page 1)

cision confirming the Roxy reor-
ganization plan.

Kramer said he was convinced, in
the light of the opinion of the spe-
cial master and Judge Caffey, that
there is nothing else for stockhold-
ers to do but accept 20th Century-
Fox's offer.

New $50,000 Texas House
Ennis, Tex. — Construction will

start soon on a $50,000 700-seat the-
ater here. John Stiles and Mrs.
John Sayg, proprietors of the Plaza
and Grand Theaters will be the

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

A kiss of record length has been
recorded by Gilbert Roland and Dor-
othy Lamour. Workers on the set of
"The Last Train From Madrid" esti-
mate the pair stood with lips pressed
together a total of one hour and
eighteen minutes.—PARAMOUNT.
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A "JUttU" kotn Hollywood
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
pEORGE CARLETON BROWN
^J and Mannie Manheim, Syra-

cuse, N. Y., newspaper men now
domiciled here, have sold their first

yarn, "Love on Parole," to RKO
Radio. Brown is the husband of

Emily Lane, screen player; Man-
heim is the brother of Nate and

"Het."
T »

Gene Lockhart has been signed to

play a featured comedy role in "Vir-

ginia," at the Radio City Center

theater. He will leave for New
York about July 10.AAA
Trem Carr has set "Welcome Im-

porter" as the title of the film ver-

sion of "Synthetic Gentleman",

novel by Channing Pollock, which

Carr will produce for Universal.

George Waggner is currently com-

pleting the screen play.

Ernest Truex is here from New
York to prepare for his role in "The

Adventures of Marco Polo," which

Samuel Goldwyn will produce with

Gary Cooper as the star. Truex,

under long term contract to Gold-

wyn, is accompanied by his wife

and three-year-old son.

Byrd Senate Committee

Studies R. A. Film Costs

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Byrd Senate Com-

mittee is giving the double-o to the

production costs of both "The Plow

That Broke the Plains" and "01'

Man River" (tentative title), Re-

settlement Administration pix. Com-

mittee's report on the R A's film

activities is due shortly.

The possibility that all

New Deal agencies engaged in the

business of making their own mo-
tion pictures will shortly be brought

into investigation by a Senate com-

mittee studying government reor-

ganization was revealed here yester-

day when Senator Harry Flood Byrd

of Virginia in a special interview

declared that the motion picture

angle of the investigation was "just

getting started."

"We shall, of course, investigate

all bureaus if necessary", Byrd told

The Film Daily, "but up to the

present time we are just getting

started on this particular phase of

the investigation."

"Ecstasy" Writ Dissolved

Omaha—District Judge Rine has
dissolved the restraining order ob-

tained by Promoter Sam Cummins
of New York to prevent authorities

from halting showing of "Ecstasy"
at Ralph Goldberg's Town theater

here. Cummins announced he either

will appeal to the state Supreme
court or force a police court test

case by showing the picture.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 89 • • •

BOGART ROGERS. An assistant to William LeBaron, managing director of

production, Paramount. Son of the late Earl Rogers, distinguished Cali-

fornia attorney and brother of Adela Rogers St.

Johns, writer. Attended Stanford University.

Served overseas with 32nd Squadron, Royal Fly-

ing Corps, finishing as a flight commander.

On returning to Hollywood, his home town,

became publicity director for Thomas H. Ince.

Supervised series of feature comedies for Doug-

las MacLean. Wrote scenarios and fiction.

Became head of writing department, Paramount,

934. Producer, 20th Century-Fox, 1935, then

to present berth. Has contributed to top mag-

azines including Satevepost, Vanity Fair, Cos-

mopolitan and Red and Blue Books.

Tex Ritter will leave Hollywood

about June 20 for an extended per-

sonal appearance tour of Kansas,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware

and Virginia. He will be accompan-
ied by Snub Pollard, Augie Gomez
and Princess White Cloud. The act

will break in at Baxter Springs,

Kan., and will close July 31 at

Portsmouth, Va. Upon the star's
return he will star in a series of
eight new musical westerns.

T T T

Casting assignments: Goldwyn

—

George Barbier, "Adventures of

Marco Polo"; Selznick—Elizabeth
Patterson, "Adventures of Tom Saw-
yer"; Paramount— Frances Dee,

"Wells Fargo" : Columbia—Harold
Huber, Ray Walker, James Bush,
"Black Torrent."

T T
Bill Boyd and Grace Bradley, film

players, were married on Saturday
night at the home of the bride's

mother, Mrs. Elsa Bradley. He is

39 and Miss Bradley is 23.

T T T
Sol Lesser has acquired "Katzen-

musik," best selling European novel
by Rene Fulop Miller as Bobby
Breen's first starring picture on the
RKO Radio 1937-38 series. An
American edition of "Katzenmusik"
will be issued next fall as "Lucky
Star," which will also be the title

of the film.

t r T
Sol Lesser has purchased the

Zane Grey story "Boots and Sad-
dles" for production in his series of
action pictures starring Smith Bal-
lew for 20th Century-Fox release.

The first production is "Western
Gold," which goes into production
later this month.

T T
Edward Ludwig, who will direct

"The Barrier," for Harry Sherman,
has returned from a location trip to

! Mt. Baker, Bellingham, Wash., and
! along the Sacramento River.

Omaha Exhibs Expect No
Final Action on Gifts

Omaha—Officials of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors Ass'n of Omaha
and the co-operative 29 theaters

holding bank night last night ex-

pressed the belief that the Supreme
Court will not make a final decision

on gifts in view of yesterday's ac-

tion in reserving decision on Attor-

ney General Hunter's temporary in-

junction request.
William Wright, former Attorney

General, appeared for the exhibi-

tors and argued that the State

Court was without jurisdiction and
that the matter properly belonged
in District Court here. Further-

more, he claimed the injunction

could not be issued because it has

not been determined if bank night

is a lottery as Hunter charges.

London Circuit Remodeling

Detroit — Lloyd Turrell, general

manager of the I. J. London Circuit,

announces plans for remodeling of

the Lincoln Theater. New front,

marquee, reseating and part of the

booth equipment will be replaced.

H. A. Payne is the architect.

200 Deutsch Theaters Now
Have Mickey Mouse Clubs

William Levy, British manager
for Walt Disney, said yesterday
that the Walt Disney comic mag-
agine which sells for two cents now
has over 500,000 circulation. Levy,
who arrived yesterday from abroad,
reports that Queen Mary insists on
a Disney subject whenever she views
a film program. Oscar Deutsch has
ordered that Mickey Mouse clubs be
organized in every one of his 200
theaters, Levy said.

German Historical Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New Era Productions

will produce "Never to Be Forgot-
ten," dealing with events in Ger-
many from 1914 to the present
time. Officers of the new company
are Samuel Gach, John J. Boland,
Dr. Eugene N. Rosenberg, J. Fred-
erick Rosen and Franklin B. Mac-
Carthy.

Vogel Adds to Group
Canton, O. — The new 500-seat

Ritz Theater, at nearby Struthers,
erected at an approximate cost of

$25,000, has been opened there. C. J.

Vogel of Wellsville, operating a
group of theaters in this district,

is owner. George Imbrie also of

Wellsville, is manager.

Two Midwest Houses Sold

Kansas City, Mo.—A. A. Lacy
has sold his 250-seat Community
Theater at Humansville to H. E.
Porta. A. W. Heyl has taken over
the Garden Theater at Marion,
Kan., from S. A. Mudd and will re-

model the house.

Bridgeport Zoning Suit

May Reach Trial Today

Bridgeport, Conn. — The case of

Peter Petrofsky vs. Members of the
Zoning Commission, which is bound
up with the granting of a building
permit to Walter Blank for a the-
ater on Park Avenue, probably will

be reached for trial today. Judge
Dickenson has the papers on Wal-
ter Blank's additional suit versus
the Board of Building Commission-
ers, but has not yet reported his de-
cision. !

W.&W. Adding 12th House
Detroit—Construction has started

on the long-projected Harper The-
ater, 1,700-seat house, by Wisper
and Wetsman Circuit. This will

make 12 houses for the circuit.

Shorts Based on Stamps
Postage Stamps Movies, Inc., has

been organized with Capt. Tim
Healy as president to produce a series

of shorts, "Adventures in Stamp
Lands". Jack Kemp, vice prexy,
will handle production. Jacques
Koerpel, secretary-treasurer, will

also be general manager. Healy for

years has conducted a Stamp Club
over NBC.

Willett Adds Elkton House
Detroit—Oliver Willett, propri-

etor of the Star Theater at Elkton,
has taken over the Strand Theater
at North Branch from R. L. Sher-
man. House is to be redecorated
and reseated. , /

N. J. Allied Meets Thursday
Allied States Exhibitors Assoc.a

tion of New Jersey will hear a re-

port on the national convention at

the association's regular meeting on
Thursday.
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A0. "THEODORA" SUIT

REACHES TRIAL TODAY

New Orleans — Hearing of the

much-delayed suit of United The-

aters against Columhia Pictures of

Louisiana, Inc., in which the the-

ater corporation seeks a permanent
injunction preventing Columbia
from delivering "Theodora Goes
Wild" to any other theater for first

subsequent run in New Orleans, is

set for today. This suit, the first

of a series filed by Saenger The-
aters Corp., United, and Affiliated

Theaters, Inc., will probably play a
prominent part in determining the
other cases.

Temporary injunctions are now
Issued against Columbia in favor
of United for "Theodora" and
"When You're in Love"; in favor
of Affiliated for the same pictures;
in favor of Saenger for the same
pictures first run elsewhere than in
New Orleans and for "Lost Hori-

SICK REPORT

Birmingham, Ala.— Ed Kuyken-
dall, president of the MPTOA, left
Highland Baptist Hospital here Sun-
day after a week's treatment.

Detroit—Mrs. Gil Light, wife of
the retiring commander of Russell
Johnson Theatrical Post, American
Legion, is in Harper Hospital, re-
ported convalescing satisfactorily.

Cincinnati — Mrs. C. E. Davies,
wife of C. E. Davies of the Davies
Circuit, New Straightsville, has
been discharged from the hospital
and is recuperating rapidly from a
recent operation.

Boston—Harry Smith, district
manager for circuit owned by Sam
& Nathen Goldstein is recuperating
at his home from an operation.

Carl Singer of the Washington St.
Olympia Theater has been ill with
septic sore throat.

Mrs. George Beede, wife of
the former owner of the Strand
theater in Westboro, is seriously ill.

Cleveland, 0.—Norman Levin, lo-
cal Umted Artists salesman, is at
his home recuperating from an
emergency appendicitis operation.

Greenfield, Mass. — Francis X.
Beaupre, assistant manager of the
Garden Theater, has been discharged
fj --*i the hospital and is convales-
<|([^at his home in Holyoke.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Smith,
general manager of the Western
Massachusetts Theater chain has
returned to work after a successful
operation,

$r ik Reviews <4 Hew 7-ihns ik ik
"Midnight Madonna"
with Warren William, Mady Correll, Kitty

Clancy, Edward Ellis, Robert Baldwin

Paramount 56 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ENGAGING MOTHER LOVE STORY IN-

TRODUCES ENGAGING AND TALENTED
NEW CHILD ACTRESS.

In this production a very engaging tal-

ented new child is introduced, Kitty Clancy

is her name. Her mannerisms and actions

remind one of Shirley Temple, and she

even resembles Shirley, at the same age,

which is about four or five. She is intelli-

gent, cute, and very regular. Without Miss

Clancy, the picture makes interesting pro-

gram fare of the better grade, but with

her it has possibilities of doing even bet-
ter. The story is one of those mother-love
affairs. Thanks to the writers, David
Boehm on the original and Doris Malloy
and Gladys Lehman who wrote the screen-
play, it never becomes gushy and over-
sentimental. Warren William is presented
as a happy-go-lucky gambler. Warren
makes a very likeable and sympathetic
being. As the girl's mother, Mady Correll,

plays the role with sincerity and feeling.

Even though Robert Baldwin has a minor
role, he shows an engaging personality and
good looks. Edward Ellis has a large assign-

ment to which he gives distinction. James
Flood has directed with understanding, giv-

ing the piece movement and gaining splen-
did performances from his cast. The pic-

ture expresses the tone that he had his

material well in hand at all times. Any
regular audience should find Emanuel
Cohen's production a very pleasing one.
Warren William, a gambler, is down on his

luck when he meets Mady Correll. She
and her little girl, Kitty Clancy, become
his chums and he is for them in a big way.
Mady's former husband, Robert Baldwin,
has been side-tracked in his father's will

which leaves the latter's fortune to Kitty.

With the help of a crooked lawyer, Jona-
than Hale, Baldwin is able to gain the cus-
tody of his daughter. He hopes in this

way to gain the fortune. Warren strong
arms the Judge, Edward Ellis, into investi-

gating the characters whose testimony gave
the child to the father. When the Judge
learns the evidence presented was not hon-
est, he returns the child to the mother,
all of which makes Kitty, Mady and War
ren very happy.

Cast: Warren William Mady Correll,

Kitty Clancy, Edward Ellis, Robert Baldwin,

Jonathan Hale, Joseph Sawyer, Joseph Cre-
nan, Irene Franklin, Jack Clifford, Ruth
Robinson, Mildred Gover, Donald Kirke,

Nick Copeiand, Alonzo Price, Clyde Dilson,

Harry Tyler, Brooks Benedict, Matty Fain,

Hymie Miller, George Magrill, Duke York.

Producer, Emanuel Cohen; Production

Manager, Joseph hi. Nadel; Director, James
Flood; Author, David Bohem; Screenplay,

Doris Malloy, Gladys Lehman; Cameraman,
Robert Pittack, ASC; Art Director, Wiard
Ihnen; Editor, Ray F. Curtiss; Sound, Hugo
Grenzbach; Musical Director, George Stoll;

Songs and Lyrics, Arthur Johnson and John
Burke.

Direction, Understanding.

Good.

Photography,

"It Happened Out
West"

with Paul Kelly, Judith Allen,

Johnny Arthur, Leroy Mason

20th Century-Fox 56 Mins.

ALL AROUND GOOD WESTERN THAT
WILL CLICK WITH OUTDOOR FANS
GENERALLY.

As its title implies, this screen version

of Harold Bell Wright's original story is a

western. It is a good western, too, nicely

made, technically solid and exciting. In

addition to the all-around entertainment

value it contains for action fans of all

strata, it is a significant film for the

reason that it reveals Paul Kelly as a

swell rider and very much at home as

a romantic figure in the great open spaces.

He has poise, appearance, a good right

hand when a brawl impends or occurs,

and judging from this initial fling into

the realms of the horse-opera, he is de-

stined for many return engagements in

prairie pix when not otherwise busied

with more formal types of yarns. At the

outset, the dapper Kelly is in the banking

business. His immediate superior diverts

him from a well-earned vacation on his

own to send him to Arizona to advise

Judith Allen to sell her milk ranch. Under

duress, and like a good soldier, Kelly hies

westward. At Judith's ranch, he and his

erudite professor-companion gang up to

discourage the comely and determined

young lady that her operation of the

place is doomed to financial failure. Leroy

Mason, Judith's foreman, and his hench-

men know there is silver on the property.

This, of course, is not only the reason

for the local villains wanting the girl to

sell the property, but also the reason for

the unscrupulous banker back in New
York seeking the same end. But Kelly

gets to the bottom of all the sinister

doings, and, after throbbing acts and ac-

tion, downs the schemers and wins the

girl. Direction and photography are both

capably carried out. The latter is often

picturesque.

Cast: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen, Johnny

Arthur, Leroy Mason, Steve Clemento, Nina

Compana, Frank La Rue, Reginald Barlow.

Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Howard
Bretherton; Author, Harold Bell Wright;

Screenplay, Earle Snell, Harry Chandlee;

Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Editor, Olive

Hofman.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Ditto.

SHORTS
"In Shanghai"

J. H. Hoflfberg 9 mins.

Unusual Oriental Sights

An interesting compilation of
many views of Shanghai, showing
the native quarters in contrast to
the modern foreign settlements. It

is surprising to note how many of
the new generation are adopting the
modes of the Occident in clothes
and customs. The Chinese love for

"Forever Yours"
starring Beniamino Gigli

Grand National 70 Mins.

A FEAST FOR MUSIC LOVERS WITH
GIGLI SINGING FAMOUS ARIAS, BUT
STORY IS WEAK.

In a British-made picture, the great

Italian tenor, Beniamino Gigli, sings arias

from such operas as "II Trovatore," "Rigo-

letto," "Mignon," "L'Africaine," "Martha,"
"La Favorita," "Faust," "Lohengrin" and
"Elisir D'Amore." His voice has been
expertly recorded, and although the last

of the era that featured Caruso, he still

appears young for he was a mere youth
when Caruso was in his prime. And today
his voice is probably the closest approach
to that of the immortal tenor, for Gigli

has that same rich quality and power of

the master. The story that carries his

songs should be treated as merely inci-

dental, and it answers the purpose satis-

factorily. Love interest is injected with
the story of Gigli who is cast as the great
opera singer, Enzo Curti, left a widower
with a small son. He marries Joan Gardner,
who plays the part of a business secretary
who has just experienced an unfortunate
love affair with an officer aboard the liner

which carries both Gigli and herself from
England to New York. After a year the
young officer comes back into her life and
urges her to elope with him, feeling that
she cannot really be in love with the middle-
aged singer. The drama comes as she
hesitates between the two loves, finally

remaining with Gigli and the boy. Gigli
does his best work as he sings "Say You
Will Not Forget Me," singing to his wife
in the box above, whom he believes is

about to leave him for the other. The
great voice of this great singer will more
than reward any music lover. For other
types of audiences the love interest and
the rivalry will have to be relied upon to
bring them in.

Cast: Beniamino Gigli, Joan Gardner
Hugh Wakefield, Allan Jeayes, Charles
Carson, Ivan Brandt, Jeanne Stuart, Hay
Petrie, Richard Gofe.

Producer, Alberto Giacalone; Director,
Stanley Irving; Authors, Hugh Gray, Arthur
Wimperis; Screenplay, same; Editor, Henry
Cornelius; Cameraman, Hans Schneeberger.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Excellent.

watching closely as the machine is
set in motion and the winning num-
bers slide out. A typical stage per-
formance of an old Chinese play fin-
ishes the reel.

Eliseo Grenet and His Orchestra

(Melody Master)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Colorful Musical Novelty
Colorful Cuban street setting, as

Eliseo Grenet and his orchestra go
through several exhilarating popu-
lar Cuban dance and song numbers.
Meanwhile the street crowds join
in with singing and dancing. Spe-

gambling is demonstrated in views cialty numbers are introduced, with
of a racetrack session, with unique Conchita dancing, and songs from
machines set up for the holders of J. Negrete, R. Armangod and Pan-
tickets on various horses. Elabo-

|
chito. Finishes with a dance by the

rate ceremonies with many officialsRhumba Sextette.
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PARA. SALES CONCLAVE

WILL OPEN TOMORROW

{.Continued from Page 1)

tion which gets under way with its

first business session on Thursday
at the Ambassador Hotel here.

Delegates include the following

representatives from various key

cities:

District No. 1—Boston, W. E.

Erbb, A. M. Kane, J. Moore, J. Gub-
bins. New Haven—E. Ruff. Maine
—J. J. Stevens. District No. 2

—

New York, M. S. Kusell, M. Sattler,

I. Lesser, H. Randall. Jersey—E.
H. Bell. Albany—C. G. Eastman.
Buffalo—K. G. Robinson. District

No. 3—Philadelphia, P. A. Bloch, E.

W. Sweigert, U. F. Smith. Wash-
ington—J. E. Fontaine, H. David-
son. District No. 4—Cleveland, H.
H. Goldstein, J. Himmelein. Pitts-

burgh—D. Kimolman, G. Elmo. Co-
lumbus—M. R. Clark. Cincinnati

—

J. J. Oulahan, J. Rodman. District

No. 5—Chicago, A. Usher, J. J. Don-
ohue, H. R. Hamburg, H. Wirthwein.
Detroit—J. T. Howard, J. E. Hyder.
Milwaukee—W. P. Wiens. Indian-
apolis—E. J. Barnard. District No.
6—Kansas City, R. C. LiBeau, J.

Manfre, A. H. Cole, J. R. Young.
St. Louis—M. Schweitzer, W. A.
Wandel. Des Moines—R. M. Cope-
land. Omaha—A. Mendenhall. Dis-

trict No. 7—Atlanta, 0. A. Morgan,
C. E. House. Memphis—W. F. Bu-
gie. Charlotte—J. F. Kirby, E. M.
Adams. Jacksonville—E. B. Price.

New Orleans—H. F. Wilkes, J. S.

Young. District No. 8—Denver, H.
W. Braly, C. J. Bell, C. J. Duer.
Salt Lake—F. R. Smith. District

No. 9—Los Angeles, M. H. Lewis,

C. H. Peacock, I. G. White. San
Francisco—G. A. Smith, J. Betten-

court. Portland—F. C. Clark. Seat-

tle—R. N. East, M. Segal. District

No. 11—Minneapolis, B. Blotcky, G.

Hinton, F. Anderson, Selby Carr.

Sioux Falls—A. R. Anderson. Dis-

trict No. 12—Dallas, J. B. Dugger,
F. A. Tomes, C. H. Weaver. San
Antonio—L. W. McClintock. Okla-

homa City—S. R. Simpson. From
Canada—Toronto, M. A. Mulligan,

W. J. O'Neill, J. Hunter, H. Pfaff.

Montreal—M. Brown, T. Dowbiggan.
Vancouver—W. Hansher. Calgary

—

0. Kelly. Winnipeg—D. Brickman.

Home office contingent embraces:

Neil F. Agnew, J. J. Unger, Charles

Reagan, G. B. J. Frawley, H. J.

Lorber, A. J. Dunne, F. A. Leroy,

Jack Roper, G. K. Haddow, L. Flynn,

R. M. Gillham, Alev Moss, Bob Mor-
iarity, Don Volde, J. A. Haas, W.
W. Sharpe, Lou Diamond, A. J.

Richards. Foreign representatives:

F. W. Lange, John L. Day, George

Nab Singing Pickets

And now it's singing pickets. Six of

'em who warbled in front of the Nat
Fleischer studio at 1600 Broadway yes-

terday were arrested on disorderly con-

duct charges.

NEWS of the DAY
San Francisco— Liberty Theater

has reopened to play Spanish and
Italian sound films.

Milwaukee — Robert Hicks, for-
merly of St. Louis, has been named
advertising and publicity director of
the Warner-Saxe Theaters here.

Macomb, 111.—Harry Grampp has
assumed his new duties as general
manager for the A. L. Hainline cir-

cuit of theaters in Central Western
Illinois.

Detroit — Fred Ringler, former
owner of the Wolverine Theater,
West Side house, nas taken it back
from Clare Winnie, owner of the
Dix Theater.

Cincinnati — Robert Lindsay, Io-

cs lite, left for the coast for a screen
test with Universal. Lindsay was
spotted by Rita Reiman, Universal
scout, here visiting Col. Paul Krieg-
er of the local exchange.

Detroit — John Watkins, for 10
years associated with the East End
Theater, operated by his father, G.
A. Watkins, has been appointed
manager of the Plaza Theater which
the Fred De Lodder Circuit took
over recently from Thomas D.
Moule.

Detroit — Alexander Zesser, for-
merly in show business in Kansas
City is now managing the Ritz The-
ater, East Side house, which he re-
cently took over from Steve T.
Congress. House will be remodeled
and modernized in the fall.

Detroit—Plans for remodeling the
Rex Theater, West Side house, are
being prepared by architects for
Manager Joseph B. Mitchell.

Anamosa, la.—-Harold Niles will
open the new Circle Theater this
month. House, under construction
since February, will be operated as
a lower priced house.

St. Clair Shores, Detroit

Suburb, to Get New House

Detroit—Plans for construction of

a new theater in St. Clair Shores,
one of the largest suburbs of De-
troit in area, which hitherto has
been serviced by the Lakeview,
about five miles away, were dis-

closed this week with formation of

John Theater Company as a Mich-
igan corporation. Projected site is

at Mack and Nine Mile Road. Cap-
italization is $75,000. Incorporators
are C. E. Daniel, William and Emma
Stelt, and George W. Sampson.
Sampson, one-time operator of the
Dawn Theater, was lately operator
of Price Theater Premiums here.

RKO to Ask Dismissal

RKO Radio will move today be-

fore Federal Judge Mandelbaum for

dismissal of the suit brought by the

late Sam Shipman and Clara Lip-

man charging that "I Dream Too
Much" was pirated from their play
"Depends On The Woman," on the

ground that no cause of action is

set forth.

Going to RKO's Meet
RKO Radio home office foreign de-

partment contingent which will at-

tend the company's convention on
the coast includes B. D. Lion, Eu-
ropean division manager; R. K.

Hawkinson, Latin-American division

manager; M. Hoffay of the foreign

publicity department.

Weltner, Albert Deane. From legal

department: Louis Phillips and B.

Luber. From studio: Adolph Zu-
kor, William LeBaron, A. M. Bots-

ford, Chris Dunphy and Russell

Holman.

Majors Ready to Negotiate

IATSE Exchange Union Pacts

{Continued from Page 1)

ized, The Film Daily was yester-
day advised by a major company
representative.

Already contracts have been sign-
ed covering employes in eight East-
ern cities, notably Boston, Philadel-
phia, New Haven, Pittsburgh, Wash-
ington, Cleveland and Buffalo. Ne-
gotiations will begin next week with
a group of Midwestern exchange
unions, it is expected.

All negotiations to date have been
"very friendly, very saitsfactory"
The Film Daily was advised.

New Haven Exchange Union

To Discuss $18-$28 Scale

New Haven, Conn.-—A meeting
of the A. F. of L. exchange em-
ployes' unit will be held this week
to discuss the $28 minimum wage
for shippers and $18 for inspec-
tresses, authorized by home offices,

following conferences in New York
between A. F. of L. officials, local

exchange workers' representatives,
and distributor representatives.

Cleveland, O. — Film Exchange
Employees, Local No. B-5, IATSE,
just chartered, has elected these
officers: President, J. K. Johnson,
Columbia; vice president, Miss B.
Rice, RKO; recording secretary,
Miss L. Appell, Columbia and fin-

ancial secretary, Sheldon Levy,
RKO.
Atlanta, Ga.—Nearly 100 Atlanta

film exchange employees have
mailed to Washington their applica-
tion for a charter as an IATSE
local union.
New Orleans — Unionization of

shipping clerks, inspectors and
poster clerks by the IATSE may be
extended to include bookers accord-
ing to reports here.

1'

;:

JEAN HARLOW, METIT

STAR, DIES ON COAST

{Continued from Page 1)

duction of her newest picture, "Sar- f

atoga," Jean Harlow complained to
'"

her director that she was feeling ill

and asked permission to go home.
On June 5, she returned to work
during the morning hours, and ap-
peared in scenes with Clark Gable.
After lunch, however, she retired to
her dressing room, and soon she
telephoned to the assistant director,
Thomas Andre, asking him to come
to her room. He found Miss Har-
low quite sick.

Conway and E. J. Mannix, Gen-
eral Studio Manager ordered Miss
Harlow removed to her home and a
physician summoned. Since then,
Miss Harlow has been in bed, and
appeared to be recovering. Sunday, 1

however, she took a turn for the 1

worse, and she was removed to the :

Good Samaritan Hospital.

Miss Harlow achieved fame as
the first of the platinum blondes,

j

She came to Hollywood in 1929.
Howard Hughes was then looking
for a leading lady to replace Greta
Nissen in "Hell's Angels." She was
tested for and given the role. Her
appearance in this film won much
acclaim. She was signed by Caddo i

Productions and thereafter worked

:

for a number of major companies
before becoming a Metro star in
"The Secret Six" in 1931. Her most
noted appearances were in "Platinum
Blonde," "Red Dust," "Dinner at
Eight," "The Girl From Missouri,"
"Hold Your Man," "Reckless,"
"Wife vs. Secretary" and "Libeled
Lady."

Jean Harlow's last professional
appearance in New York was dur-
ing the week of January 22, 1932,
when she made a personal appear-
ance at Loew's State in connection
with "Ladies of the Big House."

Nicholas M. Schenck, President of
Loew's, Inc., advised of Miss Har-
low's death said:

"She was a marvelous girl and a
great actress, and I feel terribly
sorry and sympathize with all her
friends of which there were so many
and among whom I was proud to be
included."

Howard Dietz, M-G-M executive,
made the following statement:

"There never was a star who was
more agreeable in her professional
relationships. Jean always made
friends effortlessly. Not only among
producers and directors but also
with all grips and electricians. She
thought the truth, spoke the truth
and could answer any question ac-
cordingly."

n

i

Ohio Censors Pass "Promise
Columbus, O.

—"A Greater Promise,"
at first refused the right to exhibit
in Ohio, has now been released by the
Ohio Board of Censors with two or three

minor cuts.

i
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and, who arrived aboard the Queen
Hary. And though an equal number
vere erected in each of the preced-

ng two years, there does not ap-

pear any danger of overseating at

n-esent, Hanbury declared. This is

lue in part to the fact that many
British houses are "very old-fash-

oned."

Business is very good in England,
spurred partly by the gigantic re-

irmament expenditures which have
:reated a great deal of work, Han-
jury declared. It has been getting

ncreasingly better since 1935. RKO
itadio business is very good, he said.

RKO Radio produced 16 quota pic-

;ures last year and will have to

nake another 16 or 17 to fill British

juota requirements up to the ex-

piration of the present law in July,

1938.

Mechanical Plane Is Held

Tele. Key by Dr. de Forest

'Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA1L\

Los Angeles—Successful commer-
cial television awaits concentration

upon a mechanical plane, in the

opinion of Dr. Lee de Forest, radio

and talkie pioneer. De Forest in-

sists that the cathode beam, pres-

snt reliance of television engineers,

is all wet—that the beam actually is

impractical. When television does

:ome, de Forest holds films will be

largely used as program basis.

Exchange Personnel Shifts

Detroit—Detroit exchanges have
oeen shifting personnel, Stephen
Hollander is new assistant booker
at M-G-M, coming from Cleveland.

Al Morgan, special company mana-
ger for M-G-M's "The Good Earth"
at the Cass Theater, has transferred
bo the same post for Columbia on
:'The Lost Horizon."

Loew Aides In Switch
Syracuse, N. Y.—Robert Etchber-

ger, assistant manager at Loew's
State, has been transferred to

Loew's Parkway theater, Baltimore.

He will be succeeded by Maurice
Druger from the same city.

Spears Handling Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y.—Jimmie Spears
is the new RKO representative for

the Syracuse district. Spears suc-

ceeds Charles Boasberg, who has
taken over the Buffalo exchange.

Eler In Marlboro
arlboro, N. Y.—James G. Eler

has taken over the former Rex and
will reopen it as the Center about
June 18. House which seats 300 has
been closed for some time and is be-

ing renovated,

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

London Film Notes
London •— Erich Pommer has

founded the Mayflower Pictures,
Ltd. . . . Edmond Greville is direct-

ing at the studios of Esling "Br'ef
Ecstasy," with Paul Lukas ... At
Pinewood, Thompson Freeland is

preparing "Jericho," with Paul Rob-
eson and Wallace Ford . . . Sonnie
Hall is directing "Gangway" with
Nat Pendleton.

To Distribute Terra Films
Berlin— Cinex Filmvertrieb has

been formed here for the distribu-
tion of Terra productions in for-
eign countries.

English to Build in France
London—United Distr'butors and

Productions will henceforth be
known as United Distributors, Ltd.
It will finance the dubbing in Eng-
lish of the French productions
which it will distribute. A stud

?

o
will be constructed in Paris next

summer and production will begin
before the first of the year.

Directing Galsworthy Story
London—Basil Dean has been en-

gaged by Alexander Korda to direct

for London Films the famous John
Galsworthy story, "The First and
Last." Leslie Banks, Vivien Leigh
and Lawrence Olivier will enact
featured roles. United Artists will

release the picture.

B.B.C. to Make Tele. Films
London—The British Broadcast-

ing Co. will make films for televis-

ing at the Cricklewood Studios un-
der the direction of Dallas Bower,
formerly assistant to Dr. Paul
Czinner. First film will deal with
the history of television and will

be used for propaganda purposes.

Eric Fredman Joins Wilcox
London—Eric Fredman has joined

Herbert Wilcox Productions, Ltd.,

in full charge of world sales.

Changes In Carolinas

Charlotte, N. C.—L. A. Linder
has taken over the Lockhart at
Lockhart, S. C, from A. Bierlowitz.
The Lyric at Sylvania has been
turned over to J. E. Massey by M.
F. Constantinaeu. The Princess at

Mocksville has been taken over by
J. W. Mitchell from T. C. Hester.

Free Films In Three Spots

Toledo, O.—Business men in

Pioneer, Hoytville, and Luckey, 0.,

are sponsoring free motion pictures

in their communities during the

summer one night a week.

Brennan with Warners
Kansas City, Mo.—Tom Brennan,

formerly manager of the Fox-Mid-
west Strand Theater at Hutchinson,
Kan., has joined the staff of the
Warner Exchange, here, as head of
ad sales.

Martin Circuit Adds One
Florala, Ala.—The Roy Martin

Circuit has taken over this city's

theater, giving that circuit at least
six houses in the New Orleans ter-
ritory.

RKO Adds Yonkers House
Radio-Keith-Orpheum has added

the Paik Hill Theater, Yonkers to
its chain. Officially the house will
open Thursday under the RKO
banner.

Sheuin Buys In

Detroit—Samuel T. Sheuin, an ac-

countant, has taken a partnership
interest in the Ben Cohn Theater
Circuit. Houses will remain under
Cohn's active personal manage-
ment.

Musical Shorts, Inc. Formed
Musical Shorts, Inc., with offices

at 1619 Broadway, has been organ-
ized to produce short subjects for
independent release. The first

schedule calls for 4 two-reel shorts,
the first of which goes into produc-
tion in June. The cast will be
headed by Michael O'Meara, Robert
Nienaber and Mary Radchuk.

London Keeps the Lincoln
Detroit—Recenf report that Wis-

per and Wetsman Circuit would
take over the Lincoln Theater from
the I. J. London Circuit was denied
by Burton London, son of the
proprietor, who stated that they had
a five-year lease still to run, and
would definitely keep the house.

U. D. T.'s Half-Holiday

Detroit—George W. Trendle, pres-

ident of United Detroit Theaters,
has ordered offices of the circuit

closed Saturday afternoons. Ser-

vice employes only are exempt from
the order.

Seattle House Goes Films

Seattle—Its license revoked eight
months ago when its girl shows
stirred the city's ire, the Rialto
Theater will reopen with films, the
City Council license committee
granting a new permit.

Youngclaus Buys Two
Grand Island, Neb.—W. N. Young-

claus has increased his holdings to
five theaters by purchasing from
J. L. Galbreth the Sterling and
Lyric theaters at Superior, Neb.

CIRCUIT TAX BILL IN

, LIKELY TO FAIL

St. Paul—New Allied bill intro-

duced in the legislature and desig-

nated as a "license fee for opera-

tion of theaters," provides for a 5

cent seat tax for circuits comprising

five theaters, one or more of which
is in the state, and runs up to $5

a seat tax for circuits of 100 the-

aters or over.

The bill is not regarded as hav-

ing much chance of passage.

New Frisina Corporation

Springfield, 111.—The Springfield

Frisina Theater Co. has been incor-

porated to own, control and operate
the local theaters included in the
Frisina Amusement Co. circuit of

houses in Central and Southern Il-

linois, Eastern Missouri and Iowa.
Incorporators were: Dominic Fri-

sina, L. A. Burnstine and J. B. Gia-
chetto. The circuit now includes 43

theaters in Illinois, Iowa and Mis-

Four Managers Apoointed
Miami. Fla. — James T. Barnett,

Joseph Abercrombie, Dave O. Goven
and C. H. Mott have been appointed
managers of the Community, Rex,
Hialeah and Flagler theaters, re-

spectively, by W. R. Lynch, general
manager of Paramount Enterprises.
Inc. Barnett and Goyen were form-
erly assistant managers of the Sher-
idan and Regent theaters. Aber-
crombie was formerly manager of

the Flagler and Mott manager of

the Hialeah.

Negro Film Council

St. Louis — Mound City Better
Films Council is being organized
here under guidance of the Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis
to take jurisdiction over the colored
theaters. Personnel will be Negro.
First objective will be Family Night
programs.

Decentralization Starts

Lincoln, Neb.—Decentralization of

operation in the Lincoln Theaters
Corp. here started this week when
Walter Shuttee was assigned the
Lincoln; Chuck Doty the Liberty;

Ike Hoig the Orpheum; and Gus
Nelson, the Stuart.

Mankato House Acquired
Spooner, Wis.—N. E. Grengs &

Sons, operators of theaters in

Spooner, Cloquet and Lake City,

Minn., have taken over the Urban
at Mankato, Minn., with Donald
Grengs as manager of the house.

Projectionist Turns Exhib.

Detroit—The Buffalo Theater, at

New Buffalo, Mich., has been taken
over by Charles J. Wolnik, former
projectionist, from Roy C. Bach-
elder.
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LATE ENTRIES POUR IN

FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

ficially confirmed, but a last minute
rush of other entries descended up-

on tourney officials as the time of

play drew near.

By sundown today the carloads of

prizes and souvenirs will be resid-

ing in imposing array on the mam-
moth trophy tables in the clubhouse

at Elmsford—all ready to dazzle the

eyes and excite the esthetic souls of

the invading army of golfers set to

attend.

Committee reports that lockers

are in readiness; gunny sacks
_
of

souvenirs all packed; the swimming
pool full of crystal clear, cool water
(don't forget your bathing suit!);

the tennis courts in prime shape;

the ping-pong tables all planed
down; the luncheon and dinner

menus all arranged; the cases of

delicious and refreshing Holland
Beer (thanks "Toots" Shor of the

Tavern!) in the process of precise

cooling; the cigarettes (thanks

Philip Morris) of humidor fresh-

ness ready to light . . . and the golf

course itself in colossal condition.

The Committee also issued a de-

cree that the Hurley Screen Com-
pany of Long Island City is fur-

nishing the most modern type of

sound screen for the swell program
of shorts which will be on view dur-

ing the evening- banouet. There will

be a preview of Walt Disney's new
short subject, a showing of a grand

srolf reel through the courtesy of

A. G. Spalding, and other gay cine-

matic sensations.

During the waninar hours of prep-

arations, bright spots were the re-

ceipt at headquarters of a dandy set

of books from Grosset & Dunlap,

Inc., publishers; a cut elass decan-

ter of Ballantine's Scotch from those

famous knights of gladness, Jack

and Charlie of "21" Club; and a

ftock of novelty games from the

Cluff Fabric Products Co. of New
York Citv—all as additional prizes.

In fact there are enough prizes for

any score of ordinary tournaments.

But just remember that this is the

25th' (Silver Jubilee) shindig, and

it has been purposely decided to

make it magnificently memorable.

Among the divisions of divot-dig-

gers, racquet-wielders, ping-pong

paddle pushers, aquatic acrobats,

gourmonds and gourmets, thirst-

quenchers, sun-bathers, kibitzers,

including those who will probably

be found wandering all night in the

rough or through the surrounding

countryside are:
Al Adams Jack Alicoate

Wallace Addison Winfield Andrus

Chas. A. Alicoate Maury Ascher

Culver Offers "Compromise"
Culver City, Calif.—This bailiwick is

willing to compromise its name con-

troversy with Hollywood to the extent

that it will become Hollywood City

instead of just plain Hollywood. Lat-

ter is yet to be heard from.

How to Reach the FILM DAILY Golf Tournament
Instructions for reaching Elmsford Country Club, scene of the 25th FILM DAILY Golf

Tournament follows:

BY MOTOR: Riverside Drive to Hendrik Hudson Parkway, follow Parkway until you

hit the Saw Mill River road. Follow Saw Mill River road to the Ardsley railroad station

at which point turn right, across the railroad tracks. Go one block to the blinker

light, turn left and follow the OLD Saw Mill River road to the first gasoline station

on the right. Bear right and continue directly to the Elmsford Country Club.

BY TRAIN: Trains leave Grand Central Terminal for White Plains at: 5:15, 6:06,

6:33, 7:10, 7:12, 7:40, 8:03, 8:49, 9:42, 10:00, 10:40, 11:32, 11:55 Eastern STANDARD
Time. Add one hour for Daylight Saving Time.

Ralph B. Austrian
Chester B. Bahn
J. E. Baker
A. F. Baldwin
Leon J. Bamberger
William Barnett
George R. Batcheller,

Jr.

Frank W. Begg
Herbert S. Berg
Milton Blackstone
George A. Blair

A. T. Boland
Harry Brandt
S. S. Braumberg
Dr. Henry Brown
Dave Canavan
G. L. Carrington
Charles L. Casanave
David J. Chatkin
James Clark
James A. Clark
Max A. Cohen
Maurice Conn
L. W. Ccnrow
Paul Crane
James A. Cron
John J. Cunliffe

James P. Cunningham
Charles W. Curran
Edward P. Curtis

Len Daly
Harvey B. Day
George F. Dembow
Martin Dickstein

Nathan Dobson
Tom Drew
Arthur W. Eddy
Edward E. Edelson

S. Charles Einfeld

Monroe Eisenberg

S. H. Fabian
John A. Farmer
Herb Fecke
William Ferguson
Char'es H. Findley

William V. Frankel

Aaron L. Fried

Louis Frisch

Ray Gallagher
Charles B. Gardner
Paul Garst

Pat Garyn
Dick Gavin
Tom Gerety
Jacobo Glucksmann
Lester M. Goldstein

Milton Goldstein

Irving W. Goodfield

Paul Greenhalgh
Ben Grimm
Paul Gulick

Jack Gutfreund
Adolph Haas
Hap Hadley
Burt Hammel
A. R. Hammerslag
J. W. Hammond
Paul F. Harron
Jack Harrower
Edwin Hartley

Gordon W. Hedwig
Milton Herman
Melvin Hirsh

J. H. Hoffberg
Joe Hornstein

D. E. Hyndman
Arthur Jeffrey

Herbert M. Kahn
Irving Kaplan

J. B. Kleckner
Bernard Kleid

Sol Kohn
M. E. Kornbluth
David Kugel
Bert Kulick
Morris Kutinsky

Jr.

Oscar S. Lager
Paul N. Lazarus,

Arthur A. Lee
Jack G. Leo
Howard LeSieur

Edward G. Levy
Chick Lewis
Karl G. Macdonald
John McGeehan
Frank McGrann
Joe Rice Malcolm
William Massce
Mitchell May, Jr.

Archie Mayers
C. M. Mersereau
Don M. Mersereau
Captain Harry W.

Miller

Jim Milligan

Robert Mintz
A. J. Moeller
George Morris

Lewis Moses
Jack Moss
Frank Neubert
Mathew Nicolino, Jr.

Wally Nolan
Ken O'Brien

L. N. Olmsted
David A. O'Malley
William A. Orr
James D. Page
Arthur H. Pelterson

C. C. Pettijohn

Frank N. Phelps

Percy Phillipson

Harry Pimstein

John F. Plunkett

Jay Pollard

A. J. Powers
Ralph I. Poucher
Monte Proser

Marty Raiffel

John R. Reiss

Paul D. Ries

Harold J. Rinzler

Samuel Rinzler

Harold Rodner
Charles A. Rogers

Saul E. Rogers

Ralph Rolan
Samuel Rosen
Pert Sanford, Jr.

Phil Santry

Sam Sax
Clarence Secor
Al Selig

Jack G. Seligsohn

Murray Schoen
E. Schwartz
Milton E.

Schwarzwald
Al Semels
J. W. Servies

Irving Shapiro

P. T. Sheridan
Harry Shiftman
Bernard Sholtz

Jimmy Sileo

Hal Sloane

H. B. Snook
Max Stuart

Ted Sullivan

W. H. Swift
L. W. Teegarden
Harry Thorns

J. D. Trop
Ernest J. Warner
H. M. Warner
Sid Weil
William H. Weintraub
John West
Clint Weyer
Edward White
Tom Wiley
Bob William
Robert S. Wolff

Glenney Succeeds Wills

Detroit — Don Glenney is now
booker for Associated Theaters Cir-

cuit, succeeding Harold Wills, re-

signed. Glenney was formerly book-
er for M-G-M exchange.

Two More Industry Firms

Chartered by N. Y. State

Albany — Two new industry cor-
porations have been chartered here.

They are:
Regal Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn, to

exhibit motion pictures. Morris
Schane, Louis Simon, Seymour
Schlesinger, incorporators.
Trans-Lux Lexington Corporation,

New York City, to exhibit motion
pictures. Frances De Caro, Bene-
dict Santospirito, Jules Suppin, in-

corporators.

General Pictures to Make
Eight Action Features

tVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—Fenn Kimball of Gen-

eral Pictures announces that Gen-
eral will make eight action features
and outdoor color musicals and four
westerns. Al Mannon will make
the musicals and westerns and Kim-
bail will supervise the others.

Martin Circuit Expands
New Orleans — The Martin Cir-

cuit, which is already in Floralla,

Ala., has entered another new town,

taking over the Ritz Theater at

Evergreen from W. H. Hanna. A.

E. Adams, general manager of the

circuit, and H. P. "Dusty" Roads,

his assistant, were here on a book-

ing trip recently.

Search for "Miss Nebraska"

Lincoln, Neb.—Drive to find "Miss
Nebraska" for the State Fair this

fall is going to provide about 75

small town theaters in Nebraska an
extra attraction in the staging of

the local shows. Bill Herington,

head of the state beauty pageant,

is out booking the shows now.

New Non-Electric Projector

Detroit—Plans for marketing of

a new type of projector for 16 mm.
film for commercial and other uses
are being completed by the Movie-
scope Development Co. Joseph E.

Hofweber, inventor, and] Ambos E.
Heed, restaurant proprietor, are the
operators. The new projector is

said to be non-electric, and to pro-
ject without a screen "within it-

self." B. C. Fassio is connected
with the enterprise.

New Star for Milford

Detroit — Modernistic New Star
Theater, 400 seats, is to be erected
by Bennett and Straight, theatrical
architects, for R. G. Hewitt, to re-

place the present Star Theater,
same owners, at Milford, Mich.

"

FIPG PREXY RESIGN^

OVER IBPPH ACTION i

(Continued from Page 1)

cease any further attempts in theii

behalf. Federated M. P. Crafts

president, William B. Cullen, undet

fire for inviting Clarke to intercede

in the strike, submitted his resig-

nation to the Federated strike com-
mittee and it was accepted.

Executive Secretary Lessing vig-
orously denied that he had resigned
Federated submitted a proposal tcl

Pat Casey reiterating the willing-
ness of its members to return to
work upon a written guarantee of
a 100 per cent union shop and dis-

charge of workers filling strike-
vacated jobs.

Report Kahane Co-Ordinator

of Producer-SAG Agreement

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It is reported that B.

B. Kahane will be made co-ordina-
tor for the 28 producer-signatories
to the agreement with the Screen
Actors' Guild. Official announcement
is expected later in the week.

At a meeting of a majority of
producers, signatories to the pro-
ducers-Screen Actors' Guild basic
minimum contract appointed the
following committee to represent
most of the signatories present: E.

J. Mannix, chairman, Henry Herz-
brun, B. P. Schulberg, Phil Krasne,
Scott R. Dunlap. The committee is

to consider rules of arbitrations,
conditions affecting employment of
stunt men and other special groups
and also to clarify certain provi
sions in the basic agreements which
were left open for further consid
eration. If being recognized that
certain of the companies had unique
problems, it was believed better by
said signatories that they be sep
arately represented. Any commit-
tee appointed by them will work in

cooperation with the larger com
mittee.

Northern Calif. ITO Plans

No Affiliation With Allied

San Francisco—Reported affilia-

tion of ITO of California with Al-

lied is "absolutely unfounded" so

far as ITO of Northern California

is concerned, Morgan Walsh, opera-
tor of some twenty Northern Cali-

fornia theaters and president of the
local group, said here yesterday.

Omit Windsor's Wedding
London (By Cable)—Newsreel exe('/

fives have determined to omit clips\^7
the marriage of the Duke of Windsor
and Mrs. Wallis Warfield from reels

released to British theaters. Action

is result of belief that clips, if shown,
"might reawaken painful emotions and
even lead to invidious demonstrations

in the theaters."

1*1 in
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PLAN AMENDMENT TO LIFT ADMISH TAX EXEMPTION

L A. Woolams Named Assistant to J. Cheever Cowdin
Former Fox Vice Prexy Takes

Up Duties at Universal

Today

Leonard A. Woolams, of San Fran-
cisco, former Fox vice president,
was yesterday appointed assistant

to J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of

the board of Universal Pictures, and
will take up his new duties today.
Woolams was appointed a vice

president of Fox Film Corp. by
President Edward R. Tinker to han-
dle special work at the home office

and in charge of finance in the west.
He has served as a director of Banc-

(Continued on Page 4)

T SECOND QUARTER

SHOWS DROP IN LOSS

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

and subsidiary companies report for

the second quarter of its fiscal year,

covering the 13 weeks to May 1, con-
solidated net loss of $105,069, after
all charges, Federal and foreign in-

come taxes, and provisions of $78,-

234 for depreciation of capital as-
sets.

This compares with a net loss of

$403,966 in the preceding quarter
{Continued on Page 4)

Wolfson-Meyer Fla. Circuit

Signs 3-Year U. A. Contract

George J. Schaefer, Vice-President
in charge of distribution for United
Artists, last night announced the
signing of a three-year contract
with the Wolfson-Meyer Theater
Enterprises, Inc. of Miami.
This contract covers all United

(Continued on Page 4)

Deutsch to Add 50 More
London (By Cable)—Oscar Deutsch,

whose Odeon circuit now comprises
over 200 houses, is planning to expand
his circuit to over 250 houses, THE
FILM DAILY is authoritatively advised.

Metro to Scrap "Saratoga", Unfinished Harlow Pix

West Coast, Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jean Harlow's last picture, "Saratoga," which is near completion, will be

scrapped and the story rewritten, it was announced yesterday by Louis B. Mayer,
of Metro. The more than $500,000 expended on it is covered by insurance taken out
from Lloyd's of London, he said. Private funeral services for the late star will be
held this morning at the Wee Kirk o' the Heather in Glendale. After the rites, the body
will be placed in a crypt in Forest Lawn Memorial Park Mausoleum, to await final
interment arrangements. Estate of the actress, it is understood, will run well above a
million.

They're Off at Elmsford, With More

Than 200 Attracted by Golf Tourney
They're off! More than 200 strong,

filmland's golfing gentry, racket de-
votees, ping pongers, contract bridge
blow-uppers and other sociable and
sporting specimens gather today at
the Elmsford Country Club, White
Plains, for the 25th (Silver Jubilee)
FILM DAILY Golf Tournament and
sundry scheduled events. When you
read this the festivities will be on
in full blast, but they won't be
through by any means.

So when you hear the song of the

robin on your office window sill, or
feel the heat rise up from the sultry
streets, make up your mind to dash
out to Elmsford for the gala ban-
quet this evening and top off the
day (and all the pleasure you missed
by being chained to your desk) with
a load of laughs. Dinner (plus a
feast of fun) will cost you only five

smackers. C'mon!

More than 35 golfers consisting
of the captains of the various teams

(Continued on Page 12)

Levy Names Committees for RKO Sales Convention

Committees to function at the
RKO Radio convention to be held
June 16-20 at the Hotel Ambassador,
Los Angeles, were named yesterday
by Jules Levy, sales manager. The
committees are as follows:

General: A. A. Shubart, M. J.

Poller and Howard S. Benedict.

Reception: Sid Rogell, Joe Nolan,
Louis Shapiro, Dave Garber and
Perry Lieber, representing the stu-

(Continued on Page 12)

Painters, Makeup Artists and Scenic

Artists Ask Bargaining Right Grants

Missouri Sales Tax Law
Ups Admish Levy to 2%

Jefferson, Mo.—Missouri legisla-

ture adjourned yesterday after pass-
ing a bill increasing the state sales

tax affecting theater admissions
from one to two per cent. The meas-

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Painters, Make-

up Artists and Scenic Artists'

Unions yesterday appealed to the

National Labor Relations Board to

be named the sole bargaining agen-

cies for their respective organiza-
tions. This action served to bring

(Continued on Page 12)

Move Expected When Bill

is Brought Out on

House Floor

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—When the bill pro-

viding for continuance of the exist-
ing tax on theater tickets for a two-
year period is brought out on the
floor of the House, it is expected
that an amendment will be intro-
duced raising the exemption from
the tax from 40 to 50 cents as de-
sired by theater interests. Exhibi-
tors hold that lifting the exemp-
tion to 50 cents would permit them
to advance prices and would not
decrease the government's revenue.
Walter Vincent, representing the

(Continued on Page 4)

AGNEW ADDRESS WILL

LAUNCH PARA/S MEET

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Paramount con-

vention special arrives here at noon
and all delegates will be welcomed
at the station with a huge parade
and by many of the Paramount
stars. From the trains the conven-
tioneers will be conveyed to the

(Continued on Page 11)

Drew, General Register

General Manager, Quits

Tom Drew has resigned as vice
president and general manager of
General Register Corp., it was an-
nounced yesterday by Percy Phil-
lipson, president. Drew resigned

(Continued on Page 4)

Ascap Fights Neb. Law
Lincoln, Neb.—Suit was brought here

yesterday in Federal Court by Gene
Buck, president of Ascap to have the
recently-enacted state anti-Ascap law
declared unconstitutional and to enjoin

state officials from enforcing its pro-
visions. Buck alleges that the State
is attempting to usurp the administra-
tion of the Federal copyright law.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 251/2 25'/2 25 Vi — Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 33 33 — l/

s

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3'/4 3'/4 3y4 — '/a

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 170 169 170 —1
do pfd 150 150 150
Gen. Th. Eg
Loew's, Inc 8134 81i/

8 81%+ 5/s

do pfd
Faramount 19% 19]/8 19'/4
Faramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 175/8 173/8 173/8 — 3/8

Pathe Film
RKO 8'/g 8'/8 8i/

8 + Vs
20th Century-Fox . . 373/4 37'/4 373,4 -f- '/8

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 13% 13y2 13'/2
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
98 1/2

99%
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55. .

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 90%
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 V» 95

98i/4
99%

981/4

99%
— 3/4

90% 90% — 3/8

95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia ficts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 2% 23/8
Sonotone Corp 1 % ^3/l̂ 1^4
Technicolor 283/8 28% 28% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11% 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 .... 95% 96%
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6l/4s 1st '43.. 55 57
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Republic Holds Regional

Meet at Chicago Today

Chicago — J. J. Milstein, vice
president in charge of sales, and
Sam Hacker, manager of contract
department, arrive today for a
Republic regional sales convention,
to be held at the Medinah Club. Max
Roth, central division sales super-
visor, will preside.

Personnel attending today's meet-
ing will include:

Irving Mandel, Harry Lorch, S.

Decker, Max Dreifuss, Jack
Schwartz, Frank Nardi, E. Mandel,
all of Chicago; L. W. Marriott, E. A.
Sipe, Harry Gorman, R. N. Bleeke,

all of Indianapolis; J. G. Frackman,
M. Lavin, J. A. Bates, all of Mil-
waukee; Robert F. Withers, C. M.
Parkhurst, both of Kansas City; H.
Novitsky, Bob Greenblatt, both of
Omaha; E. J. Tilton, J. C. Collins,

both of Des Moines, Gilbert Nathan-
son, N. Goldberg, Geo. Fosdick, all

of Minneapolis; Barney Rosenthal,
Nat Steinberg, Wm. Guinan, Jack
J. Weil, J. B. Gatley, all of St.

Louis.

N. O. "Theodora" Hearing

to be Resumed on June 24

New Orleans — Hearing on the
United Theaters request for a pre-

liminary injunction restraining Co-
lumbia from delivering "Theodora"
to any but United for first subse-
quent runs here began yesterday in

Civil District Court with Harry
Mayo of Hollywood, testifying on
behalf of Columbia.

After Mayo's testimony, Colum-
bia's counsel, Hugh Wilkinson, asked
court for further postponement un-
til depositions from New York and
Hollywood arrived. It was granted
until June 24th, with temporary in-

junction continuing.
United claims Columbia contract-

ed during 1936 to furnish one Capra
and one Dunne picture but failed

to deliver.

William Fox Returning

to New York From Coast

William Fox, who has returned to

active participation in the film field

as the executive agent for Chemi-
colour, British color process, returns
to New York today or tomorrow,
following conferences on the Coast
it was learned yesterday. Fox is

already at work making contacts for
use of the color process.

Monroe Owsley Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Monroe Owsley,

screen actor and former Broadway
player, died of a heart attack while
en route from Los Angeles to San
Francisco, according to word re-
ceived here.

"Wee Willie" for Roxy
"Wee Willie Winkie", forthcom-

ing Shirley Temple starrer for 20th-
Fox, will play the Roxy theater, it

was reported yesterday.

Korda, Bleck, Silverstone

Sailing On the Queen Mary

Alexander Korda, London Films
head, having successfully collabor-
ated on a deal with Samuel Goldwyn
whereby they obtained options for
the purchase of Mary Pickford-
Charles Chaplin-Douglas Fairbanks
holdings in United Artists, sails for
London aboard the Queen Mary to-
day. Accompanying the producer
are Basil Bleck, legal head of Lon-
don Films; Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Silverstone, in charge of United
Artists in England and on the con-
tinent; and Patricia Ellis, Hollywood
actress, signed by London Films for
the starring role in "The Playboy."

Goelet Estate to Fight

Estimate Board's Ruling

The Robert W. Goelet estate will

contest the Board of Estimate rul-

ing banning erection of theaters on
restricted part of Fifth, Madison
and Park Avenues which has had
the effect of blocking construction
of theaters at Park Avenue and
53rd St. and at Madison Avenue
and 62nd St. Attorneys for the
Goelet estate said the court test

would soon be instituted.

RCA Sound to be Installed

in 3 More Foreign Houses

Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photo-
phone head annnounced yesterday
that contracts had been signed with
Loew's for the installation of High
Fidelity sound reproducing equip-
ment in the Metro theaters at Jo-
hanesburg and Durban, South Af-
rica, and in a new Metro theater at
Brisbane, Australia. Similar equip-
ment has been installed in Loew's
Empire, London.

Wilcox to Bring Print

of "Victoria" on Trip

London (By Cable)—Herbert Wil-
cox goes to America in late June or
July, taking with him a print of

"Victoria the Great".

Corum Pact Renewed
Bill Corum, New York Journal

sports writer, yesterday signed a
new one-year contract with Condor
calling for 13 "Sports With Bill

Corum" shorts, to be made with in-

creased budgets. Series will be re-
leased through RKO.

"Star" Stays a Fifth

Seattle — "A Star is Born" has
been held for a 5th week at the
Liberty theater.

CUTTING ROOM
FULLY EQUIPPED

MOVIOLA — SYNCHRONIZING, ETC.

FOR RENT
REASONABLE

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5315

Coming and Goincp

CHARLES FARRELL and CHICK ENDOR,
singing pianists, and their wives, sail for
Europe today on the President Roosevelt.

MRS. JOSEPH I. BREEN, the MISSES NATALIE
and FRANCES BREEN and JOSEPH I. BREEN,
JR., family of the Production Code's adminis-
trator, also sail today on the President Roos-
evelt.

FLOYD B. ODLUM, president of the Atlas
Corporation, has returned from a sojourn in

Italy.

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART, novelist, arrived
from Europe yesterday aboard the Bremen.

FRIEDRICH FEHER, composer and film pro-
ducer, leaves today for Hollywood.

EDDIE DOWLING is scheduled to sail for
Europe early next month.

ROWLAND STEBBINS, who left New York
on Monday, has arrived at his home in North
Hatley, Quebec, where he will spend three
weeks.

JULIANA MORGAN has returned from Flor-
ida.

ALEXANDER KORDA, head of London Films;
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, British film producer,
and MRS. SILVERSTONE; BASIL BLECK, London
Films legal head; MELVYN DOUGLAS and his

wife, HELEN GAHAGAN, stage and screen
player, sail today for Europe on the Queen
Mary.

PATRICIA ELLIS, screen star; COUNTESS
IRENE DE KREITH, who will be featured in

American films next season: and DAVID Nl-
VEN, screen player, also sail for Europe on
the Queen Mary today.

B. H. ANTROTTER, Hungarian stage and
screen author, will leave for Hollywood next
week.

MRS. T. L. SHAFFER, MISS FRANCES SHAF-
FER, WALTER and DAVID SHAFFER, family of
Theo Lloyd Shaffer, vice-president of the Con-
goleum Nairn Co., sail for continental Europe
today on the Presdient Roosevelt.

HEINRICH SCHWARZWALD sails for Europe
June 26.

SIR HARRY LAUDER sails for England Fri-

day on the Cameronia.

BEN KALMENSON, Warner Bros.' Eastern
District manager, leaves today for a trip to

the Boston and Buffalo exchanges.

EDWARD FINNEY returns to New York from
Boston tomorrow. >

JOSEPH M. WEBER, president of the A F of

M is in Louisville.

THOMAS F. GAMBLE, vice president of
American Federation of Musicians, left yester-
day for Louisville.

GEORGE B. HENDERSON, A F of M vice-

j

president, leaves Friday for Louisville.

WALTER VINCENT left yesterday for Rich
mond, Va.

WILLIAM FOX arrives from the Coast to

day or tomorrow.

ny6 hours to
CALIFORNIA

United flies you fast, direct to either

LOS ANGELES or SAN FRANCIS.
"

. . . visit both ... no extra chaiV
3 daily coast-to-coast fligrhts, incl

ing luxurious overnigrht Mainliner at

5:55 p.m. CHICAGO: 3 non-stop
flights daily.

her

UNITED AIR LINES
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, A. WOOLAMS NAMED

AIDE TO J. G. COWDIN

(Continued from Page 1)

america-Blair, the California Pack-
ing Corp., Simmons Bed Corp.,
United Parcel Service of America
and United Parcel Sei-vice of New
York.

Universal Shows Drop

In Loss for Second Quarter

(Continued from Page 1)

and with a net loss of $730,751 in

the final quarter of the fiscal year
ended Oct. 31, last (before extraor-
dinary write-offs of $292,369 on cer-

tain of the company's foreign inter-

ests).

In the corresponding quarter a
year ago, the net loss, before cred-
iting a profit on the sale of the en-
tire capital stock of its British sub-
sidiary, was $404,752. The com-
pany's earnings are beginning to re-

fleet the return from the substantial
outlay on production necessary be-

fore an even flow of releases could
be achieved.

Pa. Circuit Houses Given

60 Days to Meet New Tax

Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania
circuit theater have 60 days to make
application for the licenses made
mandatory by the new chain store

tax law. Administration-backed
measure was signed by Gov. George
H. Earle before his departure for a
vacation. The tax is expected to

raise more than $3,000,000 during
the next biennium.

Several store chains have already
closed a number of stores in protest

but C. Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg
representative of W i 1 m e r and
Vincent said enactment of the tax
will not close any theater in the
circuit.

Circuit representatives bitterly op-

posed the bill in House and Senate,

but the bill was pushed through.
The tax rate for theaters is: more

than one and five or less, $5 each;
ten, $10; 15, $20; and so on until

the $500 tax per theater is reached.

JUNE 9

Harry Gribbon
George W. Goman

Julius J. Hess

H

• • • AT A tremendous expenditure of research energy
and what in the film biz passes for mental effort we have
dug up a couple more items on the peculiarities of Hollywood
writers when in the throes of doing their stuff these inti-

mate views of Writers at Work help to explain Hollywood, the
writers, or the pictures take your choice

• • • THE EARLY hours of the morn or late at nite are
the only times W. P. Lipscomb, the English playwright, can
do his best work he wrote the scripts for "Clive of India,"
"Les Miserables" and "The Garden of Allah" that way
often on returning from a dinner engagement he sits down in
full evening dress to do his stint the day is reserved for
recreation and relaxation he must have absolute quiet
when he works the slightest noise throws him off his
stride

• • • BY WAY of contrast, consider James Edward
Grant, who has written several of the Jimmy Cagney screen
plays he likes to have a radio running full blast while
he is pounding the typewriter he is sure that some day
he will do his best writing under the elevated tracks in New
York where he can really depend on plenty of noise once
he tried writing in the Northwoods, but the quiet drove him
nuts so he came back to the city and rented a place along-
side a boiler factory next week we will relate the strange
case of a Hollywood writer who has a persecution complex when
he writes so his sec stands by and sticks pins in him
so, children, when you go to the movies, these amazing articles
will help you to understand the amazing pictures

• • • A COCKTAIL party for the aviator Dick Merrill
will be given by Monogram this afternoon at the Waldorf-
Astoria to celebrate Dick's participation in the forthcom-
ing film, "Atlantic Flight". . . • And on Thursday afternoon
GB will throw a mint julep junket in their offices for Arthur
Johnston and Maurice Sigler these two songwriters sail-
ing on Friday to do a Jessie Matthews film in dear ole Lunnon.

• • • THAT GREAT champ of unsung heroes, Si Seadler
of M-G-M writes an eloquent letter, pleading with us to
give credit to an artist named Lou Hirshman of Philly for
those amazing caricatures of the Marx Brothers in the Capitol
lobby at the close of his note, Si admits frankly that "to
come clean, writing the letter is one-half altruism and one-
half realization that we get an extra item in your kolyum."

it's all hotsy-totsy with us, Si assuming that a film
mug can ever come clean

• • • THE PRINCIPAL comedy role will be played by
Gene Lockhart in the musical spectacle, "Virginia" which
opens at the Radio City Center theater this fall it will be
a lavish production along the lines of "White Horse Inn" and
"The Great Waltz" the story is laid in Virginia at the
time of the Revolution. . . • George Daws, formerly with
Warners, is now associated with Newsom, Palmer & Co. as
public relations counsel

• • • AN OUTING will be given by the ITOA on Wed-
nesday, July 21 sailing up the Hudson to Bear Mountain
on a chartered boat luncheon on board, and dinner served
at the mountain there will be a schedule of games with
prizes tut, tut even away from business these exhibs
must have their games with prizes life is just one long
game for 'em

« « « » » »

TAX EXEMPTION MOW
LOOKS TO AMENDMENT

(.Continued from Page 1)

MPTOA, conferred yesterday in
Washington, in connection with the
proposed raise in the exempt level
for admissions.

Vincent and Pete Wood, the latter
acting for the ITO of Ohio, were
denied a hearing by the House Ways
and Means Committee which has
favorably reported the admissions
tax bill at the old level of 40 cents.

Wolfson-Meyer Fla. Circuit

Signs 3-Year U. A. Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

Artists product for the next three
years, to play at first-run theaters
in Miami, Miami Beach and all the
subsequent runs in the greater
Miami area.

Sidney Meyer and Schaefer con-
summated the deal yesterday.

"Races" Excites Metroires
Metro home office executives yester

day were plenty excited, pepped up
and all that sort of thing, following
screenings of the new Marx Brothers
pix, "A Day at the Races," print of

which had just arrived from the Coast.

Metro bunch think they have in it the
biggest comedy hit in years.

c

Drew, General Register

General Manager, Quits

(Continued from Page 1)

because he wanted to have time to
devote to interests which are not
conflicting with those of General
Register, Phillipson stated. Drew's
successor will be named later.

Missouri Sales Tax Law
Ups Admish Levy 2%

(Continued from Page 1)

ure was immediately approved by
the Governor. A chain store tax
bill that would have hit theaters
died as a result of the adjournment
as did three other anti-movie bills.

Plan New Fleischer Move
Following action yesterday after-

noon by the executive board of Lo-
cal 306 officially declaring the union
on strike against the Fleischer stu-

dios, officials of the operators union
were to ask the IATSE today to

rule against requiring members to

show Fleischer short subjects. Lo-
cal 802, musicians' union, has also

celled a strike against the Fleischer
studios since employes there walked
out several weeks ago.

Six singing pickets arrested on
disorderly conduct charges yester-
day as they marched in front of the
Fleischer studio at 1600 Broadway
were discharged yesterday in West
Side Court.
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Romantic scourge of the seas

. . .defying the navies-of the

world . . . lyfSji^o win the love

that was theVgreates* adventure

of all! ^
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She yielded to a headlong woo-
ing . . . and fet love take, her on
a honeymoon ship of Vterror!
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man's world . . . and proved it

gallantly when the time came!
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SWEEP OVER HALF THE WORLD I

£j\Jth lavished its limitless resources to

create this production, unsurpassed in scope ! Two years

in preparation! A fortune to film! A true and tremen-

dous story the screen has never told before! A match-

less cast of stars! Moulded by 20th's master showmen

into the greatest picture of the year!

Warner

BAXTER BEERY

Darryl F. Zanuck

ELIZABETH ALLAN
MICKEY ROONEY
George Sanders • Jane Darwell • Joseph Schildkraut

Francis Ford . J. Farrell MacDonald • Paul Hurst

Arthur Hohl . Minna Gombell • Billy Bevan
Holmes Herbert • Edwin Maxwell

Directed by Tay Gamett • Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson

Screen Play by Sam Hellman, Lamar Trotti and Gladys Lehman

Story ky ^ga," t"
iliiHHJJHIiMiifcJl?""

1 '""* a novel by George S. King



APTIVE LOVERS ON A
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Sweethearts trapped on a doomed vessel . .

.

hunted down by the navies of the world . .

.

mutiny lashing the decks . . . the gallows wait-

ing at the next port of call . . . every sail on the

horizon striking terror in their hearts. All the

emotional throband surge thatmakes the blood

leap and the heart pound with eager excite-

ment ... in a saga so heroic that only the track-

less ocean could encompass its vast scene!
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IT STANDS WITH THE BOXOFFICE IMMORTALS!

The fascination and

illimitable mystery of the

sea have ever been a source

of literature's greatest stories

and the screen's most profit-

able pictures —"Sea Beast,"

"Captain Blood," "Mutiny

on the Bounty." Now, the

peer of them all, comes
20th's proud saga of out-

cast men of iron on seas of

shame and brave romance.
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inNEW'S ADDRESS TO

LAUNCH PARA/S MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

company's studios in special cars

where they will be greeted by com-
pany executives.

Following the official welcome
message, the entire staff will meet
at the company's studio where sev-

eral productions, already completed,

will be screened.
The company's convention sched-

ule follows:

Tomorrow: Welcoming address by
Neil F. Agnew, vice president in

charge of distribution, at 9:30 a.m.

at the Ambassador Hotel. J. J.

Unger, eastern division manager,
will discuss the 100 Per Cent Club.

Charles Reagan, western division

manager, will present the winning
district and branch managers and
salesmen with the awards they won
in the recent Adolph Zukor Silver

Jubilee sales drive. George Weltner
will address the foreign delegates

after which there will be a recess

for lunch. The afternoon session,

starting at 2:30 p.m. will be devoted

to talks by Louis Phillips of the

legal department; Lou Diamond,
head of short subject sales, and A.

J. Richards, editor of the Para-
mount Newsreel. In the evening, the

conventioneers will attend a special

screening at 8 p.m.
Friday: Adolph Zukor will offer

the opening address for the produc-

tion department and will introduce

William LeBaron, A. M. Botsford
and Russell Holman. Following
luncheon, Neil F. Agnew will review
the company's new product and gen-
eral sales policy for 1937-38. R. M.
Gillham, director of advertising and
publicity, will talk on advertising

as will Alec Moss and A. 0. Dillen-

beck, of the Buchanan Company.
Don Velde, head of ad sales, will

talk on ad sales. In the evening ad-

ditional screenings of new product
will be held at the studio.

Saturday morning will be devoted
to separate meetings with district

and branch managers only. Follow-
ing lunch at the studio, delegates

will be given a preview of all studio

activity. In the evening the con-

ventioneers will meet at the studio

for a buffet dinner which will be at-

tended by all Paramount stars.

Diamond Joins Proser

Monte Proser announces the as-
sociation of Jack Diamond in his

New York and Hollywood publicity
enterprises, commencing June 15.

Diamond, formerly a feature writer
with the Chicago Daily News and
more recently United Press column-
ist in New York, has just returned
fiy?«a a trip around the world.

0-
Thief" to Play Rialto

"When Thief Meets Thief," a
Criterion Films production starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and direct-

ed by Raoul Walsh, will have its

U. S. premiere at the Rialto Theater
next Monday.

a
ntmr (n»» "Moft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

yiRGINIA BRUCE has been bor-

rowed by 20th Century-Fox
from M-G-M for a stellar role in

"Wife, Doctor and Nurse." War-
ner Baxter, who recently completed
"Slave Ship," and Loretta Young
have the other two star roles.

Barbara Stanwyck originally had
been scheduled for the cast, but
conflicting dates between the start
of production of "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse" and the completion of an-
other picture which she is making
elsewhere made it necessary for her
to withdraw from the role.

Walter Lang will direct the pic-
ture, based upon an original story
by Kathryn Scola and Darrell Ware.

T T T
Victor Schertzinger, Grand Na-

tional producer-director, has en-
gaged Archie Gottler in an advisor
capacity for the James Cagney mu-
sical, "Something to Sing About,"
which starts June 14. Gottler, form-
erly a director at Columbia, has
spent the last year in England as
supervisor for Gaumont British on
the Jessie Matthews features.

t T
Samuel Goldwyn, has purchased

the film rights to "Sweet Land of
Liberty" for a musical picture to be
built around the WPA's Federal
Theater Project. Story is by George
Bradshaw, magazine writer, and
Joseph Bigelow, newspaper man.

Casting assignments: Paramount
—Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Ed-
ward Everett Horton, Ben Blue,
"And Then Came Spring"; Betty
Grable, John Howard, '"College
Swing"; Warners—Beverly Roberts,
"Expensive Husbands"; Dorothy
Tree, Chester Clute, "The Great
Garrick"; 20th-Fox—Ann Sothern,
"Danger—Love at Work."

Henry Fonda, Walter Wanger
star will return to the Broadway
stage under the Arthur Hopkins
aegis. Fonda will play the lead in

"Blqw Ye Winds," a new drama by
Valentine Davies. Rehearsals are
scheduled to begin Aug. 15.

A F OF M TO TAKE UP

SYNCHRONIZATION BAN

News o' the day: M-G-M has re-

titled "General Hospital" as "Be-
tween Two Women" . . . Hal Roach
has signed Patsy Kelly and Lyda
Roberti to new pacts . . . RKO has
signed Charley Chase as special as-
sistant to Pandro S. Berman on
Fred Astaire's solo pix . . . Sam
Goldwyn has assigned Dorothy
Parker and Alan Campbell to do
special dialogue for "The Goldwyn
Follies" . . . RKO has signed Jack
Carson, stage actor . . . M-G-M has
acquired rights to "Hell on Wheels",
by Thornton Martin ... 65 p. c. of
all scenes in Columbia pix now be-
fore cameras are being filmed in the
open.

Warners Set Six Features

For Release During July

Warners will release six features
during July, Gradwell L. Sears, the
company's vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, said yesterday.
Two of the releases, "Ever Since
Eve" and "The Singing Marine,"
are "specials." The six are:

"The Singing Marine" (WB)
starring Dick Powell with Doris
Weston (July 3); "Public Wedding"
(WB) with Jane Wyman and Wil-
liam Hopper (July 10); "Empty
Holsters" (FN) with Dick Foran
and Patricia Walthall (July 10);
"Ever Since Eve" (FN-Cosmo) co-

starring Marion Davies and Robert
Montgomery (July 17); "Talent
Scout" (FN) with Donald Woods,
Jeanne Madden, Fred Lawrence, and
Rosalind Marquis (July 24); and
"Marry the Girl" (WB) with Mary
Boland, Frank McHugh and Hugh
Herbert (July 31).

Crown Corp. Moves
The Crown Motion Picture Sup-

plies Corp., formerly located at 311

W. 44th St., has moved into new
air-cooled quarters at 614 9th Ave.

Firm, established in 1904 by Ike

Katz, is now operated by his two
sons, Wallace and Julius. Latest

innovations in theater interiors are

on display in their new showroom,
which has been designed as an inti-

mate miniature theater.

Calif. Preferred Pictures

Gets Rights to Rep. Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Preferred Pictures,

Inc., new independent film exchange
incorporated by Sam Klein and Jack
Zamsky, has purchased the distri-

bution rights to 103 pictures for-
merly released by Republic, in addi-
tion to the features which will be
released as first-runs in Northern
and Southern California, Oregon,
Washington, Arizona and the
Hawaiian Islands. The latter group
will include 12 outdoor musicals pro-
duced by C. C. Burr and 12 in the
"Special Agent K-7" series. Pre-
ferred Pictures has also secured the
western district distribution rights
for Franco-American Pictures and
will distribute the entire Franco out-

put of U. S. titled French films.

Ban on synchronization of music
with films and on recordings will be

taken up at the annual convention

of the American Federation of Mu-
sicians opening June 14 at the Ken-

j

tucky Hotel, Louisville, it was said

i yesterday by George B. Henderson,
I A F of M president.

The ban on synchronization of mu-
I

sic will be considered in conjunction
with a proposal that orchestras be
employed in theaters as a consid-
eration for not instituting such a
prohibition, it is understood.

Re-election of Jos. N. Weber as
president of the A. F. of M. is re-

garded as certain.

Film Delivery Drivers

In Omaha Exchange Union

Omaha — Drivers for companies
delivering film out of Omaha have
joined the union being organized by
exchange workers to prevent a tieup
in deliveries threatened by the strike

of 2,500 employes of commercial
trucking lines here.

Organizers of the exchange union
were persuaded by M. G. Rogers,
head of the Film Transport Co. of

Omaha, to permit his drivers and
those of other truckers to join their

union.
Before all had joined, flying

squads of pickets from the trans-
port union stopped drivers for the
Iowa Film Delivery of Des Moines
and H. & W. Film Delivery of

Pierce, Neb. They were not re-

leased until they joined the exchange
union and presented a clearance or-

der from the organizer. Drivers for

the Mills Film Transport of Lincoln,

the Rapid Film Delivery System of

Grand Island, Neb., and the Film
Transportation Co. of Des Moines
also have affiliated locally.

Disney, Back on Coast,

Pushes "Snow White" Work
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Walt Disney, back
from New York, will immediately
plunge into work connected with
the current production of "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs", slated

for RKO's 1937-38 schedule.

"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" will be Disney's first fea-

ture-length production, and the first

Disney in which humanized charac-
ters, not caricatures, will receive

his consideration. The entire fea-

ture will be filmed in Technicolor.

Birmingham Exhib. Meet
Bids Kuykendall to Speak

Birmingham—South Eastern The-
aters Owners Association is slated

to hold its annual convention here
June 27-29. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, has been invited to speak
and is expected to attend.

Imperial Closes Two
Homer Blackwell of Kansas City,

Mo. has been granted a five-year
Imperial Picture franchise for the K.
C. territory. The Imperial franchise
has been given to John Golder of

Philadelphia for the territory of

Eastern Pa. and So. New Jersey.

Ugo Checchi Dead
Florence, Italy (By Cable)—Ugo

Checchi, 77, Florentine theatrical
director, is dead here.

Howe Opens Neb. House
Utica, Neb.—The Empire, a new-

ly-equipped 312-seat house, has been
opened here by C. N. Howe.
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STUDIO UNIONS ASK

BARGAINING RIGHTS

(Continued from Page 1)

the technicians' strike situation di-

rectly before the Federal agency.
William Ball was elected chair-

man of the Federated M. P. Crafts
yesterday to succeed William Cul-
len, resigned, who remained on the
strike committee of the Painters'
Union.

New K. C. Union Includes

Day and Night Divisions

Kansas City, Mo.—New union of
120 ushers, cashiers, doormen, as-
sistant managers and porters ex-
pects a charter before a meeting set

for Friday night. Membership is

divided in two groups, one of which
is made up of day employees and
the other of night employees. Each
group elected separate officers and
will meet separately, with a joint

executive board handling the or-

ganization's business affairs.

Officers are: presidents, Curtis Al-
len, Mainstreet and W. L. Mead,
Mainstreet; vice-presidents, G. A.
Hauser, Midland and F. Kelsey,
Newman; corresponding secretaries,

Harry Nilen, Newman and Marian
Swancy, Mainstreet; financial sec-

retaries, John Thorp, Mainstreet and
W. A. Hambright, Tower; treas-

urers, Harold Walker, Mainstreet
and Ed King, Tower; Guides, O. Mil-

ler, Tower and W. Hall, Ararat Tem-
ple; Sergeant at Arms, Eugene
Riordan, Midland and O. Smith,
Midland; Reading Clerks, Pauline
Jenkins and Gloster Kidd, Main-
street. Members of the executive
board, besides the presidents and
vice-presidents are: Nellie Young,
Newman; Tom Evers, Midland; B.

J. Simms, Midland; C. E. Bennie,
Midland; Marion Price, Ararat Tem-
ple and John Wood, Plaza.

New English Film Trade

Association Takes Shape

London—Draft of the constitution

of the proposed new English film

trade association was approved at a
meeting of representatives of studio

and production interests. The new
body, it is reported, will be com-
posed of two separate but associated
units—-the Federation of Film Pro-
ducers and the Association of Film
Producers, Ltd.

The former will have the status

of a trade union and in its province
will fall employment conditions and
problems. The Association will be
a registered company.

Five groups will eventually be
formed, it is stated, covering feature
producers, studio owners, laboratory
and printing organization, documen-
tary producers and newsreel units.

"Tsar" Holding Over
"Tsar To Lenin", released by

Lenauer International Films Inc.,

will be held over for a second week
at the World Theater.

Reviews of View Tiims
"Riding On Air"

Starring Joe E. Brown
RKO RADIO 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HILARIOUS SPECTACULAR SITUA-
TIONS AND THRILLS AND STAR'S COM-
IC ABILITY MAKE IT ENJOYABLE.

This Joe E. Brown vehicle gains a good

quota of laughs which are attained in the

main from Joe's ability to be funny. The
writers, Richard Flournoy and Richard

Macaulay, have concocted a layout which
allows for plenty of hilarious spectacular

situations and thrills. A fair degree of the

hair-raising qualities are attained but for

some reason the real tense moments are

not achieved. Brown's individual person-

ality will make the picture enjoyable to

his army of fans. At the box-office, this

David Loew production should be on a par

with his average Joe E. Brown pictures.

A very capable cast surrounds Joe; in-

cluded are Guy Kibbee, Florence Rice, Vin-

ton Haworth, Anthony Nace, Harlan Briggs,

Andrew Tombes and Clem Bevans. Under
Edward Sedgwick's direction the piece

moves along at an action pace. A lot of

special effects by Fred Jackman are used.

Brown, a small town newspaperman, is a

nut on aviation, gadgets, and the like. His

friend, Anthony Nace, has a radio beam
invention which will steer airplanes by

remote control. Joe is about to buy the

local paper with the $5,000 he has won
in a slogan contest, but a fake stock pro-

moter, Guy Kibbee, comes along and sells

Joe the idea of forming a company to

finance his friend's brain-child. When a

man is found dead, evidence according to

Brown, indicates the body was dropped

from an airplane. Also there is a perfume
smuggling organization operating in the

neighborhood. With a shotgun, Joe goes

gunning for the air bandits. Accidentally,

he meets them in battle and shoots them

down. In the course of the fight the

radio beam control is used and Joe comes

home a hero, and the otherwise worthless

stock that the townspeople have bought

in his company becomes valuable.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Guy Kibbee, Flor-

ence Rice, Vinton Haworth, Anthony Nace,

Harlan Briggs, Andrew Tombes, Clem
Bevans.

Producer, David L. Loew; Associate Pro-

ducer, Edward Sedgwick; Director, Edward

Sedgwick; From the Elmer Lane Stories in

the Saturday Evening Post by Richard Ma-
caulay; Screenplay, Richard Flournoy and

Richard Macaulay; Cameraman, Al Gilks,

ASC; Art Director, John Ducasse Schulze;

Editor, Jack Ogilvie; Special Effects, Fred

Jackman; Musical Score, Arthur Morton;

Sound, Tom Carman.

Direction, Speedy. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Porky and Gabby"

(Looney Tune Cartoon)

Vitaphone 8 mins.

Lively Cartoon Subject

A camping trip made by Porky
and his pal, Gabby the goat, results
in much excitement and a near-riot.

When they have pitched camp, a bee
goes to work on the two, and makes
their lives miserable. After the

"Border Cafe"
starring Harry Carey and John Beal,

with Armida

RKO Radio 67 Mins.

SMARTLY PRODUCED, SOLIDLY EN-
TERTAINING WESTERN, BOUND TO
SCORE WITH ALL FANS.

Galloping steeds and barking guns, sym-
bols of the pattern westerns, are augment-
ed by the modern automobile and sub-

machine guns in this up-to-the-minute
prairie pix which is sure shot material for

theaters whose patrons like lots of action

and polished production to boot. In its

entirety, "Border Cafe" is easily one of the

most entertaining and closely knit of the

current crop of films of this type. It is a

decided mark of merit on the scorecard

of its producer, Robert Sisk. Dissecting

its components, there is a bang-up charac-

terization by the veteran Harry Carey; a

scintillating comedy sequence in which he

engages in a boasting bout with George
Irving as they imbibe freely of a bottle

of tequila; and a performance by the ex-

otic and diminutive Armida which makes
one wonder why cinematic solons have

been so relatively tardy in recognizing the

quality of her acting, personality and sing-

ing, as well as speaking, voice. The story,

presenting as much originality as one can

reasonably expect to find in a western due

to the quantities of such films produced

over many years, is deftly directed by Lew
Landers. It is likewise both plausible and

fast-moving,—the latter element being aid-

ed by intelligent editing on the part of

Jack Hively. Screenplay's principal theme
deals with the rehabilitation of John Beal,

irresponsible and youthful scion of a

wealthy and prominent political family of

New England. In a borderland cafe he

meets Armida, and through his love for

her and his respectful admiration for Carey

he mends his ways. The climax shows

Carey and the youth bagging a band of

Eastern racketeers engaged in the "busi-

ness" of cattle rustling.

Cast: Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida,

George Irving, Leona Roberts, J. Carol

Naish, Marjorie Lord, Lee Patrick, Paul

Fix, Max Wagner, Walter Miller.

Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Lew
Landers; Author, Thomas Gill; Screenplay,

Lionel Houser; Cameraman, Nicholas Mus-
uraca; Editor, Jack Hively.

Direction, Deft. Photography, Good.

camp is practically a wreck, the
campers decide to call it a day and
go home.

"Carillion Makers"

J. H. Hoffberg 12 mins.

Tedious Presentation

An English film with the nar-
rator's voice too British to get very
far with American audiences. The
subject matter is interesting, but
tediously presented, and too long
drawn out. It shows the famous
carillion bells of Belgium, how they
are manufactured, and finishes with
the playing of the carillion music
through a complicated mechanical
device.

OVER 200 ATTRACT®

BY GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

gathered at the club yesterday after
noon. Many of them went out til

try out the course and we can tel

all you golfers that the course ii

no pushover. It is one of the tough
est courses in the country, according
to the various captains who, aftei

playing it, saw their scores moun
considerably. Not only was par dif

ficult, but the trickiness of the course

and the deception of distance foole(

many of the expert golfers.

In the evening, Colonel Alicoat*

met with the captains to decide upor
the players of the various teams
During the session Harry Brand!
walked in and right then and then
the Colonel decided there should b;

an Exhibitor Team.
Everything looks grand for th<

tournament play. There are moiv
than 200 entries, the course is irj

grand condition, and there are many
gorgeous prizes lined up. The clul

house has everything for the com-

fort of the players, and it looks as

if the 25th annual golf tournamenl
will be one of the greatest ever held

Levy Names Committees
For RKO Sales Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

dio. Newton Jacobs, Los Angeles
Branch Manager and his salesmen
S. W. Whitehead, J. Rubenstein, G.

R. Giroux, Harold Anderson, How
ard Clark and John Smythe.
Foreign reception: Phil Reisman,

B. D. Lion, Michael Hoffay and R.

K. Hawkinson.
Publicity: S. Barret McCormick,

Howard S. Benedict, Rutgers Neil

son, Harry Gittleson and Michael

Hoffay.
Entertainment: Howard S. Bene

diet, Benny Rubin, Sammy Lee, Dave
Dreyer and Phil Friedman.

Decorations: Van Nest Polglase,

Darrell Silvera, Earl Miller, John
Aalberg, William Carr and Leon J,

Bamberger.
Transportation: W. J. McShea and

William Gegenbach.

Grisman Leases Beiasco

Sam Grisman yesterday leased the

Beiasco Theater. He also controls

the Hudson, Forrest and 48th St,

Theaters.

SICK REPORT

Omaha — Mrs. Augie Herman,
wife of the co-owner of the Omaha
Muse Theater, has returned /"^fe

from a hospital but will be col Md
two months longer recovering rforn

a heart ailment.

Berlin (By Cable)—Pola Negri is

under treatment for an infection of

the digestive system in a local hos
pital.



SOLD OUT
NO MORE ENTRIES—SORRY

Dinner Tickets Still Available

25th SILVER JUBILEE

FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT
and

THREE RING CIRCUS
Elmsford Country Club — White Plains, N. Y.

(Sponsored by The Film Daily.)

Golf Tournament

Tennis Tournament

Ping Pong Tournament

Swimming forMaleMermaids

Solarium for would be

Life Guards

Match for the Big
$1000 Albee Trophy

Capt. Charles Einfeld and his Warnerites

Capt. Ted Curtis and Eastman Kodak Demons

Capt. Monroe Greenthal and his United Artists Divots

Capt. Jimmy Cron and his Trade Paper Collegians

Capt. Charlie Pettijohn and his Hays Outfit Conservatives

Capt. Tom Gerety and his MGM roaring lions

Capt. Jules Levy and his RKO Swingsters

Capt. Ralph Rolan and his Terrifying Ampaites

Capt. Gordon White and His Educationalists

Big Eats and Gab fest at Night.

Mickey Mouse World Preview and other stupendous attractions

Prof. Spaghetti's thirty-seven piece Accordion Band.

(Only three can come the other 34 being out of town)

220 Golfers 320 Kibbitzers 1020 Laughs

And a Santa Clans Miag Full of Souvenirs
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/.oew's N. Y. Theaters Will Resume Qckbi^iSn^June 18

KORDA-GQLDWYN TO EXERCISE U. A. OPTION RIGHTS

Wis. Assembly Votes to Receive Circuit Tax Measure
Allied-Sponsored Bill Would

Tax Seats From

5 Cents to $5
Milwaukee — The Assembly yes-

terday voted to permit introduction
of the Allied-sponsored Grobschmidt
bill levying taxes on circuit the-

aters ranging from 5 cents to $5 a

seat. Circuits having between two,

and five theaters, only one of which
need be in the state, will pay the
minimum fee. Circuits with over
500 houses would pay $5 a seat if

they have one house in Wisconsin.

CONNECTICUT ADMISH.

TAX MEASURE KILLED

New Haven, Conn.—The 1937 ses-

sion of the State Legislature which
ended yesterday, failed to pass un-

favorable theater legislation. The
perennial two-men-in-a-booth bill

was once more defeated, after mass
protest before the Judiciary Com-
mittee by Connecticut . exhibitors.

Sunday vaudeville with local option

was passed. The 10 per cent amuse-
(Continued on Page 4)

Cowdin, "U" Board Head

to Sail for London, Paris

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of

the board of Universal Pictures,

leaves next week for Europe to

visit the company offices in London
and Paris. He will be gone several

weeks, he said yesterday.

,-|Warners Withdraw "King"

London (By Cable) — Warners have

-Temporarily withdrawn "The King and

the Chorus Girl" from distribution in

the United Kingdom until such time

as the Duke of Windsor's romance is

deemed more or less ancient history,

it is reported here. Picture had been

passed by the British censor, and with-

drawal was voluntary on the part of

Warners.

Manhattan Deserted! 'Twas the Golf Tourney, Of Course

That deserted aspect of Manhattan yesterday may have been a mystery to its visit-

ing firemen, but to the industry-wise it was a tip-off that the FILM DAILY'S 25th

(Silver Jubilee) Golf Tournament and sports fiesta was in progress at the Elmsford

Country Club, White Plains. For full report and pictures of the bigger and better

tourney, which climaxed with a dinner last night, see Pages 7-8-9-10.

INDUSTRY NOTABLES

AT HARLOW FUNERAL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With industry nota-

bles as mourners, funeral rites for

Jean Harlow, Metro star, were held

privately yesterday at the Wee Kirk
o' the Heather. Mrs. Genevieve
Smith, Christian Science reader, of-

ficiated.

Honorary pallbearers were:
Louis B. Mayer, Ben Thaw, Sam

Kutz, Joseph M. Schenck, Robert
{Continued on Page 4)

Set Hearing for June 21

in Fox Brooklyn Transfer

Hearing will be held June 21 be-

fore Federal Judge Bondy for ap-

proval of the various instruments

to effect the transfer of the Fox
Brooklyn Theater Building to the

new company which will take over

the property and operate it. It is

expected that the formal transfer

to Si Fabian, who is now operating

the house, will occur early in July.

OUTLINE NEW

QUOTA ACT TO

London (By Cable)—British Board
of Trade has postponed until to-

morrow the meeting slated to have
been held yesterday at which it is

to make known the proposed outline
of the new British quota act replac-
ing the present law expiring in July
1938. Parliament, it is expected,
will act on the bill in the fall.

The CEA, British exhibitor asso-
ciation, is asking that the govern-
ment insert a quality clause in the
quota act providing that quota films

must be approved as meeting a cer-
(Continved on Page 4)

GB to Handle 6 to 8 BIP

Pix in U. S. Next Season

Financing Set, Closing Deal

Within 3 Mos., Says

Eng. Producer

Alexander Korda said yesterday
before sailing for London that he
and Samuel Goldwyn definitely will
exercise their option to buy the
shares of Charles Chaplin, Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks in
United Artists and that the entire
deal should be completed "within
three months." The option expires
Dec. 31.

Financing for the purchase, re-
ported requiring from 6 to 10 mil-

(Continued on Page 4)

20TH-F0XT0PAY0UT

MILLION IN DIVIDENDS

Board of directors of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox yesterday declared a divi-

dend of 37 X/2C per share for the sec-

ond quarter of 1937 on the outstand-
ing preferred stock of the corpora-
tion, payable June 30, to stockhold-
ers of record at the close of busi-

(Contiuited on Page 4)

Gaumont-British will release from
six to eight B.I.P. films in the U.
S. next season, The Film Daily
learned yesterday on good authority.

G-B handled five BIP films this sea-

son.

Restoration of Games in N. Y. Loew

Houses Said Due to Patrons' Demand

European Biz Difficult,

But They Need U. S. Pix

It is becoming increasingly diffi-

cult to do business in Europe be-

cause of restrictions such as censor-

ship, limitation of currency export,
(Continued on Page 4)

Loew's Theaters in the Metro-
politan area, with few exceptions,
will resume audience games during
the week of June 18, it was an-
nounced last night by C. C. Mos-
kowitz, General Theater Executive.
"Some months ago we eliminated

'Screeno,' 'Bank Nights' and other
games owing to the length of our

(Continued on Page 4)

Miller Music, Inc. Taken
Over by Robbins Music Corp.

Robbins Music Corp., M-G-M-
owned music publishing firm, has
taken over the stock and business
of Miller Music, Inc. Robbins will

operate Miller Music as a separate
entity. The Miller catalogue is a
valuable one.

Crows Feet Cut Admish
Camrose, Alberta—Short of change

to go to the movies, are you? Well,
then just go out and shoot yourself

a crow. Bailey Theater here, for a

three-week period, is accepting crows'
feet at the rate of 15 cents a pair

on the purchase of tickets, one pair

to a ticket. "Only feet from crows
recently killed will be accepted," man-
agement advertises. It's in line with
Canadian drive to end the crow menace
in the grain country.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 33 Vi 33 33

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3V4 3'/4 3V4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 170'/2 170 170%+ l/4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 23 Vs 22'/2 22l/

2 — 1 l/
2

Loew's, Inc 82'/2 813/8 82 + Vi
do pfd.

Paramount 195/8 19 19'/8 — Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 17% 17% 173/8
Pathe Film 71/4 7Vs 7% — Vi
RKO 8i/4 8% 8%
20th Century-Fox . . 373^ 37 37 — 3/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 46 46 46 — Vi
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 13% 13% 13%— Vi
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww 99%
Para. B'way 3s55. . . 67%
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . 99%
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 91

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 943/4

99% 99%
675/8 675/s
993/4 99%
91 91

- 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2l/4 2y4 2Vi — %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 283/8 27 27—1 %
Trans-Lux 4% 4'/2 4l/

2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/

2 s 1st '36 lll/2 13
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 96%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '43.... 55 57

Joins Mentone Productions

Heinrich Schwarzwald has joined
Milton Schwarzwald at Mentone
Productions, Inc., and sails June 26
on the Empress of Britain for a
four-month scouting tour for for-
eign material.

St. Louis Booth Ordinance

Backed by IATSE Now Law

St. Louis, Mo.—Mayor Bernard F.
Dickmann signed Board Bill No. 19,

introduced by Alderman Schwappe
and said to have had the support of
the IATSE, which greatly tightens
the safety regulations of local film
theaters, especially the requirements
as to booth construction and the in-

spection of motion picture machines,
equipment and appliances.
Th" fee to be paid for such in-

spection will be $5 if the seating
capacity of the house does not ex-
ceed 1.000 seats and $5 for each 1,-

000 additional seats or fraction
thereof.

One of the 47 sections provides
that toilet facilities must be pro-
vided adjacent to the projection
room. The new ordinance also pro-
vides that there must be one oper-
ator for each projector, while pro-
jectors are in operation, and that
not more than 2,000 feet of film shall

be wound on any 15" reel, equipped
with a hub of not less than 4 1

/
4"

in diameter. Fines from $25 to
$300 are provided for violations and
each day such violations exists con-
stitutes a separate offense, it is

specified.

Warner "Room Service" Deal

Approaches Closing Stage

Deal under which Warner Bros,
will acauire "Room Service," Broad-
wav comedv h't. from Georgre Ab-
bo+t for over $900,000 is expected
*o be closed in about a day or two.

Ignore Bank Night Decision

East St. Louis. 111.—Recent anti-

Bank Night decision of the Illinois

Supreme Court in a Chicago case
is without effect here. Local the-
aters continue to have regular Bank
Nig'hts and other cash drawing's,
and are advertising them in a local
paper.

AT&T Gets $4,474,491
Western Electric's increase in di-

vidend rate from 60 to 75 cents a
share brought a $4,474,491 distribu-
tion to the American Tel. & Tel. Co.,
which owns about 99 p. c. of the
W. E. stock.

Screeno Wins Legal Bout
U. S. District Court of Illinois

has held that the Ail-American
Slide Co. has been infringing the
Screeno patent, according to an an-
nouncement from Screeno Amuse-
ment Co. of Chicago.

Six-Theater Bank Night
Boise, Idaho—The six Boise the-

aters have united to sponsor a
weekly "bank night."

Hays Association Meets
Reg'ular Quarterly meeting of the

MPPDA will be held todav at the
association offices. Will Hays will
preside.

New Indie Operators Union

Incorporated in Missouri

Kansas City, Mo.—Decree of in-

corporation was granted by Judge
Darius A. Brown in Circuit Court
to the United Motion Picture Op-
erators and Workers Union for the
Film Industry. As set forth in the
decree, the organization would in-

clude operators, mechanics, inspec-
tors, supervisors, and other work-
ers and employees of the motion
picture industry.

According to Michael D. Kono-
mos, attorney, the organization is

for the purpose of representing its

members in collective bargaining
with exchanges and exhibitors
throughout the United States.
Sixty-five members, mostly opera-
tors not already affiliated with A F
of L local number 170, have been
signed to the new organization which
is designated as Local No. 1.

Officers named are Brenton Hall,

president, G. C. Blackmore, vice
president and treasurer; Frank
Mountjoy, secretary, and Harold
Hay, business ag'ent. All are op-
erators except Montjoy who owns
the Circle theater here.

According to Konomos, the organi-
zation is the first union to be incor-
porated and it will be extended into

other territories. Before the end of

this week a meeting' will be held
for the establishment of wage and
hour schedules and contracts will be
submitted to employers of all mem-
bers.

The organization is not affiliated

with either the CIO or A F of L.

Ask $12,500 Counsel Fees

Wise, Shephard. Houg-hton &
Hoffman, counsel for the Continen-
tal Bank & Trust Co., trustee for
the Fox Brooklyn Theater and Of-
fice Building under the indenture,
vesterday made application in Fed-
eral Court for $12,500 for services
rendered during the reorganization.

Reel Bill Approved
Board of Ald^rmpn has approved

a bill setting- forth the Fire Df-
nartment regulations on the use of
the 2.000 foot re«=l. This measure.
which is expected to be signed bv
the Mayor, removes the last leg'al

obstacle to use of the lar.ge reel.

Musicians See "Races"
Robbms Music Co., publishers of

the song's in "'A Day at the Races,"
screened that new Marx Brothers
comedy for baton wielders and
others in the musical trade at the
Zieg;feld Theater at midnight last
night.

Dick Merrill Gets Degree
Chester, Pa. — Dick Merrill, who

will be starred in Monogram's "At-
lantic Fligfht," received the honorary
degree of Doctor of Aeronautical
Science from the Pennsylvania Mili-
tary College.

Coming and Go]

HAYS leaves tomorrow for H<WILL H.
wood.

JACK WHITING, MRS. WHITING andL
latfer's mother arrive on the Manhattan tcl
en route from London to Hollywood.

A. VERNILLE sails on the De Grassel
France today.

NATE J. BLUMBERG leaves for the J
today.

MRS. MORTON DOWNEY, the former
bara Bennett, is arriving on the ManhaJ

WALTER HALLIDAY arrived on the
yesterday from New York.

MRS. DANIEL J. SULLY arrives on the
hattan today.

HERB OCHS arrived in Los Angeles by p
yesterday from the East.

MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON is en route
the Coast.

PEGGY FEARS is in Chicago.

RALPH HANBURY, RKO Radio managing
rector in England, left yesterday for Hollywi

WILLIAM FOX is here from Hollywood.

MORRIS HELPRIN, director of publicity
advertising for Alexander Korda, leaves
London in about five weeks.

ALEXANDER KORDA, head of London Fil

who sailed yesterday for London, expects
return here in about three months.

KARL MACDONALD leaves tomorrow o
10-day business trip to Havana, Cuba.

JACOB KALISH, art director of "Yk,
With His Fiddle", will arrive on the Champl
tomorrow.

LEO MORRISON is in town from the Co)

BILLY HOUSE leaves June 23 for Hollywi
to start his Universal contract.

OTTO KRUGER leaves next week for
Coast.

GILBERT GABRIEL, accompanied by Mi
GABRIEL, return to New York from the Co
today on the Century.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the U
versal board of directors, leaves next we
for Europe

PAULINE FREDERICK is en route to I

Coast by motor.

Des Moines Still Leads
Edward A. Golden, Monogra

sales manager, is awarding D
Moines, still in first place, in tl

fourth week of the nine-week sal
drive, a personal prize for havii
already reached its quota. The Si
Francisco office has nosed out Pitt
burgh for second place honors.

Conn. Allied Meets Tuesday
New Haven, Conn.—Allied The.

ters of Connecticut will meet at tl

Hotel Garde next Tuesday with Al
Fishman reporting Allied Convei
tion measures. Joseph F. Reed wi
preside at the meeting, which wi
be preceded by luncheon.

Our Mr. Fadman is in New York J

on his annual buying trip.

Headquarters, Hotel Warwick

65 W. 54th Circle 7-2700

FILMS RE» STAR!
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HURRY!
10 Critics Are Laughing

Themselves To Death//

10

It happened at yesterday's projection room

screening of the Greatest Comedy of History!

Keep your booking schedule wide open for

the picture they'll beg you to hold over!

A DAYAT THE RACES
//

in
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WILL RESUME GAMES
(Continued from Page 1)

performances, and feeling that they
had served their purpose as a pass-
ing novelty," said Moskowitz.
"However, during the past few

weeks, we have received thousands
of requests from our patrons all

over the city, asking that they be
reinstated. In response to this over-
whelming demand, these audience
games will be reinstated in those
theaters where they have enjoyed
greatest popularity."

European Biz Difficult,

But They Need U. S. Pix

(.Continued from Page 1)

quotas, kontingents, dubbing fees

and like, according to Harry Lea-
sim, RKO Radio continental man-
ager.

The compensatory factor for all

this difficulty lies in the fact that

European countries need American
pictures and can't get along without
them, Leasim observed.

Business on the whole is good.

Quality of local production in a num-
ber of foreign countries, notably

France is improving, Leasim de-

clared. France will make 70 pic-

tures this year, he said.

Outline New British

Quota Act Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

tain standard before being exhibited

in England. The Board of Trade is

opposed to such a provision. All ex-

hibitor, distributor and producer in-

terests will be represented at the

meeting.

Connecticut Admission

Tax Measure is Killed

(Continued from Page 1)

ments admission tax, pulled out of

committee during the last two days,

in the last-minute effort to balance

the budget—was killed yesterday.

JUNE 10

Mitchell Leichter

Dorothy i

Virginia Valli

Leopold Friedman

A "JUUU" piotn "Msft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A N outmoded orchestral arrange-
ment of a modern song number

is worth exactly as much as an
over-ripe tomato, according to Vin-
cent Lopez, conductor-composer now
in Hollywood to fill film and radio
engagements. And Lopez should
know whereof he speaks, for he is

the owner of a library containing a
collection that originally cost him
more than $150,000.

"There is nothing I know of that
is quite as short-lived as an ar-
rangement, no matter how smart it

be," Lopez stated. "It's the tune
that lives. Numbers like 'Dinah,'

'Stardust,' 'Who,' and 'Tea for Two,^
do not die. They remain a part of

the standard repertoire of dance
bands. But no matter how good the
arrangements you have for them,
you must have completely new ar-

rangements every two or three
years. The public tires of arrange-
ments, but never of the melody."

T r T
Russell Patterson, artist and illus-

trator, has signed a long-term con-
tract as a general advisory assist-

ant to William LeBaron.

Director George Marshall has re-
turned to Twentieth Century Fox to
direct added scenes in "Love Under
Fire," which stars Loretta Young
and Don Ameche.

Abe Meyer has been signed by
Grand National to supervise the
music for the Stuart Erwin vehicle,

"Small Town Boy." Meyer has also
been signed to supervise the mu-
sical background for the next
George O'Brien vehicle, "Windjam-
mer," and is currently recording the
music for the Sol Lesser production
starring Bobby Breen, "Make A
Wish."

T T T

Purchase of "George and Mar-
garet," the romantic comedy which
has been one of the outstanding hits

of the London stage season, is an-
nounced by Warners.

Universal has changed the title

of "Scoop" by Vee Terrys Perlman,
to "That's My Story." It is now in

production with Claudia Morgan in

the leading feminine role.

Industry Notables Attend

Jean Harlow's Funeral

(Continued from Page 1)

Montgomery, Nelson Eddy, Spencer
Tracy, Chico Marx, Harpo Marx,
Groucho Marx, Warren William,
Harry Rapf, Bernard Hyman, Lau-
rence Weingarten, Norman Krasna,
Joseph Mankievvicz, Jack Cummings,
John Considine, Jr., John Emerson,
J. K. McGinnis, William Anthony
McGuire, Louis D. Lighton, J. J.

Cohen, Victor Fleming, Tay Garnett,
J. Walter Ruben, Buron Fitts, Carey
Wilson, Adolph Zukor, Carl Laem-
mle, Sr., Sam Briskin, Harry Cohn,
Lionel Barrymore, Wallace Beery,
Clarence Brown, Cecil B. DeMille.
Darryl Zanuck, Charles R. Rogers,
J. L. Warner, Frank Morgan, Eu-
gene Biscaliz, David Selznick, Wal-
ter Wanger, Warner Baxter, Ronald
Colman, Howard Hughes, George
Cukor, Sam Wood, Hal Roach, Rob-
ert Z. Leonard, Edmund Goulding,
George Fitzmaurice, Edward Chodo-
rov, Sam Zimbalist, Lou Ostrow,
Michael Fessier and Tod Browning.

Active pallbearers were: Edgar J.

Mannix, film executive; Clark Gable,
Hunt Stromberg, producer; Jack
Conway, director; W. S. Van Dyke,
director, and Ray June, cameraman.
Nelson Eddy sang "Ah, Sweet

Mystery of Life" and Jeanette Mae-
Donald. "Indian Love Call," favor-
ite songs of Miss Harlow, during
the services.

Party for French Consul Gen'l

W. G. Van Schmus, managing di-

rector of Radio City Music Hall,

will be host at a cocktail party in

honor of Charles De Fontnouvelle,
French consul general, in the Music
Hall studio apartment this after-
noon at 4:30.

20th-Fox Will Pay Out
$1,000,000 in Dividends

(Continued from Page 1)

ness June 21. The board also de-
clared a cash dividend of 50 cents
per share on the outstanding com-
mon stock of the corporation, pay-
able June 30, to stockholders of rec-
ord at the close of business June 21.

Slightly over $1,000,000 will be dis-

bursed through the two dividends.

Missouri to Give Rebates

If Taxes Turned in Quickly

Jefferson City, Mo. — Missouri's
new 2 per cent state sales tax law,
now in effect, provides for a 3 per-

cent rebate to theater men, mer-
chants, etc., for collecting the tax
provided that the payments reach
the State Auditor's office within a
specified time. This rebate will ap-
ply to June collections paid by July
15. Those who are delinquent in

remitting the tax will not only lose

the 3 per cent rebate but must also

pay 3 per cent interest for the per-
iod of delinquency.

It is anticipated the new tax will

raise upwards of $26,000,000 annual-
ly. The tax is to end on Dec. 31,
1939.

Schwarzwald's Atlas Co.

to Make Shorts for RKO

Milton Schwarzwald has formed
Atlas Pictures Co. and will produce
six musical one-reelers for RKO re-

lease in addition to the short sub-
jects he will make far Universal.

K-G WILL EXERCISER

U. A. OPTION RIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

lions, is "all set," Korda declare
adding that when the transfer
completed, London Films and Gol
wyn will each own a half-interei
in U. A.
United Artists activities will t

expanded, the London Films hea
declared. New producers will 1

brought in. Walter Wanger will e:

pand his production activities, ai
may go to London to make a fe
pictures.
Asked whether a public stot

issue was likely, Korda said, "Thi
might come. We don't plan
now."
Korda stated he expected Dr. J

H. Giannini to remain as presidei
of United Artists. Both Georg
Schaefer and Maury Silverstori
came in for measures of praise froi
the departing exec.
The London Films head expect

to make eight big pictures for ir

ternational release next season. H
added that United Artists would b
open, as in the past, to first clas
producers.
Korda will return here in abou

three months. Morris Helprin, put
licity and advertising representativ
for Korda in the U. S., will go t

London in about five weeks.

63 St. Louis Theaters

Sign With Co-op Firn

St. Louis — Co-operative Soun
Service Supply Co., organized
year ago by Clyde Weston, no\
business agent for the projectionist

union, has signed service contract
with owners of 63 theaters, it is re

ported. Weston disposed of th
company in January to Thomas Ji

Canavan before assuming his unioi

duties. Weston formed the compan;;
after the IATSE had been unsuc
cessful in its efforts to induce othe

service companies to employ unioi

sound engineers.

Columbia Signs Singer

Virginia Smith, singer and danc
er at the Paradise Restaurant, ha
been signed by Columbia Pictures
Herman Bernie represented Mis;

Smith.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

George Raft is leaving hair-slick com-
pounds—all of them—high on his bath-
room shelf. He just wants to be dif-

ferent, so he figures a good way to

start is to abandon that shiny black
pate.^TARAMOUNT.
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IN TECHNICOLOR
Xhe most resplendent ceremony or British monarchy ana the

tradition-crowded significance behind it...in what theLondon

Sunday Express calls "the most beautiful rum ever seen!
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S4* featurette

entirely in Technicolor
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Warner Team Wins Match Play at Golf Tournament

Elmsford Country Club
Gave the Film Lads

One Grand Time

By JACK HARROWER
It was a practically perfect day

for golf yesterday, marking the 25th

Silver Jubilee Film Golf Tourna-

ment at the Elmsford Country Club,

White Plains, N. Y.

The weather was ideal. The crowd
was capacity, with over 200 entrants

teeing off. Here is an annual social

event in the film biz that has become
an Institution. Filled with senti-

ment and warm good fellowship, as

exhibitors cultivate the good nature
(if any) of producers and distribu-

tors. And try to figure how they
can ehisel a deal on the strength
of it later on. And so producers
and distributors mingle with exhi-

bitors and say to themselves in

amazement: "Why, that guy Glutz
is almost a human being after all,

even though he is an exhibitor.".

It is really astounding the amount
of good the Film Golf Tournament
does for the morale of the industry.
It teaches the producer and exhibi-
tor to respect each other. Any guy
who can look his foursome opponent
in the eye and say calmly: "I gotta
five on that tough hole"—when you
know dam well he took four just to
get out of the rough, must command
your respect. And what exhibitor
hasn't said that to his producer or
distributor opponent some time in
the course of the day's play, and vice
versa.

And so let us pass from the sordid
business of these film mugs chisel-
ling each other all day on the fair-
ways in their rough ways as film
mugs have a habit of employing
with one another. We would direct
your attention to the evening's fes-
tivities, where good fellowship
reigns supreme and a guy can get
cockeyed or stay sober as he sees
fit, and nobody holds it against him
either way. That is the tradition
of the Tournaments.
The Master of the Revels was

Jack Alicoate. Even though he is
our boss we don't mind admitting
that he did a swell job. Harry War-
ner and Howard Dietz were called
upon for speeches. A Paramount
Grantland Rice short on golf was
screened, and a pip new Walt Dis-
ney release, "Little Hiawatha," the
Golf Tournament having the dis-
tinction of showing the latest Dis-
ney before it has been shown any-
where. And this one is a dandy.
Then came the raffle for the set

of golf clubs. This was a prelude
-to another event that has become a

Ivjdition at the Tournaments—the
_ lemony of properly recognizing
the Lousiest Golfer. This gent hap-
pened to be Len Daly of United
Artists, with a score of 147. Sheriff
Morris Kutisker assisted by several
cops and Jack Alicoate acting as
judge, gave this lad the works. The
Sheriff insisted that Daly was a

TEAM PLAY
Winner— (A'bee Memorial Cup, FILM DAILY Medals, Ross Federal Service

bags, case of United Fruit Growers' wine).

WARNER BROS S. Charles Einfeld, Major Albert Warner, Sam Sax,

Robert William.

Runner Up— (American Seating Co., bridge chairs, four chairs to each

player)

EDUCATIONAL John Foster, Norman Nicholson, Sidney Rosenfeld,

Frank Carroll.

Second Runner Up— (Dictograph Products, Packard Electric Shavers to each

player)

HAYS OFFICE C. C. Pettljohn, Jr., Arthur Dickinson, Jack Connelly,

Harold Burt.

Tiiird Runner Up— (Guff Fabric Products Co, games to each player)

M-G-M Tom Gerety, William Orr, Edwin W. Aaron, W. A. Scully.

Fourth Runner Up

—

(Cluff Fabric Products Co., games to each player).

A.M. P.A Ralph Rolan, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Herbert S. Berg, Leonard

Palumbo.

Low Net— (FILM DAILY Cup, Variety Trophy) SIDNEY ROSENFELD
Low Net Runner Up— (RKO Radio Pictures Trophy) DAVID CANAVAN
Low Net Second Runner Up— (DuPont Film Mfg. Co Trophy) . .GEO. DEMBOW
Low Gross— (Quigley Publications Trophy, round trip flight via TWA to

Los Angeles) LEONARD PALUMBO
Low Gross Runner Up— (Columbia Pictures Trophy) EDWARD P. CURTIS
Low Gross Second Runner Up— (Mitchell May, Jr. Co Trophy)

ROBERT WILLIAM
Low Nat—Exhibitor— (United Artists Trophy) HAROLD J. RINZLER
Low Net—Exhibitor Runner Up— (W. & J Sloane rug) WALLY NOLAN
Low Gross—Exhibitor— (Western Electric Trophy) RICHARD E. BECK
Low Gross—Exhibitor Runner Up— (Greater New York Export Co ,

Mickey
Mouse rug) , MAX A. COHEN

Putting Contest Winner— (Consolidated Film Industries gold putter)

MONTE PROSER
Putting Contest Runner Up— (RCA Manufacturing Co radio)

MAJOR GEORGE S. HARDING
Putting Contest Second Runner Up— (Eastman Kodak Co camera)

MITCHELL MAY, JR.

Driving Contest Winner— (William Massce Trophy) MONROE EISENBERG
Driving Contest Runner Up— (National Theater Supply Co Trophy)

MONROE GREENTHAL
Driving Contest Second Runner Up— (General Electric Co. mixer)

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB

Birdies— (Gaumont British Trophy) S. CHARLES EINFELD
Birdies Runner Up— (Monogram Pictures Golf Balls) C. C. PETTIJOHN, JR.

Best Dressed Golfer— (Nat Lewis robe) CHARLES CASANAVE

Special Prize— (Estey Organ) HOWARD DIETZ (Most versatile person

at tournament)

PING PONG TOURNAMENT: Winner— (Dictograph Products Silent Radio)

MORRIS KUTISKER

TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Singles Winner— (A J. Powers Tennis Racket)

HOWARD DIETZ
Doubles Winners— (Dictograph Products Silent Radio) LOUIS NIZER

RALPH POUCHER
FOURSOME WINNERS: The foursome winners received $10.00 gift certificates

on Nat Lewis' store from J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

FOURSOME RUNNERS UP: The foursome runners up received the National

Screen Service bags.

menace, so they busted his golf

clubs and hustled him out in dis-

grace.
The handing out of the Loot was

the big event that climaxed the eve-
ning's fun. The handsome trophies
and special prizes were there in
abundance. As in previous years,
these awards were made amid con-
siderable booing and hissing from
the guests who hadn't won any
prizes. They of course are always
envious at knowing that the gents
who copped the rich loot had done
so merely by having more crust in
chiselling their scores down low,
and sore at themselves because they

had not beat the smart boys to it.

We cannot recall any Tournament
in the long history of the event that
has been handled more smoothly
and efficiently. The service offered
by every member of the staff of the
Elmsford Country Club was courte-
ous, cheerful and intelligent. The
meals were excellent, and in fact
everything about the club house and
the grounds was keyed to add to the
enjoyment of the guests. The Com-
mittee wishes to express to Max
Cohen, the club member who ar-
ranged for the Tournament, their
hearty thanks for all the courtesies
that were extended!

Over 200 Turned Out for the

Tourney — Many Others

for Evening Revels

Over 200 teed off at the Tourna-
ment, and additional guests turned
out for the evening festivities.
Among those checked off at the gate
were

:

Edwin W. Aaron, Chas. A. Alicoate, Jack
Alicoate, Wintield Andrus, Ralph B. Austrian.

J. E. Baker, A. F. Baldwin, Leon J. Bam-
berger, William Barnett, George R. Batcheller,
Jr., Richard E. Beck, Frank W. Begg, Russell
M. Bell, Paul Benjamin, Herbert S. Berg, Mil-
ton Blacksrone, George A. Blair, George Blake,
A. T. Boland, George C. Bowers, Richard Brady,
Harry Brandt, Louis Brandt, S. S. Braumberg,
L. M. Bregman, George Brown, Dr. Henry Brown!
Joe Burnett, Harold Burt.

Dave Canavan, G. L. Carrington, F. X. Carroll,
Charles L. Casanave, C. A. Cawood, David j!

Chatkin, Pearce Chauncey, James A. Clark,
Julius Cohen, Max A. Cohen, Lincoln Connor,
Jack Connelly, L. W. Conrow, Paul Crane, James
A. Cron, John J. Cunliffe, James P. Cunning-
ham, Edward P. Curtis.

Len Daly, Harvey B. Day, Sr., Harvey B.
Day, Jr., George F. Dembow, Arthur Dickinson,
Martin Dickstein, Howard Dietz, Nathan Dob-
son, Oscar Doob.

S. Charles Einfeld, Monroe Eisenberg.

S. H. Fabian, John A. Farmer, Herb Fecke,
William Ferguson, Charles H. Findley, John
Foster, Daniel Frankel, Aaron L. Fried, Louis
Frisch.

Ray Gallagher, Charles B. Gardner, Paul
Garst, Pat Garyn, Lou Gaudreau, Dick Gavin,
Tom Gerety, Harry Goetz, Lester M. Goldstein,
Milton Goldstein, Robert Goldstein, Irving W.
Goodfield, Ben Goodney, Jess Gourley, Ira Green,
Monroe Greenthal, Ben Grimm, Jack Gurfreund

Adolph Haas, O. F. Haas, Art Hadley, Bob
Hadley, Hap Hadley, Ted Hadley, A. R. Ham-
merslag. Major George Stuart Harding, Jack
Harrower, Gordon W. Hedwig, Milton Herman,
Melvin M. Hirsh, J. H. Hoffberg, I. J. Hoff-
man, Joe Hornstein, D. E. Hyndman.

Donald Jacocks, Arthur Jeffrey, Emil Jensen.
Herbert M. Kahn, Irving Kaplan, J. B. Kleck-

ner, Bernard Kleid, M. E. Kornbluth, David
Kugel, Bert Kulick, Morris Kutisker, Julian Kaye.
Oscar S. Lager, Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Arthur

A. Lee, Howard LeSieur, Harold Lerman, Leo
Leventhal, Martin Levine, Al J. Levy, Edward G.
Levy, Jules Levy, "Chick" Lewis, Arthur Livers.

George L. McCarthy, Edward L. McEvoy,
John McGeehan, Karl G. Macdonald, Joe Rice
Malcolm, William Massce, Mitchell May, Jr.,

Archie Mayers, Bert Mayers, C. M. Mersereau,
Don M. Mersereau, Matt Micolino, Capt. Harry
W. Miller, Jim Milligan, Mike Milton, Robert
Mintz, A. J. Moeller, George Morris, Robert
Morton, Charles Moses, Lewis Moses, Jack Moss,
H. Muller.

James B. Neary, Frank Neubert, Norman C.
Nicholson, Louis Nizer, V. J. Nolan, Wally
Nolan.
Ken O'Brien, David A. O'Malley, William A.

Orr.

Leonard Palumbo, Arthur H. Pelterson, C. C.
Pettijohn, Jr., Frank N. Phelps, Harry Pimstein,
John F. Plunkett, Ralph I. Poucher, A. J.

Powers, Monte Proser.

A. C. Raffo, Marty Reiffel, Phil Reisman,
John R. Reiss, Ben J. Ridder, Paul D. Ries,

Harold J. Rinzler, Samuel Rinzler. Robert Robin-
son, Harold Rodner, Charles A. Rogers, Saul E.

Rogers, Ralph Rolan, Jay Roland, Samuel Rosen,
Gerald Rosenberg, Sidney Rosenfeld, Sam Ruben-
stein, C. C. Ryan, Sid Rydell.

Bert Sanford, Jr., Phil Santry, Sidney Saten-
stein, Sam Sax, Murray Schoen, John L. Schoen-
feld, E. Schwartz, Ralph J. Schwartz, W. A.
Scully, Silas Seadler, Clarence Secor, Al Selig,

Jack G. Selingsohn, Al Semels, J. W. Servies,

Irving Shapiro, P. T. Sheridan, Harry Shiftman,
Bernard Sholtz, Arthur J. Siegel, Robert Silver,

George P. Skouras, Hal Sloane, Cresson E. Smith,
H. B. Snook, Howard Steiner, Dave Strumph,
Charles Stuart, Max Stuart, Ted Sullivan, W. H.
Swift,

Harry Thorns, J. D. Trop, Vincent Trotta.

Arnold Van Leer, Albert Warner, Ernest J.

Warner, H. M. Warner, William H. Weintraub,
Nta Weltz, John West, Clint Weyer, Edward
White, Gordon White, Tom Wiley, Bob William,
Robert S. Wolff.
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Shots of the Grand Army of Golfers at the 25t!

Four "Gunners" and the Field Marshal: Here you see

tourney chairman Jack Alicoate flanked on the left (yours)

by S. Oharles Einield and Tom Gerety. and on the right by
Edward P. "Ted" Curtis and Charles Pettijohn, Jr. Scene

was snapped just as the glorious fray got under way.

Waiting To Hear The Gay Notes Of "Birdies": Ready to

launch their big drives are. left to right,—Joe Hornsfein.

Arthur Dickerson, Phil Turnesa (famous pro and non-

combattant during the battle), Harry M. Warner and
George McCarthy. Phil gave the boys some confidential

pointers as they stood firm on the first tee.

Fore! Count 'Em: Harry Brandt (with a smile as usua"

Phil Reisman, Major Albert Warner and Ralph Rola

gird their respective loins for the hazards ahead. Am
there were plenty of them on the picturesque Elmsfor/,

layout. But the boys came home . . . and with lots

direct hits to their credit.

There She Goes! Right for the recesses of the contrary

and elusive cup goes the trusty white sphere of Sam
Sax. In respectful repose stand George Blair and Jules

Levy. And another saga of golfing success is recorded.

Atta Boy, Sam.

Booty! Flashing in the sun were the cups, trophies and
prizes as they stood in magnificent array to tempt the

multitudes of golfers, racquet-wielders, ping pong pro-

fessors and other contestants. You can glean from this

mass of gold and silver just what all the shooting was
about.

A Miniature Sand Storm: Paul Lazarus, Jr. of the I

A.M.P.A. team wades into the Sahara-like trap with hi'j

trusty niblick to reach a nearby green. Such sights a

this were often in evidence. Close to 200 golfers whil

played the tough but interesting 18-holes can tell yoi

I

at first hand exactly how Paul feels at the momen
depicted above.

All Dressed Up And 18 Holes To Go: This line-up of

divot-diggers presents a good third of a dozen golfers

who carded enviable scores. Let us present to you, if

mayhap you've never met them, the Knights of the

Kniblick,—Ed McAvoy, Paul Lazarus, Jr., W. A. Scully,

and Sidney Rosenfeld.

"Iron" Men: Old Sol who looked down from his reserved
seat in the skies turned his rays on C. E. Smith, N. C.

Nicholson, Charles "Chick" Lewis and E. W. Aaron to

accommodate the news cameraman. The shutter clicked,

and a few moments afterwards the four hunters sallied

forth to bag a few eagles of the featherless variety.

One And Four To Play: By quick mathematical deduc-

Hon that's five. They are Aaron Fried, Irv Kaplan, t

Bernard Kleid, G. H. Secor, and Paul Ries. And were
j

they itching to get out on the fairways to put their

cleats into that emerald turf. They found the track fast

despite a bevy of other foursomes.
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"^ilm Daily Tourney at the Elmsford Country Club

t Wasn't All Golf: Before you lies a modern and mag-

lificent paradox,—a gallant group of racqueteers closing

n around the net! There's Jack Levin, Battling Si Send-

er. George "Handy-Man" Morris. Colonel Jack Alicoate,

Job Goldstein, Louis Nizer, Howard "Versatile" Dietz

md Ralph Poucher. Heaf helped design the ensembles.

Putt. Putt! At frequent intervals during the gala day. the

laddies brushed up on the practice green. Step up and
make Jimmy Milligan miss sinking it. But he did despite

the deft kidding and kibitzing of tournament secretary

Don Merserau & Co. Pipe Jimmie's snappy stance!

Sarlorially Perfect: A well-dressed foursome bravely

faces lens and links. As you glance from west to east

you will perceive Jules RKO Levy. Arthur J. Siegel. Sir

Sam Sax and George Blair. Note the meticulous CTeases

in their attires, which, they contend decrease their scores.

Backdrops of Green: Flanked by foliage this foursome

holes out. In the very center of the photo, if you look

closely, you will see the head and shoulders of an

unidentified competitor who was found aimlessly roving

in the immediate rough. He is waiting for a bloodhound

to retrieve his lost ball.

Getting A Grip On Things: Major Albert Warner demon-

strafes how Gene Sarazen holds his clubs. Al Levy

appears incredulous, mistaking the Major's words to

mean that Gene was once his caddy. Ole Colonel

Alicoate is beaming a bit and affecting an attitude of

carefreeness, quite conscious of the proximity of the

Major's driver to his head.

Murderers Row: Heavy hitters squat a second at the

command of the industrious photographer. You'll imme-

diately recognize the Messrs. F. X. Carroll. Henry Brown,

Pearce "Chubby" Chauncy, and the mighty mite Herb

Berg. You see them just before they stormed many and
many a bunker hill.

Fall In! Colonel Monroe Greenthal of the United Artists

aggregation, found copious competition from members of

rival teams with whom he played around. Second in the

line is Herb Fecke, then Leonard Palumbo and last, but

by no means least, the determined Harry Goetz. This

group provided some flashy fireworks out there yesterday.

Under Wraps: . . . and fancy ones, too. What a shame

it is that this isn't a color-photo. If it were, the kaleido-

scope of shirt hues would slay you. This colorful collec-

tion of competitors comprises Richard Brady, Bill Orr,

John Foster and Jim Cron. Dazzling to say the least.

Wistfully Waiting: Rodner, Rogers & Co. assemble to

have their features appear in this gallery of the day's

golfing greats. Mr. Rogers, L.L.D. (Doctor of Long Links),

is scanning the vast course and wondering how many
miles he will have to saunter before the sun goes down.

All Photos by Sileo

...
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Putts & Takes
By Charles Alicoate

HpHE first golfer to take a prac-

tice drive from the first tee early

in the morn was Arnold Van Leer.

He came up the nite before with the

Committee. Arnold had a brand

new set of clubs, and was he proud

of 'em.
* * *

Business of kidding Morris

("Bank Nite" "Double Feature")

Kutisker by his pals as he made a

lousy try in the putting contest.

Some guy told him he was getting

too fat. Morris said he couldn't

keep thin since he was no longer

able to play bridge with the Motion

Picture Club closed. Jack Alicoate

came back: "You couldn't play bridge

when the club was open."
* * *

When Monroe Greenthal on the

putting green had a freak putt as

his ball went in the cup and out

again, he squawked to the Commit-
tee that the hole was moth eaten.

* * *

Harry Warner got quite a kick

out of meeting Herb Fecke, and was
very much disappointed that he didn't

have to play against him again.

Remember the 1936 Tournament at

Glen Oaks?
* * *

The first nine were a pushover

for Charlie Einfeld. But coming in

for the second he said he felt like a

film salesman—always out on the

road. Charlie found himself so of-

ten on the adjoinnng fairway.

On one hole Tom Gerety mention-

ed to Ted Curtis that he had a short

putt for a birdie, to which Ted re-

torted: "Yeah, I'm always putting

for a birdie."
* * *

Hal Sloane took as long to putt

as he has taken in switching from
United Artists to RKO.

^ * *

Playing with Charlie Einfeld, Ted
Curtis and Tom Gerety was Charles

Pettijohn, Jr. After watching him
for a few holes, all we can say is

that Charles Senior would have got-

ten a kick out of Junior's game. That

boy can certainly smash 'em, down
the fairway. What we mean—
straight and FAR.

* * *

Jack "Hop Along Cassidy" Trop
lost his ball on the first drive, and
spent the rest of the day looking

for it.
* * #

Mitchell May found himself fac-

ing a gang of ribbers when he start-

ed practicing on the putting green.

They demanded of Putt Director

Golfers—Ha!
We are proud of the Trade Paper

foursome. They did honor to the pro-

fession. The first drive netted 250
yards— if you added the yardage of the

four players together. Boy, were they

ter-ri-ble.

T T
• • • NOW THAT the 25th Silver Jubilee Film Golf

Tournament is over that Glorifier of Golf Jack Alicoate

is extremely happy he has again performed the miracle

of bringing exhibitors, producers and distributors together in

mixed foursomes and showing them a good time a good

time in one another's company for an entire day! almost
unbelievable

• • • THE COMMITTEE played Santa Claus the night

before the Tournament packing duffle bags with souvenirs

and hoping and praying that there would be enough to go
around which of course there wasn't there never
is so they took the remaining empty duffle bags and
gave them out with the explanation that they were to be used
to carry home the trophies awarded in the evening this

satisfied everybody, for there were so many trophies that prac-

tically everybody had something to stick in his duffle bag
the ingenuity of this Golf Committee is simply amazing ......

• • • THERE WAS an Exhibitor Team that put in a
formal request to the Committee to play in the Tournament
on percentage but without any checkers their re-

quest was courteously denied, the bums There was also

a team of Box Office Checkers and you bet your life they
were checked plenty by the Exhibitor Team

T T T
• • • THERE WAS one prize that every golf contestant
had his eye on the round-trip ticket to Hollywood on the
TWA (Transcontinental Western Air Line) the
line which operates the only sleeping plane with combination
club lounge, just inaugurated June 1 Representative Rob-
ert Robinson handled this swell gift for the airline

T T T
• • • YOUR KOLUMNIST came dam near getting his

block knocked off a dozen times when Handicapper Don
Mersereau suggested that he go out on the tenth fairway and
rest and enjoy the scenery as he moved the flags around to
mark the driving contest the driving contest was con-
ducted chiefly against your kolyumist with golfers driv-

ing balls at him from all directions, as two fairways crossed
at that particular point next Tournament your kolyumist
will rest and enjoy the scenery in some nice quiet place such
as the Madrid battle front

• • • AND SO, kind friends, and dirty critics

we leave this golf tournament till the next one rolls around
it is 7 o'clock in the eve the golfers are yelling

in the showers and the locker rooms downstairs fragrant
aromas arise from the direction of the kitchen the eve-
ning banquet is about to be served your kolyumist has
done his stint he is going down to eat t'hell with
the Golf Tournament

Birdies
By George Morris-

I

'

Alicoate that Mitch be disqualified.

But his lousy putting disqualified

him anyway.
* * #

For the driving contest, the three
flags were labeled "Tavern," "21"

and "Sardi's" respectively for first,

second and third places. It was a
swell ad for the three eateries pat-

ronized by the film gang. Of course
you know the chiseling Committee
expects to eat free at these places

from now on.
*

And was that somethin' when an
Outsider hung up a ZOO-yard drive

in the driving contest. He was Mon-
roe Eisenberg, brother-in-law of
"Chick" Lewis.

* * *

Those two special representatives
for Walter Wanger on his "52nd
Street" production—Monty Proser
and Milton Blackstone—tore them-
selves away from the Broadway at-
mosphere for a day of pastoral re-

laxation.
* % *

Nate Weltz came rushing in early
in the morning with Jess Gourlay,
and was surprised to learn that he
wasn't the first guy on the tee.

A L SELIG was the first to arrive,

making this four Tournaments
in a row where he proved to be the

Eariy Bird. And Al was the first

player to inspect all the sand pits.

He reported that he found every-

thing in good condition on the golf

beaches.

The First Foursome to arrive

showed up at the club house at 7:45.

They ivere Joe Malcolm, Harold Ler-

man, Robert Mintz and Bert Kidick.

For a time it looked as if they
would recruit Charlie Moses for the
Exhibitor Team. But Charlie held

out for a percentage engagement
with Ross Federal checking on the

score.

Herb Berg didn't disappoint his

friends. His score proved exactly

what he predicted: "It will be more
or less, but not enough." All we can

say is that if we revealed his score,

he woidd never attend another tour-

nament. The lad was sure off his

game.

Five out of 100 had qualified by
11 o'clock in the morn on the put-

ting green, sinking the ball in two.

The putting green was very tricky,

with a hog-back roll right to the

cup, and the shadow of a tree mak-
ing the green look perfectly flat.

"Chubby" Chauncy, of the Herald-

Tribune, playing on the trade paper

team, had a swell score in the bag

until the 11th hole, known as Rolling

Green—and then a-rolling went his

score. "Chubby" scored an 11 on a

3 hole, finishing up with 97

—

top

man in his foursome.
* * *

Harry Brandt was in a foursome
with Major Albert Warner. The
latter started to talk about the fine

product of his company this sea-

son. He reached "Kid Galahad."
And Harry sez: "Oh, well, if you
want to include foreign pictures

—

"

* * *

Joe Bernat and Jack Fuld were
kept busy trying to cover the activi-

ties of the contestants on the put-

ting green, supervised by Colonel
Alicoate. That's how complicated
golf contests are getting to be.

Joe B. Kleckner, advertising
agency head, came all the way from
Chicago just to play in the Tourna-
ment.

That Beer
The generous gift of that Holland

imported beer from "Toots" Shor of the
Tavern was appreciated by all at the
midday luncheon. It certainly made an
immense hit with all the gang.
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Treasury Dept Opposes Admish Tax

PARA. BUDGET UP 10 MILLIONS; PLAN 22 BIG PIX

H. M. Warner Heads MPPDA Committee on School Pix

Mammons and Griffis Named
as His Associates by

Will Hays

Will H. Hays at the regular quar-
terly meeting of the MPPDA yes-
terday, appointed a special commit-

k tee to further study the question of

I films to be made under the super-
I vision of educators for use in class-

I
room work in schools.

Harry M. Warner, president of

I Warner Bros., was named chairman
of the committee, whose other mem-

I bers are Earle W. Hammons, presi-

1 dent of Educational Films Corp. of

\ America, and Stanton Griffis, chair-
(Continued on Page 28)

20TH-F0X-GB DISTRIB.

SETUP MAY CONTINUE

Asked yesterday whether 20th
Century-Fox would distribute Gau-
mont-British product in the U. S.

next season, Sidney R. Kent, 20th-
Fox president said, "We have never
made any announcement to the con-
trary. If Gaumont-British continues

{Continued on Page 31)

Para, to Re-Make "Vagabond King," Again Using Color
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—First color feature to be re-made in that medium will be "The Vagabond
King," announced by Paramount as one of three Technicolor productions for 1937-38.
Others, named by Neil Agnew at the Para, sales meeting here yesterday, are "Beau
Geste" and "Ebb Tide." Dennis King starred in Para.'s first color version of "King"
in 1930; cast for new production is not announced. Para, made "Beau Geste" in black
and white in 1926.

United Artists Sales Force to Open

3-Day Conference in N. Y. Monday
United Artists district managers,

branch managers and salesmen
from the eastern divisions will con-
verge on New York tomorrow and
Sunday for the first of two annual
sales conferences which will open at
the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday and
continue three days.
Immediately following the New

York confab, the group of Home
office executives will head for Chi-
cago for the western confab which
is scheduled to begin at the Palm-

er House on Thursday, June 17. The
far-west meeting originally planned
in San Francisco has been cancelled
and the coast group will join the
mid-western sales forces in Chi-
cago.

George J. Schaefer, vice-president
and general manager, will head the
list of executives attending. He
will be flanked by Arthur W. Kelly,
vice-president in charge of foreign
sales, Harry D. Buckley vice-presi-

(Continued on Page 28)

100 Delegates to RKO Radio

Convention Leave Tomorrow

One hundred Eastern delegates to

RKO Radio Pictures' Sixth Annual
and Third International Sales Con-
vention which will be held at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
from June 16-20, will depart from
the Grand Central Station tomorrow

(.Continued on Page 31)

Rule Out Windsor's Wedding
Dublin (By Cable)—Acting on their

own initiative, it is understood, major
distributors announced yesterday that
newsreel pictures of the marriage of the
Duke of Windsor and Wally Warfield
would not be exhibited in the Irish

Free State. Similar action had been
taken earlier in the United Kingdom.

Rockefeller Settlement Unsatisfactory—Alger

50-60 Features for Next Year
Include Record Number

of Musicals
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount, increas-

ing its production budget for 1937-
38 approximately $10,000,000 above
the figure for the current year, will
include 22 "million dollar" produc-
tions among the 50 to 60 features
to be released next season, Neil Ag-
new, vice president in charge of dis-

tribution, told the company's sales
convention here yesterday.
Paramount, Agnew declared, has

scheduled the record number of high
quality pix "in direct response to
public demand as demonstrated dur-
ing the past year".
More musicals are included in the

(Continued on Page 29)

AGNEW GIVES PLEDGE

OF PROMPT RELEASES

Special Master George W. Alger
yesterday stated at the conclusion
of a hearing on the RKO reorgani-
zation plan that he was "not satis-

fied with the settlement of the
Rockefeller claim."
The hearing produced a number

of surprises including the appear-

ances of Si Fabian and Elmer Pear-
son on the witness stand. Fabian
testified for more than an hour in
connection with contingent claims
he holds against RKO. He was re-
quested to bring back documents in
support of his claims to the next

(Continued on Page 4)

Treasury** Attitude Seen Blocking

Admission Tax Exemption Increase

Interstate to Fight Texas
Ruling Against Bank Night

Houston—A policy of watchful
waiting has been adopted by Hous-
ton theater operators sponsoring
Bank Nights and following the rul-

ing of the Texas Court of Criminal
(Continued on Page 33)

Following a conference with
Treasury Department officials in

Washington, Walter Vincent, repre-
senting the MPTOA, said yester-
day he was informed that the De-
partment could not recommend that
the exemption on theater tax ad-
missions be raised from 40 to 50
cents even though this would prob-

(Continued on Page 33)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Giving full assur-

ances that exhibitors will have
prompt releases on Paramount pic-

tures Neil F. Agnew yesterday told

delegates attending Paramount's
annual sales meet that the company

(Continued on Page 29)

Schach Appoints Littman

to Represent Companies

Mack Littman has been appointed
by Max Schach, British producers,
to represent his companies in the
U. S., Canada, Central and South
America. Schach's companies in-

clude Trafalgar Films Productions,
(Continued on Page 28)

Chev. Shows Play to 2,000
Detroit—Chevrolet dealers in the De-

troit territory are giving a series of

32 free shows, chiefly on the used car
lots, drawing as high as 2,000 people.
Hour's program embraces commercial
films and professional stage acts.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

33
431/4

3</8
13

170y2

33

43V4
3V8

123/4

1 693/4

33 + 1/2

431/4 + l'/4

31/s
— Va

13 + %
170y2 + 1/4

223/4

801/4

221/4

791/2

221/4 — 1/4

791/2 — Vz

191/2 191/s 191

171/g

71/4

8

371/4

46

17

71/4

77/s

37
46

17 — 3/8

71/4 + Vs
77/3 — 1/4

371/4 + 1/4

46

131/2 13'/4 131/4 — Vs

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46... 98i/4 98 Vi 98 'A
Loew 6s41ww 99% 993/4 993/4 — i/

8

Para. B'way 3s55...675/8 67 Vi 67i/
2 — 1/3

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 1 00 997/g 100 -f- Vs

Para. Picts. cv. 3
i/4s47 907/8 903/4 903/4 — i/4

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 9434 945/8 945/8 — l/

8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National
Scnotone Corp 13/4 1% 1% — Va
Technicolor 273,4 265/8 263/4 — 1/4

Trans-Lux 45/8 4% 4% + Vs
1

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Fiim 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 11 Vi 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 96 97

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43... 54 Vi 56 Vi

Circuit Tax Bill In

Milwaukee—The Grobschmidt bill

providing for a tax on theater cir-

cuits ranging from 5 cents a seat to

$5 a seat has been introduced in the

Wisconsin legislature. Allied is un-

derstood to be sponsoring the bill.

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD! ! !

Golfing oddities come and go,—but here's one that will stick in the memories of the

few who witnessed it at the FILM DAILY'S 25th (Silver Jubilee) Tournament on Wed-
nesday. An industry golfer drove off the 9th tee. The ball sliced around a group of

trees flanking the green and descended with a pretty plunk in the Elmsford Country
Club's swimming pool. A young lady member at Elmsford casually rose from a table,

forsook her tall drink, tossed off her striped bath robe and plunged into the pool.

After retrieving the wayward pellet, she marched to the wire fence and accommodat-
ingly tossed the white spheroid over. It landed on the green. The puzzled foursome

came along (with the especially puzzled gent who made the slicing drive). He
scratched his head . . . and carded a par three. A tourney official reported the

occurrence, but the competitor's 18-hole score was so high that no action was neces-

sary.

Indie Operators Union

Weighs CIO Affiliation

Kansas City, Mo.— Following a
conference between Michael D. Ko-
komos, attorney for the recently

formed United Motion Picture Op-
erators and Workers Union for the

Film Industry, and J. Frank Stick-

ling, international representative of

IATSE from Elgin, 111. and Claude
Cessna, local business agent at

which the two union organizations
failed to agree on a proposed mer-
ger, Konomos, Brenton Hall, C. G.

Blackmore, and Harold Hay met
yesterday with Nelson Beam, CIO
representative at the Aladdin Ho-
tel and Beam invited the local or-

ganization to join the CIO and the

the proposition will be presented to

officers and members of the new
organization at a meeting scheduled

this afternoon, following which of-

ficers will meet with J. Means, Ed
Dubinsky and Emanuel Rolsky, rep-

resenting local independent exhibi-

tors.

Konomos claims contracts between
his union and 65 houses in Kansas
City and St. Joseph, Mo.

Cessna, business agent of picture

operators local 170, claims 82 mem-
bers, all of whom have been work-
ing for the past two years under
verbal agreements but without con-

tracts in all but 11 houses in greater

Kansas City. Operators in four of

these houses, located at Independ-

ence, Mo., have requested an A F of

L charter.

Second Warners Bookers

Parley in Chi. Tomorrow

The second in the series of four

Warner Bros.' meetings of bookers
and advertising and accessories

salesmen will be held tomorrow at

the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago.
A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of

exchanges, will conduct the meet-
ing.

Also attending the meet will be
I. F. Doiid, assistant Vitaphone
sales manager; Leo Blank, midwest
district manager, and T. R. Gilliam,
Chicago branch manager, as well

as bookers and ad salesmen in the
midwest territory.

Merchandising plans for the com-
pany's forthcoming product will be
discussed, and special emphasis will

be placed on the company's recent-
ly adopted accessories' rental plan.
Two more regional meets will be

held this month in New York and
New Orleans.

Windsor Wedding Shots

on N. Y. Screens Today

With the arrival in New York at

10 a.m. today of the S. S. Hansa
from Cherbourg, newsreel compa-
nies will receive post-nuptial shots
taken of the Duke of Windsor and
his bride, the former Mrs. Wallace
Warfield Simpson. Theaters through-
out the metropolitan area will have
prints on their screens for evening
shows, and, in some instances, dur-

ing the afternoon.

To guard against possible con-

tingencies, duplicate footage was
shipped from Europe aboard the
Empress of Britain, which was due
to arrive at the mouth of the St.

Lawrence yesterday. Arrangements
had been made for airplanes to meet
the boat off shore and fly the pic-

tures to New York, but the liner

was delayed en route, resulting in

the abandonment of the plan. No
actual pictures were made of the

marriage ceremony itself, it is un-

derstood. However, the Duke of

Windsor consented to pose with his

bride immediately after the wed-
ding.

Milstein, Hacker in N. O.

For Republic Sales Meet

New Orleans—With H. H. Ever-
ett Charlotte, N. C, southern sales

supervisor, presiding, Republic holds

a one-day regional sales convention
at the Jung Hotel here today. J. J.

Milstein, company's vice-president
in charge of sales, and Sam Hacker,
manager of the contract depart-
ment, will attend.

Others registered include:
Arthur C. Bromberg, Carl Floyd,

Albert E. Rook, G. M. Jones, R. B.
Wilbanks, all of Atlanta; J. H. Dil-
lon, J. H. London, M. Funderburke,
R. H. Bradley, all of Charlotte; Wil-
liam Snelson, Lloyd B. Miller, L. V.
Seicshnaydre, G. Y. Harrell, George
Nungesser, Jack Duffy, all of New
Orleans; Henry Glover, H.G.Moore,
both of Tampa; W. G. Underwood,
C. C. Ezell, Lloyd Rust, H. R. Bisby,
Grover McDonnel, Roy Starling, all

of Dallas; Sol Davis, F. R. Moran,
G. A. Alt, Eddie Greggs, all of Ok-
lahoma City; B. F. Busby, G. W.
Jones, Fred Lawrence, all of Little
Rock.

Bank Night Ruled Out
Austin, Tex.—Bank Night must

exit from Texas, the Court of Crim-
inal Appeals ruling the game a lot-
tery.

Coming and Going

SIDNEY R. KENT arrived in New York yesfj
terday from the coast en route to Maine.

ARTHUR KOBER left New York yesterday to
the Coast to write an original for M-G-M.

ANNA MAY WONG is en route to Europ
aboard the Queen Mary.

MAURICE S1GLER and ARTHUR JOHNSTOt
sail for England tomorrow on the Champlaii
to write the music score for GB's next featun
starring Jessie Matthews.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON has left for thi
Coast, but returns East after a short stay.

EDWARD FINNEY is remaining in Bostoi
until next week.

ROBERT CRAWFORD leaves by plane fo
the Coast today.

WALTER VINCENT returned yesterday fron
Richmond.

J. B. KLECKNER has returned to Chicagi
after attending the FILM DAILY Golf Tourna
ment.

RKO to Increase Use of

Games and Boost Awards

RKO will resume chance game
on an increased scale after Jum
19, compared to the circuit use 01
the games prior to dropping them
three months ago. Screeno will be'

installed in all RKO metropolitan
houses, a number will play the game
two nights each week and awards
will be increased in some case over
previous amounts.

Practically every circuit in New
York City, except the Brandt cir-

cuit is now using Screeno, accord-
ing to George B. West, local agent.
Most of the circuits are increasing
their use of the games, he said

Sunday Pix Vote July 13

Beatrice, Neb.—The special elec
tion on Sunday movies has been;
dated for July 13. Club women and
the ministerial group lost their bat
tie before the city council to stop
the special election, which is being
sponsored by five patriotic and
civic groups.

Omaha Awaits Charter

Omaha—Back room employees of I

local exchanges are 100 per cent or-j
ganized, according to Organizer:
Carl Krumrei of IATSE, but are,

delaying presentation of demands
and election of officers pending ar-
rival of the charter.

$250,000 for "Room Service"

"Room Service," Broadway com-
edy hit, has been purchased by
Warner Bros, for $250,000 which
reputedly is the highest price paid
in theater history for film rights to

a play.
I

CUTTING ROOM
FULLY EQUIPPED

MOVIOLA — SYNCHRONIZING, ETC.

FOR RENT
REASONABLE

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5315



WINNER OF GRAND AWARD from m. p. Herald

Managers' Round Table is L. A. Chatham, for

his campaign on 'Anthony Adverse.' Presen-

tation was made by Mervyn LeRoy, whose new
epicture, 'They Won't Forget' will provide fur-

ther opportunity for prize-winning campaigns.

'FOURTH'- COMING EVENT from Warner Bros, is July

4th release of 'The Singing Marine', elaborate follow-

up to 'Shipmates Forever' which introduces Doris

Weston as the object of star Dick Powell's affections,

while Hugh Herbert, Lee Dixon, Allen Jenkins, Larry

(Harmonica) Adler and Doctor Rockwell keep the laugh

situation well in hand.

'HENTY TO CHEER ABOUT was discovered by Variety

"Jk week after national survey of 'Kid Galahad' gros-

ses showed 'corking returns in Los Angeles—Cleveland's

first h. o. since early Spring— 3rd smash N. Y. week!'

Columnist Ed Sullivan in Liberty adds his to the cheers

of Edward G. Robinson and Bette Davis with 'beat the

drums for Wayne Morris' spectacular bid for stardom'.*
* A Warner Bros. Piclore |A Cosmopolitan Production

3 WARNER NEW-SEASON FILMS

COMPLETED THIS WEEK include

'First Lady' starring Kay Francis-

Anita Louise—Preston Foster; Bette

Davis and Henry Fonda in 'That

Certain Woman' and Errol Flynn's

'Perfect Specimen' with Joan

Blondell and Beverly Roberts!

A STRONG INDICATION (left) that

recently completed 'Ever Since Eve'

will be Marion Davies' top produc-

tion for Warners is evidenced by

dual fact that Lloyd (Hits-Only) Bacon

is the film's director and Robert

Montgomery the co-star!t

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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(.Continued from Page 1)

hearing on Wednesday, June 16.

This hearing is expected to be the

last in connection with formal pres-

entation of testimony on the plan.

Pearson, former Pathe official, was
introduced as an expert by Joseph

Cohen, counsel for the independent

stockholder committee opposing the

plan. Pearson stated that the film
companies usually earned 25 p. c.

more in the second half of the year
than in the first. On the basis of
his calculation and from estimates
given of RKO earnings, the com-
pany should earn close to $5,000,000
in 1937. Pearson asserted that the
RKO theaters and other properties
were worth more than the value as-
signed to them on the balance sheet.

Pearson testified that where a
company had its own foreign dis-

tribution its profits ran to between
25 and 32 p. c. of the gross busi-

ness, but that it was only between
7 and 15 p. c. where the pictures
were sold to a distributor.

H. G. Rickaby, counsel for Atlas
Corp., informed Special Master Al-
ger that the proponents of the plan
had more than the necessary amount
of consents for approval of the plan.

More than 50 p. c. of the stock, 78

p. c. of the secured claims and $6,-

665,000 of the $9,497,900 of unse-
cured claims exclusive of the Rocke-
feller claims have approved the plan,

Rickaby advised the court.

Arthur Berenson, associate coun-
sel for Ernst W. Stern, asked that

the agreement between Atlas Corp.,

Lehman Bros, and RCA for pur-
chase of the RKO stock be intro-

duced in evidence. Rickaby pro-

duced the agreement but asserted

that it was not material to the proof
of the plan, and asked that it be
marked in evidence with Special

Master Alger to determine whether
it was pertinent. Rickaby admitted
that Atlas and Lehman had bought
the RKO stock from RCA below the

market price.

JUNE 11

Wesley Ruggles
Walter Byron
John Holland
Bernice Stern

Sam Schwartzman
Henry R. Danziger

• • • ONE OF the most spectacular stunts ever pulled

at a film frolic was that featured at the FILM DAILY
Golf Tournament last Wednesday at the Elmsford Country
Club when the S. S. Pike Air Advertising Service extended
a welcome to the golfers in letters 19 feet high on streamers
flown from three airplanes that circled over the beautiful course

the names of FILM DAILY and the country club were
blazoned forth in the big black letters and of course the
name of the Pike company

• • • MINIATURE BULLETINS will furnish fresh news
items to RKO Radio's conventioneers as they travel on
their special train starting tomorrow to Los Angeles the
bulletins will come from a "printing press" set-up by William
J. McShea, in charge of the Convention Special

• • • IN THE north New Jersey area fifty Warner
houses are cashing in on the latest fad among the kids
Hi-Li the game with a wooden paddle and an attached
rubber ball the Hi-Li contest opened at the 50 houses this
week and will continue into the middle of July with
weekly elimination contests being staged at each theater
some of the houses are planning contests among adult patrons

who are also getting a kick out of seeing how many
times they can hit the ball into the air without missing a swing
at it

T T
• • • TODAY MARKS the start of the New York Para-
mount's second annual Band Popularity Contest patrons
of the theater participate in the poll, inaugurated last season
as an event in conjunction with the band shows at the theater

last year, the three winning band leaders, Glen Gray,
Guy Lombardo and Fred Waring, were awarded silver trophies

during the last poll, 4,000,000 votes were cast over an
eight months' period for a total of 124 bands the theater
lists in its lobby the forty front-running bands, and the votes
are recorded from now until the close of the contest on Christ-
mas Eve that this popularity contest is popular with the
public is graphically demonstrated in the four-deep line that
extends around the theater and down the side street practically
every morn before the opening hour

• • • FOR EFFICIENT handling on short notice of a
difficult assignment the palm goes to National Theater
Supply Co. which set up a complete projection service at
the FLM DAILY Golf Tournament club house at Elmsford for
the showing of the shorts to the banqueteers in the eve
they put on a Real Show without a hitch in a place that had no
screening facilities

• • • AN OFFICIAL invitation has been extended by the
French Government to the Rockettes to represent the
United States at the International Dance Festival at the Paris
Exposition the 46 dancers of the Music Hall show will
dance four of their best numbers at one performance on the
nite of July 2 then return at once to New York ...
fourteen other nations will be represented in this "Fete de la
Danse" given in the Grand Palais in Paris

• • • THE ANNUAL summer outing of the Columbian
Club of Columbia Pictures will be held tomorrow at the Berk-
shire Country Club, with 300 guests and members attending. . .

• Bernard G. Kranze's appointment to the Albany exchange
as manager will be announced at the RKO sales convention. . .

• Osa Johnson, the exploress, arrives today from Hollywood
and leaves June 16 to do location work in Africa for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox's "Stanley and Livingstone"

<£
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DATE BOOK
Today: Paramount sales convention, Am

bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Today: Republic regional sales meeting, Nev
Orleans.

June 12: Columbians golf tournament, Berk-
shire Country Club, Wingdale.

June 14: American Federation of Musician!
convention, Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.

June 14: United Artists regional sales meeting
New York.

June 14: Republic regional sales meeting, NevJ
York.

June 14: Mid-summer convention of th<]
MPTO of Virginia. Virginia Beach.

June 14-15: Para, regional sales meet, Frisco

June 15-16: Para, regional sales meet, Dallas

June 14-20: World Congress of Performini
Rights Societies, Paris.

June 15: Annual stockholders meeting ol

Paramount Pictures, Inc., New York City

June 16: RKO Radio sales convention opens
The Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 17: United Artists regional sales meeting
Chicago.

June 18-19: Para, regional sales meets, Chi
cago, Cincinnati.

June 18-20: Theater Equipment Distributor:
of America convention. Medinah Club
Chicago.

June 21 : Cleveland Variety Club golf tourna
ment, Beechmont Country Club.

June 21-22: Para, regional sales meet, Boston

June 22-23: Kansas-Missouri Theaters Associa
tion convention, Kansan Hotel, Topeka

June 21-24: National Conference on Visua
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

June 21-25: Summer conference of the CEA
at Harrogate, Eng.

June 23: New York Warner Club outing via

SS. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Mountain.

June 25: Gaumont British sales convention,
St. Moritz Hotel, New York.

June 26: M. 6 P. Theaters Corp. outing, the

Fo'castle, Marblehead, Mass.

June 27: Columbia sales convention, the Am
bassador, Los Angeles.

June 27-29: S.E.T.O.A. convention, Birming
ham, Ala.

June 28: I. J. Schmertz testimonial dinner,

Cleveland, O.

June 29: Monday Knights golf tourney, Elms
ford Country Club, White Plains.

July 3-5: Imperial eastern sales meet, Hotel
Astor.

July 5-10: International Film Chamber Con-
gress, Paris.

July 10-12: Imperial mid-western sales meet,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

July 14: Loew New England managers' outing,

Pine Brook Country Club, Bridgeport, Conn.

July 17-19: Imperial southern sales meet, St.

Charles, New Orleans.

July 19: Indianapolis Variety Club golf tourney,

Indianapolis Country Club.

July 21: I.T.O.A. outing at Bear Mountain.

July 24-26: Imperial west coast sales meet
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

i
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BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Director Conrad Nagel has devised a

booby prize for any member of his

company working on "Love Takes
Flight" who holds up production. Nagel
makes the culprit carry a cracked up
model airplane around the lot for 24
hours after his faux pas—but to date
no one has had the distinction except
Nagel himself.—GRAND NATIONAL.
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HOW BIG WILL
THE FISH STORIES
BE THIS YEAR?



IT BEGINS AGAIN!
From now on the adjectives get

Longer and 1 / o • h .'• g, . e . r!

The promises get

Bigger and BIGGER and BIGGER!
All right! So what?

Don't condemn the boys for enthusiasm!

Showmanship would be anemic without it.

You're going to read pages and pages of

Annual Announcements packed with pep!

Thank heaven for optimism-

Showmen hate sour-pusses

And the boys mean exactly what they say!

But—what do you do about it?

Of course!

You'll weigh the facts just as you did

Last year . . . and the years before!

MAY WE BORROW YOUR
EAR FOR A MOMENT?

It's NOT about NEXT SEASON!
It's about THIS SEASON!

YOUR SUMMER WORRIES
ARE OVER THANKS TO
M-G-M's RADICAL STEP!

G

Music to your ears

Keep going!



and they all .fall down

!

~ \

^Here's how!
(next page)



GET HOT,
SUMMER
WE'RE READY
FOR YOU!

M-G-M's favorite sport is exploding old-fashioned

notions in this business! Unfortunately the

practise still exists (but not at M-Q-M) of re-
Q

releasing weaker product in the good old Summer-

time! For many years M-G-M has gone out of



They beat

the heat!

its way to spike that silly notion by delivering

many of its Biggest Productions during the

((> hottest days!

/J.AST YEAR'S
EARTHQUAKE!
Other companies thought we were

JtfOINQ NUTS when we delivered

"San Francisco" to start the Summer
a year ago! But pictures like "Frisco",

"Suzy" and more from M-G-M which

would be the m(?

year's leaders of other companies are

typical of the Summer Life-Savers

you get from M-G-M,

NO, WE'RE NOT CRAZY!
AND WE'RE NOT
PLAYING SANTA
CLAUS EITHER!
It's good business for you and for us to put Big Pictures in your

theatre in the heated spell! And here's REVOLUTIONARY
NEWS! OUR SUMMER PLAN IS AMPLIFIED MORE
THAN EVER THIS YEAR! MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
ON YOUR HOT WEATHER SCREEN!

(Go on— but FAST

—

to next page J

)
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SIT RIGHT
DOWN AND
PHONE THE

BOOKER AT

M-G-M
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1: Summer Festivals
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There never was a time when outstanding product was more appreciated or

needed! How M-G-M's Summer Plan meets this emergency is demonstrated on

the following pages. Read on and GET BUSY!
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THIS REAL SHIP

ATTRACTS CROWDS
ON BROADWAY!
The huge electric sign on the

Astor Theatre front reveals a

full-sized sailing vessel. Me-
chanically operated, it rocks on
the waves with sails blown
realistically by wind machines.

M-G-M showmanship is famed
on the Gay White Way as it is

throughout the nation.
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WEEK
on Broadway

at $2
Top and
Stil

Going
Strong!
On these pages are two
newspaper ads from the

New York campaign.

Road-shows in other

selected cities have
launched this Great
Picture for the mass
audience and have
made available for you

the best practical pro-

motion material you've

ever had to pack 'em in!

NEW YORK AMERICAN

'Captains Courageous' Film
Is Tagged as Prize of 1937;
Held Above Highest Praise

••CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS," a Metro-
fioldwyn-Mayer picture. Directed by
Victor Flemine. Produced by Louis
1). lifiRhton. Based on the hook of
the same title by Kudyard Kipling.
Screen play by John Lee Mahin, Marc
Connelly and Dale Van Every. Mo-
sical score by Franz Waxman. At
the Astor.

THE CAST
Harvey Freddie Bartholomew
Manuel Spencer Tracy
Disko Lionel Barrymore
Mr. Cheyne Melvyn Douglas
TJncle Salters Charley Grapewin
Dan Mickey Rooney^
"Lons Jock" John Carradine
Cushman Oscar O'Shea
Priest <Jaek La Kue
Dr. Flnley Walter Kinssford

By ROBERT GARLAND.
Here, supplanting "The Good

Earth" at the Astor, is what

must certainly turn out to be

the prize picture of 1937. Of rare

integrity, sustained emotional
impact and captivating beauty,

this free translation of Rudyard
Kipling's "Captains Courageous"
was a sensation last night on
Broadway.
Once generally released, it will

be a sensation everywhere. It

cannot help but be. In a scenario

in which Marc Connelly and a
couple of other fellows had a
hand, the Kipplingesque pattern
is followed with high fidelity.

Here is provided a dramatiza-
tion of the spirit as well as the
letter of the book.
The author, who had to die

before Hollywood gave any con-
vincing evidence of knowing he
had ever been born, would ad-
mire the excellence of the dia-
logue, the smoothness of the
progression, the pictorial mag-
nificence of countless of the
seascapes. And, whether boats
or humans, he would applaud
the perfection of the players.
In its on-screen aspect, "Cap-

tains Courageous" picks up the
Poor Little Rich Boy in his
father's mansion. Home from
school on some sort of holiday,
he is a liar and a cheat, a
mischief-maker and a tattle-
tale. At the same time, deep
down beneath his unattractions,
are a courage and a sensitivity
gone disastrously astray.
When, on the befogged Grand

Banks off Newfoundland, he
falls overboard from an ocean
liner, you at first feel that
drowning is too good for him.
Which, as a matter of report, it

turns out to be. Soon, however,
you are pleased that Manuel
drags him into his fishing
smack and takes him to the
We're Here, becalmed in the
mist nearby.

And the crew of the good
ship out of Gloucester, assisted
by the dignity of labor and the
majesty of the sea, proceed tot

make a Rich Little Poor -Boy;
out of the Poor Little Rich Boy
that used to be. Prom the cap-
tain, who is Lionel Barrymore,
to the Mickey Rooney, who is

his cabin boy and son, they get
to work on him.

Especially the Spencer Tracy
who, as Manuel, saved him
from the perils of the deep and
is too much like another fisher-
man called Peter of Galilee to
cast him back again. Powerful
in his simplicity, simple in his
power, that Peter of Galilee
would call this Manuel of Spen-
cer Tracy friend. It is a memor-
able impersonation.
And now for some public

word-eating! Word-eating in
connection with young Freddie
Bartholomew who, as the Pool*
Little Rich boy in course of re-
construction on. the Grand
Banks, is superb. Maybe it was
Little Lord Fauntleroy himself,
I didn't care for. And young
David Copperfield in person. It
Just couldn't have been Freddie.

There's no need to hold the
horses of your enthusiasm
where this new arrival at the
Astor is concerned- You couldn't
over-praise "Captains Coura-
geous" if you tried.

\N*
tf*.
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" SAYALL
THE NEW YORK

CRITICS!

"Belongs with the
screen's few master-
pieces." —Howard
Dames, HER. TRIB.

"It ranks with 'Good
Earth.' An unforgettable
picture made with
beauty, sincerity and
heart-warming appeal.
Decidedly worth see-
ing."

—

Rose Pelswick,
JOURNAL.

"Approaches the per-
fect movie, making you
laugh and glow. Majes-
tic, thrilling and stir-

ring."

—

Bland Johane-
son, MIRROR.

"Call it a great picture
and you have the only
possible description of
Captains Courageous."—William Boehnel,
WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Faithfully carries along
in the Astor's long line
of hits: Good Earth, Ro-
meo and Juliet, Great
Ziegfeld and similar
MGM pieces."

—

Leo
Mishkin, TELEGRAPH.

"Magnificent, stirring
and tender. Of course
you will have to see it."

-ArcherWinsten, POST

"Another sure hit. One
of the season's most en-
joyable films."

—

Eileen

"Inspiring film. Sim-
plicity is one of the pic-

ture's chief claims to
greatness. Fresh laurels
for Freddie Bartholo-
mew. Spencer Tracy ad-
mirable."

—

Kate Cam-
eron, NEWS.

"Another ofthose grand
jobs of movie-making
we have come to expect
of Holly wood's most
prodigal studio. Metro
can take pride in its pro- '>'/

A
duct ion."

—

Frank Nityj
gent, TIMES.

ASTOR
BROADWAY at 45th STREET

Twice Daily, 2:55, 8:55. Sunday 3, 6, 8:55,

Show Saturday. Matinees 50c, 77c, $1.00.,

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00. Saturday Matii

and Sunday 6 P. M. 50c, 77c,

Next Page!

KEEP
GOING

and the folks will

keep coming!
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AS THOUGH TORN from LIFE'S PAGES
It teems with reality . . . that's why it is so powerful!

CLARK GABLE • MYRNA LOY
A brilliant thrill—packed drama is now added to the list

of mighty Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer triumphs. Clark Gable

as the uncrowned king of an adoring people— forced

to choose between the love in his heart and the nation

that idolized him! Myrna Loy— more beautiful, more
entrancing that ever before— as the temptress who be-

witched Parnell with her laughing eyes and eager lips!

"PARNELE
a JOHN M. STAHL Production with EDNA MAY OLIVER • EDMUND
GWENN • ALAN MARSHAL • DONALD CRISP • BILLIE BURKE
Based on the Broadway Stage Success An M-G-M Picture

2nd Week CAPITOL B'WAY & 51 St. DOORS OPEN
Major Edward • 9.45 A.M.
Bowes. Mng. Dir. EXCEPT SUNDAY

A typical advertisement from the New York extra-space campaign!

STARS!
STARS!
STARS!

Just one of your Multi-Million-Dollar Summer Festival!
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BRIGHT LIGHTS!
The sparkle in the movie sky is M-G-M's "The Emperors Candlesticks

co-starring William Powell and Luise Rainer
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EbG© TFC3Q HD0C3
YOU'VE SEEN HIM ON THE SCREEN, NOW SEE HIM INPERSON !

STICK AROUND TOOTS —
WERE GOING TO FIND OUT
IF YOlME A REAL JEWEL

JUST PASTE !

WELL THAT 6AL

IS CERTAINLY

HATCHED!
Another ticket-selling idea by the

live-wire showmen of M-G-M, The

above CARTOON-AD, in full colors,

appears in the nationally syndicated

COMIC WEEKLY SECTIONS reaching

millions of readers from coast to

coast! * kAF

*oo»

LEFT:

Also adver-

tised for a full

month on

billboards in

M-G-M giant

coast-to-coast

posting!

LEO TAKES A
HINT FROM GEORGE
WASHINGTON ON
NEXT PAGE!



•

HE NEVER TOLD
A LIE! AND THIS
IS THE TRUTH:
"DAY AT THE RACES '

is the funniest picture

of my entire career!"

i

LEFT:

The Film Daily

Year Book and
The Quigley Annua
Almanac. See

Leo's prediction

below!

I PREDICT
that 'A DAY AT THE

RACES' will be recorded

in these two annual Trade

Directories as the Out-

standing Musical Comedy

Hit of the Year I"

.4%

+&&*

X-

u
Cheer up World!
The Marx Boys

are coming!i"



COOLING THOUGHT FOR

HERE ARE PERSONALITY-PACKED
ENTERTAINMENTS FOR THE
GAY SUMMER CROWDS!

//

Franchot Tone, Virginia

Bruce, Maureen O'Sullivan

Romantic Drama!

BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
with FRANCHOT TONE, VIRGINIA BRUCE, MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

//

mm

JL

"UMBRELLA
MAN"
/A Mystery Thrill with

/ Leo G. Carroll, George
Murphy and Rita Johnson.

nnouncmq the

RSToFtKeNEw'

Big Budget, big
NAME, HAL Roach
FEATURE Comedies,)

'TOPPER!"

Robert Young

and Florence

Rice in Ro-

mantic Fun!

Hal Roach presents

CONSTANCE BENNETT
CARY GRANT

"TOPPER"
with ROLAND YOUNG

and BILLIE BURKE
(as Mr. and Mrs.)

It's a RIOT!
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M-G-M SHOWMEN
WON'T FEEL THE HEAT
thanks to M-G-M's
Summer Plan!

RIGHT: National
magazine ad.

BELOW: Posters

across America.

GEORjGE MURPHY *. BINNIE BARNES * BUDDY EBSEN * SOPHIE TUCKER, * JUDY GARLAND * CHAF
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BIG SHOWS!
BIG PROMOTION!
To the left is the zippy 24-sheet, ad-

vance agent of this big joy hit in 1500

cities on 9000 selected billboatds

e nation.

•A II

V-^ss

KEEP HOT
SUMMER!"
There's more
heat-beaters
ahead!"



ANOTHER

BIG

ROADSHOW
(Now at Popular Prices)

IN M-G-M'S

MULTI-

MILLION-

DOLLAR

SUMMER

PLAN!

It has blazed its way in

great road-show presen-

tations to the waiting

millions! M-G-M has mar-

velous material from its

roadshowmanship cam-

paigns, tried and proven,

to help make it your big-

gest box-office clean-up

of years!

EZ2Z ~





M-G-M's SUMMER PLAN!
Isn't it Wonderful!

Week after week of Big M-G-M Shows!

Talk it over Today with the M-G-M Booker!

The Most Revolutionary Plan in Years!

Your Multi-Million-Dollar Summer Festival!

Keep Your Booking Time Wide Open!

Sell Your Summer Line-up in Lobby and Ads!

i~ * -
****
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HORSE SENSE!
Isn't it Natural?

While they're packing your Summer Shows-
Tell 'em that you've got M-G-M Next Year Too!

The M-G-M Habit is the Habit of a Lifetime!

It's got nothing to do with Seasons!

That's trade talk—the public doesn't care!

The public knows only ONE THING!
(You guessed it— Next Page!)
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CHORT story writing, long a lucra-

tive occupation, is destined to

become even more profitable within

the next year or so, for film pro-

ducers are already turning to the

1,500 to 3,500-word magazine yarns

as production vehicles, according to

W. P. Lipscomb, now writing the

screenplay for Paramount's "Beau
Geste."

"Studio heads have discovered the

possibilities of the short story field

during the last 24 months, and now
all magazines are diligently searched

by studio readers," Lipscomb says.

"In 1935, 37 short stories were con-

verted into pictures. It is estimated

that more than 100 will be used this

year. The day is near when au-

thors of short stories will be broughi

to Hollywood to work with experi-

enced screen writers."

T T T

The Seven Loria Brothers, child-

musicians featured in RKO's recent-

ly completed "New Faces," depart

for their native Mexico tomorrow.
The children will return to duty for

RKO in mid-July, following the ar-

rangement of new passport details.

t

Morrie Ryskind has been signed

by RKO Radio Pictures to write

the film adaptation of "A Damsel in

Distress," Fred Astaire's first solo

starring film, which Producer Pan-
• dro S. Berman will send before

cameras late this month.
T

Convinced that "I met Him in

Paris," is destined to make America
more winter sports-conscious than

ever before, the Chamber of Com-
\
merce of Lake Placid, N. Y., the na-

! tion's tobogganing - skiing - skating

capital, has elected Paramount Pro-

! ducer-Director Wesley Ruggles an
honorary vice-president.

T

Marjorie Benson, for the past
1 four years associated with Central

Casting, has been appointed assis-

tant to Vance Carroll, Grand Na-
tional casting director.

T T

Owen Davis, Jr., son of the play-

wright, has been signed by Mono-
gram to enact the role of Davy in

Bret Harte's "The Luck of Roaring
Camp." Production is scheduled to

"Winkie" Premiere June 25

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Shirley Temple's new

20th Century-Fox picture, "Wee Willie

Winkie," will have its world premiere

at the Carthay Circle, June 25, where
Mt is scheduled for a two-a-day run.

JMutual will air the premiere at 12:30-1

a.m. EDST, with George Fischer as

emcee. Participants in broadcast will

include Shirley Temple, Victor McLag-
len, Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Taylor,

Simone Simon, Tyrone Power, Joan
Blondell, Walter Winchell, Jack Haley,

Don Ameche, Alice Faye, Jane Withers,

Loretta Young, Sonja Henie, and music
by David Broekman's ork.

HO'SWHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities,: No. 90 • • •

CDMUN
" who g

D ("Eddie") GRAINGER. Universal associate producer and an exec.

rew up in the industry's atmosphere. Son of James R., he sold pix

for Sam Goldwyn during summer vacations while

still a collegian. Educated at Fordham, where

he played football, basketball. With Goldwyn

two years after getting his sheepskin. Then

to Hollywood with Fox in various capacities in

1926. Four years later, was made associate

producer, first assigned to George O'Brien pix.

Joined Universal as associate producer in July,

1933. Bases his production methods on the

premise that the public is the best judge of

pictures. Sports: Handball, tennis, swimming.

Eyes, brown. Hair, ditto. Stands 5, 10'/2.

get under way about June 15, with
I. V. Willat directing from the
screenplay by Harvey Gates. Joseph
Henry Steele is associate producer,

v v T

Herbert Marshall will star in

"Fight for Your Lady," a romantic
comedy which Al Lewis will pro-
duce for RKO, with Ben Stoloff di-

recting. Jack Oakie and Margot
Grahame will have prominent roles

m the film, from an original story
by Jean Negulesco and Isabel

Leighton.

V V T

Mills Music, Inc., will publish two
songs from "Sweetheart of the

Navy," a B. F. Zeidman production
for Grand National. The songs,
written by Jack Stern and Harry
Tobias, are '"Sweetheart of the

Navy," and "I Want You to Want
Me," both sung by Cecilia Parker,
who is featured opposite Eric Lin-

den.

t t

Louis Gasnier will direct "Gov-
ernment Agent" first Grand Na-
tional-Condor federal agent melo-
drama starring Conrad Nagel and
Eleanor Hunt, on the new season's

schedule. Production starts June 21.

T T T

Immediately upon completion of

final scenes for M-G-M's Greta Gar-
bo starrer, "Marie Walewska,"
late next week, Clarence Brown will

pilot his private plane to New York
lor a two weeks' vacation before
taking up the task of supervising
the editing of the elaborate produc-
tion.

t »

Lee Bowman has been awarded a
new contract by Paramount. Bow-
man now is working with Charles
"Buddy" Rogers and Betty Grable
in "This Way, Please."

T T T

Dick Grace, stunt flier, has been
signed by Monogram to do the
screenplay of "Atlantic Flight," the
picture which will serve as a vehicle
for Dick Merrill.

Marriage of Claudia Morgan to
Charles Hornburg, Jr., New York
advertising man, in Fredericksburg,
Va., on May 14, is announced here.

V V T
Casting assignments: RKO —

Chester Morris, "Flight from
Glory"; Selznick—Walter Brennan,
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer"; 20th-
Fox—Jane Darwell, Lon Chaney,
Jr., Alan Dinehart, Allan Lane,
Minna Gombell, "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse"; Columbia — Eddie Cobb,
Paul Stanton, Homer Dickerson, "It
Can't Last Forever"; Zeffie Till-

bury, Frank Ellis, Tom Chatterton,
"A Fight to the Finish"; Lee Prath-
er, "Flashing Skates."

T

Charles R. Rogers has bought a
story called "My Buddy" by Wil-
liam A. Pierce, who is Rogers' as-
sistant, and also wrote "Night Key"
and "Armored Car." With this story,
Rogers is going to make a lavish
scale production around the history
of the American Legion. He is go-
ing out to get names for the top
roles and negotiations are under
way to obtain Gary Cooper for the
lead. If Cooper is not obtained ef-

forts will be made to get someone
of similar importance.

T T T

New talent: George Shelley and
Crawford Weaver, prospective lead-
ing man, signed by RKO; Eleanor
Hansen, Indianapolis singer, signed
by Universal.

T V V
Shortage of rental studio space

has forced Vincent Lopez, conduc-
tor-composer about to turn film
producer, to set back the starting
date on "Cherry Blossoms," first of
a series of two-reelers he intends to
make with his orchestra providing
the musical background, until July
15. Yoshie Fugiwara, Japanese
tenor, will star.

T T
Renaut Gillant, French artist, sent

to America by the London Weekly
Standard to do a series of cover
portraits, has selected Shirley
Deane, 20th Century-Fox starlet, as

"Miss Hollywood.'' The painting
will also be added to Gillant's col-

lection for exhibition in one of the
Paris salons next fall.

"Live, Love and Learn" is the
new title of the M-G-M picture for-
merly known as "Wedding Dress."
Robert Montgomery and Robert
Benchley are the only two players
named to date for the cast. George
Fitzmaurice is the director.

T T T

Fenn Kimball announces the pur-

chase of an original story written
by Edward Lansing, "Murder in the
Air."

T T

Within the next six weeks, eight
important pictures will go before
the cameras at Warners. They in-

clude "Tovarich," "Hollywood Hotel,"
"Submarine 262," "Gold Is Where
You Find It," a Technicolor produc-
tion, "Comet Over Broadway," and
another Technicolor picture, "The
Adventures of Robin Hood."

v T T

Edward Finney's Boots and Sad-
dles Pictures, Inc., producers of
Grand National musical westerns,
has moved to the Grand National lot
following completion of this sea-
son's release 'schedule. Lindsley
Parsons, supervisor of the unit, and
his staff have had headquarters at
the International Studios.

T Y Y

Porter Hall, Paramount character
actor, who is now appearing in
"This Way, Please," will make his
debut as a racing stable proprietor
with the opening of the new Wil-
liam LeBaron-Bing Crosby-George
Raft track at Del Mar next month.

Hall, Hollywood's latest victim of
equine fever currently so rampant
in Hollywood, has purchased Lady
Folsey from Raft, and is now dick-
ering for two steeds from the Le-
Baron string.

T T

Jack Robbins Music Co. has set
an appropriation of $70,000 to ex-
ploit the four numbers they will
publish from Bobby Breen's picture,
"Make a Wish." The titles are
"Make a Wish," "Music in My
Heart," "Campfire Dreams" and
"Old Man Rip." All music is by
Oscar Straus, with lyrics by Louis
Alter and Paul Webster.

T T
The Three Diamond Brothers,

comics, are going to have featured
spots in Buddy DeSylva's "Young
Man's Fancy" at Universal.

Trusting Hollywood!
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Studios trust every-

one on the lot, of course, but just the
same Warner Bros, hired a special
policeman to keep an eye on a $20,-
000 silver service used in several scenes
of "The Perfect Specimen," now in
production, with Errol Flynn and Joan
Blondell co-starred.
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U. A. SALES MEETING

CONVENES ON MONDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

dent in charge of corporate affairs,

A. W. (Andy) Smith, Jr., general

saies manager, Edward C. Raftery,

assistant secretary and member of

the Board of Directors, and Monroe
W. Greenthal, director of advertis-

ing and publicity.

Also Harry Gold, eastern division

manager, Jack Schlaifer, western di-

vision manager, Paul N. Lazarus, in

charge of the contract department,
N. A. Thompson, comptroller, and
Charles Steele, statistical assistant

to George Schaefer.

Others from the home office are

Bob Hilton, head of print depart-

ment, Paul D. O'Brien of counsel,

Stephen McGrath, contract depart-

ment, Sammy Cohen, foreign pub-

licity, Myer P. Beck, publicity man-
ager, Charles Leonard and George
Harvey, exploitation, Seymour Poe,

assistant to Jack Schlaifer, Philip

Dow, assistant to Harry Gold, Jack

Wregge of the playdate department

and Lou Ginsberg of the detail

sales.

The district managers attending

consist of Charles Stern of the New
York exchange, Thomas B. Spry of

Boston, Moe Streimer, special repre-

sentative of the New York ex-

change, Bert Stearn of Cleveland

and Robert Mochrie of Atlanta.

Branch manager David Prince of

Atlanta will be accompanied by
salesmen R. M. Emenhiser, J. L.

Weiner and J. C. Simmons. J. J.

Dervin, Boston branch head, will

bring George Hager, Joe Cronan, A.

I. Weiner and H. J. M. Schaefer

with him. From Buffalo are listed

Sidney Lehman, branch manager,

and M. V. Sullivan and Jack Zurich.

From Charlotte, North Carolina,

Jay Schrader, manager, and R. M.

Boovy and W. P. Loewe.

Max Stahl, manager and G. S.

Jeffrey, Milton Gurian, and H. Du-

delson comprise the Cincinnati con-

tingent while A. M. Goodman, man-
ager, with Louis Geiger and Norman
Levin will represent the Cleveland

exchange. J. Frank Shea, manager
of the Dallas branch, will travel

eastward with J. S. Groves, T. R.

Barber and C. F. Mock of his ex-

change. William Rosenthal, head of

NEWS of the DAY
Tacoma, Wash. — The Dean &

Moore Theater Co. of Tacoma, has
leased the newest surburban house
erected at Lakewood Community
Center.

Boston—Morris Sharaf who now
operates the Coolidge Corner thea-

ter in Brookline has been granted a
permit to construct a new film house
in the village. Circuits for some
time have sought vainly to enter the

field.

Hartford, Conn.—The State Thea-
ter will discontinue vaudeville for

the summer months, adopting a
straight picture policy.

Charlotte, N. C.—North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., will take over two
Gastonia theaters, the Temple and
the Lyric on June 7. H. M. Kincey
head of the company has announced.
R. C. Speece will be the new mana-
ger.

Boston — Gerson Nadell, former
Chief Usher at the Allston theater

in Allston has been promoted to the

position of assistant manager of the

Criterion, another M. & P. house in

Roxbury, Mass.

Boswell, Ind.—Leonard Smith has
closed his Roxy Theater.

Chicago—The U. S. Air Condi-
tioning Co. has moved its Chicago
offices to 1303 S. Michigan Ave.
R. T. Feinberg is Chicago manager.

Detroit—W. S. Carlson has taken
over the Gem Theater at Casso-
polis, Mich., formerly operated by
E. C. Johnson and K. E. Boothman.

Floyd. They have closed the house
during extensive remodeling.

Salt Lake City—The Orpheum
theater will remain open throughout
an extensive remodeling program on
the building, Harry David, general
manager of Intermountain Theaters,

announces.

Salt Lake City—Alma F. Randall
has received a permit to operate as

a contract motor carrier between
Morgan, Ogden, and Salt Lake City.

The motor carrier rights of

Homer A. Lyman, Owen V. George
and George Gourley have been can-

celled by the Public Service Com-
mission.

1WARNER HEADS MPP

SCHOOL FILMS GROUI

fi

(Continued from Page 1)

man of the Paramount finance com
mittee.

In commenting on the committee'
work, Harry M. Warner said:

"Since our pioneering in sound
this matter has been a subject o
special interest to me, and I an
pleased to serve as chairman of th
committee of our Association to ai<

in its development."

Members of the MPPDA boar<

who attended yesterday's meeting

Cleveland, O. — For 14 weeks
through Sept. 4, the M-G-M office

force will get every alternate Sat-

urday off. Office Manager B. D.
Stoner, who has introduced the plan,

says that every member of the staff

will get seven whole Saturdays over
the period. Other local exchanges
run full force until noon on Sat-
urdays.

Sylvester, Ga.—Work of remod-
elling two Main St. stores into a
film theater has been started here
by L. Stein, operator of the Sylvia
Theater.

Sheridan, Ark.—"Dink" Jones, Re-
public Pictures salesman, Little

Rock, has bought the Gem Theater
here. The house will be remodelled
and redecorated throughout.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

At the end of 1935 Czechoslovakia

had 1,847 film theaters, an increase

of 14 for the year.

Salem, Mo.—The New Salem The-
ater under construction here, has
been sold by F. V. Mercier of Perry-
ville, Mo., to Miss Mae and Ken-
neth Preston who operate the Lyric
Theater here.

Coon Rapids, la.—Mrs. Anna Da-
vis has sold her Lyric Theater here
to Mrs. 0. E. Rafferty and her son,

McCrory, Ark.—W. C. Hollowell
and H. F. Hollowell, Pocahontas,
have leased the McCrory Theater
from G. W. Barber.

Barney Balaban, Paramount Pic
tures; Harry D. Buckley, United Ar
tists Corp.; R. H. Cochrane, Univer
sal Pictures Corp.; Jack Cohn, Co
lumbia Pictures Corp.; Earle W
Hammons, Educational Films Corp
of America; E. B. Hatrick, Cosmo
politan Corporation; Will H. Hays
chairman; Frederick L. Herron
treasurer, MPPDA; Sidney R. Kent
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation;
David Sarnoff, RCA Manufacturing
Co.; Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro:
Goldwyn-Mayer Dist. Corp.; Albert

Warner, Vitagraph; and Harry M.
Warner, Warner Bros. Pictures.

Leo Spitz, president, RKO Radio
Pictures, a director, was absent in

California.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Recent reopen-
ings of houses served out of this
exchange center include the North-
ern Lakes theater at Phelps; Han-
cock at Hancock, Mich.; and the
Butler at Ishpeming, Mich.

the Indianapolis group, will be ac-
companied by E. V. Donnelly, H. M.
Kreuger and Leonard Cantor. New
Orleans will be represented by G.
R. Frank, manager, and Milton Du-
reau and Floyd P. Murphy, Lou C.

Wichsler and Reville Kniffin will be
in from New Haven.

The Philadelphia and Washington
groups will be led by H. G. Bodkin
and Fred Rohrs, together with T.

L. Davis, Joseph Singer, Morton
Magill and R. H. Campbell, Mark
Silver and Fred Sandy. Pittsburgh
will send C. E. Eisman, manager,
and Harry Rees, William Scott and
Charles Dortic.
The men of the New York ex-

change will act as hosts to the
visitors. Charles Rosenzweig, man-
ager, Eddie Mullen, office manager,
David Burkan, Samuel Stern,
Arthur Weinberger, Leon Herman,

Nat Beier, Samuel Rifkin and Lawr-
ence Brown have made arrange-
ments for the entertainment pro-
gram between business sessions.
James A. Mulvey, vice-president

of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
will be one of the contingent of pro-
ducers' representatives at the con-
vention. Hal Home, associate pro-
ducer for Walter Wanger, will rep-
resent Wanger in both New York
and Chicago. Linton Wells, Gold-
wyn eastern publicity man, and Rod-
ney Bush, Wanger eastern represen-
tative, wiii accompany Mulvey and
Home. Lowell Calvert, head of
Selznick International's New York
office, will attend the sessions.

Emanuel Silverstone and Morris
Helprin, Alexander Korda's men in

this country, will represent London
Films, and Mack Littman will at-
tend on behalf of Criterion Films.

Schach Appoints Littman

to Represent Companies

(Continued from Page 1)

Ltd. and Capitol Film Corporation,

Ltd.

Littman also represents the Cri-

terior Film Productions, Ltd., head-
ed by Marcel Hellmann.

Schach pictures, which will be

handled by Littman include "Love
From A Stranger", with Ann Hard-
ing and Basil Rathbone, and
"Dreaming Lips," with Elisabeth

Bergner. For Criterion he is han-
dling "Amateur Gentleman", "Ac-
cused," and "When Thief Meets
Thief", the latter opening at the

Rialto here next Monday, June 14.

All are released through the United

Artists.

SHOW-

MAN'

REMINDER
Keep marquees and sign board letter-

ing fresh, smart and attractive. They

are an invitation to passersby to drop in.
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%ABA, TO RELEASE

SHORTS NEXT S

Wm( Coai* Bureau of THE FILM DAILY.
Hollywood— Paramount will re-

lease 102 shorts in addition to 104
issues of the Paramount News in

1937-38, the company's sales forces

assembled in convention at the Am-
bassador Hotel were told yesterday.
The lineup, as announced by Neil

Agnew:
12 Popeye the Sailor cartoons, to

be produced by Max Fleischer; 12

Betty Boop cartoons, to be produced
by Max Fleischer; 6 Screen Songs;
15 Paramount Headliners; 12 Para-
mount Pictorials; 13 Paramount
Paragraphics; 13 Grantland Rice
Sportlights, with Ted Husing; 6

Unusual Occupations, produced in

Cinecolor; 6 Color Classic Cartoons,

to be produced in three-dimensional
Technicolor; 6 Popular Science fea-

tures in Cinecolor; "Popeye the

Sailor Meets Ali Baba and the

Forty Thieves," a cartoon short in

Technicolor, produced by Max
Fleischer; 104 Issues of the Para-
mount News.

Both Japan and Italy

Want Paramount Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Japan and Italy are

trying to induce Paramount to

build studios in their countries, said

John J. Hicks, Jr., at the Para-
I mount convention. He reported that
outstanding distribution problems
in the world market are practice

of "blocked profits" by several coun-
tries, necessity for dubbing in for-

eign languages and meeting con-

stantly changing demands of gov-
ernmental regulation.
Within 18 months newsreels

will be lengthened to 25 minutes
or longer on the average program,
A. J. Richard, Paramount newsreel
head, predicted. He declared ex-

Ihibitors can sell news pictures as

Iwell as picture personalities and
cited the Hindenburg disaster which

Iwas featured on marquees and at-

Itracted substantial business.

SICK REPORT

\West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. H. (Buddy) Mor-

Iris, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Music Publishers Hold-
ling Co., Warner Bros, music sub-
isidiary, is convalescing at Arrow-
head Lake from a prolonged illness

1 which confined him to a hospital for

(several weeks.

Berlin (By Cable)— Pola Negri,
•"j-Aer treatment in a local hospital

,
jptomaine poisoning, will be dis-

charged tomorrow, it is expected.

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, vice-

-president and general manager of

the Music Publishers Holding Cor-
poration, a Warner Bros, subsidi-

ary, is convalescing at Arrowhead
jLake after a prolonged illness. He
is due back at his New York office

'very shortly.

Para. Ups '37-38 Budget 10 Millions;

22 Million Dollar Features Planned

{Continued from Page 1)

new schedule than have ever been
produced before in one season by
any major company, the sales head
pointed out. This group of mus-
icals boasts of a wide variety of
attractions, ranging from Jerome
Kern and Oscar Hammerstein op-
erettas through pictures of "The Big-

Broadcast" type to an all-sepia re-

vue, featuring Louis Armstrong and
his band.

List of 1937-38 pictures, many of
which are now in production, fol-

lows:

"High, Wide and Handsome", Jer-
ome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein mus-
ical starring Irene Dunne, with
Randolph Scott, Dorothy Lamour,
Akim Tamiroff, Raymond Walburn,
Ben Blue and Charles Bickford, di-

rected by Rouben Mamoulian.

"Souls at Sea", co-starring Gary
Cooper and George Raft, with Fran-
ces Dee, Henry Wilcoxon and
Olympe Bradna.

"Artists and Models", with Jack
Benny, Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen,
Gail Patrick, Judy Canova Ben
Blue, the Yacht Club Boys, Andre
Kostelanetz and his orchestra and
Louis Armstrong and his band.

"Angel", Ernst Lubitsch produc-
tion, starring Marlene Dietrich with
Herbei-t Marshall, Melvyn Douglas
and Edward Everett Horton.

"Sapphire Sal", a Gay Nineties
musical, starring Mae West, to be
produced by Emanuel Cohen.
"Ebb Tide", produced in Techni-

color, with Ray Milland, Frances
Farmer, Oscar Homolka, Lloyd No-
lan.

"Spawn of the North", cast to be
announced later.

"Double or Nothing", with Bing
Crosby, Martha Raye, Andy Devine
and Mary Carlisle.

"Argentine Love" with George
Raft, Ida Lupino, Dorothy Lamour
and a number of Argentine special-

ties.

"True Confession", with Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray, a

Wesley Ruggles production.

"College Swing", with George
Burns and Grade Allen, Martha
Raye, Charles Butterworth, Eleanor
Whitney, Ben Blue, Johnny Downs,
Rufe Davis John Howard, Robert
Cummings, Marshal Hunt and
Olympe Bradna.

"Chocolate Parade", with Louis

Armstrong and his band and a sepia

cast.

"Buccaneer", a Cecil B. DeMille
production starring Fredric March,
with Franciska Gaal, Akim Tami-
roff, Anthony Quinn, Olympe Brad-
na and Larry Crabbe.
"You and Me", co-starring Sylvia

Sidney and George Raft, to be di-

rected by Fritz Lang, with a special

musical score by Kurt Weil.

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife", a

Ernst Lubitsch production starring

Claudette Colbert.

"An Empire is Born", Frank Lloyd

production, cast to be announced
later.

"Big Broadcast of 1938", with
Jack Benny, George Burns and Gra-
de Allen, Martha Raye, Shirley
Ross, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue
and Leif Erikson.

"What Ho!" starring Gary Cooper,
to be produced by Emanuel Cohen.

Beatrice Lillie and Bing Crosby
in an untitled production to be pro-
duced by Emanuel Cohen.

"Things Began to Happen", star-

ring W. C. Fields.

"Beau Geste" to be produced in

Technicolor with an all-star cast

headed by George Raft, Oscar Ho-
molka, Ray Milland and directed by
Henry Hathaway.

"Midnight", starring Marlene
Dietrich with Georges Rigaud, South
American star.

"Professor Beware", starring Har-
old Lloyd.

"The Vagabond King", to be pro-
duced in Technicolor by Frank
Lloyd.

"Paris Honeymoon", with Bing
Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tami-
roff and Ben Blue.

"Booloo", now being produced with
a native cast in the Malay Penin-
sula.

"This Way Please," with Charles
"Buddy" Rogers, Mary Livingstone,
Ned Sparks, Betty Grable, Fibber
McGee and Molly and Romo Vincent.
"Her Jungle Love", with Dorothy

Lamour and Ray Milland.
"Bonanza", with Edward Arnold,

George Bancroft and John Trent, to

be produced by B. P. Schulberg.
Rex Beach's "The Barrier", with

Jimmy Ellison, Jane Wyatt, Leo
Carrillo, Beulah Bondi and Robert
Barrat, to be produced by Harry
Sherman.

"Yesterday's Cheers", with John
Howard, Terry Walker, Robert Cum-
mings, John Patterson, Marsha Hunt
and Larry Crabbe.
"Dance for the Lady", with Judy

Canova, Leif Erikson, Johnny
Downs, Betty Grable, Marsha Hunt
and June Martel.
"Good Night, Ladies", with Lynne

Overman, Benny Baker, Eleanor
Whitney, Johnny Downs and Terry
Walker.
"Daughter of the Tong", with

Anna May Wong and Akim Tami-
roff.

"Murder Goes to Jail" with Lynne
Overman and Roscoe Karns.
"Summer Romance", with Ben

Blue, Betty Grable, Leif Erikson,

Larry Crabbe, John Howard the

Yacht Club Boys and Romo Vincent,

to be produced by Fanchon.
"Prison Farm", with a cast to be

announced later.

"On Such a Night" featuring

Grant Richards, Karen Morley, Milli

Monti, Roscoe Karns and Allan

Mowbray.
There will be, as well, a series of

three pictures featuring Gertrude

AGNEW GIVES PLEDGE

OF PROMPT RELEASE

(Continued from Page 1)

already has most of its pictures for
release during the next quarter ful-
ly completed or in the cutting room.
Agnew reviewed the "remarkable

strides" made by Paramount since
Adolph Zukor assumed supervision
of the studio's activities 14 months
ago and referred to "The Big Broad-
cast", "College Holiday", "The
Plainsman," "Swing High, Swing
Low" and "Waikiki Wedding" in

stressing the fact that superior
product had put Paramount on top.

Charles M. Reagan, western divi-

sional sales manager, told the con-
vention that Para, biz for the first

17 weeks of this year was more than
14 per cent above the business done
in the same period last year and
just a little under the best biz ever
done during a similar period, the
record having been established in
1929. He said that the company
now is serving slightly more than 91
per cent of its possibilities nation-
ally.

John Hicks, Jr., vice president in

charge of the company's foreign de-
partment, voiced high enthusiasm
for the prospects in his department
during the coming year, saying that
the type of product thus far devel-

oped is certb-in of financial success
despite the unrest in Europe. Hicks
declared that the people abroad
have plenty of money to spend on
good pictures.

.

J. J. Unger, eastern divisional

sales manager, presented gold
watches to 15 new members of the
One Hundred Per Cent Club and
Reagan made the presentation of

bonuses to the winners of the
Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee Sales
drive.

Michael as "Sophie Lang", the first

of which will be "Sophie Lang in

Hollywood." Sax Rohmer's Orien-
tal character "Fu Manchu" will be
brought to the screen with Akim
Tamiroff playing the title role.

Three productions based on the ad-
ventures of "Bulldog Drummond"
with Lee Bowman and Akim Tami-
roff heading the featured casts; six

"Hopalong Cassidy" Westerns, star-

ring William Boyd, to be produced
by Harry Sherman; two Zane Grey
Westerns, the first of which will be
"Arizona Ames", are also announced.

In addition to the foregoing list

of pictures, which are definitely

scheduled for production, Paramount
plans to produce and distribute la-

ter in the year the following:

"Men With Wings," story of the
history of aviation, by Cecil Lewis;
"Rulers of the Sea", based on the

history of the great Cunard Line;

"The Light That Failed", Rudyard
Kipnng s story; "The Life and Loves
of Victor Herbert", featuring some
of his outstanding compositions;

"The Count of Luxembourg", Franz
Lehar's operetta; "Manana", mus-
ical romance of Old Mexico.
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"The Last Train from
Madrid"

with Lew Ayres, Dorothy Lamour
Gilbert Roland

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount 78 Mins.

GOOD SPANISH WAR MELODRAMA
WITH STRONG EXPLOITATION POSSI-

BILITIES.

This is good melodrama with strong ex-

ploitation possibilities. Although the Span-

ish war is the background, the picture does

not take any side. James Hogan has di-

rected with much skill, his handling of

crowds being one of the highlights. Olympe
Bradna and Anthony Quinn came forward

with performances which should win them

important roles. Olympe is a Spanish girl

who is aided by Lew Ayres who is excel-

lent as an American newspaper man. Quinn,

an officer, places his life in jeopardy be-

cause of his strong friendship for Gilbert

Roland, a convict inducted into the army.

Lionel Atwill, Helen Mack, Robert Cum-
mings, Dorothy Lamour, Karen Morley and

Lee Bowman do excellent work. George

Arthur rates credit as the producer. Roland

is aided in his efforts to leave Spain by

Quinn, Karen Morley and Dorothy Lamour.

Quinn forces Atwill, his commanding of-

ficer, to give orders allowing Roland's train

to proceed to Valencia, but after he has

carried out his plan he is shot down by

Atwill's aides. Louis Stevens and Robert

Wyler turned in a good screenplay.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Dorothy Lamour, Gil-

bert Roland, Lionel Atwill, Karen Morley,

Helen Mack, Robert Cummings, Olympe

Bradna, Anthony Quinn, Lee Bowman.

Producer, George M. Arthur; Director,

James Hogan; Associate Director, Hugh

Bennett; Authors, Paul Hervey Fox and

Elsie Fox; Screenplay, Louis Stevens, Rob-

ert Wyler; Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck;

Editor, Everett Douglass; Musical Director,

Boris Morros.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"The World's In Love"
Viennese Film Co. 88 Mins.

TOP-FLIGHT MUSICAL COMEDY DIS-

CRIMINATING AUDIENCES WILL LIKE.

Its story based on Franz Lehar's oper-

etta, "Go Clo," this is a richly mounted

production, studded with lilting melodies

from the pen of the composer, expertly

acted and fortified with excellent flash-in

titles in English which assure it of maxi-

mum appeal to, and understanding by,

American audiences. Essentially it is a

farce comedy relating the consequences of

a week-end trip to Vienna by Rolf Wanka,

and his father, Leo Slezak. They both

fall in love,—or to be more conservative,

are enamored of the actress, Marta Eg-

gerth. The gay and exceptionally-funny

Slezak is subsequently led to believe that

the girl is his daughter as the result of an

affair in the long ago. The script, using

this situation, develops into a riotously

amusing cycle of circumstances. Picture is

splendidly acted and ranks well up among

the top-notch screenplays to come out of

foreign studios during recent months.

Cast: Marta Eggerth, Leo Slezak, Ida

Wuest, Rolf Wanka, Hans Moser, Anny
Rosar, Alfred Neugebauer, et al.

Produced by Syndicate Films, Vienna;

Director, W. Tourjansky; Author, Franz Le-

har; Screenplay, Ernest Marischka; Musical

Arrangements, Willy Schmidt-Gentner. Pre-

sented at the Filmarte Theater.

SHORTS
The March of Time No. 11, Vol. 3
RKO Radio 20 mins.

Strong, Human Interest

Opens with a review of Poland,
showing her difficult task trying to
maintain her position as an inde-
pendent republic in the midst of the
war clouds that envelop Europe.
Marshal Edward Smigley-Rydz, the
successor to Pilsudski, is seen re-
viewing Poland's army, and the
martial spirit that permeates the
life of the people is seen every-
where. Short shots are seen of Hit-
ler, Goebbels, and a pogrom in the
Jewish quarter of one of the cities.

The second subject titled Dogs for
Sale indicates how big business has
developed from the American love
of these four-footed pets. A very
human interest story is contained
with a picturization of the work of
"The Seeing Eye," the famous
school for the blind at Morristown,
N. J., where sheperd dogs are
trained to become the eyes for their
blind human masters. The final

subject is a corker, done with
graphic photographic skill and car-
rying a great dramatic punch, in
the story of the Dust Bowl, show-
ing the ravages of the erosion of
soil and wind in the western and
southern states afflicted with the
scourge. In the Texas Panhandle
especially, the work of fighting the
plague is portrayed in some amaz-
ing photos. The film closes with
close-up views of a dust storm that
bring home forcefully the devasta-
tion of this menace to farm lands
and farmers.

"Ornamental Swimming"
(Treasure Chest)

Educational 10 mins.
A Beautiful Novelty

The Mermaid Swimming Club of

Toronto present some very graceful
and beautiful routines in a pool, the
new technique being known as Or-
namental Swimming. The move-
ments are achieved principally by
floating on the surface of the water,
and many beautiful patterns are
worked out with amazing skill.

Here is a short that will adorn any
screen because of the beauty and
artistry of the performance. Direct-
ed by Gordon Sparling. Narrated
by Corey Thomson. Produced by
E. B. Norrish.

7 mins.

game is

"Play Ball"

(Terry-Toon)
Educational

Snappy Ball Game
A sensational baseball

staged, between the rival teams of
the Kangaroos and an assorted
group of animals. It is going pretty
tough with the Kangaroos, with the
rival pitcher Monk pulling some
tricky stuff that fans them all at

the plate, while the elephant and
the other heavy hitters are slam-
ming in the home runs for the other
team. But finally the big kangaroo
manages to pull a fast one, and
with the help of the young ones
scooting around the bases, wins by
a healthy score.

"Crystal Ballet"

(Treasure Chest)
Educational 12 mins.

Good Skating Novelty

Scenes from the 28th Carnival of

the Toronto Skating Club are used
as the background for a fantasy.
One of the girl skaters poses as a
modern Cinderella. Then is enact-
ed the story of the Fairy Princess
who sends her to the ball to meet
Prince Charming. The various
spectacles are then enacted as Cin-

New Md. Censor Named
Baltimore—Mrs. Harry T. Phoe-

bus, who was appointed a member
of the Maryland Board of Motion
Picture Censors several months
ago, has resigned from that office

and Mrs. J. Wilson Ryon, Hyatts-
ville, Md., has been appointed to the
place. Mrs. Phoebus was injured in

an automobile accident last winter
and resigned because of disability.

State Post for Rome
Baltimore—J. Louis Rome, Balti-

more lawyer and motion picture
theater owner, has been named a
member of the board of managers
of the Rosewood State Training
School by Gov. Harry W. Nice.

New Sparks House Planned
Hollywood, Fla.—-Plans are under

way for the erection of a new
Sparks theater on Hollywood Blvd.

New Charlotte Theater
Charlotte, N. C—Plans for the

construction of a new theater at
117 So. Tryon St. at a cost ranging
from $30,000 to $50,000 have been
announced by Ellis Blumenthal, rep-
resentative of the Theatrical Enter-
prise company. Blumenthal expects
to have the house in operation by
Sept. 1.

Indianapolis Tourney Set
Indianapolis, Ind.—The third an-

nual Golf Tournament of the Indian-
apolis Variety Club will be held
July 19 at the Indianapolis Country
Club. Floyd Brown, Universal man-
ager is chairman.

Baker Now Booking
Indianapolis—A. Baker, Columbia

ad sales manager, is now on the
booking desk. Robert Arvin, has
succeeded Baker.

derella attends and takes part in

the skating. Directed by Gordon
Sparling. Produced by B. E. Nor-
rish.

Buster West and Tom Patricola in

"Girls Ahoy"
Educational 18 mins.

Clever Hoofing Here
Wild doings with the two hoofers,

as they in the role of gobs get
leave from the ship, and rush off to
the home of their girls—two sisters—to try and save their pa from
marrying a gold digger who is after
the old man's jack. But two husky
brothers of the vamp make it tough
for them, and only after securing
the help of the police are they able
to save dad from getting hooked.
West and Patricola manage to work
in some nifty stepping as the hectic
action unfolds. Produced by Al
Christie. Story by Arthur Jarrett
and Marcy Klauber.

"Songs of the Danube"
(Treasure Chest)

Educational 9 mins.
Charming Viennese Number
A very artistic presentation of

Vienna, recreating the spirit of the
days of Mozart, Schubert and
Straus, as exemplified in scenes of
old castles, and the picturesque Dan-
ube. Works of the composers are
featured as dancers in costumes of
the period present various dances,
such as the minuet and the waltz.

"Ozzie Ostrich Comes to Town"
(Terry-Toon)

Educational 7 mins
Lively Cartoon Subject

Presenting a new cartoon charac-
ter in the Terry-Toon series, in the
person of Ozzie, a young ostrich. I

Ozzie gets in a mixup with the kan-j
garoo. They have a hectic adven-

1

ture with the mattress in the bed, I

with the springs getting all twined
|

around the combatants. Later Ozzie
j

swallows some sticks of dynamite, I

as the kangaroo tries frantically to
J

get out of his reach. But Ozzie
J

pursues, and the dynamite shoots
|

out of his long neck as if from a
J

gun, and almost wrecks the kan-|
garoo.

Niela Goodelle in

"Love In Arms"
Educational 18 mins.

Tuneful College Skit

A college romance with music, as
the girls at the private school
scheme to have the boys from the
nearby military academy attendj
their prom, after the head of the J

school has forbidden them. The
singing of Niela Goodelle is fea-
tured along with Lee Sullivan -a

youngster who has a very pleat

]

voice and looks like a comer. TB^e
is a good slice of comedy injected
with the antics of the coach and
trainer at the military academy who
appear at the dance in order to help
out. Produced by Al Christie. Story
by Arthur Jarrett and Marcy
Klauber.
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FOR '37-'38 RELEASE

Fenn Kimball, president of Gen-

eral Pictures, yesterday announced
that his company will produce for

1937-38 season a program embrac-

ing eight action features, four west-

erns and two outdoor color musi-

cals. Titles are as follows:

Action features
—"Night Edition,"

by Ray Doyle; "Circus Queen," by
Gertrude Orr; 'The Rockabye Kid,"

by Edward Sinclair; "Prison Ship,"

by Alex Graham; "Genius Murder
Case," by Roy EVans; "Roaring
Wheels," by Charles Dryden";
"Murder in the Air," by Edward
Lansing; and "Substitute Prisoner,"

by Max Marcin.

Outdoor Color Musicals — "The
Bandit King," by Bob Lively and
Betty Laidlaw, and "Enchanted
Mesa," by Tom Bigson.

Westerns — "Whippersnapper,"
"Master Dynamite," "Three Feet of

Luck" and "Billy the Kid, Jr."

Robert Henry, a five-year-old

youngster, will be featured in the
westerns.

A contract has been signed with
Al Mannon to produce the color

musicals and the Westerns for Gen-
eral. Bill Deming has joined Gen-
eral as an executive producer and
will cooperate with Kimball in the
production of the features. Chris-

tian Mauthe has recently been
elected secretary of the corporation.

Kimball leaves shortly on a tour
of the exchanges to discuss plans
with the General franchise holders.

The first picture of the 1937-38 se-

ries, "Night Edition," will go into

production.

«* Dear, Old Vaudeville!
Being the Best Remembered Experiences of Myron J. Kallet,

President of Kaliet Theaters, Inc.,

of Oneida, N. Y.

r As Told to FILM DAILY=

knew little about vaudeville and
many thought it should be like a

road show. Frequently after the

first few acts were over, some of the

audience would start to leave the

theater thinking the show was all

over, but, as another act was
brought on, they would go back to

their seats.

Upon finally leaving the theater,

many of them would remark, "So,

this is what you call vaudeville."

First, a man comes out and throws
things in the air; you applaud and
that's the last you see of him. Then
some woman comes out and warbles
for five minutes, and then she dis-

appears with the juggler."

Not only did they ridicule vaude-
ville, but such incidents as these

actually happened at the box office

during the daily reserve seat sale:

A woman would come to the window
explaining that she had rheumatism
and she wanted her right leg located

so that she could stretch it out in

"the path," (meaning the aisle).

Others would ask the prices of the

show, always cheaper in the bal-

cony than in the orchestra. So ad-

20TH-F0X-GB DISTRIB.

ETUP MAY CONTINUE

MY best remembered experience takes me back to the days

when I was treasurer of the old Grand Opera House in

Syracuse, N. Y., when we played such stars as Alice Lloyd, W. C.

Fields, Eva Tanguay and many other old timers.

In that, era, the general, public
vised> they would think for a moment
and inquire if they would see the

same show from the balcony as the

people would downstairs. Still

others would ask for seats not too

far down the "alley," or say, "pick

me out two good seats in the or-

chard."

Equally vivid in memory is my
actual debut as an exhibitor. With
my brother, Joe, as a partner, I

started a nickelodeon at Onondaga
Valley. We exhibited a one reel

picture in three parts. We ran a

few minutes of the film and then
cut in with illustrated song slides.

I stood in the little open box of-

fice with a megaphone crying out,

"Only five cents, ladies are admitted
as well as gents." Owing to the

fact that in those days the theater
was kept very dark the fair sex
were afraid to come in. It was a
steady grind and, believe it or not,

on some days we grossed as much
as $1.45!

100 Delegates to RKO Radio

Convention Leave Tomorrow

Editor's Note: This is No. 12 of

a feature series. Watch for another
in an early issue.

Words and Wisdom

(Continued from Page 1)

aboard a special train, which will

stop en route to pick up delegates
from other cities.

Ned E. Depinet, Vice-President
in charge of distribution, and Jules

Levy, General Sales Manager, will

head the Eastern delegation, and
Phil Reisman, Foreign Sales Man-
ager, will be in charge of RKO Ra-
dio's foreign representatives.

The train will stop at Albany, In-

dianapolis, St. Louis, Little Rock
and Dallas to pick up branch man-
agers and salesmen from RKO Ra-
dio exchanges all over the United
States and Canada. In order to ac-

commodate the large number of

delegates, the train will be augment-
ed at St. Louis and Dallas with

more all-room sleeping cars, lounge
{^ X and diners.

ngjt Dallas, Fort Worth, Sweetwa-
ter, Texas; El Paso and Tucson,

Arizona, the conventionites will

leave the trains for special recep-

tions and entertainment.

Delegates from the West Coast

offices will journey direct to Los
Angeles.

IDEAS: Some actors have ideas

and can work them out them-
selves; others are capable of mag-
nificent acting, but only if a director

gets it out of them. But if you have
your own ideas there's no question

of your being at the director's

mercy.—EDWARD G. ROBINSON.

pie concerned.
NARD SHAW.

GEORGE BER-

BEAUTY: Less make-up, applied

more scientifically, enhances natural

beauty. Passing of the marcel wave
scores a point for naturalness.

—

WALLY WESTMORE.

EGO: I have fought against "going

Hollywood" because I've seen too

many careers wrecked by those who
have permitted their ego to get the

upper hand of their judgment.

—

ASTRID ALLWYN.

FORESIGHT: I gave up acting
when I did because I realized that

if I didn't acting would give me up.

I was a juvenile, and there are

plenty of juveniles around. I saw
the end in sight and I chose the

executive side rather than finding

myself out or having to turn to

character parts.—WILLIAM COL-
LIER, Jr.

(Continued from Page 1)

to distribute pictures in America,

we will probably distribute them.

G-B is scheduled to hold its an-

nual convention here this month at

which its plans for distributing

about 24 pictures in the U. S. next

season are to be announced.

New Plays Bureau Names
Panel for Contest Judges

Panel from which the committee

of judges for the second play com-
petition of the industry-sponsored

Bureau of New Plays will be chosen

is announced as follows by Theresa

Helburn, director:

Richard Aldrich, Winthrop Ames,
Delos Chappell, Alfred de Liagre,

Jr., Max Gordon, Lawrence Lang-
ner, Gilbert Miller, Brock Pember-
ton, Rowland Stebbins, producers.

Ina Claire, George M. Cohan,

Lynn Fontaine, Walter Hampden,
Helen Hayes, Eva Le Gallienne, Al-

fred Lunt, actors.

John Gassner, John Hanrahan,
Joseph Wood Krutch, Burns Mantle,

Ruth Pickering, critics and editors.

Edward Goodman, Harry Wag-
staff Gribble, Worthington Miner,

Philip Moeller, Antoinette Perry,

Lee Strasberg, directors.

A. M. Drummond, of Cornell,

Samuel A. Eliot, Jr., of Smith, Saw-
yer Falk, of Syracuse, Garrett H.
Leverton, of Northwestern, E. C.

Mable, of the University of Iowa,

Allardyce Nicoll, of Yale, Frank
Hurburt O'Hara, of the University

of Chicago, Arthur Mobson Quinn,

of the University of Pennsylvania,

Randolph Somerville, of New York
University.

Competition, designed
_
by the

seven major film companies to un-

cover new writing talent in the col-

lege field, opens Oct. 1, closes Dec.

15.

INSPIRATION: A survey of Hol-

lywood's feminine players revealed

that 85 per cent of the greatest

players not only admit that red is

one of their favorite colore, but de-

clare that they are, inspired to

greater effort by it.—GAIL PAT-
RICK.

PLETHORA: The trouble with

films is that there are 60 many peo-

ACTING: You can be the most
brilliant actor or actress in the

world, but if you haven't the real

quality in yourself you will mean
nothing on the screen. — G. W.
PABST.

MONEY: I can earn as much in

Hollywood in a year as I can on
the stage in England in a lifetime.

—IAN HUNTER.

thing every talent scout has on his

conscience.—DONOVAN PEDELTY.

DANCE: In the early film days

the dance director simply arranged

his numbers and the director of

the picture did the rest . . . and cut

the dance scenes to ribbons, and the

musicals fell between two stools.

The main difference between mu-
sicals now and a few years ago is

that dance directors are being given

more scope.—LARRY CEBALLOS.

RESPONSIBILITY: You cannot
hope to pick up a stranger, study
her possibilities for pictures and
put her back in the workaday niche

from which you took her. The touch

twists. She has had a glimpse of

a different life and will not readily

fit back into the puzzle. That is a

GARBO: Garbo is in a class by
herself. It is a unique personality
— that combination of tenderness

and intelligence. And how she has
developed! The greatest is still to

come.—G. W. PABST.

THE PUBLIC: When I went into

pictures I hoped I was going to

be able to play all sorts of different

parts and have a new personality

lor each one. The public won't let

you. Once you have any success as

a personality they resent any at-

tempt to be different. — MERLE
OBERON.
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30 Millions for U. S. Pix
London—-Estimate that American

distributors obtained about $30,000,-
000 in 1936 from exhibition of films
in England was made in Parliament
by Oliver Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade. Stanley said the
British quota act had reduced the
income of American distributors
from British exhibition of their pic-
tures.

Parisian Film Notes
Paris—Harry Baur has given up

his projected trip to Hollywood ow-
ing to his numerous activities and
to his six engagements in various
productions to be made during 1937-
38 . . . Pierre Caron, who directed
half a dozen pictures during the
past year, has formed a production
concern and has already started his
first spectacular production, "Cin-
derella," which will mark the debuts
of two Americans on the screen,
Joan Warner, the dancer, and Har-
ry Pilcer, who will direct the dance
ensemble ... O. Danciger will di-

rect a version of '"The Patriot,"
which years ago was produced by
Lubitsch. Harry Baur will appear
in the role made famous by Emil
Jannings . . . Jacha Guitry, actor-
producer, will make three versions
of "Seven Pearls of the Crown," in

French with Cecil Sorel, in English
with Ann Harding or Miss Shaw
and one in Italian.

Screened for Chile's President

Santiago, Chile — "The Good
Earth," which not long ago was
presented at a "command perform-
ance" for the British crown, was
screened privately last week at the
request of the President of Chile,

Arturo Alessandri. The chief exec-
utive, after seeing the M-G-M road-
show film at his place, expressed the
opinion that it was one of tne finest

productions he had ever seen.

Signs Margaret Lockwood
London — Margaret Lockwood,

who replaced Anna Lee as the fem-
inine lead in the forthcoming
George Arliss film, "Dr. Syn," has
been signed to a three-year contract
by Gainsborough Pictures which ex-
pects to groom her for stardom.

German Prod. Up 16% in 1936

Berlin—According to statistics of
the Institute of Coordination, Ger-
man film production in 1936 attain-
ed 713,000 meters, an increase of 16
per cent over 1935. During the
past year only 9 per cent of the
total pictures were of foreign ori-

gin.

Prizes for Travel Shorts
Paris—The Ministrv of Tourism

has created a prize of $250 to be
offered to any foreign concern pro-

ducing shorts describing the beauty
of France—travel throughout the
country, beautiful sites, monu-
ments, etc. A gold medal will also
be offered to foreign concerns mak-
ing shorts showing France's eco-
nomical and industrial progress.

Maude Howell Film Director
London — Maude Howell, Eng-

land's only woman director, has as-
sumed her new duties as co-director
with Herbert Mason of the forth-
coming Gaumont production, "Dr.
Syn." George Arliss is starred in

the film, which has just gone before
the cameras at the Gainsborough
Studios.

Norway's Most Pop. Actress
Oslo - - Ginger Rogers has been

voted Norway's most popular fem-
inine film star by a wide margin in
a popularity contest conducted by
the prominent Oslo newspaper,
Arbeided Aisen Trondheim. Miss
Rogers recently topped all other ac-
tresses in a poll conducted by a
newspaper in Shanghai, China.

Australian Quota Flop
Sydney — The New South Wales

quota is so far behind expectations
that this move to advance native
production is generally regarded as
a failure. It was expected that 22
Australian features would be pro-
duced under the quota in the first

year of its application. Only nil
pictures were produced.

$1,000,000 on~ln~die Theaters
London—New motion picture th>

ater construction in England, asic
from circuit building schemes, no-
under way, will cost more tha
$1,000,000.

Vienna Producers Merge
Vienna—The producing concern

Gloria and Rex have merged unde
the title of Forter Gloria. Dr. Wii,
helm Szckely has been appointed di

rector. Their first productioi
"Premiere," will have the Swedis
Zara L. Leander as star.

To Film Jaures' Life
Paris — Les Productions Fran

caises Cinematographique is pre
paring the "Life of Jean Jaures,
the Socialist leader who was sho
by a student when the great wa
broke out. Dr. Chapelain, son-in
law of Jaures, is collaborating oi

the script.

Build 20 Theaters in Africa
Dakar — Louis Girard and Wil

Ham de Lane have organized Con
sortium Cinematographique d<

L'A. O. F. (French Occidenta,
Africa). They have built 20 cine
mas throughout western Africa!
French and American pictures wilj

alternate.

tiC^UiiUvU Cuvcthk Tihns
Wm, Brown's Campaign
For "Soldier and the Lady"
W/TLLIAM BROWN, live-wire

manager of the RKO Al-

bee Theater in Providence, put
on an exceptionally fine cam-
paign to sell RKO Radio's "The
Soldier and the Lady" to the
public. In addition to increased
space in his newspaper ads,

Brown used 48 24-sheets, 500
one-sheets and several radio
spot announcements. Special
mounted one-sheets were placed
in the lobbies of each of the
large hotels. Ten thousand
bookmarks were distributed by
the public libraries and each
branch displayed stills from the
film in the reading rooms. Pro-
fessor Hastings of Brown Uni-
versity lectured on "Michael
Strogoff," three of the largest

235 British Pix Planned
London—A recent survey by a film

trade journal reveals that 235 British

productions are planned for the coming
season, a jump of 27 from last year's

number.

department stores dressed win-
dows with Russian blouses, and
about 10,000 paper napkins
were distributed to soda foun-
tains and tea rooms. Most effec-

tive of all, however, was the
airplane engaged by Manager
Brown. Starting a week before
the opening day, this plane flew
over Providence, Pawtucket
and other nearby towns, with a
120-foot banner. The flying was
done at the noon hour each day.

—Albee, Providence.

Frank Hensen's Campaign
On "Woman Chases Man"
pRANK HENSEN of Loew's

Broad had all the women in
the city agog with his "Woman
Chases Man" search. The Ohio
State Journal devoted 30,000
lines of publicity to the stunt
which ran for four days before
the opening of the Samuel
Goldwyn production. It was an-
nounced that an unidentified
man resembling Joel McCrea
would walk through the main
business section at a certain
time each day. The first wo-

man to recognize him was
given a cash prize of $25. Each
day he went unrecognized the
prize was increased. The man
was not put on the street until
the fourth day when the award
reached $100. With the paper
giving front page space to the
gag for several days in ad-
vance, traffic was stopped along
his route. All the papers and
radio stations went for the
stunt in a big way. Hensen
blanketed the town with 24
sheets and throwaways.

—Loew's Broad,

Columbus, O.

Shirt Tieup Plugs

"Prince and the Pauper"

TN a tieup with Warner Bros.'
uThe Prince and the Pauper,"

the "Fruit of the Loom" Shirt

Co., who manufacture the boys'

shirts worn by Billy and Bob-

by Maueh, stars of the picture,

are sending out a mailing piece

to every theater playing the

film outlining the shirt promo-
tion to be used with local

stores. Names of local dealers

are also included, so that exhib-
itors may take advantage of the
national tieup. Supplementing
this, local dealers in each city
are also being informed of
playdates on the picture in their
city, and are being urged to
tie-up with the theater on the
shirts. Three hundred window
cards have already been distrib-

uted for placement in New York
on the feature's engagement at
the New York Strand. In addi-
tion to the mailing piece, a tag
carrying a copy plugging the
film attached to 18,000 shirts
being sent out by the company
weekly.

—Warner Bros.

Holmes in Italian Pix

Rome (By Cable) — Cenes Allean-
has signed Phillips Holmes to dircr

'

and star in an Italian-made producti

for next season, it is announced by
President Roberto Maltini. Holmes will

also make two English pix for British

International next season.

m\
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fetRSTATE TO FIGHT

BANK NIGHT RULING

(Continued from Page 1)

Appeals in the H. S. Cole case that

Bank Nights were lotteries.

' "If the highest courts finally hold

that bank nights are a violation of

'the law, we want no part of it, of

;ourse", commented R. J. O'Donnell,

vice-president and general manager
of the Interstate Theaters Circuit

Inc., of Dallas, who was in Hous-

ton when the ruling was handed
down. "But we're going to fight

for the right to continue what we
think is an interesting feature."

Horwitz managers voiced the

same sentiments.

"Singles Vs Duals" Still

Experiment in Des Moines

Des Moines — Single features at

the suburban Roosevelt Theater vs.

double features at the downtown
Des Moines theater, is deemed still

in an experimental stage, according

i
to officials of Tri-States Theater
Corp.

Reaction has been mixed, execs

;
say. Phone calls are still being re-

i ceived asking why the Roosevelt is

I asking 41 cents for a single fea-

ture, this was the same price for-

merly in effect when double features

were used.

At the downtown Des Moines
theater, where 51 cents is the ad-

mission for the same feature shown
i at the Roosevelt plus an additional

feature, the advance has caused lit-

tle comment. Attendance has been
about on a par with that of the
other Tri-States houses, it is said.

Roosevelt patrons in general like

singles, one reason being that the
shorter evening programs get the
nabe's kiddies home earlier.

Steel Strike Has Little

Effect on Film Grosses

Canton, 0.—There has been no
falling off in first-run movie theater
patronage here despite the two
weeks'-old strike at the plants here
of the Republic Steel Corp. which
has resulted in more than 7,000 men
being idle.

At Youngstown, Warren, Niles

and other towns in the strike area,

first-run film houses report patron-

age slightly off, with subsequent
neighborhood houses grosses little

affected, it was learned.

Free Movies at Resort

j-^idina, 0.—Parker Beach, man-
a, nof Chippewa Lake Park near
he?Fe,' one of the largest amusement
parks in northeastern Ohio, has an-
nounced free sound movies will be
continued this summer. A 40-minute
program, including short subjects,
comedies, educational and newsreels
will be offered nightly in the out-
door auditorium.

Treasury's Attitude Seen Blocking

Admission Tax Exemption Increase

(Continued from Pngc 1)

ably increase the government's
revenue, because it would open the
way for demands from other busi-
nesses for similar relief.

As a result of the Treasury's at-
titude, it is very questionable that
any action to increase the exemp-
tion level will be effective at this
session. Vincent declared.
An amendment to the bill provid-

ing for extension of the admissions
tax for two years still may be made
on the floor of the House, Vincent
said.

A memorandum was sent yester-
day to every member of the House
of Representatives by Pete Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio set-
ting forth facts which, he states,
present an incontrovertible argu-
ment in favor of amending the bill

to increase the exemptions on ad-
missions from 40 to 50 cents.
Wood's memorandum in part states:
"More money for the United

States Treasury and relief for the
independent purveyor of amuse-
ments would result.

"There are 18,508 motion picture
theaters in operation in the U. S.,

and only 110 of these theaters now
charge an admission price of 50
cents or 55 cents at any time dur-
ing the day or evening.
"The motion picture theaters

represent an industry that has been
unable to restore prices to pre-de-
pression levels; this has resulted in

non-profitable operation in many
theaters in numerous sections
throughout the U. S. With a res-
toration of the 50-cent admission
price in first-run theaters, there
would result an increased price in

all the subsequent-run theaters.
These latter theaters are operated

chiefly by individuals and represent
their sole means of livelihood.

Under present price levels, they are
having a difficult struggle to sur-
vive.

"A reference to the records of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue will dis-

close the fact that approximately 40
per cent of the money collected

from this admission tax, which for
the year ending June 30, 1936,
amounted to about $15,000,000, came
out of the State of New York, and
of this 40 per cent a very large per-
centage came from the high-bracket
admissions in the City of New York.
An increase of 10 cents in the ex-
emption would not disturb this sit-

uation at all.

"A recent survey discloses that
in 14 first-run theaters in the State
of Ohio during a period of one
month there were 931,077 paid ad-
missions; 92.5 per cent of these ad-
missions will be affected by a raise

in the price level of from 5c to 10c
per admission.
"Taking the City of Columbus, O.,

as an example of the additional
revenue that would accrue to the
Government if the exemption were
raised to 50 cents: The receipts at
four theaters charging a 40-cent top
were, during the year 1936, $1,270,-

600. At the 37 theaters charging
less than a 40-cent top, the receipts
were $1,287,800, a total of $2,560,-

400. An increase of 10 cents in the
top price of 40 cents and an increase
of 5 cents in all other admission
rates would raise the total receipts

$470,000. Of this sum, an estimated
profit tax percentage of not less

than 12 per cent would bring to the
U. S. Treasury from the City of Co-
lumbus alone approximately $60,000
additional revenue."

MPTO of Virginia Will

Elect Officers at Meeting

Officers will be elected by the

MPTO of Virginia at its annual con-

vention at the Cavalier Hotel, Vir-

ginia Beach, June 14 and 15. Wil-
liam S. Wilder is president of the

association at the present time.

Counsel File Fee Pleas
Samuel L. Chess, counsel for pe-

titioning creditors of the Fox
Brooklyn Theater and Office Build-

ing filed application in Federal
Court for $20,000 for services ren-

dered in the reorganization. Francis
J. Quillen, an attorney, filed a pe-

tition for $2,000 for services.

Imperial Gets Two More
Armand Cohen of San Francisco

has a five-year Imperial franchise
for the San Francisco territory

while George Montgomery of Los
Angeles has acquired a five-year
Imperial franchise for the Los An-
geles territory. Both will distribute
Imperial's current product in con-
junction with the 1937-38 product.

Lincoln's Film Theaters

Will Brave Summer Heat

Lincoln, Neb.—There will be no
closings here this year. Every
downtown house is operating and
only one nabe is boarded up, that

for repairs. Lincoln has been op-

erating 100 per cent for nearly two
years now.

Intense competitive scene here is

largely responsible. Two circuits
and two indie operators make for
the scramble. Town is playing 23
to 27 features weekly and more
product than any other spot in the
country.

G N Showing "Girl"

Grand National is holding trade
previews of its Gilbert and Sullivan
picture, "The Girl Said No," in every
exchange center throughout the
country on Tuesday, June 15, with
the exception of New York where
a trade preview has already been
held. "The Girl Said No" will have
its world premiere in Boston on
June 22 at the Shubert Theater.

PETITION AGAINST

NUISANCE TAXES

By MILTON LUNCH
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—A delegation repre-

senting the church, labor, farm and
other organizations yesterday peti-

tioned Congressional leaders to

block the Doughton bill, which
would continue for two or more
years the so-called Federal nuisance
taxes, excises on radios, theater ad-
missions, etc., and yield about $500,-

000,000 a year.

A statement, prepared under aus-
pices of the People's Lobby and
signed by several hundred church-
men, educators, and labor and farm
leaders proposed that Congress ob-
tain whatever revenues the govern-
ment needs by drastic increases in
income, estate and other direct
taxes. "Chief reliance of the Fed-
eral government for revenue," the
statement said, "should be upon di-
rect taxes,—that is on personal and
corporation income taxes, including
taxes on excess profits, gifts and
estates. We believe that with re-
duction or elimination of Federal
taxes on consumption, exemption for
income should be reduced and sur-
taxes should start at not over $3,-
000 and be rapidly progressive."

Pennsylvania Admissions

Tax to Fade Out July 23

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Pennsyl-
vania Legislature adjourned without
renewing the state amusement tax,
which will cease to be collected on
July 23. The tax was one cent on
each 25 cent admission or fraction
thereof.

Theaters will have at least one
month before any attempt to collect
the new chain store tax is made.
The delay was brought about when
two large chain store concerns con-
tested the constitutionality of the
law. If, however, the law is finally
upheld, theaters and stores will be
liable for all back taxes.

The American Stores Company
filed an equity proceeding against
Secretary of Revenue John B. Kelly
in Dauphin County Court. The
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com-
pany joined in the suit against en-
forcement of the law.

The concerns have charged that
the act is discriminatory because it

does not include newsstands; it vio-
lates the constitutional provisions
of uniformity of all taxes on all

classes by levying a graduated tax,
and violates the due process law by
being discriminatory in that it

places a heavy burden on the large
store and theater owners, which
amounts to virtual confiscation of
property in many instances because
the companies will be forced to close
many of its stores.
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PARAMOUNT WINS FOUR FIRST PRIZES

FOR OUTSTANDING SHORTS!
Exhibitors in nation-wide poll give the top spots in their

respective divisions to "Popeye the Sailor Meets Sindbad

the Sailor" (Two -Reel Color Cartoon), "An Underwater

Romance" (One -Reel Sport), "Lovers' Paradise" (One-

Reel Color Musical), "Bridge Ahoy'-l (One - Reel Cartoon).
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Ends as Three Unions Vote Peace

BRITISHJH1ARD PROPOSESDRASTIC QUOTA CHANGES

Grand National Reports First Year Loss of $636,201

Newsreels
. Richard's prediction

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

PREDICTION made by A. J. Richard,

' Paramount newsreel head, at the com-
pany's Los Angeles sales convention which

adjourns tonight, that 25-minute newsreels

are on the way will bear mulling over and

remembering.

Richard feels that these lengthened

newsreels will be on screens within 18

months, and contends that exhibitors can

"sell" news pictures as readily as they now
do Hollywood "personalities." Naturally

enough, he points to the b.o. draw of the

Hindenburg disaster reels as an example.

While it is true that such outstanding

newsworthy subjects do not come along

every week, it is also true that too many
exhibs. today are merely casual in their

treatment of newsreels. Not only that,

but there are those exhibs. who, when it

is necessary to make up screen time, re-

sort to "editing" their newsreels.

EVEN those alert showmen who appre-

ciate the program value of newsreels

—and it is well to bear in mind that

newsreels led the shorts field in a recent

FILM DAILY exhib. poll—frequently make
no direct and sustained attempt to "sell"

them. It takes a dirigible catastrophe or

a Coronation to stir them into action.

Yet public interest in pictorial treat-

ment of news is greater than ever before,

and that interest should increase rather

than decrease. Growth in patronage of

newsreel theaters (and their own numerical

increase) attests it. So, too, does the

huge circulation quickly established by

such magazines as Life and Look.

COR something like 18 months, leading

' American newspapers have been mak-
ing their readers, comprising the tradi-

/1~|l "mass audience" of the movies,

HA picture-minded through the agencies

of Wirephoto and similar mechanical photo

transmission devices.

This speed-up of pictorial presentation

of news obviously has stimulated the aver-

age moviegoer's interest in newsreels, and
thus at least gives plausibility to Richard's

forecast.

Alperson Announces Gross

Profit of $437,276 on

Film Rentals

Grand National Films, Inc. re-

ports a net loss of $636,201 after all

charges, including organization and
other corporate expenses of $74,131,
for the year ended Apr. 3, last.

In explanation of the loss, Edward
L. Alperson, president, states in his
annual report that since the corpo-

(Continued on Page 3)

WM. GOETZ SAILING

TO SET FIELDS PIX

William Goetz, vice-president of
20th Century-Pox and executive as-
sistant to Darryl Zanuck, has ar-
rived from Hollywood and is stop-
ping at the Waldorf-Astoria. Goetz
will sail for London on the Nor-
mandie on Wednesday.
His mission there is to complete

(Continued on Page 4)

Lesser to Spend $3,500,000

On 10 Pix, Build Own Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser will spend

$3,500,000 on 10 pictures which his
Principal Productions organization
will make for RKO and 20th Cen-
tury-Pox release. He will also

(Continued on Page 4)

Para. Keeps Paris Studio

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount has renewed

the lease on its Paris studio tor six

years, John Hicks, Jr., foreign distribu-

tion manager, announced at the com-
pany's sales convention now in its last

day here.

ZUKOR SEES EXTENDED

RUNS FOR BIO FILMS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL'-'

Los Angeles — Adolph Zukor,
Para.'s board chairman, yesterday
told the company's sales convention
at the Hotel Ambassador that he
expects by autumn big pictures will

run from 5 to 6 weeks where a year
ago they were accorded possibly
two weeks.
Terming the 1937-38 season the

greatest for top calibre productions
in years, Zukor stressed the fact

(Continued on Page 4)

United Artists Sales Force

Hears Policy on Monday

George J. Schaefer U. A. vice

president and general manager, will

outline the company's product lineup
and selling policy for 1937-38 at
Monday's opening sessions of the
three-day United Artists sales con-
ference at the Waldorf-Astoria, ac-

(Continned on Page 4)

Painters, Makeup Artists and Scenic

Artists, Given Union Shop, Vote Peace

Moss Bringing Television

Equipment From England

B. S. Moss, co-owner of the Cri-

terion Theater, who returns from
England Monday on the Norman-
die, is bringing back with him a
complete television broadcasting
and receiving equipment of the latest

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That dove of peace

finally winged down here yesterday,
the striking painters, makeup ar-
tists and hairdressers, and scenic ar-
tists voting to accept a "satisfac-
tory agreement" with the stud'os.
According to the unions, affihaces

of the Federated Motion Picture
Crafts, the producers conceded a

(Continued on Page 4)

Asks $75,000 Minimum on

Quota Pix, and Quota
on Shorts

London (By Cable) — Drastic

changes in the British quota which
would prove very costly if not pro-

hibitive to American companies do-

ing business in England were pro-

posed yesterday by the Board of

Trade.
The Board advised that a mini-

mum cost of 15,000 pounds, roughly
$75,000, be set for quota pictures.

The present law has no such pro-

vision.

The initial quota for American
companies would require them to

(Continued on Page i)

RKO SPECIAL STARTS

COAST TRIP TONIGHT

RKO's Convention Special pulls
out at 7 p.m. EDST tonight, from
Grand Central for the company's
annual sales convention to be held
June 16-20 in Hollywood. Aboard
will be home office execs, and dele-
gates, plus personnel from the
branch offices in St. John, New

(Continued on Page 4)

Blumenthal Joining GN
as Vice Prexy, Director

A. Pam Blumenthal of the broker-
age house of Adler-Blumenthal &
Co., will become associated with
Grand National Films as a vice
president on Aug. 1 and will replace
Charles L. Stillman, treasurer of

(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Growing Posies
Coconut Grove, Ha.—This city boasts

the only theater in the country having
an indoor flower garden. Unique formal
garden has been created in the rear of
the Coconut Grove's auditorium where
builders have provided for increased
seating capacity in future years. J. I.

McKinney is manager.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25% 25% 25]/4 — Va

Columbia Picts. vtc. 32% 30% 303/4 — 2y4
Columbia Picts. pfd. .

Con. Fm. Ind 3y2 3 3 — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13 12% 12% — Vl

East. Kodak 169 169 169 — 1%
do pfd ;

Gen. Th. Eq '

Loew's, Inc 79 78 78 — 1 %
ao pfd •

Taramount 19 18'/4 18% — 3 4

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd. 17 17 17

Pathe Film 7 7 7 — V4
RKO 7% ?% ?% — Vs

20th Century-Fox . 36% 36/2 36% — %
20lh Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 13% 13 13% — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46

Loew 6s41ww 99S/
8 99% 99%— %

Para. B'way 3s55... 68 67 67 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55 . 100 993/4 100

RKO 6s41 - ••
Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 94% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2'/4 2% 2% — Vs

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% ••••
Technicolor 27 26% 26% - %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts •••••

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11% 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

. . . 95% 96%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43
. . 54 56

Variety Club Goes for Ride

St. Louis, Mo.—Annual midnight

boat ride of the St. Louis Variety

Club will be taken on the Steamer

President astride the Mississippi

River tonight, with Ray Colvm,

chief barker and head of the Exhi-

bitors Supply Co. in charge. Pro-

ceeds will be used to purchase and

«quip a special sound truck that

will be used to show films to shut-

ins at St. Louis and St. Louis Coun-

ty institutions.

• • • SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY reigned sho'nuf at

the farewell party given by GB for Arthur Johnston and Mau-
rice Sigler sailing today for London to do the music for

the next Jessie Matthews picture and so authentic were
the mint juleps, that the songwriters decided then and there to

concoct a Mammy song those newspaper mugs were "you-
all-ing" one another all over the place and treating the
gals with the chivalry to which they are not accustomed and
sometimes but not always deserve and Kentucky Colonel
Mike Vogel found himself in his element, and started to act

like Rhett Butler the cad and the girls seemed to

like it, sho'nuf Note: If any southerner objects to our
dialect, we plead the excuse we haven't been in Texas (where
we were born) since we were two years old

• • • A TELEGRAM that was evidently of some im-
portance was received by Hal Home yesterday . . . he rushed
into the United Artists' offices all excited, yelling: "Have I got
some good news, fellers. Listen to this!" everybody
started to congratulate him and shake his hand nobody
would listen while he tried to read the wire . just kept on
congratulating him about an hour later, Hal was worn out
trying to explain, and they carried him out limp into his office

in the Wanger dep't with the gang still shouting: "Con-
gratulations!"

• • • RESULTS OF the games played in the M. P. Base-
ball League Skouras topped NBC by 8 to 5 Con-
solidated beat Paramount to take second place by 7 to 3
M-G-M and RKO played thirteen innings, with M-G-M scoring
a surprise upset with a score of 5 to 4 another upset was
Skouras beating Columbia by 3 to 1 RKO beat Paramount
by 6 to

Right to Sue Warners et al

Over "Chain Gang" Upheld

Atlanta—The Georgia Court of

Appeals upheld the right of Prison

Commissioner Vivien Stanley to sue

Warners and others for $100,000

libel damages arising from "Fugi-

tive From a Chain Gang." The

court ruled the picture advertised

as based on "I Am a Fugitive From
a Georgia Chain Gang," and hence
is linked with the book. Stanley
is thought to have a libel case in

the statement made about the prison
commission in the book wherein the
author, Robert Elliott Burns, claims
the Commission transferred him
from one prison camp to another
for refusing to pay a bribe. De-
fendants are: Warners, Vitagraph,
Vitaphone, Keith's Georgia Theater,
Bob Wilby, Earle Holden. Suit was
originally filed in Fulton County
Court but the Court of Appeals
ruled on defendants' demurrers yes-
terday.

James Whitney Dead
Bennington, Vt.—James H. Whit-

ney, 82, old-time minstrel and mo-
tion picture theater owner died at
a hospital here recently.

Three Toronto Theaters

Will be Air-Conditioned

Toronto—Air-conditioning of the
Uptown theater, Canada's largest, is

costing $17,000; while air-condition-
ing, new stage and new balcony at
the Roxy, a downtown theater, is

costing $20,000. The Beverly, one of
the Associated Theaters string in
Toronto, is getting new sound
equipment, an air-conditioning sys-
tem and new seats.

Malcolm Williams Dies
Funeral services for Malcolm

Williams, stage and screen actor,
who died on Thursday of heart
disease in the Windsor Hotel, 100
West 58th St., will be held at the
Church of the Transfiguration, 1

East 29th St., at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
Husband of Florence Reed, the ac-
tress, he last appeared on the New
York stage in 1930 when he played
in "Purity." In films, he supported
Gary Cooper and Fay Wray in "The
First Kiss."

Thompson Rites Held
Grand Island, Neb. — Former

United States Senator William H.
Thompson, 83, owner of the Em-
press theater, was buried here fol-
lowing rites attended by hundreds.
The Empress now is under lease to
William Youngclaus.

Coming and Going

WILLIAM GOETZ is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

FRITZ LEIBER and his wife, VIRGINIA
BRONSON, leave New York tomorrow for the
Coast.

CHARLES G. NORRIS and his wife. KATH-
LEEN NORRIS, American novelists, have ar-
rived from Europe on the Conte di Savoia.

CHARLES D. BROWN is en route to Cali-
fornia by boat.

LIBBY HOLMAN arrives from Europe Mon-
day on the Normandie.

JACOB KALICH arrived yesterday from abroad
on the Champlain.

SIR HARRY LAUDER, Scottish comedian
sailed yesterday for Glasgow on the Cameronia
following a brief visit to the United States.

T. H. CHILTON of E. I. Du Pont leaves
for Europe today on the Champlain.

MRS. CAROLYN CAGNEY and JEANNE CAG-
NEY, mother and sister of James Cagney, sail
fcr California today on the Pennsylvania to
visit him.

CONSTANCE HOPE also sails for the West,
Coast today on the Pennsylvania.

EDWIN KNOPF, M-G-M scenario head, sailed
for New York yesterday on the lie de France
He will be met here by MRS. KNO'F who is

en route from the Coast.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN. M-G-M pro-
ducer, and MRS. WEINGARTEN leave Los An-
geles today for New York, en route to Europe.

OSA JOHNSON, widow of Martin Johnson,
the explorer, is stopping at the Waldorf-As-
toria.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG. acting special represen-
tative for Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises, sails
<oday for London and the Continent aboard the
Georgic.

IRVING RAPPER, dialogue director for War-
ner Bros., leaves this afternoon for Hollywood
following a brief vacation in New York.

BRODERICK CRAWFORD, son of Helen
Broderick, planed back to the Coast yesterday
after witnessing his film debut in "Woman
Chases Man" at the Radio City Music Hall.

SAM MARX, literary assistant to Samuel
Goldwyn, left New York for the Coast yester-
day.

B. S. MOSS returns on the Normandie Mon-
day.

JOSEPH SEIDELMAN, Columbia foreign man-
ager, returned to New York yesterday via San
Francisco after a three-month stay in the Far
East.

WALLY KATZ of Crown M. P. Supply Co.
leaves next Wednesday for Chicago.

CARL LAEMMLE, JR. left yesterday for
Hollywood.

JOHN J. WILDBERG and PETER ARNO have
returned from the Coast.

WILL H. HAYS left for the Coast yesterday.

•
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William Austin
Ann Rork

JUNE 13

Tay Garnett
Basil Rathbone
David J. Chatkin
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j^FIRST YEAR LOSS

LISTED AS $636,201

(Continued on Page 3)

ration during its first fiscal year

was establishing itself on a national

3asis as a motion picture distribu-

,or a loss might have been expected.

He points out that the loss repre-

sents the "conservative policy" of

;he company in writing off the cost

of the 17 pictures released up to

Apr. 3 last, and also the cost of

building up an extensive national

distributing organization in advance

jf the development of a full supply

of product.
Alperson states that gross films

rentals amounted to $1,205,651 and

the gross profit was $437,276. He
notes that the company's first

owned picture was not released for

distribution until December, 1936,

and that with the exception of $42,-

560, all of the total rentals on pic-

tures were earned in a period of

17 weeks after the first of Decem-
ber, 1936. On its owned produc-

tions, Grand National grossed $451,-

685 in this 17-week period.

Alperson sets out that $357,938

has been received as advance pay-

ments under contracts for foreign

distribution of GN product, but that

this has not been taken up as in-

come. No GN pictures were dis-

tributed in foreign countries prior

to Apr. 3 though pictures had been

shipped.
The company's balance sheet

shows current and working assets

of $1,704,439, including $824,308 in

cash, as against liabilities of $462,-

581.

The company sold 640,000 shares

of common stock at an average

price of $2.50 for $1,600,000 and re-

ceived payment in cash without pay-

ing any underwriting fees. An ad-

ditional 15,000 shares of stock were
issued to Alperson under his con-

tract.

Alperson concludes his report by
saying that Grand National is in a

position to look forward to a year of

increased business at home and

abroad, that it has built up a sound
distributing organization and has a

group of able producers and that

the program for the ensuing year

should result in a very creditable

showing.

Blumenthal Joining G N
as Vice Prexy, Director

(Continued from Page 1)

Time, Inc., as a member of the board

on June 30. Blumenthal had exten-

sive experience in the motion pic-

ture field before becoming a broker.

A proposed employment contract

between Blumenthal and Grand Na-
tional will be submitted to stock-

hc^C-*s at the annual meeting. Still-

n 'j Js resigning from the board be-

cause of pressure of other business.

Pitt In Pathe News Post
William Pitt has been named news

editor of Pathe News succeeding
Floyd Collins, resigned.

Proposed British Quota Changes Seen

As Very Costly to U. S. Companies
(Continued from Page 1)

produce or have produced in Eng-
land 20 per cent of the total num-
ber of films they distribute there.

The present act sets a 25 per cent
quota. The Board also asks that
the quota be increased to 30 per
cent over a 10-year period.

A quota on short subjects is ad-
vocated for the first time, but no
cost limit is set at the outset. The
initial quota on shorts would be 10

per cent, increasing gradually to 20

per cent at the end of 10 years.

This feature, it is held, will make it

impractical for American companies
to export shorts to England.

Other provisions of the act re-

quire British exhibitors to show 15
per cent of British made features
with an increase to 25 per cent at

the end of 10 years; and 5 per cent
of British shorts with an increase
to 15 per cent at the expiration of

10 years. The Board would have
power to vary quotas and the cost

test basis at three-year intervals. A
possible provision for an optional
reciprocity agreement is suggested.
Films costing 45,000 pounds, could,

with permission of the Board of

Trade, count twice for the quota.
Films costing less than 15,000

pounds could be registerable for the
exhibitor's quota only on the ground
of special exhibition value. Regis-
tration under new act would apply
to all films except newsreels and

commercial advertisements. The
Board of Trade would be assisted in

the administration of the act by an
advisory committee to be consti-

tuted on the same lines as the pres-

ent committee.
The Board of Trade has asked the

film trade to express its views on
the proposed new act within 10 days,
intimating that the preliminary
draft does not represent the Board's
final judgment on the contents of

the act.

Seidelman Hopeful British

Will Not Press Quota Act

The proposed new British quota
act calls for an investment by Amer-
ican companies not commensurate
with the returns from the English
market, it was said yesterday by
Joseph Seidelman, Columbia foreign
manager.

"But," he added, "the British Gov-
ernment has always treated us fair-

ly, and I do not think they will

enact a measure as radical and as

harmful as this one."
Seidelman returned yesterday via

San Francisco from a three-month
visit to China, Japan and the Philip-

pines. Business is very good in

those countries. Legislation restrict-

ing importation of U. S. films is

threatened in Japan. There is con-
siderable theater building going on.

Theater Collections Soar

in Michigan; Boom Predicted

Detroit—Collections from theaters
have increased 53 per cent over

1936, James F. Sharkey, RKO Ex-
change manager, told The Film
Daily this week.

"Theater grosses are the best in

the history of the State," Sharkey
said.

George McArthur, of McArthur
Theater Equipment Co., back from
a swing through northern Michigan,
said, "The whole section looks like

a coming boom. All houses are do-

ing a nice business."

Million Offer for Disney

Pix Rights Proves in Vain

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Indicating the un-
usual foreign interest in Walt Dis-

ney's first full-length feature pro-

duction in Technicolor, an offer of

$1,000,000 for the English roadshow
rights to "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs" has been made to

Walt Disney Productions, Ltd., by
William Morris, Jr., acting on be-

half of one of the largest theater

circuits in England.
Previous commitments, however,

with RKO recently appointed dis-

tributors for Disney productions,

preclude any possibility of the pro-

posed deal being consummated.

Akeley-Leventhal "Editor"

Has Press Demonstration

Demonstration of the new Akeley-
Leventhal "Editor," a revolutionary
mechanical apparatus for editing

footage, was conducted for the trade
and metropolitan press yesterday af-

ternoon at the Loucks & Norling
Studios, 245 West 55th Street'. The
"Editor", perfected following an ex-
perimental period of nine months
during which time it was installed

at Paramount News, represents a
noteworthy advance in motion pic-

ture science because in this appara-
tus the film moves continuously, yet
the pictures appear stationary.

This is accomplished in a simple
manner, without intermittent or
oscillating parts, by means of the
"Compensator," an invention of J.

F. Leventhal, who was co-producer
of "Audioscopics", the three-dimen-
sion films, and other motion picture
improvements. The "Editor" is built

by the Akeley Company, founded by
the late Carl Akeley, for the pur-
pose of developing improved film

apparatus. Complete units are ready
to market to the trade. The demon-
stration was conducted by J. F.

Leventhal and M. M. Lasky of the
Akeley-Leventhal Corp., and by John
Spence of the Akeley Company.

Reginald Ford Dead
Paris—Reginald Ford, founder of

the Cineac newsreel theaters died
suddenly of a heart attack.

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILK==

HOLLYWOOD
gOLLY BAIANO won the twelfth

annual movie tennis tournament
by defeating Stanley Briggs, broth-
er of Virginia Bruce. Baiano and
Gilbert Roland won the doubles,
winnnig from Wilmer Hines and
Mervyn LeRoy. Frank Shields and
Gretl Dupont were the winners in
mixed doubles, triumphing over
Errol Flynn and Josephine Cruik-
shank. Miss Cruikshank won the
women's singles, with Gretl Dupont
as her opponent.

T T T

Betty Laidlaw and Bob Lively
have been assigned to write added
sequences and dialogue for "Dyna-
mite," which will star James Cag-
ney. Richard A. Rowland will pro-
duce the picture for Grand Nation-
al release.

T

Loretta Young has adopted two
small wards of a Catholic orphan-
age who first claimed her interest
when she decorated a Christmas
tree at the institution. They are
James, 3, and Judy, 23 months.

Casting assignments: Paramount—Johnny Downs, Betty Grable,
"Summer Romance"; 20th-Fox —
Delmar Watson, "Heidi"; RKO —
Mary Bovard, "Stage Door"; War-
ners — Patric Knowles, "Expensive
Husbands"; Jean Dale, "Missing
Witness" ; Monogram—Joan Wood-
bury, "Luck of Roarin' Camp"; Co-
lumbia—Ethan Laidlaw, Jack Har-
vey, Frank Mills, "A Fight to a
Finish."

"The Yellow Nightingale," based
on a story of the Mississippi River
showboat era by Herman Bahr with
an elaborate musical setting, will be
filmed by Paramount as Gladys
Swarthout's next starring film. John
Boles and Adolphe Menjou will ap-
pear in the two leading male roles.

T T T

Fritz Lang has signed a con-
tract with Paramount for a term of
two years during which he will di-
rect three pictures. Lang, who di-
rected Sylvia Sidney in "Fury" and
"We Only Live Once," will direct
her and George Raft in their co-
starring picture, "You and Me," as
his first work for Paramount.

Two songs, "Paradise Isle," and
"Hawaiian Chant" have been pur-
chased by Monogram Pictures for
use in "Paradise Isle," a romance of
the South Seas. Sam Koki and Gary
Speare are the writers. "Paradise
Isle," featuring Warren Hull and
Movita, is now in production with
Arthur Greville Collins directing.

Victor Young has been assigned
to write and direct the musical score
for Paramount's "Souls at Sea."
Young is currently handling the mu-
sical direction of the Bing Crosby
picture, "Double Or Nothing."
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ZUKOR SEES EXTENDED

RUNS FOR BIG FILMS

{Continued from Pige 1)

that Para.'s 22 "million dollar" fea-

tures included on the company's new
program for 1937-38 should do a
greater volume of business than did

the 60 pictures the company released

in the past year.
Zukor introduced William Le-

Baron, general manager and super-

visor of production to the conven-
tion, LeBaron in turn introducing

the various studio producers.

Among the members of Para-
mount's 100 Per Cent Club who
were awarded engraved gold watch-

es in token of having topped their

quotas and those elected to the club

during the year were: E. M. Adams,
Charlotte; H. Davidson, Washing-
ton; G. Elmo, Pittsburgh; J. F. Gub-
bins, Boston; Irving Lesser, New
York; J. C. Rodman, Cincinnati; C.

H. Weaver, Dallas; J. S. Young, New
Orleans; F. R. Anderson and S.

Carr of Minneapolis; C. J. Duer,

Denver; M. Segal, Seattle; W. A.

Wander, St. Louis; H. Wirthwein,

Chicago; J. H. Young, Kansas City;

H. L. Pfaf, Toronto.

United Artists Sales Force

Hears Policy on Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

cording to the completed program
announced yesterday.

District managers, branch man-
agers and salesmen from the eastern

divisions will convene at 9:15 Mon-
day, with N. A. Thompson calling

the roll. Schaefer will make the

welcoming address and introduce A.

W. Smith, Jr., who will present the

Schaefer Drive Awards. Harry
Gold then will be introduced.

Arthur Kelly will discuss "Our
Foreign Business" at 11 a.m. and
Schaefer will take the floor 15 min-
utes later to start discussing^ next
season's product. Luncheon adjourn-

ment is scheduled for 1 p.m. and at

2:30, Schaefer will resume his prod-

uct talk.

Monroe Greenthai speaks at 4:30

p.m. on advertising and exploitation

plans, after which Schaefer will an-

nounce next season's selling plan.

After dinner, the sales force will

see "Knight Without Armour" at

Radio City Music Hall.

Tuesday and Wednesday will be
devoted to discussions regarding the

sale of the 1937-38 product in the

individual territories. Division Man-
agers, District Managers, Branch
Managers and salesmen will parti-

cipate.

S. A. Kane Weds Today
Minneapolis — Stanley A. Kane,

Minneapolis, executive secretary of

the Allied Theater Owners of the

Northwest, will be married to Miss
Elizabeth Ebeling of Glenco, Minn.,

in St. Andrews Cathedral in Chi-

cago today. The couple will take

a two-week honeymoon trip in the

East.

RKO Execs, and Salesmen to Entrain

Tonight for Los Angeles Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

Brunswick; Boston, New Haven,
Philadelphia and New York and
four overseas delegates.

En route up the Hudson the Spe-

cial will stop to pick up the Albany
contingent. It also will stop for the

Cincinnati and Indianapolis branch
representatives in the latter city,

and in St. Louis tomorrow afternoon
will be boarded by the delegations

from Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit,

Pittsburgh, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Washington, Des Moines, Minneap-
olis, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
and St. Louis.

The train is routed to Dallas, with
a halt at Little Rock, where the
Memphis deputation climbs aboard.
Monday, in Dallas, the party will be
joined by groups from the following
exchanges: Kansas City, Omaha,
Sioux Falls, Charlotte, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Jacksonville, Oklahoma
City and the local office.

RKO Radio's Convention Special

leaves here with four all-room sleep-

ing cars, one observation coach, one
diner and a buffet. In St. Louis it

will be converted into a train of

eight all-room sleepers, two lounge
cars, two diners and a buffet. Two
more all-room sleepers will be added
at Dallas, so the Special train will

reach the Convention City Wednes-
day morning as a fifteen-coach train.

The home office delegation board-
ing the Special includes Ned
E. Dapinet, Vice-President of

RKO Radio; Jules Levy, General
Sales Manager; C. E. Smith, Sales

Manager for the Southern and West-
ern Division; E. L. McEvoy, Eastern
Sales Manager; M. G. Poller, Con-
tract Liquidation; H. J. Michalson,
Short Subjects Sales Manager; Phil

Reisman, Foreign Sales Manager;
W. J. McShea, Assistant Manager
of Exchange Operations; S. Barret
McCormick, Director of Advertising
and Publicity; Rutgers Neilson, Pub-
licity Manager; Leon J. Bamberger,
Sales Promotion Manager; Harry
Gittleson, Editor of "Flash"; L. H.
Miller, Contract Approval, West and
South; Wm. E. Dahler, Contract Ap-
proval, East; Sid Kramer, Manager
Print and Negative Department;
James E. Finey, Secretary to Jules
Levy; Wm. Mallard, Chief of Coun-
sel; James A. Clark, Manager Ad
Sales Department; Arthur Willi,

head of Eastern New Talent Depart-
ment; five divisional Public Rela-
tions Representatives—F. R. Field-
ing, East, V. H. Adams, South; W.
J. Healy, East Central, Fred Mar-
shall, West and J. M. Joice, Mid-
west; Nate Blumberg, Vice-Presi-
dent and General Manager of RKO
Theaters; J. J. O'Connor, General
Manager, RKO Film Booking Corp.;
Maj. L. E. Thompson, RKO The-
aters executive; B. D. Lion, Europ-
ean Division Manager; R. K. Haw-
kinson, Latin-American Division
Manager; Michael Hoffay, Foreign
Publicity Manager.

The following traveling home of-

fice representatives also will board

the train at Grand Central Station:

W. A. Burke, J. E. Cashman, J. A.

Dowling,. J. J. Schmitzer, R. E.

Helms and R. A. O'Brien.

A. H. McCausland will go as a

representative of the Irving Trust

Company. From K-A-0 will be M.
Kingsburg, Vice-Chairman. Kay
Kamen and Hal Sloan are going
from the Walt Disney Enterprises;

also Frederick Ullman, Jr., General
Manager of Pathe News, Inc.; four

representatives of the March of

Time—Ralph Rolan, A. Sindlinger,

C. Finley and John Wood.

Leo Spitz, President of RKO Ra-
dio Pictures, and A. A. Shubart,

Manager of Exchange Operations,

already are in Hollywood.

Condor Productions will send
Frank Snell to the Convention from
the New York office, but he will not
ride the Special.

New York Exchange representa-

tives will be R. S. Wolff, E. T. Car-
roll, J. J. Dacey, M. Westebbe, J.

Ellis, L. I. Kutinsky, Phil Hodes and
F. L. Drumm.

Philadelphia Exchange: F. L. Mc-
Namee, S. Lefko, H. W. Tyson, M.
Shulman, J. J. McFadden, Jr., E. J.

Epstein and Charles Zagrans.

New Haven Exchange: B. Pitkin,

H. Zeitels.

Boston Exchange: R. C. Cropper,
W. H. Gardiner, H. F. Goldstein, F.

G. Ross, C. L. DeVizia, M. M. Ames
and C. McGerigle.

St. John Exchange: E. Whelpley.

Overseas delegates: Harry W.
Leasim, General Manager in charge
of operations in Continental Eu-
rope; Ralph Hanbury, Managing Di-

rector of Radio Pictures Ltd., RKO
Radio's United Kingdom division;

Douglas Lotherington, General Sales
Manager for RKO Radio Pictures
(A'sia) Ltd.; and Reginald Armour,
Far Eastern and Indian Sales Man-
ager. There will be 13 overseas
representatives at the convention,
most of them going direct to the
West Coast.

At Albany, tonight, that city's

contingent joining the party will in-

clude B. G. Kranze, newly appointed
Branch Manager, G. T. Tucker and
William A. Benson, salesmen.

RKO Delegates Active
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Ben Y. Cammack,

General Latin American Manager
and Bert Reisman, Home Office rep-
resentative with headquarters in

Havana, arrive here today to attend
the RKO Sales convention, which
opens at the Hotel Ambassador June
16. Reisman sailed on the S. S.

California from Cuba via the Pana-
ma Canal and was joined there, by
Cammack, who had traveled from
Chile.

COAST'S STRIKE ENf
CLOSED SHOP GRANTEE

L

(Continued from Page 1)

closed shop, effective July 1, whil<
wage and hour questions were lefr

for further negotiations.
Workmen who replaced the strik:

ers are being discharged.
The makeup artists will vote with'

in five days on question of remain-
ing under jurisdiction of Painters
International or affiliating with th(
IATSE.

Federated itself will continue tc

operate.
"I guess everybody got what they

wanted", said Charles Lessing, act-
ing FMPC head, announcing the
settlement.
George E. Browne, president of;

the IATSE late yesterday an-
nounced that unless Federated Craft
apologizes for and retracts state-
ment against IATSE and dissolves
Federated his organization would
bring pressure to bear on produc
ers not to sign a written agree-
ment with Federated settling the
strike. He said the union shop
agreement was made in his office

and was a verbal promise of a writ
ten agreement by July 1 and that
he would call out IATSE members
in theater and studios unless an
apology was forthcoming. Feder-
ated had accused IATSE of being
a company union and furnishing
strikebreakers.

Lesser to Spend $3,500,000

On 10 Pix, Build Own Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

build his own studio. Barney Bris-

kin and Edward Gross will be Les-
ser's associate producers. Lesser's
writers will be under Barnard Shu-
bart. Lesser has options on 20 Ed-
gar Rice Burroughs stories besides

the Tarzan stories he controls. W.
J. Hutchinson will handle foreign

distribution on the Tarzan pictures.

William Goetz Sailing

To Set Gracie Fields' Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

plans for the forthcoming Gracie

Fields' picture which is to be made
under the 20th Century-Fox banner

and also negotiate for the transfer

of Annabella to the Hollywood stu-

dio. The French star recently was
placed under contract by 20th Cen-

tury-Fox as a result of her work in

"Wings of the Morning."

Moss Bringing Television

Equipment From England

ade an

aPiace,

(Continued from Page 1)

type. While abroad, Moss madejan
exhaustive survey of the lates

velopments in television and
ferred with M. Chas. LaP\
French architect, who has designed

a novel and new type auditorinm
for Moss' new theater now under
construction at Broadway and 49th

St., for an October opening.
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Warner Bros. Plans Six Plays for Lon

PLAN SHARP PROTESTS AGAINST QUOTAPROPOSALS

Senate Fight on 2 -Year Admish Tax Extension Looms
Brown of Michigan May Lead

Move for One-Year
Limitation

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Following passage

by the House of Representatives of
the administration-sponsored Dough-
ton measure continuing the nuis-
ance taxes including the theater ad-
missions levy and defeat of the
Dingell resolution to limit the life

of the taxes to one year instead of

two, Congressman Dingell of Michi-
gan informed The Film Daily that
he would confer with Michigan's
Senator Prentiss Brown and urge

{Continued on Page 4)

RKO CONVENTIONEERS

DALLAS EXPO. GUESTS

Dallas—Bearing nearly 200 dele-

gates to RKO Radio Pictures' Third
International Sales Convention in

Los Angeles, the company's special

train from New York will enter
the Pan - American Exposition
grounds here today. The represen-
tatives, en route to the meeting

{Continued on Page 7)

Blumenthal Contract Calls

For Salary, Stock Options

Contract of A. Pam Blumenthal
as a vice-president of Grand Na-
tional Films to be submitted to

company stockholders for approval
at the annual meeting on July 21
provides for a fixed salary of $1,000
weekly and options to acquire

30,000 shares of common stock

over a three-year period. If the
{Continued on Page 8)

Wemphis May End Giveaways
Memphis, Tenn. — Folding of the

Orpheum here may bring a discontinu-

ance of money giveaways at local the-

aters, exhibitors generally holding that

house responsible for the plunge into

games. Orpheum had been operating

under J. Virgil Posey, Inc., with rental

guaranteed the bondholders by W. H.

Johnson of Shreveport, La.

Six-Hour Film Shows, Sussman's Answer to Triples

Chicago—Ludwig Sussman of the Adelphi Theater, North Side house, thinks there
are times when it's necessary to fight fire with fire . . . and triple features with, six-
hour film shows. To make it easy for his patrons, he'll issue passout checks, thus
enabling the hungry ones to leave for a bite to eat. Four North Side houses, two of
them Essaness-operated, are using triple features and Sussman no like.

MUSICIANS EXPECTED

TO PRESS JOB DRIVE

Louisville—The American Federa-
tion of Musicians, which opens its

annual convention at the Kentucky
Hotel today, is expected to take ac-
tion to further stimulate employ-
ment of its members by approval

{Continued on Page 10)

DENIAL OF 2 MOTIONS

SPEEDS RKO'S REI

The RKO reorganization was
speeded along Saturday by a deci-

sion of Federal Judge Patterson
denying two motions to set aside ac-

ceptance of the offer of Stadium
Theaters, RKO subsidiary, for the

{Continued on Page 8)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
To Exercise U. A. Option—Quota Changes

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=
DOMESTIC
On the eve of sailing back to Lon-

don, Alexander Korda stated that he
and Samuel Goldwyn definitely will
exercise their option to buy the
shares of Charles Chaplin, Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks in

UA, and that deal will be completed
within three months. Finance for

(Continued

FOREIGN
Industry eyes, particularly those

of American producers, registered
amazement at the costly, if not pro-
hibitive, proposals made on Friday
by the Board of Trade at London.
Board advised that a minimum cost
of 15,000 pounds (approximately
$75,000) be set for quota pictures.

on Page 10)

Warners Extending Legit. Producing

Activities to London Next September

Republic Winds Up Series

Of Regionals Here Today

Republic will wind up its series

of four regional sales meetings to-

day when the Eastern division per-
sonnel convenes at the St. Moritz
Hotel. Home office group attending
will include J. J. Milstein, vice

president in charge of sales; Sam
Hacker, manager of the contract de-

{Continued on Page 4)

Warners will enter the London
stage production field in association
with O'Bryan, Linnit and Dunfee,
English producing firm, next Sep-
tember, it was announced Saturday.
The agreement calls for the co-

operative production of a minimum
of six plays during the approaching
London stage season. Warners for
some time have been identified with
dramatic production in New York.

Negotiations, it is understood,
{Continued on Page 4)

Distribs. and Exhibs. to Fight

Trade Board Recom-
mendations

London (By Cable)—Strong pro-
test will be made by distributors
and exhibitors against the proposals
for the new British quota act out-
lined by the Board of Trade on Fri-
day. British producers, however,
are generally pleased by the pro-
posals.
Some of the American companies

take the view that cost of operations
under the British act would be pro-
hibitive because of the provisions

{Continued on Page 7)

PIX READY BY AUG. 15

United Artists will have six ma-
jor productions ready for immediate
distribution by Aug. 15, the date
set today by George J. Schaefer,
vice-president and general manager,
for the beginning of the 1937-38 re-
leasing season. This total marks

{Continued on Page 7)

Pathe Will Drop Topics

For 2 New Shorts Series

Pathe News will drop Pathe
Topics and make two new series of
shorts next season, Frederick Ull-
man, vice-president and general
manager, said Saturday.
One group will be known as

"Pathe Parade" and will be a news
magazine. The other series will be
of an entirely new type, Ullman
said. He declined to go into de-

tails at this time.

Ascap Suit Up June 29
Seattle—Hearing will be held, June

29, in Federal Court before a panel of

three judges on the suit of Ascap chal-

lenging the constitutionality of the re-

cently enacted state law which Ascap
claims violates the federal copyright act,

is confiscatory and makes it impos-

sible for the society to do business in

Washington.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25% 25 25 — 14

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30% 30 30 — %
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 170 169% 170 + 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq -

Loew's, Inc 77% 76 76—2
do pfd
Paramount 18% 17% 17% — Vl

Paramount 1st pfd •

Paramount 2nd pfd. 17 16% 16% — %
Pathe Film

RKO 77/8 73/4 73/4 ..

20th Cent.-Fox .... 36% 35% 35% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 13% 12% 123/4 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 99% 99% + Vs

Far. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55... 100 100 100

RKO 6s41 •

Warner's 6s39 95 94% 94% — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 2% 2%
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp •

Technicolor 26 1/4 255/8 253/4 — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

Form Charles Ross, Inc.

Motion Picture Lighting and
Equipment Corp. will change its

name to Charles Ross, Inc., effec-

tive July 1.

Safier With Mono, in Chi.

Ed Safier, formerly with United
Artists, has joined the Monogram-
Capitol Film Exchange in Chicago.

He will handle the Illinois territory.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.)—3rd week Strand

The Hit Parade (Republic)—3rd week Rivoli

I Met Him in Paris (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
Parnell (Metro-Goldwyn-*Mayer)—2nd week Capitol

Forever Yours (Grand National)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

African Holiday (Ira Simmons)—2nd week Filmarte

Damaged Lives (Welden) Central

Shall We Dance? (RKO) (b) Palace

There Goes My Girl (RKO Radio) Roxy

This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

When Thief Meets Thief (United Artists) Rialto

Woman Chases Man (United Artists) Music Hall

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—6th week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Paris Commune (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Springtime in Vienna (German film) Belmont
M (German film)—2nd week (a-b) World
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer)—2nd week (a-b) World
Girl Goes Domestic (Scandinavian film) Cinema de Paris

FUTURE OPENINGS
Tales from the Vienna Woods (Swicker)—June 15 Belmont
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)—June 16 Rivoli

Slim (First National)—June 16 Strand

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.)—June 17 Music Hall

A Day at the Races (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—June 17 Capitol

The Road Back (Universal)—June 17 (d) Globe
Oh, Doctor! (Universal)—June 17 (a) Palace

This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)—June 17 (a) Palace

Last Train from Madrid (Paramount)—June 18 Criterion

Wee Willie Winkie (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
The Thirteenth (Amkino)—June 18 Cameo
Mountain Music (Paramount) (c) Paramount
Sing and Be Happy (20th Century-Fox)—June 18 Roxy

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Col. Foreign Executives

Arriving for Sales Meet

Headed by Joseph Friedman, man-
aging director of Columbia Pictures
English offices, foreign executives
from various parts of the world are
arriving to attend the company's
annual convention, to be held in

Los Angeles, starting June 27.

Friedman will arrive from Eng-
land on the S.S. Normandie today.
Ramirez Torres, general manager
of the Medal Film Exchange, San
Juan, Columbia's distributing agen-
cy in Puerto Rico, is scheduled to

be here within the next few days,

and Cecil Mason, general manager,
Columbia Pictures, Proprietary,
Ltd., of Sydney, Australia, is due
to reach San Francisco next Tues-
day and will go directly to Los An-
geles.

Associated Artists Plan

Four Pictures First Season

Associated Artists will make four
pictures during its first year, includ-

ing one in England, and the first

will go into production on the Coast
towards the end of July, it was said

by Dudley Murphy Saturday.

The first picture may star Ed-
ward G. Robinson in a picturization

of the Irving Stone novel, "Lust for

Life," or Sidney Howard in "Bon-
nie Prince Charlie." The company
has a Dashiell Hammett story tied

up, Murphy said.

Negotiations are now pending for

major release with several compa-
nies, Murphy declared. Nancy Car-
roll may appear for Associated Art-

ists also, it is understood.

Linton Wells Goes Radio,

Quits Post With Goldwyn

Linton Wells, foreign correspon-
dent who joined the Samuel Gold-
wyn organization on April 1 as
eastern publicity representative, to-
day resigned his position as of June
30.

Wells has resigned to accept a
radio offer which will involve the
dramatization of his best-selling
autobiography, "Blood on the
Moon," commencing July 1, and to

devote more time to the writing of
its sequel, which Houghton Mifflin
Co. will publish next spring under
the title, "Bits of Life."

$500,000 Project Swells

Chicago's Building Boom

Chicago—This territory's theater
building boom was augmented yes-
terday with announcement of still

another house, projected for Irving
Park Boulevard and Milwaukee Ave-
nue from plans by M. G. Temps.
C. F. Dui'land Co. purchased the site

and Sorenson and Olson acted as
brokers for undisclosed principals.
The new theater and store building
will represent an investment of

$500,000.

Rogers-Normanly Arriving

Charles R. Rogers, Executive Pro-
ducer of Universal and James P.

Normanly, General Business Man-
ager of Universal City, will arrive
today for the opening of "The
Road Back" at the Globe Theater on
Thursday. They left Universal City
on the Superchief yesterday.

Coming and Goindf I 1

CHARLES R. ROGERS, executive producer for
Universal, and JAMES P. NORMANLY, general
business manager, arrive today from the coast.

MITCHELL LEISEN, Paramount film director,
arrives today from Hollywood by plane and
sails Wednesday for Europe on the Normandie.

OSA JOHNSON, wife of the late Martin
Johnson, sails from New York on Wednesday
for England on the first leg of an exploration
and camera trip into Africa.

OTTO BROWER, member of the expedition
Osa Johnson is heading, arrives in New York
today and will stop at the St. Moritz.

PAT PATERSON, film actress, leaves Holly-
wood shortly for France to star in a picture
for Andre Daven Films.

SIR HARRY LAUDER sailed Saturday for
Glasgow on the Cameronia completing a six I

months' trip around the world.

JOHNNY HYDE of the William Morris Agen- 1

cy has returned to Hollywood.

MILDRED WEBBER, of the William Morris
Agency, sailed for Cuba Saturday on the
Oriente.

NAT PENDLETON arrives on the Normandie
today.

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, Columbia European man-
ager, will arrive on the Normandie.

FRANK SHAPIRO, of the French Casino, is I

due on the Normandie today.

Castle Films to Release

"Life of Edward, Ex-King"

"The Life of Edward—Britain's
Ex-King", a third news picture
edited by Eugene W. Castle for the
home movie field is being released
nationally by Castle Films. Advance
sales of more than 2,000,000 feet are
reported. It is understood that Castle
Films plans to produce and distrib-
ute under this name at regular in-
tervals home movie films of cur-
rent interest and historical value.
Professional pictures of this sort
have not been regularly available
to owners of home, school and club
16mm and 8mm projectors.

"Service" Deal Still On
Warners in a statement released

Saturday declare that negotiations
for the purchase of film rights to
"Room Service" are still in progress,
but that no such price as $250,000 is

contemplated.

Major Edward Bowes

Luther Reed

Cliff Edwards

HHA5
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SENATE FIGHT ON TAX

EXTENSION INDICATED

(Continued from Page 1)

the latter to lead the fight in the
Senate for a one-year limitation.

"If the Senate restricts the nuis-
ance taxes to one year I feel posi-

tive that the House will accept this

modification, Rep. Dingell said.

Should the Senate adopt the
amendment proposed by Rep. Ding-
ell, the measure will have to go
back to the House for approval. The
Senate must take action before
June 30, the expiration date of the
taxes.

In voting continuance of the nuis-
ance taxes for two years and re-
taining the exempt level at 40 cents,
the House took the position that to
raise the exempt level to 50 cents
on theater admissions, would neces-
sarily mean a higher level for other
businesses affected by the tax.

Republic Winds Up Series

Of Regionals Here Today

(Continued from Page 1)

partment, E. M. Schnitzer, G. C.
Schaefer, Al Adams, William Saal,

L. H. Sills and A. L. Pindat.
Others checking in for the con-

fab include:
Herman Rifkin, M. E. Morey, Al

Fecke, Jack Davis, Sol Seletsky, C.

D. Wilson all of Boston; Robert
Cobe, New Haven; Herman Gluck-
man, D. M. Sohmer, Jack Bellman,
Robert Fannon, Dave Black, Martin
Harra, Sidney Picker, Tony Ricci all

of New York; Jack Berkowitz, N. R.

Sodikman, Howard McPherson all

of Buffalo; B. H. Mills, S. Milberg,
Mary Hawkins all of Albany; Harry
A. LaVine, W. C. Karrar, Jerome
Lewis, Frank Hammerman all of

Philadelphia; J. H. Alexander, Sam
Fineberg, George Collins, Hymie
Wheeler, Louis E. Hanna all of

Pittsburgh; Sam Flax, Jake Flax,

M. R. Oletsky all of Washington..
Sam Seplowin, Harry Berman,

Fred Strubank, Fred Sturgess, Mr.
Holmes all of Detroit; Nat L. Lefton,

J. S. Jossey, S. P. Gorrel, F. E.

Belles, R. 0. Flemm, M. J. Glick,

Rudy Norton, L. M. Mishkind all of

Cleveland; Max Margolis, George
Kirby, Rudy Knoepfle, Robert Drew
all of Cincinnati.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

When Evelyn Brent reported at the

studio to play her role in "King of

Gamblers," she carried the same make-

up box she used when she was a star

in silent pictures.

—PARAMOUNT.
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• • • THE DELEGATES to the RKO Radio convention
got off Saturday nite at the Grand Central bound for

Losang where the sessions start Wednesday Jules Levy
said: "I'm going to enjoy this. Some of the other boys are
going to do the talking for a while." Ned Depinet was
smiling from thar to thar S. Barrett McCormick and
Rutgers Neilson were never busier in their lives

_
pub-

licizing a convention makes launching a battleship seem like

tot's play

• • • THE DELEGATES will find that the fun starts

long before they ever hit the coast a stopover for sev-

eral hours in Dallas will include a luncheon tendered by Bob
O'Donnell and Karl Hoblitzell, chiefs of Interstate Circuit

another stopover will occur in Sweetwater, Texas, with
a giant barbecue thrown by the Robb and Rowley circuit

other points of call will be Fort Worth, Tucson and El Paso
special convention songs will be sung by the conven-

tioneers after they master the words written by Jack
Ellis, the New York exchange salesman Leon J. Bam-
berger will lead the singing as chairman of entertainment
aboard the Convention Special

• • • AN ECHO of the golf tournament at Elmsford last

Wednesday during the evening banquet, Si Seadler
asked the waiter for his salad things being what they
were the waiter was already busy with the ice-cream course

Si insisted on his right to get that salad, and to clinch

it, he took out his ticket and tore off the stub at the end which
he had not used to play golf it read : "GREEN FEE"

P.S.—Si got his salad

• • • AN EXAMPLE of nifty publicity promotion
engineered by De Ward Jones of the Music Hall on "Woman
Chases Man" all free plugs on the air and ad-
vance plugs at that, previous to opening WINS, WAAT,
WARD gave contests on best letters WHN a preview
and opening date WVFW opening notes on early morn-
ing programs and transcriptions used on afternoon spots four
times WNEW advances on "Joymakers" and transcrip-

tion on three times WABC had an advance opening an-
nouncement and WEVD on the Alka Seltzer late show

other advance announcements on five other stations

and WMCA had Broderick Crawford interviewed on
opening over General Mills spot for free air plugs, this

looks like some sort of a record in ADVANCE
T T V

• • • A NEW agency to seek out literary works
suitable for production on the stage and screen has been
opened by Catherine Cartier and Dae Colahan they will

represent authors and publishing houses in the sale of material
to producers offices at 33 West 55th St.

T T
• • • WITH THE marriage of Jeanette MacDonald and
Gene Raymond in Hollywood on Wednesday eve, Lily Pons will

sing for the wedding over the radio from New York a
special wire from Columbia's broadcasting system will carry
the singer's voice directly to the home of Miss MacDonald

Lily Pons promised one year ago to sing at their wed-
ding, so this is the result ... • The American Gilbert and
Sullivan Association, headed by President Frederick J. Halton,
attended a special screening of Grand National's "The Girl Said
No" on Friday nite the guest of honor was Frank
Moulan, one of the four original American Gilbert and Sullivan
players who appear in the picture . . . Howard Hall, erst-
while of Hollywood, is now in our midst, hard at work on a
novel of the fil-lum colony 'twill be dubbed "Hollywood
House" and Howard sez 'twill be dedicated to all the Bens in
Hollywood

nr
WARNERS TO PRODI'

LONDON STAGE PLAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

were started in London several
months ago by President Harry M.
Warner of Warners, then abroad
and were climaxed late in the week
by simultaneous signature of the

necessary contracts here and in

London.
To arrange final details of the

production program, Jacob Wilk,
head of the Warner story depart-
ment, will sail for England within a

fortnight. Later, a business mana-
ger and a production expert will go

to London to handle actual presen-
tation of the plays. It is planned to

make screen versions of the produc-
tions following their London ap-

pearance.

O'Bryan, Linnit and Dunfee al-

ready have lined up several scripts

but final details concerning selec-

tion of the productions and of cast-

ing will not be available pending
conferences between Wilk and mem-
bers of the London firm and the ap-

proval of their selections by home
office and production executives of

Warners here.

Twin Cities Variety Club

Will Hold Tourney June 18

Minneapolis — The Twin Cities

Variety Club will hold its annual

golf tournament at the Oak Ridge

club in Minneapolis next Friday

starting at 8 a.m. Don Woods, man-
ager of the Grand National Ex-
change is chairman of the commit-
tee in charge of arrangements, as-

sisted by Gill Nathenson Repub-
lic Manager; Lowell Smoots, Clo-

quet, theater owner; and Fred Abel-

son, Gaumont-British manager.
Prizes will be presented at a dinner

in the clubhouse following the tour-

nament.

New Haven Unions Meet
New Haven, Conn.—Organization

meeting of the ushers' union under
IATSE and exchange employes'
union were held yesterday. Ex-
change employes discussed the wage
schedule approved in New York dis-

\

tributor-union meet.

« « « » » »

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Official statistics shows the existence

of 1.500 cinemas in Japan. Some thea-

ters show three pictures at one time,

two Japanese and one foreign.

Mm



What we need around here, Jock, is
fNEW FACES



• . . and RKO Radio gives you more new faces

than ever held one screen before! . . . in . . .

ffNEW FACES
M

OF 1037.
An Edward Small Production

Directed by Leigli Jason

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES

T
ScreenplaybyNat Perrin ,

Phillip G. Epstein, Irving

S. Brecher

Songs and Lyrics by Lew
Brown and Sammy Fain

k

. . . more songs and lyrics

by Walter Bullock and
Harold Spinna . . . and by

Ben Pollack and Harry

James
•

. . . and still more songs

and lyrics by Charles Hen-

derson and Edivard Cher-

kose...and by Joe Penner

and Hal Raynor

AND 100

Startlingnoveltysweeps the screen!

. . . Out of Hollywood comes this

great big Summer show gleaming

with newness in every department!

. . . Freshness of idea . . . difference

of presentation . . . uniqueness of

conception ... all shine gloriously

through every foot of this "out of

the groove" show of exciting en-

tertainment surprises . . .Shoot the

show works for "New Faces."

with these famous entertainers

JOE PENNER
MILTON BERLE
PARKYAKARKUS
HARRIET HILLIARD

WILLIAM BRADY
JEROME COWAN
THELMA LEEDS

NEW FACES!
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m CONVENTIONEERS

LlLLAS EXPO. GUESTS

(Continued from Page 1)

| which opens Wednesday, will be met
1 by Gov. James V. Allred, city and

(Exposition officials, a bevy of "Tex-
(anitas" a U. S. Marine Band and

Chester Hale Girls from the Pan-
American Casino Revue.

Thirty-three delegates from nine
exchanges in this country, and one
from Paris, will join the party here,
and two more all-room sleeping cars
will be added to the Convention
Special, making it a 15-car train.

All the delegates will be pre-
jsented with "ten-gallon" sombreros
as Exposition souvenirs and, after
being escorted about the grounds,

I will be entertained at luncheon by
I Karl Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell,
(president and general manager, re-
spectively, of Interstate Circuit, Inc.

After a stay of five hours the
delegates will board the train for
Fort Worth, where another stop is

: included. The special will stop to-

night at Sweetwater for a barbecue
given by the Robb and Rowley cir-

cuit, tomorrow morning at El Paso
to permit a crossover to Juarez,
Mexico, for breakfast, and tomorrow

I night at Tucson, Ariz., where the
;Fox West Coast Theaters has ar-
ranged a cowboy reception.
Joining the group in Dallas are

Clair E. Hilgers, Managing Director
of Radio Films, S. A., of Paris,
France, who has been visiting here,
and the following American ex-
change representatives:
Kansas City: T. R. Thompson,

E. L. Dyson, J. Lewis, A. A. Renfro
and K. G. Howe, Omaha; A. M.
Avery, W. J. Foley, E. G. Huhnke
and A. M. Hill, Charlotte; R. C.
Price, R. F. Branon and R. S.

Mitchell, Atlanta; H. M. Lyons, W.
J. Collins, B. S. Bryan and F. W.
Salley, New Orleans; G. C. Brown,
R. E. Pfeiffer and H. F. Cohen, Jack-
sonville; C. W. Allen, P. Harrison,
Oklahoma City; R. B. Williams, P.
D. Fielding and C. A. Blakeley,
Dallas; S. M. Sachs, J. H. Gruben,
W. V. Adwell, J. E. Huey, J. B.
Cummins and J. Brecheen.
Early today in Little Rock, the

Special was boarded by the delega-
tion from Memphis, composed of
P. M. Baker, N. J. Colquhoun and
E. F. Stein.

Three Canadian contingents
boarded the Special yesterday at
St. Louis. Toronto is represented by
J. F. Meyers, H. F. Taylor and M.
L. Devaney, Winnipeg by Harry
Woolfe and L. L. Plottel, and Mon-
treal by Mark Plottel.

American exchange men joining
at St. Louis were: Buffalo—C. Boas-
berg, N. L. Sper, J. G. Chinell and
Elmer Lux; Cleveland—H. H. Green-
blatt, W. D. Ward, M. E. Lefko and
A. Goldsmith; Detroit—J. Sharkey,
F -,1

| Murphy, F. Bonnem and 0.
W'Jililler; Pittsburgh — G. Lefko,

! R. H. Lange, J. Graham, E. Lebby
and W. J. Whitman; Chicago—J. C.
Osserman, S Gorelick, R. V. Nolan,
J. J. Clarke, R. Egner, H. H.
Walders, S. Foster and M. J. Kassel;

Flashes from the RKO Special

En Route with RKO
]y[AJOR L. E. THOMPSON and

Nate Blumberg, together with
the other representatives from the
RKO Theaters, were in a constant
huddle with Ned E. Depinet and
Jules Levy last night on the con-
vention special. "Cooking up a big
scheme," was the whisper all about.

Rutgers Neilson burned the oil in
his pullman dugout until the early
hours of the morning as the coaches
hurtled on towards California, flash-
ing news messages to both coasts.

S. Barret McCormick eagerly
awaiting- word from New York on
the big RKO year book, which Dad-
dy McCormick cleaned up before
checking out for the coast.

session, but Miltie came away a
long winner.

The youngest conventioneer, Sid
Kramer, tucked away his law jour-
nals and took time off from his aca-
demic endeavors which occupy most
of his evenings, to make the trip
to Golden California.

Making their first RKO Radio
Convention visit are W. J. McShea,
F. R. Fielding, W. H. Adams, W. J.
Healy and J. M. Joice, special trav-
eling public relations representa-
tives under the supervision of Leon
J. Bamberger.

Harry Gittelson, editor of the
RKO Radio house organ, Flash, was
one of the busiest personalities
aboard the special as it roared on-
wards to Dallas and other points
west. Harry was rushing here and
there scooping up news or making
picture suggestions to his lense
man, Joe Heppner.

Joe Heppner, the official photog-
rapher to the coast conclave, spent
the busiest last hours, buying up
some expensive finery, to show the
coast lens boys off.

Jack Ellis, the bon vivant of the
New York Exchange gang, is still

trying to regain his wind after his
tiff with Comedian Milton Berle, a
few days before convention time.
Jack and Berle teed off on a gag

Bob Wolff, New York exchange
manager, is a possible candidate for
the 1937 Academy Award for fish-
ing. He opens every season.

QUOTA PROPOSALS TO

BE PROTEST TARGETS
(Continued from Page 1)

for a minimum expenditure of $75,-
000 for each quota picture and the
setting up of a quota on short sub-
jects. Neither of these provisions
are included in the present quota
act, nor is any fixed minimum cost
set for a quota picture.

U. S. company executives contend
as well that if quota pictures cost-
ing $75,000 minimum must be made,
American players and technical
staff would have to be imported,
and there are now not enough play-
ers, directors and technical experts
to go around.
The film companies have 10 days

in which to file objections to the
proposed act.

United Kingdom's delegate, Ralph
Hanbury, disappointed everybody b>
not showing up with a monocle.
However, everybody felt better on
investigating Ralph's suit which
was as pretty a piece of Bond Street
tailoring as you could wish for.

Philadelphians are calling J. J. Mc-
Fadden, Jr., the "one man industry"
since he took up photography in a
big way. Production, distribution
and- exhibition—all by J. J. Mike
Shulman of the same office who
likes comfort while driving. In
Mike's car you just press a button
and get everything from a sandwich
to a shower.

Too bad about Lou Kutinsky, New
York, breaking his arm. The reason
was he handed out so many cigars.

Milwaukee—A. N. Schmitz, M. An-
derson, H. Melcher and E. Spiers;
Washington—R. J. Folliard, H. E.
Kahn, E. W. Grover, O. Knox and
A. P. Folliard; Des Moines—L. El-
man, W. F. DeFrenne, E. E. Gruen-
berg and E. N. O'Shel; Minneapolis
—L. E. Goldhammer, W. C. Winters,
Eph Rosen, C. J. Dressell, J. L.

Raper and A. F. Stern; St. Louis

—

B. J. McCarthy, Branch Manager,
H. D. Levy, M. A. Raymon and L. S.

Gruenberg, salesmen.
At Indianapolis, R. E. Churchill,

R. L. Brentlinger, C. W. McKean
and G. Hancock of that city and the
Cincinnati group, including S. C.
Jacques, A. L. Sugarman, L. Rosen-
feld, J. A. McKnight and A. L.
Kolitz climbed aboard.

Imperial Closes Two More
Homer Blackwell of Kansas City,

Mo., has been granted a five-year
Imperial Pictures franchise for the
Kansas City territory. H. O. Mug-
ridge of Minneapolis has been given
a five-year Imperial franchise for
the Minneapolis territory.

Packing Strike Hits Theater
Austin, Ind.—The Austin Theater

has been forced to close on ac-

count of the general strike at the
Morgan Packing plant here.

Anger Replaces Curtis
Montreal—Harry Anger of New

York has replaced Gene Curtis as
manager of Loew's Theater. Gene
Curtis is now manager of the
Capitol Theater in Ottawa.

New Studio In Detroit
Detroit—Ground has been broken

for the new studio of Industrial Pic-
tures, Inc., to be located at 4925
Cadieux Road. Harry Stanton is

the architect.

Ned E. Depinet to Get1 Texan Honor at Dallas
Dallas—Ned E. Depinet, vice-president- of RKO Radio Pictures, will be given the

honorary title of Embassador Extraordinario by Gov. James V. Allred here, if the latter's
appointments permit. Ceremony on the grounds of the Pan-American Exposition will
be attended by approximately 200 delegates to RKO's sales meet stopping off here.

U. A. to Have 6 Big

Pix Ready by Aug. 15

(Continued from Page 1)
the greatest number of pictures that
the organization has presented at
any one time in its history, Schaefer
told the eastern sales convention,
convened this morning at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria.
Samuel Goldwyn will contribute

two, both of which are well along
in production. "Stella Dallas" will
star Barbara Stanwyck and John
Boles, directed by King Vidor, and
Sidney Kingsley's "Dead End,"
which has Sylvia Sidney and Joel
McCrea for its stars together with
most of the original cast from the
New York stage hit.

Alexander Korda's "Knight With-
out Armor," starring Marlene Diet-
rich and Robert Donat, will also be
ready at that time, Schaefer said.
The conventioneers will attend a
screening of the Korda pix at the
Music Hall tonight.
David O. Selznick's "The Prison-

er of Zenda," with Ronald Colman
and Madeleine Carroll will be the
first Selznick International produc-
tion for the coming season. It is
now in the final cutting stage.
Two of Walter Wanger's pictures

will likewise be ready for release at
the beginning of the new season.
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938,"
in Technicolor with Warner Baxter
and Joan Bennett, is practically
completed while "52nd Street," the
musical about America's Mont-
martre, is now before the cameras.

Speakers at today's UA conven-
tion session include A. W. Smith,
Jr., general sales manager, who wiil
present the awards in the Schaefer
Sales Drive; Harry Gold, eastern di-
vision sales manager; Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president in charge of
foreign sales; Monroe Greenthal,
director of advertising and public-
ity, and N. A. Thompson. The con-
vention continues tomorrow and
Wednesday.

Skouras Adds H H Bookings
Skouras Bros, have booked Colum-

bia's "Happy Hour" juvenile matinee
units into 28 more theaters in the
East, in addition to featuring the
units regularly in 20 houses.
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properties of Orpheum Circuit, Inc.,

and requiring instead approval of a

$2,000,000 offer for the properties

made by an Orpheum stockholder

group represented by Isidor Kresel

as counsel. The court also rejected a

plea for reversal of a decision

against requiring Marcus Heiman,
Orpheum trustee, to intervene in the

RKO reorganization.

Judge Patterson held that stock-

holders had no standing in court to

oppose a sale of assets of a company
in bankruptcy unless they could

prove the company was solvent. "With

claims against Orpheum now stand-

ing in excess of $7,000,000 includ-

ing interest, the Kresel offer of

$2,000,000 for the properties clearly

admitted this insolvency and as a

result the Kresel group had no legal

position, the court stated. Judge

Patterson pointed out that the stock-

holders could not hope for anything

unless the company was solvent.

Therefore, he said, he ruled against

the plea for intervention in the RKO
reorganization.

The motion of Samuel Zirn to re-

move Oscar W. Ehrhorn as referee

was dismissed on the ground that

"no cause" of transfer of the case

to another referee was shown. Both

Zirn and Kresel charged Ehrhorn

had conducted the Orpheum bank-

ruptcy proceedings improperly.

Judge Patterson dismissed Zirn's

appeal against acceptance of RKO's
offer for the Orpheum assets on

technical grounds.

Daggett, Mich.—The Palace thea-

ter here has been renamed the Dag-
gett with Howard Herse as the new
operator. Charles Nygard former-

ly operated the house.

Boothbay, Me.—A new summer
theater, the Boothbay Playhouse
will open July 1.

Chicago—Commercial theater on
the far south side withdrew its prize

offerings at the suggestion of the

Chicago Better Business Bureau.

Cincinnati— Jimmy Partlow, son

of a pioneer exhibitor, and former
owner of the Tippecanoe Theater,
Tippecanoe City, is Warners' new
booker, succeeding Stanley Hecker.
Martin Seed is new ad-sales mana-
ger for the exchange.

Worcester, Mass.—Clarence E
Robbins, former manager of the

j

Plymouth and Regent Theaters and
during the past year head of the
Robbins Entertainment Bureau, has
been appointed manager of the new
1,000-seat Buzzard's Bay Theater.

Detroit—The Electro Travel Word
Co., manufacturing Salesmaster, a
35 mm. film display sign for use on
theater lobby displays, with travel-

ing words, has suspended opera-
tions, pending refinancing, Alex H.
Gerson, general manager, said this

week.

AIR CONDITIONING Ilk
„

CHI. AREA HITS HtUH

Harrisburg, Pa.—Despite the fact
that a community protest is being-

drawn up against the erection of a
theater across the street from a
State St. church, Walter F. Yost is

going ahead on converting resi-

dences into a theater at a cost of

$41,000.

Blumenthal Contract Calls

For Salary, Stock Options

(Continued from Page 1)

contract is approved, Blumenthal

will receive options to acquire 10,-

000 shares in August, 1938, at $3

a share, 10,000 shares in August,

1939, at $4 a share and 10,000

shares in August, 1940.

Pittsburgh—Davis Theater, form-
erly one of the country's leading
vaude houses and more recently a
Warner first-run outlet for B prod-
uct, is being remodelled into store
rooms.

Cleveland — Frank Porozynski is

repairing fire damage estimated at

$26,000 at his Garfield Theater. Ex-
cepting only the projection booth,
the entire interior, including fur-
nishings and fixtures, were de-
stroyed.

Lincoln, Neb.—Walter Shuttee is

the new city manager for the Lin-
coln Theaters Corp. here, a member
of the J. H. Cooper Enterprises of

New York. He steps in the job for-

merly held by Jerry Zigmond for

three years. Zigmond stays with
the Cooper string in a film and tal-

ent buying capacity, going first to

Chicago and then to Colorado.

Chicago — Air conditioning of

smaller theaters in the Chicago ter-

ritory this year will set a new high,

exec, of a leading equipment house
asserts, basing forecast on his com-
pany's orders.

Very few theaters in this terri-

tory will be closed this summer ac-

cording to this executive, as the

small theater owner has been mak-
ing money and is not adverse to

spending some of the earnings to

improve his house. Film circuit the-

aters now are practically 100 per
cent air conditioned and without ex-

ception expect to remain open dur-

ing the summer months.

Cincinnati—Florence Herman suc-
ceeds Mike Berger in M-G-M's local
move-ups. Berger takes Eddie
Dietz's place as booker. George
Backer moves up to Miss Herman's
former desk, following Metro's pol-
icy of promotions from the ranks.

Lincoln, Neb.—Orpheum Theater
here has dropped vaude for the
summer. Will now do split weeks
and double features.

Miami Beach, Fla.—The Sheridan
Theater is closing for the summer
after a season that ran way above
expectations. It will reopen early
in October.

Poli Will Probate Nears

Woodmont, Conn.—The Marchess

Lippo Gerini and Mrs. Laurina Poli

Nolan, daughters of the late New
England theaterman, Sylvestre Z.

Poli, who were in Italy at the time

of his death, have arrived here after

crossing on the S.S. Conti di Sa-

voia. The will of Poli, which has

not yet been opened, is expected to

be offered for probate this week.

"How to Undress" Filmed

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—On the same lines as it

appeared in "Life" and as it was played

on local stages, Dwain Esper has made

a two-reel short on "How To Undress

Before Your Husband." Elaine Barrie

Barrymore is featured and Trixie Fri-

ganza furnishes the comedy.

Federal Theater Project

To Drop 30% of Workers

A 30 per cent cut in number of
workers on the WPA Federal The-
ater Project in New York City is

scheduled by July 15. Under a re-
organization in which 1,701 work-
ers will be dropped, as the payroll
is cut from 5,717 to 4,016, the activ-
ities of the Civilian Conservation
Corps, the play bureau, the play
policy board, the national project
board of co-ordination and the Fed-
eral Theater Magazine will be
merged in a single unit known as
the National Service Bureau. The
experimental and popular price the-
ater units will pass out of existence
and the suitcase and caravan units
will be merged into the circuit the-
ater which will present plays in 40
locations. The Living Newspaper
Theater will continue.

At a meeting in the Actors'
Equity Ass'n offices, nine A. F. of
L. unions having members on the
project noted to "stand together as
one united body and refuse to ac-
cept ^ie dismissal of a single mem-
ber of any of our organizations and
to take such action as is necessary
to make this resolution effective."

Lesser Plans 3 for RKO, 7

For Fox, 1 for Open Market

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Three Bobby Breen

musicals for RKO release, and seven
pix for 20th Century-Fox including
two Tarzan stories starring Glen
Morris, four historical action films
with Smith Ballew and "The Girl
from Hollywood," from an Edgar
Rice Burroughs story are scheduled
for production by Sol Lesser. Elev-
enth film on the lineup will be a
history of Hollywood, "Celluloid,"

by Rupert Hughes, budgeted at $1,-

000,000. Latter is designed for the
open market.

50 Companies to Exhibit

at Equipment Convention

Chicago—More than 50 exhibit

spaces have been taken by manu-
facturers and distributors for the

Medinnah Club three-day conven-
tion of the Theater Equipment Dis-

tributors of America, organization
succeeding the Independent Theater
Supply Dealers Association. Among
companies signing up for space dur-

ing the last week were the Motio-
graph Company, the Wenzel Com-
pany and the GoldE Manufacturing
Co., all of Chicago, the United Op-
tical Company of New York City.

Will Barthel of Guercio and Bar-
thel is rapidly whipping the con-

vention program into shape. Meet-
ing, starting June 18, will run three

days.

Pitts Critic Returning
Pittsburgh—Florence Fisher Par-

ry, film critic and columnist of the
Pittsburgh Press, who has been in

Hollywood for some time, returns
this week.

Goldberg Brings Back 4
Max Goldberg of European Films,

Inc., who returned recently from
Europe, brought back three French
films and one Austrian picture.

Wynn Co. Files in N. Y.

Albany— Wynn Productions Co.,

Inc., chartered under Delaware laws
with capital of $100,000 to engage
in the motion picture and theatrical
business, has filed a certificate of

statement and designation in the

office of the secretary of state to

enable it to do business in New
York State.

Hungaria's New Offices

Hungaria Pictures Inc., importers

and distributors of Hungarian films,

have taken new offices at 1600

Broadway.

"Galahad" Gets a Fourth

"Kid Galahad" will be held for a

fourth week, starting Wednesday,
at the New York Strand.

Congress' Champion Fan

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAIi
Washington — Champ, movie fan:

the present Congress seems to be R

Jennings Randolph, of West Virginf

Randolph sees at least six, frequently

eight film bills a week, splitting his

patronage between the downtown first-

runs and the nabes.

i.V



1 oday UNITED ARTISTS sends

greetings to the exhibitors ofAmerica

from its convention at the Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel, New York City.

Y our United Artists represen-

tatives are now discussing the most

outstanding product program in the

history of U.A. leadership, and will

relay the details to you upon their

return to the field.

George J. Schaefer

p
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MUSICIANS EXPECTED

TO PRESS JOB DRIVE

(Continued from Page 1)

of some resolutions slated to be
introduced for this purpose includ-

ing proposals to ban synchronization
of music with films, phonograph re-

cordings and electrical transcrip-

tions.

Employment of musicians in the

U. S. has increased 30 per cent in

the past year, due to the pickup in

theater and other business and also

to the WPA, it was said yesterday
by George B. Henderson, vice-presi-

dent of the American Federation of

Musicians.
G. Pipitone, president of the New

Orleans local of the A. F. of M.,

has instructions from the member-
ship to sponsor resolutions banning
synchronization in some instances

and also tabooing phonograph re-

cordings and electrical transcrip-

tions.

Asked what he thought of his res-

olutions, Pipitone said: " Our union
has never been immovable when a
reasonable doubt may exist as to

the right or wisdom of its course.

We will at any rate cause discus-

sion on a subject needing it. The
causes which compelled our union

to instruct us to introduce such res-

olutions are serious.

"As far as I am concerned, it is

not right that a man should give

his labor for one purpose, to be

paid for that purpose and then have
the products of his labor converted

to other purposes which restrict or

deprive him of his livelihood."

34-Pre-Release Dates

Set on "Another Dawn'

Thirty-four pre-release key city

engagements have been set on War-
ner Bros.' "Another Dawn," which
stars Kay Francis and Errol Flynn.

The feature will be nationally re-

leased on June 26.

The dates are: Music Hall, New
York; Fox, Phoenix; Majestic, Hous-
ton; Hippodrome, Cleveland; Palace,

Las Vegas; Boulder, Boulder; War-
ner, Memphis; Lyric, Indianapolis;

Strand, Albany; Buffalo, Buffalo;

Palace, Rochester; Chief, Colorado
Springs; Warner, Milwaukee; Orph-
eum, Minneapolis; Ambassador, St.

Louis; Strand, Altoona; Palace,
Stamford; Orpheum, Omaha; Colo-

nial, Harrisburg; Hollywood, Potts-

ville; Court, Wheeling; Earle, Wash-
ington; Capitol, Steubenville ; Colo-

nial, Akron; Victory, Dayton; Vir-
ginia, Charleston; Keeney, Elmira;
Stanley, Utica; Warner, Erie; Boyd,
Philadelphia; Palace, Bethlehem;
Butler, Butler; Warner, Morgan-
town; Roxy, Springfield.

U. A. Circuit Dividend

Board of Directors of the United
Artists Theater Circuit has voted
an initial quarterly dividend of

$1.25 on he new six per cent pre-

ferred stock payable June 15 to

stock of record June 1.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
To Exercise U. A. Option—Quota Changes

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

project, Korda revealed, is "all set,"

and Dr. A. H. Giannini is expected
to remain as president.

* * *

Returning from Europe early in

the week, Paramount's prexy, Bar-
ney Balaban, declared company's
1937 profit should top the 1936 fig-

ure, when the net exceeded $4,000,-
000. He described business in for-
eign lands, too, as above last year.
It is Adolph Zukor's intention, Bal-
aban said, to re-establish Para-
mount's supremacy abroad.

* * *

That Paramount is increasing its

production budget for 1937-38 by
approximately $10,000,000 above
current season, and will make 22
"million dollar" pictures among the
50 to 60 features to be released
next season, was announced by Neil
Agnew at the company's sales con-
vention in Hollywood.

* * *

Other highlights included: Vote
by Wisconsin Assembly to permit
introduction of the Allied-sponsored
Grobschmidt bill levying taxes on
circuit theaters ranging from 5
cents to $5 a seat. Circuits having
between two and five theaters, only
one of which need be in the state,

will pay the minimum fee; those
with over 500 houses would pay $5
a seat if they have one in Wiscon-
sin . . . Announcement by Loew's
and RKO's N. Y. Theaters that
audience games will be resumed
during week of June 18 . . . Ap-
pointment of Leonard A. Woolams,
of San Francisco, former Fox vice-

president, as assistant to J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of Universal's di-

rectorate . . . Designation by Will
H. Hays of H. M. Warner to head
a special committee, comprising
Earle W. Hammons and Stanton
Griffis, to further study question of
films to be made under supervision
of educators for use in school class-

rooms . . . Report from New Or-
leans of tremendous growth of cir-

cuit-controlled houses in the Gulf
states and decline of independent
situations . . . Industry mourned
Jean Harlow who died last Monday
in Hollywood . . . Striking coast
studio unions voted peace . . . Grand
National announced a first year
loss of $636,201 and that A. Pam
Blumenthal would join the company
as vice-president and director,
Charles L. Stillman resigning from
the board.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

The initial quota for American com-
panies would require them to pro-
duce or have produced in England
20 per cent of the total number of
pix they distribute there. Board
also asks that the quota be in-
creased to 30 per cent over a ten-
year period. Furthermore, for the
first time, a quota on shorts is ad-
vocated,—a provision which will
make it impractical for American
companies to export shorts to Eng-
land. Other provisions of the act
require British exhibitors to show
15 per cent of British-made features
with an increase to 25 per cent at
the end of ten years; and 5 per cent
of British shorts with an increase
to 15 per cent at the end of ten
years.

* * *

The Board of Trade has asked the
film trade to express its views on
the above proposals within 10 days,
intimating that the preliminary
draft does not represent the Board's
final judgment on the Act. Mean-
while in U. S. film circles, opinion
was expressed that the Quota Act
calls for an investment by Ameri-
can companies not commensurate
with the returns from the English
market.

That the one-year agreement be-
tween the Italian government and
U. S. film companies negotiated by
the State Department will be re-
newed prior to its expiration on
July 1, was indicated to The Film
Daily by reliable sources.

Shorts Given Go-By As
Duals Gain in Toronto

Toronto — Following the lead of

the circuit theaters, indies here are
adopting double features to provide
a two-and-a-half hour program. In-
dies, too, are getting an increasing
number of first-run "A" pix. Com-
paratively few shorts, except news-
reels, are now finding their way to
Toronto screens.

Margaret Callahan Weds
Chicago — Margaret Callahan,

stage and screen player, and Lucian
Self, stage manager of "You Can't
Take It With You," were married
here. Miss Callahan stars in the
play.

33 Vitaphone Shorts in

Studio's Cutting Room

Thirty-three Vitaphone short sub-
jects are currently in the hands of
the cutters at the company's Brook-
lyn studios, announces Sam Sax,
production executive. Of these, 10
are of two-reel length, and 23 are
one reelers.

New Brattleboro Theater
Brattleboro, Vt. — The Western

Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. of
Springfield, Mass. has awarded a
contract to George H. Reed of
Greenfield, Mass. to construct a the-
ater in the Williston Block on Main
Street. House will be completed in

September.

ST. LOUIS BOOTH LAI

HITS EXHIB. POCKI

St. Louis—Sweeping and revolu-
tionary requirements of the new
municipal ordinance governing
booths and nitro-cellulose films, if

strictly enforced by the public saf-
ety department, threaten to cost lo-

cal exhibs. several hundred thou-
sands of dollars.

Studying the provisions of the 47-

section ordinance, local showmen ex-
pressed the opinion Saturday that
no one of the 90-odd St. Louis the-
aters now meet the requirements.

Outstanding among the new re-
quirements are that theaters must
provide booth stairways instead of
ladders for projectionists' use, the
installation of two-way ventilation
systems, two exits for every booth,
an extra rewind room, the installa-
tion of toilet facilities adjacent to
the projection booth, and a provi-
sion that there must be hot and cold
running water at all times.

Backed by local officials of the
IATSE, including International Vice
President John Nick, the ordinance
has written into the St. Louis muni-
cipal law not only a provision for
the use of an operator for each ma-
chine, but this section as well.

"No person shall be allowed with-
in the projection booth except the
owner, manager, business manager
of the local union, operators, or ap-
prentices as authorized by the local
union and agreeable to the manage-
ment."

SICK REPORT

Pittsburgh—Milton Lefton, office

manager of the Monarch exchange,
who was rushed to the hospital here
for an emergency appendectomy, is

recovering.

Appeal Bank Night Case
Hartford, Conn.—Briefs are being

filed in the case of State vs. Dave
Magliora, of the Rialto, Windsor
Locks, appealed to the Superior
Court on an agreed statement of
facts, and decision is expected in
July. Following suit in the Town
Court, Magliora . was fined and en-
joined from using Bank Night in
the Rialto, on the basis that the
"proxy card" system he employed
was illegal.

New Jersey City Theater
Jersey City—The Bergen Center

Holding Corp. has purchased addi-
tional property adjoining its plot at
Bergen and Glenwood Aves. and
will build a theater building with
stores.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dick Powell is fight-

ing the flu. He may be away from
the studio for 10 days or two weeks.
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By RALPH WILK
CEASON'S peak of activity was
^ reached at the M-G-M music de-

partment when scoring started on
three major features. Dr. William
Axt is scoring "Between Two Wo-
men," George Stoll on "Broadway
Melody of 1938" and Franz Wax-
man on "The Emperor's Candle-
sticks." All three pictures are be-

ing scored with a 50-piece orches-

tra.

T T

Adolph Zimmer, assistant direc-

tor at M-G-M, is the proud father
of a l l

/i pound son, born at the
Glendale Research Hospital. They
have a daughter six years old.

T T T

Elmer Sheeley, special effects ex-
pert, has been assigned to work
with Slavko Vorkapich for the se-

ries of montages for the picture,

"Firefly."

T T T

Two additions to the cast of M-
G-M's "The Firefly," Edward Keene
and Lew Harvey.

T T T

Armine von Tempski, well known
writer on Hawaiian life, has been
signed by M-G-M.

T
Michael Jackson and Richard

Murphy, writer, have been added to
M-G-M's shorts department under
Jack Chertok.

T T T

Vincent Lawrence, writer, has re-
ported to M-G-M.

T

The Robert Benchley short "How

to Wake Up" is under way with
Roy Rowland directing.

T t
Universal has borrowed Jed

Prouty from 20th Century-Fox for
an important role in "100 Men and
a Girl."

T T T
Maurice Rapf, M-G-M writer, has

left for Mexico City on a month's
leave of absence.

T T T
"Cherry Blossoms," first of a se-

ries of musical two-reelers to be
produced by Vincent Lopez, conduc-
tor-composer, will mark the pro-
fessional debut of Jean Moody, 17-

year-old New York soprano, who
has been under contract to the
maestro since April, when she com-
pleted two years of voice study in

Paris.

T T T
Buck Jones has gone into produc-

tion at Universal City on "Law for
Tombstone," a romantic action nov-
el of early western days by Charles
N. Martin. The story harks back
to the era when the great mining
strike was made at Tombstone,
Ariz.

» »

Roy Del Ruth, notwithstanding
the fact that he has just signed a
new long term contract with 20th
Century-Fox, will direct the screen
version of "Rosalie" for M-G-M,
based on the Ziegfeld musical show
of the same name by William An-
thony McGuire, who is currently
writing the screenplay.

T » T

When John Boles' new 95-foot
schooner yacht slides down the ways

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By Sid Weiss

(~)NLY four more shorts remain on
the current schedule of the War-

ner Bros. Vitaphone Studios before
the regular annual shut-down on
June 25. These include shorts fea-
turing Fifi D'Orsay, Floyd Gibbons,
Clem McCarthy and Russ Morgan.

•

Al Christie has finished the last of
the current Pat Rooney, Ill-Her-
man Timberg, Jr. series of Educa-
tional Comedies at the General Ser-
vice Studios. It is an Art Jarrett-
Marcy Klauber script, titled "Three
of a Kind," and offers Sally Starr,
Dora Maugham, Eddie Hall and
Harrison's Hill-Billies in the sup-
porting roles.

•

Lloyd French has completed a
Henry King band short at the Vita-
.yr'ne Studios, featuring Betty Al-
\(\\\ 5 Cliff Heckinger, Pam Lawrence
aria the Arthur Murray dancers. He
will follow with another of the Clem
McCarthy sports thrill series.

•

Fifi D'Orsay starts work tomorrow
on a two-reel musical revue with

Rufe Davis, Georgie Hayes, Lester
Cole and his Singing Midshipmen,
Kirk and Lawrence and Raye and
Harrison. Roy Mack will direct.

•

Addenda . . . Al Christie had no
sooner shouted the last "cut" on the
Rooney-Timberg short Friday even-
ing than he packed up and set out
for Port Washington where his
60-foot beauty, the "Sunbeam," was
all prettied up and awaiting lauch-
ing . . . Al is looking forward to
plenty of boating this summer . . .

The June Moon has got Joe Barry
and Anne Turner, of the Astoria
studios, and they'll make it a June
26 merger . . . Central Artists'
Bureau is grooming Evelyn Nesbit
for a film comeback . . . Meanwhile
she's at the Wivel Restaurant . . .

"Cinema Arts," new class film mag,
reports a 90% sell-out of its initial

edition out June 4 . . . Eddie For-
man, ace Warner writer, has bought
himself a shiny new Packard and
heads for California next month . . .

Bill Watson is shopping around for
a sail-boat . . .

of the Boston shipyard early in Au-
gust, its prow will be dampened
with traditional champagne tossed
by Mrs. Boles. The couple will leave
for the east late in July, the sing-
ing star making personal appear-
ances in New York and Boston.

T T

Warner Baxter, star of "Slave
Ship," and Mrs. Baxter are vaca-
tioning on a tour of northern Mex-
ico. The actor is due back at 20th
Century-Fox studios in two weeks
to begin "Wife, Doctor and Nurse,"
in which Virginia Bruce and Loretta
Young are his co-stars.

T T T

E. T. Oakland, head of the pro-
duction staff of the Telco Corp., is

here completing arrangements for
erection of the new Telco color
plant. The printing unit now being

assembled in New York will be
shipped to Hollywood.

t t

The Screen Actors' Guild has
awarded the palm to Janet Gaynor
in "A Star Is Born" and Isabel
Jewell in "Marked Woman" for the
best performance during April.

T T T

Samuel Goldwyn has purchased
film rights to "The Duchess of
Broadway," novel by Barry Trivers
and Robert Andrews with Miriam
Hopkins in view for the starring
role.

T T

Rubinoff has completed his stint
in 20th Century-Fox's "You Can't
Have Everything" and leaves for
the East after his June 13 radio
program.

%H*Oc$

You can't laugh off the shock

of uncomfortable seats ! ! ! ! !

They are transmitted to your balance

sheet! Let us show you how SEAT COM-
FORT in American Seating Chairs expresses

itself as PROFIT COMFORT at the bank.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Public Seating for every School, Theatre, Church, Audito-

rium and Bus Requirement • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Branch Offices arid Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL

MHMflBi
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"Mountain Music'
with Bob Burns, Martha Raye, John
Howard, Rufe Davis, Terry Walker

Paramount 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HILARIOUS COMEDY FOR THE

MASSES SHOULD PLAY TO SPLENDID
B.O. RETURNS.
The hill-billies are used by Paramount

for a very hilarious comedy. One which
should appeal to the masses and play to

some splendid box-office returns. It's

slapstick stuff that has plenty of riotous

moments. The ugly duckling, Martha Raye
supplies a large quota of the laugh pro-

voking stuff, her carryings on should add

to her popularity as a comedienne. Bob
Burns has the other large assignment to

which he lends his humorous qualities.

Special mention should be made of Rufe

Davis, whose individual style of rustic

song presentation, attracts all eyes. A
host of comics including Fuzzy Knight,

Wally Vernon, George Hayes, Spencer

Charters, Olin Howland and Charles Timb-
lin contribute much by their bits. John

Howard and Terry Walker capably supply

a minor romantic interest. While not

primarily a musical show, it does have a

number of songs, of which "Good Morning,"

by Sam Coslow, and "If I Put My Heart

in My Song," by Coslow and Al Siegel,

should prove very popular. Under Boris

Morros' musical direction with orches-

trations by Victor Young, they are well pre-

sented. The screenplay writers, John C.

Moffitt, Duke Atteberry, Russel Crouse

and Charles Lederer, have worked out a

novel affair from MacKinlay Kantor's story.

Their well developed plot is one in which

one cannot foresee each episode, the sit-

uations are the basis for good solid laugh-

ter, and the dialogue is clever. Robert

Florey has directed with a grand comedy
sense while maintaining a suspenseful tone

which does much to keep matters inter-

esting. Benjamin Giazer produced. Terry

Walker's father insists that Bob Burns

marry his daughter or else the feud con-

tinues. Bob runs out on the wedding be-

cause he realizes his younger brother, John

Howard and Terry are in love. Arriving

at the County seat he hears a voice that

attracts him and it turns out to be Martha

Raye who is very much in need of a man.

When Bob is hit on the head, he does

not know his true identity but a dash of

water brings him to. These off-and-on

tactics keep Martha puzzled, for when he

isn't himself he proclaims his undying love,

but the water cools his ardor. When Bob

ran off, his hat was found with a bullet

hole and a bullet is missing from his broth-

er's rifle. The mountaineers are about to

convict John for murder when Terry, who
has found Bob, brings him to the court

room. John is absolved of the crime and in

a sane moment, Bob is forced to admit he

cares for Martha.

Cast: Bob Burns, Martha Raye, John

Howard, Terry Walker, Rufe Davis, George

Hayes, Spencer Charters, Charles Timblin,

Jan Duggan, Olin Howland, Fuzzy Knight,

Wally Vernon, Cliff Clark, Goodee Mont-

gomery, Rita La Roy.

Producer, Benjamin Giazer; Director,

Robert Florey; Author, MacKinlay Kantor;

Screenplay, John C. Moffitt, Duke Atte-

berry, Russel Crouse, Charles Lederer;

Cameraman, Karl Struss, ASC; Art Direc-

tors, Hans Dreier, John Goodman; Editor,

Eda Warren; Recording Engineer, Philip

"They Won't Forget"
with Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson, Edward

Norris

Warners 90 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
DEBATE-STIMULATING INDICTMENT

OF MOB PREJUDICE SHOULD DO WELL
AT B. 0.

Mervyn LeRoy's newest production is a

scathing indictment of mob prejudice and
is certain to cause much debate. It should

do nicely at the box-office and deserves

heavy exploitation. It has fine character

studies and has been wisely cast. LeRoy's

directorial job is noteworthy and he has

handled a flock of newcomers with dis-

tinction. The screenplay by Robert Rossen
and Aben Kandel, based on the novel,

"Death In the Deep South" is excellent

writing. Arthur Edeson's photography is

high-class. Gloria Dickson, as the wife

of Edward Norris, condemned to death

even before going on trial for the murder
of Lana Turner, a pupil in his business

college class, shows much promise. Ally

n

Joslin, as a reporter, whose paper arouses

the hatred of the Southerners against Nor-
ris, who is a Northerner, is another new-
comer, who does excellent work. Claude
Rains is the district attorney, ambitious

politically, determined to convict Norris,

so that he can run for Governor. Otto
Kruger enacts the role of a noted New
York attorney, who defends Norris. An
outstanding performance is that of Clinton

Rosemond, as a colored janitor, who breaks

down and refuses to give false testimony

against Norris. Norris, victim of the prej-

udice, is convicted and although his death

sentence is commuted, Lana Turner's

brothers and a mob pull him off the train

carrying him to the state prison, and

lynch him.

Cast: Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson, Ed-

ward Norris, Otto Kruger, Allyn Joslyn,

Lana Turner, Elisha Cook, Jr., Cy Kendall,

Clinton Rosemond, E. Alyn Warren, Eliza-

beth Risdon, Clifford Soubier, Granville

Bates, Ann Shoemaker, Paul Everton, Don-

ald Briggs, Sybil Harris, Trevor Bardette,

Elliott Sullivan, Wilmer Hines, Eddie Acuff,

Frank Faylen, Leonard Mudie, Harry Daven-

port, Harry Beresford, Edward McWade.
Producer, Mervyn LeRoy; Director, Mer-

vyn LeRoy; From the novel, "Death in the

Deep South" by Ward Greene; Screenplay,

Robert Rossen, Aben Kandel; Cameraman,
Arthur Edeson; Art Director, Robert Haas;

Editor, Thomas Richards; Music and Ar-

rangements, Adclph Deutsch; Musical Di-

rector, Leo F. Forbstein.

Direction, Noteworthy. Photography,

High-class.

Warner Meeting Held
Chicago — Warner Bros, held a

two-day meeting at the Blackstone
Hotel Saturday and yesterday, with
James Coston, district manager, in
charge. Warner circuit has just
completed the installation of air
conditioning equipment in six of
their Chicago houses, making 13
Warner houses here now equipped.

Wisdom, Don Johnson; Musical Director,

Boris Morros; Words and Music by Sam
Coslow; Orchestrations by Victor Young;
Vocal Supervision, Al Siegel; Dance Direc-

tor, LeRoy Prinz.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Fine.

"Speed to Spare"
with Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson,

Eddie Nugent

Columbia 60 Mins.

LIVELY AUTO RACING STORY WHICH
WILL APPEAL TO MEN AND YOUTHFUL
PATRONS GENERALLY.

Spiked with auto racing's renowned dare-

deviltry, this is an actionful melodrama,
with, in fact, so much action that even
the fans who thrive on fast-moving screen

fare will welcome the occasional scenes
which momentarily lose tempo on behalf

of romantic and comedy interludes. As
a programmer, "Speed To Spare" will liter-

ally fill the bill for virtually all types of

fans, although the picture is predominant-
ly entertainment for the younger genera-

tion and men. Charles Quigley is the hero

of the piece. He discovers that Eddie

Nugent, a driver of midget racing cars,

is his brother from whom he was parted

when both were very young. Eddie, an

irritating person full of conceit and aggres-

siveness, is ignorant of the relationship

between him and Quigley. The latter is

champ of the Three A Class, and has won
the big event at Indianapolis. As the

story unfolds, Nugent graduates into the

top brackets of drivers and competes
against his brother both on the track

and in the field of love. Eileen Hart is

the object of their affection. There is a

nice and thrilling climax when Quigley

rises from his hospital cot (to which he

has been sent by his kid brother's ruth-

less driving) and goes to Indianapolis to

see the kid compete in the classic. The
latter loses his nerve at a critical mo-
ment during the event, and Quigley pinch

hits for him at the wheel and wins. Nug-
ent plays his cad role splendidly, and at the

finale he is transformed into very much of

a regular guy and learns that his enemy,
who has been his constant and patient

benefactor, is his older brother. Auto rac-

ing sequences are lively and skillfully

photographed. Direction is smooth.

Cast: Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson,

Eddie Nugent, Patricia Farr, Gene Morgan,
John Gallaudet, Gordon Elliott, Jack Gard-

ner.

Director, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay,

Bert Granet, Lambert Hillyer; Cameraman,
Benjamin Klein; Editor, Viola Lawrence.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Skill-

ful.

"The Wildcatter"
with Scott Colton, Jean Rogers, Jack Smart 1

Universal 59 Mins

UNPRETENTIOUS BUT PLEASINt

DRAMA OF TEXAS OIL FIELDS WIT!
CAPABLE YOUNG CAST.

Universal has generously fulfilled it

promise to introduce new faces in thi

programmer whose story deals with the oi

fields of Texas. Jean Rogers, who recently

treked to Universal City is cast in the lead,

ing feminine role and she vindicates thi

judgment of talent scouts as well as th:

hopes and aspirations of studio officials

Equipped with an attractive, resonan

speaking voice, commanding presence, per

sonality and good-looks, the blonde Mis

Rogers seems as much at home on both se

and location as any veteran Hollywood play-

er. She is, in this drama, the dutiful wife oi

Scott Colton, another promising piece o

acting timber. At the outset, the youn.

couple operate a modest eating place, whicl

Colton forsakes to try once more his for

tunes in the Lone Star State's oil field. /

rich strike is reported, and upon his ar

rival in the area he becomes acquaintec

with Suzanne Kaaren (another newcome,
to filmland), who is the daughter of ar

unprincipled big shot in the oil game
Colton, a "wildcatter," which, in the black1

gold lingo is a free lance operator, ii|

hired by the big shot through the suggest

tion and influence of the latter's daughter

Miss Kaaren provides the element oil

menace, for she has a covetuous eye on the

handsome young husband. But when Russel.

Hicks, her sinister papa, does dirt to the

hard-pressed "wildcatters," Colton quits hi;

employ and gives him a good strategic

trimming. At the finale the young married:

couple face a promising future together

Average audiences will like this picture. 1

It is unpretentious but smooth, as well a*

nicely directed.

Cast: Scott Colton, Jean Rogers, Jack

Smart, Suzanne Kaaren, Russell Hicks, Ware
Bond, Wallis Clark, Jack Powell.

Associate Producer, George Owen; Direc-

tor, Lewis D. Collins;
- Author, Tom Van

Dycke; Screenplay, Charles A. Logue;

Cameraman, Stanley Cortez; Editor, Frank

Gross.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

Egert Buys Mutual Ad
New Haven, Conn.—Mrs. Joel C.

Leighton, operating Mutual Adver-
tising Co. with her son since the
death of her husband, has sold the
business to Harry Egert of New
York. The company is situated in

the Film Building.

"Leave" Taken by Loew
Grand National's "23y2 Hours'

Leave," a new version of the Mary
Roberts Rinehart comedy, with mu-
sic, has been booked over the Loew
circuit, starting Tuesday.

AmerAnglo Moves Today
AmerAnglo Corporation is moving

its offices to 1600 Broadway today.

Crawford Heads A A G
Merritt Crawford of the Grand

National Films publicity department
has been elected president of the

American Advertising Guild, new
organization of publicity and adver-

tising men. The AAG will become
affiliated with the CIO. A number of

motion picture publicity men are

members.

Robert Hart Transferred
ant

>ii

Houston—Robert Hart, ass

manager of Loew's State T
has left for Atlanta, where h
become assistant at the Loew's

Grand, succeeding Edward Pente-

cost, promoted to manager.
Hart is succeeded here by Robert

Frazier, chief of staff.
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The Coronation of King George VI

and Queen Elizabeth"

„ Oth Century-Fox 25 Mins.

Splendid Technicolor Featurette

The Coronation of Britain's new
ulers was a natural for Techni-

lolor, and the possibilities in the

lain have been splendidly realized

n this featurette. Where expecta-

ions are not fully met, the respon-

ibility is with the British govern-
* aent rather than the producer, Brit-

ish Movietone News. No Techni-
' tolor cameras were permitted with-
• n Westminster Abbey during the

olemn ceremonial, and, as a result,
' hots of the rites themselves are

trussing. To bridge this gap, the

J -eel falls back upon paintings of cli-

«. nactic points of the service. As
) in ingenious improvisation to meet

jrfi perplexing situation, this is okay,

i out something of a might-have-been
> impression is left by the sudden
1 switch from lively, compelling ac-

I ion to mere pigment on canvas,

i The reel sets the stage for corona-

tion day by well chosen preliminary

shots of the oldest English stone

I ;hrone and royal domiciles, plus

1 hose of portraits of Victoria, of

Edward VII, of Queen Alexandria,

3f George V and Queen Mary and—
very briefly of Edward VIII. Peers

If the realm, topped by Norfolk,

I Premier, Duke and the Coronation s

I emcee, are presented in their robes

I and gowns. Likewise the Arch-

I .bishop of Canterbury. There are

I interesting shots, too, of the British

crown jewels and traditional Coro-

nation pieces. Then, finally, the

reel centers upon the brilliant pa-

geantry of the Coronation, the pro-

cessions and the arrival and depar-

ture of key figures at Westminster.

It is here, perhaps, that the featur-

ette hits the highest note and most

clearly catches the full beauty and

dramatic significance of the spec-

tacle. For a finale, there's a posed

exterior shot of George VI with the

then Premier Baldwin and the Pre-

•imiers of the Dominions. Descrip-

|
tion by Lowell Thomas generally is

(good, although occasionally he spills

!
over. Color values are fine; Natalie

Kalmus gets credit as color direc-

tor. Truman Talley's editing is

I smart. Reel was supervised by Sir

Gordon Craig, Gerald Sanger and

I Russell Muth.

"Hong Kong, Hub of the Orient"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 8 Mins.

Charming Oriental View
A very colorful jaunt with the

FitzPatrick camera around the is-

land of Hong Kong, showing the

life on the Chinese sampans, those

quaint little sailboats that ply back

ayr .forth across the harbor where
gSj ') ocean liners from all parts of

the world are seen in striking con-

trast. The Chinese stick to their

ancient customs and their sampans,
as they have for centuries. Closeups

show the life of the entire family,

for the children are raised on board,

and everybody works as soon as
they are old enough. There are
thousands of these sampans, a float-

ing city. Then a trip is taken along
the Bund, or waterfront, where is

seen an international pageant com-
prising practically every race, creed
and color in the world. A jaunt
through the Chinese section is an
experience, for here is the most con-
gested population in the world

—

150,000 people living on less than
160 acres. Finally we see Repulse
Bay, and its famous hotel, a ritzy

resort noted for its beautiful Chi-
nese girls of the social set—and
they are beauts. Meet Miss Hong
Kong, and most of your Hollywood
beauties fade by comparison. Done
in magnificent Technicolor.

"Golf Mistakes"
M-G-M 10 Mins.

Swell for Golf Addicts
A pippo for the golf addicts. It

shows four of the top professionals
executing difficult shots as well as
illustrating common mistakes that
most players make. The four links

experts are Lawson Little, Horton
Smith, Harry Cooper and Jimmy
Thompson. Horton Smith shows
how to make an approach shot from
a difficult lie so that the ball is in

position for a one putt on the green.

Lawson Little performs some amaz-
ing trick shots. Harry Cooper lofts

a ball over a tree and lands it with-

in easy putting distance of the cup.

Jimmy Thompson shows the impor-
tance of rhythm and accuracy. Pete
Smith gives his usual chatty and
crisp narration. Directed by Felix

Feist.

FOREIGN

Our Gang in

"Rushin' Ballet"

M-G-M 10 Mins.
Sure-Fire Laff Riot

Spanky McFarland is featured in

one of the best of the new series of

the Our Gang entertainers. Spanky
and Alfalfa as the older kids, at-

tempt to right an injustice done to

Porky and Buckwheat, whose mar-
bles have been stolen by the two
tough guys, Butch and the Woim.
When Spanky and Alfalfa are

worsted when they go up against

the bigger fellows, they flee to the

protection of a dancing school,

whose teacher is staging a ballet

entertainment for the parents of

the pupils. Spanky and Alfalfa dis-

guise themselves in ballet costumes,

and are chased out on the stage by
the two rowdies, who in turn dis-

guise themselves as two of the

adagio dancers. From there on it is

one of the funniest sequences ever

delivered in the Our Gang series.

The kids try to dance, and at the

same time protect themselves from
the persecution of the tough guys.

The audience in the picture howls,

and they weren't acting. Your audi-

ence will howl with them. Directed

by Gordon Douglas, who certainly

has stepped up the Gang in great

shape.

"Drei Maederl Um
Schubert"

("Schubert and the Three Girls")

American Tobis 92 Mins.

BIOGRAPHICAL, MUSICAL DRAMA
WITH STRONG APPEAL TO DISCRIMI-
NATING PATRONS.

The parts three sisters played in the ro-

mantic and inspirational life of the noted

composer, Franz Schubert, is traced engag-

ingly in this competently produced feature

which also is fortified by some smooth

acting by Paul Hoerbiger in the title role,

and the splendid music from Schubert's

gifted pen. The oldest of the trio of sis-

ters evokes his love, but she marries an-

other. The second whom he wants to wed
elopes with an Italian impresario. The
third worships Schubert, but realizing that

he belongs to the world at large and not

to any individual gives him up. The sisters

are Gretl Theimer, Maria Andergast and

Else Elster. The latter, the second in point

of age in the pretty trinity, sings expertly.

Although somewhat slow in pace, the pic-

ture is the sort which will appeal to foreign

film fanciers,—particularly to the dis-

criminating element.

Cast: Paul Hoerbiger, Gustav Waldau,

Julia Serde, Gretl Theimer, Maria Andergast,

Else Elster, K. Braun, Rudolf Fones, Ivan

Petrovich, Karl Hellmer, Hilde Hoffer Pit-

schau, Erich Musil, Hans Junkerman, Hans

Waschatko, Toni v. Bukovich.

Producer, Algelfa Film; Author, Rudolf

Hans Brasch; Director, E. W. Emo. Pre-

sented at the 86th Street Casino Theater.

"Glueckskinder"
("Children of Fortune")

UFA 89 Mins.

BRIGHTLY ACTED, RATHER SLAPSTICK
COMEDY THAT AUDIENCES WILL LIKE.

Recounting the story of a cub reporter

who gallantly champions a girl accused

of vagrancy and ends up with her as his

wife, this is a gay and never serious

comedy with New York as the locale. With

its English subtitles,—and translated right

brightly, too,
—

"Children of Fortune" will

be enjoyed generally by audiences for its

facitious situations, entertainment value,

and for the rollicking acting of pretty

Lilian Harvey, the deft Willy Fritsch, and

a number of supporting players, among

whom Paul Bildt is deserving of special

mention for his singularly amusing and ef-

fective interpretation of the magistrate

role. The entire picture is a lot of fun.

Cast: Lilian Harvey, Willy Fritsch, Paul

Kemp, Oskar Sima, Fred Goebel, Erich

Kestin, Otto Stoeckel, Paul Bildt, Albert

Florath.

Producer, Ufa Tonfilm; Director, Paul

Martin; Music by Peter Kreuder. Presented

at the 86th Street Garden Theater.

"Paris Commune"
Amkino 100 Mins.

ACTING AND WELL-STAGED BATTLE
SCENES BOLSTER THIS TEDIOUS FEA-
TURE.

A generally good, but somewhat slow-

moving feature whose chief merits are its

player performances, direction and the

well-staged battle scenes. Made in Soviet

studios, it develops the idea that the re-

volt in Paris in 1871 was the forerunner

of Russia's Red insurrection. Regardless

of the accuracy of this thesis, the piece

will appeal to foreign film-goers through

its candid though tedious material. As a

historical document it is remiss in that it

reveals only the destruction of the com-
mune's people by the Imperial forces with-

out exposing the other side of the ques-

tion, namely, the vandalistic deeds which
must be charged against the commune.
Furthermore it lacks the warmth of many
Soviet productions. But withal, it is en-

tertaining and frequently impressive.

Cast: M. Plotnikov, A. Maximova, A.

Abrikosov, V. Stanitzin, D. Dorliak, A.

Goriunov, V. Belokurov, V, Maretskaya, G.

Egorova, N. Aslanov, O. Abdulov, G. Cher-
kovalenko, I. Bobrov.

Produced by Mosfilm, Moscow; Director,

Gregory Roshal; Scenario, G. Shakhovskoi,

G. Roshal; Musical Score, Nikolai Kriukov.

Presented at the Cameo Theater.

"Fizessen Nagysad"
("Pay Madame")

Hungarian Pict., Inc. 75 Mins.

BRISK AND PLEASANT PRODUCTION
WITH CONSIDERABLE ENTERTAIN-
MENT STRENGTH.

Light and likeable romantic story of the

conquest of a well-to-do flour mill baron's

daughter by a handsome employee. The
father is ambitious for his pretty off-

spring's future, and all who look upon her

with love-lighted eyes goes off the pay-

roll. But along comes Paul Javor. When he

takes the job of pa's assistant in the com-
mercial venture he is careful not to let the

cat out of the bag that he loves Lili Murati,

the daughter. Irked by his indifference, she

has him fired, but later relents, send for

him, and everything ends up in true, cine-

matic, happy ending fashion. Both romantic

leads interpret their roles with finesse.

August Kabos as the father is admirable

in a part that does not make for audience

sympathy.

Cast: Gyula Kabos, Lili Murati, Paul

Javor, Ella Gombaszogi, Kalman Latabar,

Jozsef Borothy, Sandor Peti, George Denes,

Karola Zala, Mihaly David, Gyula Justh,

Adrienne Horwath, John Kormendy.

Producer, Focus Film, Hungary; Director,

August Rathony; Authors, Tamas Emod,

Rezzo Torok; Screenplay, Karoyl Noti. Pre-

sented at the Modern Playhouse.

Para. Takes "Mateo"
Paramount announces through its

Foreign Department the acquisition

for distribution purposes of the Ar-

gentine produced motion picture,

"Mateo". This picture was produced

in Buenos Aires by Baires Films.

Shuttee Succeeds Zigmond
Lincoln, Neb.—Jerry Zigmond has

been replaced as city manager for

the Lincoln Theater Corp. by Wal-
ter F. Shuttee. Zigmond remains
in the Joe Cooper organization, go-

ing to Colorado.

L
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A PRETTY PICKLE!
What a spot you're in, Mr. Exhibitor.

The customers will have to see
A DAY AT THE RACES at least twice!

"Stop the noise I

1 carit hear the

gags I
i»

(You should worry.

He'll come again!)

THE PUBLIC
WILL BEG
YOU TO HOLD
OVER THE
MARX BOYS I

From experience at Previews we
hasten to tip you off! The audi'

ences laugh so hard at M-G-M's
history-making hit they can't pos-

sibly get all the gags at one time.

You should worry! Everybody wil

positively want to see it again!

This Greatest Comedy of All Time
must be Held Over! Are you all

set for EXTRA TIME?
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Fanchon and Marco and Ansells Merging in St. Louis

Deal Effected by Exchange

of Stock in Various

Corporations

St. Louis, Mo.—A joint announce-
ment by Harry C. Arthur, repre-

senting the Fanchon & Marco inter-

ests, and Lou Ansell, acting for An-
sell Bros, circuit revealed that a

merger of their theaters here has
been effected by an exchange of

stock in the various corporations in-

volved.

The amount represented by the
transaction has not been revealed,

(Continued on Page 12)

HOLT MAKESSURVEY

FOR CHINESE GOV'T

Following a two months' visit in

Hollywood studying U. S. produc-
tion methods at the official behest
of the Chinese government, T. J.

Holt, vice-president and general
manager of Shanghai United Amuse-
ments, has arrived in New York to

continue his film survey from the
(.Continued on Page 10)

Associated Artists Nearly

Set on Its Financing

Financing for Associated Artists,

Inc., new producing company, is

about set, it was said yesterday by
Willard S. McKay, vice president
and general counsel of Universal
Pictures, who will become general
counsel and an officer and director

of Associated Artists.

Meyer Schine, upstate theater cir-
(Continued on Page 10)

General Increase in Admish Must Come—Schaefer

"A general increase in admission prices must come about to take care of mounting
production and theater operating costs. A sympathetic understanding and study by
Washington would go a long way to help solve this problem," George J. Schaefer, U. A.
vice prexy and g.m. declared at the company's sales convention yesterday. "Good
pictures must be played by every theater to a point of exhaustion, regardless of the
number of pictures under contract," he added.

SIX PARA. DIRECTORS

SET FOR RE-ELECTION

Six Paramount directors slated to

be re-elected today for one-year
terms are Neil F. Agnew, Stephen
Callaghan, Duncan G. Harris, John
D. Hertz, J. King and Chas. A. Mc-
Culloch.
The stockholders will be asked to

vote on the proposed employment
and profit sharing contract for

Adolph Zukor which would give him
$3,000 a week plus 7% per cent of

(Continued on Page 12)

Tri-Srare MPTO Will Meet
at Biloxi, Miss., in July

Biloxi, Miss.—The MPTO of Ar-
kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
will hold its annual convention at

the Hotel Buena Vista here on July
18-19. President R. X. Williams
of Oxford will preside.

It is expected that a drive will
(Continued on Page 4)

MUSIC'S MULTIPLE

USE IN FILMS

Louisville—The American Federa-
tion of Musicians demands that mo-
tion picture companies cease the
practice of using sound tracks for
other pictures than the one they
were made for and urges musicians
employed at film studios to insert

a clause in their contract providing
that their services only cover the
sound track for a particular picture,

Jos. N. Weber, president of the A.
(Continued on Page 4)

Monogram Ready to Handle

Outside Pix, Says Golden

Monogram has closed contracts to

distribute the two Rialto produc-
tions, "What Price Vengeance" and
"Fury and the Woman," in 21 of its

30 exchanges and will be "very glad
to handle" other outside product of

(Continued on Page 4)

Duce Bans 4 U. S. Pix

lome (By Cable)—Extending its anti-

'tish campaign to U. S. films, the
Italian government's film bureau has

ruled "The Charge of the Light Brig-

ade," "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
"Lloyds of London" and "Give of In-

dia" are "British propaganda" and as

such banned from exhibition here. All

already have been widely shown
throughout Italy, it is said.

Industry Complaint Against Quota

Proposals Lodged With State Dept.

RKO Delegates Get Final

Tucson Reception Tonight

Tucson, Ariz. — Making its last

stop on the cross-country trip to

Los Angeles, the RKO Radio Pic-

tures Convention Special will arrive

here this evening. Delegates to the

company's Sixth Annual and Third
International Sales Convention, June

(Continued on Page 4)

Major F. L. Herron of the Hays'

organization left yesterday for

Washington to protest to the State

Department against the proposed

new British quota regulations, it

was said yesterday at his office. The
State Department is expected to

make representations to the British

government against the quota on
(Continued on Page 4)

Schaefer Discloses Next
Year's Lineup as Sales

Meet Opens

United Artists, setting 36 produc-
tions for 1937-38, will include a
minimum of 10 in Technicolor,
George J. Schaefer, vice president
and general manager, told the com-
pany's sales convention at the open-
ing session yesterday at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria. The convention con-
tinues today and tomorrow.

Goldwyn will have at least four
Technicolor pix, Selznick, one, Kor-
da, three, and Wanger, two, the line-

up reveals.

Total expenditures for the new
program, embracing the output of

(Continued on Page 11)

e rt!

RKET

Fifty per cent of United Artists
gross revenue last year came from
the foreign market, Arthur W. Kel-
ly, vice president in charge of for-
eign sales, told the U. A. conven-
tioneers at the Waldorf-Astoria.
This marks the first time in U. A.
history that this has occurred.

Kelly informed the delegates that
(Continued on Page 11)

Judge Bondy to Approve
RKO Claims Settlements

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday indicated that he would ap-
prove stipulations entered into by
the Irving Trust Co., RKO Trustee,
to settle for $1,250,000 four claims

(Continued on Page 4)

Picketing a Failure—Weber
Louisville — Joseph N. Weber, prexy

of the A F of M in his annual report,
given at the convention here yester-
day, notes that picketing of theaters
to restore employment of orchestras
has not been successful and questions the
wisdom of continuing such tactics.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 24 24 — 1

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30 28V4 29 — 1

Columbia Picts. pfd. 43 42 42 — 1 Vi
Con. Fm. Ind 3V4 3 3l/4 + 1/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 123/4 12'/2 12% — '/s

East. Kodak 168y2 167'/2 167'/2 — 2y2
d. pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 20'/2 20'/2 20'/2 — 1%
Loews, Inc. 75'/2 73'/4 75 — 1

do pfd
r^ramount 17% 16% 17 — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 16'/8 15V8 15 7/8 — %
Pathe Film 634 6% 63,4 — y4
RKO
20th Century-Fox 36y4 35 35y4 — 5/s

20th Century-Fox pfd. 44>/2 44 Vi 44l/
2 — 1 i/2

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 125/8 11% 12'/2 — y4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 . . 98'/4 98% 98 y4 ....

Loew 6s41ww 99y2 99y2 99'/2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . 100 9934 993/4
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 89 89 89—1
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 94'/2 941/2 94l/

2 + 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 29 29 — 2'/2

Grand National .... 2% 1 3/4 1%— 1/4

Sonotone Corp. ... 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 25% 25 25%— %
Trans-Lux 4% 41/4 4 1/4 — 1/4

Universal Ticts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11% 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 953/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43 ... . 53% 55%

Potentq^f^^lW&r**?
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. Ira Greene
1501 BROADWAY
New York City
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Shippers Terms Protested Graded Tax on Admissions

by Cleveland Union Head Newest St. Louis Menace

Cleveland, O.—Major distribs. here
have been notified of acceptance of

a pact with IATSE representatives
recognizing the newly formed Film
Exchange Employes Local B-5 of
the IATSE as a bargaining agent,
agreeing to a minimum wage scale

and to a 40 hour week.

Not yet agreed upon between
IATSE and distrib. representatives
are working conditions1

,, including
over-time status. Present arrange-
ments is to compensate by over-
time with the corresponding time
off another time.

The scale, as reported approved
by both IATSE and distributor rep-
resentatives is: head shipper $38;
shipper, $28; assistant shipper, $23.

Old scale was an average of $25.
Head poster clerk, $28, assistant
poster clerk, $23. Ad sales manag-
ers are not included in the agree-
ment.

Old scale was $25 and $20, respec-
tively. Head inspector, $23, a boost
of $3; assistant inspector, $20, a
boost of $4.

The new scale is retroactive as
of the week of May 31.

J. K. Johnson, president of the
Local B-5 union, has registered a
protest with the IATSE especially as
regards shippers' terms. Although
it is claimed by the union that only
two local exchanges, 20th-Fox and
Warners, employ more than two
shippers, the scale is set up on the
basis of three shippers, with the
scale prevailing in the number two
and three classifications when less
than three shippers are employed.
Under the scale submitted, Johnson
claims, the majority of local ship-
pers, would be in line for a cut in-
stead of the increase demanded.

N. Y. Exchange Employes
Union to Elect Officers

Three hundred newly-organized
N. Y. exchange workers will meet
this afternoon at the Hotel Claridgc
to receive a charter as Local 351 of
the IATSE and to elect officers and
a negotiating committee. Joseph D.
Basson, president of Local 30fi, who
has been in charge of the exchange
organizing drive, will preside. Ne-
gotiating committee will open talks
shortly with the local exchanges.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT
The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. New York

St. Louis—With Summer adjourn-
ment of the Board of Aldermen
scheduled to take place not later

than Friday, quick action is expect-
ed on five new tax raising bills in-

cluding one measure to impose a
graded tax on amusement admis-
sions. At a special meeting yester-
day, the bill was given a second
hearing and referred to committee.
The amusement tax would apply

to film theaters and other places
of amusement that do not now pay
a municipal tax on gross receipts.
The schedule for the tax would be:
Tickets selling for 75 cents or less,

1 cent; 76 cents to $1, 2 cents; $1.01
to $2, 3 cents; $2.01 to $3, 5 cents;
$3.01 to $4, 7 cents, and $4.01 and
more 10 cents. Alderman Walter H.
Toberman, Chairman of a special
aldermanic tax committee, estimates
the bill should raise $350,000 to
$500,000 annually.

RKO Moves to Prevent

Gradation of Pictures

West Coast Bureau oj THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Instead of making in-

dividual allotments for pictures, S.

J. Briskin, RKO Radio production
head, has given Lee Marcus, who
will produce about half RKO Ra-
dio's next season output, an annual
budget for the entire assignment.
The principle, involved, according to
Briskin, is an attempt to completely
eliminate whatever production ten-
dencies there may be on the lot

toward gradation of pictures.

Dodd Funeral Held
Savannah, Ga.—Funeral services

were conducted for Capt. Harry M.
Dodd, 48, manager of the Lucas-
Jenkins theatrical interests in Sa-
vannah, from St. Paul's Episcopal
Church. Captain Dodd's death fol-

lowed that of his oldest daughter,
a student at Armstrong Junior Col-
lege, in an automobile accident. He
had never recovered from the shock.

Second United House Burns
New Orleans—Fire of undeter-

mined origin Sunday destroyed the
Washington theater. It was the
second United Theater to burn
within a month. One fireman was
hurt.

Coming and Going

EDWARD L. REED, manager of the Strand
Providence, is in New York buying produof
for next season.

HERSCHEL STUART, Monogram treasurer,
returned yesterday from Hollywood.

FRANK MELFORD, production chief for E.

B. Derr, is in town.

HARRY ARTHUR arrives today from St. Louis.

MAJOR F. L. HERRON of the Hays' office
|

left yesterday for Washington.

JACK RIEGER, leaves Friday for Chicago.

T. J. HOLT, vice-president and general
manager of Shanghai United Amusements, of

China, has arrived in New York from the

Coast and is stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

MITCHELL LEISEN, Paramount film director,

has arrived from the Coast by plane and sails

tomorrow for Europe on the Normandie.

JOSEPH DUNKER, manager of the Art Metal
Works, returned to Detroit over the week-end
after a visit to the New York headquarters
of National Theater Supply Co.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, accompanied by MRS. WEEKS, returns to

New York today from a vacation trip by motor
car to Hollywood.

NAT PENDLETON, film actor who arrived

from England yesterday on the Normandie,
leaves New York this week for the Coast.

SIMONE SIMON sails for Europe tomorrow
on the Normandie.

RAYMOND FRIEDGEN, producer, has arrived

in New York from the Coast.

W. R. WILKERSON, editor and publisher

of the Hollywood Reporter, is here from the

Coast.

MRS. MARK OSTRER, arrived yesterday on

the Normandie.

V
k

Elmer Kaliebe Dead
Milwaukee, Wis.—Elmer W. Ka-

liebe, 32, for the past eight years

technical engineer in charge of RCA
photophone installations in the cen-

tral district, died here this week.

Survivors include his wife, a son,

his mother, a sister and three

brothers.

Rose Bampton Weds
Marriage of Rose Bampton, Met-

ropolitan Opera soprano, to Wilfred

Pelletier, a conductor at the Met-
ropolitan, on May 24 in Elkton, Md„
was revealed over the week-end
when the couple sailed on their wed-
ding trip for Europe on the Cham-
plain.

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

/^a^wrcC

JERSEY CITY
N.J.

REEL PAK
BOXES

. . . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package^ for

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picturJ

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushion"

tection. More economical. Saves space. Made of

high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner

protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC. los angeles

. ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI CAL -
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Are you all set for EXTRA TIME! Opening

engagements make extended runs abso-

lutely imperative! It tops "Night at the Opera"

in many spots even though that hit played

Thanksgiving! And this is hot June! Isn't it

de- lovely and de-nuts!
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MUSIC'S MULTIPLE

USE IN FILMS HIT

{.Continued from Page 1)

F. of M. informed delegates to the
annual convention at the opening
session yesterday.
Weber stated that the "question

which most likely will come before
the convention is whether the pro-
hibiting of playing for sound tracks
on motion picture will restore the
employment opportunities destroyed
by motion pictures." He added:
"We do realize this will immed-

iately involve us the same as the
prohibition of manufacturing of rec-
ords for radio purposes, and perhaps
more so. Many thousands of the-
aters are not owned or controlled by
the moving picture producers and
in addition to this a great number
are found in localities in which we
do not maintain a union. I pointed
out in how many places moving pic-

tures are sold and in how many of
them we formerly played. Unlike
the situation in radio, in case of

dispute we would also greatly in-

volve the interest of other labor or-

ganizations in the matter. How far
they would follow or assist us in

this case cannot be foretold."

Judge Bondy to Approve
RKO Claims Settlements

{Continued from Page 1)

originally filed against RKO for $9,-

300,000.
The settlement involves three

Hoblitzelle claims which are com-
promised for $750,000 and the claim
of the Broadway and 47th St. Corp.,
compromised for $500,000. O. C.

Doering, counsel for Irving Trust
Co., said that the settlement dis-

posed of the largest group of land-
lord claims outside those of the
Rockefellers.

Monogram Ready to Handle

Outside Pix, Says Golden

(Continued from Page 1)

merit, it was said yesterday by Ed-
ward Golden, sales manager.
With five weeks gone of the nine

week Monogram sales drive, over
50 per cent of the $1,500,000 quota
has been sold, it was learned.

George Barnett

Max Stuart

T T T
• • • A SCREEN test contest is under way in six houses
of the Associated Theaters Circuit in Cleveland tied in
with Universal for the screen test to the winner and the
local daily, the News, over a four-week period, each of
the six theaters will hold weekly screen tests the win-
ners from each of the theaters will contest in the finals
the winner to receive a free all-expense-paid trip to New York
via United Air Lines, and to appear in a Universal Mentone
short subject patrons will select the winners for the week-
ly as well as the final contest each of the six theaters
has a different day of the week for its screen tests

T

• • • THE FIGHT pictures for the Braddock-Louis
fracas in Chicago will be made by Jack Rieger twelve
cameras will be used, taking about 40,000 feet of film
Rieger will produce the picture under the name of Super Sports
Attractions and expects to have prints ready for dis-
tribution in theaters within ten hours after the fight

T T T

• • • "DAMAGED LIVES," at the Central theater on
liroadway comes right out and talks plainly about social
diseases but does it in such a way that it has received
the indorsement of John L. Rice, New York's Commissioner of
Health as well as the American Social Hygiene Associa-
tion Max Conn owns the film which he says was originally
reviewed in your favorite trade journal five years back

• • • TO THE patient genius who has achieved fame as
the printer of the li'l ole paper since it started Max Stuart

we pause a moment in silent admiration and awe and
amazement to realize that today is the guy's 50th birthday

and wondering howin'ell he managed to stand it all these
years printers are born, not made

• • • THERE WILL be staged a Water Carnival and
Swim Fest by AMPA on Thursday eve, June 24, at the
Pare Vendome on West 56th Street there will be a pro-
gram of interesting aquatic events in the beautiful pool
and an exhibition by the champ, Marvin Nelson also a
Red Cross Life Saving exhibition Monty MacLevy of the
MacLevy Athletic Centers, arranged the affair Monty be-
ing one of the old AMPA members

• • • AN UNUSUAL press book turned out by
RCA Photophone titled "Magic Voice of the Screen"
which includes a very showmanlike advertising and publicity
campaign on High Fidelity sound the material takes the
theater through the early stages of the installation and the
opening, and into a year-round program of exploitation
exhibitors as a rule fail to make the most of the exploitation
possibilities provided by the installation of new sound repro-
ducing equipment this pressbook certainly shows 'em how
to cash in

• • • OPEN HOUSE will be held all week by Nat Saland
who has moved his Mercury Film Lab to the 11th floor

of 723 Seventh Ave. . . • Congrats to George Markell of the
Hudson theater at Hudson, Mass on the arrival of that
baby boy

« « « » » »

SEE U. S. PROTESTING
\

BRITISH QUOTA ACT

(Continued from Page 1)

behalf of the American motion pic-

ture industry.
In view of the fact that the Brit-

ish quota is directed against the
American motion picture industry,
it is properly a matter for the State
Department to handle, it was point-
ed out.

Principal objections of the Amer-
ican producers are to the $75,000
minimum for a quota picture, the
quota on shorts and the proposed
raise in the quota to require Amer-
ican companies to produce or have
produced in England 30 per cent of

the total number of pictures they
distribute there. Present quota is

25 per cent and there is no quota
on shorts nor a fixed minimum cost
for quota pictures.

RKO Delegates Get Final

Tucson Reception Tonight

(Continued from Page 1)

16-20, will be given a reception by
cowboys and cowgirls, and other-
wise entertained by arrangement of
executives of the Fox West Coast
Theaters.
The Special, coming here from El

Paso, will reach Los Angeles to-

morrow morning and the sales meet-
ings get under way during the day.

Luis Lezame, General Manager of
Radio Pictures de Mexico, joined the
party in El Paso this morning and
will be one of 13 foreign sales rep-
resentatives at the international
convention.

The big delegation put on plenty
of extra poundage last night when
the 15-car special stopped in Sweet-
water for a West Texas barbecue
arranged by executives of the Robb
and Rowley Circuit.

Tri State MPTO Will Meet
At Beloxi, Miss., in July

(Continued from Page 1)

be launched to repeal Mississippi's
10 per cent tax on admissions.
Managers and salesmen of Mem-

phis and New Orleans exchanges
will attend the conclave.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

When Evelyn Brent reported at .

studio to play her role in "King oY

Gamblers," she carried the same make-

up box she used when she was a star

in silent pictures.

—PARAMOUNT.





WHAT A LINE-UP!
Paramount's Got This Year!

^"PLAINSMAN"
(including Henry Hathaway's "Souls At Sea";

Frank Lloyd's "An Empire Is Born"; Cecil

B. De Mille's "Buccaneer";

Stevenson's "Ebb Tide".)

Robert Louis

At least A2 big star pictures

including 2 each from our BIG THREE —
Claudette Colbert, Marlene Dietrich, Carole

Lombard—2 with Gary Cooper; 4 with Fred

MacMurray; 4 with George Raft.
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WHAT MUSICALS!
AT LEAST 12
2 "BIG BROADCASTS"

("Artists and Models" and "The

Big Broadcast of 1938")

2 "WAIKIKI WEDDINGS"
(Crosby and Raye in

"Double or Nothing"; "Manana")

A MAE WEST Gay Nineties Musical

A COLLEGE MUSICAL "College Swing'

And that Great Kern-Hammerstein

Epic Road-Show Musical

"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"

\\W



and what laughs!
Among others, the one and only

W. C. FIELDS and HAROLD LLOYD

in sure-fire side-splitters.

Boys . •

.

I must be seeing double. Paramount's

"A's"are all "AAV. Get it? Get this!

And you'll see double too!
^N.
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"A Day at the Races
Starring the Marx Brothers and featuring

Allan Jones and Maureen O'Sullivan

M-G-M 105 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MARX BROTHERS GO TO TOWN IN

WOW COMEDY, SURE-FIRE AT THE

B. 0.

The brothers Marx go to town in their

newest effort and ring up laughs, guffaws

and howls. Every situation has been

milked for plenty laughs and some new

gags introduced. Sam Wood deserves much

credit for his direction and never per-

mits the action to lag. George Seaton and

Robert Pirosh concocted a clever story for

the comedians and wrote the screenplay

in collaboration with George Oppenheim-

er. Maureen O'Sullivan is running a sani-

tarium and is about to lose it to Douglas

Dumbrille and Leonard Ceeley, a crooked

pair, when Chico and Harpo induce

Groucho, a horse doctor, to come to the

sanitarium as head physician. Margaret

Dumont, a wealthy neurotic patient, backs

Maureen and is especially interested when

Groucho arrives. She believes he is a real

physician, as does Maureen. Dumbrille

and Ceeley hire Esther Muir to vamp

Groucho, but Chico and Harpo upset her

scheme to discredit Groucho. Dumbrille

and Ceeley also try to keep Allan Jones'

horse out of a steeplechase race, but the

Marx boys manage to hold up the main

race until Jones' animal is smuggled into

the field. Of course, the horse wins the

thrilling race. Joseph Ruttenberg's photog-

raphy is excellent.

Cast: Groucho, Chico, Harpo Marx, Al-

lan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan, Margaret

Dumont, Leonard Ceeley, Douglas Dum-
brille, Esther Muir, Sig Rumann, Robert

Middlemass, Vivien Fay, Ivie Anderson and

the Crinoline Choir.

Associate Producer, Max Siegel; Direc-

tor, Sam Wood; Authors, Robert Pirosh,

George Seaton; Screenplay, Robert Pirosh,

George Seaton, George Oppenheimer; Cam-
eraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Art Director,

Cedric Gibbons; Associates, Stan Rogers,

E. B. Willis; Editor, Frank E. Hull; Musical

Director, Franz Waxman ; Musical Arrange-

ments, Roger Edens; Orchestrations, George

Bassman, Paul Marquardt; Musical Num-
bers Staged by Dave Gould; Musical Pre-

sentation, Merrill Pye; Choral and Or-

chestral Arrangements, Leo Arnaud; Music,

Bronislau Kaper, Walter Jurman; Lyrics,

Gus Kahn.

Direction, Tops Photography, Swell.

Pickford-Rogers Wedding
at Los Angeles June 26

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Mary Pickford

and Charles (Buddy) Rogers will be
married on June 26 in a simple out-
door ceremony at the home of Mr.

Mrs. Louis D. Lighton here.

aJ members of the immediate
fiiiiTilies and Frances Marion, scen-
arist, will be present. The couple
will go to Honolulu on a wedding
trip.

Their honeymoon will be spent in
Honolulu, Miss Pickford said yes-
terday.

Reviews o$ the View fiims
'When Thief Meets

Thief"
Starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., with

Valerie Hobson

United Artists 85 mins.

LIVELY CROOK DRAMA WITH BRIT-
ISH SETTING GIVES FAIRBANKS, JR., AT-
TRACTIVE ROLE.

Much of the script is typically British,

and that means that in spots it is too de-

tailed and long drawn out. But the di-

rection of Raoul Walsh, and the acting of

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Valerie Hobson
send it over safely in the division of en-

tertainment pictures that will please the

action fans. For it is a good action pic-

ture with a strong crime plot that keeps

moving and developing surprises and clever

twists. Fairbanks is an American crook

with a reputation for pulling clever rob-

beries, several in London, where the story

opens. His partner, played by Alan Hale,

pulls a double-cross when he learns Fair-

banks is going to quit, and tips off the

police to where he can be found. Fair-

banks escapes, and vows to get even with

the double-crossing pal. Later he attempts

to rob the home of Valerie Hobson, a

glamorous adventuress, who catches him in

the act. His nerve intrigues her, and they

fall in love. Then the business of trying

to go straight, get a job, and marry the

girl. But first she must break her en-

gagement, and she happens to be engaged

to his former double-crossing partner, now
a respectable financier. And so on into

some very exciting adventures, with the

two men meeting in a death struggle, as

Hale is accidentally shot. It culminates in

a trial for murder, with the girl accused,

the incriminating evidence being an odd

ring belonging to Fairbanks, which had

come into her possession. The ring figures

dramatically throughout the plot. Works
up to the happy ending for the two sweet-

hearts after Fairbanks does a stretch in

prison by way of atoning for his past sins

against society.

Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Valerie

Hobson, Alan Hale, Jack Melford, Anthony
Ireland, Edward Rigby, Esme Percy, Basil

Radford, Leo Genn, Ian Flemming, Frank

Birch.

Producer, Marcel Hellman; Director,

Raoul Walsh; Author, Gordon McConnell;

Screenplay, John Meehan; Editor, Conrad
von Molo; Cameraman, Victor Armenise.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

Lenauer Takes 4 Shorts

Lenauer International Films Inc.

has acquired four new shorts for

distribution in the United States.

They are:
"In Austria with the Duke of

Windsor".
"Dangerous Mountain Climbing".
"Tyrolese Costumes and Customs".

"Up In The Clouds".
These films will be released short-

ly.

Dave Kaplan to Wed
Detroit—Dave Kaplan, partner in

the Theatrical Advertising Com-
pany, will wed Muriel Beard.

"Drums of Destiny"
Starring Tom Keene

Crescent 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HISTORICAL WESTERN MAKES IN-
TERESTING, PLEASING OUTDOOR AC-
TION DRAMA.

In the early eighties, the Mississippi

territory bordered on the Spanish posses-

sion, Florida. Settlers had a lot of trou-

ble with the Indians who would raid in

Mississippi and then dash across the bord-

er into Florida where the United States

Army had no jurisdiction. With this his-

torical material, E. B. Derr has produced

a picture which makes pleasing out-door

action drama. Roger Whately on the or-

iginal story and he and John T. Neville

on the screenplay have concocted an in-

teresting story of its type and Ray Taylor

has directed it for action suspense. The
cast headed by Tom Keene handle their

roles in capable style; bits of comedy are

supplied by the scout, Budd Buster. The
historical background adds a touch of im-

portance to the proceedings. Arthur Mar-

tinelli's photography is standard. Derr with

his aids Bernard Moriarty, associate pro-

ducer, and Frank Melford, production su-

pervisor, have seen to it that the piece

has the qualities which make entertaining

outdoor action fare. As a captain in the

United States Army, Tom Keene, without

orders to do so, takes his outfit into

Florida to get to the source of the Indian

trouble with which the Mississippi set-

tlers are contending. There he finds that

the Provost-Marshall, a former Mississippi

bad man, is the power behind the Spanish

Governor. Keene's brother, David Sharpe,

has been tricked into taking his wagon
train into the Spanish lands, and is about

to be shot by the Governor's orders. Tom
is able to convince the Governor that the

Provost-Marshall is crooked, and after a

gun battle in which the latter is killed.

Keene rescues his brother.

Cast: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence, Budd

Buster, Robert Fiske, Carlow De Valdez,

David Sharpe, Raphael Bennett, John Mer-

lon, Aurora Navarro, William Hazelitt.

Producer, E. B. Derr; Production Super-

visor, Frank Melford; Associate Producer,

Bernard A. Moriarty; Director, Ray Tay-

lor; Author, Roger Whately; Screenplay,

Roger Whately, John T. Neville; Camera-

man, Arthur Martinelli, ASC; Editor, Finn

Ulback; Recording Engineer, Karl Zint;

Musical Director, Abe Meyer.

Direction, Suspenseful. Photography,

Good.

Michalove Joins Zanuck
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dan Michalove, for-

merly home office executive of 20th

Century-Fox Film Corporation in

New York, has joined the produc-

tion staff of Darryl F. Zanuck at

the Beverly Hills studio.

it it

Hotel Haywire"
with Leo Carrillo, Lynne Overman, Spring

Byington, George Barbier, John Patterson,

Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker, Porter Hall.

Paramount 66 mins.

MILDLY DIVERTING FARCE, WELL
ACTED BUT SHY ON SUSTAINED
HUMOR AND TEMPO.

Patrons who consider light diet appro-

priate for summertime, and to their liking,

will find this comedy a frothy affair, but

only sporadically funny. From first to

last it is farce, and it is done in more or

less the technique of the stage rather than

the screen. There are few exterior shots,

and even the interior settings are limited

in number. But it is not the confinement
of the action that makes for its general

dullness so much as its failure to sustain

the momentum set up at the outset. On
occasion there are some good laughs, but
then the sequences settle into a trough
where wispy smiles are exacted,—and more
from anticipation that a healthy side-split-

ting line of dialogue or situation is just

around the corner. Such a quip or scene
often is, but in each individual case the
spacing is rather far apart. The story is

engagingly silly, and, as the title suggests,

"haywire." Lynne Overman is a happily

married dentist who likes to play poker.

A practical joker, he "plants" a woman's
combination in the overcoat pocket of a

fellow card player. The prank backfires,

for the silken undergarment bobs up in

Overman's pockets, which his wife, Spring
Byington, clandestinely rifles. This overt

act comes close to smashing their long

and happy venture in matrimony. Both
try to avoid such a disaster by consulting

a quack astrologer, Leo Carrillo, who, for

monetary gain keeps the rift from mend-
ing. There is a love interest with Over-
man's daughter, Mary Carlisle, and John
Patterson as the principals. At the finale

the lovers are united in wedlock, and there

is a reconciliation twixt Overman and his

spouse, while the quack astrologist beats

a hasty retreat from town. Technically

the film is good. Entire cast does well

with material at hand.

Cast: Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle, Lynne
Overman, George Barbier, Spring Byington,

Benny Baker, Colletre Lyons, John Patter-

son, Porter Hall, Josephine Whittell, Guy
Usher, Lucien Littlefield, Howard Mitchell,

Mitchell Ingraham, James Donlan, Oscar
Rudolph, Frank Rowan, Chester Conklin,

Hayden Stevenson, Teddy Hart, Colin Tap-
ley, Nick Lukats, Billy Arnold, Phillips

Smalley, Richard Neill, Lowell Drew, Sidney
De Grey, Terry Raye, Wally Maher, Frank
Dawson, Don Brodie, Frank Hammond,
Helen Dickson, Almeda Fowler, Jack Clark,

George Anderson, Harry Semels, Franklin

Pangborn.

Director, George Archainbaud; Author
and Screenplay, Preston Sturges; Camera-
man, Henry Sharp; Editor, Arthur Schmidt.

Direction, Good Photography, Good

Virginia MPTO Meets
Virginia Beach, Va.—The MPTO

of Virginia held a one-day business

session yesterday at the Cavalier
Hotel, following a social program
on Sunday. William A. Wilder,
president, filled the chair.

Dallas Nabe Sold

Dallas — The Varsity, neighbor-
hood theater in the Southern Meth-
odist University section of Dallas,
has been sold by Paul Scott, to In-
terstate Theaters.
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HOLT MAKES SURVEY

FOR CHINESE GOV'T

(Continued from Page 1)

standpoints of both distribution and
exhibition.

Holt, who is stopping at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria during- his three weeks'

stay here, will report his general

findings shortly to the Chinese Min-
ister of Industry. His mission to

America, the Film Daily learned

authoritatively yesterday, is con-

cerned with formulating intensive

plans for the production of films in

China, with the proposed set-up

either directly financed by the Re-

public of China, or subsidized by
that government.

Holt, who is said to have the most
extensive holdings or interests in the

exhibition field in that country, with

20 houses in Canton; 10 in Nanking;
and more than 30 in Shanghai, where
he owns or controls two of the cities

four first-run theaters, expects to

return to China via Europe. It is

reported that Holt may head the new
production organization as and when
it is launched under Chinese gov-

ernment auspices.

Associated Artists Nearly

Set on Its Financing

(Continued from Page 1)

cuit operator, has also become a di-

rector of the company, McKay said.

Negotiations for major release of

the company's product are under
way.

Leslie Howard and Dudley Murphy
are prominently identified with the

company.

New Houston Theater to be

Hub of Community Center

Houston—Bids will be received to-

day for the erection of a $175,000
community center, built around a

neighborhood theater in the Heights
Addition, it is announced by Karl
Hoblitzelle, president of the Inter-

state Amusement Company.

New theater will be three stories

high, with a seating- capacity of

1,500. It will be built of reinforced

concrete and hollow tile, and stucco,

and will be air-conditioned.

It will be the ninth Interstate the-

ater in Houston, and the sixth sub-

urban house operated by the com-
pany.

W. Scott Dunne of Dallas, who
built the Eastwood, Tower and
North Main theaters of the Inter-

state Circuit, is the architect.

Disney Dropping Realism

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Season of 1937-38 will

see Walt Disney reverse his current

trend toward realistic materials and
treatments in his Silly Symphonies and
again place emphasis on fantastic

themes and childlore, it is understood.

THE
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By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
CID KULLER and Ray Golden are

now at 20th Century-Fox where
they are working on "Pigskin Par-
ade of 1938" and "You Can't Have
Everything." Sid Kuller wrote for
the Ritz Bros, for a number of

years. The Kuller and Golden show,
"Oh, Say Can You Sing," had four
months run in Chicago.

T T T

Casting assignments: Warners

—

Marie Wilson, "The Great Garrick";
Natalie Moorhead, "Adventurous
Blonde" ; RKO—Helen Mack, "Fit for

for a King"; Lupe Velez, "The Kan-
garoos"; 20th-Fox—George Sanders,
Tony Martin, Roland Young, "Ali

Baba Goes to Town"; Columbia —
Beatrice Roberts, Joe Creahan,
"Black Torrent"; Capt. John Peters,

Dagmar Oakland, Charles Coleman,
"Once a Hero"; James Burke, "Life
Begins with Love"; Paramount —
John Howard, Bulldog- Drummond
series.

T T T

Ted Husing, radio commentator,
has been signed by Paramount to

work as the "voice" in Grantland
Rice Sportlight shorts, according to

an announcement by Lou Diamond
in charge of the company's short
subject department.TV
Frank McDonald has started the

direction of "Adventurous Blonde,"
at Warner Bros. The cast includes

Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,
Hugh O'Connell, Virginia Moorhead,
Tom Kennedy, Henry O'Neill, Ann
Nagel and Georgie Stone.

Nate Barrager, former star cen-
ter on the University of Southern
California football team, and now
head property man for Principal's
"Make A Wish," starring Bobby
Breen, is kept busy. He declared
that on the football field, he had to

remember 168 formations, but now
he has to keep track of more than
600 different props.

T
Louis King, just signed to a long-

term Paramount contract, will di-

rect a Bulldog Drummond picture,

as yet untitled. He recently com-
pleted Paramount's "Wild Money,"
featuring Edward Everett Horton.
Louise Campbell and Lynne Over-
man.

t
John Barrymore, will this summer

present a series of radio perform-
ances of Shakespearean roles to the
NBC coast-to-coast audience. The
first of six 45-minute programs of

the series will be "Hamlet," which
will be heard next Monday, from
9:30 to 10:15 P.M., EDST, over the
NBC-Blue Network. On subsequent
Monday evenings at the same hour,
there will be presentations of "Rich-
ard the Third," "Macbeth," "King
Lear," "Richard the Second" and
either "Winter's Tale" or "Cym-
belline."

T T
Valerie Shepherd, five, was se-

lected from more than 400 little

girls by M-G-M to portray the hero-
ine in the next Harman-Ising com-
edy cartoon short subject. In ad-
dition to Valerie the studio is using
two little pups.

Czechoslovakian Production

Spurts; 40-50 Pix Expected

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—According to state-

ments made at the Association of

Cinema Owners in the Province of

Moravia (Svaz Kinematografu pro
Zemi Moravsko-Slezskou), actual

Czechslovakian motion picture pro-

duction may attain between 40 and
50 features during 1937, with pro-

ducers having announced intention

of making 54, reports Commercial
Attache Sam E. Woods at Prague.

Conservative estimates place the

anticipated total at not less than 35.

Total 1936 production was 32 fea-

tures and 11 were produced dm*ing
the first four months of 1937.

Revision of subsidy regulations

and application of a system of ac-

cording Government guarantees on
approved Czechoslovak motion pic-

ture production seem to have inter-

jected new life into local film pro-
ducers.

Chi. Circuit Expanding
Chicago — Jones, Linick and

Schaefer have leased the new the-

ater to be erected at Homewood,
north side suburb, for 20 years.
This marks the first theater of the
circuit outside of Chicago.

Doubt Guild Here Will

Enroll Publicity Agents

St. Louis—The International Exe-
cutive Board of the American News-
paper Guild has recommended to the
Newspaper Guild of New York that
it accept theater press agents as
members and to the Los Angeles
Newspaper Guild that it take in mo-
tion picture publicity men.

At the offices of the N. Y. News-
paper Guild it was said to be very
unlikely that the N. Y. Guild would
take in theater publicity men.

Chromart's New Process

Chromart Inc., headed by John J.

McGurik, at one time with First
National and later with Stanley Co.
of America, has brought out what is

claimed to be a perfect process for
color still pictures. Process is said
to be no more costly than black and
white and will save 40 p. c. if used
for commercial purposes in the mak-
ing of engraved plates for printing.

GN's New Phone Number
Grand National's New York ex-

change has had its telephone num-
ber changed from Pennsylvania
6-4424 to Circle 6-5242.
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RESTRICTIONS UPON

GOV'T FILMS ADVISI

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DALLY
Washington—While motion pic

tures offer a legitimate field for
governmental activity, it is one sub
ject to abuse, the Brookings Insti

tution asserts in its report, and adds
that "it may be advisable to place

some control on utilization of this

method of distributing information."
Attacking specifically the govern-

ment production "The Plow That
Broke the Plains," the report recom
mends development and printing all

motion picture films, and awarding
all contracts for making of motion
pictures be transferred to and cen-
tralized in the supply branch of di-

vision of procurement or in the
proposed general supply service.

The most extensive distribution of

motion picture films ever undertaken
by a government agency was made
by the Social Security Board in con-
nection with film entitled "We the

People," of which 2,001 prints were
made. The production cost $14,-

735.92.

Motion picture expenditures for

the department of interior amount-
ed to $68,474.13. Department of

Agriculture expended $22,127.88 for

motion pictures, charged to funds
of Civilian Conservation Corps. Re-
settlement Administration spent
$40,113.40, Federal Housing Admin-
istration spent $83,762.77 and dur-
ing fiscal year ended June 30, 1936
general distribution of films cost

$68,887.67 and work required 23
persons at annual salaries totaling

$43,820.
It is pointed out that WPA has

no reply to request for information
on motion pictures production.

Rivoli Reopens Tomorrow
After a two-day shutdown for

Spring cleaning, the Rivoli Theater
reopens tomorrow night for the
world premiere of "Slave Ship,"
20th Century-Fox pix starring War-
ner Baxter and Wallace Beery, with
Elizabeth Allan, Mickey Rooney,
Joseph Schildkraut and George San-
ders in the featured cast.

Conn Signs Gene Austin
West Coast Bu can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maurice Conn has

signed Gene Austin to a five-year

contract and will star him in a ser-

ies of six musical Westerns. Before
he reports for work Sept. 1, he will

make a 13-week p.a. tour.

Auerbach Doubles as Writer
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Auerbach, execu-

tive assistant to B. P. Schulberg, is con-
tributing three original stories to the

Schulberg production schedule, "Acci
dents Will Happen," current Schulbe

production; "Bonanza," starring Edwa
Arnold, which goes into production

July 1, and "Ex-Hero," which will be

produced early next fall, were all au

thored by Auerbach, probably establish

ing a new record for writing by a stu

dio executive.

m
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the Goldwyn, Selznick, Chaplin, and
Walter Wanger U. S. studios and
Alexander Korda's London Films,

will reach $26,000,000.

"No distributing organization in

the business had better coverage or

better terms this past year than U.
A.", declared Schaefer in his open-
ing talk. Pointing out that the com-
pany had enjoyed the best year in

its history during the past season,
Schaefer said contracts on the re-

leases varied from 8,800 to 9,200, in

some instances exceeding the 10,000
mark. More small town situations

had been sold than ever before.
Commenting upon the options

held by Goldwyn and Korda for the
purchase of the Fairbanks-Pickford-
Chaplin stock, Schaefer said that
while he was uncertain whether the
options would be exercised, he was
convinced that the result would be
beneficial.

A. W. Smith, Jr. introduced by
Schaefer, discussed sales problems
and distributed the awards to the
winners of the Schaefer drive. Harry
Gold, eastern division manager, in-

troduced the new men to the or-

ganization. Harry D. Buckley, vice-

president, announced that next sea-
son exhibitors will be given a re-
fund for accessory material return-
ed in good condition. Edward C.
Raftery, of O'Brien, Driscoll & Raf-
tery, made several suggestions and
criticisms regarding the signing of
contracts and the closing of deals.
As outlined by Schaefer, the U.

A. program embraces:
Samuel Goldwyn

"Dead End," now under the di-

rection of William Wyler, with Syl-
via Sidney, Joel McCrea, Humphrey
Bogart, Wendy Barrie, Claire Trevor
and Allen Jenkins.

"Stella Dallas," which King Vidor
directed with Barbara Stanwyck,
John Boles, Ann Shirley and Alan
Hale, and which is already in the
cutting room.
"The Hurricane," by Charles

Nordhoff and James Normal Hall,
authors of "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
now under the direction of John
Ford.
"The Adventures of Marco Polo,"

with Gary Cooper and Sigrid Gurie
playing the leads, scheduled to reach
the cameras the latter part of this
month.
"The Goldwyn Follies," a Techni-

color extravaganza, with music by
George and Ira Gershwin, slated
for early July production. Cast in-
cludes Helen Jepson, the Ritz
Brothers, Phil Baker, Bobby Clark,
Virginia Verrill and Charles Kull-
mann in addition to the Balanchine
P":'let and Zorina, London dancer.

j !,

nThe Cowboy and the Lady," co-
aUiTing vehicle for Gary Cooper and
Merle Oberon, a Technicolor produc-
tion to be photographed from a
screenplav by Frederick Lonsdale,
famous playwright.
"You Can Be Beautiful," Techni-

color feature which will star Merle

Looking In On U. A. Convention

^THE Empire Room at the Waldorf-

Astoria buzzed with excitement
yesterday as George J. Schaefer de-
clared the company is in the strong-
est position of its history with six
productions ready for the new sell-

ing season.

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president
in charge of foreign sales, took the
shortest trip in his life . . . from
the Home Office to the Waldorf.

Harry D. Buckley, vice-president,
has some swell ideas up his sleeve
for the distribution of accessories.

The greeting the boys gave Andy
Smith after George Schaefer's in-

troduction was enough to warm any-
one's heart.

Ed Raftery of O'Brien, Driscoll
& Raftery, had some stories that
even the salesmen did not know.

Monroe Greenthal and his staff

moved in bag and baggage to turn
the Empire Room into a convention
hall that sold the boys on the spot.

From the looks of things, Harry
Gold's wardrobe is drawing more at-

tention than the headlines.

Nat Thompson, making arrange-
ments in his usual efficient manner,
has taken over the hotel completely
for the next few days. He expects
to slow down to a mile-a-minute
walk by the end of the week.

Charlie Steele, surrounded by tons
of figures, looked suspiciously like

the Internal Revenue Department.

Contrary to reports. Jack Schlaif-
er, western division manager, is not
a western spy. The genial Jack is

here to get some advance dope which
he will spiel to his boys when they
assemble in Chicago.

Bob Hilton is around assuring
everybody of 100% cooperation
from the print department and ex-
plaining his new idea on superim-
posing.

Bob Mochrie, recently-appointed
head of the southern territory, came
in for a lot of praise for his show-
ing in the Schaefer Sales Drive.

"Tomatoes" Dervin from Boston
marks his 16th year with the com-
pany. One of the ace salesmen,
his record gets better each season
and next year's $26,000,000 budget
has got him all excited already.

What Len Cantor, H. M. Kreuger
and E. V. Donnelly of Indianapolis
really need is a good tenor—or some-
one who can carry a tune. Even the
Waldorf is not big enough for them
to find a quiet corner to practice.

The boys were all glad to see Hal
Home again after his absence last

year. Hal's gags have taken on a
new luster from the production
standpoint.

Oberon in an original screen story
by Katharine Brush.
"South of Manila," to be filmed in

Technicolor with an important cast
which will be announced shortly.

David O. Selznick
"The Prisoner. of Zenda," directed

by John Cromwell with a cast in-

cluding Ronald Colman, Madeleine
Carroll, Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,

Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Ray-
mond Massey and David Niven.

"Nothing Sacred," Technicolor
feature with Carole Lombard and
Fredric March co-starred under Wil-
liam Wellman's baton, scheduled for
the cameras this month.

"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,"
Mark Twain's most beloved book,
which will star Tommy Kelly, and
will be directed by H. C. Potter from
John V. A. Weaver's screenplay.
Two other features which are as

yet untitled.

Alexander Korda
Already set:

"Knight Without Armor," team-
;ng Marlene Dietrich and Robert Do-
nat.

"Four Feathers," new Robert Do-
nat feature.
"The Divorce of Lady X," star-

ring Merle Oberon and Robert Do-
nat in a story by Lajos Biro.
"Mutiny in the Mountains," a

Technicolor special with Sabu, Paul
Lukas and Raymond Massey fea-
tured.

"Hell's Belles," a Technicolor mus-
ical from a script by R. C. Sherriff,

to be directed by Victor Saville.

"The Tempest Within," which will

star Merle Oberon in a Technicolor
feature based on an original story
by G. B. Stern, famous novelist.

Other London Films features
scheduled:
"Dark Journey," a spy melodra-

ma produced by Victor Saville from
the screenplay by Lajos Biro with
Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh, Joan
Gardner, Anthony Bushell and Ur-
sula Jeans in the principal roles.

"Farewell Again," an Erich Pom-
mer Production based on a story by
Clemence Dane, with Leslie Banks,
Flora Robson, Sebastian Shaw, Pa-
tricia Hilliard and Rene Ray head-
ing the cast.

"Storm in a Teacup," satirical

comedy picturized from the stage
success hit by James Bridie, co-di-

rected by Victor Saville and Ian
Dalyrmple with Vivien Leigh, Rex
Harrison and Ursula Jeans featured.

"Action for Slander" which will

feature Clive Brook, Margaretta
Scott and Ann Todd.
"The Diamond Trust," from the

Edgar Wallace thriller, which Wil-
liam K. Howard will direct with Ed-
mund Lowe, Sebastian Shaw, Ta-
mara Desni and Ann Todd.
"The First and The Last," story

by John Galsworthy which Basil
Dean will produce with Vivien Leigh

50% OF U.A. REVENUE

FROM FOREIGN MARKET
(Continued from Page 1)

U. A. found it very profitable to

distribute pictures locally made in

foreign countries, and was produc-
ing pictures in a number of coun-
tries outside the U. S. Kelly said
40 per cent of U. A. gross income in

England came from distributing
English pictures, A picture made
in Brazil will outgross even a big
U. S. hit four times, he said.

U. A. is distributing over 100 for-
eign pictures in various countries.

Anderson Opening Another
Pittsburgh — Charles Anderson,

who recently opened the 300-seat Al-
pine Theater in Sutton, W. Va., ex-
pects to open his new house in
Ravineswood, W. Va., within the
next two weeks.

Glennie Succeeds Wills

Detroit—Associated Theaters has
appointed Don Glennie as head book-
er, succeeding Harold Willis.

and Leslie Banks heading the cast
of principals.
"South Riding," a new Victor Sa-

ville production.
"The Playboy," a musical by

Thornton Freeland with Patricia
Ellis, Jack Hulburt and Rex Harri-
son in the leading roles.

Charles Chaplin
Charles Chaplin will personally

produce one picture bearing his
name and starring Paulette God-
dard.

Walter Wanger
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of

1938," nearing completion under
Irving Cummings' direction in Tech-
nicolor, with Warner Baxter, Joan
Bennett, Helen Vinson, Alan Mow-
bray and the famous Wanger mod-
els.

"52nd Street," with Harold Young
directing a cast of notables which
includes Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo,
Pat Paterson, Ella Logan, Sid Sil-
vers, ZaSu Pitts, Maria Shelton and
Kenny Baker.
"Summer Lightning," based on a

Cosmopolitan Magazine story by
Allene Corliss with Joan Bennett
and Henry Fonda co-starred, and
with Joshua Logan and Arthur Rip-
ley co-directing.

"Stand-In," with Leslie Howard
starred and Tay Garnett directing
the Saturday Evening Post story.

"Personal History," from the in-
ternational best seller by Vincent
Sheean with Madeleine Carroll
heading an imposing cast.
"A Kiss In Paris," new Sylvia

Sidney starring vehicle.
"'The Illusionist," based on the

stage play by Sascha Guitry, with
Charles Boyer starring.
"Arabian Nights," to be produced

in Technicolor from the screenplay
by Harold Lamb and Irwin Shaw,
with John Cromwell directing an
all-star cast including Sylvia Sid-
ney, Charles Boyer, Joan Bennett,
Madeleine Carroll and Henry Fonda.
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F. & M. AND ANSELLS

IN ST. LOUIS MERGER
(Continued from Page 1)

but the houses, 31 in number, art'

valued in excess of one million dol-

lars exclusive of ground.
Purpose of the merger is to give

all the theaters access to the pic-

tures covered by the exhibition con-
tracts of both F. & M. and the An-
sell Circuit.

Ansell brothers are throwing- their

Ritz, Empress and Variety Theaters
into the pool and are to personally
manage these houses and, in addi-

tion, the Tivoli in Universal City,

and the Shenandoah in South St.

Louis. They will also book M-G-M,
United Artists and Columbia pic-

tures for any of the St. Louis
Amusement Co. houses that may
want those films.

In turn the Ansell-managed the-

aters will be permitted to show any
Paramount, Warner Bros. -First Na-
tional, Universal, RKO and other
pictures covered by the exhibition
contracts held by the Fanchon &
Marco first-run houses, the Ambas-
sador, Fox and Missouri and the St.

Louis Amusement circuit headed by
the St. Louis Theaters.
The St. Louis Amusement Co. will

continue managements of the bal-
ance of that circuit's houses with
the exception of the Tivoli and Shen-
andoah.
The merger apparently definitely

eliminates A. J. Balaban, Arthur
Green, Sam Meyers and Fred Bart-
man of Chicago from the local the-
atrical picture. It had been an-
nounced from time to time that the
Chicago men were ready to buy in-

to either the Fanchon and Marco or
the Ansell houses. It was also learn-
ed yesterday that Charles E. Kurtz-
man, former F. & M. theater exe-
cutive, has disposed of his stock in
the local theaters and the Kurtzman
Agency Inc., which has handled the
advertising for all of the F. & M.
houses. He plans to remove to New
York City late this month.

Moss to Have Full-Size

Tele Screen at New Theater

B. S. Moss said yesterday on ar-
riving from abroad that he will have
television of full-screen size at his
new theater to be erected on Broad-
way and 49th St. The house will
have 600 seats and be ready for oc-
cupancy Oct. 1, he stated.

H. B. Franklin Sues
Harold B. Franklin as assignee of

the Brookin Corp. yesterday filed

suit in Federal Court against John
J. Franklin, Birdie Franklin and
Jayjay Theaters Co., to recover
$7,500 advanced by the Brookin
Corp. to Franklin in connection with
a Honolulu Theatrical enterprise.
The complaint charges that John J.

Franklin received the money from
the Brookin Corp., invested it in the
Honolulu property, later sold out his
interest for more than the amount
invested, and then failed to repay
the Brookin Corp.

Flashes from the RKO Special

SWEETWATER, TEX.
pRANCIS GRAY ROSS, better

known to his closer friends as

"Puss," keeps a diary. Here's hop-
ing it won't get him into any trouble

during his Los Angeles stay. Being
from Boston, "Puss" opus will doubt-
less be an open book.

Boston Branch Manager R. C.

Cropper thought he needed some
glasses a few years ago. He bought
a pair, wore them back to the office,

put them away in his desk, and
hasn't had them on since.

Bill Dahler and Lou Miller are

constantly bemoaning the fact that

they are unable to stop over for a

few rounds of golf while the RKO
special hustles onward.

One of the busiest lads aboard the

special choochoo, was the telegraph
gent, who is to be seen hurrying
through the cars at each stop with

important messages to many of Ihe

faleslads, which usually turned out

to be jibes from the local exhibitor.

Mickey Mouses' footers, Hal
Sloane and Kay Kamen, were being
worried terrifically at every junc-

tion stop, by the boys and girls who
tried to steal the gents' special con-
vention buttons and badges, sup-
plied by Mickey's uncle, Walt Dis-

ney.

James Finey, was the apple of the

southern gals eyes as he alighted in

Dallas. For, Jimmy, as he is best
known, is the perfect sartorial hero
and he was in fine form for the
Texas visit.

A big hit with the Texas "much-
achas" is caballero Michael Hoffay,
Foreign Publicity manager, who was
right in his own element and he
reveled in it.

Milton Schwarzwald is telling the
RKO Radio delegates aboard the
special about the six single-reel
musicals he'll produce for the com-
pany's new season schedule. Always
smart on titles, Milton has selected
for his production firm name and
slogan: Atlas Pictures, "Hold a
World of Entertainment."

On the St. Louis stop-over Bill

Dahler wanted to organize a nine
to cross bats with the porters on a
sandlot near the station but too
many of the boys had dates with a
friend's friend or just wanted a bus-
man's holiday treat at the movies.

Sam Lefko of Philadelphia still

knows his cards and caught some of
the self-declared experts watching
their hands pretty closely.

It was nice to see the late-night
card players refresh themselves
with ice cold milk (positively) and
cookies before retiring. Good gang
—these Radiomen.

K. C. Union to Meet Exhibs

In Bid for Recognition

Kansas City—Officers of the new-
ly incorporated United Motion Pic-
ture Operators and Workers Union
for the Motion Picture Industry,
are scheduled to meet today with ex-
hibitor representatives at the Oak
Park theater to urge them to re-

cognize their organization as the ac-
credited bargaining agent for local

projectionists. Elmer Rhoden, gen-
eral manager of Fox-Midwest The-
aters, Jay Means and Ed Dubinsky
are to meet with Michael Konomos,
attorney for the new union; Bren-
ton Hall, president; G. C. Black-
more, vice-president; Frank Mount-
joy, secretary, and Harold Hay
business manager.

Another meeting- of exhibitors
with officials of the A F of L local

No. 170 is scheduled for Wed-
nesday. At present some theaters
are employing men from both the
A F of L local and the new union.

The new union's membership is

made up of projectionists, but let-

ters inviting all motion picture
workers to join were sent out by
messenger last night.

Local exchange members are said
to be nearly 100 per cent signed
up with the recently chartered Film
Exchange Employees Class B, Local
28 which has submitted contracts
to local exchange executives. Con-

N. H. Union Gets Charter
New Haven—Theatrical employes,

organized under IATSE, have re-

ceived class B charter No. 42, and
elected officers as follows: Presi-

dent, William Scanlon; Financial

Secretary, Alma Dixon; Recording
Secretary, Dolly Hyde; and Ser-

gcant-at-Arms, H. Sweeney. Ap-
proximately 85 members have
signed, and a meeting to discuss
wage schedules for ushers, cash-
iers, doormen, etc., has been set for
tonight.

LeWitt to Build at Once
New Britain, Conn.—George Le-

Witt, now operating the Strand,
Plainville, has returned from his
European trip and will proceed with
his plans to build a 500-seat house
on Arch Street at once.

tracts are now being negotiated be-
tween the exchanges' home offices
and Louis Krause, assistant presi-
dent of the IATSE.

Felix Snow, local secretary of the
IATSE is organizing front of the
house theater employees for the Ex-
hibitors' Employees Class B, local
24, charter for which was granted
yesterday. Contract terms are ex-
pected to be ready for submission
to exhibitors next week.

SIX PARA. DIRECTOR?

SET FOR RE-ELECTIGN

(.Continued from Page 1)

the first $2,500,000 of profits fron
the film operations of the company
and 5 per cent of the profits above
$2,500,000.

Other matters to come up are

changing the official address of the

company from Millbrook, Duchess
County, to New York City, increase
in the capital stock from 4,500,000)
shares to 6,000,000 shares.

Stage Shows in S L C
Salt Lake City — A permanent)

stage variety show policy for the
Orpheum theater is announced bji

Harry David, general manager of
Intermountain Theaters. Holden
Swiger, manager of the Paramount
theater, moves to the Orpheum the
ater and will produce the stage
units. C. Clare Woods goes to the
Paramount theater as manager.
"By" Woodbury, local band leader,

will appear at the Orpheum with
his orchestra.

Fairfield House Reopens
Faii-field, Conn. — The enlarged

Fairfield Theater has been reopened
by Fishman Theaters. Changes in-

cluded new seats, lights, interior
decoration, carpets, balcony rebuilt
to accommodate 200 additional seats,
stainless steel and neon marquee.
Fishman's renovation activities also
include the Dixwell and Lawrence,
New Haven, just completed.

Sloan Plans 1,500-Seater
Detroit — Esquire Theater, new

1500-seat east side house, is planned
at Harper and Cadieux Roads, by
Saul Sloan, theater promoter, who
is said to be trying to interest
United Detroit Theaters circuit in

operating the house.

Florence Couthoui Dies
Chicago—Miss Florence Couthoui,

leading Chicago theater ticket brok-
er, is dead.

SICK REPORT

London (By Cable)—Sir James
M. Barrie, British dramatist, a
number of whose plays have been
produced as motion pictures, is

gravely ill in a nursing home here.
Little chance for his recovery is

held. He was stricken last Fric"
Sir James is suffering from

chial pneumonia.

;ry is

'rid^v.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Martha Raye is in

bed with a sprained back and brok-
en finger as a result of a fall in her
Hollywood apartment.
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Weber Report Against A F of M Synch^^^^^d Ban

PARA. STOCKHOLDERS APPROVE ZUigf PACT

U. A. Theaters Buy 50% Interest in Robb & Rowley Circuit

Para. Partnership Theaters

in Little Rock Not
Involved

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—United Artists The-

aters, Inc., has purchased a 50 per
cent interest in the Robb & Rowley
theater circuit comprising 80 houses
in 30 cities in Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas. Announcement was
made yesterday by Joseph M.
Schenck as president of United
Artists Theaters, after meetings

(Continued on Page 3)

THOMPSON ARRIVES TO

OPEN N. Y, SAG OFFICE

Kenneth Thompson, secretary of

i the Screen Actors' Guild, arrived

I yesterday in New York to open east-
1 ern offices for the Guild and to

, launch a drive to unionize actors ap-

pearing in commercial pictures.

Thompson said the Screen Guild
- agreement with the 28 companies
which have signed it covers east-

ern production also.

RKO Sales Force Greeted

By Briskin in Hollywood

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two hundred dele-

gates to the RKO Radio Pictures

Sales Convention arrived here this

morning after a transcontinental
(Continued on Page 12)

Normandie Goes 20th-Fox
The Normandie, sailing today, has

been all but chartered by 20th Century-
Fox. Fifteen on the company's pay-
roll are also on the passenger list. They
include William Goetz, vice president

and executive assistant to Darryl F.

Zanuck, bound for London to com-
plete plans for the forthcoming Gracie

Fields picture; Simone Simon, bound for

Paris; and Mrs. Osa Johnson, Director

Otto Brower and 11 others, bound for

Africa to film sequences for the "Stan-
ley and Livingstone" picture to be made
next year.

Para. Pays B. & K. $156,000 for Loan of Barney Balaban
Barney Balaban said yesterday at the Paramount annual meeting that Paramount is

paying Balaban & Katz $156,000 yearly for the loan of his services as president. He
said that actually his services did not cost Paramount anything as B. & K. paid Para-
mount over $1,000,000 in dividends last year.

FOREIGN PAGE

$786,000 Paramount April Earnings

Gain of $493,000 Over Month in '36

Paramount Pictures, Inc. earned
$585,000 during the month of April
last after normal income tax but
before preferred dividends, plus

$201,000 representing the company's
undistributed share of earnings of

partly-owned subsidiaries, Barney
Balaban, president, informed stock-

holders yesterday in a report at the

annual meeting on the company's
progress during the past year.
The earnings compare with $191,-

000 for April, 1936^ plus $102,000
representing share in earnings of
partly-owned subsidiaries. As a re-
sult of the reorganization of Olym-
pia Theaters, completed on June 4,

(Continued on Page 14)

Slight Hope Held for British-U. S. Trade Treaty

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Outlook for the con-

summation of a British-American

trade treaty in immediate future to

give added protection to the film

industry does not look bright now,

Major F. L. Herron of the Hays of-

fice said yesterday after confei'ring

with the State Department and

Washington embassies.

"The quota matter is being han-

dled through London," the Major
told The Film Daily. "Of course,
we are all interested in cooperating
wherever possible, but it's London's
job. Several months ago, informal-
ly and unofficially, our Embassy in

(Continued on Page 3)

Weber Supplementary Report Fails

To Call for Ban on Synchronization

Nick Tronolone Resigns

From PFL to Join Pathe

Nick Tronolone, veteran film lab-

oratory technician and executive,

has resigned his post as sales and
plant manager for Precision Film
Laboratories, Inc., 21 West 46th St.,

and became, as of yesterday, tech-

nical advisor, laboratory and cus-

(Continued on Page 3)

Louisville — Joseph N. Weber,
president of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, in a supplemental
report to his annual message at the
annual convention here yesterday in

effect turned a cold shoulder to a
synchronization ban.

Whole tenor of the report is

against taking such drastic A F of

M action as refusing to make rec-

ordings, and Weber fails to include

(Continued on Page 14)

Action Delayed on Proposed

Increase in Company's
Common Stock

Paramount stockholders yesterday
approved an employment contract
with Adolph Zukor from Aug. 1,

J 936 to Dec. 31, 1937, by a vote of
3,558,061 shares for and 12,881
against after hearing Barney Bala-
ban, Paramount president, explain
that the profit-sharing features of
the agreement would not net Zukor
more than $100,000 annually in ad-
dition to $3,000 weekly, and that he
was the only man available for the
job of heading the studio.
Balaban asked the stockholders to

name one man who could take over
the job of directing the Paramount

(Continued on Page 14)

.DOUBLING BUDGET

FOR EXPENSE IN FIELD

United Artists' budget for ex-
ploitation expenditure in the field

will be more than doubled for the
coming season, Monroe W. Green-
thai, director of advertising and pub-
licity, declared at the second meet-
ing of the eastern regional confer-

(Continued on Page 4)

Weeks Back From Coast

to Set GB Meeting Plans

George W. Weeks, GB General
Sales Manager, returns today from
a Hollywood vacation to complete
final preparations for the company's
annual sales convention. The three-
day confab, starting June 25, will be

(Continued on Page 4)

"Forget" as Stage Play

Warners and Mervyn LeRoy are
planning an early Broadway stage ver-
sion of "They Won't Forget," based
on Ward Greene's "Death in the Deep
South," WB announced yesterday. Le-
Roy proposes to direct the show itself,

and will come East shortly to make ar-
rangements. Producer-director is con-
sidering using some of the players ap-
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Low Close Chg.

24 243/4 + 3
/4

High

Am. Seat 243/4
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 170y4 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 21 '/s

Loew's, Inc 77>4

do pfd
Paramount 18%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 16'/4

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 12%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND
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MARKET
98 98 — 1/4

991/2 99i/
2

67 67
99% 100 + 1/4

88V2 89

943/8 943/4 + 1/4

MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 1 % 2 + '/8

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 265/8 25% 26Vi + 1

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 ptd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6!/2 s 1st '36 11 12

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 95% 963/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4 s 1st '43... 53 55

TWICE- A.DAY
DELIVERY SERVICE

1600
BROADWAY

N.T.C.
Clocn 6-0081-2-3-4

S. G. Engel to Handle Unit

Production on Fields Pix

Samuel G. Engel will handle unit
production on the forthcoming Gra-
de Fields pix to be made in Eng-
land, William Goetz, vice prexy of

20th-Fox and executive assistant to

Darryl Zanuck, told The Film
Daily yesterday on the eve of his

departure for England on the Nor-
mandie-

Production schedule abroad, in-

cluding the Bob Kane product and
the forthcoming Fields' feature, is

set, Goetz stated. One of the chief

purposes of his trip at this time is

to arrange details for the making
of his latter film.

Engel will, the 20th-Fox exec

says, import from the United States

such technical talent as he deems
advisable prior to the feature going
into work. Goetz, who is accom-
panied by Mrs. Goetz and their two
children, expects to return to New
York on or about the middle of

July, following a visit to principal

European production centers.

RCA Entertains Departing

British CEA Delegation

A party of British theater exhibi-

tors, delegates of the CEA, who
have been visiting in this country

since May 24 were given a fare-

well party by RCA Photophone exe-

cutives, at the Downtown A. C. last

night.
Edwin M. Hartley, head of the

Photophone Division and Van Ness
Philip, Photophone Export Manager
who officiated as hosts, met the

party headed by Nat Cohen, at

the
' Waldorf-Astoria shortly af-

ter they arrived from Hollywood
and escorted them to the club

for a program of entertainment and
refreshment. The British delegates

leave for home this morning on the

Normandie.

Williams Rites Tomorrow
Funeral service for Josephine Wil-

liams, 82, character actress who died

in Lenox Hill Hospital on Monday,
will be held tomorrow at 9 a.m. in

St. Malachy's Church. 49th St. near
Broadway. Born in Liverpool, Eng-
land, she played numerous impor-
tant roles in stage productions af-

ter coming to America. Earlv ap-
pearances here included "The Things
That Count," and John Golden's play
"The Wheel." More recently she
played in "The Roval Family,"
"Crate's Wife" and "Her Master's
Voice."

Ed Wynn Marries
Ed Wynn yesterday was married

to Frieda Mierse, former show girl,

in the chapel of the Municipal
Building by Deputy County Clei'k

Philip E. Hines, long a friend of
Wynn's. Wynn gave his age as 50
and the bride hers as 25-

Spira Joins Paramount
Cincinnati—Sylvan Spira of Pop-

lar Melodies, Inc., is now associated
with Paramount's local exchange.

$4,000,000 Poli Estate

To Be Shared by Family

New Haven, Conn.—The will of
the late Sylvester Z. Poli, retired
founder of the Poli Theater chain,
accepted for probate, provides that
after payment of debts of the $4,-

000,000 estate, one-third of the prin-
cipal be set aside in trust for Mrs.
Poli and the balance for the daugh-
ters, Mrs. Adeline P. Leonard, Mrs.
Juliette Sheehan, Mrs. Laurina No-
lan and Marchesa Lillian M. Gerini.

The will further provides that
while the daughters may only enjoy
the life use of their shares, they
shall have right to dispose upon
death of their shares as they see fit.

Size of the estate, a considerable
reduction from the $30,000,000 fig-

ure which the late theaterman was
reputed to be worth, is said to be
accounted for by substantial gifts

to his family a few years prior to

his death.

Canadian Indies Suggest

Government Grade Films

Toronto, Ont.—A bid to the Can-
adian government to grade pix is

inferred in comment on duals in the

Canadian Independent, official organ
of the Independent Theaters Asso-
ciation.

Indies, pointing out that the pub-
lic is weary of double features and
patronage is accordingly down, de-

plores that "the government has not

seen fit to set up a system of grad-
ing and branding of motion pictures

as it has done with foods and drugs".
Paper concedes however that the in-

die exhib. here "has been fearful of

giving up any competitive advan-
tage that duals may give him".

Expect Kurtzman to Join

Major Co. Theater Dept.

St. Louis, Mo.—Charles E. Kurtz-
man, former Fanchon and Marco
representative here and for some
time president of Kurtzman Agency,
Inc., is expected to sien with a ma-
ior company in the theater operat-
ing department. Kurtzman is dis-

posing- of his local interests.

Tom Meighan Interred
Pittsburgh — Simple burial ser-

vices for Thomas Meighan, star of
the silent films and native of Pitts-

burgh, were held here. The body
was removed from a vault in New
York for interment in the family
plot here. Only his widow, Mrs.
Frances Ring Meighan, thi'ee broth-
ers and two sisters attended.

RKO Gets Fight Film

A contract covering foreign dis-

tribution of the film record of the
Braddock-Louis heavyweight cham-
pionship fight, next Tuesday in Chi-

cago, has been closed by RKO with
Super-Sports, Inc., of which Howard
Dietz is president,

Coming and Going 1

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of Un
versal's board of directors; GUSTAVE SCHAEFEI
Universal's export manager. WILLIAM GOETi
20th Century-Fox vice president, accompanie
by MRS. GOETZ and their two children; DAVI
NIVEN, British actor; SIMONE SIMON, fill

star; PEARL WHITE, former film star; an
PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE and BILLY WILKER
SON sail for Europe today on the Normandi)

MRS. OSA JOHNSON, CLARK GETTS, Mr
Johnson's business manager, together with th

following 20th-Fox staff members, also sa

today on the Normandie: OTTO BROWEI
PAUL McVEY and JACK BYRON, SIDNE
WAGNER, SOL HALPERIN, EDWARD COLLIN
and JOSEPH FARLEY, F. E. JOHNSTON, an
SVEN HUGO BORG, HENRY GERZIN an

BRUCE HUNSAKER.

MARK REED leaves today for Cape Cod I

write a new play.

EUGENE ORMANDY, conductor of the Phila

delphia Orchestra; NAN HUSTON, sist;

of Walter Huston; and MRS. JOHN RINGLIN
sail today for Europe on the Aquitania.

A. M. JOHNSON of the General Electr

Co. sails for Europe today on the Manhattar

RICK RICKETSON, Denver division manage
for Fox Intermountain, is in New York.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, general sales man
ager for Monogram, leaves New York thi

week for Cincinnati where he will attend th

opening of company's new exchange there.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN, M-G-M produc

er, accompanied by MRS. WEINGARTEN, ar

rives from the Coast today en route to Europ

via the Berengaria next Saturday.

BETTY DOLAR, secretary to Leo Blam
Warners' Mid-West district manager, an
PEARLE FIREMAN, cashier of company's Chi

cago branch, are in New York for a two week:

vacation.

F. W. WENTKER and K. M. BARBIER
[

RCA, Camden, are in Denver this week.

GEORGE KERER of Denver and HARR
KERER of Salt Lake City were called to Ne<

York by their father's death.

GEORGE W. WEEKS returns today from Hoi

lywood.

NAT COHEN, W. ECKART and others of th

visiting CEA party sail for England toda

on the Normandie.

ED KUYKENDALL is expected in New Yor
today from Virginia Beach.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returned yesterday froi

Atlanta.

Cowdin, Schaefer Taking

"Road Back" Prints Abroa<

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman o

the Board of the New Universal
and Gustave Schaefer, newly ap
pointed export manager, sail tomor
row on the Normandie for England
Cowdin will remain abroad thre»

weeks- Schaefer will make a com
prehensive tour of all the Universa
Exchanges in Europe, a trip whicl

will require two months. Cowdii
and Schaefer will take prints o:

"The Road Back" with them.

COMBO BIZ
AND FUN!

Fly United's "Main Line" to either

LOS ANGELES or SAN FRANCIS-/
CO. Enjoy scenic wonders. 3 fast\^

flights daily. Overnight Mainliner
lvs. New York 5:55 p.m.—breakfast
in CALIFORNIA! CHICAGO: 3

non-stop flights daily.

UNITED AIR LINES
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CLIGHT HOPE HELD

FOR TRADE TREATY

(Continued from Page 1)

London made representation to the

[
British government concerning the

|
proposed quota. This attitude still

lobtains".
In reviewing the situation Her-

J.ron pointed out that the U. S. in-

j iustry already must "pay very heav-
ily" for the privilege of doing busi-

j.ness in England since one-quarter of

j product and cast has to be of Brit-

lish origin.

Major Herron added he was cer-

I tain that a satisfactory agreement

[
with the English could be effected

I at the proper time.
"Present quota agreement expires

I in July, 1938," Major Herron con-
I tinued. "The British parliament has
I not discussed this situation but I

j
feel certain that good judgment will

(lead all concerned to effect some
satisfactory agreement."
On prospect of any imminent gen-

i eral Anglo-American trade treaty
[Major Herron was inclined to be
I negative.

"Press reports indicate both Com-
I mons and Lords are hopping over
Runciman for proposing such a
treaty with the United States," he

I
declared. "Of course, if we could get

! added protection the film industry
would be helped immensely through

l such a treaty."
Major Herron preferred to de-

scribe his visit to Washington as

I concerned with "censorship and reg-

|
ular routine foreign matters." He

;
contacted numerous embassies in-

I eluding the Italian, as well as the
i
State Department. There is still

i

1 some censorship problems in Italy,
" Herron said.

Four Rogers Re-issues

Getting Minneapolis Biz

Minneapolis, Minn. — Suburban
exhibs. are going in strong for the
Will Rogers re-issues. No less than
four, "State Fair," "David Harum,"
"Dr. Bull" and "Ambassador Bill,"

are now current, and theaters re-

port excellent biz.

JUNE 16
William K. Howard

Stan Laurel

William B. Davidson
Norman Kerry
Lupino Lane

Philo McCullough
Barry Norton
Ona Munson

T T T

• • • ALL SET for the gala opening of Universal's
"The Road Back" at the Globe tomorrow nite before a
notable audience Charles R. Rogers and J. P. Normanly
have come on from Universal City for the occasion celebri-

ties attending will include Hope Hampton, Doris Nolan, J. E.
Brulatour, Paul Block, Roy Howard Eddie Rickenbacker,
Harry Warner, Albert Warner, Frank C. Walker, Nicholas
Schenck, W. G. Van Schmus Spyros Skouras, George
Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, Howard S. Cullman, Carl Milliken

Gabriel Hess, Charles Pettijohn, Robert H. Cochrane,
Barney Balaban, Lowell Thomas, J. C. Cowdin, Sr , James R.
Grainger, P. D. Cochrane \

T

• • • THE GOOD old days came in for a "do you remem-
ber" fest at the "21" dining club yesterday at an informal
bon voyage luncheon given by Joe Moskowitz of 20th Century-
Fox home office for William Goetz, the company's vice-prexy

who sails on the Normandie today among those to

reminisce were Moskowitz, Ben Bernie, Irving Caesar and Eddie
Small in their audience were Billy Wilkerson, Irving Hoff-
man, Red Kann, Bob Goldstein, Harry Goetz, Joe Pincus and
Jack Alicoate Small and Wilkerson also sail on the Nor-
mandie

T

• • • THAT ULTRA-VIOLENT screen comedienne
Madcap Martha Raye will open in person at the New York
Paramount on July 7 it will mark the first of six personal
appearances of Martha in key cities and her first New
York appearance it was only two short years ago that
the gal was kicking around the Broadway nite spots trying to

get a break as a singer with various bands then came an
engagement at the Trocadero on the Coast Norman Tau-
rog booked her to play opposite Bob Burns in "Rhythm On the
Range" and so a new comedy star was born

• • • JUNE BRIDES will be the attrack at two RKO
theaters with Lillian Reisch being married tonite by a
minister on the stage of the Madison in Ridgewood, L. I.

and Vivian Smith will be married on the eve of June 24 at

Keith's Flushing both weddings will be elaborately staged
with bridesmaids and ushers and both couples will be pre-

sented with an avalanche of gifts from merchants of Ridge-
wood and Flushing respectively the names of the grooms
have been omitted, as they are really unimportant in these
events they just pay the bills from now on

• • • TAKING ADVANTAGE of the forthcoming Brad-
dock-Louis fisticuffs Julius Greenspan, prexy of Art Flag,
has made up a flock of tasty banners for movie houses
they are knockouts, whichever way the fite goes

• • • A UNIQUE personal appearance tour is scheduled
for Herman Bing by the Loew circuit the screen dialecti-

cian will "barnstorm" 30 Loew houses in the metropolitan dis-

trict he will make five appearances in as many theaters
daily

• • • RUNNING FOR re-nomination again Julian
Fredeking, the present Mayor of Hinton, W. Va. and he is

so popular that it looks like a landslide he runs the Ritz
theater in this town

U. A. THEATERS BUYS

INTO R & R CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

with H. B. Robb and E. H. Rowley.
Lou Anger, vice-president of United
Artists Theaters, assisted in the
negotiations.
Purchase was made strictly as an

investment for United Artists The-
aters which is a theater operating
company entirely independent of
the United Artists Distributing Co.,

and which also has no connection
with 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
of which Schenck is chairman of the
board.
The deal does not involve the four

theaters owned by Robb and Row-
ley in partnership with Paramount
in Little Rock, Ark., and known as
the Arkansas Amusement Co. Presi-
dent H. B- Robb and Secretary-
Treasurer E. H. Rowley retain their

offices and will remain in complete
charge of the circuit.

Nick Tronolone Resigns

From PFL to Join Pathe

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

tomer contact man for Pathe Film
Corporation.
Last January Tronolone, his brother

Charles, and Roscoe C. Hubbard
formed Precision, with the latter as

president of the company. All had
been formerly associated with Con-
solidated Film Industries, Inc. No
other executive changes in Precis-

ion's organization will be made, it

was authoritatively stated yester-

day. Nick Tronolone entered the in-

dustry more than 30 years ago and
has been continually active in the
technical end of the film business.

Vocafilm Case Deferred
Trial of the $65,000,000 Vocafilm

anti-trust suit against the Amer-
ican Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

Western Electric and Erpi was post-
poned yesterday by Federal Judge
Vincent Leibell to Oct. 4.

Gottlieb-Meltz Form Co.
Manny Gottlieb and David Meltz

have formed the Cinema Equipment
Company. The new organization will

have headquarters at 358 West 44th
Street.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Robert Wildhack, the man who
snored his way to fame, is out to dis

ringuish himself as a sneeze expert in

'Broadway Melody of 1938."

—M-G-M.
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U. A. DOUBLING BUDGET

FOR EXPENSE IN FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

ence at the Waldorf-Astoria yester-

day.
Commenting upon the fact that

advertising, publicity and exploita-

tion work commences from the mo-

ment the story idea is decided,

Greenthal stated that work of this

nature is an integral part of sales

and that the closest cooperation be-

tween the two is greatly beneficial

to production.
Results of the experimentation

over the past year have convinced

U A producers and officials that key

cities no longer are the only spots

that offer revenue large enough to

warrant sizeable expenditures to

help the exhibitor, Greenthal de-

clared. In a great number of in-

stances, money judiciously spent in

smaller situations has built the

grosses to many times the antici-

pated figure.

In view of these results, U A of-

ficials have discussed plans for in-

tensive concentration on various

methods of advertising, publicity

and exploitation. Producers have

agreed to spend more on national

advertising, to cooperate on special

drives with circuits and to tie in as

closely as possible with the exhibi-

tor through U A, it was added.

Stating that big campaigns otter

tremendous insurance for hold-

overs, Greenthal outlined in some

detail the projected plans for the

campaign on Selznick's "The Pris-

oner of Zenda." As a departure

from the usual method, arrange-

ments are being made to present

to the public the several different

selling angles of this picture.

Greenthal likewise discussed the

campaign for Goldwyn's "Stella Dal-

las" which is expected for early re-

lease. Among the many features

already set are a national appeal to

the feminine audience through such

media as articles by Fannie Hurst,

Edna Ferber and other writers of

similar standing and a tremendous

full-page ad campaign in leading

magazines of outstanding quality

and circulation.

Home Gives Highlights

of Wanger's Productions

Hal Home, associate producer for

Walter Wanger, gave an exhaustive

account of the production plans of

the Wanger organization to the

United Artists eastern sales confer-

ence yesterday at the Waldorf-As-

toria. , .

Supplementing the remarks about

the Wanger product made earlier by

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager of U A, Home
disclosed in detail the various angles

of the national exploitation and pub-

licity campaign which have already

been definitely set for "Walter Wan-
ger's Vogues of 1938," Wanger s

first release for the new season.

Home then concentrated upon "52nd

Street," now in the filming stage.

Looking In On U. A. Convention

LJARRY GOLD spent as much ef-

fort in describing Walter Wan-
ger's "Stand-In" to the boys as he

does in selling the entire U. A. prod-

uct. The publicity department got

an insight on how to really "sell"

pictures.

George Schaefer's description of

the "Big Six" from Alexander
Korda showed why he did not re-

main in the ranks for any length

of time.

Nat Thompson's new suits arrived

just in time for him to make a

splurge in Chicago. He and Char-
lie Steele leave a day early for the

Palmer House.

Harry Buckley looked a bit warm
yesterday from carrying that tre-

mendous brief-case.

Jim Mulvey's hair was not a bit

ruffled last night, even after two
whole days of listening.

Monroe Greenthal made a big hit

as he outlined his plans for the new
product exploitation.

The back row looked like a shoot-
ing gallery with all the producers'
representatives.

Morris Helprin and Manny Silver-

stone are handing out dope on Alex-
ander Korda. The two take care of

London Films on this side of the At-
lantic.

The big noise of the convention,
purely from a sound standpoint, is

still Sammy Cohen. There is no
competition any more.

Charlie Leonard is giving the as-

sembly a flash of country gentleman
stuff.

Eddie Mullen and David Burkan
are dangerous contenders for sartor-

ial honors. The Waldorf wants to

sign them as advance men.

Stephen McGrath, Phil Dow and
Seymour Poe held down the seats

in the rear while they listened to

Arthur Kelly's advice on how to get

ahead in the South American lands.

They are thinking of sending Lou
Ginsberg down to check on the sit-

uation.

Weeks Back from Coast

to Set GB Meeting Plans

{Continued from Page 1)

held at the St. Moritz Hotel, New
York.

Home office executives who will

attend include Arthur A. Lee, Vice-

President; Weeks; Clinton M. White,
Assistant General Sales Manager;
Albert Margolies, Publicity Direc-

tor; Al Selig, Advertising Manager;
Arthur Greenblatt, In Charge of Cir-

cuit Sales; Reg Wilson, Kenneth
Hodkinson and William Berry, Spe-

cial Sales Representatives; Claude
Macgowan, Comptroller; C. E.

Schwengeler, head of the print and
negative department. H. William
Fitelson, counsel for the company,
will also attend the sessions.

From the GB exchanges through-
out the country, the following men
will attend:

New York: Irving Gumberg, Irv-

ing Landes, Rudolph Bach, Sol
Kravitz; Philadelphia: W. A. V.
Mack, Herbert Given, John Schaef-
fer; Washington: Joseph Kaliski,

Milton Caplon; Boston: Marcel
Mekelburg, Sam Levine; New Ha-
ven: Carl Goe; Buffalo: George Ro-
senbaum; Cincinnati: Herman L.

Booth; Pittsburgh: Mark Goldman,
Geo. Wheeler; Cleveland: Joseph E.
Loeffler; Detroit: M. Harlan Starr;
Indianapolis: Fred Wagoner; Chi-
cago: A. H. Fischer, Max Mazur;
Milwaukee: W. R. Marshall; Min-
neapolis: Fred Abelson; St. Louis:
Al Kent; Des Moines: Lester Rosen-
thal; Kansas City, Mo.: Ray Hal-
pern; Dallas: J. L. Franconi; Okla-
homa City: W. W. Rucker; Atlanta:
Scott E. Chesnutt, J. R. Kitchens;
Charlotte: F. E. Dyer; New Orleans:
Wm. G. Minder; Denver: R. W. Se-

Invite Kuykendall to Talk

at Kan.-Mo. TOA Convention

Kansas City, Mo.—R. R. Biechele,

secretary and treasurer of the Kan-
sas-Missouri Theater Owners' Asso-
ciation, announces an invitation has
been extended Ed. Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy, to address the an-

nual convention of the organization

set for June 22-23 at the Hotel Kan-
san, Topeka, Kan.

In addition, representatives of

both the Missouri and Kansas tax
commissions will be present to ex-

plain the working of new tax laws
recently enacted in both states.

Besides an open session, in which
members will be urged to present
their position on various exhibitor

problems, much attention will be

given to double bills, giveaways and
the possible return of vaudeville as

a substitute.

An informal Dutch lunch is plan-

ned at noon of the second day of the

session instead of the usual banquet
and the two-day meeting will be

closed with the annual election of

officers.

John Staples of Rockport, Mis-
souri, president of the organization
will preside at the convention.

New Portable Circuit

Denver—A portable circuit is be-

ing organized by A. Spike to cover
four Colorado towns: Calhan, John-
ston, Elizabeth and Castle Rock.

lig; Salt Lake City: C. F. Rose;
Portland, Ore.: Walter Wessling,
Archie Holt; Los Angeles: Paul de

Outo; San Francisco: Jack Erickson,

Seattle: Jean Spear.

C, E. A. CONFERENCE v

PROGRAM COMPLETED

London — Summer conference of

the C.E.A., scheduled for Harrogate
June 21-25, will start off with a golf

tourney and a civic reception at

night, the completed program re-

veals.

The Trade Exhibition at the Royal
Spa Rooms will be officially opened
next morning, followed immediately
by an important session of General
Council at the Royal Hall. A meet-
ing of branch secretaries, a garden
party at the Majestic Hotel, and the

Conference banquet at the same ho-

tel in the evening will be highlights

of the same day.

The Open Session is scheduled for

Wednesday.
Lord Tyrrell of Avon, President

of the B.B.F.C, will give his annual
"Review of Censorship", and will be
followed by Ralph S. Bromhead, who
will read a paper "Our Jigsaw Puz-
zle." In the afternoon discussions
will be inaugurated by the President,
C. P. Metcalfe, affording an opportu-
nity for a free ventilation of all ex-

hibitor problems, such as Quota, Re-
dundancy, Rentals, and other mat-
ters not dealt with by the various
special speakers.

At midnight a special presentation
of "Let's Make a Night of It" will

be given by Associated British,

while on the following evening Gen-
eral Films will screen for the dele-

gates the new Gainsborough com-
edy, "—Said O'Reilly to McNab."
Receptions will follow both shows.

On Thursday, the talks will be on
more technical aspects. In the morn-
ing at 10:30, Leslie Knopp, technical
consultant to the C.E.A., will read
a paper on "The Development of

Electricity, and its Use in Kine-
mas." This will be followed by a
talk by D. Graham Motion on "Rat-
ing Assessments—What Should be
the Basis?"

A day trip to Scarborough is a
feature of the closing day, and the
Conference will be brought to an end
on Friday evening with a Film Star
Ball.

SICK REPORT

Denver—Bert Nolan, recuperat-
ing from a serious illness, is being
seen on the row again.

Omaha — Fred Thortsen, M-G-M
salesman, is in Methodist hospital
with a foot infection.

London (By Cable)—Physicians
attending Sir James M. Barrie, ill. -

with bronchial pneumonia, an/
nounced yesterday that his condiV
tion was still serious but somewhat
improved.

Memphis, Tenn.—E. S. Vandiver
of Kennett, Mo., who has been ill

in the Baptist Hospital here, is re-

ported as improving.
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GLORIOUS

WHAT A CHANCE FOR A CELEBRATION!



TheARMY in flirtation Walk'LThe NAVY in 'Shipmates Forever'!

Now WARNER BROS. Call Out the Marines to Top Both with!

All These New Song

Hits by the Never-Miss

Team, Warren & Dubin!

'Cause My Baby
Says It's So

•

You Can't Run Away
From Love Tonight

•

The Lady Who
Couldn't Be Kissed

•

Night Over Shanghai
•

The Song of the
Marines

(We're Shovin' Right
Off Again)

•

I Know Now
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C1MONE SIMON will be starred

in "Suez" when she returns to

20th Century-Fox studios after her
forthcoming eight-weeks vacation in

Prance, Darry F. Zanuck announced
yesterday. Another historical pic-

ture of the "Lloyds of London"
class, it will be a film dramatiza-
tion of career of Count Ferdinand
de Lesseps, noted engineer who
supervised the construction of the

"big ditch," and later began con-
struction of an inter-ocean canal

* over the route later successfully

followed by Maj. Gen. George
Goethals in building the Panama

h Canal. Gene Markey will be asso-
ciate producer.

T T
Sam Wood, M-G-M director, will

study audience reaction to his new-
est production, "A Day at the
Races," starring the Marx Brothers,

,

at its premieres in five different
I lands. Checking his forthcoming va-
cation itinerary against the release

1 schedule, he discovered he would be
able to see the picture open in New
York, London, Paris, Rome and
Vienna.

T t

John Boles' plans for an extended
European vacation were cast into

the discard when RKO Radio noti-

fied him to report on June 28 for
the starring role in "Don't Forget
to Remember," in which he will have
Ann Sothern as his leading lady.
Following the completion of "Don't
Forget to Remember," Boles will

start work on another RKO Radio
production, "Rio Rita," subsequently
moving to Paramount for the co-
starring role in "Madame Butter-
fly."

T T T

With the world's largest sound
stage converted into a gigantic ice

rink through installation of more
than 15 miles of refrigeration pipes,

Sidney Lanfield, directing the new
Sonja Henie starring picture, "Thin
Ice," filmed skating scenes in which
he is using more than 200 expert
skaters brought here from northern
United States and Canada.

T T T
Peggy Keys will have the femin-

ine lead in Monogram's initial musi-
cal western starring Jack Randall,
instead of Maxine Doyle, as previ-

ously announced.

T T
Monogram has purchased "Two

Weil-Dressed Men," by Jack Neville.

Arthur Greville Collins will direct

Magnetic Wire Recording
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A newly developed de-

vice that records voices on a magnetic
wire and makes possible a "play back"
within two minutes is being given its

first Hollywood studio test by John
Blystone, who is directing RKO Radio's

production, "Music for Madame," which
has Nino Martini as its star.

Jeanette MacDonald Weds Gene Raymond Tonight
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—Wedding of Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald will take place
tonight at the Wilshire M. E. Church, Dr. Willsie Martin officiating. The bride will

be given in marriage by her mother, Mrs. Anna MacDonald. Mrs. Rock < Marie Blake),
Miss MacDonald's sister, will be matron of honor. The bridesmaids will be Ginger
Rogers, Fay Wray, Helen Ferguson and Mrs. John Mack Brown. Richard Hargreaves,
Allan Jones, Harold Lloyd, Basil Rathbone and Warren Rock, Miss MacDonald's brother-
in-law, will be ushers. Nelson Eddy and Lily Pons will sing, latter via radio from
New York. Following ceremony there will be a small reception at the bride's home.
Newlyweds sail June 26 for Honolulu for a four weeks' stay.

and Joseph Henry Steele will act as
associate producer.

T
George Raft, Paramount star, is

in receipt of a cablegram from the
Duke and Duchess of Windsor, now
honeymooning in Austria, thanking
him for a wedding gift. Friendship
between Raft and His Royal High-
ness dates back to time when Raft
was starred at the Kit Kat Club in

London.
» T

Sigmund Romberg has been as-

signed to write the original mu-
sical score for "Big City," Frank
Borzage's first picture under his

new M-G-M contract. The picture

will team Spencer Tracy and Luise
Rainer. Norman Krasna will pro-

duce. Romberg is currently writing

the music for William Anthony Mc-
Guire's "The Girl of the Golden
West" slated by M-G-M for later

production with Jeanette MacDon-
ald and Nelson Eddy.

T T

Newman Levy, writer, has been
signed by Universal and is work-
ing on "The Merry-Go-Round of

1938" along with Monte Brice and
Dorian Otvos. Levy is direct from
New York and is well known as a

writer and an attorney. He was
Assistant District Attorney in New
York for four years.

T T

Al Herman, Grand National pro-

ducer, bought four songs from Betty

Laidlaw and Robert Lively for

"Renfrew of the M o u n t e d,"

"Mounted Men," "Tale of Love,"

"Barbecue Was a Mounty" and

"Little Son."
»

Richard Thorpe, director, with

cameraman, Joe Ruttenberg, and his

assistant, Herman Fisher, and Sig

Kaufman and production crew went
to Carmel-By-the-Sea to shoot se-

quences for M-G-M's "Double Wed-
ding."

T T T

Wells Root has reported to M-G-
M to work on the script "One Came
Home" to be produced by John W.
Considine, Jr.

T T T

John Meehan has been assigned to

the script of "Madame X," which
will star Gladys George. Gustav
Machaty, director, will start test-

ing for other members of the cast

shortly.

Doris Leroy has been added to

the writing staff at 20th Century-
Fox studios as a story consultant.

Dorothy Vernon hereafter will be
the screen name of 16-year-old Mar-
ilyn Miller, recently signed to a
term contract by RKO and current-
ly playing in ingenue role in "An-
napolis Salute."

M-G-M announces that Charles
MacArthur has been placed under
contract to prepare a screen story
based on Harry Segall's Broadway
play of last year, "Lost Horizons."
MacArthur is currently working
with Hecht on the film adaptation

of "Wuthering Heights" for Walter
Wanger.

T T T

With production activities reach-
ing a new peak at the Goldwyn
Studios, Samuel Goldwyn has
ordered construction of a new block
of dressing-room suites to accom-

modate the influx of new players.

The suites will be housed in the

Santa Monica Boulevard building,

r t

Casting assignments: RKO—John
Boles, Ann Sothern, Walter Abel,

William Brisbane, "Don't Forget to

Remember"; Selznick—Walter Con-
nolly, Charles Winninger, "Noth-

ing Sacred"; Goldwyn—John Car-

radine, "Adventures of Marco
Polo"; Universal—Alice Brady, "100

Men and a Girl"; Kent Taylor, "The
Lady Fights Back"; Eileen Carlyle,
Frankie Marlow, "Too Clever to
Live."

Executive Offices: 6536 SUNSET BLVD;, Hollywood
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Title Release Date

Aces Wild (Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37: Harry Carey Gertrude Mes-

singer
Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic)

FD: 5-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.
African Holiday (Pearson)
Angel (Para.) In Prod.

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) 6-26-37
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Arizona Days (Grand National) ... .1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37; Tex Ritter. Ethelind Terry

Arizona Mahoney (Para.)
FD: 4-4-37; Joe Cook, June Martel

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
Robert Wilcox, Judith Barrett

Artists and Models (Para.) In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 5-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

Bank Alarm (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO)
FD: 6-3-37; Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37: Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Black Legion (Warner Bros.) 1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36: H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 6-23-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine MeKin-
ney

Blazing Sixes ( W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 4-2-37
Border Cafe (RKO)
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Border Phantom (Rep.)
Bob Steel, Harley Wood

Borderland (Paramount) 2-26-37
FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison

Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
Chick Chandler

Breezing Home (Universal) 1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37: Binnie Barnes. William

Gargan
The Bride Wore Red (M-G-M) ... .In Prod.

Crawford-Tone, -Robert Young
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .7-23-37

Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor
Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-16-37: Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams
Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Para.) .1-22-37
FD: 4-6-37; Heather Angel, Ray Milland,
Guy Standing

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 5-7-37
FD: 4-29-37; L. Young, T. Power, A.
Menjou

Californian. The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37
Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie Weaver

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37; John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (Col.)

William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

6-5-37
Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Champagne Waltz (Para.) 1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37; Fred MacMurray, Gladys

Swarthout
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)

5-21-37
Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille

China Passage (RKO-Radio) 3-12-37
FD: 4-16-37; Constance Worth, Vinton

Haworth
Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37: June Travis, Robert Livins-

eton

Title Release Date

Clarence (Paramount) 2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick

Cocktail Party (U.) 6-12-37
Lucille Page. Lew Parker

Coins for Candles (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam

Come On, Cowboy! (Republic) 1-24-37
FD.: 5-21-37; R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan, M. Terhune
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Crime Nobody Saw (Para.) 3-12-37
FD: 4-8-37; Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman

Criminal Lawyer (RKO) 1-29-37
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, M argot

Grahame
Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.
Fred Astaire

Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell

Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.)
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser

Day at the Races, A (M-G-M ) 6-11-37
FD: 6-15-37; Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37; Lona Andre, John Carroll

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-21-37
Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Playground (Columbia) 1-24-37
FD: 2-16-37; Dolores del Rio, Chester

Morris, Richard Dix
Doctor Bull (reissue) (20th-Fox) .. .2-5-36

Will Rogers. Marian Nixon
Doctor's Diary (Para.) 1-15-37
FD: 1-23-37; George Bancroft, Ruth

Coleman
Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.

George Arliss
Dodge City Trail (Columbia) 2-5-37

Charles Starrett. Marian Weldon
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)

Not Set
Barton McLane, June Travis

Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) ... .3-5-37
FD: 2-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Double or Nothing (Para.) In Prod.
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Double Wedding (M-G-M) In Prod.
William Powell, Myrna Loy

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Dreaming Lips (U. A.)
FD: 5-20-37; Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37; Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Easy Going (RKO) In Prod.
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-30-37
Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37; Sabu, Walter Hudd

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M I ... .7-2-37
Luise Rainer, William Powell

Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37
Dick Foran, Patricia Walthall

Espionage (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37: Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,

Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37

Marion Davies, Robert Montgomery
Everybody Dance (GB) 2-15-37

Cicely Courtneidge, Ernest Truex
Exclusive (Para.) 7-16-37
Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37
FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty

Furness
Family Affair. A (M-G-M) 3-12-37
FD: 4-22-37: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia

Parker
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37
FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothera

Fight to a Finish (Col.) In Prod.
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Firefly, The (M-G-M ) In Prod.
Jeannette MacDonald, Allen Jones

Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37: Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier
Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37

Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37: Beniamino Gigli

Title Release Date

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June Martel

Frame Up, The (Columbia) 6-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-6-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB)
Jessie Matthews

General Hospital (M-G-M; 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
Charles Quigley, Jacqueline Wells

Giii from Scotland Yard (Para.) ... .4-2-39
FD: 6-4-37; Karen Morley, Robert Bald-

win
Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37: Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon

Girl Said No, The (G.N.)
FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-

strong
Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.) ... .3-22-37
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Luggers ol 1937 (First JNat'l) . la-atj-ao
FD: 12-2-36; Dick Powell. Joan Blondell

Gold Racket, The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Golgotha (Golgotha Corp.) 2-9-37
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le

Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-6-37
FD: 2-3-37; Paul Muni, Louise Rainer

Good Night, Ladies (Para.) In Prod.
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs

Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37; Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 6-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Para.) 0-11-37
FD: 6-7-37; Akim Tamiroff, Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) ... .5-14-37
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck

Great O'Malley. The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason

Green Light (Warner Bros.) 2-20-37
FD: 1-6-37; Errol Flynn, Anita Louise

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Gun Ranger, The (Republic) 2-9-37
liob Steele

Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Roehelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37; Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Head Over Heels in Love (GB) 2-20-37
FD: 2-6-37; Jessie Matthews, Louis

Borell

Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37
Wallace Beery

Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent

Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
3-20-37

FD: 3-22-37; Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para.) 3-19-37
FD: 3-22-37; Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) .In Prod.
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37
FD: 4-13-37; William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -5-37
FD: 3-8-37; Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

Hit Parade, The (Republic) 4-26-37
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37

Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37

FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker
Holy Terror, The (20th-Fox) 2-6-37
FD: 1-2-37; Jane Withers, Anthony Martin

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37; Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas

Title Release Dab

I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-3'
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack

Leo Carrillo
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-3',

FD: 4-12-37: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc
Crea

It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-3'
FD: 6-8-37; Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-5-3'
Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye

John Meade's Woman (Para) 2-26-31
FD: 2-11-37; Edward Arnold, Francine

Larrimore
Join The Marines (Republic) 1-25-31
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis, Paul Kelly

Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)
6-18-31

FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)

2-19-31
FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville. Jed Prouty,

Shirley Deane
Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-3'

FD: 5-6-37; Boris Karloff
Justice After Dark (Warners) In Prod

John Litel, Ann Dvorak

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-31
FD: 4-4-37; Edw. G. Robinson, Betls
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37; Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37: Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon-
dell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King of the Sierras (G.N.) 8-20-37
King Solomon's Mines (GB) In Prod.

Paul Robeson. Roland Young
The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water
Knight Without Armor (U. A.) Not Set

Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) 7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu-
art

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.)

Not Set
Dick Foran, Linda Perry

Land Without Music (GB) Not eel
Richard Tauber. Jimmy Durante

Lash of the Penitentes ( Telepictures )

FD: 3-10-37: Joseph Swickard. Marie
De Forest

Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37; Joan Crawford, Robert Mont-

gomery, Wm. Powell
Last Slaver, The (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery

Last Train from Madrid (Para.) ... .7-2-37
FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland

Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
Richard Arlen

Law of the Ranger (Columbia) ... .2-26-37
FD: 5-11-37: Bob Allen, Elaine Shepard

League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly

Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-37
Buck Jones, Noel Francis

Let's Get Married (Columbia) 3-25-37
FD: 4-14-37: Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino

Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37
FD: 6-4-37: Judith Barrett, John Howard

Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

Lloyds of London (20th-Fox) 1-29-37
FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll.

Freddie Bartholomew
Looking for Trouble (RKO) Not Set

George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker
Lost Horizon (Columbia) Not set

FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt
Love from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .5-14-37
FD: 4-21-37: Anne Harding, Basil Rath-

bone
Love in a Bungalow (Universal) .. .6-27-37
Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love Is News (20th-Fox) 2-26-37i
FD: 3-9-37; Loretta Young, Tyrone Powel

Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-3'

Love Trap, The (Para.) In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

I

Maid of Salem (Paramount) 2-19-37
FD: 1-26-37: Claudette Colbert. Fred
MacMurray

Make a Wish (RKO Radio)
Bobby Breen

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37
{Continued on Page 10)
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FD: 4-27-37: Victor Moore, Fay Banister
Mama Steps Out (M-G-M) 2-6-37
FD: 5-20-37; Guy Kibbee. Alice Brady,

Betty Furness
Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37

Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey
Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37

E. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin
Man of the People (M-G-M) 1-29-37
FD: 2-25-37: Joseph Calleia, Florence Bice

Man Who Could Work Miracles
(U. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37: Roland Young, Penelope
Ward

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37: John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Marie Walewski (M-G-M) Not Set
Grega Garbo, Charles Boyer

Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
PD: 2-26-37: Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37

Robert Young-, Florence Rice
Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen
Marry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37
Mary Boland. F. MeHugh, H. Herbert

Maytime (M-G-M) 3-26-37
PD: 3-8-37: J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-4-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) . . . .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
FD: 5-6-37: Dick Purcell, June Travis

Mexican Quarter (RKO) In Prod.
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
FD: 5-6-37; Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull

Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) 3-6-37
PD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak. John Litel

Midnight Madonna (Para.) 6-25-37
FD: 6-8-37; Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Missing Men (Republic) Not set
Kay Hughes

Missus America (RKO) Not Set
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick

Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-6-37
FD: 4-4-37: Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . . .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37: Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37

FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns, Martha Raye
Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland. Marsha Hunt

Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN) . . .

8-6-37

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Victor McLaglen. Walter

Connolly, June Lang
Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian

Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-13-37
PD: 3-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) In Prod.
Milton Berle, Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard

Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37: Boris Karlofi, Polly Rowles

Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Robert Montgomery, Rosa-

lind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37

Roscoe Karns, Ruth Coleman
Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37

PD: 2-2-37: Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti
Non-Stop New York (GB)
Anna Lee, John Loder

North of the Rio Grande (Para.) .. 6-18-37
Wm. Boyd, Bernadene Hayes

Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden
Old Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36

FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino
On the Avenue (20th-Pox) 2-12-37

FD: 2-3-37; Dick Powell, Madeleine
Carroll

On Such a Night (Para.) In Prod.
Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray

Outcast (Paramount) 2-5-37
FD: 2-2-37; Warren William, Karen

Morley

Title Release Date

Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) . . . .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37; Preston Foster

Paradise Express (Republic) 2-22-37
FD: 3-5-37; Grant Withers, Dorothy

Appleby
Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37

FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .2-26-37

FD: 3-16-37; George O'Brien, Beatrice
Roberts

Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly

Penrod and Sam (Warners) 2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37: Billy Mauch, Frank Craven

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.) .Not set
FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn. Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKO) 3-26-37
FD: 3-10-37: Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone

Racing Lady (RKO) 1-29-37
PD: 1-22-37; Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey

Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) . . . .3-30-37
FD: 4-15-37; Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gib-

eon
Radio City Revels (RKO) Dj Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Ready, Willing and Able (Warners) . .3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37; Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) . . .In Prod.
Reported Missing (U.) In Prod.

Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Riders of the Dawn (Mono.)

Jack Randall
Riders of the Whistling Skull (Rep.)....
FD: 6-3-37; Three Mescniiteers

Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37
Riding on Air (RKO)

Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice
Road Back, The (Universal) 6-20-37

John King, Barbara Read
Roaring Timber (Col.) In Prod.

Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-27-37

FD: 3-2-37: Cary Grant, Mary Brian
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37

FD: 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .In Prod.
FD: 5-1-37; Gene Autry, Armida

Roundup Time in Texas (Republic) .2-28-37
FD: 4-22-37; Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37
William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

Sandflow (Universal) 2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37; Buck Jones, lata Chevret

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart

Sea Devils (RKO-Radio) 2-17-37
FD: 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen. Ida

Lupino
Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew

Seventh Heaven (20th-Fox) 3-26-37
FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stew-

art

Shadow Strikes, The (GN) 7-9-37

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37
FD: 4-30-37: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She's Dangerous (Universal) 1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37: Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) Not Set
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) 6-9-37
Frances Williams, Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) ... .6-25-37
Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Title Release Date

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E. Allen

Slini (F. N.) 6-12-37
FD: 5-11-37; Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,

Margaret Lindsay
Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37
Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37; Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey

Dean
Souls at Sea (Para.) Not Set

Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee
Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37

FD: 6-14-37; Charles Quigley, Dorothy
Wilson

Special Orders (Republic) In Prod.
Guy Kibbee

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede (Col.) , . .6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret. Finis

Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37; Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Step Lively. Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis

Stepping Toes (RKO) In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

Stolen Holiday (Warners) 2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36; Kay Francis, Claude Rains

Super Sleuth (RKO) In Prod.
Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-25-37
Swing High, Swing Low (Para.) . . .3-12-36
FD: 3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-

Murray

Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37
Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden

Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37
FD: 5-18-37: Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers

Tenth Man, The (G. B.) 5-15-37
John Lodge. Antoinette Cellier

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l).4-17-37
FD: 5-11-37; Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-

bert

There Goes My Girl (RKO) .In Prod.
FD: 5-29-37: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37
FD: 5-17-37: F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys

George
They Wanted to Marry (RKO) 2-5-37

FD: 2-3-37: Betty Furness, E. E. Clive
They Won't. Forget (W.B.)
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37
FD: 4-4-37: Whitty, Evans, Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37
Weldon Weyburn, Inez Courtney

This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor
Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37: Robert Armstrong, Fifi

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37: Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste
Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-19-37

FD: 2-10-37: Claire Trevor. Michael
Whalen

Tomorrow's Headlines (RKO) Not Set
Lee Tracy, Diana Gib9on

Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 4-7-37; John Morley. Barbara Pepper

Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
Constance Bennett, Cary Grant

Trapped (Columbia) 3-6-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . .Not Set
Edward Arnold. Frances Farmer

Tough to Handle (Conn.)
Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond

Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37

Title Release Date

Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37: Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) 3-6-37

FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino

Trusted Outlaw (Rep.) 2-1-37

FD: 4-4-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37

FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor
Whitney

Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37

Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks
Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37

Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford

Two Who Dared (G. N.) 5-8-37

Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand National) 3-20-37

FD: 3-2-37: Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) Not set

Jack Hulbert

Two Wise Maids (Republic) 2-16-37

PD: 2-2-37: Alison Skipworth, Polly

Moran, Gracie Muir

Umbrella Man (M-G-M) 7-30-37

Leo G. Carroll. Rita Johnson

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .5-21-37

FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella.

Raymond Massey

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37

FD: 5-18-37; James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.

Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Waikiki Wedding (Para.) 3-5-37

FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye.
Bob Burns

Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37

FD: 4-10-37: Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Wee Winnie Winkie ( 20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37

Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37

FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We, the Jury (RKO) In Prod.

Helen Broderick, Victor Moore
We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio) ... .2-12-37

FD: 1-18-37: Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick

Westbound Limited (Universal) ... .7-11-37

Lyle Talbot. Polly Rowles
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-13-37

Smith Bellew

Whpn Love Is Young (Universal) .. .4-4-37

FD: 4-19-37: Virginia Bruce. Kent Taylor
When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.)

FD: 6-15-37: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Valerie Hobson
When You're in Love (Columbia) . . .2-27-37

FD: 2-18-37; Grace Moore, Cary Grant

When's Your Birthday? (RKO) 2-26-37

FD: 2-16-37: Joe E. Brown, Marian
Marsh

Where There's a Will (GB) Not set

Will Hay
White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox) .In Prod.

Loretta Young
Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Jane Withers
Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37

Edward Everett Horton, Louise Campbell

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers

Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.

John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Wings of Morning (20th-Fox) 2-19-37

FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle, Henry Fonda
Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37

FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.)
FD: 4-27-37: Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-16-37

FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

Women of Glamor (Columbia) 1-28-37
FD: 3-9-37; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia

Bruce

(

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) In Prod.

Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37: Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack

Young Man's Fancy. A (U.) ... .June Prod.

You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37

PD: 2-26-37: Wallace Ford, Anna Lee
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Kansas City, Mo.—Homer Black-

well, president of the Independent
Film Exchange which recently se-

cured the franchise in this territory

for the distribution of Imperial
Pictures, has announced the ap-
pointment of John Muchmore as

sales head for his organization.
Muchmore recently resigned from
M-G-M where for the past six years
he had been office manager of the
Kansas City branch.

Jackson, Miss.—Arthur Lemann,
who has a Negro house here has
joined the Affiliated Theaters, a
buying combine with headquarters
in New Orleans. Lsmann also has

a house at Canton, Miss., and has
entered Wynsboro.

Universal City, Mo. — A build-

ing permit has been issued to the

Nash Holloway Theater Co. for the

erection of a $25,000 film building

at 7740 Olive St. road. General
contractor is the C. H. Schroeder
Building & Construction Company,
of St. Louis, while the architect is

0. W. Stiegemeyer, of St. Louis.

Rockford, la.—Leo Gordon is re-

modeling and installing new seats in

the Rock theater here.

Winthrop, Mass.—From plans by
Architect William N. Jacobs of Bos-
ton, work will soon be started on

general interior alterations for the
State Theater, Inc. to cost $7,500.

Detroit—Joseph Nellon has joined
Monogram Pictures' sales staff.

Harry Hondorf is also back on Mon-
ogram's staff.

Gooch Building; Memphis
Area Theaters Improved

Memphis, Tenn.—R. B. Gooch of
Selmer has started construction on
his new Ritz Theater, which will

open about Sept. 1. Complete equip-
ment was purchased from the Na-
tional Theater Supply Co.

Mrs. A. R. Flippin, owner of the
Grand Theater, Cardwell, Mo., has
installed a washed air cooling sys-

tem.
Warner Bros.' Memphis Theater

has undergone a face lifting.

Offices of Malco Theaters, located

in the Strand Theater, are being en-

larged and redecorated. An inno-

vation is a front of glass bricks.

H. H. Baker of Emerson, Ark.,

has opened another theater in

Stephens, Ark.

Three More Industry Cos.

Receive State Charters

Albany—Three new industry com-
panies have been chartered by the
Secretary of State. The list:

Pitwin Amusement Corp., Brook-
lyn; to operate motion picture the-
aters. Milly Adellane, Irving Rich-
man, Ambrosio Cpatobello, incor-
porators.

Roosevelt Theater Corp., New
York City; to exhibit motion pic-

tures, etc. Gertrude Schorr, Marian
Scohen, Lilyan Manilla, incorpora-
tors.

Hood Educational Broadcasts,
Inc., New York City; to conduct
general radio broadcasting and mo-
tion picture business. L. A. Bremer,
M. O. Bowman, A. M. Bremer, in-

corporators.

Tampico, 111.—J. A. Dauntler is

building an addition to his Prophet
theater to expand the seating capa-
city.

Mommouth, III.—A. L. Hainline of
Macomb is behind the plans for a
new 900-seat movie theater here to
take the place of the Rivoli the-
ater. The new house will seat 900.

Mount Pleasant, Mich.—The new
Ward Theater, just opened, will be
operated by Lee Ward, while his
father, G. A. Ward, will continue
to manage the Broadway, town's
other house.

Battle Creek, Mich.—Elite theater
has been transferred by V. Vasilaff
to John Henry Ross, manager of
the Jarvis Theater Co.'s Orpheum at

Lansing.

Cincinnati—Thomas Bros., owners
of theaters at Oakhill and Mt. Hope,
are building a new house at Oak
Hill, which will be ready for open-
ing Sept. 1st.

Photographed by the Vagabond Cameraman—Roland C. Price

BIG BUSINESS FOR ANY THEATRE— ANYWHERE
A Sure Fire Campaign Millions of Ready Made Audiences

Dramatized on Nation Wide BROADCAST
MADE HEADLINES IN LEADING NEWSPAPERS

Full Length Stories in Leading Magazines

BROKE RECORDS .....,,. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL°AKLAND
PHOENIX. ARIZONA

LONG BEACH. CAL.
SAN DIEGO, CAL.

TUCSON. ARIZONA
English and Spanish

BAKERSFIELD. CAL.

WORLD'S DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS CONTROLLED

MIKE J. LEVINSON
For Direct Bookings and Territorial Rights—Write—wire or phone

4376 SUNSET DRIVE HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
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RKO Sales Force Greeted

By Briskin in Hollywood

(Continued, from Page 1)

trip aboard a special train from
New York.
Garbed in white suits with blue

ties, socks and pocket handkerchiefs,
the sales specialists were greeted
at the station by a committee head-
ed by S. J. Briskin, Vice-President
in charge of production, and a brass
band.
A fleet of decorated buses, took

the men to the Ambassador Hotel,

where they were to rest before be-

ing driven to the studios for lunch-
eon, scheduled for stage 8.

After a brief speech of welcome
by Briskin, Benny Rubin, will take
charge of the affair as emcee and
introduce stars and contract play-

ers. Bobby Breen, will lead the
singing of the Convention song,

"It's OK, RKO."
Following the meal, the conven-

tioneers will be divided into groups
and taken to visit the sets of pix

in production and important depart-

ments on the lot.

A "March of Time" cocktail re-

ception will help the delegates

march on upon their return to the

Ambassador Hotel. Roy E. Larson,

Louis de Rochemont and Ralph Ro-

lan will act as hosts, with the aid

of Charley Findley, Al Sindlinger

and John Wood.
Dinner will be served in the

hotel's French room and a "secret"

preview of a new RKO Radio pic-

ture at a local theater will be an-

nounced from the dais.

Flashes from RKO Convention

HOLLYWOOD
gRANCH Manager Charles Boas-

berg's black hair has been the
talk of Buffalo for years. It usu-
ally is "gone with the wind." But
Charlie has found a new type bear
grease and swears that it's going
to stay in place this year, happen
what may at RKO's pow-wow.

From what we hear about his

penchant for taking long walks in

Indianapolis, it's a wonder Branch
Manager Roy E. Churchill didn't
hike out to the convention.

Cal Colquhoun, Memphis, has let

his hobby get the better of him. He
loves dogs and keeps a bunch of
them, but his pup friends love Cal's

hats and proceed to digest them ev-
ery time they get a chance.

Conventioneers are requested to

please keep Wade Whitman, Pitts-

burgh, away from swinging doors.

If you see any newspictures of an
Esquimo mushing along a lonely
trail next winter it will probably be
Morey Anderson, Milwaukee, with
a dog-sled full of contracts. He
reports his territory as slightly

chilly.

Ray Nolan, Chicago, hasn't been

able to rent out his tails and tophat
since he bought them. Maybe he
can send them out for the next Fred
Astaire show.

Detroit's Branch Manager "Pep-
per Martin" Sharkey is about the
perserveringest guy in all Christen-
dom. He believes you can get any-
thing you want if you plan your
work and work your plan.

Speaking of the Cincinnati dele-
gation—and someone was—there's

.Joe McKnight: "Kentucky Joe" to

all his pals—the thrill of them thar
mountain gals.

We noticed Kay Kamen and Hal
Sloane, sporting Mickey Mouse
sweaters, innocently getting into the
news pictures. The boys under-
stand advertising.

Rutgers Neilson believes in coin-

cidence. When the special drew into

the St. Louis station he looked out
of the window and there was a Pull-

man labeled Rutgers University.
Rutgers wanted to switch cars but
lacked the pull to switch the extra
Pullman to the RKO speed outfit.

Barret McCormick recalled pre-
sentation days at the Circle Thea-
ter while pacing the platform in

Indianapolis.

Industry Talks to Feature

Southeastern TOA Session

Birmingham, Ala.—Talks pertain-
ing to problems of the industry, and
discussions of conditions existing in

the territory, will feature the 3-day
convention of the Southeastern TOA
to be held here June 27-29, accord-
ing to M. C. Moore, of Jacksonville,

Fla., president. Convention head-
quarters will be established at the
Thomas Jefferson Hotel.

Initial business sessions of the
conclave will be held the morning
of June 28, when Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy, is scheduled to de-

liver his talk on "As Theater Own-
ers, Where Are We Headed?" He
will be followed by Col. Thomas Orr,
of Albertville, Ala., a past president,
who will discuss "Shall We Sponsor
Any Form of Regulation for the Mo-
tion Picture Industry?"

The final day of the meeting will

be marked by business sessions pre-
sided over by President Moore.
Speakers will include R. M. Ken-
nedy, district manager of the Wilby-
Kincey Theaters, on the subject
"The Value of Training Competent
Young Men and How to Accomplish
This." Other speakers include Col.

Sam Borisky, of Chattanooga; R. E.
Martin, Columbus; Louis Bach, At-
lanta; Nat Williams, Thomasville,
Ga., and L. J. Duncan.
On the social side there will be

a golf tournament for visiting dele-
gates, both men and women; a buffet
supper party, and a banquet and
dance.

BOOST BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS WITH SILVERMAN JEWELRY

A Columbia Sciappu JUcensee

SILVERMAN BROTHERS
Established 1897

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
(SCRAPPY— POPEYE —BETTY BOOP

226 Public Street :-: Providence, Rhode Island

JEEP etc.)
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Swedish Film Expedition

Stockholm— Swensk Filmindustri

has sent an expedition to Siam and
Queensland under the direction of

Paul Fejos, who is accompanied by
an engineer and a cameraman. The
expedition will remain two years,

and went first to Colombo
and Ceylon where the first pictures

have been made by Fejos. At Singa-
pore and Bangkok several shots will

be taken.

Finland's Imports
Helsingfors—Three hundred and

thirty-four pictures against 329 in

1935 were examined by the censor
during the past year 24 were rejected

including 17 from United States. Of
the 310 approved pictures and
shown publicly, 178 were American,
45 German, 25 French, 19 Swedish,
17 English, 15 Austrian, one Hun-
garian and one Danish. Native stu-

dios produced nine against six in

1935, also 30,000 meters of shorts

against 41,000 in 1935.

Cultural Film Regulations

Buenos Aires—-Historical cultural

and national defense productions
will be scrutinized by a control com-
mittee appointed by the government.
Scenarios on such subjects must be
approved by the censor before the
preparation of the picture. Foreign

Austrian Co. Fails After Nazis Ban "Prater"

Vienna—The Mondial Filmindustrie Company of Vienna has gone into the hands

of receivers. Recently this company produced a very expensive film called "Prater,"

which it was hoped would find a good market in Germany. The film was not ap-

proved by the German film censors and consequently no presentation permit in Ger-

many was granted. The local company estimates the loss which it suffered in conse-

quence of this decision at about 500,000 schillings.

pictures on the same subjects must
have authorization for public show-
ing from the president of the Na-
tional Commissioner of Culture and
the Technical Director of the Ar-
gentinian Institute of the Cinema.

Argentine Film Preferences

Buenos Aires — During the past
year the most successful pictures in

Argentina were "The Great Zieg-
feld," "Louis Pasteur," "Captain
Blood," "San Francisco" and "Mod-
ern Times."

Roumanian Film Notes
Bucharest— Without giving rea-

sons, the new censor (a judge of the
higher courts) prohibited the pub-
lic showing of "Tale of Two Cities."

The newsreels showing the General
Motors' strike has also been refused
public presentation . . . New regu-
lations forbid the formation of new
foreign corporations dealing in

cinematic affairs . . . Studio of
Liro-Film-Kopenstadt has been in-

augurated for dubbing purposes.

The first picture to be dubbed in the
native language will be "Remember
Last Night" (Universal).

New Greek Regulations
Athens—New regulations are now

applied to imported pictures. Shorts
up to 350 meters are not submitted
to quota regulations while only 420
features can be imported during a
year.

Must Show 8 Native Pix a Yr.

Prague—A new regulation com-
pels theater owners to show a min-
imum amount of eight national pic-

tures per year.

Studio and Lab for Algiers

Algiers—A modern studio and a
large laboratory are being con-
structed by Les Studios de L'afrique
du Nord" with financial backing.

To Show Films in Relief

Paris — Societe d'Exploitation
Louis Lumiere has been formed

with the purpose of exploiting Louis
Lumiere's process of film in relief.
The initial capital stock has been
fixed at $175,000.

Belgian Film Notes
Brussels — Trans-American Films

has been formed for the exclusive
distribution of dubbed and original
American versions . . . The Apostle
of Leprosy, Father P. Damien, will
be immortalized by the making of
the picture, "Kamia No," under the
direction of M. Kempeneer.

French Film Theater Receipts
Paris—The receipts of 298 cine-

mas open during 1936 amounted to
330 millions of Francs, an increase
of 17 millions over 1935.

India Prefers "Mickey Mouse"
Bombay—A recent survey proves

the most popular of all moviedom
throughout India is "Mickey
Mouse," followed by Greta Garbo,
Norma Shearer and Jessie Mathews.

Egyptian Production
Cairo—Financed by the govern-

ment, the Bank Misar has inaugu-
rated its new studio situated near
the pyramids. The government has
also spent $450,000 on the Egyptian
production, "Wedad."

THOSE UNUSUAL AND COLORFUL

rRADE MA

M€*£r MOt//£
FLASHLIGHTS

YOU RECEIVED AT THE

ANNUAL FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
ARE MANUFACTURED BY

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC MFG. CORP.

These unusual flashlights were donated by the United States Electric Mfg. Corp. in cooperation with Kay

Kamen, Ltd. . . . You who exhibit the world's most famous shorts . . . Walt Disney's . . . will find it most

appropriate to equip your ushers with these colorful and efficient flashlights . . . and if it is a Premium you're

looking for, here is a Natural! For further information write to:

Chicago

323 W. Polk St.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC MFG. CORP.
222-228 West 14th Street, New York

San Francisco

335 Fifth St.
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PARAMOUNT APRIL

EARNINGS $786,000

{Continued from Page 1)

approximately $600,000 annually will

be added to Paramount's earnings,

Balaban said.

Balaban advised the stockholders
that over $2,000,000 annually in

prior charges against the common
stock had been eliminated dm-ing

the past year by operating econ-

omies, reduction of interest charges

on funded debts, and reduction of

interest charges on mortgages and
dividends on first and second pre-

ferred shares. The breakdown on
this was given by Balaban as fol-

lows: "One year ago there were out-

standing $24,967,000 of 6 per cent

debentures. There are outstanding
as of this approximate date $12,-

500,000 of SVi per cent convertible

debentures and $10,390,000 of 6 per

cent debentures, a decrease in prin-

cipal in the funded debt of approxi-

mately $2,100,000, reflecting a de-

crease in the annual interest charges
of $482,000.

"A year ago 252,534 shares of

first preferred $100 par value 6 per

cent stock were outstanding; as of

this approximate date, 148,700

shares, a decrease in the first pre-

ferred stock of $10,380,000, decreas-

ing annual dividend charges $622,-

800. A year ago 644,140 shares of

second preferred $10 par value of

6 per cent stock, were outstanding

as of this approximate date 573,805

shares, a reduction of $703,350 in

par value, decreasing annual divi-

dend charges $42,210. Total reduc-

tion in interest on funded debt and
preferred dividends is $1,147,000.

"A year ago, 1,610,456 shares of

common stock were outstanding, and
when the books were closed for the
purpose of taking a record of stock-

holders for the annual meeting,
there were 2,389,127 shares, an in-

crease of 778,000 shares. The total

decrease in par value of all of the

classes of securities ranking ahead
of the common shares was $13,-

183,000."

Balaban said savings of $750,000

annually had been effected by con-

solidating, eliminating and reorgan-

izing functions and departments op-

erating out of the home office. There
have been no new people added and
none will be for the present, though
the organization is working with a

skeleton staff, he declared. Interest

charges to subsidiary companies
were reduced by about $400,000 an-

nually.

Records of Paramount's theater

subsidiaries show that Paramount's
pictures have moved from fourth to

second place in box-office value of

production during the past year,

Closings at New Low
Pittsburgh — Art Cinema, foreign

house, will shutter for the summer at

the close of this week. This is one

of only half a dozen houses in the

territory calling it quits for the sum-
mer, a record low.

Para. Stockholders Okay Zukor's

Employment Agreement at Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

studio. He said he knew of no man
except Zukor who could have suc-

ceeded so speedily as did Zukor in

putting the production company in

the black. Zukor went to the West
Coast in the latter part of May last

year and in August the producing
company went into the black and
has remained there since, Balaban
declared.

Para.'s prexy disclosed that the
Zukor contract which on its face ap-
parently gave Zukor a 5 p. c. par-
ticipation in the first $2,500,000 of

profits provided for $2,400,000 of
prior deductions before Zukor re-

ceived one cent as a share of profits.

These deductions include a sum of
$1,400,000 in interest charges which
is more than the annual interest
charge of the parent company and
50 per cent of the general overhead
of the company amounting to ap-
proximately $1,000,000. "This is a
contract we can defend and we will

feel that it is a reflection on us if

it is not approved," Balaban said.

He revealed that in negotiations
conducted by himself and Stanton,
Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee, with Zukor, the latter
had first asked that his participa-
tion in profits be made on the earn-
ings of the parent company but had
been persuaded not to ask for this.

Under the agreement, the Para-
mount board has the power to ex-
tend the agreement for three years
if satisfied with Zukor's services at
the end of the first year.

Several flurries marked the meet-
ing. At one point Barney Balaban
grew irate over a query suggest-
ing irregularities in figures in the
last Paramount annual report and
appeared to threaten to quit as pres-
ident. Stanton Griffis offered to bat-
tle one stockholder who accused him
of being guilty of selling Paramount
stock short. Griffis explained that

his firm's stock operations had been
carried on for Paramount's benefit

and without charge to the company.
Austin Keough, Paramount gen-

eral counsel, was elected a director

of the company to serve one year.

Keough previously served as a di-

rector. Directors re-elected for one-

year terms included Neil F. Agnew,
Stephen Callaghan, Duncan G. Har-
ris, John D. Hertz and Chas. A.

McCulloch.

The stockholders voted to change
the statutory place of business of

the company from Milford, Duchess
County, to New York City, and ap-

proved the reduction of the capital

stock of the company by the num-
ber of shares of first preferred and
second preferred stock converted in-

to common stock from July 1, 1935,

to June 15, 1937, and by 42, 851

shares of common stock previously
held in the treasury but returned.

No action could be taken on the

proposal to increase the common
stock of the company because not
enough votes were present by proxy
or in person to carry this proposal.
The meeting was adjourned to June
24 at which time it was expected
that sufficient votes will be on hand
to carry this proposal.

Griffis explained that no part of

the increase would be used for bonu-
ses or stock options to employes.
The principal purpose of the in-

crease was to have stock available
to offer rights to subscribe to stock-
holders when the price is high and
to use the proceeds to pay off the
debt of the company. No film com-
pany should owe money, Griffis said.

Paramount's indebtedness is now
between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000,
he declared.

Board of directors will meet prob-
ably tomorrow to elect officers of
the company. No changes are ex-

pected.

Windsor's Honeymoon Shots

Mid-week issue of News of the

Day, produced by International

Newsreel Corp., will be released to

theaters today with, the company
states, exclusive shots of the Duke
of Windsor and his bride, the former
Mrs. Wallace Warfield Simpson, on
their Italian honeymoon.

Balaban stated. He observed that
Paramount's pictures had not had
international appeal during the past
few years but expressed the belief
that the new season product would
remedy this condition.

Balaban noted that during the
past year $2,850,000 of accumulated
dividends on both classes of pre-
ferred stock were paid off and the
sum of $1,590,000 in current divi-

dends was paid-

He praised the lovalty and devo-
tion of his fellow officers and the
Paramount employes.

"Races" Stays In 7 Keys
M-G-M's "A Day at the Races",

which opens at the Capitol tomor-
row, is being held over for a second
week in the seven key theater spots
where the Marx comedy has already
started. They are the Fox, Philly;
Midland, Kansas City; Colonial,
Reading; State in Houston; Ven-
dome, Nashville; State, New Or-
leans; while in Pittsburgh, it is be-
ing transferred from the Penn to the
Warner.

Schine Conclave Held
Cincinnati — L. W. Schine of

Gloversville, N. Y., presided over a
district meeting attended by all

managers, district managers and
bookers of Schine Theaters in Ohio
and Kentucky, and held at Beatley's
Hotel, Russel Point, to plan summer
campaign. Air-conditioning, public-
ity campaigns,

_
extra activities in

theaters and giveaways were rec-
ommended to offset seasonal de-
creases in patronage.

REPORT AGAINST BAN,

ON SYNCHRONIZATION

nrl

(.Continued from Page 1)

such a recommendation at the end
of the chapter devoted to sound:

films. He does, however, advocate,

that the convention go on record as

being against dubbing of music
tracks. ,

The film industry has destroyed
employment opportunities for musi-l

cians which netted them $45,000,000
annually in years past and if musi-
cians seek to have the industry fur-|

nish jobs to make up for this loss

by refusing to record music for

films, the film companies would bel

forced to do without musicians,
Weber's report affirms. .

A F of M prexy points out that!

the film companies, faced by re-

fusal of musicians to record films,

could use "sound tracks of old films

which they own for new pictures,

or for the same purpose could pho-
tograph music on records obtained

from recording libraries, or take

recourse to any other method includ-

ing that of hiring musicians under
long-term contract."

Canadian Censors Find Most

Cuts Made in British Films

Toronto, Ont.—Highlights of the

annual report of the Board of Cen-

sors of Motion Pictures for Ontario,

released yesterday by O. J. Silver-

thorne, chairman, include the state-

ment that during year ending March

31, the Board viewed 2,107 films of

which three were rejected, 369 were

altered and 1,735 were passed.

The three rejections were feature

films. In addition, 246 feature films

were altered and alterations also

were made to 65 trailers, 14 com-
edies, six newsreels and 38 miscel-

laneous pictures.

The board reports a steadily gain-

ing momentum in acceptable films

and a substantial diminution in the

proportion of films amended or re-

jected. It says that the fact that

today virtually no one makes the

charge that the cinema, in itself, is

"immoral" is the best evidence of

the improving standards in film fare.

The Ontario censors state they
"regret" to report that a much
greater number of deletions have to

be made in British films than those
from other countries. Of the 127
British films submitted during the
year, cuts were made in 31, or 24.4

p. c. compared with 17.5 p. c. of all

submitted requiring alteration. The
board also notes a strange para-
dox, that "the best British films are
American made."

Audiences Pick Revivals

St. Louis—As a result of audience
reaction to canvass via screen trailer,

Fox Theater this week is reviving "Show
Boat" and will follow with "Magnifi-
cent Obsession," "No Man of Her
Own" and "Imitation of Life."
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I/. 5- fo Press Industry Protest Against Quota Terms

CONCILIATION GROUPS MA7 REPLACE FILMBOARDS

Bercu Claims $8,721,881 Equity (or RKO Stockholders
Witness Disagrees With Reorg.

Plan Balance Sheet's

Estimate

Assertion that there was an equity

of $8,721,881 for RKO stockholders

i and not one of $810,123 as set forth

in the balance sheet giving effect to

the reorganization plan was made
yesterday by Bernard Bercu, of Gott-
heimer & Co., at a hearing on the

RKO reorganization plan before spe-

cial Master Alger. If the Bercu cal-

culation is upheld, stockholders
would be entitled to a better deal
than they receive under the pres-
ent plan.

Bercu, who appears as a financial

expert for George L. Schein, coun-
(Continued on Page 8)

depinetTlWopen

rko sales conclave

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Ned E. Depinet,

vice-president, and Jules Levy, gen-
eral sales manager of RKO this

morning formally opened the com-
pany's sixth annual and third inter-

national sales convention in the Am-
bassador Hotel's Fiesta room.
Among those listed on the dais

(Continued on Page 8)

LaGuardia Signs Bill

Continuing Sales Tax

Mayor LaGuardia yesterday sign-
ed a bill continuing the two per cent
sales tax for one year from July 1

which means that the film industry
will have to pay over an additional
$700,000 annually to the city.

Attempts of the film companies to
(.Continued on Page 6)

\)1M-G-M Buys "Excursion"
M-G-M has acquired screen rights to

"Excursion," stage success by Victor
Wolfson which is now playing at the
Vanderbilt Theater. Play will assume
an outstanding place on the M-G-M
production schedule for the coming
year, it is said.

How They Started

James A. FitzTatrick, president and sole owner or FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc., and FitzPatrick

Pictures, Ltd., organized Juvenile Films Corp. 'way back in '16 (after writing scenarios to earn

hi> college education) and has been in the biz ever since. Now produces TravelTalks for

M-G-M's lineup and features as well in England. Credit the excellent likeness, of course, to ole

Col. Hap Hadley himself

Hull Anti-Trade Barrier Policy Gives

Impetus to U.S. Protest Against Quota

u. A. Sets Release Dates

on 10 for 1937-38 Season

Release dates for 10 of the 36 U
A pix for 1937-38 release were an-
nounced yesterday by George J.

Schaefer as the company's Eastern
regional sales conclave wound up at

the Waldorf and home office execs.

(Continued on Page 6)

Maintenance Cost to Majors
Seen as Possible Bar to

Establishment
Scheduled abandonment of the

film boards throughout most of
country paves the way for setting
iup of the conciliation boards pro-
posed by the MPTOA,, but there
has not yet been forthcoming from
the major companies positive assur-
ances that the conciliation boards
will be established though most of
the companies have approved of the
idea, it was said yesterday by Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president.
Two reasons given by the majors

(Continued on Page 6)

GB SALES MEET MAY

BE POSTPONED WEEK

GB annual sales convention now
scheduled for June 25 in New York
City, will probably be postponed for
a week to await information from
England on expected product but it

is certain that at least 12 GB pic-
tures will be announced for next

(Continued on Page 6)

Joseph H. Hazen Elected

Warner Bros. Vice-Prexy

Joseph H. Hazen was elected a
vice-president of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., at a meeting of the
Board of Directors on Tuesday, it

was announced yesterday. Hazen,
one of the firm's younger execs., has
been associated with WB since 1927
as a legal consultant.

Maj. Frederick L. Herron of the

Hays' office, who returned yester-

day from Washington, is understood

to have been "sympathetically re-

ceived" by State Department offi-

cials in his call to protest against

the proposed British quota regula-

tions, and to have received assur-

ances that the government will take
(Continued on Page 7)

$90,000 Plus for Zukor
Adolph Zukor will receive $40,000

under his new contract which is re-
troactive to Aug. 1 iast, as his share
of the profits from Paramount film
operations from Aug. 1, 1936, to Jan.

1, 1937, and approximately $50,000 for

the first six months of the year, it

was disclosed by Barney Balaban, Para-
mount president. This is in addition
to the $3,000 weekly provided for in

the agreement.

L
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

243/4 245/8 245/s — Va
291/4 29 291/s + Va
42 42 42

3V8 3 3—1/4
125/g 121/2 12'/2 _ l/4

170% 170 170V2 + '/4

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

211/2 20% 21 1/2 + 3,8

763/4 761/8 76i/
2 — Va

I8I/4 175/g 17%

16% 16V4 I61/4 ..

63/4 61/2 61/2 —
73/s 7 7 —

35 341/4 341/4 —

123/4 123/g 12% — %

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46...
Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55...

Para. Picts. 6s55...

Para. Picts. cv. 3l/4s47

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39

BOND MARKET
98 98 98
991/4 991/4 99% _ l/4
67 67 67

100 100 100
89i/4 89 89

107 107 107 — 71/2

943/4 94% 943/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Grand National ... 2% 2 2

Sonotone Corp l 5/8 1% 1%
Technicolor 26% 2534 253/4

Trans-Lux 4l/4 4V4 4l/4

Universal Picts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s *43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

50 Companies Said Bidding

for Springer Film Houses

At least 50 concerns have been

seeking to acquire the Springer

houses and nothing has been done

or effected to date, it was said yes-

terday by John E. Connelly, counsel

for the Springer estate.

P. F. Burger Dead on Coast

Following Lengthy Illness

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Paul F. Burger, 46,

died at 5 a.m. EDST yesterday at

St. Vincent's Hospital after a long
illness. He is survived by his wife,

Rose Burger; his daughter, Hope
Burger, a student at Wellesley Col-

lege; his parents Timothy and
Maude Burger; his sister Sallie and
brothers Arthur and Sam, all of

whom, except his father, were at his

bedside when he died. Interment
takes place at Forest Lawn Memori-
al Park, Glendale.
Burger at the time of his death

was on the writing staff of 20th
Cent.-Fox Studios, his last produc-
tion having been "Charlie Chan At
The Olympics" for which he wrote
the original story. Previously he
had been in the distributing end of

the film industry for many years;

with M-G-M as Sales Promotion
Manager and with United Artists as
assistant to the president. He be-

gan his career as a newspaper man
in Westchester where he had lived,

a resident of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., for

many years previous to removing
his family here.

Mrs. Rose Burger, his widow, is

a niece of Nicholas and Joseph M.
Schenck.

24 Exhib. Organizations

Bid to Washington Parley

Columbus, O.—A call to 24 exhibi-

tor organizations to send represen-
tatives to a "meeting of action and
not of protest" at the Washington
Hotel in the National capital on
Thursday June 24, was telegraphed
last night by P. J. Wood, secretary
of the ITO of Ohio. Wood's call

referred to a major company pro-
gram situation.

Confer on Exchange Union

Pacts in Four More Towns

Conferences got under way yes-
terday at the office of Frank Phelps
of Warner Bros, on agreements to
cover exchange employes in Char-
lotte, Cleveland, Washington and
Indianapolis. Lou Krouse, IATSE
vice president, and officers of the
exchange unions in the various
cities participated. Meetings are
slated to be held for the next two
days.

Suit Attacks Zukor Pact

L. R. Hayim, a Paramount stock-
holder, has begun action in Supreme
Court to enjoin Paramount Pictures
from carrying out its employment
contract with Adolph Zukor on the
ground that the compensation is ex-
cessive and unreasonable. The ac-
tion was begun prior to the stock-
holders' meeting at which adoption
of the contract was overwhelmingly
approved.

Cincy Metro Adds Two
Cincinnati — Snow Wilburn and

Ann Warnell have been added to the
Metro staff.

Nuisance Tax Action Waits
on Disposal of Relief Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Senate will not

take floor action on the Senate fin-

ance Committee's recommendation
of one-year limitation on nuisance
and admission taxes until after the
Senate disposes of the relief bill, it

was said yesterday. The Senate
is expected to pass the nuisance tax
extension as recommended in com-
mittee.

In a formal statement last night
Chairman Doughton of the House
Ways and Means Committee said he
still officially favors the House two-
year extension of nuisance taxes
despite the Senate Finance Commit-
tee's recommendation of its limita-

tion to one year.
"It is possible the Senate may

not okay the one-year limitation

recommended by the Senate Finance
Committee," Doughton added.
He said he would not make a

further statement as to conference
possibilities in advance of actual

Senate action.

"High, Wide and Handsome"
to Play 2-a-Day at Astor

"High, Wide and Handsome," the

Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein
musical, will launch the 1937-38

Paramount season as a two-a-day
road show attraction at the Astor
Theater opening early in July, Neil

Agnew, vice-president in charge of

distribution, announced yesterday
following his return from the com-
pany's annual sales meeting held in

Los Angeles.

Re-hearing of Bank Night

Test Case Asked in Texas

Austin, Tex. — Theater interests

have filed a motion for a rehearing
in the H. S. Cole Bank Night case

in which Judge O. S. Lattimer of

the Texas Court of Criminal Ap-
peals ruled the game an illegal lot-

tery.

Interstate houses at San Antonio
are continuing Bank Night, and Dis-
trict Attorney J. R. Shook there has
announced he will make no move
until final disposition of the Cole
test case.

File Omaha Bank Night Brief
Lincoln, Neb.—Attorneys for the

Omaha Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association filed a 51^page brief
with the Supreme Court here ob-
jecting to allowance of a temporary
injunction against bank night draw-
ings asked by the Attorney General.
They claim no final decision can be
made until the referee appointed by
the court reports. Meanwhile ex-
hibitors say they would suffer irre-

parable financial damage if the in-

junction is granted now.

"Dawn" In 200 Keys June 29
Warners' "Another Dawn," which

opens at the Radio City Music Hall
today, will be released nationally on
June 29 and will open in about 200
key cities throughout the U. S. and
Canada.

Coming and Goin<\i

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, A. W. SMITH, JR.,
JACK SCHLAIFER, MONROE W. GREENTHAL
and RODNEY BUSH flew to Chicago last night.

HARRY D. BUCKLEY, JAMES A. MULVEY,
LOWELL CALVERT, HAL HORNE, EMANUEL
SILVERSTONE, MORRIS HELPRIN and SEY-
MOUR POE entrained for Chicago last night.

NAT THOMPSON and CHARLES STEELE are
in Chicago from New York.

NAGAMASA KAWAKITA, president of Towa
Shoji G. K. of Tokyo, prominent Japanese film
distributing company, and MISS SETSUKO
HARA, Japanese film star, arrive next Monday
on the Queen Mary.

VLADIMIR GOLSCHMANN, orchestra con-
ductor; and MRS. JACQUES DEVAL, wife of the
French playright, arrive from Europe today on
the lie de France.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, in town from the
Coast, is stopping at the Warwick.

HARRIET HILLIARD, arrived in New York;
by plane from Hollywood yesterday for a I

Summer vacation.

HERBERT von SCHOELLENBACH has re-

turned to New York with a camera crew after
completing a 14,000 mile trip through the

U. S.

HERC MclNTYRE, Universal's general man-
ager in Australia, returned to Los Angeles
yesterday following a visit to New York, and
sails for home on the Maraposa on June 23.

SAMMY FAIN and IRVING KAHAL, song-
writers, returned yesterday from Dallas where
they composed the music for the Pan-American
Exposition.

CHARLES MUNRO left for Chicago yesterday
and sails for Australia on June 23.

H. WILLIAM FITELSON, of Fitelson & May-
ers, film attorneys, returned yesterday from
Hollywood.

GN and Trans-Lux File

Notification with SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Grand National

Films, Inc., and Trans-Lux Corpo-
ration yesterday filed with the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission
notification of change of stockhold-
ers' meetings, and Trans-Lux a
change of name from Trans-Lux
Daylight Picture Screen Corp. to

Trans-Lux Corporation.

Grand National meetings will

henceforth be held in Delaware with
elections on Tuesday, third day of
July beginning this year. Trans-
Lux announced change of stock-
holders meeting from second Wed-
nesday in May to second Wednesday
in April. The name was officially

changed June 11, 1937.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York
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IT'S FUN TO
BLOW BUBBLES!
—but when they talk about NEXT year

ask 'em "WHAT ABOUT NOW !"

M-G-M's Summer Plan, releasing Millions of Dollars of Giant Pictures for

your hot-weather screen, is the Talk of the Industry! "Day at the Races"

\ is off to a flying start! "Captains Courageous" "Broadway Melody of 1938"

"Parnell" "Good Earth" "Emperor's Candlesticks" are just a few of M-G-M's

Big Ones during June, July and August. The public doesn't care about

"Seasons". They only know one thing. Faith in M-G-M all year Wound!
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Brilliant entertainment bristling wi

talent you ever saw . . . in one m;

m*%jm^ ,
; ^m to make yoi

look and reur

... A HUN

THOUSAND

you're limp

with these famous entertainers

JOE PENNER * MILTON BERLE *

HARRIET HILLIARD * WILLIAM BRADY
*'

THELMA LEEDS . . . and scores o



SHOW
i n

veities . . . gleaming with gaiety! . . . The greatest gang of

citing show of amazing surprises! . . . SEVEN thrilling start

;h and forget . . . FIFTY hand-picked beauties to make you

er!... EIGHT great song writers for the music and lyrics!

NEW FACES brought from the world's gay places! ... A

ideas to make you gasp until you're dazzled . . . roar until

- . :::

RKO-RADIO'S GREAT LAUGH-AND-RHYTH

SHOW! . .. A MIGHTY THREE-RING

CIRCUS OF ENTERTAINMENT!

KYAKARKUS

10ME COWAN

EW FACES

AND WHAT SOHG$!"Loveis Never Out of Season"

—"Penthouse on Third Avenue"—"ft Goes to Your Feet"—

"If I Didn't Have You"—"The Widow in Lace"—"Peckin"'—

"New Faces"—"When The Berry Blossoms Bloom".

An EDWARD SMALL Production
Directed by LEIGH JASON
Screenplay by Nat Perrin, Philip Q. Epstein, Irv S. Brecher

k K O
RADIO
PICTURES

V



CONCILIATION GROUPS

MAY REPLACE BOARDS

(Continued from Page 1)

for not having taken action on the

boards is the expense of maintain-
ing them, which the companies
would have to stand, and the possi-

bility that Congress might re-enact
NRA of which there seems no like-

lihood now. Sales conventions have
also delayed action.

Kuykendall said yesterday that

the industry needs conciliation

boards. These boards would be in

the joint control of exhibitors and
distributors. They would have the
power to make recommendations but
would have no absolute authority.

The purpose behind conciliation

boards is to have the industry regu-
late itself and not be regulated by
outside authority.

Kuykendall definitely will attend
the convention of the Theater Asso-
ciation of Kansas and Missouri at
Topeka on June 22-23 and that of
the Southeastern Theater Owners
at Birmingham from June 26-28.

Thursday, June 17, 1937

GB Sales Convention

May Be Postponed a Week
(Continued from Page 1)

season, it was said yesterday by
George W. Weeks, sales manager.
This is exclusive of the 6 to 8 BIP
pictures GB is expected to distrib-

ute.

Weeks is negotiating a new con-
tract with GB. He just returned
from a trip to the coast with stop-
overs on the way east at a number
of the GB exchanges. Probable date
for the GB sales meet is now July
2 or 3.

La Guardia Signs Bill

Continuing Sales Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

have the city waive interest and
penalties for non-payment of the
sales tax during the court fight
against payment of the levy appear-
ed doomed for failure for already
the city has required one major
company to pay both interest and
penalties. The companies are act-

ing individually on this matter.

JUNE 17

Louise Fazenda
Evalyn Knapp

William W. Hawkins
Ralph Bellamy

• • • GARNERING one of the biggest newspaper breaks
ever placed in back of a motion picture M-G-M has tied
in cleverly with the Boston Evening American in plugging
"Captains Courageous" by way of an essay contest that
will result in two free trips to the Paris Exposition any
person over 18 in New England is eligible to compete
all they are required to do is submit an essay to the newspaper
of 250 words or less on "What Paris Means to Me" all
expenses both ways paid for the two winners, including 15
days living expenses in Paris the contest runs till June
22 and the newspaper is giving all kinds of front-page
space with special stories daily and also reproductions of
still photos from the picture

T T

• • • THIS TIMELY travel contest for the summer is

an excellent example of interesting the public in the seasonal
mood also a grand stunt with that International Flavor

which is an unusual type of exploitation seldom achieved
in motion picture publicity it is also a splendid example
of intelligent interdepartmental cooperation Howard Dietz
and Billy Ferguson engineered it with the aid of Dave Blum
of the foreign dep't and the M-G-M Paris office

T T

• • • THAT AMAZING publication that exists without
advertising in Hollywood Grover Jones' monthly Wheeze
mag_ contains in the current issue "Pop" Jones' own con-
ception of Hollywood the following being choicce extracts

"Hollywood, where the champ is a chump to the chump,
and very little respect between champ and champ the only
place in the world where a man can lie in the gutter for .six

months before he knows it Where a woman has to re-
marry her sixth husband in order to keep in circulation
Where beauty is kin deep Where tragedy is a gag, and
vice versa Where men can starve on a thousand dollars
a week, and others get fat around the heart on thirty
Where a son can humiliate his father by calling himself a
writer Where everybody is waiting for the breaks and
then, when he gets them, he has to have them re-lined."

• • • ONE OF the cleverest stunts in this year's crop of
Convention antics a New York and a Chicago edition of a
tabloid newspaper prepared for the United Artists lads who
met at the Waldorf and the Palmer House respectively
funny gags kidding the gang one of the best being a page
of photos showing the sales lads Breaking All Bounds ...

A. I. Weiner of Boston and Harry Rees of Pittsburgh carousing
wildly over a vanilla frappe Leonard Cantor of Indian-
apolis and C. R. Frank of New Orleans shocking the decent
element of the town by holding a knitting bee and the
photographer passed out with horror as he snapped Dureau of
New Orleans, Morton Magill of Philly, Bert Stearn and Bill
Scott of Pittsburgh, and H. Dudelson of Cincinnati playing
ring-around-a-rosy Milton Kreuger of Indianapolis and
Joseph Singer of Philly playing a scandalous game of "patty-
cake" with their lily-white hands what you call Veree
Clever Spoofing it helped Andy Smith put his boys in the
right mood to hear about the bigger and better pix

• • • NICE GIFT from Alexander Korda to the United
Artists sales lads attending the convention at the Waldorf

an autographed gold combination pen and pencil
presentation was made by Emanuel Silverstone and Morris
Helprin on behalf of Korda

U. A. SETS RELEASE Q&
DATES ON 10 FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

trekked Westward, by plane and
train, for the Western session, open-
ing today at the Palmer House, Chi-
cago.

"The Hurricane", produced by
Sam Goldwyn, will be roadshown,
beginning Nov. 1, Schaefer said.

Other scheduled releases are:

« « « » » »

July 23, "Knight Without Ar-
mor," Alexander Korda production
teaming Marlene Dietrich and Rob-
ert Donat; July 30, "Walter Wan-
ger's Vogues of 1938," Technicolor
feature starring Joan Bennett and
Warner Baxter; Aug. 6, "Stella Dal-
las," Goldwyn feature, co-starring
Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles;
Aug. 20, "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
Selznick International pix with Ron-
ald Colman, Madeleine Carroll and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Aug. 27.

Goldwyn's "Dead End," with Sylvia
Sidney and Joel McCrea; Sept. 17,

Selznick's "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer"; Sept. 30—Walter Wanger's
"52nd Street"; Nov. 19, "Nothing
Sacred," Selznick's Technicolor com-
edy, with Carole Lombard and Fred-
ric March; Dec. 25, "The Goldwyn
FollieSj" Technicolor extravaganza.

At the close of the eastern meet-
ing George J. Schaefer, A. W. Smith,
Jr., Jack Schlaifer, Monroe W.
Greenthalv and Rodney Bush left for
Chi. by plane. Other execs, trav-
eling by train were Harry D. Buck-
ley, James A. Mulvey, Lowell Cal-
vert, Hal Home, Emanuel Silver-
stone, Morris Helprin and Seymour
Poe. They were preceded by Nat
Thompson and Charles Steele.

The western sales group led by
Ben Fish, far-west manager, Has-
kell Masters, Canadian district man-
ager, and Jack Goldhar, midwest
manager, convenes this morning.

Melvin Albert Weds
Melvin Albert, of Weisman, Quinn,

Allen & Spett, film attorneys, was
married yesterday to Pearl Fleisch-
man, daughter of Maurice Fleisch-
man, local exhibitor. The couple
sailed yesterday on a honeymoon
trip to Havana.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

I

The United States government has

given Marlene Dietrich permission to

use gold dust to enhance the beauty

of her blonde hair.

—PARAMOUNT.
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LARGER TELEVISION

'SCREEN AREAS NEAR

\\Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Recent improve-

; ments in the design of electronic

projection devices gives promise of

l
a considerable enlargement of tele-

vision screen areas, the realization

of which would vastly accelerate the

evolution of television as a prac-

tical art", the Academy's Research

Council television committee says

in its second report, released here

yesterday.

Committee says that this is the

only development necessitating a

change in the predictions made in

. ;
its first report, issued 13 months

I

ago.

Report in part follows:

"Both here and abroad, systematic

!
engineering progress is being made
in the development of high-definition

! television. The situation has reach-

ed a point where it warrents careful

study and observation. The time is

not far off when those engaged in

I motion picture production will do

well to acquire as much familiarity

as possible with its charactreistics

and methods.

"We recur to the question of pic-

I
ture size. As soon as larger pic-

tures are available with the requi-

i
site photographic quality, television

|
may be expected to gain marked im-

\
petus, and commercial application in

| the larger urban centers will not be

j long delayed.

"For the U. S., it is to be hoped
that no attempt will be made to

I

commercialize home television until

j
a picture equivalent in definition to

i the best home-movie projection, and
not smaller than 24 by 18 inches,

can be furnished with routine re-

liability. The most important inter-

ests in the domestic field appear to

be committed to some such prudent
policy."

Report points out that New York
and Los Angeles "constitute the
principal reservoirs of movie, radio

and television talent in this coun-

try", sees New York television prob-

lems on the way to solution in 1938

or early 1939, and says that Los
Angeles development undoubtedly
will then follow.

Will Press Industry Protest

Against Quota Terms

(Continued from Page 1)

up the matter through regular dip-

lomatic channels.

It has been the policy of Secre-

tary of State Hull to endeavor to

break down trade barriers between
countries. The proposed new Brit-

ish quota act definitely falls into the
t V° barrier category, it was point-

t ) at.

While in Washington, Major Her-
ron also called on the British Em-
bassy to discuss the quota and to

communicate the American com-
panies' attitude concerning it.

A "XiUte." ho*» "Msa

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

COL LESSER has purchased "Nat-
chez Trace," a saga of Missis-

sippi and Ohio flood boat industry
by Lee Freeman. Picture will be
made mostly on location in Missis-
sippi. Smith Ballew will be starred
and Gus Meins will direct. Freeman
will also write the screenplay.

T T T

Casting assignments: Universal

—

Newman Levy, Louise Fazenda,
James Foran, "Merry-Go-Round of
1938"; Paramount—W. C. Fields,
"Big Broadcast of 1938"; Lina Bas-
quette, "Ebb Tide"; Columbia—Ed-
die Laughton, Ray Stewart, Charles
Conrad, "It Can't Last Forever";
Wyn Cahoon, "The Awful Truth";
George Lloyd, Edward Earle, Harry
Depp, "Man Behind the Law"; Selz-
nick—Walter Connolly, "Gone With
the Wind"; 20th-Fox—Alice Brady,
Andy Devine, "In Old Chicago."

T T

Samuel Goldwyn has signed
Archie Mayo, to an exclusive five-

year contract. Mayo's first for
Goldwyn will be "The Goldwyn Fol-
lies", in Technicolor.

T T T

News o' the day: George Burns
and Gracie Allen have been bor-
rowed from Para, by RKO, to sup-
port Fred Astaire in "A Damsel in
Distress" . . . Pat Patterson and
ZaSu Pitts will make their vocal
debuts in Wanger's "52nd Street"
. . . Columbia has signed Edward H.
Griffith to direct Grace Moore's
'I'll Take Romance."

"The Big City," co-starring Spen-
cer Tracy and Luise Rainer, is un-
der way at M-G-M wtith Frank
Borzage directing. The story adapt-
ed from Norman Krasna's original
is Krasna's first producing assign-
ment under his recent contract with
M-G-M. Joe Ruttenberg has been
assigned to the cameras. Director
Frank Borzage has appointed his
brother, Lew Borzage, as assistant
director. Arthur Smith, former as-
sistant director, has been elevated
to Norman Krasna's assistant, and
Jay Marchand has taken the reins
as unit production manager.

Lester Brumberg left the M-G-
M advertising department yester-
day to join the Fox West Coast
Theater Corp.

Universal has set Kent Taylor for
the lead in "The Lady Fights Back"
opposite him is Irene Hervey. Pro-
duction has started with Milton Car-
ruth directing and Edmund Grain-
ger producing.

T T T

Gus Meins has been signed to a
two-picture deal by Principal and
will direct "Natchez Trace" and also
"Boots and Saddles," which is a
Zane Grey story and will star Smith
Ballew-

Emmet Vogan will play the part
of Pierre Curie and Eva Tattersol
that of Madam Curie in M-G-M
"Radium," a Pete Smith specialty.

»

St. Louis Theaters Sign

Pact With Employes Local

St. Louis, Mo.—John P. Nick,
IATSE international vice-president
has announced signing of contracts

on behalf of the recently formed
Theatrical Employes Local Union
No. 2, with all of film theaters in

St. Louis and St. Louis County hold-

ing membership in the MPTO of St.

Louis, Missouri and Eastern Mis-
souri.

Earlier, all of the Fanchon &
Marco houses, including the St.

Louis Amusement Co's 22 nabes and
Loew's, the lone non-F & M first

run, signed similar contracts.

Scale for the first runs, or Class
A houses, will range from $15 to

$22, including $22 for chief-of-ser-

vice, $18 for ticket sellers and tak-
ers, $16 for ushers and $15 a week
for porters, rest room attendants,
etc. There is also a provision that
any employes who have been re-

ceiving above the scale shall not
experience a reduction in salary.

For Class B. houses, the scale is

on an hourly basis, being 40 cents
per hour for ticket sellers or cash-
iers and 35 cents an hour for all

other workers. A maximum of 40
hours per week for any employe is

permitted.

U. S. Court Allows Fees

in Fox Theaters Action

St. Louis—Federal Judge George

H. Moore has allowed the trustees

for the Theater Realty Co. and their

attorneys and other attorneys fees

totaling 31 p. c. on judgments for

$773,000 which they obtained against

the Fox Theaters Corp. last Novem-
ber. The judgments were for rent
on the Fox Theater between Oct. 2,

1931, and Feb. 15, 1933.

Under the court's order Edmond
Koeln and James T. Blair, trustees
for the Theater Realty Co. are to

receive 3 p. c. each, their attorney,
John S. Leahy, 15 p. c; the law
firms of Thompson, Mitchell, Thomp-
son & Young, St. Louis, and Bain-
ton, McNaughton & Douglas of New
York City, who were associated with
Leahy in the case, 5 p. c. each, and
John P. O'Brien of New York City,

an attorney, $1,000.

Blair stated that to date $38,-

656, or 5 p. c. of the judgments, has
been collected, and that it is not an-
ticipated that more than 20 p. c. of
the total judgment will ever be col-

lected. The collection of the 5 p. c.

will permit an immediate payment
of $11,983 to the attorneys and trus-
tees, including the $1,000 to O'Brien.

« REVIEWS
"Slave Ship"

Starring Warner Baxter and Wallace Beery

20th Century-Fox 100 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

STRONG WELL DIRECTED MELO-
DRAMA LIGHTENED BY ROMANCE AND
COMEDY.

This is strong melodrama lightened by

a romance and comedy. Tay Garnett has

directed well and kept the action lively.

Warner Baxter is very effective as a

courageous slave ship operator, who re-

forms and successfully downs a rebellious

crew. Wallace Beery, as a rowdy seaman,

turns in his usual convincing performance.

One of the highlights is Mickey Rooney's

work as a cabin boy, always ready to fight

and prove his manhood. Elizabeth Allan

is fine as the girl with whom Baxter falls

in love. Joseph Schildkraut, Jane Darwell,

George Sanders and Francis Ford do well

in their roles. Wiliiam Faulkner wrote the

original story and Sam Hellman, Lamar

Trotti and Gladys Lehman the screenplay.

For years Baxter has braved the English

laws by operating a ship that got slaves

in Africa and took them to the United

States for sale. On one of his trips to

Virginia he meets and falls in love with

Elizabeth Allan. He orders Beery to dis-

charge their old crew and hire a new one

for merchant marine service. When Bax-

ter and his bride, Miss Allan, board the

ship they find that Beery has kept the old

crew of ruffians. A new cargo of slaves

is placed aboard the ship in Africa, but

Baxter, with the aid of Mickey Rooney,

fights off Beery and his men, and sails

the ship to St. Helena. There Miss Allan's

appeal to the court martial wins freedom
for Baxter. The picture closes with Bax-

ter, Miss Allan, Mickey and Ford on Bax-

ter's plantation in Jamaica.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery,

Elizabeth Allan, Mickey Rooney, George
Sanders, Jane Darwell, Joseph Schildkraut,

Arthur Hohl, Minna Gombell, Billy Bevan,

Francis Ford, J. Farrell MacDonald, Paul

Hurst, Holmes Herbert, Edwin Maxwell,

Miles Mander, Douglas Scott, Jane Jones,

J. P. McGcwan, De Witt Jennings, Dorothy

Christy, Charles Middleton, Dewey Robin-

son, Herbert Heywood, Winter Hall, Mari-

lyn Knowlden, Arthur Aylesworth.

Producer, Darryl Zanuck; Associate Pro-

ducer, Nunnally Johnson; Director, Tay
Garnett; Author, William Faulkner; Based

on a novel by George S. King; Screenplay,

Sam Hellman, Lamar Trotti, Gladys Leh-
man; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer, ASC; Art
Director, Hans Peters; Editor, Lloyd Nosier;

Recording Engineer, Alfred Bruzlin, Roger
Heman; Musical Score by Alfred Newman,

Direction, Expert. Photography, Splendid

Carson Bringing Chinese

Footage for Condor Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maj. Peter Carson

arrives on Monday from Peiping,
China, where he has been directing
the filming of the Condor picture,
"Puppet Empire," which concerns
the recent Manchurian revolution.
Carson brings back with him more
than 100,000 feet of film, most of
which was shot in the Yang-tze
River regions.
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DEPINET, LEVY OPEN

RKO SALES CONCLAVE

(Continued from Page 1)

are Leo Spitz, President of RKO;
J. S. Briskin, vice-president in

charge of production; Malcolm
Kingsbui'g, vice-chairman of KAO;
A. H. McCausland, representative of

the Irving Trust Co.; Phil Reisman,
foreign sales manager; E. L. Mc-
Evoy, Eastern sales manager; Cres-

son E. Smith, Southern and Western
sales manager; S. Barret McCormick,
director of advertising and publicity;

Ralph Rolan, vice-president of

March of Time and Pandro S. Ber-

man, associate producer.

Roll call of the delegates will be

by A. A. Schubart, Manager of Ex-
change Operations and General Con-

vention Committeeman. Answering
the call will be some 300 delegates

including home office and studio ex-

ecutives, producers' representatives,

foreign delegates, field representa-

tives, branch managers and sales-

men.
Opening-day sessions, with Levy

presiding, will consist largely of an-

nouncement and discussion of the

seven or more features soon to be

released to complete the 1936-37

schedule. Important in this group
are "New Paces of 1937," first of

a series of annual extravaganzas in-

troducing new talent, and "The
Toast of New York", a story based
upon the life of Jim Fisk and star-

ring Edward Arnold with Frances
Farmer and Jack Oakie.

Today's luncheon is scheduled in

the Ambassador's French room.
Levy officially greeted 16 newcom-

ers to the company's sales ranks at

the opening session. Newcomers in-

cluded the following 12 salesmen:
C. A. Balkeley, Oklahoma City;

Murray Devaney, Toronto; F. S.

Foster, Chicago; E. Gruenberg, Des
Moines; A. L. Kolitz, Cincinnati;

Elmer Lux, Buffalo; 0. W. Miller.

Detroit; Con Murphy, Salt Lake
City; E. N. O'Shel, Des Moines; N.
L. Sper, Buffalo; E. F. Stein, Mem-
phis; and W. J. Whitman, Pitts-

burgh.
Other new faces are four special

travelling public relations contact
men, Vernon H. Adams, Southern
territory; William J. Healy, cover-
ing the East-Central district; J.

Maxwell Joice, Midwest, and Fred
Marshall, handling the western di-

vision. These men are supervised
by Leon J. Bamberger, sales pro-
motion manager.

Flashes from RKO Convention

LOS ANGELES
JT MAY have been his wedding

day, but Gene Raymond was not
loo busy to attend the daylight ban-
quet tendered RKO's conventioneers
at the studio yesterday. Gene ap-
peared after his apologies for an
txpected absence had been extended.
The fiance of Jeanette MacDonald
drew a hearty hand.

Briskin Staff Unchanged
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—S. J. Briskin is re-

taining unchanged the RKO production
organization for 1937-38, it was an-
nounced at the company's sales meeting
which opened here today. Additions
which Briskin made during the past
year include Jesse L Lasky, P. J. Wolf-
son, Al Lewis and Maurice Cohen,
associate producers, and Phil Friedman,
in charge of new talent. Lee Marcus,
associate producer, also has been named
production assistant to Briskin, in ad-
dition to his other duties.

No less hearty was the welcome
which awaited the conventioneers
at Glendale from President Leo
Spitz, Sam Briskin and Pandro S.

Berman, among others.

And did those RKO starlets, head-
ed by Anne Shirley, make a hit

with the arriving salesmen and
home office execs. In their slacks
and red hats they were as pretty as
a picture.

Red carnations pinned on each of
the visitors added a finishing Yan-
kee Doodle touch. White suits and
blue accessories were the rule for
the boys.

The banquet had an appropriate
frame—the "Life of the Party" set.
Among those to entertain were Nino
Martini and Bobby Breen.

"New Faces" was screened for the
conventioneers last night.

46 Writers Under Contract

to RKO, Sales Meet Hears

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—RKO now has 46

writers under contract to prepare
1937-38 season screen plays, the
company's sales convention was told

today.

Included in the array are Dudley
Nichols, Academy award winner;
Allan Scott, Irwin Shaw, Dorothy
i
r

ost, Paul Yawitz, Com. Frank
Wead, Mortimer Offner, Philip G.
Epstein, John Twist, Anthony Veil-

ler, S. K. Lauren, Gladys Atwater,
Sy Bartlett, George Beck, J. Rob-
ert Bren, Franklin Coen, Ron Fer-
guson, Daniel Fuchs, Bert Granet,
Robert Harari, Edmund L. Hart-
mann, F. Hugh Herbert, Joseph
Hoffman, Lionel Houser, Edmund
Joseph, Charles Kaufman, Hans
Kraly, Harold Kusell, William Sla-

vens McNutt, Jack Mints, Ernest
Pagano, William Jefferson Parker,
Gertrude Purcell, Benny Rubin, Joel
Sayre, Manuel Seff, Harry Segall,

Maxwell Shane, Viola Brothers
Shore, David Silverstein, Kay Van
Riper, William W. Watson.

RCA Sound Installations

in the Americas Growing

Returning from a four-month visit

in the Central and South American
markets, C. D. Cushman, RCA Pho-
tophone representative of the export
division, reports a boom in High
Fidelity sound installations.

Within the short period that he
stopped in each country he helped
put through orders for RCA sound
installations in eight theaters in

Venezuela, five installations in Pan-
ama, including one at the new Fort
Davis theater, managed by Captain
Polk Atkinson, who is in charge of
the motion picture service for the
U. S. Army in the Canal Zone; one
in Costa Rica, two in Trinidad, an-
other in Aruba, Dutch West Indies
and two in El Salvador.

Orders for additional equipment
in these territories are to follow,
Cushman said.

Jam Handy and Industrial

Become RCA Licensees

Jam Handy Theater Service, Inc.,
which has taken over the studios
and equipment of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Co., Cleveland, for-
merly headed by Maurice Kaplan,
deceased, has signed an RCA sound
recording license agreement for a
five-year term, it is announced by
Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photophone
head.

In addition, Jam Handy Theater
Service is expanding its technical
facilities, which consist of both stu-
dio and portable sound channels, to
provide for recording with RCA's
ultra-violet light process.

Industrial Films, Inc., of Detroit,
of which Herbert V. Book of the
Detroit family is president, has also
signed a five-year RCA sound re-
cording license agreement, Hartley
said. Latter's new studio building
now being erected at 4925 Cadieux
Road, Detroit, will be ready for
occupancy about July 1.

Kawakita and Japanese

Star to Arrive Monday

Nagamasa Kawakita, president of
Towa Shoji G.K. of Tokyo, and
Setsuko Hara, Japanese film star,
arrive in New York next Monday
aboard the Queen Mary. They are
bringing with them a print of Hara's
latest feature, "The New Earth" or
"Daughter of Samurai," and will

make arrangements for its release
in the U. S. during their stay here.
Mr. Kawakita and Miss Hara will
make their headquarters with Mod-
ern Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.,
while in the city.

Lurie, Frisco Financier,

May Head Renowned Artists

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis R. Lurie, San

Francisco financier and theater op-
erator, will enter the production
field via the presidency of Renowned
Artists, Inc., it is reported, with
formal announcement expected
shortly. Lurie, among other things,
operates the 1,400-seat Geary in
Frisco.

!lSEE RKO STOCKHOLDFi

EQUITY OF $8,721,881

(Continued from Page 1)

sel for the independent stockholder
committee opposed to the plan, said
that RKO investments in affiliates
and subsidiaries were carried in the
balance sheet at a lower valuation
than that fixed by the subsidiaries
and affiliates on their own books. He
declared they should be carried at
the higher figure. Bercu charged
that the revaluation of RKO assets
which occurred during the 1932 re-
organization was improperly done.
The proper method, he said, was to
take the book values of the proper-
ties in 1932, depreciate them at the
rate set then and thus get a true
value.

William H. Clark, RKO Radio
treasurer, was called as witness by
H. G. Rickaby, counsel for Atlas
Corp., to answer the implication
raised by Schein that the film amor-
tization method was not altogether
proper. Schein had pointed out that
42 pictures written off at $1 each
after an 18-month amortization
period had produced rentals of $1,-
496,000 in 1936. Clark said that the
sum realized represented only 5%
per cent of the total rentals of the
company for 1936 and that 18-month
was a usual amortization period in
the industry. Some films would in-
evitably earn money after the 18-
month period had elapsed, he stated.

Si Fabian testified briefly on
claims he held against RKO as a
result of leases on two Fabian
houses in Albany and Schenectady
held by the RKO Proctor Corp.

Hearing will be resumed today,
at which time it is expected the tak-
ing of testimony will be concluded.

8-Hour Bill Passes
Chicago—The Illinois legislature

has passed the eight hour bill for
women, replacing the old 10 hour
law.

SICK REPORT

Norfolk, Va.—William A. Wilder,
president of the MTO of Virginia,
is ill in a hospital-

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Mrs. Warren Groat,

wife of M-G-M's assistant scenario
head, is seriously ill at the Queen
of the Angels Hospital with sinus
infection.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sandy Roth, assistant

director on "Olympic Champion"
was the victim of second degree
burns while watching Glen Morris
at the Occidental Athletic F/~T|.
The sun did it.

||

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Helen Jepson, secre-

tary to Director Robert Z. Leonard,
has returned to work after a short
attack of the flu.
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No Benefit in Divorce Legislation, Sa ykendall
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Chapereaux to Seek New Financing for Keller-Dorian
6 Months' More Experimenta-

tion Said Needed to

Perfect Process

As a result of withdrawal of

promised financing for Keller-Dor-
ian by Barclay's Bank of Monte Car-
lo, development and use of the color
process has been postponed until

new capital can be interested, it

was said yesterday by Nat Chaper-
eaux, organizer of the original syn-
dicate formed to exploit Keller-Dor-
ian and holder of an option to ac-

quire control of the company.
Chapereaux, who has been acting

as the chief representative of Kel-
ler-Dorian here, sails Wednesday

(Continued on Page 4)

SYNCHRONIZATION BAN

ACTION IS DEFERRED

Louisville, Ky. — The American
Federation of Musicians at its an-
nual convention here yesterday re-

ferred all action on sound record-
ings, discs and wired music to the
Executive Board, directing the latter
to convene in New York City not

(Continued on Page 13)

GB to Hold Sales Confab
at St. Moritz July 9-11

GB's national sales convention has
been definitely set for July 9-11, it

was announced yesterday by Ai'thur
Lee, Vice-President. The meeting
will be held at the St. Moritz Hotel
here, with a full attendance of home
office executives and exchangemen.
George W. Weeks, General Sales

(Continued on Page 4)

)
3 U.A.'s for Music Hall

Radio City Music Hall has booked
three U.A. pix for holdover engage-
ments of two-week minimum runs dui-
ing July-August, it was announced yes-

terday. Pix and opening dates follow:

Korda's "Knight Without Armor," July

8; "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938,"
Aug. 12; Selznick's "The Prisoner of

Zenda," Aug. 26.

Ushers Ride Bikes at Jersey's Drive- In Theater
Union, N. J.—Ushers on bicycles serve patrons at the new Drive-In Theater, which

opened here last night. Built at a cost of $35,000, the theater accommodates 400
cars and the 45 x 55 foot screen is visible at 500 feet. Cars are parked for the
show on a semi-circular inclined ramp and they may enter or leave without obstructing
the view of those already watching the show. Projectors are housed in a dug-out.

GUILD SHOP IN EAST

WILL START AUG. 1

Deadline for the closed shop on
Eastern film production is Aug. 1,

Ken Thompson, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild stated
yesterday in revealing that the SAG
had taken offices at 11 West 42d St.

with Mrs. Florence Martson, for-
merly with the Authors' League, in
charge.
Thompson said that IATSE

unions would "undoubtedly" give
(Continued on Page 13)

132 Interstate Houses
Discontinue Bank Night

Dallas—Following the ruling of
The Court of Criminal Appeals that
bank night was a lottery and there-
fore illegal, the Interstate Circuit
has announced that Bank Night will

be discontinued indefinitely in all its

theaters.
This decision affects 12 of Inter-

(Continued on Page 4)

FINAL ARGUMENTS ON

E 22-23

Request of Joseph Cohen, of coun-
sel for the independent stockholders'
protective committee opposing the
plan, that stockholders be given
share for share of new stock under
the plan instead of surrendering two
shares to receive one, that the
Rockefeller settlement be fought
through the courts and that no deal
be made for operation by HKO of
the Music Hall marked the final day

(Continued on Page 13)

Suppressed Riot Newsreel
Shown to Senate Committee

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The self-suppressed
Paramount newsreel showing actual
scenes in the Memorial Day riots in
Chicago in which nine persons were
killed was shown before Senator
LaFollette's Civil Liberties Commit-

(Continucd on Page 13)

MPTOA Head Critical of Allied Move
For Theater Divorce and Circuit Levy

Theater Supply Men Open
Chicago Convention Today

Theater supply men who left yes-
terday for the annual convention of
the Independent Theater Supply
Dealers Convention opening today
at the Medinah Club, Chicago, in-
clude Joseph Hornstein, J. E. Robin,

(Continued on Page 10)

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presi-

dent, yesterday stated that theater

divorce legislation sponsored by Al-

lied would not "benefit anyone con-

cerned" and tended only to invite

state and federal regulation of the
industry. The special graduated tax
on theater operation was condemned
by Kuykendall as "not only un-

(Continued on Page 4)

Titles of 14 Listed by Depinet

at Coast Sales

Convention
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Fifty-six features

and 198 shorts, including Pathe
News, will be released world-wide
by RKO Radio during the 1937-38
season, Ned E. Depinet, Vice-Presi-
dent, announced at the annual sales
convention which continues today
at the Ambassador Hotel.. Titles
of 14 of the 56 features were made
public.

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
co-starred in an Irving Berlin mu-
sical and in individual starring at-
tractions; Katharine Hepburn, Bar-

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO RADIO TO TRIPLE

NATIONAL AD BUDGET

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Because of the

greater number of important pro-
ductions on its 1937-38 release sched-
ule, RKO Radio Pictures expects to
triple the 1936-37 season's national
advertising expenditures, S. Barret

(Continued on Page 6)

U. S. Gov't Has 533 Films

Available, Survey Reveals

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — There are more

than 15,000,000 feet of films de-
posited in 76 government agencies
and 533 films available through va-

(Continued on Page 10)

Gala "Road Back" Premiere
In the traditional Broadway manner,

Universal launched "The Road Back"
with a gala formal opening at the
newly renovated, air-conditioned Globe
Theater last night. There was the
usual battery of sunlight arcs, a platoon
of still cameramen, as well as news-
reel outfits to shoot the attending
celebrities both coming and going. The
feature got under way a few minutes
past 9 o'clock. Turn to Page 12 for
review.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 233/4 233/4 23y4 — %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 28y2 28 Vi 28'/2 — %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2% 2% 2% —

• Vi

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 170 169'/2 169Vi — 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 207/8 203/4 20%— Vi

Loew's, Inc 76 Vi 74 V8 76 V4 — %
do pfd
Paramount 18'/2 16% 18Vi + 5/8

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd... 16% 16 16% + Vi
Pathe Film 7 63/8 7 + Vi

RKO 71/8 6% 7Va + Vs
20th Century-Fox . . 34y4 33 34% — Vis

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12% 11% 12Vi + Vs

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46....97% 973/4 973/4 — %
Loew 6s41ww 99 Vi 99 '/8 99% — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. 3y4s47. 88 '/8 86 86—3
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 94% 94 94% — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 1% 2% + Ve
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 27 25% 26% + 3/4
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11 12

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 95% 963/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

. . . . 53 55

B. N. Insurance Scheme
Ruled Lottery in N. M.

Sante Fe, N. M.—District Judge
David Chavez, Jr. has ruled here
that the so-called Bank Night insur-

ance is a violation of the state's lot-

tery laws.

ITOA to Name Committee
to Improve Exhibitor Lot

ITOA has voted to set up a com-

mittee to lay plans to combat moves

of the major theater distributor af-

filiates in order to bring about a con-

dition by which the independent ex-

hibitor can live and bring back a

fair profit on his investment. Reso-

lution was unanimously adopted by

the membership.

The resolution sets forth that the
independent exhibitors are gradually
being forced out of business by the
policies of the major theater distrib-

utor affiliates in the metropolitan
area and that if these conditions
continue, the exhibitors will finally

lose their investments. Efforts to
arbitrate or conciliate differences
have been unsuccessful, it is de-
clared.

Tri-States Theaters Biz

Up From 18-25 Per Cent.

Omaha—Increased business in ail

but one of its key locations in this
district is reported for Tri-States
Theaters by District Manager E. R.
Cummings.
Omaha business is up 18 per cent;

Fairbury and Grand Island, Neb.,
15 per cent each, and Hastings,
Neb., 25 per cent.

Sioux City is running behind for
the first six months compared to the
same period last year. Reason is

the South Dakota drougth condi-
tions which have cut livestock re-

ceipts at the Sioux City market to

the lowest point in 35 years.

Equity Tells Members to

Get Adequate Radio Pay

Actors' Equity Association in its

official magazine out today notifies

Equity members that they must re-

ceive adequate compensation for ra-
dio appearances. Equity has juris-

diction over radio appearances of
screen stars. It has not yet, how-
ever, begun active organization of
the field, but is slated to do so
shortly.

Mrs. E. V. McT. Griffin Dies
Funeral services for Mrs. Eliza-

beth Veronica McTaminey Griffin,

65, mother of William Griffin, pub-
lisher and editor of the New York
Sunday Enquirer, who died Tuesday
night of a heart attack at her home,
800 Riverside Drive, after a brief
illness, will be held at 10 o'clock
this morning at Our Lady of Sper-
anza Church, 156th Street, near
Broadway. She is s u r vi v e d by
five daughters and five other sons.
The latter are Gerald, a singer and
former president of the Catholic
Actors Guild of America; John, a
singer; Alexis, assistant publisher
of the Enquirer; Marcus, author and
sports writer, and Norbert, who is

a sophomore at Manhattan College.

Third WB Bookers Meeting

in New Orleans Tomorrow

The third of a series of four re-

gional meetings with Warner bookers
and ad salesmen will take place to-

morrow at the Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans, with A. W. Schwalberg, su-
pervisor of exchanges for the com-
pany, and I. F. Dolid, assistant Vi-
taphone sales manager, conducting
the meeting.

Attending the meeting will be ad
salesmen and bookers from the en-
tire southern territory representing
exchanges in Atlanta, Charlotte,
Dallas, Kansas City, Memphis, New
Orleans and Oklahoma City. L.
Conner, New Orleans branch man-
ager, will also be present.

Final regional meeting will take
place here next Saturday at the
Warwick.

Televise Signing Agreement
For World Fair Radio Bldg.

Signing of the ceremonies yester-
day at which David Sarnoff, presi-
dent of RCA, and Grover Whalen,
president of the New York World's
Fair, signed an agreement whereby
RCA will erect a radio building at
the fair site, was televised from the
tower studio of the Empire State
building to spectators in a sixth-
floor studio. Lenox R. Lohr, presi-
dent of NBC, will be in charge of
the Fair radio building.

Atkinson Gets Contract
Mount Vernon, 111.—The general

contract for the construction of the
new Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., the-
ater here has been awarded to Wal-
ter N. Atkinson of Mount Vernon,
and work will be started immediate-
ly. The mechanical and equipment
contracts will be awarded later, ac-
cording to Architect Robert Boiler
of Kansas City, Mo.

Deanship for Spaeth
French Lick, Ind.—Appointment

of Dr. Sigmund Spaeth of New York
as dean of the Wurlitzer School of
Music has been announced here fol-
lowing the annual meeting of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company's exe-
cutives. Dr. Spaeth is president of
the National Association of Ameri-
can Composers and Conductors.

B & K Takes "Parade"
Republic's "The Hit Parade" has

been sold to the B & K Circuit in
Chicago. Republic sales organiza-
tion has also closed a deal for the
1937-38 serials in the Publix Great
States Circuit in Chicago.

Harlow Estate to Mother
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Will of Jean Harlow,

filed for probate here, leaves her
estate, said to "exceed $10,000" in
the petition, to her mother.

W. G. Bishop Back on Job
Detroit—William G. Bishop, divi-

sion director of publicity for M-G-
M, has returned to Detroit resum-
ing work following a prolonged ill-

ness.

Coming and Goin<

JACK ALICOATE leaves New York this weeli
end to attend the National Association d
Broadcasters' convention at the Sherman Hotel
Chicago.

BILL BUTLER, guitarist, left New York y,

terday to join Tex Ritter, Grand National
|

western star, on a personal appearance toij

opening Sunday in Hominy, Oklahoma.

DAPHNE VANE, youthful ballerina of th
Metropolitan Opera, has arrived in St. Lou
for a visit en route to Hollywood.

RICK RICKETSON, Fox Intermountain ger
eral manager, has arrived back in Denver foi
lowing a film-buying trip to New York.

WILLIAM C. DeMILLE and his wife, CLAR, I

BERANGER, writer, arrived in Hollywood yes !

terday to spend the summer.

COOKE and BROWN, dance team, are efi
route to the Walter Wanger lot in Hollywoolhi
from New York.

JOHN GILMOUR, production manager ft

General Electric, returned to Schenectady yes

terday.

Leonard Sillman Signed

by Associated Artist;

F

Dudley Murphy of Associated Arjj
tists, Inc. has signed Leonard Sill!

man, producer of "New Faces" to a[

five year contract as a producer call!
j

ing for his services six months ouji
of each year.

Rosalind Jaffe Weds
W-cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILs\
Los Angeles—Rosalind Jaffe, niecll

of B. P. Schulberg, producer, anafc
Henry C. Rogers, publicist, are honffl
eymooning, following their marriage
here on Wednesday night by Rabb

\
Harry Merfel in the home of thJH
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. DaviqB
Jaffe. Many film notables were presjft
ent at the ceremony.

Atlas Reacquires Stock
Monthly report to the Stock Ex] I

change on reacquired shares re4 r

vealed yesterday that Atlas Corpj
|

in May reacquired 1,977 of its owr1

1

6 per cent preferred shares. Atlas
now holds 22,657 of its preferrec
and 506,605 of its common.

||

Secret Ballot Spurned
Actors' Equity members by a 2 "

to 1 vote rejected the move to pro-
vide a secret ballot on all questions

/

considered by the membership.
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NOW AT RADIO CITY—EVERYWHERE NEXT WEEK. Music Hall's royal re-

ception for 'Another Dawn' marks it another important drama for Warners'

summer program. Credit Kay Francis and Errol Flynn for superb team-work.

CUTTING IN ON 'GALAHAD'S'

GLORY! (RighfJ First reports of open-

ingweekfigures in Seattle, Boston,

Memphis, Erie, etc., prove 'Slim'

(Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,
Margaret Lindsay) a strong run-

ning mate for other current Warner

successes by out-grossing even

'Marked Woman'!

4TH SUCCESSIVE KNOCKOUT
week coming up for 'Kid Galahad'

at N. Y. Strand while Edward G.

Robinson, Bette Davis and Wayne
Morris (left) continue to display

their winning ways with additional

holdovers in Los Angeles, Chicago,

KansasCity, Portland, Minneapolis!

WELCOME TO WARNERS for

Robert Montgomery is exten-

ded by Dick Powell and Ted

Healy, latteranother newcomer
brought in for Dick's 'Singing

Marine' follow-up, 'Varsity

Show'. Bob's thegent you'll see

opposite Marion Davies in wide-

ly-heralded 'Ever Since Eve'.

'A DYNAMITE-LADEN THEME!
A fine job—will swell box-office

returns,' is M. P. Daily preview

tribute to Mervyn LeRoy's long-

awaited filmilestone, 'They

Won't Forget'! 'Superb per-

formances' by Claude Rains

and Otto Kruger are matched

by brilliant newcomers, Gloria

Dickson and Edward Norris(/effJ.

Vifagraph, Inc., Distributors
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SEEK NEW FINANCING

FOR KELLER-DORIAN

(Continued from Page 1)

on the Queen Marie en route to Lon-
don and Paris where he expects to
get new financing, he said.

Grand National has called off pro-
duction of two pictures with the
Keller-Dorian process because the
sum of $175,000 which the K-D Co.
was to put up has not been forth-
coming. Chapereaux explained that
Barclay's Bank had not put up addi-
tional financing because W. N. Rob-
ertson, assistant manager of the
bank, on a recent visit here had
learned that six months more cjf ex-
perimentation would be necessary to

perfect the process and $100,000 in

cash. Chapeaux said he had great
faith in the process.

132 Interstate Houses
Discontinue Bank Night

(Continued from Page 1)

state's 13 houses in Dallas, and 120
Texas theaters over the state. Lo-
cal houses have 200,000 names on
their books. Action of the circuit

reflects a change in policy. It had
been announced Interstate would
fight.

R. J. O'Donnell, Interstate gen-
eral manager, in a formal state-
ment says: "After mature consid-
eration in deference to legal inter-
pretation of the courts of this state,
we hereby announce that Bank Night
will be discontinued indefinitely and
until such time as its legal status
is finally determined."

GB to Hold Sales Confab
At St. Moritz July 9-11

(Continued from Page 1)

Manager, will announce the new
season's line-up at the opening ses-
sion. During the three-day confab,
screenings of two new productions
will be held for the delegates. The
two films to be shown include
"Gangway," the second Jessie Mat-
thews production on the current sea-
son's program; and "Non-Stop New
York," the first of the new season's
releases.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

The medical books that Franchot

Tone reads in his "General Hospital"

are the real things—and he takes them

home to study at night.

—M-G-M.

• • • AND NOW David Selznick seems definitely

launched on a systematic quest for New Faces the real-

ization coming to him strongly that there are a likely lot of

new faces to be discovered in a population of some 128,000,000
he picked a promising one in Tommy Kelly, the boy from

the Bronx, for the title role in "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
then his scouts followed this find up by bagging two

Southern debbies and a native New Yorker Alicia Rhett
of the Charleston Rhetts in South Carolina, Bebe Anderson, a
Birmingham, Alabama, society gal, and Matthew Ferguson, a
six-foot athlete from the sidewalks that Al Smith took a walk
from these three likely newcomers are now being groomed
in the Selznick talent school in Manhattan

• • • TRAVELING 6,000 miles to dance 16 minutes is

the unique feat that will be accomplished by the Rockettes of
the Radio City Music Hall when they represent the United
States at the Paris Exposition in the International Dance Fes-
tival so Mayor La Guardia will receive them this after-
noon in his office at City Hall to congratulate the 46 pre-
cision dancers, and present them with a letter of greeting to
the Mayor of the City of Paris Gus Eysell will accompany
the troupe as the representative of the Music Hall management.

• • • THAT SWIM Party of the AMPA for next Thurs-
day eve at the Pare Vendome begins to look interesting
on the card we note an under-water ballet battle between the
pressagents and a bevy of burlesque queens now at leisure

a seaside rhumba contest, based on the total number of
ripples Monty MacLevy of the MacLevy Athletic Center,
who is the host for the event, will provide free swim suits
and is lining up some prizes for the various events reser-
vations are being received by Lester Thompson of the Hays
office call him up for a good time it's all free

• •• IN THE Nat Wolf zone in Cleveland the Warner
lads staged a "44 Day Drive" for increased business so success-
fully that right on its heels they followed with a "pinch
hitters' drive" meaning the assistant managers in charge
of theaters while managers are away on vacation in the
main drive Ray Brown's southern division won the first award

Managers Frank Savage of Warners' Youngstown, and
Harland Fend of the Sherman, Chillicothe, won first awards
in their districts of an extra week's vacation second
awards of $50 bonuses each went to Louis Lamm, Palace the-
ater, Lorain and John LaDue, of the Sigma theater, Lima.

• • • NOW BEING a regular New Yorker Herbert
J. Ochs, Warners' Southern and Western salesmanager, has
brought his wife and five youngsters up from Atlanta, and
established a residence in Rye. . . • A neat novelty painting
from Oscar Neu of Neumade Products, mailed from Seattle, say-
ing he will be along in these parts around June 23

• • • ADDITIONAL GUESTS on the invitation list at
the gala opening of Universale "The Road Back" at the Globe
last nite were Albert Gwynne Vanderbilt, Grover Whalen,
Bob Ripley, Roy Howard, Eddie Rickenbacker, Phil Spitalny,'
Police Commissioner Valentine

« « « » » »

MPTOA HEAD CRITICAL

OF DIVORCE CAMPAIGN

(Continued from Page 1)

American and discriminatory" but

likely to boomerang on its sponsors.
Kuykendall's statement said fur-

ther :

"The special graduated tax will

not put the chain theater out of busi-

ness and will only tend to make
state law-making bodies conscious

of the possibilities in increased taxes

for all theaters. Efforts to have'

enacted various kinds of spite legis-

lation will not be productive of any

good as I can see it, to those whom
the sponsors pretend to represent.

To prove this, you only have to

check back over a few years to real-

ize that nothing constructive has
come out of it. Contrary to popu-
lar opinion at this time the Louis-
iana chain store bill does not involve
theaters. The North Dakota theater
divorcement bill which was enacted
into a law in that state has a long
way to travel through the courts,

before it becomes actually in force.

"If out of this session of Congress
there comes a bill to investigate the
motion picture industry, though we
do not feel it necessary to have an
investigation, MPTOA will partici-

pate in a constructive manner in

order that whatever legislation is

enacted, if there be any, the real

theater investments will have a
voice in such legislation.

"Negotiations in further parleys
regarding MPTOA 10 point pro-
gram are at a standstill at present.
However, no one can deny that
progress has been made, and that
because of the ten point program
negotiations, exhibitors everywhere
regardless of their affiliation, have
benefited by them. MPTOA will not
desert the principles involved in the
10 point program and will continue
to strive for fairer trade practices
in the motion picture industry.

"We feel that a better understand-
ing has arisen regarding the con-
troversies over stars broadcasting
and the use of picture script and
songs on the radio. We are still

working on this through the special
radio committee of which Walter
Vincent is chairman."

'/

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Argentine released seven motion pic-
tures in 1934, 10 the following year,
18 in 1936 and has announced 32 for

1937.
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LINES 10 DEEP STORM DOORS AT NEW
YORK OPENING! 2,092 {ENTIRE CAPACITY

OF THEATRE) AWAIT SECOND SHOWING.

SENSATIONAL PACE INCREASES ON
SECOND DAY!

rtu

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

*, ^L
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RKO RADIO TO TRIPLE

NATIONAL AD BUDGET

(Continued from Page 1)

McCormick, director of advertising
and publicity, announced at the com-
pany's sixth annual and third inter-
national sales convention at the Am-
bassador Hotel.

McCormick said he anticipated a
budget of around $100,000 for the
advertising of each big pix mention-
ing in particular "Stage Door,"
"Having Wonderful Time," "Irene",
"The Joy of Loving," "The Girl in a
Cage," "Music for Madame." "Radio
City Revels", and the next Fred As-
taire-Ginger Rogers film with music
by Irving Berlin.

The bulk of the advertising will go
to newspapers, which company
execs consider the backbone of ex-
ploitation, McCormick said.

RKO'S advertising and publicity
personnel was upped 25 p. c. during
the past year, because of better busi-
ness and expanded productions, ac-
cording to McCormick.

Public relations as they affect
sales promotion and educational
work in the industry was the sub-
ject of an address by Leon J. Bam-
berger, company's sales promotion
manager whose department is also
represented by the presence of five
field staff members.
Ned E. Depinet's formal announce-

ment of the 1937-38 RKO schedule
is to climax today's final Conven-
tion session. Depinet will be pro-
ceeded on the program by Sol Lesser
and George A. Hirliman, as well as
S. J. Briskin and several of his stu-
dio production associates.

Luncheon will be held in the
French room.

Tonight the RKO Radio-men will
be the guests of Lesser, Hirliman
and Condor Pictures, at a beeksteak
dinner at the Vendome and later will
attend the fights at the American
Legion Stadium.

Film Highway "Symphony"
A camera crew, headed by Her-

bert von Schoellenbach, has just
completed a 14,000 mile trip across
the country, taking historical, cul-
tural and scenic shots in various
States for the film, "Symphony of
the American Highway," which Gen-
eral Film Sales Corp. will release
shortly. The trip was sponsored by
Arthur Ziehm.

Style Change for Pathe
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—Extensive changes in
Pathe Newsreels are being planned,
it was announced at the RKO Radio
Pictures Sales Convention by Ned E.

Depinet, Vice-President of RKO Radio
and President of Pathe News, Inc., and
Frederic Ullman, Jr., Vice-President in

charge of operations for Pathe. New
music, new voices, and a new style of
newsreel presentation will be intro-
duced they told the assemblage. De-
tails will be made public later.

RKO Radio Plans 56 Features and 198

Shorts, Depinet Tells Sales Forces
(.Continued from Page 1)

bara Stanwyck, Lily Pons, Joe E.
Brown, Bobby Breen, Wheeler and
Woolsey, among others continue
under the Radio antennae. Irene
Dunne returns to the fold, as do
Miriam Hopkins and Mitzi Green,
now grown up. Other newcomers
include Nino Martini, Charles Boy-
er and Bob Burns while youthful
personalities, including Joan Fon-
taine, will command attention on the
new program, Depinet said.

Herbert Marshall, Ann Sothern,
Gene Raymond, Cary Grant, Burg-
ess Meredith, Harriet Hilliard, Joel
McCrea, Louis Hayward, Joe Pen-
ner, Milton Berle, Anne Shirley,
Fred Stone, Margot Grahame, Erik
Rhodes, Preston Foster, John Beal,
Eduardo Ciannelli, Walter Abel,
James Gleason, James Ellison, Ons-
low Stevens, Eric Blore, Lucille Ball,
Thelma Leeds, Ray Mayer and Billy
Gilbert are among the others listed
to appear under RKO's banner.
Walt Disney's "Snow White and

the Seven Dwarfs," full-length
Technicolor feature, will highspot
that producer's premiere presenta-
tions on the RKO schedule,.

Play properties to be filmed in-»

elude the George S. Kaufman-Edna
Ferber "Stage Door"; "Having
Wonderful Time," the Connolly-
Kober comedy, and "Irene," the
Tierney-McCarthy musical.
From England will come "Vic-

toria the Great," produced by Herb-
ert Wilcox and co-starring Anton
Walbrook and Anna Neagle, with
H. B. Warner in support.
"New Faces of 1938" will continue

the idea of fostering new talent in-
augurated with this season's first

edition of the musical extravaganza.
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers

will again have Irving Berlin, as
their musical associate in a special
to be produced by Pandro S. Ber-
man. Astaire will solo-star in a
Pandro S. Berman production. Miss
Rogers will solo-star in the gala
musical, "Irene," co-star with Kath-
arine Hepburn in "Stage Door" and
team with Charles Boyer in "Per-
fect Harmony." Miss Hepburn will

star alone in a Berman production.
Irene Dunne will star in two, the

first announced being "The Joy of
Loving" with music, story and lyrics
by Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields and
Herbert Fields. Felix Young will
produce.
Barbara Stanwyck, supported by

a topflight male star, will star in
two.

Lily Pons, will make "The Girl
in a Cage," produced by Jesse L.
Lasky. Jack Oakie, and Erik Rhodes
will be in the cast.

Nino Martini, will star in "Music
for Madame," with Joan Fontaine,
as leading lady. Rudolph Friml will

write the music, Gus Kahn the
lyrics, and Herb Magidson and Allie

Wrubel additional music. Lasky will

produce.

Miriam Hopkins returns for one
pix. Bobby Breen will star in three

to be produced by Sol Lesser. Joe
E. Brown, will star in "Fit for a

King," a David L. Loew production

directed by Edward Sedgwick. Helen
Mack, Paul Kelly, Halliwell Hobbes,
Harry Davenport, Frank Reicher
and Charles Lane will support.

Mitzi Green, will headline in a
Lew Brown and Ray Henderson mu-
sical, titled "Love Below Freezing."
Berman will produce. George
O'Brien, will star in six to be pro-

duced by Condor.

Wheeler and Woolsey, Bert and
Bob, will again co-star in one.

Richard Dix, returns to RKO Ra-
dio in a pix to be produced by
George A. Hirliman.

"Radio City Revels," musical re-

vue, will have Bob Burns, Jack
Oakie, Victor Moore, Lucille Ball,

Buster West and Melissa Mason. P.
J. Wolfson will produce.
"The Life of the Party," first re-

lease of the new season, will have
Joe Penner, Parkyakarkus, Victor
Moore, Gene Raymond, Harriet Hil-
liard, Helen Broderick and Eric
Blore. Herb Magidson and Allie

Wrubel will provide the music for
the Edward Kaufman production,
which William A. Seiter is directing.
"Having Wonderful Time," will

be a Berman production. Jack
Oakie thus far is the only player
cast.

21 Directors to Turn Out
RKO Pix for Next Season

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Directors scheduled

to make RKO Radio 1937-38 fea-
tures as announced at the sales con-
vention include John Blystone, Chris-
ty Cabanne, Edward Cline, Wallace
Fox, Howard Hawks, Ben Holmes,
Leigh Jason, Edward Killy, Gregory
LaCava, Lew Landers, Rowland V.
Lee, Joseph Lerner, Rouben Mamou-
lian, George Nicholls, Jr., Richard
Rosson, Mark Sandrich, Alfred San-
tell, Joseph Santley, William Seiter,
George Stevens and Ben Stoloff.

Writers include F. Hugh Herbert,
Dudley Nichols, Ernst Pagano,
Benny Rubin, Allan Scott, Irwin
Shaw, Viola Brothers Shore, Com-
mander Frank Wead, Dorothy Yost.
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Waters Co. Invests

Birmingham, Ala. — The Waters
Theater Co. has purchased the two-
story building at 2022 Second Ave.,
N., for investment purposes, it is

announced by Newman H. Waters,
president. Waters Co. operates nine
suburban film theaters.

Loot Premium Concern
Boston—Establishment of Gruber

and Bloomberg, premium concern,
was robbed of silverware valued at
$1,400. Thieves gained access to the
store located in the heart of the film
district, through a skylight. The
loss was covered by insurance.

18 DISNEY SHORTS Of i

RKO'S SEASONAL LIS!

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL.

Hollywood—RKO Radio's lineu
of shorts for 1937-38, as announce
at the sales convention here, in

eludes:

Eighteen Walt Disney "Micke;
Mouse" and "Silly Symphony" ani
mated cartoons; 13 issues of th i

March of Time, produced by the erji

tors of Time Magazine; two serial)
of single reel musicals, 13 to be pro

,

duced by Condor Pictures, Inc., an<

6 by Atlas Pictures; 13 Bill Corur
sports reels produced by Condor;
issues of Pathe Parade, film novel
ties produced by Pathe News, Inc.

104 editions of Pathe News and 2

1

two-reel comedies released as suf
series as follows: 6 Edgar Ken!
nedys, 6 Leon Errols; 3 Radii
Flashes; 3 Headliners; 3 Smart Set
and 3 Radio Musicals.

Ruralites Take Golf Honors
Minneapolis—In the annual spring

golf tournament of the Twin Citie:
Variety Club at the Oak Ridgi
country club here rural Minnesot;
theater men carried off top honors
Clarence Stevens, manager of th<
Elko Theater at Bemedji, Minn,
won the championship flight cup
with B. J. Benfield, manager of th<

Strand Theater at Morris, Minn,
taking the consolation title. Ernottt
Hiller of the Grand Theater a
Crookston, Minn., was the medalist

Bid for "Bright Island"

Motion picture companies are bid-

ding for the rights to Mabe
Robinson's new girls' story, "Bright
Island," just published by Random
House. New Universal, presumablj
contemplating it a starring vehicle
for Deanna Durbin, is said to hav«
the inside track.

Reagan at Chi. Meet
Chicago—Charles Reagan, western

division sales manager for Para-
mount, is presiding at two-day meet-
ing of western staff at Palmer
House. Allen Usher of Chicago, B
Blotchy of Minneapolis and Ralph
Libeau of Kansas City are here
with 75 salesmen.

U. A. Re-issues Booked
Cincinnati—RKO Theaters of Cin

cinnati and Dayton, the Libson
White United Theaters and George
Delis Circuit have closed with Big
Features for all United Artists' re-
issues, including "Rain," "Street
Scene," "Locked Door," and, "The
Bat Whispers." ^—v

1
New Army Post Theater

Fort Benning, Ga.—The War Depart-
ment is taking bids Monday for the
construction of a film theater at this

military reservation.

^m fggijU
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WORLD'S MOVIE CAPITAL HELD

SPELLBOUND BY BREATHLESS

SPECTACLE AND BLAZING COLOR OF

Shown at a special Hollywood preview. .. the industry's most picture-wise

audience, astounded by its sheer beauty, entranced by its dramatic

depiction of the world's most resplendent ceremony. . . burst into pro-

longed cheers, as they witnessed the picture hailed by the London

Sunday Express as "the most beautiful film ever seen!"



NOW SHOW YOUR PATRONS
THE REAL THING

^ The show that half a million people traveled half-way around the earth to

see... at last as they actually saw it... captured in full living color through

the magic of Technicolor. PLUS a thrilling retrospect which brings out the

tradition and full significance of The Greatest Show of the Century!

{TheCoronation
of KING GEORGE VI and QUEEN ELIZABETH

A FEATURETTE ENTIRELY IN TECHNICOLOR

Described by Lowell Thomas Edited by Truman Talley

Supervised by Sir Gordon Craig, Gerald Sanger, Russell Muth. Technicolor Color

Director, Natalie Kalmus. Produced by British Movietone News.

Exclusive with

^—mam
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CEVEN pictures are in production

on the 20th Century-Fox lot, and
four more are scheduled to go be-
fore the cameras within a week. In
production are: "You Can't Have
Everything," "Heidi," "Thin Ice,"

"Wild and Woolly," "Lancer Spy,"
"Too Much Limelight," "Danger

—

Love at Work." Soon to start are:

"In Old Chicago," "Ali Baba Goes
to Town," "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse," and "Pigskin Parade of

1937."

T T
Casting assignments: Selznick

—

Olin Howland, Clarence Wilson, A.

W. Sweatt, "Nothing Sacred"; Wan-
ger—Tim Holt, "Summer Light-

ning"; Paramount—Lionel Barry-
more, "Wells Fargo"; Reginald
Denny, Louise Campbell, untitled

Bulldog Drummond pix; Warners

—

Dennie Moore, Allen Jenkins, Harry
Davenport, "Perfect Specimen";
20th-Fox—Alice Faye, "In Old Chi-

cago"; June Lang, "Ali Baba Goes
to Town"; Monogram—Charles Bro-

kaw, "Luck of Roaring Camp"; Co-

lumbia—Frank Forest, "I'll Take
Romance".

» »

Jimmy Newell, formerly vocalist

with Gus Arnheim's band and cur-

rently playing an engagement on

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 91 • • •

HARL BALDWIN. Born in Newark, N. J, and graduated from American
*- Institute of Banking, New York City. Went to work as teller in a bank,
resigned when Ned Wayburn offered him a job as chorus boy, but had to

reject Wayburn job because of parental objec-
tions. Held 33 jobs, ranging from soda jerking
to office boy for Thomas A. Edison, in next year
and produced amateur collegiate musical com-
edy which got him job of play reviewer and
reader with M-G-M. During service with Metro,
Baldwin wrote 36 burlesque productions which
were presented in Los Angeles. Then began
writing sub-titles and gags for Metro. Submit-
ted a treatment on "Brotherly Love" for Karl

Dane and George K. Arthur, which got him job
to write scenario. Been writing scenarios ever
since, with Warner Bros.-First National for sev-

eral years. Became a supervisor in 1936, but
continued to write as well.

the General Electric hour, has been
signed by Grand National for five

pictures.

T T T

News of the day: Universal has
extended the optional contracts of

Eddie Grainger (for a year) and
Milton Carruth, director for six

months Latter will direct "The
Lady Fights Back" "U" has re-

titled "Hell on Ice" as "Idol of the
Crowds" And 20th-Fox has re-

named "Lancer Spy" as "Life of a
Lancer Spy" Ritz Bros, get stel-

lar rank in "Life Begins at Col-
lege".

T T T

"Flying Fists" has been com-
pleted under the direction of Bob
Hill and the supervision of Sam

Katzman. The cast included Her-
man Brix, Jeanne Martel, Big Boy
Williams, J. Farrell McDonald,
"Fuzzy" Knight, Dickie Jones and
Billy Benedict.

Shooting starts Monday on
"Brothers of the West," starring
Tom Tyler. Hill will direct. "Fly-
ing Fists" and "Brothers of the
West" are Victory pictures.

T T T

RKO Radio, it is indicated, will

not film "Room Service" for 1937-

38. No mention of the comedy is

made in the company's formal prod-
uct announcement at the sales con-
vention under way here.

Albert H. Lieberman, treasurer of

Condor Pictures, has arrived in Hol-
lywood to hold confabs with George
A. Hirliman, company president.

T T

Lawrence Weingarten signed to a
new producing contract with M-G-M
just before leaving on his European
vacation. Immediately upon his re-

turn he will produce "The Red Mill,"
starring Allan Jones and Delia

Lind. Weingarten produced "A Day
at the Races," which had been start-

ed by Thalberg, but because of that

he would not take any credit on the

picture.

Affiliated Enterprises

to Weigh B. N. Problems

Denver—At a two-day convention

in Colorado Springs, June 25-26,

problems incident to Bank Night
will be hashed out by the members
of Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., owner
of the game. Luncheon and dinner

will be held at the Broadmoor Ho-
tel, convention headquarters, for

the distributors on Friday.

Saturday will be filled with busi-

ness sessions in charge of Claude
Ezell, sales manager from Dallas,

Tex. C. U. Yaeger, Affiliated presi-

dent, and Bank Night originator,

will open the convention.

Mono. Contract Dept. Set

A complete Monogram contract
department is now in operation un-
der the leadership of Lloyd Lind,
assisted by Curtis Ketchum, Miss
Toabe Baron from Chesterfield Pic-

tures and Miss Alice Morahan, re-

cently returned from the South.
Janet Rosenthal has been added

to Monogram's New York office.

Ruggles Surveying Color
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Before selecting a vehicle
for his next production, Paramount Pro-
ducer-Director Wesley Ruggles will de-
vote a month to a survey of recent
developments in eastern color film labo-
ratories. Should he find conditions sat-
isfactory, he will choose a story that
adapts itself to all-color camerization.

23 Imperial Exchanges

Now Open in New Setup

Imperial, expanding its exchange
setup on a coast-to-coast basis, now
has 23 offices opened, representing
86 p. c. of the national territory, it

was said yesterday. Negotiations
are nearing completion for 100 p. c.

coverage.

Imperial exchange lineup now
stands:

Albany—H. C. Tarbox; Boston

—

Harry Segal; Buffalo—H. C. Tar-
box; Chicago— James J. Jovaney
and John L. Manta; Cincinnati

—

Maurice Chase; Cleveland—H. C.
Bissell and C. T. Linehan; Dallas

—

Jack Adams; Detroit; F. Raoul Clea-
ver; Indianapolis—James C. Jova-
ney and John L. Manta; Los An-
geles—George Montgomery; Mil-
waukee—James J. Jovaney and
John L. Manta; Kansas City—Ho-
mer Blackwell; Minneapolis—H. 0.
Mugridge; New Haven; Harry Se-
gal; New York—S. S. Krellberg;
Oklahoma City—Jack Adams; Phil-
adelphia—John Golder; Portland

—

R. H. Ostrow; San Antonio—Jack
Adams; San Francisco—Armand
Cohn; Seattle—R. H. Ostrow; St.

Louis—James J. Jovaney and J. L.
Manta; Washington, D. C.—Charles
Kranz.

Barr Shifts to St. Louis
Indianapolis—Percy Barr, Nation-

al Screen representative in Indiana,
has been transferred to St. Louis
district.

"Inspector General" Ready

"Inspector General," new film im-
portation, based on the play by the
Russian writer, Gogol, has been
readied for release, Garrison Films
announced yesterday. The produc-
tion was directed by Mac Fric, di-
rector of "Janocik," will have Eng-
lish super-imposed titles. The pic-
ture was banned in Germany recent-
ly because "it is a satire on the mili-
tary".

Projectionists Like 'Em All
Rochester — Film projectionists,

holding their State Association's an-
nual convention here, cast ballots
yesterday to determine their favor-
ite movie star. The vote casting re-
sulted in an incredible deadlock for
the reason that delegates' tastes dif-
fered too widely. Only one star re-
ceived more than a single vote. That
was Lionel Barrymore.

Hyland Joins Warners
Irving D. Hyland has joined the

Warner Bros, publicity staff, work-
ing out of the home office. He was
formerly assistant advertising and
publicity director for the various
Irving Mills enterprises.

Outdoor House Gets Biz
Boston — The Weymouth Outdoor-

theater, New England's first ozone
house, has opened and is doing an
excellent business with the in-
creased summer traffic towards the
south shore.

Air-Conditioning Water
Limitation to be Sought

Indianapolis—An ordinance is be-

ing prepared to limit the amount of

water used in air-conditioning be-

cause of the over-taxed condition of

the downtown sewers.

Way Cleared for Blank

Bridgeport, Conn.—Peter Petrof-

sky has been declared properly a

member of the Zoning Board of Ap-
peals in a Superior Court action

brought by him following Mayor
Jasper McLevy's action preventing
issuance of a theater building per-
mit to Walter Blank, on the ground
that Petrofsky's vote was not legal.

It is believed permit will now be
issued to Blank.

Zide Takes Movie Races
Detroit—Movie Races will be dis-

tributed in Michigan by Jack Zide,

former Monarch Pictures salesman.
Norman Lane will handle distribu-

tion of Movie Stamps.

14 Re-issues for Duals
Yankton, S. D.— Henry Tammen is go-

ing the whole way on double features
for what he calls "Review Week" at
his Dakota Theater. During the week
of June 20 to 26 he will play 14 re-

issues, all M-G-M product.
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THEATER SUPPLY MEN

OPEN CHI. MEET TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

Isidore Perse of the Capitol M. P.
Supply Co., Wally Katz of Crown
M. P. Supply Co., Ken Douglas of
the Capitol M. P. Supply Co. of Bos-
ton and R. Shupper of Raytone
Screen Co.
Manufacturers exhibiting at the

convention of Theater Equipment
Distributors of America, Inc., also
at the Medinah Club include:
Summerour & Devine, Inc., Pea-

body Seating Company, Operadio
Mfg. Co., Hurley Screen Co., Metal-
lic Arts Corp., Vallen, Inc., Univers-
al Reels, Inc., General Register
Corp., Lavezzi Machine Works, Al-
bert Sprincin & Co., Wenzel Com-
pany, DaLite Screen Co., United
Optical Co., Wagner Sign Service,
Inc., Continental Electric Co., De-
Fi Mfg. Co., Goldberg Bros., Na-
tional Carbon Company, Baldor
Electric Co., Forest Mfg. Corp.,
GoldE Mfg. Co., Century Electric
Co., Strong Electric Corp., Motio-
graph, Inc., Brenkert Light & Proj.,
Lighting Distributors, Inc., Ideal
Seating Company.

U. S. Gov't Has 533 Films

Available, Survey Reveals

(.Continued from Page 1)

rious government departments, ac-
cording to survey made by the
Brookings Institute of Federal Ac-
tivities in the motion picture field.

House Turns to Pix
Harrisburg, Pa. — The Majestic

Theater, a Wilmer & Vincent house,
is now showing pix three days a
week. During the past winter the
theater had been a one-day weekly
burlesque house, and was occasion-
ally used for roadshows. Jack
O'Rear, manager of the Colonial
Theater, is also in charge of the
Majestic.

Hoel Subs for Tyson
Pittsburgh—While George Tyson,

publicity director of Harris Amuse-
ment Co. of Pittsburgh, is judging
the annual Showmen's Variety Jubi-
lee in Atlantic City, Ken Hoel, man-
ager of the Harris Family Theater,
East Liberty, is acting in his place.

First Drive-In Theater
Union, N. J.—The first open air

drive-in theater in the state will

open here this week in Route 29.

Provisions have been made for ac-
commodating 400 cars. A gigantic
screen and different levels for the
rows of vehicles insure a clear view
of picture to occupants of each car.

New House for Alliance
Alliance, O.—Newly formed Sen-

eca Amusement Co. will erect a film
theater at Main and Seneca Ave.
to be ready for occupancy Oct. 1. It

will have a seating capacity of

1,200. L. G. Mantho will be mana-
ger.

EXPLOITETTES
Smile Contest Staged
For "Maytime" in Newark
("ASHING in on the current
"^ craze for contests, Mana-
ger William Phillips and Al
Lippe, his advertising manager
at Loew's State, with the coop-
eration of the Newark Morning
Ledger conducted a state-wide
"smile contest" for boys and
girls and young men and wo-
men between the ages of 16 and
25 as an advance plug for the
showing of "Maytime." Nelson
Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald
were listed as the judges. Play-
ing up the famous smiles of
Nelson and Jeanette, the con-
test called merely for submit-
ting by entrants of a smiling
photograph of themselves. The
contest was known as the
"Maytime Beautiful Smile Con-
test." There were two sets of
prizes, one for the males and
one for the girls. First award
in each case was $15 and an
autographed picture of one or
the other of the stars. Second
was $5 and an autographed
photo; third, an autographed
picture, and the next 25 awards,
a pair of tickets to the show.
Daily pictures of the two stars

and later, of "leading contest-
ants," together with feature
write-ups served to sustain in-

terest until the contest closed
just before the opening of the
picture. —Loew's State,

Newark, N. J.

46,000 Words of Publicity
For "A Star is Born"

J{ STUNT which had never
been done before in this

part of the country enabled
Charlie Schlaifer of United Art-
ists Theater here to gather 40,-
000 words of free publicity in
the News on David O. Selznick's
"A Star Is Born." The paper
agreed to use the entire shoot-
ing script in serial form for
20 days and in addition to dis-
tribute 100,000 tabloids of the
first six chapters to non-read-
ers, 2,000 half-sheet cards were
placed in public spots, and dis-
play ads and news stories intro-
duced the feature. Schlaifer
also arranged for a whole co-op
ad page in two colors and plant-
ed a couple of smash art breaks
in the Call Bulletin.—United Artists,

San Francisco.

TIMELY TOPICS
Small Character Roles
In Films Are Important

|JNLESS the "characters" in

a film are vivid and alive,
a picture cannot convince. The
more a filmgoer says: "I know
a man just like that," the more
a director has succeeded.

The importance of the small
character roles cannot be over-
estimated. They build up a se-
cure background for the stars.
There has been a growing prac-
tice to keep character actors
working constantly, so that the
public begins to recognize
them, however small their part,
and know automatically they
are in for something good.

In "Nine Days a Queen" I
tried to give as much attention
to the direction of the lesser
roles as to the stars. In "Non-
Stop New York" I repeated this
policy. Even a man with two
lines to say is important be-
cause he is helping to build up

the atmosphere of the entire
film.

I am also very much in favor
of a director working with the
same actors in successive films.
Knowing intimately the powers
and possibilities of actors and
taking advantage of this knowl-
edge is a key to good film di-
rection. In practice, I am find-
ing this theory very gratifying.
When I directed Desmond Test-
er in "Nine Days a Queen" I
recognized extraordinary poten-
tialities in this unusual boy. In
directing him in "Non-Stop New
York" in which he plays the
part of a young violin virtuoso,—an entirely different role
from the one he played in the
previous film—I naturally have
a fuller understanding of the
boy's talents, and I am confi-
dent that

_
such a relationship

between director and actor can
only accrue to the benefit of
the production.

—Robert Stevenson.

New Odeon Co. Capitalization to be $40,000,000
London—Odeon Theaters, Ltd., will be the name of the new company to take in the

various cinema interests of Oscar Deutsch. It will have a capitalization of $40,000,000.
More than 150 film theaters are involved. Liquidation of individual companies absorbed
by Odeon Theaters, Ltd., has been wound up. An issue of $10,000,000 in debentures
at 5 per cent will soon be offered at par. Motion picture production is not contem-
plated under the new setup.

DATE BOOK
'<«

Today: RKO Radio sales convention, The
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Today: Twin Cities Variety Club golf tour-
ney, Oak Ridge Club, Minneapolis.

Today: Para. regional sales meets, Chi-
cago, Cincinnati.

Today: Theater Equipment Distributors
of America convention. Medinah Club,
Chicago.

June 21 : Cleveland Variety Club golf tourna-
ment, Beechmont Country Club.

une 21-22: Para, regional sales meet, Boston.

une 22-23: Kansas-Missouri Theaters Associa-
tion convention, Kansan Hotel, Topeka.

lune 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

une 21-25: Summer conference of the CEA
at Harrogate, Eng.

une 23: New York Warner Club outing via
SS. Feter Stuyvesant to Bear Mountain.

lune 25-26: Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., con-
vention, Broadmoor Hotel, Denver.

une 26: M. & P. Theaters Corp. outing, the
Fo'castle, Marblehead, Mass.

une 27: Columbia sales convention, the Am-
bassador, Los Angeles.

une 27-29: S.E.T.O.A. convention, Birming-
ham, Ala.

une 28: I. J. Schmertz testimonial dinner,
Cleveland, O.

une 29: Monday Knights golf tourney, Elms-
ford Country Club, White Plains.

uly 3-5: Imperial eastern sales meet, Hotel
Astor.

uly 5-10: International Film Chamber Con-
gress, Paris,

uly 9-11: Gaumont British sales convention,
St. Moritz Hotel, New York,

uly 10-12: Imperial mid-western sales meet,
Drake Hotel, Chicago,

uly 14: Loew New England managers' outing,
Pine Brook Country Club, Bridgeport, Conn,

uly 17-19: Imperial southern sales meet, St.

Charles, New Orleans.

uly 18-19: MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee convention, Hotel Buena Vista.

uly 19: Indianapolis Variety Club golf tourney,
Indianapolis Country Club,

uly 21: I.T.O.A. outing at Bear Mountain,

uly 24-26: Imperial west coast sales meet
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

SICK REPORT

Detroit—Joseph Dunker, head of
the Art Metal Works, manufac-
turers of theater display fixtures,
sustained a hip fracture when, on
an estimating trip, he stepped on an
unfinished portion of a roof and
plunged through to the concrete
floor below. He will be in the hospi-
tal about two months, doctors report.

Boston — Philip Lavine, general
manager for Philip Smith Theatri-
cal Enterprises, remains in a seri-

ous condition resulting from a blood
clot under the eye.

Boston—Helen Eager, motion pic-
ture editor of the Boston Traveler,
has been discharged from the hos-
pital after an operation for a
pendicitis.

Denver—Harry Golub, Orpheum
theater manager, now in New York
for conferences at the RKO head-
quarters, will go to Rochester,
Minn., to enter the Mayo Hospital
for an operation for sinus trouble.

Willi
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THE WINNER!
"DAY AT THE RACES"

(Hot-iveather Release!)

BEATS
"NIGHT AT THE OPERA"

(Thanksgiving Holiday Release)

—and it's just one of M-G-M's multi-million-

dollar line-up of sensational Summer Releases!
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GRDUCHD CHICQ HARPQ
THE MARX BROTHERS

"A DAY AT THE RACES"

itsOf.

SUMMER
On BROADWAY! 1%&pSXm &,«£
QUICK! EXTRA TIME!

If you haven't done so already do it NOW! Arrange for

PLENTY of EXTRA TIME! Wordof-mouth sweeps every

town it plays ! THE BEST MUSICAL COMEDY of YEARS

!

Here are just a few of the HOLD-OVERS as we go to press

:

Milwaukee, Wis.

Kansas City, Mo.

Houston, Texas

Nashville, Tenn.

New Orleans, La.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Reading, Pa.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Cleveland, O.

GROUCHO! CHICO! HARPO! LEO'S TRIO TERRIFICO!
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"The Road Back"
w th John King, Richard Cromwell,

Slim Summerville, Andy Devine

Un ; versal 104 Mins.

GERMAN POST WAR DRAMA IS DOM-
INATED BY LAUGHTER RATHER THAN
TEARS.

While alert to the surging drama of a
defeated Fatherland and sensitive as well
to the poignancy of the perplexities con-
fronting Germany's returning soldiers, it is

in its treatment of comedy that this seque!
to "All Quiet on the Western Front" is

like'y to find its major b. o. strength.
Whatever mav have influenced the pro-
ducer and director to give emohasis to
rrvn'c relief, there can be. strictly from
the mass appeal angle, no challenge of its

exnediencv. nor may the result be ques-
tioned. The laughs rather than the tears
donvnate "The Road Back," and this re-

gardless of some telling emotional scenes
r-oth before and after the Armistice. R. C
Sheriff and Charles Kenvon. authors of
the screenplay, have crammed the story
w :th incident, and in the ma :

n their selec-
tions have been wise. Best written and
ablest hand'ed of their climactic dramatic
s'^nes are those in which troops f're upon
advancing veterans who seek on'v food and
"'"rk and those given over to the trial of

Maurice Murohy, slayer of William David-
en the profiteer who sto'e his sweetheart
Barbara Re*d. Latter s<-ene builds to ar
e^necially f ne cMrnax when John K<n?
st'rred bv Murphy's conviction of murder
sardonically g :ves his decoration for valo'
re. the gloating prosecutor. Lionel Atwill

Standout performance, thanks to comedy
treatment come from S'im Summerville a r

Corporal Tjaden, a carry-over role from "All

Onfet," and Andy Devine as the hulking

Willie. The two have a field day. There
are good if minor comedy opportunities

a'so for Louise Fazenda as Summerville's

sudden fiancee and Etienne Girardot as a

German mayor-butcher, her father. Other-
wise, the more effective performances
come from King, Richard Cromwell as a

young officer, Larry Blake as a veterans'

leader and John Emery as the captain.

Noah Beery, Jr., and Gene Garrick, the

former as a dying soldier, the other as an

insane veteian, impress in two heart-tug-
ging scenes. The feminine performances
are weakest. Director James Whale, en-

titled to generous credit for adroit meshin?
of incident, starts his story with the day
before the Armistice and follows through

with the return home of the 25 survivors

of Emery's company, the subsequent dis-

orders, the unhappy lot of the veterans

unable to adjust themselves to "peace,"

and their final realization that the road

for them lay, not back, but ahead. Picture

aims a telling blow at militarism with its

scenes of regimented kiddies staging a

sham battle. On the production side,

Charles R. Rogers, executive producer, and

Eddie Grainger, associate producer, have

given the pix everything. Novel presenta-

tion of screen credits rates a bow.

Cast: John King, Richard Cromwell, Slim

Summerville, Andy Devine, Barbara Read,

Louise Fazenda, Noah Beery, Jr., Maurice
Murphy, John Emery, Etienne Girardot,

Lionel Atwill, Henry Hunter, Larry Blake,

Gene Garrick, Greta Gynte, Spring Bying-

ton, Frank Reicher, Laura Hope Crews,

War

'Another Dawn"
with Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

:rs 72 Mins.

PLEASING ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH
GOOD DESERT ATMOSPHERE AND FIGHT
SCENES.

A very well dressed production with an

intriguing love story that will interest the

femmes. Kay Francis is the glamorous

lady who is persuaded to marry Colonel

Wister (Ian Hunter) of his Majesty's

forces, who is stationed in a military out-

post in Iraq, the desert country. Kay has

lost her sweetheart, a famous aviator, who
dies tragically, and so marries the Colonel

on the understanding that she merely ad-

mires and respects him. He is a good

sport, and accepts the conditions. Of
course the inevitable happens with this

set-up—she meets Errol Flynn, her hus-

band's subordinate, in the role of Capt.

Roaik. She sees in him a sort of reincarna-

tion of the dead man she loved. Their

infatuation grows for each other. The Can-
tain goes out with a detail of men across

the desert, and is attacked by Arab bri-

gands, and only he and one of his men
come back alive. This draws the wife of

the Colonel even closer to him. Her hus-

band realizes what is going on between
his wife and his closest friend, but also

realizes that they cannot help it, and that

he is standing in the way of his wife's

happiness. So he does the sacrifice act,

and goes out in a plane to blow up a river

dam that the enemy has erected to divert

life-giving water from the tribes under

British protection. Of course he never gets

back, his plane being brought to earth

after he accomplishes his mission. Kay

Francis and Errol Flynn make a good gla-

mour team. Kay's gorgeous costumes will

: ntrigue the femmes and amaze those who
think there are no styles in the Iraq desert.

Ian Hunter is splendid. The desert scenes

and the skirmish sequences are finely

handled. Director Dieterle delivered a

finished job.

Cast: Kay Francis, Errol Flynn, Ian Hunt-

er, Frieda Inescort, Herbert Mundin, G
P. Huntley, Jr., Billy Bevan, Clyde Cook,

Richard Powell, Kenneth Hunter, Mary
Forbes. Eily Malyon, Charles Austin, Jo-

seph Tozer, Ben Welden, Spencer Teakle,

David Clyde, Charles Irwin, Reginald Shef-

field, Martin Garralga, George Regas.

Director, William Dieterle; Screenplay,

Laird Doyle; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio.

Direction, Excellent Photography, The

Best.

Charles Helton, Arthur Hohl, William B.

Davidson, Ai Shean, Edwin Maxwell, Sam-

uel S, Hinds, Robert Warwick, Jean Rou-

verol.

Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;

Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger; Di-

rector, James Whale; Assistant, Joseph A
McDonough, Author, Erich Maria Re-

marque; Screenplay, R, C Sheriff and

Charles Kenyan; Cameramen, John J. Mes-
cail and George H. Robinson; Art Director,

Charles D. Hail; Associate, James Suljivan;

Editor, Ted Kenl ; Recording Engineers,

William Hedgcock and Bernard B. Brown;

Musical Score, Dimitri Tiomkin; Musical

Director, Charles Previn.

Direction, Adroit Photography, Fine.

"Sweetheart of the

Navy"
with Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker

Grand National 61 Vi Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
NAVAL STORY LACKS VIGOR AND

SNAP BUT WILL GET BY IN ACTION
HOUSES.

In the action type of house, this will

get by. It makes a bid for comedy with

Cully Richards carrying the best lines, and
Etta McDaniel, as an inebriated negro

cook, gaining some laughs. However, the

plot is routine, and the situations and the

dialogue are not especially bright. For a

navy or sailor story it lacks vigor and

snap. The combatants in the main fistic

encounter are Eric Linden and Jason

Robards, but they are far better actors than

fighters. The story centers around Cecilia

Parker and her night club. Although cap-

able she is not exactly the hostess type.

She has two song numbers which she sings

pleasingly. Her pal, Bernadene Hayes, is

more in character. On the dramatics,

Linden does nicely as do the others in

the cast which include Roger Imhoff and

Don Barclay. On the production side, the

picture shows up well. Miss Parker, part

owner of a night club for sailors, finds

herself in difficulties when her partner

skidoos, leaving a number of bum checks
which she has signed. So as to raise money,
her pals headed by Cully Richards, maneu-
ver Eric Linden, Commander Lodge's

(Roger Imhof) protege into a fight with

Jason Robards, the tough guy navy champ.
Grooming his boy for Annapolis, the Com-
mander will not sanction the bout. When
Eric meets Cecilia, he falls for her hard

ind wants to leave the navy to marry her.

She is so much in love with him that she

insists that he follow a navy career. In

her cafe Eric meets Robards, who makes a

remark which starts the fight, which the

former wins, the earn : ngs paying off-

Cecilia's debts. The Commander's advice

s that they wait four years to marry until

the boy finishes Annapolis and that is

agreed to.

Cast: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker, Roger
Imhof, Bernadene Hayes, Jason Robards,

Cully Richards, Don Barclay, Art Miles,

Edward Waller, John T. Murray, Henry
Roquemore, Etta McDaniel, Benny Burt,

Fred Murray, Vance Carroll, Reed Howes.
Producer, Bennie F. Zeidman; Director,

Duncan Mansfield; Authors, Garrett

Graham, Jay Strauss; Screenplay, Carroll

Giaham; Cameraman, Edward Snyder; Art

Director, Paul Palmentola; Editor, Edward
Schroeder; Recording Engineer, Ferol Redd;
Musical Supervisors, Abe Meyer, Marlin

Skiles; Songs by Jack Stern, Kerry Tobias;

Dance Director, Max Scheck.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good

NTS Moves In Denver
Denver — The National Theater

Supply's Denver offices have moved
to their new location in part of the
building formerly occupied by the
Warner Brothers exchange.

Finkelstein Sets Opening
Kansas City, Mo. — Rube Finkel-

stein announces that his 700
seat Byam Theater, now under con-
struction at Fairmount, Kansas City
suburb, will open July 15.

Rhythm in the

Clouds"
with Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull, Joyce

Compton

Republic 63 Mins.

WEAK PLOT, SITUATIONS AND DI-

ALOGUE HURT THIS CINDERELLA
STORY.

There arc three factors primarily which

keep "Rhythm in the Clouds" from getting

down to earth as screen entertainment.

First among these is the general implausi-

bility of the story: the second, a lack of

authenticity in a number of its situations;

and the third the dialogue. They prevent

the film from attaining its potential worth,

rrid relegate it to the classification of only

a fair programmer. Essentially it is a

Cinderella story, with Patricia Ellis, fair

of form and face, cast in the role of a

song writer who cannot market her com-
positions. Down and out, and literally out

of a place to live as the result of her

eviction by the landlady, the pretty Patri-

cia has enough poise, ambition and strategy,

if without funds, to get herself ensconced

in a Park Avenue apartment belonging to

an absent writer of pop melodies. Posing

as the composer's niece, she soon finds

herself swept by fate, cricumstance and

the fancy of the film's authors into a

high paying job on the music writing end

of a radio hour. Miss Ellis' leap into the

arena of success was accomplished

through j combination of her artistic crea-

tions plus her inspiration to forge the

name of the successful composer, David

Carlyle, to a letter. In addition she puts

his name on her music scripts. But for-

tune, indeed, favors the bold. She falls

in love with a lyric writer, Warren Hull.

The tunes go over the air. The offended

composer comes back, is duly enraged and

subsequently forgiving, and the whole

frothy affair ends up happily. The cast

is uniformly good, but the comedy se-

quences are flat and pun-studded. Direc-

tion is average; photography nicely han-

dled.

Cast. Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull, William

Newell, Richard Carle, Zeffie Tilbury,

Charles Judels, David Carlyle, Joyce Comp-
ton, Suzanne Kaaren, Esther Howard, Ed

Parker, James C Morton, Rolfe Sedan.

Associate Producer, Albert E. Levoy; Di-

rector, John H. Auer; Author, George

Mence, Ray Bond; Screenplay, Olive

Cooper; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor,

Edward Mann.
Direction, Poor. Photography, Good.

Gordon In Scituate

Boston—Louis Gordon, Maine cir-

cuit owner, who recently opened of-

fices in Boston in the Metropolitan
Theater Building, has taken over

and is rebuilding the theater in

Scituate, which burned early in the

spring.

Tomte Joins Para, in Omaha jJ

Omaha—B. A. Tomte, formerly
of St. Louis exchange, has been as-

signed as salesman to Paramount's
Omaha exchange, replacing Roy
Palmquist. The latter resigned to

join Universal as salesman.
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hUlLD SHOP IN EAST

WILL START AUG. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

"complete cooperation" to the SAG
in its organizing work, which will

take in commercial productions as

well as entertainment films. Thomp-
son said he was advised that the pay
scale was much lower than on the

coast.

The SAG contract with the 28 com-
panies which have signed it pro-

vides for a closed shop in the East
if the SAG should open offices here.

Thompson said the SAG had no
jurisdiction over radio appearances
of film stars. This was Equity's

province, he declared.

Action on Synchronization

Ban Deferred by A F of M
(Continued from Page 1)

later than 30 days after the close

of the local conclave.

The Board is authorized to legis-

late according to "the best inter-

ests of the Federation" as embodied
in the several resolutions.

Convention action in deferring de-

cision puts the synchronization ban
issue on the Board's doorstep.

Suppressed Riot Newsreel

Shown to Senate Committee

(Continued from Page 1)

tee it was learned yesterday. The
film was secured by the Committee
under subpoena. It is expected the
seven-minute film will be held by
the committee.

New Ontario, Ore., House
Seattle — Architect Bjarne Moe

has prepared plans for The Pix, a
new $35,000 movie house at On-
tario, Ore. Owned by W. E. Lees,
house will be operated by James T.
Potter.

Dugan Joins BFR
Cincinnati—John Dugan, former

manager of the Hippodrome Thea-
ter, Springfield, 0., has joined Big
Features Rights as assistant to Don
Duff, head booker.

Warners Shift Markham
Cincinnati — Howard Markham,

local sales representative for War-
ners, has been transferred to the
Washington, D. C, branch.

Orr Leases New House
Indianapolis—A 600-seat film the-

ater will be built at 2533 W. Wash-
ington St. The house will be ready
i y Sept. 15. Harvey D Orr has
; ased it.

Concannon In Hull Berth
Boston — John Concannon has

been appointed the manager of the
Bayside Theater in Hull by the M.
& P. Theaters-

llwkws of Hew Tittns
FOREIGN

"Grandeur et

Decadence"
with Firmin Gemier and Marcelle Geniat
French Motion Pict. Corp. 81 Mins.

FAMILIAR STORY BUT CONVINCING-
LY TOLD. STAR AND SUPPORTING CAST
EXCELLENT.
Although produced several years ago in

France, this film, about a small business

man who enjoys prosperity during the post-

war years, only to suffer ruin at the hands
of depression, is nevertheless technically

solid and exceptionally well acted by the

late Firmin Gemier and a capable cast.

The story, despite its frequent telling at

the hands of film writers, is recounted
and interpreted in unusually convincing

fashion. Marcelle Geniat, as Gemier's
wife, is deserving of high praise for her

histrionic ability. Audiences will find this

diverting enough. English titles add de-

cidedly to the potential audience outlets.

Cast: Firmin Gemier, Marcelle Geniat,

Lucien Galas, Simone Lencret, M. Pasquali,

William Aguet, Janine Crispin, Edith Mera.
Producer, Via-Pathe; Director, Jacques

Natanson. Presented at the Belmont The-
ater.

SHORTS
"Modern Inventions"
(Disney Technicolor)

United Artsits 10 mins.
A Clever Satire

One of the funniest episodes in
which Donald Duck has been fea-
tured. He enters a modern me-
chanized house with everything
done by machinery. There is even
a mechanized butler, who insists

on taking Donald's hat. Every time
he starts to play around with a ma-
chine, the mechanism does the work
for him. The duck gets in a baby
carriage, and the automatic contrap-
tion nearly drives him cuckoo. Fin-
ally he lands in the automatic bar-

ber chair, which straps him in up-
side down and shines his face in

lieu of his shoes, and his rear end
is carefully clipped by the automatic
barber. And all the way through
Donald Duck is finding new hats
for himself, which are as quickly
taken from him by the mechanized
butler. So Donald finally beats it

in disgust.

"Little Hiawatha"
(Disney Technicolor)

United Artists 10 mins.
A Delightful Travesty

Clever travesty on the "Hiawa-
tha" poem, with the hero represent-
ed as a very young Indian brave out
on his first hunting trip in his
canoe. Getting out of the canoe,
he prepares to hunt the wild game
with his bow and arrow, but all the
animals line up and give him a
Bronx cheer. He is unable to shoot
a little rabbit which starts to cry
when he has it cornered. Hiawatha
cries, too. This makes all the wild
animals his pals, and when later he
gets in difficulties with the Big
Brown Bear, they all come to his
lescue and by various clever devices,
aid him to escape to his canoe. This
cartoon is treated with a tongue-in-
cheek technique that is delightful.

"Woodland Cafe"
(Silly Symphony)

United Artists 10 mins
Swell Novelty Number

The Bug Kingdom open up their
own exclusive night club, and here
all the elite of Bugville gather to
strut their stuff. The show is fea-
tured by a clever version of the
Apache dance, with a spider and a
beautiful fly as the dance team.
Winds up with the fly knocking the
spider, for the count. The festivities
finish with the dance ork playing
"Truckin' " with all the patrons
joining in.

NEWS of the DAY
Waitsburg, Wash.—Mr. and Mrs.

Donald Neace of the Neace Theater
have sold the lease and equipment of
their house to Dengel Piercy, form-
erly of Prineville, Oregon.

Dublin, Ga. — R. H. Hightower,
film theater operator here, has been
installed as president of the Lion's
Club.

Pittsburgh — Don Wermuth of
Warner's publicity department here
has been advanced to field exploi-
tation work in the Central District.

His old position will be filled by
James Totnan, who was promoted
from the Warner Theater in Erie.

Branford, Conn. — The new 780-

seat Branford Theater, under con-
struction by Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,

president of Connecticut MPTO, will

be completed and opened on July 1.

West Memphis, Ark.— Work is

being rushed on the New Crittenden
here and plans are being made for
a formal opening July 15.

Thompsonville, Conn.—C. D. Bur-
bank will redecorate the Franklin
Theater, meantime closing down
operation to Sundays only. Peter
Parokas, New Britain theaterman,
announces opening of a newly-con-
structed theater in the town in Sep-
tember, planning full-week opera-
tion.

Portland, Ore. — Tony Hartford,
formerly with Gaumont British, has
joined the sales force of UA in
San Francisco.

Helena, Ark.—Loris Santon, for-
merly of Fort Smith, has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of the
Paramount Theater here.

FINAL ARGUMENT ON

RKO PLAN JUNE 22-23

(Continued from Page 1)

of testimony taking on the RKO re-
organization plan before Special
Master George W. Alger yesterday.

Special Master Alger fixed June
22-23 as days for hearing final ar-
guments for and against the plan
and set July 15 and 26 for submis-
sion of briefs. Alger said he might
hold another hearing on Aug. 5 to
hear new evidence if he found it nec-
essary to do so after hearing ar-
guments on the plan and reading
the briefs submitted.
Two amendments to the plan pro-

posed by the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co., trustee under the RKO
indenture, were rejected by Special
Master Alger.

Parley on Rental Terms
Lincoln, Neb.—L. L. Dent, head

of the Westland Theaters, Inc., was
here with his home office represen-
tative, Howard C. Federer, arguing
rental with C. C. Kimball, owner of
the Varsity, which is the Westland
acer. Dent left here for Chicago
and will go from there to New
York. Federer stayed on with City
Manager Milton Overman. Dent is
planning a trip to Russia.

Ramsey Turns to Radio
Memphis, Tenn. — W. H. (Bill)

Ramsey, for five years with the
Malco Theaters as manager of the
Strand, Memphian and Linden Circle
units, leaves that post to become
production director of Station
WMC. Ramsey's successor has not
been named.

Form Harper Theater Co.
Detroit—Harper Theater Co. was

formed as a new Michigan corpora-
tion, with a capitalization of $500,-
000. Company is to build the new
Harper Theater, now under con-
struction, for the Wisper and Wets-
man Circuit, with Lew Wisper list-

ed as sole stockholders.

Biz Good in Kentucky
Cincinnati—Universal's Col. Paul

Krieger returned from a tour of
Kentucky, including Hazard, report-
ed conditions excellent and business
good.

A. J. Balaban Is Lessee
Chicago — A. J. Balaban circuit

has taken a 10-year lease on the new
theater now going up at Liberty-
ville. The new house is being erect-

ed by Fred W. Dobe of that city.

Civitan Honors Ford
Memphis, Tenn.—Fred Ford, man-

ager of the Malco Theater, has been
elected president of the Civitan
Club.

Renovate Medford House
Boston—The Fellsway Theater in

Medford, operate/! by Irving Green,
is undergoing complete renovation.
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ELEPHANT BOY" IS TURNING
THE TRICK EVERYWHERE!

Opened the New Criterion Theatre

Los Angeles...and stayed three week;

•

Third tremendous week at th

Garrick Theatre in Chicago's Loop
•

Two sensational weeks at the Rialt

Theatre, N. Y.!

•

Cleaned up over the entire Come
ford Circuit!

•

Now a raving smash at the Lyri

Theatre, Cincinnati!

Opens for an indefinite run at th<

Stanton Theatre, Phila., June 19tl

ALEXANDER KORDA t*Mt»u

^^ Based on "Toomai of the Elephants'9 by ^^
RUDYARD KIPLING
Directed by ROBERT FLAHERTY and ZOLTAN KORDA
A LONDON FILM • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

€
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4,487Holdover Engagements Give 20th-roxNew Record

WISCONSIN THEATER DIVORCE MEASUREJEEN DEAD

Musicians Ask More Jobs to OK Pix Synchronization

Studio Licensing Proposal

Also Before A. F. of M.
Executive Board

Louisville, Ky.—Resolutions re-

ferred to the American Federation
of Musicians Executive Board by
the convention here for action with-
in the next 30 days include one pro-
viding that sound film recordings
made by A F of M members be used
in theaters charging not over 25
cents admission providing one local

Federation member is employed.

Where the admission price ex-

ceeds 25 cents, the sound picture re-

cording company must agree that

recordings shall be used in theaters

only on condition that the same num-
ber of local musicians shall be era-

(Continued on Page 7)

PASSMAN NAMED HEAD

OF GENERAL REGISTER

Resignation of Percy Phillipson as

president of General Register Corp.,

his subsequent designation as chair-

man of the Board of Directors and
election of Capt. P. C. Passman as

his successor as president was an-

nounced yesterday.

Changes, it was said, were neces-

sary in view of the development of
(Continued on Page 2)

Marcus Leaving Quimby
to Develop Own Circuit

Fort Wayne, Ind.—M. Marcus,
general manager of the Quimby
Theaters and secretary of the Har-
rison Realty & Theater Co., has re-

signed from both positions, effective

June 26, to develop his own circuit
{Continued on Page 7)

City Taxation Before UMPTO
Philadelphia—UMPTO will meet on

Monday, with the agenda ot exhib.
problems up for consideration headed by
the municipal taxation situation.

RKO Contract List Up 25 to 85, Briskin Tells Meet
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—RKO Radio for 1937-38 product has available a contract roster em-
bracing 85 stars and featured personalities, S. J. Briskin, vice prexy in charge of

production, told the company's sales convention here. This represents an increase of

25 over last year's roster. As an instance of RKO's plans for extension of its national

billboard campaigns, S. Barret McCormick cited plans to use 10,000 24-sheets next
month and in August to herald "Toast of New York."

Argument on 20th Cent.-Fox Roxy

Franchise Set for Friday by Caffey

Terms of the 20th Century-Fox
film franchise for the Roxy Theater
were disclosed yesterday as provid-

ing a guarantee price of $2,500 for
each pciture, a 50-50 split on receipts
between $32,500 and $40,000 and a
65 per cent split to the film company
on receipts over $40,000. A picture

grossing over $28,000 or more for
the first three days is to be held
over.
Argument on the agreement will

be heard next Friday before Federal
Judge Caffey.
The pact also provides for renewal

at the end of one year and arbitra-
(Continued on Page 7)

Theaters Playing Revivals Increase in the U. S.

About 20 theaters in New York
City and an increasing number
throughout the country are playing
revivals of outstanding films or pic-
tures with an intellectual appeal in
combination with the better foreign
language films, a Film Daily sur-
vey shows.
According to Gilbert Josephson,

who operates the World Theater on
49th St. and the Lincoln Theater,
New Haven, with revivals and for-

eign films, these policies are espe-
cially suitable to "intellectual cen-
ters" like college towns or to neigh-
borhoods where there is a better-
educated and more discriminating
clientele.

The number of such houses has
grown rapidly during the past year
and all signs point to a further
increase, Josephson said. He plans
himself to take on several more
houses, he declared.

20th-Fox Extended Engagements Jump

Nearly 400% in 1936-37 Over '35-36

RKO Convention on Coast

Approaches Windup Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—RKO Radio today

winds up its third international and
sixth annual sales convention at the
Ambassador. Jules Levy presides
with Leo Spitz, Ned E. Depinet and

(Continued on Page 7)

Record total of 4,487 extended en-
gagements ranging from 11 weeks
to an extra day were earned by
20th-Fox pix released between Aug.
1, 1986, and June 4, last, it was
announced yesterday by John D.
Clark, general manager of distribu-
tion.

This represents an increase of al-
most 400 per cent over the corre-

(Continued on Page 7)

Senate Com. Votes Unani-

mously to Defer Action

Indefinitely

Madison—Senate Committee of
the State legislature has voted
unanimously to defer action on the
theater divorcement bill indefinitely.
The legislature is slated to adjourn
shortly, and in all probability the
measure is dead.

Senate's thumbs down attitude
represents a change in front. Fol-
lowing Assembly passage in May,
it was indicated the Senate would
concur. A public hearing was held
by the Senate committee early this
month.

WIS. ANTI-ASCAP BILL

SIGNED BY GOVERNOR

Milwaukee—The measure raising
the music brokers' franchise tax
from 5 to 25 p. c. on gross receipts
of copyrighted music in Wisconsin
and providing for a $20 annual li-

cense fee for investigators was
signed yesterday by Governor Philip
LaFollette.

Al Boasberg Dies on Coast
As Result of Heart Attack

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Al Boasberg, 45,

writer of "gags" for the Marx
brothers and Jack Benny, is dead
here of a heart attack suffered early
yesterday morning. His more re-
cent contributions to film scripts in-
cluded dialogue "wisecracks" for
"The Nitwits," "Let 'Em Have It,"

(Continued on Page 7)

Exchange Pact Parley Tuesday
Frank Phelps of Warner Bros, said

yesterday that negotiations under way
here to work out agreements for ex-
change employees in Charlotte, Cleve-
land, Washington and Indianapolis have
been adjourned until next Tuesday. No
agreements have yet been reached.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

29 29 29 +
41% 41% 41% —
27/s 2y2 2i/

2 —
123/g 12% 12% —
169% I681/2 169% ..

763/8 75% 76 —
18% 18% 1 8 Vi
130 130 130 + 2

17% 17 17% + %
65/8 6% 65/8 — %
7% 7% 7% ....

35 35 35 + 1%

63 63 63—9
12% 12% 12%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99% 99% 99%
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 100 100 100

Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 86% 96 96% + %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 943,4 94% 943^ + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29% 29% 29% + %
Grand National .... 2% 2 2%
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 % — %
Technicolor 26% 26% 263/4 + %
Trans-Lux 4% 43/8 4% + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

Fiedler Will Manage Coast

Plant of Telco Corporation

Richard Fiedler has been engaged
to manage the Hollywood plant of

Telco Corp. producers of color

prints. Al Fiedler will work on the

technical end of emulsions. Dick

and Al Fiedler were formerly asso-

ciated with the Empire Lab.

• • • GUEST OF the Marx Brothers at the Capitol the-

ater this morn to see "A Day at the Races" 200

boys selected as prize winners in a Greater New York art com-
petition in conjunction with the Police Athletic League of the

Juvenile Aid Bureau of our hamlet the kids colored and
cut out caricature masks of Harpo, Chico and Groucho, which
they will wear when they appear at the theater

T
• • • UNIQUE COLUMN a collaboration between
Lionel Toll of the ITOA and Frank Roeder, appearing in New
York Amusements a wacky idea, relating the adventures

of a couple of boys in from the sticks trying to do a Broadway
kolyum they also take in washing, fix radios and carry a
complete line of spare auto parts and are trying to get
rid of a nice fresh original play that has never been used on
stage or screen

T T T
• • • IN THE M. P. Baseball League Consolidated
topped M-G-M by 8 to 5 NBC gained its first victory by
trouncing the Apeda Studio team by 8 to 5 Columbia beat
M-G-M to retain its hold on first place by 6 to 2 Skouras
won over Apeda which puts them in third place behind Con-
solidated

Y
• • • IN SEARCH of a new star for his "Secret Service
Smith" series of mystery thrillers E. B. Derr of Crescent
Pictures is calling upon the exhibs in the various territories to

help select the unknown tests are being made in each of

the central cities he visits, with exhibs and exchange men act-

ing as judges

New K. C. Projectionists

Union May Tie Up With CIO

Kansas City, Mo.—United Motion
Picture Operators and Workers
Union for the Film Industry, or-

ganized here recently as an indie

union, may be chartered by the
CIO as an affiliate.

Plan, according to Michael D.
Konomos, counsel for the union, who
with Harold Hay, business agent,
and Jay Means has been huddling
here with Neil Beam, CIO regional
organizer, would permit the local

union to retain its title and separate
entity and expand nationally.
The proposed setup, following a

conference yesterday, was sent last

night to John Brophy, executive of-

ficer of the CIO in Washington.
First city picked for expansion

drive is St. Louis, it was said by
Konomos. President Benton Hall
and Hay will go there shortly.

John R. Greenhalgh, 73,

Dies at Narberth Home

John R. Greenhalgh, 73, retired
business man and father of Paul
J. Greenhalgh, advertising manager
of the three Jay Emanuel publica-
tions, The National Exhibitor, The
New York State Exhibitor and the
Philadelphia Exhibitor, died at his

home in Narberth, Pa., near Phila-
delphia, yesterday of heart disease.

He is also survived by his widow,
Mary, a daughter, May, and a sec-

ond son, John, Jr. Funeral services

will be held on Monday from the
family residence at Narberth.

P. C. Passman is Named
Head of General Register

(Continued from Page 1)

General Register business and the
decision to produce practically all of

the machines at its plant in Brook-
lyn, thus giving to the American
market a domestic product.

Capt. Passman is not unacquaint-
ed with the U. S., having spent
many years subsequent to the war
in this country, originally coming
over to demonstrate sky writing.

Phillipson, it is announced, will

continue to take an active part in

the affairs of General Register, and
will continue to visit the U. S. fre-
quently.

Senate Com. to Show Riot

Reel Suppressed by Para.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator La Follette,

chairman of the Senate Civil Liber-
ties Committee, announced yester-
day his committee will show public-
ly the self-suppressed Paramount
ncwsreel film made of the Memorial
Day riots in Chicago. La Follette

said film would be shown when com-
mittee proceeds with public hearings.

Ralph E. Evans Dead
Columbus, O.—Ralph E. Evans,

45, former secretary-treasurer of

the old Keith theater, E. Gay St.,

died of a heart ailment.

Coming and Goin(f

JIMMIE SAVO, comedian, leaves today for
Universal City.

CHARLES R. ROGERS and JAMES NORMANLY
entrain tomorrow for the Coast following a
visit to Universal's home office.

THE ROCKETTES, precision dancers of Radio
City Music Hall, accompanied by RUSSELL
MARKERT. G. S. EYSSELL and GENE SNYDER,
sail on the Normandie today for the Paris

International Exposition.

DR. S. E. SHEPPARD, Eastman Kodak execu-
tive; JULIAN BRYAN, "March of Time" cam-
eraman; JACK CURTIS, theatrical producer, and
MARCIA DAVENPORT, author, also sail today
for Europe on the Normandie.

MRS. GEORGE H. FEARONS, sister of Wern-
er Janssen, accompanied by her husband, sails

today for California on the Santa Paula.

J. P. O'LOGHLIN, 20th Century-Fox Canadian
district manager and leader of the Kent Drive,

arrives in New York Monday for conference
with John D. Clark, and leaves on July 9 for

San Francisco, accompanied by ROGER FERRI.

GEORGE RAFT arrived in Chicago yesterday
from Hollywood en route to New York.

HARRY TIERNEY, song writer, left New York
yesterday for the Coast.

W. RAY JOHNSTON returns from the Coast
a week from Monday.

ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR., sails for the U.

S. June 23 on the Conte di Savoia.

FCC's Probe of A. T. & T.

To Continue on Tuesday

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—After reopening its

investigation into the A. T. and T.,

the FCC yesterday adjourned the
continued probe to Tuesday when
study will be continued on giant
corporation's depreciation account-
ing methods. FCC yesterday con-
ducted extensive study of the finan-
cial history of Western Electric but
brought out no direct movie or Erpi
angle.

Leefmans Named President

Of Precision Laboratories

Bert C. Leefmans has been named
president of Precision Laboratories
succeeding Roscoe Hubbard who has
sold out his interest in the company
and has resigned. Nick Tronolone,
sales and plant manager, left Preci-
sion Labs earlier this week to join

Pathe Film Corp.

JUNE 19

Mildred Webber
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cruS?
ARE YOU GIVING THEM THE LIGH HEY MERIT?

The response of theatre patrons is ample justification for

securing the hest feature pictures obtainable. It proves

that the theatre-going public seeks out the best. But the

theatre patron is critical and is not satisfied with a good

picture, poorly screened. Expensive features merit the

best light.

The best projection is provided by a steady, snow-white

light of sufficient intensity on the screen for clear defini-

tion in the presence of a comfortable level of supplemen-
tary illumination. This means High Intensity Projection.

Give your expensive feature the advantage of the best

possible lighting,

HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT

It costs little but adds

much to the sa*is fact :on

of your patrons

FROM NATIONAL H.I. PROJECTOR and NATIONAL SUPREX CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide [TpiB and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Branch Soles Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
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STUDIOS E U H
ESSANESS COOLS 25

AT $250,000 COST

New Sound Film Process

Detroit—Embassy Talking Picture Pro-
ductions commercial studios, recently
formed by Albert and Edward Weiner,
is introducing a process by which sound
can be placed direct on 16 mm. film.

This, it is claimed, will cut cost about
two-thirds.Chicago—More than $250,000 has

been invested by the Essaness The-
ater circuit to air-condition its

houses in the Chicago territory.

Work on the Broadway Strand
Theater, the Julian and Joy theaters
has just been finished at an approxi-
mate cost of $60,000 by the Witten-
meier Machinery Co. which installed

its carbon dioxide safety system.
The company has air-conditioned 25
of the 27 houses of the Essaness
circuit, the two other houses having
systems at the time they were
taken over by the Essaness group.
Houses now equipped with the

Wittenmeier system are the Vogue,
Devon, Davis, Four Hundred, Buck-
ingham, Vic, Julian, Biograph, Arg-
more, Mode, American, Broadway
Strand, Joy, Crawford, Byrd, West
End, Embassy, Crown, Avon, Irving,

Oak Park, Lake Lamor, Southern
{Continued on Page 6)

Air-Conditioning Booklet

Offered Theater Owners

"Keep Them Cool This Summer"
is the theme of a new Air-Condi-
tioning Bulletin for theaters just
issued by S.O.S. Corporation, New
York City theater equipment house.
Highlighted is the special S.O.S.
"Coola - Weather" Combination
Units, said to be the lowest-priced
air washing and cooling equipment
in the industry.

Other Air-Conditioning equipment
shown hi the new S.O.S. bulletin in-

cludes blowers, ionizers, propeller
exhaust fans, roof ventilators,

"Koola-Beams," pumps, mechanical
refrigeration units and a complete
line of Summer Chair Covers. Bul-
letin is free to all theater owners.

Two National Contracts
Hartford, Conn. — Booth equip-

ment for the Webster Theater un-
der construction by Shulman inter-

ests, has been contracted for with
National Theater Supply. Mrs. Vir-
ginia Rossi has installed a new
screen and carpeting at the Alham-
bra, Westbury. National had the job.

PREVIEW THEATRE, INC.
Cooled by Refrigeration

Seats 100 Comfortably

W. B. GULLETTE
1600 Broadway New York City

LAckawanna 4-3755

Contract for Superior Co.
New Castle, Pa—Speer Marousis,

operator of the Regent Theater
here, has contracted with Superior

M. P. Supply Co. of Pittsburgh for

the installation of complete air-

conditioning equipment.

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND
USHERS SASHES

FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St. 1018 S.Wabash
New York City Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

We Are Proud To Have Been

Selected To Furnish The Projec-

tion Lamps and Chairs For

The PREVIEW THEATRE, Inc.

JOE HORNSTEIN, INC.
530—9th AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

WHY GO FISHING?
WHEN YOU KNOW US

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

ALEXANDER SMITH'S

CRESTWOOD and PREMIER CARPETS

Greater New York Carpet House, Inc.

250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

THEATRE CARPETS OUR SPECIALTY

24 ST. LOUIS HOUSES

WILL BE REMODELED

St. Louis, Mo.—Fanchon and Mar-
co and the St. Louis Amusement
Co., F. & M.-operated, are effecting

an extensive remodeling schedule
throughout the combined circuits' 24
houses.

First theater to be completely
modernized will be the Hi-Pointe.
Work also starts shortly on the
West End Lyric.

Ansell Brothers, whose circuit is

also merging with F. & M., are now
remodeling the Ritz Theater- A
$50,000 project, work is expected to

be completed about July 1.

10 RCA Installations

Denver— Ten RCA sound equip-

ments are going into theaters in the
territory: the Crystal Theater, Su-
perior, Wyo.; the Taos, Taos, N. M.;
Grand, Harlem, Mont.; Oliver, Pali-

sades, Colo.; Palace, Malta, Mont-;
Lode, Silverton, Colo.; Rio, Oak
Creek, Colo.; Casino, Magdalene,
N. M.; Kiowa, Kiowa, Colo.; and
the Walker, Arco, Ida.

John Groves, Oak Creek, Colo.,

and R. D. Erwin, Walden, Colo.,

have purchased portable equipment.

New $70,000 Mass. House
Adams, Mass.—Atlas Amusement

Corp. of Boston, which operates the

Atlas and Park Theaters here, will

erect a new house on the site of

the present Atlas. Theater will cost

about $70,000, and will have a seat-

ing capacity of approximately 1,000.

Nabes Air Conditioning

New Orleans—Joe Alsina has com-
pleted extensive remodeling of the
Famous Theater. Famous is the
third subsequent run theater in the

city to install air conditioning. The
first was the Lincoln, a negro house,

and the second was the Coliseum.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
{Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting- deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% i 111-

k stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading: system. Na-

tionally advertised.DEAF
Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

FOR 11
Flexibility Fe;

»

By Mi
General Sales Manage, »

Jk yjANY outstanding improvements ha «

"
' past few years. These improvenj I

machines for cutting and editing film

Appreciating the need for better
I

"

veloped an invention around which wa
different in nearly every respect from; to

compensator, made it possible to const :

ing parts and one in which the film g!| It

a stop for each frame as is necessary •

of this method make possible a machi

Called the Akeley-Leventhal "Ed 4

conceivable operation desired by the I
k

synchronizing, etc., as well as the ord

wider flexibility, the simplicity of its o

Threading the "Editor" is easily accoi

laid in a track, and by means of a !

into place and the machine is ready ti

The film is made to move forw?

brought to a stop by a simple hand

both picture and sound afford an accu

picture effects.

SINCE the machine is quiet in operal

it becomes, upon demand, a minia

facilities in addition to the screening

The power output of 10 watts assure)

ments. Jacks are provided for seven

without distraction to others in the roc

ing from projecting films backward is

when the machine is running in revers

Since there is no pressure on thi

since no pressure pads or shoes are re

is no tendency to develop scratches; rf

jected with perfect safety.

In an editing machine, it is desira

enough to afford intimate inspection, i

screen large enough so that several

is possible for any length of time wifl

One of the features contributing I

ment, which affords the operator an op

without the loss of any frames. This

cuts as he desires.

A SELECTOR unit permits operatioiJ

alone, or both together. A synch:

print channel so that the sound may b

running. This eliminates the necessity

operator to easily achieve synchronizafr s

{Conl :.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N.Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

Complete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

+

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W. 48Ki St, New York City A. I. Km
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JU in motion picture apparatus in the
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>sl the film editor, J. F. Leventhal de-

v type of editing machine, radically

:rto used. The invention, an optical
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types of machines. The advantages

/ unusual features.
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;uch as matching, spotting, dubbing,

ins of editing. In addition to having

tits in greater speed.

I minimum time as the film is merely

tion the retaining rollers are locked

yard with equal facility and can be

il. Footage and frame counters for

or length and for spotting sound and

eing no mechanical noises to distract,

iion room, making available projection

sound quality is exceptionally fine,

ilume for more than normal require-

i so that the machine may be used

loyance of the distorted sound result-

y cutting off the sound automatically

ny point along the picture area, and

i standard projection apparatus, there

as well as positive films may be pro-

a clear sharp picture of a size large

re in the "Editor" is projected on a

f
view it. Single picture inspection

of heat injury to the film,

r operation is a novel splicing attach-

f making temporary splices rapidly and

operator to make as many preliminary

picture channel alone, sound channel

rrangement is provided for the sound

in synchronism with the picture white

eading and makes it possible for the

:s where "sync" marks are lost.
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REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

OjCHARLES ROSS, INC.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

MCARTHUR PROJECT'N

BIZ PROMISES REGO

Detroit — George W. McArthur,
head of McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co., reports business so far
this year far ahead of last on sales
of projection equipment, although
he set the national record last year
on sales of Motiograph.

Recent Motiograph installations
by McArthur include: Lester Matt's
new Delia Theater, at Flint; Louis
Schlussel's Farnum, Hamtranck;
and Thomas Lancaster's Lancaster
in River Rouge, the latter two in

Detroit suburbs.

Scott-Ballantyne Sales
Omaha—The following sales are

announced by Scott-Ballantyne Co.:

Magic weather cooling systems to
Farmerville Theater, Farmerville,
La.; March Bros. Palace, Alton, la.,

making the third installation in this

circuit, and Roy E. Syfert's Ains-
worth, Ainsworth, Neb.; 500 seats
at Fred Detlefs' Crystal, Manning,
la.

Egert Adds Lobby Display
New Haven, Conn.—Harry Egert,

who has bought out Leighton's Mu-
tual Advertising Service in the Film
Building, will add to the service

complete lobby display. Egert is af-

filiated with Progressive Advertis-
ing Co. in New York and Boston.

Rubin Opens Minn. House
Montevideo, Minn.—Eddie Rubin,

Minneapolis Pantages Theater own-
er, has opened his new, 720-seat,

vitrolite-front house here.

Official FIGHT Picture

BANNERS
Order Direct From

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St., New York City

Also Major Feature Banners

At Low Rentals!

IN PROJECTOR
REPAIRS

It pays to make sure that ALL of

the Parts are GENUINE SIMPLEX.

kiiTimm
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u:iiL«iu;i

Mexico Adds 4,000-Searer
Mexico, D. F.—The 4,000-seat Encan-

to theater has opened here as a first

class house though located in a neigh-
borhood section. The house is modern
in architecture, has 4,000 seats by
Ideal Seating Co., 3,300 of them up-
holstered, three Super-Simplex projec-
tors, Otis elevator (the first motion pic-
ture house in Mexico to have one), air-

conditioning by Carrier-Brunswick, and
Western Electric sound.

Theater Building Display

Planned for World's Fair

Display of building materials for
use in the modern film theater,
where noise control and acoustical
correction are prime essentials, is

planned by the Johns-Manville Cor-
poration at the forthcoming New
York World's Fair. These exhibits
will occupy a prominent place in the
company's proposed building which
will be erected in the Community
Interests Zone on a plot covering
29,317 square feet and costing $17,-

438.19. L. R. Hobb, president, signed
the contract this week for the
Johns-Manville Corporation. The
building will be designed by Shreve,
Lamb & Harmon, architects.

PETTINGILL TO BUILD

$100,000 WIS. HOUSE

Superior, Wis.—Work is slated to
start shortly on a new $100,000
house to be erected here by Russell
Pettingill of Minneapolis. Pettingill
formerly was connected with the
Fox Film Corp. and Warner Bros.

J. P. Adler, operator of two
houses at Marshfield and several in
other state cities, has announced
plans for a new 800-seat house in
Marshfield at an estimated cost of
$60,000.

Smiths Building in Mich.

For Return to Show Biz

Detroit — New 600-seat Vassar
Theater is under construction at
Vassar. This house is being built
for Stanley and Howard Smith, who
are returning to the show business
after an absence of several years.
Opening is scheduled for early Sep-
tember. Bennett & Straight are the
architects.

Plastic Sorcery
Moderate Rates/

NEW FACES

If you want to see a lot of new faces in

your audience, along with the old familiar

ones, install Alexander Smith Carpet. It

adds a note of luxury that attracts busi-

ness . . . one reason why you'll find

Alexander Smith Carpets in the majority

of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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S-T-U-D-I-O-S EQUIPMENT T-H-E-A-TE-R-S

GANADY BRINGING OUT

REPRODUCING OUTFIT

The Canady Sound Appliance Co.,

which has confined its activities to

the making of sound-on-film record-
ing apparatus for the past six

years, is ready to bring out a high
quality theater reproducing outfit

whose purchase price will, it is re-

ported, be within the reach of the
smallest exhibitor. Unit is an ex-
pertly designed sound head and am-
plifier embodying the latest ad-
vances known to the art. The sound
head will be suitable for the new
push-pull track as well as the con-

ventional track now in use.

The ball-bearing scanning drum,
which Canady has been using in its

recorders and film-phonographs,
will be used in the new sound head.

It is significant that the first

Canady recorder and film-phono-

graph built in 1929 used the small

scanning drum and filtered flywheel

which has been retained in all of the

company's subsequent models, while

others have exploited the merits of

straight and curved gates, various

sized sprockets drums, etc.

Remodel Michigan Houses

To Increase Capacities

Detroit—Remodeling of theaters

to increase capacity in the upstate

area is attaining wave proportions.

Latest additions to the already size-

able list include: Edward Dalton's

Princess Theater at Flushing which

will be reseated as well.

The Star at Gladwin is being

closed for enlarging by Mrs. W. J.

Millard, and 300 new seats will be

installed in the house, which has

seated 189.

Roy Partee is installing a new
balcony in the Strand at Reed City,

now a 281-seat house, to increase

capacity.

3 Install RCA Sound
Steger, 111.—The Steger Theater

has been taken over by N. W. Barrie,

W. C. Arterburn and N. W. Barrie.

RCA sound has been installed in the

house.
The Mar Theater at "Wilmington

and the Avon Theater, Peoria, have

also installed RCA sound.

NTS Recarpets Rivoli

Bridgeport, Conn. — Athan Pra-

kas has had the Rivoli recarpeted

by National Theater Supply.

Baker Ice Installation

Omaha—Cooling equipment man-
ufactured by Baker Ice Machine Co.

of Omaha has been installed in the

Corby of the Epstein Theater Corp.

FOR THE EDITOR a
(Continued from Page 5)

Unusual facilities are afforded for sound track manipulation. Combined track and
picture prints may be projected simultaneously with separate track prints. It is also

possible to project a separate track print together with the picture print in the same
channel, thus affording an opportunity to hear several tracks at the same time that the
picture is being edited.

The machine is provided with variable speed drive which can be controlled from 6
frames to 60 frames per second. This is in addition to a separate standard constant*
speed drive of 24 frames per second. Changing from standard to variable speed is

accomplished by means of an accessible switching arrangement.
Other exclusive features of the new machine include the new trouble-free "lift

off" take-ups, which prevent the film from breaking when taking up slack; reel spindle

brake drums, which keep film from overriding, regardless of reel speed; 2000 Ft. capa-
city take-ups; special film "slip off" flanges; unit construction; and many others.

Designed and engineered by Mr. Leventhal and J. L. Spence, the "Editor" is being
manufactured by the Akeley Camera, Inc., pioneers in the production of precision mo-
tion picture apparatus for the industry.

U. S. Air Conditioning Corp.

Marking 12th Anniversary

United States Air Conditioning
Corp. is celebrating a twelfth an-
niversary this year. An even dozen
years ago the company,—now man-
ufacturers of the U. S. AircO sys-
tem,—engineered into a theater the
first Arctic Nu-Air unit, a pioneer
installation for complete cooling
and ventilating.
Today there are over 6,000 U. S.

AircO conditioning systems in the-
aters and other commercial build-
ings. Over 200 of them are in the-
aters owned by Paramount-Publix.
Each installation is a custom built

job. While the company manufac-
tures units suitable for the largest
type of first-run metropolitan the-
aters, an unusual degree of atten-
tion has been given to installations
for small theaters whose moderate
income calls for such equipment to

be furnished at a moderate price.

National Screen Service

To Build in Cleveland
Cleveland—It is reported that Na-

tional Screen Service has bought 50
feet front on Payne Ave. just east
of the Warner Building, from War-
ner Bros., on which NSS will erect

a building for handling poster dis-

plays.

New Westinghouse Book
A new 10-page illustrated catalog

section describing the new line of
detachable instruments for outdoor
and indoor service may be obtained
from the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh.

Insulite Plank and Tile

Find Increasing Favor

Insulite Plank and Tile, so named
because of the plank and tile shapes
in which these products are cut, arc
reported by their makers, The In-
sulite Co. of Minneapolis, as in-
creasing rapidly in favor among the-
ater architects and owners inter-
ested in the creation of distinctive
interiors. Products solve the two
most important auditorium prob-
lems,—decoration and acoustics, —
at one time and with one material.

Insulite's use eliminates the pos-
sibility of a barren, funereal atmos-
phere which some auditoriums pre-
sent. Its acoustical correction prop-
erties, it is said, assure that every
member of the audience will be bet-
ter able to hear spoken words, sound
effects and music from sound repro-
duction units on film house stages.

Western Theater Supply

Gets Equipment Contracts

Omaha—A new 700-seat house is

being built at expenditure of $80,-

000 at South Sioux City, by A. E.
Thacker, who already operates the
400-seat Soo there. An Aug. 1

opening is planned. D. L. Franks
and Lou Billings plan a July 4
opening for the 400-seat $15,000
house they're building at Humboldt.
Equipment for both houses is being
installed by Western Theater Sup-
ply-

Install Carrier System
Miami, Pla.—A new Carrier air

conditioning system is being in-

stalled in the Mayfair Theater.

Temperature Expectancies for Met. Area Listed

Dr. James Kinball of the United States Weather Bureau told THE FILM DAILY
yesterday in connection with the latter's survey to determine for theaters in the Metro-
•politan area the temperature expectancy during the present Summer that the

afternoon averages over a period of 46 years were: June, 68.5; July 81.7;

August, 80.1, and September, 73.7. Night averages over the same long period were:

June, 60.5; July, 65.9; August, 66.2, and September, 59.8. The combined averages

for the individual months were, June 58.8; July, 73.8; August, 73.1, and September,
66.8. There were 49 days from May through September, 1936, when the thermometer
registered 80 degrees or over. Survey had as one of chief aims to furnish index for

operation of air-cooling plants.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN

VOIGHT FIXTURE LINE

Several new developments in au
ditorium lighting have been recent
ly incorporated in the line of fix-
tures made by the Voight Company
of Philadelphia. Firm has intro
duced in its current catalogues a.

number of modern designs for thej
improvement of auditorium illum-
ination and that required for other
parts of theaters frequented by pa-
trons. Glass of white alabaster is

featured because of the many ad-
vantages it presents from the stand-
points of practicability and beauty

Metal parts, on the same pren/se,
are finished in aluminum and blue.
Standard wiring in two circuits is

employed, one circuit for house and
one circuit for show lights. This
permits a mixture of colors with
different colored bulbs. Fixtures are
also wired for four and five cir-

cuits, each circuit for a different
color.
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Essaness Circuit Cools

25 at Cost of $250,000

(Continued from Page 4)

Michigan and the Town Theater in
Cicero.

The North Center Theater of the
circuit has a Brunswick installation
and the Sheridan Theater, a Liquic
Carbonic job.

S. S. Sholtes, president of the
Wittenmeier Co., says installations
for the Dearborn Theater of the
Jones, Linick and Schaefer circuit
and the World Playhouse are in
progress and that it has completed
jobs for the Schoenstadt circuit at
the People's, the Brighton and the
Midwest theaters at a cost of $60,-
000.
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Acousticon Data Given
A particularly informative booklet

covering many points of interest on
Acousticon hearing aid systems,
showing the equipment and its

methods of application, has been put
out by Dictograph Products Co.,

Inc., of New York.

House Uses Glass Brick

Chicago—Essaness Circuit is re-
opening its West End Theater after
a complete remodeling job, includ-
ing an electrically-lighted transpar-
ent glass brick niche at the end of
the foyer promenade, an innovation
in theater construction here.

Rothstein Will BuiM
Beardmore, Ont.—A new $30,000

theater will be built here for N.
Rothstein, Winnipeg, Man. N. B.
MacConnell, Geraldton, Ont. is con-
tractor.
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37 HOLDOVERS

OR 20TH CENT.-FOX

(Continued from Page 1)

ponding 1935-36 period when the

xtended runs totalled 936. A ma-
ority of the latter, incidentally,

vere two weeks or under, it is said.

Figures compiled at the office of

fohn D. Clark, general manager of

listribution, show that 3,354 ex-

ended runs occurred in the United
States and Canada, and 1,133 in

>ther countries. In 230 situations,

!0th Century-Fox pictures ran four

veeks or more, while the number of

hree-week engagements totalled

127. Two-week runs furnished an-

)ther impressive total—1,478, of

ivhich 887 were domestic.

The holdover figures with length

of run given first, followed by num-
ber of engagements break down:
U. S.—CANADA—11 weeks, 1;

10 weeks, 2; 9 weeks, 1; 8 weeks,

1; 6 vveeks, 4; 5 weeks, 6; 4 weeks,

17; 3 weeks, 83; 2 weeks, 887; 1 week
to 4 days, 1,197; 1 to 3 extra days,

1,020; Moveovers, (engagements in

which there was a lapse of one or

two days between completion of or-

iginal run and start of moveovers),

135. Total, 3,354.

Foreign—7 weeks, 41; 6 weeks,

36; 5 weeks, 29; 4 weeks, 92; 3

weeks, 344; 2 weeks, 591. Total,

1,133.

Marcus Leaving Quimby

to Develop Own Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

throughout Indiana and adjoining-

states.

Marcus will establish headquarters

at the Alamo Theater, Indianapolis,

but plans to retain his present resi-

dence in Fort Wayne.
In addition to supervising the

Quimby houses, Marcus has owned
and operated five theaters in Indian-

apolis, and it is with the intention

of expanding those holdings that he
submitted his resignation.

In the show business for 29 years,

Mr. Marcus was brought to Ft.

Wayne by the late W. C. Quimby in

1920 to manage the Jefferson the-

ater, having formerly been with the

Million Dollar Grand Theater in

Pittsburgh. Prior to that he was su-

pervisor of the Academy of Music
in New York, operated as a training
school by the Fox theaters.

Muchmore to Imperial

Kansas City, Mo.—The Imperial
exchange has signed John Much-
more, with the M-G-M exchange for
six years as office manager, as film
sales representative.

c "Eve" for Music Hall

"Ever Since Eve," Cosmopolitan's
comedy co-starring Marion Davies and
Robert Montgomery, will have its world
premiere at the Radio City Music
Hall next Thursday, succeeding War-
ners "Another Dawn," current.

A "MM" hom. "Ms//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

YWESLEY RUGGLES, Paramount
producer-director, who discov-

ered and zoomed Jack Oakie to
screen stardom, will shortly intro-

duce another comedian to Holly-
wood. Ruggles has signed Dustin
Dribbs, a native New Yorker whose
histrionic career has, strangely
enough, been confined solely to

England. The producer-director first

espied Dribbs in a small part in a
British-made film three months ago,
and opened negotiations.

T T T
Casting assignments: Wanger —

Dame May Whitty, "Summer Light-
ning"; Paramount—Sandra Storme,
"Sophie Lang in Hollywood"; 20th-
Fox — Alan Dinehart, "Ali Baba
Goes to Town" ; Brian Don-
levy, "In Old Chicago"; Harold
Huber, Donald Wood, "Charlie Chan
on Broadway"; W. V. Stahl, "Life
of a Lancer Spy"; Spencer Charters,
"Danger—Love at Work"; Colum-
bia — Clyde Dilson, Earle Bunn,
Maurice Black, "Flashing Skates";
Charles Sullivan, Arthur Wanzer,
Harold Goodwin, "It Can't Last For-

After viewing a screening of
"Catherine the Last" made in Ber-
lin by Universal and starring Fran-
ciska Gaal, Cecil B. DeMille said
that he regained Miss Gaal's con-
tract as "worth at least $1,000,000."
Miss Gaal will co-star with Fredric
March in "The Buccaneer."

Harold Lewis, Grand National
studio manager, is currently enter-
taining his mother, Mrs. Flora Lew-
is, and his aunt, Mrs. Lillian M.
Isaacs, from the east.

Sylvia Sidney returns to the New
York stage next season in the The-
ater Guild's "To Quito and Back,"
by Ben Hecht.

Victory has started production on
an untitled Herman Brix picture.

The supporting cast includes Jeanne
Martel. Fuzzy Knight, Dickie
Jones, J. Farrell MacDonald, For-
rest Taylor and Big Boy Williams.
Sam Katzman is supervising and
Bob Hill directing.

RKO Convention on Coast

Approaches Windup Stage

(Continued from Page 1)

S. J. Briskin, prominent at the dais

for the concluding business session.

The convention banquet will be held
tonight at the Trocadero.

Tomorrow, will be sightseeing day
for the several hundred delegates

from Albany to Australia, Indian-

apolis to India, Portland to Portugal
and points in betweeen. Buses will

start from the Ambassador and will

show the visitors where the As-
taires, Rogers, Hepburns and other
celebs live when not before the cam-
eras and mikes. Luncheon will be
served at Santa Monica Beach, while
final night festivities will be held at

the Uplifters' Club.

Diversity and choice for program
balance offered in RKO's 198th
shorts announced for 1937-38 was
emphasized by Harry Michalson,
Short Subjects Sales Manager, ad-
dressing yesterday's session.

The "Radio Flash," "Headliners,"
"Smart Set" and "Radio Musical"
series will be principally musicals,
featuring such name orks as Ted
Fio Rito, Nick Stuart, Phil Harris,
Gene Austin and the entertainers
and specialties, Michalson declared.

He added others will soon be an-
nounced for these two-reelers.

Condor Pictures, Inc., for its 13

one-reel musicals will have bands of

Stuff Smith, Carl (Deacon) Moore.
Rita Rio (all-girl orchestra), Ru-
dolph Friml, Jr., Mario Braggiotti
and Johnny Hamp. Featured per-
sonalities will include Pinky Tom-
lin. Evelyn Chandler, Bruce Mapes,
Eduardo Cansino, Elsa Newell, Sun-
nie O'Dea, Lillian Tours, Don Eddy,
Felix Valle, the convention was told.

The first two Walt Disney car-

Argument on 20th-Fox Roxy

Franchise Set for Friday

(Continued from Page 1)

tion if no agreement on terms can
be reached.

Sealed bids filed by banks seek-
ing to serve as trustee under the
indenture for the theater will be
opened at the next hearing.

Federal Judge Caffey yesterday
ordered that 2,000 copies of Special
Master Pratt's report on the reor-
ganization plan and his own opin-
ion confirming the report be printed
for free stockholder distribution.

Howard S. Cullman trustee of the
Roxy Theater filed an unaudited re-

port yesterday in Federal Court
showing a $9,609 profit for the Roxy
covering the period between April
30 and May 27 before deductions for
interest on funded indebtedness,
amortization, depreciation and ad-
ministrative expenses. Receipts for
the period were $138,570. Cash on
hand is $71,672.

Liggett Award Affirmed
The Appellate Division has con-

firmed a lower court award of $33,-
000 to Sam Liggett, Universal sales-
man, against the City of New York.
Liggett sued the City for negligence
resulting in the death of his father.
Louis Nizer represented Liggett.

toons to be released by RKO will

be previewed this afternoon by the
delegates who will spend three hours
looking over the Disney studios.

They are "The Clock Cleaners",
with Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck
and company, and "Pluto's Quin
Puplets", with Pluto and company.

DEMAND MORE JOBS TO

O.K. SYNCHRONIZATION

(Continued from Page 1)

ployed as were engaged in the mak-
ing of the original sound record-
ings, the resolution provides. Dub-
bing of sound records would be pro-
hibited

Another resolution provides that
film companies making sound re-
cordings must obtain a A. F. of M.
license.

Local 802, musicians' union of New
York City, introduced a resolution
asking that the convention go on
record to make the drive to return
musicians to the theater national
in scope and that all instrumental-
ities of the Federation be utilized to
insure the successful result of the
campaign.

A resolution along the same lines
asked that locals conducting a strike,
lockout or campaign to obtain re-
employment of musicians in theaters
or to procure better working condi-
tions be supported to the full extent
by the A. F. and M., with funds
from the theater defense funds.

Joseph N. Weber was re-elected
president of the organization. Other
officers elected were: C. L. Bagley,
vice-president; Fred W. Birnbach,
secretary; Harry E. Brenton, finan-
cial secretary-treasurer, member of
the International Executive Board
from Canada Walter M. Murdock,
members of the International Ex-
ecutive Board from the United
States, Chauncey A. Weaver, James
C. Petrillo, J. W. Parks, A. C. Hay-
den; delegates to the convention of
the American Federation of Labor,
Edward Canavan, Chauncey A.
Weaver, Wm. J. Kerngood, C. L.
Bagley and Vincent Castronovo.

Al Boasberg Dies on Coast

As Result of Heart Attack

(Continued from Page 1)

"A Night at the Opera" and "Silly
Billies." He also directed several
shorts for RKO. Born in Buffalo,
he came to Hollywood in the silent

film days as a title writer and "gag"
man for Buster Keaton. Virtually
all the top-notchers in the comedy
fields of pictures, vaudeville and
radio were his clients at one time
or another. Funeral arrangements
are pending.

Trouble in Bunches
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—That old adage, it never
rains but it pours, is winning both
respect and credence out on the Uni-
versal lot. Studios' execs were ap-
prised yesterday that Buck Jones and
Alexander Cross were in a hospital tor

"repairs" atter staging a too realistic

fight during the filming of the western,
"Law For Tombstone." Jones has
bruises and a shiner, while Cross' right
hand has two broken bones. Added to
these casualties is Tom Forman, rodeo
rider, who was kicked by a horse and
dragged 100 feet. He's in the next cot
to Jones. To cap the climax, Silver,

Buck Jones' steed, has the colic. Graci-
ous!



THE ANSWER CI

EASTMAN'S cooperation with the in-

dustry has helped to solve many a prob-

lem of motion picture technique. Now it

supplies a complete answer to the im-

portant duplicating problem. Eastman

Fine-Grain Duplicating Positive and Neg-

ative Films are capable of producing du-

plicates actually indistinguishable from

originals. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS

<
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New Smith Projector Flashes 16 m

OHIO TESfSTALLS ALLIeIANTIPLAYD

Expect Senate Hearings on Copyright Bills in July
Senate Com. To Consider

Patent Appeals Court

Measure First

By PRESCOTT C. DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Film industry exec-

utives will be given full opportunity
to be heard when the Senate Pat-
ents Committee takes up the pend-
ing Duffy copyright bill and other
copyright measures, the committee's
clerk announced Saturday. Sole pro-
vision made by the committee is

that a written request to appear at

the hearings be filed.

While dates for the hearings are
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO FOREIGN BILLINGS

UP 400% IN 3 YEARS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—RKO Radio foreign

billings during the last three years
have increased 400 p.c, it was an-
nounced by Phil Reisman, foreign
sales manager, as the company's

(Continued on Page 6)

Weinberger Quits GPC For

Certified Sales Mgr. Post

Mack D. Weinberger Saturday
announced his resignation as gener-
al sales manager of General Pic-
tures Corp. to fill a similar post
with Certified Pictures, newly or-

ganized national producing and dis-

tributing organization.
Weinberger stated that he would

(Continued on Page 5)

r

5 Australian Studios Idle

Sydney—Five Australian film studios

are idle as a result of the quota act

requirements: the National, Sydney;
Cinesound No. 2, Sydney; Efftee, Mel-
bourne; Mastercraft-Efftee, Sydney;
Cinesound No. 3, Melbourne. Failure

of the New South Wales quota act is

laid to the reluctance of investors to

finance productions.

Nebraska Town Gets Film Theater, Thanks to the PWA
Utica, Neb.—Thanks to Uncle Sam's PWA this town finally has a motion picture

theater. A city auditorium built through help of a PWA grant has been leased to

C. N. Howe & Son. who purchased equipment through Scott-Ballantyne Co. of Omaha,
and opened a theater.

SEC LISTS CHANGES IN

PARA STOCK HOLDINGS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Paramount Pic-

tures, Inc., has filed a lengthy state-
ment with the SEC revealed in

SEC's semi-monthly report on cur-
rent stock holdings. Stanton Grif-
fis, reported 1,000 shares of com-
mon stock at the end of May while
Maurice Newton reported a cor-

rected statement showing 8,518
(Continued on Page 4)

ASK WEBER TO ADJUST

ISSUE WITH IATS

Louisville, Ky.—President Joseph
N. Weber of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians today faces the
problem of adjusting issues arising
between the A F of M and the
IATSE as a result of action taken
by the convention which closed here
Saturday.
Three resolutions dealing with re-

lations between the two organiza-
(Continued on Page 6)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Zukor Contract Okayed—Quota Proposals Protested

.

By GEORGE H. MORRIS ==
DOMESTIC
That Adolph Zukor will receive

$40,000 under his new contract
which is retroactive to Aug. 1 last,

as his share of the profits from
Paramount film operations from
Aug. 1, 1936, to Jan. 1, 1937, and
approximately $50,000 for the first

FOREIGN
As an expected aftermath to the

announced proposals for the new
British quota act as outlined re-

cently by the Board of Trade,

England's distributors and exhibitors

planned strong protest against en-

(Contivucd on Page 5)

Courtland Smith Develops Projector

Reproducing 16 mm. Film in Full Size

Brandt Heads ITOA Com. to

Fight Circuit Games Policy

Harry Brandt, president of the

ITOA has been named chairman of

the ITOA committee which plans a

campaign against circuit giveaway
and other policies. Brandt has been

(Continued on Page 5)

Courtland Smith, who resigned re-

cently as prexy of Pathe News, has
patented a projector claimed to be
capable of reproducing 16 mm. film

in full screen size with all the clarity

of 35 mm. projection. This projec-

tor, it is further reported, can also
be used for 35 mm. film.

According to associates of Smith,
(Continued on Page 6)

Constitutionality Issue

Raised in Wisconsin

As Well

Is

Progress of the Allied-sponsored
campaign to bring about enactment
of state laws prohibiting distributor
designation of playdates is being
held up pending decision of an Ohio
Federal court on a constitutionality
test case. A similar test action is

also pending in Wisconsin.
In both states temporary Injunc-

tions have been granted staying op-
eration of the statute pending the
final determination.

Allied, at its Cleveland convention
last year, launched a drive to intro-
duce such bills on a wholesale basis
throughout the legislatures.

WASH. MPTO WOULD

REVIVE ASCAP CASE

Olympia, Wash. — Charging that
ASCAP had resumed its old mo-
nopoly, a new petition has been filed
in Superior Court here to vacate the
year-old judgment discharging the
receiver for ASCAP and allowing

(Continued on Page 6)

U. A. Protest on Jersey

Rental Tax Heard Today

Hearing will be held today at 50
Lafayette St. on the protest by
United Artists against being taxed
on its New Jersey film rentals un-
der the New York City one-tenth
of one per cent gross receipts tax.
United Artists holds that the tax
is only collectable on business done
in New York State.

Para Board Elects Thursday
The annual board meeting for the

election of officers of Paramount will

be held Thursday. Re-election of Pres-
ident Barney Balaban and all other of-
ficers is indicated.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am, Seat 24 24 24 + i/4
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 2% 2'/2 23/4 + Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 76 75/2 75% — Vi
do pfd
Paramount 18',i 18 18 — \'i

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Fathe Film 6V8 63/8 6% — </4
RKO 71/8 7V8 7V8
20th Cent.-Fox .... 34>/2 34 Vi 34Vi — Vi
20th Cent.-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12l/2 123/8 12% — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99l/4 99 99 — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 ...lOOVi 100i/4 lOOVi + Vi
Par. Picts. 31/4S 47.. 87 87 87 + >/2

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 94l/

2 94 Vi 94 Vi — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 263,4 26% 263/4
Trans-Lux 4Vi 4Vi 4Vi
Universal Picts

2% 2 —

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 96

F & M to Build Three

More St. Louis Houses

Harry C. Arthur, who a week ago
effected a merger between the F.
& M. and Ansell interests in St.
Louis, said Saturday that ground
will be broken within 10 days for
three new 1,200-seat theaters in St.

Louis.

The Broadway Parade El
Picture and Distributor Theater

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.)—4th week Strand
I Met Him in Paris (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
Forever Yours (Grand National)—3rd week 55th St. Playhouse
A Day at the Races (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) Music Hall
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox) Rivoli

Sing and Be Happy (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
The Last Train from Madrid (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
The Thirteenth Chair (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Loew's State
Damaged Lives (Welden)—2nd week Central
This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Oh, Doctor (Universal Fictures) (a) Palace
Fury and the Woman (Rialto Prods.) Rialto

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—7th week Astor
The Road Back (Universal Pictures) Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Thirteenth (Amkino) Cameo
The Girl Goes Domestic (Scandinavian film) —2nd week Cinema de Paris

The Three Lovers (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway Cine Roma
Tales of the Vienna Woods (Viennese film) Belmont
M (German film)—3rd week (a-b) World
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer)—3rd week (a-b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Beethoven Concerto (Amkino)—June 22 (d) Cinema de Paris

Slim (First National)—June 23 ' Strand
Ever Since Eve (F. N.-Cos.—June 24 Music Hall

Riding on Air (RKO Radio)—June 25 Roxy
Juggernaut (Grand National)—June 26 Central
A Fight to a Finish (Columbia Pictures)—June 26 Rialto

Mountain Music (Paramount Pictures)—June 27 Paramount
Exclusive (Paramount Pictures)—July 1 .....Paramount
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount Pictures) (c-d) Astor
Heart's Desire (Gaumont British) (c) 55th St. Playhouse
King of Gamblers (Paramount Pictures) (c) Criterion

Emperor's Candlesticks (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Return engagement.

Attempt to Kidnap Wife
Of Sam Goldstein Fails

Springfield, Mass.—An attempt to

kidnap Mrs. Samuel Goldstein, wife
of the president of the Western
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., and
treasurer of Goldstein Bros. Amuse-
ment Co., at the Goldstein country
estate in East Longmeadow, is being
investigated by State police.

Wide search has been instituted

for two swarthy men who sought to

lure her into their automobile on
the pretext that they were ushers
at the Paramount Theater, one of
the Goldstein enterprises and to

drive her to the bedside of her hus-
band, who, they said, had been seri-

ously injured.
Suspicious of the appearance of

the two strangers, Mrs. Goldstein
went to a telephone and communi-
cated with her husband who notified

nolice. The would-be kidnapers es-
caped before the arrival of the police
radio cars.

Sir James M. Barrie Dies

Of Pneumonia in London

London (By Cable)—Sir James M.
Barrie died Saturday of pneumonia
in a nursing home here. He was
77 years old. Most famous of his
many plays was "Peter Pan" which,
along with "The Little Minister,"
"Quality Street." "The Admirable
Crichton" and "What Every Woman
Knows," was made into a motion
picture.

Mono. Force Gets Rest
Monogram Pictures will close Sat-

urdays until the end of August.

New Eng. Para Regional

Meet Opening in Boston

Boston—Paramount Pictures New
England regional sales convention
will be held at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel today and tomorrow. William
Erbb, New England district manager
for Paramount, will preside, and
guests include Neil Agnew, Para-
mount vice-president; Joseph Unger,
Eastern sales manager; Milton Rus-
sell, division manager for New York,
New Jersey and New England; Rob-
ert Gillham, publicity director for
Paramount; and Don Velde, adver-
tising head.

Approximately 60, including film

salesmen, theater executives and
others, will be present. Convention
will feature discussion of future
Paramount film product, new season
plans, inter-company topics, and will

include a special screening of "Souls
at Sea." The convention dinner to-

night will be held at • the Fox and
Hounds Club and "Fo'cas'le" in Mar-
blehead.

Roxy Gold Note Holders

Win Change in Reorg. Plan

Judge F. G. Caffey, in U. S. Dis-
trict Court on Saturday, granted a
motion of the Gold Note Holders
Protective Committee of the Roxy
Theater and ordered amendment of
the plan of reorganization so that
instead of the present 7,740 shares
of $3 cumulative dividend preferred
stock being issued to the note hold-
ers, they will receive an issue of
15,480 shares of $1.50 cumulative
dividend preferred stock.

Coming and Goi
Li

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, A. W. SMITH, JR
JACK SCHLAIFER. MONROE W. GREENTH*
and RODNEY BUSH return to U. A.'s hon
office today from company's Chicago sah
meeting.

HARRY D. BUCKLFY. JAMES A. MULVE
LOWELL CALVERT, HAL HORNE, EMANUE
SILVERSTONE, MORRIS HELPRIN and SE>
MOUR POE are other U. A. execs returnir
today from Chicago.

LARRY WEINGARTEN. M-G-M producer, hi
arrived in New York from the coast.

NEIL AGNEW, Paramount's vice-presiden
JOSEPH UNGER, eastern sales manager; Mil
TON KUSSELL, division manager for New Yorl
New Jersey and New England- ROBERT GIL1
HAM, director of publicity, and DON VELDI
advertising head, are in Boston to attend com
Dany's Regional Sales Convention opening toda;

JOHN D. CLARK, general manager of distri
bution for 20th Century-Fox, leaves for th
Coast tomorrow.

GEORGE SEITZ, M-G-M film director, arrive
this week from the Coast.

GEORGE HIRLIMAN leaves today for Wash
ington, D. C.

PEGGY PHILLIPS, who recently joined Para 1

mount's scenario staff, leaves New York
Wednesday for the Coast to take up her nei
position.

JULIUS TOLDI, Viennese composer and au
thor, arrives today from Europe on the Quee
Mary.

V. L. ORDE, writer, arrives today from Cali
fornia on the Virginia.

BILLY HOUSE, actor, leaves New York fo
Universal City on Wednesday.

BERT LAHR, comedy star of "The Show I

On" which closed last week, is en route to th<

Coast.

KARL RANDALL arrived at Universal Cit;

today to stage dances for "Merry Go Rouni
of 1938."

SAM H. GRISMAN, theatrical producer, ha:

returned to New York from Michigan City.

HERBERT J. YATES returns to New Yorl
today from the Coast.

MOE SEIGEL is due here today from Holly

wood.

ALBERT DEANE returned Saturday from Lo
Angeles.

ARTHUR GOTTLIEB leaves for Chicago today

Blumenthal to Resign

From Brokerage Firm

A. Pam Blumenthal, who will!

join Grand National as a vice-presi-
dent shortly, is resigning from the
brokerage firm of Alder and Blu-
menthal to take the new post.

•
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DeWitt C. Jennings
Ralph Block

John A. Waldron
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Now Filling the 6200 Seats of RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
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with Ian Hunter • Frieda Inescort

Herbert Mundin • G. P. Huntley, Jr.

Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

Directed by William Dieterle
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SEC LISTS CHANGES IN

PARA STOCK HOLDINGS

(Continued from Page 1)

shares of common stock for March,
1937. Hallgarten & Co. reported a
net change of 4,500 shares for the
month, with no report on amount of
holdings.

In 6 per cent convertible first pre-
ferred, Griffis reported 1,000 shares
at the end of the month. Newton
showed no equity securities held and
Hallgarten & Co. reported 200
shares for March, 1937. Griffis re-
ported 1,000 shares in 6 per cent
convertible 2nd preferred while
Newton held 2,413 shares as of
March, 1937, with Hallgarten & Co.
holding 1,200 shares for March.
For March, 1937, in 6 per cent

20-year sinking fund Debentures
due 1955, Griffis reported no equity
securities while Hemphill, Noyes
and Co. reported a net change of
208,000. with no report on amount
of holdings, and Newton reported
no equity securities held for March.

Griffis had no equity securities in
3 XA per cent convertible debentures
due 1947, while Hemphill, Noyes
and Co. held 90,000 at the end of
May. Newton held no equity se-
curities in this classification for
March, 1937, and Hallgarten and
Co. held 99,000 for March, 1937.
Pathe Film Corp. report to the

SEC showed Robert R. Young, with
25,715 shares of common stock and
an unnamed holding company with
10,283 shares at the end of May.
Harry Cohn held 1,639 shares of

common stock of Columbia Pictures
Corp. at the end of May, and 67,127
common voting trust certificates. He
also held 18,587 series A purchase
warrants of common voting trust
certificates.

Jack L. Warner held 88,060 shares
of Warner Bros. Pictures common
stock, and 10,618 shares of $3.85
cumulative preferred at the end of
May. An unnamed holding com-
pany held 4,786 shares. Jack L.
Warner also held 1,502,000 shares
of optional 6 per cent convertible
debentures after transferring 85,000
shares pursuant to a property set-
tlement agreement.

E. H. Unkles showed no equity
securities held as of May 27, 1937,
in Trans-Lux Corp.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Tyrone Power and Borrah Minevitch

look so much alike before the camera

that the same stand-in works for both.

—20th CENTURY-FOX.

• • • STARTING out as purely an Artistic Effort
without any sordid thought of making a profit Publish-
er Grover Jones of Hollywood who is also the editor,
financial backer, printer and business manager of WHEEZE

that clever, chirpy, chatty monthly mag about motion
picture people BY motion picture people suddenly finds
himself in a quandary the mag has grown so popular
that he will either go broke running it or he will be forced to
charge a subscription rate and accept PAID advertising

and being an altruist with no sordid money-making
ideas, you can imagine how accepting paid advertising has Mis-
ter Jones all broken up

• • • IT SERVES Grover Jones right, say we
any feller who tries to be altruistic and artistic in Hollywood
deserves to be successful never before has anybody in

Hollywood tried to be altruistic and artistic at one and the
same time so we hope he will be properly punished by
making scads of dough in any event, WHEEZE is a
grand goofy mag done with class we particularly liked
that wheeze by Bert Kalmar about the guy who broke the tail-

end of his spine and had to have it wired up imagine
his surprise when he picked up a short-wave station just this

side of Pittsburgh advertising an asthma cure!

• • • ON SIXTH Avenue in the upper Forties is a mag-
azine and newspaper store doing a land office biz selling
stills of motion picture stars the guy has a swell up-to-
date assortment of most any star of most any major company

so there seems to be A Leak somewhere

• • • ARRIVING today on the SS Queen Mary
is Miss Setsuko Hara, the most popular movie star in Japan

she is accompanied by Nagamasa Kawakita, prexy of
Towa Shoji G. K. of Tokyo that being the leading Japa-
nese distributing company they are bringing with them
a print of Setsuko's latest picture, "Daughter of the Samurai"

and will make arrangements for releasing it in this
country they will headquarter at Modern Film Corp. at
729 Seventh Avenue

• • 9 WERE WE surprised and intrigued when we
learned all about a film gal's yen for perfume as we
read an article in the pressbook on Victory's "Mystery Range,"
with Tom Tyler Jerry Bergh is the leading lady with
Tom who has the perfume hobby : she has 82 different
kinds a different perfume for every mood some-
times, as the story book informs us, "she goes a little berserk
and daubs on a whole collection of scents" gosh, not
ALL the 82 scents at once, we hope

• © CELEBRATION of his Silver Anniversary in the
film biz in the Inland Empire region of East Washington was
held by Fred Mercy, Sr at Yakima, Washington
with scores of Film Row guests from Seattle and other cities
doing honor to the head of the Mercy theater group

T T T
• • • TRIBUTE was recently paid to the film industry
and to John H. Kunsky (now King) and George W.
Trendle owners of the Casino Detroit's first
cinema in a four-column ad of the local United States
Bank in a Detroit newspaper the ad was illustrated with
a cut of the front of the Casino showing an announce-
ment of "The Train Wreckers" that first feature fillum

a very daring venture back in the early 1900's.
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SENATE COPYRIGHTS
i

HEARINGS IN JUL!

(Continued from Page 1)

yet to be set, it is said that th
copyright legislation will probabl
have the right of way in the Pat
ents Committee shortly after Jul
1. The committee this week is t
consider a bill providing for a cour -

of Patent Appeals. The copyrigh
matter will not be considered unti :

former measure is cleared.
The committee is expected to cal

in expert witnesses to testify oi

copyright including members o
Inter-Departmental Copyright Com
mittee, headed by representatives o;

State and Commerce Department:
and the Register of Copyrights, Li
brary of Congress.

Besides the Duffy bill whicl >

passed the Senate last Congress onlj
to die in the House Patents Commit- I

tee, the Senate Committee will con- a

sider the Sheppard bill and the Guf-
fey bill. It is believed committee i

after hearing testimony, may draw
up a new bill combining superior
features of the three pending meas-
ures or report out the Duffy bill

again with amendments.

"13th Man" Premiere Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY',

Los Angeles—World premiere of
the first 1937-38 Monogram produc-
tion, "The Thirteenth Man" has been
set at the Los Angeles Theater,
June 23. Weldon Heyburn and Inez
Courtney have leads. Lon Young
was associate producer and William
Nigh directed.

SICK REPORT

Detroit — Henderson M. Richey.
general manager of Allied Theaters
of Michigan, is in Harper Hospital
where he underwent an operation.
His daughter, Margie, who returned
from Canada dangerously ill from
vaccination with an old serum after
exposure to scarlet fever, is also
hospitalized.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Colin Clive, stage

and screen actor, is in critical con-
dition here with a pulmonary ill-

ness, it is disclosed by his physi-
cian, Dr. Frederick Bergstrom. Clive
was stricken while appearing on the
New York stage, but came here to

appear in a film, following the com-
pletion of which he entered a hos-
pital. His wife is Jeanne De Casa-
lis, French star.

Detroit — Charles R. Porter, one
of the city's oldest theater manag-
ers, is ill with sciatic rheumatism

« « « » » »

Mrs. Louis Copelan, mother of
Herb Copelan, Warner Bros. Atlan-
tic City zone manager, is convales-
cing at Mount Sinai Hospital, New
York, after successfully undergoing
an operation.

.
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fLARKAND

TO PARLEY ON

J. P. O'Loghlin, who will head
the Kent 5th anniversary sales drive
for 20th-Fox, arrives in New York
today for a parley with John D.
Clark, general manager of distribu-
tion. Drive will get under way
Aug. 14.

The Canadian district manager,
who takes over the Drive reins for
1937, will remain in New York for
four or five days, getting acquaint-
ed with the staff. He will leave for
San Francisco for a week with Her-
man Wobber and Roger Ferri on
July 9. The first trip around the
branches will start in Los Angeles
during the week of July 19.

Tomorrow, Clark leaves for the
coast and en route he will stop in

Chicago where he will meet Central
Division Manager W. C. Gehring
and District Manager M. A. Levy
and Branch Managers Eckhardt,
Sturm and Lorentz on important
circuit deals on the 1937-38 product.
From Chicago, Clark will proceed

direct to the coast with a stop at
San Francisco where he will meet
Herman Wobber. Following his
stay in San Francisco, Clark will

proceed to Movietone City for pro-
duction conferences with Darryl
F. Zanuck.
These will be the final product

conferences this summer as the pro-
duction chief will leave some time
in July for a vacation. Clark ex-
pects to return to New York some
time during the middle of July.

THE WEEI\ IN REVIEW
Zukor Contract Okayed—Quota Proposals Protested

Monogram Southern Opens
New Exchange In Memphis

New Orleans—Here for a tour of

inspection, John W. Mangham, pres-
ident of Monogram Southern, an-
nounced the opening of a new ex-
change at Memphis today. The
office will be under the management
of M. E. Weimann, former exchange
manager, exhibitor and booker, with
Glenn Calvert as assistant booker.
With an exchange to take care of
the Memphis territory, the New Or-
leans setup will be changed. Henry
Roberts becomes assistant booker
here, while Booker Henry Thibo-
deaux will have charge of certain
zone and city sales. Harry Spann,
sales supervisor in the past for both
Memphis and New Orleans, will be
in charge of New Orleans exclu-
sively.

Hirliman Will Take Up
Condor Delay With SEC

Leaving for Washington today,
George Hirliman will take up with
SEC officials at the Capital the de-

\ lay in okeying the registration state-
p>ment of the new Condor company.
A half dozen adjustments and altera-
tions have been made in an en-
deavor to meet the SEC stipulations.
Meanwhile the staff of the new set-
up are marking time here in New
York and on the Coast.

DOMESTIC
{Continued from Page \)

six months of the year, was dis-
closed by President Barney Balaban
in the wake of last Tuesday's stock-
holders' meeting at which share-
holders approved contract terms by
an overwhelming vote. In addition
to the above compensation, Zukor
will receive $3,000 per week. Ar-
rangement will remain in force un-
til the end of the present year.

Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio's
v. p., announced at company's an-
nual sales convention at the Hotel
Ambassador in Los Angeles, that
56 features and 198 shorts, includ-
ing Pathe News, will comprise next
season's production schedule. Titles
of 25 per cent of the features were
made public.

United Artists' sales conclave at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria was
informed by v. p. and general man-
ager George J. Schaefer that firm's
unit producers will turn out for
U. A. distribution during 1937-38
a total of 36 features, 10 of which
will be in Technicolor, Goldwyn
plans at least four all-color produc-
tions, Selznick, one, Korda, three,
and Wanger, two.

Other headline happenings in-
cluded: Purchase by U. A. Theaters
of a 50 per cent interest in the
Robb & Rowley circuit comprising
80 houses in 30 cities in Oklahoma,
Texas and Arkansas . . . Turning of
a cold shoulder by Joseph N. Weber,
A. F. of M. prexy, to a synchroni-
zation ban . . . and subsequent pro-
posal by organization's exec board
to okay synchronization in return
for more jobs . . . Announce-
ment jointly by Harry C. Ar-
thur, representing F. & M. inter-
ests, and Lou Ansell, acting for
Ansell Bros, circuit, revealed that a
merger of their theaters in the St.

Louis territory has been effected by
an exchange of stock in various cor-
porations involved.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

actment of the stringent provisions.
Aligned on the opposite side of the
question are British producers, who
see in the impending legislation con-
siderable benefits to themselves.
American companies in the British
Isles cast expectant eyes on far-off
Washington, convinced that solid
pressure would be brought to bear
by U. S. officialdom and their own
parent organizations to effect sweep-
ing modification of the quota act's
contents.

Brandt Heads ITOA Com. to

Fight Circuit Games Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

empowered to appoint as many
members of the ITOA board of di-

rectors to the committee as he be-

lieves advisable.
Current issue of the ITOA's bi-

weekly publication, The Independent,
discussing circuit resumption of

games in the metropolitan area,
says, "Having failed to obtain rem-
edies, this week the independents
will meet. If it means lower ad-
mission prices and bigger giveaways,
the independents will resort to

them."

Date for ITOA's outing has been
switched from July 21 to July 27.

Western Electric's Sales

For Year Seen Rising 42%

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An accounting re-

port introduced at current hearings
here before the FCC in the AT&T
investigation reveals Western Elec-
tric's 1937 sales probably will
amount to $207,300,000, or 42 per
cent above 1936. Net earnings were
estimated at $21,700,000, and divi-
dends paid out will aggregate $19,-
100,000, it was stated. Net income
for 1936 was $18,698,049. Dividends
paid totaled $16,500,000. American
Telephone owns practically all the
outstanding capital stock.

Weinberger Quits GPC For

Certified Sales Mgr. Post

(Continued from Page 1)

immediately set up 25 franchised
exchanges that will handle the
product of Certified exclusively and
that 10 pictures, the titles of which
he will announce shortly, will be
ready for immediate distribution.

Certified will distribute 34 pic-
tures for the coming season, of
which 12 will be produced by Cer-
tified and the balance will come
from other producers. A number
of contracts with producers for the
world distribution of their product
have already been closed by Wein-
berger and he plans to have his ex-
changes in full operation within the
next month, it was said.

'Coronation" Premiere Set
For June 25 on West Coast

That 20th Century-Fox will hold
the world premiere of its all-Techni-
color featurette, "The Coronation of
King George VI and Queen Eliza-
beth," simultaneously with that of
its new feature "Wee Willie Winkie"
at the Carthay Circle Theater, Los
Angeles, on Friday, June 25, was
announced Saturday by John D.
Clark, general manager of distribu-
tion. National release date for the
Coronation film, Clark stated, has
been set for July 15, although a
number of key-city runs will get the
attraction on or about July 1.

Imn
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NEWPROJECTORSHOWS

16 MM. IN FULL SIZE

(Continued from Page 1)

the projector may have a somewhat
revolutionary effect in that it will

now be possible to use the much
cheaper 16 mm. film as a substitute

for the standard 35 mm. film.

Smith is planning to establish a

circuit of newsreel theaters to seat

between two and three hundred peo-

ple.

The 16 mm. film will be ideal for

this type of small house, it is be-

lieved.

Financing of the company to

manufacture the new projector is

almost complete. Smith has been
working on the development of the

projector for over three years, it is

said.

Thumbs Down on Nazi Pix

The Joint Boycott Council of the

American Jewish Congress and the

Jewish Labor Committee, has been

advised by the Brandt Theaters, Inc.,

that it will refrain from handling

Nazi-made films. Communications

to the same effect have been receiv-

ed from the J. H. Hoffberg Co. and

the Du World Pictures Corp. of New
York City.

A "JUttU" hotn "jCofc
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

T OUIS KING and his wife, Pa-
tricia Dolling, formerly an ac-

tress on the English stage, have re-

turned from a honeymoon trip to

Alaska. They motored to and from
Seattle. King, who directed "Wild
Money," will soon start the direc-

tion of a Bulldog Drummond story

for Paramount.
T

Bodil Rosing, who recently com-
pleted a role in "Heidi," starring

Shirley Temple, was recalled last

week for added scenes in "Madame
Walewska" at M-G-M. The Marbert
agency represents Miss Rosing.

T
Emanuel Cohen, president of

Major Pictures, will star four-year-

old Kitty Clancy in "Angel

Washington MPTO Would
Revive Case Against Ascap

(Continued from Page 1)

the concern to resume business in

this state.

The MPTO of the Northwest filed

the new petition. The original ac-

tion against ASCAP had been

brought by Attorney General Hamil-

ton on charges of monopoly of copy-

rights of music.

T(tt> HuUUtfy — and other tie-ups!

USE

Scrappy (Columbia Starlet) Ties

An Inexpensive Theatre Premium

Ready Made Neckwear Coip.

N. Y. Office

1265 Broadway

Factory:

Bogota, N. J.

Eyes" an original by Andre Car-
reau. Mady Correll and John Payne
will be in the cast. No director has
been assigned to the picture as yet.

"Angel Eyes" by Andre (Jarreau
will be published in France, and
most likely here as well, in the fall.

T T
Edward Ludwig, who will direct

"The Barrier," for Harry Sherman,
is making tests of candidates for

the feminine lead.

T T
Edwin L. Marin's first picture

under his new M-G-M contract will

be a musical romance "The Ugly
Duckling" with Alan Jones and Judy
Garland, the child musical star. It

is an original by Florence Ryerson
and Edgar Allen Woolf. Harry
Rapf will produce.

Ask Jos. N. Weber to Adjust

A F of M and IATSE Issues

{Continued from Page 1)

tions were referred to Weber with

the recommendation that he use his

"good offices" to bring about "a

satisfactory adjustment."
Thirteen locals sponsored a resolu-

tion which, if adopted, would have
instructed the executive board to

formulate and negotiate a new
agreement to modernize and modify
the present pact with the IATSE so

that it would not involve union mu-
sicians in any jurisdictional dispute

or be invoked in any places of

amusement other than a theater.

The resolution charged that the

existing agreement had been used to

the disadvantage of Federation
members by the IATSE. Local 40,

in a second resolution, demanded
repudiation of the pact, charging it

was "proving more and more unsat-

isfactory and antagonistic to our in-

terests."

Convention adopted a resolution

granting Weber a six weeks' vaca-

tion to more fully recuperate from
his recent illness.

Conn. Allied Opens Drive

To End Use of 5-Reel Cases

New Haven, Conn.—Allied The-
aters of Connecticut has notified

all exchanges locally, except Univer-
sal and United Artists, that after

30 days, films shipped in cases of

over three double reels will be re-

fused.
The five-reel cases have been

found dangerous, with sprained
backs and other accidents reported
sustained in carrying them to the
booths. The two exchanges excepted
are already adhering to the request
for smaller cases, it is stated, and
therefore received no notice.

New Wis. Theater Opens
Eagle River, Wis.—The new

Eagle, 287-seat house, has been
opened here. The house is under
the same management as the Vilas.

RKO FOREIGN BILLINGSi

UP 400% IN 3 YEARS

(Continued from Page 1)

national and international sales con-
claves concluded here.
Reisman told the sales forces that

within a year the French office alone
will be doing a million dollars' gross
biz, and predicted a 50 p.c. increase
next year.

Ralph Hanbury, managing direc-
tor of Radio Pictures, Ltd., an-
nounced that British business in-
creased 25 per cent for 1936-37 over
the previous year, with cash collec-
tions in the same proportion.
Ben Y. Cammack, general Latin-

American manager, said that the
Argentine office alone did more biz
in the first four months of the 1936-
37 season than the former distribu-
tor did in a year covering the Argen-
tine, Uruguay and Chile, and that
business in Brazil increased 200 per
cent.

Promotions of nearly a score of
members of the sales staff to more
important executive positions within
the company were announced by
Jules Levy, general sales manager.
These include C. Snyder, office man-
ager, Sioux Falls, to salesman; W.
A. Burke, office manager, Kansas
City to home office traveling sales-
man; Charles Boasberg, from sales-

man to manager at the Buffalo of-
fice; J. B. Cummins, from booker to

salesman at the Dallas office; J. A.
Downing, from booker at Boston to

home office representative; H. C.
Fuller, from salesman to manager
at Salt Lake City; A. M. Hill, from
booker to salesman at Omaha; B. G.
Kranze, from salesman in the New
York office to Albany exchange man-
ager; W. J. McShea, from home of-

fice representative to the home office

staff in charge of branch operations
assisting A. A. Schubart; Mark
Plottel, from manager at Winnipeg
to manager at Montreal office; J.

Sharkey, from home office staff to

manager at Detroit; A. F. Stern,
from office manager to salesman at
Minneapolis, and H. Woolfe, from
salesman at Calgary to manager at
Winnipeg.

Atlas Hearing June 28
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The SEC has set

June 28 to commence public hear-
ings on the Atlas Corp. and that
investment company's subsidiaries.
Recent hearings dealt with some of
the companies taken over by Atlas,
the examination being generally re-

stricted, however, to the time when
they were absorbed.

Knighthood for Farrow
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—John Farrow, film di-

rector-writer and husband of Maureen
O'Sullivan, actress, has been advised

that he will receive a papal knighthood
from Rome. Archbishop John J. Cant-
well notified Farrow that he will be

made a knight of the Holy Sepulchre

because of his writings and interest in

the Catholic Church. The order dates

from the Middle Ages.
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TIMES SQUARE
NEW YORK CITY

WISCONSIN 7-0206

June 14th

19 5 7

UNDE p THE DIRECTION OF

ARTHUR L MAYER

Mr. Mack Littman
Criterion Films

c/o United Artists Corp.

729 Seventh Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Littman :-

Congratulations '.

morning and sxayeo.

I can definitelyr assure J-g^JJ.*
ranks nigh among the t°Pjro-"^ „ ls

Sincerely yours,

RIALTO THEATRE

ARTlfJR I». MAYER /

*P. S. And h« ^
e\di » ovei-i

Starring DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS Jr.
VALERIE HOBSON • ALAN HALE
Directed b y R A U L WALSH
Produced b y MARCEL HELLMAN
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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GB to Sell 1937-38 Season Productions Individually

EXPECT ALLIED MEET TO CENTER ON LEGISLATION

New York, Chicago Sole Survivors Among Film Boards

Gradual Disbandment of

Boards Has Now Been

Accomplished
Program for gradual disbandment

of Film Boards of Trade has been
completed, with only two boards, lo-

; cated in New York and Chicago,
' being retained. In the various zones,

j
local branch managers will gener-
ally carry on functions of the
boards.

Decision to discard the boards
\
occurred following a reduction of

i their scope due partly to the court
[ decisions outlawing compulsory ar-

I bitration and the credit commit-
j
tee setup.

SIX BANKS SEEK BOXY

TRUSTEE DESIGNATION

At a hearing yesterday in the pri-

vate chambers of Federal Judge
Francis G. Caffey in U. S. District

Court, six banks registered bids to

serve as trustees of the Roxy The-
ater under the pending reorganiza-
tion plan under which 20th Century-
Fox will acquire the house. Follow-
ing are the bids, none of which in-

cludes counsel fees, expenses, nor
(Continued on Page 4)

Columbia Convention Train

Off for Coast Tomorrow

Columbia Pictures special train

will leave Grand Central Station to-

morrow night for the Coast and ar-

rive in Los Angeles on Sunday
morning, for the Annual Sales Con-
vention which will be held at the

(Continued on Page 17)

1

arine Studio in Florida

St. Augustine—A marine studio, de-
signed for the production of under-
water pictures, will be erected at Sum-
mer Haven, near this city. Backed by
Florida interests, construction begins
soon.

Italian Distrib. Rules Continue; Duce Cold to Changes
Film regulations as modified by the Italian Government early last winter, applying to

American distributors, will be in effect indefinitely beyond July 1, according to a

spokesman for the major companies yesterday. He admitted that the distributors are
trying to persuade the Mussolini Government to further modify the law but so far

have failed to obtain results.

NATIONAL EQUIPMENT

SHOW PLANNED

Chicago — Plans for a national
trade show, to be held here next
June, were launched at the conven-
tion of the Theater Equipment Dis-
tributors of America just concluded
here.
Joseph B. Klockner of the Mo-

tiograph Company was named chair"
man of the committee on arrange-
ments. Associated with Klockner
will be Oscar Neu, William Gedris,
Harry Strong, Joseph Robins, J.

Hecht and Clarence Ashcraft.
It was announced that the ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

Maurice Conn Plans 36
Pictures for 1937-38 Season

Program of 36 pictures is planned
by Maurice Conn for the 1937-38
season, he stated yesterday in New
York, following his arrival from
Hollywood. He plans to remain east
two weeks. Conn will handle his
productions on a franchise basis.

EXPECT 1-YEAR TAX

EXTENSION TO PASS
By PRESCOTT DENNETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Powerful forces at

both ends of Capitol Hill reported
progress yesterday in the fight to

modify the administration-spons-
ored Doughton measure extending
admission and othe so-called nuis-

ance taxes" for another two years.
It was reported in upper House

cloak rooms late yesterday that the
senate finance committee's recom-
mendation for a one-year extension

(Continued on Page 17)

Northwest Allied Names
John Devaney as Counsel

Minneapolis, Minn. — John P. De-
vaney, former justice of the Minne-
sota Supreme Court, has been named
counsel for Allied Theaters of the
Northwest, and so becomes a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee.

Appointments, made under a
year's contract, were announced by
Al Steffes, president of the north-

(Continued on Page 17)

Gaumont British to Drop Group Pix

Selling Policy for Individual Deals

Columbia U. Starts Film

Study Division in Fall

Columbia University has estab-
lished an academic division to be
known as Film Study which, start-

ing in the Fall, will function through
the University Extension, of which

(Continued on Page 17)

Embarking on a new selling pol-

icy, GB is expected to sell its pro-

ductions individually, instead of in

group, in connection with the sea-

son of 1937-38. Program of 12 fea-

tures will be announced at its an-

nual sales convention in New York
starting July 9.

Plans for Supporting Block

Booking, Probe Moves
to be Made

Allied units gathering at the Ho-
tel Washington, Thursday, for the
announced purpose of discussing the
Paramount sales policy are expect-
ed, however, to center their atten-
tion on the association's legislative
program in Congress, according to
well-informed sources yesterday.

It is anticipated that Allied lead-
ers will devise means of bringing
pressure to bear on its program

(Continued on Page 4)

UMPTO WARRING ON

HIGH PIX RENTALS

Philadelphia—In what was con-
sidered the most important meeting
in many years, the UMPTO yester-
day decided to hold a mass demon-
stration against the 1937-1938 sell-

ing terms of Paramount. The dem-
onstration will be held within the
fortnight.

It is expected that 2,000 theater-
men, managers and employees, will

attend the march through the film
district to Paramount exchange

(Continued on Page 26)

RKO Meet Ends; Eight Pix

Will be Sold Separately

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walt Disney's "Snow

White and the Seven Dwarfs" and
Herbert Wilcox's "Victoria the
Great" both will be sold separately,
it was announced by Jules Levy,
RKO Radio general sales manager,

(Continued on Page 17)

No Change in Prexy—Yates
No change in the presidency of Re-

public Pictures is contemplated, stated
Herbert J. Yates yesterday, following
his return to New York from the Coast.
Moe Siegal is now head of the com-
pany.
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17 Cleveland Area Houses

To Install New RCA Sound
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 24 24 24

Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 29 29
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2% 2V4 2%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 170 170 170

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 21 1/4 20V4 21

Loew's, Inc 75% 75 75?/8

do pfd 1051A 105V2 105V2
Paramount 18>/s 17% 17%
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 16y8 16% 16%
Pathe Film

RKO 7 7 7

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd 63 63 63

Warner Bros 123/8 12Vs 12%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46

Loew 6s41ww 99% 99 99i/4

Para. B'way 3s55... 66i/
2

66i/
2 66V2

Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 100% 100 IOO1/4

Para. Picts. cv. 3
i/4s47 87 87 87

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 94 94 94
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2'/8 2Vs 2l/8

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 26i/2 26% 26i/

2

Trans-Lux 4l/2 4% 4i/4
Universal Picts

Net
Chg.

+ '/a

+ "V2

+ 'A

+ %
+ %- %

Contracts for the replacement of

old sound equipment in 17 theaters

in and around the Cleveland area

with complete new RCA High Fidel-

ity apparatus have been received at

Camden within the past few days,

according to Edwin M. Hartley,
manager of the RCA Photophone
Division.
Ten o'f the new Photophone instal-

lations are to be made in houses op-

erated by the Associated Theaters
Circuit. The arrangements were
made by Meyer S. Fine, acting for

the circuit, and Jim M. Mullen, of

RCA Photophone's Cleveland dis-

trict office. The contracts include

the Manhattan, the Homestead, the
Dennison Square, the Capitol, the
Imperial, the Garden and the Royal,
in Cleveland, as well as the High-
land, in Akron, the Temple, in Me-
dina, and the Ohio, in Galion.
Max Lefkowitz of the Community

Circuit Group of theaters has ar-
ranged for similar equipment to be
installed in the Commodore and Cen-
tury Theaters in Cleveland. The
other houses to receive new RCA
equipment are the Strand and Lyric,
in Toledo; the Lake, in Barberton;
the New Lex, in New Lexington,
and the Beach Cliff, in Rocky River.

General Theaters' Future

Is Still to Be Determined
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With the future of General Thea-
ters, Australian theater combine, as
yet undetermined, additional confer-
ences will be held by Charles Munro,
managing director of Hoyts theaters,
and Kenneth Asprey, counsel for
Greater Union, as they sail for Syd-
ney. Both have left New York for
the coast, where they embark tomor-
row for Australia.

Summer Picture Theaters

Ready; Hotel Goes Movie

New Haven—Summer theaters in

the New Haven exchange area are
preparing for opening by the end
of June.
The fashionable Griswold Hotel,

Groton, will offer pictures twice a
week in the ballroom, which seats
approximately 200, Harrison Harries
of Harford being reported as operat-
ing with portable equipment. All
companies' features will be used,

with a general playdate of 14 days
after New London.

Lee Malcarni will operate the 300-

seat Westbrook Theater, in addition
to Essex and Clinton. The new
Branford Theatre will be opened by
Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., on Friday.
The rebuilt Twentieth-Century, New
Milford, will also be ready on that
date. The Tower, Walnut Beach,
will be ready for July summer
crowds indicated by large advance
rental of cottages. Grove Beach
Casino will remain dark this season
and Frank Wagner is offering film
equipment for sale. Niantic's Pal-
ace Ballroom will also have no pic-

tures this summer. John Barnett
has instituted a 5-day week at
Finn's, Jewett City, and Henry
Phaneuf reports the shorter week
at the Jodoin, Baltic, as a summer
policy.

NLRB Gets Report on

Fleischer Artists' Petition

Saxe Renews Lease, Keeps
Madison Theater 10 Years

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York

Madison— Edward Benjii, mana-
ger of the Capitol Theater here, has
announced that Saxe Amusement
Management has renewed its lease,
which expires July 31, on the house
for another 10 years, following ap-
proval by the Circuit Court of the
Saxe offer of $570,000 for the oper-
ating lease, as against a $565,000
offer by the Fox-Madison Theaters
Corp. The circuit contemplates im-
provements to the theater.

Gosch Goes With 20th-Fox
IVest Coast Bui can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is reported that

Martin Gosch who has resigned as
head of the radio department at
Warner Bros., will head the radio
department at 20th Century-Fox.
Radio activities at Warners will be
handled by Edward Selzer, Ed Ob-
inger and Tenny Right.

Adjourn Tax Protest Case
Hearing on the United Artists

protest against the New York City

one-tenth of one per cent on gross
receipts tax scheduled for yester-

day at 50 Lafayette St. was ad-
journed.

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—National Labor Re-

lations Board yesterday declared
that Trial Examiner H. Y. Korey
has made a formal but unofficial re-
port to the board concerning the
petition of 135 artists of the
Fleischer Studios for representation.
According the NLRB spokesman,
Korey's report is now before the
Board for consideration and it is

expected action will be taken with-
in the next two or three weeks. The
report, it was explained, must neces-
sarily remain confidential until the

Board decides upon an election or

dismisses the case. The artists peti-

tioned the Board on May 3rd.

Singles Flop in Nabe
Milwaukee, Wis. — Fox's Downer,

east side neighborhood house, after

experimenting with single features

for several weeks, has- returned to

double features.

Coming and Goii^

FRANK ROGERS of the E. J. Sparks circuit

is due in New York within a few days from
Jacksonville.

ARTHUR W. EDDY has returned from a

Southern cruise.

CHARLES MUNRO and KENNETH ASPREY
are en route to Australia from New York
via the Coast.

DELBERT GOODMAN, 20th Century-Fox Fat

East manager, leaves New York in 10 days

for Chicago and the Coast en route to Shanghai

HARRY THOMAS has gone to Chicago from

New York and later goes south.

ARTHUR LEE has gone to Chicago from

New York.

ELMER RHODEN and WILLIAM POWERS left

New York yesterday for Chicago.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN has gone to Miami
from New York.

LOUIS PHILLI.'S returns to New York to-

morrow from the Coast.

MARJORIE ADAMS of the "Boston Globe"
yesterday returned to the Massachusetts city

from New York.

PHILIP HUSTON has arrived in New York

from Hollywood and leaves for Cape Cod short-

ly.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, JACK SICHELMAN,
HARRY BUXBAUM and JOE LEE go to Cleve-

land from New York to attend the dinner to

be given to Izzy Schmertz Monday night to

celebrate his 20th anniversary with 20th Cen-

tury-Fox.

GEORGE WEEKS leaves today for Washing-
ton, Charlotte and Atlanta.

MAURICE CONN, who is in New York from

the Coast, returns home in two weeks.

EDWARD SIMMONS, vice-president of Pax

Film Corp., sails on the Normandie June 30 for

Paris.

KENNETH THOMPSON, secretary of the

Screen Actors Guild, leaves for the Coast to-

morrow.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, A F of M president, ar

rives from Louisville late this week.

CHARLES LIGHT, general foreign manager of

Alexander Films, leaves today for the company's

annual convention in Colorado Springs, stopping

en route at Toronto and other Canadian branches.

Kuykendall at 2 Meets
President Ed Kuykendall of the

MPTOA is scheduled to attend

two exhibitor conventions during the

next few weeks. He goes to a Bir-

mingham meeting June 27-29 and to

a session at the Hotel Buena Vista,

Biloxi, Miss., July 18 and 19.

Abrams Aide to Furst
Boston — Ben Abrams has been

appointed assistant to Nathan Furst,

Warner manager, to replace the

late Jack Magann.

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

v;
:

JERSEY CITY
>N.J.

BOXES
. . . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package for

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion pictui^Jilm.

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioJHHo-

teclion. More economical. Save9 space. M^^jrof

high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner

protectors* Gives full protection at new low cost.

ROBERT GAYLORD, INC. los angeles

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI CA
'
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Latest of 20th's smash-money

hits ... current sensation of

Broadway .,.wrests top boxoffice

honors from "The Road to Glory"

• • . greatest of 20th's record-

holders at New York's long-run

Rivolil

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE



SIX BANKS SEEK ROXY

TRUSTEE DESIGNATION

{Continued from Page 1)

such extraordinary expenses as fire,

condemnation or default.
Continental Bank & Trust Co.

(present trustee), $2,000 for first

year and $750 for each subsequent
year; Sterling National Bank and
Trust Co., $2,150 for first year and
$850 each thereafter; Lawyers Bank
& Trust, $2,500 and $1,000 each
thereafter, while Empire Trust Co.
and the Manufacturers Trust Co.
bid $2,557 the first year and $1,057
thereafter and $4,562 and $1,500
thereafter respectively.
The Clinton Trust Co. bid to re-

ceive an annual fee of $1,250, with
the first year's compensation left
to the discretion of the court. Hear-
ing will be resumed next Friday at
which time it is expected Judge
Caffey will rule on the bids.

National Equipment Trade
Show Planned for June 38

(Continued from Pane 1)

position would be actually on an in-
ternational scale, the result of many
inquiries received from the Far East
and South America. A business
drive in those areas is planned.

Producers, exhibitors, dealers and
manufacturers of theater accessor-
ies will be invited to exhibit at the
show.

Neu, secretary of the Theater
Supply Manufacturers Association,
told The Film Daily that biz for
the first half of 1937, is up 33 1-3
p.c. over 1936's comparative period.

Equipment Distributors

Elect Marrone President

Chicago—The Theater Equipment
Distributors of America, Inc., yes-
terday elected as president Arthur
Marrone, of the Superior Motion
Picture Co. Other officers elected
include: Vice-President, Joseph Pear
of Amusement Theater Supply; Sec-
retary, E. L. Hurley, of Clems Mo-
tion Picture Supply; Treasurer, R.
Perse of Capitol Motion Picture
Supply; Pittsburgh Board of Direc-
tors, Joseph Guercio, Paul Hueter,
Henry Dusman and Art Morrone.

JUNE 22

Charlie Murray
Marguerite De La Motte

Jack Whiting

• • • A POCKET-SIZE manual covering the new season
product of United Artists has been distributed to the sales
force it is compact, printed on heavy stock, with a page be-
ing devoted to each production giving the main credits,
the story and the sales angles this enables the exhib to
get the dope as he shoos the salesman toward the door
the idea seeming to be that some Big Point will make an im-
pression on the exhib and make, him change his mind
about shooing the salesman out and invite him back to
the overstuffed chair at the desk reserved for the landlord

the psychology seems to be good and we hope it
works .....'. meanwhile we are personally intrigued by the order
of preference or precedence indicated in the manual each
associated producer's product is grouped with different colored
stock orange, gray, blue, yellow, etc. and we are
relieved to note that RED was avoided but the order of
presentation is: Goldwyn. Korda, Selznick, Wanger, London
Films, Chaplin and the new cartoon to replace the Dis-
neys "Skippy"

• • • THE QUARTERLY Survey of Fortune mag has
been issued .... purporting to show what the U. S. public
thinks on various important questions to the query: "Who
is your favorite movie star?" the first leading 18 landed
in this order: Clark Gable, Shirley Temple, Robert Taylor,
William Powell, Norma Shearer Wallace Beery, George
Arliss, Jeanette MacDonald, Myrna Loy, Greta Gar'bo
Janet Gaynor, Gary Cooper, Joan Crawford, Lionel Barrymore,
Kay Francis, Bing Crosby, Jean Harlow, Nelson Eddy
to the query: "Which do you prefer, double features or one
feature and good shorts?" the single feature and shorts
won hands down, with 63.9 per cent in favor, and only 21.7
per cent for double features the analysis showing that
"all kinds and conditions of people agree that they prefer sin-
gle features, although the poor like double features twice as
much as the prosperous, presumably because they think that
they get more for their money" incidentally, and illumin-
atingly 11.3 per cent of these queried said flatfootedly
that they did not go to the movies and that's a helluva
big percentage, if the Survey represents a true cross-section of
the American public

T T
• • • ANOTHER TALE from "Kid" Regan column-
ist of the St. Louis Star-Times he sez that Harry Craw-
ford, manager of the Ambassador theater in that town, was
entering the foyer after watching Anita Louise, George Brent
and Charley Winninger in the flicker, "The Go-Getter"
and Manager Crawford commented to a friend as detective-
sergeant Arthur Wander, an energetic local flatfoot, entered
the building:: "Why. Charley Winninsrer stole that picture"
and the flatfoot walked up to Crawford and said: "Is that so?
Give me a description of the lug and I'll hustle down the street
and pick him up"

T T
• • • AT THE annual meeting of the Jewish Theatrical
Guild, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year

Eddie Cantor, president George Jessel, Fred Block,
Sam Harris, William Morris, Jr.. Hugo Riesenfeld and A. A.
Jailer, vice-presidents Abe Lastfogel, treasurer . Nat
Lefkowitz, assistant treasurer Sam Forrest, financial sec-
retary Dave Ferguson, executive secretary

T
• • • THE WORLD premiere of Grand National's "The
Girl Said No" will be held at the Shubert theater in Bos-
ton tonite this production is the first to bring the music
of Gilbert and Sullivan to the screen Grand National
under Ed Finney's ad and pub staff, have placed the biggest
advance campaign thus far attempted by the company on any
Picture the Hollywood-type opening will be attended by a
slew of local celebs who are officers of various musical and
educational organizations

Tuesday, June 22, 1937

(Continued from Page 1)

principally calling for passage of

the Neely-Pettengill anti-block
booking measure and the Hobbs
resolution ordering an investigation
of the film industry.
Attendance at the conference will

include President Nathan Yamins,
Abram F. Myers, Al Steffes, Pete
Wood, H. M. Richey and Sidney E.
Samuelson.

Cleveland—At least two members
of the Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors Association will attend a
meeting of independent theater own-
ers called by P. J. Wood, secretary
of the Independent Theater Owners
of Ohio to be held in Washington,
D. C. on Thursday. Ernest Schwartz,
president, appointed M. B. Horwitz,
circuit owner, and G. W. Erdmann,
association secretary as official dele-
gates.

Buffalo Variety Club to

Stage Show at Sanitarium

Buffalo—E. K. O'Shea and Carl
W. Kempke, head of a Variety Club
committee arranging for the second
annual club show, July 11th, at
the J. N. Adam Memorial Hospital,
Perrysburg, tuberculosis sanitarium.
Night clubs, radio stations and
dancing academies will supply tal-

ent while Vincent R. McFaul, of
Shea's Buffalo is arranging to pro-
vide a group of prize-winning ama-
teur acts that appeared in that thea-
ter. Sidney Lehman, M. V. Sulli-
van, Jr., and Ralph Maw are work-
ing on Variety's first family outing,
scheduled for July 26 at Angola
Beach, Lake Erie.

« « « » » »

Drafting Final Papers for

Robb-Rowley and U. A. Deal

Deal under which United Artists
Theaters acquires a 50 per cent in-

terest in the Robb & Rowley circuit
has been ratified by the board of
directors of the former company, it

was stated in New York yesterday.
Final papers are now being pre-
pared by attorneys for both outfits.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Julie Haydon is studying face-reading,

modification of phrenology.

—M-G-M.
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We could stand on that record, but we won't. In this business

yesterday doesn't count. We're looking ahead! We know we

have not yet begun to tap the full resources of our studio, the

full abilities of our production brains. For the coming season,

20th Century-Fox, the Studio of Ideas, will give you not just a

program of pictures, but a program of progress!

ft
THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

FO 1937 •
wdZ.



You know that there are just two things that matter

:

(1) Good pictures.

(2) A fair sales policy.

You know that no company has fulfilled these requirements

more faithfully and effectively than 20th Century-Fox.

No one knows better than you what we did in 1936 -37 ... hit

after hit . . . new personalities developed— Sonja Henie, Simone

Simon, Tyrone Power, Winchell and Bernie, the Ritz Brothers.

New showmanship ideas . . . out-of-the-beaten-track entertain-

ment. Unusual story angles and fresh themes . . . the most dar-

ing and profitable run of musicals ever made by any one. You
know, too, how these successes have rehabilitated many theatres

and brought new prosperity to every theatre playing 20th

Century-Fox pictures.

We don't have to tell you that those 1936-37 accomplishments

will go doubled in spades for 1937-38.

You can rest content only when studio brains are restless . . . and

the studio minds at 20th Century- Fox are always striking into

unexplored story fields, always alert to the public's newest enter-

tainment moods, always awake to modern show trends. They

are never satisfied to follow, but enthusiastically assume the

responsibility of leadership.

Now look at the following pages, outlining 20th's first-quarter

releases for the new season. And remember that, thrilling as the

line-up is, it represents only the beginning of20th 's greatest year!
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THINK FAST, MR. MOTO
With Virginia Field, Thomas

Beck, Sig Rumann. Executive

Producer Sol M. Wurtzel.

Directed by Norman Foster.

Screen play by Howard Ellis

Smith and Norman Foster. Based

on a Saturday Evening Post story

by J. P. Marquand.
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With Borrah Minevitch and his gang, Frances

Drake, Walter Catlett, John Carradine, Sig

Rumann, Harold Huber, Katherine DeMille,

E. E. dive. Directed by George Marshall.

Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson. Screen play

by Gene Fowler, Allen Rivkin and Ernest Pascal.

Based on a play by Walter Hackett

rox
1937-38

AUGUST • SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

ONE MILE
FROM HEAVEN
With CLAIRE TREVOR, Sally Blane,

Douglas Fowley, Fredi Washington and
BILL ROBINSON. Executive Producer
Sol M. WurtzeL Directed by Allan Dwan.
Screen play by Lou Breslowand John Patrick.

Based upon the original stories of Judge Ben
B. Lindsey, Robin Harris and Alfred Golden.
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OF 1937
(Tentative Title)

Another football season mop-up. Fully as

musical, twice as nonsensical, thrice as

thrilling as last year's "Pigskin Parade."

And a cast picked for maximum marquee

sock. Directed by George Marshall.

Associate Producer Harold Wilson. Screen play

by Karl Tunberg and Don Ettlinger. Music and

lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell.

JANE WITHERS
in

WILD
AND WOOLLY
With DOUGLAS SCOTT, WALTER
BRENNAN, Jackie Searl, Berton
Churchill, Pauline Moore, Douglas
Fowley, RobertWilcox, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

Carl Switzer. Directed by Alfred
Werker. Associate Producer John Stone.

Song by Harry Akst and Sidney Clare.

Screen play by Lynn Root and Frank Fenton.
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WARNER BAXTER
LORETTA YOUNG
VIRGINIA BRUCE

m

WIFE, DOCTOR
AND NURSE

With Helen Westley and an exceptional cast.

Directed by Walter Lang. Associate Producer

Raymond Griffith. Original story by Kathryn Scola and

Darrell Ware.

rax
1937-38

AUGUST • SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
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RELEASE SCHEDULE
AUGUST • SEPTEMBER • OCTOBER

n

Release date PRODUCTION

Aug. 6 YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING

Aug. 13 ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN

Aug. 13 WESTERN GOLD (K-4)

Aug. 20 LOVE UNDER FIRE

Aug. 27 THINK FAST, MR. MOTO

Aug. 27 HANDY ANDY *

Sept. 3 THIN ICE

Sept. 10 WILD AND WOOLLY

Sept. 10 BORNEO
Sept. 17 PIGSKIN PARADE OF 1937 (T)

Sept. 24 LANCER SPY

Oct. 1 ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN

Oct. 8 CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
Oct. 8 BOOTS AND SADDLES (T)

Oct. 15 DANGER-LOVE AT WORK

Oct. 22 THE JONES FAMILY in

TOO MUCH LIMELIGHT

Oct. 29 WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE

(T) Indicates tentative title

* Indicates Re-issue

CAST

Alice Faye, The Ritz Brothers,

Don Ameche, Charles Winninger,

Louise Hovick, Rubinoff

Claire Trevor, Sally Blane, Douglas
Fowley, Fredi Washington, Bill

Robinson.

Smith Ballew

Loretta Young, Don Ameche,
Borrah Minevitch, Frances Drake,

John Carradine, Katherine DeMille

Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Thomas
Beck, Sig Rumann

Will Rogers, Peggy Wood, Robert

Taylor, Conchita Montenegro, Mary
Carlisle

Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power, Arthur
Treacher, Leah Ray, Raymond
Walburn, Alan Hale, Joan Davis

Jane Withers, Douglas Scott, Walter

Brennan, Jackie Searl, Berton
Churchill, Pauline Moore

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

A great cast to be announced

Dolores Del Rio, George Sanders,

Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Sig

Rumann, Joseph Schildkraut, Lionel

Atwill, Maurice Moscovitch.

Eddie Cantor and the best support-

ing cast he's ever had

Warner Oland, Keye Luke

Smith Ballew

Jack Haley, Ann Sothern, Edward
Everett Horton, Mary Boland

Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring

Byington, Russell Gleason, Kenneth

Howell, George Ernest

Warner Baxter, Loretta Young,
Virginia Bruce

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production
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A FEW OF THE HIGHLIGHTS FOR

THE REST OF 1937-38!

EDDIE CANTOR in "SARATOGA CHIPS," by Damon Runyon and Irving

Caesar; "HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY," one of the biggest pictures to be

made by 20th; WALTER WINCHELL and BEN BERNIE in "LOVE AND
HISSES"; "MEET THE GIRLS," a comedy woven around the mad-cap antics

of a millionaire family; "LAST YEAR'S KISSES"; "DANCE, FOOL, DANCE,"
story of a racketeer who turns tap dancer and attempts to go straight only to

become involved in a dancing school blackmail scheme; THE DIONNE
QUINTUPLETS in "MOTHER KNOWS BEST"; The RITZ BROTHERS in

"MOONSTRUCK" with Joan Davis; a second SONJA HENIE musical;

"KIDNAPPED," Robert Louis Stevenson's celebrated story of adventure;

SHIRLEY TEMPLE in "HEIDI," one of the greatest stories ever published,

with a cast including Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher, Thomas Beck, Mady
Christians, Helen Westley, Sidney Blackmer; SHIRLEY TEMPLE in

"SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES," as a child adopted by the Canadian

Northwest Mounted Police; a third SHIRLEY TEMPLE as yet untitled;

"THE GIANT SWING," by W. R. Burnett, author of "Little Caesar";

TYRONE POWER, DON AMECHE in "IN OLD CHICAGO," the biggest

and most lavish production in 20th's history; IRVING BERLIN'S cavalcade

of music, "ALEXANDER'S RAG-TIME BAND," with famous old songs

and plenty of new ones; "STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE," epic story of

Henry M. Stanley's life, with Osa Johnson leading a studio expedition over

actual route taken by heroic Stanley; LORETTA YOUNG, ALICE FAYE,
LOUISE HOVICK, FRED ALLEN in "SALLY, IRENE AND MARY," one

of 20th's biggest musical projects; TYRONE POWER and LORETTA
YOUNG in "SECOND HONEYMOON,"worthy successor to "Love is News"
and "Cafe Metropole"; ANNABELLA in "JEAN," sensation of the London

show season; "JESSE JAMES," as big in scope as "The House of Rothschild"

and "Lloyds of London"; "FOUR MEN AND A PRAYER," Cosmopolitan

Magazine novel, adventurous and colorful as "Beau Geste" and "Lives of a

Bengal Lancer"; "MR. NICKELBY SITS DOWN"; "CAREER IN C MAJOR";
"SPLINTER FLEET," telling one of the Great War's most thrilling and
dramatic episodes.

20th will invest these valuable properties with the showmanship elements

that have made this company your most dependable boxoffice friend.

THE TRADE MARK THAT SELLS TICKETS!

L.
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vPT 1-YEAR TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

instead of two would "undoubtedly"

| pass the Senate on Wednesday. The
i measure would then be committed
'I to conference with a view to ob-

j
taining House approval of the Sen-

3 ate action before the present ex-
A piration date—June 30. The meas-
a ure will not be put to a vote in the
ij upper House until the relief bill is

J
out of the way.

"I believe the one-year limitation

•J
represents a practical compromise
on extension of admissions and
other nuisance taxes," Senator

'.J

Prentiss Brown, member of the Sen-

J
ate Finance Committee, told The

I Film Daily. "The action of our
I committee was unanimous. The gen-
i edal feeling is that the one-year

j
recommendation will pass the Sen-

j
ate and be successful in conference".

Meanwhile, at the other end of
1 Capitol Hill, Congressman Dingell,

j
Michigan Democrat, leading nuis-

I
ance tax modificationist, said he had
practically completed plans to move

I for a preferential vote in the House
j

in an attempt to force agreement
j
with the Senate modification, pro-

, vided Chairman Doughton insisted
1 on his original two-year extension.

Theater Admission Taxes
For May Up $218,354

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Another optimistic

and encouraging month's report on
comparative 1937-1936 theater ad-
missions taxes was issued yesterday
by the Treasury department's bur-
eau of internal revenue, proving an-
other index of better business con-
ditions in industry.

Admission taxes from theaters
and other amusement places, ac-
cording to yesterday's report,
jumped from $1,318,785.57 for
month of May, 1936 to $1,537,119.30
for May, 1937. It was pointed out
this represents an increase for com-
parative months of nearly a quarter
million dollars.

Northwest Allied Names
John Devaney as Counsel

(Continued from Page 1)

west group and a vice-president and
board member of the Allied States
Association.
Immediate object of Northwest

f
Allied, Steffes said, is to help de-
fend the recently enacted North Da-
kota theater divorce law, and De-
vaney will aid in the legal moves.

vh*
1<r^ Tern pus Fugit

Omaha—Exhibitor E. W. Kundert of

Beresford, S. D., made his first visit

to local film row in nine years this

week. Only one or two exchanges were
still doing business at the same stand
as they were in 1928.

NEWS of the DAY
Baltimore—Two new companies

have been incorporated in Maryland.
They are the Belair Theater Corp.,
Towson, Md., incorporated by Peter
G. and E. Gertrude Seiwell and Wil-
liam C. Allen, of Towson, and the
Film Arts Theater, Inc., incorpor-
ated by Moe Kohn, Joseph Krulek
and David Brill, all of Baltimore.

Merrill, Wis.—The Badger theater
here is installing new air condition-
ing and cooling equipment.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Free shows
sponsored by local merchants are
being staged each Wednesday night
at Hilbert and each Thursday night
at Winter. E. W. Guth, representing
the LeRay Dennis Film Bureau, is

in charge of the showing at Hilbert
and McDonald and McChesney of
Turtle Lake of the Winter shows.

New Milford, Conn.—The Star,
now re-named the Twentieth Cen-
tury, is being renovated, with new
seats installed as well as a new mar-
quee. House re-opens soon.

South Manchester, Conn. — The
Circle, Warner houses kept dark in-

termittently since 1935, and entirely
four years prior to that time, will

be reopened this fall, B. E. Hoffman
announces.

San Antonio—Earl Wilburn, for-
merly of Baytown, is now managing
the Rialto and Low theaters at Re-
fugio for the newly formed Jack
Pickens Theater circuit.

New Milford, Conn.—Steve Pano-
ras will reopen the rebuilt Star,
renamed Twentieth Century, on
June 26.

Columbia U. Starts Film RKO Meet Ends; Eight Pix

Study Division in Fall Will be Sold Separately

(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. James C. Egnert is director, it

was announced yesterday.
Step, it was said, results from Co-

lumbia's recognition of films as "a
mass art profoundly characteristic
of the present and a social force of
growing magnitude." Dr. Russell
Potter is chairman of the advisory
group for Film Study.

In addition to courses on every
phase of the movie art, the Uni-
versity will sponsor an International
Amateur Motion Picture Show next
April. Cooperating will be the In-

stitute of Amateur Cinematography
of England, the American Society
of CinematograDhers, the Metro-
politan Motion Picture Club of New
York, the Cherry Amateur Cinema
Society of Japan, the Montreal Ama-
teur Motion Picture Club, the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Coun-
cil of New York, the American As-
sociation for Adult Education, and
other groups. The program will be
supervised by Duncan MacD. Little.

Film Studv announces for its first

year the "Motion Picture Parade,"
a series of 20 Wednesday evenings
devoted to films and planned as a
populrr course. The course, begin-
ning1 Oct. 27, will be given in Mc-
Millin Academic Theater, Broadway
at 116th Street.

" Supplementing this course, Film
S*udy will offer a 28-week series on
films, to be given in cooperation
with the Film Library of the Mu-
seum of Modern Art. This course,
opening in September, will be lim-
ited to 30 students, who will meet
Tuesday nights. It will be under
the supervision of John Abbott, Di-
rector of the Film Library, and Miss
Iris Barry, curator.

New Operating Company
Chicago—Arterburn Brothers and

N. W. Barrie have organized the
Steger Theater Corp., with offices

at 16 East 34th Street, Steger, to

operate film theaters in that terri-

tory.

(Continued from Page 1)

as the company's convention came
to a close. Also to be sold separate-
ly are six George O'Brien pictures,

it was said.

For the first quarter of the cur-

rent year, prexy Leo Spitz said in

his closing address, business leaped
150 p. c. above the corresponding-
period of the year previous, while
the fiscal year of 1936 showed a gain
of 250 p. c. over 1935.

The conventioneers left for home
last night, the special train pulling

out at 11 p.m. EDST. First stop of

the Special is scheduled for New-
ton, Kan., for the Dallas and Okla-
homa City branch men to take their

separate ways. At Kansas City, Mo.,
the rest of the Southern and Mid-
western delegates will detrain. There
will be a five-hour stopover in Chi-
cago, with still more group depar-
tures, and at Washington, D. C,
delegates from Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land, Buffalo and Albany will leave
for their exchange cities.

Friday morning the Special will

pull into New York's Grand Central
Station with the Home Office and
New York Exchange delegations,
some of the foreign representatives,
and conventionites from the follow-
ing branches: St. John, New Bruns-
wick, Philadelphia, New Haven and
Boston.

Warner Club to Warble
Cincinnati — The Warner Club

holds a hamburger fry and office

"sing" at Mt. Airy Forest today.

The music is in the hands of Mer-
rill Schwarz and the guitar-and-big-

song man, Harry Brinkman. The
program has been arranged by
George Daumeyer, chairman of

Warners entertainment committee
and Yarrow Miller, president of

Warner's Club.

DATE BOOK
Today: Para, regional sales meet, Boston.

Today: Kansas - Missouri Theaters Associa-

tion convention, Kansan Hotel, Topeka.

Today: National Conference on Visual

Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

Today: Summer conference of the CEA
at Harrowgate, Eng.

une 23: New York Warner Club outing via

SS. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Mountain.

une 25-26: Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., con-
vention, Broadmoor Hotel, Denver.

une 26: M. & P. Theaters Corp. outing, the

Fo'castle, Marblehead, Mass.

une 27: Columbia sales convention, the Am-
bassador, Los Angeles.

une 27-29: S.E.T.O.A. convention, Birming-

ham, Ala.

une 29: Monday Knighters' golf tourney,

Elmsford Country Club, White Plains.

une 28: I. J. Schmertz testimonial dinner,

Cleveland, O.

une 29: Monday Knights golf tourney, Elms-

ford Country Club, White Plains.

uly 3-5: Imperial eastern sales meet, Hotel

Astor.

uly 5-10: International Film Chamber Con-
gress, Paris.

uly 9-11: Gaumonf British sales convention,

St. Moritz Hotel, New York.

uly 10-12: Imperial mid-western sales meet,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

uly 14: Loew New England managers' outing,

Pine Brook Country Club, Bridgeport, Conn.

uly 17-19: Imperial southern sales meet, St.

Charles, New Orleans.

uly 18-19: MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi

and Tennessee convention, Hotel Buena Vista,

uly 19: Indianapolis Variety Club golf tourney,

Indianapolis Country Club.

uly 24-26: Imperial west coast sales meet
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

uly 26: Buffalo Variety Club family outing,

Angola Beach, Lake Erie.

uly 27: I. TO. A. outing at Bear Mountain.

Columbia Convention Train

Off for Coast Tomorrow

(Continued fnm Page 1)

Ambassador Hotel, and continue
through Thursday.
The special will stop en route to

pick up delegates from other cities,

with the last important stop at Kan-
sas City, before arriving at Los An-
geles. Additions will be made to

the train at Cleveland and Chicago
to accommodate the delegates who
will converge on these points. The
special by the time it leaves Kansas
City will consist of seven Pullmans,
two club cars, two diners and an
observation car.

A. Montague, General Sales Man-
ager, will head the Home Office ex-
ecutives who will board the train

in New York, while J. H. Seidelman,
Foreign Sales Manager, and Joseph
Friedman, Managing Director of Co-
lumbia's English Offices, will repre-
sent the foreign field.

Real Movie Show Boat
Chicago—And now it's a real movie

show boat. Floating Theater Co. has
been organized here by George L. Eker,
D. L. Thompson and H. H. Naujoks
to operate showboats with film pro-
grams and acts.

i
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Movietone News, with its galaxy of

specialists . . . backed by the greatest news-

gathering and news -distributing organiza-

TRUMAN TALLEY
Producer

EDMUND REEK
General Manager
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LEW LEHR
Humor

ED THORGERSON
Sports

SIR GORDON CRAIG
British General Manager

HARRY LAWRENSON
Foreign Editor

JACK HANEY
News Editor

BONNEY POWELL
Far Eastern Editor
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WILL KEEP IT OUT IN FRONT!

tion in the industry . , . offers exhibitors

the most complete and dramatic newsreel

money can buy. And the publie knows it

!

VYVYAN DONNER
Fashions

NEWS
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"Ever Since Eve'

with Marion Davies, Robert Montgomery
Frank McHugh

Warners-Cosmopolitan 81 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
BREEZY, ROLLICKING FARCE, EXPERT-

LY PLAYED, SHOULD PLEASE ALL TYPES
OF AUDIENCES.

This is a breezy, rollicking farce that
will please all types of audiences. The
roles are ideal for Marion Davies and Rob-
ert Montgomery, who have a field day.

Patsy Kelly and Allen Jenkins deliver many
laughs and for good measure, Louise Fa-
zenda and Frank McHugh are on hand
with their brand of fun. Marcia Ralston
is good as a jealous girl, whom Bob jilts in

favor of Marion. Lloyd Bacon has done
an excellent job of directing, guiding
healthy total of laughs, some of which
are of the belly variety. Lawrence Riley,

Earl Baldwin and Lillie Hayward fashioned
a clever screenplay, and Baldwin rates
credit as the producer. Bob is a novelist,

who would rather play than write. Louise
Fazenda, his publisher, tries to force him
to finish writing a new book. She en-
gages Marion, disguised as a homely gir!,

to be his secretary. One day Bob makes
an unexpected call at Marion's home and
discovers a beautiful girl—Marion minus
her brunette wig and glasses. Marion does
not disclose her real identity and Bob fails

in love with the beauty at first sight.

Marion, with her disguise, continues as sec-
retary for Bob, and Marion, sans the dis-

guise, keeps Bob's heart beating fast. There
are many complications, but Bob finally

sees through the disguise and wins Marion.
Cast: Marion Davies, Robert Montgom-

ery, Frank McHugh, Patsy Kelly, Allen
Jenkins, Louise tazenda, Barton MacLane,
Marcia Ralston, Frederic Clark, Arthur
Hoyt, Mary Treen, Harry Hayden, Pierre

Watkin, John T. Murray, William' Davidson.
Executive Producer, Hal B Wallis; Asso-

c
:

ate Producer, Earl Baldwin; Director,

Lloyd Bacon; Cameraman, George Barnes;
Author, Margaret Lee, Gene Baker; Screen-
play, Lawrence Riley, Earl Baldwin, Liilie

Hayward; Editor, William Holmes; Art Di-

rector, Robert Haas; Music and Lyrics, M.
K Jerome and Jack Scholl; Musical Direc-
tor, Leo Forbstein.

Direction, Excellent Photography, Fine*

Alabama Theater Damaged
As Dynamite Bomb Lets Go

Attalla, Ala.—The Liberty Thea-
ter was dynamited, with damage
approximating: fl,000. Two police-
men sitting in a car at the curb
when the time bomb exploded, es-
caped with minor cuts from flying
glass.

Labor tension which has gripped
the industrial Gadsden, Ala., area,
adjacent to Attalla, was believed tc
have been the cause of the trouble.
The theater was remodeled about

two weeks ago at a cost of $10,000.

Screen Ads In 3 Houses
Lincoln, Neb.—Screen ads are be-

ing: used at the Varsity, Colonial,

and Capitol theaters here now.

"Sing and Be Happy"
with Tony Martin, Leah Ray, Joan Davis

20th Century-Fox 64 mins.

LIGHT AND MERRY MUSICAL FEA-
TURING NEW FACES IS GOOD SUMMER
FARE.

This one has a lively, more or less zany
plot, but is filled with the spirit of youth,

and features some young performers who
have appeared in recent productions of the
company, such as "Wake Up and Live,"

"One in a Million," "Sing, Baby, Sing."

The plot is of the typical musical comedy
variety, involving business rivalry between
two heads of advertising agencies who are

trying to steal each other's accounts. Tony
Martin is the son of one agency head (Ber-

ton Churchill), and Leah Ray is the daugh-
ter of the other (Andrew Tombes). They
furnish the romantic interest, and in fact

most of the action of the film revolves

around them. Tony wants to be a musical

comedy singer or a radio star with his own
band, while pop wants him to be his assis-

tant in the ad agency. Leah models hosiery

for her dad's best account, and also does
the art layouts. They are in love, but
eternally scrapping, until the boy finally

convinces her that he has constructive bus-

iness ideas when he puts over a big com-
mercial broadcast in the audition test on

the hosiery account for a million dollar

expenditure. Tony Martin has a fine voice,

and a pleasing personality. Leah Ray is a

pleasing eyeful, intelligent, and also can
sing. Joan Davis displays a real talent as

a zany comedienne, and furnishes most
of the laughs. Director James Tinling kept
this one moving snappily. A good hot

weather show, with plenty of romance,
dancing, music and song—and really good
comedy touches.

Cast: Tonv Martin, Leah Ray, Joan Da-
vis, Helen Westley, Allan Lane. Dixie Dun-
bar, Chick Chandler, Berton Churchill, An-
drew Tombes, Louis Alberni, Frank Mc-
Glvnn, Sr

Director, James Tinling; Screenplay, Ben
Markson. Lou Breslow, John Patrick; Music
and Lyrics, Sidney Clare, Harry Akst.

Direction, Very good. Photography, ex-

cellent.

Ask Opinion of Legality

of 6 New St. Louis Tax Bills

St. Louis — Aldermanic Legisla-
tion Committee yesterday asked the
City Councilor's office for an opin-
ion on the legality of six proposed
new taxation bills now pending, in-
cluding the amusement measure.
The committee adjourned to meet
again on Thursday without acting
on an amendment offered by Alder-
man Arthur H. Pahl to eliminate
the tax on tickets selling for less
than 25 cents which would di'op the
one cent tax on children's tickets.
This amendment, if approved, would
meet one of the chief objections
raised to the bill by Fred Wehren-
berg, MPTO president.

W. Va. Theater Burns
Ravenswood, W. Va.—The Colon-

ial Theater was burned here.

"Born Reckless"
with Rochelle Hudson, Brian Donlevy and

Barton MacLane
20th Centurv-Fox 60 Mins

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
TAXI WAR STORY WITH HE-MAN AC-

TION AND THRILLS IS GOOD ENTER-
TAINMENT.

This taxi war affair which involves rack-
eteering is aimed at the audiences thai
want he-man action and thrills. It is

slam-bang material with auto crashes of
all sorts. Because of its better name play-
ers and major studio production it can rate
the top houses using this kind of fare. The
cast members all Derform very well and
: nclude Rochelle Hudson, Brian Donlevy,
Barton MacLane, Robert Kent Harry
Carey, Pauline Moore and Chick Chandler.
The screenulay bv John Patrick. Robert
Ellis and Helen Logan, based on a storv

by Jack Andrews, furnishes numerous bang-
un situations and Malcolm St. Clair direct-

ed for suspense and fast movement. For
the market for which it is meant, this

production, which Milton Feld handled as

associate produce to Sol Wurtzel, is good
entertainment. Donlevy, an auto racing
chamoion. arrives in the town, where his

frend, Robert Kent, has a taxi comoany
; n association with his father, Harry Carey.
Barton MacLane, a racketeer, is trvine to

force all taxi lines to pay his organization
for protection. Carev is one who will not.

and his cars are beinp wrecked in manv
wavs. Donlevy is broke, so he goes to

work for Carev. A hapov-eo-luckv sort of

"uv. he ?ets a bjg kick out of ruining Mac-
I ane s cars. The latter builds an armored-
nlated car to do his smash-uo work and
tr'es to hire Donlevy to drive it, but with-
out success. When his co-worktr. Chick
Chandler is killed while on duty, and there
; s no evidence for the jury to convict Mac-
Lane Donlevv in his own wav decides to
*pt the racketeer boss. To obtain evidence
which will clear her brother, who is in jail

on one of MacLane's trumped no charges.

Rochelle Hudson becomes MacLane's girl

'riend. She and Donlevv get the evidence
to conv'ct their man. but he is killed in

a pun battle with the police. During the
proceedings a romance has developed be-
tween Rochelle and Donlevy.

Cast: Rochelle Hudson. Brian Donlevy,

Barton MacLane, Robert Kent, Harrv Carey.
Pauline Mocre, Chick Chandler, William
Pawlev. Francis McDonald, George Wolcctt,
Joseph Crehan.

Execut ;ve Producer, Sol M Wurtzel; As-
sociate Producer, Milton H. Feld; Director,

Makolm St Clair; Author, Jack Andrews;
Screennlav, John Patrick, Robert Ellis,

Helen Logan, Cameraman, Daniel B Clark.

ASC; Art Director, Chester Gore; Editor.

Alex Troffey, Sound. S C. Chaoman, Harry
M. Leonard; Musical Director, Samuel Kay-
lin

Direction, Fast Photography, Good

Plan New Ohio Circuit
Columbus, O.—A new corporation

to operate motion picture theaters
in small Ohio towns has been
formed in Columbus by J. E. Doyle
and Rudolph S. Kerr under the name
Central Ohio, Inc. The firm plans
to establish a circuit of motion pic-
ture theaters in small towns and
rural communities.

"North of the Rio

Grande"
with William Boyd, George Hayes,

Russell Hayden
Paramount 72 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
CORKING WESTERN WITH COMEDY

AND THRILLS HAS SPECIAL APPEAL TO
KIDS.

This 'Hopalong Cassidy" can be classed
as one of the best of the series. The dra-
matic plot is developed in a highly sus-
penseful manner which is forever interest-
ing. Thrill situations, worked out in stra-
tegic spots, intensify the action. This
technique will appeal especially to the kid
audiences. Comedy is carried along through-
out, and song numbers are included in a

manner which makes them an integral part
of the entertainment. Gun play and hard
riding give the picture a fast pace. Wil-
liam Boyd, he of the magnetic smile, is

again the cool, calm, quick-on-the-trigger
gentleman of the wide open spaces. Windy
'George Hayes) has a big comedy role

which he puts over in grand style. As
the villain, Stephen Morris, is most effec-
tive. Bernadene Hayes fills the only fem-
inine role of consequence and she plays it

very capably. Russell Hayden, John Ruth-
erford and Walter Long do nicely in the
other roles of importance. Jack O'Donnell
wrote this well-planned screenplay based
on the Mulford story. His dialogue is

most appropriate. Nate Watt's direction

is an important factor in achieving excel-

lent results, as is Russell Harlan's photog-
raphy which makes great use of the na-

tural backgrounds. They give the picture

a classy look. Harry Sherman's production

is a topnotcher among the outdoor dramas.

Evidence points to the sheriff as the killer

of Hopalong's brother. With Stephen Mor-
ris, locai banker, politician, and all-around

big shot, as fudge, the sheriff is acquitted.

Cassidy, who is in other parts, is informed

of the situation and he comes home to ad-

minster justice in his own way. He finds

that the head of the lawless element is

the Lone Wolf and that he is the power
responsible for his brother's death. In the

course of time he discovers Morris to be

the Lone Wolf. In making a get-away,

the latter is killed in a train wreck. Hav-

ing completed his job he goes on his way,

even though Faro Annie (Bernadene

Hayes) wants him to stay.

Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Rus-

seli Hayden, Stephen Morris, Bernadene

Hayes, John Rutherford, Lorraine Randall.

Waiter Long, Lee Cobb, John Beach, Al

Ferguson.

Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Nate

Watt; Based on the Mulford story "Cotton-

wood Gulch"; Screenplay, Jack O'Donnell,

Cameraman, Russell Harlan; Editor, Rob-

ert Warwick; Art Director, Lewis Rachmil

Sound, Earl Sitar.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Splen-

did.

For additional reviews of new pictures,

him to Pages 25 and 26 of this issue

Salt Lake City Strike End
Salt Lake City—Strike of musi-

cians, stage and motion picture op-
erators' unions against the Star and
Roxy Theaters, Inc., was settled

over the week-end.
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The public is demanding shows of sane

length and real variety entertainment.

Only good short subjects make such

programs possible. And only the 20th

Century-Fok-Educational shorts give you

such big star values in two-reel comedies

and such a wide variety of top 1 rah^

amusement in the one-reel pictures, t66.
j \
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Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS

It's laugh insurance when you book these
stars. It's good showmanship when you
play them.
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Here is the

biggest bet in show-build-

ing fun featurettes . . . Educa-

tional's world-famous star comedies.

Always a name to give you extra box-

office ammunition. And always those

big laughs that keep the show

pepped up and send the cus-

tomers away happy.
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THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"



tin i or song or

:r will best

punch to your program

>eauty or novelty

give that added

ll find it here.
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'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

REG. U.S. PAT Off

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY20TP CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION
Printed in USA.

Featuring

KIKO, THE KANGAROO
0*2% Ostrich, Farmer Al Falfa and Puddy the Puf

Produced by Paul Terry
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"Armored Car"

with Robert Wilcox, Judith Barrett

Irving Pichel

Universal 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
LIVELY PACED COPS-AND-ROBBERS'

THRILLER HAS CAPABLY HANDLED
COMEDY AS WELL.

This newest cops-and-robbers' thriller is

highlighted by Irving Pichel's performance

as the master mind, who finds solace in

organ music. Second in acting honors is

handsome Robert Wilcox, certain to inter-

est the femme fans. Director Lewis R.

Foster has kept the pace lively and has

capably handled the comedy. Foster and

Robert N. Lee wrote the screenplay based

on William Pierce's original story. Eph

Asher rates credit as associate producer.

David Oliver, Tom Kennedy, John Kelly

and Inez Courtney furnish most of the

comedy. Cesar Romero is effective as

Pichel's chief aide. Pichel and his gang

blast an armored car off a road. Bill Lundi-

gan, substituting for Wilcox, who is in

love with Judith Barrett, is one of the

guards kiiled. Wilcox is a paroled convict

and is "suspected" of tipping off the gang

that dynamited the machine. He gains

the confidence of Pichel and learns the

gangsters are planning to dynamite a

bridge, over which one of the bank trans-

port autos must pass. He eludes Pichel's

men and races alongside the armored car

to save it from destruction. Pichel and

Romero escape in the gunfight with the

police and guards, and later Pichel kills

Romero in a quarrel. Pichel is shot down

by the police while leaving an organ

recital.

Cast: Robert Wtlcox, Judith Barrett,

Cesar Romero, Irving Pichel, David Oliver,

Bill Lundigan, Tcnv Hughes, Tom Kennedy,

Harry Davenport, Inez Courtney, Rollo

Lloyd, Richard Tucker, John Kelley, Joe

King, Paul Fix, Jack Powell.

Associate Producer, A. M. Asher; Direc-

tor, Lewis R. Foster; Author, William

Pierce; Screenplay, Lewis R. Foster, Robert

N. Lee; Cameraman, Stanley Cortez; Art

Director, Jack Ctterson; Associate, Richard

H Riedel; Editor, Frank Cross; Musical Di-

rector, Charles Previn; Special Effects, John

P. Fulton; Sound, Charles Carroll, Edwin

Wetzel.
Direction, Lively Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Pan American Champions"

(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.

Thrill Sports of Latin America
This Grantland Rice Sportlight

covers two major sports in Latin

America. First is presented a very

thrilling and entertaining exposition

of Jai Alai, the fastest of all sports,

as played by the champions of

Havana. The game is played at the

Fronton, the immense sports arena.

Thi»Mhrilling game is presented in

cl-Johps and slow motion shots,

showing the amazing cleverness and
speed of these experts who are na-

tional heroes and get paid more than

our top baseball players. Then the

scene shifts to Argentina and the

Pampas with the galloping gauchos

"Anything for a Thrill"
with Frankie Darro and Kane Richmond
Conn Pictures 54 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
EXCELLENT ACTION PIX WITH SUS-

PENSE, THRILLS, FIGHTS AND NO LET-
DOWN.

Its suspense, thrills and fights make this

a peach of a number for any house using

action fare. For the kids especially, it is

great stuff. Frankie Darro is in his ele-

ment in this sort of a fast-moving affair,

his work sets a pace that has no letdown.
Working with him as his older brother, and
carrying the romantic interest, Kane Rich-

mond gives a splendid performance, as

does June Johnson as a comic companion
to Frankie. Ann Evers does nicely as the
girl in the romantic interest, and Johnstone
White as a phoney "Earl" goes over well.

The story is the wcrk of Joseph O'Donnell
and Stanley Lowenslein, from an original

by Peter B. Kyne. Les Goodwins directed

at a lively gait. Photography and sound
are first rate, and sets and other acces-

sories show no stinting on expense. In the

indie classification, Maurice Conn, the pro-

ducer, and his associate, Martin G. Cohn,
have come through with a picture that is

a topnotcher. Frankie wants to be a news-
reel cameraman like his older brother,

Kane Richmond. A difficult assignment is

that of getting pictures of Ann Evers, a

snobbish heiress, but Frankie gets them.

When the footage is released, the girl is

so upset that she buys the newsreel outfit

so as to fire Kane. In the course of a

bank holdup, Frankie is able to take pic-

tures of the doings. After a hectic battle

he brings them to the projection room
where the "Earl," to whom Ann is en-

gaged, is discovered to be one of the

bandits. Ann realizes she has been a fool

and that she loves Kane.

Cast: Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond,

June Johnson, Ann Evers, Johnstone White,

Horace Murphy, Eddie Hearn, Ernie Adams.

Producer, Maurice Conn; Associate Pro-

ducer, Martin G. Cohn; Director, Les Good-

wins; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay,

Joseph O'Donnell, Stanley Lowenstein;

Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Editor, Rich-

ard Wray; Sound, Glenn Glenn.

Direction, Lively Photography, Good.

doing their stuff on the finest polo

ponies in the world. The scene is

Palermo Park, Buenos Aires. The
Olympic Team members are shown,
and the close-ups of the thrill plays
are a fine specimen of photographic
skill.

"The Morning, Noon and Night

Club"
(Popeye Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Funny Rough Stuff

The sailor, Popeye, becomes a
night club dancer with Olive Oyl,
his sweetie as his partner. But that
big bum Bluto busts in, and starts

to crab the dance act. Finally Bluto
casts Olive aside, and taking Pop-
eye in his arms, whirls him around
the stage. Under the disguise of

the dance, they put on a drag-em-out
scrap with no holds or punches
barred, which is very funny. Pop-

"Wild Money"
with Edward Everett Horton, Louise

Campbell, Lynne Overman
Paramount 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
NEWSPAPER STORY WITH NEW AN-

GLE SKILLFULLY DIRECTED, IS REFRESH-
ING.

This is a refreshing picture, skillfully di-

rected by Louis King. It supplies a new
angle on a newspaper story, with Edward
Everett Hortcn playing a tight-fisted auditor

who is suddenly made a reporter on a big

kidnaping yarn. He insists on a $5,000
expense account—and gets if. He spends
it with an open hand to sew up his story.

Lynne Overman and Louise Campbell,
trained reporters on Horton's paper, are

forced to take orders from him. Hortcn
has the confidence of Ruth Coleman, whose
wealthy husband has been kidnaped. Hor-
ton and Lucien Littlefield learn that the
kidnapers are to meet Ruth Coleman for

the ransom money. Together with Little-

field's wife, Esther Dale, they ride a tractor

through the forest and reach the hideout
where the kidnaped man is being held.

They rescue him and rout the kidnapers
when they arrive. Louise Campbell, the
sob-sister, is happy to become the bride

of the auditor. Benny Baker, Porter Hall,

Wesley Barry and Billy Lee are among the
principals.

Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Louise
Campbell, Lynne Overman, Lucien Little-

field, Esther Dale, Porter Hall, Benny Baker,
Ruth Coleman, Billy Lee, Colin Tapley,
Nick Lukats, Wesley Barry, Howard Mitch-
ell, William Burgess.

Director, Louis King; Author, Paul Gal-
lico; Screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, Marguer-
ite Roberts, Eddie Welch; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Editor, Stuart Gilmore; Musi-
cal Director, Boris Morros.

Direction, Skiilfu!. Photography, Good.

eye's spinach can of course saves the
day for him at the finish.

"Friml Favorites"
(Headliner Series)

Paramount 11 mins.
A Classy Orchestra

A very competent orchestra con-
ducted by Rudolf Friml, Jr., who
puts the ork through several of the
famous compositions of his father.
Included are "Chanson," "Only a
Rose," and "Song of the Vagabonds."
There is also a number, "Warm
Winds," written by Friml Junior, a
fine fox trot. The band also fea-
tures Mildred Windelle and The
Showmen as vocalists.

"Mickey's Amateurs"
(Disney Technicolor)

United Artists 10 mins.
A Swell Burlesque

Swell kidding number on the
amateur broadcasting program.
Mickey puts on his amateur show
before a critical audience, the pro-
gram going out over the airwaves.
First, Mickey introduces Donald
Duck, who tries to recite "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star," but the audi-
ence gives him the razz, and he gets
the gong. Then comes Clara Cluck,

the hen operatic singer, with Cara-
belle Cow at the piano. Clara hits
a high note and almost wrecks the
mike, but she gets a big hand. The
finale has Bandmaster Goofy and
his 50-Piece Band, the latter being
a mechanical gadget that Goofy
starts and he can't stop the darn
thing. After playing one selection,
the applause makes him ambitious,
so he goes after a "hot" number,
and the strain on the gadget tears
it all to pieces and almost murders
the band leader. Donald Duck
sneaks in during the excitement and
tries to steal the show with his
"Twinkle Star" routine, the only
thing he knows.

"The Singing Bandit"
(A Mentone Production)

Universal 10 mins.
Fair Song-Dance Reel

There is some smooth singing and
engaging dancing in this short, but
that is about all, with the exception
of Val Irving's smile-provoking sa-
tire of a pop Russian song, For the
most part the footage is only mildly
entertaining for the reason that it

lacks a good, solid increment of
pep. Jean Travers sings her cab-
driver number with finesse, as well
as her duet with J, Harold Murray,
The latter is a bandit who decides
to hold the easy-to-look-at and as-
easy-to-listen-to Miss Travers until
he obtains ransom. In the mean-
while the Florenz Senoritas perform
a Spanish dance. Rose and Ray Lyte
put a lot of flare into their novel
dance routines.

Paramount Pictorial No. P6-11
Unique Fishing Styles

Paramount 10 mins.
A diversity of fishing scenes in

different parts of the world, opening
with native boys in the Bahamas
fishing for crawfish. Then to Alaska
where during a salmon run the
bears are seen clumsily catching the
giant fish as they dart upstream. A
jump to Japan, with the fishermen
employing trained captive cormo-
rants on strings to do their fishing
for them. Alois Havrilla does the
narration.

"Serene Siam"
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Glamour Trip Pleases

A glamourous visit to Bangkok,
capita] of Siam, showing many of
the innumerable shrines and item-
pies built in honor of Buddha. The
national dancing is demonstrated,
showing the symbolism mainly ex-
pressed in movements of the hands
by the dancing girls. The every-
day life of the natives of Bangkok
is shown in intimate camera studies.
The film ends with a river trip
which shows the serene life led by
the populace in the rural sections
along the river banks.

For additional reviews of new pictures,
turn to pages 20 and 26 of this issue.
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1938 MUSICIANS MEET

TO BE HELD IN TAMPA

Next year's convention of the

American Federation of Musicians
will be held in Tampa, Fla., as a re-

sult of action taken at the 1937
conclave, just terminated in Louis-
ville, Ky.

Looking: toward membership ex-

pansion the A F of M voted at the
Louisville meeting to grant char-

ters of affiliation to other organiza-

tions active in the musical field, with
the provision that the affiliates

might retain autonomy.

A resolution, adoption of which
would have extended the back-to-
work campaign of Local 802, New
York City, on a national basis, was
voted down at the convention. Pick-
eting and sit-in practices employed
here by Local 802 in its attempt to

force theaters to return orks to

their pits were regarded by the con-
vention delegates as having proved
futile. It was emphasized, however,
that the convention had no desire to

interfere with Local 802's efforts.

The convention voted to establish
a $250,000 trust fund, to be invest-
ed in U. S. bonds, for the benefit
of Weber and Mrs. Weber during
their respective lifetimes. Principal
will revert to the A F of M upon
their deaths.

A motion, presented by the 'Phil-
adelphia local, that a local con-
ducting a strike or campaign for
the purpose of reemployment of
musicians in theaters be given the
fullest financial support by the Fed-
eration, was defeated at the conven-
tion. Weber pointed out that while
the Federation might be in sympa-
thy with the efforts of the local,
such campaign must be financed
by individual locals.

Gains In Exports of Film

Are Called "Impressive"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Gains in exports of

motion picture film for the first
quarter of 1937 reported yesterday
by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
were described as "impressive"
when compared with the similar
1936 period. Detailed figures show
sensitized less than one inch positive
film exported during the first quart-
er of this year amounted to 5,037,-
S87 linear feet valued at $98,558,
while negative film exported
amounted to 4,180,942 linear feet
valued at $60,803. For positive film
one inch or more figures show ex-
ports of 14,171,540 linear feet
valued at $403,949, while negative
film in the same class totaled 20,-

980,615 linear feet valued at $505,-
491. According to the Chamber re-
port there were exported during the
first quarter of 1937, 54,411,799 lin-
ear feet of exposed motion picture
film at a total value of $1,252,092.
The last group includes negatives
exposed, exposed and developed and
newsreels. .

JlevUws of Hew ?it*»$
FOREIGN

"Punks Eommt Aus
Amerika"

("Punks Arrive From America")
Ufa 88 Mins.

FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDY. APPEAL
HEIGHTENED BY CAST AND ADEPT DI-

RECTION.

All types of audiences, even those un-

acquainted with German, can follow the

action of this light comedy because of the

elementary story, and, as a result, derive

its essential, although none too robust,

entertainment values. Attila Hoerbiger has

the lead male role of the young man who
returns from America with a moderate
fortune to his Fatherland. He poses as

being poor In order to discover what the

real attitude of his relatives will be. Lien

Dtyers, i cousin, welcomes him with open
rrms, while an uncle, proprietor of an

antique shop, displays a frigid shoulder.

The latter becomes a victim of swindlers,

but at the climax of the film Hoerbiger

and Deyers gc after the thieves and re-

cover the Uncle's stolen property. There
s, of course, a poignant love interest twixt

Sybille Schmitz, a comely brunette and the

"ossum-piaying Hoerbiger. Ufa has given

the attraction solid production, good cast-

ng and meritorious direction.

Cast: Attila Hoerbiger. Lien Deyers,

Ralph Arthur Roberts, Sybille Schmitz, Hen-
ry Lorenzen, Oskar Sima, Erika Glaessner,

George Boulanger, Hugo Werner Kahle.

Erich Walter, Ernst Behmer, Maria Meis-

ner, Joseph Sieber, Edith Oss.

Producer, Robert Neppach ; Director, Karl

Heinz Martin. Presented at the 86th St.

Garden Theater.

Tisztelet A Kivetelnek'
("There Are Exceptions")

Hungarian Dist. Co. 76 mins.

LIVELY, DIVERTING COMEDY RO-

MANCE THAT WILL CLICK WITH FOR-

EIGN PIX FANS.

A spry and ingratiating romantic comedy,
happily graced by the presence of attrac-

tive Klara Tolnay. She plays the role of

a police official's daughter. In a cafe, she

tames a handsome young "masher" who
tries to meet her via the simple expedient
of paying her check (with the money from
her own handbag which he has "lifted").

Love, which cannot be expected to rule

reason, blossoms between the pair, much
to the anxiety of the girl's parents. Final-

ly, at a resort on the Danube, she enacts
a coup which brings the young man around
to his senses, and, as might be expected,
to the inevitable altar. It is a genuinely
diverting feature, studded with merriment
as well as excellent camera shots in and
about Budapest.

Cast: Imre Radav, Klara Tolnay, Kalman
Rozahegyi, Mici Erdelyi, Marton Ratkai.
Todor Bilicsi, Blanka Szombathelyi, Joseph
Juhasz, Maria Simon, Martha Lendvay,
Elizabeth Partos, Julius Justh, Istvan Egr(
Laszlo Keleti, Rozsi Kalman.

Producer, Focus Film; Director, August
Rathonyi; Screenplay, Paul Vari. Presented
at the Modern Playhouse.

"Destino Di Donna"
("A Woman's Destiny")

Piedmont 79 mins.

LOVE-TRIANGLE PROBLEM FILM MORE
SUITED TO CONTINENTAL THAN
AMERICAN TASTES.

Featuring a theme which is calculated

to bestir the emotions of Italian-speaking

audiences, but one which, in all probability

would hardly pass muster with Hollywood's
Production Code, "A Woman of Destiny,"

with its absence of English titles, will

arouse mild enthusiasm at best. Nino
Besorzi, as an accountant in a beauty
parlor where the alluring Elsa De Giorgi is

also employed, contributes a commendable
performance as the conscientious suitor

for her hand. But her past, wherein she
has been violated by a ruthless nobleman,
oops up to haunt her union with Nino. The
latter has the satisfaction of administering
to the villain a sound trouncing. Elsa, her
child and Nino finally face a happy future
despite the lovers losing their jobs.

Cast: Nino Besozzi, Elsa de Giorgi,
Mino D'Oro Roberto Piaani, Pina Renzi^
Nora Dani, lorio Gizzi, Carlo Duse. et a\.

Producer. Cines Studios; Director, Guido
Brignone; Screenplay, Mario Camerini. Pre-
sented by Cine-Lux Corp. at the Cine-
Rcma Theater.

"Die Seliqe Excellenz"
("His Late Excellency")

Germania 90 Mins.

TOP-FLIGHT, SUBTLE SATIRE, EXCEL-
LENTLY ACTED. HILDE HILDEBRANDT
SUPERB.

Delightful satire makes "His Late Ex-
cellency" a feature which is well designed
to accord foreign film devotees a full hour
ai4 a half's diversion. In addition to a
skillful script, good dialogue and direction,
rhe piece is acted up to the hilt by a cast
comprises several of Germany's popular
o'ayers. Hilde Hildebrandt, Wolfgang Lie-
beneiner and Lien Deyers have the top
roles. The stcry relates the manner in
which the capable, strategic mistress of a
deposed official defeats his successor when
the latter orders her out of the village.
The wily woman announces that she will
publish memoirs (which don't even exist).
But when her opponent and other town-
folk learn or her plan, and come to her
with the request that they please be ex-
cluded from mention, she gleans from their
various "confessions" enough to publish
plenty of jolting material. The wind-up is

that she rises to powerful heights in the
community, and ousts the official who de-
manded her banishment. There are crisp
English subtitles.

Cast: Arthur Schroeder, Rose Vollborn
H J Buettner. Hilde Hildebrandt, Wolf-
gang Liebeneiner. Eugen Rex, Lien Deyers,
Walter Steinbeck, Olga Limburg, Ed V.
Winterste:n. Else Lueders, Wilhelm Ben-
doff, Hanni Weisse, Alice Hechy, Valy Arn-
heim.

Producer, Euphono-Film; Director, Hans
Zerlett; Music by Leo Leux Presented at
the 86th St. Casino.

For additional reviews of new pictures,
turn to Pages 20 and 25 of this issue.

UMPTO WARRING ONj
HIGH PIX RENTALS
(Continued from Page 1)

where the protest will be given to
the local Paramount branch man-
ager. A strike is being declared,
meanwhile, against buying Para-
mount pictures until the terms are
revised.

This is the first time that em-
ployees of independent theaters will
join in any drive against high film
rentals. The angle according to
UMPTO spokesmen is that if

Paramount is not stopped, other
companies will follow and the
safety of the employees' jobs will
be jeopardized.
On June 24, Dave Barrist, Charles

Segall, Lewen Pizor, three repre-
sentatives of the UMPTO, will at-
tend the national meeting called by
Pete Wood in Washington. On June
25, in Philadelphia, a committee of
15 UMPTO members will meet
to make final plans for the demon-
stration. It is expected that an at-
tempt will be made to have the
demonstration get national support
in other centers.
The meeting yesterday was at-

tended by 70 theatermen, represent-
ing about 150 independent theaters.
It was presided over by President
Lewen Pizor. Telegrams are being
sent to any theatermen absent, de-
claring' that a strike has been called
against buying Paramount pictures
until terms are revised.
The march on Paramount drew

immediate attention from the trade
here when news of it spread. Opin-
ion was that it is perhaps the most
forceful move yet taken by any ex-
hibitor organization against any
distributor in the fight against high
film rentals.

SI 00,000 and $75,000 Film

Houses to Be Built in N. H.

Berlin, N. H.—Construction will
start soon on two new theaters here.
Maine-New Hampshire Theaters will
erect a 1,000-seat house at Main and
High Streets, at an estimated cost
of $100,000. It is expected that the
theater will open Labor Day.
Henry Bisson will erect an 1,100-

seat theater at Exchange and Pleas-
ant Street to cost $75,000.

GB Releasing 3 In July
Thi-ee GB productions have been

set for release in July by George W.
Weeks. "The Two of Us," starring
Jack Hulbert, is set for July 10.
"King Solomon's Mines," featuring
Cedric Hardwicke, Anna Lee, Paul
Robeson and Roland Young, will be
released on July 17, and pre-re-
leased at the Roxy July 2. "Where
There's a Will," starring Will Hay,
has been given a July 26 relej«
date - V

Couture Reopens House
Manchester, N. H.—The Crown

Theater, destroyed by fire, has been
completely rebuilt and has reopen-
ed. Alphonse Couture is the owner.
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HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

pND of George Raft's vacation pe-

riod early in August will signal

the start of what promises to be the
"red letter" year of his screen ca-

reer.

Following on the heels of Para-
mount's announcement that the star
will begin work in the top role of

"You and Me," immediately upon his

return from Europe, comes the news
that he is also definitely set for stel-

lar honors in "Manana," an elabo-
rate musical laid against a Mexican
background, and "Argentine Love,"
in which he will have Ida Lupino
and Dorothy Lamour as his leading
women. Paramount intends to capi-
talize on Raft's dancing skill in all

three productions.

T T T

Herbert Biberman's first assign-
ment on his directorial contract at
Paramount will be "Prison Farm."
Production will start next month.

T T

Victor Young has been assigned
to direct the score of Walter Wan-
ger's "Vogues of 1938." With this

added chore, Young is currently
writing, arranging and directing the
scores for Paramount's "Double or
Nothing" and "Souls at Sea," as
well as "Vogues."TV

Cully Richards, Harry Barris and
Candy Candido have been added to

the cast of the Victor Schertzinger-
Zion Myers musical, "Something to

Sing About," which goes into pro-

HO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 92 • •

IOSEPH PASTERNAK. Universal producer. Native of Szilgy Somlyo, Hungary.

In 1923 became an assistant director at Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria, L. I.,

studio. In 1925 went to Hollywood. Was assis-

tant director to Wesley Ruggles at Universal.

In 1928, went to Europe to produce for Uni-

versal. Discovered Francisca Gaal who starred

in several of his pictures. Henry Koster, an-

other "discovery," was his director. Produced

"Paprika," which Berlin critics voted best pic-

ture of 1931; his "Spring Parade" won the Mus-
solini award, while "Peter" was winner of the

International Congress Medal in Moscow.
Among other prize winners he produced were:
"Veronica," "Katherine the Last," "Little Moth-
er," "Czibi," "Two Souls."

duction Monday. The only other
principal signed for the James Cag-
ney starring production is Jimmy
Newill, night club and radio singer.

T T T

George Bricker has completed the
screenplay on "Shh! The Octopus!"
for Warner Bros., and will do the
script on "Circulation War," based
on George Lait's story.

T T T

Dave Gould is keeping busy, to
say the least. He is directing the
dance numbers for "Rosalie," at
M-G-M, and for "Nothing Sacred,"

for Selznick International.

Smith Ballew, singing star under

contract to Principal Productions to

appear in a series of action pictures
which 20th Century-Fox will release,

has just composed a theme song
"Riding to Romance," which will be
used to introduce the pictures. The
tune has been dedicated to Zane
Grey, author of "Boots and Saddles,"
first of the new starring series. Bal-
lew, band leader before turning to

acting, was formely m.c. on the
Shell-Chateau radio hour.

News o' the day: Selznick has
signed Carole Lombard to a 3-year
pact . . . Adele Commandini is writ-
ing "Three Smart Girls Go to
Town" as a sequel for Universal . . .

Busby Berkeley is shooting "The
Moon is in Tears Tonight" produc-
tion number for WB's "Varsity
Show" . . . Sonja Henie's next pix
for 20th-Fox will be "Bread, Butter
and Rhythm" . . . Same studio has
extended Leah Ray's pact and hand-
ed new ones to George Barbier,
Cesar Romero, Maurice Cass, Wally
Vernon . . . WB has purchased film
rights to "Finger of Fame," by E.
R. Sanimis and F. J. Smith

T T T

Harry Puck, Broadway producer
and star, who has signed a three-
year contract with Paramount, will
work with Harlan Thompson on
"The Big Broadcast of 1938," han-
dling dance direction and writing-
songs.

Casting assignments: 20th Cen-
tury-Fox — Joan Davis, Phyllis
iirooks, Joan Marsh, "Life Begins in

College"; Selznick — Maxie Rosen-
bloom, "Nothing Sacred"; Wanger

—

Joan Blondell, 'Stand-In"; Goldwyn— H. B. Warner, "Adventures of
Marco Polo"; Ann Graham, "Gold-
wyn Follies"; Columbia—J. C. Nug-
ent, "It's All Yours"; Harry Strang,
Lester Dorr, Gordon de Maine,
"Fight to the Finish"; George
Chesebro, Sammy McKim, "Flash-
ing Skates."

Crescent to Produce 16

In the Hollywood Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. B. Derr, president

of Crescent Pictures, announces that

he has leased space in the Holly-

wood studios to make 16 pictures

during the ensuing season. Six of

these will be produced under the

supervision of Frank Melford.

The balance of the picture* made
by Crescent will be action adventure

films for which no star has been

selected. Derr and B. A. Moriarty,

vice-president of the company are

now in Dallas en route to Cincinnati,

St. Louis, Baltimore, Boston and

New York, where Melford will join

them.

Toledo M. P. Council Elects

Toledo, 0.—Mrs. H. P. Strater
was re-elected first vice president
M^the Toledo Motion Picture Coun-
JJlfand Mrs. C. E. Elliott was elect-

t«- third vice president and Mrs.
Tracy LaCost was re-elected corre-
sponding secretary, filling the va-
cancies caused by expiration of
these three terms.

GN to Spend $500,000

on Each of Seven Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—First of seven $500,-

000 productions planned by Grand
National, "Something to Sing
About," starring James Cagney,
starts today. Other high bracket
pix will be "Dynamite" (Cagney),
"Gorgeous" (Anna Sten), "Love Me
Again" (second Sten), Orchid Girl"
(third Sten) and another Cagney

Max Michaels Resigns
Boston — Max Michaels resigned

from his post as manager of the
Park theater of this city. The house
was recently taken over by Harry
Brandt of New York.

Fla. Theater Looted
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Four em-

ployees of the Florida Theater were
held up and robbed of the day's re-
ceipts, approximately $500. Bolivar
Hyde is manager.

Expect Major Co. To Take
"Caligari" for Distribution

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frederick Feher, who

produced "The Robbers Symphony"
and also wrote, directed and com-

posed the music for it, is here ar-

ranging to produce an audible ver-

sion of "The Cabinet Of Dr. Cali-

gari", which was made 16 years ago

as a silent picture. The new ver-

sion will be made in association

with Dr. W. H. Voeller and a deal

will be made with a major company
for distribution.

Feher has conducted different

movements from "The Robber Sym-
phony" with the New York and
Washington orchestras. Negotia-
tions are now on for him to conduct
the same conceits in Chicago, Phil-
adelphia, Boston, Baltimore, Cleve-
land, Toronto, Mexico City, Rio de
Janeiro, and Buenos Aires.

Gonzaga to Confer Honorary Degree on Bing Crosby
Spokane, Wash.—An honorary degree of Doctor of Philosophy will be conferred upon

Bing Crosby by Gonzaga University, next October. Crosby left Gonzaga 10 years ago
without taking a bachelor's degree although he had virtually completed the work
as well as two years' study in the law school. Ceremony will be broadcast.

Monogram Has 9 of 42 for

1937-38 Already Complete

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine pictures of the

42 outlined for Monogram's 1937-38

program are already completed, ac-

cording to W. Ray Johnson, Mono-
gram president who is now in Hol-

lywood from New York for confer-

ences with Scott R. Dunlap, Vice-

President in charge of production.

Johnston claims that this is a

record for any company to have
practically 25 p. c. of its product

completed prior to the first release

date of the season, which in Mono-
gram's case is June 30, when "The
Thirteenth Man" is set or national

release.

Siewell Heads New Corp.
Bel Air, Md.—The Bel Air The-

ater Corp. has been organized with
P. G. Siewell, of Towson, Md., as

president and has purchased the

Argonne Theater from Earl R. Bur-
kins. Siewell will manage the local

theater which will be re-decorated

and completely modernized.
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BRITISH COLOR

PRODUCTIONS PLANNED

London (By Cable)—With Alex-
ander Korda planning to use color
for at least three of his London
Films productions for 1937-38, other
English producers are giving
thought to color, with a total of at

least nine productions indicated.

Altogether six films in Technicolor
are shortly to go into production.
Of these, three at least will be made
by London Films: "The Drum,"
"Bicycle for Two," and "Red
Shoes."

Premier Stafford proposes to

make "Lady Precious Stream," and
Premier Films is already prepar-
ing to make "Dick Turpin Rides
Again."

Herbert Wilcox announces that
he will make "Nippy," a modern
musical starring Anna Neagle, in

Technicolor. Wilcox's decision re-

sults from a study of the color

rushes in "Victoria the Great," also

starring Miss Neagle. The producer
is sailing for the U. S. shortly to

complete details of "Victoria's" re-

lease via RKO Radio.

Marcel Hellman, chief of Criter-

ion Films, also announces that he
is to produce "High Treason," a film

dealing with the 15th century Scot-

tish border raids, and that negotia-

tions are in progress for its pro-

duction in color.

Production will start in August,
but it has yet to be decided whether
filming will take place on the Scot-

tish border or at the Walton Hall

Studios.

This will be Hellman's fifth pic-

ture for Criterion, and it will, of

course, be released through U. A.

Plans for other subjects in Tech-

nicolor are also being considered

—

for instance, Irving Asher will prob-

ably include two color films in the

current year's Teddington program.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

"3 Smart Girls" Mex. Record
Mexico, D. F.—The New Univer-

sale "3 Smart Girls" established an
all-time record at the Teatro Regis
in this city by playing six weeks to
tremendous business.

Horan Heads New Union

Providence — Christopher Horan
was elected president; Harold Con-
roy, vice president; John McDon-
ald, recording secretary; John Cur-

ley, financial secretary; Albert L.

Cornell, treasurer, and Joseph Jack-
son, business agent, at an organiza-

tion meeting of the new theater

workers union.

"Hell's Angels" In Demand
Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg of Big

Features reports that six prints of

"Hell's Angels" have been booked
all over the territory, demand at-

tributable to Jean Harlow's death.

Screen Tests at Salzburg

Paris (By Cable)—Convinced that the

annual Salzburg music festival presents

an as yet untapped gold mine of pos-

sible screen talent, Mark Sandrich,

RKO-Radio director now vacationing

here, will tote along camera and sound
recording equipment when he attends

the historic event next month.

Five Buchanan Productions
London—Jack Buchanan has an-

nounced five productions for the
current season and eight to 10 for
the following year. Budget for the
first six is around $2,000,000. First
picture will be "Smash and Grab,"
starring Buchanan and Elsie Ran-
Joiph. Buchanan expects to com-
plete four productions before going
co America in September where he
expects to appear in a production
with Evelen Laye. Rene Clair will

direct one of the pictures with Buch-
anan and Adele Astaire as the stars.

GB Finishes 3 with 3 in Work
London — Gaumont British has

completed production on the new
Jessie Matthews vehicle, "Gang-
way," "King Solomon's Mines" and
"Non-Stop New York," with three
other pictures in work—"Dr. Syn,"
George Arliss vehicle; "Coins for
Candles," with Nova Pilbeam, and
the next, as yet untitled, Jessie
Matthews picture.

SHORT SHOTSHi;
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

Wage and Hour Demands
Presented by K. C. Union

Kansas City, Mo.—Terms of wage

and hour schedules just submitted

to exhibitors by Theater employees

local number 24 call for cashiers to

get $25 per week, doormen $23.50,

ushers $20, superintendent of clean-

ers, $28, assistants $22.50, porters,

$20, chief of service, $27.50 and as-

sistants $24.00.

Cashiers may not work more than

six and one-half hours daily ana

37 hours weekly with a full hour

relief after every four hour shift,

it is provided. Other employees are
limited to six days per week of 42
hours.

For suburban and subsequent run
houses a flat rate of fifty cents per
hour is asked for all employees.
The notice asked that the A F of

L organization be recognized as a

credit bargaining agent and that the
present policy of vacations with pay
be continued.

N. O. Exchange Union Will

Ask Dallas-Atlanta Parity

New Orleans—Union film exchange
workers here will seek wages, work-
ing conditions on parity with Dallas
and Atlanta territories, it is under-
stood. Officers elected are: Joe Wil-
liams, National Screen, president;
E. Mendola, Columbia, vice-presi-
dent; E. L. Stephens, secretary;
Henry Thibodeaux, Monogram, treas-
urer; Early Johnson, Vitagraph.
sergeant-at-arms; Bill Springier,
M-G-M, business agent.

The new union will probably call

on other unorganized film workers
and then appoint a contract commit-
tee July 1 to negotiate.

Parisian Film Notes
Paris — Nicea-Films is producing

"Idylle au Soled" in colors after a
process entitled "Prodax," in French
and English versions . . . Max Glass
is producing "High Treason" in

French and English versions, the
latter with Conrad Veidt ... The
oldest ana the only silent cinema,
"Gobelins," will be demolished.

New Boston Union's Wage
Demands May Be Deferred

Boston—The newly organized the-

ater vertical union taking in ush-
ers, cashiers, doormen and night
cleaners, chartered by the A F of L
with 400 enrolled, will have James
O'Brien, business agent for the lo-

cal Stage Hands Union, as its agent.
Edward Mclnnes has been elected

president, Fred Kennedy, vice-presi-
dent; Evelyn Bligh, secretary and
Hibbard Henderson, treasurer, at
recent meeting.
No wage action has been taken

by the new group and it is probable
that contracts will not be submitted
to exhibitors and circuit heads in

Boston- until September.

'ay Raises in Lincoln

Leave Union Drive Cold

Lincoln, Neb.—Pay raises of 30
per cent or more were inaugurated
here for Lincoln Theater Corp. em-
ployes when Walter F. Shuttee was
made city manager. Ushers and
box-office gals were also placed on
shifts similar to the operators

—

evenings one day and the following
afternoon, and vice versa.
Attempts to unionize theater

help—ushers, janitors, b.o. girls,

scrubwomen, etc.—seems to have
gone up into the air here. CIO or-
ganizer came here, but was shunted
off.

Theater Employes Organize

in Providence, Pawtucket
Theater employes, with the only

exception of porters, have been or-
ganized in Providence and Paw-
tucket, R. I. theaters. Locals just
formed are affiliated with the A. F.
of L. The national labor organiza-
tion is expected to extend its ac-
tivities to other parts of Rhode Is-

land soon.

A L CHRISTIE yesterday started J|
Neila Goodelle short at the

General Service Studios, bringing to

a close the current Educational sea- ,
son. Production will resume in.r
three weeks. Featured along with „
Miss Goodelle will be Eddie Lam- ;

,'

bert, Lee Sullivan, and George Shel- ii

ton.
•

Three more shorts remain on the
Warner schedule with the Vitaphone l

studios closing down June 25. Joe\ ,(\

Henabery is shooting one with Floyd'
\

Gibbous today—Lloyd French fol-, \
lows with a Fashion Pictorial Review* \l—and a band short with Russ Mot- 1

gan will write a finale to the sea- ».

son.
•

Roy Mack has completed a Fifi
D'Orsay short at the Brooklyn stu-
dios featuring George Lewis, Rufe

'

Davis, Georgie Hayes, Lester Cole
and his Singing Midshipmen, Kirk i

and Lawrence and Raye and Harri-
son.

•

Musical Shorts, Inc., will audition
children from the ages of 3 to 8 this
afternoon at its offices, 1619 Broad-
way, for its first two-reeler to go
into production about June 28.

•

Addenda . . . George Lewis, who
appears opposite Fifi D'Orsay in her
latest short, had a leading role in
the legit's "Behind the Red Lights"
and has also done plenty of feature
work on the coast . . . Ray Foster,
Warner's camera ace at the Brook-
lyn studios, is a candid camera fiend
. . . Al Christie finally launched his
boat, "The Sunbeam," last week
after a series of postponements . . .

The entire boat, a 60-foot beauty,
has been overhauled and recon-
structed . . . Irvin Gwirtz, Central
Artists' Bureau prexy, is plenty ex-
cited over his new discovery, John-
ny Coy, 17-year-old Canadian dancer
and confides that four major compa-
nies are after the lad . . . Jessie
Colbert, prominent voice coach and
arranger, turned actor the other
day on the Brooklyn lot and stepped
out fdr a bit in the Fifi D'Orsay
musical.

Thomas Gets Fight Pix

Harry Thomas has acquired pix
rights to the Braddock-Louis fight

tonight for the South and Iowa. He
has gone to Chicago to attend the
battle, prior to a southern trip.

P. I. Theaters Up 10 P. C.

Manila—During the first quarter of

1937 there were 223 motion picture
theaters licensed to operate in the
Philippine Islands, an increase of 10,

per cent compared with the numb
licensed during the first quarter rj

1936, according to U. S. Trade Com-
missioner J. Bartlett Richards. Nine
theaters operated by the American
Army and Navy hospitals and post ex-
changes which do not require licenses

are not included, it was stated.

b.
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Korda Expects Product to Gross $5, U.S.

SEASON EARNINGS' LEVEJJIGHER THAN YEAR AGO

Paramount Stockholders Due to Okay Stock Increase

British Quota
. . . and some timely signs= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

\A/HILE major British interest naturally~™
continues centered in the new Quota

proposals, recently outlined to the indus-

try by Oliver Stanley, president of the

Board of Trade, it is encouraging to note

timely signs of British realization that the

solution to national trade problems hinges
upon more than further restrictions for

American producer-distributors.

The Quota proposals themselves are be-

ing subjected to extremely critical scru-

tiny in the United Kingdom. The F.B.I,

group alone seems to be satisfied; the

K.R.S. feels that a 10 per cent quota in

its instance would suffice, while the C.E.A.

fears that the cost provisions, if enacted,

will mean a shortage of pictures, and pos-

s'ble limitation of imports.

A NOTHER angle of the critical British

I* viewpoint finds crystalization in Lon-

don's The Daily Film Renter which asks if

the new act will hand over an entirely new
charter to the get-rich-quick producers

who have plagued the native industry, and

comments:
"One thing which sticks out a mile is

—the inevitable diminution of product

coming into this country, because under

the new Act it's just uneconomic for a

distributor to think of making the num-
ber of 15,000 pound pictures he will have

to be responsible for in order to comply

with his Quota on his present imports

—

so the supply will be limited—of that

there's no argument. Distributors were

prepared for 15 p. c, but not 20, and they

ask, not unreasonably, where are they go-

ing to get it from? Are they to be ex-

ploited by the 'quickie' merchant, who will

give them the same brand of product

—

only costing twice as much?"

CO perhaps it is not unreasonable to

' fw|ticipate that there will be modifica-

t'^pif the terms when the Films Bill final-

ly reaches Parliament.

As for the growing British appreciation

that there are other approaches to indus-

try problem solution than the penalization

of U. S. companies, there is the honest

advice of George Arliss, "The future for

English studios lies in making British films

(.Continued on Page 2)

Action to be Taken at Ad-
journed/ Annual Meeting

Tomorrow
Proposal of the Paramount board

of directors to increase the author-
ized common stock from 4,500,000
to 6,000,000 shares is expected to be
approved at the adjourned annual
stockholders' meeting beginning at
12 o'clock, noon, tomorrow, at the
company's home office.

The original meeting was unable
to act on the plan inasmuch"as un-
der the by-laws, 75 per cent of the
stock must be represented at a ses-
sion at which such matters are con-
sidered.

SUPPLY MEN SEE STILL

ETTER BUSINESS DU

Chicago—Delegates to the Thea-
ter Equipment Distributors of
America convention, returning to
their home cities yesterday, left be-
hind them here forecasts of still

further improvements in business.
Louis B. Goldberg, of Goldberg

(Continued on Page 7)

$25,000 for Fight Pix Rights

Chicago—Motion picture rights to

the Braddock-Louis bout last night
are reported to have been sold for the
sum of $25,000. Radio rights to the
fistic encounter was understood to have
brought $50,000.

20TH-F0X MAY SET UP

ENG. PIX DISTRIB. UNIT

20th Century-Fox may eventually
decide to establish a department to
handle distribution of English-made
pictures in this country, Sidney R.
Kent has indicated. As yet no defi-

nite decision has been reached,
however.

Providing such a unit is set up it

would probably distribute produc-
tions made by Robert T. Kane in

England.

British Quota Will Cost

U. S. Outfits $7,500,000

London (By Cable)—As the pro-
posed Quota now stands, American
distributors will have to spend ap-

(Continued on Page 7)

Increased Italian Levy

on Dubbing Effectuated

Cable dispatches from Rome yes-
terday stated that the Italian Gov-
ernment has effectuated its increased
tax on dubbing, as announced some
time ago. Spokesmen for major dis-

tributors were inclined to discredit
reports to the effect that the Mus-
solini Government has invalidated
the accord reached with the Hays
organization last December and cov-

(Continued on Page 4)

London Films to Spend $10,000,000

On 24-28 Pictures for 1937-38 Year

Jack Cohn, Capt. Hawks
Plan Coast-to-Coast Hop

Jack Cohn, Vice-President of Co-
lumbia Pictures, will attempt a non-
stop flight ' to Hollywood Sunday
with Captain Frank Hawks to at-

(Continued on Page 4)

London (By Cable)—London Films
expects to obtain approximately

$5,000,000 in revenue through dis-

tribution of its product in the United
States through United Artists, ac-

cording to Alexander Korda, follow-

(Continued on Page 4)

Improvement on Quarter An-
ticipated for Four Major

Companies

Summer season earnings of film
companies are maintaining a higher
level than a year ago, although nat-
urally below those of the preceding
three months, checkup of the situ-
ation yesterday disclosed.

Loew's is expected to earn ap-
proximately $2 a share in its third
period, covering the 12-weeks' per-
iod ended June 5. This compares
with $1.44 a share a year ago.
Warner Bros.' third quarter, also

(Continued on Page 7)

ROGKEFELLI

ATTACKED, DEFENDED

Hearing continued yesterday on
the proposed RKO plan of reorgani-
zation with Special Master George
S. Alger stating that he had never
seen such a jump in earnings like
that of RKO since it has been op-

(Conlinucd on Page 6)

Clark, Zanuck to Parley

on Kent Drive on July 14

John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox
distribution head, who left New
York yesterday for the coast, will
confer with Darryl Zanuck July 14

(Continued on Page 7)

Latest in Theater Lighting
Patchogue, L. I.—An intense rain and

electrical storm raged here Monday
night, plunging this community into
darkness and marooning several hundred
film fans in the Patchogue Theater.
When the lights went out, the resource-
ful management of the house saw to it
that patrons (with refunds) didn't.
The fire department was summoned
with its floodlight truck and accom-
modatingly played rays into the audi-
torium. A few timid souls drifted
through the exits. But soon the lights
went on and so did the show,—with
most of the audience staying for the
feature.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24 24 24
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 29 29
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12 12 12 — %
East. Kodak 170 170 170
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 76 75% 76 + Vs
do pfd
Paramount 183/8 17% W/% + Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 17 16% 17 + Vk
Pathe Film 6'/2 6V4 6% + Vs
RKO 7i4 7'/8 7i/4 -f- 1/4

20th Century-Fox . 34% 34% 345/8 + %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 123/8 12'/4 12'/4 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99% 99i/4 99'/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55.100 100 100 — '/4
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 94% 94% 943^ + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 2% 2 2 — %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 27% 27 27% + 1 %
Trans-Lux 4l/4 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 9% 11

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 53 55

British Quota
. . . and some timely signs

(Continued from Page 1)

at modest prices for the English market,"

and the recent confession of G. A. Atkin-

son of the London Era, "We want more
good pictures and less bad politics."

It has been Editor Atkinson who, in the

past, has been inclined to blame most Brit-

ish industry ills upon the U. S.

Atlantic Films To Start

Two, One in Technicolor

Two new productions, one in

Technicolor, will shortly be started

by Atlantic Films. The color pic-

ture, as yet untitled, will be a cos-
tume picture with a modern theme.

Countess Joan du Guerny, Ameri-
can representative of Atlantic, is

currently in Hollywood. Thomas
Doods, chairman of the board, and
Jack Jewell, story editor and super-
visor, are expected in New York
within a few weeks.

K. C. Indie Union Unlikely

to Be Chartered by C.I.O.

Kansas City, Mo.—It is unlikely
that the CIO will grant a charter to

the newly organized indie United
Motion Picture Operators and
Workers Union for the Film Indus-
try, it was said here yesterday by
Neil Bean, CIO organizer. Bean
said this was due to the fact that

the A. F. of L. has enrolled a ma-
jority of industry employes here
and his organization did not wish to

cause a split.

Mich. Butterfield Circuit

Takes "U" Pix for Season

J. R. Grainger, general sales

manager of Universal Pictures, has
closed a contract with the Butter-
field Circuit, operating about 100
theaters in Michigan, outside of De-
troit, for Universal product for the
1937-1938 season.

Allied Wash. Meet Tuesday
Meeting of Allied unit leaders

scheduled for Washington tomorrow
has been put off until Tuesday, with
the gathering planned for the Carl-

ton Hotel. In addition to the Para-
mount product situation, the exhibi-

tors are expected to discuss plans
for advancing their legislative pro-
gram in Congress.

Max Milder Arrives

Max Milder, Managing Director of
Warner Bros, in England, arrives
today on the S. S. Paris. He will be
in New York for about two weeks
conferring with home office execu-
tives.

N. J. Allied to Meet
Allied States Association of New

Jersey will hold its regular semi-
monthly meeting tomorrow at 1:00
P. M. at the Berkeley Carteret
Hotel, Asbury Park.

Westinghouse Plans Tele

Exhibit at World's Fair

Air conditioning in all its phases,
together with other modern devices
relating to the film industry, will be
prominently displayed by JVesting-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Co. in its exhibition space of 10,922
sq. ft. in the Electrical Production
Building at the 1939 World's Fair.

D. S. Youngholm, vice-president
of Westinghouse, formally signed
contracts yesterday for company's
participation in the event, and an-
nounced that the latest develop-
ments in television will be on view
as one of the salient features of the
display. Plans are also under way
to include public demonstration of
scientific research in its relation to

light and vision.

Columbia to Pay Semi-Annual

Stock Dividend Aug. 23

Columbia Pictures announces that
the Board of Directors at its meet-
ing held Monday, declared a semi-
annual stock dividend of iy2 per
cent on the common stock of the
company, payable in common stock
on Aug. 23, to stockholders of rec-
ord at the close of business Aug. 9.

Holders of voting trust certifi-

cates will receive this dividend in

voting trust certificates and cash
will be paid for fractional shares of
common stock or voting trust cer-
tificates based on the closing bid
price of voting trust certificates on
the New York Stock Exchange Aug.
19th.

Ryan Named Advance V.-P.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. C. Ryan has been

appointed vice-president of Advance
Pictures, Inc. Ryan has been asso-
ciated with a large major company
as financial director in charge of
reorganization. He is now putting
Advance Pictures, Inc., on a fran-
chise basis, and on the same ratio
as the independent major compa-
nies.

Al Boasberg's Uncle Dies

Buffalo — Emanuel Boasberg, 71,
tobacco merchant and philanthrop-
ist, died yesterday while the body
of his nephew, Al Boasberg, Holly-
wood humorist, was on its way here
from California to be buried at ser-
vices here today.

Buffalo—A delegation of Variety
Club members, headed by Chief
Barker Jacob Lavene, is scheduled
to act as honorary pallbearers today
at the funeral of Al Boasberg, ace
film gag man.

Jacob Mack Dead
Chicago—Jacob Mack, father of

living Mack, head of he Filmack
Trailer Co., died here. He had been
ailing for a number of months in
Billings Memorial Hospital. Burial
was in Waldheim Cemetery.

Coming and Goin9
NED E. DEPINET, vice president of RKO

Radio, PHIL REISMAN, foreign sales manager
and BEN Y. CAMMACK, general manager of
Radio Pictures for South America, returned to
New York yesterday by plane from the Coast.

MILTON BERLE arrived in Chicago yesterday
where he attended the Braddock-Louis fight.

HARRY KAUFMAN, production assistant to
Lee Shubert, has arrived on the Coast to sign
talent.

JIMMIE SAVO has arrived in Universal City
from New York.

FRANK CAPRA and ROBERT RISKIN arrive
from Europe tomorrow aboard the Rex.

THOMAS DODDS, chairman of the board of
Atlantic Film Productions, Ltd., and JACK
JEWELL, story editor and supervisor, are due
here from London within a few weeks.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN arrives in Des Moines
today.

ANITA LOOS has arrived from Hollywood
and is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

MAX MILDER, representative of Warner
Bros, in England, arrives in New York today
on the Paris.

EDDIE EDELSON leaves New York Friday for
the Coast.

LOUIS DENT is in New York from the South-!
west.

ROBERT MOCHRIE, who is now in New York,
returns to Atlanta in a few days.

BERNIE SOBEL sails for a European vacation
Saturday.

GEORGE RAFT, who was in Chicago yester-
day to attend the fight, now comes to New
York.

JACK COHN, Columbia's vice president,

and CAPT. FRANK HAWKS will make a non-
stop flight to the Coast Sunday.

H. J. SPIES of Castle Films is en route to

Los Angeles after attending the Braddock-
Louis fight last night in Chicago.

Eight members of DAVE AFOLLON'S OR-
CHESTRA leave New York tomorrow for Uni-

versal City.

M. A. SCHLESINGER returns tomorrow from
Chicago.

MARJORIE GATESON, film player, has ar-

rived from Hollywood.

RANDOLPH SCOTT, screen actor, arrives next
Sunday by plane for a New York vacation,
accompanied by CHRISTOPHER J. DUNPHY,
Paramount studio's publicity-advertising direc-

tor.

GEORGES RIGAUD, Argentine actor recently

signed by Paramount, sails from France on the

Normandie on July 6 for New York, en route

to Hollywood.

HAL HORNE, production executive for Wal-
ter Wanger, left yesterday by plane for Holly-

wood.

LEO REISMAN sails today on the Queen
Mary with his orchestra, bound for the Paris

exposition.

Tax Off, Prices Down
Toronto, Ont.—With the amuse-

ment tax abolished in Ontario,
Famous Players has reduced prices
accordingly.

UNITED WOWS
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Radio leaders fly United. Overnight Mainl^J

lvs. New York at 5:55 p.m.—breakfasl
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WORLD PREMIERE AT

HOLLYWOOD'S CARTHAY CIRCLE

Chosen to share the glory of "Wee Willie

Winkie's 1
' brilliant $2.00, two-a-day world

premiere engagement!

the (Coronation
in

TECHNICOLOR
Here's just one of the trade press raves:

"All the pomp, the pageantry, the riotous color of robes and jewels and cheering

throngs attendant upon the coronation of a monarch and his queen, have been

caught in their impressive splendor by the wonder of the Technicolor camera in

this color featurette!"— says Motion Picture Daily.

Exclusive with
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KORDA'S U. S. GROSS

SEEN AT 5 MILL

{Continued from Page 1)

ing his return to London from New
York and Hollywood.

His company, he announced, plans

to spend about $10,000,000 on be-

tween 24 and 28 productions, some
of which will be made in Techni-
color.

Discussing the arrangement under
which he and Samuel Goldwyn have
an option on United Artists stock

owned by Charles Chaplin, Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,
Korda said that the deal will result

in approximately a fifty per cent in-

crease in his revenue from abroad.
The high distribution cost situation

in America, declared the producer,
will be remedied by his new setup.

Korda said that Goldwyn and Wal-
ter Wanger both plan to produce at
his Denham studio. First produc-
tions on his own lineup, he stated,
are: "Mutiny in the Mountains," in

Technicolor; Robert Donat in "Four
Feathers," Merle Oberon in "Tem-
pest Within" and "Bicycle for Two,"
a Victor Saville production.

Spokesmen for both Wanger and
Goldwyn in New York yesterday de-
scribed their plans for producing in

England as "tentative."

Increased Italian Levy

On Dubbing Effectuated

(Continued from Page 1)

ering importation of American pic-
tures.

The tax for dubbing Italian dial-
ogue in English or other foreign
language films was set at a new
range of from $2,625, to $5,775, an
increase of $1,575, according to
cables from Rome.

Hopkins to Wed Dancer
New Orleans — Cherry Preisser,

New Orleans dancer, and David
Hopkins, son of Harry Hopkins,
Federal WPA Administrator, are
engaged to wed, it is announced
here. She has appeared in several
Ziegfeld "Follies" productions.

JUNE 23

Vera Steadman
Lee Moran

Harold Godsoe

• e • THERE WILL be lots of enthusiastic support
tendered the national trade show planned by the Theater
Equipment Distributors of America for next June in Chicago

already the idea has spread so rapidly that it has taken
on international aspects showing the vital need for such
a show the equipment field is definitely on the up-trend

..as shown by the statement of Secretary Oscar Neu of
the Theater Supply Manufacturers Association that busi-
ness for the first half of the year shows a one-third increase
over the corresponding period of 1936

• • • AT THE RKO Radio convention Louis de
Rochemont of the March of Time stated that the French version
recently launched has proved a sensational success the
March of Time is now playing in over 10,000 situations in 21
countries with 7,560 in the United States

• • • ADDED TO the aquatic events at the Swim Fest
of the AMPA taking place at the Pare Vendome on Thurs-
day eve the Castleholm restaurant located on the premises
will furnish cocktails and hors d'oeuvres bring your lady
friend along, even though she happens to be your wife
which should make you a celebrity or a novelty in
the film biz it's all free how can you pressagents
resist?

T T
© • • ONE OF the oldtime exchange execs Phil
Meyer has been ill for the past two weeks and all

his legion of friends are rooting for his speedy recovery

T T T
© © O AND NOW a system has been invented by Maury
Ascher of National Screen whereby these double feature
houses can play up their two attractions on the marquee in a
Big Way they bill the program as a Four Star Attraction

two stars for each pix

• • • THE SECOND annual rodeo at Wyckoff, New Jer-
sey has Ralph W. Budd of Warners as general chairman

the rodeo takes place at Zabriskie Field on July 3-5
receipts go toward a fund for the purchase of pneumonia serum
for free treatment of children of Wyckoff Budd hit on the
idea of the rodeo benefit after his daughter Margaret's life was
saved by the serum

• • • A VERY attractive art booklet turned out by Uni-
versal for "The Road Back" covering interesting high-
lights of the production with striking photos of scenes
and the principal members of the cast all set off with a
classy gold cover

T T
• • • TODAY marks the Annual Boat Ride of the New
York Warner Club on the S. S. Peter Stuyvesant to
Bear Mountain an innovation this year, with a motion pic-
ture of the trip with Miss Camille Garrity as the star

she having been elected "Miss Warner Club" in a popu-
larity contest the arrangements committee for the boat
ride consists of Harry Mayer, Chairman Ed Hinchy,
President of the Club Max Blackman, R. W. Budd, Harold
Rodner, Louis Aldrich, A. W. Schwalberg, J. T. Holmes, Irv-
ing Birnbaum, Marie Carol. . . • Ben Washer has succeeded
Linton Wells as Eastern publicity representative for Samuel
Goldwyn . . Washer has been a legitimate theater pressagent,
and previously did the theatrical column on the World-Tele-
gram. . . • Herman Bernie, agent, announces he has booked
Milton Berle to appear with Ben Bernie on the American Can
Company's radio program of July 20

DENVER FILM HOUSI

AGAIN USE GIVEAWAY

Denver—Recent improvements in

.he houses of Fox Intermountain di-

vision are numerous, with tenta-
tive plans calling for the building
of two theaters, and the complete
remodeling of a third.

Theaters are being contemplated
for Sterling, Colo.; and Pocatello,
Idaho. The former, seating about
1,000, would cost $100,000; and the;

second, of Indian architecture, seat-'

ing about 1,275, would cost $150,000.
Planned for the Imperial theater,
Alliance, Neb., is a $50,000 complete:
remodeling job, including increase!

in capacity from 800 to 1,000.

Complete redecorating was done
at the Rialto theater in Missoula,:

Mont., and the Orpheum theater in

Sheridan, Wyo. The Isis in Boulder,;
Colo., has been air conditioned, mod-
rnized with a new heating unit, and
veated acoustically. Other houses
eceiving air conditioning equipment
are the Coronado, Las Vegas, N. M.; 1

•nd these Colorado houses: Hiawa-
ha, Denver; Fox, Montrose; Egyp-
tian, Delta; Rialto and West, Trini4
dad; and Lyric and America, Fort
Collins.

,

Recarpeting jobs were done in the
Paramount, North Platte, Neb.; Ric
Grande, Las Cruces, N. M.; Rialto,
Missoula; Capital, Pocatello, Idaho;
Ms, Boulder, and the Orpheum at
Sheridan.
New marquees have gone up at

the Liberty Bell, Leadville, Colo.j
the Fox, Montrose, Colo.; the Valen-i
cia, Walsenburg, Colo.; Strand,
Rawlins, Wyo.; and the Majestic,;
Nampa, Idaho.

Jack Cohn, Capt. Hawks
Plan Coast-to-Coast Hop

(Continued from Page P
tend the Columbia convention which
will get under way that day at the
Hotel Ambassador.
Hawks will fly the Northrop

Gamma long range monoplane which
was flown by Howard Hughes last

vear in his record nine and one-half
hour cross-country flight, Los An-
geles to New York.

Flight will bring Hawks to Hol-
lywood in time to start work on his
first Columbia serial, "The Adven-
tures of the Mysterious Pilot".

« « « » » »

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Shirley Deane is a firm believer
future of Southern California real estate.

Already owner of a Beverly Hills home,
she has purchased a Westwood residence
and a Sunland ranch for investment
purposes.

—20th CENTURY-FOX.
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ROCKEFELLER TERMS

ATTACKED, DEFENDED

(.Continued 'rom Page 11

erating under the trusteeship of

Irving Trust Co.

At the opening session, John S.

Stover, representing Ernest Stirn

of Milwaukee, attacked the conver-

sion of Class A Stock into the con-

version of common in 1931, and

questioned the validity of the Rocke-

feller settlement.

Abraham K. Weber, an attorney

representing stockholders, said that

the Atlas Corp., proponents of the

plan had failed to establish their

case. The law provides that it is

necessary to establish a fair value

of the assets, when stockholders are

to be deprived of assets, Weber
stated, and not to be guided on fu-

ture earnings of the plan. He also

asked that decision on the reorgani-
zation be held up until Judge Bondy
rules on the Rockefeller claim, and
that it not be made part of the plan.

This was taken under consideration
by the Special Master.

Carlos Israels, representing the
unsecured creditors, in affirming his

approval of the plan said that the
chief value of the plan was the abil-

ity of the creditors to get cash by
selling on the open market. With
regard to Radio City Music Hall,

Israels stated that if there are any
losses incurred in the operation of
the Music Hall that RKO will not
suffer them. He also contended
that if the Rockefeller claim is not
allowed, or even if allowed at $3,-

000,000, it would require changing
the entire plan, because then,
Rockefeller interests would insist on
a secured creditor's position.

Frank Reavis, attorney for Si

Fabian who owns two RKO the-
aters in Schenectady and Albany,
stated that, as they are not guaran-
teed in the plan, they want a new
company to assume guarantee of
payment, on the lease to run 19 years,
or security for three years' rent.

O. C. Doring said that the Circuit
Court of Appeals has three cases
of the same nature now pending and
that an early decision was expected.

Richard C. Hunt, attorney for the
debenture holders, who have ap-
proved the plan said that only one-
fifth of the common stock has been
cut. He also stated that the deben-
ture holders are losing interest,
sinking fund loss and all they will

receive will be conversion privileges.
Timothy N. Pfeiffer, attorney for

RCA, arose to say during the pro-
ceedings that Stover's attack on the
Rockefeller claim was unjustified.

In answer to the Special Master's
question of whether the interest on
Rockefeller claim would decrease it,

he replied that they had already
made concessions by taking stock.
Hearing will be resumed today at
the office of the Special Master, 55
Liberty St.

Reviews of View Fittnt
"The Mandarin

Mystery"
with Eddie Quillan, Charlotte Henry

Republic 59 mins.

FAST -MOVING MYSTERY MURDER
THRILLER HAS PLENTY OF SURPRISES

FOR FANS.

A very ingenious murder mystery which
moves along at a fast pace, and relieves

the tension with good comedy bits. Eddie

Quillan plays the role of Ellery Queen, the

famous author-detective, who enters the

:ase involving the disappearance of a valu-

able Chinese stamp. The stamp is stolen

from Charlotte Henry and then follows a

series of events that results in two mur-
ders before the baffling mystery is solved

and the murderer uncovered. Quillan s tech-
nique is suave, and the kidding element
plays a large part in the footage. A thief

named Craig who steals the stamp, is later

found murdered behind a door locked from
the inside. The young detective finally

jolves the manner of this puzzling murder,
and from there on he moves forward to

the eventual uncovering of the criminal in

quiet and easy stages that are nevertheless

filled with thrills and suspense. Charlotte
Henry provides the romantic interest ade-
quately. The supporting cast is exception-
ally well chosen. Franklin Pangborn and
William Newell handle the comedy assign-

ments with good effect. Rita La Roy and
Kay Hughes add two good character bits.

Director Ralph Staub mixed his comedy
with the tense elements cleverly and in

a way that did not slow up the fast pace.

It should please the thrill fans who like

some laughs mixed in with the general
screen excitement.

Cast: Eddie Quillan, Charlotte Henry,
Rita La Roy, Wade Boteler, Franklin Pang-
born, George Irving, Kay Hughes, William
Newell, George Walcott, Edwin Stanley,

Edgar Allen, Anthony Merrill, Richard
Beach, Monte Vandegnft.

Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Ralph
Staub; Author, Ellery Queen; Screenplay,
John Francis Larkin, Rex Taylor, Gertrude
Orr, Cortland Fitzsimmons; Editor, Grace
Goddard; Cameraman, Murray Seldeen.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

LaGuardia Asks Less Noise

in N. Y. Theater District

Clean-up of conditions unfavor-
able to theater patronage in the

Great White Way is presaged by a
letter sent this week to Police Com-
missioner Valentine by Mayor La
Guardia. The missive resulted
from the Mayor's recent attendance
at a midtown theater, when he saw
en route a number of things which
displeased him, including traffic

jams, horn-honking motorists, juve-
nile hawkers of newspapers and
magazines, car parking, and ped-
dlers, itinerant venders, beggars
and impromptu musicians who pa-
trol many of the theaters before
and after the performance and dur-
ing intermission, trying to pick up
a few pennies from the audience.

"Girls Can Play"
with Jacqueline Wells, Charles Quigley

Columbia 58 mins.

NOVELTY THRILLER PACKS GOOD
WALLOP WITH MURDER MYSTERY AND
PLENTY OF COLORFUL ACTION.

This production utilizes the softball craze,

introducing a girls' team which is spon-

sored by a local druggist who proves to be

a killer and a racketeer. Charles Quigley

plays the role of a young sports writer who
stumbles upon the racket when he saves

the crime king from being shot in his of-

fice. On the following day the gent who
attempted to bump off the racketeer is

found dead, and Quigley begins to con-

nect the supposed druggist with the crime.

Jacqueline Wells enters the picture as a

member of the softball team which the

gangster is sponsoring. Then comes an-

other mysterious murder as the catcher of

the team drops dead, and a poison syringe

is found inserted inside her catcher's mitt.

From there on it is crowded with action

and excitement, and plenty of color with

the girls on the team making an attrac-

tive eyeful. Charles Quigley and Jacque-
line Wells handle the leads very accept-

ably. But John Gallaudet as the killer

racketeer dominates the picture and holds

the interest with a swell characterization

that he gives plenty of subtle shading.

Direction of Lambert Hillyer is crisp and
fast moving. This film has the novelty

angle of the girls' softball team tied into a

tense murder mystery to give the fans

plenty of action for their money.

Cast: Jacqueline Wells, Charles Quigley,

Rita Hayworth, John Gallaudet, George
McKay, Gene Morgan, Patricia Farr, Guinn
Williams, Joseph Crehan, John Tyrrell,

Richard Terry, James Flavin.

Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Albert

De Mond; Screenplay, Lambert Hillyer;

Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman, Lu-
cien Ballard.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.

3rd international Amateur
Film Congress for Paris

Paris (By Cable)—The Third In-
ternational Amateur Film Congress
will be held here Sept. 6-12. Ar-
rangements are being completed by
the Federation Francaise des Clubs
de Cinemas d' Amateurs.

Eight Dog Racing Arrests

Garden City, L. I.—Six directors
of the Queens-Nassau Agricultural
Society and two Nassau Kennel Club
officials will have hearings next
Monday on charges of violating Sec-
tion 986 of the Penal Code. Octet
were arrested as a result of dog rac-
ing at the Mineola Fair Grounds.

Premium Biz Slumps
Detroit— Premium business has

taken a heavy slump in recent
weeks, Lew Berg, territory repre-
sentative of Metro Premium Co..
said this week.

WB TO START 7.

PIX WITHIN 2 MONTrli

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—During the next two

months Warners will place seven of
the company's most important pic-
tures for the new season's schedule
in production. The seven films are:

"Tovarich," starring Claudette
Colbert and Charles Boyer, directed
by Anatole Litvak; "Hollywood Ho-
tel," starring Dick Powell and Gin-
ger Rogers, directed by Busby
Berkeleyj "Submarine Dl," with
Pat O'Brien and Wayne Morris, di-
lected by Lloyd Bacon; "Gold Is
Where You Find It," in Technicolor,
with George Brent and Olivia de
Havilland, directed by Michael Cur-
tiz; "The Adventures of Robin
Hood," in Technicolor, with Errol
Flynn and Olivia de Havilland, di-
rected by William Keighley; "Comet
Over Broadway," starring Kay
Francis, directed by Stanley Logan;
and "The Great Garrick" (tempo-
rary title) starring Brian Aherne
and Olivia de Havilland, directed by
James Whale, and produced by Mer-
vyn LeRoy.

Denver Resumes Giveaways;

Only One First-Run Aloof

Infringement Suit Killed

Federal Judge John C. Knox, for

failure to prosecute, yesterday dis-

missed the suit of Cinema Patents
Co. against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for alleged patent infringement of
the plaintiff's apparatus for devel-
oping, fixing, toning, drying, and
wiping film.

Saland Sets K. C. Deal

Denver—Giveaways are back in
Denver, with only one first-run
house not in the fray, the Orpheum.
Eleven Fox houses and the Denham
and Alpine are again offering prizes
to patrons.

The Fox houses, "Lucky 11," are
giving away an auto and cash
weekly. The Denham and Alpine
are using cash nights twice a week.
Both groups are using courtesy

matinee registrations. Fox patrons
sign their names and addresses on
back of the deposited stubs, and
the other group furnishes cards to

be filled out.

Denham and Alpine are using the
Bank Night registration plan, while
the Fox outfit is using the ticket
plan formerly used by the Huffman
houses, which are now in the Fox
group. Only one Fox house, the
Isis, is not in on the giveaways.

Nat Saland, president of Ace Pic
tures Corp., has closed a deal wifl
Joe Silverman of Standard Film CoÎ
Kansas City, Mo., for the distribu-
tion of one exploitation picture,
eight Tom Keenes, eight Tom Ty-
lers, two serials and 12 action pic-
tures for the Kansas City territory.
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•JPPLY MEN SEE STILL

BETTER BUSINESS DUE

(Continued from Page 1)

Brothers, Denver, told The Film
Daily that the outlook for the sum-
mer months was especially bright
in the mountain territory. A. Beck-
er of the Becker Theater Equipment
Supply Co., Buffalo, was equally
optimistic over business improve-
ment in his territory. Similar re-
ports came from manufacturers'
representatives.

Convention Echoes
C. E. Phillips, Peabody Seating

Co., North Manchester, Ind., says
theater seats are going more mod-
ernistic.

H. C. Dusman of Baltimore, and
A. S. Morone were especially active
at the supply dealers' meetings,
working hard for unity.

Mac Wenzel, president of the
Wenzel Co., assisted by Leonard
Peperson, told the boys about the
Wenzel Ace projector.

W. A. Gedris, president of the
Ideal Seating Co., Grand Rapids,
was here in person, assisted by D.
A. Wedemeier of the sales depart-
ment.

L. A. King, sales manager, assist-
ed by Howard A. Wilson and Paul
Fernall, represented the Operadio
Manufacturing Co., introducing the
new Model 175 theater amplifier and
the No. 350 dual amplifier.

Louis Phillips and Ben Ruben-
stein of Lighting Distributors dis-
played a modernistic line of theater
lighting fixtures.

The Metallic Arts Corp. of Chi-
cago showed its new three-phase
lights in both colored and plain ef-

fects. C. H. Buck, sales manager,
did the honors.

J. S. Weinberg of Scientific Light-
ing Products, Chicago, presented a
line of daylight fixtures, minus
glare.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis,
displayed a line of Roth Actodec-
tors in two and four-bearing types.
Suprex carbons were also displayed
and F. L. Slade, in charge, told The
Film Daily the company is now op-
erating at full speed.

The Essannay Electric Mfg Co.,

Chicago, displayed a special strong

Mary Sees Buddy Wed Betty

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mary Pickford watched

„ another girl, Betty Grable, marry

(Binaries (Buddy) Rogers early this week,

Jr-but only in a film being shot on the

^Paramount lot. Later, Miss Pickford,

who will really wed Rogers next Satur-

day, took part as an extra in a theater

scene and received a check for $8.25,

minus unemployment and old-age tax.

"It was the lowest studio check of my
career," she said.

A "JUttU" horn "£ots
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A S soon as Irving Cummings, who
directed "Vogues of 1938," com-

pletes supervision of the editing of
this Walter Wanger all-color pro-
duction, he will motor to New York,
where he will vacation in the Berk-
shires until after the world premi-
ere of the film on Broadway.

T T T
Following differences of opinion

on story treatment of "Adventures
of Marco Polo," Samuel Goldwyn
and Director John Cromwell parted
amicably. The picture had been in
production four days.

r T
Taking advantage of a respite

from studio labors following com-
pletion of the screenplay for Uni-
versal^ "100 Men and a Girl," which
will have Deanna Durbin as its star,
Charles Kenyon is putting the fin-

ishing touches on his stage drama,
"Love Strikes Once," which is set
for a Broadway presentation during
the late fall.

T T
News o' the day: M-G-M has sign-

ed Josephine Hutchinson RKO has
purchased "Prince Charming of

Downpours Back Up Sewers,

Damaging Buffalo Houses

Buffalo — Unprecedentedly heavy
rains here caused much damage to
community theaters, flooded sewers
backing water into cellars and audi-
toriums. Hardest hit was Shea's
Kensington, in the northeast sec-
tion. Shea's Kenmore, Kenmore, also
suffered. Three of the Basil chain,
the Varsity in the same section as
Shea's Kensington; the Maxine, in
south Buffalo, and the Strand, in
the east end, likewise were hit. The
Genesee had only minor flooding.
Two of the Gammel houses, the
Unity and the Seneca, were flooded,
the former getting the worse. The
Plaza, a Michaels house, got away
with a cellar flood.

Eastern Theaters' Dividend

Toronto, Ont.—Eastern Theaters
have declared SV2 per cent dividend
on preferred stock, payable July 31
to shareholders of record June 30.

changeover for use in any type of
projector.

R. P. Bedore of the GoldE Manu-
facturing Co., Chicago, told the
trade about its new cast aluminum
magazines, the roto chrome spot-
lights, using 250, 400, and 500-watt
G type bulbs. A new type of baby
spot won much attention for the
equipment dealers.

Motiograph Co.'s complete exhibit
was in charge of Joe Klockner and
a staff of salesmen.

Vallen Co., Akron, O., showed its

noiseless line of automatic curtain
controls and ball-bearing safety-
tracks. I

Podunk", by E. L. Hartmann Re-
public has borrowed Ann Ruther-
ford from M-G-M for "Public Cow-
boy No. 1" Herb. Biberman will
direct "Prison Farm" for Para-
mount.

» T T
M-G-M has acquired film rights

to "Baby Face," by George Bruce,
which appeared serially in Argosy
Magazine earlier this year.

T
Casting assignments—Paramount:

Akim Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Porter
Hall, Larry Crabbe, "The Buccan-
eer"; Universal: Eileen Carlyle,
Frankie Marlow, "Too Clever to
Live"; Muriel Evans, "Law for
Tombstones"; Advance: Bill Ed-
wards, Margaret Morris, Joan Carr,
"Squadron B".

T Y
Winners in the recent Adolph Zu-

kor Silver Jubilee Contest, Robert
K. Fulton, Waterloo, Iowa, of the
Tristate Circuit and Leo Henderson,
Helena, Montana, of the Intermoun-
tain Chain arrived in Hollywpod
yesterday to get their prizes — a
week's visit in the film capital.

British Quota Will Cost

U. S. Outfits $7,500,000

(Continued from Page 1)

proximately $7,500,000 on English-
made pictures, based upon their
present import figures. For ex-
ample, Paramount or M-G-M, both
of which bring- in 60 or so features
each year, will have to invest ap-
proximately $1,000,000 each if they
wish to continue at their current
pace.

SEASON'S EARNINGS

UP OVER LAST YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

ended on June 5, are unofficially es-
timated at $1,500,000, equal to 51
cents a share.

Paramount, which has shown a
steady improvement, is expected to
report approximately $1,500,000,
without subsidiary income, for its
second quarter.

20th Century-Fox is also indicated
to show an improvement in its
forthcoming quarter report.

Clark, Zanuck to Parley

on Kent Drive on July 14

(Continued from Page 1)

in connection with the fifth anni-
versary Kent sales drive dedicated
to Zanuck and the studio. J. P.
O'Loghlin, drive leader, leaves New
York shortly for the coast, where
he plans to hold a meeting at San
Francisco July 10. Later he goes to
Hollywood to_ confer with Clark and
Herman Wobber.

Nash with U. A. in Pitts.

Pittsburgh—James Nash has left
Monarch Pictures Corp. to join the
sales staff of United Artists here.
He will be under Clarence Eiseman.

SICK REPORT

St. Louis—Sid Johnson, poster
artist for Loew's Theater, is in Des-
loge Hospital for a tonsilectomy.

DO YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHAT
YOUR TAKE IS? WHAT PART OF IT

YOU GET? WHAT PART GOES TO

"UNSEEN PARTNERS"? DON'T WON-
DER—BE SURE!

GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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5,053 II, K. THEATERS

SEATS

London (By Cable)—Great Brit-

ain's redundancy problem is reflect-

ed by a breakdown of statistics of

a new European theater survey
which shows that the United King-
dom, with 5,058 theaters and 3,200,-

000 seats, has one film house for ev-

ery 9,704 persons and one seat for

every 15.33.

The average for the whole of Eu-
rope provides one seat for every

32.62 persons, more than double that

of Britain.
Healthiest spot in the whole of

Europe, so far as theaters are con-

cerned, is Poland, which has 883,

allowing one seat for every 124 per-

sons.
So far as actual seats per person

are concerned, exhibitors in Ant-
werp and Belgium are the worst

sufferers, where the figures are re-

spectively 8.6 and 15.6, but the field

there relies to a large extent on a

floating population. Owing to the

seriousness of the situation in Bel-

gium, however, exhibitors are seek-

ing legislation to prevent further

building, and have drawn up a

memorandum on the question.

The position in France shows 4,-

100 theaters giving 2,100,00 seats,

providing one seat for every 19.93

persons.
Figures in Switzerland show one

seat for every 32.61 persons, al-

most identical with those for the

average for the whole of Europe.

Germany, with 5,243 theaters, has

one seat for every 39.26 persons;

Italy's 3,900 theaters provide one

seat for every 29.71 persons; Spam
has 2,500 theaters, providing one

seat for every 22.38 persons;

Czechoslovakia has 2,024 theaters,

providing one seat for every 24.20

persons; and Sweden 1,100 theaters,

providing one seat for every 30.71

persons.
The remainder of the countries

throughout Europe have less than

1,000 theaters, excepting, of course,

Soviet Russia, which is not included

ir. the survey.

5 G N Pix for July

"Riders of jthe Rockies," starring

Tex Ritter, heads the list of July

releases announced yesterday by

Grand National. This will be ready

July 2 followed by "The Shadow
Strikes," with Rod La Rocque, July

9; "Boots of Destiny," starring Ken
Maynard, Julyl6; "Rendezvous in

the Alps," with Jane Baxter and

Anthony Bushnell, July 23 and
"Small Town Boy," starring Stuart

Erwin, July 30.

NEWS of the DAY
Pittsburgh—Charles Doric, former

United Artists office manager and
salesman in this territory, has trans-

ferred to Jules Lapidus' Grand Na-
tional exchange, where he will

handle the main line.

COAST PRODUCTION p
WITH 47 PIX IN WORK

Springfield, Mass.—Officers of the

new Theater Workers' Union were
installed at a midnight meeting at

Central Labor Union hall. John F.

Gatelee, international representative

for the Motion Picture Machine
Operators and head of the local

C.L.U. and the Massachusetts State

Federation of Labor, will act as

business agent for the new group.

Omaha—F. A. Van Husan expects

to have Western Theater Supply's

miniature theater, which will be

used as a sales demonstration room,

completed in about a month. The
miniature theater adjoins the com-

pany's sales room.

Lincoln, Neb.—Wilbur Cushman,
booker of $150 daily units for small

picture houses which play vaude in

this territory, is ducking out of his

stand in Dallas, Tex. this week and
will lodge in Hollywood (Taft Bldg.)

In charge for him in the middle-

west, he leaves Ed Gardiner in

Kansas City.

Madison, Wis.—Robert Mayo, cast-

ing director of Columbia Pictures,

and his wife, Patricia Farr, Colum-
bia contract player, have been visit-

ing the former's brother, Francis

P. Mayo, and his wife, here.

Cleveland—Max Lefkowich, pres-

ident of Community Circuit Thea-

ters, one of Cleveland's largest cir-

cuits of downtown and subsequent

run houses, and his two sons are

leaving the end of the month to

spend the summer in Europe.

Greater Protection for

Investors Asked by SEC

Three New Industry Cos.

Receive N. Y. Charters

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — SEC, reporting to

Congress on its study of protective

and reorganization committees, rec-

ommends enactment of legislation

prohibiting corporate management
and investment bankers from exer-

cising a dominant and controlling

influence over the activities of the

protective committees and disallow-

ing stockholders from representing

bondholders in reorganization pro-

ceedings.
"It is our conclusion," states the

SEC, "that protection of investors

is not to be found under the present

system of regulation."

SEC report pays special attention

to disclosures incident to its inves-

tigation of the Paramount reorgan-

ization. Referring to charges made
by Harold A. Fortington, financial

secretary of a group of insurance

companies headed by the Royal In-

surance Co., Ltd., of Great Britain,

the report says, "there was consid-

erable evidence to support some of

the charges."

Award Contract for Warner

Cleveland, O., House Today

Albany—Three new industry com-

panies have been chartered by the

Secretary of State here. They are:

Reade Hudson Amusements, Inc.,

Hudson; to operate motion picture

theaters. Henry H. Frieder, Wil-

liam Grossman, Walter Reade, Mar-

ion Lehrfield, Eva N. Chadnow, Syl-

via Whitman, incorporators.

Pakatakan Theaters, Inc., Oneida;

to operate motion picture theaters.

Myron J. Kallet, William T. Mac-

Neilly, Sidney K. Kallet, incorpora-

tors.

Church Ave. Theater Corp., New
York City; to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Louis Schneider, Clara Mon-
fried, Richard M. Monfried, incorpo-

rators.

Bars Louis Shots on Sunday

Boston—Shots shewing Joe Louis in

training was ordered eliminated from

Universal News No. 566 for Sunday

showing in Massachusetts by Paul G.

Kirk, State Commissioner of Public

Safety. Thirty-three other films among
those films that passed the scrutiny of

the Commissioner's office without de-

letions, this month to date.

Cleveland—General contract for

the new 1,500-seat de luxe Warner
motion picture theater in Shaker
Square, will be awarded today. John
Eberson, architect, and Louis Kauf-
man of the Warner theater depart-

ment, will be present. To conform
with the present architecture of

Shaker Square and to reflect the

type of audience to which it will

cater, the theater will be construct-

ed along conservatively modernistic

lines tending to Colonial.

"Hit Parade" in St. Louis

"The Hit Parade," Republic mu-
sical, has been booked over the en-

tire St. Louis Amusement Co. cir-

cuit of 22 St. Louis theaters.

Two India Producers Will

Install New RCA Systems

New RCA sound-film recording-

systems of the mobile type, with fa-

cilities for re-recording are being

^hipped to the Film Corporation of

India, Ltd., and to Shree Bharat
Lakshmi Pictures, respectively, ac-

cording to Edwin M. Hartlev, RCA
Photophone head. Both producing
companies are located in Calcutta

and make pictures for exhibition

within India.

Exhibs Oppose Drive-In

Theater Move in Brighton

Brighton, Mass.—Theatrical inter-

ests and others have protested
p-ranting' of a permit to Drive-in
Theaters Corp. to build a drive-in

Heater here, and Mavor Mansfield
will hold a public hearine.

Joseph Brennan, president of the
Allied Theaters of Massachusetts -

advised that his organization was
intensely opposed to granting of the
permit.

i
11

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Forty-seven pictures

are in production, with 20th Cen-
tury-Fox making eight, followed by
Warners with seven. Paramount is

producing six, M-G-M six and Uni-
versal five. RKO is down for four
and Goldwyn three. Columbia and
Republic are making two each.
Wanger, Selznick International,
Principal and Monogram are mak-
ing one each.
Paramount has completed "Angel"

and RKO "Life Of The Party."
Warners have finished "First Lady"
and "Alcatraz Island".

20th Century-Fox has started
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse", "Char-
lie Chan On Broadway" and "In Old
Chicago". Warners have begun
work on "The Great Garrick" and
"Adventurous Blonde".

Six Vermont Ministers

Warring on Sunday Films

St. Johnsbury, Vt. — Six local
clergymen have started court pro-
ceedings against the Rockingham
Operators' Corp. for alleged viola-
tion of the Sunday ban on motion
pictures. A continuance has been
granted until June 21 to allow Ed-
ward Hanson, president, and M. E.
Fain, district manager, both of Bos-
ton, Mass. to attend the hearing.
Sunday night movies have been
shown at the Interstate Star The-
ater, with the Legion Post sharing
in the proceeds.

Dictograph's $152,761 Net
Report of Dictograph Products

Co., Inc., and subsidiaries for year
ended Dec. 31, last, shows net in-
come of $152,761 after charges, fed-
eral surtax on undistributed profits,
etc., equivalent to 77 cents a share
(par $2) on 199,075 shares of capi-
tal stock, exclusive of shares held
in the treasury.

Contract Awarded Universal
Universal has been awarded the

contract to supply features, shorts
and newsreels to 80 Veterans' Hos-
pitals and Soldiers' Homes by the
U. S. Veterans Administration for
1937-38. This marks the seventh
consecutive year Universal has been
awarded the contract.

"Star" Goes 7 in Seattle

Seattle, Wash.—"A Star Is Born"
has been held for a seventh week
at the Liberty.

Legal Movie Bill Up Today
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM BAIL}

Washington—The sub-committee
the House Judiciary Committee, toda

is expected to consider the Hobbs bi

providing for taking motion pictures of

court proceedings. The hearing is set

for 10 o'clock and, according to Hobbs.

the measure has every chance of be-

ing reported out favorably.
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See British Quota proposals Hurting Small Cinemas

REPORTT&M ST. LOUIS POOLING MOVES

Challenge Transfe^SiRKO Stock at Reorg. Hearing
Question of Validity of Switch

of 500,000 Class B Shares

Raised

At an informal hearing on the
proposed RKO plan of reorganiza-
tion, held yesterday in the offices of

Special Master George W. Alger,
David Stoneman, attorney repre-
senting common stockholders in Bos-
ton, challenged the validity of the
transfer of 500,000 shares of Class
B stock to RCA, which was subse-
quently converted into 125,000 shares
of common stock.

Stoneman attacked the stock
transfer "on the grounds that no

(.Continued on Page 3)

RESUMING CONFABS ON

NEW YORK DEAL SOON

Continuation of conferences to-

wards taking over of five Springer
& Cocalis Broadway houses jointly
by Skouras and RKO is expected
following return of Nate Blumberg,
RKO circuit head, to New York in
10 days from Hollywood. Theaters
involved in the plan are the Stod-
dard, Beacon, 77th St., Symphony
and the Olympia.
Walter Reade yesterday denied

that he is interested in acquiring
the Springer & Cocalis houses.

Expect Senate to Pass 2-Year

Nuisance Tax Extension

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Hurried marshall-
ing of administration strength gave
indication last night that the Sen-

(Continued on Page 4)

Bloch Finishing Saturday
Bertram Bloch, for years head of

the M-G-M Eastern story department,
on Saturday terminates his duties. He
intends to write a play and a short
novel and later do scenario work at
the coast. Bloch has produced plays
on Broadway.

How They Started

.

%y %

Louis de Rochemont, producer of the March of Time series, confesses he broke into this biz at

14 with a home-made camera! But his pro. industry association dates from 1923 when he left

the Navy, after 7 years' globe-trotting, to join Mike Clofine's International Newsreel. The like-

ness? By Col. Hap Hadley, of course

Producers, Renters Fear Eng. Quota

Plan to Handicap Small Pix Houses

London (By Cable)—Viewing the

proposed Quota Law with down-
right pessimism, small English pro-

ducers and renters are inclined to

the opinion that the new regulations
will put between 1,000 and 1,500
small cinemas out of business. These
theaters, they contend, almost ex-
clusively play so-called "second fea-
tures" and cannot afford to use Brit-
ish pictures costing a minimum of
$75,000 each.

Report Golden To Head
New U, S. Film Division

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A new and entirely

separate division to handle motion
pictures will be established within
the Department of Commerce ef-

fective July 1st, The Film Daily
learned yesterday.
The new division, it is understood,

{Continued on Page 4)

Deals to Further Improve
Circuit Position Being

Discussed
St. Louis—In moves seeking to

further improve its position in the
St. Louis exhibition field, Fanchon
&. Marco are understood dickering
with various theater firms with ob-
ject of setting up management and
pooling arrangements. These steps,
if they materialize, will supplement
the recent merger between the
Harry Arthur interests and the An-
sell Brothers Circuit and will have
the effect of readjusting the F &
M product situation.
Working agreements of various

types are reported being discussed
by F & M. with houses including

(Continued on Page 3)

CAPRA-GOL STATUS

TERMED
Future relationship between

Frank Capra, ace Columbia director,
and that company will be settled
following arrival of the former in

New York today on the Rex from
abroad, en route to the coast.

Differences of opinion between
Columbia and Capra were reported
following completion of "Lost Hor-
izon," his latest production, and when

(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M Organizes Cartoon

Dept. as Separate Unit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Fred C. Quimby is

organizing a new cartoon depart-
ment for M-G-M at Culver City to
function as an individual unit. Move

(Continued on Page 3)

Bing Bicycling Bing
Herman Bing is bicycling Herman

Bing among Loew houses in the met
area. The comedian last night made
five personal appearances and four the
previous evening.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24i/4 24 24y4 + i/4

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd '•

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12 12 12
East. Kodak 170 169'/2 169'/2 — Vi

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 21 Vi IV/i 21 1/2 + Vi

Loew's, Inc 76 Vi 75 Vi 76

do pfd 1053/s 105'/4 105V4 — 1/4

Paramount 18Vi 18 18Vi + %
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film

RKO 7l/4 7 7 — l/4

20th Century-Fox . . 34 Vi
34i/

8 34% — Vi

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 63 63 63

Warner Bros 12% 123/8 12% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46. ... 99 99 99 + 1 1/4

Loew 6s 41ww 99 Vi 99 Vi 59 'A
Para. B'way 3s55... 66 Vi 66 Vi 66 Vi

Para. Picts. 6s55...100 99% 99%— %
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 .... 94% 943,4 943,4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 2 2% + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% + %
Technicolor 29 28 28 Vi + %
Trans-Lux 4l/4 4l/4 4 1/4 + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 9Vi 11

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93 1/4 96 'A
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43... 52 Vi 54 Vi

Anti-Gambling Campaign

At Dog Tracks Ordered

Albany — Governor Lehman has
issued an official order to district

attorneys, sheriffs and peace officers

directing suppression of illegal

gambling at dog race tracks. "I am
asking State Police and the Attor-
ney General to cooperate wtih local

officials in vigorous enforcement of

the penal law," the Governor said.

COLUMBIA CONVENTION

TRAIN OFF FOR COAST

Columbia's convention special

pulled out of Grand Central at mid-
night last night, headed for Los An-
geeles where the sales meeting
opens at the Ambassador Hotel on
Sunday.
Aboard were home office execs,

and sales personnel, headed by A.
Montague, general sales manager,
and including J. McConville, R.
Jackter, L. Weinberg, L. Astor, M.
J. Weisfeldt, J. Seidelman, J. Fried-
man, H. Daab, H. C. Kaufman, M.
Grad, G. Josephs, M. Hannock, A.
Seligman, L. Jaffe, B. E. Zeeman, V.
Borrelli, W. Brennan, S. Liggett, C.

Roberts and Branch Managers and
members of the sales force of the
New York, Boston, New Haven,
Philadelphia and Washington Ex-
changes.
The Special will make a number

of stops en route to the Coast to

pick up convention delegates. The
first of these was at Albany early
today for Capitol City Branch Man-
ager and his sales force. Buffalo,

Cleveland and Chicago will be other
stopping places today. Representa-
tives of the Detroit, Milwaukee,
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Cincinnati
and part of the Canadian contin-

gent, including Montreal, St. John
and Toronto Exchanges, will also
board the train on its arrival at the
Windy City.

Tomorrow a stop will be made at
Kansas City, where in addition to
the local staff, branch managers and
their sales forces from Minneap-
olis, Omaha, Des Moines, St. Louis,
Oklahoma City, Dallas, New Or-
leans, Memphis, Atlanta, Charlotte
and Winnipeg will climb aboard.
The Denver delegates will be picked
up at La Junta.
Exchange Managers and their re-

spective staffs from the Salt Lake
City, Seattle, Portland, Ore. and
San Francisco offices will go to Los
Ane-eles by other routes.
The national get-together which

will remain in session until Thurs-
day will be attended by both Harry
and Jack Cohn, and will be presided
over by Montague. More than 250
delegates will be in attendance.

Warners to Make Up to 20
Pix At Teddington Studio

Warner Bros, will make between
16 and 20 features at its Tedding-
ton, England, studio, for the year
ahead, it was stated by Max Milder,
managing director for that company,
following his arrival in New York
vesterday on the Paris for home of-
fice conferences. Business in the
British Isles continues good, said
Milder, who returns to London in
July.

Mrs. Hazel Whelan Dies
Mrs. Hazel Whelan, wife of Les-

lie Whelan, publicity head of the
20th Century-Fox foreign depart-
ment, died suddenly yesterday at
her home in New Jersey.

FOUR READE THEATERS

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Walter Reade has four Eastern
theaters currently under construc-
tion.

At Saratoga, his new house is

scheduled to open July 17. The new
Hudson, N. Y., theater has its pre-

miere about Nov. 1. The Reade
Morristown operation begin in the
vicinity of Labor Day and at East
Trenton, a new theater goes into

action in December.

RKO Eastern Convention

Delegates Due Tomorrow

RKO Radio Eastern delegates to

the third international sales con-

vention concluded at the Hotel Am-
bassador in Los Angeles over the

week-end are scheduled to arrive

here on the RKO special train to-

morrow morning at the Grand Cen-
tral Station. The Special arrives in

Chicago this morning.
Traveling aboard the train for

New York are close to one hundred
executives and sales managers and
their personnel.
Western, Southern, Mid-Western

delegates departed from the train

at their respective headquarters.
S. Barret McCormick, Publicity

and Advertising Director, is remain-
ing in Hollywood for a few extra
days to confer with studio produc-
tion officials about special campaigns
for two of RKO's important new re-

leases, "New Faces of 1937" to be
released nationally on July 2 and
"The Toast of New York" scheduled
for later release.

Para. Studio Office Help

Organizing Indie Union

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That an independent

union of Paramount Studio's office

employees is in the process of for-

mation as a means of forestalling
organization "by outside and profes-
sional union promoters," is reported
here by Carey Hall and Mildred
Brenton, officers of the group. Miss
Brenton. secretary of the proposed
union, states that units are also be-
ing formed in a number of other
studios, including those of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, M-G-M. R-K-O, Columbia
and United Artists.

Goldberg Tries Triples

Omaha—Ralnh Goldberg is ex-
perimenting with triple bills on one
of his week's changes at the Town,
Arbor, Avenue, Winn and Military
theaters to bolster summer business.
Goldberg for a time ran a five-fea-
ture marathon on his Saturday mid-
night show at the Town, but now
has dropped back to four.

Mrs. Smith Buried
Funeral services were held yes-

terday for Margaret Smith, wife of
Edward Smith, treasurer of the
New York Strand. She passed away
Saturday.

Coming and GoirO

NATE BLUMBERG returns to New York in

10 days from the Coast.

EDWIN MILES FADIMAN sails from New
York Saturday on the Rex after a two months'
visit to this country.

CHARLES McDONALD returns to Washing-
ton Monday from New York.

JACK COHN returns to New York today
from Chicago, prior to leaving for the Coast.

LEWIS BUDDY, general continental man-
ager of Paramount News, arrives from Europe
tomorrow on the Washington.

JACK ALICOATE returns today from Chicago.

NORMAN WROBLES of M-G-M's studio art

department is spending a month's vacation in

Detroit.

RALPH WHEELWRIGHT, M-G-M publicist,

has returned to Hollywood following a four

weeks' vacation in the East.

D. K. FINKE, vice president of the General
Register Corp. in charge of the Chicago Terri-

tory, arrived in town yesterday for home office

conferences; he returns to Chicago tomorrow.

T. F. GAMBLE of A F of M returned to

New York headquarters yesterday after attend-
ing organization's convention in Louisville.

BURGESS MEREDITH, film and stage star,

arrives in Hollywood late this week from
New York.

JACK BENNY and his wife, MARY LIVING-
STONE, leave Hollywood shortly to make per-

sonal appearances during early July at the

Dallas, Texas, Centennial, and sail from New
York on the Normandie July 17 for a summer
vacation in London and Paris.

MAX MARCIN, who is now in New York,

plans to return to Hollywood in several weeks.

EDWARD CHURCHILL and CHARLES CUR-
RAN, Donahue & Coe executives, leave for the

Coast Tuesday.

LEON NETTER has returned to New York

from a southern trip.

DOUGLAS SHEARER, head of M-G-M's sound

department, has arrived in New York for a

ten days' stay.

EDWARD HARRISON flies to the Coast to-

day.

DESMOND B. MURrHY is here from Dublin.

K

A F of M Executive Board

Will Meet Here in July

That an executive board meeting
of the American Federation of Mu-
sicians will be held in New York
during July to discuss problems fac-

ing the organization, including the

adjustment of issues and differences

with IATSE, was indicated yester-

day. No specific date has yet been
set for the meeting, but it will wait
until the return of A F of M's presi-

dent, Joseph N. Weber, who is ex-

pected to return here within the

next ten days from Louisville, Ky.,

where he presided at the organiza-
tion's recent convention.

K. C. Exhibs To Meet
Kansas City, Mo.—Indie exhibi-

tors will meet today to consider

picketing by rival unions.

FOR SALE
TWO SIMPLEX PROJECTION

MACHINES
RCA SOUND EQUIPMENT

Apply
BASIL P. SHEA

1600 Broadway New York

c
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fMLENGE TRANSFER

Of RKO RADIO STOCK
(Continued from Page 1)

consideration was advanced for

RCA's receiving the stock" and that

the question of its legality be ad-

judicated in a court of law.

It was stated by Stoneman that

at the time of the conversion of

Class A stock into common stock

in 1931, there were $15,000,000 of

accrued dividends which rightfully

belonged to the stockholders. He
contended that these dividends were
withheld because of the reclassifica-

tion of stock.
Characterizing an $11,600,000 de-

benture transaction and another
transaction involving over a million

shares of stock in 1931, on the part

of the board of directors of RKO,
as "shocking to the conscience,"

Stoneman said he intended to bring
suit after the reorganization has
been completed.
Timothy N. Pfeiffer, attorney rep-

resenting Rockefeller Center told

Special Master Alger, in a prepared
statement, that Rockefeller Center
was already absorbing a loss of ap-
proximately $4,000,000, representing
a difference between amortization,
ground rent and taxes, bringing
their claim to $9,000,000.
John S. Stover, representing Er-

nest W. Stirn of Milwaukee, will

place his witness on the stand at
the next regular hearing to be held
June 28 in the Bar Building. It is

expected that Hamilton G. Rickaby,
counsel for Atlas Corp., will con-
clude his case.

Individual Management
For Four Quimby Houses

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Policy of in-

dividual theater management at the
four downtown houses controlled by
the Harrison Realty and Theater
Co. will be placed into effect when
the resignation of M. Marcus as
general manager of the Quimby
houses becomes effective on June
26. Rex Carr, manager at the Em-
boyd; Earl F. Kincaid at the Para-
mount; and Joseph B. Williams at
the Jefferson, will assume full su-
pervision of operations, and the Pal-
ace will be operated in the same
manner when it reopens in the fall,

it was made known.

JUNE 24

Martha Sleeper Irving Pichel

- D̂AILY

• • • IT HAS been a long time since a publicity cam-
paign has been put on in New York theatrical life that
compares with the remarkable campaign put in back of the

Rockettes of the Music Hall on the occasion of their sail-

ing for France to represent the United States at the Paris

Exposition

• • • THE WHOLE thing had to be kept a secret until

the official invitation arrived from the French Government.. . . .

inviting the forty-six Rockettes to appear at the international

dance festival of the Exposition the campaign was in the

hands of Fred Lynch of the Music Hall he could not even
tell the members of the publicity dep't so he had to do
all the foundation work late at nite when the office was empty.

• • • HIS EFFORTS resulted right at the start in garn-
ering the following newspaper breaks, all picture layouts
8 full columns in the World-Telegram showing the Rockettes
on the deck of the He de France 2-column picture in the
Sunday Times 2 columns in the Sunday Tribune
a full column in the Sun 6 columns in the Sunday Mirror

2 columns in the Sunday News 8 columns in the
Journal then there were stories innumerable in the vari-

ous columns, also syndicated articles

• • • THE SAILING of the Rockettes was broadcast
over a national hookup four newsreel companies covered
the sailing a cocktail party was given for the foreign
correspondents, who filed pages of copy to their papers all over
the world then Lynch had pictures taken of all forty-six

individual girls for their hometown papers, since the Rockettes
represent 20 states of the Union Mayor La Guardia in-

vited the entire troupe down to his office and gave them official

recognition on their international mission with a letter to the

mayor of Paris all this and much more was accomplished
by Lynch inside one week now the guy is going away to

Atlantic City for a week's rest to rest up for a big recep-

tion stunt when the Rockettes return from Paris

• • • A VALUABLE addition to the production person-

nel of 20th Century-Fox referring to Dan Michalove, able

exec who knows all phases of the pix biz he brings to the
Zanuck organization a world of experience including a

knowledge of what product really does at the box office

which is certainly something for Hollywood to be interested

in we're betting that Mister Michalove will click in a most
decisive manner

• • • A NICE example of showmanship displayed

by Monogram in selecting the CCC Camps as the theme of

the story for "Blazing Barriers" which was actually

filmed in one of the 2,000 camps of the Conservation Corps
which has an enrollment of 350,000 lads and when you
figure all their relatives and friends who will be interested to

view their activities in a film then you begin to get the
smartness of the Showmanship Angle

• • • WINNERS OF the Boy Scout Essay Contest con-

ducted by Paramount in connection with "The Plainsman"
were announced yesterday by the judges the prizes arc

trips to the Scout Jamborees in Holland and Washington. . .

• In some of these talkies we find that they talk so much you
can't hear what they say

« « « » » »

F & M IN MORE

ST. LOUIS POOLING

(Continued from Page 1)

the Avalon, Columbia, Roxy, Pow-
hattan and the Whiteway. It is

also reported by sources considered
well-informed that the Arthur group
has approached Fred Wehrenberg,
who operates the Cinderella, Melba,
Michigan and Virginia in South St.

Louis and the Savoy in Ferguson,
Mo., on a pooling deal. There is

also a report that the Kaimann
Brothers, who have operations in

North and Northwest St. Louis,
may tie in with the setup.

The F & M houses already have
something resembling a gentlemen's
agreement with Harry Greenmann,
former manager of the Fox, who
runs the Dakota and Yale theaters

in South St. Louis and the Nor-
mandy in St. Louis County.

M-G-M Organizes Cartoon

Dept. as Separate Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

follows announcement that M-G-M
will produce a series of 13 cartoon
subjects based on the comic strip,

"The Captain and the Kids." Lat-
ter has been appearing in news-
papers since 1897, longer than any
other comic strip published today.

Fadiman Gets European

Rights to 25 Features

Continental rights to 25 features
and 20 shorts have been acquired

by Edwin Miles Fadiman of Red
Star Pictures, who sails from New
York Saturday on the Rex en route

to Paris. He has been in this

country for the past two months.

Pitts. Exhibs. Left to Own
Devices for Advertising

Pittsburgh—Suspension of three
Pittsburgh newspapers, due to an
unauthorized strike of the Pitts-

burgh Mailers' Union, left local ex-

hibitors to their own devices for ad-
vertising yesterday.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Iron workers have completed build-

ing several steel cages as part of the

equipment Clyde Elliott will take with
him to the Malay jungle to protect
director and cameramen in filming the
adventure-animal picture, "Booloo."

—

PARAMOUNT.
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A "JUUU" fat* Hollywood
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
FVELYN DAW, 20-year-old sing-

er, will get her first chance at

movie fame in the leading role op-

posite James Cagney in "Something
to Sing About,' which Victor Schert-
zinger is co-producing with Zion
Myers for Grand National. The
producer discovered the blue-eyed
auburn haired beauty, who comes
from Geddes, S. D., when she was
appearing at the Philharmonic. She
is a lyric soprano and Schertzinger
says she has definite opera possibili-

ties.

T T

News o' the day: Hal Roach has
signed Roland Young to a new pact

And Monogram has put Movita
Castenada under contract . While
20th-Fox has given a contract to

Joseph Schildkraut Arthur Mayo
replaces John Cromwell as director

of Goldwyn's "Adventures of Marco
Polo."

T T

William LeBaron, managing di-

rector of production for Paramount,
yesterday announced that the com-
pany had exercised options in its

contracts with Priscilla Moran, Rob-
ert Cummings and John Patterson.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting 'Personalities: No. 95 • • •

I EO McCAREY. Paramount producer-director and described by Charles

Laughton as "not only a great director but the greatest comic mind now

living." Native of Los Angeles, educated (law)

at the University of Southern California. Expert

amateur boxer. Following experience in law

office, mining camp, etc., he turned to films.

First job was as assistant to Tod Browning at

Universal. Flair for comedy took him to Hal

Roach with whom he was associated for a period

of years. Then joined Paramount. Married to

the former Stella Martin. One daughter, Mary.

Sports: Tennis, golf. Hair, dark brown. Eyes,

brown. Stands 5, 11.

Casting assignments: 20th-Fox —
Nat Pendleton, "Life Begins in Col-

lege"; June Storey, "In Old Chica-

go"; Phillip Morris, George Regas,
Sherry Hall, Creighton Hale, Billy
Wayne, "Charlie Chan on Broad-
way"; RKO — Herbert Marshall,
"Love Like That"; Columbia —

Lumsden Hare, "Life Begins With
Love"; Paramount — Kitty Clancy,
"Call Back Love" and "Angel
Eyes"; Goldwyn—Basil Rathbone,
"Adventures of Marco Polo."

Bernard B. Ray is preparing a
novel exploitation picture, "Age

Seeks Youth." The story is by Ray,
and Tom Van Dyck is working on
the screen play. Ray will direct,

with production starting the middle
of July. A cast of unknowns from
the stage will be used.

T

Peverell Marley, ace cinematog-
rapher, is handling the photography
on "In Old Chicago," which Henry
King is directing for 20th Century-
Fox. Marley recently completed
camera work on "The Toast of New
York," which Rowland V. Lee di-

rected for RKO.

Hollywood simile—As prompt as
an old friend in returning a new
book.

t t

Our Passing Show: Richard Mai-
baum, Robert Rossen, K. Bercovici
and J. Shrank playing tennis.

T

An article entitled "You Don't
Have to Be Beautiful," by Bette
Davis will appear in Cosmopolitan
Magazine for September. In the
article, the Warner star discusses
the personalities of various stars

in Hollywood, and why they have
achieved stellar rank.

Sol Lesser Gets Rights

to 22 Burroughs Stories

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Twenty stories from

the pen of Edgar Rice Burroughs

which do not deal with the author's

Tarzan character may reach the

screen under the terms of a deal

reached between Sol Lesser, execu-

tive head of Principal Productions
and the author. Titles are:

"The Girl from Hollywood," "At
the Earth's Core", "The Cave Girl",

"The Monster Man", "The Mad
King", "The Eternal Lover", "The
Girl from Farris's", "Pellucidar",

"H.R.H. The Rider", "The Land
That Time Forgot", "The Moon
Maid", "The Efficiency Expert",
"Beware", "The Bandit of Hell's

Bend", "The War Chief", "The
Apache Devil", "Tanor of Pelluci-

dar", "Jungle Girl" and "Outlaw of

Torn".

Berger House Opens Today
Bemidji, Minn.—The Chief, Ben

Berger's new $100,000 theater, opens

today. House seats 740.

Shearer, Cooper Top Poll

Norma Shearer has been voted the
most popular screen actress by patrons

of the Bernstein circuit in England,

with Gary Cooper named as the lead-

ing male player. Total of 159,723
questionnaires were returned in the

survey, out of 325,000 given to cus-

tomers.

Studio-Court in Federal

District, Idea of Hobbs

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Rep. Sam Hobbs'

plan for talkies of court proceedings
contemplates the establishment of
at least one studio-court in each Fed-
eral district, he advised The Film
Daily yesterday, following an-
nouncement that he was revising
his present bill to delete the film
phase for the present. Hobbs said
his decision to delete resulted from
his conclusion that the plan was
"too expensive" at this time. He
said, however, three laboratories
were tackling the problem of cut-
ting costs. As revised, his bill will

provide for sound recordings only.

"The Road Back" Release

Date Is Set as July 18

Release date for "The Road Back,"
now playing as a two-a-day attrac-

tion at the Globe here, has been
definitely set as July 18, Universal
announced yesterday.

Schlesinger Sets Record
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger es-

tablished a new cartoon production
record this month by shipping five

subjects, two Looney Tunes and
three Merrie Melodies-Technicolor.
The two Looney Tunes were
"Porky's Bad Time Story" and
"Porky's Super Service." The three
Merrie Melodies were 'Sweet Sioux,"
"Egghead Rides Again" and "Plen-
ty of Money and You."

Report Golden to Head
New U. S. Film Division

(Continued from Page 1)

will be headed by Nathan D. Golden,
who for many years has capably
handled motion picture business for
Department both while connected
with specialties division and while
associated with electrical division.

In a letter addressed to Major
Frederick Herron of the Hays office,

Dr. Alexander V. Dye, chief of for-
eign and domestic commerce division
of the Department of Commerce, ac-
cording to report, outlined in brief
the new division. Motion pictures
in past have been detailed under
department section and now for
first time will be given independent
division by themselves.

Golden, who is at present on va-
cation could not be reached for
statement.

Oppose Two New Houses
Minneapolis — Applications for

permits to build two new suburban
theaters here will be taken up at
the city council meeting today. In-
dependent theater owners are op-
posing the applications.

Conn. Allied to Meet
New Haven, Conn.—Allied Thea-

ters of Connecticut will hold a reg-
ular meeting at the Hotel Garde
Tuesday noon, with Joseph F. Reed
presiding. Luncheon will precede
the discussions.

Expect Senate to Pass 2-Year

Nuisance Tax Extension

(Continued from Page 1)

ate will follow the House lead in

passing the administration-spon-

sored Doughton measure calling for

two-year extension of so-called

"nuisance taxes," including tax on

theater admissions.

Late yesterday the Senate, after

a short debate, agreed to vote on

the Senate Finance Committee's

recommendation of a one-year ex-;

tension instead of two after thel

session begins at 12:30 today.

Capital insiders believe the ad-i

ministration's strategy of defeating
the Senate Finance Committee one-
year recommendation at noon today
and then voting passage of the or-

iginal Doughton measure would
prove successful, following a late

poll of administration Senators.
The brief Senate discussion yester-
day mainly reminded the upper
house of the need for extension ac-

tion before next Wednesday when
the present law expires

Joan Crawford Sings Again
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAM

Hollywood — It is five years M,
Joan Crawford last sang from ^™f?
screen. Gus Kahn and Franz Waxman
have completed "Who Wants Love?"
which the star will sing in "The Bride

Wore Red." Miss Crawford has been
taking singing lessons from Signor

Morando.
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"Damaged Goods"
with Pedro DeCordoba, Phyllis Barry,

Douglas Walton, Arietta Duncan, Ferdinand

Munier, Esther Dale

Grand National 56 Mins.

EFFECTIVE AS SOCIOLOGICAL MES-

SAGE BUT DEFICIENT IN SUBSTANTIAL
PRODUCTION.
Mere than two decades have passed

since an inarticulate screen presented the

stage play by Eugene Brieux to film pa-

trons. But now Grand National has made

an up-to-the-minute version as a com-

bined "crusading" and box-office attrac-

tion. Armed with the advantages of sound,

together with dialogue which permits the

sociological and scientific aspects of

syphilis to be stressed constructively and

authoritatively, "Damaged Goods" appears

to be an effective feature. Considered,

however, from the angle of cinema tech-

nique, it is a pretty ordinary affair, hav-

ing, like most informative themes of a

public welfare nature, a rather confined

pasture in which to roam. The scenes are

stilted, and, evidently out of deference to

the masses, the players and their spoken

lines are respectively chosen and framed

for the full understanding of even the

untutored. While this condition of affairs

detracts from the histrionic aspects, there

is no gain-saying the fact that its influence

as a health gospel is heightened. Pedro

DeCordoba enacts the part of the ethical

physician who tries to keep his young

patient, afflicted with the dread disease,

from marrying the pretty daughter of a

Congressman. But fear and ignorance,

plus the clutches of a "quack" who prom-

ises a quick cure, lead the youth to go

through with the wedding. The results

are obvious. The sins of the father are

visited on the offspring. But the young

wife is persuaded to stand by her marriage

vows, and eventually an intelligent atti-

tude on the part of the unfortunate cou-

ple's parents, and medical science, com-

bine to rectify the misery which has been

wrought. Because it depicts a generally

taboo subject, the picture will not want

for onlookers, and though it is unpreten-

tiously fashioned it will teach them a good

deal they should and must know.

Cast: Pedro DeCordoba, Phyllis Barry,

Douglas Walton, Arietta Duncan, Fer-

dinand Munier, Esther Dale, Clarence

Wilson, Greta' Meyer, Frank Melton,

Gretchen Thomas.

Producer, Phil Goldstone; Associate Pro-

ducer, Irving Starr; Director, Phil Stone;

Author, Eugene Brieux; Screenplay, Joseph

Hoffman; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Editor,

Hoibrook Todd.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Stevedores"

(A Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon)
Universal 6 'A mins.

Diverting Cartoon Reel

Latest chronicle of antics and ad-
ventures of the three irrepressible
monkeys finds them as stevedores.
Their capacity for work, when
prompted by the whip wielded by
blustering, bad-tempered captain
with a wolf-like face, is a revelation

to their public and a matter of

"The Big Show"
starring Gene Autry

Republic 67 Mins.

PLENTY OF MELODY BUT LITTLE
REAL ACTION IN FILM WITH CENTEN-
NIAL BACKGROUND.

This can hardly be classed as a western

simply because Gene Autry wears a cow-
boy outfit and rides a horse occasionally.

The plot is a hodge-podge with a little

of everything thrown in. Autry plays a

dual role as Tom Ford, the star of a film

production outfit in Hollywood. He starts

off on a vacation before the studio can

notify him that he is booked for a per-

sonal appearance at the Texas Centennial

at Dallas. So Autry, the star's double, is

sent to take his place. Gene arrives at the

exposition, and creates a big hit. For ex-

citement there is the business of three

gangsters holding up the producer for

$25,000 to keep from spilling the info to

the public that Autry is a phoney subbing

for the missing star. They get the money

bag which the producer relays to the fair,

and start to make a getaway, with Gene

of course stopping them. Many of the

scenes are photographed at the Centennial,

and various exhibits and acts are intro-

duced, with some of the spectacular bits.

But this fails to make the picture anything

but a rambling affair with little real action

or excitement to hold the thrill fans. Gene

sings several songs, as do several cowboy

outfits.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Kay

Hughes, Sally Payne, William Newell, Max
Terhune, Charles Judels, Sons of the

Pioneers,' Jones Boys, Beverly Hill Billies,

Light Crust Dough Boys, Rex King, Harry

Worth, Mary Russell, Christine Maple,

Jerry 'Larkin, Jack O'Shea, Wedgewood
Nowell, Antrim Short, June Johnson, Grace

Durkin.

Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Mack V
Wright; Authors, Dorrell and Stuart Mc-

Gowan; Screenplay, Same; Editor, Murray

Seideen; Cameraman, William Nobles.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

consternation to the said captain.

One of the more mischevious monks
eventually pushes a piano up the

gangplank with such enforced en-

thusiasm that it lands in the water
on the opposite side of the ship. A
keg of "pickled" herrings is the

source of considerable fun after

Meany swallows one of the inmates
and also becomes "pickled." At the

finis the captain is, too, while the

monkeys one and all enjoy the con-

dition of inebriation. Action moves
along briskly.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

(No. 37)
Universal 8'/2 mins.

Excites Interest
Six interesting oddities, all of

which are well calculated to excite
audience interest, are contained in

this reel. First of all is the se-

quence showing a most magnetic
dining place in New York's mad
Manhattan. Because of a large
power-plant adjacent to the restau-
rant, patrons are required to check
their watches, wjth the management
lest the timepieces"

J

Decome magnet-
ized. The knives, forks and spoons

have a decided affinity for one an-
other, and, for the curious, this is

certainly an "attractive" spot to eat.

London's Limehouse and its Mrs.
Molly Moore are next depicted. She
awakens sleeping folk who subscribe
to this service. Her "arousing"
weapon is a pea-shooter. An acro-
batic postman at Miami Beach; a
396 pound cop in Dallas; a Holly-
wood resident who has a collection

of strangely assorted birds, and an-
other Hollywoodite, tiny Hildegarde
Spitz, who drives about in her dog-
drawn wagon, are the other subjects.

"That Man Samson"
with the Hall Johnson Choir

RKO Radio 19 mins.
Very Well Handled

One of the series presenting the
Hall Johnson Choir. Done along the
lines of "Green Pastures," this
shows the Southern negro's concep-
tion of the highlights in the life of
Samson the strong man of Biblical
fame. Samson is followed in his
career, with the Lawd appearing
quite frequently to counsel him,
dressed as a typical Southern darky
preacher with long black tail-coat.
Finally Samson's wife learns the
secret of his strength, and cuts off
his hair. The climax has him en-
couraged by the Lord and getting
his hair growth back, pushing over
the pillars of the Temple in the face
of the Philistines. The Chorus
group are presented most of the
time, singing their spirituals, which
include "Lonesome Valley," "Blind
Man," "Old Graveyard", and "Didn't
My Lawd Deliver Samson". Very
well handled throughout in the sim-
ple and direct technique that char-
acterized the feature production,
"Green Pastures."

"The Grand Bounce"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 11 mins .

Good Novelty Dramatic Skit
This film tells the story of a rub-

ber check that kept bouncing
around. Pete Smith follows the
check as it passes through various
hands, Emerson Tracey plays the
featured role, who makes out a bad
check for a grand when a racketeer-
threatens to put him on the spot
unless he pays his gambling debt.
The check goes to the racketeer's
gal, who buys a fur coat. The fur-
rier runs over a child with his auto,
and gives the bouncing check to the
surgeon for the operation on the
kid. And so on through a series of
interesting adventures, till the check
finally gets in the grasp of the gent
who issued it, he grabbing it from
a prizefighter who owes him that
amount of money. He destroys it,

and thus completes- the cycle. Di-
rected by Jacques Tourneur.

"Carnival In Paris"
(Miniature Musical Comedv)

M-G-M 21 mins.
A Spectacular Novelty

Lavishly produced, with several
sets that would do credit to a big

musical production. The scene is

carnival time in Paris. A waif,
played by Ann Rutherford, meets
Henry Brandon, who is the janitor
in a museum, with ambitions of be-
coming an archeologist, he being
very interested in Egyptology. They
borrow costumes from the museum,
and attend the carnival ball dressed
as an Egyptian prince and princess,
and win the first prize. And so on
through various adventures, till

they accidentally discover a hidden
Egyptian document in a broken vase
that lifts the boy up to become a
member of the museum staff and
reach his ambition of becoming a
scientist. The cast includes a bunch
of gorgeous extra girls, the original

musical score is fine, and the spec-

tacular sets make this an unusual
chart that will score easily.

"Big League"
with Bill Corum

RKO Radio 11 mins.

Nice Advertising Reel
A personally conducted tour by

Bill Corum through the training

camps of Florida and California,

showing the ball swatters hard at

work for the new season. The Pitts-

burgh Pirates in their camp in San
Bernardino. The training camps of

the Chicago Cubs, Boston Red Sox,

Boston Bees and New York Yanks
are next shown. The different train-

ing systems employed at each camp
are demonstrated by following indi-

vidual plays. Some of the big shots
'

of baseball are exhibited in action.

A slight tinge of advertising

creeps in, with the name "Wrigley"
and even "chewing gum" stressed

several times when Corum discusses

the Chicago Cubs. To make it more
emphatic, all the lads are shown in

a close-up chewing their heads off

—

using Wrigley's chewing gum, pre-

sumably.

Leon Errol in

"The Wrong Romance"
(Superba Comedies)

RKO Radio 19 mins.

Clicks Strong With Errol

A very fine comedian in the per-

son of Leon Errol lends to some very
slapstick comedy a class and dis-

tinction that it otherwise would not

possess. Errol is a newspaper edi-

tor who is led to believe that his

wife is cheating on him when a let-

ter written by her in a story con-

test for the paper falls into his

hands. The wise-guy reporter who
shows him the letter, suggest that

he get even by making her jealous.

So the reporter arranges for a dizzy

blonde chorus gal to play the heart
interest. Meanwhile the office stenog
tips off the wife to the plot, and
when Errol arrives home, she gij

him a merry run-around, and
him tearing his hair worrying abc
his rival who does not exist. Er-
rol's fine comedy work makes this

worth while, and garners the laughs
easily. Assisted by Vivian Oakland
as the wife.

bouV
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RKO Radio 8 mins.
Interesting Variety

Opens with the Famous Wallen-
das, circus troupe, doing their aerial

act on the high wire. These re-

markable performers use bicycles

and chairs as they negotiate their

perilous way across the wire. Car-

son Robinson and his Buckaroos,

the pop cowboy radio harmonizers,
strum their instruments and do a

dramatic number, "There's a Bridle

Hangin' On the Wall". The third

sequence is an educational bit con-

cerning the white blood cells of the

body. The pictures were made at

the Carnegie Institute, with the tiny

cells magnified almost a billion

times.

"Florida Cowboy"
(The World On Parade)

RKO Radio 10 mins.
Unusual Cattle Scenes

One day in the life of the Florida

cattlemen makes a mighty interest-

ing subject. It will be news to many
people that in the Seminole swamp
country of Florida is an immense
cattle tract with thousands of cat-

tle being tended by the cowboys in

real western fashion. It is a tough
country for grazing, with swampy
wastes infested by rattlers. An ex-

cellent photographic job has been
done, with Alois Havilla delivering

a fine text written by Harold Mc-
Cracken.

"Circus Winter Quarters"
RKO Radio 11 mins.

Very Colorful Novelty
A very fascinating subject, that

will intrigue the kids no end, and
most of the elders. It depicts the
training quarters of the Ringling
Circus in Sarasota, Florida. First

comes a rehearsal of the big parade
spectacle, "India", that opens the
circus proper. The aerial troupes
are shown at work, and details are

given of how they master their haz-
ardous art. Breaking in the big
animal acts is another interesting

spectacle. Finishes with some fine

aerial shots of the girls going
through their dizzy sky act.

FOREIGN
"The Thirteen"

Amkino 85 Mins.

POWERFUL AND DRAMATIC FEA-
TURE, TECHNICALLY EXCELLENT. SURE
TO PLEASE MOST FANS.
Out of Mosfilm's studios at Moscow

comes this unusually fine saga of a small

band of heroic soldiers who, beleaguered

in the deserts of Asia by a numerically

overwhelming band of tribesmen, figth to

the death until only a single survivor and

a dispatched courier remain to receive the

'

ir
^' s adulation. So vivid is the action,

a,_^pabie the direction, and so deft and

impressive the characterizations that

lovers of stirring screen drama will find its

sequences a rich and enthralling experi-

ence. From whence came its story,

—

whether inspired by "The Lost Patrol,"

or based on an incident of fact in Rus-

sian history,—is immaterial. That it re-

counts a tale rife with valor, is the only

important essential to theaters and their

patrons because the recounting is excel-

lent entertainment. In many respects it is

a memorable picture, and certainly one

of the fine attractions to evolve of late

from Soviet cinema circles. Although

equipped with flash-in titles in English, its

continuity and episodes are so easily

understood that this asset, vital to most

foreign films, is, in this case, virtually ir-

relevant. Its technique throughout is of

top standard.

Cast: Ivan Novoseltsev, Helen Kuzmina,

Alexei Christiakov, Arsen Fait, llya Kuz-

netsov, Andrei Dolinin, Pyotr Masokha,

Pavel Yudin, David Zolts, Vassily Kulakov,

Sergei Krilov, Alexander Repinov, Andrei

Kuiiev, Nikolai Kriuchkov.

Producer, Mosfilm; Director,

Rornm; Authors, Ivan Prut, Mikha

Presented at the Cameo Theater.

Mikhail

Romm.

Producer, Cines-Pittaluga; Director, Nun-

zio Malasomma; Author, Antonio Lega;

Screenplay, Anna Giammarino. Presented

at the Cine-Roma Theater.

"Czardas:
Ihre Tollste Nacht"
("Czardas: One Exciting Night")

Terra Film 78 Mins.

INCONSEQUENTIAL COMEDY THAT
LACKS COHESION AND PATRON AP-

PEAL.
There is nothing particular in this com-

edy to cheer audiences, nor, in turn, for

audiences to cheer about. At fairest ap-

praisement, it is only a fair film, and cer-

tainly not one calculated to make those

partial to foreign screen tid-bits go out of

their way to witness its rather disjointed

episodes and weighty humor. It concerns

a young wife who wants to go stepping,

and whose hubby decidedly does not. But

off she goes, acquiring as a companion en

route the local police official. The indig-

nant and dignified husband follows them

and there are numerous outgrowths of

this situation. But nearly all, if not all,

are inconsequential and a bit on the bor-

ing side. Max Hansen as the bridegroom

checks in with the best performance.

Cast: Max Hansen, Irene Zilahy, Tibor

von Halmy, Hans Olden, et al.

Producer, Terra Film; Director, Walter

Kolm. Presented at the 86th Street Gar-

den Theater.

"I Tre Innamorato"
("The Three Lovers")

Piedmont 61 mins.

INCONSEQUENTIAL ITALIAN DRAMA
WITH GOOD CAST BUT SHY ON GEN-
ERAL APPEAL.
There is little of interest here for En-

glish-speaking audiences as the feature's

dialogue is entirely in Italian, and un-

translated by titles. The story deals with

the illegitimate daughter of a prominent

actress. While riding on a bus the young

lady meets Antonio Gandusio, and, although

she is engaged to another, she comes to

live at his home. The love affair reaches

a critical point with marriage in the bal-

ance, but in the nick of time the discovery

is made that she is really his daughter.

Although the cast, particularly Assia Noris,

Antonio Gandusio and Osvaldo Valenti,

play their roles quite expertly, the drama

will scarcely repay patrons other than those

familiar with Italian.

Cast: Antonio Gandusio, Assia Noris,

Franco Coop, Osvaldo Valenti, Guilio Paoli,

Mario Gallina.

"Froken Blir Piga"
("Girl Goes Domestic")

Scandinavian

Talking Pictures 93 Mins.

BREEZY ROMANTIC COMEDY, CAP-
ABLY ACTED AND NICELY PHOTO-
GRAPHED.

Romance and comedy go hand in hand to

make this offering agreeable diversion to

fans whose vocabularies include a thor-

ough bowing acquaintance with the Swed-
ish tongue. For those unblessed with the

csset, only partial enjoyment of the story

will be forthcoming. Marianne Loefgren,

a new recruit in acting circles in that

country, plays the role of the young girl

who decides to earn her own living. She

takes a job with a well-to-do farmer, and,

in true cinematic fashion, she also takes,

at the finis, the farmer himself. Ernst

Eklund interprets the latter part. There

are many engaging rural scenes. Photogra-

phy is picturesque and of high technical

standard.

Cast: Ernst Eklund, Carin Swensson,

Hjoerdis Pettersson, Sten Lindgren, Mari-

anne Loefgren

Producer, Scandinavian Talking Pictures;

Director, Ivar Johansson; Author, Gunnar
Widegren. Presented at The Cinema de

Paris.

Maternite"
("Mother Love")

French M. P. Corp. 78 mins.

THREADBARE STORY OFFSETS EFFEC-
TIVE ACTING AND DIRECTION. MILD-
LY DIVERTING.

Honesty of purpose in direction, and

corresponding sincerity in acting, are not

enough to save this story from being banal,

and a bit boring. The chief link of weak-
ness is the basic script, for it recounts a

yarn that is threadbare from usage at the

hands of both domsetic and foreign pic-

ture-makers, namely, an account of how a

peasant mother relinquishes, through her

own maternal affection (and, in this in-

stance, also influenced by the prophecy of

a fortune-teller), her son to the care of

others that he may be successful in life.

His rise up the ladder is witnessed by the

sacrificial parent from afar. The true-to-

type characterizations and photoplay and

direction of uncommon merit are rendered

impotent, or at least partially null and void,

by the commonplace theme. Constantly in

evidence is the spirit of fidelity to the

ideal and idea. But "Maternite" just isn't

"there" as solid screen entertainment. En-

glish titles help it.

Cast: Francoise Rosay, Felix Oudart,

Hella Muller, Alain, Henri Presles, Cossini,

Odette Talazac, Gouget, Theresa Reignier

Producer, Synchro Cine; Director, Jean

Choux; Author, Laurent Vineuil; Screen-

play, Jean Choux, Laurent Vineuil; Music

Score, Jacques Ibert. Presented at the

Belmont Theater.

ZOOMWG! T R EYOUR THEAT
THE

Electrically Operated — Remote Control

Frank Hawks
Airplane

MADE BY

LIONEL CORPORATION

IN A

Stupendous Exploitation

Tie-up WITH

Columbia Pictures Corporation
ON

Their Forthcoming Serial
THE

Adventures of the Mysterious Pilot
WITH

Frank Hawks
CONTACT YOUR COLUMBIA EXCHANGE FOR A 1937-38 HAPPY LANDING
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SAYS GOV'T PIX NO

EXHIB. COMPETITION

Chicago—The U. S. Department
of Agriculture is opposed to Federal
government competition in the en-
tertainment field, Raymond Evans,
chief of the division of motion pic-

tures of the department's extension
service, told the National Confer-
ence on Visual Education here yes-
terday.

"We do not believe that the fact
that Hollywood sometimes spends
a million or more on a single enter-

tainment picture, is in any sense a
reason why the government should
spend money in the same lavish

fashion on its educational produc-
tions," Evans declared.

"Indeed we do not believe that
the educational field and the enter-

tainment field have anything impor-
tant in common. We feel that the

tendency on the part of uninformed
persons to discuss them both in one
breath and in the same category
serves no useful purpose whatever.

"I have attended conferences on
the problems on the educational mo-
tion picture field in which much of

the time was consumed in bitter

denunciation of the Will Hays or-

ganization. To my mind such criti-

cism is wholly out of place in this

connection."

"We feel that seldom, if ever,

should Federal funds be expended
specifically for the purpose of se-

curing presentation of our films in

theaters," Evans continued.

Turning to the U. S. Government
expenditures for films, Evans said

that in 20 years, the Department of

Agriculture had spent approximate-
ly $1,000,000 for more than 500 edu-
cational pix Departmental produc-
tion, he added, ran about 20 "mod-
est pictures" annually.

Regina Crewe to Journal

as N. Y. American Passes

NEWS of the DAY
New London, Wis.—Robert Fox,

manager of the Fox theater at
Marion, Wis., was married here re-

cently to Miss Gertrude Dernbach.

Omaha—Local M-G-M office em-
ployees now are getting off two
extra days a month. The time-oft

is being staggered so that the office

can maintain the same hours as
previously.

New Britain, Conn.—Irving Cohen
of Boston and Lowell has been re-

tained by Daly-DiLorenzo for man-
agement of the Rialto, following
resignation of John Sirica, with the

outfit for several years.

Detroit—Freida Brooks, ex-cash-

ier of the Capitol Theater, is now
on the Associated Theaters office

staff.

Detroit—East Side Theater, one
of the oldest local houses, is to be
closed for the summer for general
remodelling, Sam Ackerman, opera-
tor, has announced.

Detroit — Permit for a new 68
foot high sign, eight feet wide, has
been granted to the Cohen Circuit
for the Hollywood Theater.

Detroit — Henderson M. Richey,
manager of Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan, is preparing a new edition of

Allied's Booking Book.

Deep River, la.—The Monte the-

ater has reopened after installation

of an air conditioning system.

Boston — Milton Glickman has
taken over the Crown Theater in

Millinocket, Me.

McDonald Will Direct Four

U. S. Forest Service Films

Regina Crewe, who has been
movie columnist and reviewer on

the New York American, goes to

the Evening Journal in a similar

capacity Friday, following discon-

tinuance of the former daily. Lou-
ella Parsons' Hollywood column also

switches to the Journal.

GN Branch Mgr. Transfers
Cleve Adams, formerly manager

of Grand National's Albany Ex-
change has been promoted to the
New Orleans branch. W. M. Rich-
ardson goes in as branch manager
at Atlanta, from New Orleans. C.

E. Peppiatt, former branch manag-
er of Atlanta is on special sick leave

under doctor's care.

Laurie Vejar Weds
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Glendale, Calif. — Laurie Vejar,

29, film editor and former Notre
Dame University football star, and
Elizabeth Jane Moore, 23, were mar-
ried here early this week.

Charles McDonald, long identified

with the industry, has been engaged
to direct four pictures for the Forest

Service of the Dept. of Agriculture,

the productions to deal with national

parks throughout the country. Two
two-reelers and two singles are

planned, with work to start July 15

at Denver. RCA Photophone equip-

ment will be used. McDonald is at

present in New York getting shots

for his initial picture. He returns

to Washington Monday.

Hollywood Agents Organize

Artists' Managers Guild

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Agents have organ-

ized Artists' Managers Guild with

M. C. Levee president, Frank Vin-

cent, vice-president, John McCor-
mick, secretary, Bert Allenberg,

treasurer.

Lowell Suit Dismissed
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert

yesterday dismissed the $250,000

damage suit of Joan Lowell against

Van Buren Corp. because the plain-

tiff did not appear for trial. Her
attorney pleaded for an extension

of time on the grounds that she is

now somewhere in South Africa and
was unable to communicate with

her. Justice Hulbert denied the re-

quest.

Mrs. Johnson Flying
London (By Cable)—Mrs. Martin

Johnson, accompanied by 12 mem-
bers of her film expedition, arrive

this week at Nairobi, Kenya Colony,
East Africa, by plane from England.

Petrillo Expects Recordings

Control Within a Month

Chicago—President James Petril-

lo of the Chicago Federation of

Musicians says he expects national
musicians' union board will take
action within a month imposing
drastic control and national restric-

tion on recordings and electrical

transcriptions. The Chicago union
regulations have virtually stopped
musical recordings here, leading ex-

ecutive reports.

Rowlands Will Construct

New Theater in Columbus

Columbus, O.—Construction will

start July 15 on a new modern the-

ater, with a 1,500 seating capacity
and parking space for 750 automo-
biles, which will be completed about
Nov. 1. The theater is being built

by F. W. Rowlands, operator of the
Parsons and Columbia theaters in

this city.

RKO Trustee Gets Extension
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday extended the time of Irving
Trust Co., as trustee of RKO until

June, 1938, to accept or disaffirm

leases and other contracts made by
RKO before it went into receiver-

ship in 1934. This is the sixth ex-
tension of time granted them by the
court.

Brown Rites Held
Harlan, la.—Services were held

at Dunlap, la., for Jule A. Brown,
father of R. E. Brown of the Har-
lan theater. He died following an
operation.

Providence Theater Dropping Films for Legit. Fling

Providence—Associated Theaters, Inc., will drop its film policy at the Empire the-
ater June 28 for seven weeks of dollar top legit, attractions. Shows will come in

under Jules Leventhal banner. Stage has been remodeled and orchestra pit is being
installed. Management has also signed contracts with UBO for touring attractions
next season.

CAPRA-COL STATUS,

WILL BE DETERMINE!)

(Continued from Page 1)

he passed through New York on
his way to Europe, he is understood
to have kept the home office in the
dark as regards his moves.

Capra's contract has a year to
run.

Arkansas Amusement Corp.

Plans Two in Little Rock

Little Rock, Ark.—The property
at 112-14 Main Street has been pur-
chased by the Arkansas Amuse-
ment Corp. as a site for a new film
theater with a seating capacity of
between 800 and 1,000, Ralph Noble,
resident manager of the company
has announced.

Plans are also being considered,
it is said, for another new theater
in the 200 block on West Capitol
where the Arkansas Amusement
Corp. has purchased property.
Buildings on the property were
destroyed by fire recently, and the
theater company purchased the site

at a cost of $100,000.

The Arkansas Amusement Corp.
now operates four theaters here,

the Arkansas, Pulaski, Capitol, and
Royal.

SICK REPORT

ADD SICK REPORT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joan Blondell is in

Cedars of Lebanon Hospital suffer-

ing from an attack of acute neuri-
tis.

New Orleans — Roger Lamantia,
head booker for RKO, is back on his

job after a tough struggle with an
ailment which required a nose op-
eration.

West Coast Bn-eait of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Condition of Colin

Clive was reported as grave at the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital last

night.

Auburn, Ind.—H. E. Hart, opera-
tor of the Court and Smart the
aters, was bitten by a dog.

Richmond, Ind.— Bob Hudson,
local exhib., is confined to his home
with influenza.

Louisville, Ky.—B. J. Curry,
operator of the Strand Theater at

Horse Cave, is in a Louisville hos
pital for observation.

Omaha.—Mrs. Harry Shumow,
wife of M-G-M's branch manager
here, has gone to Milwaukee to

be at the bedside of her j£ }g
father. c
Nebraska City, Neb.—Tom Seyd-

litz, owner of the Overland the-

atre, has recovered from a six-

week pleurisy attack which kepti

him bedfast.
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Ask 20 p. c. Cancellation in Drive on Short Features

Philly Exhibitor Unit Hits

Features Running 58
Minutes or Less

Philadelphia — Complaining that
many features are running 58 min-
utes or less in length, the UMPTO
has adopted a resolution asking pro-
ducers and distributors, both major
and independent, to grant a 20 per
cent cancellation right to "help the
exhibitor to maintain a single fea-
ture policy by eliminating these 58
minute and shorter features from
the contract."

Says the resolution in part: "The
Philadelphia territory has singularly

(Continued on Page 4)

MEXIGANPRODUGTION

SETS NEW HIGH MARK
By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—With Mexican film
production setting a new high,
health of the pix biz here is further
evidenced by heavy b. o. patronage
and a splurge of theater building in

many sections of the country.
Two 3,500-seat theaters are under

construction in the heai-t of Mexico
(Continued on Page 18)

Stapel Again President

of Kan.-Mo. Exhib Group

Topeka, Kan.—John C. Stapel was
re-elected president of the Kansas-
Missouri Theater Association at the
annual meeting here. Renamed with
Stapel were: E. B. Danielson, vice
president; R. R. Biechele, secretary-
treasurer, and the following direc-
tors: H. F. Stowig, Frank Cassil,

Tom Edwards, E. Rolsky, George
Hsattmann and C. A. Schultz. New

- j^B (Continued on Page 4)

i.
Vita Studio Recesses

Vitaphone studio, Brooklyn, closes
today for its usual summer recess. It

resumes full activities early in Septem-
ber.

BBC Experiments With Opera Via Television

London (By Cable)—The fact that film companies have steadfastly ignored the
possibilities of opera as entertainment has not deterred television producers here.

A specially adapted performance of John Gay's "Polly" was televised by the BBC.
Changes of scene were effected by fading in and out, thus eliminating the break of
continuity which often detracts from the stage performances.

Senate Passes Doughton Tax Measure;

Admissions Levy to Stay for 2 Years
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Senate late

yesterday passed the original Ad-
ministration - sponsored Doughton
bill extending the present theater
admissions tax for a two-year
period.
The action was without a record

roll call. The measure already had
passed the House.

Earlier in the day, the Senate had
rejected a Finance Committee

amendment which proposed to limit
the extension to a single year. The
vote on the amendment was 50 to
36.

The present admissions tax statute
expires next Wednesday.

Senate action in killing the Fin-
ance Committee's amendment rep-
resented a second setback for in-

dustry forces on Capitol Hill. Pre-
viously, the Treasury Department

(Continued on Page 18)

Soviet Building 56 New Wired Theaters in 1937

Moscow— At least 56 new film
showing theaters wired for sound
will be in operation in the Soviet
Union by the end of 1937. Their
aggregate seating capacity will be
28,080.

Designs for the buildings of the
theaters in the territory of Russia
proper have been worked out by the

architectural division of the Ros-
kinoproekt, a planning organization.
Designs for large structures with
two and three halls in Moscow, Len-
ingrad and metropolitan centers of
various regions are completed.
Two theaters, each with two halls,

are under construction in Moscow

—

(Continued on Page 18)

Eastman Kodak to Earn $4 on Common
Stock for First Period of 24 Weeks

Col. Sales Force Holds

Early Sessions on Train

Chicago—Columbia set an innova-
tion in sales meeting procedure by
getting its convention under way
with drawing room sessions on
board the Convention Special as it

left Chicago yesterday en route to

(Continued on Page 17)

Rochester — Net income of ap-
proximately $9,000,000, amounting
to about $4 a share on common
stock will be reported by Eastman
Kodak for the first 24-weeks of its

fiscal year. This compares with
$3.51 a share for the comparative
period in 1936.
The 24-weeks' period, which is to

be issued early in August, will show
the largest net income for any com-

(Continued on Page 18)

Adjourned Stockholders Meet
Lacks Votes to Okay

Move
Paramount yesterday temporarily

dropped its plan to increase its au-
thorized common shares from 4,500,-

000 to 6,000,000 when an adjourned
annual stockholders' meeting failed

to produce sufficient votes to ap-
prove the move. It is probable that
the proposal will again be put for-

ward at the next annual meeting or
a special stockholders' session.

Less than 20 persons, including
officers of the corporation, attended

(Continued on Page 4)

NAME WESTWOOD U. A.

MANAG!

Norman Westwood, for 17 years
Universal's manager in China, has
been appointed to a similar post by
United Artists and left New York
yesterday for the Far East. United
Artists is opening its own office in
China, following decision of Alex-
ander Krisel to retire from the dis-

tributing agency field and reside in

California.

Kimball Here, Expected to

Name Weinberger Successor

Fenn Kimball, president of Gen-
eral Pictures, who has just arrived
in New York from Hollywood, is ex-
pected to name a successor to Mack
D. Weinberger, who recently re-
signed as general sales manager,
while in the east. Kimball returns
to the coast in one week.

Ad. Studio Tries Feature
Havana (By Cable)—Royal Advertis-

ing News Co. which heretofore has en-
gaged in the production of advertising
shorts for local distribution and news-
reel coverage is entering the feature
field with "Chan Li Po," based on a
Chinese detective radio character. Cuban
talent is being used.
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Universal Picts
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Bid Asked
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Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4 s 1st '43
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BBC Will Extend Range

Of Television Transmission

Republic Closes Deals

"The Painted Stallion", Repub-

lic's second serial on its 1937-38 pro-

gram, has been booked by The Cen-

tury Circuit in 17 theaters. Repub-

lic also has received contracts in a

100 per cent deal for the Veterans'

Hospitals covering 80 situations.

London (By Cable)—Almost ev-

ery important London sight-seeing

spot as well as a majority of

amusement centers here will be
brought into television transmission
range by the BBC's decision to

extend its "balanced cable" links.

This copper girdle, connecting the
cameras with the transmitting sta-

tion at Alexandra Palace, is to be
extended to Piccadilly Circus,
Shaftesbury-avenue, Charing Cross
Road, Trafalgar Square with a

branch line to Strand, Covent Gar-
den and Temple Bar, Whitehall and
Westminster Abbey. Another branch
will cross Trafalgar Square, along
the Mall to Buckingham Palace and
end at Victoria Station.

Ready by the fall, this network
will enable the BBC to televise

every big London event from Troop-
ing the Color to the Lord Mayor's
Show and important theater and
film premieres.

Georgia County's Tax on

Theaters Is Ruled Invalid

Atlanta, Ga.—County authorities

in Georgia have no right to levy

license or occupational taxes on the-

aters, the Georgia State Court of

Appeals has ruled, in the case of

Brooks County vs. the Ilex Theater,

Inc., holding that their powers are

)urely regulatory.
Brooks County authorities had

sought to levy a $25 license tax on
theaters in addition to the license

tax of $25 imposed by the City of

Quitman. The theater owners won
their case in the lower court and the

State Court of Appeals upheld the

decision of the trial court.

G B Completing Program
London (By Cable)—With two

pictures now before the cameras,
Gaumont's entire 1936-37 program
of 24 productions will be completed
within the next few weeks. The
final productions of the season, now
shooting, are the George Arliss star-

ring picture, "Dr. Syn," and the new
Alfred Hitchcock production, tenta-
tively titled "Coins For Candles,"
in which Nova Pilbeam is starred.

Color Trailer for Premiums
Irving Zussman, president of the

Metro Premium Co., is pioneering
the use of color trailers in theater
premium exploitation through the
medium of Cinecolor in connection
with Metro's newest deal, Festival
ware. Marty Gottlieb of the Wel-
got Trailer Co. handled the job.

Ziehm Gets Viennese Pix

Arthur Ziehm bas acquired Amer-
ican distribution rights to the Vien-
nese pix, "Singende Jugend" ("Sing-
ing Youth"), featuring the Vienna
Boys Choir, and will release it with
English sub-titles in the fall.

Gov't Not Going in For

"Art" in Pix, Says Exec.

Chicago—The U. S. Department
of Agriculture, in its production of

films, has no intention of going in

for "art" or for attempts to "sway
people merely by an appeal to the
emotions," Raymond Evans, chief

of the division of motion pictures

of the Department's extension ser-

vice, said here.

Evans, in Chicago to address the
National Conference on Visual Ed-
ucation, declared that "the treat-

ment of the educational film should
be determined largely by the edu-
cator or the scientist," and that

"in general, the use of footage for

purely artistic atmosphere should be
subje'ct to restraint."

"If we take 'Man of Aran' as an
example of the highest type of the

so-called 'documentary' film, we
have cited a type that, in our opin-

ion, it would be inexpedient as well
as presumptuous for a government
organization to take as its model,"
said Evans. " 'Man of Aran' is es-

sentially a work of art, and the gov-
ernment has no business spending
the taxpayers' money on forms of

pure art while there remains a cry-

ing need for instructional films on
the control of syphillis, of malaria,
of hog worms, of the Japanese bee-
tle or the boll-weevil."

Wheeling Theater Sale

Causes $2,000,000 Suit

Steubenville, O.—That the forced
sale of the Capitol Theater at

Wheeling, W. Va., and resultant loss

to stockholders was the result of a
fraudulent conspiracy is charged in

a $2,000,000 damage action filed in

Common Pleas Court here against
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Cleve-
land, and Nickitas D. Dipson of Ba-
tavia, N. Y.
The petitioners are Frank D. Sin-

clair, Dr. George Gourley, John K.
Papulias and other Steubenville bus-
iness men.
The property which cost in excess

of $1,000,000, it is alleged, was sold

for $375,000.

J. F. Sullivan Dead
North Adams, Mass. — John F.

Sullivan, 76, retired theater owner,
died here. He built and operated
the Capitol and Empire in this city

and the Colonial and Majestic in

Pittsfield.

NVA to Reorganize
Group charting the reorganiza-

tion of the NVA will meet today to

nominate a new slate of officers.

Henry Chesterfield, NVA executive
secretary for 21 years, has announc-
ed his decision to retire.

Conn. MPTO Sets Tourney
New Haven, Conn.— Connecticut

MPTO has set the date for its sec-
ond annual golf tournament at
Racebrook Country Club on Aug. 3,

with appointment of committees in

the offing.

Coming and Goincjft

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returns to New York
Monday from the South.

FRANK CAPRA, who arrived in New York
yesterday on the Rex, immediately left for

the Thousand Islands, from whence he returns

to the Coast.

JOHN BALABAN is in New York from Chi-
cago.

FENN KIMBALL is at the St. Moritz.

RAY HENDERSON is en route from Los An-
geles to New Zealand to commence survey

of world theaters for Katharine Cornell's pro-

posed inter-continental tour next year.

DORIS NOLAN and PHILIP HUSTON, film

players, will arrive the middle of July in Den-
nis, Mass., to play roles at the Cape Playhouse
there.

ZORINA, en route from London to Holly-
wood to appear in a scheduled Goldwyn pro-

duction, arrives Monday on the Normandie.

BLANCHE YURKA is en route from Evans-
ton, III., to Berkeley, Cal., to fulfill an en-
gagement at the Greek Theater there.

GABRIEL PASCAL left New York yesterday

for the Coast.

DAVE RUBINOFF, violinist, arrived in New
York yesterday from the Coast.

WALTER GOULD is due in New York next

week from India.

NORMAN WESTWOOD left New York yester-

day for China.

MILTON LEWIS is in New York from the

Coast.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER left New York yes-

terday for Hollywood via plane.

HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN was due in New
York last night from Chicago.

EDMUND LOWE arrives from England next

Monday on the Normandie.

JACK WHITING sails for England early next

month to appear opposite Jessie Matthews in

her next GB production.

EDNA MAY OLIVER, film comedienne, ar-

rived yesterday aboard the Rex after spending

five weeks in Southern France.

(|

Philadelphia Admission

Tax Measure is Adopted

Philadelphia—The City Council

yesterday passed the municipal ad-

mission tax ordinance. Levy is ap-

plicable to every 25-cent admission
or fraction thereof, with the blind

and children under 13 exempt. Tax
is expected to go into effect July 23,

replacing the state levy which ends
the preceding day. New amusements
tax is expected to net Philly $5,000,-

000 a year.

JUNE 25

George Abbott
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
GETTING SET FOR HIS GREATEST AD-

VENTURE, Warners' Technicolor filming

of 'The Adventures of Robin Hood', Errol

Flynn (below) hops off for a brief respite

accompanied by the working script. His

'The Perfect Specimen', now being rushed

through the cutting room, will precede it.

IT WAS JUST A PREVIEW—but it looked like the year's biggest premiere! Gala celeb turn-out brought

these excited fans to the Hollywood Theatre, Los Angeles, for unadvertised trial performance that won sea-

son's heartiest reception for Mervyn LeRoy's widely awaited drama special, 'They Won't Forget' °

AFTER 'DAWN' COMES
'EVE' to Radio City Music

Hallwhere Marion Davies

and Bob Montgomery
yesterday received gala

pre-release plaudits for

'Ever Since Eve'.t follow-

i ng engagement of

another Warner Bros

hit, 'Another Dawn'

RETURN OF'THE FLYING

GOLDDIGGERS' tbeio*,)

is one of unique headline

values in 'Talent Scout'

this week's Warner
release which features

Donald Woods, Jeanne

Madden, Fred Lawrence

and Rosalind Marquis.

BOY SCOUTS— FIRST CLASS! The Mauch Twins, Billy and

Bobby, take time out from rehearsals with Kay Francis for

forthcoming production of Hugh Walpole's 'A Prayer For My
Sons', to receive high honors from their staunch admirers,

the 1,075,423 Boy Scouts of America.
D A First National Picture jA Cosmopolitan Production Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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20 P. C. CANCELLATION

IS ASKED BY UMPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

been free for the most part from
being a double feature territory- The
UMPTO of E. Pa. has consistently
done everything possible within
good sound business and econom-
ical principles to help keep it a
single feature territory.
"The problem now is one for the

producer and distributor to maintain
this territory as a single feature
one.

"For a long time the producers
have shirked their duty by produc-
ing many features of 58 minutes or
less in length. This has resulted
in exhibitors being compelled to go
to enormous expense in order to
maintain proper time scheduled pro-
grams. Exhibitors by this act of
the producers have been forced into
double features, even against their
better judgment. This condition will
continue to become more and more
pronounced, unless producers and
distributors immediately discharge
their obligations to the exhibitors by
changing and correcting this situa-
tion."

Stapel Again President

of Kan.-Mo. Exhib Group

(Continued from Page I)

member of the board, on which
Stapel, Danielson and Biechele also
serve, is Mrs. Charles H. Barron
of Pratt, who replaces E. A. Briles
of Stafford.

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
who was expected to attend the con-
vention, was unable to make the
Western trip.

Richardson to Atlanta
New Orleans — William Miller

(Snake) Richardson, veteran film
man who has been managing Grand
National here, is to be shifted to At-
lanta, his old stomping ground tem-
porarily, with Cleve Adams, who
was here before for Grand National,
returning. Saul J. Krujemann, as-
sistant to the GN president, made
the trip to Atlanta with Richard-
son.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Madge Evans keeps a set of six china

elephants facing east in her dressing

room for good luck.

—M-G-M.

k\0**^ ??* PHIL M. DAL)<

• • • ONE OF the most exhaustive surveys ever con-
ducted in the film biz just completed by the Bernstein
Theaters of England of great interest to all of us in the
American field involving as it does subjects of general
motion picture interest and especially the Hollywood stars

almost 160,000 questionnaires were returned from audi-
ences in London theaters and the provinces so extensive
was the amount of data secured that it took the editors three
months to compile the results

• •
favorite
Clark G
William
Robert
Loy, Gr
Temple,
Young

• THE BRITISH motion picture public picked their
stars as follows first ten males : Gary Cooper,

able, Charles Laughton, Robert Taylor, Ronald Colman,
Powell, Franchot Tone, George Arliss, Fredric March,
Donat first ten females : Norma Shearer, Myrna
eta Garbo, Ginger Rogers, Claudette Colbert, Shirley
Jessie Matthews, Kay Francis, Merle Oberon, Loretta

• • • WITH THE characteristic British frankness
the questionnaire asks: "Which film stars do you dislike most?"
• °ur charitable disposition prevents us from printing the
first ten male and female stars listed but all the Holly-
wood stars should get hold of the list it might deflate the
vanity of a lot of our cinema pets to find the heavy British
dislike vote against 'em

• • • ON THE question of "What kind of feature films
do you prefer?" the men's preference for the first three
types was Thriller-Adventure, Musical Comedy, Comedy
the women preferred Society Drama, Thriller-Adventure, Mu-
sical Comedy As regards short subjects, men preferred
Cartoons, Travel, Sports, in that order and women chose
Cartoons, Travel, Musicals an analysis of choice by age-
groups showed an astonishing popularity for Travel shorts as
follows: the 21 to 40 age group picked Travel second to Car-
toons .the 40-60 group put Travel shorts first as did
the patrons over 60 overwhelmingly the three leading
directors were Frank Capra, Alexander Korda, W. S. Van Dyke

among the ideas for improvement of the theaters for
patrons was one swell suggestion double seats for spoon-
ing couples

• • • BEST WISHES to Charlie Ross the lighting
and equipment king as he changes his corporate name
from Motion Picture Lighting & Equipment Corp. to Charles
Ross, Inc. taking effect July 1 Charlie is one of the
most popular personalities in the biz and it is fitting that
he should capitalize upon that popularity some gents in
the film biz are featuring their names who haven't any real
popularity to speak of but Charlie has

T

• • • THERE WERE almost 100 members of the AMPA
and their guests at the Swim Fest last nite at the Pare
Vendome, with Monty MacLevy acting as host, and Harold Gell-
man of his organization handling the arrangements the
members and guests disported in the fine pool in a variety of
aquatic games Marvin Nelson, swim champ, gave a
demonstration of his art also a group of Red Cross in-
structors gave a life-saving exhibition the Castleholm
restaurant on the premises served drinks and sandwiches on
the house all hands had a grand and novel time
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PARA. TEMPORARILY

DROPS STOCK PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday's meeting, at which prox-
j

ies and votes amounting to 64 per
cent of the stock was represented.
Inasmuch as according to the com-
pany's by-laws, such a plan cannot
be passed without support of 66 and
two-thirds of its stock, the motion
was lost.

At the opening of the meeting,
President Barney Balaban explained
the situation in part, as follows:
"The management proxy commit-

tee holds more than 64 per cent of
votes in favor of the increase, and
there are less than 1 per cent of
votes expressed against.

"Although the management is of
the opinion that such increase is in
the interest of the corporation and
is confident that the necessary vote
can be shortly obtained, they deem
it wiser to defer to the opinions of
many of the stockholders who, while
voting in favor of the proposal, have
urged that the plan be postponed
until more specific purposes for any
additional shares could be deter-
mined, and since the purpose of is-
suance had been merely for future
corporate expansion and a program
of i eduction of debt, it is felt that
no reason obtains for not holding
the program in abeyance.
"The management is grateful to

all of the stockholders who took the
time to express their opinions, either
for or against, and it desires £b ex-
press its appreciation for the faith
which the large number of stock-
holders has evidenced in it and in
its program for an increase of cap-
ital stock to enable it to make ma-
jor moves for the benefit of the Com-
pany without the dela^ incidental to
calling special meetings of stock-
holders."

Motions to sue Hemphill, Noyes
& Co. and Maurice Newton of Hall-
garten & Co. if they made a profit
from reported recent sales of Para-
mount stock were lost.

Rex Carr Resigns
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Rex Carr,

manager of the Emboyd Theater,
owned by the Harrison Realty &
Theater Co., has resigned, effective
tomorrow. His successor has not
been appointed.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

In March 1937 the U. S. exported to
the United Kingdom 2,871,700 feet of
positive film, and 981,292 feet of nega-
tive film.
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DON'T BUY
BLUE SKY!
An interesting thing is happening.

M-G-M's phenomenal line-up of

SUMMER HITS FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Has stolen the thunder

From the talk, talk, talk of NEXT YEAR!
That's quite natural

Box-office facts are much more
Satisfying and profitable than

Buying blue sky!



HITS END ALL
ARGUMENTS!
And when a company releases a Multi-

Million Dollar line-up in the Summer as well

as all year 'round and does it year after

year, then there's only one answer, M-G-M!

<b

a

a

DAY AT
THE RACES
is off to a flying start with

Hold-Overs everywhere. It's

just one of your sensational

Summer Festival!

ANOTHER GIANT M-G-M HIT
ADDED TO THE LINE-UP!
The reception of exhibitors to M-G-M's idea of releasing many of its ^
Biggest Hits when you need them most has been so overwhelming that

we announce still another Gianr Entertainment, "THE FIREFLY",
Jeanette Mac Donald's new triumph following " Maytime "

! Imagine!

READ ON QUICKLY!



M-G-M, GIVE
ME EXTRA TIME!
Above is acomposite photo of 10,000showmen
who are the lucky exhibitors of M-G-M's
Multi-Million-Dollar Summer line-up!

//

(Isn't it logical— go on pleuse!)



Keep Your
Booking
Schedule

Wide Open!
Every Hit

Merits Plenty

of Extended

Time!

ALL

ROADS a

LEAD

TO
YOUR
BOX-
OFFICE

THIS

SUMMER!
YOU'VE
GOT THE

M-G-M •

LINE-UP!



w

Yes, it's true, another "Maytime" in mid-
summer! Her new triumph of song and romance
and thrill! Oh, Mr. Showmen, we've added another

Giant Hit to your Multi-Million-Dollar Festival!

(and wasn't it smart to follow the romantic front page

accounts of her true-life romance! Next page!)

^M
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THEY'RE TRYING TO BE
MODEST ABOUT IT ALL!
But "DAY AT THE RACES" in June outgrosses "Night

at the Opera", a Thanksgiving holiday release! That's dandy!

EXTENDED TIME!
{Remember, we urged you to do it!)

2nd WEEK! "DAY AT THE RACES"
And more Hold-Overs as we go to press!

. . State

Orpheum

. . .Ohio

Regent

. . State

. Loew's

*Note! Boston and Los Angeles play-

ing 2nd week in two theatres day and

date, making virtually a four-week

run in each city!

*Boston, Mass. .

*Boston, Mass. .

Columbus, Ohio

Harrisburg, Pa. .

Providence, R. I.

Wilmington, Del.

St. Louis, Mo. .

Salt Lake City.

Denver, Colo. .

Milwaukee,Wis.

Kansas City, Mo.

. . . State Houston, Texas . . . State

Paramount Nashville, Tenn. . Vendome
to Studio New Orleans, La. . State

. Orpheum Philadelphia, Pa. . . . Fox

Milwaukee Pittsburgh, Pa. . . Penn to

. Midland Warner

Reading, Pa. . . . Colonial

Buffalo, N.Y. .Great Lakes

Cleveland, Ohio. . State to

Stillman

*Los Angeles, Calif. . State &
Chinese to United Artists

& Wilshire

"Oh, Leo! What
next?"

Turn and See!
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Jm'M LEAPING
^^^T^mLEO IS
**# LEAPING I

>*^ because Hit follows

Hit I Isn't it lovely! 1

CAPTAINS
COURAGEOUS

Opened to whirlwind business in its first five engagements!

An exploitation natural, and how it builds

!

Extra! At Press Time! ©
HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK
IN ALL OPENING SPOTS!
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AS WE GO TO PRESS ! NEWS FLASHES
ABOUT LEO'S AMAZING SUMMER HITS!

ROBERT TAYLOR • ELEANOR POWELL
"BROADWAY MELODY

OF 1938"
First Studio Preview assures one of

the Greatest Hits of M-G-M History!

WILLIAM POWELL • LUISE RAINER
"THE EMPERORS CANDLESTICKS"

Watch the trade press for the raves

following its advance Coast showing!

"PARNELL"HOLD-OVERS! Watch it Build!
CLARK GABLE, MYRNALOY SO ROMANTIC!
O^J XV/sipAr Detroit, United Artists ; Toledo, Valentine; Baltimore, Century; Spokane, State;
1*LL\J. WCCiV* Philadelphia, Stanley; San Francisco, Paramount; Boston, State;

Boston, Orpheum (day and date) ; NewYork, Capitol

"GOOD EARTH" CAMPAIGNS READY!
Showmen are planning for the clean-up

!

M-G-M has marvelous material ! Get set

!

"As Cool

as a

Polar Bear!''

Your Summer
Motto thanks
to Leaping Leo!

. . . turn coolly

to next page!

*^ -*»!f#o

**S8«PK

S©° t Co
>N^C



BIRD'S-EYE
VIEW OF
THE PUBLIC!
What do they know or

care about Seasons!

They're interested only

in what you've got on

your screen!

M-G-M exhibitors have

the most amazing line-up

ever released in Summer
or Winter!

And M-G-M exhibitors

know that it will be

equally true Next Year

as it always has been

before

!

M-G-M
NOW!

M-G-M
ALWAYS!
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PROJECT IS REJECTED

Zurich—Project looking to the es-
tablishment of a domestic film in-

dustry has been definitely rejected,

but a Swiss Film Chamber may be
organized.
A special committee appointed by

the Government to study the prob-
lem advised against the granting of

a Federal subsidy for the construc-
tion of a sound film studio on the
ground that "At the present time
such a project could not be regarded
as mature for cultural and eco-
nomic reasons." However, the com-
mittee stressed the necessity of find-

ing ways and means to further the
production of Swiss films, and with
this end in view recommended the
establishment of a Swiss film cham-
ber.

While the project for the con-
struction of a large film studio has
been definitely abandoned, proposals
for the production of Swiss news-
reels and educational films are
viewed with more optimism. In
this connection a proposal for the
compulsory showing of domestic
newsreels in Swiss cinemas, in addi-
tion to one foreign newsreel, is of
interest, as it reflects the urgent
desire in wide circles in this coun-
try to offset the steady flow of for-
eign propaganda from countries
with dictatorial regime. According
to the sponsors of this plan the
Swiss newsreels are to be produced
with the aid of a Government su-
sidy and furnished to the Swiss
cinemas, if necessary, free of
charge. In addition to such news-
reels the Government is being
urged to subsidize also the produc-
tion of educational films.

Schenkenberg Transferred
Racine, Wis. — F. A. Schenken-

berg, former assistant manager at
the Rialto Theater, has been named
assistant manager of the Venetian,
succeeding James McCarthy, re-

signed. Schenkenberg has been suc-
ceeded by Everett Anderson, who
has been acting as chief of service
at the Venetian.

Wisconsin Theater Burns
Elderon, Wis.—The Gosh Build-

ing, owned by Mrs. Anna Gosh and
housing a dance hall and theater on
its second floor, was destroyed by
fire.

J. J. Clark to Build

Ontonagon, Mich.—J. J. Clark is

planning the erection of a new 700-
seat house here.

SICK REPORT

Oklahoma City — Miss Jewel
Blackwell of the local Columbia ex-
change is on crutches, the result of
an ankle injury.

Olen Nuckols, manager of the
0. K. Film Motor Express, under-
went an operation on a foot.

Reviews <4 Hew TdUns
"Dangerous Holiday"
with Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper, Guinn
Williams, Jack LaRue, Jed Prouty,

Lynn Roberts

Republic 57 Mins.

FAIRLY DIVERTING PIX BEST SUITED
TO FAMILY AUDIENCES AND YOUNG
FANS.

Take an essentially good story,—or per-

haps adequate would be a more fitting

adjective,—and cast in the lead role a

youthful actor of obvious talent, and the

combination should go a long way toward
producing a feature of merit. That this is

far more a theory than a law is demon-
strated in "Dangerous Holiday." In this in-

stance the results are not as happy as

might be the case. To begin with, its

young star, Ra Hould, and the sundry situ-

ations of the screenplay don't seem to fit

one another, which is a matter that is

neither the fault of the former, nor entire-

ly the fault of the latter, although it must
be conceded that the general dialogue

lines lack requisite ruggedness and con-

viction. What actually prevents the rise

of the film to its potential heights as en-

tertainment appears to be a lack of con-
cert between the various components at

large. Supporting players are not all effi-

ciently or effectively chosen; such comedy
as there is cannot be tagged as particular-

ly bright, and the direction at the climax

fails to fire audience sympathy as it should.

Accordingly, "Dangerous Holiday" must be

classified as a mildly meritorious program-

mer. But withal, the piece has a decided
asset to exhibitors in that it is family

screen fare, and is likely to be received

well by the younger generation of fans. Ra

Hould essays the part of a gifted juvenile

violinist who is a "meal ticket" de luxe to

his two aunts and his stepmother. De-
prived of doing the things any normal kid

is allowed to do, he rebels, runs away
from home and has devious adventures,

particularly with gangsters, in whose ap-

prehension he quite naively assists. At
the finale he returns to the bosom of his

mulcting relatives who promise him a life

more abundant in time to play, and less

onerous in playing time on his violin.

Cast: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper, Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, Jack La Rue, Jed
Prouty, Lynn Roberts, William Bakewell,

Fern Emmett, Virginia Sale, Franklin Pang-

born, Grady Sutton, William Newell, Thom-
as E. Jackson, Olaf Hytten, Jack Mulhall,

Michael Jeffrey, Harvey Clark, Wade Botei-

er, Carleton Young.
Associate Producer, William Berke; Di-

rector, Nicholas Barrows; Authors, Karen
DeWolf, Barry Shipman; Screenplay, Nichol-

as Barrows; Cameraman, William Nobles;

Editor, Roy Livingston.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"A Car-Tune Portrait"

(Color Classics)
Paramount 7 mins.

A Wild Symphony
This Max Fleischer cartoon shows

the animals trying to prove that
they can be dignified and do some-
thing really worth while in the
realm of artistic achievement. They
have organized a symphonic orches-
tra, with the lion the conductor, ap-
pearing in full-dress. Everything
starts off fine and dignified, but then

little annoyances start to upset the
various animals, and the first thing
you know they are mixed in a free-
for-all, and the symphony finishes in
a general massacre.

"Rhythm of the Game"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Real Sport Novelty

Good novelty reel that should
please the sport fans. Ted Husing
appears in close-up seated at a desk,
and tells the audience that he will
conduct a Sport Quiz. This consists
of guessing the various sports in-
dicated by the sounds' connected
with them. So in turn the sounds
are first heard as Ted continues to
speak, a few seconds are allowed
the audience to compare notes with
one another as they guess —- and
then the scene flashes on the screen
continuing the sound and revealing
the sport that it involves. In this
way scenes of pitching horseshoes,
racing motors of motor boat, air-
plane and speed car, bag punching,
canoe paddling and other sports are
presented, following the sounds as
Ted starts the quizzes.

Paramount Pictorial

(P6-12)
Paramount 10 mins.

Nicely Balanced Subjects
An interesting presentation of the

elaborate costumes worn by the
wealthy Mexican ranch owners
known as "Charros," who are in the
habit of spending small fortunes on
their wardrobes made to order for
them. The native craftsmen are
seen manufacturing the chaps, som-
breros, spurs, saddles and saddle
cloths. It is all hand work done by
real artisans, and most elaborate.
The next sequence is a beautiful in-
terlude called "Sea Capers." The
moods of the sea from calm to vio-
lent storm are presented with the
masterly photography of Robert
Bruce, with David Ross giving a
dramatic and poetic narration. All
in gorgeous color. The reel finishes
with a survey of the work of the
Bureau of Standards at Washing-
ton, showing the various testing de-
vices. Described by Alois Havrilla.

"The Circus Comes to Town"
(Paramount Paragraphic)

Paramount 10 mins.
Swell Circus Atmosphere

A highly colorful inside story of
the circus, starting with the arrival
of the show train in an American
city as the army of roustabouts go
to work to erect the Big Top. The
life of the circus folks away from
their show work is very informa-
tive. Then to the street parade, and
the first performance. The high-
lights of the big circus acts are
presented in a fast montage that
carries a grand whizzing tempo and
stirs the pulses as the daring acts
progress. Finishes with Clyde
Beatty and his big cats as he faces
a lion in the cage. Narrated by
Ford Bond, here is a circus reel
that will please the youngsters and
grown-ups equally

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES MELTON will return to
J Hollywood on a major picture
aeal_ when he completes his forth-
coming summer engagement at the
Cleveland "Great Lakes Exposi-
tion." His last picture was "Melody
for Two," at Warner Bros.

T T T

Herman Schlom, who produced
"Michael O'Halloran" and "The
Sheik Steps Out," for Republic, will
produce "The Duke Comes Back,"
a prizefight story by Lucien Cary.

t T
Captain Duncan, head of Colum-

bia's reception department, is the
subject of an article that will ap-
pear in the publications using the
North American Newspaper Alli-
ance service. The story deals with
his experiences over a period of
years with persons who have come
to his desk.

T T T

RKO is dickering with Julie Osh-
ins and Ben Lessy for a forthcom-
ing picture. The comedians, whose
rapid rise in Broadway night clubs
this past season indicates they
might make good screen fodder,
leave for Hollywood shortly.

T
Bud Barsky has postponed start

on the first "Wallaby Jim" feature
he will produce for Grand National,
because George Houston, who will
play the title roie in the series, will
not complete his role in "Madame
Walewska" until July 1. The pro-
duction may start about July 5.

Raymond Shrock has completed the
screenplay, and Barsk is negotiat-
ing for a leading woman.

T T T

Max Marx, who is associated with
the Marbert company, goes to New
York to see plays at the summer
try-outs and to open offices in the
East for his organization.

T T
Rose Stradner, Viennese actress,

has been signed by M-G-M and ar-
rives early next month.

T T T
Casting assignments: Paramount—C. Henry Gordon, Nick Lukats,

Fred Miller, Herbert Ranson, Ar-
chie Twitchell, "Sophie Lang in
Hollywood"; RKO—Josephine Whit-
tell, Ada Leonard, Pierre Watkins,
Ben Hendricks, "Stage Door"; Gold-
wyn—Lotus Liu, "Adventures of
Marco Polo".

To Stage Mexican Revue
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Janet Riesenfeld,

dancing daughter of Dr. Hugo Ries-
enfeld, popular Hollywood musical
director, has been engaged to stage
a new revue at the Alameda Thea-
ter in Mexico City.

Known professionally as Raquel
Rojas, Miss Riesenfeld since her re-
turn from Madrid has written a
book of Spanish war experiences,
titled "I Lived My Life at 21." It is
scheduled for immediate publication,
both in English and Spanish.
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRAQ
ALABAMA

Change in Ownership
COLUMBIANA — Queen, transferred to

Geo. N. Shorey. BAY MINETTE—Rex,

transferred to W. J. Brachim. FLORALA—
Strand, transferred to R. E. Martin Circuit.

Change in Theater Name
COLUMBIANA—Queen (formerly Dixie

and Roxy). BREWTON—Ritz (formerly

Vaudette).
Openings

GEORGIANA—Gra Ana. FAIRHOPE—
Ritz EVERGREEN—Pix. BUTLER -

Butler.

Closings
BIRMINGHAM—Temple.

Dismantled
TOWNLEY—Townley. MONTGOMERY

—Dexter. EVERGREEN—Evergreen.

ARIZONA
Change in Ownership

SELIGMAN—Seligman, transferred to Joe

A. Bennett.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

WARREN—Pastime, transferred to Whar-

ton and Lightman. WALNUT RIDGE—
Sharuin, transferred to Sharum and Light-

man.
Closings

JOYNER—Little Gem. McCRORY—Mc-
Crory.

New Theaters
PRESCOTT—New. STEPHENS—New.

WALDO—Waldo.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

CANOGA PARK—Madrid, transferred to

D L. Cantor. EAGLE ROCK — sier
T
r:

i-

transferred to Thayer and Fischer. LA
HABRA—Garden, transferred to John Jen-

kins. LOS ANGELES—Brentwood, trans-

ferred to P. G. Cameron; Mission, trans-

ferred to J. D. Scheinman; Kinema, trans-

ferred to J. D. Scheinman. PASADENA —
Raymond, transferred to Grover L. Smith.

SANTA ROSA—Empire, transferred to San-

ta Rosa Theaters, Inc.; Roxie, transferred to

Santa Rosa Theaters, Inc. PETALUMA -
Strand, transferred to Petaluma Theaters,

Inc Mystic, transferred to Petaluma The-

aters, Inc. ARBUCKLE—Arbuckle, trans-

ferred to Geo. E. Harvey.

Correction
MADERA—Madera, Corporation Name Is

Madera Theater Co., Inc.

Change in Theater Name
EAGLE ROCK—Eagle (formerly Yose-

mite). MAYWOOD—Maywood (formerly

Egyptian).
Openings

LOS ANGELES—Criterion.

Closings
REEDLEY—Star. SANTA ROSA—Em-

pire. SAN DIEGO—Rex. CROSSROADS
—Crossroads (formerly Port).

New Theaters
FONTANA—Fontana. LOS ANGELES—

Berkoff's Esquire.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

DENVER—Colorado, transferred to R. G.

Maple.
Openings

SIMLA—Simla. EVERGREEN—School.

EATON—Eaton. DENVER—Palm.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

TAMPA—Central, transferred to Sparks.

ORLANDO—Strand, transferred to Sparks.

CHIPLEY—Manaviata, transferred to B. S.

Donnan.
Change in Theater Name

SARASOTA—Florida (formerly Edward).

CLERMONT—Clermont (formerly Reliance).

Closings
TAMPA—Orpheum. JACKSONVILLE—

Rialto. FT. MEYERS—Grand.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

UNION POINT—Amusu, transferred to

Mrs. W. M. Kimbro. COLLEGE PARK—
College Park, transferred to East Point

Amusement Co.

Change in Theater Name
SYLVANIA — Dixie (formerly Strand).

EATONTON—Pex (formerly Dixie).

Closings
ATLANTA—Georgia.

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

GENESSEE—Audian, transferred to R. A.
Culp.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

ROBBS — Robbs (formerly Gem), trans-

ferred to B. A. Robbs. WAUKEGAN—Va-
lencia, transferred to C. H. Penikoff. RAN-
TOUL—New Home, transferred to Mrs. A.
L. Revert. CHICAGO—Pix (formerly Vis-

ta), transferred to Meridian Theater Corp.;

Plaisance, transferred to Si Simansky and
Miller; Eastside, transferred to Eastside The-
ater Corp.

Openings
PEORIA—Avon (formerly Avon). WIL-

MINGTON—Wilton. GOLDEN—Golden.

Closings
COLLINSVILLE—Will Rogers. GRAN-

ITE CITY—Rialto. STONINGTON—Thalia.

WEST SALEM—Lyric (formerly Puritan O.

H). WORDEN—Redwing.

New Theaters
KANE—New.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

GARY—Grand, transferred to Steel City

Amusement Corp. VEEDERSBURG—Tokyo,
transferred to J. Million. SO. WHITLEY—
Alni, transferred to Don LeBrun. FT.
BRANCH—Metro, transferred to M. C.

Pike. FAIRMOUNT—Paramount (formerly

Royal), transferred to Harold Hayes. DE-
CATUR—Cort, transferred to Jess LeBrun.

Openings
JEFFERSONVILLE—LeRose.

Closings
BEDFORD—Lawrence. FAIRMOUNT-

Royal. FT. WAYNE—Palace.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

WEST BEND—West Bend, transferred to

Fred Thacker. OAKVILLE—I. O. O. F.,

transferred to Owen Kelley. LINEVILLE

—

Rialto, transferred to Mrs. O. Brown. AL-
GONA—State, transferred to Central States

Theater. CORYDON—Audiitorium, trans-

ferred to F. S. Smith.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

OXFORD—Strand, transferred to Mrs. T.

H. Slothower. STAFFORD—Ritz (formerly

Nueva), transferred to W. L. Weber.

Change in Theater Name
LURAY' — Luray (formerly Community).

MARION—Kaw (formerly Garden). OSKA-
LOOSA—Ritz (formerly DeLuxe). SYLVIA
—Owen (formerly Sylvia).

Closings
BAZINE—Jewel. TOPEKA—Orpheum.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

EDDYVILLE — Lyons, transferred to

George Locker. CENTRAL CITY—Selba,

transferred to F. M. Pittman. LYNCH —
Auditorium, transferred to U. S. Supply Co.

Change in Theater Name
ELIZABETHTOWN—Ritz (formerly Ma-

sonic).

Closings
LEVERMORE—Green River.

New Theaters
SEBREE—Court.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

ARNAUDVTLLE—American, transferred
tc R. A. Conrad Jr. BASTROP—Swan,
transferred to C. J. Goodwin. BATON
ROUGE — McKinley, transferred to Bijou
Amusement Co.; Temple, transferred to Bijou
Amusement Co. EUNICE—Liberty, trans-

fetred to Affiliated Theaters, Inc. JONES-
VILLE—Palace, transferred to C. A. Philips.

LAKE ARTHUR — Magnolia (formerly
Franks), transferred to F. Hebert. MORGAN
CITY—Dixie (formerly Jewel), transferred

to Affiliated Theaters. NEW ORLEANS—
Strand, transferred to Joys Shows. PLAIN
DEALING—Fox, transferred to E. A. Bar-
ney. SPRINGFIELD—Royal, transferred

to S. D. Trincher. SULPHUR—Roosevelt,

transferred to W. Carnahan. WINNSBORO
—Delta (formerly Princess), transferred to

Affiliated Theaters, Inc.

Change in Theater Name
CUT OFF — Lee (formerly Cut Off).

ELIZABETH—Palace (formerly Paramount).
OAK DALE—Delta (formerly Allen). ST.
FRANCISVILLE—Vinci (formerly Leslie).

Openings
COTTON PORT—Joys. ALEXANDRIA

—Liberty. COTTON VALLEY—Strand.

FRANKLINTON—Joys. JENA — Grand.
MANGHAM—Mangham. MANSURA—Joys
MONTEGUT—Joys. NEWELTON—Hawk-
ins. NEW ROADS—Unnamed (colored).

THIBODEAUX — Baby Grand. VILLE
PLATTE—Bailey. WEEKS ISLAND —
Legnon.

Closings
COTTON PORT—Bailey. NEW OR-

LEANS—Strand.

Dismantled
NEW ORLEANS—Capitol. GIBSLAND

—Palace. JACKSON—Istrione.

New Theaters
SPRING HILL—Royal.

MAINE
Openings

MILLINOCKET — Crown. OGUNQUIT
—Leavitt. BIGHAM—Kennebec.

Closings
CORNISH—Pike Memorial.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

MT. SAVAGE—New, transferred to Ma-
tilda Smith. RIDGLEY—Ridgley, transferred

to H. L. D. Cluley. BALTIMORE—Gold-

field, transferred to George Jacobs.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

BOSTON—Park, transferred to Sam Hert-

zig, Inc. SCTTUATE—Satuit Playhouse,

transferred to Louis Gordon. WAREHAM—
Warr, transferred to Julius Joelson. ONSET
—New Temple, transferred to Julius Joelson.

Closings
WEST SPRINGFIELD—Crown.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

DETROIT—Sun, transferred to Arthur
Robinson; Ritz, transferred to A. Zesser;

Medbury, transferred to Ned Weitzman.
BATTLE CREEK — Elite, transferred to

Ross Theater Corp. NEW BUFFALO —
Buffalo, transferred to Chas. Wolnick.

Openings
MACKINAW CITY—Straight.

New Theaters
SAND LAKE—Sand Lake.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

JACKSON — Alamo, transferred to Affi-

liated Theaters. ROLLING FORK—Royal,

transferred to P. E. Morris. WAYNES-
BORO — Princess, transferred to Affiliated

theaters. AMORY—Varsity, transferred to

Flexer-Haberfield-Lightman. NEW ALBANY
—Ritz, transferred to Flexer-Haberfield-Light-

man. FULTON—Dixie, transferred to C. C.

Pratt.

Change in Theater Name
KOSCICUSKO—Strand (formerly New).

LEXINGTON—Star (formerly Lexington).

Openings
LEXINGTON—Strand. GLOSTER—Joys

Shows.

New Theaters
NEW ALBANY—New. AMORY—Strand.

GREENWOOD—Strand. BYHALIA—Long-
shot. POTTS CAMP—Longshot.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

RED LAKE FALLS—Roxy, transferred

to C. P. Knutson. PINE ISLAND—Pine
(formerly Sylvan), transferred to J. Ander-
son. EVANSVILLE—Evansville, transferred

to Chas. Walters.

Openings
EVANSVILLE — Evansville. PINE

ISLAND—Pine (formerly Sylvan).

Closings
ST. VINCENT — Border. MINNE-

APOLIS—Wonderland.
Dismantled

SHAKOPEE—Gem.
New Theaters

CARLTON — Carlton. HASTINGS —
Riviera. COLD SPRINGS — Springs.

MONTEVIDEO—Hollywood. SEBEKA —
Sebeka. ST. CLOUD—Eastman.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

CABOOL—Cozy, transferred to J. H. Fish-
er. LABELLE—(LaBelle, transferred to
Rubin and Levy. LEWISTOWN—Gem,
transferred to F. M. Mertz Film Amuse-
ment Co. SULTON—Fulton and Gem,

transferred to Frisina Amusement Co. HAR
DIN—Odeon, transferred to K. H. Walden
KANSAS CITY—Columbia, transferred t.

Peter Sianis. NEOSHO—Orpheum, trans
ferred to Commonwealth Amusement Corp
NEOSHO—Fotosho, transferred to Common
wealth Amusement Corp. SPRINGFIELD-
Granada, transferred to Fox Midwest The
ater Corp. ; Mozark, transferred to Fox Mid
west Theater Corp.; Mulliken, transferred t
Fox Midwest Theater Corp.

Change in Theater Name
CALIFORNIA — Ritz (formerly Finki

Opera House). SENECA — New Colonia
(formerly Royal).

Openings
PRINCETON—Lamu'ert.

Closings
ST. LOUIS—D. T. Lyric. JOPLIN -

Paramount. SPRINGFIELD—Electric.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

RICHEY — Richey, transferred to C. F
Davis. FORT PECK—Fort Peck, trans
ferred to J. J. Murphy. FLAXVILLE
Flaxville, transferred to J. F. Goehring
DEER LODGE—Park, transferred to Jen
Hansen. COLUMBUS—Rio, transferred t<

A. E. Post.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

TRENTON—Gem, transferred to Emma G
Baugham. UTICA—Empire, transferred t(.

C. N. Howe. ORLEANS—Orleans, trans
ferred to W. A. Bowker. OAKDALE-
Moonlight, transferred to Dewey Ives.

Openings
ORLEANS—Orleans. OAKDALE—Moon

light. GRAND ISLAND—Grand.

Closings
BROADWATER—Isis.

NEVADA
Change in Theater Name

BATTLE MOUNTAIN—Shovelin (i

erly Kinema).

New Theaters
ELKO—Elvada.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

AVALON — Avalon (formerly Summer)
transferred to Frank D. Windell and Jacl

H. Greenberg. BOUND BROOK—Lyric

transferred to Lyric Theater, Inc. KEANS
BURG — Casino, transferred to Beachwa;!
Amusement Inc.; Powler, transferred to Val"

ley Theater Corp. ELIZABETH—Broad
transferred to Picture Playhouses Inc. RAH
WAY—Rahway. transferred to Stanley Co. ol

America. LONG BRANCH—Parker, trans;

ferred to Fowler Amusement Co.

Openings
AVALON—Avalon. ATLANTIC CITY-

Alan. PLEASANTVILLE—Carlton.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

ROY—Pendick, transferred to E. N. An 1

stey. MOUNTAINAIR — Quivira, trans

ferred to Harler H. Butler.

Openings
MESILLA PARK—Mission.

LENA—Casino. GRANTS—New
—Valley.

Closings
CHAMA—Kelly Hall.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

SYRACUSE—Kernan, transferred to Jo
seph Rogola. ; James, transferred to James
Constantino. NEW ROCHELLE—Cameo

;

transferred to New Rochelle Consolidated

Corp. NEW Y'ORK CITY—Grand Centra
Terminal—Grand Central, transferred to Grant
Central Theater Inc. BROOKLYN—164$

Sheepshead Bay Rd.—Sheldon, transferred tc

Adenos Amusement Corp. NEW YORK
CITY—1519 Second Ave., Colony, transferrec

to Harkray Inc. COLD SPRING—Hud
son, transferred to Chest Realty Corp
BROOKLYN—1160 Broadway—Bobby, trans

ferred to Reid Amusement Corp. ' BRONX
—1348 Southern Blvd.—Radio, tra/ \red

to Bronx Cinema Inc. BROOKL* ij)92

Court St.—Paras Court, transferred tc»kiode

Theaters, Inc.; 431 Central Ave.—Eagle,
transferred to Regal Theater Corp.

Change in Theater Name
TICONDEROGA—State (formerly Play-

house). Openings
SODUS POINT—Bayside (formerly Cres-

cent) TANNERSVILLE—Orpheum. EAST

K

MAGDA
ARTESI^
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lURHAM—Lawyer's Hall. INLET—Gaiety

to !AIRO—Van Buren.

Closings
NIAGARA FALLS — Colonial. SCHE-
JECTADY—Palace. UTICA—Rivoli. TROY
Griswold.

New Theaters
INDIAN LAKE—Lake. ANTWERP—

,'apitol.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

MADISON—Patovi, transferred to Colonial

Theater Inc. GASTONIA—Temple, trans-

erred to N. C. Theaters Inc.; Lyric, trans-

erred to N. C. Theaters Inc. BELMONT—
lollywood, transferred to J. A. Estridge.

Openings
LAKE LURE—Coluseum.

Closings
GIBSONVILLE—State.

New Theaters
RUTHERFORDTON—State.

BEACH—Beach.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

HOPE — Hope, transferred to

iiiq iVicherski.

New Theaters
LANKIN—Gem. CARSON—Grand. BEL-

FIELD—Belfield.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

CLEVELAND—Clark (formerly Clark Na-

ional), transferred to Zoltan Gombos and

Madeline Kolozzi; Rialto, transferred to the

Rialto Cleveland Co. LIMA—Majestic trans-

ferred to J. Louis Hayes TILTONSVILLE
—Palace, transferred to C. G. Velas. YORK-
V1LLE — Yorkville, transferred to C. b.

5

Change in Theater Name
GIRARD Wellman (formerly Mock's).

VOUNGSTOWN—Home (formerly McGui-

Ifey).
Openings

FAIRPOINT—Roxy (formerly Belmont).

NORTHFIELD—Northfield.

Closings
BUCYRUS — Schine's Southern. PORT

CLINTON—Lion.

;:

CAROLINA

Wjm.

Dismantled
BUCYRUS—Schine's State. EATON—

Star (formerly Eaton).

New Theaters
ASHTABULA—Bula. STRUTHERS —

Ritz. WELLSTON—New. DAYTON -

Far Hills.

OREGON
Openings

ROCKAWAY—Rockaway.
Closings

SHERIDAN—Grand. WILLIMANIA -

Willimania. PORTLAND—Fortsmouth.

New Theaters
COTTAGE GROVE—Diane. COQUILLE

—Roxy. SHERIDAN—Hi Way.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

ALLENTOWN—Hamilton, transferred to

Edward J. Clifford and Peter J. Flynn.

PHILADELPHIA—Lawndale, transferred to

Philip Harrison and Harry Fried. WEST
GROVE—Roselyn, transferred to H. Richard

Freeman. SPRINGDALE—Happy -Hour,

transferred to G. Ida. MATHER—Mather,

transferred to J. M. Booth. HOLLIDAYS-
BURG—Grand, transferred to Manos Amuse-

ment Co.

Openings
ELIZABETHVILLE—Hollywood. PHILA-

DELPHIA—Savoia, Dante, Center. BER-
LIN—Blue Ridge (formerly Rialto).

Closings
UNIONTOWN—West Enid. SPRING-

DALE — Happy Hour. PITTSBURGH —
Casino.

New Theaters
PITTSBURGH—Granada. SPRINGDALE

—Miami.
RHODE ISLAND

Openings
PEACEDALE—State.

Closings
PAWTUCKET—Music Hall. ARTIC —

Gem.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

GREENVILLE—Sparr (formerly Carroll),

tiansferred to Sam Reevin.

Closings
BLACKSBURG—Palmetto.

SOUTH DAKOTA
New Theaters

IROQUOIS—Star.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

ONEIDA—Gem, transferred to Cherokee
Amusement Co.

Closings
ERWIN—Lyric.

Dismantled
KNOXVILLE—Majestic. GREENVILLE

—Palace. TAZEWELL — Tazewell. LE-
NOIR CITY—Madlyn.

New Theaters
PARSONS—Rustic.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

BROWNWOOD — Queen, transferred to

Texas Consolidated Theaters. IOWA PARK
—Ritz (formerly Iowa), transferred to John
H. Cates. GATESVILLE—Palace, trans-

ferred to Texas Consolidated Theaters. COM-
FORT—Community (formerly Ritz), trans

ferred to Arthur Blackshear and H. W. Hall

BENAVIDES—Rita (formerly Empress),
transferred to Van Chamberlain. BASTROP
—Strand, transferred to J. G. Long and

Joe Mozola.

Change in Theater Name
GALVESTON—State (formerly Martini).

SUDAN—Texan (formerly Garden). MC-
GREGOR—Texas (formerly House), correct

owner Gustine Smith.

Correct Owners
ARLINGTON—Aggie and Texan, Inter-

state Circuit Inc. NAVASOTA—D&xie,

Millers and Queen, Interstate Circuit Inc.

Openings
COMFORT—Community (formerly Ritz).

SUDAN—Texan.
Closings

MORAN—Ritz. ORANGE GROVE —
Cozy. LUEDERS—Strand.

Dismantled
WELLINGTON—Rialto. TEXARKANA

—Hippodrome. SAN ANTONIO — Azteca.

VICTORIA—Victoria. TROUPE—Troupe.

New Theaters
RUNGE—Rialto. GALVESTON — New

Martini. LLANO—Ritz. ANDREWS —
Wallace.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

BA/SSETT—Stone, transferred to Ceail
Ward.

Closings
PETERSBURG—Cockade.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

WAITSBERG—Neace, transferred to L.
Piercey. CHELAN—Ruby, transferred to

Grieme and Fasken. CASHMERE—Royal,
transferred to Bert Williams. LONGVIEW
—Columbia, transferred to Tri-States The-
aters Inc. WAITSBURG—Plaza (formerly
Neace), transferred to Med-State Theaters.

Closings
R1DGEFIELD—Owl (formerly Ridgefield).

SPOKANE — Rex. SEATTLE — Star.

OLYMPIA—Capitol. COLVILLE—Colville.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

DELBARTON—Delbarton, transferred to

F. M. Allora.

Openings
LOGAN—Logan.

Closings
FIRECO—Fireco.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

DAGGETT — Daggett (formerly Palace),

transferred to Howard Herse. SHEBOYGAN
—Star, transferred to Mr. E. Bartzen. HAN-
COCK—Hancock, transferred to Carboneau
Brothers.

Openings
ISHPEMING—Butler. PHELPS — No.

Lakes. HANCOCK—Hancock.

Closings
NEW LONDON—Grand.

Dismantled
OMRO—Annex.

New Theaters
OMRO — New Omro. FREDERICK —

Fredrick.

a*.

Col. Sales Force Holds

Early Sessions on Train

(Continued from Page 1)

Los Angeles, where the annual sales

meet formerly opens Monday.
Divisions and branches joining la-

ter will start their individual meet-

ings as they board the special and

wind up their problems before ar-

rival in Hollywood, so that the Coast

sessions may be devoted solely to

discussions of general problems.

Under present plans, each sales

group, as it is met by the Columbia

special train, will take up territorial

problems, current deals and other

matters affecting them. The Coast

branches will receive their instruc-

tions on the coast while further dis-

cussions on the return trip, follow-

ing the convention, will elaborate

upon matters discussed at the Coast

sales meet as well as to further and

complete analysis of the new sea-

son's product.
Sessions both en route to the con-

vention and return, will be held un-

der the general supervision of Abe
Montague, Columbia general sales

manager, aided by Joseph McCon-
vUle and Rube Jackter, in coopera-

'Jnlwith the various branch man-

Committees Arrange Final

Details for Col. Parley

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Busy at work mak-

ing the final arrangements for the

Columbia Pictures convention which

opens at the Ambassador Hotel,

Monday with Harry Cohn as host

are the following committees:
Reception: Jerome Safron, Divi-

sion Manager; Chairman, William

Riter, Branch Manager Sam Na-
thanson, Bert Lentz and Harry
Weinberg. Publicity: Bill Thomas,
Chairman, Bob Hussey, Mike New-
man, Milt Watt. Entertainment
and Decoration: Joseph Rivkin,

Chairman, Morris Stoloff, Mike
Newman.
The Transportation Committee

which handled the travel details of

the delegates consisted of "Hank"
Kaufman and Bernie Zeeman.

"Paris" Gets a Fourth

Seattle—"I Met Him in Paris"

has been held for fourth week at

the Music Box.

File Denial In Song Suit

Warners Bros., Inc., Remick Mu-
sic, Inc., Sammy Cahn, Saul Chap-
lin and Vitaphone, Inc., yesterday

filed a general denial in Federal

Court to the amended bill of com-
plaint of Nat Nazarro, who is suing

for alleged infringement. To Na-
zarro's claim that the song, "Rhythm
for Sale", had been plagiarized in

the short, "Swing for Sale", the de-

fendants counter with a denial that

Nazarro was the original composer
and say that the song has been in

the public domain.

PRODUCT GUIDE
and

DIRECTORS ANNUAL

THIS interesting and informative volume is indis-

pensable to anyone in any way interested in

distribution, exhibition or the production of motion

pictures. It will contain more than four hundred

pages of useful knowledge presented in an attrac-

tive manner and conveniently catalogued for quick

reference. The complete season's lineup of product

from all the companies presented with titles and

all credits is one of the many outstanding features

of this edition.

OUT IN JULY
Published by

THE FILM DAILY
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MEXICAN PRODUCTION

SETS NEW HIGH MARK

(Continued from Page 1)

City, while a 4,000-seat one, the En-
canto, just opened.

Several new distributing agencies

have established offices and the old

ones are strengthening their posi-

tions. The American-made product

still holds its own against the best

of the Continental opposition.

Local studios are proving insuffi-

cient to meet the demand for space

and laboratory facilities. Such fa-

cilities are now engaged ahead for

the next six months at least. The
Cinematografica Latino Americana,
S. A. (CLASA) and the Stahl fac-

tories are the busiest. Need for

more space also has brought reopen-

ing of La Nacional Productora's
plant which has been idle since

1935 because of a strike of tech-

nicians.

By the end of June, no less than
10 new native pictures will be ready
for release. Among the films already
before the cameras or in prepara-
tion for immediate production are:

Miguel Contreras Torres' "La Pa-
loma" ("The Dove") for Colonial

Films, Cinematografica Excelsior's

"Don Juan Tenorio", Felipe Mier's

"Pancho Mancho" ("He-Man Pan-
cho") for Cinematografica Interna-

tional, Jesus and Adolfo Grovas
"Amapola del Camino" ("Poppy by
the Roadside") with Tito Guizar
starring, Raphael J. Sevilla's "A la

Orilla de un Palmar" ("By a Palm
Grove") for his own Rex Films, with
Antonio Moreno in the male lead,

Producciones Exito's "Guadalupe la

Chinaca" for United Artists' foreign

release, and Adela Sequeyro's "La
Mujer de Otro" ("Nobody's Wo-
man"), with Adela Sequeyro herself

directing and starring in her own
original story.

Already completed and shortly to

be released are: Jose Luis Bueno's
"Ave sin Rumbo" ("Aimless Bird"),

with Andre Palma and Arturo de
Cordova, directed by Robert 0.

Quigley, Gonzalo Verela's "La
Llaga" ("The Blight") from the

novel by Federico Gamboa, with
Rene Cardona, Maria Luisa Zea and
Maria Calvo, with direction by Ra-
mon Peon, "Sangre Nortena"
("Northern Blood") (heretofore

known as "La Fatalidad es una Mu-
jer"), which Alejandro Galindo di-

rected for the Union de Trabajadores
de Estudios Cinematograficos and
Raul de Anda producing combine,
with Nancy Torres topping the cast,

Juan Bustillo Oro's "La Honradez
es un Estorbo" ("Honesty is a Han-
dicap"), with Consuelo Frank and
Leopoldo ("El Chato") Ortin and
which Bustillo Oro himself directed;

Ramon Pereda's "Cuatro Milpas"
("Four Cornstalks"), with Pereda
himself, Adriana Lamar and Carlos

("El Chaflan") Lopez topping the

cast; Producciones Gonzalo Varela's

"El Bastardo" ("The Bastard"),

with Jose Juan Martinez Casado,
Maria Calvo y Maria Luisa Zea and

NEWS of the DAY
Cape Charles, Va.—A charter has

been issued to the Peninsula Thea-
ters, Inc., to conduct film houses. Of-
ficers: E. T. Warner, Cape Charles,
president; Hunter Perry, Charlottes-
ville, vice-president; Jack Kjatz,

Charlottesville, treasurer; Dorothy
M. Warner, Cape Charles, secretary.

Lincoln, Neb.—New changes are
being made in starting dates for
pictures at the Liberty and Capitol
theaters here. Chuck Doty's Liberty
will split weeks as usual, but start
shows on Wednesday and Saturday
instead of Thursdays and Sundays
as now. Same goes for Bob Living-
ston's Capitol.

Seattle — The Star Theater has
been closed for extensive remodel-
ing.

Detroit — Jacqueline Meyer, late

of R. L. Polk and Co., has succeeded
Evelyn Farmer as secretary of the
Betty Bryden Entertainment Bu-
reau, Miss Farmer going to the
Harry Russell Booking Office.

Chicago — Jones Linick and
Schaefer are improving the Woods
theater, and will also install a new
air conditioning plant in the Dear-
born theater.

Detroit—Frank Mellon has been
replaced as manager of the Sun
Theater by Marty Mentho, form-
er operator of the Wolverine. House
is owned by Krim Brothers.

Detroit — Ernest Pickler, late of

the U. A. Chicago branch, is a new
western Michigan salesman, out of
Detroit.

Irish Film Biz is Good
Despite High Percentage

Film biz, from the indie exhib's
standpoint, is "good" in Ireland de-
spite sharing terms (percentage)
ranging from 25 to 50 per cent, ac-
cording to Desmond B. Murphy,
Dublin showman, now seeing the
U. S. for the first time. Murphy will
spend several months in New York
and other metropolitan centers,
studying American exhibition, ad-
vertising and publicity. He plans
to return to Ireland in October.
The Irish Free State has approx-

imately 150 wired houses, but only
20 of them would rate as "A" the-
aters, judged by the American
standard, Murphy says. Building
in the Dublin area has added ap-
proximately 6,000 seats during the
last 12 months, while another ma-
jor house, the Carlton, is now being
erected by Jack Ellis. Seating 2,500,
it is to be ready in the winter.

U. S. pix draw best in Irish
houses, Murphy says. Giveaways
and games thus far are unknown
in Dublin and the Free State, he
adds.

Dog Track Shuts Down
Nassau Kennel Club has closed its

dog race track at Mineola, L. I.,

following Governor Lehman's anti-
gambling edict.

Ramon Peon directing; and Produc-
ciones Artisticas' "Adios, Nicanor"
("Good-by, Nicanor"), with Rafael
Portas directing, Carmen Molina,
Carmen Conde, Emilio Fernandez
and Manuel Noriega, and finally
Antonio Helu's "El Deber de Asesi-
nar" ("The Right to Murder").

Senate Passes Two-Year
Tax Extension Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

had frowned upon exhibitor moves
for a rise from 40 to 50 cents in

the exemption on theater tax ad-
missions.

Lorenz Heads Omaha Union
Omaha—With election of Charles

Lorenz, M-G-M shipper as presi-

dent, Local B 47, Film Exchange
Employees Union of IATSE, has
completed its organization. Lon Do-
lan, Film Transport Co. driver was
chosen first vice president; Fred
Hunt, Quality Theater Supply pack-
er, second vice president; Catherine
Nodean, M-G-M inspectress, secre-
tary; Herb Mogard, Paramount
shipper, treasurer; Peggy Bragg,
Warners inspectress, recording sec-
retary, and Sid McArdle, United
Artists shipper, business agent.

The membership meets June 29
to draw up a program of demands.

Ushers' Demands Awaited
San Francisco—Specific wage and

working hour demands will be made
on San Francisco theater operators
this week by the newly formed ush-
ers' union. Meanwhile some 100 lo-
cal exhibitors have met in group
conferences to co-ordinate their at-
titudes toward expected demands.

Kane Quits ATO Post
Minneapolis — Stanley A. Kane,

executive secretary of the Allied
Theater Owners of the Northwest,
returned to Minneapolis with his
recent bride. Kane has tendered his
resignation to the association, but
will continue his duties until Aug. 1.

Wanger, Borzage Act for Goldwyn in "Stella Dallas'*
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Walter Wanger, the producer, and Frank Borzage, the director, turned
trom a game of polo the other day to become actors pro tern. The executive duo
was in the midst of a fast chukker on the Will Rogers Polo Field when King Vidor,
photographing atmosphere roles in Samuel Goldwyn's "Stella Dallas," discovered he
needed close-to-the-camera faces. Wanger and Borzage were called into the picture
and obliged with alacrity.

SOVIET BUILDING 5

*

(Continued from Page 1)

one in the Proletarian, the other ir

the Stalin section. The former, built
in accordance with the designs oi

Professor M. I. Roslavlev, will seal
1,000; the latter seating 1,200, was
planned by Architect V. N. Kal-
mikoff. In Leningrad, Architect
Hidekel has designed a new movie
house for an audience of 1,200.
New theaters in Saratov, Stalin'

grad, Smolensk and Gorky are each
designed for 1,000. Audience of 800
will be seated in the new film-show-
ing structures at Kalinin, Briansk,
Ordjonikidzegrad, Tula, Kuibyshevo,
Simferopol, Ufa, Cheliabinsk and
Anjero-Sudjensk.
Among the 15 cities where sound-

film theaters of 500 capacity each
are being built are Astrakhan, Groz-
ny, Novorossiysk, Michurinsk, Ta-
ganrog, Machach-Kala, Dzerzhinsk,
etc. Derbent, Ioshkar-Ola, Elista

will each have new houses seating
300-350. A semi-open air structure
with 1,000 seats and a winter hall

for 400 will open at Sochi.

In addition to the construction of

theaters of the city type, a number
of rural regions, previously served
by itinerant film showing organiza-
tions, are receiving permanent the-

aters.

$9,000,000 Eastman Kodak

Net for 24-Wks. Indicated

(Continued from Page 1)

parable period since the concern be-

gan to put out semi-annual reports.

Gross business this year has been
running approximately 15 per cent

ahead of the corresponding period a

year ago.
Covering its 24-weeks period end-

ed on June 13, 1936, the company
reported net income of $8,081,870,

equivalent after taxes, charges and
dividend requirements on the 62,000
shares of 6 per cent preferred stock

to $3.51 a share on the common.

C. C. Murray Transferred

Kansas City, Mo.—C. C. Murray,
manager of the Tower Theater since

its purchase in February by the Fox-
Midwest circuit has been transferred

to Belleville, 111., where he will be
in charge of the circuits Lincoln
and Washington Theaters. Joseph
Redmond^ manager of the Apollo
theater takes over Murray's posi-

tion at the Tower while Henry Rod-
erick, Tower chief of service has
been promoted to assistant house
manager. A new manager ha's not
yet been appointed for the Apollo
Theater.

Des Moines Leads Driv%
With but three weeks to go, the

Monogram's nine-week sales drive
finds the Des Moines exchange still

holding first place in the sixth week
of the race, according to Edward
A. Golden, Monogram sales chief.
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Dallas Interstate Suit Scheduled for^WmSipt. 20

N. Y. CIRCUITS WILL NOT EXPAND GAMES POLICY

20th-Fox Roxy Film Franchise Hearing Is Postponed

Survey Time
. . . .and some findings

= By CHESTER B. BAHN =
THIS, in addition to being sales conven-

tion period, seems to be survey and

questionnaire time.

In the wake of THE FILM DAILY'S ref-

erendum on duals (included in the Short

Subjects Quarterly exhibitor canvass) and

the more recent Critics' Forum symposium

on a variety of pertinent, timely industry

subjects, come announcements of two other

surveys of direct trade interest.

Fortune, affiliate of Time, Life, the

March of Time et al, advises that its ninth

quarterly survey showed a heavy majority

for single features, the relative percentages

being 63.9 and 21.7. Picture patrons

lacking a preference accounted for 3.1 per

cent, while 11.3 per cent of those can-

vassed by the magazine were non-movie-

goers.

o

THE significance of Fortune's findings

is not confined to the percentage fig-

ures, intriguing as they may be. It is

predicated as well upon the fact that an

important third strata returned a pro-

singles, anti-duals verdict. In the two

FILM DAILY surveys, the results were

similar. Seventy-two per cent of exhibs.

favored single features, while the critics

were overwhelmingly in favor of such pro-

grams.

The perhaps not exactly original sugges-

tion, made in this column some time back,

that the sweep of duals was a depression

aftermath is echoed by Fortune, comment-
ing: "All kinds and conditions of people

agree that they prefer single features, al-

though the poor like double features twice

as much as the prosperous, presumably be-

cause they think they get more for their

money."

o

FHICH brings us to the second sur-

vey, England's 1937 Bernstein Ques-

wpiaire, participated in by 159,723 movie-

goers in London and the provinces. To
his patrons, Sidney L. Bernstein put this

query, "Which do you prefer, two 'big' pic-

tures of normal length or one super-pic-

ture lasting more than two hours, sup-

ported by several short films?"

The result was diametrically opposite to

(Continued on Page 2)

Attorneys Participating in

Reorg. Will Hold Con-
ference Wednesday

Various objections to the 20th
Century-Fox Film franchise to the
Roxy Theater, which is required in

the new plan of reorganization, were
the causes of the postponement of
the hearing scheduled in U. S. Dis-
trict Court yesterday at which the
terms of the film franchise were to
have been placed before Federal

(Continued on Page 3)

STOA WILL CONSIDER

LEGISLATIVE PROBLEMS

Birmingham, Ala.—Problems con-
fronting theater owners, particu-
larly those of a legislative nature,
will feature the annual convention
of the Southeastern Theater Own-
ers Association to be held here at

(Continued on Page 4)

Loew-Metropolitan Books

20 "IT Pix for 1937-38

J. R. Grainger, General Manager
of Distribution for the New Univer-
sal, yesterday announced the signing
of a contract with Loew-Metropoli-
tan Theaters, whereby Loew books

(Continued on Page 4)

Show Business?
Detroit — Theaters at Mount Morris

and Clio, are running a film distributed
by Parrot Films, Des Moines, showing
growth of various plants. Picture, de-
signed for the farm trade, is a com-
mercial sponsored by Roy B. Ammerman,
feed and seed dealer, who places it in

the houses on a contract basis, paying
$5.00 for a four week's run of the
single reel.

SMPE MODEL THEATER

ANALYSIS UNDER WAY

Analysis of more than 500 returns
in connection with the SMPE
move to draft plans for a model pic-
ture theater will be completed by
next Fall when a report will be
submitted to the convention sched-
uled for the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York, Oct. 11-14, it was stated

(Continued on Page 4)

Bronchial Pneumonia Kills

Colin Clive in Hollywood

IV est Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Colin Clive, 37, died

yesterday from bronchial pneumon-
ia. Clive, son of Col. Colin Clive-
Greig, British army officer and him-
self a graduate of Sandhurst, had
been critically ill for several days
of a pulmonary ailment and had
been placed in an oxygen tent sev-

(Continued on Page 3)

Dep't. of Justice Interstate Suit

Trial Set for Sept 20 at Dallas

20th-Fox Wins Decision

in "Chicago" Title Row

20th Century-Fox is granted the
right to use the title, "In Old Chi-
cago," over the protest of Colum-
bia, which has bought rights to
"Chicago," from Pathe, under a de-

(Continued on Page 4)

Trial of the Dept. of Justice's anti-
trust suit against the Interstate Cir-
cuit of Texas is scheduled for Sept.
20 in the U. S. District Court, Dal-
las.

The Government seeks to deter-
mine legality of provisions in film
contracts made by the Hoblitzelle-
O'Donnell interests regulating ad-

(Continucd on Page 3)

60 Loew and RKO Theaters

Now Using Screeno and

Bank Night

With more than 60 Loew and
RKO theaters in the New York met-
tropolitan territory using audience
games once more, both circuits have
no further plans for expanding the
policy, according to spokesmen yes-
terday.
At the present time, about 40

Loew operations are playing Scree-
no while two houses, the Valencia
and Paradise, are using Bank Night.
RKO has approximately 20 theaters
tied up with Screeno.

Agitated by resumption of this
policy by the two national circuits,

the ITOA is making plans for count-
eracting the moves.

KELLER-DORIAN GOING

FULL SPEED--QUIGLEY

Taking issue with recent reports,
George E. Quigley, executive of the
Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp., yes-
terday stated that his company is

ready to go ahead "full speed on a
commercial basis" with its color
process. Following his return to

(Continued on Page 4)

Levy, McEvoy and Smith

Back With RKO Delegates

RKO Radio's Eastern delegates to
the Los Angeles Sales Convention
held at the Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles last week, returned to New
York yesterday via special train.
Heading the returning party that

(Continued on Page 3)

Megrue Award to Kober
The Roy Cooper Megrue award of

$500 has been given to Arthur Kober,
coast scenarist and playwright, for
"Having a Wonderful Time," current
Broadway hit. Prize is awarded by the
Council of the Dramatists' Guild for
the best comedy each year.
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Columbia Picts. vtc •

Grand National 2V8 2 2 — ]/8
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Technicolor 29% 29 29 — 1/4
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Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95

Fox Thea. Bldg., 6Vis 1st '36. 9Vi 11

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 93 1/4 94 1/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4 s 1st '43... 53 55

Pass St. Louis Tax Bills

St. Louis — Board of Aldermen
yesterday by vote of 20 for, four

against and five absent passed the

city administrations amusement tax

bill imposing a special tax on
amusement admissions ranging

from one cent on tickets selling for

less than 25 cents up to 10 cents on

tickets costing $4 or more. The
amusement tax will cost local the-

aters $500,000 annually.

• • • AT THE Great Lakes Exposition at Cleveland
Tuesday and Wednesday have been designated as "Cinema
Days" under the direction of Cinema Club president Mrs.
William Fiske and with the cooperation of circuit ex-

ploitation heads a special booth will be erected with dis-

play boards of forthcoming outstanding pictures Sybil

Jason, who will appear currently at the RKO Palace, will make
a personal appearance at the Cinema Booth by special

arrangement with Nat Holt, the RKO Great Lakes division

manager
^

• • • ONE OF our more energetic and enterprising man-
agers in a Brooklyn theater must have got slightly balled up
on the title of a coming attraction "They Gave Him A
Gun" so he got busy and in advance distributed pack-
ages of gum

• • • IN THIS year's edition of the handsome Radio City
Music Hall Pictorial James Sileo proves himself a clever

candid camera craftsman as well as an expert news photog-
rapher he did the front cover as well as 59 other pictures

inside
T

• • • NOVELTY FASHION note the United Artists

ad and pub dep't has sent to 1500 newspapers an advance fash-

ion feature on "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" it is a
mat showing Mischa Auer modeling hats of all nations
the hats change, but Mischa's dead pan remains the same
swell gag, carrying a sure laugh. . . • Charles Pettijohn Jr.

paced the Junior Golf meet yesterday at Mount Hope on the
St. Andrew's Golf Course, finishing with a brilliant 70 to win
his second match of the day

Survey Time
. . . and some findings

(Continued from Page 1)

that in the U. S. Only 20.5 per cent

favored the single feature, while 79.5 per

cent declared for duals. Bernstein com-

ments, "This proportion is higher among
women than men and is nearly constant

throughout all age-groups with a slight in-

crease in preference for two features as

age increases."

For the advocate of single features,

there is this slight consolation. In 1934,

when the same question was asked, 84.5 per

cent favored duals, 15.5 per cent singles.

Then, too, there's the possibility that

Bernstein's "big" beclouded the issue.

Gottesman Building $75,000

Newsreel Theater in Miami

Miami, Fla. — Construction has
been started on the new $75,000

theater at 261 E. Flagler St. by
Alfred Gottesman, motion picture

house operator in Pennsylvania,

Connecticut and New Jersey. The
theater, to be named the Miami, will

have approximately 600 seats, air

conditioned and modern equipment.

It will be Florida's first theater spe-

cializing in newsreels, cartoons and
short subjects. Architects are John
Eberson of New York and John
Volk of Palm Beach.

Mid-West Sales Delegation

Hops Aboard Col. Special

Kansas City—Columbia Pictures'
special, which left New York at
midnight Wednesday, arrived here
yesterday, en route to Los Angeles,
where the company will hold its an-
nual sales convention at the Am-
bassador Hotel, starting Monday.
A stop of several hours was made,

to pick up the local staff, and branch
managers and their sales forces
from other points including, Minne-
apolis, Omaha, Des Moines, St.

Louis, Oklahoma City, Dallas, New
Orleans, Memphis, Atlanta, Char-
lotte and Winnipeg.

One more stop en route will be
made at La Junta, where the Den-
ver delegation will be taken aboard.
The train is scheduled to arrive in
Hollywood tomorrow morning and
will be met by a welcoming com-
mittee headed by President Harry
Cohn. Delegates from Salt Lake
City, Seattle, Portland, Ore., and
San Fx-ancisco, arrive by other
routes.

Although the convention does not
officially open until Monday there
will be a special meeting of Branch
Managers held tomorrow night.

Forrest E. Judd Weds
Des Moines—Forrest E. Judd,

Monogram exchange manager, is

being married today to Catherine
Louise Davidson.

Coming and Goin

ROBERT O'DONNELL is in New York from \

Dallas.

ERNEST EMERLING has gone to Dayton from
New York on his vacation.

EDWIN MILES FADMAN of Red Star Pic-
tures, who was scheduled to sail today on the
Rex, has deferred his departure until Wed-
nesday when he takes the Washington.

BOB WILBY, who arrives in New York Mon-
day from the Coast, sails in a few days for a
European vacation.

JOHN BALABAN has returned to Chicago
from New York.

RANDY SCOTT is due in New York next week
from the Coast.

CHRIS DUNPHY sails from New York to-
morrow for Europe, following his arrival from
Hollywood.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, President of Mono-
gram, is flying from the Coast. He will meet
EDWARD A. GOLDEN, the company's sales
manager at Kansas City today and be in New
York Monday. Golden will stop off at St.
Louis Monday and return to New York Wed-
nesday.

FRED LANGE sails from New York Wednes-
day on the Normandie returning to Paris.

GEORGES RIGAUD arrives in New York July
11 from Paris en route to the Coast to work
in Paramount pictures.

GRACE ANDERSEN has returned to New York
following a Panama trip.

GEORGE QUIGLEY has returned to New York
from Hollywood.

PHILIP MOELLER, Theater Guild director,
left New York yesterday on the Franconia on
a North Cape cruise.

JACK WHITING has booked passage on the
Aquitania for July 14 to appear in GB's new
Jessie Matthews picture.

DOUGLAS SHEARER and L. PETERSON of
M-G-M's studio are stopping at the Warwick.

FRANK HAWKS flies from New York tomor-
row for Hollywood to start work on a Colum-
bia serial.

ABE LYMAN, orchestra leader, sails from
New York today for California on the Vir-
ginia.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic's vice-presi-
dent in charge of foreign sales, left London
yesterday for New York aboard the Champlain,
following a business trip to several Continental
countries.

H. M. Walker Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

\

Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held here for H. M. Walker, 53,
former vice president of Hal Roach
studios and screen writer, who died
in Chicago, following a heart attack.
Surviving1

is his widow, Virginia
Grose, dancer.

JUNE 26

Virginia Brown Faire

Mitchell Lewis
Neal Burns

William Steiner, Jr.

JUNE 27

Alberta Vaughan
Robert Ellis

Ira H. Simmons
E. H. Calvert
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I^.AY 20TH-F0X ROXY

FRANCHISE HEARING

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge Francis G. Caffey, it was
learned.

A conference, however, is sched-

uled for Wednesday, at the offices of

20th Century-Fox. Terms of the

new indenture and the film fran-

chise will be discussed by all at-

torneys who participated in the

Roxy reorganization.
Milton H. Frankfurt, of the law

firm of Kadel, Van Kirk and Tren-
cher representing Roemer-Kenny Co.

and George Garrson, who claim to

be the brokers who interested 20th
Century-Fox Corporation in the

Roxy Theater, made application to

Judge Caffey to enter the proceed-
ing and request an allowance. The
court directed that Frankfurt make
these allegations in writing.

Judge Caffey set July 1 for the
next hearing at which it is expected
that the terms of the film franchise
will be presented and that the Con-
tinental Bank & Trust Co. will be
formally announced as trustee of
Roxy Theater under the new inden-
ture, by virtue of its being the low-
est bidder.

Bronchial Pneumonia Kills

Colin Clive in Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)

eral hours before death. He grew
weaker throughout the night and
died at 1:50 p.m., New York time,
without regaining consciousness.
The actor became ill while play-

ing on the New York stage but
staved off hospitalization until he re-
turned to Hollywood and completed
a movie role. He entered the hospi-
tal two weeks ago.

Dallas Interstate Suit

Goes to Trial Sept. 20

(Continued from Page 1)

mission prices of subsequent run
houses which follow them. Under
these terms, the circuit has required
that in instances where its first run
theaters charge 40 cents top, sub
run houses must charge not less

than 25 cents.
Approximately 140 features a

year out of Interstate's entire buy
are affected by the action.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
'<

The average German goes to the film

theater 4.4 times a year, the Italian

5.8 times, the Frenchman 8.3 times,

the Englishman 22 times, the American
29.1 times.

a'juuu "Msft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"THE same producer-director-writer
combination responsible for the

success of Paramount's "I Met Him
in Paris," will team up again on
that organization's "True Confes-
sions." They are Wesley Ruggles,
who will once more occupy both the
production and directorial berths,
and Claude Binyon as scenarist.

While Ruggles is vacationing in

New York, Binyon is busying him-
self with the dramatization of the
Louis Vernuil-Georges Berr novel.

Ruggles has already selected Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray as
his stars, and will begin tests for
the supporting roles immediately
upon his return from the East.

» T T
G. Carleton Brown and Emanuel

Manheim, authors of "Love on Pa-
role" which RKO is producing with
Miriam Hopkins in star role, have
broken some sort of Hollywood pre-
cedent by crashing the gates within
90 days after their arrival. Brown
and Manheim are former newspa-
permen from upstate New York.

r T T
Universal has signed Don Wilson,

announcer for the Jack Benny pro-
gram, for an important role in "Be-
hind the Mike," which Lou Brock
will produce and Sidney Salkow will
direct. This will be his first pic-
ture in which he will have a role
carrying him all through the pic-
ture.

T

News o' the day: 20th-Fox has
lifted the option on Lon Chaney, Jr.

. . . Jack Randall's next for Mono-
gram will be "Where the West Be-
gins," by Robert Emmett. . . . Helen
Meinardi will write the screen play
of "Highway to Romance" for RKO.
. . . Gordon and Revel have signed
new 20th-Fox pacts.

t

Story purchases: M-G-M — "The
Vanished Miniature," novel by Dr.
Erich Kastner; 20th-Fox—''Jo and
Josette," by Georg Fraser, German
playwright (for Simone Simon);
"I'd Give a Million," Italian play, by
G. Savattini, G. Mondaini; RKO —
"Bringing Up Baby," magazine
story, by Hagar Wilde; Monogram—"Boy of the Streets," by Rowland
Brown.

Levinson in Country-Wide

Swing to Set "Penitentes"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mike J. Levinson, dis-

tributor of "The Lash of the Peni-
tentes", will swing around the coun-
try to close deals with distributors
for the picture. He will be gone
from eight to ten weeks negotiating
for the distribution of this exploita-
tion film, after which he will return
to Hollywood.
One of the functions of this tour

will be to counteract any confusion
which may have arisen as a result
of prior distribution and negotia-
tions of the picture. Levinson re-

iterated the fact that he purchased
the world distribution rights from
International Cinema Inc., who had
foreclosed following its completion.
Levinson has both the Spanish and

English versions.

Nuisance Tax Extension

Bill Not Yet Signed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Although President

Roosevelt has left for a trip to Jef-
ferson Island without having signed
renewal of the nuisance tax measure,
the measure will have to be signed
on or before June 30, the time at
which the present tax expires.

Slocum Rites Monday
Funeral services will be held on

Monday afternoon at three o'clock
at All Souls Church, 18th St. and
Lexington Avenue, for Thomas W.
Slocum, 70, textile manufacturer
and merchant, who was at one time
a member of the board of directors
of Technicolor, Inc. He died Thurs-
day morning at the Neurological In-
stitute of New York from pneu-
monia.

Levy, McEvoy and Smith

Back With RKO Delegates

(Continued from Page 1)

included 75 delegates were Jules
Levy, General Sales Manager, E. L.
McEvoy, Eastern and Canadian
Sales Manager and Cresson E.
Smith, West-South Sales Manager.
The conventioneers were loaded

down heavily with baggage which
included many novelties presented
to them at receptions they attended
in Dallas, at the Pan-American Ex-
position; in Fort Worth, El Paso,
Tucson and on their visit to Juarez,
Mexico. In Hollywood they were
presented with special Mickey
Mouse souvenirs by Walt Disney,
whose product will be released
through RKO hereafter.

Kansas City Exchange Union

To Vote on Wage Card Today

Kansas City, Mo.—Upon receipt
yesterday of exchange workers
wage schedule just agreed upon by
eastern IATSE and film company
representatives, Felix Snow, organ-
izer of local 23, stated that the scale
was from $2 to $12.50 under de-
mands recently made by local work-
ers and was not acceptable.

Employees paid yesterday at the
new rate were instructed to accept
the wages pending a decision of the
union membership which will be
asked to vote on proposed scale at
a meeting called for this afternoon.

Snow has also scheduled meeting
for Monday with Elmer Rhoden and
managers of 13 Fox Midwest thea-
ters for discussion of wage and hour
demands submitted last week by ex-
hibitor employees of local 24.

MGM STARTS LONDON

PRODUCTION IN AUG.

Production of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer British-made films will be-
gin in August, when Louis B. May-
er will leave for London to super-
vise personally the first group of
four pictures to be made abroad.
The initial production will star

Robert Taylor in "A Yank at Ox-
ford," adapted from an original
story by John Monk Saunders.
Other films in this first group will
comprise "Finishing School," by
Tennyson Jesse, "And to Victoria,"
by Vaughan Wilkins, and "Good-Bye
Mr. Chips" by James Hilton.
Michael Balcon, noted figure in

the British film industry, will be in

charge of production at the London
Studios. For the past six months
he has been working, at the M-G-M
Studios in California, on prepara-
tions for the series of British-made
features. He will leave for London
next week.
Ben Goetz, currently in charge of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's London ac-
tivities, and Robert Ritchie, com-
pany official, are already in Eng-
land completing preliminary produc-
tion arrangements.
The purpose of Mr. Mayer's visit,

it was announced from the coast,

is to assure production of the same
quality and scope as that prevail-
ing at the Culver City Studios in

California.

RCA Sound for New Reade

and Moss Film Theaters

Arrangements have been com-
pleted for the installation of RCA
High Fidelity sound equipment in

the first three of the houses in

Walter Reade's new American Com-
munity Theaters circuit. They are
the Community Theaters at Toms
River and Morristown, N. J., and
at Saratoga.

B. S. Moss has contracted for the
installation of RCA High Fidelity
sound equipment in the new 700-
seat house that is being built at 49th
Street and Broadway, on the site of
the old Churchill restaurant.

Start Para. Union Drive

United Office and Professional
Workers of America, affiliated with
the C.I.O., has started unionizing of
Paramount office employees.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Luise Rainer is the latest player to

ride between sets on a bicycle.

—M-G-M.
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LEGISLATIVE PROBLEMS
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the Thomas Jefferson Hotel open-

ing tomorrow.
Approximately 250 theater own-

ers are expected to attend, from
virtually all sections of Alabama,
Tennessee, Georgia, Florida and
parts of South Carolina nad Missis-

sippi.

Business sessions will be held

Monday and Tuesday. A full pro-

gram, including sightseeing tours

and a golf tournament, has been ar-

ranged.
Ed Kuykendall, president, Motion

Picture Theater Owners of Amer-
ica, will be the honor guest, and de-

liver the major address entitled "As
Theater Owners, Where Are We
Headed?" Monday morning.

Other guests will include J. M.
Jones, Jr., president, Birmingham
City Commission; Cooper Green,
Birmingham postmaster; John Tem-
ple Graves II, columnist, Birming-
ham Age-Herald; O. C. Lam, Rome,
Ga., national representative of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America; Col. T. E. Orr, Albert-
ville, a past president of the organi-
zation; Col. Sam Borisky, Chatta-
nooga; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; R. E.
Martin, Columbus, Ga.; Tony Sude-
kum, Nashville; and R. M. Kennedy,
Birmingham district manager of

Wilby-Kincey Theaters.
M. C. Moore, Jacksonville, presi-

dent of the association, will be toast-

master.
Committees for the convention

are: invitation, Lam, Hugh
Manning, William Karrh; publicity,

Nat Williams, Tom Brandon, Mack
Jackson; golf, Riley Davis, Bill

Coury; business affairs, Col. Orr,
Col. Borisky, Martin, Louis
Bach; refreshments, Mrs. H. T.

Wood, Mrs. Violet Edwards, L. J.

Duncan; dance, Tommie Thompson,
Eddie Watson, Hal Macon.
Members of the Birmingham com-

mittee are N. H. Waters, Frank
Merritt, Paul Engler, Hamp Hamp-
ton.

Tomorrow afternoon the conven-
tion party will be taken on a sight-
seeing tour and participate in a buf-
fet supper at the Thomas Jefferson
Hotel.
Monday morning will be given to

reading reports and addresses by
Kuykendall and Orr. Another sight-
seeing tour will be held Monday af-

ternoon. Entertainment at Club Rex
is scheduled for Monday night.

Addresses, reports and election of
officers are slated for Tuesday morn-
ing. The annual banquet and dance
will follow Tuesday night.

GN Is Readying 15
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fifteen pictures are

in preparation for filming within the
next month at Grand National with
twice that number of writers work-
ing on the scripts so that the 1937-

38 production schedule of 65 fea-

tures can be realized.

NEWS of the DAY
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.—Remodeling

work is under way on the front of

the Door Theater here.

Oklahoma City — Paul Ketchum,
manager of Standard Theaters'
Plaza and Victoria reports that the
new Tower Theater will be ready
about July 15.

Chicago — Bismarck Hotel Co.,

which owns the building housing
RKO's Palace Theater, reports to its

stockholders that the theater rental

for the past year was $121,129.

Chicago—The P. and N. Theater

Corp. with offices at 4059 West
North Ave. has been organized by
B. Kappus, J. T. Mellinger and B.

Clark to operate film theaters.

Chicago—John Jones, Jr., heads a
new company which will take over
the Homewood Theater to be erect-

ed at Homewood, a North Side su-
burb.

San Diego, Calif. — "Mountain
Music," Paramount production star-

ring Bob Burns and Martha Raye
opened to the greatest gross at the
Fox Theater here of any picture on
record, management reports.

Keller Dorian Colorfilm

Going Full Speed—Quigley

(Continued from Page 1)

New York from the coast, Quigley
declared that no further experi-
mentation is necessary in connection
with the system.
"Our laboratories are capable of

turning out 100,000 feet per day, at
the present time," Quigley said.

Denial was made that Barclay's
Bank of Monte Carlo has been as-
sociated with financing of the proc-
ess and explanation made that the
institution has merely functioned
as an agent in escrow. Financing
has been handled by a group of
individuals, Quigley stated.

Quigley asserted that Nat Cha-
pereaux has had short-term options
on the process which expired last

Jan. 1.

"If profits are made, he will re-

ceive compensation, under an ar-

rangement," explained Quigley. In
connection with the Grand Nation-
al situation, he said that Keller-
Dorian, as previously reported, has
never agreed to put up financing for
the color pictures on the producer-
distributor's program.

SAG Cuts Junior Member
Initiation Fee in East

SMPE Model Film Theater

Analysis Ready by Fall

[Continued from Page 1)

in New York yesterday. Ben
Schlanger, architect, is chairman of

the sub-committee of the Projection
Practices Committee which is han-
dling the matter.

The SMPE has now available
test film versions made with ultra
violet recording. They are in 35
and 16 mm.

Exhibs. Now Assess Selves

Under Amended Conn. Law

Screen Actors' Guild, which has
just set up New York headquarters
with Mrs. Florence Marston in

charge, has slashed the initiation

fee for junior members playing in

Eastern studios. Instead of the $25
rate in effect on the West Coast, fee
here with be $10. If actors go to

the Coast, they will have to pay
the difference. Dues are $18 a year
for junior members on both coasts,

payable quarterly.
Senior members pay the $25 in-

itiation fee and dues on a sliding
scale of from $30 to $100, depending
on income. The first actor to apply
for senior membership in the East
was Mario Moreno, who plays in the
shorts for Warners and other local
studios.

Custer Garland Dies
Detroit—Custer Garland, owner of

the Garden Theater at Frankfort, is

dead.

New Haven, Conn.—Summing up
the agenda of the 1937 session of
the State Legislature, Edward G.
Levy, executive secretary of Con-
necticut MFTO, has reported on the
action of both houses on bills af-
fecting exhibitors.

Levy explained that under File
No. 537, the phraseology of the
General Statutes had been changed
with reference to assessment and
collection of the existing
amusement tax based on seating.
The exhibitor now assesses himself
the amount he owes and sends his
check with the return, eliminating

i
one step in the collection. Formerly
a return indicating the number of
days operated and the number of
seats in the theater was made out
and mailed to the Tax Commission-
er, who then sent the exhibitor a
bill.

Until the very closing of the Leg-
islature, Levy stated that there was
a possibility of the 10 per cent
amusements admission tax passing,
since it was estimated it would pro-
vide exactly the amount which was
needed to balance the budget passed
by the Appropriations Committee,
and the Governor was in favor of
the levy.

Several differently-styled two-
men-in-a-booth bills were passed by
the Senate but rejected in the
House. Vaudeville and theatrical
presentations on Sunday were ap-
proved with local option, and the
legal Sunday closing hour was
changed from 10:30 to 11:30. Anti-
marathon, dog racing, and measures
legalizing Bingo failed of action.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Frey 44-

hour week bill for Pennsylvania
workers with the exception of agri-

cultural and domestic workers and
executives over 21 years old earn-
ing $25 a week or more, which was
passed by the 132nd General As-
sembly still awaits Governor Earle's
signature.
The bill establishes a 44-hour, f>y2 -

day work week and eight hour days
for men, women and children, but
the Department of Labor and In-
dustry is empowered to relax the
strict provisions where the limita-
tion "imposes an unnecessary hard-
ship and violates the intent and pur-
pose of the act."
The measure also bans consecutive

employment of more than five hours
without a lunch period and requires
employers to post detailed working
schedules on forms provided by the
state. A penalty of not less than
$25 nor more than $200 or a maxi-
mum imprisonment of not more than
sixty days for non-payment of the
fine is provided. The act, if signed,
becomes effective on Dec. 1.

20th-Fox Wins Decision

In "Chicago" Title Row

(Continued from Page 1)

cision rendered by the Hays associa-
tion title registi-ation committee.
Protest instituted by Columbia
against Warner Bros, on the grounds
the latter company's title, "Subma-
rine Dl" infringes upon its old title,

"Submarine," has been upheld.

Loew-Metropolitan Books
20 "U" Pixfor 1937-38

(Continued from Page 1)

20 of the 40 features to be released
in 1937-38 by Universal. Loew-
Metropolitan comprises 64 theaters
in and about greater New York.
The contract was negotiated be-

tween Charles Moskowitz and Eu-
gene Picker for Loew and James R.
Grainger and Leo Abrams for Uni-
versal.

SICK REPORT

PENN. 44-HOUR BILLv

STILL TO BE SIGNED

Detroit—Sick list here includes
Howard Craven, head of Exhibitors'
Service, injured in an auto accident,
and Al Boodman, Grand National
shipper, who was operated on for
appendicitis.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nelson Eddy suffered

only bruises in an auto collision.

k ^West Coast Bureau of THE FILM £>.%,
Hollywood—Joan Blondell, screen

actress, is reported resting com-
fortably in Cedars of Lebanon Hos-
pital here following a minor opera-
tion. She has been suffering with
neuritis. Her physician states she
will be in bed for a week.
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Major Firms' 16 mm. Field Survey Off Until Next Fall

MPTOA TfOPPOSE PROPOSED FILM CARRIER RULES

Prices Paid for Plays Screen Rights Set New Record
$225,000 was Top Price,

Invested by RKO in

"Room Service"
Prices paid by major film com-

panies for screen rights to Broad-
way plays during the season which
has just closed were the highest in
history, a checkup of the situation
disclosed yesterday. Top figure was
$225,000 which represented RKO's
purchase of "Room Service," the
George Abbott show.

Stiff competitive bidding, coupled
with the fact that picture outfits

( Continued on Page 5)

LANGE WILL CONFER

ON FRENCH PROGRAM

Production plans for Paramount's
Joinville, Prance, studio, where
French productions are turned out,
will be determined following return
of Fred Lange, foreign department
executive, to Paris. Lange, who
sails from New York Wednesday on
the Normandie, will confer with

(Continued on Page 5)

Film Writers' Bargaining

Agency Meet Slated Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Producer representa-

tives and execs, of the Screen
Writers' Guild and Screen Play-
wrights, Inc., will huddle with D.
R. Towne Nylander of the Regional
Labor Relations Board here today
for the purpose of determining
which of Lhe two latter groups shall
be designated as the film writers"
bargaining agency. Guild has filed

a,«tfition. In some writer quart-
e.'fiiJ referendum is favored.

Rock Forms Company
London (By Cable)—Joe Rock, for-

mer coast producer, has formed Rock
Studios, Ltd., a public concern, capi-
talized at $750,000. Directors are: J.

H. lies, Joe Rock, Henry F. D. lies and
Howard L. Goldby.

Wanger Talks London Production with Cochrane
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Walter Wanger is conferring with Charles B. Cochrane, noted British
producer, on plans under which the latter will produce for him in London, as a con-
tribution to his United Artists releases. Deal under discussion is for one year and
seems likely to be closed. Cochrane will remain here one week before returning to
London and Wanger plans a trip there next month. Arrangement is understood to
provide for an exchange of players.

SMPE TO NOMINATE

AT JULY 9 MEETING

Nominations for new officers of
the SMPE will be made at a meet-
ing of its board of directors on July
9 at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York. Voting will be handled
through the mails and the results
announced at the Fall convention of

(Continued on Page 19)

COL. SALES EXECS

GET LARGER SCOPE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Coincidental with

opening of Columbia's national sales
convention today at the Hotel Am-
bassador, announcement is made
of assignment of further super-
visory duties to Carl Shalit, Central

(Continued on Page 20)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Zukor Contract Okayed—Quota Proposals Protested

By GEORGE H. MORRIS ^= =
DOMESTIC
That summer season earnings of

film companies are maintaining a
higher level than a year ago, al-

though naturally below those of the
preceding three months, was re-
vealed by a checkup early in the
week. Loew's is expected to earn
approximately $2 a share in its

third period, covering the 12-weeks'
{.continued on Page 19)

FOREIGN
Return to London of Alexander

Korda was occasion for his an-
nouncement that London Films ex-
pects to obtain approximately $5,-
000,000 in revenue through distribu-
tion of its product in the U. S.
through United Artists. Discussing
the arrangement under which he
and Samuel Goldwyn have an option

Checkup of 16mm. Field Possibilities

Deferred by Distribs Until Autumn
Earnings Upturn Reflects

American Seating Co. Biz

Grand Rapids, Mich. — American
Seating Co.'s unfilled orders, new
business and shipments are reported
running ahead of last year by a good
margin. The company reports earn-

\ Continued on Page 5

)

Survey sponsored by the Hays
organization to determine the ad-
visability of major producing-dis-
tributing companies entering the
educational films field will be de-
layed until early Fall, according
to a spokesman for the committee
in charge Saturday. Plan will re-
main dormant owing to the fact

(Continued on Page 5)

Edward G. Levy to Bring Pro-

test to ICC at Wash-
ington Today

Opposition to the proposed new
regulations of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, concerning rates
and charges of motor film carriers,

will be registered by the M.P.T.O.A.
when its general counsel, Edward
G. Levy of New Haven, appears be-
fore the commission today at Wash-
ington. He will object to the plan
to require, under penalties, the
payment of carrying charges on film

shipments within five days after de-
livery.

Representing 5,800 theaters affi-

(Continued on Page 19)

IS

IROUIT

HOUSES

Interstate Circuit, whose opera-
tions are centered in Texas, are
building two more houses and re-

modelling two others, stated Bob
O'Donnell in New York yesterday.
A 1,500-seater is being erected in

Houston, with opening set for early
January, and at South Austin, a

(Continued on Page 19)

1TOA Reported Considering

$50,000 Bank Night Plan

By way of retaliation against re-

adoption of giveaways and games
by the major circuits, the ITOA is

understood contemplating a $50,000

"Bank Night" involving houses
operated by its members in the New
York metropolitan territory. Some
exhibitors in the Harry Brandt as-

sociation are also mulling over the

idea of putting in vaudeville.

Schaefer to o-o Three
George J. Schaefer, United Artists

general manager, will take a look-see at

three completed productions during his

current coast visit. They are: "Stella

Dallas," "Dead End" and "Vogues of

1938."
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2% 2% 2%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 11 10}4 103^— 3,4

East. Kodak 1723/4 172l/4 172 1/4 — 1/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 77 7614 763/8 — %
do pfd
Paramount 1814 173/4 173/4 — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. I6I/4 I6I/4 16 1/4 — 1 Vs
Pathe Film 614 63/8 614 + Vs
RKO 734 7i/

2
7i/

2 — i/
2

20th Cent.-Fox .... 33 1/4 33 33 — 1/4

20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12V4 1214 1214
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww 983/4 98>/2 98 '/2 — 14
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55... 88 14 88 Vi 8814— 14
RKO 6s41 107 10614 107 + 14
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2 2 2
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 285/8 28 28 1/4 — %
Trans-Lux 414 414 4Vs
Universal Picts

Northampton House Dark
Northampton, Mass.—The Plaza

Theater has closed for repairs, it is

announced by Manager Ernest Gold-
stein. It is planned to redecorate
the theater during the summer and
reopen in the fall.

"How to Undress" Booked
Providence, R. I.—E. F. Fay has

booked E. K. Nadel's stage turn,

"How to Undress in Front of Your
Husband" for Fays Theater the

week of July 9.

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Forever Yours (Grand National)—4th week 55th St. Playhouse
Damaged Lives (Welden)—3rd week Central

A Day at the Races (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol

Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Rivoli

The Last Train from Madrid |Paramount)—2nd week Criterion

Ever Since Eve (WB-Cosmopolitan) Music Hall

Mountain Music ( Paramount Fictures) Paramount
Slim (First National) Strand

Riding on Air (RKO Radio Pictures) Roxy

A Fight to the Finish (Columbia Pictures) Rialto

You Can't Beat Love (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

Call It a Day (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—8th week Astor

The Road Back (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
The Three Lovers (Nuovo Mondo)—2nd week B'way Cine Roma
The Thirteenth (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Tales of the Vienna Woods (Viennese film)—2nd week Belmont
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer)—2nd week World
L'Ordonnance (Franco-American) (a) Cinema de Paris

Beethoven Concerto (Amkino) (a-b) Cinema de Paris

FUTURE OPENINGS
The Singing Marine (Warner Bros.)—June 30 Strand

The Emperor's Candlesticks (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

King Solomon's Mines (Gaumont British)—July 2 Roxy
King of Gamblers (Paramount Pictures)—July 2 Criterion

Easy Living (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
Juggernaut (Grand National) (c) Central

Heart's Desire (Gaumont British) (c) 55th St. Playhouse
Springtime in Vienna (Viennese film) Belmont

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

$2,000,000 Damage Suit

Filed in Wheeling Row

Wheeling, W. Va. — That the
forced sale of the local Capitol
theater, and the resultant loss to
stockholders was the result of a
conspiracy, is charged in a $2,000,-
000 damage action filed in common
pleas court against Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., Cleveland, O., and
Nickitas D. Dipson, Batavia, N. Y.
The petitioners are John K. Papu-

lias, Steve G. Manas, Frank D. Sin-
clair and Geo. F. Gourley, of Steu-
benville and other former stockhold-
ers of the Capitol Theater Company.

Two New Gary Corps.

Gary, Ind.—George Cohan, C. N.
Fillpiak and N. N. Bernstein have
organized the United Theater Own-
ers of Indiana, with offices at 504
Broadway. Peter D. Loupas, Pet-
ter M. Kalleres and C. L. Pannos
have organized the Garyane Amuse-
ment Corp., with offices at 790
Broadway, to operate film theaters.

UDT Gets Esquire

Detroit — The Esquire Theater,
east side house now under con-
struction, will be leased under an
operating agreement by United De-
troit Theaters.

See Wis. Bills Dead
Milwaukee—Indications are thea-

ter bills will die in Hopper as legis-
lature votes July 2, sine die ad-
journment.

Pix Set for Roxy
"King Solomon's Mines" will have

its first showing anywhere in the
United States at the Roxy starting
Friday.

Monogram Sets Five Pix

for Release During July

Monogram has five features com-
pleted and set for July release, ac-
cording to an announcement by W.
Ray Johnston, president.

"The Hoosier Schoolboy", star-

ring Mickey Rooney, directed by
William Nigh is slated for July 7

release. "Blazing Barriers", with
Frank "Junior" Coghlan, Edward
Arnold Jr., and Florine McKinney
is set for July 14. "Riders of the
Dawn", initial Jack Handall mus-
ical western will be released July
14. "Paradise Isle", with Movita
and Warren Hull is scheduled for
July 21. Final release of July is

"Legion of Missing Men" with
Ralph Forbes, set for the 20th.
"The Thirteenth Man", with Wel-

don Heyburn and Inez Courtney, is

to be released June 30th.

Get Monogram Posts
Monogram announces appoint-

ment of A. K. Shepherd as sales
representative and Miss Evelyn
Mersener as booker in their Salt
Lake City Exchange. Shepherd was
formerly associated with Paramount
and RKO.

Bing at Boston Theater
Boston—Herman Bing opened at

the Metropolitan for a week starting
today. A press reception was given
him at the Hotel Bradford in Bos-
ton.

"Tsar to Lenin" Stays
"Tsar to Lenin" released by

Lenauer International Films Inc.,

will be held over for a fourth week
at the World Theater, commencing
today.

Coming and Going

BARNEY BALABAN leaves New York tonight
for a trip to Hollywood.

FENN KIMBALL, who is in New York,
leaves in one week on his- return to Holly-
wood.

BOB O'DONNELL leaves New York returning
to Dallas.

ARTHUR PRATCHETT arrives in New York
today from Havana.

BERNARD SOBEL sails from New York Wed-
nesday for Europe.

HAL B. WALLIS returns to New York today
on the Paris from abroad.

BILLY WILKERSON is due in New York to-
day from Europe.

A. B. TYRRELL, who has been Australian
managing director for RCA Photophone, has
arrived at Camden, N. J.

LEON LEONIDOFF returns to New York today
on the Paris from abroad.

HENRY BLANKE is scheduled to arrive in
New York today from Europe.

EDWIN H. (BUDDY) MORRIS arrives in New
York today from the Coast.

PAUL CAVANAGH returns to New York to-
day from a European trip.

BOBBY CLARK leaves New York today for
Hollywood.

CHARLES B. COCHRANE arrived at the Coast
yesterday from New York.

JOSEPH J. REIN, assistant to Morris Good-
man, vice-president in charge of foreign sales
for Republic, left New York Saturday by plane
for South America.

MORRIS GOODMAN is en route to New York
on the Champlain.

New Exchange Building
Theodore Butz of Jerrems Co. is

|

building a Film Exchange building
at 1301 S. Wabash Ave. and has
leased exchange quarters to United
Artists, Columbia and Universal. A.
M. Brown is handling the details of
the leasing of quarters in the new
structure to the film trade. The
moving of the three exchanges will
concentrate leading Chicago ex-
changes in that district.

Wind Unroofs Theater
Detroit—Roof of the Merryland,

Mich., Theater, was blown off in
the severest windstorm Michigan

I

has seen this season.

JUNE 23

Lois Wilson
Polly Moran

Laura D. Wilck
Louis King

Fred W. Futter
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(Continued from Page 1)

Henri Klarsfeld, general distribu-

tion manager, in the French cap-
ital.

Paramount recently extended its

occupation of the Joinville plant
through a new six-year lease.

Prices Paid for Plays'

Screen Rights Sets Record

are

(Continued fiom Page 1)

no longer financing plays,

caused the terrific increase.

Price of approximately $300,000
which Paramount paid for film

rights to "Abie's Irish Rose" sev-
eral years ago is still the highest
one on record. This deal included
a percentage arrangement as well
as cash.

Next to RKO's buy of "Room Ser-
vice" stands Columbia's purchase of

"You Can't Take It With You," in-

volving $200,000. A total of 18

shows produced on Broadway dur-
ing the past season were acquired
for Hollywood filming.

Summer Operation Sets

Record in New England

Boston—More theaters through-
out New England will be in opera-

tion this summer than ever before.

M. & P. Theaters have opened be-

tween 10 and 12 houses which have
been dark for past summers.

E. M. Loew's circuit has also

opened several houses, dark for

some time.
Resorts generally will entertain

with films this year in their summer
theaters despite the increasing num-
ber of summer dramatic houses that
have sprouted throughout New Eng-
land.

Would Allow Sunday Vaude
New Haven, Conn.—Sunday the-

atricals and vaudeville would be per-
mitted from 2 to 11 P. M. under the
terms of a proposed city ordinance
which has been referred to the Com-
mittee on Ordinances of the Board
of Aldermen for public hearing
Monday at 8 P. M. in the City Hall.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

A gentleman shaves every day, so

,_lyde Elliott bought six cases of shav-

Wfihg cream to add to the equipment that

> will take to the Malay jungle to

produce "Booloo," the adventure-an-

imal picture which will require six

months to film.—PARAMOUNT.

m

DAILY

• • • ONE OF the most ambitious undertakings ever

attempted by a Variety Club the charity boxing show
of the Variety Club of Washington Tent No. 11 in co-

operation with the Washington Post to be held at Grif-

fith Stadium on Tuesday eve, July 20 incidentally, this

will be the biggest boxing event the Capital ever has seen

• • • THE MAIN card at the bouts will be Freddie

Steele, world's middleweight champ, meeting Charles Hobo Wil-

liams, the famous Alexandria Assassin it is the first

time that the champ has ever come east for a bout the

bouts will be supplemented by some colorful showmanship
events interspersed and the local Variety tent is plan-

ning to bring showmen in for this event from all the sur-

rounding territories

• • • THE COMMITTEES to handle the affair are head-

ed by Rudolph Berger, local manager of M-G-M on the

publicity committee are Ray Bell of Loew's, Arthur DeTitta of

Fox Movietonews, and the sports editors of the Washington
newspapers programs will be handled by Hardie Meakin,
manager of RKO Keith's the ticket committee consists

of such well known showmen as Sam Galanty, Joseph P. Mor-
gan, A. E. Lichtman, Sidney Lust, Edmund Plohm, Charles

Schulman and Harry Lohmeyer for theater contacts they

have appointed theater managers Gene Ford, Jimmy Lake, Har-
ry Lohmeyer, Hardie Meakin the committee on lining

up prominent people consists of Carter Barron, Julian Bry-
lawski and Arthur DeTitta so make your reservations,

fellers you will meet a bunch of old pals at the Variety

shindig from all the Eastern territories

• • • MORE THAN 300 folk from Film Row crowded
the offices of California Theaters Association in San Fran-
cisco last week to help Aaron Goldberg celebrate his

25th year in the industry Goldberg broke into pictures

way back in 1912 he operates six downtown subsequent-

run houses the company's offices were cleverly decorated

by executive secretary Hulda McGinn to simulate an oldtime

nickelodeon

• • • THE CONTEST for exploitation campaigns by
United Artists exploiters on "A Star Is Born" resulted as fol-

lows Richard Harrity received first prize for his cam-
paign at Loew's in Rochester Charles Baron was second
at Shea's in Buffalo Art Catlin copped third prize for

the work in the Chicago district the judges were Andy
Smith, Monroe Greenthal, Charles Leonard, Lowell Calvert

• • • CELEBRATING his 20th anniversary in the film

biz H. T. McBride, owner of the Granada in Spokane,
Washington recalls starting as a pressagey in Holly-

wood with his first client Rudy Valentino then an ob-

scure dancer whom he helped to put across he also

press-agented Bebe Daniels before coming to Spokane almost a

decade ago to exploit "Show Boat" at Grombacher's Liberty.

• • • THE CURRENT show at the Music Hall features
an elaborate festival of music and the dance devised by
Florence Rogge and similar giant musical festivals will

be staged for the next three weeks

MAJOR FIRMS 16 MM.

SURVEY OFF UNTIL FALL

(Continued from Page 1)

that various important executives

who must be contacted in the in-

vestigation are out of town and will

be engaged with conventions and
sales activities for some weeks to

come.
Committee handling the matter

consists of Harry M. Warner, Stan-

ton Griffis and E. W. Hammons.

Earnings Upturn Reflects

American Seating Co. Biz.

(Continued from Page 1)

ings of 46 cents per share the first

quarter of 1937 against one cent for

the first quarter of 1936.

Biz upturn is further strikingly

emphasized by the fact that net

earnings for the first quarter of

1936 were only $2,920, and that for

the first quarter of 1935, the com-

pany reported a loss of $46,283.

Ancillary Receivership

Termination to be Asked

Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton
yesterday authorized Milton C.

Weisman as receiver of Fox Film

Corp. to attempt to terminate an
ancillary receivership, now pending

in Philadelphia. Herbert R. Berk,

an attorney associated with Weis-

man, filed a report on June 2 that

the second mortgage property owned
by the Fox Film Corp. in Philadel-

phia, amounting to $4,000,000 and
subject to a first mortgage of $1,-

800,000, was valueless, therefore the

expenses incurred by the ancillary

receivers, William E. Atkinson and
R. Sturgis Ingersoll, were unneces-

sary. The property has been in de-

fault since 1932.

New Haven Scale Drafted

New Haven, Conn.—Theatrical

Employes unit 42 B, recently or-

ganized here under IATSE has in-

creased its membership to 104 in the

past week. A wage scale is being

drawn up and will be submitted to

members at a midnight meeting on

June 29. Local IATSE officials are

now working in Bridgeport, where
an attempt is being made to organ-

ize along the same lines.

« « « » » »

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Check heating system: It may need

repairs; the summer is the time to do

this.
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By RALPH WILK
"VVTHEN foreign audiences awaken

to the fact that propaganda
can no longer be crammed down
the throats of the general public in

the guise of entertainment, then,

and only then, will they be able

to successfully bid for a share of

the world film market now con-
trolled by Hollywood, according to

Mark Sandrich, RKO-Radio direc-

tor now in Europe, where he has
just completed a survey of picture
making in England, Germany,
France and Italy.

"When they learn what Holly-
wood has so long known, that the
story's the most important element
in the making of hit pictures,"
Sandrich writes, "they will be get-
ting somewhere."AAA

Robert Benchley will have Roy
Roland as director of a sequel to
his classic joust with Morpheus,
"How to Sleep " The new short fea-
ture will be called "How to Wake
Up." Other short subject news
from the M-G-M studios includes
announcement that Pete Smith's
short subject, "Radium," will go in
production next week, Jacques Tour-
neur directing. Still another item
is the signing of Valerie Shepard,
five-year-old Los Angeles girl, to
play the single flesh-and-blood char-
acter in a new series of Harman-
Ising cartoons.

The cast to date of M-G-M's "The
Ugly Duckling," an original story
by Florence Ryerson and Edgar Al-
lan Woolf, includes Allan Jones,
Judy Garland, Billie Burke, Frank
Morgan and Hope Manning. Edwin
L. Marin is director and Harry Rapf
producer.
Announced in support of Spencer

Tracy and Luise Rainer in "The Big
City," another film soon to go be-
fore the cameras at Culver City, are
William Demarest, Oscar O'Shea,
Russell Hopton, Charley Grapewin,
Irving Bacon, Guinn Williams, Regis
Toomey, Edgar Dearing and Janet
Beecher. Frank Borzage will direct
"The Big City" and Norman Kras-
na, who wrote the original story on
which the picture is based, is the
producer.

T T »

Trem Carr has purchased "May-
hem in the A. M." an original mys-
tery yarn by George Waggner. Pro-
ducer acquires the story with the
idea of making a special feature for
next season's release.

T T T
With the screening of "Brother

Rat" by Warners, George Abbott
and Philip Dunning will once more

'Rah, 'Rah, 'Rah, Syracuse! !

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Miriam Hopkins, who is

to star in RKO's "Love on Parole" au-
thored by Emanuel Manheim and G.
Carleton Brown, attended Syracuse Uni-
versity, same alma mater of the writers.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting 'Personalities: No. 94 • • •

HANS DREIER. Head of Paramount art department. Native of Bremen,

Germany, and graduate of the University of Munich. Started at Ufa studios

in Germany, following short architectural ca-

reer. Came to United States in 1923. Did

"Forbidden Paradise" for Ernst Lubitsch, in

New York, then went to Hollywood. Was made

art director at Paramount in February, 1932,

after eight years' unit work on such pictures

as "Morocco," "Dishonored," "The Love Parade"

and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Is a graduate

of University of Bremen. Was supervising archi-

tect for German West Africa three years. Eyes,

blue. Hair, blond. Stands 5, 11.

become co-workers. Warner Broth-
ers bought the film rights for a re-

ported $150,000,—their sixth play
"buy" of the late Broadway season
-—and it will be one of the pix in-

cluded in the deal whereby Mr. Ab-
bott heads his own producing unit
within the Warner Company.

T T »

James Flavin, Patrick J. Kelly,
John Rutherford and William
O'Brien have been added to the cast
of "Fit for a King," David L. Loew
production starring Joe E. Brown
Production started today under the
direction of Edward Sedgwick with
Paul Vogel cameraman.

Y T Y

Starting date of the next Conrad
Nagel and Eleanor Hunt starring

vehicle for Condor-Grand National
has been moved up to June 25. Louis
Gasnier directs the film, which is

titled, "Government Agent."
T T T

"Radium" will be made at the
M-G-M lot with a reproduction of

the Cure laboratory, now being
built. No visitors will be allowed
on the set.

Y Y Y

Clarence Brown, currently direct-

ing Greta Garbo in M-G-M's "Ma-
dame Walewska," is sending four
Arabian mounts, schooled on his
Calabasas ranch, east next month to
compete in the fashionable Long Is-

land horse show, after which they
will be entered in the Boston and
Philadelphia exhibits.

"Theodora" Injunction

Hearing in N. 0. Monday

New Orleans—Hearing on United
Theaters' petition for a preliminary
injunction against Columbia to re-
strain the distributing company
from delivering "Theodora Goes
Wild" to any but United Theaters
here for the first subsequent run,
is expected Monday. Meanwhile,
United is protected by extension of
the temporary injunction prevent-
ing Columbia from delivering the
film. This is the first of a series
of suits filed by United, Saenger
Theaters Corp., and Affiliated The-
aters, Inc., involving "Theodora,"
"When I'm in Love" and "Lost Hori-

Eddie Rostermund to Wed
Omaha—The Little Brown Church

of the Vale at Nashua, la., scene of
many film row weddings, gets an-
other. Eddie Rostermund, United
Artists salesman, will be married
to Alice M. Fuhlrodt of Omaha
there.

Steffes Suing Columbia

for Delivery of "Horizon"

Detroit—Suit has been filed by
W. A. Steffes, operator of the De
Luxe Theater, against Columbia
Pictures, for delivery of "Lost Hori-
zon", which just finished a roadshow
at the Cass Theater, for his house,
which usually ranks as a third or
later run. It is alleged that this
film was included in the contract for
this season's product.

"Polygamy" Stays a Fifth

Detroit—Al Dezel, head of Dezel
Roadshow Attractions, is staying in
town for "Polygamy," which stays
a fifth week at the Downtown
Theater. Dezel's units are still on
the road with this film in Iowa and
Nebraska towns.

Koerner Back From Coast
Boston — Charles Koerner, divi-

sional manager for RKO in New
England has returned to Boston
with Mrs. Koerner from a six weeks'
trip to the West Coast.

5 "Unknowns" In "Sawyer"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In addition to Tommy

Kelly, the East Bronx newcomer who
will play the title role, in "The Ad-
ventures of Tom Sawyer" will feature

four other unknown youngsters discov- .

ered during a nationwide talent hunt^ ,)

They are: Ted Limes, who will plam^-'

Huckleberry Finn; Bryon Armstrong, who^f
will portray Billy Fisher; A. W. Sweatt,

who will impersonate Joe Harper; and
James Swisher, cast as Alfred Temple.

Joseph I. Breen of the Hays or-
ganization is now a Commander of
The Hungarian Order of Merit. Dec-
oration comes as a result of his cul-
tural services.

T T

Casting assignments: Wanger —
Alan Marshall, "Summer Light-
ning"; M-G-M—Reginald Gardiner,
"The Ugly Duckling"; RKO — Ida
Lupino, Erik Rhodes, Gordon Jones,
"Fight for Your Lady"; Franklin
Pangborn, Margaret Dumont, Ann
Shoemaker, "Life of the Party";
Barbara Barondess, Johnny Arthur,
Dorothy Appleby, Charles Rich-
mond, Ed Keene, "Make a Wish";
Alan Mowbray, "Music for Ma-
dame" ; Warners—Beverly Roberts,
Allyn Joslyn, "They Won't Forget";
20th-Fox — George Guhl, Jack
Dougherty, Harry Strang, Norman
Ainsley, "Charlie Chan on Broad-
way."

T T

"Love Without Reason" from an
original by E. J. Rath, author of

"Nervous Wreck" and other novels,

will follow "Road Show" on the
Roach production schedule. Norman
Z. McLeod, who recently completed
"Topper," has been assigned as di-

rector.

Y Y Y

Bobby Clark leaves for the Coast
today to appear in the forthcoming
Samuel Goldwyn musical, "The Gold-
wyn Follies," which is to be photo-
graphed in Technicolor. Clark,
whose merry antics were last seen
in the "Ziegfeld Follies" on the New
York stage, will play the leading
comedy role in the production which
Archie Mayo will direct.

The final barrier against the in-

vasion of the Santa Barbara mil-

lionaire colony by the makers of

motion pictures will be removed to-

day when Director Richard Thorpe
leads his M-G-M troupe to the elab-

orate winter estate of C. A. Noble,

Milwaukee banker and manufactur-
ing tycoon, to film scenes for

"Double Wedding," in which Myrna
Loy and William Powell are the co-

stars.

T T T

Alan Marshall has been awarded
a prominent role in Walter Wan-
ger's "Summer Lightning," in which
Joan Bennett and Henry Fonda will

receive top-billing. The actor was
borrowed from David O. Selznick to

whom he is under contract.
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READY WITH
the finesl list of star

names ever assembled

for a season's program...

READY WITH
outstanding stage and

story properties . .

.

READY WITH
Producers and Directors

•whose proven achieve-

ments guarantee sound

showmanship and qual-

ify J
Lai# ily production . .

.

READY WITH
an inspired studio or-

ganization powered by

strong leadership . .

.

The mounting sweep of

increased and increasing

theatre receipts has revi-

talized this business, and

every company is going

to make more big pic-

tures, because there is a

box-office market for

them . .

.

RKO RADIO will make

an outstanding number

of these big attractions...

In the following few

pages is abundant proof

that we have the star

power, the creative

brains, and the re-

sources to do it . .

.

Yes. . . RKO RADIO
is ready with every-

thing it takes to make
the hit list of 1937-38!



MITZI GREEN
. . . new magic name on

Broadway after dark ! . .

.

all her starring life has

been one long rehearsal

for—

"LOVE BELOW

FREEZING
The runaway star of Babes

in Arms," current Broadway

pages the amazing array of

composer names you find

signed for RKO Radio's mu-

sicals . . . Among them you'll

find most of the hit-song

writers of the day— names

like Irving Berlin — Lew

musical success . . . the stun-

inghitat the"Versailles,"New
York's top-flight night spot,

will appear in this Pandro S.

Berman Production with

music and lyrics by Lew

Brown and Ray Henderson,

writers of hit shows!

RKO Radio's first release of the new season

brings together the greatest comedy cast ever

assembled for one picture!

THE LIFE OF THE

MIRIAM
HOPKINS
will be supported by a male

star of renown in the picture

she is to make for RKO Radio

this year . . . Recent starring

successes have prepared the

bewitching blonde star for the

triumph the world expects!

¥

!

f\

%2 v/-

>

* *\ KK A * . . The "Laugh Trust" corner-

W*4ng the gag market for one of the biggest fun

mg- shows on record!...What a list of names!...Their

~ radio listeners number millions,- their screen

followers even more millions! ... Swell music

and lyrics by Herb Magidson and Allie Wrubel
. . . Directed by William

A. Seiler . . . Pro-

duced by Ed-
ward S. Kaufman

George Gershwin Ira Gershwin

Brown and Ray Henderson

— Rudolf Friml, Gus Kahn —

George and Ira Gershwin —

Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields

— Herb Magidson and Allie

with

JOE PENNER
PARKYAKARKUS
VICTOR MOORE
GENE RAYMO

I HARRIET HILLIARD

HELEN BRODERICK
ERIC BLORE

Jerome Kern Dorothy Fields

Wrubel— Harry Tierney and

Joseph McCarthy — truly

enough great talent to write

ALL of the screen's best %y^

musicals for any season

!



FRED
ASTAIRE
will be starred in

one Pandro S.

Berman production

in addition lo his

appearance with

Ginger Rogers.

The cavern-mouthed

king of comedy . . . ihe

screen's great uproar star

. . . will be seen in

"FIT FOR
A KING"

jffj Be ready for Joe's "grand

opening" in his biggest

I laugh show. Directed by

Edward Sedgwick...

Produced byDAVID L.LOEW

&SW5 -
-.

The brightest sign on Broadway this season says, Having Won-
derful Time" . . . and they're still selling standing room . . . Arthur

Kober's hilarious summer -resort romance will be produced by

Pandro S. Berman . . . and what fun he'll have making it!

r« ^4

^J£
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STAGE DOOR
Co-siamng

ma&&. tmeAA.

From the present-season stage sensation
by EDNA FERBER and GEORGE S. KAUFMAN

Cast includes ADOLPHE MENJOU and GAIL PATRICK

With a combination of box-office names that will

make it one of the dazzling highlights of the 1937-38

season, Stage Door will come to the screen in the

wake of a nation-wide publicity buildup gained

through a season-long Broadway run and early Fall

road lour . . . Stars, authors, director, producer, and
a supporting cast that will be star-strewn with names
to crowd every marquee sign I . . . What a show!
Directed by Gregory La Cava . . . Produced by Pandro S. Berman

SKY-WIDE
ADVERTISING

FOR YOUR
SCREEN...
is found in the outstand-

ing radio personalities

RKO Radio numbers
among its star attrac-

tions ... In our pictures

you will find many of

the biggest names on
the air . . . Their vast

and increasing popular-

ity is reflected in bigger

picture grosses . . .

Among the radio names
in pictures scheduled for

this year are such stars

as FRED ASTAIRE-
MILTON BERLE-
BOBBY BREEN-HELEN
BRODERICK-BOB
BURNS (Courtesy Para-

mount Pictures)—MITZI
GREEN- HARRIET
HILLIARD- NINO
MARTINI-VICTOR
MOORE-JACK OAKIE
-PARKYAKARKUS
JOE PENNER and LILY

PONS. a

BARBARA
STANWYCK

/

The charm and appeal

and emotional intensity

that are Barbara Stan-

wyck, and Barbara Stan-

wyck alone, will reach

the screen this year in

two important produc-

tions ... In each she will

be supported by a top-

ranking male star.



KATHARINE

HEPBURN
STAR OF DESTINY
The whole world knows that her Gift

of Genius was born for even greater

things than "Morning Glory" and

"Little Women." ... She will appear

in one production in addition to

"Stage Door".

IRENE

NAMES
are the biggest box-

office news there is

in this industry . •

and this year RKO
Radio is richer in

names than ever be-

fore . . . among the

glittering names in

our roster for some

of this year's Pro "

ductions are those of

GENE RAYMOND
and ANN SOTH-
ERN, Hollywood's

gayest screen roman-

tics-CARY GRANT
-JOEL McCREA
-HERBERT MAR-
SHALL-BURGESS
MEREDITH-LOUIS

HAYWARD - HAR-

RIET HILLIARD.

"Irene" holds the record for the longest run of any musical

comedy in the history of the American Theatre ! ... Its songs

and lyrics by Harry Tierney and Joseph McCarthy, still hold

their popularity! . . .Now it's to reach the screen with Ginger

as the pretty young shop girl who becomes a model for a

swanky dress shop, mixing with society! . . . Fashions to

bring tears to the heart of every woman I ... A lavish, tune-

ful, heartful, gay and glorious production . . . Truly the

musical show of shows! . . . Produced by Pandro S. Berman.

RADIO CITY
REVELS

Radio's Treasure House of Name Values

Plundered For One Tremendous Show . .. .

Three of the greatest names on three of the

most popular programs on the air already

signed for this smart new -idea show . . .

Extravagantly produced by P. J. Wolfson.

BOB BURNS • JACK OAKIE
VICTOR MOORE •lucille ball,

America's youngest and most promising

| comedienne • MELISSA MASON -BILLY
', WEST, Comedy -dancing hits of "White
r \ Horse Inn," from Radio City's CenterTheatre.

m

RICHARD
U 1 J%t returns to

RKO Radio, scene of

his greatest triumphs!

. . . Soon to be seen in

a story chosen for the

virile character,grip-

ping action and stir-

ring adventure that

have typed the big-

gest hits of his career

. . . Produced by
George A. Hirliman.

*
WHEELER

WOOLSEY

The Bellylaff boys will

be seen in one hoky-

poky howler this year.



Next to "Who's
In It?" probably

the most-often
asked question

about a picture is

"Who Directed

It?"...RKO Radio

has all the an-

swers this year,

for our pictures

will be directed

by men who
know your box-

office—and who
have proved it...

Directors like—

JOHN
BLYSTONE

CHRISTY
CABANNE

I BEN HOLMES

*SP 45?
LEIGH JASON

WARD !

EGORY KiuMrii

EDW
K1LLY

GREGORY
LA CAVA

GEORGE
NICHOLLS, Jr.

ALFRED
SANTELL

JOSEPH
SANTLEY

WILLIAM
A. SEITER

"PERFECT HARMO
brings logetW the perfect love,**...

Here is a story of swi:i

flict that zoomslthrough the

world's gay places. ..a pi

moulded to the talents

romantic stars...Produced by
Edward Kaufman... Directed
by Rouben Mamoulien.

BEN STOLOFF



NEW FACES

OF 1938

Preview raves on

"New Faces of 1937"

made this a MUST for

ThirlY-EightL. With

the current "New
Faces"ontheverge of

release, the studio is

already gunning for

next year's talent . .

.

MUSIC! . . LAUGH-
TER! . . GASPING
INNOVATIONS! . .

A THREE-RING
CIRCUS OF ENTER-

TAINMENT! . . The

great big show that

gives the screen the

best of those who rise

above the rest!

GEORGE
O'BRIEN
Stalwart spiiit of fist-flying

adventure and hard-hitting

punch. The screen's dynamic

star of rugged action ... in

six dramas staged under the

wide-open skies, where blaz-

ing excitement holds sway. .

.

in

MUSIC FOR MADAME
with

JOAN FONTAINE
RKO Radio's sensational new screen sweetheart . . .

the radiant girl on the way up to dazzling stardom . . .

and a hand-picked cast of big-time screen comedians

. . . With music by Rudolph Friml, composer of stage

hits like "Rose Marie," "Vagabond King," "Firefly"

. . . Lyrics by Gus Kahn . . . Grand extra melodies by

Herb Magidson and Allie Wrubel, swing's newest

sensations . . . Produced by Jesse Lasky . . . Directed

by John Blystone.

BOBBY BREEN
in

3 TOP GROSSING
SOL LESSER
PRODUCTIONS
In two pictures—"Let's Sing Again"

and "Rainbow on the River"— this

wonder boy of melody soared to the

very pinnacle of box-office popularity

. . . His grip on the heart-strings of

the world is unparalleled I With superb

human interest stories, supported by

top-flight casts,- with music by world-

renowned composers, and cosily pro-

duction, Sol Lesser, Bobby's producer,

has given showmen one of their

greatest attractions.

I

Produced by Condor Pictures,

Inc. . . . George A. Hirliman,

Executive Producer.

VICTORIA THE GREAT
Now it can be told! . . . The story of Queen Victoria and

her Prince Consort! . . „ For the first time in many years

RKO Radio selects a British picture for distribution—AND
it's the greatest of all British productions I ... To quote a

film man just back from London: "'Victoria is by far the

most important picture produced in England since 'Henry

The Eighth.' The whole trade is excited about it. They believe

it will outgross any British picture in history. It is being

produced on a tremendous scale by Herbert Wilcox. Anna

Neagle is marvelous as Victoria, and Anton Walbrook per-

fect as Albert. H. B. Warner and hundreds of others are in

the cast. It's as big as they come!

OR YOUR
MARQUEE
RKO Radio has a list

of player names of

proved box-office

pull . . . Names that

belong in lights and

lobby billing . . .

names to be cast in

selected productions

this year . . . Names

like ^
MILTON BERLE

•

THELMA LEEDS
•

PRESTON FOSTER
•

MARGOT GRAHAME
•

ANNE SHIRLEY
•

WALTER ABEL
•

JOHN BEAL
•

EDUARDO CIANNELLI

•

JAMES ELLISON
•

JAMES GLEASON
*

BILLY GILBERT
*

RAY MAYER
*

ERIK RHODES
•

ONSLOW STEVENS

•

FRED STONE
and many more
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RKO
RADIO
PICTURES

* l*
JOE E.

BROWN
PRODUCTION

PLUS

6 *
GEORGE

*

->

O'BRIEN
PRODUCTIONS

* j4>
SOLD '

INDIVIDUALLY

WALT
DISNEY'S
"SNOW
WHITE
AND THE

SEVEN DWARFS"

~jVICTORIA
THE GREAT"
Produced in England

LILY
and

AGAIN!
Remember the fun last Winter

when lily and Jack jhook out

one oi the greatest laugh hits

on record
—

"Thai Girl From

Fans" ? - • - Another one wish

everything irons opera to up-

roar is on the way . . ,. The

comedienne with the greatest

singing voice in the worl4> and

one; oi the runniest guys that

ever lived, is a great Jesse

Lasky production.

THE GIRL IN A
with

JACK OAKIE
ERIC BLOfiE • ERIK RHODES

AND MANY OTHERS

RKO-EADIO^ PICTUBB:
has iha disiinGiion of anncmncirff
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TMs uKduoiio'hwillWold

Of necessity,

these few pages

cannot attempt

to enumerate

a full season's

program, but

rather to out-

line some high-

lights of a com-

ing year— to

announce
properties
owned and
personalities

undercontract.

Of necessity,

also, changes
may be made
in our present

plans . . .

Our "year
book" is never

closed to those

show oppor-

tunities which

so often rise

with startling

suddenness
and prove to

be the money
hits of the year!

Yes, we repeat,

RKO-RADIO
IS READY FOR
YOUR BIG-
GEST SHOW
YEAR!



N E-R EEL
PRODUCTIONS

13 MUSICALS
by CONDOR PICTURES, INC.

Featuring such orchestras as

Stuff Smith, Carl (Deacon)

Moore, Rita Rio (all girl band);

Rudolf Friml, Jr., Mario Brag-

giotti, Johnny Hamp . . . Pre-

senting entertainers like

Pinky Tomlin, Evelyn Chand-
ler and Bruce Mapes, cham-
pionship skaters,- Eduardo
Cansino, Elsa Newell, Sunnie

O'Dea, Lilian Tours, DonEddy,
Felix Valle, Bert Prival, Joe

Nemeyer, Joe Bennett, Grace

Adelphi, Tom Halligan, Lou

Asche, Netta Packer, Richard

Edwards, Lynn Sterling, Opal-

ita and Garcia, Nat Carr.

13 SPORTS
with BILL CORUM
One of the greatest sports

authorities of the day pre-

senting the inside of sports

. . . Featuring the outstanding

stars and events and -high-

lights of the sport world, in

releases timed for highest

interest in each particular

sport . . . Produced by Condor
Pictures, Inc.

6 MUSICALS
by ATLAS PICTURES, INC.

"Holds a World of Entertain-

ment' is the slogan of every

one of these smartly produced
entertainments . . . Broadway
after dark brought to your
theatre . . . New York's gayest

places screened at their high-

est moments . . . Night life and
personalities of the column-
ists' world at work— and
play. Produced by Milton
Schwartzwald.

7 P A T H E

PARADE
Behind the scenes of that in-

teresting world that builds a

nation's shows— from circus

to television— are amazing
people, events, ideas... These

are among the things Pathe

Parade will show you—these

and hundreds of other angles

of entertainment, featuring

personalities and talked-

about matters of all kinds . .

.

presented in such manner as

to make Pathe Parade one of

the most looked -for features

on your screen this year.

TODAY on lhe news fronts of the world is being written an ever-changing,

exciting, dramatic scenario. Its principal players dominate the headlines,

are the focal point of international public interest — interest so keen that in

two short years THE MARCH OF TIME, through its unbiased reporting of the

activities of the world and its history-makers, has itself made cinema history.

Winner Academy Award and National Exhibition Grand Shorts Award

THE MARCH OF TIME
produced by the EDITORS £g| OF LIFE AND TIME

Mickey and Minnie and Donald and Pluto and Horace and all

the rest of the world's best-loved stars I

WALT DISNEY'S
"MICKEY MOUSE" and "SILLY SYMPHONIES"
PRODUCTIONS in Technicolor

PATHE NEWS
Dramatic and vital as never before is the news of this chang-
ing world ! . . . PATHE NEWS meets the challenge of the times
with new and daring leadership, and an editorial board
awake to the importance of LIVING NEWS as a theatre at-

traction . . . Issued Twice Weekly.

24^
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES

*

6
EDGAR KENNEDY

6
LEON ERROL

3
RADIO FLASH

3
HEADLINERS

3
SMART SET

3
RADIO MUSICALS

HEADLINERS, SMART SET

and RADIO MUSICALS to be

principally musical produc-

tions, featuring such name at-

tractions as Ted Fio Rita and

Orchestra,- Phil Harris and

Orchestra; Gene Austin and

Orchestra,- Nick Stuart and

Orchestra—and the popular

entertainment personalities

and specialists associated

with each . . . Many more

equally as famous names will

soon be announced . . . Look to

these releases for the big eye-

filling flash entertainment

that every program needs

!

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES
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* i2r Reviews al the Hew 7-VUm * M
"Riding on Air"

Starring Joe E. Brown, with Guy Kibbee and
Florence Rice

RKO Radio 71 mins.

PLEASING ENTERTAINMENT FOR JOE
E. BROWN FANS IN RAMBLING SMALL
TOWN NEWSPAPER COMEDY.

This one will please all the Joe E. Brown
fans without a struggle, and especially the

youngsters. Joe is the handy editorial man
on a small town newspaper who gets him-
self all mixed up in his love life and his

business career. The plot is a pretty

rambling affair without much logic, but then

it gives Joe opportunity to do his amiable
antics and garner the laughs, and that's all

it was intended to do. Guy Kibbee comes
to town on hearing that Joe has won
$5,OCX) in a radio contest. Kibbee being a

slick promoter, soon learns from Joe that

his pal has invented a radio ray device for

controlling and guiding airplanes. With this

foundation, the slicker from the big city

promotes a big company to market the
invention, and sells stock to most of the

townspeople. Then the business of Joe in

his airplane having an air battle with some
bandits of the skyways and bringing them
crashing to earth, which proves the practical

worth of his partner's invention and
straightens out his difficulties with the girl

friend who was beginning to lose faith in

Joe. The wide-mouthed comic succeeds in

cramming in a steady stream of antics that
bring the laughs. Florence Rice is adequate
as the romantic interest. Guy Kibbee is

his usual urbane self. Edward Sedgwick
got the most out of a sketchy script that
rambles too much and holds little sense
even for a nonsensical laugh production.

Cast: Joe E Brown, Guy Kibbee, Florence
Rice, Vinton Haworth, Anthony Nace, Har-
lan Briggs, Andrew Tombes, Clem Bevans.

Producer, David Loew; Director, Edward
Sedgwick; Author, Richard Macaulay;
Screenplay, Richard Flournoy, Richard Ma-
caulay; Editor, Jack Ogilvie; Cameraman,
Al Gilks.

Direction, Good Photography, Okay.

Jean Arthur Loses Suit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Superior Judge Wil-

liam Palmer has ruled here that
Jean Arthur, screen actress, must
not accept any stage or radio en-
gagements without the consent of
Columbia Pictures Corp., to which
she is under contract. He handed
down his decision after a suit to
clarify an alleged agreement be-
tween the actress and the studio.

Epsteins in Liquor Biz
Omaha—The Epstein Brothers,

Sam and Louis, owners of six
houses here, evidently expect to get
back some of the film rental money
they spend. They've opened a liquor
store and bar a block from film
row.

Sheila Barrett for Radio
Sheila Barrett has been signed

to broadcast over the NBC Blue
Network beginning Sept. 26. Deal
was handled by the Louis Shurr of-
fice.

"A Lawman Is Born"
Johnny Mack Brown, Iris Meredith,

Warner Richmond.

Republic 61 mins.

LIVELY PRAIRIE PIX, NICELY PHOTO-
GRAPHED. WILL SCORE WITH STAR'S

FOLLOWING.

From the story's beginning, when Johnny
Mack Brown is holding down a job as a

grocery clerk in a small western town, one
might suspect that a convention rural fea-
ture is on tap. The only indication that
action of the whirlwind variety is in the
offing is a little verbal tiff the hero has
with the piece's sub-villain, Charles King,—
for the latter is cast as a henchman of
Warner Richmond. The sinister side of
things is not long popping up. Brown is

himself under a cloud, supposedly for mur-
dering a bad hombre or two down Texas
way. His vocation as a grocery clerk is

therefore an enforced one. The local
sheriff, Earle Hodgins, is "hep" to Johnny's
past and suggests in a nice paternal way
that he leave town. But the suggestion is

about the last speech the sheriff makes,
for a bullet from Charles King's six-shooter
brings him down deader than a doornail.
Johnny, trusted by the sheriff's widow and
backed by her, is elected to the post; goes
after Warner Richmond's gang hammer
and tongs, and succeeds, after flaming
fisticuffs and to the accompaniment of
frequently barking guns, in breaking up
this lawless band, whose object is to blot
out the little ranchers in the surrounding
country. The daughter of one such rancher
is the apple of our hero's eye, and, of
course, he wins her, and all is again quiet
on the western front. Horse opera fans
will like the picture. It has good tempo,
is often exciting and always well directed
and photographed.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Iris Mere-
dith, Warner Richmond, Mart MacLaren
Dick Curtis, Earle Hodgins, Charles King'
Frank La Rue, Al St. John, Steve Clark'
Jack C. Smith.

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Sam
Newfield; Author, Harry F. Olmsted;
Screenplay, George H. Plympron; Camera-
man, Bert T. Longenecker; Editor, Roy
Claire.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

Col. to Play Ossining Nine
Columbia Pictures' baseball team,

which has just completed the first
half of the season's schedule in the
MPAL at the head of the league
standings, journeys to Ossining to-
day to play the Sing Sing nine. Free
bus transportation and a box lunch
are being supplied by the company
to every employee who wishes to at-
tend the game.

W. & V. Closing House
Harrisburg, Pa.—C. Floyd Hop-

kins, Harrisburg representative of
Wilmer & Vincent, announced that
the Majestic Theater, which has been
operating on a three-day week basis
for the past several months, will
close for the summer.

"Wee Willie Winkie"
with Shirley Temple, Victor McLaglen and
C. Aubrey Smith, June Lang, Michael
Whalen, Cesar Romero, Constance Collier,

Douglas Scott.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox 100 mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT, SURE-FIRE
BOX OFFICE, AND MOST AMBITIOUS
SHIRLEY TEMPLE PIX TO DATE—LOOKS
LIKE A SMASH.

This is easily Shirley Temple's most am-
bitious offering to date. It has action,

intrigue, comedy and romance. It is laid

against the colorful background of India

and has been skillfully directed by John
Ford, who has kept the interest sustained
until the end. Gene Markey rates credit

as associate producer. Ernest Pascal and
Julien Josephson fashioned an interesting

screenplay. Outstanding performances are
contributed by Victor McLaglen as a Ser-
geant of a Scotch regiment guarding the
historic Khyber Pass, and C. Aubrey Smith
as Colonel of the outfit. Shirley is at her
best as the heroine of the Rudyard Kipling
story, while June Lang and Michael Whalen
supply the love interest. Cesar Romero,
Constance Collier, Douglas Scott, Gavin
Muir, Brandon Hurst and Willie Fung are
other principals who do good work. Shirley

and her widowed mother, June Lang, come
to the frontier army post to live with her
grandfather, Smith. Shirley is so anxious
to enter the life of the post that she per-
suades McLaglen to teach her to be a
soldier. He names her "Wee Willie Win-
kie," because of the quaint way she has
of screwing up her eyes when she asks
questions. McLaglen is mortally wounded
in action, and Shirley asks her grandfather
why the Indians and English must fight.

Hoping to keep the English and Romero's
Indians at peace, Shirley goes with Fung
to Romero's stronghold high in the hills.

Bravely, Smith goes up Khyber Pass to get
Shirley. To the amazement of Smith's
men, Shirley is able to get the opposing
leaders together and make peace.

Cast: Shirley Temple, Victor McLaglen,
C. Aubrey Smith, June Lang, Michael Whal-
en, Cesar Romero, Constance Collier, Doug-
las Scott, Gavin Muir, Willie Fung, Brandon
Hurst, Lionel Pape, Clyde Cook, Lauri
Beatty, Lionel Braham, Mary Forbes, Cyril
McLaglen, Pat Somerset, Hector Sarno.

Associate Producer, Gene Markey; Di-
rector, John Ford; Author, Rudyard Kipling;
Screenplay, Ernest Pascal, Julien Joseph-
son; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Editor,

Walter Thompson.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Fine.

Fox Buying for Mono.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Scott R Dunlap, vice-

president in charge of production at
Monogram, has appointed Joel Fox
as purchasing head of Monogram
studios.

Van Loan Series Taken
Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-

tures, Inc., has just sold the series
of eight H. H. Van Loan action pic-
tures, to Preferred Pictures (Sam
Kline) for California, Nevada, Ari-
zona and the Hawaiian Islands.

Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine in

"You Can't Beat Love"
RKO Radio 60 mins.

CRISP COMEDY THAT IS DIVERTING
SUMMER FILM FARE STARS ARE AP-
PEALING, ROMANTIC TEAM.
There are exactly ten reasons why this

little picture—little in the sense that it is

far from being weighty entertainment

—

will please a lot of people. To state them
without regard to their individual impor-
tance, they are: the story, which is frothy
and frequently funny; the dialogue, which
is always bright; the presence of Joan
Fontaine aind Preston Foster, who, indi-
vidually, are the sort of personalities who
will go far in Hollywood despite the rela-
tive lack of fanfare there has been about
them, and who as a team will go equally
as far and maybe farther, for they have
that intangible something about them when
acting together that spells affinity in the
eyes of fans. Then there is a certain smart-
ness about the production; a natural swing
to the action, and, to round out the rea-
sons, there is Herbert Mundin, who as a
butler can buttle with the best of them;
Paul Hurst's amusing performance as the
labor leader who aspires to be the mu-
nicipality's Chief of Police; Barbara Pepper's
bit as the Mae West-ian gal friend of a
gangster gent; the capable photography,
and, last but not least, the direction,
which is good. "You Ca'n't Beat Love" is

one of those features which is decidedly
better than the average programmer, and a
programmer it is. But it has a good deal
"on the ball" for average patrons, particu-
larly those who, in the warm summer
weather, look for something crisp on cur-
rent cinema bills-of-fare rather than some-
thing heavy. The yarn deals with a wealthy
playboy, a lawyer by profession, who can-
not take a dare. The pretty daughter of
a city's mayor says "I dare you to run for
the mayoralty!" He does, and en route
exposes the graft and corruption of the
chief of police. His popularity indicates his
election, but at the eleventh hour he throws
his support to the existing mayor.

Cast: Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine, Her-
bert Mundin, William Brisbane, Alan Bruce
Paul Hurst, Bradley Page, Berton Churchill'
Frank M. Thomas, Harold Huber, Paul Guil-
foyle, Barbara Pepper.

Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Christy
Cabanne; Author, Olga Moore; Screenplay,
David Silverstein, Maxwell Shane; Camera-
man, Russell Metry; Editor, Ted Cheesman

Direction, Good Photography, Capable

Six New Del. Companies
Wilmington, Del.—List of corpo-

rations organized during May, last,
under the laws of Delaware, as an-
nounced by the Secretary of State,
includes Ambassador Pictures, Inc.,
with 2,000,000 par shares at one dol-
lar each; Columbia Pictures of
Peru, 100 shares, each with a par
value of $100; Hollywood Came
and Film Corp., 1,000,000 shares

(one dollar; H. R. and L. Theatu_
Corp., 100 no par shares; Rainbow
Pictures Corp., 10,000 shares at one
dollar, and Richards-Lightman The*
aters Corp., 1,300 par shares at
$100 each and 206 no par shares.
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KP.T.0.A. TO OPPOSE

{Continued from Page 1)

Hated with the national exhibitor
association, Levy will contend that
the new regulations will serve no
useful purpose and that they would
completely disrupt the long-estab-
lished practice of charging for mo-
tor film transportation on a weekly
service basis. He will also claim
that they would cause endless con-
fusion and burdensome expense by
requiring broken week billing and
collecting, or by individual ship-
ments, and would impose unneces-
sary bookkeeping requirements upon
theaters.

Opposition is being presented in
collaboration with the National
Film Carriers Association, Inc.
About half of the theaters in the
U. S. use motor film delivery and
would be affected by the proposed
regulations, it is pointed out.

SMPE to Nominate
At July 9th Meeting

(Continuei from Page 1)

the society Oct. 11-14 at the Hotel
Pennsylvania.

Vacancies to be filled are as fol-
lows: secretary, now occupied by
James Frank; treasurer, L. W. Da-
vee; executive vice-president, G. F.
Rackett; engineering vice-presi-
dent, L. A. Jones; financial vice-
president, O. M. Blunt; governors,
A. S. Dickinson, A. C. Hardy and
Herbert Griffin.

President S. K. Wolf's term has
one more year to run.

Robinsons Taking Savoy
Detroit—The Savoy Theater, East

Side house with a largely Italian
and Negro patronage, will be taken
over from Ned Weitzman by Charles
and Eddie Robinson on June 27.

Charles Robinson will leave Price
Theater Premiums, where he has
been associated with his brother,
Arthur C. Robinson, to manage the
house, while Eddie Robinson will
remain with the premium company.

Mackay With Diamond
David Mackay, who recently re-

signed as assistant general counsel
of RCA Manufacturing Co., is now
associated with Milton Diamond in

general law practice.

Two Iowa Houses Sold

Omaha—Two Iowa theaters were
sold this week, D. W. Hartzell buy-
ing the 300-seat Rivoli at Charter
Oak from Harold Smith and C. W.
Lathrop the 350-seat Iowa at Man-
illa from- Harry Blubaugh.O
M. P. Salesmen Plan Outing
Boston — The Motion Picture

Salesmen Club, recently organized
in the Hub, is planning an outing,
tentatively set to be held at Pem-
berton Inn, early in August.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Zukor Contract Okayed—Quota Proposals Protested

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

period ended June 5, as compared
with $1.44 a year ago. Warners'
third quarter, also ended June 5,

will show, according to unofficial es-
timates, approximately $1,500,000,
equal to 51 cents a share, while Par-
amount, which has shown steady
improvement is expected to report
about $1,500,000 for its second quar-
ter. 20th Century-Fox, also forg-
ing along, is due to show improve-
ment in its forthcoming quarter.

% * &

On Thursday Paramount dropped
its plan to increase its authorized
common shares from 4,500,000 to
6,000,000 when an adjourned annual
stockholders' meeting failed to pro-
duce sufficient votes to okay the
move, but the proposal is expected
to again come up at either next
annual meeting or a special stock-
holders' session.

* * *

From Rochester came word that
a net income of approximately $9,-

000,000, amounting to about $4 a
share on common stock will be re-
ported by Eastman Kodak for the
first 24 weeks of its fiscal year. This
compares with $3.51 a share for
corresponding period in 1936.

* * *

UMPTO of eastern Pennsylvania
uttered a loud complaint against
short features, contending such films,

are running less than an hour and,
as a consequence, prevent exhibitors
from maintaining single feature
policy. Organization asks both ma-
jor and indie producers and dis-
tributors to grant a 20 per cent
cancellation right to eliminate the
"evil."

Other bas-relief news concerned
GB, which, embarking on a new
selling policy, is expected to sell

pix individually during 1937-38, in-
stead of in a group. Line-up of 12
features is expected to be announced
at its annual sales convention, open-
ing June 9 in New York . . . Only
two Film Boards of Trade, those in
New York and Chicago, remain as
result of program for their general
and gradual disbandment . . . Allied
units are to converge on Washing-
ton with announced intent of dis-
cussing the Paramount sales policy,
but well-informed sources declared
attention would also be given to
association's legislative program in

Congress . . . Anti-designated play-
date bill drive of Allied was report-
ed temporarily stymied pending a
decision of an Ohio Federal Court
on a constitutionality test case . . .

From Washington flashed word that
in all probability hearings on Duffy
copyright bill would begin early in

July before the Senate Patents Com-
mittee . . . David SToneman, attor-
ney representing common stock-
holder in Boston, challenged valid-
ity of the transfer of 500,000 of
class B stock to RCA when he ap-
peared before Special Master George
W. Alger at an informal hearing re

proposed RKO plan of reorganiza-

tion. The stock issue in question

was that which had subsequently
been converted into 125,000 shares
of common . . . Further moves by
F. & M. to effect the setting up of
management and pooling arrange-
ments wtih various theater firms,
were reported from St. Louis . . .

and in New York, news came to

light of the patenting by Cortland
Smith, who resigned recently as
Pathe News prexy, of a projector
claimed to be capable of reproduc-
ing 16 mm. film in full screen size,

with all the clarity of 35 mm. pro-
jection.

FOREIGN
(.Continued from Page 1)

on U. A. stock owned by Charles
Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Doug-

E

IS

(Continued from Page 1)

theater with a capacity of 1,100 will

be ready about the same time.

Two other theaters, the Fair and
Mission, in Amarillo, are being ex-

tensively remodelled. The circuit

has just opened a 1,300-seater at

Galveston.

las Fairbanks, Korda said the deal

will result in a 50 per cent boost

in revenue from abroad, and that

the high distribution cost situation

in America would be remedied in

the new setup. His company, he
added, plans to spend some $10,-

000,000 on between 24 and 28 pro-

ductions, some of which will be in

i

Technicolor.
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Not as silly as it looks. You should

hear them talk! They will believe

you want them to come again only

in proportion to the comfort offered.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
*33ujX Public Seating for every School, Theatre, Church, Audita

"Tft rium and Bus Requirement • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM All
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COL. SALES EXECS

GET LARGER SCOPE
(Continued from Page 1)

Division manager, and Sam Gal-
anty, Mid-East Division manager, in
an effort to more closely knit the
various territories.

Under a plan set up by Abe Mon-
tague, general sales manager, super-
vision of St. Louis and Kansas City
will be turned over to Shalit, who,
in addition, will retain charge of
the Indianapolis and Detroit
branches. The Cleveland exchange,
formerly under Shalit's supervision,
has been transferred to Galanty, who
will also handle Washington, Cin-
cinnati and Pittsburgh.

More than 250 executives and
members of the sales force, repre-
senting this country and Canada,
are attending the convention, which
opens with a speech of welcome by
Harry Cohn. Jack Cohn and various
studio executives will follow.

Meeting then will be taken over
by Montague, who will discuss cur-
rently released product as well as
the features to wind up this year's
program and sales policies. Joe
McConville, sales supervisor, will
make the official presentations of
the awards to winners in the Mon-
tague Sweepstakes Campaign and
Rube Jackter, assistant sales man-
ager, will follow. Other addresses
will be made by Hy Daab, director
of publicity, advertising and ex-
ploitation; Bill Thomas, studio pub-
licity director; J. H. Seidelman and
Joseph Friedman on the foreign
situation; Lou Rosenfeld on the Can-
adian offices; Lou Weinberg and
Louis Astor on Circuits; Max Weis-
feldt on short subjects; Al Seligman
on accessories; Sam Liggett on the
non-theatrical situation and Maurice
Grad on sales promotion.
The home office contingent con-

sists of Montague, McConville, Jack-
ter, L. Weinberg, Louis Astor, Max
Weisfeldt, J. H. Seidelman, Joseph
Friedman, Hy Daab, Hank C. Kauf-
man, Maurice Grad, George Josephs,
Milt Hannock, Al Seligman, Leo
Jaffe, Bernice E. Zeeman, Vincent
Borrelli, Bill Brennan, Sam Liggett
and Charles Roberts.

Present from the field are the
following division managers, branch
managers, salesmen and other rep-
resentatives.
Albany—Phil Fox, E. Hochstim,

C. Ost, M. Cohn.
Atlanta— Sam Moscow, W. W.

Anderson, Salesmen S. T. Wilson'
B. A. Wallace, U. T. Koch, E. B.'
Foster.
Boston—Tim F. O'Toole, E. Cohen,

S. Simons, T. A. Donahue, H. 01-
shan, J. Wolf, A. Barry.
Buffalo—Joe Miller, C. H. Fergu-

son, M. Briskin, J. Bullwinkle.
Charlotte—Robert J. Ingram, G

Roscoe, R. D. Williamson.
Cincinnati—L. Zucker, H. Boyle

G. J. Becker, S. Gerson.
Chicago—Phil Dunas, C. W. Phil-

lips, Salesmen, G. St. Claire, T
Greenwood, F. Flaherty, J. Kauf-
man.

Dallas—Jack B. Underwood, H.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Swiss Film Chamber
Berne—The probability of a Swiss

Film Chamber being established
has taken a forward step with the
favorable report of Federal Coun-
cilor Etter. The Home Office has
considered and elaborated the pro-
ject. It aims at safeguarding the
economic and cultural interests of
Switzerland in the development of
motion pictures, at controlling of
foreign films and newsreels.

Korda-Dean Star Exchange
London — An arrangement has

been made between Alexander Kor-
da and Basil Dean by which the
two producers will exchange stars
and technical personnel at their
Ealing and Denham studios. Simi-
lar reciprocity between London
Films and Herbert Wilcox has been
in effect for some time.

First Dixey Release
London—First release under the

British Independent Exhibitors (Dis-
tribution) Co.—the Dixey scheme

—

is "Cotton Queen," a Joe Rock pro-
duction recently tradeshown here.
Will Fyffe and Stanley Holloway
are starred.

"Dance" in Two Paris Theaters
Paris—The original English-lang-

uage version of "Shall We Dance,"
co-starring Fred Astaire and Gin-
ger Rogers, in its extended day-
and-date run at the Paris ace
houses, Balzac and Le Helder, is top-
ping all previous records held by
the famous dancing pair's "Top
Hat."

$506,000 Italian Subsidy
Rome—A subsidy of $500,000 has

been voted for the Italian motion
picture industry. Every producer
of a native picture will receive four
coupons entitling the producer to
dub four foreign pictures. Each
coupon is worth 50,000 lire.

"Courrier Sud" in English
London — An English version of

the French aviation picture, "Cour-
rier Sud", will be made here. A
number of episodes will be added
depicting the exploits of the lost
French aviator, Jean Mermoz. It

is reported that Jimmy Mollison will
be featured in the English version.

Belgian Film Statistics
Brussels—Official statistics given

out here report 1,002 motion pic-
ture theaters in Belgium, six studios
and 100 distributors of films.

Greatest Moviegoers
Rome—Official statistics given out

here state that Americans go to the
movies 22 times a year, the English
the same numfber of times, the
French eight times a year, Italians
seven times and Germans four
times.

Miljan Acting in London
London—John Miljan, who came

here for the coronation and to tour
Scotland by motor, has been signed
by British International to play a
featured role in "Yonder Lie the
Mountains."

Carver, W. L. Penn, J. L. McKinney,
W. S. Hurst.
Denver—Wayne C. Ball, B. M.

Shooker, S. Dare.
Des Moines—Melvin H. Evidon,

A. B. Leake, M. Goodman, M. L.
Godwin.
Detroit—Carl Shalit, M. E. Cohen,

R. F. Cloud, G. L. McCoy, C. H.
Townsend, I. Pollard.

Indianapolis—Martin Solomon, H.
Kaufman, W. G. Craig, A. J. Gel-
man.
Kansas City—B. C. Marcus, L. E.

Royster, C. E. Reynolds, H. S. Stulz,
T. Baldwin, W. Bradfield.
Los Angeles—Jerome Safron, W.

C. Ritter, H. Wineberg, S. Nathan-
son, H. M. Lentz, M. L. Meyer, M.
Newman.
Memphis—James J. Rogers, H.

Kohn, T. B. Haynes.
Milwaukee—Oscar J. Ruby, T. J.

MacAvoy, M. Wiesner, S. R. Chap-
man.

Minneapolis—Hy J. Chapman, J.
H. Jacobs, I. Marks, D. H. Conley,
M. W. Sagutt, A. L. Aved.
New Haven—I. Harry Rogovin,

B. J. Laurie.
New Orleans—Houston Duvall, J.

Winberry, J. J. Fabacher.
New York—Nat Cohn, S. Trauner,

I. Wormser, J. Sokoloff, S. S. Chus-
sel, J. Becker, E. Helouis, J. Wen-
isch, M. Fraum.
Oklahoma City—Charles A. Gibbs,

J. A. Smith, S. Gibbs.
Omaha—I. M. Weiner, W. E.

Barker, S. Yeager, J. Armm.
Philadelphia—Harry E. Weiner,

M. Gissis, D. Korson, J. Rieff, W.
Bethell, L. Wurtels.

Pittsburgh—Arthur H. Levy, S.
Sugarman, J. Gins, C. B. Kosco, G.
Tice.

Portland, Ore.—Jim R. Beale, C.
E. Tillman, W. T. Withers, L. S.
Metzelear, D. E. Pratt.

Salt Lake City—Robert C. Hill,
K. Lloyd, W. G. Seib, H. Green.

San Francisco—Jack E. Tillman,
C. Scott, P. Weinstein, E. T. Roberts,
M. Klein.
Seattle—Neil Walton, R. Ackles,

W. K. Beckwith, W. Kostenbader.
St. Louis — Clarence D. Hill, J.

Morphet, H. F. Wermeier, J. Brad-
ford, C. S. Ferris.
Washington—Sam A. Gelanty, C.

D. Weems, J. B. Walsh, C. A. Wing-
field, B. Caplon.

Canada—Louis Rosenfeld, Dave
Coplan, Percy C. Taylor, A. B.
Cass, Jack Allen, Nat Levant, W.
Elman, Joe Lieberman.

HUNGARIAN PRODUCO

SOARS: EXPECT 40 PIX

Budapest — Hungarian film pro-

1

duction has undergone a rapid de-
velopment in the last year and pros-
pects for the present season are
very encouraging. According to the
preliminary reports of the Hunnia
Studio and the Hungarian Film
Bureau, Hungarian producers intend
to produce 38 to 40 Hungarian sound
films during the present season at
a cost of approximately 5,000,000
pengos.

All available time in the two large
studios has been leased, up to Oc-
tober, by producers of Hungarian
films. It is estimated that the cost
of the films to be produced will
range from 100,000 to 140,000 pen-
gos each, and that the total cost
of all the films to be produced dur-
ing the year will be about 5,000,000

|

pengos.
According to Government decree,

20 p. c. of the total number of films
exhibited in any motion picture the-
ater must be Hungarian. To assist
the domestic industry, it is planned
to increase this percentage to 25
during the coming season. On an
average, three complete programs
of Hungarian films are produced
monthly. Local production has cre-
ated serious competition for foreign
films in the domestic market.
German film importations have

been particularly affected. During
the 1932-33 season, the number of
German films exhibited was 74; in

the following season the number
dropped to 43, and in the last sea-
son to 21. It appears that only 15
German films will be exhibited in

the current season.
American films have so far not

been affected, and still account for
50 per cent of the total number of

films shown in Hungary.

12 Mich. Radio Stations

Used to Plug Para. Film

Detroit — Michigan Theater and
Paramount Theaters Corp. jointly

sponsored a radio pre-view of
"Mountain Music" which is playing
the theater. Program originated at

WXYZ and was broadcast by WWJ,
WJR, WMBC, and WJBK, Detroit,

and eight stations of the Michigan
Radio Network.

Butterfield Circuit cut in on the
local station programs in each town
to plug the film for their theaters
in that area.

Trailer was run for two weeks in

advance in all United Detroit The-
aters announcing the broadcast,
and advance notes were scattered
throughout the pages of Detroit
newspapers for several days.

to OpTWHouse Dark 2 Years
Detroit—Charles Stepanauckas is

planning to reopen the LaVeeda
Theater under the name of the Oak-
land. House, in Highland Park,
north end suburb of Detroit, has
been closed about two years.
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Re-elect Para. Oft icers, Execs./ Fortington Resigns

PROTESTJHANGING CARRIER CHARGETTO ICC

RKO Reorganization Plan 'Fairness" Hearings Close
Atlas Corp. Counsel Says

Only "Insignificant

Minority" Opposed

Hearings on the "fairness" of the
proposed RKO plan of reorganiza-
tion were concluded yesterday with
Hamilton G. Rickaby, counsel for
Atlas Corp., proponents of the plan
attacking "holders of a few shares
of stock" who he stated sought to

delay the passage of the plan.
Rickaby, in presenting final argu-

ment to the court told Special Mas-
ter George W. Alger, if the plan was
held up because of an "insignificant

(Continued on Page 11)

Parliament to Get Quota Bill in September
The proposed film quota law bill for England will be introduced in Parliament in

September, according to major distributors yesterday in New York. Authoritative
reports from London indicate that there is a strong probability that the plan will be
considerably altered before it is finally adopted.

U. S. IS 60% SOLD, KUYKENDALL SPEAKS

COL, PARLEY HEARS

MOTIONS TO NULLIFY

ORPHEUM SALE FAIL

Federal Judge Robert P. Patter-
son yesterday denied six motions
made by Samuel Zirn, attorney for
Electrical Products Corp. of Calif.,

and Harry White, attorney for a
group of preferred stockholders of
the Orpheum Circuit, Inc., which
sought to negate the decision of the

(.Continued on Page 14)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Abe Montague, gen-

eral sales manager, announced at
the opening session of Columbia's
sales meet yesterday, that 60 p. c.

of the country had been sold before
the delegates convened. This means
that the convention opened with 85
p. c. more sales delivered this year

(.Continued on Page 16)

Spanish Theaters Run
But Get No New Films

SEC To Hear Today Condor
Stock Registration Appeal

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—SEC has scheduled

for this afternoon a closed hearing
before commission attorneys on
Condor Pictures' application for
stock registration, Fulton Brylaw-
ski, prominent Washington patent
attorney, told the FILM DAILY last
^—^ (Continued on Page 6)

P I

This Bicycling Okay
Flint, Mich.—Associated Theater Cir-

cuit's Rialto Theater is doing a record
matinee biz with bicycle fans. Front
of the house looks like a bicycle park-
ing lot, with sidewalk covered with
machines literally piled on top of one
another.

Despite the civil war, virtually all

theaters in Spain are now operating,
although their hours of activity have
been reduced by military regula-
tions, according to spokesmen for
major distributors yesterday in New
York.

Practically no new iilm is being
shipped into the country under an
agreement between the major Amer-
ican outfits.

AT STOA CONVENTION

Birmingham, Ala.—Radio pre-
views of motion pictures before
release for nationwide showing was
bitterly denounced as a "ruinous
practice to the industry" by Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
speaking to more than 200 theater
officials from seven states at the
STOA convention yesterday.
Kuykendall also lashed out

against present policies of movie
producers and distributors in re-

(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Leaders Assemble
in Washington for Huddle

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Allied leaders from

all parts of the country were gath-
ering in Washington last night for
opening of today's conference at the
Carlton on the Paramount sales pol-
icy. Attendance will include Presi-
dent Nathan Yamins, Abram F.

(Continued on Page 6)

Balaban, TLukor and Execs. Renamed

By Para./ Fortington Leaves Board

Wilby-Kincey Circuit to

Open 3 Houses in July

Wilby-Kincey circuit has three

theater openings set for July. A
new house opens at Columbia July
19 and a new operation at Bluefield,

W. Va., swings into action on July
(Continued on Page 6)

At the regular meeting of the
Board of Directors of Paramount
Pictures Inc. yesterdav the present
officers and executives were re-elect-
ed without change.
The board accepted the resigna-

tion of H. A. Fortington as a di-

rector, but the vacancy was not
filled.

The Board also approved an ex-
tension of two months' time on the

(Continued on Page 6)

MPTOA and National Film

Carrier Representatives

Oppose Any Change
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Representatives of
National Film Carriers, Inc., and
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America appeared before Joseph B.
Eastman and a special committee of
the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion yesterday to protest against
any proposed change in the present
status of carrying charges with re-
gard to delivery of motion picture
film.

Declaring in many cases that the
(Continued on Page 14)

M-G-M SETSMONTHLY

RE-ISSUE FOR SUMMER

M-G-M is releasing one re-issue
a month during the summer period.
In addition to "Trader Horn," and
"Hell Divers," which were, respec-
tively, put out in May and June, the
company will again sell "Manhattan
Melodrama" this month and "Naugh-
ty Marietta" in August.
So far no re-issues are scheduled

for the season of 1937-38, it was
stated officially yesterday.

25 New Houses to Arise

in Latin-American Lands

Approximately 25 theaters are
planned for construction in the ter-
ritory comprising Mexico, Central
America, the West Indies and north-
ern South America, said Arthur

(Continued on Page 7)

Col. Re-issuing Four Capras
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia will re-issue

"Lady for a Day", "Broadway Bill", "It
Happened One Night" and "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town", all Frank Capra-di-
rected, on a special contract basis, it

was announced at the company's sales

convention here yesterday.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. ..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century- Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

Net
High Low Close Chg.

241/4 241/4 241/4 — i/4
29 29 29 — 1

11 IOV2 10y2 — V4

1721/4 172 172

203/8 201/4 203/g — %
76% 73% 737/8 _ 21/2

IO51/2 IO51/2 105V2 +
18 I71/4 171/2 —

122 122 122 —
16% 16% 16% — !/<

6'/2 6I/4 6% ....

7% 7i/2 7% ....

323/4 31 31 3/4 — 1
1/4

40 39 39—3
12% 113/4 12 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 ...100% 993,4 993,4 — %
Para. Picts. 3l/4s47.. 88% 88 88 1/4 — %
RKO 6s41 107% 107 107
Warner's 6s39 94% 94% 94% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 30 30 30 + l/

2
Grand National 2 2 2
Sonotone Corp 1 '/2 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 2834 263,4 27 — 1 %
Trans-Lux 4% 4 4 — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 9% 11

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93'/4 941/,

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43 53 55

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.

Ira Greene
1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE-6- 8367

"High, Wide and Handsome"
Starts at Astor July 21

Paramount will present the world
premiere showing of the Jerome
Kern-Oscar Hammerstein musical,

"High, Wide and Handsome", the

first of its new season 1937-38 prod-

uct, at a reserved seat performance
at the Astor theater on Wednesday
night, July 21, it was announced yes-

terday. The production will remain
at the Astor for an extended run
with reserved seat performances
twice daily.

The announcement was accompa-
nied by a statement from Neil F.

Agnew, Paramount's vice-president
in charge of sales, that the produc-
tion would not be put into general
release following the Astor Theater
run until after Jan. 1, and that it

will be roadshown in important
keys.

Wallis and Blanke Dock,

Make Quick Coast Start

Returning from abroad yesterday
on the Normandie, Hal Wallis, War-
ner Bros, production executive, de-
scribed his trip as one dedicated to

rest and vacation purposes. With
him returned Henry Blanke, pro-
ducer on the Warner lot. Both left

New York last night for the coast.
Bill Wilkerson, publisher, also ar-

rived on the same boat, with plans
for remaining in New York several
days before going on to Hollywood.
Paul Cavanagh, another passenger,
intends to do a Broadway play.

Strike Likely Unless WPA
Rescinds Theater Dismissals

A resolution adopted by the
United Committee of Crafts of the
A F of L that none of their mem-
bers be dismissed anH that all dis-
missal slips be recalled was unani-
mously endorsed by 600 WPA mem-
bers of the Actors' Equity and the
Chorus Equity at a meeting at the
Hotel Astor yesterday. A meeting
of the union heads is scheduled at
Equity headquarters following the
Equity council meeting today and
unless WPA rescinds all dismissal
notices to A F of L members by that
time a strike seems inevitable.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT
The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

-

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. New York

J. M. Ensor, Director of

Arkansas I. T. O., is Dead

Little Rock, Ark.—J. M. Ensor,

67, pioneer film theater operator,

died at his home here. Ensor, who
had been in ill health for the past
several years operated the Crescent
Theater for the past 22 years.

A native of Bristol, Tenn., Ensor
at one time operated a circuit in

Colorado and later operated thea-

ters in Chicago and directed one of

the oldest film exchanges in the
country.
He was one of the organizers of

the Tri-State Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Theater Owners of

America and assisted in the organ-
ization of the Independent Theater
Owners Association of Arkansas.
He was elected a member of the

Board of Directors of the latter

group at its convention here re-

cently. Ensor is survived by his

wife; a daughter, Miss Mary Louise
Ensor of Little Rock and a sister,

Mrs. Birdie Hartman of Chattanoo-

ga, Tenn.

Members of N. J. Allied

Attend Dollinger Rites

Funeral of Aaron Dollinger, who
operated the Plaza at Linden, N. J.,

took place Sunday at Maplewood,
where he resided, with members of

Allied Theaters of New Jersey at-

tending the services. Among the

survivors of Dollinger is his son,

Irving, who is also in exhibition.

Dollinger, who was in his early six-

ties, died Saturday following a

heart attack.

Wedding Bells In Chi.
Chicago — Miss Helene Wolf,

daughter of Nate Wolf, of the Lane
Court theater was married to Ben
Cohen. Another marriage is that

of Miss Elma Rooms, secretary to

Jimmy Coston, Warner executive, to

Marcellus Conners, eastern contact
manager for the circuit.

Charles Fellon Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Fellon, 66,

film and stage actor, is dead here of
heart disease. He had played sup-
porting roles to the late Will Rogers
and Shirley Temple before he be-
came ill eighteen months ago.

Coming and Going**'

HAL WALLIS and HENRY BLANKE, both of
whom arrived in New York yesterday on the
Normandie from abroad, left for the Coast last

night.

MARC CONNELLY has gone to the Coast
from New York.

ARTHUR PRATCHETT, who arrived in New
York yesterday, returns to Havana in one month.

GEORGE W. WEEKS has returned to New
York from a Southern trip which included vis-
its to Washington, Charlotte and Atlanta.

TOM CONNORS returned to New York yes-
terday from Cleveland, Detroit and other cities.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS is due back in New
fork late next week following a visit to San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

CAPT. GEORGE MAINES is in New York from
Washington.

BARRET McCORMICK has returned to New
York from the Coast.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sales
manager for Warner Bros., returned yesterday
from a business trip to Detroit.

MAJOR ALBERT W. STEVENS, explorer and
aerial photographer, arrives in New York today
aboard the Santa Clara from South America
where he made photographs of the recent
eclipse.

BEN JAFFEE and GEORGE SPIELMAN, adver-
tising executives of Los Angeles, arrive tomor-
row from the coast on the Santa Elena.

MARLENE DIETRICH arrives in New York
July 6, prior to sailing for Europe.

MIKE KINCEY leaves New York today on his

return south.

CARL BAMFORD is in New York from Ashe,
ville.

DAVID BERNSTEIN, M-G-M vice president,
and MRS. BERNSTEIN; WILLIAM S. PALEY,
president of CBS, and MRS. PALEY; LEWIS M.
CLEMENT, vice president of RCA-Victor; and
PAUL D. CRAVATH, board chairman of the
Metropolitan Opera Co., sail for Europe tomor-
row on the Normandie.

James Cagney's mother, MRS. CAROLYN CAG-
NEY, and his sister, JEANNE, have arrived in

Hollywood from New York to spend the sum-
mer with the star.

BARNEY BALABAN left for Hollywood yes-
terday.

FOR SALE
TWO SIMPLEX PROJECTION

MACHINES
RCA SOUND EQUIPMENT

Apply
BASIL P. SHEA

1600 Broadway New York

NOW/ You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels in

JERSEY CITY
N.J.

'' /?aa£orcL

REEL PAK
BOXES

. . . the new ICC Approved Multi-Reel Package for

shipment of 2 to 10 reels of motion picture r" '•

Strong, lightweight, compact. Gives cushioneAp^ >

tection. More economical. Saves space. MadPw
high-test solid fibre with corrugated corner
protectors. Gives full protection at new low cost.

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC. los angeles
ST: LOUIS. MISSOURI CAL
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JIMMY FIDLER!
Radio's famous movie critic, known

and listened to in a million American

homes, strikes four stirring clangs

. . . the highest possible rating . . .

FOR

The New Universal's

ROA
. , . and Jimmy goes even further! He says: '

I loved the picture.

I will see it again because it impressed me deeply !

THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE ALL SAYING!
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FORTINGTON LEAVES

PARAMOUNT'S BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

buy-back option of the A. H. Blank
deal.

The officers re-elected are: Barney
Balaban, President; Adolph Zukor,
Chairman of the Board; Neil Ag-
new, Y. F. Freeman, Henry Herz-
brun, John W. Hicks, Jr. and Aus-
tin C. Keough, vice-presidents; Wal-
ter B. Cokell, Treasurer; George L.

Bagnall, Assistant Treasurer; Aus-
tin C. Keough, Secretary; Norman
Collyer, Jacob H. Karp and Frank
Meyer, Assistant Secretaries; Fred
Mohrhardt, Comptroller.

Executive Committee: Stanton
Griffis, Chairman; Neil F. Agnew,
Barney Balaban, Stephen Callaghan,
Harvey D. Gibson, Duncan G. Har-
ris, John D. Hertz, Maurice Newton
and Adolph Zukor.

Following the meeting Barney
Balaban left for California for a
brief visit to the studio. He is ex-
pected to return to New York in
time to attend the world premiere of
"High, Wide and Handsome" at the
Astor Theater on July 21.

Wilby-Kincey Circuit to

Open 3 Houses in July

(Continued from Page 1)

28. On July 25, the Strand at Bir-
mingham opens.
Robert Wilby, who sails from New

York today for Europe, yesterday
conferred with Y. Frank Freeman
on a deal continuing his operating
agreement with Paramount. Deal is

expected to be closed before Wilby
departs today. Mike Kincey, also in
New York, leaves today on his re-
turn South.

SEC To Hear Today Condor
Stock Registration Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

night. Brylawski described Condor's
difficulty with SEC as "a tempest
in a teapot—nothing serious." The
Condor attorney said he expected
W. H. Hoffman to appear with him
at today's hearing.

JUNE 29

Robert Frazer
Harry Lachman

• • • FIGHT AND Win Story or how Al Stef-
fes was elected president of Northwest Allied last June 2
this Inside Story comes from our private snooper in Minneapo-
lis and must be true for the guy has never fooled us yet

(this is the first story he has sent us) now go on
with the story when the Allied men told Steffes they
wanted him as president again (he beaded the group two years
ago), Al said he would not run they insisted so Al
laid out what he considered an impossible program of demands

they accepted 'em all Al was stumped so he
ups and says: "I demand one more thing. You must give me
five grand to spend as I see fit, with no accounting to be made
by me at any time." and was Al surprised when they
agreed and elected him prexy

T T
• • • THROUGH THE efforts of their publicity director
Al Moley the Springer-Cocalis Circuit has arranged a
series of bathing beauty pageants to be held in their various
Bronx theaters these contests will run for several weeks
through the eliminations the winner will compete for the
title "Miss America" at Atlantic City in the National Finals to
be held Sept. 6 to 12 the Bronx winner will be known as
Miss New York City which gives you an idea what New
York City is coming to prizes will be given to the weekly
winners in the eliminations

T
ATTENDING the premiere of Alexander Korda's

"Knight Without Armor" at the Music Hall on July 8 will
be Marlene Dietrich, who is co-starred in the production with
Robert Donat she will arrive in New York on July 6, prior
to sailing for a vacation in Europe

T
• • • THAT PROUD dad Charles Pettjiohn
was receiving congrats yesterday on the brilliant work of
Charles Junior on winning the New York State Junior Amateur
championship Saturday at the Mt. Hope Country Club
playing sensational golf, the lad of 18 turned in a 70 de-
feating Eddie Foy, Jr. by a single point Junior accepted
the honors modestly Dad is still bragging

• • • A SPLENDID exhibit of posters by the famous
French artist A. Mouron Cassandre is now on dis-
play in the rotunda of the Roxy sponsored by the New
York Museum of Modern Art, this exhibit includes some of the
outstandng examples of the celebrated artist's work

• • • CELEBS OF the radio and musical worlds were
guests of the Strand last nite at a special midnight show-
ing of Warners' "The Singing Marine" which opens at the
theater on Wednesday Doris Weston is the leading lady
opposite Dick Powell Doris hit the spotlight two years
ago on the Major Bowes amateur hour, followed with a nine-
week engagement at the Rainbow Room, and then Hollywood
claimed her

• • • A LARGE group of Detroit showpeople helped cel-
ebrate the birthday of Henry H. Lueders, operator of the United
Booking Association the party was held at his cottage at
Lake Chemung, near Howell, Mich

Drops "Daughter" Plans

Detroit — Plans for filming of

"Neptune's Daughter" with sound
have been temporarily dropped, it

is announced by William M. Elliott,

manager of the State Theater, El-
liott, who owns the only print of the
Annette Kellerman picture, said that
technical difficulties made it difficult

or impossible, inasmuch as the film
was projected at 60 feet a minute
instead of the standard 90 of today.

Film Row's Cupid Busy
Cincinnati — Recent and coming

marriages in the Cincinnati film row
include that of Florence Dawling of
United Artists who has married
Ralph Sturgis and will be leaving
U. A. shortly; of Mildred Dahlman,
also of U. A., who will marry
Charles Gahler on July 3 in a quiet
home wedding; of Virginia Law-
rence, of Warners, who will marry
Pete Glascock.

KUYKENDALL SPEAKS*!

AT STOA CONVENTION

{Continued from Page 1)

quiring a theater owner to run all

of their pictures and not permitting
him sufficiently wide cancellation
privileges.

Theater execs, from seven states
heard Kuykendall talk on "As Thea-
ter Owners, Where are we headed?"
at Thomas Jefferson Hotel.

Registration of delegates, num-
bering some 200, was held Sunday.
Sight seeing and a buffet supper on
the hotel terrace, at which Presi-
dent M. C. Moore of Jacksonville,
Fla., pleaded for "more action and
less talk at the convention" follow-
ed. Kuykendall also made a brief
address at this supper, pointing out
the service every theater owner per-
forms in his community. City Com-
missioner President James M. Jones
and Postmaster W. Cooper Green
welcomed delegates. J. H. Thomp-
son, Hawkinsville, Ga., vice presi-
dent of STOA made the response.

Kuykendall's address was pre-
ceded by officers' reports and a gen-
eral business session.

Yesterday afternoon, delegates
visited the Tennessee Coal and Iron
Railroad company's properties in the
Birmingham district, and partici-
pated in a golf tournament at Hill-
crest Country Club.

Allied Leaders Assemble
in Washington for Huddle

(Continued from Page 1)

Myers, chairman of the board and
general counsel; Al Steffes and Sid-
ney E. Samuelson. The UMPTO of
Philadelphia is sending Lewen Pizor,
Dave Barrist and Charles Segall as
its delegates, following its recent
action in setting up a "war chest"
of $4,000 in its move to oppose the
distributing company.

Keaton, M-G-M Director
M-G-M has signed Buster Keaton

to direct short subjects. He re-
cently starred in Educational shorts
made at the Astoria studio.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Paramount Pictures, Inc., is the legal
owner of four mongrel dogs, three red
roosters and a litter of pigs needed
for atmosphere in the South Sea Island
village erected for "Ebb-Tide."—PARA-
MOUNT.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

(^HARLES de GRANDCOURT,
who wrote the screenplay for

"Victoria The Great", will accom-
pany Herbert Wilcox to New York
from London for the opening of the
picture.

T T T

Rod LaRocque is celebrating the
tenth anniversary of his marriage
to Vilma Banky with a "See Ameri-
ca" trip. He will return to Holly-
wood this week to start work in

'The Return of the Shadow".

Richard A. Rowland has returned
from Lake Arrowhead, where he
and his writers, Betty Laidlaw and
Bob Lively, whipped the script for
James Cagney's "Dynamite" into
shape. Rowland caught the biggest
trout of the season, had it frozen
into a block of ice and brought it

back to Cagney.

T T V

Ewing Scott has completed the
direction of "Windjammer", the
third picture he has made with
George O'Brien as the star. Scott
also wrote the screenplay.

Charles Bennett has completed his
work on "The Adventures of Marco
Polo", for Samuel Goldwyn, and is

now on the screenplay of "South of

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 95 • • •

JACOB H. KARP. Resident attorney of Paramount studio and recognized
+J specialist in copyright law. Born in New York City, Jan. 2, 1903. At-

tended New York University. Received his law

degree from Columbia and was admitted to

New York State Bar in June, 1927. Practised

two years and in July, 1929, joined Paramount

in New York. Three years later was appointed

head of legal department of New York produc-

tion department. Next, was assistant to Henry

Herzbrun until Herzbrun was appointed vice-

president and general manager.

Manila", based on the novel, "Real
Glory", by Charles L. Clifford.

Rose Rosenberg for 15 years per-

sonal secretary to Ramsey McDon-
ald, joined British production unit

of M-G-M in the executive capacity,
according to a cable received from
Ben Goetz managing director.

Wilson Collison, author of

"Forced Landing" and other stories,

has been signed by M-G-M as a
writer. No assignment as yet.

Erie Hampton, Columbia publi-
cist, will marry Jacqueline Magnin,
Columbia telephone operator. She
is formerly of Chicago. They will
marry at the Wee Kirk of the
Heather on July 31.

With the decision to include musi-
cal numbers in "Park Avenue Fol-

lies", B. P. Schulberg's next produc-
tion for Paramount, the feminine
lead fell naturally into the lap of
Shirley Ross. The singing actress,
who was outstanding in "Waikiki
Wedding", "The Big Broadcast"
and other recent musicals, is being
borrowed from Paramount for the
Schulberg film, which will go into
production July 6, under the direc-
tion of Richard Wallace.

Captain Richard T. Schlosberg
of the Signal Corps of the United
States Army, who has been study-
ing motion picture production under
the auspices of the Research Coun-
cil of the Academy of Motion Pic-
ture Arts and Sciences during the
past eight months, has left via
Army Transport through the Pana-
ma Canal for New York on his way
to take up his duties at the Signal
Corps Photographic Laboratory in

Washington, D. C.

Holdover of "Two Who Dared"
with Anna Sten and "Man In The
Mirror" with Edward Everett Hor-
ton at Talley's Criterion Theater
this week brings the total of Grand
National's current Los Angeles first-

runs to three pictures, "Forever
Yours" with Beniamino Gigli play-
ing at the Grand International The-
ater.

9 Finished, 7 Shooting

5 to Start at 20th-Fox

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—With nine of its pic-

tures for the new season already
past the shooting stage, and seven
in production, 20th Century-Fox
studio will put five more into pro-
duction during July, it was announc-
ed by Darryl F. Zanuck yesterday.

Of the five scheduled to go into
production during July, two are be-
ing produced abroad. They are "He
Was Her Man,' a musical comedy
starring Grade Fields, and "Follow
The Sun," a romantic drama star-
ring Annabella, with Paul Lukas
and Romney Brent in the featured
cast.

In Hollywood, cameras will begin
to turn on "Life Begins In College,"
sequel to last year's hit, "Pigskin
Parade," with the Ritz Brothers
starring; and "Thank You, Mr. Mo-
to," second of that series, starring
Peter Lorre.

n Warner Making 12
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With 20 features com-

pleted and in the cutting room ready
for release, the Warner Bros, studios
here are maintaining rapid production
pace with 12 features either before the
cameras or in preparation for early
shooting.

Anti-Trust Suit Dismissed

on Plaintiff's Application

25 New Houses to Arise

in Latin-American Lands

St. Louis—Federal Judge Collet
has dismissed the anti-trust damage
suit brought by the Abraham Lin-
coln Amusement Co. against the
Paramount Pictures Distributing
Co. at the request of counsel for the
plaintiff. The petition had alleged
damages of $20,500 were sustained
and under the anti-trust laws judg-
ment for treble that amount was
possible.

The plaintiff, which formerly op-
erated a first run theater for Ne-
groes in the old Odeon Building
which was destroyed by fire after
the suit was instituted in 1934, had
alleged conspiracy against the Para,
company for cancelling an unex-
pired contract to furnish pictures.
Motion to drop the proceedings was
presented to the court by Walter R.
Mayne, attorney for the plaintiff,
after former Justice of the Peace
Crittenden E. Clark, former presi-
dent of the Abraham Lincoln
Amusement Co., whose charter has
since been forfeited by the state,
stated that neither he nor the board
of directors had authorized the suit's
filing.

The Paramount company had con-
tended that the plaintiff had breach-
ed the contract in 1934, and also
that a settlement made by the
amusement company with other dis-

{Continued from Page 1)

Pratchett, Paramount manager for
these countries, yesterday, following
his arrival in New York from Porto
Rico. About 50 new houses were
put up last year, he stated.

In Mexico City, four theaters are
planned. The Granat Brothers are
erecting three houses seating 4,500,
3,000 and 4,500. The fourth is be-
ing built for Manuel Caba and will

seat 4,500. Admission prices in Mex-
ico are running about 40 cents top,
said Pratchett.

Thirty-two features will be made
in Mexico during the current sea-
son, it was estimated. One is being
produced in Cuba and one has been
made in Honduras.

Pratchett plans to remain in New
York a month before returning to
Havana, where he headquarters.

Leichter-Judell Deal

Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-
tures Inc., has just sold the series
of eight H. H. Van Loan action pix
to Ben Judell of Judell Inc., for Chi-
cago, St. Louis and Milwaukee.

tributors, namely Warner Bros., Fox
and First National in regards to
similar claims precluded recovery
from Paramount.

Nat Ross to Make Program

for English Distrib. Co.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Nat Ross has re-

turned from London, where he pro-
duced a number of pictures for Co-
lumbia and M-G-M release. He rep-
resents an English distributing com-
pany and will make a program of
important pictures for it. Distribut-
ing arrangements for the entire
world, excepting the United King-
dom, will be made with an American
releasing company.

Nuisance Tax Bill Not Signed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—President Roosevelt

today failed to sign the two-year

nuisance tax extension passed and

sent to the White House last Thurs-

day. Present taxes expire at mid-

night Wednesday and Washington

expects he will sign the extension

bill Tuesday.

Universal's Quest Ends
Universal has found its Negro boy

with a cockney accent for Ben Ames
Williams' "Adventure's End". He's Paul
White, 14, who played in the Theater
Guild's "But for the Grace of God".
Young actor and his mother are en
route to Universal City from New York.
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Jlemews o£ the View Tttms
"New Faces of 1937"

With Joe Penner, Milton Berle,

Parkyakarkus, Harriet Hilliard

RKO Radio 105 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BUILT FOR LAUGHS, ITS COMICS GO
TO TOWN IN A BIG WAY AND PRO-

VIDE ONE OF FUNNIEST PIX IN

MONTHS.
This is built for laughs and proves to be

one of the funniest pictures screened in

many moons. A big bouquet should be

tossed in the direction of Leigh Jason for

having guided the newcomers and oldsters

to solid laugh returns. Edward Small rates

credit as producer. Joe Penner, Milton Berle

and Parkyakarkus have a field day as the

top comics and go to town in a big way.

Penner's unique style is more winning than

ever, while Berle is right at home in his

screen debut. Parkyakarkus delivers in

his fattest lole to date. One of the stand-

outs is a stock broker scene enacted by

Berle and Richard Lane. A riot is Eddie

Rio's pantomime impersonation of a girl

taking a bath. Harriet Hilliard is winsome
as the heroine, while William Brady is the

love interest opposite her. Lorraine Kruger

ind Ann Miller, newcomers, score with tap

routines. Jerome Cowan, George Rosener,

Bert Gordon, Patricia Wilder and Thelma
Leeds are among the principals. Sammy
Lee capably handled the dance numbers,

especially "Peckin," the outstanding pro-

duction effort. The wild story deals with

Cowan, a crooked stage producer, who
«elfs 85 per cent of his shows to each of

several "angels." He deliberately presents

"flops," but when "New Faces" comes

along, Thelma Leeds, his sweetheart, tells

him off, and he leaves the show in the

hands of Berle.

Cast: Joe Penner, Milton Berle, Parkya-

karkus, Harriet Hilliard, William Brady,

Jerome Cowan, Thelma Leeds, Lorraine

Kruger, Tommy Mack, Bert Gordon, Pa-

tricia Wilder, Richard Lane, Dudley Cle-

ments, William Corson, George Rosener,

Dewey Robinson, Harry C. Bradley, Lowe,

Hite and Stanley, Brian Sisters, Derry

Deane, Eddie Rio, Loria Brothers, Ann Mil-

ler, Three Chocolateers, Four Piayboys,

Mary Louise Smith, Betty Johnson, Harriet

Brandon, Beatrice Schute, Juanita Fields,

Cynthia Westlake, Mary Frances Gifford.

Producer, Edward Small; Director, Leigh

Jason; Based on story, "Shoestring," by

George Bradshaw; Screenplay, Nat Perrin,

Philip G. Epstein, Irving S. Brecher, Haroid

Kusell, Harry Cork, Howard J Green;

Sketch "At the Broker's" by David Freed-

man; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Special

Effects, Vernon L Walker; Art Director,

Van Nest Polglase; Associate, Perry Fergu-

son; Editor, George Crone; Musical Direc-

tor, Roy Webb; Dance D're:tor, Sammy-

Lee; Music and Lyrics, Lew Brown, Sammy

Fain, Walter Buliock, Harold Spinna, Ben

Poilack, Harry James, Edward C u
erkose,

Charles Henderson, Joe Penner, Ha! Raynor;

Vocal Arrangements, Charles Henderson.

Direction, Great Photography, Good.

"The Emperor's

Candlesticks"
With W : 'liam Powell, Luise Rainer,

Robert Young, Maureen O'Sullivan

M-G-M 90 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUSPENSEFUL SPY STORY MAKES
PLEASING ENTERTAINMENT, SHOULD
PLAY TO NICE BIZ.

The suspense of wondering whot the

turn of each successive event will bring is

the factor that makes this spy varn a

pleasing piece of entertainment. With a

cast headed by William Powell, Luise Rsin-

er, Robert Young and Frank Moigan, it

should play to nice returns. A haory end-

ing such as it now carries hardly seems

fitting to the circumstances involved, how-

ever from a box-office point of view it

might be better even though it doesn't

ring true. William Powell and Luise Rainer

both contribute excellent performances as

ODDonents trying to outsmart one anotlier.

Miss Rainer's work is especially outstand-

ing when through her innuendos and ani-

mation of her face, she conveys the sense

that she is falling in love with her com-

petitor. Everything revolves about these

two and they manage to keep the picture

always interesting even though there is

no great amount of excitement. All the

other parts are but bits. Although the

piece is drama, it is not the heavy type,

and under George Fitzmaurice's direction

it moves along smoothly at a deasant gait.

Moncklon Hoffe and Harold Goldman con-

tributed this well contrived screenplay from

i book bv Baroness Orczy. Their dialogue

is most fitting to the characters. John

W. Considine. Jr., as producer has given

the picture high class production in all

phases. As for story, Powell, a Polish spy

is the carr'er of a letter which must reach

the Czar of Russia. Luise, in the Russ : an

service, conveys a note to her superiors

which will cause them to arrest and kill

Powell. In Vienna their paths cross at the

home of Henry Stephenson, where their

notes find their way into trick candle-

sticks which Stephenson is sending to a
r r:end in Moscow. A battle of wits ensues

to gain these candlesticks. Powell is able

to obtain both notes, performs his task,

and goes to Luise with whom he has fallen

n love There both are arrested, she be-

cause her superiors believe she has be-

haved Russia and he because he is an

-Emitted foreign spy. Brought before the

Tzar they are pardoned out of the good-

ness of the ruler's heart.

Cast: William Powell, Luise Rainer. R^b-
err Young, Maureen O'Sullivan. Frank

Morgan, Henry Stephenson, Barnadene
Hayes, Donald Kirke, Douglas Dumbrille,

Charles Waidron. len Wulf, Barnett Parker,

Frank Reicher, Bert Roach, Paul Porcasi,

E. E Clive, Emma Dunn, Frank Conrcy.

Producer, John W. Considine, Jr ; Direc-

tor, George Fitzmaurice; Author, Baroness

0::zv; Screenplay,' Monckton Hoffe, Har-
J Goldman; Cameraman, Haroid Rosson,

ASC; Montage Effects by Slavko Vorka-

pi-'n ; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Asso-

c'stes, Doniel Cathcart, Edwin B Willis;

fiditcr, Conrad A, Nervig; Musical Score by

Franz Waxrnan; Sound, Douglas Shearer.

D recticn A J 3~t Photography, Able

"Between Two
Women"

With Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan,

Virginia Bruce

M-G-M 87 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HOSPITAL TALE. INTELLIGENTLY DI-

RECTED AND PLAYED, HOLDS INTEREST

ALL THE WAY.
A weil-developed, nicely written script

by Frederick Stephani and Marion Parson-

net, based on FJ ic von Stroheim's original

story serves as the starting point for what
has resulted in a very good picture. In-

telligently directed by George B. Seitz and
acted by a splendid cast headed by Franchot
Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan and Virginia

Bruce, it is a piece which keeps one inter-

ested every inch of the way. The plot

of this hospital tale isn't so different from
others, but the lives of the doctors and
nurses are so beautifully woven into this

medical atmosphere that the picture is

far superior to most of those made with

the same background. Tone, Miss O'Sulli-

van and M ; ss Bruce do superb work. As
for Miss O'Sullivan, it is the best thing

she has ever done. A newcomer, Leonard
Penn, has an important role in which he
acquits himself well. He is a well built

chap who has the type of good looks and
personality that causes people to take no-

tice. Helen Troy is again the telephone

ooerator with a line of chatter. Filling the

minor parts capably are Cliff Edwards,

Janet Beecher, Charley Grapewin, Grace
Ford, June Clayworth, Edward Norris and
Anthony Nace. High grade production is

everywhere to be noticed. No one is

given credit for producing or supervising

this number, but whoever did, turned in a

very fine job. An accident brings Virginia

Bruce to the General Hospital, where
Franchot Tone is an interne. He is the

object of the affections of all the nurses,

especially Maureen O'Sullivan, who is mar-

ried to a worthless gent. Virginia and

Franchot fali in love and are married, even

though he warns her that they will have

to live on his meager salary, but bit by

bit he caters to her whims. Maureen's

husband is hurt in an accident which re-

sults in his death due to incompetence

on the part of Penn, who operated. Fran-

chot feels that his striving to please his

wife prevented his presence at the hospi-

tal when he should have been there. This

brings matters between them to a show-

down and he leaves. Virginia in retaliation

runs off with Penn, who has lost his medi-

cal license, and in a train wreck both are

badly injured. Franchot's skill saves Penn's

legs and medical science restores Virginia's

beautv. It seems as though she has re-

captured Franchot's affections and is about

to set him up as a society doctor, when he

informs her that his job is done now that

she has fully recovered and he returns to

the General Hospital and to Maureen, the

girl who understands him and whom he

loves.

Cast: Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sulli-

van, Virginia Bruce, Leonard Penn, Cliff

Edwards. Janet Beecher, Charley Grapewin,

Helen Troy, Grace Ford, June Clayworth,

Edward Norris, Anthony Nace, Hugh Mar-
I owe

Director, George B Seitz; Author, Erich

ft ft

I Cover the War"
With John Wayne, Gwen Gaze,

Don Barclay, Pat Somerset

Universal 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HAPPY MIXTURE OF MELODRAMA
AND COMEDY GIVES STAR NEW TYPE

OF ROLE.

This is a happy mixture of melodrama
and comedy and offers John Wayne a new
type of role. The Trem Carr production

has Wayne and his stooge, Don Barclay,

busy as newsreel men, who have been sent

to Samari to get shots of a troublesome

tribal chieftain in action. The Arabian

chief has been worrying the British. James
Bush, Wayne's young brother, is deter-

mined to become a newsreel man over

Wayne's protests. He takes Wayne's line

pass, and unknowingly aids Jack Mack and

Franklyn Parker, posing as newsreel men,
in smuggling guns to the Arabians. Charles

Brokaw, supposed friend of the British,

promises to take Wayne and Barclay to

the mysterious chief, Muffadhi. When they

reach the British camp, they discover that

Brokaw is really Muffadhi. They escape

in their truck, but are both seriously

wounded. Bob manages to record on the

sound track an impending ambush of the

British. Planes are dispatched into the

desert and bomb Muffadhi's forces, saving

tho British from annihilation. The love

interest is between Wayne and Gwen
Gaze, niece of Sam Harris, British com-

mandant at Samari. Arthur Lubin's direc-

tion is excellent. Paul Malvern rates credit

as associate producer. Bernard McCon-
ville wrote the original and George Wagg-
ner the screenplay.

Cast: John Wayne, Gwen Gaze, Don

Barclay, Pat Somerset, Major Sam Harris,

Charles Brokaw, James Bush, Arthur Ayles-

worth, Earl Hodgins, Jack Mack, Franklyn

Parker, Frank Lackteen, Olaf Hytton, Keith

Kenneth, Abdulla, Richard Tucker.

Producer, Trem Carr; Associate Producer,

Paul Malvern; Director, Arthur Lubin; Au-

thor, Bernard McConville; Screenplay,

George Waggner; Cameraman, Harry New-
mann; Art Director, E. R. Hickson; Editor,

Charles Craft.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Good.

Chi. Managers Shifted

Chicago—Eli Arkin has been
named manager of the Paramount
theater, Hammond, Ind., succeeding

Don Malloy. Robert Busch has
been moved from the Oakland
Square theater of the Warner cir-

cuit to the management of the Lex-
ington theater. Gene Hopson, vet-

eran loop manager for Warner Or-
pheum theater, which is being de-

molished goes to the Oakland Square
as manager.

von Stroheim; Screenplay, Frederick

phsni, Marion Parsonnet; Cameraman, John

Seitz, ASC; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;

Associates, Stan Rogers, Edwin B. Willis;

Montage Effects by John Hoffman; Editor,

W. Dcnn Hayes; Musical Score by Dr. Wil-

liam Axt; Sound, Douglas Shearer.

Direction, Intelligent Photography, Good

m .
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ID RKO REORG'N

"FAIRNESS" HEARING

(Continued from Page 1)

minority", transactions over a per-

iod of years would be upset and that

many people would suffer from the

delay.

In speaking of the Rockefeller

claim, which has been the subject

of debate and argument since the

start of the hearings, Rickaby said

that although Special Master Thatch-
er allowed the claim a little more
than $9,000,000, Rockefeller Center
is accepting 500,000 shares of com-
mon stock for their claim, and that

it may never reach the value of

Thatcher's allowance.

The acquisition of Radio City Mu-
sic Hall, Rickaby stated, even if it

makes no profit, will be to the ad-
vantage of RKO as a national ad-
vertisement for that company.
William Saltiel, associate counsel of

John S. Stover, representing Ernest
W. Stirn, a holder of Class A stock

said that the "preferential rights"
of class A holders were wiped away
when class B stock was converted
into common, and asked the court to

restore his client's rights to "all

tangible assets, dividends and ac-

crued dividends." Harry Allen, also

representing Stirn, asked the Spe-
cial Master to recommend issuance
of new class A stock, as he thinks
the present common is "junior" to

Class A.

It was stated by Rickaby that all

creditors who approve the Rockefel-
ler settlement, as it now stands,
would disapprove if the Rockefeller
interests participated as the other
general creditors.

Less than 10 p. c. of common
stockholders, exclusive of Atlas or

RCA, are opposed to the plan, while
all creditors and large groups rep-
resenting stockholders favor the
plan, Rickaby asserted.

Joseph Cohen, counsel for the In-

dependent Stockholders Committee,
charged openly that a stockholders
committee, which approved the plan
was being financed b" Rockefeller
Center. This charge was denied by
Rickaby as "groundless". Rickaby
also refuted characterizations of

"fraud and undue influence" exer-

cised by the RKO board in the stock
conversion, allegedly made during
the hearings by opposing groups.

The feasibility of the plan, Rick-

aby pointed out, is shown by the

present earnings of RKO and the

reduction of debts of theater oper-
ating subsidiaries of more than $4,-

000,000 without the aid of the par-
ent corporation.
Cohen leveled another charge at

the Atlas Corp., stating that it was
rr 4

" a bona fide purchaser of the

y \) securities it now holds, and
i. .X RCA would make good any los-

ses it might incur if the plan fails.

Claiming that an order signed by
Federal Judge William Bondy waiv-
ing requirement for physical apprai-
sal of RKO assets was made without
his knowledge, Cohen said he is go-

c&mDAILY li

Reviews of. Hew Tittos
"The Hoosier
Schoolboy"

With Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel

Monogram 62 mins.

SWELL HEART THROB STUFF AND
PLENTY OF ACTION WITH MICKEY
ROONEY DELIVERING STRONG.

This is a grand human interest produc-

tion that will strike the popular fancy.

Mickey Rooney is really sensational, his

great performance in this picture lifting

him up to the lead among the juvenile Hol-

lywood contingent. Mickey while acting

the boy throughout, at the same time

shows a mature quality in his work that

stamps him as a real actor. He has a very

sympathetic role as the poor boy whose
father is a shell-shocked war hero taken

to drink and looked down upon by the

townspeople in the small country commun-
ity. Anne Nagel appears as the new school

teacher, who takes an interest in the youth,

fights to prevent him being expelled from

school, and through her humanitarian in-

stincts gradually works the regeneration of

Mickey and his father. There is a senti-

mental interest between the school teacher

and the son of the head of the milk com-
pany. A strike among the milk farmers

builds the dramatics, and comes to a cli-

max with the death of Mickey's father who
drives a miik truck through the strikers'

barricade, and is killed. His sacrifice brings

peace to the community, and a better un-

derstanding all round. The film carries fine

sentiment, and some exceptional acting by

Edward Pawley as the shell-shocked vet.

But Mickey steals the show easily with as

fine a bcyish characterization as the screen

has seen. Directed with a deft sympathe-

tic touch by William Nigh.

Cast: Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel, Frank

Shields, Edward Pawley, William Gould

Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Director, Will-

iam Nigh; Author, Edward Eggleston;

Screenplay, Robert Lee Johnson; Camera-
man, Paul Ivan.

Direction, Excellent Photography, Very

Good.

FOREIGN
"Gordian, Der Tyrann"

("Gordian, The Tyrant")

Alliance Film Exchange 94 Mins.

BREEZY COMEDY FANS WILL ENJOY
DESPITE STORY'S LACK OF TEMPO.

Although impaired somewhat by lack of

tempo, there is enough brisk humor to rec-

ommend it to fans, particularly those con-
versant with German. Weiss Ferdl, Ba-

varian actor, plays dual roles,—that of the

tyrannical Supreme Magistrate who will not

permit his daughter to marry a local judge;
and also the part of the Magistrate's "dou-
ble" whom the courting judge hires for his

own ends. The ensuing action, built upon
mistaken identity, is the source of con-
siderable amusement. Of course there is

the conventional ending, with the tyrant

ing to move to vacate that order.
Special Master Alger set the dates
of July 15 for for briefs to be sub-
mitted, July 26 for reply briefs and
August 25 for further hearing, if

necessary.

father shedding much of his stone-hearted

habits and seeing things in the modern
light.

Cast: Paul Richer, M. V. Newlinshi,

Weiss Ferdl, Fred Doederlein, Trude Hae-

feiin, Joseph Eicheim, Ellen Hi lie, Leo Peu-

kert, Marliese Ludwig.

Producer, Tobis Syndicat; Director, Fred

Sauer. Presented at the 86th Street Casino

Theater.

SERIAL
"Wild West Days"

Universal About 21 Mins.
Per Chapter

(A Serial)

Filmgoers, young and old, to whom
the West of pioneer days is ever
fascinating, can glut themselves
with plenty of wild and woolly ac-

tion via the 13 chapters of this new-
est of Universal serials. One of the
assets of the saga is that Johnny
Mack Brown has the star role, and
the popularity he has already set

up among horse-opera devotees
should help the box office draw.
Brown plays the character "Ken-
tucky," a handsome and romantic
young figure who, with a trio of

pals, heads westward to aid Frank
McGlynn and Miss Lynn Gilbert re-

tain their ranch from the clutches
of an outlaw band whose leader is

Russell Simpson. Before reaching
the prairie town of Brimstone, Brown
and his allies help a wagon train

to successfully ward off a bristling

attack by Chief Thunderbird's blood-
thirsty tribesmen. But the redskins
are far less treacherous than Simp-
son's gang at Brimstone. This vil-

lainous clique frames McGlynn, sends
him to jail for alleged murder, and,
when Brown engineers his escape,
they hunt him down only to find that
Chief Thunderbird's warriors have
beaten them to the punch. He,
Brown and Lynn Gilbert are held
captives by the Indians who plan to

burn them at the stake. However,
they get away, and in stirring and
dramatic fashion, too. McGlynn's
release comes about by the outlaws
putting up a ransom of rifles, be-
cause they unearth the news that
there is platinum on his ranch. The
third chapter carries the feud of
Brown vs. the gang to further spine-

chilling heights. Judging from the
first three chapters, this serial will

satisfy. Ben Koenig and Henry
MacRae are the associate producers;
Ford Beebe and Cliff Smith the di-

rectors; W. R. Burnett the author,
and the screenplay's writers are
Wyndham Gittens, Norman S. Hall
and Ray Trampe.

Postpone License Hearing

Minneapolis—Hearings on license

applications for two proposed film

theaters here were postponed bv the

Minneapolis City Council license

committee at the request of the
two applicants, The Nicollet Amuse-
ment Co., and H. L. Griffith. It is

believed that they are waiting the
change in license committee mem-
bership on July 6. Indies here are
opposed to issuing of the permits.

SEE DIVORCE BILL AS

DEAD IN WISCONSIN

Sources close to the theater di-
vorcement bill situation in Wiscon-
sin now are of the opinion that the
measure which passed the House
some weeks ago under Allied spon-
sorship is not likely to be enacted
by the Senate, where it is now on
the table. In Minnesota, too, the di-
vorce bill is considered a dormant
issue.

Up to the present time only one
state, North Dakota, has made a di-
vorcement measure into a statute
and a constitutionality test is to be
started there soon by Paramount.

Wis. Circuit Tax Bill Seen
Failure as Revenue Source

Milwaukee—After the first year
the pending circuit theater tax bill,
if enacted, would not yield the state
more than $12,000 a year, because
the circuit houses would be forced
out of business, Ben Miller, repre-
senting the Fox-Wisconsin and War-
ner-Saxe theaters, told the legisla-
tive joint finance committee at a
hearing.
He was joined in his opposition

to the bill by S. J. Thomas, Racine,
secretary of the Wisconsin Associa-
tion of Stage Employes and Projec-
tionists, while E. J. Malloy, Milwau-
kee, representing the Wisconsin Re-
tail Grocers' association, sided with
Ray Tesch and Ed. Maertz of the
Independent Theaters Protective As-
sociation of Wisconsin, in speaking
for the bill as a means of curbing
chain invasion in the state.

Patterned after the Louisiana
chain store law, the assembly bill

provides for a seat tax ranging
from 5 cents to $5.00.

Question Hughes' Eligibility

In Fox West Coast Case

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eligibility of Chief

Justice Charles Evans Hughes of
the United States to act in the Fox
West Coast Theaters bankruptcy
case was questioned yesterday by
William H. Neblett, law partner of
Senator William Gibbs McAdoo. In
an application for a rehearing on
the Supreme Court's refusal to re-
view the case, Neblett charged Chief
Justice Hughes was biased in favor
of the law firm he formerly headed
which is now headed by his son. The
Supreme Court, short!" before ad-
journment, denied an application for
a writ of certiorari, filed by Neblett
on behalf of two indeDendent the-
ater owners, L. T. Talley and the
Corbar Corp. The appeal was taken
from the lower court's decision re-
fusing to set aside the bankruptcy
adjudication, which was upheld by
the Circuit Court of Appeals. The
answering brief was written by the
New York firm of Hughes, Schur-
man and Dwight, formerly headed
by the Chief Justice.
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RE HEP HAILED

IN CAR'JAY CIRCLE
Every seat in house sold out at $5.50 4 days in

advance; Police estimate 100,000 lined streets for

opening; Over-flow business continues over week-

end as crowds make every show SRO at $2.20

top; Criticsjoin audiences in unparalleled ovation!

READ THESE THRILLING REVIEWS: "From every angle certain smash at nation's box-

offices! Embodies some of the smartest showmanship of the year!"— Hollywood Reporter

"A money-in-bank film if ever there was one!"—Mot/on Picture Daily. "Promises to be one

of the most important money-makers!"— Daily Variety. "Drew tributes of an audience of

celebrities. Shirley's biggest and most impressive picture!"— Edwin Schallert in L. A. Times.

"Darryl Zanuck has a real winner here!" —Harrison Carroll in L. A. Eve. Herald 8c Express.

"Will shower both gold and glory upon 20th Century- Fox! Definitely Class A in every

department!"— Sara Boynoff in L. A. Daily News. "A production worth your while!"

— Virginia Wright in L. A. Eve. News.
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ICC HEARS PROTEST ON

FILM CARRIER CHANGE

{Continued from Page 1)

circuit theater is far distant from
the division office, Edward A. Levy,
MPTO general counsel for the state

of Connecticut, told the committee
the method of checking bills is an
established trade custom in the
theater circuit industry.

"When credit period was reduced
from 30 to 15 days," Levy said,

"film carriers had difficulty in meet-
ing requirements. However, they
succeeded in obtaining the coopera-
tion of distributors, exchanges and
theater circuits and these shippers
worked out methods of speeding up,
approving and checking freight bills

so that they could be paid within a
15-day period."

Levy explained that those thea-
ters located in same states as the
exchanges serving them would be
served in intrastate commerce and
that service would not be subject
to credit limitations.

"They would be enabled to con-
tinue the present methods of busi-
ness, while those served in inter-
state commerce would be forced to
comply with the eight-day credit
rule," Levy stated. "This situation
would merely result in confusion
without any compensating advan-
tage to anyone."

In view of the regularity of serv-
ice, Levy said, each customer film
carrier is not confronted with the
credit problem of a general com-
mon carrier. Service to each is

regular throughout the year.

"It is not difficult for a film car-
rier to obtain the credit rating of
a shipper," Levy stated. "Carrier
has adjusted service so that income
from service comes within 15 days
after service is rendered. It knows
definitely where it stands, and will
not be aided by the shortening of
the credit period for the reason that
it bills weekly. Its payments come
weekly. Its business is adjusted to
adequately take care of this situa-
tion."

Levy told the committee that reg-
ular customers of the type with
which the film carrier does business
are such as can be relied upon to
establish their credit and meet their
obligations. The carrier is taking
no chance whatever. Nor is it put
to any inconvenience by extending
to them 15 days credit.

"If recommended billing within
five days of shipment becomes law,"
Levy said, "it then adversely affects
every theater doing business by
motor truck, because the present
system of weekly payment for week-
ly service between theaters and ex-
changes would have to be abolished."
A system of great bookkeeping

expense would be evolved, Levy
added.

Following Levy, Guy K. Stewart,
attorney for National Film Carriers
Inc., told the committee of the
value of motion picture film in so
far as exhibition is concerned.
"For example," Stewart said, "a

NEWS of the DAY
Charleston, W. Va. — The Free-

man Theater, Inc., of Bramwell,
capitalized at $50,000, received a
charter. Incorporators are John C.
Newbold and H. N. Fix of Bram-
well and Olie V. Newbold of Wash-
ington, D. C.

Connellsville, Pa.—The new thea-
ter that will occupy the site of the
old Soisson Theater building at 118-
122 West Crawford Ave. will be
opened about Oct. 1, it was an-
nounced with the revelation that V.
F. Scott and W. H. Sharp of Johns-
town, members of the firm known
as the Ideal Amusement Co., have
entered into a long term agreement
for the property. Scott and Sharp
now have under their management
10 theaters throughout the Johns-
town district, in and near that city,

with headquarters at Johnstown.

Thomaston, Conn.—Complete re-
decoration contract for the Para-
mount has been awarded Alvin Stu-
dios, with Vincent Fiori in personal
charge.

New Haven — The 298- seat Lin-
coln Theater, opened by operators
of the World Theater, New York,
last March, has closed for the sum-
mer, and will be reseated and redec-
orated before reopening in the fall.

Aurora, 111.—Eddie Grossman and
C. H. Fulton who operate the Mode
Theater at Joliet will manage the
new Isle Theater.

Detroit — The Oakman Theater.
North End house, is being operated
by Jack Krass as sole owner. He
was formerly in partnership with
the Julius D. London circuit.

Savannah, Ga.—Allen D. Robert-
son of Athens has been named to
succeed the late Henry M. Dodd as
manager of the Savannah theaters
of the Lucas and Jenkins Circuit.

Tuscola, 111.—George Barber has
taken over the Strand Theater and
made several improvements.

Newton, 111.—Thomas M. Camp-
bell has opened the new Palace The-
ater.

Chicago—R. F. Thornton and V.
F. and T. E. Boland have organized
the Tower Amusement Corp. with
offices at 332 North Ashland Ave.
Hutson, Traefer and Bolger han-
dled the legal details.

Farmington, 111. — The Beverly
Theater is installing a Westing-
house Air conditioning system
through the Meyer Company, Peoria.

news reel must be exhibited within
a period of one or two weeks after
the picture is taken. Otherwise it

loses its value as news. The same
reel must be shown in as many
theaters as possible. Therefore
service which can distribute the film
to as many theaters as possible is a
necessity to the motion picture in-

dustry."

Stressing the close relationship
between motion picture carriers and
the industry in general, Stewart
declared he was glad to have Levy
join in opposition to the proposed
rate change. The film carrier has,
through its years of experience, he
said, been able to organize its serv-
ice to effect the widest possible dis-
tribution of the individual reel of
film.

"It is submitted," Stewart said,
"that the film carrier is in direct
competition with the express com-
pany and that the sole competition
with other carriers is with the ex-
press company and contract carrier
by motor vehicle.

"Of course some film is shipped
by parcel post," Stewart continued.
"It is submitted on behalf of the
film carrier that limitation of credit
to eight days will result in serious
handicap to these carriers in com-
petition with express companies and
contract carriers of film. This
handicap would give to those com-
petitors an unjust and unreasonable
advantage."

Stewart pointed out that the film
carrier must be compensated for
service however small the package.
Experience, he said, has enabled all
parties concerned to estimate the

Mrs. Madeline Brandeis Dies
Gallup, N. M. — Mrs. Madeline

Brandeis, veteran picture producer,
died here yesterday from injuries

sustained in an automobile accident.
She made a series of unusual pic-
tures in Europe using children of
various lands as actors in stories of
foreign countries.

William Monay Dead
Salt Lake City—William Monay,

pioneer in the local neon sign in-
dustry, died in a local hospital, fol-
lowing an operation for peritonitis.

Penikoff Takes House
Waukegan, Ills.—C. H. Penikoff

has taken over the Valencia Theater
here from Marmie Silverman and
will improve the house.

MOTIONS TO NULLIFY

ORPHEUM SALE FAIL

(Continued from Page 1)

court in the sale of Orpheum Cir-
cuit, Inc., properties to Stadium The-
aters Corp.
The motions were as follows:
1. Setting aside and annulling the

approval by creditors on Feb. 2 and
of the decision of Referee Oscar W.
Ehrhorn on Feb. 18 to accept the
offer of Stadium Theaters to pur-
chase all of the Orpheum assets for
$700,000.

2. Directing Stadium Theaters
Corp. to reconvey and redeliver to
the trustee in bankruptcy, Marcus
Heiman, all the assets sold.

3. To reopen the creditors' meet-
ing so that all creditors and stock-
holders may reconsider and oppose
the sale.

4. Directing that no sale of Or-
pheum assets may be held for four
months.
5. Terminating the referee's charge

and supervision of the matter, and
transferring it to another referee.

6. Ordering the trustee in bank-
ruptcy discharge his present attor-
neys, Edward K. Hanlon and Doug-
las M. Black.
Judge Patterson, in another order

approving the sale for $700,000,
granted the petitioner three weeks'
leave to file an appeal.

Bank Night Discontinuance
Cuts Biz in III. Theaters

Davenport, Iowa—Davenport the-
aters showed no increase in business
following the discontinuing of bank
night in the theaters in Moline and
Rock Island, 111., across the river,
while the houses in those two cities
had only a third of their usual busi-
ness on the games night. The the-
aters in Moline and Rock Island
were closed while awaiting the out-
come of a test case that had been
filed against Isadore Brotman, man-
ager of the Paradise theater by
States Attorney F. C. King, on a
charge of unlawfully maintaining a
lottery.

amount of service required by thea-
ters in accordance with the number
or changes of features per week to
an exceedingly accurate degree.

Stewart concluded by stating that
the suggestion of the examiner pro-
viding for presentation to shippers
of freight bills within five calendar
days from the first 12 o'clock mid-
night following delivery of freight,
insofar as it effects film carrier, is
contrary to the purpose of the mo-
tor carrier act. "Further," he
stated in closing, "if the five-day
period for sending freight bills
after delivery freight be enforced
against the film carrier, the action
would, in addition to forcing an en-
tirely new and different manner of
charging for service, impose unnec-
essary additional expense upon film
carrier."

N. H. Sunday Bill Passes
Concord, N. H.—Without any ob-

jections or record vote, the state
Senate, passed a bill which would
permit moving picture theaters to
open at 4 o'clock in the afternoon on
the Sabbath instead of 6:30 p. m. in
the winter months and sent the
measure to the House for approval.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lionel Barrymore,^

hip in a plaster cast, went to ^Wj
at M-G-M's studio yesterday in an
ambulance. A foot injury suffered
some time ago was blamed.

Seattle, Wash.—A. J. McNamee,
held representative of M-G-M, is se-
riously ill in the Rowley Hospital at
Mt. Vernon.
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Ml SPENDS LITTLE

FOR PIX, SAYS EVANS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Criticism of govern-

mental film activities, expressed and
implied by the Brookings Institute

in its report to the Byrd Senate
Committee, today had an answer, in

the opinion of Capitol Hill observers,

in the remarks of Raymond Evans,
Department of Agriculture execu-
tive, made before the Chicago Na-
tional Conference on Visual Educa-
tion.

While Evans, chief of the Divi-

sion of Motion Pictures of the De-
partment's Extension Service, care-

fully avoided reference to the Insti-

tute's report, his discussion of film

costs was perfectly timed, it was
felt here.
Evans said, according to the text

of his address released here:
"We are getting rather tired of

reading in the newspapers and trade
journals stories to the effect that
the government has spent millions
of dollars for films in the past three
or four years, with the implication
that the Department of Agriculture
is involved in a program of lavish
expenditure for motion picture
work. A recent syndicate article
had the total figure loosely from five

to ten million, and stated that more
than 40 government agencies were
extensively engaged in making mo-
tion pictures.
"As a matter of fact, four old

line departments and three or four
of the New Deal organizations may
truthfully be said to be engaged reg-
ularly in making motion pictures.
As for the Department of Agricul-
ture, at the present rate of expen-
diture for our Division of Motion
Pictures, it will be over 120 years
from now before we shall have ex-
pended as much as $10,000,000 for
motion pictures. To date, in the
more than twenty years since the
Department began making pictures,
we have expended just about $1,-
000,000 in all on this score, and for
that expenditure we have made and
circulated copies of over 500 educa-
tional pictures.
"Now $1,000,000 will buy just one

outstanding Hollywood feature film.
We make about 20 modest pictures
each year. Figure for yourself what
the cost to the tax-payer might be
if these were paid for at the scale
prevalent in Hollywood. And yet
we are frequently criticized severe-
ly because our films are not as en-
tertaining as those that come from
the West Coast studios."

The Foreign Field
* +< News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Sabu's New Film in Color

London—With all native scenes

for "Mutiny in the Mountains," the

Alexander Korda Technicolor pro-

duction, to be photographed in the

heart of India, over half a ton of

cameras, films and equipment, in-

cluding special refrigeration tanks,

have been shipped from the home
studios to Alexandria. The equip-

ment is being transported via Im-
perial Airways, and after it reaches

Alexandria it will be shipped to

Peshawar. With the cooperation

of the Indian government, several

spectacular scenes will be made in

the closely guarded Khyber Pass.

"Mutiny in the Mountains" will star

Sabu, child star of "Elephant Boy."
Zoltan Korda is directing from the
story by A. E. W. Mason, which
Oliver O. P. Garrett adapted. Paul
Lukas and Raymond Massey are in

featured roles. United Artists will

release it.

eligible for the competition which
is open to photographers or film

companies other than of French na-
tionality. The award will be de-
cided in December, 1937.

Nova Pilbeam Before Cameras
London—Her school term com-

pleted, Nova Pilbeam went before
the cameras for the first time yes-
terday in GB's new Alfred Hitch-
cock production, tentatively titled

"Coins for Candles." Derrick De
Marney, British stage star, and Noel
Madison are chief in her support.

41 PICTURES IN WORK

IN HOLLYWOOD PLANTS

France Offers Film Award
Paris—Roland Marcel, Commis-

sioner General of Tourism for
France, announces that the "Centre
National d'Expansion du Tourisme"
will award a large gold medal of

merit for the most distinguished
foreign film made of France during
this year. Films showing the scenic

and artistic beauty of France, its

industrial, economic or social de-

velopments, (the topics together or

singly in the edited film) clearly

designated in the film story, are

Film School in Brazil
Rio de Janeiro — In connection

with "Motion Picture Month," which
is now being celebrated in Brazil,
the Cinematographic Association of
Brazilian Producers has announced
the establishment of a motion pic-
ture school. The purpose of the
school, which will have its head-
quarters in Rio de Janeiro, is to lo-
cate new talent for casting in do-
mestic productions.

For the Venice Exposition
Venice — The International (the

5th) Film Exposition will be held
here from Aug. 10 to 17. The gov-
ernments of Japan and Mexico an-
nounce their official participation.
Egypt, India and Argentina will
also exhibit pictures.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-one pictures

are in production, with Warners
heading the list with seven, follow-

ed by 20th Century-Fox with six.

M-G-M has five in work, with RKO,
Paramount and Columbia four each.
Goldwyn is making three, Selznick
International, Wanger, Universal
and Republic two each. Victor
Schertzinger and Zion Myers are
making one for Grand National.
RKO has started "Flight From

Glory," while "Ali Baba Goes To
Town" is new at 20th Century-Fox.
"Sophie Lang In Hollywood" is the
newest on the Paramount schedule.
Selznick International has begun
work on "Tom Sawyer".
Paramount has completed "Good-

night Ladies", "Double Or Noth-
ing" and "This Way Please". Re-
public has finished "Love Ahoy".

Pentacost Promoted
Atlanta, Ga. — Edwin Pentacost,

assistant manager and treasurer of
Loew's Grand Theater, has been
named manager of the theater to
succeed Edward J. Meiniker, who re-
cently resigned to enter the mer-
chandising business in Washington.

Warners Improving Two
Chicago — Warner Brothers are

spending $75,000 to remodel the
Chatham theater. Project includes
new air conditioning system, a new
canopy, 1,000 new opera chairs and
entirely new interior. Warners also
is overhauling the Grove theater.

Variety Club Moving
Cleveland—M. B. Horwitz, chief

barker of the Cleveland Variety
Club, announces that the club has
leased the Allerton Hotel pent house
i\ - will move out of its present
' >'e in the Statler Hotel in early
July. The new space provides, in
addition to the club rooms, an out-
door dance floor. Complete new dec-
orations and furnishings to cost
about $10,000 are being installed by
a leading local decorator.

Handling Negro Pix

San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises of this city has acquired
exclusive Southern distribution

rights to three all-Negro features
produced by Gramercy Pictures
Corp. Titles are "The Vicious Cir-
cle," "Children of Circumstance,"
and "Harlem Hell-Cat."

"Handsome" on Coast Aug. 4
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "High, Wide and
Handsome", the Jerome Kern-Oscar
Hammerstein romantic musical film
starring Irene Dunne, will open at
the Carthay Circle Theater on Aug.
4 for a roadshow engagement.

Columbus V. C. Leases
Columbus, O.—The Columbus Var-

iety Club has leased the second floor

of the building at 49 East State
Street, for seven years, to be oc-
cupied by July 1, following remod-
elling of the quarters.

$75,,000 House for Svolos
Chicago—A 750-seat movie house

is to be erected at 83rd and Cottage
Grove Avenue by James Svolos,
from plans by Alexander K. Eugene.
The job will cost $125,000.

When You Play
COLUMBIA'S

HAPPY HOUR UNITS
SCRAPPY SAVINGS BANKS

ZELL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
536 Broadway - New York City



U. S. IS 60% SOLD,

COL. PARLEY HEARS

{Continued from Page 1)

than last year, at which time an
all-time company high had been set

for advance deals.

Circuit deals with RKO Theaters,
Loew's, Inc., and Skouras have been
set, while negotiations are nearing
completion on important contracts
with practically everv other major
circuit in the film industry, Mon-
tague said.

Completing a $1,500,000 studio
expansion and improvement pro-
gram, Columbia enters the 1937-38
production schedule with its capacity
virtually doubled and added tech-
nical facilities calculated to increase
100 per cent, the sales force was
also told.

In a little more than a year, Co-
lumbia has replaced 90 per cent of the
buildings on the lot with fire-proof
structures and has acquired more
than 50,000 square feet of additional
sound-proofed stage space by erect-
ing multiple storied buildings to
house departments not engaged in
the actual production of pictures and
converting the ground thus salvaged
to stages.
Harry Cohn yesterday announced

to the delegates that Abe Mon-
tague's contract had been renewed,
also that the president and vice-
president will next year award per-
sonal bonuses to the salesmen in the
"Sweepstakes Drive."

Today's business session will in-
clude an outline of the coming year's
product. Wednesday will be studio
day when the stars will entertain the
delegates.

Montague Drive Awards
Presented by McConville

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Awards to winners

in the various groups in Columbia
Pictures' "Montague Sweepstakes"
Sales Campaign were distributed to-
day at the sales convention. Presen-
tations were made by Joe McCon-
ville, sales supervisor.

First award in the national con-
test for the best record of Sales,
Billings and Collections, went to
Memphis, J. J. Rogers branch man-
ager; Second award, Chicago, Phil
Dunas, branch manager; Third
award, Detroit, Carl Shalit, branch
manager; Fourth award, Phildel-
phia, Harry Weiner, branch man-
ager; Fifth award, Boston, T. F.
O'Toole, branch manager; Sixth
award, San Francisco, L. E. Till-
man, branch manager; Seventh
award, Cleveland, Lester Zucker,
branch manager.

Philadelphia, with Harry Weiner,
branch manager, captured first prize
in the "General Performance" classi-
fication. Washington was second,
Sam Galanty, branch manager;
Charlotte, R. J. Ingram, branch
manager, third; New York, Nat
Cohn, branch manager was fourth;
Portland, J. R. Beale, Branch man-
ager, fifth and Minneapolis, H. J.

Columbia Convention Gossip

—HOLLYWOOD
JACK COHN, who is practically an

air-commuter between New York
and Hollywood these days, original-

ly was slated to leave Sunday with
Capt. Frank Hawks but had to get
to Hollywood ahead of schedule.

Joe Friedman of London ditched

his cane and called the gang "boys"
instead of "gentlemen". Went Amer-
ican in a big way.

Hy Daab spent Sunday in bed
recuperating from the train ride,

just to have a lot of pep for the
convention.

Jerry Safron, Western Division
Manager known as "Two Gun" Saf-
ron found a huge cowboy cutout six

feet tall in his room.

Maurice Grad can't sleep, blames
the California mocking birds.

Bob "Legs Diamond" Hill of Salt
Lake City isn't having much whoo-
pee. Forgot to bring his spurs to

the Convention.

Clarence Tillman of Portland has
gone conservative. Has cut down
to four-colored striped shirts.

Jack "Typewriter" Underwood of
Dallas leads the gang in rebel yells.

Ben Marcus of Kansas City has
the broadest grin of all the dele-

gates.

Bernie Zeeman official custodian
of the imported ginger ale sleeps
with his keys under his pillow.

"Deacon" Walton of Seattle
brought a bale of hay and lantern
along so he won't miss the old farm.

Chapman, branch manager, sixth.

The Divisional Managers' Trophy,
for the best general performance
from July 4th, 1936 to May 1st,

1937, was won by Col. Sam Moscow
of the Southern Division. The ex-
changes in this group are, Atlanta,
Oklahoma City, Charlotte, Dallas,
Memphis and New Orleans.

First award in the Short Subject
Unit Shipment contest was won by
Booker C. Patterson, Charlotte
branch; Second, Booker G. S. Vojae,
Cleveland branch; third, Booker J.

A. Flynn, Philadelphia branch;
fourth, T. J. Robinson, Denver
branch; fifth, J. Kushner, Washing-
ton branch; sixth, J. S. Laird, At-
lanta branch; seventh, H. A. Chris-
man, Memphis branch; eighth, C. A.
Harter, Buffalo branch; ninth, L.
L. Shubuell, Indianapolis branch;
tenth, J. P. Hudgens, Oklahoma City
branch.

In the special Four Weeks Col-
lection Contest, Memphis, J. J. Rog-
ers, branch manager was first;

Cleveland, Lester Zucker, branch
manager, second; Kansas City, B.
C. Marcus, branch manager, third;
San Francisco, L. E. Tillman, branch
manager, fourth; Boston, T. F.
O'Toole, branch manager, fifth.

Special Four Weeks Billing Con-
test, won by Salesmen and Bookers
of New Orleans branch; second,
Salesmen and Bookers of Pitts-
burgh and third, Salesmen and
Bookers of Chicago. Los Angeles
and Boston were fourth and fifth

respectively.

Accessories Managers' Contest,
won bv Dudley Tucker, Oklahoma
Citv Exchange; A. McKenna, Buf-
falo Exchange, second; Harold Don-
ner, Portland Exchange, third; Wil-
liam Kassel, Chicago, fourth; Henry
Greenberg, Boston, fifth; Nat Fisher,
Charlotte, sixth; Walt Cory, De-
troit, seventh; Don Thompson, Salt
Lake City, eighth; Thornton La
Hatte, Atlanta, ninth; Robert Arvin,
Indianapolis, tenth; Earl Mendola,
New Orleans, eleventh.

Columbia Wins First Round
Theodora" Case n N. O.In

New Orleans—Columbia won the
first round in the series of injunc-
tion suits directed against it when
Civil District Court Judge William
Byrnes yesterday recalled the tem-
porary order restraining delivery
of "Theodora Goes Wild" to any
but United Theaters here for first

subsequent neighborhood runs. Im-
mediately afterward Columbia coun-
sel, Hugh Wilkinson, said his client

would start serving "Theodora" to
other theaters.
Judge Byrnes recalled the order

in agreement with the Columbia
argument that the contract period
of 1935-6 meant the program year
and not any picture produced with-
in 1936 and gave United Theaters
counsel Charles Kammer and Ed
Hollins 10 days in which to amend
petition to define whether or not
"Theodora" was released during the
contract period and to detail such
allegations as might connect "Theo-
dora" with the Irene Dunne produc-
tion claimed under the contract.

SHORT SHOTJ©
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS=

Col. to Release Buck Jones

Pictures for Two Years

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia will release

the Buck Jones pictures for the next
two years. The company to pro-
duce the Jones pictures will be
known as Coronet Productions with
Howard Lang as president, Leonard
Goldstein as vice-president in charge
of production and Lou Golder, secre-
tary-treasurer.

Forbes Sells Ga. Houses
Richland, Ga.—B. M. Forbes,

owner of the Capitol theaters at
Richland and Lumpkin, Ga., has sold
them to Fred McLendon, of Union
Springs, Ala., who is representative
of the Peoples' Theaters circuit.

W/TTH the completion of a Niela
1

Goodelle musical comedy short
|

titled "Slacks Appeal," Educational i

winds up its spring activities at
Astoria with Al Christie and his
crew going on vacation for two
weeks. Tim and Irene will be the
first subjects made when production

:

resumes on July 12, followed by
Willie Howard, Imogene Coca and
Jefferson Machamer and his "Gags
and Gals."

After weeks of searching for new
talent as well as new faces, Ben
Blake finally starts on the second
of his series of seven musical shorts
for Columbia during the first part
of July. Sid Gary was starred in
the first of the series completed sev-
eral weeks ago.

Milton Schwarzwald starts shoot-
ing early in July on two musical
shorts, one for Universal and the
other his first under his new con-
tract with RKO. His new contract
with Universal calls for 13 two-
reelers. He will do seven one-reel-
ers for RKO.

•

With the completion of its sea-
son's schedule of shorts, Condor
Pictures, Inc. which have taken over
Van Beuren Productions, will trans-
fer all of its eastern production
activities to their studios on the
west coast. Twenty-six one reelers
are scheduled for RKO during the
coming season.

•

Addenda . . . "The Spanish
Earth," a Spanish film made by
Contemporary Historians, Inc., is
being recorded at the Film Art
Studios in the Bronx . . . Ben
Schwalb is entering his fifth year
as producer and director of the
sports thrill series being put out
by Columbia . . . Herman Bing,
here on personal appearances, has
assigned himself a stiff schedule,
playing 30 Loew theaters in six
days . . . Vacation notes: Sam Sax
is Europe-bound— Lee Stuart is
heading for the Canada woods—
Al Christie is aboard his 60-foot
beauty, "The Sunbeam"—and Lloyd
French, Eddie Forman and Willie
Weil have California in their veins.

HUT Lists New Shares
Toronto, Ont. — New common

shares of Hamilton United Thea-
ters, Ld., have been listed on To-
ronto Stock Exchange, and old
shares de-listed. Listing covers 48,-
020 common shares of $1 par value,
out of an authorized 80,000. In-
ferred shares are already li!^'
Supplementary letters patent wi^
issued under Ontario Companies Act
on April 26, 1937, decreasing au-
thorized capital of company from
$3,000,000 to $1,080,000 by reducing
par value of common stock from
$25 to $1 per sare.
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Myers Urgesmdie Exhibs. to Back Probe Resolution

COLUMBJAJO RELEASE iJEATURES F0RJ937-38
12 Tentative Zone Deals Made With Exchange Unions
Arrangements Yet to be Rati-

fied by Distributing

Companies
Tentative agreements with recent-

ly-unionized exchange employees
have been reached in a dozen terri-
tories but all are yet to be ratified
by the distributors, a spokesman for
the major companies stated yester-
day in New York.
Zones in which tentative arrange-

ments have been agreed upon in-
clude: Boston, Philadelphia, Cleve-
land, Buffalo, Indianapolis, Pitts-
burgh, Washington and Detroit.

Conferences with union represen-
tatives continue today in New York.

wilcoxTOet up

u. s. distrib. deal

American distribution arrange-
ments on eight features he is plan-
ning for the 1937-38 season will be
made by Herbert Wilcox, producer,
who sails from England July 21 on
the Queen Mary en route to New
York. He will bring with him a
print of "Queen Victoria" which RKO
is releasing.
Wilcox has had a distribution deal

with GB in this country.

Harry Goetz to Coast

to Set Major Release

Harry Goetz left New York yes-
terday for the coast to begin negoti-
ations on a major company releasing
deal for the three pictures he is go-
ing to produce with Max Gordon.
First production on the Goetz-Gor-

(Continued on Page 4)

Execs in Sprawl Contest
l..incoln, Neb.—Sprawl contest is be-

-.ig arranged here for tomorrow night
when all the male show biz execs go
to the Arthur Rogers skating rink at
Capitol Beach. None of the boys have
been on wheels for periods varying
from 10 to 25 years. Chuck Doty, Lib-
erty manager, is trying to find a rock-
ing chair to tie on his hindside.

Baltimore Market Plans to Enter Film Field
Baltimore—The North Avenue Market, Inc., conducting a large market at North

and Maryland Aves., has decided to alter a portion of the building into a film theater.
Before the work can be done, however, an ordinance must be passed by the City
Council. The ordinance is to be introduced soon. There are two other motion pic-
ture theaters in the immediate vicinity.

Vincent Denies MPTOA is Dropping

War on Stars' Radio Appearances
Continuing to work along "under-

ground" lines, the MPTOA radio
committee is definitely proceeding
with its efforts to curtail appearance
of film players on the air with harm-
ful effects upon theaters, it was stat-
ed yesterday by its chairman, Walter

Vincent, who denied that the move
is being abandoned.

All major companies are cooperat-

ing, said Vincent. So far no more
conferences have been planned in
connection with the undertaking.

All Amusement Admish Tilted in Atlantic City

Atlantic City—The entire resort
amusement industry has boosted its
gate on a permanent policy, follow-
ing special meeting of the Atlantic
City Amusement Men's Association.
President Frank Gravatt of the
AMA stated this boost was necessi-
tated by increased overhead which
had this year again gone up 25 p.c.
Under new arrangement, Steel

Pier is tops in beach front price
with a 75-cent gate to include all
attractions including three pictures,

vaudeville, minstrel, circus, dancing,
exhibits, etc. Million Dollar Pier
which for several seasons floated
along with a two-bit admission has
skyrocketed to 65 cents. All Board-
walk theaters have been charging
55 cents regardless of the day or
the picture. They as a unit now
go up to 65 cents. All avenue the-
aters running at 35 cents will go
to 40 cents. The local boardwalk
burlesque will go to 90 cents tops
at night.

Allied Counsel Appeals for Support

Of Hobbs Resolution at Capital Meet
Monogram Sets Release

Dates on 13 to October 1

Monogram has set release dates
up to Oct. 1 stated President W. Ray
Johnston yesterday, following his re-
turn to New York from the coast.
Initial picture of the 1937-38 pro-
gram "The 13th Man," is currently
in distribution, he pointed out.

Release dates are as follows: July
(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Urging consolidation

among independent exhibitors in an
effort to force action on the Hobbs
resolution for a Congressional inves-
tigation of the industry, Abram F.
Myers, General Counsel and Chair-
man of Allied, told a meeting of in-

die exhibs at the Carlton hotel yes-
terday that if the resolution were
adopted it would be a "great step"

(Continued on Page 4)

Capra Pix to be Distributed

as Special Attractions,

Sales Force Told
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Columbia's pro-

gram for 1937-38 embraces 62 fea-
tures, 126 short subjects and four
serials, with at least 15 attractions
"that will equal the best produced
during the season", Abe Montague,
general sales manager, told the an-
nual sales convention at the Am-
bassador Hotel yesterday.

Stating that the company had set
"a record appropriation", Montague
said that Columbia would make
each of the 15 "with an elastic bud-
get" and without limit on the time
required for producton.
Frank Capra productons, Mon-

(Continued on Page 8)

COL. IN HEAR DEAL

WITH FOX-SKOURAS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Describing the deal as

marking a "radical departure" in its

sales policy, Columbia yesterday an-
nounced at its annual sales conven-
tion closing of a two-year franchise
deal with the Fox-Skouras circuit.

Abe Montague, general sales mana-
ger, disclosed the arrangement,
which, states Columbia, was made in

preference to one-year deals.

Games-Giveaways Report

Due at ITOA Meet Today

A report on the audience games
and giveaways situation will be sub-
mitted to the ITOA by President
Harry Brandt at a meeting today at

the Hotel Astor. Plans for the an-
nual outing on July 27 will be dis-

cussed.

179 "Earth" Roadshow Dates
Roadshow engagements on "The Good

Earth" total 179, with final date set

for the Columbia Theater, Far Rocka-
way, L. I., where the attraction opens
July 14.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24'/4 24l/4 24i/4 ....

Columbia Picts. vtc. 28y2 28'/2 28'/2 — Vi

Columbia Picts. pfd ....

Con. Fm. Ind 23,4 2% 23/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10'/4 10 10'/8 — 3/B

East. Kodak 1723/4 1713/4 1723/4 + 3/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 75 733/4 74'/2 + %
do pfd 106 106 106 + i/

2

Paramount 17% 173/8 17'/2

Paramount 1st pfd...l22V4 121 122'/4 + V4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 16V2 16V2 16V2 + %
Pathe Film 6i/

2 6V2 6V2
RKO 7i/4 7'/4 7% — V4
20th Century Fox.. 313/8 303/4 31 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 63 63 63

Warner Bros 12'/8 113/4 12

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46.. 99 Vs 99 Vs 99 Vs + %
Loew 6s 41 ww.... 983/8 983/8 983/8 — i/

g

Par. B'way 3s 55
Para. Picts. 6s 55 100 993/4 99%
Para. Picts. 3'/4s47 88 88 88 — V4
RKO 6s41 1071/4 1071/4 107 1/4 + 1/4

Warner's 6s39 94 93 Vi 93 '/2 — 1 Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National ... 2 2 2 ....

Sonotone Corp. ... 1 Vi 1 Vi 1 Vi ....

Technicolor 28i/4 27 Vi 27% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36.... 10y2 11 Vi
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 923/4 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '43... 52 Vi 54 Vi

Vitaphone Gets Certiorari

Order in City Tax Action

Justice Louis J. Valenti yesterday
signed a certiorari order on applica-
tion of Vitaphone Corp. in the lat-

ter's action against Frank J. Tay-
lor, comptroller of the City of New
York, directing* him to produce for
the court within 30 days a transcript
of the testimony resulting from a
hearing relating to the taxation of

Vitaphone Corp. on the purchase of

motion picture material brought into

New York City in 1934.

Order also directs Taylor to pro-
duce papers and documents relating
to the matter. Vitaphone has insti-

tuted the action to recover a city tax
of $4,020 which the corporation paid
under protest. Plaintiff contends it

is not subject to the levy as pur-
chase of the material was not only
shipped out of New York, but the
law governing payment was revised
subsequently.

Missouri Rules "Win-O"
Lottery Law Violation

Jefferson City, Mo. — Assistant
Attorney-General Franklin E. Rea-
gan in an opinion submitted to

Prosecuting Attorney C. T. Wood of

Pulaski County has held that the
eame "Win-O" conducted by a film

theater in Crocker is apparently in

violation of the criminal statutes of
Missouri. The opinion was approved
bv Acting Attorney-General J. E.
Tavior.
Reagan held that "Win-O" is

nothing more or less than a lottery,

and therefore is prohibited by the
state's criminal code.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

Profit Up to $7,900,000

London (By Cable) — Pamphlet
report of General Electric Co., Ltd..

for fiscal year ended March 31, last,

shows profit on trading and income
from investments of approximately
87.900,000 as compared with $7,300,-

000 in preceding year, a rise of
nbout nine per cent.

James Cardina Dead
Buffalo—James Cardina, a pioneer

film exhibitor here, is dead after a

short illness. In his more than 25
vears in the field he operated a to-

tal of nine theaters. Most recently
he had been connected with the
Grider-Kensington, the Varsity and
the Central Park, all in Buffalo, and
the Glen, in Williamsville.

Fuller Files Damage Suit

For $100,000 in New Orleans

Henry Senber to Wed
The engagement of Henry Sen-

ber, theatrical reporter and assis-

tant dramatic critic of the Morning
Telegraph, to Genevieve Whitfield
of Los Angeles, is announced. The
wedding will take place next month.

"Slave Ship" In Third Week
"Slave Ship," 20th Century-Fox

picture starring Warner Baxter and
Wallace Beery, begins its third week
at the Rivoli today.

New Orleans—Sequel to George
Fuller's "conspiracy" suit for in-

junctions was enacted in the Fed-
eral Court yesterday as Fuller's
lawyer, J. Studebaker Lucas, filed

suit for damages exceeding $100,-
000 under the triple damage clause
of the Sherman-Clayton acts,

against the same seven majors and
two Saenger executives.
The suit, based on the assump-

tion that the alleged conspiracy by
the defendants prevents Fuller's

getting film, causing him to close

at New Arlington and Pensacola
Beach and preventing the opening
of the American Legion Hall at

Pensacola, Fla., asks for losses sus-

tained through closing of the first

two and expenses incurred in re-

modeling Legion Hall.
The defendants are Vitagraph,

Universal, Paramount, United Ar-
tists, M-G-M, RKO, Fox, Assistant
Treasurer Harold Wilkes and Book-
er Gaston Dureau of Saenger The-
aters Corp.

"Everything All Right"

at SEC's Condor Hearing

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The SEC oral hear-

ing on the application for formal
registration of Condor Pictures
took place yesterday afternoon with
W. H. Hoffman and Fulton Brylaw-
ski appearing for the company be-
fore SEC examiners in a closed
confidential session. Everything
was all right," Brylawski told The
Film Daily after emerging from
the session. He described session
as "routine matter," and said diffi-

culties confronting original regis-
tration application already had been
ironed out. Brylawski said he
"hoped for" SEC to announce its

decision within next three or four
days.

Lessing Not a Candidate;

IATSE Gets FMPC Apology

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Lessing1 with-

draws his candidacy for president of
the United Scenic Artists Local.
Scenic Artists also announce apol-
ogy for remarks made by Federated
Motion Picture Crafts distasteful to

the IATSE.

J. J. Moran Rites Today
Funeral services will be held this

morning for the late John J. Moran,
father of Mae Moran, GB's assis-
tant cashier. Moran, who died sud-
denly on Sunday, is survived by his
widow and three children, John,
Jr., Mae and Thomas.

"Executive Secretary
Young lady. Ten years with famous
producer. Capable relieving busy
executive of detail. Box No. 1025.

THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Coming and Gome^i)

HERBERT WILCOX sails from England July
21 for New York.

ONA MUNSON, who goes to the Coast
Sept 1, is due in Denver this week to play
at Ehtch's Gardens.

FRANK ALBERTSON, who has been work-
ing in the Broadway hit, "Brother Rat," leavesNew York today for Hollywood and plans to
return in September to resume work in the
show.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Mono-
gram has returned to New York following
several weeks on the Coast.

GABE RUBIN and JOSEPH MAZZEI of Art
Cinema, Pittsburgh, are in New York for two
weeks.

MRS. ADOLPH STUBER and MARJORIE
STUBER, wife and daughter of Eastman Ko-
dak's vice president, sail for Europe today on
the Washington.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, Monogram sales
chief, will return to New York today follow-
ing a trip to exchanges in the midwest.

ARNOLD SCHWARZWALD, son of Milton
Schwarzwald of Mentone Productions, accom-
panied by DAN HOPPE, sails today on the
Roma for an extended cruise.

ARCHIE M. ANDREWS, Dictograph Prod-
ucts' board chairman, leaves today for Eu-
rope on the Normandie.

SHIRLEY HOWARD, casting director of the
Theater Guild, has left for a vacation in Ber-
muda.

EDMUND LOWE is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

SIMONE SIMON sails from Cherbourg on
the Normandie July 7.

RAY O'CONNELL, Warner Bros, manager of
Lancaster, Penn., theaters, is in New York
on vacation.

Wm. G. GEHRING, 20th-Fox Central Di-
vision manager, returned yesterday from Chi-
cago.

HARRY GOETZ left New York yesterday for
Hollywood.

EDWARD GOLDEN returns to New York to-
day from Kansas City and other points.

CLAIR E. HILGERS, Managing Director of
RKO Radio Pictures, S. A. in France, sails on
the S. S. Hamburg for Havre today. His wife
and children will follow on the S. S. De Grasse,
sailing Aug. 6.

RALPH READER, who arrived on the Aqui-
tania, goes to Washington.

GEORGE SCHAEFER left Hollywood by plane
yesterday for New York.

Quarterly Bonus System
for Tri-States Workers

Omaha—A quarterly bonus sys-
tem for employees of Tri-States The-
ater Corp. houses ranging from the
rank of assistant manager down has
been started.

Employees as of the start of the
last quarter already have received
one bonus. A schedule has been set
up, based on merit and seniority,
which will be followed as long as
business warrants.

"The Company that Imported and

Exploited 'CLOISTERED' "

BEST FILM COMPANY
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C. Jtij

Announces it is opening branches \„'

LONDON, PARIS and WARSAW.

RENE HUISMAN, President

Is seeking American product for Dis-

tribution in European Countries.
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More than maintaining its sizzling first -week

pace in hold-over stanzas at NEW YORK,

BOSTON, BALTIMORE! Set for second

week in KANSAS CITY! Beating "Wake Up

and Live" at Capitc PNDI Topping

"On the Avenue" inM 1 Making great

boxoffice news with^ lew opening!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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MYERS ASKS SUPPORT

FOR FILM PROBE MOVE

(Continued from Page 1)

toward solving many of their prob-

lems.
The general meeting of independ-

ent exhibitors was called by P. J.

Wood, of the Independent Theater
Owners of Ohio, to protest against

the Paramount sales policy.

At the same time those attending

the meeting decided upon a four-

point program in the campaign
against the distributor. This includ-

ed a national play date strike some
time in August, and the institution

of legal proceedings to establish

rights of exhibitors under existing

law which would be considered a test

case.
Abram Myers supported the sug-

gestion of H. M. Richey, Detroit rep-

resentative of Allied, that the mem-
bership bring an action against Par-
amount as a test case.

George P. Aarons, of the UMPTO
of Eastern Pennsylvania was among
the other exhib leaders to speak.

Monogram Sets Release

Dates on 13 to October 1

(Continued from Page 1)

7, "Hoosier Schoolboy"; July 14,

"Blazing Barriers"; July 21, "Riders
of the Dawn"; July 28, "Paradise
Isle"; Aug. 4, "Legion of Missing
Men"; Aug. 11, "Outer Gate"; Aug.
18, "Luck of Roaring Camp"; Aug.
25, "God's Country and the Man";
Sept. 2, "Atlantic Flight"; Sept. 9,

"Where the West Begins"; Sept. 16,

"Shadows of the Orient"; Sept. 23,

"Federal Bullets"; Sept. 30, "Tele-
phone Operator."

Harry Goetz to Coast

to Set Major Release

(.Continued from Page I)

don schedule is "The Women," based
on the Broadway hit. Goetz returns
to New York in 10 days.

To Roadshow "Dead End"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM t)AlLY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn an-

nounced yesterday that he will

roadshow "Dead End".

JUNE 30

Leo Spitz

Madge Bellamy
George Chandler

T T T
• • • A SMASHING Screen Document Warners'
"They Won't Forget" the kind of vital drama that makes
the screen fairly pulse with life that shocks audiences out

of their smug self-complacency that sends something chok-
ing up into their throats while their pulses pound and
their hearts beat faster and above all brings a surge
of great pity sweeping over them as the steady, inexorable doom
gradually engulfs the hapless youth on trial for his life without
being given a fighting chance

• • • HERE IS a really great production . . a great
mother's story a great wife's story a great sweet-
heart story for a boy's sweetheart has been murdered

a wife's husband is sent to his death while she fights pite-

ously to save him and the mother of the doomed youth and
the mother of the slain girl sit near each other in that courtroom
as the stark drama unfolds

• • • THERE HAS been nothing quite like it ever to reach
the screen if you have read Ward Greene's "Death In the
Deep South", from which it is adapted, you can appreciate that
fact a terrific indictment of Prejudice and of the
methods of news gathering by some newspapers out to build up
sensational stories at any cost and what a Showman's Pic-

ture! it leaves the murder mystery STILL a mystery at

the close and that means word-of-mouth ballyhoo to send
it over BIG it's a Showman's Sweetheart on all counts

• • • ARRIVED ON the Aquitania yesterday Ralph
Reader, starred in Herbert Wilcox's British production, "Gang
Show" which is being given its American premiere at one
of the Loew theaters in Washington in connection with the
Boy Scout Jamboree sponsored by President Roosevelt

T T

• • • SPEAKING OF the Jamboree in Washington
Ed Finney, that combination ad director and producer for Grand
National now producing the Tex Ritter westerns
plans to supervise a camera crew in the Capital which will record

scenes for "Tex and the Boy Scouts" while the scouts from all

parts of the world are holding their conclave the flag-

raising and convocation at the Washington Monument will be-

come part of the film starring cowboy Ritter

T

• •"-• THIS YEAR'S Paramount announcement book fea-

tures a tricky fold ... that gives a three-page spread to all

the important pictures on the program when the fold is opened
up. ... . the special portraits in color of the stars are gor-geo-
ous . ..... if exhibitors are still sold on Smash Display this

exhibit should do the trick

• '"'• • A FEW days ago the twenty-eighth wedding anni-
versary of Caldwell Brown, circuit owner operating from Zanes-
ville, Ohio . , . . . was celebrated in the large manner invites

to the celebration included luncheon at the Latonia Jockey Club,

just outside Cincinnati dinner at the Netherland-Plaza
there .../. and late supper at Cincy's hot spot, the Berkley
Night Club

GN WILL START 12 «»

PIX BY MID-AUGUST

/ « « « » » »

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi'

Hollywood—Edward L. Alperson,
Grand National president, yesterday
announced a summer schedule of 12
pictures to go before the cameras
within the next two months. Fol-
lowing "Something to Sing About"
the Victor Schertzing'er musical,
starring James Cagney, which
started last week, "Here's Flash
Casey," with Eric Linden, gets un-
der way tomorrow.
Three pictures are set to go on

July 6, these being "Government
Agent," a Condor Production with
Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt
under the direction of Louis Gas-
nier; "Wallaby Jim of the Islands,"
starring George Houston with Bud
Barsky producing and Charles La-
mont directing; and the Al Herman
production, "Renfrew of the Mount-
ed," with Jimmy Newill.

"Face the Facts," which Richard
Rowland will produce, starring Stu-
art Erwin, starts July 8 with Glenn
Tryon directing, while "Return of
the Shadow," with Rod LaRocque,
another Alexander production, and
Barsky's second Wallaby Jim fea-
ture, as yet untitled, go before the
cameras July 21.

"So This Is Hollywood," a B. F.
Zeidman production, and "Painter
in the Sky," a Rowland production,
start July 30. Edward Finney's first
Tex Ritter musical western on the
new season's program is scheduled
for Aug. 15 with Ray Taylor direct-
ing followed by Grand National's
first Anna Sten starring vehicle,
"Gorgeous," produced by Eugene
Franks which starts Aug. 16.

SICK REPORT

Boston—George Holland, film edi-
itor for the Boston Evening Ameri-
can, and author of the recent film,
"Don't Tell the Wife," who has been
seriously ill with an embolism and
uneumonia in the Cardinal O'Con-
nell Hospital for the past two
weeks, has passed the crisis, al-
though his condition still remains
serious. Holland has been confined
to the hospital for several months
as a result of a broken ankle sus-
tained during his personal appear-
ance at the RKO Boston Theater
with the Ritz Brothers.

Boston—Pauline Winston, biller
for Columbia Exchange, is seriously
ill. An operation was performed
last week.

Sioux City, la.—Mrs. J. J. Hoff-
man, owner of the Plainview ^Qa-

ter at Plainview, Neb., is in a^fc^ 1

hospital following an operation,,"
j

Omaha—Fred Thortsen, M-G
:
M

salesman, has returned to duties

after a two-week stay in the hospi-

tal, but still is forced to use

crutches.





THE BIG HOLIDAY

ATTRACTION ALL
,-T •

\
UVLH I I1L U- O.H. * * * Opening this ^ee^nd^iext in

dozens of first runs, including Radio City Music Hall (July

1)...for the most enthusiastic 4th of July celebration thea-

tres have had in years! ... A giant 3-ring circus of enti*

tainment . . . A laugh-and-rhythm show with everything

it takes to make a tremendous box- office attraction I . .

.

MADE AVAILABLE AT THE HEIGHT OF SUMMER- WHEN THE BIG
ONES ARE FEWEST, AND NEEDED MOST! ... THAT'S RhO RADIO I



with all these famous entertainers:

• JOE PENNER
• MILTON BERLE

• PARKYAKARKOS
• HARRIET HILLIARD

• WILLIAM RRADY

• JEROME COWAN
• THELMA LEEDS

and a hundred new faces, including
Lorraine Krueger • Bert Gordon (Count Mischa Moody) • Tommy
Mack (Judge Hugo Straight) • The FourPlayboys • Rio Brothers

Lowe, Hite & Stanley • Loria Brothers • Brian Sisters

The Three Chocolateers • Ann Miller • Dewey Robinson

AND WHAT SONGS!
"Love is Never Out of Season"—"Pent

house on Third Avenue"— "It Goes to

Your Feet"—"If I Didn't Have You"

"TheWidow in Lace"—"Peckin"'—"New

Faces"— "When The Berry Blossom:

Bloom".

An EDWARD SMALL Production

Directed by LEIGH JASON
Screenplay by Nat Perrin, Philip G. Epstein. IrvS.Brechei
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COLUMBIA LISTS 124

SHORTS FOR NEW YEAR

Col. Sets 62 Features for 1937-38;

Capra Pix in the 'Special' Category

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Two series of two-

reelers and 10 series of single reel

attractions plus at least 16 new
units of the "Happy Hour Enter-
tainments", organized juvenile pro-

gram service, are included in Colum-
bia's 124 shorts for 1937-38, the

sales convention here was told yes-

terday.
The lineup:
TWO REEL SHORTS—8 "Three

Stooges" Comedies, and 18 "All

Star" Comedies, headed by Andy
Clyde, Charlie Chase and Walter
Catlett.
SINGLE REEL SHORTS—"Color

Rhapsodies" (specials), in full Tech-

nicolor, produced by Charles Mintz.

"Scrappy," produced by Charles

Mintz. "Krazy Kat," produced by

Charles Mintz.- "Community Sing,"

songfest; new "Screen Snapshots,"

fan magazine; Columbia's "New
Sport Thrills," heretofore known as

News World of Sports. "Broadway
Follies," "musical extravaganzas;

"Around the World in Color," topi-

cal travels; "Columbia Featurettes,"

musical novelties; "Strange As It

May Seem," based on the John Hix
syndicated features.

Omaha Bandit Gets $1,500

in Orpheum Theater Stickup

Omaha — Bandit escaped with

$1,500 after a stickup at Tri-States'

Orpheum Theater here despite a four

blocks' pursuit by William Miskell,

manager.
The holdup was staged in a base-

ment corridor after Treasurer Jack

Kolbor had closed the box office and

was escorting Cashier Merle Conners

Fratt and Chief of Service Ronald

Wilson to his office. Mrs. Fratt's

pleading with the bandit persuaded

him to pass up a smaller amount
taken the previous evening at a mid-

night benefit show held for a news-

paper's free milk and ice fund.

After taking the money, the ban-

dit imprisoned the trio and then ac-

cidentally locked himself out of the

treasurer's office while capturing

Doorman Richard Hulbert. This gave

them an opportunity to summon Mis-

kell with an alarm bell.

Expect Roosevelt to Sign

Nuisance Tax Extension

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Indications at the

White House last night were that

President Roosevelt would sign the

so-called nuisance tax law extension

before the law expires at midnight

tonight.

Life's Little Irony

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Add ironies: Ken May-

nard recuperating from a broken leg:

he went through all the risks of

making Grand National Westerns with-

out a scratch, then tripped over a

tent peg on his circus tour and smashed

a femur.

(Continued from Page 1)

tague told the convention, will be
released as special attractions in

addition to the program. No num-
ber was mentioned. "Lost Hori-

zon", now being roadshown, will be
generally released on Sept. 1.

Of the 62 pix announced, 40 will

be productions featuring outstand-
ing star, directorial and author
names, while 22 will be outdoor dra-

mas comprising 6 Buck Jones Spe-
cial Westerns, 8 starring Charles
Starrett and 8 "All-story All-Star"
Westerns. Twenty feature titles

were mentioned. This program will

be supplemented by 4 serials de-

signed for adult as well as juvenile

appeal.

Line up of short subjects will

consist of 10 series of single reel

attractions and 2 series of two reel

comedies.

Properties from which the 1937-

38 program will be selected, as an-
nounced by Montague, follow:

"The Awful Truth," co-starring
Irene Dunne and Gary Grant in the

stage comedy by Arthur Richman,
directed by Leo McCarey, with
screen play by Vina Delmar and
Dwight Taylor.

"You Can't Take It With You,"
Pulitzer prize winner of 1937 by
George Kaufman and Moss Hart, to

be produced with an all-star cast.

Edward G. Robinson production
(untitled). Director and support-

ing cast are being selected.

Two Joe E. Brown productions
(untitled), to be produced by David
L. Loew.

One Frances Marion production
(untitled). Described as "A spec-

tacular drama of America's heroic

past", written by Courtney Ryley
Cooper, and Frank R. Adams.

"I'll Take Romance," starring

Grace Moore and featuring Melvyn
Douglas; a musical romance adapt-

ed by Jane Murfin in collaboration

with George Oppenheimer, to be di-

rected by Edward H. Griffith and
produced by Everett Riskin.

"Paris on Broadway," musical

written and to be produced by Oscar
Hammerstein 2nd.

"Penitentiary," by Courtney Ryley
Cooper.

"It's All Yours," teaming Made-
leine Carroll and Francis Lederer
in the story by Adelaide Heilbron, to

be directed by Elliott Nugent, from
the screenplay by Mary McCall, Jr.

Producer will be William Perlberg.

"Grand Gesture" (tentative title),

musical comedy from Alex Racko-
we's story, adapted by Stephen
Morehouse Avery.

"Noble," based on the life of Al-

fred Bernhard Noble, to be pro-

duced by Robert Riskin.

"The Second Mrs. Draper" star-

ring Gloria Swanson from the novel

by Noel Pierce, adapted to the

LITTLE from LOT*|>
:By RALPH WILK;

screen and to be produced by Fran-

ces Marion.

"Miss Quis," from the Broadway
stage success by Ward Morehouse
and Peggy Wood.

"It Happened in Hollywood,"
starring Richard Dix with Fay Wray
in the story by Myles Connolly, di-

rected by Harry Lachman.

"For Tonight Only," from the

Cosmopolitan magazine story hy
Oscar Schisgall, with screenplay by
Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman, and
produced by Sidney Buchman.

"Absent Without Leave," a mari-
tal comedy by Stefan Bekeffi writ-

ten for the screen by Samson Ra-
phaelson and produced by Sidney
Buchman.

"I Married an Artist," from the
Saturday Evening Post story by B.

Avery Strakosh, written for the
screen by Gladys Lehman and Del*
mar Daves; directed by Marion
Gering and produced by Sidney
Buchman.

"Life Begins With Love," from
the comedy by Dorothy Bennett,
teaming Jean Parker and Douglass
Montgomery, and directed by Ray
McCarey from the screenplay by
Thomas Mitchell; produced by
Myles Connolly.

"Streamlined," from the story by
Joseph Dineen, adapted to the
screen by Donald Henderson Clarke
in collaboration with Richard
Wormser; produced by Myles Con-
nolly.

"Cape of Good Hope," from the
European stage play by Ladislaus
Bus-Fekete; produced by Myles
Connolly.

"The Night Before," from the
Saturday Evening Post story by
Paul Gallico, wth screenplay by
Eugene Solow.

"College Hero," from the Satur-
day Evening Post story by Corey
Ford; screenplay by Eugene Solow.

"There's Always a Woman,"
from the American Magazine story
by Wilson Collison; screenplay by
Gladys Lehman and Joel Sayre.

Four Jack Holt productions.

Columbia's Western line-up calls

for 8 Charles Starrett Westerns,
starring Starrett and introducing
Donald Grayson as a singing cow-
boy; 8 All-Story All-Star Westerns;
6 Buck Jones Special Westerns,
starring Jones and feautring his

horse, Silver.

On the serial side, Columbia an-
nounces:

"Jungle Menace," starring Frank
Buck and Sasha Siemel, to be ready
for release Sept. 1; "The Adven-
tures of the Mysterious Pilot,"

starring Capt. Frank Hawks; "The
Secret of Treasure Island," from
the Argosy Magazine serial by L.

Ron Hubbard and "The Great Ad-
ventures of Wild Bill Hickok."

HOLLYWOOD
CHOULD negotiations now under-

way between W. P. Lipscomb,
Hollywood scenarist, and New York
producers be brought to a success-
ful culmination, the former's new
stage play, "Ninety Sails," will be
premiered simultaneously on Broad-
way and in London late in Septem-
ber. Lipscomb will leave for Gotham
for conferences immediately upon
completing his current task of au-
thoring the screenplay for Para-
mount's forthcoming "Beau Geste."
"Ninety Sails," written by Lips-

comb during a four-months' vaca-
tion in England early this year, is

based on the founding of the Brit-
ish navy.

T T

Casting assignments: 20th-Fox

—

Sidney Blackmer, "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse"; Claude McAllister, Iva

|

Stewart, "Danger—Love at Work";
Paramount—Roland Drew, "Acci-
dents Will Happen"; Universal

—

Diana Gibson, "Adventure's End";
Wanger—Humphrey Bogart, "Stand-
In."

T T

Tom Keene has been signed by
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in

charge of production, to play the
starring role in a series of four
westerns for Monogram. Keene will

begin his initial Monogram produc-
tion, "God's Country and the Man,"
an original story by Robert Em-
mett, July 7. R. N. Bradbury will

produce and direct.

T

William Frawley has been bor-
rowed from Paramount by Grand
National for the role of press agent
in "Something to Sing About," a
James Cagney starring vehicle which
Victor Schertzinger is now direct-

ing. Philip Ahn was also signed
for the Japanese role which com-
pletes the cast.

»

Grand National's "King of the
Sierras" will bring to the screen the

Federal government's never-to-be-
repeated roundup of the wild mus-
tangs of Arizona in which 2,000

horses will supply the action.

Columbia has 17 pictures in vari-

ous stages of production, a number
of which will be ready for early re-

lease, while others have been turned
over to exhibitors the past few
weeks.

Simone Simon Recalled

West Coast Bur., THE FILM \DAILY
Hollywood—Simone Simon's vacation I

in her native France has been cut short I

by a cable from 20lh Century-Fox stu-
|

dios ordering her to return for a stellar
I

role in "Love and Kisses," scon to go
,

into production with Walter Winchell
|

and Ben Bernie also starred. Simone-.

who was to have had an extended v.-flg

cation prior to returning for the pro
1

',

duction of "Suez," scheduled to go be-

fore the cameras in the Fall, will sail

from Cherbourg on the Normandie July

7. She will spend a few days in New
York before continuing on \o Holly-

wood.

Hi
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